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f nit sixth edition of Cellular and Molecular Immunology includes extensive revisions
I of the previous edition, which incorporate new discoveries in immunology and the

constantly growing body of knowledge. It is remarkable and fascinating to us that new
principles continue to emerge from analysis of the complex systems that underlie immune
responses. Perhaps one of the most satisfying developrnents for students of human disease
is that basic principles of immunology are now being used for rational development of
new immunological therapies. Examples of areas in which our understanding has grown

impressively since the last edition of this book include the recognition of microbial prod-

ucts by cytoplasmic and membrane sensors, the intricate organization of lyrnphoid
tissues, the functional heterogeneity of subsets of dendritic cells and lymphocytes, and the
roles of regulatory cells and inhibitory pathways in immune regulation. We have added
new information while striving to emphasize important principles, and without increas-
ing the length of the book. We have also changed many sections, when necessary, for
increased clarity, accuracy, and completeness.

We have retained the design elements that have evolved through the previous editions
to make the book easier to read. These include the use of bold italic text to highlight "take-

home messages," presentation of experimental results in bulleted lists distinguishable
from the main text, and the use of "In-depth" boxes (including several new orres) to present

detailed information about experimental approaches, disease entities, and selected
molecular or biological processes. We also constantly try to further improve the clarity of
illustrations and tables.

Many individuals have made invaluable contributions to this edition. Drs. Michael
Carroll, Jason Cyster, Moh Daha, and Richard Locklsey have been generous with advice
and comments. Our illustrators, David and Alexandra Baker of DNA Illustrations, remain
full partners in the book and provide invaluable suggestions for clarity and accuracy-
Several members of the Elsevier Science staff have played critical roles. Our editor, Bill

Schmitt, has been a source of support and encouragement. Our Developmental Editor,

Rebecca Gruliow shepherded the book through its preparation and production. Gene
Harris was responsible for the design. Ellen Sklar took charge of the production and has

been a constant source of good sense and efficiency. Our students were the original inspi-

ration for the first edition of this book, and we remain continually grateful to them,

because from them we learn how to think about the science of immunology, and how to

communicate knowledge in the clearest and most meaningful way.

Abul K.Abbas

Andrew H. Lichtman

Shiv Pillai
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Introduction to the
lmmune System

he first three chapters of this book introduce the nomenclature of immunology

and the components of innate and adaptive immune responses. In

Chapter 1, we describe the types of immune responses and their general

properties and present an overview of immune responses to microbes. In

Chapter 2, we discuss the early innate immune response to infectious

pathogens. Chapter 3 is devoted to a description of the cells and tissues of

the adaptive immune system, with an emphasis on their anatomic organi-

zation and structure-function relationships. This section sets the stage for

more thorough discussion of how the immune system recognizes and

responds to antigens.
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The term immunity is derived from the Latin word
immunitas, which referred to the protection from legal
prosecution offered to Roman senators during their
tenures in office. Historically, immunity meant protec-

substances is called the immune respon$e"
The physiologic function of the immufle systen is

disease in some situations. Therefore, a more inclusive
definition of the immune response is a reaction to com-

Donents of microbes as well as to macromolecules, such

is prot"ins and polysaccharides, and small chemicals

thal are recognized as foreign, regardless ofthe physiolo-

gic or pathologic consequence of such a reaction.

immunology is the study of immune responses in this

broader sense and of the cellular and molecular events

that occur after an organism encounters microbes and

other foreign macromolecules.
Historians often credit Thucydides, in Athens during

the fifth century nc, as having first mentioned immunity

to an infection that he called "plague" (but that was

probably not the bubonic plague we recognize today).
The concept of immunity may have existed long before,

as suggested by the ancient Chinese custom of making

children resistant to smallpox by having them inhale

The evolution of immunology as an experimental dis-

cipline has depended on our ability to manipulate

the function of the immune system under controlled
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conditions. Historically, the first clear example of this
manipulation, and one that remains among the most
dramatic ever recorded, was Edward Jenner's successful
vaccination against smallpox. Jenner, an English physi-
cian, noticed that milkmaids who had recovered from
co\^'pox never contracted the more serious smallpox. on
the basis of this observation, he injected the material
from a cow?ox pustule into the arm of an 8-year-old boy.
\.Vhen this boy was later intentionally inoculated
with smallpox, the disease did not develop. Jenner's
landmark treatise on vaccination (Latin uaccinus, of or
from cows) was published in 1798. It led to the wide-
spread acceptance of this method for inducing immu-
nity to infectious diseases, and vaccination remains the
most effective method for preventing infections (Table
l-1). An eloquent testament to the importance of
immunology was the announcement by the World
Health Organization in 1gB0 that smallpox was the first
disease that had been eradicated worldwide by a
program of vaccination.

Since the 1960s, there has been a remarkable trans-
formation in our understanding of the immune system
and its functions. Advances in cell culture techniques
(including monoclonal antibody production), immuno-
chemistry, recombinant DNA methodology, x-ray crys-
tallography, and creation of genetically altered animals
(especially transgenic and knockout mice) have changed
immunology from a largely descriptive science into one
in which diverse immune phenomena can be explained
in structural and biochemical terms. In this chapter, we
outline the general features of immune responies and
introduce the concepts that form the cornerstones
of modern immunology and that recur throughout
this book.

lruruRrr AND ADAPnvE lMMUNtry

Defense against microbes is mediated by the early reac-
tions of innate immunity and the later responses of
adaptive immunity (Fig. l-1 and Table l-2). Innate
immunity (also called natural or native immunity) pro-
vides the early line of defense against microbes. It con-
sists of cellular and biochemical defense mechanisms
that are in place even before infection and are poised to
respond rapidly to infections. These mechanisms react
only to microbes (and to the products of injured cells),
and they respond in essentially the same way to repeated
infections. The principal components of innate immu-
nity are (1) physical and chemical barriers, such as
epithelia and antimicrobial substances produced at
epithelial surfaces; (2) phagocltic cells (neutrophils,
macrophages) and natural killer (NK) cells; (3) blood
proteins, including members of the complement system
and other mediators of inflammation; and (4) proteins
called cytokines that regulate and coordinate many of
the activities of the cells of innate immunity. The mech-
anisms of innate immunity are specific for structures
that are common to groups of related microbes and
may not distinguish fine differences between foreign
substances.

In contrast to innate immunitv there are other
immune responses that are stimulaied by exposure ro
infectious agents and increase in magnitude and defen-
sive capabilities with each successive exposure to a par-
ticular microbe. Because this form of immunity develops
as a response to infection and adapts to the infection, it
is called adaptive immunity. The defining characteris-
tics of adaptive immunity are exquisite specificity for

Table 1-1. Effect iveness of Vaccines for Some Common Infect ious Diseases

Disease Maximum number
of cases (year)

Number of
cases in 2004

Percent
change

Diphtheria 206,939 (1921) 0 -99.99

Measles 894 134  (1941 37 -99.99

Mumps 152,209 (1968) 236 -99.90

Pertussis 265,269 (1934) 18 ,957 -96.84

Polio (paralytic) 21,269 (1952) 0 -100.0

Rubella 57,686 (1969) 12 -99.98

Tetanus 1,560 (1923) 26 -98.33

Haemophilus
influenzae type B

-20,000 (1 984) 1 6 -99.92

Hepatitis B 26,611 (1985) 6,632 -75.08

This table i l lustrates the striking decrease in the incidence of selected infectious diseases
for which effective vaccines have been developeo.

Adapted from orenstein wA, AR Hinman, KJ Bart, and sc Hadler. lmmunization. ln
Mandell GL, JE Bennett, and R Dolin (eds). Principles and Practices of Infectious Dis-
eases,4th ed. churchil l Livingstone, New york, 1995, and Morbidity and Mortality
Weekly Report 53:1213-1221, 2005.
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Adaptive immunity

Antibodies

Hours

Time after infection
FIGURE 1-1 Innate and adaptive immunity. The mechanisms of innate immunity provide the init ial  defense against infect ions Adaptive
immune responses develop later and consist of act ivat ion of lymphocytes The kinetics of the innate and adaptive immune responses are
approximations and may vary in dif ferent infect ions

Table 1-2. Features of Innate and Adapt ive lmmunity

Innate lAdaPtive

This table l ists the major characteristics and components of innate and adaptive immune
responses. Innate immunity is discussed in much more detail in Chapter 2.

1 2

6r'rir".t"rirt"t
Specificity For structures shared by

groups of related microbes
For antigens of microbes and
for nonmicrobial antigens

Diversity Limited; germline-encoded Very large; receptors are
produced by somatic
recombination of
gene segments

Memory None Yes

Nonreactivity to self Yes I Yes

Components

Cellular and
chemical barriers

Skin, mucosal epithelia;
antimicrobial chemicals

Lymphocytes in epithelia;
antibodies secreted at
epithelial surfaces

Blood proteins Complement, others Antibodies

Cel ls Phagocytes (macrophages,
neutrophils), natural killer cells

Lymphocytes
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distinct molecules and an ability to "remember" and
respond more vigorously to repeated exposures to the
same microbe. The adaptive immune system is able to
recognize and react to a large number of microbial and
nonmicrobial substances. In addition, it has an extraor-
dinary capacity to distinguish between different, even
closely related, microbes and molecules, and for this
reason it is also called specific immunity. It is also some-
times called acquired immunity, to emphasize that
potent protective responses are "acquired" by experi-
ence. The main components of adaptive immunity are
cells called lymphocytes and their secreted products,
such as antibodies. Foreign substances that induce spe-
cific immune responses or are the targets of such
responses are called antigens.

Innate and adaptive immune responses are compo-
nents of an integrated system of host defense in which
numerous cells and molecules function cooperatively.
The mechanisms of innate immunitv orovide an effec-
tive initial defense against infections. However, many
pathogenic microbes have evolved to resist innate
immunity, and their elimination requires the more pow-
erful mechanisms of adaptive immunitv. The innate
immune response to microbes also stimuiates adaptive

immune responses and influences the nature of the
adaptive responses. We will return to a more detailed
discussion of the mechanisms and physiologic functions
of innate immunity in Chapter 2.

Innate immunity is phylogenetically the oldest
system of host defense, and the adaptive immune
system evolved later (Box l-l). In invertebrates, host
defense against foreign invaders is mediated largely by
the mechanisms of innate immunity, including phago-
cytes and circulating molecules that resemble the
plasma proteins of innate immunity in vertebrates.
Adaptive immunity, consisting of lymphocy'tes and anti-
bodies, first appeared in jawed vertebrates and became
increasingly specialized with further evolution.

TypTs OF ADAPTIvE IMMUNE RESPONSES

There are two types of adaptiue immune responses,
called humoral immunity and cell-mediated immunity,
that are mediated by dffirent components of the
immune system and function to eliminate dffirent
types of microbes (Fig. l-2). Humoral immunity is medi-

Mechanisms for  defending the host  against  microbes are
present  in  some form in a l l  mul t ice l lu lar  organisms These
mechanisms const i tu te innate immuni ty  The more spe-
c ia l ized defense mechanisms that  const i tu te adapt ive
immuni ty  are found in ver tebrates only

Var ious cel ls  in  inver tebrates respond to microbes by
surrounding these infect ious agents and destroy ing
them These responding cel ls  resemble phagocytes and
have been cal led phagocyt ic  amebocytes in  aceromares,
hemocytes in  mol luscs and ar thropods,  coelomocytes in
annel ids,  and b lood leukocytes in  tunicates Inver tebrates
do not  conta in ant igen-speci f ic  lymphocytes and do not
produce immunoglobul in  ( lg)  molecules or  complement
prote ins However,  they conta in a number of  so luble mol-
ecules that  b ind to and lyse microbes These morecures
inc lude Iect in- l ike prote ins,  which b ind to carbohydrates
on microbia l  ce l l  wal ls  and agglut inate the microbes,
and numerous ly t ic  and ant imicrobia l  factors such
as lysozyme, which is  a lso produced by neutrophi ls  in
h igher  organisms Phagocytes in  some inver tebrates may
be capable of  secret ing cytok ines that  resemDte
macrophage-derived cytokines in the vertebrates lmpor-
tant ly ,  a l l  mul t ice l lu lar  organisms express cel lu lar  recep-
tors resembl ing Tol l - l ike receptors that  sense mtcrooes
and in i t ia te defense reactrons against  the mrcrobes Thus,
host  defense in inver tebrates is  mediated by the cel ls  and
molecules that  resemble the ef fector  mechanisms of
innate immuni ty  in  h igher  organisms

Many studies have shown that  inver tebrates are
capable of  re ject ing fore ign t issue t ransplants,  or  arro-

grafts (ln vertebrates, this process of graft rejection is
dependent  on adapt ive immune responses )  l f  sponges
(Porifera) from two different colonies are parabiosed by
being mechanical ly  held together ,  they become necrot ic
tn 1 to 2 weeks, whereas sponges from the same colony
fuse and cont inue to grow Earthworms (annel ids)  and
star f ish (echinoderms) a lso re ject  t issue graf ts  f  rom
other  species of  the phyla These re lect ion react ions
are mediated main ly  by phagocyte- l ike cel ls  They d i f fer
f rom graft rejection in vertebrates in that specif ic
memory for the grafted tissue either is not generated or
is  d i f f icu l t  to  demonstrate.  Nevertheless,  such resul ts
indrcate that even invertebrates must express cell surface
molecules that  d is t inguish sel f  f rom nonsel f ,  and such
molecules may be the precursors of  h is tocompat ib i l i ty
molecules in vertebrates. Recently, a family of polymor-
phic prote ins belonging to the immunoglobul in  super-
fami ly  has been iso lated f rom mar ine chordates and
shown to be responsib le for  re ject ion of  organisms
These prote ins may be precursors of  mammal ian h is to-
compat ib i l i tv  molecules

The hal lmark of  the ver tebrate immune system is  the
expression of somatically rearranged antigen receptors
Such receptors appeared in jawed fish Even some
jawless fish express highly variable receptors that differ
from one cell to another, but these are not generated by
recombinat ion of  gene segments l t  is  bel ieved that  a
t ransposon conta in ing the gene(s)  encoding the enzyme
for  recombinat ion (RAG, or  recombinat ion act ivat ing
genes,  see Chapter  8)  invaded a gene that  encoded a

Continued on following page



prote in resembl ing a var iable (V)  segment  of  an ant ibody
molecule.  This a l lowed V and re lated segments to be
recombined to generate h ighly  d iverse and speci f  ic
antigen receptors. Not only this feature, but most of the
components of  the adapt ive immune system, inc luding
lymphocytes, antrbodies and T cell receptors, MHC mol-
ecules,  and specia l ized lymphoid t issues (but  lack ing
germinal  centers) ,  a l l  seem to have appeared qui te sud-
denly and coordinate ly  in  jawed ver tebrates (e.9. ,  sharks)
(see Table). A more primitive version of rearranged
antigen receptors exists in jawless fish (lampreys) These

Key: *, present; -, absent

ated by molecules in the blood and mucosal secretions,
called antibodies, that are produced by cells called B
Il.rnphocytes (also called B cells). Antibodies recognize
microbial antigens, neutralize the infectivity of the
microbes, and target microbes for elimination by
various effector mechanisms. Humoral immunity is the
principal defense mechanism against extracellular
microbes and their toxins because secreted antibodies
can bind to these microbes and toxins and assist in their
elimination. Antibodies themselves are specialized, and
different tlpes of antibodies may activate different effec-
tor mechanisms. For example, some types of antibodies
promote the ingestion of microbes by host cells (phago-

cltosis), and other antibodies bind to and trigger the
release of inflammatory mediators from cells. Cell-
mediated immunity, also called cellular immunity, is
mediated by T lyrnphocytes (also called T cells). Intra-
cellular microbes, such as viruses and some bacteria,
survive and proliferate inside phagocltes and other host

t
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receptors have been called "variable lymphocyte recep-
tors," and are apparently generated by shuffl ing DNA
segments in  the absence of  RAG genes and the more
advanced somatic recombination machinery.

The immune system has also become increasingly
specialized with evolution. For instance, f ishes have only
one type of antibody, called lgM; this number increases
to two types in amphibians such as Xenopus and to seven
or eight types in mammals. The presence of more types
of antibodies increases the functional capabil it ies of the
tmmune response-

cells, where they are inaccessible to circulating antibod-

ies. Defense against such infections is a function of cell-

mediated immunity, which promotes the destruction of

microbes residing in phagocytes or the killing of infected

cells to eliminate reservoirs of infection.
Protective immunity against a microbe may be

induced by the host's response to the microbe or by the

transfer of antibodies or lymphocltes specific for the

ically inexperienced. Individuals who have responded to

a microbial antigen and are protected from subsequent

exposures to that microbe are said to be immune'
Immunity can also be conferred on an individual by

transferring serum or lymphocytes from a specifically

Innate immunity Adaptive immunitY

PhagocytesNK cells Antibodies T and B lymphocytes

lnvertebrates

Yrolozoa +

Sponges +

Annelids + +

Arthropods +

Veftebrates

Elasmobranchs
(sharks, skates,
rays)

+ + + (lgM only) +

Teleosts
(common fish)

+ + * (lgM, others?) +

Amphibians + + + (2 or 3 classes)+

Reptiles + + * (3 classes) +

Birds + + * (3 classes) +

Mammals + + + (7 or 8 classes)+
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Microbe

Effector
mechanism

Transferred by

Functions

immunized individual, a process known as adoptive
transfer in experimental situations. The recipient ofiuch
a transfer becomes immune to the particular antigen
without ever having been exposed to or having
responded to that antigen. Therefore, this form of immu-
nity is called passive immunity. passive immunization
is a useful method for conferring resistance rapidly,
without having to wait for an active immune response ro
develop. An example of passive immunity is the transfer
of maternal antibodies to the fetus, which enables new-
borns to combat infections before they develop the
ability to produce antibodies themselves. passive immu-
nization against bacterial toxins by the administration of
antibodies from immunized animals is a lifesaving treat-
ment for potentially lethal infections, such as tetanus
and rabies. The technique of adoptive transfer has
also made it possible to define the various cells
and molecules that are responsible for mediating
specific immunity. In fact, humoral immunity was
originally defined as the type of immunity that could
be transferred to unimmunized, or naive, individuals
by antibody-containing cell-free portions of the blood
(i.e., plasma or serum [once called humors]) obtained
from previously immunized individuals. Similarlv cell-

Cells
(T lymphocytes)

Activate
macrophages

to ki l l
phagocytosed

microbes

Cell-mediated
immunity

Intracellular
microbes
(e.9.,  v iruses)
replicating within
infected cell

I

._43
- - i l

- - t
:-

vr rvrv^rv -

T lymphocyte

mediated immunity was defined as the form of immu-
nity that can be transferred to naive animals with cells
(T lymphocy'tes) from immunized animals but not with
plasma or serum.

The first experimental demonstration of humoral
immunity was provided by Emil von Behring and
Shibasaburo Kitasato in 1890. They showed that if serum
from animals that had recovered from diphtheria infec-
tion was transferred to naive animals, the recipients
became specifically resistant to diphtheria infection.
The active components of the serum were called
antitoxins because they neutralized the pathologic
effects of the diphtheria toxin. In the early 1900s, Karl
Landsteiner and other investigators showed that not
only toxins but also nonmicrobial substances could
induce humoral immune responses. From such studies
arose the more general term antibodies for the serum
proteins that mediate humoral immunity. Substances
that bound antibodies and generated the production of
antibodies were then called antigens. (The properties
of antibodies and antigens are described in Chapter 4.)
In 1900, Paul Ehrlich provided a theoretical framework
for the specificity of antigen-antibody reactions, the
experimental proof for which came during the next 50

secrete antibodies that prevent infect ions
by and el iminate extracel lular microbes
In cel l-mediated immunity, helper T lym-
phocytes activate macrophages to ki l l
phagocytosed microbes or cytotoxic T lym-
phocytes (CTLs) direct ly destroy infected
cei ls

l+#
Extracellular
microbes

Secreted
antibody

.-q
Serum

(antibodies)

Block
infections and

eliminate
extracellular

microbes

Cells
(T lymphocytes)

Phagocytosed
microbes in
macrophage

I
r /-.

-l\.

n e t l  t e l  !

T lymphocyte
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Microbial antioen
(vaccine or iniection)

Chal lenge
infection

SpecificityMemory

Yes Yes

Yes No

Days or
WEEKS

ffiilF

Serum (antibodies)
or cells (T lymphocytes)
from immune animal

Adoptive
transfer
to naive
animal

' - . - . $ \*.-.--^.\1.|/

years from the work of Landsteiner and others using
simple chemicals as antigens. Ehrlich's theories of the
physicochemical complementarity of antigens and anti-
bodies are remarkable for their prescience. This early
emphasis on antibodies led to the general acceptance of
the humoral theory of immuniry according to which
immunity is mediated by substances present in body
fluids.

The cellular theory of immunity, which stated that
host cells were the principal mediators of immunity, was
championed initially by Elie Metchnikoff. His demon-
stration of phagocytes surrounding a thorn stuck into
a translucent starfish larva, published in 1883, was
perhaps the first experimental evidence that cells
respond to foreign invaders. Sir Almroth Wright's obser-
vation in the early 1900s that factors in immune serum
enhanced the phagocyosis of bacteria by coating the
bacteria, a process knorm as opsonization, lent support
to the belief that antibodies prepared microbes for inges-
tion by phagocltes. These early "cellularists" were unable
to prove that specific immunity to microbes could be
mediated by cells. The cellular theory of immunity
became firmly established in the 1950s, when George
Mackaness showed that resistance to an intracellular
bacterium, Listeria monocytogenes, could be adoptively
transferred with cells but not with serum. We now know
that the specificity of cell-mediated immunity is due to
lymphocltes, which often function in concert with other
cells, such as phagocytes, to eliminate microbes.

In the clinical setting, immunity to a previously
encountered microbe is measured indirectly, either by
assaying for the presence of products of immune
responses (such as serum antibodies specific for micro-
bial antigens) or by administering substances purified

Chal lenge
infection

FTGURE 1-3 Active and passive immunity. Active immunity is conferred by a host response to a mtcrobe or mcrobial antigen, whereas
passive immunity is conferied by adoptive t iansfer of antibodies or T lymphocytes specif ic for the microbe Both forms of immunity provide

resistance to infect ion and are specif ic for microbial antigens, but only act ive immune responses generate immunologic memory

from the microbe and measuring reactions to these sub-

stances. A reaction to a microbial antigen is detectable

individual is capable of mounting a protective immune

response to the microbe.

CRnoITRI FTRTUNTS OF ADAPTIVE
lunrtuu Rrsporusrs
All humoral and cell-mediated immune responses to

foreign antigens have a number of fundamental proper-

ties that reflect the properties of the lymphocytes that

mediate these responses (Table 1-3).

o Specificity and diuersity. Immune responses are spe-

cific for distinct antigens and, in fact, for different
portions of a single complex protein, polysaccharide,
or other macromolecule (Fig. 1-4). The parts of such
antigens that are specifically recognized by individual
lyrnphocytes are called determinants or epitopes.
This fine specificity exists because individual lym-
phocltes express membrane receptors that are able

io distinguish subtle differences in structure between

distinct antigens. Clones of lymphocytes with differ-
ent specificities are present in unimmunized individ-

uals and are able to recognize and respond to foreign

antigens. This concept is the basic tenet of the clonal

selection hypothesis, which is discussed in more

detail later in this chapter.
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Table 1-3. Cardinal Features of Adapt ive
lmmune Responses

Feature I Functional significance

The features of adaptive immune responses are essen-
tial for the functions of the immune svstem.

The total number of antigenic specificities of the
lymphocltes in an individual, called the lymphocyte
repertoire, is extremely large. It is estimated that the
immune system of an individual can discriminate 107
to 1O'ydistinct antigenic determinants. This property

Antiqen X +
Anti len Y

of the lymphoc],te repertoire is called diversity. It is
the result of variability in the structures of the
antigen-binding sites of lymphoclte receptors for
antigens. In other words, there are many different
clones of lymphocytes that differ in the structures of
their antigen receptors and therefore in their speci-
ficity for antigens, contributing to a total repertoire
that is extremely diverse. The molecular mechanisms
that generate such diverse antigen receptors are dis-
cussed in Chapter 8.

@ Memory. Exposure of the immune system to a foreign
antigen enhances its ability to respond again to that
antigen. Responses to second and subsequent expo-
sures to the same antigen, called secondary immune
responses, are usually more rapid, larger, and often
qualitatively different from the first, or primary,
immune response to that antigen (see Fig. 1-4).
Immunologic memory occurs partly because each
exposure to an antigen expands the clone of lympho-
cltes specific for that antigen. In addition, stimula-
tion of naive ll.rnphocytes by antigens generates
long-lived memory cells (discussed in detail in
Chapter 3). These memory cells have special charac-
teristics that make them more efficient at responding
to and eliminating the antigen than are naive lym-
phocytes that have not previously been exposed to
the antigen. For instance, memory B lymphocltes
produce antibodies that bind antigens with higher
affinities than do antibodies produced in primary
immune responses, and memory T cells react much
more rapidly and vigorously to antigen challenge
than do naive T cells.

@ Clonol expansion. Lymphocltes undergo consider-
able proliferation following exposure to antigen. The
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Specificity Ensures that distinct antigens
elicit specific responses

Diversity Enables immune system to respond
to a large variety of antigens

Memory Leads to enhanced resoonses to
repeated exposures to
the same antigens

Clonal
expansion

Increases number of
antigen-specif ic lymphocytes to
keep pace with microbes

Specialization Generates responses that are
optimal for defense against different
types of microbes

Contraction and
homeostasis

Allows immune system to respond
to newly encountered antigens

Nonreactivity
to self

Prevents injury to the host during
responses to foreign antigens

Activated
B cel ls

ponses. Antigens X and Y induce the pro-
duction of dif ferent antibodies (specif ici ty)
The secondary response to antigen X is
more rapid and larger than the primary
response (memory) Antibody levels decl ine
with t ime after each immunization (contrac-
tron, the process that maintains homeo-
stasis) The same f eatures are seen in
cel l-mediated immune responses
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term clonal expansion refers to an increase in the
number of cells that express identical receptors for
the antigen and thus belong to a clone. This increase
in antigen-specific cells enables the adaptive immune
response to keep pace with rapidly dividing infectious
pathogens.

@ Specialization. As we have already noted, the
immune system responds in distinct and specialways
to different microbes, maximizing the effectiveness of
antimicrobial defense mechanisms. Thus, humoral
immunity and cell-mediated immunity are elicited by
different classes of microbes or by the same microbe
at different stages ofinfection (extracellular and intra-
cellular), and each type of immune response protects
the host against that class of microbe. Even within
humoral or cell-mediated immune responses, the
nature of the antibodies or T lymphocytes that are
generated may vary from one class of microbe to
another. We will return to the mechanisms and func-
tional signiflcance of such specialization in later
chapters.

@ Contraction and homeostasis. All normal immune
responses wane with time after antigen stimulation,
thus returning the immune system to its resting basal
state, a state that is called homeostasis (see Fig. 1-4).
This contraction of immune responses occurs largely
because responses that are triggered by antigens
function to eliminate the antigens, thus eliminating
the essential stimulus for lymphocyte survival and
activation. Lymphocltes deprived of these stimuli die
by apoptosis. The mechanisms of homeostasis are
discussed in Chapter 11.

6 Nonreactiuity to sefi One of the most remarkable
properties of every normal individual's immune
system is its ability to recognize, respond to, and
eliminate many foreign (nonself) antigens while
not reacting harmfully to that individual's own (self)

antigenic substances. Immunological unresponsive-
ness is also called tolerance. Tolerance to self anti-
gens, or self-tolerance, is maintained by several
mechanisms. These include eliminating llrnphocytes
that express receptors specific for some self antigens
and allowing lyrnphocytes to encounter other self
antigens in settings that lead to functional inactiva-
tion or death of the self-reactive lymphocytes. The
mechanisms of self-tolerance and discrimination
between self and foreign antigens are discussed in
Chapter 11. Abnormalities in the induction or main-
tenance of self-tolerance lead to immune responses
against self antigens (autologous antigens), often
resulting in disorders called autoimmune diseases.
The development and pathologic consequences of
autoimmunity are described in Chapter 18.

These features of adaptive immunity are necessary if
the immune system is to perform its normal function of
host defense (see Table 1-3). Specificity and memory
enable the immune system to mount heightened
responses to persistent or recurring stimulation with
the same antigen and thus to combat infections that
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are prolonged or occur repeatedly. Diversity is essential

if the immune system is to defend individuals against

the many potential pathogens in the environment.
Specialization enables the host to "custom design'

responses to best combat particular types of microbes.

Contraction of the response allows the system to return

to a state of rest after it eliminates each foreign antigen

and to be prepared to respond to other antigens. Self-

tolerance is vital for preventing harmful reactions against

one's own cells and tissues while maintaining a diverse

repertoire of lymphocl'tes specific for foreign antigens.

Cru.uI-RR COIvIPOTTruTS OF THE ADAPTIVE
lrunnurur Svsrrrvt

tinct subpopulations of lymphocytes that differ in how

mediated immuniry recognize the antigens of intracel-

lular microbes and function to destroy these microbes or

the infected cells. T cells do not produce antibody mol-

ecules. Their antigen receptors are membrane molecules

distinct from but structurally related to antibodies (see

associated but not soluble antigens (see Chapter 6). T

lymphocltes consist of functionally distinct popula-

tioni, the best defined of which are helper T cells and

macrophages, and other leukocytes. CTLs kill cells that

produie foreign antigens, such as ,cells infected by
'oi.t,set and other intracellular microbes. Some T l1'rn-

against viruses and other intracellular microbes. We will

tJtnrtt to a more detailed discussion of the properties of

lymphocltes in Chapter 3. Different classes of lympho-

iytei cun be distinguished by the expression of surface

pioteins that are named "CD molecules" and numbered
(Chapter 3).
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Classes ol lymphocytes. B lymphocytes recognize soluble antigens and develop into antrbody-secreting cel ls. Helper T lym-gnize antigens on the surfaces of APCs and secrete cytokines, which st imulate dlf ferent mechanisms of lmmunity and inf lam-recognize antigens on infected cel ls and ki l l  these cel ls. Regulatory T cel ls suppress and prevent immune response, e.g. toNK cel ls use receptors with more l imited diversity than T oiB cel l  antigen receptors to recognize and ki l l  theirtargeis, such
i l s .

The initiation and development of adaptive immune
responses require that antigens be captured and dis_
played to specific lymphocytes. The celis that serve this
role are called antigen-presenting cells (ApCs). The
most specialized APCs are dendritic cells, which capture
microbial antigens that enter from the external environ-
ment, transport these antigens to lymphoid organs, and
present the antigens to naive T lymphocytes tb initiate
immune responses. Other cell types function as ApCs at

Infected cell

different stages of cell-mediated and humoral immune
responses. We will describe the functions of ApCs in
Chapter 6.

The activation of lymphocytes by antigen leads to the
generation of numerous mechanisms that function to
eliminate the antigen. Antigen elimination often re-
quires the participation of cells that are called effector
cells because they mediate the final effect of the
immune response, which is to get rid of the microbe.
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Activated T lymphocltes, mononuclear phagocytes, and
other leukocytes function as effector cells in different
lmmune responses.

Lymphocytes and APCs are concentrated in anatom-
ically discrete lymphoid organs, where they interact with
one another to initiate immune responses. Lymphocltes
are also present in the blood; from the blood, they
can recirculate to lymphoid tissues and to peripheral
sites of antigen exposure to eliminate the antigen (see
Chapter 3).

Ovrnvrrw oF IMMUNE RESPoNSES
TO MICBOBES

Now that we have described the major components of
the immune system and their properties, it is useful
to summarize the principles of immune responses to
different types of microbes. Such a summary will be a
foundation for the topics that are discussed throughout
the book.

The immune system has to combat many and diverse
microbes. As we shall see shortly, some features of
immune responses are common to all infectious
pathogens, and others are unique to different classes of
these microbes. How these adaptive immune reactions
are initiated, orchestrated, and controlled are the fun-
damental questions of immunology.We start with a dis-
cussion of the innate immune response.

The Early Innate lmmune Response
to Microbes

The innate immune system blocks the entry of microbes
and eliminates or limits the growth of many microbes
that are able to colonize tissues. The main sites of inter-
action between individuals and their environment-the
skin, and gastrointestinal and respiratory tracts-are
lined by continuous epithelia, which serve as barriers
to prevent the entry of microbes from the external
environment. If microbes successfully breach the
epithelial barriers, they encounter macrophages in the
subepithelial tissue. Macrophages (and other phago-
cytic leukocytes) express on their surfaces receptors that
bind and ingest microbes, and other receptors that
recognize different microbial molecules and activate
the cells.

Activated macrophages perform several functions
that collectively serve to eliminate ingested microbes.
These cells produce reactive oxygen species and lysoso-
mal enzymes, which destroy microbes that have been
ingested. Macrophages secrete cltokines that promote
the recruitment of other leukocytes, such as neutrophils,
from blood vessels to the site of infection. Cltokines are
secreted proteins that are responsible for many of the
cellular responses of innate and adaptive immuniry and
thus function as the "messenger molecules" of the
immune system. The local accumulation of leukocytes,
and their activation to destroy the microbes, is part of
the host response called inflammation. The innate
immune response to some infectious pathogens, partic-
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ularly viruses, consists of the production of anti-viral
cytokines called interferons and activation of NK cells,
which kill virus-infected cells.

Microbes that are able to withstand these defense
reactions may enter the blood stream, where they are
recognized by the circulating proteins of innate immu-
nity. The most important plasma proteins of innate

immunity are the members of the complement system.

Complement proteins may be directly activated by
microbial surfaces (the alternative pathway of activa-

tion), resulting in the generation of cleavage products

that stimulate inflammation, coat the microbes for

enhanced phagocltosis, and create holes in the micro-

bial cell membranes, leading to their lysis. (As we shall

see later, complement can also be activated by anti-

bodies-called the classical pathway, for historical
reasons-with the same functional consequences.)

The reactions of innate immunity are remarkably

effective at controlling, and even eradicating, many
infections. However, a hallmark of pathogenic microbes

is that they have evolved to resist innate immunity and

to successfully invade and replicate in the cells and

tissues of the host. Defense against these pathogens

requires the more powerful and specialized mechanisms

of adaptive immunity.

The Adaptive lmmune ResPonse

The adaptive immune system uses three main strategies

to combat most microbes.

o Secreted antibodies bind to extracellular microbes,
block their ability to infect host cells, and promote

their ingestion and subsequent destruction by
phagocltes.

o Phagocl'tes ingest microbes and kill them, and helper
T cells enhance the microbicidal abilities of the
phagocltes.

o CTLs destroy cells infected by microbes that are inac-

cessible to antibodies.

The goal of the adaptive response is to activate one or

more of these defense mechanisms against diverse

microbes that may be in different anatomic locations,

such as intestinal lumens, the circulation, or inside cells.

A characteristic of the adaptive immune system is that it
produces large numbers of lymphocltes during matura-

iion and after antigen stimulation, and selects the most

useful cells to combat microbes' Such selection maxi-

mizes the efficacy of the adaptive immune response. All

adaptive immune responses develop in steps, each of

which corresponds to particular reactions of lympho-

cytes (Fig. 1-6). We start this overview of adaptive immu-

nity witlr the first step, which is the recognition of

antigens.

The Capture and DisPlaY of
Microbial Antigens

Because the number of naive l1'rnphocytes specific for

any antigen is very small (on the order of I in 105 or
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10" lymphocyres) and the quantity of the available
antigen may also be small, special mechanisms are
needed to capture microbes, concentrate them in the
correct location, and deliver their antigens to specific
lymphocytes.

Dendritic cells are the ApCs that display microbial
peptides to naive CD4* and CD8*T lymphocltes and ini-
tiate adaptive immune responses to protein antigens.
Dendritic cells located in epithelia and connective
tissues capture microbes, digest their proteins into pep-
tides, and express on their surface these peptides bound

of a lymphocy-te with receptors for an antigen finding
that antigen is greatly increased by concentrating the
antigen in recognizable form in the correct anatomic
location. Dendritic cells also display the peptides of
microbes that enter other lymphoid tissues, such as the
spleen.

Intact microbes or microbial antigens that enter
Iymph nodes and spleen are recognized in unprocessed

(native) form by specific B lymphocytes. There are also
specializedAPCs that displayantigens to B lymphocltes.

Antigen Recognition by Lymphocytes

Lymphocl'tes specific for a large number of antigens
exist prior to exposure to the antigen, and when an
antigen enters, it selects the specific cells and activates
them (Fig. 1-7). This fundamental concept is called the

receptors, which are different from the receptors on the
cells of all other clones. It is estimated thit there are
>106 different specificities in T and B lymphocytes, so
that at least this many antigenic determinants can be
recognized by the adaptive immune system. We will
return to a more detailed discussion of clonal selection
in Chapter 3.



FlcuRE 1-7 The clonal select ion hypo-
thesis. Each antigen (X or Y) selects a pre-
exist ing clone of specrf ic lymphocytes and
stimulates the prol i ferat ion and dif ferentiat ion
of that clone The diagram shows only B lym-
phocytes giving r ise to antibody-secreting
effector cel ls, but the same principle appl ies
to T lymphocytes
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mediated largely by secreted cytokines. One of the

earliest responses of CD4* helper T cells is secretion of

the cltokine interleukin-2 (lL-z).IL-z is a growth factor

that acts on the antigen-activated lymphocltes and

stimulates their proliferation (clonal expansion). Some

of the progeny differentiate into effector cells that

can secrete different sets ofcytokines, and thus perform

different functions. These effector cells leave the lym-

phoid organs where they were generated and migrate

io sites of infection and accompanying inflamma-

tion. r,Vhen these differentiated effectors again

encounter cell-associated microbes, they are activated

to perform the functions that are responsible for elimi-

naiion of the microbes. Some effector T cells of the CD4*

pathogens. Other CD4* effector T cells secrete cytokines-

ihat siimulate the production of a special class of

antibody called immunoglobulin E (IgE) and activate

leukocytes called eosinophils, which are able to kill

parasites that may be too large to be phagocltosed. As

we discuss below CD4* helper T cells also stimulate B

cell responses.
Activated CD8* Iymphoc],tes proliferate and differen-

tiate into CTLs that kill cells harboring microbes in the

cytoplasm. These microbes may be viruses that infect
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The activation of naive T lymphocytes requires recog-
nition of peptide-MHC complexes presented on den-
dritic cells. The nature of the antigen that activates T
cells (i.e., peptides bound to MHC molecules) ensures
that these lymphocyes can interact only with other cells
(since MHC molecules are cell surface proteins) and not
with free antigen. This, of course, is predictable, because
all the functions of T lymphocltes are dependent on
their physical interactions with other cells. In order to
respond, the T cells need to recognize not only antigens
but also other molecules, called costimulators, that are
induced on the APCs by microbes. Antigen recognition
provides specificity to the immune response, and the
need for costimulation ensures that T cells respond to
microbes (the inducers of costimulatory molecules) and
not to harmless substances.

B lymphocytes use their antigen receptors
(membrane-bound antibody molecules) to recognize
antigens of many different chemical types.

Engagement of antigen receptors and other signals
trigger lymphocyte proliferation and differentiation. The
reactions and functions of T and B lymphocl'tes differ in
important ways and are best considered separately.

Cell-Mediated lmmunity: Activation of
T Lymphocytes and Elimination of
ln t racel lu lar  Microbes

Activated CD4* helper T lymphocytes proliferate and
differentiate into effector cells whose functions are

Lymphocyte_
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many cell t],pes, or bacteria that are ingested by
macrophages but have learned to escape from phago-
cytic vesicles into the cltoplasm (where they are inac-
cessible to the killing machinery of phagocytes, which is
largely confined to vesicles). By destroying the infected
cells, CTLs eliminate the reservoirs of infection.

Humoral  lmmuni ty :  Act ivat ion of
B Lymphocytes and Elimination of
Extracellular Microbes

Upon activation, B lymphocyes proliferate and differ-
entiate into cells that secrete different classes of anti-
bodies with distinct functions. Manypolysaccharide and
lipid antigens have multiple identical antigenic deter-
minants that are able to engage many antigen receptor
molecules on each B cell and initiate the process of B cell
activation. The response of B cells to protein antigens
requires activating signals ("help") from CD4* T cells
(which is the historical reason for calling these T cells
"helper" cells). B cells ingest protein antigens, degrade
them, and display peptides bound to MHC molecules for
recognition by helper T cells, which then activate the B
cells.

Some of the progeny of the expanded B cell clones dif-
ferentiate into antibody-secreting plasma cells. Each
plasma cell secretes antibodies that have the same
antigen binding site as the cell surface antibodies (B cell
receptors) that first recognized the antigen. polysaccha-
rides and lipids stimulate secretion mainly of the anti-
body class called IgM. Prorein antigens, by virtue
of helper T cell actions, induce the production of
antibodies of different classes (IgG, IgA, IgE). This pro-
duction of functionally different antibodies, all with
the same specificity, is called hear,y chain class switch-
ing; it provides plasticity in the antibody response,
enabling it to serve many functions. Helper T cells also
stimulate the production of antibodies with increased
affinity for the antigen. This process, called affinity mat-
uration, improves the quality of the humoral immune
response.

The humoral immune response combats microbes in

established; this is why eliciting the production of potent
antibodies is a key goal of vaccination. IgG antibodies
coat microbes and target them for phagocytosis, since
phagocytes (neutrophils and macrophages) express
receptors for the tails of IgG. IgG and IgM activate the
complement system, by the classical pathway, and com-
plement products promote phagocl,tosis and destruc-
tion of microbes. Some antibodies serve special roles at
particular anatomic sites. IgA is secreted from mucosal
epithelia and neutralizes microbes in the lumens of the
respiratory and gastrointestinal tracts (and other
mucosal tissues). IgG is actively transported across the
placenta, and protects the newborn until the immune
system becomes mature. Most antibodies have half-lives

of about 3 weeks. However, some antibody-secreting
plasma cells migrate to the bone marrow and live for
years, continuing to produce low levels of antibodies.
The antibodies that are secreted by these long-lived
plasma cells provide immediate protection if the
microbe returns to infect the individual. More effective
protection is provided by memory cells that are activated
by the microbe.

lmmunological  Memory

An effective immune response eliminates the microbes
that initiated the response. This is followed by a con-
traction phase, in which the expanded lyrnphocyte
clones die and homeostasis is restored.

The initial actiuation of lymphocytes generates long-
lived memory celk, which may suruiue for years afier the
infection. Memory cells are more effective in combating
microbes than are naive lymphocytes because as men-
tioned earlier, memory cells represent an expanded pool
of antigen-specific lymphocytes (more numerous than
naive cells specific for the antigen), and memory cells
respond faster and more effectively against the antigen
than do naive cells. This is why generating memory
responses is the second important goal of vaccination.
We will discuss the properties of memory lymphocytes
in more detail in Chapter 3.

In Sections II, III, and IV we describe in detail the
recognition, activation, regulation, and effector phases
of adaptive immune responses. The principles intro-
duced in this chapter recur throughout the book.

SUMMARY

o Protective immunity against microbes is mediated
by the early reactions of innate immunity and the
later responses of adaptive immunity. Innate
immunity is stimulated by structures shared by
groups of microbes. Adaptive immunity is specific
for different microbial and nonmicrobial antigens
and is increased by repeated exposures to antigen
(immunologic memory).

6 Humoral immunity is mediated by B lymphocltes
and their secreted products, antibodies, and func-
tions in defense against extracellular microbes.
Cell-mediated immunity is mediated by T l1'rn-
phocytes and their products, such as cytokines,
and is important for defense against intracellular
microbes.

o Immunity may be acquired by a response to
antigen (active immunity) or conferred by transfer
of antibodies or cells from an immunized individ-
ual (passive immunity).

o The immune system possesses several properties
that are of fundamental importance for its normal
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functions. These include specificity for different
antigens, a diverse repertoire capable ofrecogniz-
ing a wide variety of antigens, memory of anti-
gen exposure, the capacity for rapid expansion
of clones of antigen-speciflc lymphocytes in
response to the antigen, specialized responses to
different microbes, maintenance of homeostasis,
and the ability to discriminate between foreign
antigens and self antigens.

Ll,rnphocytes are the only cells capable of specifi-
cally recognizing antigens and are thus the princi-
pal cells of adaptive immunity. The two major
subpopulations of lynphocytes are B cells and T
cells, and they differ in their antigen receptors and
functions. Specialized antigen-presenting cells
capture microbial antigens and display these anti-
gens for recognition by lymphocytes. The elimina-
tion of antigens often requires the participation of
various effector cells.

The adaptive immune response is initiated by the
recognition of foreign antigens by specific lym-
phocytes. Lymphocytes respond by proliferating
and by differentiating into effector cells, whose
function is to eliminate the antigen, and into
memory cells, which show enhanced responses on
subsequent encounters with the antigen. The acti-
vation of lymphocytes requires antigen and addi-
tional signals that may be provided by microbes or
by innate immune responses to microbes.
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o CD4* helper T lymphocytes help macrophages to
eliminate ingested microbes and help B cells to
produce antibodies. CD8* CTLs kill cells harboring
intracellular pathogens, thus eliminating reser-
voirs of infection. Antibodies, the products of B
lymphocytes, neutralize the infectivity of microbes
and promote the elimination of microbes by
phagocytes and by activation of the complement
system.
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Innate immunity is the first line of defense against infec-
tions. The mechanisms of innate immunity exist before
encounter with microbes and are rapidly activated by
microbes before the development of adaptive immune
responses (see Chapter I, Fig. f-l). Innate immunity is
also the phylogenetically oldest mechanism of defense
against microbes and co-evolved along with microbes to
protect all multicellular organisms, including plants and
insects, from infections. Adaptive immunity mediated
by T and B lymphocl'tes appeared in jawed vertebrates
and is superimposed on innate immunity to improve
host defense against microbes. In Chapter 1, we intro-
duced the concept that the adaptive immune response
enhances some of the antimicrobial mechanisms of
innate immunity and provides both memory of antigen
encounter and specialization of effector mechanisms. In
this chapter, we describe the components, specificiry
and functions of the innate immune system.

' i t  ' . . ; ; 1 1 ' ,  -

. : . , .

Innate immunity serves two important funations.

intact and functional. We will review examples of sueh

studies later in this chapter and in Chapter 15 when

we discuss immunity to different types of microbes,
Many pathogenic microbes have evolved strategies to
resist innate immunity, and these strategies are

crucial for the virulence of the microbes, In infection

by such microbes, innate immune defenses maykeep

the infection in check until the adaptive immune
responses are activated. Adaptive immune responses'

being more potent and specialized, are able to elimi-
natehicrobes that resist the defense mechanisms of

innate immunity.

an infection is present against which a subsequent

adaptive immune response has to be mounted. More-

over, different components of the innate immune

response often react in distinct ways to different

miirobes (e.g., bacteria versus viruses) and thereby

influence the type of adaptive immune response that

develops. We will return to this concept at the end of

the chapter.

Some components of innate immunity are function-

ing at all times, even before infection; these components

include barriers to microbial entry provided by epithe-

Iial surfaces, such as the skin and lining of the gastro-

intestinal and respiratory tracts. Other components

of innate immunity are normally inactive but poised

1 9
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to respond rapidly to the presence of microbes; these
components include phagocltes and the complement
system. We begin our discussion of innate immunity by
describing, in general terms, how the innate immune
system recognizes microbes and then proceed to the
individual components of innate immuniw and their
functions in host delense.

FrRrunrs 0F INNATE lurlrurur Rrcocrunroru
The specificity of the innate immune system for micro-
bial products differs from the specificity of the adaptive
immune system in several respects (Table 2-l).

O The components of innate immunity recognize struc-
tures that are characteristic of microbial pathogens
and are not present on mammalian cells. The innate
immune system recognizes only a limited number of
microbial products, whereas the adaptive immune

system is capable of recognizing a much wider array
of foreign substances whether or not they are prod-
ucts of microbes. The microbial substances that
stimulate innate immunity are called pathogen-
associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), and the
receptors that bind these conserved structures are
called pattern recognition receptors (Table Z-2).Dif-
ferent classes of microbes (e.g., viruses, gram-nega-
tive bacteria, gram-positive bacteria, fungi) express
different PAMPs. These structures include nucleic
acids that are unique to microbes, such as double-
stranded RNA found in replicating viruses or
unmethylated CpG DNA sequences found in bacteria;
features of proteins that are found in microbes, such
as initiation by l/-formylmethionine, which is typical
of bacterial proteins; and complex lipids and carbo-
hydrates that are synthesized by microbes but not by
mammalian cells, such as lipopolysaccharides
(LPS) in gram-negative bacteria, teichoic acids in
gram-positive bacteria, and mannose-rich oligosac-

Table 2-1. Specif ic i ty of Innate and Adapt ive lmmunity

Innate immunity Adaptive immunity

Specificity For structures shared bv classes of
microbes ("pathogen-adsociated
molecular patterns")

Different I
microbes 

I
ldentical -_J
mannose L
receptors

For structural detail of microbial
molecules (antigens);
may recognize nonmicrobial
antigens

Different .
microbes-|

I
oistinct/t
antibody
molecules

F
Receptors Encoded in germline; limited diversity

("pattern recognition receptors")
Encoded by genes produced by
somatic recombination of gene
segments; greater diversity

f1,etu 1fr*

Distribution
of receptors

Nonclonal: identical receptors on
all cells of the same lineaqe

Clonal: clones of lymphocytes
with distinct specificities express
different receptors

Discrimination
between self
and nonself

Yes; host cells are not recognized or they
may express molecules that prevent innate
immune reactions
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Table 2-2.Examples of Recognit ion Molecules of Innate lmmunity and the Molecular Patterns of
Mic robes  They  Recogn ize

Cell-associated pattern
recognation receptors

Location Specific examples and their PAMP ligands

Toll-like receptors Plasma membrane and
endosomal membranes of
dendritic cells, phagocytes,
endothelial cells, and many
other cell types

TLRs 1-9: Various bacterial and viral molecules
(see Fig.2-2)

C-type lectins Plasma membranes
of phagocytes

Mannose receptor: Microbial surface carbohydrates with
terminal mannose and fructose

Dectin: Glucans present in fungal cell walls

Scavenger receptors Plasma membranes
of phagocytes

CD36: microbial diacYlglYcerides

NLRs Cytoplasm of phagocytes
and other cells

Nod1, Nod2 and NALP3: bacterial peptidoglycans

N{ormyl Met-Leu-Phe
receptors

Plasma membranes
of phagocytes

FPR and FPRL1: peptides containing
N-formylmethionyl residues

Solublerecognition lLocation Specific examples and their PAMP ligands
molecules

C reactive protein (CRP): Microbial phosphorylcholine
and phosphatidylethanolamine

Mannose-binding lectin (MBL): Carbohydrates with
terminal mannose and fructose

SurJactant proteins SP-A and SP-D: Various
microbial structures

charides found in microbial but not in mammalian
glycoproteins.

Because of this specificity for microbial structures,
the innate immune system is able to distinguish self
from nonself, but it does so very differently from the
adaptive immune system. The mechanisms of innate
immunity have evolved to recognize microbes
(nonself) and not mammalian (self) molecules. In
contrast, in the adaptive immune system,
self/nonself discrimination is based not on inherited
specificity for microbes but on the elimination or
inactivation of ll,rnphocyes specific for self antigens.
In fact, the innate immune response is not known to
react against self structures in healthy tissues and is
thus even better at discriminating between self and
nonself than the adaptive immune system is. As we
shall see in Chapter 18, adaptive immune responses
can occur against autologous antigens and result in
autoimmune diseases, but this problem does not
appear to happen with innate immunity.

@ The innate immune system recognizes microbial
prod,ucts that are ofien essential for suruiual of the

microbes. This host adaptation is important because

it ensures that the targets of innate immunity cannot

be discarded by microbes in an effort to evade recog-

own survival. An example of a target of innate immu-

nity that is essential for microbes is double-stranded
viral RNA, which plays a critical role in the replication

of certain viruses. Similarly, LPS and teichoic acid

are structural components of bacterial cell walls that

are required for bacterial survival and cannot be

discarded.

@ Pattern recognition molecules of the innate immune

systenx include cell-associnted pattern recognition

Ficolin: N-acetylglucosamine and lipoteichoic acid
components oi the cell walls of gram-positive bacteria
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receptors expressed on the surface of or inside uari_
ous cell types, and soluble proteins in the blood
and extracellular fluids (see Table 2-2). The cell-
associated receptors may perform one or both of
two major functions. First, they may transduce
signals that activate antimicrobial and proinflam_
matory functions of the cells in which thev are
expressed. Second, they may facilitate uptake of the
microbes into the cells. Soluble receptors are respon_
sible for facilitating the clearance of microbes from
blood and extracellular fluids by enhancing uptake
into cells or by activating extracellular killing mecha_
nisms. We will discuss these receptors and their
functions in detail below.

a The pattern recognition receptors of the innqte
immune system are encoded in germline DNA. In
contrast, T and B lymphocytes, the principal compo_
nents of adaptive immunity, use somatic gene
rearrangement to generate their antigen receptors
(see Chapter 8). Because many fewer receptors cin be
encoded in the germline than can be generated
through gene rearrangements, the innate immune
system has a limited repertoire of specificities. It is
estimated that the innate immune system can recog_
nize about 103 molecular patterns of microbes. In
contrast, the adaptive immune system is capable of
recognizing 107 or more distinci antigens. Further-
more, whereas the adaptive immune system can
distinguish between antigens of differeni microbes
of the same class and even different antigens of
one microbe, innate immunity can distinguish only
classes of microbes.

6 In addition to microbial products, the innate

With this general introduction to innate immunitv,
we proceed to a discussion of the major classes of
pattern recognition receptors and then the individual
components of innate immunity and their functions in
host defense.

Cel lu lar  Pat tern Recogni t ion Receptors

A wide variety of cell types express pattern recognition
receptors and therefore participate in innate immune
responses. These include neutrophils, macrophages,
dendritic cells, and endothelial Cells, which we in,itt
discuss later in this chapter. In addition, epithelial cells,

lymphocytes, and other cell types also express pattern
recognition receptors. These cell-associated pattern
recognition receptors are present on the cell surface, in
endosomal vesicles, and in the cytoplasm, ready to rec-
ognize microbes in any of these locations (Fig. 2-l).
Pattern recognition receptors are linked to intracellular
signal transduction pathways that activate various cel-
lular responses, including the production of molecules
that promote inflammation and defend against
microbes. The major classes of these receptors are dis-
cussed next.

Toll-like Receptors (TLRs)

The TLRs are An evolutionarily conserued family of
p&ttern recognition receptors expressed on many cell
types, which play essential roles in innate immune
responses to microbes (Fig. 2-2 and Box 2-l). Toll was
originally identified as a Drosophila gene involved in
establishing the dorsal-ventral axis during embryogene-
sis of the fly, but subsequently it was discovered that the
Toll protein also mediated antimicrobial responses.
There are eleven different human TLRs, named TLR t to
I l. All these receptors contain a Toll/IL-1 receptor (TIR)
homology domain in their cytoplasmic region, which is

Surface TLRs
(TLR-2 ,4 ,  5 ) ;

Bacterial l ipids,
Flagell in, etc.

Gellular locations of pattern recognit ion molecules
mmune system. Some pattern recognit ion molecules
mi ly  (see F ig .2 -7) ,  such as  TLRs 2 ,  4 ,  and b ,  a re

expressed on the cel l  surface, where they may bind extracel lular
pathogen-associated molecular patterns. Other TLRs are expressed
on endosomal membranes, such as TLRs 3, 7, B, and 9, al l  of which
can recognize nucleic acids of microbes that have been phagocy_
tosed by cel ls Cells also contain cytoplasmic sensoTs of miciobi i l
rnfect ion (discussed later in the chapter), including the NLR family
of proteins, which recognize bacterial peptidoglycans, and a subset
of CARD family of proteins, which bind viral RNA.

ssRNA C
f



TLRs are membrane s ignal ing receptors that  p lay essen-
t ia l  ro les in  innate defense against  microbes.  TLR genes
have been h ighly  conserved dur ing evolut ion,  and are
found in Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila, and mam-
mals.  There are 12 mammal ian TLR genes (1 1 expressed

@rln signaling

in humans), all of which are type I integral membrane gly-

cooroteins that contain leucine-rich repeats flanked by
characteristic cysteine-rich motifs in their extracellular
regions and a cytoplasmic TIR homology domain (see

Figure)  TIR domains are a lso found in the cytoplasmic
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tails of the receptors for the cytokines lL-1 and lL-18, and
simi lar  s ignal ing pathways are engaged by TLRs,  lL-1 ,  and
rL -18 .

The TLR binding s i tes for  microbia l  l igands are being
studied by x-ray crystallography and mutational analyses.
To date, the structural basis for the dlfferent TLR soeci-
f ic i t ies remains unknown. TLR s ignal ing requi res d imer-
ization of TLR proteins in the cell membrane, which
sometimes involves homodimerization of two identical
TLR proteins and sometimes heterodimerization of two
different TLR proteins The repertoire of specificit ies of
the TLR system is apparently extended by the abil ity of
TLRs to heterodimerize with one another For example,
dimers of TLR2 and TLB6 are required for responses to
peptidoglycan Specificit ies of the TLRs are also influ-
enced by various non-TLR accessory molecules This is
most thoroughly understood for TLR4 and its l iqand LpS
LPS first binds to soluble LPS-binding protein (L-Bp) in tfre
blood or extracellular f luid, and this complex serves to
fac i l i ta te LPS binding to CD14,  which ex is ts  as both a
soluble plasma protein and a glycophosphatidylinositol-
l inked membrane protein on most cells except endothe-
l ium Once LPS binds to CD14,  LBP dissociates,  and the
LPS-CD14 complex physically associates with TLR4 An
additional extracellular accessory protein called MD2 also
binds to the complex wi th CD14.  LPS, CD14,  and MD2
are a l l  requi red for  ef f ic ient  LPS- induced s ignal ing,  but  i t
rs not yet clear if direct phvsical interaction of LpS with
TLR4 is necessary. Different combinations of accessory
molecules in TLR complexes may serve to broaden the
range of microbial products that can induce innate
rmmune responses For  example,  both CD14 and MD2
are associated with complexes of other TLRs (e g., TLR2).

The details of TLR signaling are the focus of active
investigation, and new information continues to change
our understanding of the pathways; the following dis-
cussion is an overview of current knowledge. Ligand-
induced TLR dimer izat ion permi ts  the b inding of
cytoplasmic adapter proteins to the TLR cytoplasmic tails,
via homotypic interactions of TIR domains found in both
the TLR and the adapter protein. Four of these adapters
are MyD88, Mal (MyD88 adapter-l ike)/TlRAp (TlR domain-
containing adapter protein), Trif (TlR-domain-containing
adapter inducing interferon-0), and TRAM (Trif-related
adapter molecule) Different combinations of the adaoters
are used by different TLRs, as discussed below, which
is  the basis  for  common and unique downstream
effects of the TLRs In all cases, the adapter proteins are
crucial for the assembly of signaling complexes, which
inc lude prote in k inases (usual ly  IRAK fami ly  members)
and TRAF

A major downstream effect of TLR signaling rs the acti-
vation of the transcription factor NF-rB, which is required
for expression of many genes related to innate immunitv

and inf lammat ion In rest ing cel ls ,  funct ional  NF-rB
dimers are present in an inactive state in the cytoplasm,
bound to inhibitory proteins called kBs. The activation of
NF-rB is init iated by the signal-induced degradation of kB
prote ins by an enzymat ic  complex cal led kB k inase ( lKK).
The same TLRs that lead to NF-rB activatron often also
lead to activation of another transcription factor called AP-
1.  NF-rB and AP-1 act ivat ion by TLRs involves a s ignal
transduction pathway that is dependent on the MyD88
adapter protein (see Figure). All TLRs except TLR3 bind
MyD88, which, in most cases, then interacts with
members of the lL-l receptor-associated kinase (IRAK)
family, and the IRAK proteins interact with and activate
TNF receptor-associated factor 6 (TRAF-6). TRAF-6,
which promotes ubiquitination of downstream signaling
molecules, activates TGF-p-activated kinase 1 (TAK1 ),
which in turn init iates the mitogen activated protein
(MAP) kinase and inhibitor of NF-rB (kB) kinase cas-
cades The MAP kinase and the kB kinase cascades lead
to activation and nuclear localization of the AP-1 and NF-
rB transcription factors, respectively

TLR4, which responds to bacterial LPS (see Box 15-1 ,
Chapter 1 5), engages at least two different signaling path-
ways, each of which uti l izes a different pair of TIR family
adapter proteins. In one pathway, MyD88 and Mal/TIRAP
are recruited and lead to NF-KB activation via IRAK, TRAF-
6, and TAK1 . In a second pathway, TRAM and Trif are
recruited and lead to activation of interferon resoonse
factor-3 (lRF-3), via TBK1. IRF-3 is a transcription factor
that enhances expression of type 1 interferon genes (lFN-
o and IFN-B).  Therefore,  TLR4 s ignal ing can a lso resul t  in
expression of a wide variety of inflammatory and antiviral
genes.

TLR9, which recognizes bacterial and viral unmethy-
lated CpG DNA within endosomes, recruits MyD88,
leading to activation of lRF7, a transcription factor that,
l ike lRF3,  induces type I  in ter feron gene expression.  TLRg
signaling also activates NF-rB

A second major downstream effect of TLR signaling is
the activation of IRF-3 and -7, which are transcription
factors required for expression of type I interferon genes
(lFN-cr and IFN-B). TLR3, the endosomal receptor for viral
double-stranded RNA, activates IRF-3. TLR3 does not
b ind MyD88,  but  ut i l izes the TRIF adapter  prote in,  which
activates TBKl TTRAF family member associated NF-rB
activator binding kinase). TRIF then activates the tran-
scription factor IRF-3, which stimulates expression of
type I interferon genes. The type I interferons are
cytokrnes that block viral replication in cells. Therefore,
molecular patterns that are produced by vrruses (e.g ,
double-stranded RNA) engage TLRs that stimulate the
transcription of antiviral cytokines. TRAF6 is also recruited
to the s ignal ing complex induced by TLR3 l igands,  leading
to NF-rB activation.
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essential for signaling (see Box 2-l). The major cell types
on which TLRs are expressed include macrophages, den-
dritic cells, neutrophils, mucosal epithelial cells, and
endothelial cells.

MammalianTLRs are involved in responses to widely
d.iuergent types of molecules that are commonly
expressed by microbial but not mammalian cells (see
Fig.2-2).TLRs are found on the cell surface and on intra-
cellular membranes, and are thus able to recognize
microbes in different cellular locations. Some of the
microbial products that stimulate TLR signals include
gram-negative bacterial LPS, gram-positive bacterial

Plasma
membrane

mainly expressed inside cells on endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) and endosomal membranes, where they detect
microbial nucleic acids (see Fig. 2-2)' Although the
nucleic acid ligands recognized by these TLRs are not all
uniquely produced by microbes, the nucleic acids made
by host cells are not normally in the endosomal loca-
tions of these TLRs. In other words, TLRs 3, 7, 8, and 9

lPAt\4Prl

lReceptorsl

t
T

Recruitment of
adapter proteins

d

&
\1

Recruitment and activation
of protein kinases

Activation of
transcription factors

Gene
transcription

Expression of
Inflammatory cytokines (TNF, lL-1, lL-1 2)

Chemokines (lL-8, MCP-1, RANTES)
Endothelial adhedion molecules (E-selectin)

Costimulatory molecules (CD80, CD86)
Antiviral cytokines (lFNodp)

FIGSRE 2-2 Mammalian TLRs: specif ici t ies, basic signal ing mechanisms, and cel lular lesponses. Ligands for TLRs are shown together

with dimers of the TLRs that special ly bind them NotJ that iome TLRs are expressed in endosomes and some on the cel l  surface (see

Fia ?-j \  Thp haqic qrens in TLR signal ing, i l lustrated only for TLR2 and TLR4, are appl icable to al l  TLRs Further detarls about the signal ing
pathwavs are described in Box 2-1

Endosomal
membrane

Bacterial ' Bacterial t Gram ne
tr iacylated jpept idoglycan, lbacter ial
lipopeptides r lipoprotein, , Fungal n

r lipotechoic acid, I Parasitic
I and Porins; r Viral env
, Viral hemagglutinin I Host hea
I

TLR1:TLR2 ; TLR2 ] TLR4 TLRS I TLR2:TLR6
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distinguish self from foreign substances based on cellu-
lar location of the ligands they bind. In addition to TLRs,
there are other intracellular pattern recognition recep-
tors, located in the cytoplasm, that we will discuss later.

followed by recruitment of TIR domain-containing
adapter proteins, which facilitate the recruitment and
activation of various protein kinases, leading to the acti-
vation of different transcription factors. The major tran-
scription factors that are activated by TLR signaling
pathways are nuclear factor rB (NF-rB), Ap-1, IRF-3, and
IRF-7. NF-rB andi or AP-1 stimulate the expression of
genes encoding many of the molecules in the innate
immune response, which we will discuss later in the
chapter, including inflammatorycltokines (e.g. TNF and
IL-l), chemokines (e.g. CCL?), and endothelial adhesion
molecules (e.g. E-selectin). IRF-3 and IRF-7 promote
expression of interferon (IFN)-cxlF genes, important for
innate immune responses to viruses. The use of differ-
ent adapter proteins by different TLRs provides some
variability in the type of cellular response that is stimu-
lated by distinct microbial products.

Other Pattern Recognition Receptors

Seueral types of plasma membrane and cytoplasmic
receptors other than TLRs are expressed on uarious cell
types and. recognize microbial molecules (see Table 2-2
and Fig. 2-l). Some of these receptors transmit activat-
ing signals, similar to TLRs, that promote inflammatory
responses and enhance killing of microbes. Other recep-
tors mainly participate in the uptake of microbes into
phagocytes, as we will discuss in detail later.

O C-type lectins are a large family of calcium-
dependent carbohydrate-binding molecules ex-
oressed on the plasma membranes of macrophages,
dendritic cells, and other leukocltes. There are
several ty?es of C-type lectins with different specifici-
ties, and only partially understood functions. Some of
these lectins recognize carbohydrate structures found
on the cell walls of microorganisms but not mam-
malian cells. The best knorrrm is the mannose recep-
tor, which plays a role in phagocytosis of microbes,
discussed later. Another C-type lectin called Dectinl,
which binds B-1,3- and B-1,6-linked glucans present
in fungal cell walls, generates signals that intersect
with TLR signaling pathways.

o Scavenger receptors comprise a structurally and
functionally diverse group of molecules wiin tne
common characteristic of mediating the uptake of
oxidized lipoproteins into cells. Some of the major
scavenger receptors that are expressed on phagocytes
are CD36, CD68, and SRBI. Scavenger receptors play
pathologic roles in the generation of cholesterol-

laden foam cells in atherosclerosis; they also recog-
nize and mediate the uptake of microbes into phago-
cltes as part of innate immune responses.

@ N-formyl Met-Leu-Phe receptors, including FPR
and FPRLI, recognize short peptides containing
l/-formylmethionyl residues. FPR and FPRLI are
expressed by neutrophils and macrophages, respec-
tively. Because all bacterial proteins and few mam-
malian proteins (only those synthesized within
mitochondria) are initiated by l/-formylmethionine,
FPR and FPRL1 ailow phagocytes to detect and
respond to bacterial proteins. The ligands that bind
these receptors are some of the first identifled and
most potent chemoattractants for leukocytes. FPR
and FPRLI belong to the seven-transmembrane, gua-
nosine triphosphate (GTP)-binding (G) protein-
coupled receptor superfamily. Like chemokine recep-
tors, these receptors initiate intracellular responses
through associated trimeric G proteins. In a resting
cell, the receptor-associated G proteins form a stable
inactive complex containing guanosine diphosphate
(GDP) bound to Ga subunits. Occupancy of the
receptor by ligand results in an exchange of GTP for
GDP The GTP-bound form of the G protein activates
numerous cellular enzyrnes, including an isoform of
phosphatidylinositol-specific phospholipase C that
functions to increase intracellular calcium and acti-
vate protein kinase C. The G proteins also stimulate
cltoskeletal changes, resulting in increased cell
motility.

g NLRs (NACHT-LRRs) are a family of cytoplasmic mol-
ecules, defined by the presence of certain conserved
domain structures, which serve as intracellular
sensors of bacterial infection. Several members of this
family are known to bind specific ligands inside cells
and initiate signaling cascades that activate inflam-
matory responses. One subset of the NLRs is called
Nods (Nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain),
and another subfamily is called NALPs (NACHT-,
LRR- and pyrin domain-containing proteins). Three
NLRs, including Nodl, Nod2, and NALP3, recognize
derivatives of peptidoglycan, a common component
of bacterial cell walls. After recognizing peptido-
glycan, they recruit the protein kinase RICK, which
links to dor,rmstream signaling pathways that lead to
activation of NF-rB and AP-I, and production of
cltokines and other mediators of innate immunity.
It is likely that NLRs bind other microbial products
as well.

o Caspase activation and recruitment domain
(CARD)-containing proteins, including retinoic acid
inducible gene-I (RIG-| and melanoma differentia-
tion-associated gene 5 (MDAS), are cytoplasmic
receptors that bind viral RNA. Via their CARD
domains, RIG-I and MDAS engage signaling cascades
that involve TBKI, similar to the TLR3 signaling
pathway discussed earlier. Ultimately these pathways
activate the IRF-3 and NF-rB transcription factors,
which stimulate the expression of antiviral type I
interferons.
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Barriers
Epithelial layers Prevent microbial entry

Detengins/cathel icidin Microbia l  k i l l ing

Intraepithelial lymphocytes Microbial kill ing

Circulating effector cells
Neutrophils Early phagocytosis and kill ing of microbes

Macrophages Efficient ohaoocvtosis and kill inq of microbes,
secretiori of dvtokines that stimulate inflammation

NK cel ls Lysis of infected cells, activation of macrophages

Circulating effector proteins

Complement Killing of microbes, opsonization of microbes,
activation of leukocytes

Mannose-binding
lectin (collectin)

Oosonization of microbes, activation of complement
(lectin pathway)

C-reactive protein (pentraxin) Opsonization of microbes, activation of complement

Cytokines
TNF, lL-1, chemokines

IFN-o, -B

IFN-y

tL-12

lL -15

IL.1O, TGF-F

Inflammation

Resistance to viral infection

Macrophage activation

IFN-y production by NK cells and T cells

Proliferation of NK cells

Control of inflammation

Table 2-3. Components of Innate lmmunity

Components Principal Functions

Abbreviations; lFN, interferon; lL, interleukin; NK, natural killer; TGF-B'
transforming growth factor-p, TNF, tumor necrosis factor

CoruporurruTs OF THE INNATE
lvrvrurur Svsrrnn
The innate immune system consists of epithelial bar-
riers, circulating and tissue cells, and plasma proteins
(Table 2-3). The principal effector cells of innate immu-
nity are neutrophils, mononuclear phagocytes, and
natural killer (NK) cells. These cells attack microbes that
have breached epithelial barriers and entered into
tissues or the circulation. Each of these cell types plays
a distinct role in the response to microbes. Some of the
cells of innate immuniry notably macrophages and NK
cells, secrete cltokines that activate phagocyes and
stimulate the cellular reaction of innate immunity, called
inflammation. Inflammation consists of recruitment of
leukocytes and extravasation of several plasma proteins
into a site of infection, and activation of the leukocltes
and proteins to eliminate the infectious agent. As we
shall see later, inflammation can also iniure normal

tissues. If microbes enter the circulation, they are com-

bated by various plasma proteins. The major circulating
proteins of innate immunity are the proteins of the com-
plement system and other plasma proteins that recog-
nize microbial structures, such as mannose-binding
lectin. In the following sections, we describe the proper-

ties and functions of each of these components of innate

immunity.

Epi thel ia l  Barr iers

Intact epithelial surfaces form physical barriers

between microbes in the external enuironment and

host tissue (Fig. 2-3). The three main interfaces between

the environment and the host are the skin and the

mucosal surfaces of the gastrointestinal and respi-

ratory tracts. AII three are protected by continuous
epithelia that prevent the entry of microbes, and loss of

integrity of these epithelia commonly predisposes to

infection.
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Physical barrier
to infection

Killing of microbes
by locally produced

antibiotics
(defensins,

cathelicidins)

Killing of microbes
and infected cells
by intraepithelial

lymphocytes

FIGURE 2-3 Epithelial barriers. Epithetia at the porrats of entry
of microbes provide physical barriers, produce antimicrobial sub-
stances, and harbor intraepitheljal lymphocytes that are believed to
kil l  microbes and infected celis

Epithelia, as well as some leukocytes, produce pep-
tides that haue antimicrobial properties. TWo struc-
turally distinct families of antimicrobial peptides are the
defensins and the cathelicidins. Defensins are small
cationic peptides, 29 to 34 amino acids long, that
contain three intrachain disulfide bonds. Three families
of defensins, named o, B, and e, are distinguished by
the location of these bonds. Defensins are produced
by epithelial cells of mucosal surfaces and by granule-
containing leukocytes, including neutrophils, NK cells,
and c1'totoxic T l}'rnphocytes. The set of defensin mole-
cules produced differs between different cell types. A
major producer of s defensins are paneth cells within
the cr)?ts of the small bowel. Paneth cell defensins are
sometimes called crypticidins and serve to limit the
amount of microbes in the lumen. Defensins are also
produced elsewhere in the bowel, in respiratory mucosal
cells, and in the skin. Some defensins are constitutively
produced by some cell types, but their secretion may be
enhanced by cytokines or microbial products. In other
cells, defensins are produced in responses to cltokines
and microbial products. The protective actions of the
defensins include both direct toxicity to microbes,
including bacteria and fungi, and the activation of cells
involved in the inflammatory response to microbes. The
mechanisms of direct microbicidal effects are poorly
understood.

Cathelicidins are expressed by neutrophils and
various barrier epithelia, including skin, gastrointestinal
mucosal cells, and respiratory mucosal cells. An l8-kD
two-domain precursor cathelicidin protein is tran-
scribed and is proteolytically cleaved into two peptides,
each with protective functions. Both precursor slmthesis
and proteolytic cleavage may be stimulated by inflam-
matory cytokines and microbial products. The C-
terminal fragment, called LL-37 because it has two
leucine residues at its N terminus, has multiple functions

that serve to protect against infections. These include
direct toxicity to a broad range of microorganisms, and
the activation of various responses in leukocytes and
other cell types that promote eradication of microbes. In
addition, LL-37 can bind and neutralize LPS, which is a
toxic component of the outer wall of gram-negative bac-
teria that is discussed later in this chapter. The other frag-
ment of the cleaved cathelicidin precursor may also have
antimicrobial activities, but these are less well defined.

Barrier epithelin and serosal cauities contain certain
types of lymphocytes, including intraepithelial T lym-
phocytes and the B- I subset of B celk, respectiuely, which
recognize and respond to commonly encountered
microbes. As we will discuss in greater detail in later
chapters, most T and B lymphocltes are components of
the adaptive immune system and are characterized by a
highly diverse repertoire of specificities for different
antigens. The diversity of antigen receptors is generated
by somatic recombination of germline DNA segments
and modification of nucleotide sequences at the junc-
tions between the recombined segments, yielding
unique antigen receptor genes in each lyrnphocyte clone
(see Chapter 8). However, certain subsets of T and B
lymphocltes have very little diversiry because the same
DNA segments are recombined in each clone and there
is little or no modification of junctional sequences. It
appears that these T and B cell subsets recognize struc-
tures commonly expressed by many different or com-
monly encountered microbial species; in other words,
they recognize PAMPs. Although these T and B cells are
lymphocytes with antigen receptors like other T or B
cells, and they perform similar effector functions as do
other lymphocytes, the nature of their specificities
places them in a special category of l1'rnphocltes that is
akin more to effector cells of innate immunity than to
cells of adaptive immunity. Intraepithelial T lympho-
cltes are present in the epidermis of the skin and in
mucosal epithelia (see Chapter 3). Various subsets of
intraepithelial lymphocltes are present in different pro-
portions, depending on species and tissue location.
These subsets are distinguished mainly by the type of T
cell antigen receptors (TCRs) they express. Some
intraepithelial T lymphocytes express the conventional
crB form of TCR, which is present on most T cells in l]..rn-
phoid tissues. Other T cells in epithelia express a form of
antigen receptor called the y6 receptor that may recog-
nize peptide and nonpeptide antigens. Intraepithelial
l1'rnphocytes may function in host defense by secreting
cytokines, activating phagocytes, and killing infected
cells. The peritoneal cavity contains a population of B
lymphocytes, called B-l cells, whose antigen receptors
are immunoglobulin molecules, as in other B lyrnpho-
cltes, but have limited diversity, like the antigen recep-
tors of intraepithelial T lymphocytes. Many B-l cells
produce immunoglobulin M (IgM) antibodies specific
for polysaccharide and lipid antigens, such as phospho-
rylcholine and LPS, that are shared by many types of
bacteria. In fact, normal individuals have circulating
antibodies against such bacteria, most of which
are present in the intestines, without any evidence
of infection. These antibodies are called natural anti-
bodies and they are largely the producr of B-l cells.



Natural antibodies serve as a preformed defense mech-
anism against microbes that succeed in penetrating
epithelial barriers.

A third population of cells present under many
epithelia and in serosal cavities are mast cells. Mast cells
respond directly to microbial products by secreting
cytokines and lipid mediators that promote inflamma-
tion. We will return to a discussion of mast cells in
Chapter 19.

Phagocytes and Inflammatory Responses

The most numerous effector cells of the innate immune
system are bone marrow-derived cells that circulate in
the blood and migrate into tissues. These include cells of
the myeloid lineage, including neutrophils, mononu-
clear phagocytes, and dendritic cells, which we will
discuss in this section, and cells of the lymphocyte
Iineage, including natural killer cells, which will be
described later, as well as y6T cells and B-1 B cells, which
were described above.

Phago cyte s, includ.ing neutrophik end macro phage s,
are celk whose primary function is to idenffi, ingest,
and destroy microbes. The functional responses of
phagocytes in host defense consist of sequential steps:
active recruitment of the cells to the sites of infection,
recognition of microbes, ingestion of the microbes by
the process ofphagocltosis, and destruction ofingested
microbes. In addition, phagocytes produce cltokines
that serve many important roles in innate and adaptive
immune responses and tissue repair. These effector
functions of phagocytes are important not only in innate
immuniry but also in the effector phases of adaptive
immune responses. For example, as we will discuss in
Chapter 13, in T cell-mediated immunity, antigen-
stimulated T cells can activate macrophages to become
more efflcient at killing phagocytosed microbes. In
humoral immuniry antibodies coat, or opsonize,
microbes and promote the phagocytosis of the microbes
through macrophage surface receptors for antibodies
(see Chapter 14). These are examples that illustrate two
ways by which adaptive immunity works by enhancing
the anti-microbial activities of a cell type of innate
immunity (the macrophage). In the following discus-
sion, we will describe the phagocytes that are important
in innate immunity.

Neutrophils

Neutrophils, also called polymorphonuclear leukocltes,
are the most abundant population of circulating white
blood cells and mediate the earliest phases of inflam-
matory responses. Neutrophils circulate as spherical
cells about 12 to 15pm in diameter with numerous
membranous projections. The nucleus of a neutrophil is
segmented into three to flve connected lobules, hence
the slmonym polymorphonuclear leukocyte (Fig. 2-Q.
The cytoplasm contains granules of two types. The
majority, called specific granules, are filled with enzl'rnes
such as lysozgne, collagenase, and elastase. These gran-
ules do not stain strongly with either basic or acidic dyes
(hematoxylin and eosin, respectively), which distin-

Neutrophils are produced in the bone marrow and arise

from a common lineage with mononuclear phagocytes.

Production of neutrophils is stimulated by granulocyte

colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF). An adult human pro-

duces more than I x 10rt neutrophils per day, each of

which circulates in the blood for only about 6 hours.

Neutrophils may migrate to sites of infection within a

few hours after the entry of microbes. If a circulating

neutrophil is not recruited into a site of inflammation
withinlhis period, it undergoes apoptosis and is usually
phagocytosed by resident macrophages in the liver or

spleen. Even after entering tissues, neutrophils function

for a few hours and then die.

M ononuclear PhagocYtes

The mononuclear phagocyte systenx consists of celk that

haue a common lineage whose primary function is

phagocytosk, and that play central roles in innate and

adaptive immunity. The cells of the mononuclear
phagocyte system originate in the bone marrow circu-

iateln the blood, and mature and become activated in

various tissues (Fig. 2-5). The first cell type that enters

may assume different morphologic forms after activa-

tion by external stimuli, such as microbes. Some develop

abundant cytoplasm and are called epithelioid cells

because of their resemblance to epithelial cells of the

skin. Activated macrophages can fuse to form multi-

nucleate giant cells. Macrophages in different tissues

have been given special names to designate specific

locations. For instance, in the central nervous system'

they are called microglial cells; when lining the vascular

sinusoids of the liver, they are called Kupffer cells; in pul-

monary airways, they are called alveolar macrophages;

FIGURE 2-4 Morphology of neutrophi ls '  The l ight micrograph of

a blood neutrophi l  shows the mult i lobed nucleus, because of which

these cel ls are also cal led polymorphonuclear leukocytes, and the

faint cvtoplasmlc granules
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Bone marrow

FIGURE 2-5 Maturation of mononucleat phagocytes. Mononuclear phagocytes develop in the bone marrow, circulate in the blood asmonocytes, and are resident in al l  t issues of the body as macrophages They may dif ferentiate into specral ized forms in part icular t issues
CNS, central nervous system

and multinucleate phagocytes in bone are called
osteoclasts.

plants.
Macrophages typically respond to microbes nearly as

rapidly as neutrophils do, but macrophages survive
much longer at sites of inflammation. Unlike neu-
trophils, macrophages are not terminally differentiated
and can undergo cell division at an inflammatory site.
Therefore, macrophages are the dominant effector cells
of the later stages of the innate immune response, I or
2 days after infection.

Dendritic Cells

Dendritic cells play important roles in innate responses
to infections and in linking innate and adaptive immune
responses. They have long membranous projections
and phagocytic capabilities, and are widely distributed

FIGURE 2-6 Morphology of mononuclear phagocytes. A Light micrograph of a monocyte in a peripheral btood smear. B Electron mrcro-graph of a peripheral blood monocyte (Courtesy bf t j r  Noet weidner De-paitment of Pathology, unr"r i i iv of Cail fornia, san oiego ) c e rectron micrograph of an activated-t issue macrophage showing numeTous phagocytic vacuoles a-nd cytoplasmic organelles (From Fawcett DWBloom&Fawcet t ' sTex tbookof  H is to logy ,  l2 thed Chapmin&Hal l ,  lgga"wi i r rk indpermiss ion 'o t ' ip r ingerSc ienceandBusrnessMedia)

in l1'rnphoid tissues, mucosal epithelium, and organ
parenchyma. Dendritic cells are derived from bone-
marrow precursors, and most are related in lineage to
mononuclear phagocytes. They express pattern recogni-
tion receptors and respond to microbes by secreting
cy'tokines. One subpopulation of dendritic cells, called
plasmacytoid dendritic cells, are specialized early cellu-
lar responders to viral infection. They recognize endo-
cltosed viruses and produce type I interferons, which
have potent antiviral activities (see Chapter 12). Den-
dritic cells serve a critical function in adaptive immune
responses by capturing and displaying microbial anti-
gens to T lymphocytes. We will discuss dendritic cells in
this context in Chapter 6.

Recruitment of Leukocytes to Sites of lnfection

Neutrophik and monocytes are recruited from the blood
to sites of infection by binding to adhesion molecules on
endothelial celk and by chemoattractants produced in
response to the infection. In the absence of infection,
these leukocytes circulate in the blood and do not
migrate into tissues. Their recruitment to sites of infec-
tion is a multistep process involving adherence of the
circulating leukocytes to the luminal surface of endothe-



Chemokine W_ e*d ,'., -.1,

Integrin activation
by chemokines

Migration through
endothelium

inf ect ion

and the carbohydrate ligands for P- and E-selectins at

the tips of their microvilli, facilitating interactions

with molecules on the endothelial cell surface.

Selectin-selectin ligand interactions are of low-affin-

ity (K -100 mm) with a fast off-rate, and they are

eisily disrupted by the shear force of the flowing

blood. As a iesult, the leukocytes repetitively detach

and bind again and thus roll along the endothelial

surface. Thii slowing of leukocl'tes on the endothe-

lium allows the next set of stimuli to act on the leuko-

cltes.

2. Chemokine-medinted increase in affinity of inte-

chemokines is to stimulate chemotaxis of cells
("chemokines" is a contraction of "chemoattractant

cytokines"). The chemokines produced at an infec-

tion site are transported to the luminal surface of the

endothelial cells of post capillary-venules, where they

are bound by heparan sulfate glycosaminoglycans,

and are displayed at high concentrations. At this loca-

tion the chemokines bind to specific chemokine

receptors on the surface of the rolling leukocytes'

Leutocytes express a family of adhesion molecules

called integrini (gox 2-3), which are in a low-affinity

Iial cells in postcapillary venules and migration through
the vessel wall (FiB. 2-7). Each step is orchestrated by
several different tlpes of molecules.

l. Selectin-mediated rolling of leukocytes on endothe-
lium. ln response to microbes and cltokines pro-
duced by cells (e.g. macrophages) that encounter the
microbes, endothelial cells lining postcapillary
venules at the site of infection rapidly increase
surface expression of proteins called selectins (Box

2-2). C1'tokines are discussed in more detail in
Chapter 12; the most important ones for activating
the endothelium are tumor necrosis factor (TNF) and
interleukin-1 (IL-1). The two t)?es of selectins
expressed by endothelial cells are P-selectin, which is
stored in cltoplasmic granules and is rapidly redis-
tributed to the surface in response to microbial prod-
ucts and cytokines, and E-selectin, which is
synthesized in response to IL-l and TNF as well as
microbial products, and is expressed on the cell
surface within I to 2 hours. A third selectin, called L-
selectin (CD62L), is expressed on lymphocytes and
other leukocltes. It serves as a homing receptor for
naive T l).rrnphocytes and dendritic cells to lymph
nodes, mediating the binding of T cells to high
endothelial venules (see Chapter 3). On neutrophils,
it serves to bind these cells to endothelial cells that are
activated by cltokines (TNE IL-1, and IFN-T) found at
sites of inflammation. Leukocytes express L-selectin



The select in  fami ly  of  molecules consists  of  three sepa-
rate but closely related proteins that mediate adhesion of
leukocytes to endothel ia l  ce l ls  (see Table) ,  One member
of  th is  fami ly  of  adhesion molecules rs  expressed on
leukocytes, and the other two members are expressed
on endothel ia l  ce l ls ,  but  a l l  three par t ic ipate in  the process
of  leukocyte-endothel jum at tachment .  Each of  the
select in  molecules is  a s ingle-chain t ransmembrane g ly-
coprote in wi th a s imi lar  modular  s t ructure The amino ter-
mrnus,  expressed extracel lu lar ly ,  is  re lated to mammal ian
carbohydrate-binding proteins known as C-tvpe lectins.
L ike other  C-type lect ins,  l igand b inding by select ins is
calc ium dependent  (hence the name C-tvpe)  The lect rn
domain is  fo l lowed by domains homologous to those
found in epidermal  growth factors and others found in
prote ins of  the complement  system, and then a
hydrophobic t ransmembrane region and a shor t  cyto-
p lasmic carboxy- terminal  region.  The genes for  the three
select ins are located in  tandem on chromosome 1 in  both
mice and humans The d i f ferences among the three
selectrns serve to confer  d i f ferences both in  b inding
speci f rc i ty  and in t issue expression.  However,  a l l  three
selectins mediate rapid low-affinity attachment of leuko-
cytes to endothel ium, an ear ly  and important  s tep in
leukocyte homing

L-select in  (CD62L) is  expressed on lymphocytes and
other  leukocytes.  l t  serves as a homing receptor  for  naive
T lymphocytes and dendr i t ic  ce l ls  to  lymph nodes,  medi-
at ing the b inding of  T cel ls  to  HEVs (see Chapter  3) .  On
neutrophi ls ,  i t  serves to b ind these cel ls  to  endothel ia l
ce l ls  that  are act ivated by cytok ines (TNF-cr ,  lL-1.  and IFN-
!  found at  s i tes of  in f lammat ion.  L-select in  is  located on
the t ips of  microv i l lus pro ject tons of  leukocytes,  fac i l i ta t -
ing i ts  in teract ion wi th l igands on endothel ium.

At  least  three endothel ia l  ce l l  l igands can b ind L-
select in :  g lycan-bear ing cel l  adhesion molecule-1
(GlyCAM-1),  a secreted proteoglycan found on HEVs of
lymph node;  MadCAM-l  ,  expressed on endothel ia l  ce l ls
in  gut-associated lymphoid t rssues;  and CD34,  a proteo_
glycan on endothel ia l  ce l ls  (and bone marrow cel ls)

E-select in ,  a lso known as endothel ia l  leukocyte adhe-
s ion molecule-1 (ELAM-1) or  CD62E, is  expressed exclu_
sively  by cytok ine-act ivated endothel ia l  ce l ls ,  hence the
designat ion E.  E-select in  recognizes complex s ia ly lated
carbohydrate groups related to the Lewis X or Lewis A
fami ly  found on var ious sur face prote ins of  granulocytes,
monocytes, and some previously activated effector and
memory T cel ls  E-select in  is  important  in  migrat ion of

leukocytes,  inc luding neutrophi ls  and of  ef fector  and
memory T cel ls  to  some per ipheral  s i tes of  in f lammat ion.
On a subset  of  T cel ls ,  the carbohydrate l igand for  E-
select in  is  ca l led CLA-1 ;  th is  molecule mediates homing
of  the T cel ls  to  the sk in.

P-selectin (CD62P) was first identif ied in the secretory
granules of  p late lets ,  hence the designat ion P l t  has s ince
been found in secretory granules of  endothel ia l  ce l ls ,
which are cal led Weibel -Palade bodies.  When endothel ia l
ce l ls  or  p late lets  are st imulated,  P-select in  is  t ranslocated
within minutes to the cell surface as part of the exocytic
secretory process On reaching the endothel ia l  ce l l
sur face,  P-select in  mediates b inding of  neutrophi ls ,  T
lymphocytes, and monocytes. In mice, P-selectin expres-
s ion is  regulated by cytok ines,  s imi lar  to  the regulat ion of
E-selectin. The carbohydrate l igands recognized by p-
select in  are s imi lar  to  those recognized by E-select in  A
prote in cal led P-select in  g lycoprote in l igand-1 (PSGL-1)  is
post t ranslat ional ly  modi f  ied in  leukocytes to express
f  unct ional  l igands for  P-select in  This modi f icat ion
involves both sul fat ion and fucosylat ion

The synthesis  of  se lect in  l igands is  regulated in  d i f -
ferent ways in different leukocytes, reflecting variations
in the expression of glycosyl transferase enzymes that
attach carbohydrates to the protein backbone of the
l igands.  For  example,  naive T cel ls  express v i r tual ly  no E-
and P-select in  l igands,  and Ts1 cel ls  express s igni f icant ly
more than do T;,2 cells

The physio logic  ro les of  se lect ins have been demon-
strated by studies of gene knockout mice. L-selectin-
def ic ient  mice have smal l ,  poor ly  formed lymph nodes
and defect ive induct ion of  T cel l -dependent  tmmune
responses and inf lammatory react ions Mice lack ing
ei ther  E-select in  or  P-select in  have only mi ld defects
in leukocyte recruitment, suggesting that these two
molecules are funct ional ly  redundant .  Double knockout
mice lacking both E-selectin and P-selectin have signifi-
cant ly  impaired leukocyte recru i tment  and increased sus-
cept ib i l i ty  to  in fect rons Simi lar ly ,  mice lack ing the
glycosyltransferase enzymes, such as fucosyltransferase-
Vl l ,  which are requi red to synthesize the carbohydrate
l igands that  b ind to select ins,  have marked defects in  T
cel l  mrgrat ion and cel l -mediated immune responses
Humans who lack one of  the enzymes needed to express
the carbohydrate l igands for E-selectin and P-selectin on
neutrophi ls  have s imi lar  problems,  resul t ing in  a syn-
drome called type 2 leukocyte adhesion deficiencv (LAD-
2)  (see Chapter  20)

Selectin lSize lDistr ibution Ligand

L-selectin
(cD62L)

90-110 kD (variation
due to glycosylation)

Leukocytes (high expression on naive
T cells, low expression on activated effector
and memory cells)

Sialyl-Lewis X on GIyCAM-1, CD34,
MadCAM-1. others

E-selectin
(cD62E)

1 1 0  k D Endothelium activated by cytokines
(TNF, rL-1)

Sialyl-Lewis X (e.g., CLA-1) on
various glycoproteins

P-selectin
(cD62P)

140 kD Storage granules and surface of
endothelium and platelets

Sialyl-Lewis X on PSGL-1 and
other glycoproteins
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The adhesion of  ce l ls  to  other  cel ls  or  to  ext racel lu lar
matr ices is  a basic  component  of  ce l l  migrat ion and
recogni t ion and under l ies many b io logic  processes,
inc luding embryogenesis,  t issue repai r ,  and immune and
inf lammatory responses.  l t  is  therefore not  surpr is ing that
many different genes have evolved that encode proteins
wi th speci f ic  adhesive funct ions.  The integr in superfam-
i ly  consists  of  about  30 st ructura l ly  homologous prote ins
that  promote cel l -ce l l  or  ce l l -matr ix  in teract ions (see
Table) .  The name of  th is  fami lv  of  prote ins der ives f rom
the idea that  they coordinate ( i  e . ,  " in tegrate")  s ignals
generated when they b ind extracel lu lar  l igands wi th
cytoskeleton-dependent  mot i l i ty ,  shape change,  and
phagocytic responses.

Al l  in tegr ins are heterodimer ic  cel l  sur face prote ins
composed of two noncovalently l inked polypeptide
chains,  o and B The u chain var ies in  s ize f rom 120 to
200kD,  and  the  B  cha in  va r i es  f r om 90  to ' l  10kD  The
amino terminus of  each chain forms a g lobular  head that
contr ibutes to in terchain l ink ing and to l igand b inding.
These g lobular  heads conta in d iva lent  cat ion-b inding
domains,  which are essent ia l  for  in tegr in receptor  func-
t ion.  Sta lks extend f rom the g lobular  heads to the p lasma
membrane,  fo l lowed by t ransmembrane segments and
cytoplasmic ta i ls ,  which are usual ly  less than 50 amino
acid res idues long The extracel lu lar  domains of  the two
chains b ind to var ious l igands,  inc luding extracel lu lar
matrix glycoproteins, activated complement compo-
nents.  and orote ins on the sur faces of  other  cel ls  Several
in tegr ins b ind to Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) sequences in
f ibronect in  and v i t ronect in  molecules The cytoplasmic
domains of  the in tegr ins in teract  wi th cytoskeleta l  com-
ponents ( inc luding v incul in ,  ta l in ,  act in ,  cr -act in in,  and
tropomvosrn)

Integr ins are c lass i f led in to several  subfami l ies based
on the B chains in  the heterodimers;  the major  members
of  these subfami l ies are l is ted in  the table.

The B,-conta in ing in tegr ins are a lso cal led VLA mole-
cules,  referr ing to "very la te ant igens",  because cx,1B. '  and
o2p1 were shown to be expressed on T cells 2 to 4 weeks
after repetit ive stimulation in vitro. In fact, other VLA inte-
gr ins,  inc luding VLA-4,  are const i tu t ive ly  expressed on
some T cel ls  and rapid ly  induced on others The B,  in te-
grins are also called CD49aJCD29, CD49a-f referring to
different a chains (ar to ao) and CD29 referring to the
common B1 subuni t  Most  of  the B1 integr ins are widely
expressed on leukocytes and nonhematopoiet ic  ce l ls  and
mediate at tachment  of  ce l ls  to  ext racel lu lar  matr ix
l igands,  such as f ibronect in  (VLA-4 and VLA-5)  and laminin
(VLA-6). VLA-4 (cr+0r or CD49dCD29) is expressed only on
leukocytes and can mediate attachment of these cells to
endothelium by interacting with VCAM-I VLA-4 is one of
the pr inc ipal  sur face prote ins that  mediate homing of  lym-
phocytes and other leukocytes to endothelium at periph-
era l  s i tes of  in f lammat ion.

The B,  in tegr ins,  a lso known as the LFA-1 fami ly ,  were
ident i f ied by monoclonal  ant ibodies that  b locked
adhesion-dependent  lymphocyte f  unct ions such as k i l l ing
of target cells by CTLs LFA-1 plays an important role in

the adhesion of  lymphocytes wi th other  cel ls ,  such as
APCs and vascular  endothel ium. This fami ly  is  a lso cal led
CD11a-cCD'1 8,  CD11 referr ing to d i f ferent  c  chains and
CD18 to the common B2 subuni t .  LFA-1 i tse l f  is  termed
CD1 1aCD18.  Other  members of  the fami ly  inc lude
CD1 1  bCD18  (Mac - l  o r  CR3)  and  CD1  1cCD18  (p150 ,95  o r
CR4), both of which have the same B subunit as LFA-1 .
CD1 1bCD18 and CD1 1cCD18 both mediate leukocyte
at tachment  to endothel ia l  ce l ls  and t ransmigrat ion.  One
l igand for  LFA-I  (CD11aCD18) is  ICAM-' I  (CD54),  a mem-
brane glycoprotein expressed on a variety of hematopoi-
et ic  and nonhematopoiet ic  ce l ls ,  inc luding B and T cel ls ,
dendr i t ic  ce l ls ,  macrophages,  f ibroblasts,  kerat inocytes,
and endothel ia l  ce l ls  Two other  l igands for  LFA-1 are
ICAM-2,  which is  expressed on endothel ia l  ce l ls ,  and
ICAM-3,  which is  expressed on lymphocytes.  ICAM-I ,  -

2,  and -3 are members of  the lg  superfami ly  CD1 1bCD18
also funct ions as a f ibr inogen receptor  and as a comple-
ment  receptor  on phagocyt ic  ce l ls ,  b inding par t ic les
opsonized with a product of complement activation called
the inact ivated c3b ( ic3b)  f ragment  (chapter  14)  An
autosomal- recessive inher i ted def ic iency in  LFA-1,  Mac-
1,  and p150,95 prote ins,  ca l led type 1 leukocyte adhesion
def ic iency (LAD-1) ,  has been ident i f ied in  a few fami l ies
and is  character ized by recurrent  bacter ia l  and fungal
infections, lack of polymorphonuclear leukocyte accu-
mulat ions at  s i tes of  in fect ion,  and profound defects in
adherence-dependent lymphocyte f unctions. The disease
is a resul t  o f  mutat ions in  the CD18 gene,  which encodes
the 0 chain of  LFA-1 subfami ly  molecules.

An important  feature of  in tegr ins is  thei r  abi l i ty  to
respond to in t racel lu lar  s ignals by rapid ly  increasing thei r
av id i ty  for  thei r  l igands.  This is  referred to as "act ivat ion,"

and occurs in  response to s ignals generated f  rom
chemokine b inding to chemokine receptors,  and in lym-
phocytes by in t racel lu lar  s ignals generated when ant lgen
binds to ant igen receptors The process of  changes in the
binding funct ions of  the extracel lu lar  domain of  in teg-
r ins induced by in t racel lu lar  s ignals is  ca l led " ins ide-out

s ignal ing."  Chemokine-  and ant igen-receptor- induced
ins ide-out  s ignal ing involves several  d i f ferent  guanosine
triphosphatase-regulated pathways, eventually leading to
the association of RAP family molecules and cytoskele-
tal-interacting proteins with the cytoplasmic tails of the
integrin proteins. The resulting avidity changes are a con-
sequence of  c luster ing of  the in tegr ins in  the leukocyte
membrane, which increases the effective valency of
l igand b inding,  and conformat ional  changes in the extra-
cel lu lar  domains that  enhance af f in i ty  of  b inding In the
low affrnity state, the stalks of the extracellular domains
of  each integr in subuni t  appear to be bent  over ,  and the
l igand-binding g lobular  heads are c lose to the membrane
In response to a l terat ions in  the cytoplasmic ta i l ,  the
stalks extend in switch-blade fashion, bringing the globu-

lar  heads away f rom the membrane to a posi t ion where
thev more effectively interact with their l igands.

Upon l igand b inding in tegr ins a lso del iver  s t imulatory
s ignals to cel ls  on which they are expressed'  The mech-
anism of  s ignal ing involves tyros ine phosphory lat ion of

Continued on following Page
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SubunitsName Major Ligands Functions

Abbreviations; APC, antigen-presenting cell; iC3b, C3b inactivated; ICAM, intercellular adhesion molecure;
LFA, leukocyte function-associated antigen; MadCAM-1, mucosal addressin cell adhesion molecule 1.
VCAM-1, vascular cell adhesion molecu-le 1.
Adapted from Hynes RO. Integrins: versati l i ty, modulation, and signaling in cell adhesion. Cell 69:11-25, 1gg2. O Cell press.

different substrates, inositol l ipid turnover, elevated cyto-
p lasmic calc ium, and actrvat ion of  guanosine t r iphos-
phate- binding proteins and the mitogen activated protein
(MAP) k inase cascade The funct ional  consequences of
these rntegrin-mediated signals vary with cell type In
epithelial cells, integrins cooperate with growth factor
receptors to deliver anchorage-dependent mitotic signals
ln phagocytes, integrin signals are l inked to cvtoskeleton

reorganization required for motil i ty and phagocytosis,
reactive oxygen species generation, inflammatory gene
expression, and apoptosis. In T lymphocytes, ICAM-I
binding to B2 integrins may provide costimulatory signals
that  enhance cytok ine gene expression,  a l though th is
activity of integrins is probably less important than their
ro le in  cel l -ce l l  adhesion.

Fr c[1

a2

c[3

a4

c[5

s6

a7

08

0,y

VLA-1 (CD49aCD29)Collagens Cell-matrix adhesion

vLA-2 (CD49bCD29)Collagens Cell-matrix adhesion

VLA-3 (CD49cCD29)Laminin Cell-matrix adhesion

vLA-4 (CD49dCD29)VCAM-1,  MadCAM-1 Cell-matrix adhesion; homing;
T cell costimulation?

VLA-5 (CD49eCD29)Fibronectin Cell-matrix adhesion

vLA-6 (CD49fCD29)Laminin Cell-matrix adhesion

CD49gCD29 Laminin Cell-matrix adhesion

cD51CD29 Fibronectin Cell-matrix adhesion

cDs1CD29 Fibronectin Cell-matrix adhesion

Fz 0L

C[M

cx'x

CD11aCD18  (LFA-1 ) lcAM-1, tcAM-2, |CAM-3 Leukocyte adhesion to endothelium;
T cell-APC adhesion; T cell costimulation?

cD11bCD18 (MAC-1,
cR3)

iC3b, fibronectin, Factor X. ICAM-1Leukocyte adhesion and phagocytosis;
cell-matrix adhesion

CD11cCD18 (p150,
95; CRa)

iC3b; fibronectin Leukocyte adhesion and phagocytosis;
cell-matrix adhesion

0d c D 1 1 d C D 1 8 vcAM-1. tcAM-3 Leukocyte adhesion to endothelium

Fe crilb

0v

GPl lb / l l l a
( cD41CD61)

Fibrinogen, von
Willebrand factor,
thrombospondin

Platelet adhesion and aggregation

Vitronectin receptor
(cD51CD61)

Fibronectin, vitronectin, von
Willebrand factor, thrombospondin

Cell-matrix adhesion

F+ cx,6 cD49fCD104 Laminin Cell-matrix adhesion

0s CX,Y Vitronectin Cell-matrix adhesion

Fo clv Fibronectin Cell-matrix adhesion

Fz A4 LPAM-1 VCAM-1. MadCAM-1 Lymphocyte homing to mucosal
lymphoid tissues

CT,E HML-1 E-cadherin Retention of intraepithelial T cells
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state in unactivated cells and ineffective in mediating
adhesion interactions. TWo consequences of
chemokine receptor signaling are enhanced aff,nity
of leukoclte integrins for their ligands, and mem-
brane clustering of the integrins, resulting in
increased avidity of integrin-mediated binding of the
leukocytes to the endothelial surface.
3. Stable integrin-mediated. adhesion of leukocytes

to endothelium. In parallel with the activation of
integrins and their conversion to the high-affinity
state, cytokines (TNF and IL-l) also enhance
endothelial expression of integrin ligands, mainly
vascular cell adhesion molecule-l (VCAM-l, the
ligand for the VIA-4 integrin) and intercellular
adhesion molecule-l (ICAM-l, the ligand for the
LFA-1 and Mac-1 integrins) (see Box 2-3). The net
result ofthese changes is that the leukocytes attach
firmly to the endothelium, their cltoskeleton is
reorganized, and they spread out on the endothe-
lial surface.

4. Transmigration of leukocytes through the endothe-
lium. Chemokines then act on the adherent leuko-
cytes and stimulate the cells to migrate through
interendothelial spaces along the chemical con-
centration gradient (i.e., toward the infection site).
Other proteins expressed on the leukocytes and
endothelial cells, notably CD31, play a role in this
migration through the endothelium. The leuko-
cytes presumably produce enzymes that enable

Microbes bind to
phagocyte receptors

them to pass through the vessel wall, and they ulti-
mately accumulate in the extravascular tissue
around the infectious microbes.

Leukoclte accumulation in tissues is a major compo-
nent of inflammation. It is typically elicited by microbes,
but it may be seen in response to a variety of noninfec-
tious stimuli as well. There is some specificity in this
process of leukocyte migration based on the expression
of distinct combinations of adhesion molecule and
chemokine receptors on neutrophils versus monocytes.
For example, neutrophil migration relies mainly on
LFA-I-ICAM-I interactions in combination with the
chemokines receptors CXCR1 and CXCR2 binding the
chemokines CXCL8, while monocytes mainly utilize\r[,A-
4-VCAM-l interactions together with the chemokine
CCL2 binding to the chemokine receptor CCR2. Tempo-
rally distinct patterns of expression of adhesion mole-
cules and chemokines at infectious sites typically result
in early neutrophil recruitment (hours to days) followed
later by monocyte recruitment (days to weeks). As we will

see in Chapter 3, yet other combinations of adhesion
molecules and chemokines control the migration of lym-
phocytes into l1'rnphoid and nonlymphoid tissues.

Phagocytosis of Microbes

Neutrophik and macrophages ingest bound microbes
into uesicles by the process of phagocytosis (Fig. 2-8).

Phagocyte
membrane zips up
around microbe

Mac-1
integrin

Scavenger
receptor

Microbe ingested

Activation of
phagocyte

FIGURE 2-a Phagocytosis and intracel lular destruction ol microbes. Microbes may be ingested by dif ferent membrane receptors of
phagocytes; some d-ireit ly bind microbes, and others bind opsonized microbes. (Note that the Mac- 1 integrin binds microbes opsonized with

complement proteins, not shown.) The microbe are internal ized lnto phagosomes, which fuse with lysosomes to form phagolysosomes,

where the microbes are ki l led by reactive oxygen nd nitrogen intermediates and proteolyt ic enzymes. NO, nitr ic oxide; ROS, reactive oxygen

specres

Kill ing of
phagocytosed
microbes by
ROS and NO

Kil l ing of
microbes by
lysosomal
enzymes In

phagolysosomes

with ingested 
"nryr""

Fusion of
phagosome

with lysosome
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Phagocytosis is an active, energy-dependent process of
engulfment of large particles (>0.5 pm in diameter).
Microbial killing takes place in the vesicles formed by
phagocytosis, and in this way, the mechanisms of killing,
which could potentially injure the phagocyte, are iso-
lated from the rest of the cell.

The first step in phagocytosis is the recognition of
the microbe by the phagocyte. Neutrophils and
macrophages are constantly exposed to normal cells,
which they ignore, but will specifically ingest various
microbes and particles. This specificity is due to the fact
that neutrophils and macrophages express receptors
that specifically recognize microbes, and these receptors
are functionally linked to the mechanisms of phagocy-
tosis. Some of these receptors are pattern recognition
receptors, including C-type lectins and scavenger recep-
tors, as we discussed previously. pattern recognition
receptors can contribute to phagocytosis only oforgan-
isms that express particular molecular patterns, such as
mannose. Another group of receptors on phagocytes
recognize certain host proteins that coat microbes.
These proteins are called opsonins, and include anti-
bodies, complement proteins, and lectins. The process
of coating a microbe to target it for phagocytosis is called
opsonization.

Phagocytes haue high-affinity receptors that specially
bind to antibody molecules, complement proteins, and
lectins; these receptors Are critical for phagocytosk of
many dffirent microbes. One of the most efficient
systems for opsonizing microbes is coating them with
antibodies. Antibody molecules have antigen-binding
sites at one end, and the other end, called the Fc region,
the antibody interacts with effector cells and molecules
of the innate immune system. There are several types of
antibodies, which we will discuss in detail in Chapters 4
and 14. Phagocytes express high-affinity Fc receptors
called FcyRI specific for one type of antibody called IgG
(see Chapter 14). Thus, if an individual responds to an
infection by making IgG antibodies against microbial
antigens, the IgG molecules bind to these antigens, the
Fc ends of the bound antibodies can interact with FcyRI
on phagocytes, and the end result is efficient phagocy-
tosis of the microbes. Because many different antibod-
ies may be produced that bind to many different
microbial products, antibody-mediated opsonization
contributes to the phagocytosis of a broader range of
microbes than do pattern recognition receptors.
Although IgG antibodies are essential for etflcient
phagocltosis of many organisms, they are really a
product of the adaptive immune system (B lympho-
cytes) that engages innate immune system effector cells
(phagocytes) to perform their protective functions.
Various soluble pattern recognition receptors and effec-
tor molecules of the innate immune system, including
complement and lectins, are also important opsonins.
These opsonins are present in the blood, they bind to
microbes, and phagocytes express receptors for these
opsonins. We will discuss these soluble effectors of the
innate immune system later in this chapter.

Once a microbe or particle binds to receptors on a
phagoclte, the plasma membrane in the region of the

receptors begins to redistribute, and extends a cup-
shaped projection around the microbe. When the pro-
truding membrane cup extends beyond the diameter of
the particle, the top of the cup closes over, or "zips up,"
and pinches offthe interior of the cup to form an "inside-
out" intracellular vesicle (see Fig. 2-B). This vesicle,
called a phagosome, contains the ingested foreign parti-
cle, and it breaks away from the plasma membrane. The
cell surface receptors also deliver activating signals that
stimulate the microbicidal activities of phagocytes.
Phagocytosed microbes are destroyed, as described next;
at the same time, peptides are generated from microbial
proteins and presented to T l1'rnphocytes to initiate
adaptive immune responses (see Chapter 6).

Killing of Phagocytosed Microbes

Actiuated neutrophils and macrophages kill phagocy-
tosed microbes by the action of microbicidal molecules
in phagolysosomes (see Fig. 2-8). Several receptors that
recognize microbes, including TLRs, G protein-coupled
receptors, antibody Fc and complement C3 receptors,
and receptors for cytokines, mainly IFN-y, function
cooperatively to activate phagocytes to kill ingested
microbes. Fusion of phagocytic vacuoles (phagosomes)
with lysosomes results in the formation of phagolyso-
somes, where most of the microbicidal mechanisms are
concentrated; these mechanisms are described next.

O Activated neutrophils and macrophages produce
several proteolytic enzymes in the phagolysosomes,
which function to destroy microbes. One of the
important enzyrnes in neutrophils is elastase, a
broad-spectrum serine protease knovrrn to be
required for killing many types of bacteria. Another
important enzyme is cathepsin G. Mouse gene knock-
out studies have confirmed the essential requirement
for these enzymes in phagocyte killing of bacteria.

O Activated macrophages and neutrophils convert
molecular oxygen into reactive oxygen species (ROS),
which are highly reactive oxidizing agents that
destroy microbes (and other cells). The primary free
radical-generating system is the phagoclte oxidase
system. Phagocyte oxidase is a multisubunit enz).ryne
that is assembled in activated phagocytes mainly in
the phagolysosomal membrane. Phagocyte oxidase is
induced and activated by many stimuli, including
IFN-y and signals from TLRs. The function of this
enzyme is to reduce molecular oxygen into ROS
such as superoxide radicals, with the reduced form
of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate
(NADPH) acting as a cofactor. Superoxide is enzy-
matically dismutated into hydrogen peroxide, which
is used by the enzyrne myeloperoxidase to convert
normally unreactive halide ions into reactive hlpo-
halous acids that are toxic for bacteria. The process by
which ROS are produced is called the respiratory
burst. Although the generation of toxic ROS is com-
monly viewed as the major function of phagoclte
oxidase, another function of the enzyme is to produce
conditions within phagocytic vacuoles that are nec-



essary for the activity of the proteolltic enzymes dis-
cussed earlier. The oxidase acts as an electron pump,
generating an electrochemical gradient across the
vacuole membrane, which is compensated for by
movement of ions into the vacuole. The result is an
increase in pH and osmolarity inside the vacuole,
which are necessary for elastase and cathepsin G
activity. A disease called chronic granulomatous
disease is caused by an inherited deficiency
of one of the components of phagocyte oxidase; this
deficiency compromises the capacity of neutrophils
to kill certain species of gram-positive bacteria (see
Chapter 20).

In addition to ROS, macrophages produce reactive
nitrogen intermediates, mainly nitric oxide (NO), by
the action of an enzyme called inducible nitric oxide
synthase (iNOS). iNOS is a c1'tosolic enzyme that is
absent in resting macrophages but can be induced in
response to microbial products that activate TLRs,
especially in combination with IFN-y. iNOS catalyzes
the conversion of arginine to citrulline, and freely dif-
fusible nitric oxide gas is released. Within phagolyso-
somes, nitric oxide may combine with hydrogen
peroxide or superoxide, generated by phagocyte
oxidase, to produce highly reactive peroxynitrite rad-
icals that can kill microbes. The cooperative and
redundant function of ROS and nitric oxide is demon-
strated by the finding that knockout mice lacking

chapter 2 - -": 
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both iNOS and phagoclte oxidase are more suscepti-
ble to bacterial infections than single phagocyte

oxidase or iNOS knockout animals are.

When neutrophils and macrophages are strongly

actiuated, they can iniure normalhost tissues by release

of lysosomal enzymes, ROS, and NO. The microbicidal
products of these cells do not distinguish between self

tissues and microbes. As a result, if these products enter

the extracellular environment, they are capable of

causing tissue injury.

Other Functions of Activated Macrophages

In addition to killing phagocytosed microbes, macro-
phages serve many other functions in defense against
infections (Fig. 2-9). Many of these functions are

mediated by cltokines that will be described in more

detail in Chapter 12 as the cytokines of innate immunity.

We have already referred to the role of TNB IL-l, and

chemokines in inducing inflammatory reactions to

microbes. In addition to these cytokines, macrophages
oroduce IL-12, which stimulates NK cells and T cells to
produce IFN-y. High concentrations of LPS induce a sys-

temic disease characterized by disseminated coagula-

tion, vascular collapse, and metabolic abnormalities,
all of which are pathologic effects of high levels of

cltokines secreted by LPS-activated macrophages (see

Box l5-1, Chapter l5). Activated macrophages also

FIGURE 2-9 Effector functions of
macrophages. Macrophages are activated
by microbial products such as LPS and
by NK cel l-derived IFN-y (described later in
the chapter) The process of macrophage
activation leads to the actlvation of tran-
script ion factors, the transcrrpt ion of
various genes, and the synthesis of pro-
teins that mediate the functions of these
cells ln adaptive cel l-mediated immunity,
macrophages are activated by st imuli  from
T lymphocytes (CD40 l igand and IFN-y) and
respond in essential ly the same way (see
Chapter  13 ,  F ig  13-14)
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produce growth factors for fibroblasts and endothelial
cells that participate in the remodeling of tissues after
infections and injury. The role of macrophages, in cell-
mediated immunity is described in Chapter 13.

Natura l  Ki l ler  (NK) Cel ls

NK celk are a lineage of cells related to lymphocytes that
rgcognize infected andlor stressed cells ond respond by
directly killing these celk and by secreting inJlammatory
cytokines. NK cells constitute STo to 20To of the mononu-
clear cells in the blood and spleen and are rare in other
lymphoid organs. The term natural killer derives from
the fact that if these cells are isolated from the blood or
spleen, they kill various target cells without a need for
additional activation. (In contrast, CDB. T lymphocytes
need to be activated before they differentiate into clto-
toxic T ly.rnphocytes [CTLsl with the ability to kill
targets.) In addition to killing infected cells directly, NK
cells are a major source of IFN-1, which activates
macrophages to kill ingested microbes. NK cells are

express somatically rearranged, clonally distributed
antigen receptors like immunoglobulin or T cell recep-
tors. Their target cells using germline DNA-encoded
receptors, discussed below.

Recognition of lnfected and Sfressed Cells by
Natural Killer Cells

NK ceII actiuation is regulated by a balance between
signals that are generatedfrom actiuatingreceptors and
inhibitory receptors (Fig. 2-10). There are several fami-
lies of these receptors, which are described in detail
in Box 2-4. Most of these receptors are complexes of
ligand-binding subunits, which recognize molecules on
the surface of other cells, and signaling subunits, which
transduce activating or inhibitory signals into the cell.
\Mhen an NK cell interacts with another cell, the

and attack of normal cells. Many of these receptors on
NK cells recognize class I MHC molecules or proteins
that are structurally homologous to class I MHC mole-
cules. Class I MHC molecules display peptides derived
from cyoplasmic proteins, including microbial pro-
teins, on the cell surface for recognition by CDg* t cells.
We will describe the structure and function of MHC mol-

activate protein tyrosine kinase (PTK), whose activity rs inhibited by
inhibitory receptors that recognize class I MHC molecules and actF
vate protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTP). NK cells do not efficiently
kil l  class I MHC-expressing healthy cells B. lf a virus infection or
other stress inhibits class I MHC expression on infected cells, and
rnduces expression of additional activating l igands, the NK cell
inhibitory receptor is not engaged and the activating receptor func-
tions unopposed to trigger responses of NK cells, such as kil l inq of
target cells and cytokine secretlon.

Actiuating receptors on NK cells recognize a heteroge-
neous group of ligands that are expressed, on celk that
haue undergone stress, celk that are infected with
uiruses or other intracellular microbes, or celk that are
malignantlytransformed. One of the better studied acti-
vating receptors is called NKG2D (see Box 2-4), which
binds a family of structurally related class I MHC-like
proteins that are found on virally infected cells and

@ lnniOitory receptor not engaged

Virus inhibits
class I MHC
expressron

Inhibitory
receplor

class I
MHC-self
peptide complex

Normal

NK cel l
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no cell ki l l ing
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MHC negative)
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that  is  homologous to human c lass I  MHC and that  can
bind to ILT-2. This may represent a decoy mechantsm by
which the virus engages an inhibitory receptor and pro-

tects i ts  ce l lu lar  host  f rom NK cel l -mediated k i l l ing.
The third NK inhibitory receptor family consists of

heterodimers composed of the C-type lectin NKG2A
covalently bound to CD94. NKG2A has two lTlMs in its
cytoplasmic tail The CD94/NKG24 receptors bind HLA-
E, a nonclassical MHC class I molecule Stable expres-
sion of HLA-E on the surface of cells depends on the
binding of signal peptides derived from HLA-A, -8, -C, or
-G. Therefore, the CD94/NKG24 inhibitory receptors
perform a surveil lance function for the absence of HLA-
E,  c lass ical  c lass I  MHC, and HLA-G molecules.  As is  the
case for the KIR receptors, some CD94/NKG2 receptors
do not have cytoplasmic lTlM motifs, and these function
as NK-activating receptors, as discussed below'

The lTlMs in the cytoplasmic tails of inhibitory
receptors are essential for the signaling functions of
these molecules. lTlMs recruit phosphatase enzymes
that counteract the effect of kinases in the signaling cas-
cades init iated by activating receptors lTlMs are com-
posed of the sequence lle/'/allleu/Ser-x-Tyr-x-x-Leuly'al,
where x denotes any amino acid,  and are present  in

several different inhibitory receptors in the immune
system Upon b inding c lass I  MHC molecules to the

extracellular regions of NK inhibitory receptors, the tyro-
s ine res idue in the lT lMs of  the cytoplasmic ta i ls  are
phosphorylated, and then phosphatases are recruited,
including the protein-tyrosine phosphatases SHP (SH2-

containing protein-tyrosine phosphatase)-1 and SHP-2,
or  the phosphol ip id-phosphatase SHIP (SH2-conta in ing

inositol polyphosphate S-phosphatase). SHP-1 and SHP-2
remove phosphates from several signaling proteins,

whereas SHIP degrades phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-
trisphosphate (Pl-3,4,5-P3). The end result is reduced sig-
naling by activating receptors, which are coupled to
kinases that add phosphates to several intracellular sub-
strates

ACTIVATING RECEPTORS The activating receptors on
NK cells include several structurally distinct groups of
molecules,  and only some of  the l igands they b ind are
known. CD16, one of the first activating receptors identi-
f ied on NK cells, is a low-affinity lgG Fc receptor that asso-
ciates wtth FceRly and ( proteins and is responsible for

NK cell-mediated antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxic-
itv. A more recently discovered group of human NK-acti-
vating receptors, called natural cytotoxicity receptors,
includes NKp46, NKp30, and NKp44. These are members

binding to activating NK cell receptors leads to cytokine
production, enhanced migration to sites of infection, and
kil l ing activity against the l igand-bearing target cells.

A common feature of NK cell activating receptors ls

the oresence of  noncovalent ly  l inked subuni ts  (e.9. ,

NK cel ls  recognize and k i l l  in fected or  mal ignant ly  t rans-
formed cel ls ,  but  they do not  usual ly  harm normal  ce l ls .
This abi l i ty  to  d is t inguish potent ia l ly  dangerous targets
from healthy self is dependent on the expression of both
inhibitory and activating receptors. Inhibitory receptors on
NK cel ls  recognize c lass I  MHC molecules,  which are con-
stitutively expressed on most healthy cells in the body
but are often not expressed by cells infected with virus
or cancer cells Activating receptors on NK cells may rec-
ognize structures that are present on both NK- suscepti-
b le target  ce l ls  and normal  ce l ls ,  but  the in f luence of  the
inhibitory pathways dominates when class I MHC is rec-
ognized In some cases, if the Iigands for the activating
receptors are newly induced or up-regulated in infected
or transformed cells, the increased density of these
ligands permits the activating receptors to overcome the
action of the inhibitory receptors, thereby enabling the NK
cel l  to  k i l l  ce l ls  expressing c lass I  MHC. Some act ivat ing
receptors recognize c lass I  MHC-l ike molecules that  are
expressed only on stressed or transformed cells. Differ-
ent families of NK cell receptors exist, and many of these
receptors have evolved recently, as indicated by their
absence in rodents and their structural divergence
between chimpanzees and humans.  The fo l lowing d is-
cussion focuses on the propert ies of  human NK cel l
inhibitory and activating receptors, with only brief con-
sideration of murine NK receptors.

INHIBITORY RECEPTORS Inhibitory NK receptors fall
in to three main fami l ies (see Figure) .  A common feature
of  members of  a l l  three fami l ies is  the presence of
immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibit ion motifs
( lT lMs) in  thei r  cytoplasmic ta i ls .  The s ignal ing funct ions
of lTlMs are discussed below The first family to be dis-
covered is named the KIR (kil ler cell lg-l ike receptor) family
because its members contain two or three extracellular
lg- l ike domains.  The KlRs recognize d i f ferent  a l le les of
HLA-A, -B, and -C molecules. Structural and binding
studies indicate that the sequence of the peptides bound
to the IVHC molecules is important for KIR recognition of
MHC molecules.  HLA c lass I  molecule b inding to KlRs is
characterized by very fast on-rates and off-rates, which
would be consistent with the abil ity of NK cells to rapidly
"test" for the presence of MHC expression on many cells
in  a shor t  t ime.  Fur thermore,  the inhib i tory s ignals gener-
ated in  an NK cel l  by KIR recogni t ion of  an MHC molecule
are not  long l ived,  and the same NK cel l  can quick ly  go
on to kil l  an MHC-negative target cell. Some members of
the KIR family have short cytoplasmic tails without lTlMs,
and these function as activating receptors, as discussed
in more detail below Mice do not express KlRs, but
instead use the Ly49 family of C-type lectin proteins,
which have s imi lar  c lass I  MHC speci f ic i t ies and lT lMs in
their cytoplasmic tails

A second family of inhibitory receptors consists of lg-
l ike t ranscr ipts  ( lLTs)  (a lso named LIR or  CD85),  which
also conta in lg- l ike domains One member of  th is  fami ly ,
ILT-2, has a broad specificity for many class I MHC alleles
and conta ins four  lT lMs in i ts  cytoplasmic ta i l .  In terest-
ingly, cytomegalovirus encodes a molecule called UL1 8

Continued on following Page
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Cytoplasmic signaling subunits

I @ E

ITAM YxxM lTlM

FceRl l ,  ( ,  and DAP12 prote ins) ,  whose cytoplasmic ta i ls
recru i t  k inases involved in s ignal lng CD16 ano some
other activating receptors associate with subunits that
conta in immunoreceptor  tyros ine-based act ivat ion
motifs f lTAMs) in their cytoplasmic talls lrAMs are com_
posed of  a conserved sequence of  amino acids,  rnc luding
two Tyr-x-x-Leu/lle elements (where x is anv amino acid)

separated by s ix  to e ight  amino acid res idues.  Upon
ligand binding to the extracellular portion of these recep-
tors, the tyrosine residues in the ITAMs become phos-
phorylated by cytoplasmic Src family kinases, and the
phosphorylated ITAMs then bind other protein tyrosine
kinases, such as Syk and ZAP-10, which act on additional
substrates in  a s ignal ing cascade.  These s ignal ing events
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Examples of inhibitory and ac_tiv_ating NK cel l  receptors and their l igands CD16 and the natural cytotoxic receptors (NCRs) associate
with ( chain homodimers, FcRy homodimers, or (-FcRy hetero-dimers There are mult iple dif ferent KlRs, with varying l igand
specif ici t ies
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are very similar to those that occur in T and B lympho-
cytes after antigen recognition, and we wil l discuss them
in more deta i l  in  Chapters 8 and 9.  The NKG2D receptor
(which is only distantly related to NKG2A or NKG2C) asso-
c iates wi th a s ignal ing subuni t  named DAP10,  which has
a Tyr-x-x-Met motif in its cytoplasmic domain Upon phos-
phory lat ion,  th is  mot i f  b inds phosphat idy l inosi to l -3 k inase
(Pl3K) and Grb2,  which in i t ia tes a d i f ferent  s ignal ing
cascade from that init iated by ITAM phosphorylation.

As ment ioned,  some members of  the KIR and CD94/
NKG2 fami l ies of  MHC-soeci f ic  receptors do not  conta in
lTlMs but rather associate with ITAM-bearing accessory
molecules (such as DAP12) and del iver  act ivat ing s ignals
to NK cel ls .  These inc lude KlR2DS, KlR3DS, and
CD94/NKG2C. Some of these receptors are known to
recognize normal  c lass I  MHC molecules,  and i t  is
not clear why these potentially dangerous receptors
exis t  on NK cel ls .  These act ivat ing receptors b ind c lass
I  MHC molecules wi th lower af f  in i t ies than the
structurally related inhibitory receptors, and it is possible
that the activating receptors actually bind MHC-related
molecules speci f ica l ly  associated wi th pathological  con-
di t ions

tumor cells. Experimental evidence in mice has shown
that NKG2 ligands are important for controlling viral
infections and growth of tumors. Another type of acti-
vating receptor on NK cells, called CD16 (FcTRIIIa), is a
low-affinity receptor for the Fc portions of IgGl and IgG3
antibodies. As a result of this recognition, NK cells kill
target cells that have been coated with antibody mole-
cules. This process, called antibody-dependent cell-
mediated cytotoxicity, will be described in more detail in
Chapter 14 when we consider the effector mechanisms
of humoral immunity. Kinase-dependent signaling cas-
cades are initiated when activating receptors on NK cells
bind their ligands, rapidly leading to cytotoxic activity
against the target cells bearing the ligands and the pro-
duction of cytokines. These signaling pathways are
similar to those in T lymphocytes (see Chapter 9).

The inhibitory receptors on NK celk bind. to class I
MHC molecules, which are normally expressed on most
healthy, uninfected cells. The binding of these inhibi-
tory receptors to their ligands triggers phosphatase-
dependent signaling cascades, which counteract the
effect of kinases in the signaling cascades initiated by
activating receptors. Because of specificity of inhibitory
receptors for self-class I MHC, normal host cells are pro-
tected from NK-mediated killing. Infection of the host
cells, especially by some viruses, often leads to reduced
expression of class I MHC molecules, and therefore the
ligands for the inhibitory NK cell receptors are lost. As a
result, the NK cells are released from their normal state
of inhibition. At the same time, ligands for activating
receptors are expressed, and thus the infected cells are
killed. This unusual specificity of the NK cell inhibitory
receptors for normal class I MHC allows the innate
immune system to attack virally infected cells that might

NKG2D. which is  expressed on NK cel ls ,  as wel l  as on
T cel ls ,  recognizes the MICA, MICB, and ULBP molecules
in humans and the RAE-1 ,  MULTl  ,  and H60 molecules in
mice Al l  these NKG2D l igands have domains homolo-
gous to c lass I  MHC cx and B domains,  but  do not  d isp lay
peptides or associate with B2-microglobulin. These NKG2
ligands are not abundantly expressed on normal cells but
are up-regulated by stress or DNA damage and are often
found on tumor cel ls  and v i rus- infected cel ls .  Thus,  NK
cells may use these receptors to eliminate stressed
( in jured)  host  ce l ls  and tumor cel ls

Most of the activating receptors on NK cells are also
expressed on certain subsets of T cells, including yDT
cells and CDS* T cells. However, the expression of these
receptors on T cells is induced only after T cell activation
by ant igen,  whi le  expression of  the receptor  on NK cel ls
is  const i tu t ive.  This h ighl ights an important  d is t inct ion
between innate and adaptive immunity-the effector
cel ls  of  innate immuni ty ,  such as NK cel ls ,  are fu l ly  d i f -
ferentiated and ready to respond immediately to infec-
t ions.  whi le  adapt ive immune ef fector  ce l ls  are generated
from naive precursors only after antigen exposure.

be invisible to T cells, which require MHC expression for

recognition. The largest group of NK inhibitory receptors
are the killer cell immunoglobulin-like receptors (KIRs).

These are members of the immunoglobulin superfamily,
and they bind a variety of class I MHC molecules that
otherwise function to present peptide antigens to CD8*
T cells (see Box 2-4). A second important NK inhibitory
receptor is CD94/NKG2A, which is a dimer of C-type
lectins and recognizes a class I MHC molecule called
H[A-E. Interestingly, H[-A.-E displays peptides derived
from other class I MHC molecules, so in essence,
CD94/NKG2 is a surveillance receptor for several dif-
ferent class I MHC molecules. A third family of NK

inhibitory receptors, called the leukocyte lg-like recep-
tors (LIRs), are also Ig superfamily members that bind

class I MHC molecules, albeit with lower affinity than the
KIRs, and are more highly expressed on B cells than on
NK cells.

The expansion and actiuities of NKcelk are ako stim-

ulated by cytokines, mainly lL-15 and IL-12. IL-15,

which is produced by macrophages and many other cell

types, is a growth factor for NK cells, and knockout mice
lacking IL-15 or its receptor show a profound reduction
in the number of NK cells. The macrophage-derived
cltokine IL-12 is a powerful inducer of NKcell IFN-ypro-
duction and cytotoxic activity. IL-18 may augment these

actions of IL-12. IL-12 and IL-18 also stimulate IFN-y
production by T cells (see Chapter 13) and are thus

ientral participants in IFN-y production and the subse-
quent IFN-1-mediated activation of macrophages in

both innate and adaptive immunity. The t)?e I IFNs,

IFN-cr and IFN-B, also activate the cytotoxic potential of

NK cells, perhaps by increasing the expression of IL-12

receptors and therefore responsiveness to IL-12. IL-15,
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NK cel l

Ki l l ing of
phagocytosed

microbes

the host cel ls In this way, NK cel ls el iminate reservorrs of infect ion
as well  as dysfunctional cel ls B NK cel ls respond :rc lL-12 produced
by macrophages and secrete IFN-1, which activates the macro-
phages to ki l l  phagocytosed mrcrobes

IL-12, and type I IFNs are produced by macrophages in
response to infection, and thus all three cytokines acti-
vate NK cells in innate immunity. High concentrations
of IL-2 also stimulate the activities of NK cells, and
culture in IL-2 is sometimes used to enhance NK cell
killing.

Effector Functions of Natural Kitter Cetts

The effector functions of NK celk are to kill infected celk
and to actiuate macrophages to destroy phagocytosed
microbes (Fig. 2-11). The mechanism of NK cell-medi-
ated cytotoxicity is essentially the same as that of CTLs
(described in detail in Chapter 13). NK cells, like CTLs,
have granules that contain proteins which mediate
killing of target cells. When NK cells are activated,
granule exocytosis releases these proteins adjacent to
the target cells. One NK cell granule protein, called per-
forin, facilitates the entry of other granule proteins,
called granzymes, into the cytoplasm of target cells. The
granzymes are enzyrnes that initiate apoptosis of the
target cells. By killing cells infected by viruses and intra-
cellular bacteria, NK cells eliminate reservoirs of infec-
tion. Some tumors, especially those of hematopoietic
origin, are targets of NK cells, perhaps because the
tumor cells do not express normal levels or types of class
I MHC molecules. NK cell-derived IFN-1 serves to acti-
vate macrophages, like IFN-y produced by T cells, and

increases the capacity of macrophages to kill phagocy-
tosed bacteria (see Chapter l3).

NK cells play several important roles in defense
against intracellular microbes. They kill virally infected
cells before antigen-specific CTLs can become fully
active, that is, during the first few days after viral infec-
tion. Early in the course of a viral infection, NK cells are
expanded and activated by cytokines of innate immu-
nity, such as IL-12 and IL-15, and they kill infected cells,
especially those that display reduced levels of class I
MHC molecules. In addition, the IFN-y secreted by NK
cells activates macrophages to destroy phagocytosed
microbes. This IFN-y-dependent NK cell-macrophage
reaction can control an infection with intracellular bac-
teria such as Listeria monocytogenes for several days or
weeks and thus allow time for T cell-mediated immunity
to develop and eradicate the infection. Depletion of NK
cells leads to increased susceptibility to infection by
some viruses and intracellular bacteria. In mice lacking
T cells, the NK cell response may be adequate to keep
infection with such microbes in check for some time,
but the animals eventually succumb in the absence
of T cell-mediated immunity. NK cells may also kill
infected cells that attempt to escape CTl-mediated
immune attack by reducing expression of class I MHC
molecules.

Because NK cells can kill certain tumor cells in vitro,
it has also been proposed that NK cells serve to kill
malignant clones in vivo.

Circulat ing Prote ins
of  Innate lmmuni ty

In addition to cell-associated molecules, several differ-
ent soluble proteins found in plasma and extracellular
fluids also recognize pathogen-associated molecular
patterns and serve as effector molecules of the innate
immune system. Other soluble molecules serve as
opsonins, targeting microbes for phagocytosis by neu-
trophils or macrophages. The soluble pattern recogni-
tion proteins and associated effector molecules are
sometimes called the humoral branch of innate immu-
nity, analogous to the humoral branch of adaptive
immunity mediated by antibodies. The major compo-
nents of the humoral innate immune system are the
complement system, the collectins, the pentraxins, and
the ficolins.

The Complement System

The complement system conskts of seueral plasma pro-
teins that are actiuated by microbes and promote
destruction of the microbes and inflammatio,n. Recog-
nition of microbes by complement occurs in three
ways (Fig. 2-I2). The classical pathway, so called
because it was discovered first, uses a plasma protein
called Cl to detect IgM, IgGf, or IgG3 antibodies
bound to the surface of a microbe or other structure. The
alternative pathway, which was discovered later but is

_.-*s\.-'''----_--'_
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Membrane
attack complex

(MAC)

FIGURE 2-12 Pathways of complement act ivat ion. The activation of the complement system may be init iated by three dist inct pathways,

al l  of which lead to the 
-production 

of C3b (the early steps) C3b init iates the late steps of complement act ivat ion, culminating in the pro-

duction of peptides that st imulate inf lammation (C5a) and polymerized C9, which forms the membrane attack complex, so cal led because
it creates holes in plasma membranes The prlncipal functions of major proteins produced at dif ferent steps are shown The activation, tunc-

t ions, and regulat ion of the complement system are discussed in much more detai l  in Chapter 14
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phylogenetically older than the classical pathway, is
triggered by direct recognition of certain microbial
surface structures and is thus a component of innate
immunity. The lectin pathway is triggered by a plasma
protein called mannose-binding lectin (MBL), which
recognizes terminal mannose residues on microbial gly-
coproteins and glycolipids. MBL bound to microbes
activates one of the proteins of the classical pathway, in
the absence of antibody, by the action of an associated
serine protease.

Recognition of microbes by any of these pathways
results in sequential recruitment and assembly of addi-
tional complement proteins into protease complexes.
The central protein of the complement system, C3, is
cleaved, and its larger C3b fragment is deposited on the
microbial surface where complement is activated. C3b
becomes covalently attached to the microbes and serves
as an opsonin to promote phagocltosis of the microbes.
A smaller fragment, C3a, is released and stimulates
inflammation by acting as a chemoattractant for neu-
trophils. C3b binds other complement proteins to form
a protease that cleaves a protein called C5, generating a
secreted peptide (C5a) and a larger fragment (C5b) that
remains attached to the microbial cell membranes. C5a
stimulates the influx of neutrophils to the site of infec-
tion as well as the vascular component of acute inflam-
mation. C5b initiates the formation of a complex of the
complement proteins C6, C7, C8, and C9, which are
assembled into a membrane pore that causes lysis of the
cells where complement is activated. Mammalian cells
express several regulatory proteins that block comple-
ment activation and thus prevent injury to normal host
cells. The complement system will be discussed in more
detail in Chapter 14.

Pentraxins

Several plasma proteins that recognize microbial struc-
tures and participate in innate immunity belong to the
pentraxin family, which is a phylogenetically old group

of structurally homologous pentameric proteins. Promi-

nent members of this family include the short pentrax-

ins C-reactive protein (CRP) and serum amyloid P (SAP)

and the long pentraxin PTX3. Plasma concentrations of
CRP are very low in healthy individuals, but can increase
up to 1000-fold during infections and in response to

oiher inflammatory stimuli. The increased levels of CRP

are a result of increased synthesis by the liver induced by

the cytokines IL-6 and IL-l, which are produced by
phagocltes as part of the innate immune response. Liver

synthesis and plasma levels of several other proteins,

including SAP and others unrelated to the pentraxins,

also increase in response to IL-1 and IL-6, and as a group

these plasma proteins are called acute-phase reactants.

noth CRp and SAP bind to several different species of

bacteria and fungi. The molecular ligands recognized by

CRP and SAP include phosphorylcholine and phos-
phatidylethanolamine, respectively, which are phospho-

iipid headgroups found on bacterial membranes and on

apoptotic cells, but are not exposed on the surface of

healthy eukaryotic cells. CRP functions as an opsonin by

binding Clq and interacting with phagoclte Clq recep-

tors or by binding directly to IgG Fc receptors. CRP may

also contribute to complement activation through its

attachment to Clq and activation of the classical
pathway. PTX3 is produced by several cell types, includ-
ing dendritic cells, endothelial cells, and macrophages,

in response to TLR ligand and the innate immune

svstem cvtokine TNE but it is not an acute-phase reac-

Microbe

fl'fi',l3li*&
Antibody

Mannose
binding lectin
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tant. PTX3 binds to several ligands, including Clq, apop-
totic cells, and certain microorganisms. Studies with
knockout mice reveal that PTX3 provides protection
against some microbes, including the fungusA spergillus
fumigatus.

Collectins and Ficolins

The collectins are a family of proteins that contain a
collagen-like tail connected by a neck region to a
calcium-dependent (C-type) lectin head. Three members
of this family serve as soluble pattern recognition mole-
cules in the innate immune svstem; these include MBL
and pulmonary surfactant proteins Sp-A and Sp-D.

Mannose-binding lectin, which was mentioned
earlier in relation to the complement system, is a plasma
protein that functions as an opsonin. plasma MBL, like
the macrophage mannose receptor, binds carbohy-
drates with terminal mannose and fucose, which are
typically found in microbial cell surface glycoproteins
and glycolipids. Thus, MBL is a soluble pattern recogni-
tion receptor that binds to microbial but not mam-
malian cells. MBL is a hexamer that is structurally similar
to the Clq component of the complement system. MBL
binds to a macrophage surface receptor that is called the
Clq receptor because it also binds Clq. This receptor
mediates the phagocytosis of microbes that are
opsonized by MBL. Moreover, MBL can activate the
complement system, as discussed earlier. The gene
encoding MBL is polymorphic, and certain alleles are
associated with impaired hexamer formation and
reduced blood levels. Low MBL levels are associated with
increased susceptibility to a variety of infections, espe-
cially in combination with other immunodeficiency
states.

Surfactant protein-A (SP-A) and surfactant-D (Sp-D)
are collectins with lipophilic surfactant properties
shared by other surfactants, and are found in the alveoli
of the lungs. Their major functions appear to be as mod-
ulators of innate immune responses in the lung. They
bind to various microorganisms and act as opionins,
facilitating ingestion by alveolar macrophages. Sp-A and
SP-D can directly inhibit bacterial growth, and they also
interact with and activate macrophages. Sp-A- and Sp-
D-deficient mice have impaired abilities to resist a
variety of pulmonary infections.

Ficolins are plasma proteins that are structurally
similar to collectins, possessing a collagen-like domain,
but instead of a C-type lectin domain, they have a
fibrinogen-type carbohydrate recognition domain.
Ficolins have been shown to bind several species of
bacteria, opsonizing them and activating complement
in a manner similar to that of MBL. The molecular
ligands of the ficolins include l/-acetylglucosamine and
the lipoteichoic acid component of the cell walls of
gram-positive bacteria.

Cytokines of the Innate lmmune System

The cytokines of innate immunity recruit and actiuate
Ieukocytes and produce systemic alterations, including

increases in the synthesis of effector cells ond proteins
that potentiate antimicrobial responses. In innate
immunity, the principal sources of cytokines are
macrophages, neutrophils, and NK cells, but endothelial
cells and some epithelial cells such as keratinocltes
produce many of the same proteins. As in adaptive
immunity, cytokines serve to communicate information
among inflammatory cells and between inflammatory
cells and responsive tissue cells, such as vascular
endothelial cells.

The cytokines of innate immunity will be described
further in Chapter 12. They include cytokines that
control viral infections, namely, IFN-cr and IFN-p;
cytokines that mediate inflammation, namely, TNE IL-1,
and chemokines; cytokines that stimulate the prolifera-
tion and activity of NK cells, namely, IL-15 and IL-2;
cytokines that activate macrophages, especially NK
cell-derived IFN-y and cytokines that serve to limit
macrophage activation, especially IL-10. In addition,
some cltokines of innate immunity, such as IL-6,
increase bone marrow production of neutrophils and
the synthesis of various proteins involved in host
defense, such as CRP

Rolr or lruruRrr lrumururrv tN SnMULATTNG
AoRpnvr lmnrturur Rrsporusrs

The innate imnxune response prouides signals thatfunc-
tion in concert with antigen to stimulate the prolifera-
tion and dffirentiation of antigen-specific T and B
lymphocytes. As the innate immune response is provid-
ing the initial defense, it also sets in motion the adaptive
immune response. The activation of lyrnphocl.tes
requires two distinct signals, the first being antigen and
the second being components of innate immune
responses to microbes or injured cells (Fig. 2-13). This
idea is called the two-signal hypothesis for lymphoclte
activation. The requirement for antigen (so-called signal
1) ensures that the ensuing immune response is specific.
The requirement for additional stimuli triggered by
microbes or innate immune reactions to microbes
(signal 2) ensures that adaptive immune responses are
induced when there is a dangerous infection and not
when lymphocltes recognize harmless antigens, includ-
ing self antigens. The molecules produced during innate
immune reactions that function as second signals for
lymphocyte activation include costimulators (for T
cells), cltokines (for both T and B cells), and comple-
ment breakdor,rm products (for B cells). We will return to
the nature of second signals for lymphoclte activation
in Chapters 9 and 10.

The second signals generated during innate immune
responses to dffirent microbes not only enhance the
magnitude of the subsequent adaptive immune
response but ako influence the nature of the adaptiue
response. A major function of T cell-mediated immunity
is to activate macrophages to kill intracellular microbes.
Infectious agents that engage TLRs will tend to stimulate
T cell-mediated immune responses. This is because TLR
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FIGURE 2-13 Stimulation of adaptive immunity by innate
immune responses, Antlgen recognition by lymphocytes provides
slgnal 1 for the activation of the lymphocytes, and molecules
induced on host cells during innate immune responses to microbes
provide slgnal 2 In this i l lustration, the lymphocytes are B cells, but
the same principles apply to T lymphocytes The nature of second
srgnals differs for B and T cells and is described in later chapters

signaling enhances the ability of antigen-presenting
cells to induce the differentiation of T cells into effector
cells called Tsl cells. THI cells produce the cytokine IFN-

1, which can activate macrophages to kill microbes that
might otherwise survive within phagocytic vesicles. Tsl
cells and cell-mediated immunity are discussed in detail
in Chapter 13. In contrast, many extracellular microbes
that enter the blood activate the alternative complement
pathway, which in turn enhances the production of
antibodies by B lymphocltes. This humoral immune
response serves to eliminate extracellular microbes. The
role of complement in enhancing B cell activation is dis-
cussed in Chapter 14.

The role of innate immunity in stimulating adaptive
immune responses is the basis of the action of adju-
vants, which are substances that need to be adminis-
tered together with protein antigens to elicit maximal
T cell-dependent immune responses (see Chapter 6).
Adjuvants are useful in experimental immunology and
in clinical vaccines. Many adjuvants in experimental use
are microbial products, such as killed mycobacteria and
LPS, that engage TLRs and elicit strong innate immune
responses at the site of antigen entry.

SUMMARY

o The innate immune system provides the first line
of host defense against microbes. The mechanisms
of innate immunity exist before exposure to

microbes. The components of the innate immune
system include epithelial barriers, Ieukocytes
(neutrophils, macrophages, and NK cells), circu-
lating effector proteins (complement, collectins,
pentraxins), and cytokines (e.8., TNE IL-1'
chemokines,lL-2,type I IFNs, and IFN-9.

c The innate immune system uses cell-associated
pattern recognition receptors to recognize struc-
tures called pathogen-associated molecular pat-
terns (PAMPs), which are shared by microbes, are
not present on mammalian cells, and are often
essential for survival of the microbes, thus limiting
the capacity of microbes to evade detection by
mutating or losing expression of these molecules.
TLRs are the most important family of pattern
recognition receptors, recognizing a wide variety
of ligands, including microbial nucleic acids,
sugars, glycolipids, and Proteins.

e Neutrophils and macrophages are phagocytes that
kill ingested microbes by producing ROS, nitric
oxide, and enzymes in phagolysosomes.
Macrophages also produce cytokines that stimu-
late inflammation and promote tissue remodeling
at sites of infection. Phagocytes recognize and
respond to microbial products by several different
types of receptors, including TLRs, C-type lectins,
scavenger receptors, and N-formyl Met-Leu-Phe
receptors.

C Neutrophils and monocytes (the precursors of
tissue macrophages) migrate from blood into
inflammatory sites during innate immune
responses. Cytokines, including IL- I and TNf; pro-
duied at these sites in response to microbial prod-
ucts induce the expression of adhesion molecules
on the endothelial cells of local venules. These
adhesion molecules mediate the attachment of the

firmly bound, via interactions of leukocyte inte-
grins binding to Ig-superfamily ligands on the
endothelium. Intergrin binding is strengthened by
chemokines, produced at the site of infection,
which bind to receptors on the leukocytes.
Chemokines also stimulate directed migration of
the Ieukocltes through the vessel wall into the site
of infection.

o NK cells are l1'rnphocltes that defend against intra-
cellular microbes by killing infected cells and pro-
viding a source of the macrophage-activating
cy'tokine IFN-1. NK cell recognition of infected cells
ii regulated by a combination of activating and
inhibitory receptors. Inhibitory receptors recog-

lnnate immune
response

to microbe
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nize class I MHC molecules, because of which NK
cells do not kill normal host cells but do kill cells in
which class I MHC expression is reduced, such as
virus-infected cells.

C The complement system is activated by microbes,
and products of complement activation promote
phagocytosis and killing of microbes and stimulate
inflammation.

o The innate immune system includes other soluble
pattern recognition and effector molecules
found in the plasma, including pentraxins (e.g.,
CRP), collectins (e.g., MBL), and ficolins. Theie
molecules bind microbial ligands and enhance
clearance by complement-dependent and
-independent mechanisms.

o Different cytokines of innate immunityrecruit and
activate leukocytes (e.g., TNf; IL-1, chemokines),
enhance the microbicidal activities of phagocytes
(IFN-y), and stimulate NK cell and T cell responses
(IL-2). In severe infections, excess svstemic cvto-
kine production is harmful and may 

".r"n "ut'rr"death of the host.

C Molecules produced during innate immune
responses stimulate adaptive immunity and influ-
ence the nature of adaptive immune responses.
Macrophages activated by microbes and by IFN-1
produce costimulators that enhance T cell activa-
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The cells of the adaptive immune system are normally
present as circulating cells in the blood and lymph, as
anatomically defined collections in ll.rnphoid organs,
and as scattered cells in virtually all tissues. The
anatomic organization of these cells and their ability to
circulate and exchange among blood, lymph, and tissues

are of critical importance for the genera
resDonses. The immune system faces
lenges to generate effective protective
infectious pathogens. First, the system
respond to small numbers of manY d
that may be introduced at any site in

The ability of the irnmune system to meet these chal-

Ienges and to perform its protective functions optimally

is dependent on several properties of its cells and

tlssues.

fi Specialized tissues, called peripheral lymphoid
organs, function to concentrate antigens that are

iniroduced through the common portak of entry
(skin and gastrointestinal and respiratory tracts).

The capture of antigen and its transport to l1'rnphoid

organs are the first steps in adaptive immune

responses. Antigens that are transported to lymphoid

orgins are displayed by antigen-presenting cells
(APCs) for recognition by specifrc lymphocytes.

and activation phases of adaptive immune responses'

Effector and memory lymphocyes develop from the

progeny of antigen-stimulated naive cells.

* Effector and memory lymphocytes circulate in the

biood, home to peripheral sites of antigen entry, and

are fficiently retained at these sites. This ensures that
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Primary (generative)
lymphoid organs

Bone
marrow

immunity is systemic (i.e., that protective mecha-
nisms can act anlvrhere in the body).

Adaptive immune responses develop through a series
of steps, in each of which the special properties of
immune cells and tissues play critical roles. The key
phases ofthese responses and the roles ofdifferent cells
and tissues are illustrated schematically in Fig. 3-1. This
chapter describes the cells, tissues, and organs of the
adaptive immune system and concludes with a discus-
sion of the traffic patterns of lymphocytes throughout
the body.

Crus 0F THE AoRpnvr lmruurur Svsrrnrt

The celk that are inuolved in adaptiue immune
responses are antigen-specific lymphocytes, APCs that
display antigens and actiuate lymphocytes, and effictor
cells that function to eliminate antigens. These cell
types were introduced in Chapter 1 Here we describe
the morphology and functional characteristics of lym-
phocytes and APCs and then explain how these cells are
organized in lymphoid tissues. The numbers of some of
these cell types in the blood are listed in Table 3-1.

.Source of lymphocyte
progenitors

.Maturation of B lymphocytes

.Site of residence of long lived
plasma cells

Maturation of
T lymphocytes

Secondary (peripheral)
lymphoid organs

Lymph
node

Naive
lymphocytes

#*
,so

Effector T
lymphocytes
and antibodies

Lymphocyte
progenitor

Collection of
antigens from
tissues via

Spleen

Antigen
presenting cell

Entry of
infectious

Antigens/
microbes

agents andlor
environmental
antigens

Activation of
lymphocytes and
initiation of adapt
rmmune responses

Activation of
lymphocytes and
initiation of adaptive
rmmune responses

responses in vivo. Lymphocytes
mature in the bone marrow (B cel ls)
and thymus (T cel ls),  and enter sec-
ondary (peripheral) lymphoid organs
as "naive" lymphocytes Antigens
are captured from their si te of entry
by dendrit ic cel ls and concentrated
in lymph nodes, where they acti-
vate naive lymphocytes that
migrate to the nodes through blood
vessels Effector and memory T
cel ls develop in the nodes and enter
the circulat ion, f  rom which they
may mrgrate to peripheral t issues
Antibodies are produced in lym-
phoid organs and enter the circula-
t ion, from which they may locate
antrgens at any site Memory cel ls
also enter the circulat ion and may
reside in lymphoid organs and other
t issues This i l lustrat ion depicts the
key events in an immune response
to a protein antigen in a lymph
node; responses in other peripheral
l ympho id  o rgans  are  s imi la r

Collection
of antigens
via blood

,-.Antigens/
microbes

Lymphatic/
blood vessel

Mucosa/skin

Mucosa/skin



Tab le  3 -1 .  Normal  B lood Ce l l  Counts

Mean number I Normal
per microliter I range

White blood cells
(leukocytes)

7400 4500-11 ,000

Neutrophils 4400 1800-7700

Eosinophils 200 0-450

Basophils 40 0-200

Lymphocytes 2500 '1000-4800

Monocytes 300 0-800

Although these cells are found in the blood, their
responses to antigens are localized to lymphoid and
other tissues and are generally not reflected in changes
in the total numbers of circulating leukocytes. The cells
involved in innate immunity were described in detail in
Chapter 2.

Lymphocytes

Lymphocytes are the only cells in the body capable of
specifically recognizing and distinguishing dffirent
antigenic d.eterminants and are responsible for the two
defining characteristics of the adaptiue immune
response, specificity and memory. Several lines of evi-
dence have established the role of lymphocl'tes as the
cells that mediate adaptive immunity.

Protective immunity to microbes can be adoptively
transferred from immunized to naive individuals only
by lymphocytes or their secreted products.

Some congenital and acquired immunodeficiencies
are associated with reduction of lymphocltes in the
peripheral circulation and in lymphoid tissues. Fur-
thermore, depletion of lymphocltes with drugs, irra-
diation, and cell type-specific antibodies, and by
targeted gene disruptions in mice, leads to impaired
adaptive immune responses.

Stimulation of lymphocytes by antigens in culture
leads to responses in vitro that show many of the
characteristics of immune responses induced under
more physiologic conditions in vivo.

Most important, specific receptors for antigens are
produced by lymphocltes but not by any other types
of cells.

Subsefs of Lymphocytes

Lymphocytes consist of dktinct subsets that are dffirent
in their lunctions and protein products but are mor-
phologically very similnr (Table 3-2). This heterogeneity
of l1'rnphocltes was introduced in Chapter I (see Fig.
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l-5). B lymphocytes, the cells that produce antibodies,
were so called because in birds they were found to
mature in an organ called the bursa of Fabricius. In
mammals, no anatomic equivalent of the bursa exists,
and the early stages of B cell maturation occur in the
bone marrow. Thus, "B" lymphocltes refers to bursa-
derived lymphocltes or bone marrow-derived lym-
phocytes. T lymphocytes, the mediators of cellular
immunity, were named because their precursors, which
arise in the bone marrow migrate to and mature in the
thymus; "T" lymphocytes refers to thymus-derived lym-
phocytes. B and T lymphocltes each consist of subsets
with distinct phenotypic and functional characteristics.
The major subsets of B cells are follicular B cells, mar-
ginal zone B cells, and B-1 B cells, each of which is found
in distinct anatomic locations within lymphoid tissues.
The two major T cell subsets are helper T lymphocytes
and cltotoxic T lymphocltes (CTLs), which express an
antigen receptor called the aB receptor. CD4* regulatory
T cells are now recognized as a third unique subset of T
cells expressing the crB receptor. Another population of
T cells called yD T cells expresses a similar but struc-
turally distinct type of antigen receptor. The different
functions of these classes of B and T cells will be dis-
cussed in later chapters.

B and T lymphocytes have clonally distributed
antigen receptors, meaning that there are many clones
of these cells with different antiSen specificities, and all
the members of each clone express antigen receptors of
the same specificity that are different from the receptors
of other clones. The genes encoding the antigen recep-
tors of B and T lyrnphocytes are formed by recombina-
tions of DNA segments during the maturation of
these cells. There is a random aspect to these somatic
recombination events, which results in the generation

of millions of different receptor genes and a highly
diverse repertoire of antigen speciflcities among differ-
ent clones of lymphocltes (see Chapter 8). Some subsets
of lymphocltes, including T6 T cells, marginal zone B
cells, and B- I B cells, are restricted in their use of DNA
segments that contribute to their antigen receptor
genes, and the repertoires of these lymphocyte subsets
are very limited.

In addition to B and T cells, there exist other popula-

tions of cells that are called lymphocltes based on mor-
phology and certain functional and molecular criteria,
but which are not readily categorized as T or B cells.
Natural killer (NK) cells, which were described in

Chapter 2, have similar effector functions as CTLs, but
their receptors are distinct from B or T cell antigen
receptors and are not encoded by somatically recom-
bined genes. NKT cells are a numerically small popula-

tion of lymphocltes that share characteristic of both
NK cells and T cells. They express aB antigen receptors
that are encoded by somatically recombined genes, but
like yb T cells and B-1 B cells, they lack diversity. NKT
cells, y6 T cells, and B-1 B cells may all be considered as
part of both adaptive and innate immune systems.

Membrane proteins may be used a's phenotypic
markers to d.istinguish functionally dktinct populations
of lymphocyfes (see Table 3-2)' For instance, most
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Table 3-2. Lymphocyte Classes

Class Functions Antigen
receptor and
specificity

Selected
markers

Percent of total
lymphocytes (human)

Blood Lymph
node SpleencrB T lymphocytes

CD4+ helper
T lymphocytes

B cell differentiation
(humoral immunity)

Macrophage activation
(cell-mediated immunity)

u,B heterodimers

Diverse specificit ies
for peptide-class l l
MHC complexes

cD3+, CD4+
cD8-

50-60* 50-60 50-60

CD8+ cytotoxic
T lymphocytes

Regulatory
T cells

Killing of cell infected
with microbes,
kill ing of tumor cells

a,B heterodimers
Diverse specificities
for peptide-class I
MHC complexes

cD3+, CD4-
cD8+

20:25 15-20 1 0 - 1 5

Suppress function of
other T cells (regulation of
rmmune responses,
maintenance of
self-tolerance)

aB heterodimers cD3+, CD4+,
cD25+
(Most common,
but other
phenotypes
as well)

Rare 1 0 1 0

y6T lymphocytesHelper and
cytotoxic functions
(innate immunity)

y6 heterodimers
Limited specificities
for peptide and
nonpeptide antigens

cD3+, CD4,
and CD8
variable

B lymphocytes Antibody production
(humoral  immuni ty)

Surface antibody
Diverse specificities
for all types of
molecules

Fc receptors:
class l l  MHC;
CD19;  CD21

1 0 - 1 5 20-25 4045

Natural killer cells Killing of virus-infected
or damaged cells
(innate immunity)

Various activating and
inhibitory receptors
Limited specificities
for MHC or MHC-like
molecules

cD16
(Fc receptor
for lgG)

1 0 Rare 10

NKT cells Suppress or activate
innate and adaotive
rmmune resoonses

oB heterodimers
(Limited specificity
for glycolipid-CD1
complexes)

cD16
(Fc receptor
for  lgG);CD3

1 0 Rare 1 0

*ln most cases, the ratio of CD4+CD8- to CD8+CD4- cells is about 2:1.
Abbreviations; lgG, immunoglobulin G; MHC, major histocompatibil i ty complex

helper T cells express a surface protein called CD4,
and most CTLs express a different surface protein called
CD8. Antibodies that are specific for such markers,
labeled with probes that can be detected by various
methods, are often used to identifv and isolate various
ll.rnphocyte populations. (Techniques for detecting
labeled antibodies are described in Appendix III.) Many
of the surface proteins that were initially recognized as
phenotypic markers for various ll.rnphocl'te subpopula-
tions have turned out, on further analysis, to play impor-
tant roles in the activation and functions of these cells.
The accepted nomenclature for lymphoclte markers

uses the CD number designation. CD stands for "cluster
of differentiation," a historical term referring to a cluster
(or collection) of monoclonal antibodies that are speciflc
for a particular marker of lymphocyte differentiation.
The CD system provides a uniform way to identi$r cell
surface molecules on lymphocytes, APCs, and many
other cell types in the immune system (Box 3-l).
Examples of some CD proteins are mentioned in Table
3-2, and the biochemistry and functions of the most
important ones are described in later chapters. A current
list of CD markers for leukocltes that are mentioned in
the book is provided in Appendix II.



From the t ime that  funct ional ly  d is t inct  c lasses of  lym-
phocytes were recognized, immunologists have at-
tempted to develop methods for  d is t ingulshing them. The
basic approach was to produce antibodies that would
select ive ly  recognize d i f ferent  subpopulat ions This was
in i t ia l ly  done by ra is ing a l loant ibodies ( i .e . ,  ant ibodies that
might  recognize a l le l ic  forms of  ce l l  sur face prote ins)  by
immuniz ing inbred st ra ins of  mice wi th lymphocytes f rom
other  s t ra ins.  Such technioues were successfu l  and led
to the development of antibodies that reacted with
mur ine T cel ls  (ant i -Thy1 ant ibodies)  and even against
functionally different subsets of T lymphocytes (anti-Lyt1
and anti-Lyt2 antibodies). The limitations of this approach
are obvious, however, because it is useful only for cell
sur face prote ins that  ex is t  in  d i f ferent  a l le l ic  forms.  The
advent of hybridoma technology gave such analyses a
tremendous boost, with the production of monoclonal
antibodies that reacted specifically and selectively with
def ined populat ions of  lymphocytes,  f i rs t  in  humans and
subsequent ly  in  many other  species.  (Al loant ibodies and
monoclonal  ant ibodies are descr ibed in Chapter  4 )

Functionally distinct classes of lymphocytes express
dist inct  types of  ce l l  sur face prote ins lmmunologists
often rely on monoclonal antibody probes to detect these
surface molecules.  The cel l  sur face molecules recognized
by monoclonal  ant ibodies are cal led "ant igens" because
ant ibodies can be ra ised against  them, or  "markers,"
because they ident i fy  and d iscr iminate between ("mark")
different cell populations These markers can be grouped
into several categories; some are specific for cells of a
particular l ineage or maturational pathway, and the
expression of others varies according to the state of acti-
vat ion or  d i f ferent ia t ion of  the same cel ls .  B iochemical
analyses of cell surface proteins recognized by different
monoclonal antibodies demonstrated that these antibod-
ies,  in  many instances,  recognized the equivalent  prote in
in d i f ferent  species.  ln  the past ,  considerable confusion
was created because these surface markers were init ially
named according to the antibodies that reacted with
them. To resolve this, a uniform nomenclature system
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was adopted, init ially for human leukocytes. According to
this system, a surface marker that identif ies a particular
l ineage or differentiation stage, that has a defined struc-
ture,  and that  is  recognized by a group ("c luster" )  of  mon-
oclonal  ant ibodies is  ca l led a member of  a c luster  of
differentiation (CD). Thus, all leukocyte surface antigens
whose structures are defined are given a CD designation
(e g,  CD1 ,  CD2l .  A l though th is  nomenclature was or ig i -
nallv used for human leukocyte markers, it is now
common practice to refer to homologous molecules in
other species and on cells other than leukocytes by the
same CD designat ion.  Newly developed monoclonal  ant i -
bodies are periodically exchanged among laboratories,
and the ant igens recognized are assigned to ex is t ing CD
structures or introduced as new "workshop" candidates
(CDw)

The classification of lymphocytes by CD antigen
expression is now widely used in clinical medicine and
experimental immunology For instance, most helper T
lymphocytes are CD3*CD4*CD8-, and most CTLs are
CD3*CD4-CD8* This has allowed immunologists to iden-
tify the cells participating in various immune responses,
iso late them, and indiv idual ly  analyze thei r  speci f ic i t ies,
response patterns, and effector functions. Such antibod-
les have also been used to define specific alterations in
particular subsets of lymphocytes that might be occurring
in var ious d iseases.  For  example,  the decl in ing number
of blood CD4* T cells is often used to follow the pro-
gression of  d isease and response to t reatment  in  human
immunodeficiency virus-infected patients. Further inves-
tigations of the effects of monoclonal antibodies on lym-
phocyte function have shown that these surface proteins

are not merely phenotypic markers but are themselves
involved in a variety of lymphocyte responses. The two
most freouent functions attributed to various CD mole-
cules are (1) promotion of cell-cell interactions and adhe-
s ion and (2\  t ransduct ion of  s ignals that  lead to
lymphocyte activation. Examples of both types of func-
t ions are descr ibed throughout  th is  book.

Development of Lymphocytes

Like all blood cells after birth, lymphocytes arise from
stem cells in the bone marrow.

The origin of lymphocytes from bone marrow pro-
genitors was first demonstrated by experiments with
radiation-induced bone marrow chimeras. Lympho-
cytes and their precursors are radiosensitive and are
killed by high doses of y-irradiation. If a mouse of one
inbred strain is irradiated and then injected with bone
marrow cells, or small numbers of hematopoietic
stem cells (HSCs), of another strain that can be dis-
tinguished from the host, all the lyrnphocytes that
develop subsequently are derived from the bone
marrow cells or HSCs of the donor. Such approaches
Rosha nKetab 02L- 6 69 50 639

have proved useful for examining the maturation of
lyrnphocytes and other blood cells (see Chapter 8).

All l1'rnphocytes go through complex maturation
stages during which they express antigen receptors and
acquire the functional and phenotypic characteristics of
mature cells (Fig. 3-2). B lyrnphocltes partially mature
in the bone marrow enter the circulation, and populate

the peripheral lymphoid organs where they complete
their maturation. T lymphocltes mature completely in

the thymus, then enter the circulation and populate
peripheral lymphoid tissues. We will discuss these
processes of B and T lymphocyte maturation in much

more detail in Chapter 8. These mature B and T cells are

called naive lymphocytes. Upon activation by antigen,
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FIGURE 3-2 Maturation of lymphocytes. Mature lymphocytes develop from bone maTTow stem cel ls in the generative lymphoid organs,
and rmmune responses  to  fo rergn  an t igens  occur  in  the  per iphera l  l ympho id  t i ssues

Generative
lymphoid organs

lymphocytes go through sequential changes in pheno-
tlpe and functional capacity.

Populations of Lymphocytes Distinguished by
History of Antigen Exposure

In adaptiue immune responses, naiue lymphocytes that
emerge from the bone marrow or thymus migrate into
secondary lymphoid organs, where they are actiuated
by antigens to prolifurate and dffirentiote into effector
and memory celk, some of which then migrate into
tissues (Fig. 3-3). The activation of lymphocytes follows
a series of sequential steps, beginning with the synthe-
sis of new proteins, such as cltokine receptors and
cy'tokines, which are required for many of the subse-
quent changes. The naive cells then undergo prolifera-
tion, resulting in increased size of the antigen-specific
clones, a process that is called clonal expansion. In some
infections, the numbers of microbe-specific T cells may
increase more than 50,000-fold, and the numbers of spe-
cific B cells may increase more than 5000-fold. This rapid
clonal expansion of microbe-specific lymphocy.teJ is
needed to keep pace with the ability of microbes to
rapidly replicate and expand in numbers. Concomitant
with clonal expansion, antigen-stimulated lymphocytes
differentiate into effector cells, whose function is to
eliminate the antigen. Some of the progeny of antigen-
stimulated B and T lymphocltes differentiate into long-
lived memory cells, whose function is to mediate rapid
and enhanced (i.e., secondary) responses to subsequent
exposures to antigens. Therefore, distinct populations of
lymphocltes (naive, effector, memory) are always
present in various sites throughout the body, and these
populations can be distinguished by several functional
and phenotypic criteria (Table 3-3). The details of lym-
phocyte activation and differentiation, as well as the
functions of each of these populations, will be addressed
later in this book. Here we will summarize the uheno-
tlpic characteristics of each population.

Peripheral
lymphoid organs

Naive Lymphocytes. Naive lymphocltes are mature T
or B cell emigrants from generative lymphoid organs
that have never encountered foreign antigen. They will
die after I to 3 months if they do not recognize antigens.
Naive and memory lymphocytes, discussed below, are
both called resting l1'rnphocytes, because they are not
actively dividing, nor are they performing effector func-
tions. Naive (and memory) B and T lymphocytes cannot
be readily distinguished morphologically, and are both
often called small lymphocytes when observed in blood
smears or by flow cltometry (see Appendix III). A small
lymphocyte is 8 to 10 pm in diameter and has a large
nucleus with dense heterochromatin and a thin rim of
cltoplasm that contains a few mitochondria, ribosomes,
and lysosomes, but no visible specialized organelles (Fig.
3-4). Before antigenic stimulation, naive lymphocltes
are in a state of rest, or in the G6 stage of the cell cycle.
In response to stimulation, they enter the G, stage of the
cell cycle before going on to divide. Activated lympho-
c)'tes are larger (10 to 12 pm in diameter), have more
cytoplasm and organelles and increased amounts of
c$oplasmic RNA, and are called large lymphocltes, or
lymphoblasts (see Fig. 3-4).

The survival of naive l1'rnphocytes depends on
engagement of antigen receptors, presumably by self
antigens, and on cytokines. It is postulated that naive lym-
phocytes recognize various self antigens "weakly"-enough
to generate survival signals, but without triggering the
stronger signals that are needed to initiate clonal expansion
and differentiation into effector cells.

The need for antigen receptor expression to maintain
the pool of naive ly.rnphocy.tes in peripheral lyrnphoid
organs has been demonstrated by studies in mice in
which the immunoglobulin (Ig) genes that encode the
antigen receptors ofB cells were knocked out after the
B cells had matured, or the antigen receptors of T cells
were knocked out in mature T cells. (The method
used is called the cre-lox technique and is described

Recirculat ion' T lymphocytes
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FIGURE 3-3 The anatomy of lymphocyte activation. Naive T cel ls emerging from the thymus and naive B cel ls emerging from the

bone marrow migrate into seconOary lymflnoiO organs, including lymph nodes and spleen In these locatrons, they are activated by antigens,
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Ab b reviations ; I L-2, interleukin-2

Table 3-3. Character ist ics of Naive, Effector,  and Memory Lymphocytes

Naive
lymphocytes

Activated or effector I Memory
lymphocytes lymphocytes

in Appendix III.) Mature naive lynphocltes that lost
their antigen receprs died within 2 or 3 weeks.

Among T cells, there is evidence that survival of par-
ticular clones of naive cells in peripheral ll.rnphoid
organs depends on recognition of the same ligands
that the clones saw during their maturation in the
thymus. In Chapter B, we will discuss the process of T
cell maturation and the selection of T cells by recog-
nition of self antigens in the th).rynus. This selection
process ensures that the cells that mature are capable
of surviving in peripheral tissues by recognizing the
selecting self antigens.

If naive lyrnphocytes are transferred into a mouse
that does not have any lymphocl'tes of its or.tm, the
transferred ly'rnphocytes begin to proliferate and
increase in number until they reach roughly the
numbers of lyrnphocytes in normal mice. This
process is called homeostatic proliferation because
it serves to maintain homeostasis (a steady state of
cell numbers) in the immune system. This prolifera-
tion of naive lymphocytes in the absence of overt
exposure to antigen is triggered by the recognition of
self antigens.

T lymphocytes
Migration

Frequency of cells responsive
to particular antigen

Preferentially to
peripheral lymphoid tissues

Preferentially to
inflamed tissues

Preferentially to inflamed
tissues, mucosal tissues

Very low High LOW

Effector functions None Cytokine secretion;
cytotoxic activity

None

Cel lcycl ing No Yes +l-

Sudace protein expr,ession
High-affinity I L-2 receptor
Peiipneiit iympn 616;.,.l.l'
homing receptor
(L-selectin, CD62L)

Low High

Low

Low

High Low or variable

Adhesion molecules:
integrins, CD44

Low

High

CD45RA

High High

Chemokine receptor: CCRT Low Variable

CD45RO;var iableMajor CD45 isoform
(humans only)

cD45RO

Morphology Small; scant cytoplasm Large; more cytoplasm Smal l

B lymphocytes

Membrane immunoglobulin
(lg) isotype

lgM and lgD Frequently lgG, lgA, lgE Frequently lgG, lgA, lgE

Affinity of lg produced

Effector function

Relatively low Increases during
rmmune resDonse

Relatively high

None Antibody secretion None

Morphology

Chemokine receptor: CXCR5

Small; scant cytoplasm Large; more cytoplasm;
some are olasma cells

Smal l

High Low ?

CD27 Low High High
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FIGURE 34 Morphology of
lymphocytes. A Light micrograph
of a lymphocyte in a peripheral
blood smear. B. Electron micro-
graph of a small  lymphocyte
(Courtesy of Dr Noel Weidner,
Department of Pathology, Univer-
sity of Cali fornia, San Diego )
C Electron micrograph of a large
lymphocyte ( lymphoblast).  (From
Fawcett DW Bloom & Fawcett's
Textbook of Histology, 12th ed
Chapman & Ha l l ,  1994.  Wi th  k ind
permission of Springer Science
and Business Media )

Secreted proteins called cytokines are also essential
for the survival of naive lymphocytes, and naive T and B
cells constitutively express receptors for these cytokines.
Among these cltokines are interleukin-7 (IL-7), which
promotes survival and, perhaps, low-level cycling of
naive T cells, and B cell activating factor (BAFF), which
is required for naive B cell survival. Naive lymphocytes
also express surface proteins that are involved in direct-
ing migration into lymph nodes, as we will discuss in
detail later in this chapter.

Effector Cells. After naive lymphocytes are activated,
they become larger and proliferate, and are called lym-
phoblasts. Some of these cells differentiate into effector
lymphocytes have the ability to produce molecules
capable of eliminating foreign antigens; effector lym-
phocytes include helper T cells, CTLs, and antibody-
secreting B cells. Helper T cells, which are usually CD4*,
express surface molecules such as CD40ligand (CD154)
and secrete cytokines that interact with macrophages
and B lymphocytes, leading to their activation. Differen-
tiated CTLs contain cytoplasmic granules containing
proteins that kill virus-infected and tumor cells. Both
CD4t and CD8* effector T cells usually express surface
proteins indicative of recent activation, including CD25
(a component of the receptor for the T cell growth factor
IL-2), and class II major histocompatability complex
(MHC) molecules (in humans, but not mice). A subset of
CD4. T cells called regulatory T cells, which are distinct
from and suppress effector T cells, constitutively express
CD25 (discussed in Chapter 11). The majority of differ-
entiated effector T lymphocytes are short lived and not
self-renewing.

Many antibody-secreting B cells are morphologically
identifiable as plasma cells. They have characteristic
nuclei, abundant cltoplasm containing dense, rough
endoplasmic reticulum that is the site where antibodies
(and other secreted and membrane proteins) are slmthe-
sized, and distinct perinuclear Golgi complexes where
antibody molecules are converted to their flnal forms
and packaged for secretion (Fig. 3-5). It is estimated
that half or more of the messenger RNA in plasma
cells codes for antibody proteins. Plasma cells develop
in lymphoid organs and at sites of immune responses
and often migrate to the bone marrow where some
of them may survive for long periods after the
immune response is induced and even after the antigen
is eliminated.

although it is still not clear which of these surface pro-

teins are definitive markers of memory populations (see

Table 3-3). Memory B lymphocytes express certain
classes (isotypes) of membrane Ig, such as IgG, IgE, or

IgA, as a result of isotype switching, whereas naive B cells

express only IgM and IgD (see Chapters 4 and 10). In

humans, CD27 expression is a good marker for memory
B cells. MemoryT cells, like naive but not effectorT cells,
express high levels of IL-7 receptors. Memory T cells also

express surface molecules that promote their migration
inio sites of infection anywhere in the body (discussed

later in the chapter). In humans, most naive T cells

express a 200-kD isoform of a surface molecule called

Ct45 that contains a segment encoded by an exon des-

ignated A. This CD45 isoform can be recognized by anti-

bodies specific for the A-encoded segment and is

therefore called CD45RA (for "restricted A'). In contrast,

most activated and memory T cells express a 180-kD

isoform of CD45 in which the A exon RNA has been

spliced out; this isoform is called CD45RO' However, this

way of distinguishing naive from memory T cells is not

peifect, and interconversion between CD45M. and

-D+snO. populations has been documented. MemoryT

Rough endoplasmic
reticulum

Mitochondrion I GolgicomPlex

q
1

' ?

FIGURE 3-5 Morphology of plasma cel ls. A Light micrograph of
a plasma cel l  in t issue. B Electron micrograph of a plasma cel l '
(Courtesy of Dr Noel Weidner, Department of Pathology, University
of Cali fornia, San Diego, Cali fornia )
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cells appear to be heterogeneous in many respects.
Some, called central memory T cells, migrate preferen-
tially to lymph nodes, where they provide a pool of
antigen-specific lymphocytes that can rapidly be acti-
vated to proliferate and differentiate into effector cells if
the antigen is reintroduced. Others, called effector
memory cells, reside in mucosal tissues or circulate
in the blood, from where thev mav be recruited to anv
site of infection and mount rapih effecto, ,"rponr"!
that serve to eliminate the antigen. The migration of
memory T cells is discussed later in this chapter,
and more details about the generation of memory cells,
and the signals for their maintenance, are discussed in
Chapters 10 and 13.

Ant igen-Present ing Cel ls

APCs are cell populations that are specinlized to capture
microbial and other antigens, dkplay them to lym-

ryhocytes, and prouide signak that stimulate the pro-
liferation and differentiation of the lymphocytes. By
convention, APC usually refers to a cell that displays
antigens to T l1'rnphocytes. The major type of ApC that
is involved in initiating T cell responses is the dendritic
cell. Macrophages present antigens to T cells during
cell-mediated immune responses, and B lymphocytei
function as APCs for helper T cells during humoral
immune responses. A specialized cell type called the fol-
licular dendritic cell (FDC) displays antigens to B lym-
phocytes during particular phases of humoral immune
responses. APCs link responses of the innate immune
system to responses of the adaptive immune system,
and therefore they may be considered as components of
both systems. In addition to the introduction presented
here, APC function will be described in more detail in
Chapter 6.

Dendritic Cells

Dendritic cells play important roles in innate immunity
to microbes and in antigen capture and the induction of
T lymphocyte responses to protein antigens. Dendritii
cells arise from bone marrow precursors, mostly of the
mo-noc],'te lineage, and are found in many organs,
including epithelial barrier tissues, where they are
poised to capture foreign antigens and transport these
antigens to peripheral lymphoid organs. They have long
cltoplasmic projections, which effectively increasei
their surface area, and they actively sample and inter-
nalize components of the extracellular tissue environ-
ment by pinocltosis and phagocytosis. In addition,
dendritic cells express various surface receptors, such as
Toll-like receptors (see Chapter 2), that recognize
pathogen-associated molecular patterns and transduce
activating signals into the cell. Once activated, dendritic
cells become mobile and migrate to regional lymphoid
tissues, where they participate in presenting peptides
derived from internalized protein antigens to t lympho-
cytes. These activated dendritic cells also express mole-

cules, called costimulators, which function in concert
with antigen to stimulate T cells.

Mononuclear Phagocytes

Mononuclear phagocytes function as APCs in T
cell-med,iqted ad.aptiue immune responses. We intro-
duced mononuclear phagocltes (monocltes and
macrophages) in the context of innate immune
responses in Chapter 2. Macrophages containing
ingested microbes display microbial antigens to differ-
entiated effector T cells. The effector T cells then activate
the macrophages to kill the microbes. This process is a
major mechanism of cell-mediated immunity against
intracellular microbes (see Chapter 13).

Mononuclear phagocytes are also important effector
cells in both innate and adaptive immunity. Their effec-
tor functions in innate immunity are to phagocytose
microbes and to produce cytokines that recruit and
activate other inflammatory cells (see Chapter 2).
Macrophages serve numerous roles in the effector
phases of adaptive immune responses. As mentioned
above, in cell-mediated immuniry antigen-stimulated T
cells activate macrophages to destroy phagocytosed
microbes. In humoral immunity, antibodres coat, or
opsonize, microbes and promote the phagocytosis of the
microbes through macrophage surface receptors for
antibodies (see Chapter l4).

Follicular Dendritic Cells (FDC)

FDCs are cells with membranous projections, which are
present intermingled in specialized collections of acti-
vated B cells, called germinal centers, found in the lym-
phoid follicles of the lymph nodes, spleen, and mucosal
lymphoid tissues. FDCs are not derived from precursors
in the bone marrow and are unrelated to the dendritic
cells that present antigens to T lymphocltes. FDCs trap
antigens complexed to antibodies or complement prod-
ucts and display these antigens on their surfaces for
recognition by B lymphocytes. This is important for the
selection of activated B lgnphocytes whose antigen
receptors bind the displayed antigens with high affinity
(see Chapter 10).

Arunrouy AND FUNcTIONS OF
LYrvrplroro Trssurs
To optimize the cellular interactions necessary for the
recognition and activation phases of specific immune
responses, llmphocytes andAPCs are localized and con-
centrated in anatomically defined tissues or organs,
which are also the sites where foreign antigens are trans-
ported and concentrated. Such anatomic compartmen-
talization is not fixed because, as we will discuss later
in this chapter, many lymphocytes recirculate and
constantly exchange between the circulation and the
tissues.

Lymphoid tissues are classified as generatiue organs,
ako called primary lymphoid orgarrs, where lympho-
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cytes frrst express antigen receptors and etta.in pheno-
typic and functional maturity, and as peripheral
orgnns, also called secondary lymphoid organs, where
Iymphocyte responses to foreign antigens are initiated
and deuelop (see Fig. 3-2). Included in the generative
lymphoid organs of adult mammals are the bone
marrow where all the lymphocytes arise and B cells
mature, and the thymus, where T cells mature and reach
a stage of functional competence. The peripheral
ll.rnphoid organs and tissues include the lymph
nodes, spleen, cutaneous immune system, and
mucosal immune system. In addition, poorly defined
aggregates of ll.rnphocl'tes are found in connective
tissue and in virtually all organs except the central
nervous system.

Bone Marrow

The bone marrow is the site of generation of all circu-
lnting blood cells in the adult, including immature lym-
phocytes, and. is the site of early euents in B cell
mqturation. During fetal development, the generation
of all blood cells, called hematopoiesis (FiB. 3-6), occurs
initially in blood islands of the yolk sac and the para-
aortic mesenchyme and later in the liver and spleen.
This function is taken over gradually by the bone marrow
and increasingly by the marrow of the flat bones so that,
by puberry hematopoiesis occurs mostly in the
sternum, vertebrae, iliac bones, and ribs. The red
marrow that is found in these bones consists of a

Common

Erythroid CFU Megakaryocyte

sponge-like reticular framework located between long

tiabeculae. The spaces in this framework are filled with

fat cells, stromal fibroblasts, and precursors of blood
cells. These precursors mature and exit through the

dense network ofvascular sinuses to enter the vascular

circulation. lVhen the bone marrow is injured or when
an exceptional demand for production of new blood
cells occurs, the liver and spleen can be recruited as sites

of extramedullary hematoPoiesis.
All the blood cells originate from a common

hematopoietic stem cell that becomes committed to

differeniiate along particular lineages (i.e', erythroid,
megakaryocytic, granulocytic, monocytic, and lympho

cytic) (see Fig. 3-6). Stem cells lack the markers of dif-

ferentiated blood cells and instead express two proteins

called CD34 and stem cell antigen-l (Sca-l). These

markers are used to identify and enrich stem cells from

suspensions of bone marrow or peripheral blood cells
for transplantation to reconstitute the hematopoietic
system. The proliferation and maturation of precursor

cells in the bone marrow are stimulated by cytokines.
Many of these cytokines are called colony-stimulating
factors because they were originally assayed by their

ability to stimulate the growth and development of

various leukocytic or erythroid colonies from marrow

cells. These molecules are discussed in Chapter 12.

Hematopoietic cytokines are produced by stromal cells

and macrophages in the bone marrow thus providing

the local environment for hematopoiesis. They are also
produced by antigen-stimulated T lymphocytes and

BasophilsEosinophils Neutrophils Monocytes

Basophil CFU Eosinophil CFU Granulocyte-monocyte CFU

&$&@

ErythrocytesPlatelets
FIGURE 3{ Hematopoiesis. The development of the dif ferent l ineages of blood cel ls is depicted in this "hematopoiet ic tree " The roles

of cvtokines in hematoboiesis are i l lustrated in Chapter 12, Figure 12-1 5 CFU, colony-forming unit
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cytokine-activated or microbe-activated macrophages,
providing a mechanism for replenishing leukocytes that
may be consumed during immune and inflammatory
reactions.

In addition to self-renewing stem cells and their dif-
ferentiating progeny, the marrow contains numerous
antibody-secreting plasma cells. These plasma cells are
generated in peripheral lymphoid tissues as a conse-
quence of antigenic stimulation of B cells and then
migrate to the marroq where they mav live and con-
tinue to produce antibodies for many years. Some long-
lived memory T lymphocytes also migrate to and may
reside in the bone marrow.

Thymus

The thymus is the site ofT cell maturation. The thymus
is a bilobed organ situated in the anterior mediastinum.
Each lobe is divided into multiple lobules by fibrous
septa, and each lobule consists ofan outer cortex and an
inner medulla (Fig. 3-7). The cortex contains a dense

collection of T lymphocytes, and the lighter-staining
medulla is more sparsely populated with lymphocytes.
Scattered throughout the thymus are nonlymphoid
epithelial cells, which have abundant cytoplasm, as well
as bone marrow-derived macrophages and dendritic
cells. In the medulla are structures called Hassall's cor-
puscles, which are composed of tightly packed whorls of
epithelial cells that may be remnants of degenerating
cells. The thymus has a rich vascular supply and efferent
lymphatic vessels that drain into mediastinal lymph
nodes. The thymus is derived from invaginations of the
ectoderm in the developing neck and chest of the
embryo, forming structures called branchial clefts.
Humanswith DiGeorge slmdrome sufferfromT cell defi-
ciency because of mutations in genes required for
thymus development. In the "nude" mouse strain, which
has been widely used in immunology research, a muta-
tion in the gene encoding a transcription factor causes a
failure of differentiation of certain types of epithelial
cells that are required for normal development of the
thymus and hair follicles. Consequently, these mice lack
T cells and hair (see Chapter 20).

The lymphocytes in the thymus, also called thymo-
cytes, are T lymphocytes at various stages of maturation.
In general, the most immature cells of the T cell lineage
enter the thymic cortex through the blood vessels. Mat-
uration begins in the cortex, and as thl.rnocytes mature,
they migrate toward the medulla, so that the medulla
contains mostly mature T cells. Only mature T cells exit
the thymus and enter the blood and peripheral ll.rn-
phoid tissues. The details of thymoclte maturation are
described in Chapter 8.

Lymph Nodes and the Lymphatic System

Antigens are trensported to lymph nodes mainly in
Iymphatic uessek. The skin, epithelia, and parenchgnal
organs contain numerous lymphatic capillaries that
absorb and drain fluid from spaces between tissue cells
(made of plasma filtrate) (Fig. 3-8). The absorbed inter-
stitial fluid, called lymph, flows through the lymphatic
capillaries into convergent, ever larger lymphatic
vessels. These vessels merge into afferent lymph vessels
that drain into the subcapsular sinuses of lymph nodes.
Lymphatic vessels that carry lymph into a lymph node
are referred to as afferent, and vessels that drain the
ly-ph from the node are called efferent. Because lymph
nodes are connected in series along the lymphatics, an
efferent lymphatic exiting one node may serve as the
afferent vessel for another. The efferent lymph vessel at
the end of a lymph node chain joins other lymph vessels,
eventually culminating into one large lymphatic vessel
called the thoracic duct. Llnnph from the thoracic duct
is emptied into the superior vena cava, thus returning
the fluid to the blood stream. About 2 L of l1'rnph are nor-
mally returned to the circulation each day, and disrup-
tion of the lymphatic system may lead to rapid tissue
swelling.

The function of collecting antigens from their portals
of entry and delivering them to lymph nodes is per-
formed largely by the lyrnphatic system. Microbes enter

FIGURE 7 Morphology of the thymus. A. Light micrograph of a
lobe of t  thymus showing the cortex and medulla. The blue-
stained cel ls are developing T cel ls cal led thymocvtes. (Courtesv of
Dr. James Gulizia, Department of pathology, Brigham and Women,s
Hospital,  Boston.) B. Schematic diagram of the thymus i l lustrat-
ing a port ion of a lobe divided into mult iple lobules by f ibrous
trabeculae.
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FIGURE 3-8 The lymphatic system. The major lymphatic
vessels and col lect ions of lymph nodes are i l lustrated Antigens are
captured from a site of infect ion, and the draining lymph node to
whrch these antigens are transported and where the immune
response is ini t iated

the body most often through the skin and the gastroin-

testinal and respiratory tracts. All these tissues are lined
by epithelia that contain dendritic cells, and all are
drained by lymphatic vessels. The dendritic cells capture
some microbial antigens and enter li.nnphatic vessels.
Other antigens enter the lymphatics in cell-free form. In
addition, soluble inflammatory mediators, such as
chemokines, produced at sites of infection enter the
lyrnphatics. The lyrnph nodes are interposed along lym-
phatic vessels and act as filters that sample the ll.rnph
before it reaches the blood. In this way, antigens cap-
tured from the portals of entry are transported to ly'rnph
nodes, and molecular signals of inflammation are also
delivered to the draining ll,rnph nodes.

Lymph enters a lymph node via an afferent lymphatic
vessel into the subcapsular sinus, and tissue-derived
dendritic cells within the lyrnph then leave the sinus and
enter the paracortex. In this new location, the dendritic
cells can present antigens derived from the tissue to
naive T cells and initiate adaptive immune responses
(see Chapter 6). The mechanisms bywhich the dendritic
cells gain access to the paracortex are not well under-
stood. Some of the lymph from the subcapsular sinus
is channeled through specialized conduits that run
through the paracortical T cell zone toward specialized
vessels called high endothelial venules (HEV) (see
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Fig. 3-9B). These conduits are organized around colla-
gen-containing reticular fibers and are delimited by
basement membrane-like matrix molecules and a
sheath of specialized cells called fibroblastic reticular
cells. Dendritic cells that are resident in the lymph node
are also closely associated with the conduits. The

conduit system serves several functions. It provides a

direct route for delivery of lymph-borne chemokines
that are produced in inflamed tissues, such as CCL2,
to the HEV where they contribute to the regulation
of leukocyte recruitment into the lymph node. The
specialized lining of the conduit serves as a selective
filtration barriel allowing only some molecules of
particular size or chemical properties to enter the T cell
Zones of the node. The resident dendritic cells lining
the conduits sample cell-free protein antigens trans-
ported through the conduits, so that these antigens may

be processed and presented to T cells in the adjacent

lymph node consists of an outer cortex and an inner
medulla. As described earlier, each lymph node is sur-

rounded by a fibrous capsule that is pierced by numer-

ous afferent lynphatics, which empty the lymph into a

subcapsular or marginal sinus (Fig. 3-9). The lymph per-

colates through the cortex into the medullary sinus and
Ieaves the node through the efferent lymphatic vessel in

the hilum. Beneath the subcapsular sinus, the outer

cortex contains aggregates of cells called follicles. Some

follicles contain central areas called germinal centers'
which stain lightly with commonly used histologic

stains. Follicles without germinal centers are called
primary follicles, and those with germinal centers are

iecondary follicles. The cortex around the follicles is

called the parafollicular cortex or paracortex, and is

organized into cords, which are regions containing retic-

ular fibers, lymphocltes, dendritic cells, and mononu-
clear phagocytes, arranged around l1'rnphatic and

vascular sinusoids. Lymphocytes and APCs in these

cords are often found near one another, but there is sig-

nificant movement of these cells relative to one another.

Internal to the cortex is the medulla, consisting of

medullary cords separated by a labyrinthine arrange-
ment of sinuses that drain into fibroblastic reticular cell

conduits, and eventually into a main medullary sinus.

These medullary cords are populated by macrophages
and plasma cells. Blood is delivered to a lyrnph node by

an aitery that enters through the hilum and branches
into capillaries in the outer cortex, and it leaves the node

by a single vein that exits through the hilum.
Dffiient classes of lymphocytes are sequestered in

distiict regions of the cortex of lymph nodes (Fig. 3-10) .

Follicles are the B cell zones of lymph nodes. Primary

follicles contain mostly mature, naive B lymphocltes.

Germinal centers develop in response to antigenic stim-

ulation. They are sites of remarkable B cell proliferation,

selection of B cells producing high-affinity antibodies,
and generation of memory B cells. The processes of
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FDCs interdigitate to form a dense reticular network in
the germinal centers. The T lymphocytes are located
mainly beneath and more centrally to the follicles, in the
paracortical cords. Most (-70To) of these T cells are CD4*
helper T cells, intermingled with relatively sparse CD8'
cells. These proportions can change dramatically during
the course of an infection. For example, during a viral
infection, there may be a marked increase in CD8* T
cells. Dendritic cells are also concentrated in the para-
cortex of the lymph nodes.

The anatomic segregation of dffirent classes of lym-
phocytes in distinct areas of the nod,e k dependent on
cytokines (see Fig. 3-10). Naive T and B lymphocytes
enter the node through an artery. These cells leave the
circulation and enter the stroma of the node through
specialized vessels called high endothelial venules
(HEVs, described in more detail later), which are located
in the center of the cortical cords. The naive T cells
express a receptor called CCRT that binds the CCLIg and
CCL?I chemokines produced in the T cell zones of the
lymph node. Chemokines (chemoattractant cytokines)
include a large family of B- to 10-kDa proteins that are
involved in a wide variety of cell motility functions in
development, maintenance of tissue architecture, and
immune and inflammatory responses. Chemokines
exert their biologic effects by binding to chemokine
receptors, which are cell surface, G protein-linked
receptors that are linked to various signal transduction
pathways. The general properties of chemokines and
chemokine receptors are discussed in detail in Chapter
12. CCL 19 and CCL?I attracr the naive T cells into the T
cell zone. Dendritic cells also express CCR7, and this is
why they migrate to the same area of the node as do
naive T cells (see Chapter 6). Naive B cells express
another chemokine receptor, CXCRS, which recognizes
a chemokine CXCLI3 produced only in follicles. Thus,
B cells are attracted into the follicles, which are the B
cell zones of lymph nodes. Another cytokine, called
lymphotoxin, plays a role in stimulating CXCLI3
production, especially in the follicles. The functions of
various cytokines in directing the movement of lympho-
cytes in lymphoid organs and in the formation of these
organs have been established by numerous studies in
mice.

s Knockout mice lacking the membrane form of the
cytokine lymphotoxin (tjIP) or the llIB receptor show

and the routes of entry of lymphocytes and antigen (shown captured
by a dendrit ic cel l) .  B. Schematic of the microanatomy of a lymph
node depict ing the route of lymph drainage from the subcapsular
sinus, through f ibroret icular cel l  conduits, to the perivenular channel
around the HEV C. Light micrograph of a lymph node i l lustrat ing
the T cel l  and B cel l  zones. (Courtesy of Dr. James Gulizia,
Department of Pathology, Brigham and Women's Hospital,  Boston,
Massachusetts )
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FIcURE s-t o Segregation of B cel ls and T cel ls in a lymph node.
A The schematic diagram i l lustrates the path by whlch naive T and
B lymphocytes migrate to dif ferent areas of a lymph node The lym-
phocytes enter through an artery and reach an HEV, shown in cross-
section, from where naive lymphocytes are drawn to dif ferent areas
of the node by chemokines that are produced in these areas and
bind selectively to either cel l  type Also shown is the migration of
dendrit ic cel ls, which pick up antigens from the sites of antigen
entry, enter through afferent lymphatic vessels, and migrate to the
T cel l-r ich areas of the node B In this section of a lymph node, the
B lymphocytes, located in the fol l ic les, are stained green; the T cel ls,
in the parafol l icular cortex, are red The method used to stain these
cells is cal led immunofluorescence (see Appendix l l l  for detai ls)
(Courtesy of Drs Kathryn Pape and Jennifer Walter, University of
Minnesota School of Medicine, Minneapolis ) The anatomic segre-
gation of T and B cel ls is also seen in the spleen (see Fig 3-1 1)

absence of peripheral l1'rnph nodes and a marked dis-
organization of the architecture of the spleen, with
loss of the segregation of B and T cells.

Overexpression of lyrnphotoxin or tumor necrosis
factor (TNF) in an organ, either as a transgene in
experimental animals or in response to chronic
inflammation in humans, can lead to the formation
in that organ of lpph node-like structures that
contain B cell follicles with FDCs and interfollicular T
cell-rich areas containing mature dendritic cells.

Chaoter 3 - CELLS AND TISSUES 0F THE ADAPTIVE IMMUNE SYSTEM

CXCR5 knockout mice lack B cell zones in lyrnph
nodes and spleen. Similarly, CCRT knockout mice
lack T cell zones.

The anatomic segregation of T and B cells ensures
that each lymphoclte population is in close contact with

the appropriate APCs (i.e., T cells with dendritic cells and

B cells with FDCs). Furthermore, because of this precise

vated B cells migrate into germinal centers and, follow-
ing differentiation into plasma cells, they may home to

the bone marrow.

Spleen

The spleen is the maior site of immune responses to

blood,-borne antigens. The spleen, an organ weighing

about 1509 in adults, is located in the left upper quad-

rant of the abdomen. It is supplied by a single splenic

artery, which pierces the capsule at the hilum and

divides into progressively smaller branches that remain

surrounded by protective and supporting fibrous tra-

beculae (Fig. 3-11). The lyrnphocyte-rich regions of the

spleen, called the white pulp, are organized around

branches of these arteries, called central arteries. The

architecture of the white pulp is analogous to the organ-

ization of l1'rnph nodes, with segregated T cell and B cell

zones. In mouse spleen, the central arteries are sur-

rounded by cuffs of lymphocytes, most of which are T

cells. Because of their anatomic location, morphologists
call these areas periarteriolar lyrnphoid sheaths. Several

smaller branches of each central arteriole pass through

the periarteriolar lymphoid sheaths and drain into a vas-

cular sinus knor,rm as the marginal sinus. B cell-rich fol-

licles occupy the space between the marginal sinus and

the periarteriolar sheath. Outside the marginal sinus is a

distinct region called the marginal zone, which forms

the outer 6oundary of the white pulp and is populated

by B cells and specialized macrophages. The B cells in

the marginal zone are functionally distinct from follicu-

Iar B cells and are known as marginal zone B cells. The

architecture of the white pulp is more complex in

humans than in mice, with both inner and outer mar-
ginal zones, and a perifollicular zone. The segregation- of

i l1'rnphocltes in the periarteriolar lymphoid sheaths,

and B-cells in follicles and marginal zones, is a highly

regulated process, dependent on the production of dif-

ferent c1'tokines and chemokines by the stromal cells in

these different areas, analogous to the case for lymph

nodes. The chemokine CXCL13 and its receptor CXCRS

are required for B cell migration into the follicles, and

CCLIS and CCL}I and their receptor CCRT are required

for naive T cell migration into the periarteriolar sheath.

The production of these chemokines by non-lyrnphoid

stromal cells is stimulated by the cytokine lymphotoxin.
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APCs, B cells, and T cells promotes the interactions
required for the efficient development of humoral
immune responses, as will be discussed in Chapter 10.

The spleen is also an important filter for the blood.
Some of the arteriolar branches of the splenic artery ulti-
mately end in extensive vascular sinusoids, distinct from
the marginal sinuses, scattered among which are large
numbers of erythrocytes, macrophages, dendritic cells,
sparse lymphocytes, and plasma cells; these constitute
the red pulp. The sinusoids end in venules that drain
into the splenic vein, which carries blood out of the
spleen and into the porta-l circulation. Red pulp
macrophages clear the blood of microbes, and of
damaged red blood cells. The spleen is the major site for
the phagocytosis of antibody-coated (opsonized)
microbes. Individuals lacking a spleen are highly sus-
ceptible to infections with encapsulated bacteria such as
pneumococci and meningococci because such organ-
isms are normally cleared by opsonization and phago-
cytosis, and this function is defective in the absence of
the spleen.

Cutaneous Immune System

The skin contains a specialized cutaneous immune
system consisting of lymphocytes and APCs. The skin is
the largest organ in the body and is an important phys-
ical barrier between an organism and its external envi-
ronment. In addition, the skin is an active participant in
host defense, with the ability to generate and support
local immune and inflammatory reactions. Many
foreign antigens gain entry into the body through the
skin, and this tissue is the site of many immune
responses.

The principal cell populations within the epidermis
are keratinocl.tes, melanocJ,'tes, epidermal Langerhans
cells, and intraepithelial T cells (Fig. 3-12). Keratinocytes
produce several cytokines that may contribute to innate
immune reactions and cutaneous inflammation.
Langerhans cells, located in the suprabasal portion of
the epidermis, are the immature dendritic cells of the
cutaneous immune system. Langerhans cells form an
almost continuous meshwork tlhat enables them to
capture antigens that enter through the skin. Vy'hen
Langerhans cells encounter microbes, they are activated
by engagement of Toll-like receptors (Chapter 2). The
cells lose their adhesiveness for the epidermis, enter
lymphatic vessels, begin to express the CCRT chemokine
recepto! and migrate to the T cell zones of draining
lymph nodes in response to chemokines produced in
that location. The Langerhans cells also mature into effi-
cient APCs. This process is described in more detail in
Chapter 6.

Intraepidermal lymphocytes constitute only about
2% of skin-associated lymphocytes (the rest reside in the
dermis), and the majority are CD8* T cells. Intraepider-
mal T cells may express a more restricted set of antigen
receptors than do T lymphocytes in most extracuta-
neous tissues. In mice (and some other species), many
intraepidermal lymphocytes are T cells that express an

hrs tochemtca demonst ra t ion  o f  T  ce l l  and B ce l l  zones  in  the  so leen.
shown in a cross-section of the region around an arteriole i  cel ls
in  the  per ia r te r io la r  l ympho id  sheath  are  s ta ined red ,  and B ce l l s
in the fo l icle are sta ned green. (Courtesy of Drs. Kathryn pape
and Jenn i fe r  Wal te r ,  Un ivers i ty  o f  M innesota  Schoo l  o f  Med ic ine ,
Minneapo l is ,  M innesota . )

The function of the white pulp is to promote adaptive
immune responses to blood-borne antigens. These anti-
gens are delivered into the marginal sinus by circulating
dendritic cells, or are sampled by the macrophages in
the marginal zone. The anatomic arrangements of the
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FIGURE 3-12 Gellular components of the cutaneous immune
system. The ma.ior components of the cutaneous immune system
shown in this schematic diagram include keratinocytes, Langerhans
cells, and intraepidermal lymphocytes, all located in the epidermis,
and T lymphocytes and macrophages, located in the dermis.

uncommon type of T cell antigen receptor (TCR) formed
by l and 6 chains instead of the usual o and p chains of
the antigen receptors of CD4t and CD8' T cells (see

Chapter 7). As we shall discuss shortly, this is also true of
intraepithelial lymphocytes in the intestine, raising the
possibility that yb T cells, at least in some species, may
be uniquely committed to recognizing microbes that are
commonly encountered at epithelial surfaces. However,
neither the specificity nor the function of this T cell sub-
population is clearly defined.

The dermis, which is composed of connective tissue,
contains T lyrnphocytes (both CD4* and CD8* cells), pre-
dominantly in a perivascular location, and scattered
macrophages. This is essentially similar to connective
tissues in other organs. The T cells usually express phe-
notypic markers typical of activated or memory cells. It
is not clear whether these cells reside permanently
within the dermis or are merely in transit between blood
and lymphatic capillaries as part of memoryT cell recir-
culation (described later).

Mucosal lmmune System

The mucosal surfaces of the gastrointesthul and respi-
retory trects ere colnnizzd W lwphocytes and APCs
that are inuolved in immune responses to ingested and
inhaled antigeru. Like the skin, these mucosal epithelia
are barriers between the internal and external environ-
ments and are therefore an important site of entry of
microbes. Much of our knowledge of mucosal immunity
is based on studies of the gastrointestinal tract, and this
is emphasized in the discussion that follows. In com-
parison, little is known about immune responses in the
respiratory mucosa, even though the airways are a major
portal of antigen entry. It is likely, however, that the fea-
tures of immune responses are similar in all mucosal
lymphoid tissues.
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In the mucosa of the gastrointestinal tract, lyrnpho-

cytes are found in large numbers in three main regions:

within the epithelial layer, scattered throughout the

lamina propria, and in organized collections in the

lamina propria, including Peyer's patches (Fig. 3-13).

Cells at each site have distinct phenotypic and func-

tional characteristics. The majority of intraepithelial

lymphocytes are T cells. In humans, most of these are

CDSa cells. In mice, about 50% of intraepithelial lym-

and the yD TCR-expressing intraepithelial lymphocytes

show limited diversity of antigen receptors. All these

findings support the idea that mucosal intraepithelial

lymph-ocytes have a limited range of specificity' distinct

from that of most T cells and this restricted repertoire

may have evolved to recognize commonly encountered
intraluminal antigens.

The intestinal lamina propria contains a mixed pop-

ulation of cells. These include T lymphocytes, most of

which are CD4* and have the phenotype of activated

In addition to scattered lymphocytes, the mucosal

immune system contains organized lymphoid tissues,

the most prominent of which are the Peyer's patches of

the smallintestine. like lymphoid follicles in the spleen

and lymph nodes, the central regions of these mucosal

follicies are B cell-rich areas that often contain germinal

centers. Peyer's patches also contain small numbers of

CD4* T cells, mainly in the interfollicular regions. In adult

mice, 507o to 70Vo of Peyels patch lymphocytes are B

cells, and l0% to 3OVo are T cells. Some of the epithelial

cells overlying Peyer's patches are specialized M (mem-

branous) cells. M cells lack microvilli, are actively

pinocytic, and transport macromolecules from the intes-^tinal 
lumen into subepithelial tissue by a mechanism of

transepithelial transport known as transcytosis. They are

thought to play an important role in delivering antigens

to Peyer's patches. Follicles similar to Peyer's patches are

abundant- in the appendix and are found in smaller

numbers in much of the gastrointestinal and respiratory

tracts. Pharyngeal tonsils are also mucosal lymphoid fol-

licles analogous to Peyer's patches- Because of the vast

size of the mucosal tissues, a large portion of the body's

lymphocytes are normally present in these.tissues.- 
Immune responses to oral antigens differ in some

fundamental respects from responses to antigens

encountered at other sites. The two most strikng differ-

ences are the high levels of IgA antibody production

associated with mucosal tissues (see Chapter 14) and the

tendencv of oral immunization with protein antigens
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FIGURE 3-13 The mucosal
immune system. A. Schematic
diagram of the cel lular compo-
nents of the mucosal immune
system in the intest ine B Photo-
micrograph of mucosal lymphoid
t issue in the human intestine
Similar aggregates of lymphoid
t issue are found throughout the
gastrointestinal tract and the res-
prratorv tract

to induce T cell tolerance rather than activation (see
Chapter I t).

PRTHwRYS AND MEcHANIsMS OF
LyrupHocyTE REcIRcULATION AND HOMING

lymph nodes, and via lyrnphatics back into the blood
stream many times, until they encounter an antigen they
recognize within a lyrnph node. This traffic pattern of
naive ll.rnphocltes, called lymphocyte recirculation,
enables the limited number of naive lymphocytes that
are specific for a particular foreign antigen to search for
that antigen throughout the body. Lymphocytes that
have reacted to that antigen and differentiated into
effector and memory cells within secondary lymphoid
tissues may move back into the blood stream ind- then

migrate into sites of infection andi or inflammation in
peripheral (nonlymphoid) tissues. Some effector l].'rn-
phocyte subsets will preferentially migrate into a partic-
ular tissue, such as skin or gut. The process by which
particular populations of li,rnphocytes selectively enter
lymph nodes or some tissues but not others is called
Ii.rnphocyte homing. The existence of different homing
patterns ensures that different subsets of lymphocytes
are delivered to the tissue microenvironments where
they are required for adaptive immune responses and
not, wastefully, to places where they would serve no
purpose. In the following section, we describe the mech-
anisms and pathways of lymphocyte recirculation and
homing. Our discussion emphasizes T cells because
much more is knor,rm about their movement through
tissues than is known about B cell recirculation.

The mechanisms of l1'rnphocyte migration out of
blood vessels into the extravascular sites in ly-ph nodes
or peripheral tissues are fundamentally similar to the
mechanjsms of migration of other leukocytes into
inflammatory sites, described in Chapter 2. The
adhesion molecules involved include selectins, inte-
grins, and members of the Ig superfamily. The adhesion
molecules expressed on lymphocytes are often called
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Recirculat ion of Naive T LymphocYtes
Between Blood and SecondarY
Lymphoid Organs

Specific homing of naiue T celk to lymph nodes and
mucosal lynphoid tissues occurs through specialized
postcapillary uenules and inuolues seueral dffirent
adhesion molecules and chemokines. The homing mech-
anisms are very efficient, resulting in a net flux of l1'rn-
phocytes through ll. nph nodes ofup to 25 x 10'gcells each
day (i.e., each lymphocyte goes through a node once a
day on the average). Peripheral tissue inflammation
causes a significant increase in T cell infltx into lymph

High
Blood
VESSEI

endothelial
venute

homing receptors, and the adhesion molecules that the
homing receptors bind to on the endothelial cells are
often called addressins. Chemokines influence lympho-
clte adhesion to endothelial cells and various aspects of
movement of the lymphocltes through the vessel wall
and in the extravascular space. Chemokines involved in
lymphocyte traffic are produced constitutively in sec-
ondary lymphoid organs and inducibly at sites of infec-
tion. Adhesion to and detachment from extracellular
matrix components within tissues determine how long
lymphocytes are retained at a particular extravascular
site before they return through the lymphatics to the
blood.

Naive
T cel l

Thoracic
duct

FIGURE 3-14 Pathways of T lymphocyte lecirculat ion. Naive T cel ls preferential ly leave the blood and enter lymph nodes across the
HEVs Dendrit ic cel ls bearing antigen enter the lymph node through lymphatic vessels l f  the T cel ls recognize antigen, they are activated,
and they  re tu rn  to  the  c i rcu la t ion  th rough the  e f fe ren t  l ymphat ics  and the  thorac ic  duc t ,  wh ich  empt ies  in to  the  super io r  vena cava,  then
rnto the heart,  and ult imately into the arterial circulat lon Effector and memory T cel ls preferential ly leave the blood and enter peripheral
t rssues  th rough venu les  a t  s i tes  o f  in f lammat lon  Rec i rcu la t ion  th rough per iphera l  l ympho id  o rgans  o ther  than lymph nodes is  no t  shown
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nodes draining the site of inflammation, while egress of
the T cells into efferent ll.rnphatics is transiently reduced.
The mechanism of this transient retention involves
innate immune system cytokines interferon-q, and -B,
which inhibit the function of sphingosine l-phosphate
receptor-l (SlPl), described later. The net result is a
rapid increase in the number of naive T cells that are
retained in a lymph node draining a site of infection or
inflammation. Antigens are concentrated in the second-
ary li..rnphoid organs, including ly-ph nodes, mucosal
ll,rnphoid tissues, and spleen, where they are presented
by mature dendritic cells, the APCs that are best able to
initiate responses of naive T cells. Thus, movement of
naive T cells through the secondary lyrnphoid organs
maximizes the chances of specific encounter with
antigen and initiation of an adaptive immune response.

Naive T lymphocytes are delivered to secondary lym-
phoid tissues via arterial blood flow, and they leave the
circulation and migrate into the stroma of lymph nodes
through modified postcapillary venules called high
endothelial venules that are lined by plump endothelial
cells (Fig. 3-15). HEVs are also present in mucosal lym-
phoid tissues, such as Peyer's patches in the gut, but not
in the spleen. HEVs display certain adhesion molecules
and chemokines on their surfaces, discussed below
which support the selective homing of only certain pop-
ulations of lymphocytes. The development and mainte-
nance of the morphologic and molecular phenotype
of HEVs depend on soluble factors present in lymph.
In addition, certain c)'tokines, such as lymphotoxin,
are required for HEV development. In fact, HEVs may
develop in extralymphoid sites of chronic inflammation
where such cytokines are produced for prolonged
periods of time.

Migration of naiueT celk out of the blood into lymph
node parenchyna is a multi-step process consisting of
selectin-mediated rolling of the cells, integrin-medinted
firm adhesion, and transmigration through the uessel
wall. This sequence of events for T lymphocyte homing
is similar to migration of other leukocltes into periph-
eral inflamed tissues discussed in Chapter 2. Different
selectins and integrins are involved in the migration of
naive and activated lymphocytes to different tissues (Fig.
3-16). The rolling of naive T cells on HEVs in peripheral
lyrnphoid organs is mediated by L-selectin on the llzm-
phocytes binding to its peripheral node addressin
(PNAd) on HEVs. (Selectins are described in Box 2-2,
Chapter 2.) The carbohydrate groups that bind L-selectin
may be attached to different sialomucins on the
endothelium in different tissues. For example, on lrrmph
node HEVs,  the PNAd is  d isp layed by rwosia lomlc ins,
called GIyCAM-1 (glycan-bearing cell adhesion mole-
cule-l) and CD34. In Peyer's patches in the intestinal
wall, the L-selectin ligand is a molecule called MadCAM-
I (mucosal addressin cell adhesion molecule-I). The
subsequent firm adhesion of the T cells to the HEVs is
mediated by integrins, mainly LFA-l andVl"\-4 (see Box
2-3, Chapter 2). The affinity of the integrins is rapidly
increased by two chemokines, called CCLl9 and CCL2l,
which are produced mainly in lymphoid tissues. CCLI9
is constitutively produced by HEV and is bound to gly-
cosaminoglycans on the cell surface for display to rolling

T cel ls  HEV

FIGURE 3-rS High endothel ial venules. A Light micrograph of
an HEV in a lymph node i l lustrat ing the tal l  endothel ial cel ls (Cour-
tesy of Dr Steve Rosen, Department of Anatomy, University of
Cali fornia, San Francisco ) B Expression of L-selectin l igand on
HEVs, stained with a specif ic antibody by the immunoperoxidase
technique (The location of the antibody is revealed by a brown reac-
t ion product of peroxidase, which is coupled to the antibody; see
Append ix  l l l  fo r  de ta i l s  )The HEVs are  abundant  in  the  T  ce l l  zone
of the lymph node (Courtesy of Drs Steve Rosen and Akio Kikuta,
Department of Anatomy, University of Cali fornia, San Francisco )
C A binding assay in which lymphocytes are incubated with frozen
sections of a lymph node The lymphocytes (stained dark blue) bind
selectively to HEVs (Courtesy of Dr Steve Rosen, Department of
Anatomy, University of Cali fornia, San Francisco ) D Scanning elec-
tron micrograph of an HEV with lymphocytes attached to the luminal
surface of the endothel ial cel ls, (Courtesy of J Emerson and T
Yednock, University of Cali fornia San Francisco School of Medicine,
San Francisco From Rosen SD, and LM Stoolman Potential role
of cel l  surface lect in in lymphocyte recirculat ion /n Olden K, and
J Parent (eds) Vertebrate Lectins Van Nostrand Reinhold. New
York. '1 987 )

L-selectin ligand on
endothelial cells

T cells binding to HEV:
frozen section assay

t

@ nrv in tymph node
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FIGURE 3-16 Migration of naive and eflectorT lymphocytes. A Naive T lymphocytes home to lymph nodes as a result of L-selectin

binding to i ts l igand-on HEVs, which are present onlyin' lymph nodes, and as a result of binding chemokines (CCL19 and CCL21)displayed

on the surface of the HEV. Activated T lymphocytes, including effector cel ls, home to sites of infect ion in peripheral t issues, and this mlgra-

t ion is medlated by E- and P-selectins bnd integrins, and chlmokines that are produced at si tes of infect ion. Addit ional chemokines and

chemokine receptors, besides the ones shown, are involved in effector/memory T cel l  migration. B. The adhesion molecules, chemokines,

and chemokine receptors involved in naive and effector/memory T cel l  migration are described
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lymphocl'tes. CCL2I is produced by other cell types in
the lymph node and displayed by the HEV in the same
fashion as CCL19. Both these chemokines bind to the
chemokine receptor called CCRZ, which is highly
expressed on naive ll,.rnphocytes. This interaction of the
chemokines with CCRT ensures that naive T cells
increase integrin avidity and are able to adhere firmly to
HEVs. The final step of transmigration of the firmly
attached lymphocytes through the vessel wall occurs in
response to the same CCRT-binding chemokines pro-
duced in the lyrnph node, and is presumably assisted by
surface molecules such as CD3l on the ly'rnphocytes and
the endothelial cells.

The important role for L-selectin and chemokines in
naive T cell homing to secondary lymphoid tissues is
supported by many different experimental observations.

' Lgnphocytes from L-selectin knockout mice do not
bind to peripheral lymph node HEVs, and the mice
have a marked reduction in the number of lympho-
c1.tes in peripheral lymph nodes.

Studies indicate that CCLI9 and CCL2I, the two
chemokines that bind to CCRT on T cells, are Dro-
duced in T cell zones of lymph nodes.

I There are very few naive T cells in the lymph nodes of
mice with genetic deficiencies in CCLIg and CCL2l,
or CCR7, but the B cell and memoryT cell content of
these lymph nodes is relatively normal.

Naiue T celk that haue homed into lymph nodes but
fail to recognize antigen and become actiuated will euen-
tually return to the blood stream.This return to the blood
completes one recirculation loop, and provides the naive
T cells another chance to seek out the antigens they can
recognize in other lymph nodes. The major route of
reentry into the blood is through the efferent lymphatics,
perhaps via other lt'rnph nodes in the same chain, and
then via the ly.rnphatic vasculature to the thoracic duct,
and finally into the superior vena cava. The exit of naive
T cells from lymph nodes is dependent on a lipid
chemoattractant called sphingosine l-phosphate (Slp),
which is present at relatively high concentrations in
the lyrnph and blood compared to tissues. Slp binds to
a specific G protein-coupled receptor on T cells called
SlPl (mentioned earlier), and signals generated by
SlPl stimulate directed movement of the naive T cells
along an SIP concentration gradient out of the lymph
node parenchyma. Circulating naive T cells have very
little cell surface SlPl because the high blood concen-
tration of SIP causes internalization of the receptor.
Once a naive T cell enters a ll.rnph node, where Slp con-
centrations are low it may take several hours for surface
SlPl to be re-expressed. This allows time for the naive T
cell to interact with APCs before it is directed out of the
node toward the SlP gradient. Slp and the Slpl receptor
are also required for mature naive T cell egress from the
thymus.

I A drug called FTY720 functionally inactivates
SlPl, blocks T cell egress from ll,rnphoid organs, and
acts as a potent immunosuppressive drug for experi-

mental treatment of graft rejections and autoimmune
diseases.

,-' Genetic ablation of S1Pl in mice results in a failure
of T cells to leave the th].nnus and populate secondary
lymphoid organs. If T cells lacking this receptor are
injected into mice, the cells enter l1'rnph nodes but
are unable to exit.

Following activation, T cells transiently reduce expres-
sion of SlPl and stay in the lymph nodes for a few
days. Once these cells have differentiated into effector
cells, SlPl is re-expressed and the cells are able to leave
the lymph nodes and migrate to peripheral tissues.

Naive T cell homing into gut-associated lymphoid
tissues, including Peyer's patches and mesenteric
Iymph nodes, relies on interactions of the T cells with
HEVs, which are mediated by selectins, integrins, and
chemokines. One particular feature of naive T cell
homing to the gut is the contribution of an Ig superfam-
ily molecule called MadCAM-1 (mucosal addressin cell
adhesion molecule-1) that is expressed on HEVs in these
sites but not typically elsewhere in the body. Naive T cells
express two ligands that bind to MadCAM-1, L-selectin
and an integrin called cr4B7, and both contribute to the
rolling step of naive T cell homing into gut-associated
lymphoid tissues.

Naive T cell migration into the spleen is not as finely
regulated as homing into lymph nodes. The spleen does
not contain HEVs, and it appears that naive T cells are
delivered to the marginal zone and red pulp sinuses
by passive mechanisms that do not involve selectins,
integrins, or chemokines. However, CCRT-binding
chemokines do participate in directing the naive T cells
into the white pulp. Even though splenic homing of
naive T cells appears to be less tightly regulated than
homing into lymph nodes, the rate of lymphoclte
passage through the spleen is very high, about half the
total body lymphocy'te population every 24 hours.

Migration of Effector T Lymphocytes to
Sites of Inflammation

Effector T celk exit lymph nodes and preferentially home
to peripheral tissues at sites of infection, where they are
need.ed to eliminate microbes during the effector phase
of adaptiue immune responses.Afundamental aspect of
differentiation of naive T cells into effector cells, which
occurs in the peripheral lymphoid organs, is a change in
expression of chemokine receptors and adhesion mole-
cules that determine the migratory behavior of these
cells. Predictably, the expression of molecules involved
in naive T cell homing into lymph nodes, including L-
selectin and CCR7, decreases shortlv after antigen-
induced activation of the naive T cells. As a result, the
effector cells that develop are no longer constrained to
stay in the node. L-selectin and CCRT may be re-
expressed later, allowing for some homing of circulating
effectorT cells back into lymph nodes. The egress of acti-
vated lymphocytes from l1-rnph nodes is also actively
driven by the SIP-SIPI receptor pathway (discussed
earlier).



Effector T cell migration into inflammatory sites is
dependent on a multistep sequence of events at the
blood-endothelial interface, similar to the processes
described for migration of other leukocytes in Chapter 2
and for naive T cells in this chapter. Homing to these
sites involves adhesion to, and transmigration through,
the endothelial lining of postcapillary venules in the
infected tissue. Effector T cells express adhesion mole-
cules and chemokine receptors, which bind ligands
typically present on endothelial cells at peripheral
inflammatory sites. The ligands include endothelial
adhesion molecules and chemokines whose expression
is induced as part of the innate immune response to
infections. The adhesion molecules and cytokines that
control the migration of effector T cells to inflammatory
sites are described in Chapter 13.

Some effector cells haue a propensity to migrate to
particular tissues. This selective migration capacity is
acquired during the differentiation of the T cells. By
enabling different subsets of effector cells to migrate to
different sites, the adaptive immune system directs cells
with specialized effector functions to the locations
where they are best suited to deal with particular types
of infections. The clearest examples of populations of
effector T cells that specifically home to different tissues
are skin-homing and gut-homing T cells. Skin-homing
effector T cells express a carbohydrate ligand for E-
selectin called CIA-l (for cutaneous lymphocyte
antigen-1), and the CCR4 and CCR10 chemokine recep-
tors, which bind CCLf 7 and CCL27, chemokines that are
commonly expressed in inflamed skin. Gut-homing
effector T cells express the o4B7 integrin, which binds to
MadCam-t on gut endothelial cells, and CCR9, which
binds to CCL25, a chemokine expressed in inflamed
bowel. Remarkably, these distinct migratory phenotypes
of skin- and gut-homing effector T cells may be induced
by distinct signals delivered to naive T cells at the time
of antigen presentation by DCs in either subcutaneous
lymph nodes or gut associated lymphoid tissues, respec-
tively. Although the molecular basis for this imprinting
of migratory phenotype is not knor,rm, there is evidence
that DCs in Peyer's patches produce retinoic acid, which
promotes the expression of u4B7 and CCR9 by respond-
ing T cells. A different subset of T cells that is found
within the intestinal epithelium express an integrin
called CDl03 (sEF7) that can bind to E-cadherin
molecules on epithelial cells, allowingT cells to maintain
residence as intraepithelial lymphocyes. Another
example of heterogeneity of the migratory phenotpye of
effector T cells are subsets of CD4* effector T cells, called
Thl and Th2 cells; these are discussed in detail in
Chapter 13.

Memory T Cel l  Migrat ion

Memory T cells are heterogeneous in their patterns of
expression of adhesion molecules and chemokine recep-
tors and in their propensity to migrate to dffirent
tissues. Subsets of memory cells arise from the same
clones of T cells that give rise to skin- and gut-homing
effector cells described above, and these memorv cells

ii
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likely retain the homing properties of their correspon-
ding eft'ector cell brethren. Because we have only imper-
fect ways of identifying memory T cells, the distinction
between effector and memory T cells in experimental
studies is often not precise. TWo subsets of memory T

cells described earlier in this chapter, namely, central
memory and effector memory T cells, were initially

defined based on differences in CCRT and L-selectin
expression. Central memory T cells were defined as

human CD4SRO* blood T cells that express high levels of
CCRT and L-selectin, while effector memoryT cells were
defined as CD4SRO* blood T cells that express low levels

of CCRT and L-selectin but express other chemokine
receptors that bind inflammatory chemokines. These
phenotypes suggest that central memoryT cells home to

secondary lyrnphoid organs, while effector memory T

cells home to peripheral tissues. Although central and

effector memoryT cell populations can also be detected
in mice, experimental homing studies have indicated
that CCRT expression is an imperfect marker to distin-
guish central and effector memory T cells. Nonetheless,
it is clear that some memory T cells either remain in, or
tend to home to, secondary lymphoid organs, while
others migrate into peripheral tissues, especially
mucosal tissues. In general, the peripheral tissue
homing effector memory T cells respond to antigenic
stimulation by rapidly producing effector cltokines,
while the lymphoid tissue based central memory cells

tend to proliferate more (providing a pool of cells for

recall responses), and provide helper functions for B

cells.

Homing of B Lymphocytes

B celk utilize the same basic mechanisms as do naiueT
cells to home to secondary lymphoid. tksues throughout
the body, which enhances their likelihood of responding
to microbial antigens in dffirent sifes. Immature B cells

leave the bone marrow via the blood and enter the red
pulp of the spleen from open-ended arterioles at the
perimeter of the white pulp. Once in the spleen, the
immature B cells mature either into follicular B cells or

marginal zone B cells. As the fbllicular B cells mature

they migrate, in an integrin-dependent manner, into the

white pulp in response to a chemokine called CXCL13,
which binds to the chemokine receptor CXCRS, and, to

a lesser extent, in response to CCL19 and CCL2l, which

bind to CCR7. Once the maturation is completed within

the splenic white pulp, naive follicular B cells will re-

enter the circulation and home to lymph nodes and

mucosal lymphoid tissues. Homing of naive B cells from

the blood into tymph nodes involves tethering/rolling
interactions on HEV chemokine activation of integrins,

and stable arrest, as described earlier for naive T cells.

Naive B cells express L-selectin, CCR7, and LFA1, which

bind to PNAd, CCL19 and CCL21, and ICAM-1' respec-

tively, on lymph node HEVs. In addition, naive B cells

express another chemokine receptor called CXCR4,

which binds the chemokine CXCLI2, and this interaction
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also plays a significant role in naive B cell integrin acti-
vation and homing into lymph nodes. Once naive B cells
enter the stroma of secondary lymphoid organs, they
migrate into follicles, the site where they may encounter
antigen and become activated. This migration of naive B
cells into follicles is mediated by CXCL13, which is pro-
duced in follicles. Homing of naive B cells into peyer,s
patches involves CXCRS, and the integrin a4B7, which
binds to MadCAMl. During the course of B cell
responses to protein antigens, B cells and helper T cells
must directly interact, and this involves highly regulated
movements of both B and T cells within the secondary
lymphoid organs. These local migratory events, and
the chemokines that orchestrate them, will be discussed
in detail in Chapter 10. Presumably, naive B cells that
have entered secondary lyrnphoid tissues but do not
become activated by antigen reenter the circulation, Iike
naive T cells do, but how this process is controlled is not
clear.

Subsets of B celk committed to expressing particular
types of antibodies migrate from secondary lymphoid
org&ns into specifrc tksues. As we will describe in later
chapters, different populations of activated B cells may
secrete different types of antibodies, called isotypes,
each of which performs a distinct set of effector func-
tions. Many antibody-producing plasma cells migrate to
the bone marrow where they secrete antibodies for long
periods of time. Most bone marrow-homing plasma
cells produce IgG antibodies, which are then distributed
throughout the bodyvia the blood stream. B cells within
mucosal associated lymphoid tissues usually become
committed to expressing the IgA isotype of antibody,
and these committed cells may home specifically to
epithelial-lined mucosal tissues. This homing pattern
combined with the local differentiation within mucosa
of B cells into IgA-secreting plasma cells serve to opti-
mize IgA responses to mucosal infections, because IgA is
efficiently excreted into the lumen of mucosal epithelial-
lined tissues, such as the gut and respiratory tree. The
mechanisms by which different B cell populations
migrate to different tissues are, not surprisingly, similar
to the mechanisms we described for tissue-
specific migration of effector T cells, and depend on
expression of distinct combinations of adhesion mole-
cules and chemokine receptors on each B cell subset. For
example, bone marrow-homing IgG-secreting plasma
cells expressVt-A-4 and CXCR4, which bind respectively
to VCAM-I and CXCLI2 expressed on bone marrow
sinusoidal endothelial cells. In contrast, mucosal-
homing IgA-secreting plasma cells express cx4p7, CCR9,
and CCR10, which bind respectively to MadCAM-l,
CCL25, and CCL2B, expressed on mucosal endothelial
cells. IgG-secreting B cells are also recruited to chronic
inflammatory sites in various tissues, and this pattern of
homing can be attributed to CXCR3 and VLA-4 on rhese
B cells binding to VCAM-t , CXCL9, and CXCL10, which
are often found on the endothelial surface at sites of
chronic inflammation.

SUMMARY

e The anatomic organization of the cells and tissues
of the immune system is of critical importance for
the generation of immune responses. This organi-
zation permits the small number of lymphocytes
specific for any one antigen to locate and respond
effectively to that antigen regardless of where in
the body the antigen is introduced.

B The adaptive immune response depends on
antigen-specific lymphocytes, APCs required for
lymphocyte activation, and effector cells that elim-
inate antigens.

e B and T lymphocytes express highly diverse
and specific antigen receptors and are the cells
responsible for the specificity and memory of
adaptive immune responses. NK cells are a distinct
class of ll.rnphocytes that do not express highly
diverse antigen receptors and whose functions are
largely in innate immunity. Many surface mole-
cules are differentially expressed on different
subsets of lymphocytes, as well as on other leuko-
cytes, and these are named according to the CD
nomenclature.

€ Both B and T lymphocytes arise from a common
precursor in the bone marrow. B cell development
proceeds in the bone marrow whereas T cell pre-
cursors migrate to and mature in the thymus. After
maturing, B and T cells leave the bone marrow and
thgnus, enter the circulation, and populate peri-
pheral lyrnphoid organs.

€ Naive B and T cells are mature l1'rnphocytes that
have not been stimulated by antigen. When they
encounter antigen, they differentiate into effector
lyrnphocytes that have functions in protective
immune responses. Effector B lymphocytes are
antibody-secreting plasma cells. Effector T cells
include cytokine-secreting CD4+ helper T cells and
CDS* CTLs.

@ Some of the progeny of antigen-activated B and T
lymphocytes differentiate into memory cells that
survive for long periods in a quiescent state. These
memory cells are responsible for the rapid and
enhanced responses to subsequent exposures to
antigen.

@ APCs function to display antigens for recognition
by lymphocytes and to promote the activation
of lyrnphocltes. APCs include dendritic cells,
mononuclear phagocytes, and FDCs.

I The organs of the immune system may be divided
into the generative organs (bone marrow and
thyrnus), where lymphocytes mature, and the



peripheral organs fiynph nodes and spleen),
where naive lymphocytes are activated by antigens.

t Bone marrow contains the stem cells for all blood
cells, including lymphocytes, and is the site of mat-
uration of all of these cell types except T cells,
which mature in the thymus.

o The ly-ph nodes are the sites where B and T cells
respond to antigens that are collected bythe lymph
from peripheral tissues. The spleen is the organ in
which lyrnphocytes respond to blood-borne anti-
gens. Both ly-ph nodes and spleen are organized
into B cell zones (the follicles) andT cell zones. The
T cell areas are also the sites of residence of mature
dendritic cells, which are APCs specialized for the
activation of naive T cells. FDCs reside in the B cell
areas and serve to activate B cells during humoral
immune responses to protein antigens. The devel-
opment of secondary lymphoid tissue architecture
depends on cytokines.

s The cutaneous immune system consists of spe-
cialized collections of APCs and lyrnphocytes
adapted to respond to environmental antigens
encountered in the skin. A network of immature
dendritic cells called Langerhans cells, present in
the epidermis of the skin, serves to trap antigens
and then transport them to draining lymph nodes.
The mucosal immune system includes specialized
collections of lymphocytes and APCs organized to
optimize encounters with environmental antigens
introduced through the respiratory and gastro-
intestinal tracts.

e Lymphocyte recirculation is the process by which
lymphocltes continuously move between sites
throughout the body through blood and lymphatic
vessels, and it is critical for the initiation and effec-
tor phases of immune responses.

6 Naive T cells normally recirculate among the
various peripheral lymphoid organs, increasing
the likelihood of encounter with antigen displayed
by APCs such as mature dendritic cells. Effector T
cells more typically are recruited to peripheral sites
of inflammation where microbial antigens are
located. MemoryT cells may enter either lymphoid
organs or peripheral tissues.

@ Different populations of Iymphocytes exhibit dis-
tinct patterns of homing. Naive T cells migrate
preferentiallyto lymph nodes; this process is medi-
ated by binding of L-selectin on the T cells to
peripheral lymph node addressin on HEVs in
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lymph nodes and by the CCRT receptor on T cells
that binds to chemokines produced in lymph
nodes. The effector and memory T cells that are
generated by antigen stimulation of naive T cells
exit the lymph node. They have decreased L-
selectin and CCRT expression but increased
expression of integrins and E-selectin and P-
selectin ligands, and these molecules mediate
binding to endothelium at peripheral inflamma-
tory sites. Effector and memory lymphocytes also
express receptors for chemokines that are pro-
duced in peripheral tissues.
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Recognition of Antigens
daptive immune responses are initiated by the specific recognition of antigens

by lymphocytes. This section is devoted to a discussion of the cellular and

molecular basis of antigen recognition and the specificities of B and T lymphocytes.

We begin with antibodies, which are the antigen receptors and effector molecules

of B lymphocytes, because our understanding of the structural basis of

antigen recognition has evolved from studies of these molecules. Chapter 4

describes the structure of antibodies and how these proteins recognize

antigens.
The next three chapters consider antigen recognition by T lymphocytes,

which play a central role in all immune responses to protein antigens. In

Chapter 5, we describe the genetics and biochemistry of the major histo-

compatibility complex (MHC), whose products are integral components of

the ligands that T cells specifically recognize. Chapter 6 discusses the asso-

ciation of foreign peptide antigens with MHC molecules and the cell biology

and physiologic significance of antigen presentation. Chapter 7 deals with

theT cell antigen receptor and the otherT cell membrane molecules that are

involved in the recognition of antigens and the responses of the T cells.
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Antibodies are circulating proteins that are produced in
vertebrates in response to exposure to foreign structures
knor,rm as antigens. Antibodies are incredibly diverse and
specific in their ability to recognize foreign shapes, and
are the primary mediators of humoral immunity against
all classes of microbes. One of the earliest experimental
demonstrations of adaptive immunitywas the findingby
von Behring and Kitasato in 1890 that chemically inac-
tivated toxins could induce protective immunity when
injected into experimental animals, and that protection
could be transferred to other susceptible animals by

injecting serum from their immune counterparts. Based
on this discovery, life-threatening human diphtheria
infections were successfully treated by the administra-
tion of serum from horses immunized with a chemically
modified form of the diphtheria toxin. The family of cir-
culating proteins that mediate these protective

were then called antigens. Antibodies, major histocom-
patibility complex (MHC) molecules (see Chapter 5)'

and T cell antigen receptors (see Chapter 7) are the three

classes of molecules used in adaptive immunity to rec-

ognize antigens (Table 4-l). Of these three, antibodies

bind the widest range of antigenic structures, show the
greatest ability to discriminate between different anti-
gens, and bind antigens with the greatest strength' Anti-

bodies represent the first of the three types of

antigen-binding molecules to be discovered and charac-

terized. Therefore, we begin our discussion of how the
immune system specifically recognizes antigens by

describing the structure and the antigen-binding prop-

erties of antibodies.
Antibodies can exist in two forms: membrane-bound

antibodies on the surface of B lymphocytes function as

receptors for antigen, and secreted' antibodies that

reside in the circulation, tissues, and mucosal sites bind

antigens, neutralize toxins, and preuent the entry and

spread of pathogens. The recognition of antigen by

membrane-bound antibodies on specific naive B cells

activates these lymphoc)'tes and initiates a humoral

immune response. Antibodies are also produced in a

secreted form by antigen-stimulated B cells. In the effec-

tor phase of humoral immunit-v these secreted antibod-
ies bind to antigens and trigger several effector
mechanisms that eliminate the antigens. The elimina-

tion of antigen often requires interaction of antibody
with other components of the immune system, includ-

75
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Tab le  4 -1 .  Features  o f  Ant igen B ind ing  by the  Ant igen-Recogn iz ing  Molecu les  o f  the  lmmune Sys tem

Feature Antigen binding molecule

T cell receptor (TCR) MHC molecules"

Antigen
binding site

Made uo of three
CDRs in Vs and
three CDRs in Vg

Made up of three
CDRs in Vs and
three CDRs in Vg

Peptide-binding cleft
made of a1 and o2 (class l)
or a1 and B1 (class ll)

Nature of antigen
that may be bound

Macromolecules (proteins,
lipids, polysaccharides)
and small chemicals

Peptide-MHC
complexes

Peptides

Nature of antigenic
determinants
recognized

Linear and conformational
determinants of various
macromolecules
and chemicals

Linear determinants of
peptides; only 2 or 3 amino
acid residues of a peptide
bound to an MHC molecule

Linear determinants of
peptides; only some
amino acid residues
of a peptide

Affinity of
antigen binding

K6 1Q-z- 10-t t  M; average
affinity of lgs increases
during immune response

K6 1Q-s -  10-7 M K6 10-6 -  10-e M;
extremely stable binding

.The structures and functions of MHC and TCR molecules are discussed in Chapters 5 and 7, respectively
Abbreviat ions:CDR, complementari ty-determining region; K6, dissociat ion consiant; MHC, major histocompatibi l i ty complex;
V6, variable domain of heavy chain lg; V1, variable domain of l ight chain lg

ing molecules such as complement proteins and cells
that include phagocytes and eosinophils. Antibody-
mediated eff'ector functions include neutralization of
microbes or toxic microbial products; activation of the
complement system; opsonization of pathogens for
enhanced phagocl'tosis; antibody-dependent cell-medi-
ated cytotoxiciry by which antibodies target microbes
for lysis by cells of the innate immune system; and
immediate hypersensitiviry in which antibodies trigger
mast cell activation. These effector functions of anti-
bodies are described in detail in Chapter 14. In this
chapter, we discuss the structural features of andbodies
that underlie their antigen recognition and effector
functions.

NRruRRL DrsrRraufl oN ANo
PnooucrroN oF ANTIBoDtEs

antigen receptor. After exposure to an antigen, much of

the initial antibody response occurs in lymphoid tissues,
mainly the spleen, lymph nodes, and mucosal lymphoid
tissues, but long-lived antibody-producing plasma cells
may persist in other tissues, especially in the bone
marrow (see Chapter l0). Secreted forms of antibodies
accumulate in the plasma (the fluid portion of the
blood), in mucosal secretions, and in the interstitial fluid
oftissues. Secreted antibodies often attach to the surface
of other immune effector cells, such as mononuclear
phagocltes, natural killer (NK) cells, and mast cells,
which have specific receptors for binding antibody mol-
ecules (see Chapter l4).

\A/hen blood or plasma forms a clot, antibodies
remain in the residual fluid, called serum. Any serum
sample that contains detectable antibody molecules
that bind to a particular antigen is commonly called
an antiserum. (The study of antibodies and their
reactions with antigens is therefore classically called
serology.) The concentration of antibody molecules in
serum specific for a particular antigen is often estimated
by determining how many serial dilutions of the serum
can be made before binding can no longer be observed;
sera with a high concentration of antibody molecules
specific for a particular antigen are said to have a "high
titer."

A healthy 70-kg adult human produces about 2g-3g
of antibodies every day. Almost two thirds of this is an
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antibody called IgA, which is produced by activated B
cells and plasma cells in the walls of the gastrointestinal
and respiratory tracts and actively transported into the
lumens. The large amount of IgA produced reflects the
Iarge surface areas ofthese organs. Antibodies that enter
the circulation have limited half-lives. The most
common tlpe of antibody, called IgG, is primarily found
in the serum (though IgG antibodies can also be trans-
ported to mucosal sites) and has a half-life of about
3 weeks.

Moucur-RR SrRUcruRE 0F ANneoores

An understanding of the structure of antibodies has pro-
vided important insights regarding antibody function.
The analvsis of antibody structure also paved the way to
the eventual characterization of the genetic organization
of antigen receptor genes in both B and T cells, and the
elucidation of the mechanisms of immune diversity,
issues that will be considered in depth in Chapter B.

Early studies of antibody structure relied on antibod-
ies purified from the blood of individuals immunized
with various antigens. It was not possible, using this

approach, to deflne antibody structure precisely

because serum contains a mixture of different antibod-
ies produced by many clones of B lymphocltes that
may respond to different portions (epitopes) of an

antigen (so-called polyclonal antibodies)' A major
breakthrough providing antibodies whose structures
could be elucidated was the discovery that patients with
multiple myeloma, a monoclonal tumor of antibody-
producing plasma cells, often have large amounts of

biochemically identical antibody molecules (produced

by the neoplastic clone) in their blood and urine.
Immunologists found that these antibodies could be
purified to homogeneity and analyzed. The recogni-
tion that myeloma cells make monoclonal immuno-

"hybridomas," each of which secreted individual mono-

clonal antibodies of predetermined speciflcity. These

antibodies have proved to be of tremendous importance
in most avenues of biologic research, and have many
practical applications in clinical diagnosis and therapy
(Box 4- I ) .

The abi l i ty  to  produce v i r tual ly  unl imi ted quant i t ies of
ident ica l  ant ibody molecules speci f ic  for  a par t icu lar  ant i -
genic determinant  has revolut ionized immunology and
has had a far- reaching impact  on research in  d iverse f ie lds
as wel l  as on c l in ica l  medic ine The f i rs t  method for  pro-
ducing homogeneous or  monoclonal  ant ibodies of  known
speci f ic i ty  was descr ibed by Georges Kohler  and Cesar
Mi ls te in in  1975,  and th is  approach remains the most
common one used today to generate such ant ibodies
This technique is  based on the fact  that  each B lympho-
cyte produces ant ibody of  a s ingle speci f ic i ty  Because
normal  B lymphocytes cannot  grow indef in i te ly ,  i t  is
necessary to immorta l ize B cel ls  that  produce a
speci f ic  ant ibody This is  achieved by cel l  fus ion,  or
somat ic  cel l  hybr id izat ion,  between a normal  ant ibody-
producing B cel l  and a myeloma cel l ,  fo l lowed by selec-
t ion of  fused cel ls  that  secrete ant ibody of  the desi red
speci f ic i tv  der ived f rom the normal  B cel l  Such fus ion-
der ived immorta l ized ant ibody-producing cel l  l ines are
cal led hybr idomas.  and the ant ibodies they produce are
monoclonal  ant ibodies.

The technique of  producing hybr idomas requi res cul -
tured myeloma cel l  l ines that  wi l l  grow in normal  cu l ture
medium but  not  in  a def ined "select ion"  medium
because they lack funct ional  genes requi red for  DNA
synthesis  in  th is  select ion medium Fusing normal  ce l ls
to these defective myeloma fusion partners provides
the necessary genes f rom the normal  ce l ls ,  so that  only
the somat ic  cel l  hybr ids wi l l  grow in the select ion
medium Moreover, the uncontrolled growth property

of  the myeloma cel l  makes such hybr ids immorta l .
Myeloma cel l  l ines that  can be used as fus ion par tners
are created by inducing defects in  nucleot ide synthesis
pathways Normal  animal  ce l ls  synthesize pur ine

nucleotides and thymidylate, both precursors of DNA,
by a de novo pathway requiring tetrahydrofolate. Anti-
fo late drugs,  such as aminopter in,  b lock act ivat ion of
tet rahydrofo late,  thereby inhib i t ing the synthesis  of
pur ines and theref  ore prevent ing DNA synthesis  by
the de novo palhway Aminopterin-treated cells can
use a salvage pathway in which pur ine is  synthesized
from exogenously suppl ied hypoxanth ine by the en-
zyme hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase
(HGPRT),  and thymidylate is  synthesized f rom thymidine
by the enzyme thymidine k inase (TK) Therefore,  ce l ls
grow in the presence of  aminopter in only  i f  the cul ture
medium is  a lso supplemented wi th hypoxanth ine and
thymidine (cal led HAT medium).  Myeloma cel l  l ines can
be made defective in HGPRT or TK by mutagenesis fol-
lowed by select ion in  media conta in ing substrates for
these enzymes that  y ie ld le thal  products.  Only HGPRT- or
TK-def ic ient  ce l ls  wi l l  surv ive under these select ion con-
di t ions Such HGPRT- or  TK-negat ive myeloma cel ls
cannot  use the salvage pathway and wi l l  therefore d ie in
HAT medium l f  normal  B cel ls  are fused to HGPRT- or
TK-negative cells, the B cells provide the necessary
enzymes so that the hybrids synthesize DNA and grow

in HAT medium.
To produce a monoclonal antibody specific for a

def ined ant igen,  a mouse or  rat  is  immunized wi th that

Continued on following Page
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ant igen,  and B cel ls  are iso lated f rom the spleen or  lymph
nodes of  the animal .  These B cel ls  are then fused wi th
an appropr iate immorta l ized cel l  l ine Myeloma l ines are
the best  fus ion par tners for  B cel ls  because l ike cel ls  tend
to fuse and g ive r ise to s table hybr ids more ef f ic ient ly

than unl ike cel ls .  ln  current  pract ice,  the myeloma l ines
that  are used do not  produce thei r  own lg,  and cel l  fus ion
is achieved with polyethylene glycol Hybrids are selected
for growth in HAT medium; under these conditions,
unfused HGPRT- or TK-negative myeloma cells die

Antigen X

lsolate spleen
cells from mouse
immunized
with antigen X

Mixture of spleen cells, including
some producing anti-X antibody

Mutant myeloma line;
unable to grow in HAT
selection medium; does
not produce antibody

lrrfirt,r* "f I
l fused and I
lunfused cells I

Only fused cells
(hybridomas)
grow

l l "i:,.i-n

Screen supernatants for presence of anti-X
and expand positive clones

Hybridomas producing
monoclonal anti-X antibody

Continued on following page



because they cannot use the salvage pathway, and
unfused B cel ls  cannot  surv ive for  more than 1 to 2
weeks because they are not immortalized, so that only
hybr ids wi l l  grow (see Figure) .  The fused cel ls  are cul -
tured at  a concentrat ion at  which each cul ture wel l  is
expected in i t ia l ly  to  conta in only  one hybr idoma cel l .
The cul ture supernatant  f rom each wel l  in  which growing
cells are detected is then tested for the oresence of anti-
body react ive wi th the ant igen used for  immunizat ion.
The screening method depends on the ant igen being
used.  For  soluble ant igens,  the usual  technique is
radio immunoassay or  enzyme- l inked immunosorbent
assay; for cell surface antigens, a variety of assays
for  ant ibody b inding to v iable cel ls  can be used (see
Appendix l l l :  Laboratory Methods Using Ant ibodies)
Once posi t ive wel ls  ( i .e . ,  wel ls  conta in ing hybr idomas
producing the desired antibody) are identif ied, the cells
are c loned in semisol id  agar  or  by l imi t ing d i lu t ion,  and
clones producing the ant ibody are iso lated by another
round of  screening These c loned hybr idomas produce
monoclonal antibodies of a desired specificity. Hybrido-
mas can be grown in large volumes or  as asci t ic  tumors
in syngeneic mice to produce large quantit ies of mono-
c lonal  ant ibodies

Some of  the common appl icat ions of  hybr idomas and
monoclonal  ant ibodies inc lude the fo l lowing:

. ldentif ication of phenotypic markers unique to par-
t icu lar  ce l l  tvoes.  The basis  for  the modern c lass i f i -
cation of lymphocytes and other leukocytes is the
binding of  populat ion-speci f ic  monoclonal  ant ibod-
ies These have been used to define clusters of dif-
ferentiation (CD markers) for various cell tvpes (see
Chapter  3)

.  lmmunodiagnosis.  The d iagnosis of  many infect ious
and systemic d iseases re l ies on the detect ion of
par t icu lar  ant igens or  ant ibodies in  the c i rcu lat ion or
in t issues by use of  monoclonal  ant ibodies in
rmmunoassays

.  Tumor d iagnosis.  Tumor-speci f ic  monoclonal  ant i -
bodies are used for detection of tumors by imaging
technrques

.  Theraov.  A number of  monoclonal  ant ibodies are
used therapeut ica l ly  today Some examples inc lude
the use of antibodies against tumor necrosis factor
in the therapV of  rheumatoid ar thr i t is ,  ant ibodies
against  CD20 for  the t reatment  of  B cel l  Ieukemias,
ant ibodies against  the type 2 epidermal  growth
factor receptor in patients with breast cancer, anti-
bodies against  vascular  endothel ia l  growth factor ,  a
promoter  of  angiogenesis,  in  pat ients wi th colon
cancer,  and so on.

.  Funct ional  analys is  of  ce l l  sur face and secreted mol-
ecules In immunologic research,  monoclonal  ant i -
bodies that  b ind to cel l  sur face molecules and e i ther
st imulate or  inh ib i t  par t icu lar  ce l lu lar  funct ions are
invaluable tools  for  def in ing the funct ions of  sur face
molecules,  inc luding receptors for  ant igens.  Ant i -
bodies that  b ind and neutra l ize cytok ines are rou-
t ine ly  used for  detect ing the presence and
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functional roles of these protein hormones in vitro
and in v ivo

At present, hybridomas are most often produced by
fusing HAT-sensitive mouse myelomas with B cells from
immunized mice, rats, or hamsters. Attempts are being
made to generate human monoclonal  ant ibodies,  pr ima-
ri ly for administration to patients, by developing human
myeloma lines as fusion partners. However, it is a general
rule that the stabil ity of hybrids is low if cells from species
that are far apart in evolution are fused, and for this
reason human B cells do not form hybridomas with
mouse myeloma lines at high efficiency.

Genet ic  engineer ing techniques are used to expand
the usefulness of monoclonal antibodies The comple-
mentary DNAs (cDNAs) that encode the polypeptide
chains of a monoclonal antibody can be isolated from
a hybr idoma, and these genes can be manipulated in
vitro. As we shall discuss later in this chapter, only
smal l  por t ions of  the ant ibody molecule are responsib le
for  b inding to ant igen;  the remainder of  the ant ibody
molecule can be thought  of  as a " f ramework."  This
structural organization allows the DNA segments encod-
ing the ant igen-binding s i tes f rom a mur ine monoclonal
ant ibody to be "st i tched" in to a cDNA encoding a human
myeloma prote in,  creat ing a hybr id gene.  When
expressed, the resultant hybrid protein, which retains
antigen specificity, is referred to as a humanized antibody.
Humanized ant ibodies are far  less l ike ly  to appear
" fore ign"  in  humans and to induce ant i -ant ibody
responses (see Box 4-3) that l imit the usefulness of
mur ine monoclonal  ant ibodies when they are adminis-
tered to pattents.

Genet ic  engineer ing is  a lso being used to create mon-
oclonal antibody-like molecules of defined specificity
wi thout  the need for  producing hybr idomas.  One
approach,  ca l led "phage d isplay,"  uses random col lec-
t ions of  cDNAs encoding just  the ant igen-binding regions
of antibodies These cDNAs are generated from mes-
senger RNA iso lated f rom the spleens of  i r ,nmunized
mice, and amplif ied by polymerase chain reaction
technology. The cDNAs are then cloned into bacterio-
phages to form phage d isplay l ibrar ies.  Al though the
ant igen-binding regions of  ant ibodies are formed f rom
two diff erent polypeptide chains, synthetic antigen-
binding sites can be created by expressing fusion pro-

te ins in  which sequences f  rom the two chalns are
covalent ly  jo ined in a tandem array.  Such fus ion prote ins

can be expressed on the surfaces of the bacteriophages,
and pools of phage can be tested for their abil ity to bind
to a par t icu lar  ant igen.  The v i rus that  b inds to the ant igen
presumably conta ins cDNA encoding the desi red syn-
thetic antigen-binding site. The cDNA is isolated from that
v i rus and l inked wi th DNA encoding the non-ant igen-
binding par ts  of  a gener ic  ant ibody molecule.  The f ina l
construct can then be transfected into a suitable cell type,
expressed in soluble form, purif ied, and used. The advan-
tage of phage display technology l ies in the fact that the
number of binding sites that can be screened for

the desired specificity is three to four orders of magni-
tude greater than the practical l imit of hybridomas that
can be screened.
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The availability of homogeneous populations of anti-
bodies and immortalized antibody-producing plasma
cells (myelomas and hybridomas) permitted the com-
plete amino acid sequence determination and molecu-
lar cloning of individual antibody molecules. The ready
availability of monoclonal immunoglobulins culmi-
nated in the x-ray crystallographic determinations of the
three-dimensional structure of several antibody mole-
cules and of antibodies bound to antigens.

General Features of Antibody Structure

Plasma or serum proteins are traditionally separated by
solubility characteristics into albumins and globulins
and may be further separated by migration in an electric

Structure of an antibody molecule. A. Schematic diagram
gG molecule. The antigen-binding sites are formed by the
f V1 and Vs domains. The heavy chain C regions end in tai l

pieces The locations of complement- and Fc receptor-binding sites
within the heavy chain constant regions are approximations B
Schematic diagram of a membrane-bound lgM molecule on the surface
of a B lymphocyte. The lgM molecule has one more Cs domain than lgG,
and the membrane form of the antibody has C-terminal transmembrane
and cytoplasmic port ions that anchor the molecule in the plasma mem-
brane. C. Structure of a human lgG molecule as revealed by x+ay crys-
tal lography. In this r ibbon diagram of a secreted lgG molecule, the heavy
chains are colored blue and red, and the l ight chains are colored green;
carbohydrates are shown in gray. (Courtesy of Dr. Alex McPherson, Uni-
versity of Cali fornia, lrvine )

field, a process called electrophoresis. Most antibodies
are found in the third fastest migrating group of globu-
lins, named gamma globulins for the third letter of the
Greek alphabet. Another common name for antibody
is immunoglobulin (Ig), referring to the immunity-
conferring portion of the gamma globulin fraction. The
Ierms immunoglobulin and antibody are used inter-
changeably throughout this book.

AII antibody moLecuLes share the same basic struc-
tural characteristics but dkplay remarkable uariability
in the regions that bind antigens. This variability of the
antigen-binding regions accounts for the capacity of
different antibodies to bind a tremendous number of
structurally diverse antigens. There are believed to be a
million or more different antibody molecules in everv

@ Secreted lgG

Light
chain

@ naemUrane lgM
Heavy
chain

Disul f ide bond - - - - -

lg domain cc

Crystal structure of secreted lgG
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individual (theoretically the antibody repertoire may
include more than 10e different antibodies), each with
unique amino acid sequences in their antigen-combin-
ing sites, The effector functions and common physico-
chemical properties of antibodies are associated with
the non-antigen-binding portions, which exhibit rela-
tively few variations among different antibodies.

An antibody molecule has a symmetric core structure
composed. of two id.entiral light chains and two id.enti-
calheauy chains (see Fig. a-l). Both the light chains and
the heavy chains contain a series of repeating, homolo-
gous units, each about 110 amino acid residues in
Iength, that fold independently in a globular motif that
is called an Ig domain. An Ig domain contains two layers
of B-pleated sheet, each layer composed of three to five
strands of antiparallel polypeptide chain (Fig. a-2). The
two layers are held together by a disulfide bridge, and
adjacent strands of each p-sheet are connected by short
loops. It is the amino acids in some of these loops that
are critical for antigen recognition, as discussed below.
Many other proteins of importance in the immune
system contain domains that use the same folding motif
and have amino acid sequences that are similar to Ig
amino acid sequences. All molecules that contain this
type of domain are said to belong to the Ig superfamily,
and all the gene segments encoding the Ig domains of
these molecules are believed to have evolved from one
ancestral gene (Box 4-2).

Both heavy chains and light chains consist of amino-
terminal uarinble (V) regions that participate in

antigen recognition and carboxy-terminal constant (C)

regions; the C regions of the heauy chains medinte effec-
tor functions. In the heavy chains, the V region is com-
posed of one Ig domain and the C region is composed of
three or four Ig domains. Each light chain is made up of
one V region Ig domain and one C region Ig domain.
Variable regions are so named because they contain
regions of variability in amino acid sequence that dis-
tinguish the antibodies made by one clone of B cells
from the antibodies made by other clones. TheV region
of one heary chain (Vu) is juxtaposed with the V region
of one light chain (VL) to form an antigen-binding site
(see Fig. 4-1). Because the core structural unit of each
antibody molecule contains two heavy chains and two
light chains, it has two antigen-binding sites. The C
region domains are separate from the antigen-binding
site and do not participate in antigen recognition. The
heavy chain C regions interact with other effector mole-
cules and cells of the immune system and therefore
mediate most of the biologic functions of antibodies. In
addition, the carboxy-terminal ends of one form of the
heavy chains anchor membrane-bound antibodies in
the plasma membranes of B lymphocytes. The C regions
of light chains do not participate in effector functions

and are not directly attached to cell membranes.
Each light chain is about 24kD, and each heavy chain

is 55 to 70kD. Heavy and light chains are covalently
Iinked by disulfide bonds formed between cysteine
residues in the carboxyl terminus of the light chain and
the Csl domain of the heaqr chain. Noncovalent inter-

FTGURE Structure of an antibody l ight chain. The secondary and tert iary structures of a human lg l ight chain are shown schemati-

cal ly. The d C regions each independe-ntty fold into lg domains. Each domain is composed of two antiparal lel  arrays of B-strands repre-

senied by the f lat ariows, colored yel low and red, respectively, to form two p-pleated sheets. In the C domain, there are three and four

Fstrands in the two sheets. In the V domain, which is about 16 amino acid residues longer than the C domain, the two sheets are com-
posed of f ive and four strands. The dark blue bars are intrachain disulf ide bonds, and the numbers indicate the posit ions of amino acid

residues counting from the amino (N) terminus Similar lg C and V domain structures are found in the extracel lular port ions of many other

membrane proteins in the immune system, as discussedin Box4-2. (Adapted with permission from Edmundson AB, KR Ely, EE Abola, M

Schiffer, and N Panagiotopoulos. Roiat ional al lomerism and divergent evolut ion of domains in immunoglobulin l ight chains. Biochemistry

14:3953-3961, 1975 Copyright 1975 American Chemical Society)

193
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Many of the cell surface and soluble molecules that
mediate recognition, adhesion, or binding functions in the
vertebrate immune system share partial amino acid
sequence homology and tertiary structural features that
were or ig inal ly  ident i f ied in  lg  heavy and l ight  chains.  In
addi t ion,  the same features are found in many molecules
outside the immune system that also perform simrlar

functions. These diverse proteins are members of the lg
superfamily (sometimes called the lg supergene family).
A superfamily is broadly defined as a group of proteins
that share a certain degree of sequence homology,
usually at least 15olo The conserved sequences shared
by superfamily members often contribute to the forma-
tion of compact tertiary structures referred to as domains,
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and most often the entire sequence of a domain charac-
teristic of a particular superfamily is encoded by a single
exon Members of a superfamily are l ikely to be derived
from a common precursor gene by divergent evolution,
and mul t idomain prote ins may belong to more than one
superfami ly  The cr i ter ion for  inc lus ion of  a prote in in  the
lg superfami ly  is  the presence of  one or  more lg  domains
(a lso cal led lg  homology uni ts) ,  which are regions of  70
to 110 amino acid res idues homologous to e i ther  lg  var i -
able (V)  or  lg  constant  (C)  domains.  The lg domain con-
tains conserved residues that permit the polypeptide to
assume a g lobular  ter t iary s t ructure cal led an ant ibody (or
lg) fold, composed of a sandwich arrangement of two B-
sheets,  each made up of  three to f ive ant ipara l le l  B-
st rands of  5 to 10 amino acid res idues This sandwich- l ike
structure is  s tabi l ized by hydrophobic amino acid res idues
on the p-st rands point ing inward,  which a l ternate wi th
hydrophi l ic  res idues point ing out .  Because the inward-
pointing residues are essential for the stabil ity of the ter-
tiary structure, they are the major contributors to the
regions that are conserved between lg superfamily
members. In addition, there are usually conserved cys-
teine residues that contribute to the formation of an intra-
chain d isu l f ide-bonded loop of  55 to 75 amino acids
(-90kD).  lg  domains are c lass i f ied as V- l ike or  C- l ike on
the basis  of  c losest  homology to e i ther  lg  V or  lg  C
domains V domains are formed f rom a longer polypep-
tide than are C domains and contain two extra B-strands
wi th in the p-sheet  sandwich.  A th i rd type of  lg  domain,
cal led C2 or  H,  has a length s imi lar  to  C domains but  has
sequences typ ical  of  both V and C domains.

Using several  cr i ter ia  of  evolut ionary re latedness,  such
as primary sequence, intron-exon structure, and abil ity to
undergo DNA rearrangements,  molecular  b io logis ts  have
postu lated a scheme, or  fami ly  t ree,  depict ing the evolu-
t ion of  members of  the lg  superfami ly .  In  th is  scheme, an
ear ly  event  was the dupl icat ion of  a gene for  a pr imordia l
surface receptor followed by divergence of V and C
exons.  Modern members of  the suoerfaml lv  conta in d i f -
ferent  numbers of  V or  C domains The ear ly  d ivergence
is reflected by the lack of significant sequence homology

in lg  and TCR V and C uni ts ,  a l though they share s imi lar
tertiary structures. A second early event in the evolution
of this family was the acquisit ion of the abil ity to undergo
DNA recombinat ion,  which has remained a unique
feature of the antigen receptor gene members of the
fami ly .

Most identif ied members of the lg superfamily (see

Figure)  are in tegra l  p lasma membrane prote ins wi th lg
domains in  the extracel lu lar  por t ions,  t ransmembrane
domains composed of  hydrophobic amino acids,  and
widely d ivergent  cytoplasmic ta i ls ,  usual ly  wi th no in t r in-
sic enzymatic activity There are exceptions to these gen-

eralizations For example, the platelet-derived growth
factor receptors have cytoplasmic tails with tyrosine
kinase activity, and the Thy-1 molecule has no cytoplas-
mic tail but, rather, is anchored to the membrane by a
phosphat idy l inosi to l  l inkage.

One recurrent characteristic of the lg superfamily
members is that interactions between lg domains on dif-
ferent polypeptide chains are essential for the functions
of  the molecules These interact ions can be homophi l ic ,
occurring between identical domains on opposing
polypept ide chains of  a mul t imer ic  prote in,  as in  the case
of  CH:Cs pai r ing to form funct ional  Fc regions of  lg  mol-
ecules Alternatively, they can be heterophil ic, as occurs
in the case of  VH :Vr  or  Vs:Vo pai r ing to form the ant igen-
binding sites of lg or TCR molecules, respectively. Het-
eroohil ic interactions can also occur between lg domatns
on entirely distinct molecules expressed on the surfaces
of different cells Such interactions provide adhesive
forces that stabil ize cell-cell interactions and init iate
s ignals resul t ing f rom such interact ions.  For  example,  the
presentation of an antigen to a helper T cell by an antigen-
present ing cel l  involves heterophi l ic  in tercel lu lar  lg
domain interactions between several lg superfamily mol-
ecules,  inc luding CD4:c lass l l  MHC and CD28:87 (see

Chapter  7) .  Numerous lg  superfami ly  members have
been identif ied on cells of the developing and mature
nervous system, consistent with the functional impor-
tance of highly regulated cell-cell interactions in these
si tes.

actions between theVr andVH domains and between the
Cr and Csl domains may also contribute to the associa-
tion of heary and light chains. The two heary chains of
each antibody molecule are also covalently linked by
disulfide bonds. In IgG antibodies, the flrst class of anti-
bodies to be structurally analyzed, these bonds are
formed between cysteine residues in the CsZ regions,
close to the region known as the hinge (see below). In
other isotypes, the disulfide bonds may be in different
locations. Noncovalent interactions (e.9., between the
third Cu domains [CH3]) may also contribute to heavy
chain pairing.

The associations between the chains of antibody mol-
ecules and the functions of different regions of antibod-

ies were first deduced from experiments done by Rodney

Porter in which rabbit IgG was cleaved by proteolytic

enzymes into fragments with distinct structural and

functional properties. In IgG molecules, the hinge

between the Cnl and Cn2 domains of the hear'y chain is

the region most susceptible to proteolytic cleavage. If

rabbit IgG is treated with the enzyme papain under con-

ditions of limited proteolysis, the enzyme acts on the

hinge region and cleaves the IgG into three separate
pieCes Gig. a-3). TWo of the pieces are identical to

each other and consist of the complete light chain (Vt

and C.) associated with a V,,-CHl fragment of the heavy

chain. These fragments retain the ability to bind antigen

because each contains paired Vt and Vn domains, and
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Papain
products

cleaved by the enzymes papain (A) and
pepsin (B) at the sites indicated by arrows
Papain digestion al lows separation of two
antigen-binding regions (the Fab f rag-
ments) from the port ion of the lgG mole-
cule that binds to complement and Fc
receptors (the Fc fragment) Pepsin gen-
erates a single bivalent antigen-binding
fragment, F(ab')z

they are called Fab (fragment, antigen binding). The
third piece is composed of two identical, disulfide-
linked peptides containing the heavy chain Cg2 and Cs3
domains. This piece of IgG has a propensity to self-
associate and to crystallize into a lattice and is therefore
called Fc (fragment, crystallizable). \iVhen pepsin
{instead of papain) is used to cleave rabbit IgG under
limiting conditions, proteolysis occurs distal to the
hinge region, generating an F(ab'), antigen-binding frag-
ment of IgG with the hinge and the interchain disulfide
bonds intact (see Fig. a-3).

The results of limited papain or pepsin proteolysis of
other isotypes besides IgG, or of IgGs of species other
than the rabbit, do not always recapitulate the studies
with rabbit IgG. However, the basic organization of the
Ig molecule that Porter deduced from his experiments is
common to all Ig molecules of all isotypes and of all
species. In fact, these proteolysis experiments provided
the first evidence that the antigen recognition functions
and the effector functions of Ig molecules are spatially
segregated.

Structural Features of Variable Regions
and Their  Relat ionship to
Ant igen Binding

Most of the sequence dffirences among dffirent anti-
bodies are confined to three short stretches in the V
region of the heavy chain and to three stretches in theV
region of the light chain. These diverse stretches are
knorrrm as hlpervariable segments, and they correspond
to three protruding loops connecting adjacent strands of
the B-sheets that make up theV domains of Ig heary and
light chain proteins (Fig. 4-4). The hlpervariable regions
are each about 10 amino acid residues long, and they are
held in place by more conserved framework sequences
that make up the Ig domain of the V region. The genetic
mechanisms leading to amino acid variability are dis-
cussed in Chapter 8. In an antibody molecule, the three
hlpervariable regions of a Vr domain and the three
hypervariable regions of a Vs domain are brought
together to form an antigen-binding surface. Because
these sequences form a surface that is complementary
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CDR3
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CDRl
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Residue + i
FIGURE ,t-4 Hypervariable regions in lg molecules. A Kabatwu plot of amino acid variabi l i ty in lg molecules The histograms depict the

extent of variabi l i iy defined as the number of dif ferences in each amino acid residue among various independently sequenced lg l ight chains,
plotted against amino acid residue number, measured from the amino terminus This method of analysis, developed by Elvin Kabat and Tai

Te Wu, indicates that the most variable residues are clustered in three "hypervariable" regions, colored in blue, yel low, and red, corre-

sponding to CDR'1 , CDR2, and CDR3, respectively. Three hypervariable regions are also present in heavy chains. (Courtesy of Dr. E.A. Kabat,

Departnient of Microbiology, Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York.) B. Three-dimensional view of the hyper-

variable CDR loops in a l ight chain V domain. The V region of a l ight chain is shown with CDR1, CDR2, and CDR3 loops, colored in blue,
yel low, and red, respectively These loops correspondlo the hyplrvariable regions in the variabi l i ty plot in A Heavy chain hypervariable
iegions (not shown) are also located in ihree loops, and al l  six loops are juxtafosed in the antibody molecule to form the antigen-binding

surface (see Fig 4-5)
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to the three-dimensional structure of the bound antigen,
the hlpervariable regions are also called complemen-
tarity-determining regions (CDRs). Proceeding from
either theVs or theVH amino terminus, these regions are
called CDRI, CDR2, and CDR3 (see Fig. 4-4). The CDR3s
of both the Vs segment and the VL segment are the most
variable of the CDRs. As we will discuss in Chapter 8,
there are special genetic mechanisms for generating
more sequence diversity in cDR3 than in cDRl and
CDR2. Crystallographic analyses of antibodies reveal
that the CDRs form extended loops that are exposed on
the surface of the antibody and are thus available to
interact with antigen (see Fig. 4-4). Sequence differences
among the CDRs of different antibody molecules con-
tribute to distinct interaction surfaces and, therefore,
specificities of individual antibodies. The abiliry of a V
region to fold into an Ig domain is mostly determined by
the conserved sequences of the framework regions adja-
cent to the CDRs. Confining the sequence variability to
three short stretches allows the basic structure of all
antibodies to be maintained despite the variability
among different antibodies.

Antigen binding by antibody mol.ecules is primarily
a function of the hyperuariable regions of Vs and Vy
Crystallographic analyses of antigen-antibody com-
plexes show that the amino acid residues of the hlper-
variable regions form multiple contacts with bound
antigen (Fig. a-5). The most extensive contact is with the

third hlpervariable region (CDR3), which is also the
most variable of the three CDRs. However, antigen

binding is not solely a function of the CDRs, and frame-
work residues may also contact the antigen. Moreover,
in the binding of some antigens, one or more of the

CDRs may be outside the region of contact with antigen,

thus not participating in antigen binding.

Structural Features of Constant
Regions and Their  Relat ionshiP to
Effector Functions

Antibody molacules can be diuided' into d'ktinct classes

and subclasses on the bask of dffirences in the struc-

Heavy chains are designated by the letter of the Greek

alphabet corresponding to the isotype of the antibody:

i  : i

, , l , , l l l
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tinely used in the clinical and experimental analyses of
humoral immune resDonses.

Differentisotypes and subtypes of antibodies perform
dffirent effector functions. The reason for this is that
most of the effector functions of antibodies are mediated
by the binding of heavy chain C regions to Fc receptors
on different cells, such as phagocytes, NK cells, and mast
cells, and to plasma proteins, such as complement pro-
teins. Antibody isotypes and subtypes differ in their C
regions and therefore in what they bind to and what
effector functions they perform. The effector functions
mediated by each antibody isotype are listed in Table 4-2
and are discussed in more detail later in this chapter and
in Chapter 14.

Antibod.y molecules are flexible, permitting them to
bind to different arrays of antigens. Every antibody con-
tains at least two antigen-binding sites, each formed by
a pair of V, and V, domains. Many Ig molecules can
orient these binding sites so that tvvo antigen molecules
on a planar (e.g., cell) surface may be engaged at once
Fig. 4-6). This flexibility is conferred, in large part, by a
hinge region located between Csl and Cg2 in certain
isotypes. The hinge region varies in length from l0 to
more than 60 amino acid residues in different isotypes.
Portions of this sequence assume a random and flexible
conformation, permitting molecular motion between
the Cgl and, Cr2 domains. Some of the greatest differ-
ences between the constant regions of the IgG sub-
classes are concentrated in the hinge. This leads to
different overall shapes of the IgG subtypes. In addition,
some flexibility of antibody molecules is due to the
ability of each V.. domain to rotate with respect to the
adjacent Csl domain.

There are two classes, or isotypes, of ltght chains,
called rcand )"which are dktinguLshedby their carboxy-
terminal constant (C) regions. Anantibody molecule has
either two r light chains or two l, light chains, but never
one of each. In humans, about 60% of antibody mole-
cules have r light chains, and about 40To have l" light

Widely spaced cell
surface determinants

'Closely spaced cell
surface determinants

n antigen by an antibody. A. This model
n (hen egg lysozyme) bound to an anti-
the antigen-binding site can accommo-

es in their native (folded) conformation.

another are shown in red. A cri trcal glutamine residue on lysozyme
(in magenta) f i ts into a "cleft" in the antibody. (This f igure is based
on Figure 38 and reprinted with permission from Amit AG, RA
Mariuzza, SE Phil l ips, and RJ Poljak. Three dimensional structure of
an antigen antibody complex at 2.BA resolut ion Science 233,
7 47-153, 1 986. Copyright 1 986 AAAS.)

designated Cn and numbered sequentially from amino
terminus to carboxyl terminus (e.g., Csl, Cs2, and so
on). In each isotype, these regions may be designated
more specifically (e.g., Cl, C?. in IgG). Antibodies can determinants separated by varying distances. ln A, an lg molecule

is depicted binding to two widely spaced determinants on a cel l
surface, and in B, the same antibody is binding to two determinants
that are close together. This f lexibi l i ty is mainly due to the hinge
regions located between the CH'1 and Cs2 domains, which permit
independent movement of antigen-binding sites relat ive to the rest
of the molecule



lsotype of
antibody

SubtypesH chain Serum
concentr.
(mg/mL)

Serum
half-life
(days)

Secreted form Functions
Table 4-2. Human Antibody lsotypes

effector f unctions of antibodies are discussed in detail in Chapter 14

chains. Marked changes in this ratio can occur in
patients with monoclonal B cell tumors because the
neoplastic clone produces antibody molecules with the
same light chain. In fact, the ratio of r-bearing cells to l,-
bearing cells is often used clinically in the diagnosis of B
cell lymphomas. In mice, r-containing antibodies are
about 10 times more abundant than l"-containing anti-
bodies. Unlike in heavy chain isotypes, there are no
kno',nm differences in function between r-containing
antibodies and l.-containing antibodies.

Secreted, and membrane-associated antibod'ies dffir
in the amino acid. sequence of the carboxy-terminal end
of the heavy chain C region. In the secretedform, found
in blood and other extracellular fluids, the carboxy-
terminal portion is hydrophilic. The membrane-bound
form of antibody contains a carboxy-terminal stretch
that includes a hydrophobic s-helical transmembrane
anchor region followed by an intracellular juxtamem-
brane positively charged stretch that helps anchor the
protein in the membrane (Fig. 4-7).In membrane IgM

The

lgA l gA1,2 al l  or 2) 3.5 6 lgA
(dimer)

Mucosalimmunity

lgD None 6 Trace 3 None Naive B cell
antigen receptor

lgE None a 0.05 2 Defense against
helminthic parasites,
immediate
hypersensitivity

lgG lgGl-4 y  (1 ,2 ,3
or 4)

13 .5 23 Opsonization,
complement
activation, antibody-
dependent cell-
mediated cytotoxicity,
neonatal immunity,
feedback inhibition
of B cells

lgM None p 1 . 5 5 lgM Cp1

t,t:
Naive B cell antigen
receptor, complement
activation
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Antibody molecules are proteins and can therefore
be immunogenic lmmunologists  have explo i ted th is  fact
to produce ant ibodies speci f ic  for  lg  molecules that
can be used as reagents to analyze the st ructure and
funct ion of  the lg  molecules To obta in an ant i -ant ibody
response,  t t  is  necessary that  the lg  molecules used
to rmmunrze an animal  be recognized in whole or  in
par t  as fore ign The s implest  approach is  to immunize
an anrmal  of  one species (e g ,  rabbi t )  wi th lg  molecules
of  a second species (e g ,  mouse) populat ions of
ant ibodies generated by such cross-species immuniza-
t rons are largely speci f ic  for  epi topes present  in  the con-
stant  (C)  regions of  l ight  or  heavy chains Ant isera
generated rn th is  way can be used to def ine the isotvpe
of  an ant ibody

When an animal  is  immunized wi th lg  molecules
der ived f rom another  animal  of  the same species,  the
rmmune response is  conf ined to epi topes of  the immu-
niz ing lg  that  are absent  or  uncommon on the lg  mole-
cules of  the responder animal ,  Two tvpes of  determrnants
have been def ined by th is  approach Fi rs t ,  determinants
may be formed by minor  s t ructura l  d i f ferences (polymor-
phisms) in  amino acid sequences located in  the con-
served por t ions of  lg  molecules,  ca l led a l lo topes.  Al l
ant ibody molecules that  share a par t icu lar  a l lo tope are
said to belong to the same al lo type.  In  s imple terms,  an
al lo type is  the prote in product  of  a d is t inct  a l le l ic  form of
an lg  gene Drf ferent  ind iv iduals in  a species may inher i t
two d i f ferent  forms of  any lg  gene Most  a l lo topes are
located in  the C regions of  l ight  or  heavy chains,  but  some
are found in the f ramework por t ions of  V regions Al lo-
typic differences have been important in the study of lg
genetrcs For  example,  a l lo types detected by ant i - lg  ant i -
bodies were in i t ia l ly  used to locate the posi t ion of  lg
genes by l inkage analys is  In addi t ion,  the remarkable
observat ion that ,  in  homozygous animals,  a l l  the heavy
chains of  a par t icu lar  isotype (e g ,  lgM) share the same
al lotype even though the V regions of  these ant ibodies
have d i f ferent  amino acid sequences provided the f i rs t
ev idence that  the C regions of  a l l  lg  molecules of  a par-
t icu lar  isotype are encoded by a s ingle gene segment  that
rs  separate f rom the gene segments encoding V regions

and IgD molecules, the cytoplasmic portion of the healy
chain is short, only three amino acid residues in length;
in membrane IgG and IgE molecules, it is somewhat
longer, up to 30 amino acid residues in length, but this
includes the positively charged three-amino acid jux-
tamembrane sequence.

Secreted IgG and IgE, and all membrane Ig molecules,
regardless of isotype, are monomeric with respect to the
basic antibody structural unit (i.e., they contain two
hear,y chains and two light chains). In contrast, the
secreted forms of IgM and IgA form multimeric com-
plexes in which two or more of the four-chain core anti-
body structural units are covalently joined. IgM may be
secreted as pentamers and hexamers of the core four-
chain structure, while IgA is often secreted as an Ig
dimer. These complexes are formed by interactioni

As is discussed in Chapter 8, we now know that this sur-
pr is ing conclus ion is  correct .

The second type of determinant on antibody mole-
cules that  can be recognized as fore ign by other  animals
of the same species is that formed by the hypervariable
regions of  the lg  var iable domains When a homogeneous
populat ion of  ant ibody molecules (e g ,  a  myeloma
prote in,  or  a monoclonal  ant ibody)  is  used as an immuno-
gen,  ant ibodies are produced that  react  wi th the unique
hypervariable loops of that antibody. These determinants
are recognized as foreign because they are usually
present  in  very smal l  quant i t ies in  any g iven animal  ( i  e  ,
at  too low a level  to  induce sel f - to lerance) .  The unique
determinants of  ind iv idual  ant ibody molecules are cal led
id iotopes,  and a l l  ant ibody molecules that  share an
idiotope are said to belong to the same idiotype. As is
d iscussed in Chapter  8,  hypervar iable sequences that
form idiotopes arise both from inherited germline diver-
sity and from somatic events ldiotopes may be involved
in regulation of B cell functions. The theory of lympho-
cyte regulation through idiotopes of antigen receptors,
cal led the network hypothesis ,  is  ment ioned in Chapter
1 1 .

In addi t ion to exper imenta l ly  e l ic i ted ant i - lg  ant ibodies,
immunologists  have been interested in  natura l ly  occur-
r ing ant ibodies react ive wi th sel f  lg  molecules Ant i - lg
ant ibodies are par t icu lar ly  prevalent  in  an auto lmmune
disease cal led rheumatoid ar thr i t is  (see Chapter  18) ,  in
which set t ing they are known as rheumatoid factor
Rheumatoid factor  is  usual ly  an lgM ant ibody that  reacts
with the constant regions of self lgG The significance of
rheumatoid factor  in  the pathogenesis of  rheumatoid
ar thr i t is  rs  unknown.

Pat ients t reated wi th mouse monoclonal  ant ibodies
may make ant ibodies against  the mouse lg,  ca l led a
human antr-mouse antibody (HAN/A) response These
ant i - lg  ant ibodies e l iminate the in jected monoclonal  ant i -
body.  Humanized ant ibodies have been developed to c i r -
cumvent  th is  problem, but  even humanized ant ibodies
contain hypervariable regions derived from the original
monoclonal  ant ibody,  and these can e l ic i t  a  response in
treated patients.

between regions, called tail pieces, that are located at the
carboxy-terminal ends of the secreted forms of pr and a
hear,y chains (see Table 4-2). Multimeric IgM and IgA
molecules also contain an additional 15-kD polypeptide
called the joining (I) chain, which is disulfide bonded to
the tail pieces and serves to stabilize the multimeric
complexes, and to transport multimers across epithelia
from the basolateral to the luminal end.

Synthesis, Assembly, and Expression of
lg  Molecules

Ig hear,y and light chains, like most secreted and mem-
brane proteins, are synthesized on membrane-bound
ribosomes in the rough endoplasmic reticulum. The
protein is translocated into the endoplasmic reticulum,
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and Ig hear,y chains are N-glycosylated during the
translocation process. The proper folding of Ig heaqr
chains and their assemblywith Iight chains are regulated
by proteins resident in the endoplasmic reticulum called
chaperones. These proteins, which include calnexin and
a molecule called BiP (binding protein), bind to newly
slmthesized Ig polypeptides and ensure that they are
retained or targeted for degradation unless they become
properly folded and assembled into Ig molecules. The
covalent association of hear,y and light chains, stabilized
by the formation of disulfide bonds, also occurs in the
endoplasmic reticulum. After assembly, the Ig molecules
are released from the chaperones and directed into the
cisternae of the Golgi complex, where carbohydrates are
modified, and the antibodies are then transported to the
plasma membrane in vesicles. Antibodies of the mem-
brane form are anchored in the plasma membrane and
the secreted form is transported out of the cell. Other
proteins that bind to Ig are coordinately regulated. For
instance, secreted IgA and IgM antibodies are main-
tained as multimers by the attached J chains. In plasma
cells, transcription of Ig heary and light chain genes is
accompanied by coordinate J chain gene transcription
and biosynthesis.

The maturation of B cells from bone marrow progen-
itors is accompanied. by specific changes in Ig gene
expression, resulting in the production of Ig molecules in
dffirent fonzs (Fig. 4-8). The earliest cell in the B lym-
phocyte lineage that produces Ig polypeptides, called
the pre-B cell, synthesizes the membrane form of the p
hear,y chain. These p chains associate with proteins
called surrogate light chains to form the pre-B cell recep-
tor, and a small proportion of the synthesized pre-B cell
receptor is expressed on the cell surface. Immature and
mature B cells produce r or l, light chains, which asso-
ciate with p proteins to form IgM molecules. Mature B
cells express membrane forms of IgM and IgD (the p and

transmembrane
regron

- y heavy chain C region - Light chain C region
@ Cytoplasmic tail

transmembrane
regron

tail

FIGURE c-7 Membrane and secreted forms of lg heavy chains. The membrane forms of the lg heavy chains, but not the secreted forms,

conrarn rTansmemDrane regions made up of hydro=phobii  amino acid residues and cytoplasmic omains that dif fer signif icantly among the

different isotypes. The cytdplasmic port ion of ihe membrane form of the p chain contains only residues, whereas the cytoplasmic region

of lgG heavy chains coniains 20-30 residues. The secreted forms of the antibodies end in C-t minal tai l  pieces, which also dif fer among

isotypes: trr has a long tai l  piece (21 residues) that is involved in pentamer formation, whereas lgGs have a short tai l  piece (3 residues)

5 heavy chains associated with r or l" light chains). These

membrane Ig receptors serve as cell surface receptors

that recognize antigens and initiate the process of B cell

activation. The pre-B cell receptor and the B cell antigen

receptor are noncovalently associated with two other
integral membrane proteins, Igo and IgB, which serve
signaling functions and are essential for surface expres-
sion of IgM and IgD. The molecular and cellular events
in B cell maturation underlying these changes in anti-

body expression are discussed in detail in Chapter 8'
\A{hen mature B lymphocytes are activated by antigens

and other stimuli, the cells differentiate into antibody-

will be discussed in Chapter 10. The second change is the

expression of Ig heaqz chain isotypes other than IgM and
tgD. rnis process, called heary chain isotype (or class)

switching, is described later in this chapter and in more

detail in Chapter 10, when we discuss B cell activation'

ANrtaooY Blruoluc oF ANTIGENS

Features of Biologic Antigens

An antigen is any substance that may be speciflcally

bound by an antibody molecule or T cell receptor' Anti-

bodies can recognize as antigens almost every kind of

biologic molecule, including simple intermediary
metabolites, sugars, lipids, autacoids, and hormones, as

well as macromolecules such as complex carbohydrates,
phospholipids, nucleic acids, and proteins. This is in

Lontrast to T cells, which mainly recognize peptides (see

Chapter 6).
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FIGURE 4-8 lg_expression during B lymphocyte maturation. Stages in B lymphocyte maturation are shown with associated changes rn
the. production of lg heavy and l ight chains lgM heavy chains are shown in red, lgD heavy chains in blue, and l ight chains in green" The
molecu la r  events  accompany ing  these changes are  d iscussed in  chapters  B  and 10

Although all antigens are recognized by specific tym-
phocytes or by antibodies, only some antigens are
capable of actiuetinglymphocytes. Molecules that stim-
ulate immune responses are called immunogens. Only
macromolecules are capable of stimulating B lympho-
cytes to initiate humoral immune responses, because B
cell activation requires either the bringing together
(cross-linking) of multiple antigen receptors, or requires
protein antigens to elicit T cell help. Small chemicals,
such as dinitrophenol, may bind to antibodies, and are
therefore antigens, but cannot activate B cells on their
oum (i.e., they are not immunogenic). To generate anti-
bodies specific for such small chemicals, immunologists
commonly attach them to a protein before immuniza-
tion. In these cases, the small chemical is called a
hapten, and the protein to which it is conjugated is
called a carrier. The hapten-carrier complex, uniike free
hapten, can act as an immunogen (see Chapter l0). A
second approach to make a hapten immunogenic is to
render it multivalent, as discussed below often bv
attaching a number of hapten molecules to a single mol-
ecule of a polysaccharide.

Macromolecules, such as proteins, polysaccharides,
and nucleic acids, are usually much bigger than the
antigen-bindingregion of an antibodymolecule (see Fig.
4-5). Therefore, any antibody binds to only a portion of
the macromolecule, which is called a determinant or an
epitope. These two words are svnonvmous and are used
interchangeably throughout this book. Macromolecules
typically contain multiple determinants, some of which
may be repeated, and each of which, by definition, can
be bound by an antibody. The presence of multiple iden-
tical determinants in an antigen is referred to as pol1rua-
lency or multivalency. Most globular proteins do not
contain multiple identical epitopes and are not pol),va-
lent,, unless they are in aggregates. In the case of poly-
saccharides and nucleic acids, many identical epitopes
may be regularly spaced, and the molecules are said to
be polyvalent. Cell surfaces, including microbes, often
display polyvalent arrays of protein or carbohydrate
antigenic determinants. Polyvalent antigens can induce

clustering of the B cell receptor and thus initiate the
process of B cell activation.

The spatial arrangement of dffirent epitopes on a
single protein molecule may influence the binding of
antibodies in seueral ways.When determinants are well
separated, tvvo or more antibody molecules can be
bound to the same protein antigen without influencing
each other; such determinants are said to be nonover-
lapping. \Mhen two determinants are close to one
another, the binding of antibody to the first determinant
may cause steric interference with the binding of anti-
body to the second; such determinants are said to be
overlapping. In rarer cases, binding of one antibody may
cause a conformational change in the structure of the
antigen, positively or negatively influencing the binding
of a second antibody at another site on the protein by
means other than steric hindrance. Such interactions are
called allosteric effects.

Any auailable shape or surface on a molecule that
may be recognized by an antibody constitutes an anti-
genic determinant or epitope. Antigenic determinants
may be delineated on any type of compound, including
but not restricted to carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, and
nucleic acids. In the case of proteins, the formation of
some determinants depends only on the primary struc-
ture, and the formation of other determinants reflects
tertiary structure (Fig.  -9). Epitopes formed by several
adjacent amino acid residues are called linear determi-
nants. The antigen-binding site of an antibody can
usually accommodate a linear determinant made up of
about six amino acids. If linear determinants appear on
the external surface or in a region of extended confbr-
mation in the native folded protein, they may be acces-
sible to antibodies. More often, linear determinants may
be inaccessible in the native conformation and appear
only when the protein is denatured. In contrast, confor-
mational determinants are formed by amino acid
residues that are not in a sequence but become spatially
juxtaposed in the folded protein. Antibodies specific for
certain linear determinants and antibodies specific for
conformational determinants can be used to ascertain
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FIGURE rS-9 The nature of antigenic determinants, Antigenic determinants (shown in orange, red, and blue) may depend on protein fold-
ing (conformation) as well  as on primary structure Some determinants are accessible in native proteins and are lost on denaturation (A),

* iereas others are exposed only on protein unfolding (B) Neodeterminants arise from postsynthetic modif icat ions such as peptide bond
cleavage (C)
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whether a protein is denatured or in its native confor-
mation, respectively. Proteins may be subjected to mod-
ifications such as glycosylation, phosphorylation, or
proteolysis. These modifications, by altering the struc-
ture of the protein, can produce new epitopes. Such epi-
topes are called neoantigenic determinants, and they
too may be recognized by specific antibodies.

Structura l  and Chemical  Basis of
Ant igen Binding

The antigen-binding sites of most antibodies are planar
surfaces that can accommodate conformational epi-
topes of macromolecul.es, allowing the antibodies to
bind large macromolecules (see Fig. 4-5) . As is discussed
in Chapter 5, this is a key difference between the
antigen-binding sites of antibody molecules and those
of certain other antigen-binding molecules of the
immune system, namely, MHC molecules, which
contain antigen-binding clefts that bind small peptides
but not native globular proteins (see Table 4-1). In some
instances, such as antibodies specific for small carbohy-
drates, the antigen is bound in a cleft betweenVl andVn
domains.

The recognition ofantigen by antibody inuolues non-
covalent, reversible binding. Various types of noncova-

lent interactions may contribute to antibody binding of
antigen, including electrostatic forces, hydrogen bonds,
van derWaals forces, and hydrophobic interactions. The
relative importance of each of these depends on the

structures of the binding site of the individual antibody
and of the antigenic determinant. The strength of the
binding between a single combining site of an antibody
and an epitope of an antigen is called the affinity of the
antibody. The affrnity is commonly represented by a dis-
sociation constant (IQ), which indicates how easy it is

to separate an antigen-antibody complex into its con-

stituents. A smaller IQ indicates a stronger or higher-

affinity interaction because a lower concentration of
antigen and of antibody is required for complex forma-
tion. The IQ of antibodies produced in typical humoral
immune responses usually varies from about l0-7M to
10-1tM. Serum from an immunized individual will

contain a mixture of antibodies with different afflnities
for the antigen, depending primarily on the amino acid
sequences of the CDRs.

Because the hinge region of antibodies gives them
flexibility, a single antibody may attach to a single mul-
tivalent antigen by more than one binding site. For IgG

or IgE, this attachment can involve, at most, two binding
sites, one on each Fab. For pentameric IgM, however, a

single antibody may bind at up to 10 different sites (Fig.

4-10). Polyvalent antigens will have more than one copy
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of a particular determinant. Although the affinity of any
one antigen-binding site will be the same for each
epitope of a polyvalent antigen, the strength of attach-
ment of the antibody to the antigen must take into
account binding of all the sites to all the available epi-
topes. This overall strength of attachment is called the
avidity and is much greater than the affinity of any one
antigen-binding site. Thus, a low-affinity IgM molecule
can still bind tightly to a polyvalent antigen because
many low-affinity interactions (up to l0 per IgM mole-
cule) can produce a single high-avidity interaction.

Polyvalent antigens are important from the viewpoint
ofB cell activation, as discussed earlier. Polyvalent inter-
actions between antigen and antibody are also of bio-
logic significance because many effector functions of
antibodies are triggered optimally when two or more
antibody molecules are brought close together by
binding to a polyvalent antigen. If a polyvalent antigen
is mixed with a specific antibody in a test tube, the two
interact to form immune complexes (Fig. a-ll). At the
correct concentration, called a zone of equivalence,
antibody and antigen form an extensively cross-linked
network of attached molecules such that most or all of
the antigen and antibody molecules are complexed into
large masses. Immtrne complexes may be dissociated
into smaller aggregates either by increasing the concen-
tration of antigen so that free antigen molecules will dis-

place antigen bound to the antibody (zone of antigen
excess) or by increasing antibody so that free antibody
molecules will displace bound antibody from antigen
determinants (zone of antibody excess). If a zone of
equivalence is reached in vivo, large immune complexes
can form in the circulation. Immune complexes that are
trapped or formed in tissues can initiate an inflamma-
tory reaction, resulting in immune complex diseases
(see Chapter l8).

SrRucrunr-Furucrroru RrmnorusHtps tN
ANrreoov Molrcuus
Many structural features of antibodies are critical for
their ability to recognize antigens and for their effector
functions. In the following section, we summarize
how the structure of antibodies contributes to their
functions.

Features Related to Antigen Recognition

Antibodies are able to specifically recognize a wide
variety of antigens with varying affinities. AII the features
ofantigen recognition reflect the properties ofantibody
V regions.

lv"t"*y "il l- A"idity 
"f Il interactionl I interaction I

antigens, or epitopes spaced far apart on cel l
surfaces, wi l l  interact with a single binding
site of one antibody molecule Although the
aff ini ty of this interaction may be high, the
overal l  avidity may be relat ively low When
repeated determinants on a cel l  surface are
close enough, both the antrgen-binding sites
o f  a  s ing le  lgG molecu le  can b ind ,  lead ing
to a higher-avidity bivalent interaction The
hinge region of the lgc motecute accommo-
dates the shape change needed for simulta-
neous engagement of both binding sites.
lgM molecules have '10 identical antigen-
binding sites that can theoretical ly bind
simultaneously with 10 repeating determi-
nants on a cel l  surface, result ing in a polyva-
lent, high-avidity interaction

ffi
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Specificity

Antibodies can be remarkably specific for antigens, dis-
tinguishing between small differences in chemical struc-
ture. Classic experiments performed by Karl Landsteiner
in the 1930s demonstrated that antibodies made in
response to an aminobenzene hapten with a meta-
substituted sulfbnate group would bind strongly to
this hapten but weakly or not at all to ortho- or para-
substituted isorners. These antigens are structurally
similar and differ only in the location of the sulfonate
group on the benzene ring.

The fine specifrcity of antibodies applies to the re-
cognition of all classes of molecules. For exarnple, arlti-
bodies can distinguish between tvvo linear protein
deterrninants differing by only a single conservative
amino acid substitution that has little effect on second-
ary structure. Because the biochemical constituents of
all living organisms are fundamentally similar, this high
degree of specificity is necessary so that antibodies gen-
erated in response to the antigens of one microbe
usually do not react with structurally similar self mole-
cules or with the antigens of other microbes. However,
some antibodies produced against one antigen may
bind to a different but structurally related antigen. This
is referred to as a cross-reaction. Antibodies that are
produced in response to a microbial antigen sometimes
cross-react with self antigens, and this may be the basis
of certain immunologic diseases (see Chapter 18).

Diversity

As we discussed earlier in this chapter, an individual is
capable of making a tremendous number of structurally
distinct antibodies, perhaps up to 10s, each with a dis-
tinct specificity. T'he ability of antibodies in atty individ-
ual to specifically bind a large number of ditTerent
antigens is a reflection of antibody diversity, and the
total collection of antibodies with different specificities
represents the antibody repertoire. The genetic mecha-

nisms that generate such a large antibody repertoire
occur exclusively in lyrnphoc)'tes. They are based on the

random recombination of a limited set of inherited
germline DNA sequences into functional genes that

encode the v regions of heaqr and light chains as well as

on the addition of nucleotide sequences during the
recombination process. These mechanisms are dis-

cussed in detail in Chapter 8. The millions of resulting
variations in structure are concentrated in the hlper-
variable regions of both hear,y and light chains and

thereby deterrnine specificity for antigens'

Affinity Maturation

The ability of antibodies to neutralize toxins and int'ec-

tious microbes is dependent on tight binding of the anti-

bodies. As we have discussed, tight binding is achieved

by high-affinity and high-avidity interactions. A mecha-

nism for the generation of high-affinity antibodies
involves subtle changes in the structure of the V regions

of antibodies duringT cell-dependent humoral immune

responses to protein antigens. These changes come

about by a process of somatic mutation in antigen-

stimulated B lymphocyes that generates newV domain

structures, sotne of which bind the antigen with greater

affinity than did the original V domains (Fig. 4-L2).

Those B cells producing higher-affinity antibodies
pref'erentially bind to the antigen and, as a result of

ielection, become the dominant B cells with each sub-

sequent exposure to the antigen. This process, called

affinity maturation, results in an increase in the average
binding affinity of antibodies for an antigen as a

humoral imrnune respollse evolves. Thus, an antibody
produced during a primary immune response to a
p.utein antigen often has a IQ in the range of 10 7 to

1tt*M; in secondary responses, the aflinity increases,
with a IQ of 10-ttM or even less. The mechanisrns of

somatic mutation and affinity maturation are discussed

in Chapter 10.
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Ghanges in antibody stlucture during humoral immune responses. The illustration depicts the changes in the structure of
may be produced by the progeny of act ivated B cel ls (one clbne) and the related changes in functionl During aff ini ty matu-

les in f ine specif ici ty without changes in C region-dependent effector
rbrane-bound antibodies containing transmembrane and cvtoplasmic
how V gene mutations ( i  e ,  secretion of antibodies occurs before ano
indicated by color change from blue to orange) without changes in the
nd and secreted antibodies The molecular basis for these chanqes is

Features Related to Effector Functions

Many of the efiectorfunctions of immunoglobulins are
mediated by the Fc portions of the molecules, and anti-

antigen-complexed IgG molecule is able to bind,
through its Fc region, to t heavy chain-specific Fc re-
ceptors (FcRs) that are expressed on neutrophils and
macrophages. In contrast, IgE binds to mast cells and
triggers their degranulation because mast cells express
IgE-specific FcRs. Another Fc-dependent effector
mechanism of humoral immuniW is activation of the
classical pathway of the co*pi"-ert system. The
system generates inflammatory mediators and pro-

motes microbial phagocytosis and lysis. It is initiated by
the binding of a complement protein called Clq to the
Fc portions of antigen-complexed IgG or IgM. The FcR-
and complement-binding sites of antibodies are found
within the heavy chain C domains of the different iso-
types (see Fig.4-l). The structure and functions of FcRs
and complement proteins are discussed in detail in
Chapter 14.

The effectorfunctiorts of antibodies are initiated only
hy antibodies that haue bound antigens and not by free
1g. The reason that only antibodies with bound antigens
activate effector mechanisms is that two or more adja-
cent antibody Fc portions are needed to bind to and
trigger various effector systems, such as complement
proteins and FcRs ofphagocytes (see Chapter f4). This
requirement for adjacent antibody molecules ensures
that the effector functions are targeted specifically
toward eliminating antigens that are recognized by the
antibody and that circulating free antibodies do not
wastefully trigger effector responses.



Changes in the isotypes of antibodies during
humoral immune responses influence how and where
the responses work to eradicate antigen. After stimula-
tion by an antigen, a single clone of B cells may produce
antibodies with different isotypes yet identical V
domains, and therefore identical antigen specificity.
Naive B cells, for example, simultaneously produce IgM
and IgD that function as membrane receptors for anti-
gens. \Mhen these B cells are activated by an antigen such
as a microbe, they may undergo a process called isotype
switching in which the type of Cs region, and therefore
the antibody isotype, produced by the B cell changes,
but the V regions and the specificity do not (see Fig.
4-12). As a result of isotlpe switching, different progeny
of the original IgM- and lgD-expressing B cell may
produce isotypes and subrypes that are best able to elim-
inate the antigen. For example, the antibody response to
many bacteria and viruses is dominated by IgG anti-
bodies, which promote phagocytosis of the microbes,
and the response to helminths consists mainly of IgE,
which aids in the destruction of the parasites. The mech-
anisms and functional significance of isotype switching
are discussed in Chapter 10.

The heauy chain C regions of antibodies ako deter-
mine the tissue distribution of antibody molecules. As
we mentioned earlier, after B cells are activated, they
gradually lose expression of the membrane-bound anti-
body and express more of it as a secreted protein (see
Fig. 4-12). IgA can be secreted efficiently through
mucosal epithelia and is the major class of antibody in
mucosal secretions and milk. Neonates are protected
from infections by IgG antibodies they acquire from
their mothers during gestation and early after birth. This
transfer of maternal IgG is mediated by a special type of
Fc receptor that is expressed in the placenta (through
which antibodies enter the fetal circulation) and in the
intestine. This receptor also protects IgG molecules from
intracellular degradation and thus contributes to the
long half-life of this antibody isotype.

SUMMARY

e Antibodies, or immunoglobulins, are a family of
structurally related glycoproteins produced in
membrane-bound or secreted form by B lym-
phocytes. Membrane-bound antibodies serve as
receptors that mediate the antigen-triggered acti-
vation of B cells. Secreted antibodies function as
mediators of specific humoral immunity by engag-
ing various effector mechanisms that serve to
eliminate the bound antigens.

c The antigen-binding regions of antibody mole-
cules are highly variable, and any one indMdual
has the potential to produce up to 10e different
antibodies, each with distinct antigen specificity.

e All antibodies have a common s1'rnmetric core
structure of two identical covalently linked heavy

chains and two identical light chains, each linked
to one of the heavy chains. Each chain consists of
two or more independently folded Ig domains of
about 110 amino acids containing conserved
sequences and intrachain disulflde bonds.

D The N-terminal domains of heavy and light chains
form the V regions of antibody molecules, which
differ among antibodies of different specificities.
The V regions of heavy and light chains each
contain three separate hypervariable regions of
about 10 amino acids that are spatially assembled
to form the antigen-combining site of the antibody
molecule.

I Antibodies are classified into different isotypes and
subtypes on the basis of differences in the heavy
chain C regions, which consist of three or four Ig C
domains, and these classes and subclasses have
different functional properties. The antibody
classes are called IgM, IgD, IgG, IgE, and IgA' Both
Iight chains of a single Ig molecule are of the same
light chain isotype, either r or 1., which differ in
their single C domains.

o Most of the effector functions of antibodies are
mediated by the C regions of the heavy chains, but
these functions are triggered by binding of anti-
gens to the spatially distant combining site in the
V region.

O Antigens are substances specifically bound by
antibodies or T lymphocyte antigen receptors.
Antigens that bind to antibodies are a wide variety
of biologic molecules, including sugars, lipids, car-
bohydrates, proteins, and nucleic acids. This is in
contrast to T cell antigen receptors, which recog-
nize only peptide antigens.

e Macromolecular antigens contain multiple
epitopes, or determinants, each of which may
be recognized by an antibody. Linear epitopes
of protein antigens consist of a sequence of
adjacent amino acids, and conformational deter-
minants are formed by folding of a polypeptide
chain.

o The affinity of the interaction between the com-
bining site of a single antibody molecule and a
single epitope is generally measured as a IQ. Poly-
valent antigens contain multiple identical epitopes
to which identical antibody molecules can bind.
Antibodies can bind to two or, in the case of IgM,
up to 10 identical epitopes simultaneously,leading
to enhanced avidity of the antibody-antigen inter-
action. The relative concentrations of polyvalent
antigens and antibodies may favor the formation
of immune complexes that may deposit in tissues
and cause damage.
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o Antibody binding to antigen can be highly specific,
distinguishing small differences in chemical struc-
tures, but cross-reactions may also occur in which
two or more antigens may be bound by the same
antibody.

o Several changes in the structure of antibodies
made by one clone of B cells may occur in the
course of an immune response. B cells initially
produce only membrane-bound Ig, but in acti-
vated B cells and plasma cells, slmthesis is induced
of soluble Ig with the same antigen-binding speci-
ficiry as the original membrane-bound Ig receptor.
Changes in the use of C region gene segments
without changes in V regions are the basis of
isotype switching, which leads to changes in effec-
tor function without a change in specificity. point
mutations in the V regions of an antibody specific
for an antigen lead to increased affinity for that
antigen (affinity maturation).
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The principal functions of T lymphoc)'tes are defense
against intracellular microbes and activation of other
cells, such as macrophages and B lymphocltes. All these
functions require that T lymphocltes interact with other
cells, which may be infected host cells, dendritic cells,
macrophages, and B lymphocytes. The antigen receptors
ofT cells can only recognize antigens that are displayed
on other cells. This specificity of T lymphocytes is in con-
trast to that of B lymphocytes and their secreted prod-

that determine the outcome of tissue transplants, We

now know that the physiologic function of MHC mole-
cules is the presentation of peptides to T cells. In faet,

MHC molecules are integral components of the ligands

that most T cells recognize because the antigen recep-

tors of T cells are actually specific for complexes of
foreign peptide antigens and self MHC molecules
(schematically illustrated in Fig. 5-1). There are two

main tlpes of MHC gene products, called class I MHC

molecules and class II MHC molecules, which sample

different pools of protein antigens, cltosolic (most com-

monly endogenously synthesized) antigens, and extra-

cellular antigens endocytosed into vesicles, respectively.
Class I MHC molecules present peptides to CD8* cyto-

toxic T ly'rnphocltes (CTLs), and class II MHC molecules

to CD4* helper T cells. Thus, knowledge of the structure

and biosynthesis of MHC molecules and the association

of peptide antigens with MHC molecules is fundamen-

tal to understanding how T cells recognize antigens'
We begin our discussion of antigen recognition by T

cells with a description of the structure of MHC mole-

cules, the biochemistry of peptide binding to MHC mol-

ecules, and the genetics of the MHC. In Chapter 6, we

will discuss in more detail the presentation of antigens

to T lymphocytes, the roles of class I and class II MHC

molecules in this process, and the physiologic signifi-

cance of MHC-associated antigen presentation. The

structure of T cell antigen receptors is described in

Chapter 7. The role of MHC molecules in graft rejec-

tion is described in Chapter 16. The terminology and

97
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case ofpolyrnorphic genes, each inbred strain, because
it is homozygous, expresses a single allele from the orig-
inal population. Different strains may express different
alleles and are said to be allogeneic to one another.

\A/hen a tissue or an organ, such as a patch of skin, is
grafted from one animal to another, two possible out-
comes may ensue. In some cases, the grafted skin sur-
vives and functions as normal skin. In other cases, the
immune system destroys the graft, a process called
rejection. (We will discuss graft rejection in more detail
in Chapter 16.) Skin grafting experiments showed that
grafts exchanged between animals of one inbred strain
are accepted, whereas grafts exchanged between
animals of different inbred strains (or between outbred
animals) are rejected (Fig. 5-2A). Therefore, the recogni-
tion of a graft as self or foreign is an inherited trait. The
genes responsible for causing a grafted tissue to be per-
ceived as similar to or different from one's or,rm tissues
were called histocompatibility genes (genes that deter-
mine tissue compatibility between individuals), and the
differences between self and foreign were attributed to
polymorphisms among different histocompatibility
gene alleles.

The tools of genetics, namely, breeding and analysis
of the offspring, were then applied to identiSr the rele-
vant genes (Box 5-1). The critical strategy in this effort
was the breeding of congenic mouse strains; in two con-
genic strains, the mice are identical at all loci except the
one at which they are selected to be different. Analyses
of congenic mice that were selected for their ability to
reject grafts from one another indicated that a single
genetic region is primarily responsible for rapid graft
rejection, and this region was called the major histo-
compatibility locus. The particular locus that was iden-
tified in mice by Snell's group was linked to a gene
on chromosome 17 encoding a blood group antigen
called antigen II, and therefore this region was named
histocompatibility-2, or simply H-2. Initially, this locus
was thought to contain a single gene that controlled
tissue compatibility. However, occasional recombina-
tion events occurred within the H-2 locus during inter-
breeding of different strains, indicating that it actually
contained several different but closely linked genes,
each involved in graft rejection. The genetic region that
controlled graft rejection and contained several linked
genes was named the major histocompatibility complex.
Genes that determine the fate of grafted tissues are
present in all mammalian species, are homologous to
the H-2 genes first identified in mice, and are all called
MHC genes (Fig. 5-3). Other genes that contribute to
graft rejection to a lesser degree are called minor histo-
compatibility genes; we will return to these in Chapter
16, when we discuss transplantation immunology.
The nomenclature of mouse MHC genes is described in
Box 5-1.

MHC genes controlimmune responsiueness to protein
antigens. For almost 20 years after the MHC was discov-
ered, its only documented role was in graft rejection.
This was apuzzle to immunologists because transplan-
tation is not a normal phenomenon, and there was no
obvious reason why a set of genes should be preserved

tion of a peptide-MHG complex. This
an MHC molecule b inding and d is-

:i: ":J:' :?'"" ?:ili%':i if:'[Tfi:'
receptors are described I. chffi|"[?'NIHC 

molecules' and r cell

genetics of the MHC are best understood from a histor-
ical perspective, and we begin with a description of how
the MHC was discovered.

DlscovrnY OF THE MHC AND ITS Rou IIrI
luruurur Rrsporusrs
Discovery of  the Mouse MHG

The MHC was discouered as the genetic locus whose

species (except for relatively rare mutations); such genes
are said to be nonpolymorphic, and the normal, or wild-
t]4)e, gene sequence is usually present on both chromo-
somes of a pair in every member of the species. By
contrast, alternate forms, or variants, of other genes are
present at stable frequencies in different members of the
pooulation. Such genes are said to be poll'rnorphic, and
each common variant of a polymorphic gene is called an
allele. For polymorphic genes, an individual can have
the same allele at that genetic locus on both chromo-
somes of the pair and would be said to be homozygous,
or an individual can have two different alleles, one on
each chromosome, and would be termed heterozygous.

In the I940s, George Snell and his colleagues used
genetic techniques to analyze the rejection of trans-
planted tumors and other tissues grafted between

mice are homozygous at every genetic locus, and every
mouse of an inbred strain is genetically identical (syn-
geneic) to every other mouse of the same strain. In the
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FIGUBE 5-2 MHC genes control glaft  reject ion and immune responses. The two strains of mlce shown are identical except for their MHC

alleles (referred to as a and b) These strains reiect skin qrafts from each other (A) and respond dif ferently to immunization with a model
pro te in  an t igen (usua l ly  a  s imp le  po lypept ide)  (B)

and mice differed in their ability to make antibodies
against simple synthetic polypeptides, and responsive-
ness was inherited as a dominant mendelian trait (Fig.

5-28).The relevant genes were called immune response
(Ir) genes, and they were all found to map to the MHC.
We now know that Ir genes are, in fact, MHC genes that
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through evolution if the only function of the genes was
to control the rejection of foreign tissue grafts. In the
1960s and 1970s, it was discovered that MHC genes are
of fundamental importance for all immune responses to
protein antigens. Baruj Benacerraf, Hugh McDevitt, and
their colleagues found that inbred strains of guinea pigs

FIGURE 5-3 Schematic maps of human and
mouse MHC loci.  The basic organization of the
genes in  the  MHC locus  is  s lm i la r  in  humans and
mice Sizes of genes and intervening DNA seg-
ments are not shown to scale Class l l  loci are
shown as single blocks but each locus consists
of several genes Class l l l  MHC locus refers to
genes that encode molecules other than peptide-
displav molecules; this term is not used com-
monly  A  more  de ta i led  map o f  the  human MHC
is in Figure 5-9
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Our knowledge of  the organizat ion of  the MHC locus is
In large par t  the resul t  o f  mouse breeding studies.  A key
development  in  these studies was the creat ion of  con-
genrc mouse st ra ins that  d i f fer  only  in  the genes respon-
s ib le for  graf t  re ject ion Mice of  a congenic s t ra in are
rdent ica l  to  the parent  s t ra in at  every genet ic  locus except
the one for  which they are selected to d i f fer .  The st rat -
egy for  der iv ing congenic mice is  based on breeding and
selectron for  a par t icu lar  t ra i t  In  thei r  or ig inal  exper i -
ments,  Snel l  and col leagues used acceptance or  re ject ion
of  t ransplantable tumors as thei r  assay for  h is tocompat i -
b i l i ty ,  but  th is  is  more easi ly  done wi th sk in graf ts  For
instance,  a cross between inbred st ra ins A and B gener-
ates (A x B)F,  of fspr ing (F,  for  f i rs t  f i l ia l  generat ion)  The
offspring are repeatedly backcrossed to parental strain A,
and at  each stage the mice that  are selected for  breed-
ing are those that  accept  a sk in graf t  f rom st ra in B By
th is  method,  one can generate mice that  are genet ica l ly
ident ica l  to  s t ra in A except  that  they have the MHC locus
of  s t ra in B In other  words,  mice wi th the st ra in B MHC
do not  recognize st ra in B t issues as fore ign and wi l l
accept  s t ra in B graf ts ,  even though a l l  o ther  genet ic  loc i
are f rom stra in A Such mice are said to be congenic to
st ra in A and to have the "B MHC on an A background "
Such congenic s t ra ins have been used to s tudy the func-
t ion of  the MHC genes and to produce ant ibodies against
MHC-encoded prote ins

In mice,  the N/ lHC al le les of  par t icu lar  inbred st ra ins are
designated by lowercase letters (e g , a, b, c) The indi-
v idual  genes wi th in the MHC are named for  the MHC
type of  mouse st ra in in  which they were f i rs t  ident i f ied.
The two rndependent  MHC loc i  known to be mosr rmoor-
tant  for  graf t  re ject ion in  mice encode c lass I  MHC mol-
ecules and are called H-2K and H-2D The K qene was
f i rs t  d iscovered in a st ra in whose MHC had bJen oesrg-
nated k,  and the D gene was f i rs t  d iscovered in a st ra in
whose MHC had been designated d In the par lance of
mouse genet ic is ts ,  the a l le le of  Ihe H-2Kqene in a st ra in

with the k-type MHC is called K (pronounced K of k),
whereas the allele of lhe H-2K gene in a strain of MHC d
is cal led Kd (K of  d)  A th i rd locus s imi lar  to  K and D was
discovered later  and cal led L

Several other genes were subsequently mapped to the
region between the K and D genes responsible for skin
rejection For example, S genes were found that coded
for polymorphic serum proteins, now known to be com-
ponents of the complement system Most important, the
polymorphic lr genes described in the text were assigned
to a region within the MHC called / (the letter, not the
Roman numeral ) .  The /  region,  in  turn,  was fur ther  subdi-
vided into LA and fE subregions on the basis of recom-
bination events during breeding between congenic
strains The / region was also found to code for certain cell
surface antigens against which antibodies could be pro-
duced by interstrain immunizations These antigens were
cal led I  region-associated molecules,  or  la  molecules,  and
are the mur ine c lass l l  MHC molecules.  The genes of  the
l-A and /-E loci, which were discovered as lr genes, code
for  la  ant igens,  which are cal led l -A and l -E molecules,
respect ive ly  The l -A molecule found in the inbred mouse
stra in wi th the Kk and Dk a l le les is  ca l led l -Ak (pronounced
I  A of  k)  Simi lar  terminology is  used for  l -E morecures
Analys is  of  the mouse c lass l l  region revealed some sur-
prises that were not anticipated by classical genetics. For
instance,  the / -A subregion,  or ig inal ly  def ined by recombi-
nations during interbreeding of inbred strains, codes for
the a and 0 chains of  the l -A molecule as wel l  as for  the
highly  polymorphic B chain of  the l -E molecule.  The lF
subregion ident i f ied f rom breeding codes only for  the less
polymorphic s  chain of  the l -E molecule

The nomenclature of  the HLA locus takes in to account
the enormous polymorphism identr f ied by sero logic  and
molecular  methods Thus,  ind iv idual  a l le les mav be cal led
HLA-A"0201,  referr ing to the 01 subtype of  HLA-A2,  or
HLA-DRB1 "0401,  referr ing to the 01 subtype of  the HLA-
DRB4  a l l e l e ,  and  so  on

encode MHC molecules thar differ in their ability to bind
and display peptides derived from various protein anti-
gens. Responder strains inherit MHC alleles whose
products do bind such peptides, forming peptide-MHC
complexes that can be recognized by helper T cells.
These T cells then help B cells to produce antibodies.
Nonresponder strains express MHC molecules that are
not capable of binding peprides derived from the
pollpeptide antigen, and therefore these strains cannot
generate helper T cells or antibodies specific for the
antigen.

The first explanation for the role of MHC molecules
in T cell antigen recognition came with the discovery of
the phenomenon of MHC restriction of T cells, which we
will describe in Chapter 6 when we consider the charac-
teristics of the ligands that T cells recognize.

Discovery of  the Human MHC

Human MHC molecules are called human leukocyte
antigens (HLA) and are equiuaLent to the H-2 molecules
of mice. The kinds of experiments used to discover and
define MHC genes in mice, requiring inbreeding, obvi-
ously cannot be performed in humans. However, the
development of blood transfusion and especially organ
transplantation as methods of treatment in clinical med-
icine provided a strong impetus to detect and define
genes that control rejection reactions in humans. Jean
Dausset, Jan van Rood, and their colleagues first showed
that individuals who reject kidneys or have transfusion
reactions to white blood cells often contain circulating
antibodies reactive with antigens on the white blood
cells ofthe blood or organ donor. Sera that react against



the cells of other, allogeneic individuals are called
alloantisera and are said to contain alloantibodies,
whose molecular targets are called alloantigens. It was
presumed that these alloantigens are the products of
poll'rnorphic genes that distinguish foreign tissues from
self tissues. Panels of alloantisera were collected from
alloantigen-immunized donors, including multiparous
women (who are immunized by paternal alloantigens
expressed by the fetus during pregnancy), actively
immunized volunteers, and transfusion or transplant
recipients. These sera were compared for their ability to
bind to and lyse lymphocytes from different donors.
Efforts at international workshops, involving exchanges
of reagents among laboratories, led to the identification
of several polymorphic genetic loci, clustered together in
a single Iocus on chromosome 6, whose products are
recognized by alloantibodies. Because these alloantigens
are expressed on human leukocytes, they were called
human leukocyte antigens (HLAs). Family studies
were then used to construct the map of the HLA locus
(see Fig. 5-3). The first three genes defined by serologic
approaches were called HLA-A, HIA.-B, and HIA-C.

The use of antibodies to study alloantigenic differ-
ences between donors and recipients was comple-
mented by the mixed leukoclte reaction (MLR), a test for
T cell recognition of allogeneic cells. The MLR is also an
in uitro model for allograft rejection and will be dis-
cussed more fully in the context of transplantation (see

Chapter 16). It was found that T lymphocltes from one
individual would proliferate in response to leukocytes of
another individual, and this assay was used to map the
genes that elicited allogeneic T cell reactions. The first
gene to be identified from these studies of cellular
responses mapped to a region adjacent to the serologi-
cally defined HIA locus and was therefore called HIA-
D. The protein encoded by the HLA-D locus was later
detected by alloantibodies and was called the H[A-D-
related, or HLA-DR, molecule. TWo additional genes that
mapped adjacent to HLA-D were found to encode pro-

teins structurally similar to HIA-DR and also were found
to contribute to MLRs; these genes were called HI-4-DQ
and HIA-DE with Q and P chosen for their proximity in
the alphabet to R.

We now know that differences in HLA alleles between
individuals are important determinants of the rejection
of grafts from one individual to another (see Chapter 16).
Thus, the HLA Iocus of humans is functionally equiva-
lent to the H-2 locus of mice defined by transplantation
experiments. As we shall see later, MHC molecules in

all mammals have essentially the same structure and
function.

The accepted nomenclature of MHC genes and their
encoded proteins is based on sequence and structural
homologies and is applicable to all vertebrate species
(see Fig- 5-3). The genes identified as determinants of
graft rejection in mice (H-2K, H-2D, and H-2L) are

homologous to the serologically defined human Hl.A
genes (HLA-A, HI-4-8, and HLA-Q, and all of these
are grouped as class I MHC genes. The Ir genes of
mice (1-A and 1-E) are homologous to the human genes

identified by lyrnphocyte responses in the MLR (HIA-

t
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DR, HLA-DB and HI'A-DQ) and are grouped as class II
MHC genes. There are many other genes contained
withinlhe MHC; we will return to these later in this
chapter. RoshanKetab 02L-66950639

Propefties of MHG Genes

Several important characteristics of MHC genes and
their products were deduced from classical genetic and
biochemical analyses done in mice and humans.

@ The two ffies of polymorphic MHC genes, namely, the
class I and, class II MHC genes, encod'e two groups of
structurally distinct but homologous proteins' Class I
MHC molecules present peptides to and are recog-
nized by CD8* T cells, and class II MHC molecules
present PePtides to CD4* T cells.

studies were conducted on outbred human popula-
tions. A remarkable feature to emerge from the
studies of the human MHC genes is the unprece-
dented and unanticipated extent of their polymor-
phism. For some HLA loci (HI"q'-B), as many as 25O
ull"l"t have been identified by serologic assays. Mol-
ecular sequencing has shor'rm that a single serologi-
cally defined HI-A. allele may actually consist of
muitiple variants that differ slightly. Therefore, the
polymorphism is even greater than that predicted
from serologic studies.

o MHC genes are cod'ominantly expressed in each indi-
uiauit. In other words, for a given MHC gene, each
individual expresses the alleles that are inherited
from each of ihe two parents. For the individual, this
maximizes the number of MHC molecules available
to bind peptides for presentation to T cells'

The set of MHC alleles present on each chromosome
is called an MHC haplotype. In humans, each HIA allele
is given a numerical designation. For instance, an HI-A
traptotype of an individual could be HIA-A2, HIA-BS,
HI-A.-DRS, and so on. All heterozygous individuals, of

disequilibrium.
The discoveries of the phenomena of MHC-linked
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SrRucruRr oF MHC Molrculrs
The elucidation of the biochemistrv of MHC molecules
has been one of the most important accomplishments
of modern immunology. The key advance in this field
was the solution of the crystal structures for the extra_
cellular portions of human class I and class II molecules
by DonMley, Jack Strominger, and their colleagues. Sub-
sequently, many MHC molecules with bound peptides
have been crystallized and analyzed in detail. On the
basis of this knowledge, we now understand how MHC
molecules function to display peptides.

In this section of the chapter, we first summarize the
biochemical features that are common to class I and
class II MHC molecules and that are most important for
the function of these molecules. We then describe the
structures of class I and class II proteins, pointing out
their important similarities and differenceJ(Table S_tt.

Propert ies of  MHC Molecules

All MHC molecules share certain structural characteris-
tics that are critical for their role in peptide display and
antigen recognition by T ly.rnphocytes.

o Each MHC molecule consists of an extracellular
peptide-binding cleft, or grooue, followed by
immunoglobulin (Ig)-like domains and transmem_
brane and cytoplasmic domains.As we shall see later,
class I molecules are composed of one polypeptide
chain encoded in the MHC and a second, non-MHC_
encoded chain, whereas class II molecules are made
up of two MHC-encoded polypeptide chains. Despite
this difference, the overall three-dimensional struc_
tures of class I and class II molecules are similar.

o The polymorphic amino acid residues of MHC mole_
cules are located in and ad,jacent to the peptide_
binding cleft. This cleft is formed by the folding'of the

amino termini of the MHC-encoded proteins and is
composed of paired s-helices resting on a floor made
up of an eight-stranded B-pleated sheet. The poly-
morphic residues, which are the amino acids that
vary among different MHC alleles, are located in and
around this cleft. This portion of the MHC molecule

a discussion of peptide binding by MHC molecules
later in this chapter.

@ The nonpolymorphic lg-like domains of MHC mole-
cules contain binding sites for the T celt molecules
CD4 andCDS. CD4 and CD8 are expressed on distinct
subpopulations of mature T lyrnphocltes and partic-
ipate, together with antigen receptors, in the recogni-
tion of antigen; that is, CD4 and CDg are T cell
"coreceptors" (see Chapter Z). CD4 binds selectively
to class II MHC molecules, and CD8 binds to class i
molecules. This is why CD4. T cells recognize only
peptides displayed by class II molecules, and CDg. i
cells recognize peptides presented by class I mole-
cules. Most CD4* T cells function as helper cells, and
most CD8* cells are CTLs.

Class I  MHC Molecules

Class I molecules consist of two noncovalently linked
polypeptide chains: an MHC-encoded 44-47kD achain
(or heavy chain) and a non-MHC-encoded 12 kD sub-
unit called pr-microglobulin (Fig. 5-4). Each a chain
is oriented so that about three quarters of the complete
polypeptide extends into the extracellular milieu, a short

A.bbreviations; HLA, human leukocyte antigen; MHC, major
histocompatibility complex

Table 5-1. Features of Class I  and Class l l  MHC Molecules

Feature Class IMHC Class l l MHC
Polypeptide chains u (44-47 kD)

B2-Microglobul in  (12 kD)
cr (32-34 kD)
B (2e-32 kD)

Locations of
polymorphic residues

s1 and cr2 domains cr1 and B1 domains

Binding site for
T cell coreceptor

a3 region binds CD8 B2 region binds CD4

Size of
peptide-binding cleft

Accommodates peptides
of 8-11 residues

Accommodates peptides
of 10-30 residues or more

Nomenclature
Human HLAIA, HLA-B, HLA-C

H.zK, H-2D. H-2L

HLA:DR, HLA-D-Q: HLA-DP

t-A, t-EMouse
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Class I MHC leaflet of the lipid bilayer and anchor the MHC molecule
in the plasma membrane.

The light chain of class I molecules, which is encoded
by a gene outside the MHC, is called B2-microglobulin
for iti electrophoretic mobility (pr), size (micro), and
solubility (globulin). p2-microglobulin interacts nonco-
valently with the s3 domain of the o chain. Like the s3
segment, B2-microglobulin is structurally homologous
to an Ig domain and is invariant among all class I
molecules.

The fully assembled class I mol'ecule k a heterotrimer
consising of an a chain, p2-microglobulin, and a bound

Peptide-binding 
\

Class IMHC
Transmembrane

Disulfide bond

lg domain

FIGURE 5-4 Structule of a class I MHC molecule. The schematic
diagram f/eft l  i l lustrates the dif ferent regions of the MHC molecule
(not drawn to scale) Class I molecules are composed of a poly-
morphic o chain noncovalently attached to the nonpolymorphic p1
microglobul in (02m) The cr chain is glycosylated; carbohydrate
residues are not shown The ribbon diagram /rghtl shows the struc-
ture of the extracel lular port ion of the HLA-B27 molecule with a
bound peptide, resolved by x+ay crystal lography. (Courtesy of Dr P
Bjorkman, Cali fornia Inst i tute of Technology, Pasadena, Cali fornia )

hydrophobic segment spans the cell membrane, and the
carboxy-terminal residues are located in the cytoplasm.
The amino-terminal (N-terminal) ol and cr2 segments of
the cr chain, each approximately 90 residues long, inter-
act to form a platform of an eight-stranded, antiparallel
p-pleated sheet supporting two parallel strands of cr-
helix. This forms the peptide-binding cleft of class I mol-
ecules. Its size is large enough (-254 x 10A x I lA) to bind
peptides of 8 to ll amino acids in a flexible, extended
conformation. The ends of the class I peptide-binding
cleft are closed so that larger peptides cannot be accom-
modated. Therefore, native globular proteins have to be
"processed" to generate fragments that are small enough
to bind to MHC molecules and to be recognized by T
cells (see Chapter 6). The polyrnorphic residues of class
I molecules are confined to the crl and a2 domains,
where they contribute to variations among different
class I alleles in peptide binding and T cell recognition
(Fig. 5-5). The a3 segment of the cr chain folds into an Ig
domain whose amino acid sequence is conserved
among all class I molecules. This segment contains the
binding site for CD8. At the carboxy-terminal end of the
cr3 segment is a stretch of approximately 25 hydropho-
bic amino acids that traverses the lipid bilayer of the
plasma membrane. Immediately following this are
approximately 30 residues located in the cytoplasm,
included in which is a cluster of basic amino acids that
interact with phospholipid head groups of the inner

Polymorphic residues of MHC molecules. The poly-
es of class I and class l l  MHC molecules (shown as
located in the peptide-binding clefts and the s-helices

around the clefts In the class ll molecule shown (HLA-DR), essen-
t ial ly al l  the polymorphism is in the p chain. However, other class l l

molecules in humans and mice show varying degrees of polymor-

ohism in the a chain and usually much more in the p chain' (Cour-

iesy of Dr. J. McCluskey, University of Melbourne, Parkville,

Austral ia.)

Top view

Class ll MHC

Top view
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antigenic peptide, and stable expression of class I mole-
cules on cell surfaces requires the presence of all three
components of the heterotrimer. The reason for this is

only useful peptide-loaded MHC molecules are
expressed on cell surfaces. The process of assembly of
stable peptide-loaded class I molecules will be detailed
in Chapter 6.

Most individuals are heterozygous for MHC genes
and therefore express six different class I molecules on
every cell, containing cr chains encoded by the two
inherited alleles of HLA-A, HLA-&, and HIA-C genes.

Class l l  MHC Molecules

Class II MHC molecules are composed of two noncova-
lently associated polypeptide chains, a 32 to 34 kD a
chain and a 29 to 32 kD P chain (Fig. 5-6). Unlike class I
molecules, the genes encoding both chains of class II
molecules are polymorphic.

The amino-terminal al and Bl segments of the class
II chains interact to form the peptide-binding cleft,
which is structurally similar to the cleft of class i mole-
cules. Four strands ofthe floor ofthe cleft and one ofthe
cr-helical walls are formed by the al segment, and the

Class l l MHC

other four strands of the floor and the second wall are
formed by the Bt segment. The polyrnorphic residues are
located in the al and Bl segments, in and around the
peptide-binding cleft, as in class I molecules (see Fig.
5-5). In human class II molecules, most of the polyrnor-
phism is in the B chain. In class II molecules, the ends of
the peptide-binding cleft are open, so that peptides of 30
residues or more can fit.

The a2 and p2 segments of class II molecules, like
class I a3 and Br-microglobulin, are folded into Ig
domains and are nonpolymorphic amongvarious alleles
of a particular class II gene. The p2 segment of class II
molecules contains the binding site for CD4, similar to
the binding site for CD8 in the a3 segment of the class
I heavy chain. In general, cr chains of one class II MHC
locus (e.9., DR) most often pair with B chains of the same
locus and less commonlywith p chains of other loci (e.g.,
DQ, DP).

The carboxy-terminal ends of the a2 andB2 segments
continue into short connecting regions followed by
approximately 25-amino acid stretches of hydrophobic
transmembrane residues. In both chains, the trans-
membrane regions end with clusters of basic amino acid
residues, followed by short, hydrophilic cytoplasmic
tails.

The fully assembled class II moLecul.e is a het-
erotrimer consisting of an a chain, a p chain, and a
bound antigenic peptide, and stable expression of class
II molecules on cell surfaces requires the presence of all
three components of the heterotrimer. As in class I mol-
ecules, this ensures that the MHC molecules that end up
on the cell surface are the molecules that are serving
their normal function of peptide display.

Humans inherit, from each parent, one DpBl and one
DPAI gene encoding, respectively, the p and a chains of
an HI-A-DP molecule; one DQAI and one DeBI gene;
and one DRAI gene, a DRBI gene, and a separate dupli-
cated DRB gene that may encode the alleles DRB3, 4, or
5. Thus, each heterozygous individual inherits six or
eight class II MHC alleles, three or four from each parent
(one set each of DP and DQ, and one or two of DR). Typ-
ically, there is not much recombination between genes
of different loci (i.e., DRcrwith DQF, and so on), and each
haplotype tends to be inherited as a single unit.
However, because some haplotypes contain extra DRB
loci that produce B chains that assemble with DRa, and
some DQcr molecules encoded on one chromosome can
associate with DQB molecules encoded from the other
chromosome, the total number of expressed class II
molecules may be considerably more than 6.

Blrrrotruc 0F PEplDEs r0 MHC Momcuus
With the realization rhat MHC molecules are the peptide
display molecules of the adaptive immune sysrem, con-
siderable effort has been devoted to elucidating the
molecular basis of peptide-MHC interactions and the
characteristics of peptides that allow them to bind to
MHC molecules. These issues are important not only for
understanding the biology of T cell antigen recognition
but also for defining the properties of a protein that

Disulf ide bond ----- ,

rs domain 
C

FIGURE 5-6 Structure of a class l l  MHG molecule. The schematic
diagram (/eft l  i l lustrates the dif ferent regions of the MHC molecule
(not drawn to scale). Class l l  molecules are composed of a poly_
morphic a chain noncovalently attached to a polymorphic B chain.
Both chains are glycosylated; carbohydrate resldues are not shown.
The r ibbon diagram (nglht l  shows the structure of the extracel lular
port ion of the HLA-DR1 molecule with a bound peptide, resolved by
x-ray crystallography. (Courtesy of Dr. p Bjorkman, California Insti_
tute of Technology, Pasadena, Cali fornia.)



make it immunogenic. All proteins that are immuno-
genic in an individual must generate peptides that can
bind to the MHC molecules of that individual. Informa-
tion about peptide-MHC interactions may be used to
design vaccines, by inserting MHC-binding amino acid
sequences into antigens used for immunization. In the
section that follows, we summarize the key features of
the interactions between peptides and class I or class II
MHC molecules.

Several analytical methods have been used to study
peptide-MHC interactions:

r' The earliest studies relied on functional assays of
helper T cells and CTLs responding to antigen-
presenting cells that were incubated with different
peptides. By determining which types of peptides
derived from complex protein antigens could activate
T cells from animals immunized with these antigens,
it was possible to define the features of peptides that
allowed them to be presented by antigen-presenting
cells.

Lr After MHC molecules were purified, it was possible to
study their interactions with radioactively or fluores-
cently labeled peptides in solution by methods such
as equilibrium dialysis and gel filtration to quantitate
bound and free peptides.

{:} The nature of MHC-binding peptides generated from
intact proteins has been analyzed by exposing antigen-
presenting cells to a protein antigen for various times,
purifying the MHC molecules from these cells by affin-
ity chromatography, and eluting the bound peptides
for amino acid sequencing by mass spectroscopy. The
same approach may be used to define the endogenous
peptides that are displayed by antigen-presenting cells
isolated from animals or humans.

il X-ray crystallographic analysis of peptide-MHC
complexes has provided valuable information about
how peptides sit in the clefts of MHC molecules and
about the residues of each that participate in this
binding.

On the basis of such studies, we now understand the
physicochemical characteristics of peptide-MHC inter-
actions in considerable detail. It has also become appar-
ent that the binding of peptides to MHC molecules is
fundamentally different from the binding of antigens to
the antigen receptors of B and T lymphocytes (see
Chapter 4, Table 4-1).

Characteristics of Peptide-MHC
lnteractions

MHC molecules show a broad specificity for peptide
binding, in contrast to the fine specificity of antigen
recognition of the antigen receptors of T lymphocytes.
There are several important features of the interactions
of MHC molecules and antigenic peptides.

o Each class I or class II MHC molecule has a single
peptide-binding clefr that bind.s one peptide at a
time, but each MHC molecule can bind. many d'ffir-
ent peptid.es. This ability of any MHC molecule to
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bind many different peptides was established by
several lines of experimental evidence.

If a T cell specific for one peptide is stimulated by
antigen-presenting cells presenting that peptide, the
response is inhibited by the addition of an excess of
other, structurally similar peptides (Fig. 5-7). In these
experiments, the MHC molecule bound different
peptides, but the T cell recognized only one of these
peptides presented by the MHC molecule.

Direct binding studies with purified MHC molecules
in solution definitively established that a single MHC
molecule can bind multiple different peptides (albeit

only one at a time) and that multiple peptides

compete with one another for binding to the single
binding site of each MHC molecule.

, The analyses of peptides eluted from MHC molecules
purified from antigen-presenting cells showed that
many different peptides can be eluted from any one
type of MHC molecule.

The solution of the crystal structures of class I and
class II MHC molecules confirmed the presence of a

single peptide-binding cleft in these molecules (see

Figs. 5-4 and 5-6). It is not surprising that a single
MHC molecule can bind multiple peptides because
each individual contains only a few different MHC
molecules (6 class I and as many as 10 to 20 class II

molecules in a heterozygous individual), and these
must be able to present peptides from the enormous
number of protein antigens that one is likely to

encounter.

Antigen competit ion for T cel ls '  A T cel l  recognizes
ented by one MHC molecule. An excess of a dif fer-
at binds to the same MHC molecule competit ively
tat ion of the peptide that the T cel l  recognizes APC,

antigen-presenting cel l

Excess of different
MHC-binding peptide
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@ The peptides that bind to MHC molecules share struc-
tural features that promote this interaction. One of
these features is the size of the peptide-class I mol-
ecules can accommodate peptides that are 8 to ll
residues long, and class II molecules bind peptides
that may be 10 to 30 residues long or longer, the
optimal length being 12 to 16 residues. In addition,
peptides that bind to a particular allelic form of an
MHC molecule contain amino acid residues that
allow complementary interactions between the pep-
tide and that allelic MHC molecule. The residues of a
peptide that bind to MHC molecules are distinct from
those that are recognized byT cells.

@ The association of antigenic peptides and MHC
molecules is a saturable interaction with a uery slow
off-rate. In a cell, several chaperones and enzl'rnes
facilitate the binding of peptides to MHC molecules
(see Chapter 6). Once formed, most peptide-MHC
complexes are stable, and kinetic dissociation con-
stants are indicative of long half-lives that range from
hours to many days. This extraordinarily slow off-rate
of peptide dissociation from MHC molecules allows
peptide-MHC complexes to persist long enough on
the surfaces of antigen-presenting cells that the
antigen can be found by T cells. This feature of
antigen display enables the few T cells that are spe-
cific for the antigen to locate the antigen as the cells
circulate through tissues, and thus to generate effec-
tive immune responses against the antigen.

o The MHC molecules of an indiuidual do not discrim-
inate between foreign peptides (e.g., those deriued
ftom microbial proteins) and peptid,es derived from
the proteins of that indiuidual (self antigens). Thus,
MHC molecules display both self peptides and
foreign peptides, and T cells survey these displaved
peptides for the presence of foreign antigen;. This
process is central to the surveillance function of T
cells. However, the inability of MHC molecules to dis-
criminate between self antigens and foreign antigens
raises two questions. First, because MHC molecules
are continuously exposed to, and presumably occu-
pied by, abundant self peptides, how can their
peptide-binding sites ever be available to bind and

assembly, in the specificity of T cells, and in the exqui-
site sensitivity of these cells to small amounts of
peptide-MHC complexes. We will return to these
questions in more detail in Chapter 6.

Structura l  Basis of  Pept ide Binding to
MHC Molecules

The binding of peptides to MHC molecules k q nonco-
ualent interaction mediated bv residues both in the
peptides and in the ctefrs oi the MHC molecules.
Protein antigens are proteol),'tically cleaved in antigen-

presenting cells to generate the peptides that will be
bound and displayed by MHC molecules (see Chapter
6). These peptides bind to the clefts of MHC molecules
in an extended conformation. Once bound, the peptides
and their associated water molecules fill the clefts,
making extensive contacts with the amino acid residues
that form the B-strands of the floor and the cr-helices of
the walls of the cleft (Fig. 5-8). In most MHC molecules,
the B-strands in the floor of the cleft contain "pockets."
The amino acid residues of a peptide may contain
side chains that fit into these pockets and bind to com-
plementary amino acids in the MHC molecule, often
through hydrophobic interactions. Such residues of
the peptide are called anchor residues because they
contribute most of the favorable interactions of the
binding (i.e., they anchor the peptide in the cleft of
the MHC molecule). The anchor residues of peptides
may be located in the middle or at the ends of the
peptide. Each MHC-binding peptide usually contains
only one or tvvo anchor residues, and this presumably
allows greater variability in the other residues of the
peptide, which are the residues that are recognized by
specific T cells. Not all peptides use anchor residues to
bind to MHC molecules, especially to class II molecules.
Specific interactions of peptides with the cr-helical sides
of the MHC cleft also contribute to peptide binding by
forming hydrogen bonds or charge interactions (salt
bridges). Class I-binding peptides usually contain
hydrophobic or basic amino acids at their carboxyl
termini that also contribute to the interaction.

Because many of the residues in and around the
peptide-binding cleft of MHC molecules are polymor-
phic (i.e., they differ among various MHC alleles),
different alleles favor the binding of different peptides.
This is the structural basis of the function of MHC genes
as "immune response genes"; only animals that express
MHC alleles that can bind a particular peptide and
display it to T cells can respond to that peptide.

The antigen receptors of T cells recognizn both the
antigenic peptide and the MHC molecules, with the
peptide being responsible for the fine specificity of
antigen recognition and the MHC residues accounting
for the MHC restriction of the T celk. A portion of the
bound peptide is exposed from the open top of the
cleft of the MHC molecule, and the amino acid side
chains of this portion of the peptide are recognized bythe
antigen receptors of specific T cells. The same T cell
receptor also interacts with polymorphic residues of the
a,-helices of the MHC molecule itself (see Fig. 5-l). pre-
dictably, variations in either the peptide antigen or the
peptide-binding cleft of the MHC molecule will alter
presentation of that peptide or its recognition by T cells.
In fact, one can enhance the immunogenicity of a
peptide by incorporating into it a residue that strength-
ens its binding to commonly inherited MHC molecules
in a population.

By introducing mutations in an immunogenic
peptide, it is possible to identif,i residues involved in
binding to MHC molecules and those that are critical
for T cell recognition. This approach has been applied



to many peptide antigens, using T cells to measure
responses to these peptides (see Fig.5-8C).

The realization that the polymorphic residues of
MHC molecules determine the speciflcity of peptide
binding and T cell antigen recognition has led to the
question of why MHC genes are poll'rnorphic. One pos-
sibility is that the presence of multiple MHC alleles in
a population provides an evolutionary advantage
because it will ensure that virtually all peptides derived
from microbial antigens will be recognized by the
immune system of at least some individuals. At the pop-
ulation level, this will increase the range of microbial
peptides that may be presented to T cells and reduce the
likelihood that a single pathogen can evade host
defenses in all the individuals in a given species.

Grruourc 0ncnrurzRnoN oF THE MHC

In humans, the MHC is located on the short arm of chro-
mosome 6, and Br-microglobulin is encoded by a gene
on chromosome 15. The human MHC occupies a large
segment of DNA, extending about 3500 kilobases (kb).
(For comparison, a large human gene may extend
up to 50 to 100kb, andthe size of the entire genome of
the bacteriurr' Escherichia coliis approximately 4500 kb.)
In classical genetic terms, the MHC locus extends about
4 centimorgans, meaning that crossovers within the
MHC occur with a frequency of about 4Vo at each
meiosis. A molecular map of the human MHC is shown
in Figure 5-9.

Many of the proteins inuolued. in the processing of
protein antigens and. the presentation of peptides to T
celk are encoded by genes located within the MHC.ln
other words, this genetic locus contains much of the
information needed for the machinery of antigen pres-
entation. The class I genes, HLA-A, HLA-B, and HIA-C,
are in the most telomeric portion of the HIA locus, and
the class II genes are the most centromeric in the HLA
locus. Within the class II locus are genes that encode
several proteins that play critical roles in antigen pro-
cessing. One of these proteins, called the transporter
associated with antigen processing (TAP), is a het-
erodimer that transports peptides from the cytosol into
the endoplasmic reticulum, where the peptides can
associate with newly synthesized class I molecules. The
two subunits of the TAP dimer are encoded by two genes
within the class II region. Other genes in this cluster
encode subunits of a cytosolic protease complex, called
the proteasome, that degrades cytosolic proteins into
peptides that are subsequently presented by class I MHC
molecules. Another pair of genes, called HLA-DMA and
HLA-DMB, encodes a nonpolymorphic heterodimeric
class Il-like molecule, called HIA-DM (or H-2M in
mice), that is involved in peptide binding to class II mol-
ecules. The functions of these proteins in antigen pres-
entation are discussed in Chapter 6.

Between the class I and class II gene clusters are genes
that code for several components of the complement
svstem; for three structurallv related cytokines, tumor
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Peptide

residue
of peptide

FIGURE S-8 Peptide binding to MHG molecules. A These top
views of the crystal structures of MHC molecules show how pep-
t ides l ie in the peptide-binding clefts. The class I molecule shown
is HLA-A2, and the class l l  molecule is HLA-DR1 The cleft  of the
class I molecule is closed, whereas that of the class l l  molecule is
open. As a result,  class l l  molecules accommodate longer peptldes

than do class I molecules, (Reprinted with permission of Macmil lan
Publishers Ltd from Bjorkman PJ, MA Saper, B Samraoui, WS
Bennett,  JL Strominger, and DC Wiley Structure of the human class
I histocompatibi l i ty antigen HLA-A2. Nature 329:506-512, 1987; and
Brown J et al.  Three-dimensional structure of the human class l l
histocompatibi l i ty antigen HLA-DR1. Nature 364:33-39, 1993.) B.
The side view of a cut-out of a peptide bound to a class l l  MHC mol-
ecule shows how anchor residues of the pepttde hold i t  in the
pockets in the cleft  of the MHC molecule. (From Scott CA, PA Peter-
son, L Teyton, and lA Wilson. Crystal structures of two 1-40-peptide
complexes reveal that high aff ini ty can be achieved without large
anchor residues. lmmunity 8:319-329, 1998. Copyright 1998' with
permission from Elsevier Science.) C. Different residues of a peptide
bind to MHC molecules and are recognized byT cel ls. The immun-
odominant epitope of the protein hen egg lysozyme (HEL) in H-2"
mice is a peptide composed of residues 52-62 fhe r ibbon diagram
modeled after crystal structures shows the surface of the peptide-
binding cleft  of the l-Ak class l l  molecule and the bound HEL peptide
with amino acid residues (P1-Pg) indicated as spheres. Mutational
analysis of the peptide has shown that the residues involved in
binding to MHC molecules are P'1 (Asp52), P4 ( l le55), P6 (Gln57),

P7 ( l le 58). and P9 (Ser60); these are the residues that project down
and f i t  into the peptide-binding cleft  The residues involved in recog-
nit ion by T cel ls are P2 (Tyr53), P5 (Leu56), and P8 (Asn59); these
residues project upward and are avai lable to T cel ls (From Fremont
DH, D Monnale, CA Nelson, WA Hendrickson, and ER Unanue
Crystal structure of l-A in complex with a dominant epitope of
lysozyme. lmmunity 8:305-317, 1998. Copyright '1 998, with per-
mission from Elsevier Science )
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necrosis factor (TNF), lymphotoxin-c (LI-c), and LI-p;
and for some heat shock proteins. The genes within the
MHC that encode these diverse oroteins have been
called class III MHC genes. Between HLA-C and HLA-A,
and telomeric to HIA-A, are many genes that are called
class I-like because they resemble class I genes but
exhibit little or no polymorphism. Some of these encode
proteins that are expressed in association with Br-
microglobulin and are called class IB molecules, to dis-
tinguish them from the classical polymorphic class I
molecules. Among the class IB molecules is HIA-G,
which may play a role in antigen recognition by natural
killer (NK) cells, and HIA-H, which appears to be
involved in iron metabolism and has no known function
in the immune system. Many of the class I-like
sequences are pseudogenes. The functions of most of
these class I-like genes and pseudogenes are not knor,m.
One role may be that during evolution, these DNA
sequences serve as repositories of cclding sequences that
are used for generating polymorphic sequences in con-
ventional class I and class II MHC molecules by the
process of gene conversion. In this process, a portion of
the sequence of one gene is replaced with a portion of
another gene without a reciprocal recombination event.
Gene conversion is a more efficient mechanism than

r -m
3600

point mutation for producing genetic variation without
loss of function because several changes can be intro-
duced at once, and amino acids necessary for maintain-
ing protein structure can remain unchanged if identical
amino acids at those positions are encoded by both of
the genes involved in the conversion event. It is clear
from population studies that the extraordinary poly-
morphism of MHC molecules has been generated by
gene conversion and not by point mutations.

The mouse MHC, located on chromosome 17, occu-
pies about 2000kb ofDNA, and the genes are organized
in an order slightly different from the human MHC gene.
One of the mouse class I genes (H-2p is centromeric to
the class II region, but the other class I genes and the
nonpolymorphic class IB genes are telomeric to the class
II region. As in the human, Br-microglobulin is encoded
not by the MHC but by a gene located on a separate
chromosome (chromoso me 2).

There are Br-microglobulin-associated proteins other
than class I MHC molecules that may serve important
functions in the immune system. These include the
neonatal Fc receptor (see Chapter 14), and the CDI mol-
ecules, which are involved in presenting lipid and other
nonpeptide antigens to unusual populations of T cells.
These proteins are homologous to the class I MHC cr

I

3000
r l

3200
l ' t ' l

3400 3800 4000
kbases

FlgU^RE 5-9 Map of the human MHC. This map s simpli f ied to exclude many genes that are of unknown function HLA-E, HLA-F, and
HLA-G,  and the  MIC genes are  c lass  l - l i ke  molecu les ,  many o f  whose produc ts  - re  recogn ized by  NK ce l l s ;  C4.  C2,  and fac to r  B  genes
encode complement proteins; tapasin, DlV, DO, TAP, and proteasome encode proteins involved in antrgen processing; LTA, B, and TNF
encode cytokrnes Many pseudogenes and genes whose roles in immune responses are not establ ished are located in the HLA complex
but are not shown
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chain but are encoded outside the MHC, on different
chromosomes.

ExpRrssroN oF MHC Mouculrs

Because MHC molecules are required to present anti-
gens to T lymphocltes, the expression of these proteins
in a cell determines whether foreign (e.g., microbial)
antigens in that cell will be recognized by T cells. There
are several important features of the expression of MHC
molecules.

C CJass I moLecules are constitutiuely expressed on uir-
tually all nucleated celk, whereas class II molecules
are normally expressed. on only d.endritic celk, B lym-
phocytes, macrophages, and a few other cell types,
This pattern of MHC expression is linked to the func-
tions of class I-restricted and class Il-restricted T
cells. The effector function of class I-restricted CD8*
T cells is to kill cells infected with intracellular
microbes, such as viruses. Because viruses can infect
virtually any nucleated cell, the ligands that CD8* T
cells recognize need to be displayed on all nucleated
cells. The expression of class I MHC molecules on
nucleated cells serves precisely this purpose, provid-
ing a display system for viral antigens. In contrast,
class Il-restricted CD4. helper T lymphocytes have a
set of functions that require recognizing antigen pre-
sented by a more limited number of cell types. In par-
ticular, naive CD4'T cells need to recognize antigens
that are presented by dendritic cells in peripheral
Iyrnphoid organs. Differentiated CD4. helper T lym-
phocytes function mainly to activate (or help)
macrophages to eliminate extracellular microbes that
have been phagocytosed and to activate B lympho-
cltes to make antibodies that also eliminate extracel-
Iular microbes. Class II molecules are expressed
mainly on these cell types and provide a system for
displaying peptides derived from extracellular
microbes and proteins.

o The expression of MHC molecules is increased by
cytokines produced duringboth innate and adaptiue
immune responses (Fig. 5-10). On most cell qpes, the
interferons IFN-c, IFN-8, and IFN-1increase the level
of expression of class I molecules, andTNF and LI can
have the same effect. (The properties and biologic
activities of cltokines are discussed in Chapter 12.)
The interferons are produced during the early innate
immune response to many viruses (see Chapter 2),
and TNF and LI are produced in response to many
microbial infections. Thus, innate immune responses
to microbes increase the expression of the MHC mol-
ecules that display microbial antigens to microbe-
specific T cells. This is one of the mechanisms by
which innate immunity stimulates adaptive immune
responses.

The expression of class II molecules is also regu-
Iated by cytokines and other signals in different cells.
IFN-y is the principal cltokine involved in stimulat-
ing expression of class II molecules in antigen-pre-

FIGUBE 5-1o Enhancement of class l l MHG expression by
IFN-1. IFN-y, produced by NK cells and other cell types during
innate immune reactions to microbes, or by T cells during adaptive
immune reactions, stimulates class l l MHC expression on antigen-
presenting cells (APCs) and thus enhances the activation of CD4*
T cells. IFN-^y has a similar effect on the expression of class I MHC
molecules and the activation of CDB* T cells

senting cells such as dendritic cells and macrophages
(see Fig. 5-f0). The IFN-1may be produced by NK

cells during innate immune reactions, and by

antigen-activated T cells during adaptive immune

reactions. The ability of IFN-y to increase class II

expression on antigen-presenting cells is an amplifl-
cation mechanism in adaptive immunity. In dendritic
cells, the expression of class II molecules also

increases in response to signals from Toll-like recep-

tors responding to microbial components, thus pro-

moting the display of microbial antigens (Chapter 6).

B l1'rnphocltes constitutively express class II mole-

cules and can increase expression in response to

antigen recognition and cytokines produced by

helperT cells, thus enhancing antigen presentation to

helper cells (Chapter 10). Vascular endothelial cells,

like macrophages, increase class II expression in

response to IFN-y the significance of this phenome-

non is unclear. Most nonimmune cell types express
few if any, class II MHC molecules unless exposed to

high levels of IFN-1. These cells are unlikely to present

antigens to CD4'T cells except in unusual circum-

Cytokine-
mediated class l l

expression
on APCS

Enhanced
antigen

presentation

Enhanced
T cell response

Resting APC
(low MH.C .
expresslon)

Activated
APC (high
MHC expression)
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stances. Some cells, such as neurons, never appear to
express class II molecules. Human, but not mouse, T
cells express class II molecules after activation;
howeve! no cltokine has been identified in this
response, and its functional significance is unknown.

g The rate of transcription is the major determinant of
the leuel of MHC molecule synthesis and expression
on the cell surface. Cytokines enhance MHC expres-
sion by stimulating the rate of transcription of class I
and class II genes in a wide variety of cell types. These
effects are mediated by rhe binding of cytokine-
activated transcription factors to regulatory DNA
sequences in the promoter regions of MHC genes.
Several transcription factors may be assembled and
bind a protein called the class II transcription activa-
tor (CIITA), and the entire complex binds to the class
II promoter and promotes efficient transcription. By
keeping the complex of transcription factors together,
CIITA functions as a master regulator of class II gene
expression. CIITA is slrlthesized in response to IFN-1,
explaining how this cytokine can increase expression
of class II MHC molecules. Mutations in several of
these transcription factors have been identified as the
cause of human immunodeficiency diseases associ-
ated with defective expression of MHC molecules.
The best studied of these disorders is the bare lrrm-
phocyte syndrome (see Chapter 20). Knockout mice
lacking CIITA also show an absence of class II expres-
sion on dendritic cells and B lymphocytes and an
inability of IFN-y to induce class II on macrophages.

The expression of many of the proteins involved in
antigen processing and presentation is coordinately reg-
ulated. For instance, IFN-y increases the transcription
not only of class I and class II genes but also of Br-
microglobulin, of the genes that encode two of the sub-
units of the proteasome, and of the genes encoding the
subunits of the TAP heterodimer.

SUMMARY
c The MHC is a large genetic region coding for class

I and class II MHC molecules as well as for other
proteins. MHC genes are highly poll'rnorphic, with
more than 250 alleles for some of these genes in the
population.

c The function of MHC-encoded class I and class II
molecules is to bind peptide antigens and display
them for recognition by antigen-specific T lym-
phocytes. Peptide antigens associated with class I
molecules are recognized by CD8* CTLs, whereas
class ll-associated peptide antigens are recognized
by CD4. (mostly helper) T cells. MHC molecules
were originally recognized for their role in trigger-
ing T cell responses that caused the rejection of
transplanted tissue.

O Class I MHC molecules are composed of an a (or
heavy) chain in a noncovalent complex with a non-

poll.rnorphic pollpeptide called B2-microglobulin.
The class II molecules contain two MHC-encoded
polymorphic chains, an a chain and a B chain.
Both classes of MHC molecules are structurally
similar and consist of an extracellular peptide-
binding cleft, a nonpolymorphic lg-like region, a
transmembrane region, and a cytoplasmic region.
The peptide-binding cleft of MHC molecules has
a-helical sides and an eight-stranded antiparallel
B-pleated sheet floor. The peptide-binding cleft of
class I molecules is formed by the crl and o2 seg-
ments of the a chain, and that of class II molecules
by the crl and pl segments of the two chains. The
Ig-like domains of class I and class II molecules
contain the binding sites for the T cell coreceptors
CD8 and CD4, respectively.

c MHC molecules bind only one peptide at a time,
and all the peptides that bind to a particular MHC
molecule share common structural motifs. Peptide
binding is saturable, and the off-rate is very slow,
so that complexes, once formed, persist for a suf-
ficiently long time to be recognized by T cells.
Every MHC molecule has a broad specificity for
peptides and can bind multiple peptides that have
common structural features, such as anchor
residues.

C The peptide-binding cleft of class I molecules can
accommodate peptides that are 8 to ll amino acid
residues long, whereas the cleft of class II mole-
cules allows larger peptides (up to 30 amino acid
residues in lengh or more) to bind. The polymor-
phic residues of MHC molecules are localized to
the peptide-binding domain. Some polymorphic
MHC residues determine the binding specificities
for peptides by forming structures, called pockets,
that interact with complementary residues of the
bound peptide, called anchor residues. Other
polymorphic MHC residues and some residues of
the peptide are not involved in binding to MHC
molecules but instead form the structure recog-
nized byT cells.

O In addition to the polymorphic class I and class II
genes, the MHC contains genes encoding comple-
ment proteins, cytokines, nonpolymorphic class
I-like molecules, and several proteins involved in
antigen processing.

c Class I molecules are expressed on all nucleated
cells, whereas class II molecules are expressed
mainly on specialized antigen-presenting cells,
such as dendritic cells, macrophages, and B lym-
phocytes, and a few other cell types, including
endothelial cells and thymic epithelial cells. The
expression of MHC gene products is enhanced by
inflammatory and immune stimuli, particularly
cytokines like IFN-^7, which stimulate the tran-
scription of MHC genes.
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nity, CD4* helperT cells interact with ts lymphocytes and
stimulate the prolif'eration and differentiation of these B

cells. Both the induction phase and the effector phase of

ity conrplex (MHC) (see Fig. 5-1). The cells that display
MHC-associated peptides are called antigen-presenting
cells (APCs). Certain APCs present antigens to naive T

cells during the recognition phase of immune responses
to initiate these responses, and sorne APCs present anti-
gens to difTerentiated T cells during the effector phase to

trigger the mechanistns that eliminate the antigens. In

Chapter 5, we focused on the structures and functions of
MHC molecules. In this chapter, we continue the dis-

cussion of the ligands that T cells recognize by focusing

orr the generation of peptide-MHC complexes on APCs.

Specifically, we describe the characteristics of the APCs

that fbrm and display these peptide-MHC complexes
and how protein antigens are converted by APCs to
peptides that ass<tciate with MHC molecules. We

ihen discuss the importance of MHC-restricted antigen
presentation in adaptive immunity' Finally, we briefly

describe how lipid antigens are presented to rare popu-

lations of T lymphocl'tes.
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PnOprnrlrs OF ANTIGENS REcOGNIzED BY
T LywrpHocvrrs

Our current understanding of T cell antigen recognition
is the culmination of a vast amount of research that
began with studies of the nature of antigens that stimu-
late cell-mediated immunity. The early studies showed
that the physicochemical forms of antigens that are rec-
ognized by T cells are different from those recognized by
B lgnphocytes and antibodies, and this knowledge led
to the discovery of the role of the MHC in T cell antigen
recognition. Several features of antigen recognition are
unique to T lymphocytes (Table 6-l).

O MostT lymphocytes recognize only peptides, whereas
B cells can recognize peptides, proteins, nucleic
acids, polysaccharides, lipids, and small chemicals.
As a result, T cell-mediated immune responses are
usually induced by protein antigens (the natural
source of foreign peptides), whereas humoral
immune responses are seen with protein and non-
protein antigens. Some T cells are specific for small
chemical haptens such as dinitrophenol, urushiol of
poison iry, and B lactams of penicillin antibiorics. In
these situations, it is likely that the haptens bind to
selfproteins and that hapten-conjugated peptides are
recognized by T cells.

o T cells are specific for amino acid sequences of pep-
ti.des. ln contrast, B cells recognize conformational
determinants of antigens, even proteins, in their
native tertiary (folded) configuration. The antigen
receptors ofT cells recognize very few residues even
within a single peptide, and different T cells can dis-
tinguish peptides that differ even at single amino acid
residues. We will return to the structural basis of this
remarkable fine specificity of T cells in Chapter 7.

@ T cells recognize and respond to foretgn peptide anti-
gens only when the antigens are attached to the sur-
faces of APCs, whereas B cells and secreted antibodies
bind soluble antigens in body fluids as well as exposed
cell surface antigens. This is because T cells can rec-
ognize only peptides bound to and displayed by MHC
molecules, and MHC molecules are integral mem-
brane proteins expressed on APCs. The properties and
functions of APCs are discussed later in this chapter.

o T celk from any one indiuidual recognize foreign
peptide antigens only when these peptides are bound
to and displayed by the MHC molecules of that indi-
uidual. This feature of antigen recognition by T cells,
called self MHC restriction, can be demonstrated in
experimental situations in which T lymphocytes from
one individual are mixed with APCs from another
individual.

The first demonstration of MHC restriction came
from the studies of Rolf Zinkernagel and Peter
Doherty, who examined the recognition of virus-
infected cells by virus-specific cytotoxic T lympho-
cytes (CTLs) in inbred mice. If a mouse is infected
with a virus, CD8* CTLs specific for the virus develop
in the animal. These CTLs recognize and kill virus-
infected cells only if the infected cells express alleles
of MHC molecules that are expressed in the animal in
which the CTLs were generated (Fig. 6-1). By use of
MHC congenic strains of mice, it was shor,rm that the
CTLs and the infected target cell must be derived from
mice that share a class I MHC allele. Thus, the recog-
nition of antigens by CD8- CTLs is restricted by self
class I MHC alleles. Essentially similar experiments
demonstrated that responses of CD4* helper T lym-
phocytes to antigens are self class II MHC restricted.

The self MHC restriction of T cells is a consequence
of selection processes during T cell maturation in

Table 6-1. Features of T Cel l  Ant igen Recognit ion

Features of antigens
recognized by T cells

Explanation

Most T cells recoqnize
peptides and no
other molecules

Only peptides bind to MHC molecules

T cells recognize cell-associated
and not soluble antigens

MHC molecules are membrane proteins
that display stably bound peptides
on cell surfaces

CD4+ and CD8+ T cells
preferentially recognize antigens
sampled from the vesicular and
cytosolic pools, respectively

Pathways of assembly of MHC molecules
ensure that class l l molecules display
peptides that are derived from extracellular
proteins and taken up into vesicles in APCs,
and class I molecules present peptides from
cytosolic proteins; CD4 and CD8 bind to
nonpolymorphic regions of class l l and
class I MHC molecules, respectively

Abbreviations: APC, antigen-presenting cell; MHC, major histocompatibil i ty complex
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lnfect strain A mouse with
lymphocytic choriomeningitis

virus (LCMV)

LCMV-
specific
CTLs ,

Cytotoxicity assay

Coculture CTL and target cells
and measure lysis of target cells

lffi] lr*s"t."lil

FIGURE 6-1 MHC restriction ol
cytotoxic T lymphocytes. Virus-
specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes
{CTI s) oenerated {rnm virus-
infected strain A mice ki l l  onlv svn-
geneic (strain A) target cel ls
infected with that vlrus The CTLs
do not ki l l  uninfected strain A
targets (which express self  pep-
t ldes but not viral peptides) or
infected strain B targets (which
express dif ferent MHC al leles than
does strain A) By use of congenic
mouse strains that dif fer only at
class I MHC loci,  i t  has been proved
that recognit ion of antigen by CDB.
CTLs is self  class I MHC restr icted

CTL recognizes
foreign peptide

+ self MHc

Failure to
recognize self

peptide +
self MHc

Failure to
recognize

foreign peptide +
allogeneic MHC

the th).'rnus. During this process of maturation, the
T cells that express antigen receptors specific for
peptides bound to self MHC are selected to survive,
and the cells that do not "see" self MHC are allowed
to die (see Chapter 8). This process ensures that the
T cells that attain maturity are the useful ones because
they will be able to recognize antigens displayed
by the individual's MHC molecules. The discovery
of self MHC restriction provided the definitive evi-
dence that T cells see not only protein antigens but
also polymorphic residues of MHC molecules, which
are the residues that distinguish self from foreign
MHC. Thus, MHC molecules display peptides for
recognition by T ll.rnphocytes and are also integral
components of the ligands that T cells recognize.
Although T cells are self MHC restricted, they recog-

nize foreign MHC molecules present in tissue grafts

and reject these grafts. The basis of this cross-reaction
against foreign MHC molecules will be described in

Chapter 16.

CDf helper T cells recognize peptides bound to class

II MHC molecul.es, whereas CD8* T celk recognize
peptides bound to class I MHC molecules- Stated dif-

ieiently, CD4* T cells are class II MHC restricted, and

CD8* T cells are class I MHC restricted. The reason for

this segregation is that CD4 binds directly to class II

MHC molecules and CD8 to class I molecules (see

Chapter 5). We will return to the role of CD4 and CD8

in determining the class I or class II MHC restriction
patterns of T cells in ChaPter 7.

@

Self peptide

Strain A
LCMV
infected

Strain B
LCMV
infected
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O CD4+ class ll-restricted T celk recognize peptides
deriued mainly from extracellular proteins that
are internalized into the uesicles of ApCs, whereas
CD8* T cells recognize peptides deriued from cytoso-
lic, usually endogenously synthesized, proteins. The
reason for this is that vesicular proteins enter the class
II peptide loading and presentation pathway, and
cltosolic proteins enter the class I pathway. The
mechanisms and physiologic significance of this seg-
regation are major themes of this chapter.

0 In addition to MHC-associated presentation of pep-
tides, there is another antigen presentation syitem
that is specialized to present lipid antigens. The class
I-like nonpolymorphic molecule CDI is expressed on
a variety of APCs and epithelia, and it presents lipid
antigens to unusual populations of T cells that are not
MHC-restricted. Studies with culture-derived cloned
lines of T cells indicate that a variety of cells can rec-
ognize lipid antigens presenred by CDf ; these include
CD4*, CD8*, and CD4-CD8 T cells expressing the aB
T cell receptor (TCR) as well as yD T cells. There has
been much interest in a small subset of T cells that
express markers of NK cells. These are called NK-T
cells, and they recognize CDI-associated lipids and
glycolipids, including some produced by bacteria. In
this chapter, we discuss mainly the presentation of
peptide antigens by class I and class II MHC mole-
cules to CD8* and CD4- T lymphocytes.

ATTIcTru.PRESENTING Cru-s

All the functions of T lirmphocytes depend on their inter-
actions with other cells. For this reason, a great deal of
effort has been devoted to defining how cell-associated
antigens are displayed to T lymphocytes. In this section
of the chapter, we describe the ApCs that are involved in
activating T cells, and the functions of these ApCs in
immune responses to protein antigens.

Discovery of Antigen-Presenting Cells
and Their Role in lmmune Responses

The responses of antigen-specific T lymphocytes to
protein antigens require the participation of antigen-

Antigen recognition

presenting cells (APCs), whirh capture and display the
antigens to T celk. This conclusion is based on several
lines of experimental evidence.

t] T cells present in the blood, spleen, or lyrnph nodes of
individuals immunized with a protein antigen can be
activated by exposure to that antigen in tissue culture.
If contaminating dendritic cells, macrophages, and B
cells are removed from the cultures, the purified T
ll.rnphocytes do not respond to the antigen, and
responsiveness can be restored by adding back den-
dritic cells, macrophages, or B lymphocytes (Fig. 6-2).
Such experimental approaches are commonly used to
deterrnine which cell types are able to function as
APCs for the activation of T l1'rnphocytes.

':.: If an antigen is taken up by dendritic cells or
macrophages in vitro and then injected into mice, the
amount of cell-associated antigen required to induce
a response is 1000 times less than the amount of the
same antigen required when administered by itself in
a cell-free form. In other words, cell-associated pro-
teins are much more immunogenic than are soluble
proteins on a molar basis. The explanation for this
finding is that the immunogenic form of the antigen
is the APC-associated form, and only a small fraction
of injected free antigen ends up associated with ApCs
in uiuo. This concept is nowbeing exploited to immu-
nize patients with cancer against their tumors by
growingAPCs (specifically, dendritic cells) from these
patients, incubating the APCs with tumor antigens,
and injecting them back into the patients as a cellu-
lar vaccine.

APCs serve two important functions in the activation
of T cells. First, APCs convert protein antigens to pep-
tides, and they display peptide-MHC complexes for
recognition by the T cells. The conversion of native pro-
teins to MHC-associated peptide fragments by ApCs is
called antigen processing and is discussed later in this
chapter. Second, some APCs provide stimuli to the T cell
beyond those initiated by recognition of peptide-MHC
complexes by the T cell antigen receptor. These stimuli,
referred to as costimulators, are required for the full
responses of the T cells, especially naive CD4* cells. The
nature and mode of action of costimulators are dis-
cussed further in Chapter 9.

T cell response

Purif ied CD4* T cel ls do not respond
to a protein antigen by i tself  but do
respond to the antigen in the presence
of antigen-presenting cel ls (APCs), The
function of the APCs is to display pep-
t ides derived from the antigen to T
cel ls APCs also express costimulators
that are important for T cel l  act ivat ion;
these are not shown

*



The antigen-presentingfunction of APCs is enhanced.
by exposure to microbial products. Dendritic cells and
macrophages express Toll-like receptors (Chapter 2) that
respond to microbes by increasing expression of MHC
molecules and costimulators, by improving the effi-
ciency of antigen presentation, and by activating the
APCs to produce cytokines, which stimulate T cell
responses. In addition, dendritic cells and macrophages
that are activated by microbes express chemokine recep-
tors that stimulate their migration to sites of infection,
further amplifying antigen presentation and T cell acti-
vation. To induce a T cell response to a protein antigen
in a vaccine or experimentally, the antigen must be
administered with substances called adjuvants. Adju-
vants are either products of microbes, such as killed
mycobacteria (used experimentally), or they mimic
microbes and stimulate T cell responses by the same
mechanisms as do microbial products. It is not possible
to use most microbial adjuvants in humans because of
the pathologic inflammation that microbial products
elicit. Some adjuvants that are used in humans, such as
alum, are especially good at stimulating antibody
responses but are less potentT cell stimulators. Attempts
are ongoing to develop effective adjuvants for clinical
use, mainly to maximize the immunogenicity
of vaccines. Protein antigens administered in aqueous
form, without adjuvants, either fail to induce T cell
responses or induce a state of unresponsiveness, called
tolerance (see Chapter 11).

Dffirent cell types function as APCs to actiuate naiue
and preuiously d.ffirentiated. effector T cells (Fig. 6-3
and Table 6-2). Dendritic cells are the most effective

Chaoter 6 - ANTIGEN PROCESSING AND PRESENTATI0N T0 T LYMPHOCYTES

APCs for activating naive CD4t and CD8* T cells, and

therefore for initiating T cell responses. Macrophages
present antigens to differentiated (effector) CD4* T cells
in the effector phase of cell-mediated immunity' and B

lymphocltes present antigens to helper T cells during
humoral immune responses. Dendritic cells, macro-
phages, and B lymphocytes express class II MHC mole-

iules and costimulators, and are, therefore, capable of

activating CD4* T lymphocytes. For this reason, these

three cell types have been called professional APCs;

however, this term is sometimes used to refer only to

dendritic cells because this is the only cell tlpe whose
principal function is to capture and present antigens,
and the only APC capable of initiating T cell responses.

lnit iating T Cell ResPonses

Dendritic cells are present in lymphoid organs, in the

epithelia of the skin and gastrointestinal and respiratory

tracts, and in the interstitium of most parenchymal

organs. These cells are identified morphologically by

their membranous or spinelike projections (Fig' 6-4).
There are subsets of dendritic cells that may be distin-
guished by the expression of various cell surface markers

and may play different roles in immune responses (Box

6-l). All dendritic cells are thought to arise from bone

marrow precursors, and most, called myeloid dendritic
cells, are related in lineage to mononuclear phagocytes.

The protot)?es of epithelial dendritic cells are the

Langerhans cells of the epidermis. Because of their long

Naive T cell activation:
clonalexpansion

and differentiation
into effector T cells

Effector
T cells

Effector T cell
activation : activation

of macrophages
(cell-mediated

immunity)

Effector

FIGURE 6-3 Functions of different antigen-presenting cells, The three major types of antigen-presenting cells for CD4* T cells function
to display antigens at different stages and- in different ty:pes of immune responses Note that effector T cells activate macrophages and B
lymphocytes b.-y production of cytoiines and by expressing surface molecules; these wil l be described in later chapters

Antibody

Effector T cell
activation: B cell

activation and
antibody production
(humoral immunity)

Effector
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FIGURE O-+ Dendrit ic cel ls. A Liqhr
mic .ograph o f  cu l tu red  dendr i t i c  ce l l s  der ived
from bone maTrow precursors (Courtesy of
Dr Y-J Liu, M D Anderson Cancer Center,
Houston, TX ) B A scanning electron micro-
graph of a dendrit ic cel l ,  showing the exten-
sive membrane prolect ions (Courtesy of Dr
Y-J Liu, M D Anderson Cancer Center,
Houston, TX ) C, D Dendrit ic cel ls in the
sk in ,  i i l us t ra ted  schemat ica l l y  (C)  and in  a
section of the skin stained with an antibody
spec i f i c  fo r  Langerhans  ce l l s  (wh ich  apoear
b lue  in  th is  immunoenzyme s ta in )  (D)  (The
micrograph of the skin is courtesy of Dr Y-J
Liu, M D Anderson Cancer Center,
Houston, TX ) E, F. Dendrit ic cel ls in a lvmoh
node,  i l l us t ra ted  schemat ica l l y  (E)  and in  a
section of a mouse iymph node stained with
f luorescently labe{ed antibodies against B
ce l l s  in  fo l l i c les  (g reen)  and dendr i t i c  ce l l s  in
the T cel l  zone (red) (F) (The micrograph is
courtesy of Drs Kathryn Pape and Jennifer
Walter, University of Minnesota School of
Med ic ine ,  Minneapo l is  )

Table 6-2. Propert ies and Funct ions of Ant igen-Present ing Cel ls

Cel l type Expression of Principal function
Class l l MHC Costimulators

Dendrit ic cells Constitutive ; increases
with maturation;
increased by IFN-y

Constitutive; increase with
maturation; inducible by IFN-y,
CD40-CD40L interactions

Init iation of T cell responses
to protein antigens (priming)

Macrophages Low or neoative:
inducible 5y IFN-y

Inducib le by LPS, IFN-y,
CD40-CD40L interactions

Effector ohase of
cell-mediated immune responses

B lymphocytes Constitutive;
increased by lL-4

Induced bv T cells
(C D40-CD40L interactions),
antigen receptor cross-linking

Antigen presentation to CD4+
helper  T cel ls  in  humoral  immune
responses (cognate T cell-B cell
interactions)

Vascular
endothelial cells

Inducib le by IFN-y;
constitutive in humans

Constitutive
(inducible in mice)

May promote activation of antigen-
specific T cells at site of
antigen exposure

Various
epithelial and
mesenchymal cells

Inducib le by IFN-y Probably none No known physiologic function

Dendrit ic cell (Langerhans cell)
in epidermis: phen-otypically inimature Fol l ic le

Dendrit ic cell
in  lymph node:
phenotypically mature
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Subpopulat ions of  dendr i t ic  ce l ls  (DCs) have been
descr ibed in humans and mice,  based on d is t inct  pheno-
typic  character is t ics and funct ional  response pat terns,
The interest  in  def in ing these subsets is  that  they may
serve d is t inct  funct ions in  innate immuni ty  and in regu-
lat ing T cel l  responses to fore ign and sel f  ant igens Most
studies in  mice are based on the iso lat ion of  DCs f rom
lymphoid organs,  whereas most  of  the studies on human
DCs re ly  on cul tur ing these cel ls  f rom precursors in  the
blood l t  is ,  therefore,  of ten d i f f icu l t  to  establ ish c lear  par-
a l le ls  across the species.  The problem of  def in ing the
subsets is  compounded by the p last ic i ty  of  DC pheno-
tvpes and funct ions ( i  e  ,  the real izat ion that  the charac-
ter is t ics of  the same DC populat ion may change in
di f ferent  anatomic locat ions or  in  response to d i f ferent
external  s t imul i ) .

Despi te these caveats,  i t  is  general ly  accepted that
there are two main subsets of  DCs,  cal led myelo id DCs
and p lasmacyto id DCs.  Myelo id DCs are the "c lass ical"
or  "convent ional"  DCs that  were f i rs t  ident i f ied by thei r
abi l i ty  to  s t imulate st rong T cel l  responses.  They can be
cul tured f rom bone marrow or  b lood cel ls ,  inc luding b lood
monocytes,  and are the most  numerous DC subset  in
lymphoid organs.  l t  is  bel ieved that  myelo id DCs enter
the c i rcu lat ion f rom the bone marrow, and are capable of
s low const i tu t ive migrat ion in to t issues that  serves to
mainta in the res ident  t issue populat ion of  DCs Upon act i -
vat ion by encounter  wi th microbes or  cytok ines,  these
t issue DCs mature and migrate in to dra in ing lymph
nodes,  where they in i t ia te T cel l  responses l rssue-
der ived convent ional  DCs are a lso somet imes c lass i f ied
into the Langerhans cel l  type,  represent ing DCs in epi the-
l ia  and in sk in-dra in ing lymph nodes,  and the in terst i -
t ia l /dermal  type,  represent ing cel ls  in  most  other  t issues.

Al though these subpopulat ions of  myelo id DCs can be
dist inguished by the expression of  var ious sur face
markers,  i t  may be that  they are not  d is t inct  l ineages but
act ivat ion stages of  a s ingle l ineage whose phenotype
changes in response to d i f ferent  local  envi ronmental
s ignals Plasmacyto id DCs resemble p lasma cel ls  mor-
phological ly ,  and acquire the dendr i t ic  morphology only
after activation They are found in the blood as precur-

sors,  and in smal l  numbers in  lymphoid organs.  A subset
of  mvelo id DCs that  expresses the T cel l  marker  CD8 has
been descr ibed in mice (but  not  found in humans) and
cal led " lvmphoid DCs" because of  the suggest ion that
they develop f rom common lymphoid progenitors
However, CD8. DCs are now known to develop from
mveloid precursors, and the lerm lymphoid DCis not gen-
era l ly  used

The major  DC subsets have a number of  d is t inguish-
ing features that  are summarized in the Table l t  should,
however, be pointed out that the heterogeneity of
DCs may be substant ia l ly  greater  than what  is  descr ibed
in the Table l t  has a lso been widely bel ieved that
the funct ion of  epi thel ia l  DCs,  such as Langerhans cel ls ,
is to capture the antigens of microbes that try to enter
through epi thel ia  and to t ransport  these ant igens to lym-
phoid organs. However, recent studies have shown that
T cel l  responses to ant igens adminis tered through the
skin can be e l ic i ted even in the absence of  Langerhans
cel ls ,  suggest ing that  dermal  DCs may serve the same
funct ion and compensate for  the absence of  Langerhans
ceils

DCs have a lso been d iv ided into immature and mature
populat ions.  We have ment ioned in the text  that  DCs
located in  epi thel ia  are considered immature,  and thei r
malor  funct ion is  to  capture ant igens,  whereas DCs that

Feature Myeloid DCs
GD8 negative

Plasmacytoid DCs Myeloid DCs
CD8 positive

Surface markers CD11c-h igh ,
CD11b-h igh

CD11c- low,
CD11b-negative,
B220-high

CDSct+,
CD11c-low/high,
CD11b-negative

Growth factors for
in vitro derivation

GM-CSF,
Flt3-ligand

Flt3-ligand Flt3- l igand?

Expression of
Toll-l ike
receptors (TLRs)

TLR-4, 5, I  high TLR-7, t  high TLR-3 high

Major cytokines
produced

TNF, IL-6 Type I interferons tL-12

Ability to
cross-present

+l- +l- ++

Postulated major
functions

lnduction of T cell
responses against
most antigens

Innate immunity
and induction of
T cell responses
against viruses

Activation of
CDB+ T cells
by cross-priming

Continued on following Page
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have encountered microbes undergo maturat ion and
funct ion to present  the ant igens to T cel ls  and to act ivate
the T cel ls ,  par t icu lar ly  in  lymphoid organs l t  is  worth
notrng that  many DCs present  in  lymphoid organs and in
nonlymphoid t issues appear to be in  an immature func-
t ronal  s tate,  i  e  ,  able to capture ant igens but  unable to
in i t ia te T cel l  immuni ty  These DCs may be important  for
present ing sel f  ant igens to sel f - react ive T cel ls  and thus
for  mainta in ing sel f - to lerance Because the immature DC

phenotype may be t ransient ,  and the cel ls  rapid ly  mature
upon iso lat ion,  i t  has proved d i f f icu l t  to  use pur i f ied
DCs to def ine the key features that  mark the immature
state,  or  that  corre late wi th the to lerogenic potent ia l
of  DCs.  Instead,  approaches have been developed
to study the function of DCs rn situ, by selectively tar-
get ing ant igens to the cel ls  e i ther  in  the steady state or
fo l lowing adminis t rat ion of  a maturat ion st imulus (see
Chaoter  1 1 )

c1'toplasmic processes, Langerhans cells occupy as
much as 25% of the surface area of the epidermis, even
though they constitute less than l7o of the cell popula-
tion. Normally, epithelial and tissue dendrit ic cells are
in a resting or "immature" state. These dendrit ic cells
capture microbial protein antigens and transport the
antigens to draining lymph nodes. In response to
encounter with microbial components, the dendrit ic
cells mature while they are migrating to lymph nodes
and become extremely efficient at presenting antigens
and stimulating naive T cells. Mature dendritic cells
reside in the T cell zones of the lvmph nodes, and in this
location they display antigens ro the T cells. These lymph
node dendritic cells are called interdigitating dendritic
cells or, simply, dendrit ic cells.

The responses of CD4' T cells are initiated in the
peripheral lymphoid organs, to which protein antigens
are transported after being collectedfrom their portal of
entry $ig. 6-5). The common routes through which
foreign antigens, such as microbes, enter a host are the
skin and the epithelia of the gastrointestinal and respi-
ratory systems. In addition, microbial antigens may be
produced in any tissue that has been infected. The skin,
mucosal epithelia, and parenchymal organs contain
numerolls lymphatic capillaries that drain lymph from
these sites and into the regional lymph nodes. The
lymph contains a sampling of all the soluble and cell-
associated antigens present in these tissues. Lymph
nodes that are interposed along lymphatic vessels act as
filters that sample the lymph at numerous points before
it reaches the blood (see Fig. 3-8, Chapter 3). Antigens
that enter the blood stream may be similarly sampled by
the spleen.

Dendritic cells that are resident in epithelia and
tissues capture protein antigens and transport the anti-
gens to draininglymph nodes (Fig. 6-6). Resring (imma-
ture) dendritic cells express membrane receptors that
bind microbes, such as mannose receptors (see Chapter
2). Dendrit ic cells use these receptors to captnre and
endoc\,tose microbial antigens, and begin to process the
proteins into peptides capable of binding to MHC mol-
ecules. Dendrit ic cells also express Toll-l ike receptors
that recognize microbial molecules and activate the
cells to secrete cy'tokines and start their process of
maturation. Dendritic cells that are activated by
microbes and by locally produced cytokines, strch as

S IS-Mi"'oo"

Lymph node
captures antigen
from epi the l ium

and connective t issue

Skin Gastrointestinal

Epithel ium

Dendrit ic cell-
associated
antigen alvss-----) o

antigen
in t issue

Lymphatic
VESSEI

Connective tissue

To lymph node 11

Antigen that
enters blood
slream

Venule

To circulation
and spleen :i

Spleen

Blood-borne
antigens are

captured by antigen
presenting cells

in the spleen

FIGURE 6-5 Routes of antigen entry. Microbial antrgens com-
monly enter through the skin and gastrointestinal and respiratory
tracts, where they are captured by dendrit ic cel ls and transported
to regional Jymph nodes Antigens that enter the blood stream are
captured by antrgen-presenting cel ls in the spleen

ratory
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FIGURE o-o Role of dendrit ic cel ls in antigen capture and presentation. lmmature dendrit ic cel ls in the skin (Langerhans cel ls) or dermis
(dermal DCs) capture antlgens that enter through the epidermis and transport the antigens to regional lymph nodes During this migration,

the dendrit ic cel ls mature and become eff icieni antigen-presenting cel ls The table summarizes some of the changes during dendrit ic cel l

maturation that are important ln the functions of these cel ls

Antigen
capture by
dendrit ic

cells (DC)

lmmature DC
in epidermis
(Langerhans cell)

Activation and
maturation of
dendrit ic cells

tumor necrosis factor, lose their adhesiveness for epithe-
lia and begin to express a chemokine receptor called
CCRT that is specific for chemokines produced in the T
cell zones of lymph nodes. The chemokines attract the
dendritic cells bearing microbial antigens into the T cell
zones of the regional lymph nodes. (Recall that in
Chapter 3 we mentioned that naive T cells also express
CCR7, and this is why naive T cells migrate to the same
regions of lymph nodes where antigen-bearing dendritic
cells are concentrated.) Maturation also converts the
dendritic cells from cells whose function is to capture
antigen into cells that are able to display antigens to
naive T cells and activate the lymphocy'tes. Mature den-
dritic cells express high levels of class II MHC molecules
with bound peptides as well as costimulators required
for T cell activation. This process of maturation can be
reproduced in vitro by culturing bone marrow-derived
immature dendritic cells with cytokines (such as tumor
necrosis factor and granulocl'te-macrophage colony-
stimulating factor) and microbial products (such as
endotoxin). Thus, by the time these cells become resi-
dent in lymph nodes, they have developed into potent
APCs with the ability to activate T lymphocytes. Naive T
cells that recirculate through lymph nodes encounter
these APCs. T cells that are specific for the displaved
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lmmature
dendritic
cell

Mature
dendritic
cell

Principal function Antigen
capture

Antigen
presentation
to T cells

Expression of
Fc receptors,
mannose receptors

++

Expression of
molecules
involved in
T cell activation:
87. lcAM-1 ,lL-12

- or tow ++

Class l l MHC
molecules

Half-l i fe - 1 0  h r >1 00 hr

Number of
surface molecules

- 1 0 6 -7 X 106

peptide-MHC complexes are activated, and an immune

antigens and in tissues that may be colonized by
microbes. Second, dendritic cells express receptors that

enable them to capture microbes and respond to

microbes. Third, these cells migrate preferentially to the

T cell zones of lymph nodes, through which naive T

lymphocltes circulate, searching for foreign antigens.
Fouith, mature dendritic cells express high levels of

costimulators, which are needed to activate naive T

Iymphocl'tes.
Antigens may also be transported to lymph nodes in

soluble form. \A/hen ly-ph enters a lymph node through

an afferent lymphatic vessel, it percolates through the

node. Here, the lymph-borne soluble antigens can be

extracted from the fluid by resident dendritic cells and

macrophages. B cells in the node may also recognize

and internalize soluble antigens. Dendritic cells,

macrophages, and B cells that have taken up protein

antigens can then process and present these antigens to

naive T cells and to effector T cells that have been gen-
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erated by previous antigen stimulation. Thus, ApC pop-
ulations in lymph nodes accumulate and concentrate
antigens and display them in a form that can be recog-
nized by antigen-specific CD4. T lymphocltes.

The collection and concentration of foreign antigens
in lymph nodes are supplemented by two other
anatomic adaptations that serve similar functions. First,
the mucosal surfaces of the gastrointestinal and respira-
tory systems, in addition to being drained by lymphatic
capillaries, contain specialized collections of secondary
lymphoid tissue that can directly sample the luminal
contents of these organs for the presence of antigenic
material. The best characterized of these mucosal lym-
phoid organs are Peyer's patches of the ileum and the
pharyngeal tonsils. Second, the blood stream is moni-
tored by APCs in the spleen for any antigens that reach
the circulation. Such antigens may reach the blood
either directly from the tissues or by way of the lgnph
from the thoracic duct.

Dendritic celk can ingest infected or tumor cells and
present antigens from these celk to CD& T lymphocytes.
Dendritic cells are the best ApCs for inducing the
primary responses of CD8- T cells, but this poses a
special problem because the antigens these lympho-
cltes recognize may be produced in any cell type, such
as a virus-infected or tumor cell. Dendritic cells have the
special ability to ingest virus-infected or tumor cells and
present antigens from these cells on class I MHC mole-
cules. This pathway of antigen presentation is contrary
to the usual rule that antigens ingested into vesicles are
displayed on class II MHC molecules, whereas class I
MHC-associated peptides are derived from cltosolic
proteins (discussed laterl. This process is called cross-
presentation, or cross-priming, to indicate that one cell
type (the dendritic cell) can present antigens from
another cell (the virus-infected or tumor cell) and prime,
or activate, T cells specific for these antigens. We will
discuss the role of cross-presentation in the induction of
CTL responses in Chapter g.

B lymphocytes recognize soluble antigens as well as
antigens displayed by dendritic cells. A specialized cell
type called follicular dendritic cells, which are quite dis-
tinct from the dendritic cells mentioned earlier, present
antigens to previously activated B lymphocytes in ger-
minal centers (see Chapter l0).

Antigen Presentation to Differentiated
Effector T Lymphocytes

In cell-mediated immune responses, macrophages
present the antigens of phagocytosed microbes to effec-
tor T cells, which actiuate the macrophages to kiU the
microbes. This process is the central reaction of cell-
mediated immunity and delayed type hypersensitivity
(see Chapter I3). Circulating monocltes are able to
migrate to any site of infection and inflammation, where
they differentiate into macrophages and phagocytose
and destroy microbes. CD4* T cells enhance the micro-
bicidal activities of these macrophages. Most macro-
phages express low levels of class II MHC molecules and

costimulators, and higher levels are induced by the
cytokine interferon-y (IFN-y). This is a mechanism by
which IFN-y enhances antigen presentation and T cell
activation (see Chapter 5, Fig. 5-10).

In humoral immune responses, B lymphocytes
internalize soluble protein antigens and present
processed peptides deriuedftom these proteins to helper
T cells. The antigen-presenting function of B cells is
essential for helper T cell-dependent antibody produc-
tion, a process that occurs mainly in lymphoid organs
(see Chapter l0).

All nucleated celk can present class I MHC-
associated peptides, d.eriued from cytosolic protein
antigens, to CD& cytotoxic T lymphocytes because all
nucleated celk express class I MHC moleczles. Most
foreign protein antigens that are present in the cytosol
are endogenously slnthesized, such as viral proteins in
virus-infected cells and mutated proteins in tumor cells.
All nucleated cells are susceptible to viral infections and
cancer-causing mutations. Therefore, it is important
that the immune system be able to recognize cytosolic
antigens harbored in any cell type. Differentiated CD8*
CTLs are able to recognize class I-associated peptides
and to kill any antigen-expressing cell. The ubiquitous
expression of class I molecules allows class l-restricted
CTLs to recognize and eliminate any type of virus-
infected or tumor cell. Phagocltosed microbes may also
be recognized by CD8* CTLs because some of these
microbes or their antigens may escape from phagocytic
vesicles into the cytosol.

Vascular endothelial cells in humans express class II
MHC molecules and may present antigens to blood T
cells that have become adherent to the vessel wall. This
may contribute to the recruitment and activation of T
cells in cell-mediated immune reactions (see Chapter
13). Endothelial cells in grafts are also targets ofT cells
reacting against graft antigens (see Chapter 16). Various
epithelial and mesenchymal cells may express class II
MHC molecules in response to IFN-y. The physiologic
significance of antigen presentation by these cell popu-
lations is unclear. Because they generally do not express
costimulators, it is unlikely that they play an important
role in mostT cell responses. Thymic epithelial cells con-
stitutively express class II MHC molecules and play a
critical role in presenting peptide-MHC complexes to
maturing T cells in the thymus as part of the selection
processes that shape the repertoire of T cell specificities
(see Chapter 8).

Gru- Brolocy 0F Aruncrru PRocrssllrrc
The pathways of antigen processing conuert protein
antigens d,eriued from the extracellular space or the
cytosol into peptides and load these peptides onto MHC
molecules for dispLay to T lymphocytes (Fig.6-7). Our
understanding of the cell biology of antigen processing
has increased greatly since the l980s with the discovery
and characterization of the molecules and organelles
that generate peptides from intact proteins and promote
the assembly and peptide loading of MHC molecules.



FIGURE 6-7 Pathways of
antigen processing and presen-
tat ion, ln the class l l  lV HC
pathway (top panel), extracellular
protein antigens are endocytosed
into vesicles, where the antigens
are processed and the peptides
b ind  to  c lass  l l  MHC molecu les  In
the class I MHC pathway (bottom
panel), Volein antigens in the
cytosol are processed by protea-
somes, and peptides are trans-
ported into the ER, where they
b ind  to  c lass  I  MHC molecu les
Detai ls of these processing path-
ways are in Figures 6-9 and 6-13

The pathways of antigen processing and presentation
use subcellular organelles and enzlrnes that have gen-
eralized protein degradation and recycling functions
that are not exclusively used for antigen display to the
immune system. In other words, both class I and class II
MHC antigen presentation pathways have evolved as
adaptations of basic cellular functions. The cellular
mechanisms of antigen processing are designed to gen-
erate peptides that have the structural characteristics
required for associating with MHC molecules and to
place these peptides in the same cellular location as the
appropriate MHC molecules with available peptide-
binding clefts. Peptide binding to MHC molecules
occurs before cell surface expression and is an integral
component of the biosynthesis and assembly of MHC
molecules. In fact, peptide association is required for the
stable assembly and surface expression of both class I
and class II MHC molecules.

Protein antigens present in acidic uesicular compart-
ments of APCs generate class ll-associated. peptid,es,
whereas antigens present in the cytosol generate class
I-associated. peptid.es, The different fates of vesicular
and cltosolic antigens are due to the segregated path-
ways of biosynthesis and assembly of class I and class II
MHC molecules (see Fig. 6-7 and Table 6-3).

This fundamental difference between vesicular and
cy'tosolic antigens has been demonstrated experi-
mentally by analyzing the presentation of the same
antigen introduced into APCs in different ways (Fig.
6-8). If a globular protein is added in soluble form to
APCs and endocytosed into the vesicles of the APCs,
it is subsequently presented as class ll-associated
peptides and is recognized by antigen-specific CD4*
T cells. In contrast, if the same protein antigen is pro-
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Peptide-MHC
association

duced in the cltoplasm of APCs as the product of a
transfected gene (modified so it cannot enter the
secretory pathway), or introduced directly into the
cltoplasm of the APCs by osmotic shock, it is pre-
sented in the form of class l-associated peptides that
are recognized by CD8. T cells.

The major comparative features of the class I and
class II MHC pathways of antigen presentation are sum-
marized in Table 6-3. In the following sections, we
describe these pathways individually in more detail.

Processing of Endocytosed Antigens for
Class l l MHC-Associated Presentation

The generation of class II MHC-associated peptides

from endocltosed antigens involves the proteolltic

degradation of internalized proteins in endocytic vesi-

cles and the binding of peptides to class II MHC mole-

cules in these vesicles. This sequence of events is
illustrated in Figure 6-9, and the individual steps are
described here.

1. UPTAKE OF EXTRACELLUTAR PROTEINS INTO
VESICULAR COMPARTMENTS OF APCS

Most class ll-associated peptides are deriued from
protein antigens that are captured, and internalized
into endosomes by specialized' APCs. The initial steps in

the presentation of an extracellular protein antigen are

the binding of the native antigen to an APC and the

internalization of the antigen. Different APCs can bind
protein antigens in several ways and with varying effi-
ciencies and specificities. Dendritic cells and
macrophages express a variety of surface receptors that

Class l l
MHC pathway

Class I
MHC pathway
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Table 6-3. Comparat ive Features of Class l l  and Class I  MHC Pathways of Ant igen Processing
and Presentat ion

Feature Class l l MHC Pathway lClass IMHC pathway

Composition of
stable peptide-MHC
complex

Polymorphic a and B chains,
peptide

Polymorphic u chain,
B2-microglobulin, peptide

0,1 B2-microglobulin

Types of APCs Dendritic cells, mononucrear
phagocytes, B lymphocytes;
endothelial cells. thvmic
eoithelium

All nucleated cells

Responsive T cells CD4+ T cells CD8+ T cells

Source of protein
antigens

Endosomal/lysosomal
proteins (mostly internalized
f rom extracellular environment)

Cytosolic proteins (mostly
synthesized in the cell; may
enter cytosol from phagosomes)

Enzymes responsible
for peptide generation

Endosomal and lysosomal
proteases (e.9., cathepsins)

Cytosolic proteasome

Site of peptide
loading of MHC

Specialized vesicular
companment

Endoolasmic reticulum

Molecules involved in
transport of peptides
and loading of MHC
molecules

Chaperones in ER; invariant
chain in ER, Golgiand
MllC/Cl lV: DM

Chaperones, TAP in ER

Abbreviations; APC, antigen-presenting cell; CllV, class ll vesicle; ER, endoplasmic
reticulum; MHC, major histocompatibility complex; Mllc, MHC class ll compartment; TAp,
transponer associated with antigen processing

recognize structures shared by many microbes (see
Chapter 2). Thus, these APCs bind and internalize
microbes efficiently. Macrophages also express recep-
tors for the Fc portions of antibodies and receptors for
the complement protein C3b, which bind antigens with
attached antibodies or complement proteins and
enhance their internalization. Another example of spe-
cific receptors on APCs is the surface immunoglobulin
on B cells, which, because of its high affinity for antigens,
can effectively mediate the internalization of proteins
present at very low concentrations in the extracellular
fluid (see Chapter l0).

After their internalization, protein antigens become
localized in intracellular membrane-bound vesicles
called endosomes. Endosomes are vesicles with acidic
pH that contain proteolltic enzymes. The endosomal
pathway of intracellular protein traffic communicates
with lysosomes, which are more dense membrane-
bound enzyme-containing vesicles. A subset of class II
MHC-rich late endosomes plays a special role in antigen
processing and presentation by the class II pathway;
this is described below. Particulate microbes are inter-
nalized into vesicles called phagosomes, which may fuse
with lysosomes, producing vesicles called phagolyso-

somes or secondary lysosomes. Some microbes, such
as mycobacteria and Leishmania, may survive and
even replicate within phagosomes or endosomes,
providing a persistent source of antigens in vesicular
compartments.

2. PROCESSING OF INTERNALIZED PROTEINS IN
ENDOSOMAL AND LYSOSOMAL VESICLES

Internalized proteins are degraded enzymatically in
late endosomes and lysosomes to generate peptides that
are able to bind to the peptide-binding clefrs of class Il
MHC molecules. The degradation of protein antigens in
vesicles is an active process mediated by proteases that
have acidic pH optima.

The processing of soluble proteins by macrophages
(and other APCs) is inhibited by rendering the ApCs
metabolically inert by chemical fixation or by increas-
ing the pH of intracellular acid vesicles with agents
such as chloroquine (Fig. 6-108).

Several types of proteases are present in endosomes
and lysosomes, and specific inhibitors of these
enzymes block the presentation of protein antigens
byAPCs.



esentation to:

Class l l-
restricted

CD4+ helper
T cells

Class l-
restricted

CD8+ cytolytic
T cells

Yes No

No Yes

No Yes

Artificial introduction of foreign
protein antigen into cytoplasm

The processed forms of most protein antigens that T
cells recognize can be artificially generated by prote-
olysis in the test tube. APCs that are chemically fixed
or treated with chloroquine before they have
processed a protein antigen can effectively present
predigested peptide fragments of that antigen, but
not the intact protein, to specific T cells (Fig. 6-10C).

Many different enzymes may participate in the degra-
dation of protein antigens in the endosomes. The most
abundant proteases of endosomes are cathepsins, which
are thiol and aspartyl proteases with broad substrate
specificities. Cathepsins may play an important role in
generating peptides for the class II pathway. Partially
degraded or cleaved proteins bind to the open-ended
clefts of class II MHC molecules and are then trimmed
enzymatically to their final size.

Most class II MHC-binding peptides are derived from
proteins internalized from the extracellular milieu and
proteins from the secretory compartment that are nor-
mally degraded in lysosomes. Less often, cltoplasmic
and membrane proteins may also enter the class II
pathway. In some cases, this may result from the enzy-
matic digestion of c1'toplasmic contents, referred to as
autophagy. In this pathway, cytoplasmic proteins are
trapped within endoplasmic reticulum (ER)-derived

@ =noo"rtosis of
extracellular foreign
protein antigen class l l  MHC

+

Processed

Osmotic shock
-**&*
Antigen uptake- and release into

Ovalbumin errtosolcytosol

FIGURE 6'-8 Presentation of extracel lular and cytosol ic antigens. When a model protein ovalbumin is added as an extracel lular antigen

to an antigen-presenting cel l  that expresses both class land class l l  MHC molecules, ovalbumin-derived peptides are presented only in asso-

ciat ion with class l l  molecules (A). When ovalbumin ls synthesized intracel lularly as a result of transfection of i ts gene modif ied to lack the

N-terminal signal sequences (B), or when i t  is introduced into the cytoplasm through membranes made leaky by osmotic shock (C), oval-

bumln-derlved peptides are presented in associat ion with class I MHC molecules. The measured response of class l l -restr icted helper T

cel ls rs cvtoklne secretion, and the measured response of class l-restr icted CTLs is ki l l ing of the antigen-presenting cel ls

vesicles called autophagosomes; these vesicles fuse with

lysosomes, and the cytoplasmic proteins are proteolyti-

cally degraded. The peptides generated by this route may

be delivered to the same class Il-bearing vesicular com-
partment as are peptides derived from extracellular and

ingested antigens. Some peptides that associate with

class II molecules are derived from membrane proteins,

which maybe recycled into the same endocytic pathway

as extracellular proteins. Thus, even viruses, which repli-

3. BIOS\A]THESIS AND TRANSPORT OF CIASS II
MHC MOLECULES TO ENDOSOMES

Ctass II MHC molecuLes are synthesized. in the ER and

transported to endosomes with an associated protein

calted the invariant chain (I), which occupies the
peptide-binding clefis of the newly synthesized class II'molecules.The 

a and p chains of class II MHC molecules

are coordinately synthesized and associate with each

other in the ER. Nascent class II dimers are structurally

unstable, and their folding and assembly are aided by
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Biosynthesis
and transpod

of class l l MHC
molecules

to endosomes

Expression of
peptide-MHC
complexes on
cell surface

class II molecules has been identified and named the
class II vesicle.) The MIIC has a characteristic multil-
amellar appearance by electron microscopy. Impor-
tantly, it contains all the components required for
peptide-class II association, including the enzymes that
degrade protein antigens, the class II molecules, the I; (or
invariant chain-derived peptides), and a molecule
called human leukoclte antigen DM (HI-A-DM), whose
function is described below

APCs from knockout mice lacking the I; show defec-
tive presentation of some protein antigens but are still
able to present class ll-associated peptides derived from
a wide variety of proteins. This result suggests that the
importance of the I, may vary according to the antigen
being presented.

4. ASSOCIATION OF PROCESSED PEPTIDES WITH
CTASS II MHC MOLECULES INVESICLES

Within the MIIC, the Ii dissociates from class II MHC
molecules by the combined action of proteolytic enzymes
and the HLA-DM molecule, and antigenic peptides are
then able to bind to the auailable peptide-binding clefts
of the class II molecules (see Fig. 6-ll). Because the I,
blocks access to the peptide-binding cleft of a class II
MHC molecule, it must be removed before complexes of
peptide and class II molecules can form. The same pro-
teolytic enzymes, such as cathepsin S, that g".rerate pep-
tides from internalized proteins also act on the 11,
degrading it and leaving only a 24-amino acid remnant
called class II-associated invariant chain peptide (CLIp).

FIGURE 6-9 The class l l  MHC pathway of antigen presentation. The numbered stages in processing of extracel lular antigens correspond
to  the  s tages  descr ibed in  the  tex t  ApC,  an t igen-pre ien t ing  ce l l

ER-resident chaperones, such as calnexin. The nonpoly-
morphic 11 also associates with the class II MHC oB het-
erodimers in the ER. The 11 is a trimer composed of three
30-kD subunits, each of which binds one hewly synthe-
sized class II cB heterodimer in a wav that interferes with
peptide loading of the cleft formed by the cr and B chains
(Fig. 6-l l). As a result, class II MHC molecules cannot
bind and present peptides they encounter in the ER,
leaving such peptides to associate with class I molecules.
The I; also promotes folding and assembly of class II
molecules and directs newly formed class II molecules
to the late endosomes and lysosomes where internalized
proteins have been proteolytically degraded into pep-
tides. Unlike vesicles containing proteins destined for
secretion or for the cell surface, vesicles containing class
II MHC molecules emerge from the Golgi complex and
are targeted to late endosomes and lysosomes. During
their passage toward the cell surface, the exocytic vesi-
cles transporting class II molecules out of the ER meet
and fuse with the endocl,tic vesicles containing inter-
nalized and processed antigens. The net result of this
sequence of events is that class II molecules enter the
vesicles that also contain peptides generated by proteol-
ysis of endocytosed proteins.

Immunoelectron microscopy and subcellular frac-
tionation studies have defined a class Il-rich subset of
late endosomes that plays an important role in antigen
presentation (Fig. 6-12). In macrophages and human B
cells, it is called the MHC class II compartment, or MIIC.
(In some mouse B cells, a similar organelle containing

Association
of processed
peptides with
class l l MHC

molecules
in vesicles
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FfcURE 6-1O Antigen processing requires t ime and cel lular metabolism and can be mimicked by in vitro proteolysis. l f  an antigen-
presenting cel l  (ApC)ls al iowed to p-rocess antigen and is then chemical ly f ixed (rendered metabolical ly inert) 3 hours or more after antigen

internal izat ion, i t  is capable of presentrng antigJn to T cel ls (A). Antigen is not presented i f  APCs are f ixed less than 3 hours after antigen

uptake, rmplying that for this antigen anO npb populat lon, the minimum trme needed for processing of the antigen is 3 hours (B) Fixed

ApCs bind and present proteolyt ic-fragments of antigens to specif ic T cel ls (C). The art i f ic ial proteolysis therefore mimics physiologic antigen
nrnccqqino hv APCs Ffiect ive antigei presentation-is assayed by measuring a T cel l  response, such as cytokine secretion. (Note that this

type of experiment is done with po-pulat ions of antigen-specif ic T cel ls, such as T cel l  hybridomas, which respond to processed antigens on

fixed APCs, but that normal T cel ls require costimulators that may be destroyed by f ixat ion. Also, the t ime required for antigen processing

ls 3 hours rn this experiment, but i t  may be dif ferent with other antigens and APCs )

X-ray crystallographic analysis has shown that CLIP sits
in the peptide-binding cleft in the same way that other
peptides bind to class II MHC molecules. Therefore,
removal of CLIP is required before the cleft becomes
accessible to peptides produced from extracellular pro-
teins. This is accomplished by the action of a molecule

I  Art isen l l r* t t l
I presentation | | response I

called HLA-DM (or H-2M in the mouse), which is

encoded within the MHC, has a structure similar to that

of class II MHC molecules, and colocalizes with class II

molecules in the MIIC compartment' HLA-DM mole-

cules differ from class II MHC molecules in several

respects: they are not polymorphic, they do not associ-

Transpotl of class ll
peptide comPlex

to cell surface

+

Binding of
processed peptides

to class ll

FIGURE 6-1 1 The functions of class l l  MHG-associated invariant chains and HIA-DM. Class l l  molecules with bound invariant chain, or

CLIB are transported rnto vesicles, where the CLIP is removed by the action of DM Antigenic peptidesgenerated in the vesicles are then

able to bind to the class l l  molecules Another class l l - l ike protein, cal led HLA-DO, mayiegulate the DM-catalyzed removal of CLIP CllV

c lass  l l  ves ic le

-  o f  CLIP

f\
Proteolytic
degradation
of  l ;
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I n  M l l C
2 Morphology of class l l MHC-rich endosomal vesi-
unoe ectron micrograph of  a B ymphocyte that  has
ovine serum albumin in to ear ly  endosomes ( labeled
d partcles, arrow) and contarns class l l MHC mole-

cules (labeled with 1O-nm gold particles) in MllCs (arrowheadd fhe
internal ized a bum n w I  reach the Mi  Cs u t imate iy .  (From Kle i jmeer
MJ,  S Morkowski ,  JM Gr i f f i th ,  Ay Rudensky,  and HJ Geuze.  Major
h is tocompat  b i  i ty  complex c lass l l  compartments in  numan ano
mouse B iymphoblasts represent conventional endocvlc comoart-
ments.  Reproduced f rom The Journal  of  Cel  Bio logy 139:639-649,
1997,  by copyr ight  permiss ion of  The Rockefe l ler  Univers i tv  press.)
B.  lmmunoe ectron mrcrograph of  a B cel  showinq locat ion of  c  ass
l l  MHC molecules and DM n Ml lCs fsrars/  and nvar iant  cnatn con-

ate with the I;, and they are not expressed on the cell
surface. Ht {-DM acts as a peptide exchanger, facilitat-
ing the removal of CLIP and the addition of other pep-
tides to class II MHC molecules.

The crit ical role of HIA-DM is demonstrated by the
finding that mutant cell lines that lack DM, and
knockout mice that lack the homologous mouse
protein H-2M, are defective in presenting peptides
derived from extracellular proteins. \Vhen class II
MHC molecules are isolated from these DM-mutant
cell lines or from APCs from H-2M knockout mice,
they are found to have CLIp almost exclusively occu-
pying their peptide-binding clefts, consistent with a
role for DM in removing CLIP Transfection of the gene
encoding DM into these mutant cell l ines resrores
normal class II-associated antigen presentation.

whole proteins maybind and are then "trimmed" bypro-
teoll,tic enzymes to the appropriate size for T cell recog-
nition. As a result, the size of peptides eluted from cell
surface class II MHC molecules is usually restricted to 10
to 30 amino acids. The peptides that are displayed by
class II MHC molecules are mostly generated by this
trimming step.

B lymphocyes, and perhaps other APCs, express
another nonpolymorphic class Il-like heterodimer
called HLA-DO. Much of the DO in rhe cell is found in
association with DM, suggesting that the DO molecule
may regulate the efficiency of antigen presentation or
the types of peptides that are generated in B cells.
However, DO is not required for antigen processing, and
its function remains poorly defined.

5. EXPRESSION OF PEPTIDE_CIASS II COMPLEXES
ON THE APC SURFACE

Class II MHC molecules are stabilized bv the bound
peptides, and the stable peptide-class II cimplexes are
delivered to the surface of the APC, where they are dis-
played for recognition by CD4* T cells. The requirement
for bound peptide to stabilize class II MHC molecules
ensures that only properly Ioaded peptide-MHC com-
plexes will survive long enough to get displayed on the
cell surface. A similar phenomenon occurs in class I
MHC assembly. Once expressed on the APC surface, the
peptide-class II complexes are recognized by specific
CD4* T cells, with the CD4 coreceptor playing an essen-
tial role by binding to nonpolymorphic regions of the
class II molecule. The slow off-rate and therefore long
half-life of peptide-MHC complexes increase the chance
that a T cell speciflc for such a complex will make
contact, bind, and be activated by that complex. Inter-
estingly, while peptide-loaded class II molecules traffic
from the late endosomes and lysosomes to the cell
surface, other molecules involved in antigen presenta-
tion, such as DM, stay in the vesicles and are not
expressed as membrane proteins. The mechanism of
this selective traffic is unknown.

Very small numbers of peptide-MHC complexes are
capable of actiuating specific T lymphocyfes. Because
APCs continuously present peptides derived from all the
proteins they encounter, only a very small fraction of cell
surface peptide-MHC complexes will contain the same
peptide. Furthermore, most of the bound peptides will
be derived from normal self proteins because there is no
mechanism to distinguish self proteins from foreign pro-
teins in the process that generates the peptide-MHC
complexes. This is borne out by studies in which class II
MHC molecules are purified from APCs from normal
individuals and the bound peptides are eluted and
sequenced; it is seen that most of these peptides are
derived from self proteins.

The finding that MHC molecules are constantly dis-
playing self peptides raises two important questions that
were introduced in Chapter 5. First, how can a T cell rec-
ognize and be activated by any foreign antigen if nor-
mally all APCs are displaying mainly self peptide-MHC
complexes? The answer is that T cells are remarkably
sensitive and need to specifically recognize very few
peptide-MHC complexes to be activated. It has been
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estimated that as few as 100 complexes of a particular
peptide with a class II MHC molecule on the surface of
an APC can initiate a specific T cell response. This rep-
resents less than 0.1% of the total number of class II mol-
ecules likely to be present on the surface of the APC.
Thus, a newly introduced antigen may be processed into
peptides that load enough MHC molecules of APCs to
activate T cells specific for that antigen, even though
most of the MHC molecules are occupied with self pep-
tides. In fact, the ability of APCs to internalize, process,
and present the heterogeneous mix of self proteins and
foreign proteins ensures that the immune system will
not miss transient or quantitatively small exposures to
foreign antigens. Antigen recognition by aT cell may also
trigger redistribution of MHC molecules on the APC
toward the T cell, thus setting up a positive feedback
loop that promotes recognition of the antigen.

Second, if individuals process their or,rm proteins and
present them in association with their or,rm class II MHC
molecules, why do we normally not develop immune
responses against self proteins? The answer is that self
peptide-MHC complexes are formed but do not induce
autoimmunity because T cells specific for such com-
plexes are killed or inactivated. Therefore, T cells cannot
normally respond to self antigens (see Chapter 11).

Processing of Gytosolic Antigens for
Class I MHc-Associated Presentation

Class I MHC-associated peptides are produced by the
proteolytic degradation of cltosolic proteins, the trans-
port of the generated peptides into the ER, and their
binding to newly synthesized class I molecules. This
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sequence of events is illustrated in Figure 6-13, and the
individual steps are described next.

1. SOURCES OF CYTOSOLIC ANTIGENS

The peptides that are presented bound to class I MHC
molecul.es are deriued from cytosolic proteins, rnost of
which are endogenously synthesized in nucleated cells.
Foreign antigens in the cytosol may be the products of
viruses or other intracellular microbes that infect such
cells. In tumor cells, various mutated or overexpressed
genes may produce protein antigens that are recognized
by class I-restricted CTLs (see Chapter 17). Peptides that
are presented in association with class I molecules may
also be derived from microbes and other particulate
antigens that are internalized into phagosomes. Some
microbes are able to damage phagosome membranes
and create pores through which the microbes and their
antigens enter the cltosol. For instance, pathogenic
strains of Listeria monocytogenes produce a protein,
called listeriolysin, which enables bacteria to escape
from vesicles into the cltosol. (This escape is a mecha-
nism that the bacteria have evolved to resist killing by
the microbicidal mechanisms of phagocytes, most of
which are limited to phagolysosomes.) Once the anti-
gens of the phagocl'tosed microbes are in the cytosol,
they are processed like other cltosolic antigens.

2. PROTEOLYTIC DEGRADATION OF CYTOSOLIC
PROTEINS

The major mechanism for the generation of peptides

ftom cytosolic protein antigens is proteolysis by the pro-
teasome. The proteasome is a large multiprotein enzyme
complex with a broad range of proteolltic activity that is
found in the cytoplasm of most cells. A 700-kD form of

Surface expression
of peptide-class I

complexes

Assembly of
peptide-class I

complexes in ER

Proteolytic
degradation
of proteins

Production of
proteins in
the cytosol

RAP

cD8+
cytotoxic T

FIGURE 6-13 The class I MHC pathway of antigen presentation. The numbered stages in the processing of cytosol ic proteins correspond
to the stages described in the text B2m, Blmicroglobul in
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proteasome appears as a cylinder composed of a stacked
array of two inner and two outer rings, each ring being
composed of seven subunits. Three of the seven subunits
are the catalltic sites for proteolysis. A larger, 1500-kD
proteasome is likely to be most important for generating
class I-binding peptides and is composed of the 700-kD
structure plus several additional subunits that regulate
proteolytic activity. TWo catalytic subunits present in
many 1500-kD proteasomes, called LMP-2 and LMp-7,
are encoded by genes in the MHC, and are particularly
important for generating class I-binding peptides.

The proteasome performs a basic housekeeping
function in cells by degrading many damaged or
improperly folded proteins. These proteins are targeted
for proteasomal degradation by covalent linkage of
several copies of a small polypeptide called ubiquitin.
Ubiquitinated proteins are recognized by the proteaso-
mal cap, and are then unfolded, the ubiquitin is
removed, and the proteins are "threaded" through pro-
teasomes. The proteasome has broad substrate speci-
ficity and can generate a wide variety of peptides from
cytosolic proteins (but usually does not degrade proteins
completely into single amino acids). Interestingly, in
cells treated with the cl.tokine IFN-y, there is increased
transcription and synthesis of LMP-2 and LMP-7, and
these proteins replace two of the subunits of the protea-
some. This results in a change in the substrate specificity
of the proteasome so that the peptides produced are
6 to 30 residues long and usually contain carboxy-
terminal basic or hydrophobic amino acids. Both fea-
tures are typical of peptides that are transported into
the class I pathway and that bind to class I molecules
(often after further trimming). This is one mechanism by
which IFN-y enhances antigen presentation, another
mechanism being increased expression of MHC mole-
cules (see Fig. 5-10, Chapter 5). Thus, proteasomes are
excellent examples of organelles whose basic cellular
function has been adapted for a specialized role in
antigen presentation.

Many lines of evidence have conclusively established
that proteasomal degradation of cytosolic proteins is
required for entry into the class I antigen-processing
pathway.

Specific inhibitors of proteasomal function block
presentation of a cy'toplasmic protein to class I MHC-
restricted T cells specific for a peptide epitope of that
protein. However, if the peptide that is recognized by
the CTLs is syrthesized directly in the cltoplasm of a
cell as the product of a transfected minigene, the
peptide is presented and the cell can be killed by the
CTLs. In this situation, presentation of the peptide is
not blocked by inhibitors of proteasomal enzymes,
indicating that once antigens are converted to cyto-
solic peptides, they no longer need proteasomal
degradation.

In some cell lines, inhibition of ubiquitination also
inhibits the presentation of cyoplasmic proteins to
class I MHC-restricted T cells specific for a peptide
epitope of that protein. Conversely, modification of
proteins by attachment of an N-terminal sequence

that is reco gn ized by ubiquitin- conj ugating enzyrnes
leads to enhanced ubiquitination and more rapid
class I MHC-associated presentation of peptides
derived from those proteins.

Mice in which the genes encoding selected subunits
of proteasomes (LMP-2 or LMP-7) are deleted show
defects in the generation of CTLs against some
viruses, presumablybecause of defective class l-asso-
ciated presentation of viral antigens.

Thus, the proteolytic mechanisms that generate anti-
genic peptides that bind to class I MHC molecules are
different from the mechanisms described earlier for
peptide-class II MHC molecule associations. This is also
evident from the observation that agents that raise
endosomal and lysosomal pH, or directly inhibit endo-
somal proteases, block class ll-restricted but not class
I-restricted antigen presentation, whereas inhibitors of
ubiquitination or proteasomes selectively block class
I-restricted antigen presentation.

Some protein antigens apparently do not require
ubiquitination or proteasomes to be presented
by the class I MHC pathway. This may be because other,
less well-defined mechanisms of cytoplasmic proteoly-
sis exist. Some newly slnthesized proteins are degraded
in the ER. For example, the signal sequences of mem-
brane and secreted proteins are usually cleaved by signal
peptidase and degraded proteolltically soon after syn-
thesis and translocation into the ER. This ER processing
generates class I-binding peptides without a need for
proteolysis in the cytosol.

3. TMNSPORT OF PEPTIDES FROM THE CYTOSOL
TO THE ER

Peptides generated in the cytosol are translocated by
a specialized transporter into the ER, where newly syn-
thesized class I MHC molecules are auailable to bind the
peptides. Because antigenic peptides for the class I
pathway are generated in the cytosol, but class I MHC
molecules are slmthesized in the ER, a mechanism must
exist for delivery of cytosolic peptides into the ER. The
initial insights into this mechanism came from studies
of cell lines that are defective in assembling and dis-
playrng peptide-class I MHC complexes on their sur-
faces. The mutations responsible for this defect turned
out to involve two genes located within the MHC that are
homologous to the ABC transporter family of genes,
which encode proteins that mediate adenosine triphos-
phate lRtl)-dependent transport of low molecular
weight compounds across cellular membranes. The
genes in the MHC that belong to this family encode the
two chains of a heterodimer called the transporter asso-
ciated with antigen processing (TAP). (Interestingly, the
TAPI and TAP2 genes are next to the genes encoding
LMP-2 and LMP-7 in the MHC, and the synthesis of the
TAP protein is also stimulated by IFN-y.) The TAP protein
is located in the ER membrane, where it mediates the
active, AlP-dependent transport of peptides from the
cytosol into the ER lumen (Fig. 6-f a). Although the TAP
heterodimer has a broad range of specificities, it opti-
mally transports peptides ranging from 6 to 30 amino
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FIGURE 6-14 Role of TAP in class
I MHC-associated antigen presenta-
t ion .  ln  a  ce l l  l i ne  lack ing  func t iona l
TA? c  ass  I  n -o 'ecu les  are  noL e f  '

c ie r t l y  loaded w i th  pepr ides  and are
degraded, mostly rn the ER When a
{uncL iona l  TAP gene is  t rans fecred
nto  the  ce l l  l rne ,  normal  assembly  and

o v n r o c c i n n  n f  n o n t i . l o - ^ . . ^ ^  ^ t ^ ^
e ^ v r  ! J J r u '  r  P e P L r u e  o J J U U  O t C U

class I MHC n'olec-les are restored
Note that the TAP dimer may be
attached to class I mo ecu es by a
l lnker  p ro te in  ca l led  tapas in ,  wh ich  is
no t  shown in  th is  and o ther
i lustrat ions

TAP-negative cell:
defect in antigen
presentation and

class I MHC expression

Degradation
of unstable
class I molecules

acids long and containing carboxyl termini that are basic
(in humans) or hydrophobic (in humans and mice). As
mentioned before, these are the properties of peptides
that are generated in the proteasome and are able to
bind to MHC molecules.

TAP-deficient cell lines, and mice in which the TAPI
gene is deleted, show defects in class I MHC surface
expression and cannot effectively present class
I-associated antigens to T cells. The class I MHC mol-
ecules that do get expressed on the surface of TAP-
deficient cells have bound peptides that are mostly
derived from signal sequences of proteins destined
for secretion or membrane expression. As mentioned
before, these signal sequences may be degraded to
peptides within the ER, without a requirement for
TAP

Rare examples of human TAPI and TAP2 gene muta-
tions have been identified, and the patients carrying
these mutant genes also show defective class I MHC-
associated antigen presentation and increased sus-
ceptibility to infections with some bacteria.

On the luminal side of the ER membrane, the TAP
protein is noncovalently attached to newly synthesized
class I MHC molecules by a linker protein called tapasin.
Thus, the class I molecule is strategically located at the
site where it can receive peptides.

4. ASSEMBLY OF PEPTIDE_CIASS I MHC COM-
PLEXES IN THE ER

Peptides translocated into the ER bind to cla.ss I MHC
molecules thqt are attached to the TAP dimer. The syn-
thesis and assembly of class I molecules involve a mul-
tistep process in which peptide binding plays a key role.
Class I cr chains and B2-microglobulin are synthesized in
the ER. Appropriate folding of the nascent cr chains is
assisted by various ER chaperone proteins, such as cal-
nexin and calreticulin. Within the ER, the newly formed

TAP-expressing cell:
normal antigen

presentation and
class I MHC expression

Transport and surface expression
of peptide-loaded stable
class I molecules

Cytosolic peptides
transported into
ER by TAP

"empty" class I dimers remain attached to the TAP
complex by tapasin. After a peptide enters the ER via TAB
it is often trimmed to the appropriate size for MHC
binding by the ER-resident aminopeptidase, ERAP The
peptide is then able to bind to the cleft of the adjacent
class I molecule, after which the peptide-class I complex
is released from tapasin, and it is able to exit the ER and
be transported to the cell surface. In the absence of
bound peptide, many of the newly formed a chain-Br-
microglobulin dimers are unstable, cannot be trans-
ported out of the ER efficiently, and are presumably

degraded in the ER (see Fig. 6-14).
Peptides transported into the ER preferentially

bind to cLass I, but not class II, MHC molecules, for
two reasons. First, newly synthesized class I molecules
are attached to the luminal aspect of the TAP complex,
ready to receive peptides. Second, as mentioned
previously, in the ER the peptide-binding clefts of newly
synthesized class II molecules are blocked by the
associated 11.

5. SURFACE EXPRESSION OF PEPTIDE_CII.SS I
MHC COMPLEXES

Class I MHC molecules with bound peptides are
structurally stable and a.re expressed on the cell surface.
Stable peptide-class I MHC complexes that were pro-
duced in the ER move through the Golgi complex and
are transported to the cell surface by exocytic vesicles.
Once expressed on the cell surface, the peptide-class I

complexes may be recognized by peptide antigen-spe-
cific CD8* T cells, with the CDB coreceptor playing an
essential role by binding to nonpolymorphic regions of
the class I molecule. In later chapters, we will return to
a discussion of the role of class l-restricted CTLs in pro-

tective immunity. Several viruses have evolved mecha-
nisms that interfere with class I assembly and peptide

loading, emphasizing the importance of this pathway for
antiviral immunity (see Chapter 15).
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FIGURE 6-15 T cel ls survey
antigen-presenting cel ls (APGs) for
foreign peptides, APCS present self
peptides and foreign peptides asso-
ciated with MHC molecules, and T
cel ls respond to the foreign pep-
t ides In response to infect ions,
APCs also cYnreqq e nqtimulators
(not shown) that act ivate T cel ls spe-
cif ic for the microbial antigens The
f igure shows that T cel ls specif ic for
self  antigens are not present; some
self+eactive T cel ls may be present,
but these are incapable of respond-
ing to the self  antigens {see Chapter
1 1 )

PHysroloctc StcNtFtcANcE 0F MHC-
AssoctRrrD ANTIcEN PRrsrrurRrroru
So far, we have discussed the specificitv of CD4t and
CD8. T lymphocytes for MHC-associated ioreign protein
antigens and the mechanisms by which complexes of
peptides and MHC molecules are produced. In this
section, we consider the importance of MHC-associated
antigen presentation in the role that T cells play in pro-
tective immunity, the nature of T cell responses to dif-
ferent antigens, and the types of antigens that T cells
recognize.

T Cel l  Survei l lance for  Foreign Ant igens

The class I and class II pathways of antigen presentation
sample available proteins for display to T cells. Most of
these proteins are self proteins. Foreign proteins are
relatively rare; these may be derived from infectious
microbes, other foreign antigens that are introduced
into the body, and tumors. T cells survey all the displayed
peptides for the presence of these rare foreign peptides
and respond to the foreign antigens (Fig. 6-15). Self pep-
tides do not stimulate T cell responses, either because T
cells with receptors for these peptides were deleted
during their maturation in the thymus or the cells have
been rendered inactive by recognition of the self anti-
gens (see Chapter 1l). MHC molecules sample both the
extracellular space and the cytosol of nucleated cells,
and this is important because microbes may reside in
both locations. Even though peptides derived from
foreign (e.g., microbial) antigens may not be abundant,
these foreign antigens are recognized by the immune
system because of the exquisite sensitivity ofT cells. In
addition, infectious microbes stimulate the expression
of costimulators on APCs that enhance T cell responses,
thus ensuring that T cells will be activated when
microbes are present.

Nature of T Gell Responses

The expression and functions of MHC molecules deter-
mine how T cells respond to different ty?es of antigens
and mediate their effector functions.

o The presentation of uesicular uersu.s cytosolic pro-
teins by the class II or class I MHC pathways, respec-
tiuely, determines which subsets ofT cells will respond
to antigens found in these two pook of proteins (Fig.
6-16). Extracellular antigens usually end up in endo-
somal vesicles and activate class Il-restricted CD4* T
cells because vesicular proteins are processed into
class Il-binding peptides. CD4* T cells function as
helpers to stimulate effector mechanisms, such as
antibodies and phagocytes, which serve to eliminate
extracellular antigens. Conversely, endogenously syn-
thesized antigens are present in the cltoplasmic pool
of proteins, where they are inaccessible to antibodies
and phagocytes. These cltosolic antigens enter the
pathway for loading class I molecules and activate
class I-restricted CD8* CTLs, which kill the cells pro-
ducing the intracellular antigens. The expression of
class I molecules in all nucleated cells ensures that
peptides from virtually any intracellular protein may
be displayed for recognition by CD8* T cells. Thus,
antigens from microbes that reside in different cellu-
lar locations selectively stimulate the T cell responses
that are most effective at eliminating that type of
microbe. This is especially important because the
antigen receptors of helper T cells and CTLs cannot
distinguish between extracellular and intracellular
microbes. By segregating peptides derived from these
types of microbes, the MHC molecules guide these
subsets ofT cells to respond to the microbes that each
subset can best combat.

@ The unique specificity of T celk for cell-bound anti-
gens is essential for the functions of T lymphoq/tes,
which are largely mediated by interactions requiring
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Class I MHC-associated presentation of
cystolic antigen to cytotoxic T lymphocytes
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direct cell-cell contact and by cytokines that act at
short distances. APCs not only present antigens to T
lymphocltes but also are the targets of T cell effector
functions (see Fig. 6-16). For instance, macrophages
with phagocytosed microbes present microbial anti-
gens to CD4* T cells, and the T cells respond by acti-
vating the macrophages to destroy the microbes. B
lymphocltes that have specifically bound and endo-
c1'tosed a protein antigen present peptides derived
from that antigen to helper T cells, and the T cells then
stimulate the B lymphocytes to produce antibodies
against the protein. B lymphocytes and macrophages
are two of the principal cell types that express class II
MHC genes, function as APCs for CD4* helper T cells,
and focus helper T cell effects to their immediate
vicinity. Similarly, the presentation of class I-associ-
ated peptides allows CDB. CTLs to detect and respond
to antigens produced in any nucleated cell and to
destroy these cells. We will return to a fuller discus-
sion of these interactions of T cells with APCs when
we discuss the effector functions of T cells in later
chapters.

lmmunogenic i ty  of  Prote in Ant igens

MHC molecules determine the immunogenicity of
protein antigens in two related ways.

o The epitopes of complex proteins that elicit the
strongest T cell responses are the peptides that are

Macrophage activation
destruction of

phagocytosed antigen

B cell antibody
secretion: antibody
binding to antigen

generated by proteolysis in APCs and bind most

avidly to MHC molecules. If an individual is immu-
nized with a multideterminant protein antigen' in
many instances the majority of the responding T cells

are specific for one or a few linear amino acid

sequences of the antigen. These are called the

immunodominant epitopes or determinants. The
proteases involved in antigen processing produce a
variety of peptides from natural proteins, and only

some of these peptides possess the characteristics
that enable them to bind to the MHC molecules
present in each individual (Fig. 6-17).

In H-2k mice immunized with the antigen hen egg
lysozyme (HEL), a large proportion of the HEL-spe-
cific T cells are specific for one epitope formed by
residues 52 to 62 of HEL in association with the I-,S

class II molecule. This is because the HEL(52-62)
peptide binds to I-A better than do other HEL pep-

tides. In uitro, If I-Ak-expressing APCs are incubated
with HEL, up to 20Vo of the I-A* molecules may get

loaded with this one peptide. Thus, the HEL(52-62)
peptide is the immunodominant epitope of HEL in H-

2k mice. This approach has been used to identify
immunodominant epitopes of many other protein

antigens. In inbred mice infected with a virus, such as

the lymphocl'tic choriomeningitis virus, the virus-
speciflc T cells that are activated may be specific for

as few as two or three viral peptides recognized in

association with one of the inherited class I alleles.
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Similarly, in humans infected with the human
immunodeficiency virus, individual patients contain
T cells that recognize a small number of viral epi-
topes. This phenomenon has been seen with many
viruses and intracellular bacteria. These results imply
that even complex microbes produce very few pep-
tides capable of binding to any one allelic MHC mol-
ecule.

It is important to define the structural basis of
immunodominance because this may permit the effi-
cient manipulation of the immune system with slmthetic
peptides. An application of such knowledge is the design
of vaccines. For example, a viral protein could be ana-
lyzed for the presence of amino acid sequences that
would form typical immunodominant epitopes capable
of binding to MHC molecules with high affinity. Syn-
thetic peptides containing these epitopes may be effec-
tive vaccines for eliciting T cell responses against the
viral peptide expressed on an infected cell. Conversely,
some individuals do not respond to vaccines (such as
hepatitis B virus surface antigen vaccine) presumably
because their HLA molecules cannot bind and display
the major peptides of the antigen.

s The expression of particular class II MHC alleles in an
individual determines the ability of that individual to
respond to particular antigens. The phenomenon of
genetically controlled immune responsiveness was
introduced in Chapter 5. We now know that the
immune response (Ir) genes that control antibody
responses are the class II MHC structural genes. They
influence immune responsiveness because various
allelic class II MHC molecules differ in their ability to
bind different antigenic peptides and therefore to
stimulate specific helper T cells.

H-2k mice are responders to HEL(52-62), but H-2d
mice are nonresponders to this epitope. Equilibrium
dialysis experiments have shornrn that HEL(52-62)
binds to I-Ak but not to I-Ad molecules. X-ray crystal-
lographic analysis of peptide-MHC complexes shows
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peptide epitope

that the HEL(52-62) peptide binds tightly to the
peptide-binding cleft of the I-A molecule (see
Chapter 5, Fig. 5-BC). Modeling studies indicate that
the HEL(52-62) peptide cannor bind tightly to the
cleft of the I-Ad molecule (which has different amino
acids in the binding cleft than does I-S). this
explains why the H-2d mouse is a nonresponder to
this peptide. Similar results have been obtained with
numerous other peptides.

These concepts of immunodominance and geneti-
cally controlled immune responsiveness are based
largely on studies with simple peptide antigens and
inbred homozygous strains of mice because in these
cases, limited numbers of epitopes are presented by few
MHC molecules, making the analyses simple. However,
the same principles are also relevant to the understand-
ing of responses to complex multideterminant protein
antigens in outbred species. It is likely that most indi-
viduals will express at least one MHC molecule capable
of binding at least one determinant of a complex
protein, so that all individuals will be responders to such
complex antigens. As we mentioned in Chapter 5, the
need for every species to produce MHC molecules
capable of binding many different peptides may be
the evolutionary pressure for maintaining MHC
polymorphism.

PnrsrrurRnoN oF Uplo ArurlcENs By
GDl MoucutEs

An exception to the rule that T cells can see only
peptides is the recognition of lipid and glycolipid anti-
gens by a numerically rare population of T cells called
NK-T cells. These lymphocytes have many unusual
properties, including the expression of markers that are
characteristic of both T cells and NK cells, and the
limited diversity of their antigen receptors (see Chapter
8). NK-T cells recognize lipids and glycolipids displayed
by the class I-like "non-classical" MHC molecule called
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FIGURE 6-17 lmmunodominance of peptides. Protein antigens are processed to generate mult iple peptides; immunodominant peptides
are the ones that bind best to the avai lable class I and class l l  MHC molecules Thell lustrat ion shows an extracel lular antigen generating a
class l l -binding peptide, but this also applies to peptides of cytosolrc antigens that are presented by class I MHC molecufe"s nFC, antigen-
oresentino cel l

Mult iple pep
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lmmunodominant



CDl. There are several CDI proteins expressed in
humans and mice. Although their intracellular traffic
pathways differ in subtle ways, all the CDI molecules
bind and display lipids by a unique pathway. Newly syn-
thesized CDI molecules pick up cellular lipids and carry
these to the cell surface. From here, the CDl-lipid com-
plexes are endocltosed into endosomes or lysosomes,
where lipids that have been ingested from the external
environment are captured and the new CDI-lipid com-
plexes are returned to the cell surface. Thus, CDI mole-
cules acquired endocltosed lipid antigens during
recycling and present these antigens without apparent
processing. The NK-T cells that recognize the lipid
antigens may play a role in defense against microbes,
especially mycobacteria (which are rich in lipid
components.).

SUMMARY

I T cells recognize antigens only in the form of pep-
tides displayed by the products of self MHC genes
on the surface of APCs. CD4* helperT lymphocytes
recognize antigens in association with class II
MHC gene products (class II MHC-restricted
recognition), and CDB* CTLs recognize antigens
in association with class I gene products (class I
MHC-restricted recognition).

@ Specialized APCs, such as dendritic cells,
macrophages, and B lymphocytes, capture extra-
cellular protein antigens, internalize and process
them, and display class Il-associated peptides to
CD4* T cells. Dendritic cells are the most efficient
APCs for initiating primary responses by activating
naiveT cells, and macrophages and B lymphocytes
present antigens to differentiated helper T cells in
the effector phase of cell-mediated immunity and
in humoral immune responses, respectively. All
nucleated cells can present class l-associated pep-
tides, derived from cytosolic proteins such as viral
and tumor antigens, to CD8* T cells.

o Antigen processing is the conversion of native pro-
teins into MHC-associated peptides. This process
consists of the introduction of exogenous protein
antigens into vesicles of APCs or the synthesis of
antigens in the cltosol, the proteolytic degradation
of these proteins into peptides, the binding of pep-
tides to MHC molecules, and the display of the
peptide-MHC complexes on the APC surface for
recognition by T cells. Thus, both extracellular and
intracellular proteins are sampled by these
antigen-processing pathways, and peptides
derived from both normal self proteins and foreign
proteins are displayed by MHC molecules for sur-
veillance by T lymphocytes.

o For class ll-associated antigen presentation,
extracellular proteins are internalized into endo-
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somes, where these proteins are proteolytically
cleaved by enzl'rnes that function at acidic pH.
Newly synthesized class II MHC molecules
associated with the 11 are transported from the
ER to the endosomal vesicles. Here the 11 is prote-
olytically cleaved, and a small peptide remnant
of the Ii, called CLIB is removed from the
peptide-binding cleft of the MHC molecule by
the DM molecules. The peptides that were gener-
ated from extracellular proteins then bind to the
available cleft of the class II MHC molecule, and
the trimeric complex (class II MHC o and p chains
and peptide) moves to and is displayed on the
surface of the cell.

O For class I-associated antigen presentation, cyto-
solic proteins are proteolytically degraded in the
proteasome, generating peptides with features
that enable them to bind to class I molecules'
These peptides are delivered from the cltoplasm to
the ER by an AlP-dependent transporter called
TAP Newly qmthesized class I MHC-p2 - microglob -

ulin dimers in the ER are attached to the
TAP complex and receive peptides transported
into the ER. Stable complexes of class I MHC
molecules with bound peptides move out of
the ER, through the Golgi complex, to the cell
surface.

o These pathways of MHC-restricted antigen pres-
entation ensure that most of the body's cells are
screened for the possible presence of foreign anti-
gens. The pathways also ensure that proteins from
extracellular microbes preferentially generate pep-
tides bound to class II MHC molecules for recog-
nition by CD4. helper T cells, which activate
effector mechanisms that eliminate extracellular
antigens. Conversely, proteins synthesized by
intracellular (cytosolic) microbes generate pep-
tides bound to class I MHC molecules for recogni-
tion by CD8* CTLs, which function to eliminate
cells harboring intracellular infections. The immu-
nogeniciry of foreign protein antigens depends on
the ability of antigen-processing pathways to gen-
erate peptides from these proteins that bind to self
MHC molecules.
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from the cell surface to the nucleus of T cells' Each of
these events is mediated by distinct sets of rnolecules on
the T cell surface (Fig. 7-1). In this chapterl we describe
the cell surface molecules involved in T cell antigen
recognition and signaling. The molecules involved inthe
adhesion of T cells to APCs have been described in
Chapter 3.

T lymphocltes have a dual specificity: they recognize
polymorphic residues of self major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) molecules, which accounts for their
MHC restriction, and they also recognize residues of
peptide antigens displayed by these MHC molecules,
which is responsible for their specificity. As we discussed
in Chapters 5 and 6, MHC molecules and peptides form
complexes on the surface of APCs. The receptor that rec-

ognizes these peptide-MHC complexes is called the T

cell receptor (TCR). The TCR is a clonally distributed
receptor, meaning that clones of T cells with different
specificities express different TCRs. The biochemical
signals that are triggered in T cells by antigen recogni-
tion are transduced not by the TCR itself but by invari-
ant proteins called CD3 and (, which are noncovalently
linked to the antigen receptor to form the TCR complex.
Thus, in T cells, and, as we shall see in Chapter 10, in B

cells as well, antigen recognition and signaling are seg-

this receptor and a related receptor called the pre-T
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receptor (see Chapter 8) play important roles during the
development of T cells.

T cells also express other membrane receptors that do
not recognize antigen but participate in responses to
antigens; these are collectively called accessory mole-
cules. The physiologic role of some accessory molecules
is to facilitate signaling by the TCR complex, while others
provide "second signals" to fully activate T cells. yet other
accessory molecules function as adhesion molecules to
stabilize the binding of T cells to ApCs, thus allowing the
TCR to be engaged by antigen long enough to transduce
the necessary signals. Adhesion molecules also regulate

T cell receptor (TCR) Antibody (l mmunoglobulin)

Signal
transduction

the migration of T cells to the sites where they locate and
respond to antigens, as discussed in Chapter 3. In addi-
tion to mediating flrm attachment, most adhesion
molecules initiate signaling and participate in the
formation of "immunological synapses" between T cells
and APCs (Chapter S).

With this background, we proceed to describe the T
cell membrane molecules that are required for antigen
recognition and the initiation of functional responses.
The maturation of T cells is discussed in Chapter 8, and
the biology and biochemistry of T cell responses to
antigen are discussed in Chapter 9.

0B TCR FoR MHC-AssoclRrro
Prprror Aruncrnr

The TCR was discovered in the early 1980s, around
the same time that the structure of MHC-peptide com-
plexes was being defined. A number of separate
approaches were used to molecularly identify the TCR
(Box 7-l). One approach depended on the identification
of genes that were expressed only in T cells and that also
could be shown to have undergone recombination
specifically in these cells. The flrst gene thus identified
was homologous to immunoglobulin genes. In another
approach, clonal populations of T cells were generated
and monoclonal antibodies that recognized specific
clones were identified. These clonotlpe-specific anti-
bodies identified the TCR. These early studies have cul-
minated in the x-ray crystallographic analysis of TCRs
and, most informatively, of trimolecular complexes of
MHC molecules, bound peptides, and specific TCRs. As
we shall see in the following section, on the basis of these
analyses, we now understand the structural features of
antigen recognition by the TCR precisely. The compo-
nents of the TCR complex, in addition to the TCR itsell
have been identified bv biochemical studies and molec-
ular cloning.

F Antigen recognit ion and signal ing func-
ti hocyte antigen receptors. The antigen
recognit ion and signal ing functions of antigen receptors
are mediated by dist inct proteins of the antigen receptor
complex When TCR or lg molecules recognize antigens,
signals are del ivered to the lymphocytes by proteins asso-
ciated with the antigen receptors The antigen receptors
and attached signal ing proteins form the T and B cerr
receptor complexes Note that single antigen receptors
are shown recognizing antigens, but signal ing requires the
cross-l inking of two or more receptors by binding to adja-
cent  an t igen molecu les

lga
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To identify TCRs for MHC-associated peptide antigens, it
was necessary to develop monoclonal  T cel l  populat ions
in which a l l  the cel ls  express the same TCR. The f i rs t
such populat ions to be used for  s tudying TCR prote ins
were tumors derived from T lymphocytes Subsequently,
methods were developed for propagating monoclonal T
cell populations in vitro, including T-T hybridomas and
ant igen-speci f ic  T cel l  c lones.  The ear l iest  techniques for
pur i fy ing TCR molecules for  b iochemical  s tudies re l ied on
producing antibodies specific for unique (idiotypic) deter-
minants of  the ant igen receptors of  a c lonal  T cel l  popu-
lation. Antigen receptors were isolated by use of such
ant ibodies,  and l imi ted amino acid sequencing of  these
receptor proteins suggested that the TCRs were struc-
tura l ly  homologous to lg  molecules and conta ined h ighly
var iable regions that  d i f fered f rom one c lone to another
However, the protein sequencing studies did not reveal
the structure of the complete TCR

The breakthrough came from attempts to clone the
genes encoding TCRs,  and th is  was accompl ished before
the structure of the proteins was fully defined The strat-
egy for the identif ication of TCR genes was based on the
knowledge of  lg  genes.  Three cr i ter ia  were chosen that
needed to be fu l f i l led for  genes to be considered TCR
genes:  ( '1  ) these genes would be uniquely expressed in
T cel ls ,  (2)  they would undergo somat ic  recombinat ion
dur ing T cel l  development  (as lg  genes do dur ing B cel l
development; see Chapter 8), and (3) they would be
homologous to lg  genes One method that  was used to
identify TCR genes was subtractive hybridization, aimed
at  ident i fy ing T cel l -speci f ic  genes In th is  method,  com-
plementary DNA (cDNA) was prepared f rom T cel l  mes-
senger RNA (mRNA) and hybr id ized to B cel l  mRNA Al l
the cDNAs that  were common to T and B cel ls  hvbr id ized

to the mRNA and were separated from non-hybridized
cDNAs. The cDNAs that were left behind were unique to
T cel ls .  Some of  the genes conta ined in th is  l ibrary of  T
cel l -soeci f ic  cDNAs were found to be homologous in
sequence to lg  genes,  and Southern b lot  hybr id izat ion
showed that these genes had a different structure in
non-T cel ls  than in T cel ls .  This  d i f ference in s t ructure in
lymphocytes compared to non-lymphocytes was a known
characteristic of lg genes (see Chapter 8) and suggested
that the T cell genes that had been found encoded clon-
ally distributed antigen receptors of T cells that under-
went  somat ic  rearrangement only  in  cel ls  of  the T
lymphocyte l ineage Furthermore, the predicted amino
acid sequences of the proteins encoded by these genes
agreed wlth the partlal sequences obtained from putative
TCR prote ins pur i f ied wi th TCR-speci f ic  ant i - id iotypic  ant i -
bodies. Other investigators discovered TCR genes among
a library of T cell genes (without subtractive hybridization)
based sole ly  on the cr i ter ia  ment ioned before.

The molecular  c loning of  the TCR was a landmark
achievement  that  came soon af ter  the deta i led st ructura l
analys is  of  MHC molecules and provided the st ructura l
basis  for  understanding how T cel ls  recognize pept ide-
MHC complexes. The abil ity to express TCRs in ways that
a l lowed them to be c leaved f rom cel l  membranes and sol -
ubil ized was key to the crystall ization of TCRs bound to
peptide-MHC complexes These advances have revolu-
t ion ized our  understanding of  T cel l  ant igen recogni t ion
and paved the way for  many important  techniques,
inc luding the expression of  s ingle TCRs of  known speci -
f ic i t ies in  t ransgenic animals We wi l l  re fer  to  such
approaches for  analyz ing immune responses in la ter
chapters

Structure of the cr,B TCR

The antigen receptor of MHC-restricted CD4+ helper T
cells and CD& cytotoxic T lymphocltes (CTLs) is a het-
erodimer consisting of two tra.nsmembrane polypeptide
chains, designated a and p, coualently linked to each
other by a disulfide bridge (Fig. 7-3). (Another less
common type of TCR, found on a small subset of T cells,
is composed of y and 6 chains and is discussed later.)
Each cr chain and B chain consists of one Ig-like N-
terminal variable (V) domain, one Ig-like constant (C)
domain, a hydrophobic transmembrane region, and a
short cytoplasmic region. Thus, the extracellular por-
tion of the oB heterodimer is structurally similar
to the antigen-binding fragment (Fab) of an Ig molecule,
which is made up of the V and C regions of a light chain
and theVregion and one C region ofa heavy chain (see
Chapter 4).

The V regions of the TCR a and p chains contain short
stretches of amino acids where the variability between
different TCRs is concentrated, and these form the
hypervariable or complementarity-determining regions

(CDRs). Three CDRs in the cx chain are juxtaposed to
three similar regions in the B chain to form the part of
the TCR that specifically recognizes peptide-MHC com-
plexes (described in the following section). The B chain
V domain contains a fourth hlpervariable region, which

does not appear to participate in antigen recognition but

is the binding site for microbial products called super-
antigens (see Chapter 15, Box 15-2). EachTCR chain, like
Ig heary and light chains, is encoded by multiple gene

segments that undergo somatic rearrangements during
the maturation of the T lymphocytes (see Chapter 8) ' In

the a and 0 chains of the TCR, the third hlpervariable

sequence variability in TCRs is concentrated in the
CDR3 regions.

The C regions of both cr and B chains continue into

short hinge regions, which contain cysteine residues
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FIGURE 7-3 Structure of the T cell receptor. The
schematic diagram of the aB fCR kf i l  shows the
domains of a typical TCR specif ic for a peptide-MHC
complex The antigen-binding port ion of the TCR is
formed by the Vo and Vp domains The r ibbon diagram
/f lElht l  shows the structure of the extracel lular port ion of
a TCR as revealed by x-ray crystal lography The hyper-
variable segment loops that form the peptide-N/HC
binding site are at the top (Adapted from Bjorkman PJ
MHC restr ict ion in three dimensions: a view of T cerr
receptor/ l igand interactions Cell  89:1 67-'1 70, 1 997 Copv-
right Cell  Press )

TCR. Several tlpes of experiments have definitively
established that both the cr and B chains form a single
heterodimeric receptor that is responsible for both the
antigen (peptide) speciflcity and the MHC restriction of
a T cell.

r Cloned lines of T cells with different peptide speci-
ficities and MHC restrictions differ in the sequences
of the V regions of both u and B chains.

., TCR o and B genes can be isolated from a T cell clone
of defined peptide and MHC specificity. \Mhen both
these genes are expressed in other T cells by transfec-
tion, they confer on the recipient cell both the peptide
specificity and the MHC restriction of the original
clone from which they were isolated. Neither TCR
chain alone is adequate for providing specific recog-
nition of peptide-MHC complexes.

To create transgenic mice expressing a TCR of a par-
ticular antigen specificity and MHC restriction, it is
necessary to express both the u and p chains of the
TCR as transgenes.

The antigen-binding site of the TCR is formed by the
six CDRs of the o and B chains that are splayed out
to form a surface for MHC-peptide recognition (Fig.
7-4). This interface resembles the antigen-binding
surfaces of antibody molecules, which are formed by
the V regions of the heavy and light chains (see Chapter
a, Fig. 4-5). In the TCR structures that have been
analyzed in detail, the TCR contacts the peptide-MHC
complex in a diagonal orientation, fitting between the

that contribute to a disulfide bond linking the two
chains. The hinge is followed by hydrophobic trans-
membrane portions, an unusual feature of which is the
presence of positively charged amino acid residues,
including a lysine residue (in the u chain) or a lysine and
an arginine residue (in the 0 chain). These residues inter-
act with negatively charged residues present in the
transmembrane portions of other polypeptides (CD3
and () that are part of the TCR complex. Both cr and B
chains have carbory-terminal cytoplasmic tails that are
5 to 12 amino acids long. Like membrane Ig on B cells,
these cytoplasmic regions are too small to transduce
signals, and specific molecules physically associated
with the TCR serve the signal-transducing functions of
this antigen receptor complex.

TCRs and Ig molecules are structurally similar, but
there are also several significant differences between
these two types of antigen receptors (Table 7-l). The
TCR is not produced in a secreted form, and it does not
perform effector functions on its own. Instead, on
binding peptide-MHC complexes, the TCR complex ini-
tiates signals that activate the effector functions of
T cells. Also, unlike antibodies, the TCR chains do
not undergo changes in C region expression (i.e.,
isotype switching) or affinity maturation during T cell
differentiation.

Role of the op TCR in the Recognition of
MHC-Associated Peptide Antigen

The recognition of peptide-MHC complexes k mediated
by the CDRs formed by both the a and p chains of the

{
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Table 7-1. Propert ies of Lymphocyte Ant igen Receptors: T Cel l  Receptors and lmmunoglobul ins

T cell receptor (TCR) lmmunoglobulin (lg)

Components cr and B chains Heavy and light chains

Number of lg domains One V domain and one C domain
in each chain

Heavy chain;  one V domain,  three
or four  C domains

Light  chain;  one V domain and
one C domain

Number of CDRs Three in each chain for antigen
binding; fourth hypervariable region
in B chain (of unknown function)

Three in each chain

Associated signaling moleculesCD3 and ( lga and lgB

Affinity for antigen (K6) '10-s-10-7 M 10-7-10-11 M (secreted lg)

Changes after cellular activation
Production of secreted form Yes

lsotype switching
Somatic mutations

Yes

Yes

Abbreviations; C, constant; CDR, complementarity-determining region; K6, dissociation constant; V, variable

high points of the MHC cr-helices. In general, the CDR1
loops of the TCR cr and B chains are positioned over
the ends of the bound peptide, the CDR2 loops
are over the helices of the MHC molecule, and the
CDR3 loop is positioned over the center of the MHC-
associated peptide. One surprising result of these struc-

tural analyses is that the side chains of only one or tvvo
amino acid residues of the MHC-bound peptide make
contact with the TCR. This is structural proof for the
remarkable ability of T cells to distinguish among
diverse antigens on the basis of very few amino acid dif-
ferences. Recall that mutational analyses of peptides

FIGURE 7-a Binding of a TGR to a peptide-
MHG complex. The V domains of a TCR are
shown in te rac t ing  w i th  a  human c lass  I  MHC
molecule, HLA-A2, presenting a viral peptide
(in yel low) A is a front vlew and B is a side
view of the x-rav crvstal structure of the tr l-
molecular MHC-peptide-TCR complex (From
Blorkman PJ MHC restr ict ion in three dlmen-
sions: a vlew of T cel l  receptor/ l igand interac-
t ions  Ce l l  89 :167- '1  70 ,  1997 Copyr igh t  Ce l l
Press )
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described in Chapter 5 also showed that very few
residues of the peptide are responsible for the specificity
of T cell antigen r-ecognition (iee Fig.5-8C).

The affinity of the TCR for peptide-MHC complexes is
low much lower than that of most antibodies (see
Chapter 4, Table 4-l). In the few T cells that have been
analyzed in detail, the dissociation constant (Ie of TCR
interactions with peptide-MHc complexes varies from
-10{ to -l0rM. This low affinity of specific antigen
binding is the likely reason that adhesion molecules are
needed to stabilize the binding of T cells to ApCs, thus
allowing biologic responses to be initiated. Signaling
by the TCR complex appears to require prolonged or
repeated engagement of peptide-MHC complexes,
which is also promoted by stable adhesion between T
cells and APCs. The TCR and accessory molecules in the
T cell plasma membrane move coordinately with their
ligands in the APC membrane to form a transient
supramolecular structure that has been called the
immunological synapse. The formation of this slnapse
regulates TCR-mediated signal transduction. We will
return to a discussion of signal transduction by the TCR
complex and the role of the synapse in Chapter 9.

CD3 nruo ( Pnorrrns 0F THE TCR Goruprex
The CD3 and I proteins are noncou&lently associated
with the TCR aB heterodimer, and when thb TICR recog-
nizes antigen, these associated proteins transduce the
signals that lead to T cell actiuation.The components of

the TCR complex are illustrated in Figure 7-5 and listed
in Table 7-1. The CD3 molecule actually consists of three
proteins that are designated CD3 y, 6, and e. The CD3
proteins and the ( chain are identical in all T cells regard-
less of specificity, which is consistent with their role in
signaling and not in antigen recognition.

Structure and Association of CD3
and (  Prote ins

The CD3 proteins were identifled before the o(0 het-
erodimer by the use of monoclonal antibodies raised
against T cells, and the ( chain was identified later by co-
immunoprecipitation with op and CD3 proteins. The
physical association of the cxB heterodimer, CD3, and (
chains has been demonstrated in two ways.

Antibodies against the TCR aB heterodimer or any of
the CD3 proteins coprecipitate the heterodimer and
all the associated proteins from solubilized plasma
membranes of T cells.

\Mhen intact T cells are treated with either anti-CD3
or anti-TCR uB antibodies, the entire TCR complex is
endocytosed and disappears from the cell surface
(i.e., all the proteins are comodulated).

The CD3 y, 6, and e proteins are homologous to
each other. The N-terminal extracellular regions of y,
5, and e chains each contains a single Ig-like domain,
and therefore these three proteins are members of the
Ig superfamily. The transmembrane segments of all

MHC-restr icted T cel ls consists of
the o,B TCR noncovalently l inked to
the CD3 and ( proteins The asso-
ciat ion of these proteins with one
another is mediated by charged
residues in their transmembrane
regions, which are not shown

TCR

I Phrr" I
I membrane I

I cyt"p{"*, l



three CD3 chains contain a negatively charged aspartic
acid residue, which binds to positively charged residues
in the transmembrane domains of the TCR cr and

B chains. Each TCR complex contains one crB dimer
associated with one CD3 p heterodimer, one CD3 6e
heterodimer, and one disulfide-linked covalent ((
homodimer.

The c1'toplasmic domains of the CD3 y, 6, and e pro-
teins range from 44 to 81 amino acid residues long, and
each of these domains contains one copy of a conserved
sequence motif important for signaling that is called the
immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif
(ITAM). An ITAM contains two copies of the sequence

ry'rosine-X-X-leucine/isoleucine (in which X is an
unspecified amino acid), separated by six to eight amino
acid residues (i.e., nfiI/l(X)6 8\lfil/I). ITAMs play a
central role in signaling by the TCR complex. They are
also found in the cytoplasmic tails of several other lym-
phoclte membrane proteins that are involved in signal
transduction, including the ( chain of the TCR complex,
Iga and IgB proteins associated with membrane Ig mol-
ecules of B cells (see Chapter 10, Fig. l0-3), and compo-
nents ofseveral Fc receptors (see Chapter 14, Box l4-l),
and of the NKG2D activating receptor on natural killer
(NK) cells.

The ( chain has a short extracellular region of nine
amino acids, a transmembrane region containing a neg-
atively charged aspartic acid residue (similar to the CD3
chains), and a long cytoplasmic region (113 amino acids)
that contains three ITAMs. It is normally expressed as a
homodimer. The ( chain is also associated with signal-
ing receptors on lymphocytes other than T cells, such as
the Fcy receptor (Fc1RIII) of NK cells.

The expression of the TCR complex requires synthesis
of allits components, The need for all components of the
complex to be present for expression was first established
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in cell lines (Fig. 7-6). During the maturation of T cells in
the thymus, CD3 and ( proteins are slmthesized before
the TCR a and B genes are expressed (see Chapter 8), but
these proteins do not make their way to the plasma
membrane, and are proteolytically degraded. Chaper-
ones, such as calnexin, may retain individual members
of the TCR complex in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)

before the complex is fully assembled. In mature T cells
the entire TCR complex is assembled in the ER and trans-
ported to the cell surface. This sequence of events is
essentially similar to the events that lead to expression of
the B cell antigen receptor complex in B l1-rnphocltes.

Functions of CD3 and ( Proteins

The CDS and ( chains link antigen recognition by the
TCR to the biochemical euents that lead to the func-
tional actiuation of T celk. Several lines of evidence
support the critical role of these components of the TCR
complex in signal transduction in T cells.

Antibodies against CD3 proteins often stimulate T cell
functional responses that are identical to antigen-
induced responses. Unlike antigens, which stimulate
only specific T cells, anti-CD3 antibodies bind to and
stimulate all T cells, regardless of antigen specificity'
Thus, anti-CD3 antibodies are polyclonal activators
ofT cells.

The cytoplasmic tail of either the CD3e or the (
protein is sufficient to transduce the signals neces-
sary for T cell activation in the absence of the other
components of the TCR complex. This was shown by
expressing, in certain T cell lines, genetically engi-
neered chimeric molecules containing the cytoplas-
mic portion of CD3e or the ( chain fused to the
extracellular and transmembrane domains of other

Degradation of incomplete
TCR complexes;

no surface expression

T cell lacking
CD3y because
of gene mutation

Synthesis of all
components of
TCR complex

Surface
expression of TCR;

CD3/( complex

Transfect
functional
CD3y chain gene

FIGURE 7-6 Assembly and surface expression of the TCR complex. In the absence of any one component ( in this case, the CD3y protein),

the TCR complex is not issembled and ai l  i ts proteins are degraded, presumably in proteasomes fol lowing retro-translocation from the endo-
plasmic ret iculum Introduction of the missing component by gene transfection al lows the complex to be assembled and transported to the
cel l  surface
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cell surface receptors for soluble ligands, such as the
interleukin-2 (IL-2) receptor. Binding of the ligand
(e.g., IL-2) to the chimeric receptors results in activa-
tion responses identical to those induced by stimula-
tion through the normal TCR complex on the same T
cells.

The earliest intracellular event that occurs in T cells
after antigen recognition is the phosphorylation of tyro-
sine residues within the ITAMs in the cytoplasmic tails
of the CD3 and ( proteins by Src family kinases such as
Lck or Fyn. Lck associates with the cltoplasmic tail of
CD4 and CD8, and Fyn is physically linked to CD3. The
phosphotyrosines in the ITAMs become docking sites for
a tyrosine kinase with tandem Src homology 2 (SH2)
domains. This kinase, calledZAP-70 (70-kD (-associated
protein), is recruited to the ( chain and triggers signal
transduction pathways that ultimately lead to changes
in gene expression in the T cells (discussed in Chapter
9 ) .

Arurrcrru Rrcrprons oF y6 T Crrs
The y6 TCR is a second type of diverse, disulfide-linked
heterodimer that is expressed on a small subset of crp-
negative T cells. This category of antigen receptor is also
associated with CD3 and ( proteins. (The y6 TCR should
not be confused with the y and 6 components of the CD3
complex.) The TCR y and 6 chains consist of extracellu-
Iar Ig-like V and C regions, short connecting or hinge
regions, hydrophobic transmembrane segments, and
short cytoplasmic tails, similar to the TCR cr and 0
chains. The hinge regions contain cysteine residues
involved in interchain disulfide linkages. The yD het-
erodimer associates with the CD3 and ( proteins in the
same way as TCR op heterodimers do. The transmem-
brane regions of the TCR y and 6 chains, in a manner
similar to the s and B chains, contain positively charged
amino acid residues that interact with the negatively
charged residues in the transmembrane regions of the
CD3 polypeptides and of the ( chain. Furthermore, TCR-
induced signaling events typical of crp-expressing T cells
are also observed in y6 T cells. The majority of y6 T cells
do not express CD4 or CD8. A number of biologic activ-
ities have been ascribed to 15 T cells that are also char-
acteristic of oB T cells, including secretion of cytokines
and Iysis oftarget cells.

T cells expressing the y6 TCR represent a lineage dis-
tinct from the more numerous aB-expressing, MHC-
restricted T llmphocytes. The percentages of 16 T cells
vary widely in different tissues and species, but overall,
less than 5% of all T cells express this form of TCR. Dif-
ferent subsets of y6 T cells may develop at distinct times
during ontogeny, contain differentV regions, and popu-
late different tissues. For example, in mice, many skin yb
T cells develop in neonatal life and express one particu-
lar TCR with essentially no variability in the V region,
whereas many of the yb T cells in the vagina, uterus, and
tongue appear later and express another TCR with a dif-
ferent V region. It is not knov"n whether these subsets

perform different functions, but the distinct V regions
suggest that the subsets may be specific for different
ligands. One intriguing feature of yb T cells is their abun-
dance in epithelial tissues of certain species. For
example, more than 50% of lymphocltes in the small
bowel mucosa of mice and chickens, called intraepithe-
lial lymphocytes, are y5 T cells. In mouse skin, most of
the intraepidermal T cells express the y6 receptor. Equiv-
alent cell populations are not as abundant in humans;
only about l0To of human intestinal intraepithelial T
cells express the y6 TCR.

yb T cells, along with NK-T cells (described below), B-
1B cells, and.MZ B cells (see Chapters 8 and 10), may
represent an important bridge between innate and
adaptive immunity, functioning as lymphocytes that
enhance the flrst line of defense against a range of
pathogens. y6 T cells do not recognize MHC-associated
peptide antigens and are not MHC restricted. Some y6 T
cell clones recognize small phosphorylated molecules,
alkyl amines, or lipids that are commonly found in
mycobacteria and other microbes, and that may be pre-
sented by "nonclassical" class I MHC-like molecules.
Other y6 T cells recognize protein or nonprotein antigens
that do not require processing or any particular type of
APCs for their presentation. Many y6 T cells are triggered
by microbial heat shock proteins. The limited diversity
of the y6 TCRs in many tissues suggests that the ligands
for these receptors may be invariant and conserved. A
working hlpothesis for the specificity of y6 T cells is that
they may recognize antigens that are frequently encoun-
tered at epithelial boundaries between the host and the
external environment. Thus, they may initiate immune
responses to a small number of common microbes at
these sites, before the recruitment of antigen-specific uB
T cells. However, mice lacking y6 T cells, created by tar-
geted disruption of the y or 6 TCR gene, have little or no
immunodeficiency and only a modest increase in sus-
ceptibility to infections by some intracellular bacteria.

Aruncrru RrcrproRs oF NK-T Cru-s
A small population of T cells also expresses markers that
are found on NK cells; these are called NK-T cells. The
TCR o chains expressed by a subset of NK-T cells have
limited diversity, and in humans these cells are charac-
terized by a unique Ya24-Jal8 rearrangement. These
invariant NK-T (iNK-T) cells also represent lymphocytes
that bridge innate and adaptive immunity. Other NK-T
cells exist that have quite diverse antigen receptors. All
NK-T cell TCRs recognize lipids that are bound to class I
MHC-like molecules called CDI molecules. However,
other cloned lines of aB T cells that do not express NK-
T markers but recognize CDI-associated lipid antigens
have also been described and these cells may be CD4',
CD8*, or CD4-CD8- aB T cells. NK-T cells and other lipid
antigen-specific T cells are capable of rapidly producing
c1'tokines such as IL-4 and interferon (IFN) -T after being
triggered in a lipid- and CDl-dependent fashion. NK-T
cells and other CDl-restricted T cells may mediate
protective innate immune responses against some



pathogens, and invariant NK-T cells may regulate adap-
tive immune responses primarily by secreting cyokines.
The precise functions of these cells are still being
elucidated.

CoRrcrproRS AND CosrruulRroRy REcEproRS
IN T CELLS

Other than the T cell receptor complex, many categories
of molecules on the T-cell surface contribute in a major
way to the activation and differentiation of T lympho-
cytes (Fig. 7-7). Coreceptors represent a category of
membrane proteins that enhance TCR signaling; their
name refers to the fact that they bind to MHC molecules,
and thus recognize a part of the same ligands (peptide-
MHC complexes) as do the antigen receptors. A group of
proteins known as costimulatory receptors also deliver
activating signals to T cells, but these proteins, in con-
trast to coreceptors, recognize molecules on APCs that
are not part of the peptide-MHC complexes. Chemokine
receptors and cy'tokine receptors are also of importance
in T cell responses, and these molecules are discussed in
Chapter 12.

CD4 nruo CD8: ConecEprons lruvorvro rrrr
MHC.RTSTRIcTED T GITT AcrIvRrloru

CD4 ond CD\ are T cell proteins that bind to nonpoly-
morphic regions of MHC molecules and facilitate sig-
naling by the TCR complex during T cell actiuation.
Mature crB T cells express either CD4 or CD8, but not
both. CD4 and CD8 interactwith class II and class I MHC
molecules, respectively, when the antigen receptors of T
cells specifically recognize peptide-MHC complexes on
APCs (see Fig.7-7). The major function of CD4 and CD8
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is in signal transduction at the time of antigen recogni-
tion; they may also strengthen the binding of T cells to
APCs. Because CD4 and CD8 participate together with
the TCR in recognition of MHC molecules and in T cell
activation, they are called coreceptors. About 65% of
mature aB-positive T cells in the blood and lymphoid
tissues express CD4, and 35% express CD8.

Structure of  GD4 and CD8

CD4 and CDB are transmembrane glycoprotein
members of the Ig superfamily, which mediate similar
functions. CD4 is expressed as a monomer on the
surface of peripheral T cells and thymocltes and is also
present on mononuclear phagocltes and some den-
dritic cells. CD4 has four extracellular Ig-like domains, a
hydrophobic transmembrane region, and a highly basic
cltoplasmic tail38 amino acids long (Fig. 7-B)' The two
N-terminal Ig-like domains of the CD4 protein bind to
the nonpolymorphic B2 domain of the class II MHC
molecule.

Most CD8 molecules exist as disulfide-linked het-
erodimers composed of two related chains called CDScr
and CD8B (see Fig. 7-8). Both the s chain and the B chain
have a single extracellular Ig domain, a hydrophobic
transmembrane region, and a highly basic cltoplasmic
tail about 25 amino acids long. The Ig domain of CD8
binds to the nonpolymorphic cr3 domain of class I MHC
molecules. Some T cells express CDB as homodimers,
but this different form appears to function like the more
common CD8 cxP heterodimers.

Funct ions of  CD4 and CDB

The selectiue binding of CD4 to class II MHC molecules
and of CD8 to class I MHC molecules ensures that CD4*
T cells respond to class ll-associated peptide antigens

FIGURE 7-7 Accessory mole-
cules of T lymphocytes. The inter-
^ - - t ^ -  - +  ̂  ^ n , -  L ^ r ^ ^ .  -  ^ g l l  w i t ho L t ! u r r  u r  d  u u +  i l E r p v r  I  u i

an APC (A), or of a CD8. CTL with
a  ta rge t  ce l l  (B) ,  invo lves  mul t ip le
T cel membrane proteins that
recognize dif  f  erent l igands on
the  APC or  ta rge t  ce l l  On ly
selected accessory molecules and
the l r  l igands  are  i l l us t ra ted ,  CD4
and CDR ara  .n r t r .an tnrs  CD2B

is the prototypical costinulatory
recepto',  and the LFA-'1 ir tegrir^
s an adhes on rrolecule that may
a lso  l 'ave  s igna l ing  f  rnc t ions
APC,  an t igen-present ing  ce l l

CD4+ helper T lymphocyte

Class ll Lpi_S-1  MHC

Class l l  MHC-
expressing APC
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FIGURE 7-8 A schematic view of the structure of the CD4 and
CDB coreceptors. The CD4 protein is an integrat membrane
monomer consistlng of four extracellular lg domains, a transmem-
brane domain, and a cytoplasmic tail The CDB protein is either a
disul f ide l inked aB integra l  membrane heterodimer or  a d isu l f ide
linked trcr homodimer (not shown). Each chain has a single extra-
cellular lg domain. The cytoplasmic portions of both CD4 and CD8
can associate with Lck (not shown)

and CD$+ T celk respond to class l-associated peptides.
In Chapter 6, we described the processes bv which class
I and class II MHC molecules present p"piides derived
from intracellular (cytosolic) and extracellular (endocy-
tosed) protein antigens, respectively. The segregation of
CD4* and CD8. T cell responses to these different pools
of antigens occurs because of the speciflcities of CD4
and CD8 for different classes of MHC molecules. CD4
binds to class II MHC molecules and is expressed on T
cells whose TCRs recognize complexes of peptide and
class II MHC molecules. Most CD4* class Il-restricted T
cells are cytokine-producing helper cells and function in
host defense against extracellular microbes that are
ingested by macrophages or need to be recognized by
antibodies in order to be cleared. CD8 binds to class I
MHC molecules and is expressed on T cells whose TCRs
recognize complexes of peptide and class I MHC mole-
cules. Most CDB* class l-restricted T cells are CTLs,
which serve to eradicate infections by intracellular
microbes that reside in the cytoplasm of infected cells.
Some CD4* T cells, especially in humans, function as
CTLs, but even these are class II restricted. The physio-
logic importance of this segregation was discussed in
Chapter 6 (see Fig. 6-17).

The essential roles of CD4 and CD8 in the functional
responses of T cells have been demonstrated bv manv
types of experiments.

Antibodies specific for CD4 selectively blockthe stim-
ulation of class II MHC-restricted T cells by antigen
and APCs, and antibodies to CDB selectively block
killing of target cells by class I MHC-restricted CTLs.

Formal proof of the obligatory function of these mol-
ecules came from gene transfection experiments. For
example, if the TCR a and B genes are isolated from a
CD4* T cell clone and transfected into another T cell
line that does not express CD4, the TCR-expressing
transfected line will not respond to APCs bearing the
relevant class II MHC-associated antigen. Respon-
siveness is restored if the CD4 gene is cotransfected
along with the TCR genes. The same type of experi-
ment has established the importance of CDB in the
responses of class I-restricted T cells.

An APC lacking MHC molecules cannot present
antigen to or activate T cells. The ability to activate T
cells is restored by transfecting into the APC normal
MHC molecules but not by transfecting MHC mole-
cules in which the CD4-binding or CD8-binding non-
poly,rnorphic domain is mutated.

Knockout mice lacking CD4 or CDB do not contain
mature class Il-restricted or class I-restricted T cells,
respectively, because these coreceptors play essential
roles in the maturation of T cells in the thvmus (see
Chapter B).

CD4 and CD9 participate in the early signal trans-
duction euents that occur afrer T cell recognition of
peptide-MHC complexes on APCs. These signal-
transducing functions are mediated by a T cell-specific
Src family tyrosine kinase called Lck that is noncova-
lently but tightly associated with the cytoplasmic tails of
both CD4 and CD8. CD4i CD8-associated Lckis required
for the maturation and activation of T cells, as demon-
strated by studies with knockout mice and mutant cell
lines.

Disruption of the lck gene in mice leads to a block in
T cell maturation, Iike the maturational arrest caused
by deletion of CD4 and CDB (see Chapter 8).

In T cell lines or in knockout mice lacking CD4,
normal T cell responses or maturation can be restored
by reintroducing and expressing a wild-type CD4
gene but not by expressing a mutant form of CD4 that
does not bind Lck.

\.Vhen aT cell recognizes peptide-MHC complexes via
its antigen receptor, simultaneous interaction of CD4 or
CD8 with the MHC molecule brings the coreceptor and
its associated Lck close to the TCR complex. Lck then
phosphorylates tyrosine residues in the ITAMs of CD3
and ( chains, thus initiating the T cell activation cascade
(see Chapter 9). In addition to its physiologic roles, CD4
is a receptor for the human immunodeficiencyvirus (see
Chapter z0).

CosnnauuronY AND lr{H teffonv
Rrcrprons oF rHE CD28 Fnuny
CD28 k a membrane protein that transduces signals
that function together with signals deliuered by the TCR
complex to actiuate naiue T cells. A general property of



naive T and B lymphoc),tes is that they need two distinct
extracellular signals to initiate their proliferation and
differentiation into effector cells. This two-signal
concept was introduced in Chapter 1. The first signal is
provided by antigen binding to the antigen receptor and
is responsible for ensuring the specificity of the subse-
quent immune response. In the case of T cells, binding
of peptide-MHC complexes to the TCR (and to the CD4
or CD8 coreceptor) provides signal l. The second signal
for T cell activation is provided by molecules that are col-
lectively called costimulators (Fig. 7-9).

The best defined costimulators for T lymphocytes
are a pair of related proteins, called B7-1 (CD80) and
B7-2 (CDBG), that are expressed on dendritic cells,
macrophages, and B lymphocytes. These 87 costimula-
tors on APCs are recognized by specific receptors on T
cells. The first ofthese receptors for 87 to be discovered
was the CD28 molecule, which is expressed on more
than 90% of CD4* T cells and on 50% of CDB. T cells in
humans (and on all naive T cells in mice). CD2B is a
disulfide-linked homodimer, each subunit of which has
a single extracellular Ig domain. Binding of 87 molecules
on APCs to CD28 delivers signals to the T cells that

! ! ryro"ine-containing motifs

FIGURE z-9 Selected costimulatory receptors of the CD28 and
CD2 famil ies and their l igands. The CD28 costimulatory receptor is
a  d isu l f lde- l inked homodlmer  on  the  T  ce l l  sur face  tha t  b inds  to  B7-
1 on APCs ot rc B-7-2 (not shown) The cvtoplasmic tal l  of CD2B con-
tains a tv.osine-based motif  CD2 ano SLAM contain two
ext race l lu la r  lg - l l ke  domains  and the l r  cy top lasmlc  ta i l s  a lso  conta in
tyrosine-containing motifs The tyrosine-based motif  in the tai l
reg ions  o f  SLAM and SLAM fami ly  members  is  ca l led  an  ITSM,  and
binds to SAP or SAP-l ike proteins (not shown)
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induce the expression of anti-apoptotic proteins, stimu-
late production of growth factors and other cltokines,
and promote T cell proliferation and differentiation.
Thus, CD2B k the principal costimulatory receptor for
deliuering second signak for T cell actiuation. A second
receptor for 87 molecules was discovered later and
called CTI-A-4 (CDl52). CTLA-4 is structurally homolo-
gous to CD28, but CTI-A,-4 is expressed on recently acti-
vated CD4* and CD8*T cells, and its function is to inhibit
T cell activation by counteracting signals delivered by
the TCR complex and CD28. Thus, CTLA-4 is involved in
terminatingT cell responses. How two receptors regulate
responses in opposite ways even though they recognize
the same 87 molecules onAPCs is an intriguing question
and an issue of active research.

Several other T cell surface molecules have recently
been discovered that are homologous to CD28 and bind
to ligands that are homologous to 87 molecules (see

Chapter 9, Box 9-2). Some members of the CD28 family,
such as CD28 itself and ICOS (inducible costimulator),
provide activating signals, while others, such as CTI"\-4
and PD-1, inhibit T cell responses. These costimulatory
and inhibitory signals may serve different roles in
various tlpes of immune responses. We will discuss
other members of the 87 family of ligands and the CD2B
family of receptors, and the mechanisms and biologic
significance of costimulation and inhibitory signals, in
more detail in Chapter 9, when we describe the activa-
tion of T lymphocltes.

CD2 nnp THE SLAM FRTUIIY Or
CosnruumroRY REcEPToRS

Although the best studied and most prominent family of
costimulatory receptors on T cells is the CD2B family,
other proteins also contribute to optimal T cell activa-
tion and differentiation. One important family of pro-

teins that plays a role in the activation of T cells and NK
cells is a group of proteins structurally related to a recep-
tor called CDz. CDz is a glycoprotein present on more
than 90% of mature T cells, on 50% to 70Vo of thymo-
cytes, and on NK cells. The molecule contains two extra-
cellular Ig domains, a hydrophobic transmembrane
region, and a long (116 amino acid residues) cyoplas-
mic tail. The principal ligand for CD2 in humans is a
molecule called leukocl'te function-associated antigen-
3 (LFA-3, or CD58), also a member of the CD2 family.
LFA-3 is expressed on a wide variety of hematopoietic
and nonhematopoietic cells, either as an integral mem-
brane protein or as a phosphatidyl inositol-anchored
membrane molecule. In mice, the principal ligand for
CD2 is CD4B, which is also a member of the CD2 family
and is distinct from but structurally similar to LFA-3.

CD2 is an example of an accessory molecule that
functions both as an intercellular adhesion molecule
and as a signal transducer.

Some anti-CD2 antibodies increase c1'tokine secre-
tion by and proliferation of human T cells cultured
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with anti-TCR/CD3 antibodies, indicating that CD2
signals can enhance TCR-triggered T cell responses.

Some anti-CD2 antibodies block conjugate formation
between T cells and other LFA-3-expressing cells,
indicating that CD2 binding to LFA-3 also promotes
cell-cell adhesion. Such antibodies inhibit both CTL
activity and antigen-dependent helper T cell
responses.

Knockout mice lacking both CD2B and CD2 have
more profound defects in T cell responses than do
mice lacking either molecule alone. This indicates
that CD2B and CD2 may compensate for each other,
an example of the redundancy of accessory molecules
ofT cells.

On the basis of such findings, anti-CD2 antibodies are
currently used in the therapy of psoriasis.

A distinct subgroup of the CD2 family of proteins is
knor,rm as the SLAM (signaling lymphocytic activation
molecule) family. S[-A.M, like all members of the CD2
family, is an integral membrane protein that contains
two extracellular Ig domains and a relatively long clto-
plasmic tail. The cltoplasmic tail of SIAM, but not of
CD2, contains a specific tyrosine-based motif known as
an immunoreceptor tyrosine-based switch motif (ITSM)
that is distinct from the ITAM motif found on signaling
proteins that are components of antigen receptor com-
plexes, but is more like the ITIM (immune receptor
tyrosine-based inhibitory motif) found in other
inhibitory receptors. The Ig domains on S[-{M are
involved in homophilic interactions. SI"A,M on a T cell
can interact with SIAM on a dendritic cell, and as a
result the cytoplasmic tail of SIAM may deliver signals
to T cells. The ITSM motif binds to an adapter called SAP
(StAM-associated protein) that contains an SH2
domain, and forms a bridge between SIAM and Fyn (a
Src family kinase that is also linked to CD3). SIAM and
other members of the SLAM family function as costim-
ulatory receptors in T cells, NK cells, and some B cells.
As we shall see in Chapter 20, mutations in SAP are the
cause of a disease called the X-linked l1'rnphoprolifera-
tive syndrome (X1LP).

An important member of the SLAM family in NK cells,
CD8 T cells, and 16 T cells is called 2B4. Unlike SIAM,
2B4 does not bind to other 2B4 molecules, but recog-
nizes a known ligand for CD2 called CD48. Like SIAM,
the cytoplasmic tail of 2B,4 contains an ITSM motil
binds to the SAP adapter protein, and signals by recruit-
ing Fyn. Defective 2B4 signaling may contribute in a
major way to the immune deficit in )(LP patients.

OrHrn Accessony MorEcurEs 0N T Crus
T lymphocltes express many other molecules that
are involved in their activation, their migration, their
effector functions, and their regulation. Not all fit into
the categories of coreceptors, costimulators, and adhe-
sion molecules. We consider a few other accessory
proteins of T cells in this section.

CD44 is an acidic sulfated membrane glycoprotein
expressed in several alternatively spliced and variably
glycosylated forms on a variety of cell types, including
mature T cells, thymocltes, B cells, granulocltes,
macrophages, erlthrocytes, and fibroblasts. Recently
activated and memory T cells express higher levels of
CD44 than do naive T cells. CD44 binds hyaluronate, and
this property is responsible for the retention of T cells in
extravascular tissues at sites of infection and for the
binding of activated and memoryT cells to endothelium
at sites of inflammation and in mucosal tissues (see
Chapter l3).

Activated CD4t T cells express a trimeric surface
protein of the TNF family called CD40 ligand (CD40L
or CDl54), which binds to CD40 on B l1'rnphocytes,
macrophages, dendritic cells, and endothelial cells and
activates these cells. Thus, CD40L is an important medi-
ator of many of the effector functions of helper T cells,
such as the stimulation of B cells to produce antibodies,
the activation of dendritic cells during the initiation
of cell-mediated immunity, and the activation of
macrophages to destroy phagocytosed microbes. The
role of CD40:CD40L interactions in humoral immune
responses is discussed in Chapter 10 and in cell-
mediated immunity in Chapter 13.

Activated T cells also express a trimeric ligand for the
death receptor Fas (CD95). Engagement of Fas by Fas
ligand on T cells results in apoptosis and is important for
eliminating T cells that are repeatedly stimulated by
antigens (see Chapter ll, Box 11-2). Fas ligand also pro-
vides one of the mechanisms by which CTLs kill their
targets (see Chapter 13).

Activated T cells secrete cytokines, which function as
growth and differentiation factors for the T cells and act
on many other cell populations. Activated T cells also
express receptors for many of these cJ,tokines. We will
discuss these effector molecules in later sections of the
book when we describe the biologic responses and effec-
tor functions of T lymphocltes.

SUMMARY

o The functional responses of T cells are initiated
by the recognition of peptide-MHC complexes
on the surfaces of APCs. These responses require
specific antigen recognition, stable adhesion
between the T cells and APCs, and delivery of acti-
vating signals to the T cells. The various compo-
nents of T cell responses to antigens are mediated
by distinct sets of molecules expressed on the T
cells.

o MHC-restricted T cells use clonally distributed
TCRs to recognize peptide-MHC complexes on
APCs. These TCRs are composed of two disulfide-
linked polypeptide chains, calledTCR a and B, that
are homologous to the heavy and light chains of Ig
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molecules. Each chain of the aB TCR consists of a
V region and a C region.

The V segment of each TCR chain contains three
hypervariable (complementarity-determining)
regions, which form the portions of the receptor
that recognize complexes of processed peptide
antigens and MHC molecules. During T cell
antigen recognition, the TCR makes contact with
amino acid residues of the peptide as well as with
polymorphic residues of the presenting self MHC
molecules, accounting for the dual recognition of
peptide and self MHC molecules.

The y6 TCR is another clonally distributed het-
erodimer that is expressed on a small subset of crB-
negative T cells. These y6 T cells are not MHC
restricted, and they recognize different forms of
antigen than aB T cells do, including lipids and
some small molecules presented by nonpolymor-
phic MHC-like molecules.

The crB (and y6) heterodimers are noncovalently
associated with four invariant membrane proteins,
three of which are components of CD3; the fourth
is the ( chain. The oligomeric assembly of the TCR,
CD3, and ( chain makes up the TCR complex.
When the crp TCR binds peptide-MHC complexes,
the CD3 and ( proteins transduce signals that ini-
tiate the process of T cell activation.

e In addition to expressing the TCR complex, T cells
express several accessory molecules that are
important in antigen-induced activation. Some of
these molecules bind ligands on APCs or target
cells and thereby provide stabilizing adhesive
forces, and others transduce activating signals to
the T cells.

€ CD4 and CD8 are coreceptors expressed on mutu-
ally exclusive subsets of mature T cells that bind
nonpolymorphic regions of class II and class I
MHC molecules, respectively. CD4 is expressed
on class Il-restricted helper T cells, and CD8 is
expressed on class I-restricted CTLs. \Mhen T cells
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recognize peptide-MHC complexes, CD4 and CD8
deliver signals that are critical for initiating T cell
responses.

o CD28 is a receptor on T cells that binds to 87 co-
stimulatory molecules expressed on professional
APCs. CD28 delivers signals, often called signal2,
that are required in addition to TCR complex-
generated signals (signal 1) for fullT cell activation.
A second receptor for 87, called CTLA-4, is induced
after T cell activation and functions to inhibit
responses.

g The CD2 family of receptors includes proteins
such as CD2 and SI"{M that provide additional
activating signals to T cells.
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Maturati on, Activati on,
and Regulation of
Lymphocytes
tTtn" activation of lSrmphocytes by foreign antigens is the central event in

I adaptive immune responses. Much of the science of immunology is

devoted to studying the biology of B andT lymphocytes. In this section of the

book, we focus on the generation of mature lyrnphocytes and the responses

of these lymphocytes to antigen recognition.
Chapter B describes the development of B and T lymphocytes from

uncommitted progenitors, with an emphasis on the molecular basis of the

expression of antigen receptors and the generation of diverse lymphocyte

repertoires. In Chapter 9, we discuss the biology and biochemistry of T lyrn-

phocyte activation. Chapter 10 deals with the activation of B lymphocytes

and the mechanisms that lead to the production of antibodies against

different types of antigens. In Chapter 11, we discuss the phenomenon of

immunological tolerance and the mechanisms that control immune

responses and maintain homeostasis in the immune system.
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Lymphocytes express highly diverse antigen receptors
capable of recognizing a wide variety of foreign sub-
stances. This diversity is generated during the develop-
ment of mature B and T lymphocytes from precursor

cells that do not express antigen receptors and cannot
recognize and respond to antigens. The process by
which lymphocyte progenitors in central lymphoid
organs such as the thymus and bone marrow differenti-
ate into mature lymphocytes that populate peripheral

lymphoid tissues is called lymphocyte development
or lymphocyte maturation. The collection of antigen
receptors, and therefore specificities, expressed by B and
T lymphocytes makes up the immune repertoire.
During maturation, specific cell surface receptors are

triggered to initiate a program ofsequential gene expres-
sion that commits developing cells to a B or a T cell fate,

drives the proliferation of progenitors, and initiates the

rearrangement of antigen receptor genes.
The rearrangement and expression of antigen recep-

tor genes is a central feature of lymphocyte develop-

ment, and very similar molecular and cellular events
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characterize the early development of B and T cells. We
begin this chapter by considering the process of com-
mitment to the B and T lymphocy'te lineages and discuss
some common principles of B and T cell development.
This is followed by a description of the processes that are
unique to the maturation of B cells and then of those
unique to the development of cells of the T lymphocyte
lineage.

0vrnvlrw 0F LyMpH0cyrE DEVEL0pMENT

The maturation of B and T lymphoc).tes involves a series
of events that occur in the generative (central) lymphoid
organs (Fig. 8-1):

O The commitment of progenitor cells to the B or T cell
lineage

@ A temporally ordered process of rearrangement of
antigen receptor genes and expression of antigen
receptor proteins

@ Selection events that preserve cells that have pro-
duced correct antigen receptor proteins and elimi-
nate potentially dangerous cells that strongly
recognize self antigens. These developmental check-
points ensure that only lymphocytes that express
functional receptors with useful specificities will
mature and enter the peripheral immune system.

@ Proliferation of progenitors and immature commit-
ted cells at specific early stages of development, pro-
viding a large pool of cells that can generate useful
lymphocyes

@ Differentiation of B and T cells into functionally and
phenoQpically distinct subpopulations. B cells

develop into follicular, marginal zone and B- I B cells,
and T cells develop into CD4* helper and CD8* clto-
toxic T lymphocytes and y6 T cells (see Chapter 3).
This differentiation into distinct classes provides the
specialization that is characteristic of the adaptive
immune system.

After the generation of a diverse lymphoid repertoire
in central lymphoid organs, naive lymphocltes acquire
the ability to re-circulate and subsequently move from
one secondary lymphoid organ to the next in search of
antigen.

Commitment  to the B and T Cel l  L ineages

Pluripotent stem celk in the bone marrow (and fetal
liuer), generally referred to as hematopoietic stem cells
(HSCs), giue rise to all lineages of blood cells, including
cells of the lymphocyte lineage. HSCs mature into
common lymphoid progenitors (CLPs) that can give rise
to B cells, T cells, NK cells, and some dendritic cells (Fig.
8-2). The maturation of B cells from progenitors com-
mitted to this lineage proceeds mostly in the bone
marrow and before birth, in the fetal liver. Fetal liver
derived stem cells give rise mainly to a ty?e of B cell
called a B-1 B cell, whereas bone marrow derived HSCs
give rise to the majority of circulating B cells (follicular
B cells). Precursors of T lymphocytes leave the fetal liver
before birth and the bone marrow later in life, and cir-
culate to the thymus, where they complete their matu-
ration. Most y5 T cells arise from fetal liver HSCs, and the
majority of T cells, which are uB T cells, develop from
bone marrow derived HSCs. In general, less diverse B
and T cells are generated early in fetal life. Despite their
different anatomic locations, the early maturation
events of both B and T lymphocytes are fundamentally
similar.

FIGURE^&1 Stages of lymphocyte maturation. Development oJ both B and T lymphocytes involves the sequence of maturational stages
shown B cel l  maturatron is i l lustrated, but the basic stages of T cel l  maturation are similar
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FIGURE &2 Pluripotent stem cells give rise to distinct B and T
l ineages. Hematopoiet ic stem cel ls (HSCs) give r ise to dist inct pro-
genitors for various types of blood cel ls One of these progenitor
populat ions (shown here) is cal led a common lymphoid progenitor
(CLP) CLPs give r ise mainly to B and T cel ls but may also contr ibute
to NK cel ls and some dendrit ic cel ls (not depicted here) Pro-B cel ls
can eventual ly dif ferentiate into fol l icular (FO) B cel ls, marginal zone
(MZ) B cel ls, and B-1 B cel ls Pro-T cel ls mav commit to either the
oB or 16 T cel l  l ineages

Commitment to the B or T lineage depends on
instructions received from the cell surface, followed by

the induction of specific transcriptional regulators
that drive a CLP to specifically assume a B cell or a T cell
fate. The cell surface receptors and nuclear transcription
factors that contribute to commitment will be described
later in the chapter.

Early B and T cell deuelopment is characterized by
the proliferation of progenitors, stimulated mainly by
the cytokine interleukin-7(IL-7), resulting in marked
increases in cell numbers. Proliferation ensures that a
large enough pool of progenitor cells will be generated
to eventually provide a highly diverse repertoire of
antigen-specific lymphocytes. IL-7 is produced by
stromal cells in the bone marrow and thymus. Mice with
targeted mutations in either the IL-7 gene or the IL-7
receptor gene have profound deficiencies in mature T
and B cells and little maturation of lymphoclte precur-
sors beyond the earliest stages. Mutations in a chain of
the IL-7 receptor, called the common y chain because it
is shared by several cytokine receptors, give rise to an
immunodeficiency disorder in humans called X-linked

severe combined immunodeficiency disease. This
disease is characterized by a block mainly in T cell devel-
opment, since human B cell progenitors proliferate in
tlie absence of IL-7 signals (see Chapter 20). The prolif-
erative activity in early lymphocyte development, driven
mainly by lL-7, ceases before receptor gene rearrange-
ment has been completed. Subsequent survival and
proliferation of maturing l}'rnphocltes are dependent on
signals from the pre-B cell receptor and pre-T cell recep-
tor. In fact, the greatest expansion of the B and T cell lin-
eages occurs as a consequence of pre-antigen receptor
signaling. This is an important checkpoint in develop-
ment, because only cells that express functional recep-
tors can proceed to the next stage.

Antigen Receptor Gene Rearrangement
and Expression

The rearrangement of antigen receptor genes k the
key euent in lymphocyte deuelopment that driues the
generation ofa diverse repertoire. Antigen receptor gene
products also provide signals that ensure the selective
survival of lymphocytes with useful specificities. As we
discussed in Chapters 4 and7, each clone of B or T l1'rn-
phoc)'tes produces an antigen receptor with a unique
antigen-binding structure. In any individual there may
be 107 or more different B andT lymphocyte clones, each
with a unique receptor. The ability of each individual to
generate these enormously diverse lymphocyte reper-
toires has evolved in a way that does not require an
equally large number of distinct antigen receptor genes;
otherwise, alarge proportion of the mammalian genome
would be devoted to encoding immunoglobulin (Ig) and
T cell receptor (TCR) molecules. Functional antigen
receptor genes are produced in immature B cells in the
bone marrow and in immature T cells in the thymus by

different gene segments. The DNA rearrangement events
that lead to the production of antigen receptors are not
dependent on, or influenced by, the presence of anti-
gens. In other words, as the clonal selection hlpothesis
had proposed, antigen receptors are expressed before
encounter with antigens. We will discuss the molecular
details of antigen receptor gene rearrangement later in
the chapter.

Selection Processes That Shape the B
and T LymphocYte RePertoires

Pre-antigen receptors and antigen receptors deliuer
signak to developing lyrnphocytes that are required
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FIGURE 8-3 Checkpoints in lymphocyte maturation. During development, the rympnocytes rnar express receptors required for continued
prol i ferat ion and maturatlon are selected to survive, and cel ls that do not expressfunctional receptors dre by apoptosis Posit ive and nega-
t ive selection further preserve ce ls with useful specif icrt ies The presence of muit iple checkpoints ensures that only cel ls with useful recep-
to rs  comp e te  t l -e  matura t ion

for the suruiual of these cells and for their proliferation
and continued maturation (Fig. 8-3). Immunoglobulin
and T cell receptor gene rearrangement involves the
random addition and removal of bases between gene
segments being joined together in order to maximize
diversity. Only about one in three developing B and T
cells that rearranges an antigen receptor gene makes an

ble a pre-antigen receptor known as the pre-B cell recep-
tor. In an analogous fashion, developing T cells that
make a productive TCR B chain gene rearrangement
synthesize the TCR B chain protein and assemble
a pre-antigen receptor known as the pre-TCR. In the
absence of pre-antigen receptor expreision, cells that
make out-of-frame rearrangements at the Ig p or TCR p
chain loci undergo programmed cell death. It appears

Fai lure to
express
ant igen
receplor;
cell death

that assembled pre-BCR and pre-TCR complexes, in the
absence of any known ligands, provide signals for sur-
vival, for proliferation, for the phenomenon of allelic
exclusion discussed later, and for the further develop-
ment of early B and T lineage cells.

Following the pre-antigen receptor checkpoint, lym-
phocytes develop further in central lymphoid organs
and express the complete antigen receptor while they
are still immature. At this immature stage, potentially
harmful cells that avidly recognize self-structures may
be eliminated or induced to alter their antigen receptors,
and cells that express useful antigen receptors may be
preserved (Fig. 8- ). The preservation of useful speci-
ficities involves a process called positive selection. In the
T lineage, positive selection ensures the maturation of
T cells whose receptors bind with low avidity (weakly) to
self major histocompatibility complex (MHC) mole-
cules. Mature T cells whose precursors were positively
selected by self MHC molecules in the thymus are able
to recognize foreign peptide antigens displayed by the
same self MHC molecules on antigen-presenting cells in
peripheral tissues. Positive selection provides survival
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FlcuRE 8-c Selection processes in lymphocyte
maturation. After immature clones of lymphocytes
in generative lymphoid organs express antigen
receptors, they are subject to both posit ive and
negative selection processes In posit ive selection,
lymphocyte precursors with antigen receptors that
bind some self l igand with low avidity are selected
to survive and mature further These posit ivelv
selected lymphocytes enter peripheral lymphoid
t issues, where they respond to foreign antigens In
negative selection, cel ls that bind antigens present
within the generative organs, with high avidity,
receive signals that either lead to cel l  death or
induce further rearrangement of antigen receptor
genes, a process known as receptor edit ing As a
resutt,  the repertoire of mature lymphocytes lacks
cel ls capable of responding to these self  antigens
The diagram i l lustrates selection of B cel ls; the prin-
ciples are the same for T lymphocytes, except that
there is no receptor edit ing in the T l ineage

signals to both B and T lymphocytes that have properly
rearranged both chains oftheir antigen receptors.

Negative selection is the process that eliminates or
alters developing lymphocltes whose antigen receptors
bind strongly to self antigens present in the generative
lymphoid organs. Both developing B cells and develop-
ing T cells are susceptible to negative selection during a
short period after antigen receptors are first expressed.
Developing T cells with a high affinity for self-antigens
are eliminated by apoptosis, a phenomenon knor,vn as
clonal deletion. Strongly self-reactive immature B cells
may be induced to make further Ig gene rearrangements
and thus evade self-reactivity. This phenomenon is
called receptor editing. Negative selection of developing
lyrnphocytes is an important mechanism for maintain-
ing tolerance to many self antigens; this is called central
tolerance (see Chapter 11).
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Foreign
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The Generation of l-ymphocyte Subsets

Another important feature of lymphocyte development

that appears to be mechanistically linked to positive

selection is the generation of functionally distinct

subsets in both the T and the B lineages (see Fig' B-4).
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into cytotoxic T lymphocytes whose major effector func-
tion is to kill infected target cells. A similar lineage com-
mitment process during positive selection of B cells
drives the development of these cells into distinct
peripheral B cell subsets. Bone marrow-derived devel-
oping B cells may differentiate into follicular B cells
that recirculate and mediate T cell-dependent
immune responses in secondary lymphoid organs, or
marginal zone B cells that reside in the vicinity of the
marginal sinus in the spleen and mediate largely T
cell-independent responses to blood-borne antigens.

With this introduction, we proceed to a more detailed
discussion of lyrnphocyte maturation, starting with the
key event in maturation, the rearrangement and expres-
sion of antigen receptor genes.

RTRRRRITICEMENT OF ANTIGEN RECEPTOR
Grrurs tN B AND T LyvrpHocyrEs
The genes that encode diuerse antigen receptors ofB and
T lymphocytes are generated. W the re&rrangement in
indiuidual lymphocytes of dffirent uariable (V) region
gene segments with diversity (D) andlor joining (D gene
segments. A novel rearranged exon for each antigen
receptor gene is generated by fusing a specific distant
upstream V gene segment to a dor,r,nstream segment on
the same chromosome. This specialized process of site-
specific gene rearrangement is called V(D)I recombina-
tion. (The terms recombination and rearrangement are
used interchangeably.) Elucidation of the mechanisms
of antigen receptor gene rearrangement, and therefore
of the underlying basis for the generation of immune
diversiry represents one of the landmark achievements
of modern immunology.

H chain locus (1250 kb; chromosome 14
(n  =  -100)

L Vpl L Vsn Ds (n = 23)

K chain locus (1820 kb; chromosome 2)

enh

The first insights into how millions of different
antigen receptors could be generated from a limited
amount of coding DNA in the genome came from
analyses of the amino acid sequences of Ig molecules.
These analyses showed that the pollpeptide chains
of many different antibodies of the same isotype shared
identical sequences at their C-terminal ends (corre-
sponding to the constant domains of antibody heavy
and light chains) but differed considerably in the
sequences at their N-terminal ends that correspond
to the variable domains of immunoglobulins (see
Chapter 4). Contrary to one of the central tenets of
molecular genetics, enunciated as the "one gene-one
polypeptide hypothesis" by Beadle and Tatum in 1941,
Dreyer and Bennett postulated in 1965 that each anti-
body chain is actually encoded by at least two genes, one
variable and the other constant, and that the tvvo are
physically combined at the level of DNA or of messen-
ger RNA (mRNA) to eventually give rise to functional Ig
proteins.

Formal proof of this hypothesis came more than a
decade later when Susumu Tonegawa demonstrated
that the structure of Ig genes in the cells of an antibody-
producing tumor, called a myeloma or plasmacytoma, is
different from that in embryonic tissues or in nonl),ryn-
phoid tissues not committed to Ig production. These dif-
ferences arise because during B cell development, there
is a recombination of DNA sequences within the loci
encoding Ig heavy and light chains. Furthermore, similar
rearrangements occur during T cell development in the
Ioci encoding the pollpeptide chains of TCRs. Antigen
receptor gene rearrangement is best understood by flrst
describing the unrearranged, or germline, organization
of Ig and TCR genes and then describing their rearrange-
ment during lymphocyte maturation.
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Germline Organization of lg and
TGR Genes

The germline organizations of Ig and. TCR genetic loci
are fundamentally similar and are characterized by
spatial segregation of sequences that must be ioined
together to produce functional genes cod.ingfor antigen
receptor proteins. We first describe the Ig loci and then
discuss the TCR loci in comparison.

Organization of Ig Gene Loci

Three separate loci encode, respectively, all the Ig heavy
chains, the Ig r light chain, and the Ig l.light chain. Each
locus is on a different chromosome. The organization
of human Ig genes is illustrated in Figure B-5, and the
relationship of gene segments after rearrangement to
the domains of the Ig heavy and light chain proteins is
shown in Figure 8-6A. Ig genes are organized in essen-
tially the same way in all mammals, although their chro-
mosomal locations and the number and sequence of
different gene segments in each locus may vary. Each
germline Ig locus is made up of multiple copies of at
least two different types of gene segments, the V and J
segments that lie upstream of constant (c) region exons.
In addition, the Ig heaqz chain locus has diversity (D)

segments. Within each locus, the sets of each rype of

gene segment are separated from one another by

stretches of noncoding DNA.
At the 5' end of each of the Ig loci, there is a cluster of

V gene segments' eachV gene in the cluster being about

300 base pairs long. The numbers of V gene segments

vary considerably among the different Ig loci and among

different species. For example, there are about 35V
genes in the human r light chain locus and about 100

functional genes in the human healy chain locus,

whereas the mouse )' light chain locus has only two

V genes and the mouse healy chain locus has more than

1000V genes. The V gene segments for each locus are

spaced over large stretches of DNA, up to 2000 kilobases

long. Located 5' of each V segment is a leader exon that

encodes the 20 to 30 N-terminal residues of the trans-

lated protein. These residues are moderately hydropho-

bic and make up the leader (or signal) peptide. Signal

sequences are found in all newly slmthesized secreted

and transmembrane proteins and are involved in

guiding nascent polypeptides being generated on mem-

b.ane-bo.rttd ribosomes into the lumen of the endo-

plasmic reticulum (ER). Here, the signal sequences are

iapidly cleaved, and they are not present in the mature

proteins. Upstream of each leader exon is aV gene pro-

moter at which transcription can be initiated, but this

occurs most efficiently, as discussed below after

rearrangement.
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"n.od"d 

by dif ferent gene segments. The locations of intrachain and

lf ide bonds (S-S) are approximate. Areas in ihe dashed boxes are the hypervariable (complementari ty-determining) regions ln

the lg p chain and the TCR o and p chains, transmembrane (TM) and cytoplasmic (CYT) domains are encoded by separate exons
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At varying distances 3' of the V genes are several
I segments that are closely linked to downstream
constant region exons. I segments are typically 30 to 50
base pairs long, separated by noncoding sequences.
Between the V and I segments in the IgH locus there are
additional segments know as D segments. In the human

composed of a single exon that encodes the entire C
domain of the light chains. In contrast, each Cs gene is
composed of five or six exons. Three or four exons (each
similar in size to aV gene segment) encode the complete
C region of each heavy chain isotype, and two smaller
exons code for the carbory-terminal ends of the mem-
brane form of each Ig heavy chain, including the trans-
membrane and cytoplasmic domains of the heavy
chains (see Fig. 8-6A).

In an Ig light chain protein (r or l,), the V domain is

_Noncoding sequences in the Ig loci play important
roles in recombination and gene expiession. As we
shall see later, sequences that dictate recombination
of different gene segments are found adjacent to
each coding segment in Ig genes. Also present are V
gene promoters, and other cis-acting regulatory ele_
ments, such as locus control regions, enhancers, and
silencers, which regulate gene expression at the level of
transcription.

Organization of TCB Gene Loci

The genes encoding the TCR o chain, the TCR B chain,
and the TCR y chain map to three separate loci, and
the TCR 6 chain locus is contained within the TCR
crr locus (Fig. 8-7). Each germline TCR locus includes
V L and C gene segments. In addition, TCR 0 and TCR
6 loci also have D segmenrs, like the Ig heavy chain
locus. At the 5' end of each of the TCR loci, there is
a cluster of several V gene segments, arranged in a
very similar way to the Ig V gene segments. Upstream of
each TCR V gene is an exon that encodes a leader
peptide, and upstream of each leader exon is a promoter
for each V gene.

At varying distances 3' of the TCR V genes are the C
region genes. There are two C genes in each of the
human TCR p (Ce) and TCR y (Cr) loci and only one C
gene in each of the TCR s (C") and TCR 6 (CJ loci. Each
TCR C region gene is composed of four exons encoding
the extracellular C region, a short hinge region, the
transmembrane segment, and the cltoplasmic tail.

I segments are found immediately upstream of the C
genes in all the TCR loci, and D segments are found only
in the TCR B and TCR 6 chain loci (which resemble the
Ig heavy chain locus). Each human TCR C gene has its
or,rm associated 5' cluster of ] segments. In the TCR cr or
7 chains (analogous to Ig light chains), the V domain is
encoded by the V and I exons, and in the TCR B and 5
proteins, the V domain is encoded by the ! D, and J gene
segments.

The relationship of the TCR gene segments and the
corresponding portions of TCR proteins that they
encode is shor,rm in Figure 8-68. As in Ig molecules, the
TCR V and C domains assume an Ig fold tertiary struc-
ture, and thus the TCR is a member of the Ig superfam-
ily of proteins.

V(D)J Recombinat ion

The germline organization of Ig and TCR loci described
in the preceding section exists in all cell types in the
body. Germline genes cannot be transcribed into mRNA
that gives rise to antigen receptor proteins. Functional

matin must be opened in specific regions of the antigen
receptor chromosome in order to make randomly
selected gene segments accessible to the recombina-
tional machinery. Recombination involves bringing
together the appropriate gene segments across vast
chromosomal distances. Double-strand breaks are then
introduced at the ends of these segments, nucleotides
are added or removed at the broken ends, and finally the
processed ends are ligated to produce clonally unique
but diverse antigen receptor genes that can be effrciently
transcribed.
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Human TCR B chain locus (620 kb; chromosome 7)

Jo  (n  =  -61 )  Co

S ' 3

(n = -oz)
L Vp1 L Vpn Dp1 JP1

5',

Human TCR cx, 6 chain locus (1000 kb; chromosome 14

L Vo1
(n = -s+)
L Von

u  e l l l l

Vo2

Human TCR y chain locus (200 kb; chromosome 7
(n  =  -14 )

L vy1 i vrn Jy1 cy1 Jv2 cv2

5' 3'

F Germline organization of human TCR loci.  The human TCR p, o, y, and 5 chain loci are shown, as indicated. Exons and introns

a to scale, and-nonfunctlonal pseudogenes are not shown. Each C gene is shown as a single box but is composed of several

e trated for Cp. Gene r"grn"nis are indicated as fol lows: L, leader (usually cal led signal sequence); V, variable; D, diversity; J,
joining; C, constant; enh, enhancer; si l ,  si lencer (sequences that regulate TCR gene transcript ion)

antigen receptor. Different clones of l1'rnphocl'tes use

different combinations of V D, and J gene segments at

each relevant locus to generate functional receptor
chains (Fig. 8-9). In addition, duringV(D)J recombina-
tion, nucleotides are added to or removed from the junc-

tions. As we will discuss in more detail latel these
processes contribute to the tremendous diversity of

intigen receptors. The details and unique features ofthe
processes of Ig and TCR gene rearrangement will be

described when we consider the maturation of B and T

lymphocytes, respectivelY.

Mechanisms of V(D)J Recomhination

Rearrangement of Ig andTCR genes represents a speci,al
kind of nonhomologous DNA recombination euent,
mediated, by the coord,inated actiuities of seueral
enzymes, some of which are found' only in deueloping
lymphocytes while others are ubiquitous DNA double-

strand break repair (DSBR) enzymes. Critical lympho-

located adjacent to the coding sequence' followed by

The recombination of antigen receptor genes can be
demonstrated by a technique called Southern blot
hybridization, which is used to examine the sizes of
DNA fragments produced by restriction enzJ,'rne
digestion of genomic DNA. By this method, it can be
shor,,r,n that the enz).rne-generated DNA fragments
containing Ig or TCR gene segments are a different
size when the DNA is from cells that make antibodies
or TCRs, respectively, than when the DNA is from cells
that do not make these antigen receptors (Fig. B-B).
The explanation for these different sizes is thatV and
C regions of antigen receptor chains are encoded by
different gene segments that are located far apart in
embryonic and nonlymphoid cells and brought close
together in cells committed to antibody or TCR sgr-
thesis (i.e., in B or T llrrnphocytes).

The process of V(D)I recombination at any Ig or TCR
locus involves selecting one V gene, one I segment, and
one D segment (when present) in each lymphocyte and
rearranging these gene segments together to form a
singleV(D)I exon that will code for the variable region of
an antigen receptor protein. The C regions lie dor,r,n-
stream of theV(D)I exon separated by the same germline

J-C intron in the rearranged DNA as well as in the
primary RNA transcript. RNA splicing brings together
the leader exon, theV(D)J exon, and the C region exons,
forming an nRNA that can be translated on membrane-
bound ribosomes to produce one of the chains of the
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lg DNA in
uncommitted
(embryonic)cel l ,
nonlymphoid cell

a spacer of exactly L2 or 23 nonconserved nucleotides,
followed by a highly conserved AT-rich stretch of
9 nucleotides, called the nonamer. The 12- and
23-nucleotide spacers roughly correspond to one or tvvo
turns of a DNA helix respectively, and they presumably
bring two distinct heptamers into positions that are
simultaneously accessible to the enzymes that cata-
lyze the recombination process. A specific enzyme
(described below) introduces double-strand breaks in
the DNA, cleaving between the heptamer of the RSS and
the adjacentV D, or J coding sequence. In Ig light chain
V-to-f recombination, for example, breaks will be made
3' of aV segment and 5' of a J segment. The intervening
double-stranded DNA, containing signal ends (the ends
that contain the heptamer and the rest of the RSS), is
removed in the form of a circle, and this is accompanied
by the joining of the V and I coding ends (Fig. 8-t0B).
SomeV genes, especially in the Ig r locus, are in the same
orientation as the J segments, such that the RSSs linked
to these V segments and J segments do not "face" each
other. In these cases, the intervening DNA is inverted
and theV and I exons are properly aligned and the fused
RSSs are not deleted but retained in the chromosome
(Fig. 8-l0C). Most Ig and TCR gene rearrangements
occur by deletion; rearrangement by inversion occurs in
up to 507o of rearrangements in the Ig r locus. Recombi-
nation occurs between two segments only if one of the
segments is flanked by a l2-nucleotide spacer and the
other is flanked by a 23-nucleotide spacer; this is called
the I2123 rule. A "one-turn" coding segment therefore
always recombines with a "tvvo-turn" segment. The type
of the flanking RSSs (one turn or two turn) ensures that
the appropriate gene segments will recombine. For
example, in the Ig healy chain locus, both V and I seg-
ments have 23-nucleotide spacers and therefore cannot
join directly; D-to-l recombination occurs first, followed
byV-to-Dl recombination, and this is possible because
the D segments are flanked on both sides by 12-
nucleotide spacers, allowing D-I and then V-DI joining.
The recombination signal sequences described here are
unique to Ig and TCR genes. Therefore, V(D)I recombi-
nation is relevant for antigen receptor genes but not for
other genes.

c

lg DNA in
committed cells
of B lymphocyte
ilneaoe

V1 V2 Vn

Southern
blot

6 k b

2.5 kb

D 1 - n  J 1 - n

F &a Antigen receptor gene rearlangements, Southern
b sis of DNA from nonlymphoid cel ls and from two mono-
clonal populat ions of B lymphocyte l ineage origin (e,g., B cel l
tumors) is shown in schematic fashion. The DNA is digested with
a restrct ion enzyme, dif ferent-sized fragments are separated by
electrophoresis, and the fragments are blotted onto a f i l ter. The sites

DNA This indicates that the specif ic si tes where the restr ict ion
enzyme cuts the DNA are in a dif ferent posit ion in the genome of
the B cel ls compared wrth the non-B cel ls. Thus, a rearrangement
of the germline DNA sequence in the lg r locus has occurred in the
B cel ls. Note that the f ragment from the rearranged DNA may be
larger or smaller than the fragment from the germline DNA, depend-
ing on the location of the sttes where the restr ict ion enzyme cuts
the  DNA

FIGURE 8-9 Diversity of antigen
receptor genes. From the same
germline DNA, i t  is possible to
generate recombined DNA
sequences and mRNAs that dif fer
in their V-D-J junctions In the
example shown, three dist inct
antigen receptor mRNAs are pro-
duced f rom the same germline
DNA by the use of dif ferent gene
segments and the addit ion of
nucleotides to the junctions

Somatic recombination (V-D-J joining), addition of
N and P nucleotides, transcription and RNA processing

in three B cell clones

N/P nucleotides

D3 J5 D2 J2

N/P nucleotides N/P nucleotides
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3'

GTGTCAC TGTTTTTGG

l l , l  5 '  3 '
t-l

5' 3'

FIGURE 8-1o V(D)J recombination. The DNA sequences and mechanisms involved in recombination in the lg gene loci are depicted The

same sequences ano mecnanisms apply to recombinations in the TCR loci.  A. Conserved heptamer (7bp) and nonamer (9bp) sequences'

, " p a r a t " d b y 1 2 - o r 2 3 - b p s p a c e r s , a r e i o c a t e d a d j a c e n t t o V a n d J e x o n s ( f o r r a n d l l o c i ) o r t o V D , a n d J e x o n s { i n t h e H c h a i n l o c u s ) '
The V(D)J recombinase recognizes these recombination signal sequences and brings the exons together. B. Recombination of V and J exons

may occur by delet ion of int6rvening DNA and l igation of ihe V and J segments or, C, i f  the V gene is in the opposite orientat ion, by tnver-

sion of the DNA fol lowed by l igation of adlacent gene segments. Red arrows indicate the sites where germline sequences are cleaved prior

to their l igation to other lg or TCR gene segments.

23

3' 3'

+
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The process of V(D)I recombination can be divided
into four distinct events that flow sequentially into each
other (Fig. 8-11):

l. Synapsis: Portions of the antigen receptor chromo-
some are made accessible to the recombination
machinery, and two selected coding segments and
their adjacent RSSs are brought together by a chro-
mosomal looping event and held in position for
subsequent cleavage, processing, and joining.

2. Cleauage: Double-strand breaks are enzymatically
generated at RSS-coding sequence junctions using
machinery that is lgnphoid specific.

3. Coding end processing: The broken coding ends
(but not the signal/RSS ends) are modified by the
addition or removal of bases, and thus greater
diversity is generated.

4. Joining: The broken coding ends as well as the
signal ends are brought together and ligated by a
double-strand break repair process found in all
cells that is called non-homolgous end joining.

TWo proteins encoded by lymphoid-specific genes
called recombination-actiuating gene 1 and recombina-
tion-actiuating gene 2 (Rag-l and Rag-2) form a
tetrameric complex that plays a major role in V(D)I
recombination. The Rag-1 protein, in a manner
similar to a restriction endonuclease, recognizes the
DNA sequence at the junction between a hepatamer and
a coding segment, and cleaves it, but it is enzymatically
active onlywhen complexed with the Rag-2 protein. The
Rag- I / Rag-2 complex is also known as the V(D) I recom-
binase. The Rag-2 protein may help link the Rag-l/Rag-
2 tetramer to other proteins, including accessibility
factors that bring these proteins to specific "open" recep-
tor gene loci at specific times and in defined stages of
ll.rnphocyte development. Rag-l and Rag-2 contribute
to holding together gene segments during the process of
chromosomal folding or synapsis. Rag-l then makes a
nick (on one strand) between the coding end and the
heptamer. The released 3'OH of the coding end then
attacks the other strand forming a covalent hiirpin. The
signal end (including the heptamer and the rest of the
RSS) does not form a hairpin and is generated as a blunt
double-stranded DNA terminus that unoergoes no
further processing. This double-stranded break results
in a closed hairpin of one coding segment being held in
apposition to the closed hairpin of the other coding end
and two blunt signal ends being placed next to each
other. Rag-l and Rag-2, apart from generating the
double-stranded breaks, also hold the hairpin ends and
the blunt ends together prior to the modification of the
coding ends and the process of ligation.

Unrearranged locus

Quynapsrs

Rag-1/
Rag-2

Rag-1/
Rag-2

N a n d P
nucleotides

@cteavage 44

I
Itl

5' ffi. ffi:;'
Hairpin opening / /
and'end- ,7nprocessing /

t

5' .F.
t-

ArtemisiDNA-PK,
exonucleases, TdT

@ Repair/ligation

r Sequential events during V(DU recombination.
cleavage of DNA at the heptamer/coding segment
ediated by Rag-1 and Rag-2. The coding end hairpin
the Artemis endonuclease and broken ends are

repaired by the NHEJ machinerv.

Ku70/Ku80/DNA-PK
XRCC4iDNA LigaselV

5 '
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After the formation of double-stranded breaks, hair-
pins must be resolved (opened up) at the coding junc-
tions, bases may be added to or removed from the
coding ends to ensure even greater diversification, and
then all the broken ends must be appropriately joined,
coding end to coding end and signal end to signal end.

The importance of the Rag genes is illustrated by the
finding that knockout mice lacking either RagI or Rag2
fail to produce Ig and TCR proteins and lack mature B
and T lymphocytes. The Rag-l and Rag-2 proteins
exhibit several important properties. First, Rag-I and
Rag-2 are cell type specific, being produced only in cells
of the B and T l1'rnphoclte lineages. Second, the Rag
genes are expressed only in immature lymphocltes.
Therefore, V(D)I recombination is active in immature B
and T lymphocytes but not in mature cells, explaining
why Ig and TCR gene rearrangements do not continue
in cells that express functional antigen receptors. Third,
Rag genes are expressed mainly in the Go and Gr
stages of the cell cycle and are silenced in proliferating
cells. It is thought that limiting DNA cleavage and
recombination to nondividing cells minimizes the risk of
generating inappropriate DNA breaks during DNA repli-
cation or during mitosis.

The same recombinase mediates rearrangement at
both Ig and TCR loci. Because complete functional
rearrangement of Ig genes normally occurs only in
immature B cells and rearrangement of TCR genes nor-
mally occurs only in developing T cells, some other
mechanism, other than the recombinase itself, must
control the cell tlpe specificity and the differentiation
stage specificity of recombination. It is likely that the
accessibility of the Ig and TCR loci to the recombinase
is differentially regulated in developing B and T cells by
several mechanisms, including alterations in chromatin
structure, DNA methylation, and basal transcriptional
activity in the unrearranged loci.

One other lymphoid-specific enz].ryne that functions
do'urmstream of the Rag proteins is terminal deoxynu-
cleotidyl transferase (TdT), discussed below. All the

other enz1rynes that are crucial forV(D)I recombination

are involved in the process of non-homologous end
joining that mediates double-strand break repair during

V(D)J recombination. Their role in Ig and TCR gene

recombination is to repair the double-stranded breaks

introduced by the recombinase. Ku70 and Ku80 are DNA

end binding proteins that bind to the breaks and recruit

the catalytic subunit of DNA-dependent protein kinase
(DNA-PK), a double-stranded DNA repair enzyme. This

enzyme is defective in mice carrying the severe com-

bined immunodeficiencY 6cid) mutation (see Chapter

and B cells cannot be generated. Mutations in Artemis

result in the absence of T and B cells (Chapter 20). Liga-

tion of the processed broken ends is mediated by DNA

ligase IV
One of the consequences of V(D)J recombination is

that the process brings promoters located immediately

5' of V genes in close proximity to downstream

enhancers that are located in the J-C introns, and also

3' of the C region genes (Fig. 8-12). These enhancers
maximize the transcriptional activity of the V gene pro-

moters and are thus important for high-level transcrip-

tion of rearrangedV genes in lymphocytes.
Because Ig and TCR genes are sites for multiple

DNA recombination events in B and T cells, and

because these sites become transcriptionally active

after recombination, genes from other loci can be

(Box 8-l).

recombination

FtcURE &12 Transcript ional regulat ion of lg
genes. V-D-J recombination brings promoter
sequences (shown as P) close to the enhancer
(enh) The enhancer promotes transcript ion of the
rearranged V gene (V2, whose active promoter is indi-
cated by a bold green arrow)

FBft-T"'l

I  RNAI

Fl ur rl
-t4- - -
p{ Transcription

V
J V
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Cytogeneticists f irst noted reciprocal chromosomal
t ranslocat ions in  lymphomas and leukemias in  the 1960s,
but  thei r  s igni f icance remained unknown unt i l  a lmost  20
years la ter .  At  th is  t ime,  sequencing of  swi tch regions of
lgH genes in two d i f ferent  B cel l  tumors bear ing t ranslo-
cat ions,  human Burk i t t 's  lymphoma and mur ine p lasma-
cytoma, revealed the presence of  DNA segments that
were not  der ived f rom lg genes The " fore ign"  DNA was
identif ied as a portion oI |he C-MYC proto-oncogene,
which normal ly  res ides on chromosome 8 in  humans
Proto-oncogenes are normal  ce l lu lar  genes that  of ten
code for  prote ins involved in the regulat ion of  ce l lu lar  pro-
l i ferat ion,  d i f ferent ia t ion,  and surv iva l ,  such as growth
factors, receptors for growth factors, or transcription-
act ivat ing factors In normal  ce l ls ,  thei r  funct ion is  t ight ly
regulated When these genes are a l tered by muratrons,
inappropr iate ly  expressed,  or  incorporated in to and re in-
t roduced in cel ls  by ret rov i ruses,  they can exhib i t  e i ther
enhanced or  aberrant  act iv i t ies and funct ion as onco-
genes.  Dysf  unct ion of  oncogenes is  one important
mechanism leading to increased cel lu lar  growth and,  u l t i -
mate ly ,  neoplast ic  t ransformat ion The most  common
translocat ion in  Burk i t t 's  lymphoma is  t (8;14) ,  involv ing
the lg  heavy chain locus on chromosome j4. ,  less com-
monly,  t (2;8)  or  !8 ;221 t ranslocatrons are found,  involv ing
the r  or  ) .  l ight  chain loc i ,  respect ive lv  In a l l  cases of

Burkitt 's lymphoma, C-MYC is translocated from chro-
mosome 8 to one of  the lg  loc i ,  producing the rec iprocal
8;14,  2:8,  or  8;22 t ranslocat ions found in these tumors
The C-MYC gene product is a basic helix-loop-helix tran-
scr ipt ion factor ,  and t ranslocat ion of  the gene Ieads to i ts
dysregulated expression C-MYC function is sti l l  incom-
pletely understood, but it activates the expression of a
large number of  genes that  contro l  metabol ism, prote in
synthesis ,  and r ibosome biogenesis,  and therebv pro-
motes cel l  growth and d iv is ion.

Because ant igen receptor  genes normal ly  undergo
several genetic rearrangements during lymphocyte mat-
urat ion,  they are l ike ly  s i tes for  acc identa l  t ranslocat ions
of  d is tant  genes DNA sequencing of  ant igen receptor
genes involved in chromosomal  t ranslocat ions suggests
that  these mistakes occur  at  the t ime of  at tempted V(D)J
rearrangement in  pre-B and pre-T cel ls ,  dur ing swi tch
recombinat ion in  germinal  center  B cel ls ,  and possib lv
dur ing the process of  somat ic  hypermutat ion (a lso in
germinal  center  B cel ls)  Of  in terest ,  human lymphomas
der ived f rom germinal  center  B cel ls ,  which re ly  on reg-
u lated genomic instabi l i ty  to  d ivers i fy  thei r  lg  genes,  are
common and of ten have chromosomal  t ranslocat ions
involv ing the lg  genes.  In  contrast ,  tumors der ived f rom
mature T cel ls  (which are genomical ly  s table)  are in f re-
quent  and only rare ly  have t ranslocat ions involv ing the

B Cell derived

au*1t!s lvmohoma
Acute lymphoblastic
leukemia (pre-B-ALL)

Pre-B-ALL; also chronic
myelogenous leukemia

t(8; 1 4)(q24. 1 ;q32.3) most common C-MYC, tgH

t(1 2;21 ) (p1 3;q22) (25% ot
chi ldhood cases)

TEL|, AML|

t(9;22)(q3a;q11) (25L of adutt ALL,
3% of childhood ALL)

BCR, ABL (Philadelphia chromosome)

Follicular lymphon'ra t (14 ;18) (q32.3 ;q21 3) BCL-2, lgH

Diffuse B cell lymphoma
large cell type

Mantle cell lymphoma

t(3;1a)(q27;q32.3) 8CL-6 (DNA-binding protein), /9H

t (1  1  ;14) (q13;q32.3) CCND| (CYCL|N Dl),lgH

T Cell derived

Pre-T cell acute
lymphoblastic leu,kemra

t (1 ;14) (p32;q11)  (5e .  o f  cases) :
del(1p32) (20% of cases)

TAL|, TCRa; TALI, SCL

T cell lymphoma,
anaplastic largg celf type

t(2;s)(p23;q35) ALK(tyrosine kinase),
NPM (unknown function)

Inese are  some examples  f  chromosomal  t rans loca t ions  tha t  have been molecu la r ly  c loned in  human lympho id
tumors Each translocation i  indicated by the letter t .  The f irst pair of numbers refers to the chromosomes involved,
for example, (8;14), and the econd pair to the bands of each ihromosome, for example, \q24 1; q323) The normar
chromosomal locations of antigen receptor genes ( indicated in bold) are lgH, 14q32 3: lgr, 2plZ; lg)\,  22q11 2; TCRo6,
14q11 2 ,  TCRp,  7q34;  and TCRy,7p1b

Continued on following page
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TCR genes. In some translocations associated with lym-
phoid tumors, DNA breakage near proto-oncogenes
occurs at sites that resemble heptamer and nonamer
sequences, suggesting that they are caused by an aber-
rant V(D)J recombinase activitv. However, in most
instances (and,  more general ly ,  in  a l l  t ranslocat ions found
in nonlymphoid tumors) ,  such sequences are lack ing and
the cause of DNA breakage within or adjacent to proto-
oncogenes is  uncer ta in.

Since the discovery of C-MYC translocations in B cell
lymphomas,  the genes involved in t ranslocat ions in  many
other  lymphoid (and nonlymphoid)  tumors have been
identif ied (see Table). In most cases, these translocations
result in dysregulation of transcription factors, cell survival
proteins, or signal-transducing molecules such as
kinases. One gene that has proved to be particularly
important  in  acute pre-B cel l  and acute myelo id leukemias
is  AMLI ,  a  gene on chromosome 21 that  encodes a
member of the Runt family of transcription factors
About 25% of childhood acute pre-B cell lymphoblastic
leukemias have a balanced 112;21)  t ranslocat ion that  pro-
duces a fus ion gene encoding the DNA-binding por t ion of
AMLl  and the d imerzat ion domain of  TEL1,  a member
of the Ets family of transcription factors. Similarly, about
20o/o of acute myelogenous leukemias have a balanced
(8;21)  t ranslocat ion involv ing a d i f ferent  Ets- l ike t ran-
scription factor, ETO, and AMLl . In both instances, the
oncogenic AMLl  fus ion prote ins appear to have "domi-

Generation of Diversity in B and T Gells

The enormous diuersity of the mature B and.T cell reper-
toires k generated. primarily by the rearr&ngernent of
Ig and TCR genes. Several genetic mechanisms con-
tribute to this diversity, and the relative importance of
each mechanism varies among the different antigen
receptor loci (Table 8-l). Not discussed here is somatic
hlpermutation, a receptor diversification mechanism
unique to the B cell lineage, which will be considered in
Chapter 10.

o Combinatorial diversity.V(D)J recombination events
involve multiple germline gene segments that may
combine randomly, and different combinations
produce different antigen receptors. The maximum
possible number of combinations of these gene seg-
ments is the product of the numbers of V J, and (if
present) D gene segments at each antigen receptor
locus. Therefore, the amount of combinatorial diver-
sity that can be generated at each locus reflects the
number of germline! J, and D gene segments at that
Iocus. After somatic recombination and expression of
antigen receptor chains, combinatorial diversity is
further enhanced by the juxtaposition of two differ-
ent, randomly generated V regions (i.e., Vu and Vr in
Ig molecules andV" andVp in TCR molecules). There-
fore, the total combinatorial diversity is theoretically

nant negative" activity that inhibits normal AMLl function
and results in a block in differentiation. This implies that
the normal role of AMLl is to promote the terminal dif-
ferentiation of blood cell progenitors, which is supported
by the observation that arnl7 knockout mice die during
embryogenesis because of a failure to produce blood
cells. The most frequent chromosomal rearrangements
in acute pre-T cell leukemias cause the inappropriate
expression of TALI , a gene encoding a basic helix-loop-
helix transcription factor that appears to interfere with T
cell differentiation. The Philadelphia chromosome, found
in chronic myelogenous leukemia and some acute lym-
phoblastic leukemias, is created by a balanced t(9;221
translocation. This yields a BCR/C-ABL fusion gene that
encodes a constitutively active tyrosine kinase. Diffuse
large B cell lymphoma, the most common lymphoma of
adults, is often associated with chromosomal transloca-
tions that dysregulate the expression of BCLC which
encodes a transcription factor that is required for germi-
nal center B cell development. Inappropriate expression
of BCL6 is believed to block B cell development beyond
the germinal center stage and to inhibit the function of
genes (such as p53 that respond to DNA damage. The
(14;18)  t ranslocat ion found in greater  than 85% of
another  common B cel l  lymphoma, fo l l icu lar  lymphoma,
leads to overexpression of a survival gene, BCL2, and the
prevention of programmed cell death.

This box was writ ten with the assistance of Dr Jon Aster, Department of Pathology, Brigham & Women's Hospital and Harvard
Medical School, Boston

the product of the combinatorial diversity of each of
the two associating chains. The actual degree of com-
binatorial diversity in the expressed Ig and TCR reper-
toires in any individual is likely to be considerably
less than the theoretical maximum. This is because
not all recombinations of Sene segments are equally
Iikely to occur, and not dl pairings of Ig heavy and
light chains or TCR cr and B chains may form func-
tional antigen receptors. Importantly, since the
numbers of V J, and D segments in each locus are
limited (see Table 8-l), the maximum possible
numbers of combinations are on the order of thou-
sands. This is, of course, much less than the actual
diversity of antigen receptors in mature lymphocytes.

@ Iunctional diversity. The largest contribution to the
diversity of antigen receptors is made by the removal
or addition of nucleotides betweenV and D, D and L
or V and I segments at the time of joining. These
processes result in variability at the junctions of V D,
and I gene segments, called junctional diversity. One
way this can occur is if endonucleases remove
nucleotides from the germline sequences at the ends
of the recombining gene segments. In addition,
new nucleotide sequences, not present in the
germline, may be added at junctions' Coding seg-
ments (e.g.,V and J gene segments) that are cleaved
by Rag-l form hairpin loops whose ends are often
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Table 8-1. Contr ibut ions of Dif ferent Mechanisms to the Generat ion of Diversi ty in lg and TCR Genes

Mechanism lmmunoglobulinTCR gB TCR yD
Mechanism Heavy chain i r c[  rB y  :6
Variable (V) segments 85 35 54 67 1 4 20-30

Diversity (D) segments 27 0 O  t 2 0  r 3

D segments read in all
three reading frames

Rare i Often : Often

N region diversification V-D, D-J None V-J V.D, D-J v-J i  v-D1, D1-D2, D1-J

Joining (J) segments 6 5 6 1  : 4 5 4

Total potential repertoire
with junctional diversity

- 1 0 1 1 -  1 0 1 6 - 1 0 1 8

The potential number of antigen receptors with junctional diversity is much greater than the number that
can be generated only by combinations of V D, and J gene segments. Note that although the upper limit
on the numbers of lg and TCR proteins that may be expressed is very large, it is estimated that each
individual contains on the order of 107 clones of B and T cells with distinct specificities and receptors; in
other words, only a fraction of the potential repertoire may actually be expressed.

cleaved asymmetrically by Artemis so that one DNA
strand is longer than the other (Fig. 8-13). The shorrer
strand has to be extended with nucleotides comple-
mentary to the longer strand before the ligation of the
two segments. The short lengths of added nucleotides

Site of hairpin cleavage..\

are called P nucleotides, and their templated addition
introduces new sequences at the V-D-I junctions.
Another mechanism of junctional diversity is the
random addition of up to 20 non-template-encoded
nucleotides called N nucleotides (see Fig. 8-13). N

FIGURE &13 Junctional diversity.
During the joining of dif ferent gene
segments, addit ion or removal of
nucleotides may lead to the genera-
t ion of novel nucleotide and amino
acid sequences at the junction
Nucleotides (P sequences) may be
added to asymmetrical ly cleaved
hairpins in a templated manner
Other nucleotides (N regions) may be
added to the sites of VD, VJ, or DJ
junctrons in a nontemplated manner
by the action of the enzyme TdT.
These addit ions generate new
sequences that are not present in the
germline

ffiw

\Si tes of N,
nucleotide \
addition

P nucleotides P nucleotides

i$]
991w

P nucleotides N nucleotides P nucleotides
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region diversification is more common in Ig heavy
chains and in TCR B and y chains than in Ig rc or l,
chains. This addition of new nucleotides is mediated
by the enzyrne TdT (terminal deoxynucleotidyl trans-
ferase). In mice rendered deficient in TdT by gene
knockout, the diversity of B and T cell repertoires is
substantially less than in normal mice. The addition
of P nucleotides and N nucleotides at the recombina-
tion sites may introduce frameshifts, theoretically
generating termination codons in two of every three
joining events. Such inefficiency is a price that is paid
for generating diversity.

Because of junctional diuersity, antibod.y and TCR
molecules show the greatest uariability at the junctions
ofV and C regions that form the third hyperuariable
region, or CDR3. The CDR3 regions of Ig and TCR mole-
cules, which are formed at the sites of V(D)I recombina-
tion (see Fig. 8-6), are also the most important portions
of these molecules for determining the specificity of
antigen binding (see Chapters 4 and 7). In fact, because
of junctional diversity, the numbers of different amino
acid sequences that are present in the CDR3 regions of
Ig and TCR molecules are much greater than the
numbers that can be encoded by germline gene seg-
ments. Thus, the greatest diversity in antigen receptors
is concentrated in the regions of the receptors that are
the most important for antigen binding.

Although the theoretical limit of the number of Ig and
TCR proteins that can be produced is enormous (see
Table 8-l), the actual number of Ig and TCR genes
expressed in each individual is probably only on the
order of 107. This perhaps reflects the fact that most
receptors, which are generated randomly, do not pass
the selection processes needed for maturation.

A practical application of our knowledge of junctional
diversity is the determination of the clonality of lym-
phoid tumors that have arisen from B or T cells. Because
every lymphoclte clone expresses a unique antigen
receptor CDR3 region, the sequence of nucleotides at the
V(D)J recombination site serves as a specific marker for
each clone. Thus, by sequencing the junctional regions of
Ig orTCR genes in different B orT cell tumors, even from
the same patient, one can establish whether these
tumors arose from a single clone or independently from
different clones. Furthermore, polymerase chain reac-
tion-mediated amplification of these clone-specific
sequences may be used as a sensitive detection method
for small numbers of tumor cells in the blood or tissues.

Transcriptional Regulation of Early T and
B Gell Development

As discussed earlier in this chapter, all lymphocytes
develop from CLPs that in turn are derived from
hematopoietic stem cells (see Fig. 8-2). CLPs in the
bone marrow primarily give rise to B cells, and CLP-like
cells that migrate to the thymus give rise to T cells. Com-
mitment to the B and T lineages is orchestrated by dif-
ferent sets of transcription factors (Fig. 8-la). The Notch
family of proteins are cell surface molecules that are pro-
teolytically cleaved when they interact with specific

ligands on neighboring cells. The cleaved intracellular
portions of Notch proteins migrate to the nucleus and
modulate the expression of specific target genes.

Notch-l, a member of the Notch family, is activated in
progenitor cells and collaborates with a transcription
factor called GATA-3 to commit developing lymphocltes
to the T lineage. These transcriptional regulators con-
tribute to the induction of a number of genes that are
required for the further development of crB T cells.
Do'vrmstream target genes include components of the
pre-T cell receptor and of the machinery for V(D)I

recombination. In B cells the EBF and E2A transcription
factors contribute to the induction of another transcrip-

tion factor called Pax-S, and these three nuclear proteins

collaborate to induce the process of commitment to the
B lineage by facilitating the expression of a number of
genes. These genes include those encoding the Rag-1

and Rag-2 proteins, surrogate light chains, and the Iga

and IgB proteins that contribute to signaling via the pre-

B cell receptor and the B cell receptor.

degradation of various target mRNAs'

B LyIvIPHOCYTE DEVETOPMENT

Drecursors in the fetal liver; after birth, B cells are gener-

ited i.r the bone marrow. The majority of B lymphocltes
arise from adult bone marrow progenitors that are ini-

tially Ig negative, develop into immature B cells that

express membrane-bound IgM molecules, and then
leave the bone marrow to mature further primarily in the

spleen, where B cells of the follicular B cell lineage express

tgM and IgD on the cell surface. It is in the spleen that

these cells acquire the ability to recirculate and populate

all peripheral lymphoid organs. Recirculating follicular B

cells home to ly'rnphoid follicles and have the ability to

recognize foreign antigens and to respond to them. The

development of a mature B cell from a l1'rnphoid progen-

itor is estimated to take 2 to 3 days in humans.

Stages of B Lymphocyte Development

called a pro-B cell. Pro-B cells do not produce Ig, but

they can be distinguished from other immature cells by

the expression of B lineage-restricted surface molecules

such ai CD19 and CD10. Rag proteins are first expressed
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riptional regulators drive commit-
mmitment to the T l ineage depends
, whose intracel lular domain medi-

ates transcript ional act ivat ion of T lrneage genes in col laboration with
other transcript ion factors such as GATA-3. Commitment to the B
l ineage is mediated init ial ly by the EBF and E2A transcript ion factors,
and subsequently by Pax-5. These transcript ion factors work
together to induce the transcript ion of B cel l-specif ic genes and of
genes of the recombination machinerv.

at this stage, and the first recombination of Ig genes
occurs at the healy chain locus. This recombination
brings together one D and one I gene segment, with
deletion of the intervening DNA (Fig. 8-l6A). The D seg-
ments that are 5' of the rearranged D segment, and the I
segments that are 3'of the rearranged J segment, are not
affected by this recombination (e.g., Dl and J2 to 16 in
Fig. 8-16A.). After the D-I recombination event, one of
the many 5'V genes is joined to the DI unit, giving rise
to a rearranged VDI exon. At this stage, all V and D seg-
ments between the rearranged V and D genes are also
deleted. V-to-DI recombination at the Ig H chain locus
occurs only in committed B lyrnphocyte precursors and
is a critical event in Ig expression because only the
rearranged V gene is subsequently transcribed. The TdT
enzyrne, which catalyzes the nontemplated addition of
junctional N nucleotides, is expressed most abundantly
during the pro-B stage whenVDJ recombination occuri
at the IgH locus, and levels of TdT decrease before light
chain gene V-I recombination is complete. Therefore,
junctional diversity attributed to N nucleotides is more
abundant in rearranged hear,y chain genes than in light
chain genes. The healy chain C region exons remiin

separated from theVDI complex by DNA containing the
distal I segments and the J-C intron. The rearranged Ig
heavy chain gene is transcribed to produce a primary
transcript that includes the rearrangedVDl complex and
the Cp exons. Multiple adenine nucleotides, called poly-
A tails, are added to the 3' end of the Cp RNA after
it is cleaved downstream of one of two consensus
polyadenylation sites. The nuclear RNA undergoes splic-
ing, an RNA processing event in which the introns are
removed and exons joined together. In the case of the p
RNA, introns between the leader exon and theVDf exon,
between the VDI exon and the first exon of the Cu locus,
and between each of the subsequent constant region
exons of Cp are removed, thus giving rise to a spliced
mRNA for the p heavy chain. If the mRNA is derived from
an Ig locus at which rearrangement was productive (see
below), translation of the rearranged p heavy chain
mRNA leads to synthesis of the p prorein.

In order for a rearrangement to be productive (in the
correct reading frame), bases must be added or removed
at junctions in multiples of three. This ensures that the
rearranged Ig gene will be able to correctly encode an Ig
protein. Approximately one in three pro-B cells make
productive rearrangements at the IgH locus and can
thus go on to synthesize the p heavy chain protein. Only
cells that make productive rearrangements survive and
differentiate further. Once a productive Igp rearrange-
ment is made, a cell ceases to be called a pro-B cell and
has differentiated into the pre-B stage. Pre-B cells are
developing B lineage cells that express the Igp protein
but have yet to rearrange their light chain loci. The p
heavy chain associates with the 1,5 and VpreB proteins,
also called surrogate light chains, which are structurally
homologous to r and l" light chains but are invariant (i.e.,
they are identical in all pre-B cells) and are only slrrthe-
sized in pro-B and pre-B cells (Fig. 8-17A). Complexes of
p, surrogate light chains, and signal transducing pro-
teins called Iga and IgB form the pre-antigen receptor of
the B lineage, known as the pre-B cell receptor (pre-
BCR). Iga and IgB also form part ofthe B cell receptor in
mature B cells (see Chapter 10). In cells that have made
proper in-frame rearrangements at the IgH locus, the
pre-BCR drives the pro-B to pre-B transition. This
happens, as explained above, in approximately a third of
pro-B cells that have completed VDJ rearrangement at
the IgH locus, and pre-BCR signaling is responsible
for the largest developmental expansion of B lineage
cells in the bone marrow.

', The importance of pre-BCRs is illustrated by studies
of knockout mice and rare cases of human deficien-
cies of these receptors. For instance, in mice, knock-
out of the gene encoding the p chain or one of the
surrogate light chains, called 1"5, results in markedly
reduced numbers of mature B cells. This suggests that
the p-1,5 complex delivers signals required for B cell
maturation and that if either gene is disrupted, mat-
uration does not proceed.

It is not knor,r,n what the pre-BCR recognizes, but
the consensus view at present is that this receptor
functions in a ligand-independent manner, and when it
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FIGURE 8-tS Stages of B cel l  maturation. Events corresponding to each stage of B cel l  maturation from a bone marrow stem cel l  to a
mature B lymphocyte are i l lustrated Several surface markers in addit ion to those shown have been used to define dist inct stages of B cel l
maIU ralron

is assembled it is in the "on" conformation. Numerous
signaling molecules linked to both the pre-BCR and the
BCR are required for cells to successfully negotiate the
pre-BCR-mediated checkpoint at the pro-B to pre-B
cell transition. A kinase called Bruton's tyrosine kinase
(Btk) is activated downstream of the pre-BCR and is
required for delivering signals from this receptor that
mediate survival, proliferation, and maturation at
and beyond the pre-B cell stage. In humans, mutations
in the BTK gene result in the disease called X-linked
agammaglobulinemia (XLA), which is characterized by
a failure of B cell maturation (see Chapter 20). In mice,
mutations in brk result in a less severe B cell defect in a
mouse strain called Xid (for X-linked immunodefi-
ciency). The defect is less severe than in XLA because
murine pre-B cells express a second Btk-like kinase
called Tec that compensates for the defective Btk.

The pre-BCR regulates further rearrangement of Ig
genes in two ways. First, if a p protein is produced from
the recombined heavy chain locus on one chromosome
and forms a pre-BCR, this receptor signals to irreversibly
inhibit rearrangement of the Ig heavy chain locus on the
other chromosome. If the first rearrangement is non-
productive, the hear,y chain allele on the other chromo-
some can completeVDl rearrangement at the IgH locus.

Thus, in any B cell clone, one heavy chain allele is pro-

ductively rearranged and expressed, and the other is
in the germline configuration or is nonproductively
rearranged. As a result, an individual B cell can express
Ig healy chain proteins encoded by only one of the two

inherited alleles. This phenomenon is called allelic
exclusion, and it helps ensure that every B cell will

express a single receptor, thus maintaining clonal speci-
ficity. If both alleles undergo nonproductive IgH gene

rearrangements, the developing cell cannot produce Ig
heary chains, cannot generate a pre-BCR-dependent
survival signal, and thus undergoes programmed cell
death. This occurs frequently and in part explains why
only a small fraction of the cells arising from B cell pro-
genitors develop into mature B lymphocytes (see Fig.
8-3). Ig heaqr chain allelic exclusion involves changes in
chromatin structure in the heavy chain locus that limit

accessibility to the V(D)J recombinase.
The second way the pre-BCR regulates V(D)J recom-

bination is by stimulating light chain gene rearrange-
ment. However, p chain expression is not absolutely

required for light chain gene recombination, as sholtryt
byihe finding that knockout mice lacking the p gene do
initiate light chain gene rearrangements in some devel-
oping B cells (which, of course, cannot express func-
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recombination

. Expression of CD4 and CD8

. Shut off of pTcr transcription

light chains during its life; this is called light chain
isotype exclusion. As in the heavy chain locus, produc-
tion of r or l. is allelically excluded and is initiated from
only one of the two parental chromosomes. Also, as for
heavy chains, if one allele undergoes nonfunctional
rearrangement, DNA recombination can occur on the
other allele; however, if both alleles of both r and l,
chains are nonfunctional in a developing B cell, that
cell dies.

The light chain that is produced complexes with the
previously synthesized p heavy chain, and_the assem-
btea fgu molecules are expressed on the cell surface in
association with Iga and IgB, where they function as spe-
cific receptors for antigens. Immature B cells do not pro-
Iiferate and differentiate in response to antigens' In fact,
their encounter in the bone marrow with high avidity
antigens, such as multivalent self antigens, may lead to
the induction of receptor editing, cell death, or func-
tional unresponsiveness rather than activation. This
property is important for the negative selection of B cells
ihat are specific for self antigens present in the bone
marrow (discussed later). Immature B cells leave the
bone marrow and complete their maturation in the
spleen before migrating to other peripheral lymphoid
or8ans.-Distinct 

subsets of B celk deuelop from dffirent
progenitors (Fig. 8-18). Fetal liver-derived HSCs are the
precursors of B-l B cells, described below. Bone marrow-
derived HSCs give rise to the majority of B cells, which
are sometimes called B-2 B cells. These cells rapidly
pass through tlvo transitional stages and can commit to

FIGURE &17 Pre-B cel l  and
pre-f cel l  receptols. The pre-B cel '
receptor (A) and the pre-T cel l  recep-
tor (B) are expressed during the
pre-B and pre-T cel l  stages of matu-
rat ion, respectively, and both recep-
tors share similar structures and
functions The pre-B cel l  receptor is
composed of the p heavy chain and
an invariant surrogate l ight chain The
surrogate l ight chain rs composed of
two proteins, the VpreB protein,
which is homologous to a l ight chain
V domain. and a 1"5 Drotein that is
covalently attached to the p heavy
chain by a disulf ide bond The pre-T
cel l  receptor (B) is composed of the
TCR B chain and the invariant pre-T cr
chain The pre-B cel l  receptor is asso-
ciated with the lgo and lgp signal ing
molecules that are part of the BCR
complex in mature B cel ls {see
C h a n i a r  Q l  e n d  i h a  n r a - Tr . -  cer r  recep-
tor associates with the CD3 and (
proteins that are part of the TCR
complex in mature T cel ls (see
Chaoter 7)

. Survival and proliferation
of pre-B cells

. lnhibi t ion of  H chain
recombination (allelic
exclusion)

. Stimulation of r l ight chain
recombination

. Shut off of surrogate light
chain transcription

tional antigen receptors and proceed to maturity). The
pre-BCR also contributes to the inactivation of surrogate
light chain gene expression as pre-B cells mature.

At the next stage in its maturation, each developing
B cell also rearranges a K or a l" light chain gene and
produces a light chain protein, which associates with the
previously synthesized p chain to produce a complete
IgM protein. The IgM-expressing B cell is called the
immature B cell. DNA recombination in the r or l, light
chain locus occurs in a similar manner as in the Ig heavy
chain locus (see Fig. 8-168). There are no D segments
in the light chain loci, and therefore recombination
involves only the joining of one V segment to one J
segment, forming aVJ exon. This\T exon remains sepa-
rated from the C region by an intron, and this separation
is retained in the primary RNA transcript. Splicing of the
primary transcript results in the removal of the intron
between the\T and C exons and generates an mRNAthat
is translated to produce the r or I protein. In the l, locus,
alternative RNA splicing may lead to the use of any one
of the four functional C1 gen€s, but there is no knoltm
functional difference between the resulting types of l'
light chains. The rc locus rearranges after heavy chain
rearrangement and before l, gene rearrangement. Pro-
duction of r light chains inhibits rearrangement of the L
locus, and the l" locus will undergo recombination only
if a r light chain cannot be produced, or if induced
to rearrange during the phenomenon of receptor
editing described below when a self-reactive previously
rearranged light chain is deleted. Therefore, an individ-
ual B cell clone can produce only one of the two types of
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FIGURE 8-18 B lymphocyte subsets. A Most B cel ls that develop from fetal l iver-derived stem cetls dif ferentiate into rhe B-1 l ineage
B B lymphocytes that arise from bone marrow precursors after birth give r ise to the B-2 l ineage Two major subsets of B lymphocytei are
derived from B-2 B cel l  precursors Fol l icular B cel ls are recirculat ing lymphocytes, while margir ial  zone B cbl ls reside primari ly i ;  the'spteen
These developmental pathways have been best defined in mice

develop either into marginal zone B cells, also described
below, or into follicular B cells. Most mature B cells are
follicular B cells. They coexpress trr and D heavy chains in
association with the r< or l" light chain and therefore
produce both membrane IgM and membrane IgD. Both
classes of membrane Ig utilize the same \rDJ exon and
associate with identical light chains and therefore
exhibit the same antigen specificity. Simultaneous
expression in a single B cell of the same rearranged VDf
exon on two transcripts, one including Cu exons and the
other C6 exons, is achieved by alternative RNA splicing
(Fig. 8-19). A long primary RNA transcript is produced
containing the rearranged VDI unit as well as the Cu and
C6 genes. If the introns are spliced out such that the VDI
exon is contiguous with Cp exons, this results in the gen-
eration of a p mRNA. If, however, theVDI complex is not
linked to Cu exons but is spliced to C6 exons, a A mnNR
is produced. Subsequent translation results in the syrr-
thesis of a complete p or 5 heavy chain protein. Thus,
alternative splicing allows a B cell to simultaneously
produce mature mRNAs and proteins of two different
healy chain isotypes. The precise mechanisms that reg-
ulate the choice of polyadenylation or splice acceptor
sites by which the rearranged VDJ is joined to either Cu
or C6 are poorlyunderstood, as are the signals that deter-

correlation between expression of IgD and acquisition of
functional competence has led to the suggestion that

IgD is the essential activating receptor of mature B cells.
However, there is no evidence for a functional difference
between membrane IgM and membrane IgD. Moreover,
knockout of the 6 gene in mice does not have a signifi-
cant impact on the maturation or antigen-induced
responses of B cells. Follicular B cells are also often
called recirculating B cells, since they migrate from one
lymphoid organ to the next, residing in specialized
niches knor,rm as B cell follicles. In these niches these B
cells are maintained, in part, by signals delivered by a
trophic ligand of the tumor necrosis factor (TNF)
cytokine family called BAFF or BlyS (Chapter tO;.
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FIGURE 8-19 Coexplession of lgM and lgD. Alternative process-
ing of a primary RNA transcript results in the formation of a u or 6
mRNA Dashed l ines indicate the H chain segments that are joined
by  RNA sp l i c ing
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Mature, naive B cells are responsive to antigens, and
unless the cells encounter antigens that they recognize
with high affinity and respond to, they die in a few
months. In Chapter 10, we will discuss how these cells
respond to antigens and how the pattern of Ig gene
expression changes during antigen-induced B cell dif-
ferentiation.

Selection of the Mature B Gell Repertoire

The repertoire of mature B cells is positively selected
from the pool of immature B cells. As we shall see later,
positive selection is well defined in T lyrnphocytes and
is responsible for preserving self MHC-restricted CD4*
and CD8* T cells from the much larger pool of unse-
lected, immature T cells. There is no comparable restric-
tion for B cell antigen recognition. Nevertheless, positive
selection appears to be a general phenomenon geared to
identifying lymphocytes that have completed their
rearrangement program successfully and possibly
facilitating lineage commitment to T or B cell subsets.
It is believed that only B cells that express functional
membrane Ig molecules receive constitutive BCR-
derived survival signals. Self antigens appear to influ-
ence the strength of the BCR signal and thereby the
subsequent choice of peripheral B cell lineage during B
cell maturation.

Immature B cells that recognize self antigens with
high avidity may be induced to change their specificities
by a process called receptor editing. In this process,
antigen recognition leads to reactivation of Rag genes,
additional light chain V-I recombination events, and
production of a new Ig light chain, allowing the cell
to express a different B cell receptor that is not self-
reactive. Receptor editing generally is targeted at self-
reactive r light chain genes. VJ* exons encoding the
variable domains of autoreactive light chains are deleted
and replaced by new VJ* exons or by l, light chain
rearrangements. The new\{}* exon may be generated by
the rearrangement of a V gene upstream of the original
V gene that produced an autoreactive light chain, to a J
segment downstream of the originally rearranged J
segment. As many as 25% of mature B cells in mice show
evidence of rc chain editing.

Immature B cells that express high-affinity receptors
for self antigens and encounter these antigens in the
bone marrow may also die or fail to mature further if
they are not edited. Deletion is generally called negative
selection, and it is partly responsible for maintaining B
cell tolerance to self antigens that are present in the bone
marrow (see Chapter Il). The antigens mediating nega-
tive selection-usually abundant or polyvalent (e.9.,
membrane-bound) self antigens-deliver strong signals
to IgM-expressing immature B lymphocytes that happen
to express receptors specific for these self antigens.
Antigen recognition leads to apoptotic death of imma-
ture B cells, probably only when editing fails. Once the
transition is made to the IgD*IgM+ mature B cell stage,
antigen recognition leads to proliferation and differenti-
ation, not to apoptosis or receptor editing. As a result,
mature B cells that recognize antigens with high affinity

in peripheral lymphoid tissues are activated, and this
process leads to humoral immune responses (see
Chapter 10).

B-1 and Marginal Zone Subsets of
B Lymphocytes

A subset of B lymphocytes, call.ed B- 1 B cells, dffirs from
the majority of B lymphocytes and deuelops in a unique
manner, These cells develop from fetal liver-derived
hematopoietic stem cells. Many B-1 cells express the
CDs (Ly-l) molecule. In the adult, large numbers of
B-1 cells are found as a self-renewing population in the
peritoneum and mucosal sites. B-l cells develop earlier
during ontogeny than do conventional B cells, and they
express a relatively limited repertoire of V genes and
exhibit far less junctional diversity than conventional B
cells do (TdT is not expressed in the fetal liver). B-1 cells,
as well as marginal zone B cells, spontaneously secrete
IgM antibodies that often react with microbial polysac-
charides and lipids. These antibodies are sometimes
called natural antibodies because they are present in
individuals without overt immunization, although it is
possible that microbial flora in the gut are the source of
antigens that stimulate their production. B-l cells
provide a source of rapid antibody production against
microbes in particular sites, such as the peritoneum. At
mucosal sites B-1 cells may differentiate into perhaps
half the lgA-secreting cells in the lamina propria. B-1
cells are analogous to yD T cells in that they both have
limited antigen receptor repertoires, and they are both
presumed to respond to commonly encountered micro-
bial antigens early in immune responses.

Marginal zone B cells are lncated primarily in the
uicinity of the marginal sinus in the spLeen and' are in
some ways similar to B-1 cells in terms of their limited
diuersity, and their ability to respond to polysaccharide
antigens and to generate natural antibod'ies. Marginal
zone B cells express IgM and the surface marker CDZI.
They respond very rapidly to blood-borne microbes and
differentiate into short-lived lgM-secreting plasma cells.
Although they generally mediate T cell-independent
immune responses to circulating pathogens, marginal
zone B cells also appear capable of mediating some T
cell-dependent immune responses.

MRruRRnoN oF T LvtvtPHocvtrs

The maturation of T lymphocytes from com'mifted pro-
genitors inuolues the sequential rearrangement and
expression of TCR genes, cell proliferation, antigen-
ind.uced selection, and the acquisition of lunctional
capabilities (Fig. 8-20). In many ways, this is similar to
B cell maturation. However, T cell maturation has some
unique features that reflect the specificity of T lympho-
cytes for self MHC-associated peptide antigens and the
need for a special microenvironment for selecting cells
with this speciflcity.
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FIGURE 8-2O Stages of T cel l  maturation. Events corresponding to each stage of T cel l  maturation from a bone marrow stem cel l  to a
mature T lymphocyte are i l lustrated Severa surface markers in addit ion to those shown have been used to define dist inct staqes of T cel l
malu raton

Role of  the Thymus in T Cel l  Maturat ion

The thymus is the major site of maturation of T cells.
This function of the thymus was first suspected because
of immunologic deficiencies associated with the lack of
a thymus.

If the thymus is removed from a neonatal mouse, this
animal fails to develop mature T cells.

The congenital absence of the thymus, as occurs in
the DiGeorge syndrome in humans or in the nude
mouse strain, is characterized by low numbers of
mature T cells in the circulation and oerioheral lrrm-
phoid t issues and severe def ic ieni ies in  T ie l l -
mediated immunity (see Chapter 20).

The thymus involutes with age and is virtually unde-
tectable in postpubertal humans, but some maturation
of T cells continues throughout adult life, as indicated by
the successful reconstitution of the immune system in
adult recipients of bone marrow transplants. It may be
that the remnant of the involuted thymus is adequate for
some T cell maturation. Because memory T cells have a

long life span (perhaps longer than 20 years in humans)
and accumulate with age, the need to generate new T
cells decreases as individuals age.

T lymphocytes originate from precursors that arke in
the fetal liuer and ad.ult bone marrow and seed the
thymus. In mice, immature lymphocytes are first de-
tected in the thymus on the I lth day of the normal 21-
day gestation. This corresponds to about week 7 or 8 of
gestation in humans. Developing T cells in the thymus
are called thymocytes. The most immature thymocytes
do not express the TCR or CD4 and CD8 coreceptors (see
Fig. B-20). They are found in the subcapsular sinus and
outer cortical region of the thymus. From here, the thy-
mocytes migrate into and through the cortex, where
most of the subsequent maturation events occur. It is in
the cortex that the thymocl,'tes first express y6 and aB
TCRs, and the crB T cells begin to mature into CD4* class
II MHC-restricted or CDB* class I MHC-restricted T cells.
As these thymocytes undergo the final stages of matura-
tion, they migrate from the cortex to the medulla and
then exit the thymus through the circulation. In the fol-
lowing sections we discuss the maturation of oB T cells;
y6 T cells are discussed later in the chapter.

Stage of
maturation Stem cell Pro-T Pre-T

Double
positive

Single
positive

(immature
T cell)

Naive
mature T cell

Proliferation

Rag expression

TdT expression

---t

l-.,___l

TCR DNA,
RNA

TCR
expression

Surface
markers

Anatomic
site

Response
to antigen

(germline)
DNA

None

c-kit +
CD44+
cD25-

(germline)
DNA

None

c-kit +
cD44+
cD25+

Recombined
B chain gene
tv(D)J-cl;

B chain mRNA

Membrane Membrane Membrane
up TCR

CD4+CD8- or
cD4-CD8+
TCR/CD3NI

oB TCR op TCR

c-kit +
cD44-
cD25+

cD4+cD8+
TCR/CD3ro

CD4+CD8- or
cD4-CD8+
TCR/CD3hi

None None None
Positive and

negative
selection

r Activation
r (proliferation and
I differentiation)
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The thymic enuironment prouides stimuli that are
required for the proliferatinn and maturation of thy-
mocytes. Many of these stimuli come from thymic cells
other than the maturing T cells. These include thlrnic
epithelial cells and bone marrow-derived macrophages
and dendritic cells (see Chapter 3, Fig. 3-7). Within the
cortex, the epithelial cells form a meshwork of long cyto-
plasmic processes, around which thymocltes must pass
to reach the medulla. Epithelial cells are also present in
the medulla. Bone marrow-derived dendritic cells are
present at the corticomedullary junction and within the
medulla, and macrophages are present primarily within
the medulla. The migration of thymocytes through this
anatomic arrangement allows physical interactions
between the thymocl'tes and these other cells, which are
necessary for the maturation of the T lyrnphocytes.

TWo types of molecules produced by the nonlym-
phoid thl.rnic cells are important for T cell maturation.
The first are class I and class II MHC molecules, which
are expressed on epithelial cells and dendritic cells in the
thymus. The interactions of maturing thymocytes with
these MHC molecules within the thymus are essential
for the selection of the mature T cell repertoire, as we will
discuss later. Second, thymic stromal cells, including
epithelial cells, secrete c1'tokines and chemokines,
which respectively stimulate the proliferation of imma-
ture T cells and orchestrate the cortical to medullary
transit of developing cB lineage thymocltes. The best
defined of these cytokines is IL-7, which was mentioned
earlier as a critical lymphopoietic growth factor.
Chemokines such as CCL2I and CCL19, which are rec-
ognized by the CCRT chemokine receptor on thymo-
c1tes, mediate the guided movement of developing T
cells in the thymus.

The rates of cell proliferation and apoptotic death are
extremely high in cortical thymocytes. A single precursor
gives rise to many progeny, and 95% of these cells die by
apoptosis before reaching the medulla. The cell death is
due to a combination of failure to productively rearrange
the TCR B chain gene and to thus negotiate the pre-
TCR/B selection checkpoint described below failure to
be positively selected by MHC molecules in the thymus,
and self antigen-induced negative selection (see Figs. B-3
and 8-4). Cortical thl.rnocytes are also sensitive to irradi-
ation and glucocorticoids. In uiuo, high doses of gluco-
corticoids induce apoptotic death of cortical thymocytes.

Stages of T Cell Maturation

During T cell maturation, there is a precise order in
which TCR genes are re&rranged and. in which the TCR
and, CD4 and CD8 coreceptors are expressed (Figs. 8-20
and 8-21). In the mouse, surface expression of the y6TCR
occurs first, 3 to 4 days after precursor cells first arrive in
the thymus, and the aB TCR is expressed 2 or 3 days later.
In human fetal th),rynuses, y6 T cell receptor expression
begins at about 9 weeks of gestation, followed by expres-
sion of the ap TCR at l0 weeks.

The most immature cortical thymocytes, which are
recent arrivals from the bone marrow contain TCR
genes in their germline configuration and do not express

TCR, CD3 or ( chains, or CD4 or CD8; these cells are
called double-negative thymocytes. This is also knor,rm
as the pro-T cell stage of maturation. The majority
(>90%) of the double-negative thymocytes will ulti-
mately give rise to cB TCR-expressing, MHC-restricted
CD4* and CD8. T cells. Rag- I and Rag-2 proteins are first
expressed at this stage, and are required for the
rearrangement of TCR genes. DB-to-IB rearrangements at
the TCR B chain locus occur firsU these involve either
joining of the Dpl gene segment to one of the six Jpl seg-
ments or joining of the Dp2 segment to one of the six Jp2
segments (Fig. 8-22A). Vp-to-DIp rearrangements occur
at the transition between the pro-T stage and the subse-
quent pre-T stage during aB T cell development. The
DNA sequences between the segments undergoing
rearrangement, including D, L and possibly CBI genes (if

Ds2 and Is2 segments are used), are deleted during this
rearrangement process. The primary nuclear transcripts
of the TCR B genes contain the intron between the
recombinedVDIB exon and the relevant Cp gene. Poly-A
tails are added following cleavage of the primary tran-
script dolrmstream of consensus polyadenylation sites
located 3' of the C9 region, and the sequences between
the VDI exon and Ce are spliced out to form a mature
mRNA in which VDI segments are jrxtaposed to either
of the two Cp genes (depending on which I segment was
selected during the rearrangement process). Translation
of this mRNA gives rise to a full-length Cp protein. The
two C9 genes appear to be functionally interchangeable,
and there is no evidence that an individual T cell ever
switches from one C gene to another. Furthermore, the
use of either Cp gene segment does not influence the
function or specificity of the TCR. The promoters in the
5' flanking regions of Vp genes function together with a
powerful enhancer that is located 3'of the Cp2 gene once
V genes are brought close to the C gene byV(D)I recom-
bination. This proximity of the promoter to the enhancer
is responsible for high-level T cell-specific transcription
of the rearranged TCR B chain gene,

If a productive (i.e., in-frame) rearrangement of the
TCR 0 chain gene occurs in a given pro-T cell, the TCR B
chain protein is expressed on the cell surface in associa-
tion with an invariant protein called pre-Tcr and with
CD3 and ( proteins to form the pre-T cell receptor (pre-

TCR; see Fig. 8-178). The pre-TCR mediates the selection
of the roughly one-in-three developing pre-T cells that
productively rearrange the B chain of the TCR (roughly

two thirds of developing T cells add or remove bases at
rearrangement junctions that are not multiples of three,
and therefore these rearrangements fail to encode a TCR

B protein). The function of the pre-TCR complex in T cell
development is similar to that of the surrogate light
chain-containing pre-BCR in B cell development.
Signals from the pre-TCR mediate the survival of pre-T
cells and contribute to the largest proliferative expansion
during T cell development. Pre-TCR signals also initiate
recombination at the TCR a chain locus and drive the
transition from the double-negative to the double-
positive stage of thymocyte development (discussed

below). These signals also inhibit further rearrangement
of the TCR p chain locus largely by limiting accessibility
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of the other allele to the recombination machinery. This
results in B chain allelic exclusion (i.e., mature T cells
express only one of the two inherited B chain alleles).
As in pre-B cells, it is not knornrn what, if any, ligand the
pre-TCR recognizes. Pre-TCR signaling, like pre-BCR sig-
naling, is generally believed to be initiated in a ligand-
independent manner, dependent on the successful
assembly of the pre-TCR complex. Pre-TCR signaling is
mediated by a number of cytosolic kinases and adapter
proteins that are knonm to also be linked to TCR signal-
ing (Chapter 9). The essential function of the pre-TCR in
T cell maturation has been demonstrated by numerous
studies with genetically mutated mice.

In Rag- I - or Rag-2-deficient mice, thymocytes cannot
rearrange either cx or B chain genes and fail to mature
past the double-negative stage. If a functionally
rearranged B chain gene is introduced into the Rag-
deficient mice as a transgene, the expressed B chain
associates with pre-Tcr to form the pre-TCR, and mat-
uration proceeds to the double-positive stage. An a
chain transgene alone does not relieve the matura-
tion block because the B chain is required for forma-
tion of the pre-TCR.

Knockout mice lacking any component of the pre-
TCR complex (i.e., the TCR B chain, pre-Tcr, CD3, (, or
Lck) show a block in the maturation of T cells at the
double-negative stage.

At the next stage of T cell maturation, thymocltes
express both CD4 and CD8 and are called double-
positive thymocytes. Double-positive T cells also induce
the expression of the CCR 7 chemokine receptor, which
guides these cells from the cortex toward the medulla,
where chemokines specific for this receptor are secreted
by stromal cells. The expression of CD4 and CD8 is
essential for subsequent selection events, discussed
later. The rearrangement of the TCR cr chain genes and
the expression of TCR crB heterodimers occur in the
CD4*CD8* double-positive population, just before or
during migration of the thymocytes from the cortex to
the medulla (see Figs. B-20 and 8-21). A second wave of
Rag gene expression late in the pre-T stage promotes
TCR a gene recombination. Once o chain rearrange-
ment commences, it proceeds for 3 or 4 days (in
mice) until the expression of the Rag- I and Rag-2 genes
is turned off by signals from the crB TCR during positive
selection (discussed later). The steps involved in TCR cx

TCRop low

FIGURE 8-21 Matulat ion of T cel ls in the thymus. Precursors of T cel ls travel f  rom the bone maTrow through the blood to the thymus
In the thymic cortex. progenitors of ap T cel ls express TCRs and CD4 and CDB coreceptors Selection processes el iminate self-reactive thy-
mocytes and promote survival of thymocytes whose TCRs bind self  MHC molecules with low aff ini ty Functional and phenotypic dif feren-
t iat ion into CD4.CDB or CDB.CD4- T cel ls occurs in the medulla, and mature T cel ls are released into the circulat ion The yb TCR-exoTessrnq
T cel ls are also derived from bone marrow precursors and mature in the thymus as a separate l ineage
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chain gene rearrangement are broadly similar to those
that occur during TCR B chain gene rearrangement
(Fig. 8-228). Because there are no D segments in the
TCR u locus, rearrangement consists solely of the joining
of V and J segments. The large number of J" segments
permits multiple attempts at productive V-J joining on
each chromosome, thereby increasing the probability
that a functional uB TCR will be produced. In contrast to
the TCR B chain locus, where production of the protein

and formation of the pre-TCR suppress further
rearrangement, there is little or no allelic exclusion in the
u chain locus. Therefore, productive TCR o( rearrange-
ments may occur on both chromosomes, and if this

happens, the T cell will express two s chains' In fact, up
to 30% of mature peripheral T cells do express two dif-
ferent TCRs, with different cx chains but the same B
chain. The functional consequence of this dual receptor

expression is unknown. Because only one TCR is
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required for positive selection, it is possible that the
second TCR may not have any affinity for self MHC, and
therefore it would have no function. Tianscriptional reg-
ulation of the q, chain gene occurs in a broadly similar
manner to that of the B chain. There are promoters 5' of
eachV" gene that have low-level activity and are respon-
sible for high-level T cell-specific transcription when
brought close to an s chain enhancer located 3'ofthe C"
gene. The inability to successfully rearrange the TCR cr
chain on either chromosome leads to a failure of posi-
tive selection (discussed below). The thvmocyte that has
failed to make a productive rearrangement will die by
apoptosis.

TCR s gene expression early in the double-positive
stage leads to the formation of the complete oB TCR,
which is expressed on the cell surface in association with
CD3 and ( proteins. The coordinate expression of CD3
and ( proteins and the assembly of intact TCR com-
plexes are required for surface expression. Rearrange-
ment of the TCR cx gene results in deletion of the TCR 6
locus that lies between V segments (common to both a
and 6loci) and J* segments (see Fig. 8-7). As a result this
T cell is no longer capable of becoming a yD T cell. The
expression of Rag genes and further TCR gene recombi-
nation cease after this stage of maturation. The first cells
to express TCRs are in the thymic cortex, and expression
is low compared with mature T cells. By virtue of their
expression of complete TCR complexes, double-positive
cells become responsive to antigens and are subjected to
positive and negative selection.

Cells that successfully undergo these selection
processes go on to mature into CD4* or CD8* T cells,
which are called single-positive thymocytes. Thus, the

as CD40 ligand) that "help" B lymphocltes and
macrophages, whereas CDS* cells become capable of
producing molecules that kill other cells. Mature single-
positive thymocltes enter the thymic medulla and then
leave the thymus to populate peripheral lymphoid
tissues.

Selection Processes in the Maturation of
MHc-Restricted cp T Cells

The selection ofdeuelopingT cells is dependent on recog-
nition of antigen (peptide-MHC complexes) in the
thymus and is responsible for preseruing useful celk and
eliminating potentially harmful ones (Fig.8-24). The
immature, or unselected, repertoire of T lyrnphocytes
consists of cells whose receptors may recognize any
peptide antigen (self or foreign) displayed by any MHC
molecule (also self or foreign). In addition, receptors
may be expressed that do not recognize any peptide-
MHC molecule complex. In every individual, the only
useful T cells are the ones specific for foreign peptides
presented by that individual's MHC molecules, that is,

self MHC molecules. (Recall that there are many alleles
of MHC molecules in the population, and every individ-
ual inherits one allele of each MHC gene from each
parent. These inherited alleles encode "self MHC" for
that individual.) Also, in every individual, T cells that rec-
ognize self antigens with high avidity are potentially
dangerous because such recognition may trigger
autoimmunity. Selection processes act on the immature
T cell repertoire to ensure that only the useful cells com-
plete the process of maturation.

\fhen double-positive thyrnocytes first express oB
TCRs, these receptors encounter self peptides (the only
peptides normally present in the th).'rnus) displayed by
self MHC molecules (the only MHC molecules available
to display peptides) mainly on thymic epithelial cells in
the cortex, but also on dendritic cells in this location.
Positive selection is the process in which thymocl'tes
whose TCRs bind with low avidity (i.e., weakly) to self
peptide-self MHC complexes are stimulated to survive
(see Fig. 8-24A). Thymocltes whose receptors do not
recognize self MHC molecules are permitted to die by a
default pathway of apoptosis (see Fig. 8-248). This
ensures that the T cells that mature are self MHC
restricted. Positive selection also fixes the class I or class
II MHC restriction of T cell subsets, ensuring that CD8.
T cells are specific for peptides displayed by class I MHC
molecules and CD4* T cells for class ll-associated pep-
tides. Negative selection is the process in which thymo-
cytes whose TCRs bind strongly to self peptide antigens
in association with self MHC molecules are deleted (see

Single-positive
CD4+ cells

Double-positive
CD4+CD8+ cells

Single-positive
CD8+ cells

FIGURE 8-23 CD4 and CD8 expression on thymocytes. The mat-
uration of thymocytes can be fol lowed by changes in expression
of the CD4 and CDB coreceptors A two-color f low cytometric
analysis of thymocytes using anti-CD4 and anti-CDB antibodies,
each tagged with a dif ferent f luorochrome, is i l lustrated The per-
centages of al l  thymocytes contr ibuted by each major populat ion
are shown in the four quadrants The least mature subset is the
CD4 CDB (double-negative) cel ls Arrows lndicate the sequence of
maturation

+
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Fig. B-ZaC). This eliminates developing T cells that are
strongly autoreactive against self antigens that are
present at high concentrations in the th1'rnus. The net
result of these selection processes is that the repertoire
of mature T cells that leaves the thymus is self MHC
restricted and tolerant to many self antigens. In the fol-
Iowing sections, we discuss the details of positive and
negative selection.

Positive Selection of Thymocytes:
Development of the Self MHC-Restricted
T Cell Repertoire

Positiue selection works by promoting the selectiue
suruiual and expansion of thymocytes with self
MHC-restricted TCRs (Fig. B-24A). Double-positive
thymocltes are produced without antigenic stimulation
and begin to express crB TCRs with randomly generated
specificities. In the th].'rnic cortex, these immature
cells encounter epithelial cells that are displaying
a variety of self peptides bound to class I and class

II MHC molecules. If the TCR on a cell recognizes
peptide-loaded class I MHC molecules, and at the
same time CD8 interacts with the class I MHC mole-
cules, that T cell receives signals that prevent its death
and promote its continued maturation. To proceed
along the maturation pathway, the T cell must continue
to express the TCR and CD8 but can lose expression of
CD4. The result is the development of a class I MHC-
restricted CDB* T cell. An entirely analogous process
leads to the development of class II MHC-restricted
CD4* T cells. Any T cell that expresses a TCR that does
not recognize a peptide-loaded MHC molecule in the
thymus will die and be lost.

The essential roles of MHC molecules and TCR speci-
ficity in positive selection have been established by a
variety of experi ments.

If a th].rynus from one inbred strain is transplanted
into chimeric animals of another strain, the T
cells that mature are restricted by the MHC type of
the thymus. The transplanted thymuses may be
irradiated or treated with c)'totoxic drugs (such

Rescue from
programmed
cell death;

conversion to
single positive

Low-aff i nity/avid ity recog n ition
of peptide-MHC complex on

thymic epithelial cell

Thymic
epithel ial  cel l

High-avidity recognition of peptide-MHC
complexes on thymic antigen-presenting

cell (some antigens induced by AIRE
in thymic medullary epithelial cells)

FIGURE 8-24 Selection ptocesses in the thymus. A Positive selection, lf the thymocyte TCR engages in a low-affinity interaction with a
self MHC molecule on a thymic epithel ial cel l .  r t  is rescued from programmed cel l  death and continues to mature B Lack of posit ive selec-
t ion. l f  the thymocyte TCR does not engage in any interactions with peptide-MHC molecule complexes on thymic epithel ial cel ls, i t  wi l l  die
by a default pathway of programmed cel l  death. C Negative selection. l f  the thymocyte TCR binds peptide-MHC complexes on a thymic
antigen-presenting cel l  with high aff ini ty or avidity, i t  is induced to undergo apoptotic cel l  death.
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as deoxyguanosine) to kill all resident bone
marrow-derived macrophages, dendritic cells, and
lyrnphoid cells, leaving only the resistant thymic
epithelial cells. Again, mature T cells develop in these
thymuses, and their ability to recognize antigen is
restricted by MHC gene products expressed on the
transplanted thymic epithelial cells and not necessar-
ily by MHC gene products expressed on extrathymic
cells. Therefore, the thymic epithelium is the critical
host element for positive selection (i.e., the develop-
ment of the MHC restriction patterns of T cells).

If a transgenic oB TCR with a known MHC restriction
is expressed in a mouse strain that also expresses the
MHC allele for which the TCR is specific, T cells will
mature and populate peripheral llnnphoid tissue. If
the mouse is of another MHC haplotype and does not
express the MHC molecule that the transgenic TCR
recognizes, there are normal numbers of CD4*CDB*
thymocyes but very few mature transgenic TCR-
expressing T cells (Fig. B-25). This result demon-
strates that double-positive thymocltes must express

TCRs that can bind self MHC molecules to be posi-
tively selected. As we shall see later, the same experi-
mental system has been used to study negative
selection.

During the transition from double-positive to single-
positive cells, thymocytes with class I-restricted TCRs
become CDB*CD4-, and cells with class Il-restricted
TCRs become CD4.CD8-. CD4 and CDB function as core-
ceptors with TCRs during positive selection and recog-
nize the MHC molecules when the TCRs are recognizing
peptide-MHC complexes. Signals from the TCR complex
and the coreceptors function together to promote sur-
vival of thyrnocytes. This function of CD4 and CD8 is
similar to their role in the activation of mature T cells
(see Chapter 9). At this stage in maturation, there may
be a random loss of either CD4 or CD8 gene, and only
cells expressing the "correct" coreceptor (i.e., CD4 on a
class Il-restricted T cell or CDB on a class I-restricted T
cell) will continue to mature. It is also possible that the
expression of the wrong coreceptor is actively sup-
pressed, although how this is accomplished is unknor,rm.
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F|GURE 8-25 T cell maturation and
selection in a TGR transgenic mouse
model. In the experiment depicted, a
transgenic mouse expresses a TCR spe-
cif ic for an H-2Do-associated H-Y (male-
specif ic) antigen, which is, in effect, a
foreign antigen for a female mouse In
female  mice  express ing  the  Db MHC
allele, mature T cel ls expressing the
transgenic TCR do develop because they
are posit ively selected by the self  MHC
molecules The T cel ls recognize self
MHC, presumably weakly and with
some self antigen (not H-Y) These T
cel ls do not mature in male H-Y-express-
ing mice because they are negatively
selected by strong H-Y antigen recogni-
t ion in the thymus Furthermore, mature
T cel ls do not develop in female mice
that express D' but do not express the
Db al lele because of a lack of posit ive
selection of the Db-restr icted TCR-
expressing T cel ls APC, antigen-
presenting cel l
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Knockout mice that lack class I MHC expression in
thymic epithelial cells do not develop mature CDB* T
cells but do develop CD4*CDB* thymocytes and
mature CD4. T cells. Conversely, class II MHC-defi-
cient mice do not develop CD4*T cells but do develop
CDB* cells. These results demonstrate that thymic
epithelial cells must express class I or class II MHC
molecules to positively select thymoc)-tes to become
CDB* or CD4* single-positive cells, respectively.

In transgenic mice expressing a class II MHC-
restricted TCR, the mature T cells that develop are
almost exclusively CD4*, even though there are
normal numbers of CD4.CDB* thymocl'tes. Con-
versely, if the transgenic TCR is class I restricted, the
T cells that mature are CDB*. Thus, the coreceptor and
the MHC specificity of the TCR must match if a thy-
moc)'te is to develop into a mature T cell.

Peptides bound to MHC molecules on thynxic epithe-
lial cells pla.y a.n essential role in positiue selection. ln
Chapters 5 and 6, we described how cell surface class I
and class II molecules always contain bound peptides.
These MHC-associated peptides on thymic antigen-
presenting cells probably serve two roles in positive
selection-first, they promote stable cell surface expres-
sion of MHC molecules, and second, they may influence
the specificities of the T cells that are selected. Obviously,
the thymus cannot contain the foreign antigens to which
an individual can respond. Therefore, foreign peptides
cannot be involved in the positive selection of T cells
that ultimately may recognize these peptides. Self pep-
tides are required for positive selection, however, and
exactly what role they play in this process has been the
subject of numerous studies using a variety of experi-
mental systems.

FIGURE &26 Role of peptides in posit ive selection. In
the experiment shown, thvmuses are Temoved from fetal
mice and cultured in vitro \ felal thymic organ cultures) l f
the thymuses are removed early enough in gestat ion,
they contain only immature thymocytes that have not yet
undergone posit ive selection, and therefore subsequent
maturation events can be fol lowed under varying ln vitro
condit ions In thymuses from wildtype (normal) mice,
both CD4.CDB and CDB.CD4- T cel ls wi l l  develop TAP-
1-deficient mice cannot form oeotide-class I MHC com-
plexes on thymic epithel ial cel ls (see Chapter 5), and there
is l i t t le development of CDB.CD4 T cel ls in the thymuses
from these mice because of a lack of posit ive selection
of class l-restr icted thymocytes However, the addit ion
of peptides to the culture medium surrounding the
TAP-1-deficient thymuses permits the formation of
peptide-class I MHC complexes on the surface of thymic
epithel ial cel ls, and this restores maturation of CD8*CD4
T ce l l s

To address the role of peptides in T cell selection,
it was necessary to develop systems in which the array
of peptides presented to developing thymocl'tes
was limited and could be manipulated experimen-
tally. For class I MHC-dependent positive selection,
this was accomplished with use of TAP-l-deficient
or B2-microglobulin-deficient mice. In these mice,
the class I molecules are not loaded with cytosolic
peptides and are unstable, but they can readily be
loaded with exogenously added peptides. If thy-
muses from such mice are cultured without added
peptides, few mature T cells develop (Fig' 8-26).
The addition of peptides dramatically increases the
development of single-positive CDB* T cells, indicat-
ing effective positive selection of thymocytes express-
ing class I MHC-restricted TCRs. A key finding in
these experiments was that one or a few peptides
induced the positive selection of a large repertoire of
CDB* T cells that could potentially recognize many
different unrelated peptides. However, no single
peptide was sufficient to generate a normal number
(or repertoire) of mature T cells. Furthermore,
complex mixtures of peptides induced the matura-
tion of more CDB* T cells than did single peptides' We
do not know if the specificities of the T cells that
mature are related to the peptides that induced their
maturation.

The conclusion drawn from such experiments is that
peptides bound to MHC molecules are required for pos-
itive selection of T cells and that some peptides are
better than others in supporting this process. The find-
ing that peptides differ in the repertoires of T cells they
select suggests that specific antigen recognition, and not
just MHC recognition, has some role in positive selec-
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tion. Weak, or low-avidity, recognition of peptides in the
th)..rnus protects immature T cells from a default
pathway of apoptotic death and allows the cells to com-
plete their maturation. We do not know what signals
generated by weak antigen recognition protect imma-
ture T cells from death and how these signals differ
from those generated by antigen recognition in mature,
single-positive T cells. One consequence of self
peptide-induced positive selection is that the T cells that
mature have some capacity to recognize self peptides.
We mentioned in Chapter 3 that the survival of naive
lymphocytes before encounter with foreign antigens
requires survival signals that are apparently generated
by recognition of self antigens in peripheral l1'rnphoid
organs. The same self peptides that mediate positive
selection of double-positive thgnocltes in the thymus
may be involved in keeping naive, mature (single-posi-
tive) T cells alive in peripheral organs, such as the lymph
nodes and spleen.

This model of positive selection based on weak recog-
nition of self antigens raises a fundamental question:
How does positive selection driven by self antigens
produce a repertoire of mature T cells specific for foreign
antigens? The likely answer is that positive selection
allows many different T cell clones to survive and differ-
entiate, and many of these T cells that recognize self pep-
tides with low atfinity will, after maturing, fortuitously
recognize foreign peptides with a high enough affinity to
be activated and to generate immune responses. As we
discuss next, strong recognition of self antigens in the
thymus results in negative selection of developingT cells.

Negative Selection of Thymocytes:
Central Tolerance

Negatiue selection of thymocytes worlcs by inducing
apoptotic death of celk whose receptors recognize
peptide-MHC complexes in the thymus with high auidity
(see Fig. 8-24C). Among the double-positive T cells that
are generated in the th1.rnus, some may express TCRs that
recognize self antigens with high affinity. The peptides
present in the thymus are self peptides derived from
widely expressed protein antigens as well as from some
proteins believed to be restricted to particular tissues (see
below). In immature T cells, the consequence of high-
avidity antigen recognition is the triggering of apoptosis,
leading to death, or deletion, of the cells. Therefore, the
immature thyrnocytes that express high-affinity recep-
tors for self antigens in the th1nnus are eliminated, result-
ing in negative selection of the T cell repertoire. This
process eliminates the potentially most harmful self-
reactive T cells and is one of the mechanisms ensuring
that the immune system does not respond to many self
antigens, a property called self-tolerance. Tolerance
induced in immature ll.rnphocytes by recognition of self
antigens in the generative (or central) ly.rnpf,oid organs is
also called central tolerance, to be contrasted with
peripheral tolerance induced in mature lymphocltes by
self antigens in peripheral tissues. We will discuss the
mechanisms and physiologic importance of immuno-
logic tolerance in more detail in Chapter ll.

Formal proof for deletion of T cell clones reactive
with antigens in the thymus (also called clonal deletion)
has come from several experimental approaches that
allowed investigators to observe the effects of self
antigen recognition by a large number of developing T
cells.

{li \Mhen TCR-transgenic mice are exposed to the
peptide for which the TCR is specific, a large amount
of cell death is induced in the th).rynus and a block
occurs in the development of mature transgenic TCR-
expressing T cells. In one such study, a transgenic
mouse line was created that expressed a class I MHC-
restricted TCR specific for the Y chromosome-
encoded antigen H-Y, which is expressed by many cell
types in male mice but not in female mice (see Fig.
8-25). Female mice with this transgenic TCR have
normal numbers of thymocytes in the thymic
medulla and large numbers of CDB* T cells in the
periphery because they do not express the H-Y
antigen that may induce negative selection. In con-
trast, male transgenic mice have fewTCR-expressing,
single-positive thymocytes in the medulla and few
mature peripheral CD8* T cells because of deletion of
the H-Y-specific thymocytes induced by H-Y antigen
in the th).nnus.

{:r Similar deletion of immature T cells is seen if trans-
genic mice expressing a TCR specific for a known
peptide antigen are bred with mice expressing that
antigen or if the mice are injected with large doses of
the antigen. This can also be mimicked in uitroby cuI-
turing intact thymuses from TCR-transgenic mice
with high concentrations of the peptide for which the
TCR is specific. In all these examples, there is a block
of T cell maturation after the cortical double-positive
stage, presumably because immature thymocytes
express the transgenic TCR, recognize the antigen on
thymic antigen-presenting cells, and are deleted
before they can mature into single-positive cells.

The deletion of immature self-reactive T cells occurs
when the TCR on a CD4*CD8* thgnocyte binds strongly
to a self peptide presented by another thymic cell.
Negative selection may occur both at the double-
positive stage in the cortex and in newly generated
single-positive T cells in the medulla. The thymic
antigen presenting cells that mediate negative selection
are primarily dendritic cells and thymic medullary
epithelial cells, whereas cortical epithelial cells are espe-
cially (and perhaps uniquely) effective at inducing pos-
itive selection. Double-positive T cells are drawn to the
thymic medulla by the CCRT specific chemokines,
CCL?I and CCL19. In the medulla, thymic medullary
epithelial cells express a nuclear protein called AIRE
(autoimmune regulator) that induces the expression of
a number of tissue-specific genes in the thymus, thus
making a host of tissue-specific peptides available for
presentation in the thymus to double-positive and
single-positive T cells during the process of negative
selection. As will be discussed in Chapter I l, a mutation
in the gene that encodes AIRE results in an autoimmune
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polyendocrine slmdrome, underscoring the importance
of AIRE in mediating central tolerance to tissue-specific
antigens.

The key factor determining the choice between posi-
tiue and negative sel.ection is the strength of antigen
recognition, with low-aui.d.ity recognition leading to pos-
itiue selection and high-auidity recognition inducing
negatiue selectinn. CD4 and CD8 molecules probably
play a role in negative selection, as they do in positive
selection, because these coreceptors participate in recog-
nition of MHC molecules presenting self peptides. The
cellular basis of negative selection in the thymus is the
induction of death by apoptosis. Unlike the phenomenon
of death by default (or neglect), which occurs in the
absence of positive selection, in negative selection, active
death-promoting signals are generated when the TCR of
immature th].rynocytes binds with high affinity to antigen.
The induction by TCR signaling of a pro-apoptotic
protein called Bim probably plays a crucial role in the
induction of mitochondrial leakiness and thymocl'te
apoptosis during negative selection (Chapter ll).

Recognition of self antigens in the thymus can also
generate a population of regulatory T cells, which func-
tion to prevent autoimmune reactions (see Chapter 1l).
It is not clear how a self antigen causes deletion of some
immature T cells and the development of regulatory T
cells from other immature thvmocytes of the same
specificity.

16 T Lymphocytes

TCR ap- and y\-expressing thymocytes are separate lin-
eages with a common precursor. In fetal thymuses, the
first TCR gene rearrangements involve the y and 6 loci.
Recombination of TCR yand 6loci proceeds in a fashion
similar to that of other antigen receptor gene rearrange-
ments, although the order of rearrangement appears to
be less rigid than in other loci.

T cells that express functional y and 6 chains do not
express cxB TCRs and vice versa. The independence of
these lineages is indicated by several lines of evidence.

Mature oB-expressing T cells often contain out-of-
frame rearrangements of 6 genes, indicating that
these cells could never have expressed y6 receptors.

TCR 6 gene knockout mice develop normal numbers
of crB T cells, and TCR B gene knockout mice develop
normal numbers of y6 T cells.

The diversity of the y6 T cell repertoire is theoretically
even greater than that of the crB T cell repertoire, in part
because the heptamer-nonamer recognition sequences
adjacent to D segments permit D-to-D joining. Paradox-
ically, however, the actual diversity of expressed 16 TCRs
is limited because only a few of the available V D, and I
segments are used in mature y6 T cells, for unknown
reasons. This limited diversity is reminiscent of the
limited diversity of the g- t subset of B lymphocytes and
is in keeping with the concept that y6 T cells serve as an
early defense against a limited number of commonly
encountered microbes at epithelial barriers.

NK-T Cel ls

In Chapter 7, we also mentioned another small subset

of T cells knor.tm as NK-T cells, which are not MHC

restricted and do not recognize peptides displayed by

antigen-presenting cells. These NK-T cells express- aB

fCni that are CDI restricted, and also bear a surface

marker found on NK cells, hence their name. The TCRs

of NK-T cells recognize lipid antigens bound to the

groove of CDI molecules. CDI molecules are MHC class

i-like molecules made up of a heavy chain and Br-

unique and stereot)?ic TCR s chain gene rearrangement
event. NK-T cells secrete cytokines and participate in

host defense, but may also be of relevance from a regu-

Iatory standpoint in the context of autoimmunity and

T cells do not express CCR7, and therefore do not

migrate toward the medulla like other conventional crB

T cells. Instead, they receive instructions to exit the

th)rmus and home to a number of peripheral sites, the

most prominent being the liver.

SUMMARY

o B and T lymphocytes arise from a common bone
marrow-derived precursor that becomes commit-
ted to the lymphocyte lineage. B cell maturation
proceeds in the bone marrow whereas early T cell
progenitors migrate to and complete their matura-
iion in the thymus. Early maturation is character-
ized by cell proliferation induced by cytokines,
mainly IL-7, Ieading to marked increases in the
numbers of immature lYmPhocYtes.

6 B and T cell maturation involves the somatic
rearrangement of antigen receptor gene segments
and the initial expression of Ig heavy chain pro-
teins in B cell precursors and TCR B molecules in T
cell precursors. The expression of pre-antigen
receptors and antigen receptors is essential for sur-
vival and maturation of developing lymphocytes
and for selection processes that lead to a diverse
repertoire of useful antigen specificities.

I The antigen receptors of B and T cells are encoded
by genes formed by the somatic rearrangement of
a limited number of gene segments that are spa-
tially segregated in the germline antigen receptor
loci. there are separate loci encoding the Ig heavy
chain, Ig r light chain, Ig i" light chain, TCR p chain,
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TCR a and 6 chains, and TCR y chain. These loci
contain ! L and, in the Ig heavy chain and TCR B
and 6loci only, D gene segments. These segments
lie upstream of exons encoding constant domains.
Somatic rearrangement of both Ig and TCR loci
involves the joining of D and I segments in the loci
that contain D segments, followed by the joining of
the V segment to the recombined DJ segments in
these loci, or direct V-to-I joining in the other loci.
This process of somatic gene recombination is
mediated by a recombinase enzyme complex that
includes the lymphoclte-specific components
Rag-1 and Rag-2.

€ The diversity of the antibody and TCR repertoires
is generated by the combinatorial associations of
multiple germline ! D, and I genes and junctional
diversity generated by the addition or removal of
random nucleotides at the sites of recombination.
These mechanisms generate the most diversity at
the junctions of the segments that form the third
hlpervariable regions of both antibodv and TCR
pollpeptides.

6 B cell maturation occurs in stages characterized by
different patterns of Ig gene rearrangement and
expression. In the earliest B cell precursors, called
pro-B cells, Ig genes are initially in the germline
configuration. At the pro-B to pre-B cell transition,

proliferation signals and also signals to inhibit
rearrangement on the other heavy chain allele
(allelic exclusion). At the immature b cell stage, V-
f recombination occurs in the r and l, loci, and
light chain proteins are expressed. Heavy and light
chains are then assembled into intact IgM mole-
cules and expressed on the cell surface. Immature
B cells leave the bone marrow to populate periph-
eral lymphoid tissues, where they complete their
maturation. At the mature B cell stage, synthesis of
both p and 6 healy chains occurs in the same B
cells mediated by alternative splicing of primary
heavy chain RNA transcripts, and membrine IgM
and IgD are expressed.

a During B ll.rnphoclte maturation, immature B
cells that express high-affinity antigen receptors
specific for self antigens present in the bone
marrow are either induced to edit their receptor
genes or these cells are eliminated.

O T cell maturation in the thymus also progresses
in stages distinguished by expression of antigen
receptor genes, CD4 and CD8 coreceptor mole-
cules, and location in the thymus. The earliest T
lineage immigrants to the thymus do not express
TCRs or CD4 or CD8 molecules. The developing
T cells within the thymus, called thymocytes,
initially populate the outer cortex, where they
undergo proliferation, rearrangement of TCR
genes, and surface expression of CD3, TCR, CD4,
and CD8 molecules. As the cells mature, thev
migrate from the cortex to the medulla.

@ The least mature thymocytes, called pro-T cells,
are CD4 CD8- (double negative), and the TCR
genes are in the germline conflguration. At the pre-
T stage, th1'rnocytes remain double negative, butV-
D-I recombination is completed at the TCR p chain
locus. Primary B chain transcripts are expressed
and processed to bring a C9 segment adjacent to
the VDI complex, and B chain polypeptides are
produced. The B chain associates with the invari-
ant pre-To protein to form a pre-TCR. The pre-TCR
transduces signals that inhibit rearrangement on
the other B chain allele (allelic exclusion) and
promotes CD4 and CD8 expression and further
proliferation of immature thymocytes. At the
CD4*CD8* (double-positive) stage of T cell devel-
opment, V-I recombination occurs at the TCR cr
locus, cr chain polypeptides are produced, and low
levels of the TCR are expressed on the cell surface.

I Selection processes drive maturation of TCR-
expressing, double-positive thymocytes and shape
the T cell repertoire toward self MHC restriction
and self-tolerance. Positive selection of CD4*CDg*
TCRcB th1'rnocytes requires low-avidity recogni-
tion of peptide-MHC complexes on rhynic epithe-
lial cells, leading to a rescue of the cells from
programmed death. Negative selection of
CD4*CD8* TCRoB double-positive thyrnocytes
occurs when these cells recognize, with high
avidiry antigens that are present in the thymus.
This process is responsible for tolerance to many
self antigens. Most of the cortical thymocytes do
not survive these selection processes. As the sur-
viving TCRaB thymocytes mature, they move into
the medulla and become either CD4.CDg- or
CD8*CD4-. Medullary thymocytes acquire the
ability to differentiate into either helper or cyto-
toxic effector cells and finally emigrate to periph-
eral lyrnphoid tissues.
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' l  
he activation atrd eft 'ector phases of 

'f 
cell-mediated

adaptive inrtnutre resl)ollses are triggered by antigen
rccognitiort b-v T lyrrrl lhocvtes. trr (lhapter 6, we de-
scribcd the specificitv of 

'f cclls fbr peptide fragments,
clcrived fr.orn pr oteirl antigells, that are displayed bound
to self major histocompatibility complex{FIHC} rnole-
cules. In Chapter 7, we described the antigen rceeptors
and accessory rnolectiles of I cells that are involved
in the activation of 

'I 
cells by antigens. In this chapter,

we describe the biological and biochernical basis of T
cell activation by antigens and by additional signals
provicled by antigen-presenting cells (APCs). We begin
with a brief overview of T cell activation, consider
the biology of CD4' and CDS* T cell responses' discuss
the role of costimulators in T cell activation, and
then proceed to a discttssion of the biochemical
mechanisrns of T cell receptor (TCR) signaling. Finally
we discuss the regulation <-rf 'I cell signaling by inhibitory
receptors and bv other molecules that attenuate signals
enranating from the TCR, coreceptors, and costimula-
t0ry receptors.

0vrRvrrw 0F T LYMPHocYTE AcrlvRnon

Naiue T lymphocytes home to secondary lynphoid'
orgungwhere they muy encounter antigens presentedby

*ature dendritic cells on class I or clctss II MHC mole-

cules and thus become qctiuated. This results in the

expansion of the antigen-specific lymphocyte pool and
the difTerentiation of these cells into effector and
menrory lymphocytes (Fig. 9-l). Protein antigens that

cross epithelial barriers are captured by immature den-

dritic cells and transported to lymph nodes. Antigens
that enter the circulation may be captured by dendritic

cells in the blood and in the spleen. If these antigens
are associated with "pathogen-associated molecular
patterns," such as ligands for Tbll-like receptors (see

-hapter 2), the dendritic cells are activated and induced
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FIGURE 9-1 Activation of naive and
eflector T cel ls by antigen. Antigens
that are transported bv dendrit ic cel ls to
lymph nodes are recognized by naive T
lymphocytes that recirculate through these
lymph nodes The T cel ls are activated to
dif ferentiate into effector and memory
cel ls, which may remain in the lymphoid
organs or migrate to nonlymphoid t issues
At sites of inf ect ion, the eff ector cel ls
are again activated by antigens and
perform their various functions, such as
macrophage activation

ct ivat ion of naive T cel ls in lymph node,
development of effector cells

to express costimulators such as 87 proteins on the cell
surface. Dendritic cells that have encountered microbes
and internalized their antigens begin to mature and
migrate to the T cell zones of secondary lymphoid
organs such as the lymph nodes. As discussed in Chapter
6, both naive T cells and dendritic cells are drar,tm to T
cell zones by chemokines that activate the CCRT
chemokine receptor. \A/hen they reach these T cell areas,
the dendritic cells present antigens on MHC molecules
and also express costimulators that can provide second
signals to naive T cells. \Mhen a naive T cell of the correct
specificity recognizes antigen, in the form of peptide-
MHC complexes, and receives signals via the interaction
of 87 with costimulatory receptors on the T cell, that
naive lymphocy'te is activated. Antigen-stimulated T
cells that have received both "signal one" through the
antigen receptor and "second signals" via costimulatory
receptors may be induced to secrete cltokines and to
express cytokine receptors. The cytokine interleukin-2
(IL-2) provides autocrine signals to activated T cells,
leading to expansion of antigen-specific clones .IL-2 and
other cltokines produced by the T cells and by ApCs also
stimulate the differentiation of the T cells into effector
and memory cells (Fig. 9-2). Some of these activated T
cells leave the lymphoid organ where activation
occurred and enter the circulation. Other activated CD4*
T cells remain in the lymphoid organ, where they help B
lymphocytes to differentiate into antibody-secreting
plasma cells (Chapter l0).

Effictor T celk recognize antigens in lynphoid organs
or in peripheral nonlymphoid tissues and. are actiuated
to perform their effictor functions (see Fig. 9-l). Effec-

Activated
cells

tor T cells are able to migrate to any site of infection or
inflammation. Here the cells again encounter the
antigen for which they are specific and respond in ways
that serve to eliminate the source of the antigen. Effec-
tor T cells of the CD4t helper subset express membrane
molecules and secrete cytokines that activate (help)
macrophages to kill phagocltosed microbes. Some CD4*
helper T cells remain in lymphoid organs and help B
cells to differentiate into cells that secrete antibodies
that bind to the antigens. CD8* cytotoxic T ll.rnphocytes
(CTLs), the effector cells of the CD8* subset, kill infected
cells and tumor cells that display class I MHC-associated
antigens. We will return to the effector functions of
T cells in Chapters l0 and 13. Memory T cells are an
expanded population of T cells specific for antigen that
can respond rapidly to subsequent encounter with the
antigen and differentiate into effector cells that elimi-
nate the antigen. In general, the activation of memory T
cells depends only on the ligation of the TCR, and co-
stimulatory "second signals" are not required at this
stage of differentiation.

T cell responses decline afier the antigen is elimi-
nated by effector celJs. This decline is important for
returning the immune system to a state of rest, or hom-
eostasis. T cell responses decline mainly because the
majority of antigen-activated T cells die by apoptosis.
The reason for this is that as the antigen is eliminated,
lymphocytes are deprived of survival stimuli that are
normally provided by the antigen and by the costimula-
tors and cytokines produced during inflammatory reac-
tions to the antigen. It is estimated that more than 95%
of the antigen-specific CD8* T cells that arise bV clonal

B cell
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F I G U R E g - Z  P h a s e s o f T c e l l  r e s p o n s e s . A n t i g e n r e c o g n i t l o n b y T c e l l s i n d u c e s c y t o k i n e ( e g , l L - 2 )  s e c r e t i o n , c l o n a l  e x p a n s i o n a s a r e s u l t
of lL-2-induced autocrine cel l  prol i ferat ion, and Jif ferenti i t ion of the T cel ls into effector cel ls or memory cel ls In the effector phase of the

response, the effector CD4* T cel ls respond to antigen by producing cytokines that have several act ions, such as the activation of

macrophages and B lymphocytes, and CDB* CTLs respond by ki l l ing other cel ls APC, antigen-presenting cel l

Differentiation

expansion die by apoptosis as the antigen is cleared. We
will return to the mechanisms of homeostasis in the
immune system in Chapter 11.

The sequence of events in the responses of CD4* and
CD8* T cells are fundamentally similar (see Fig. 9-2).
However, there are enough differences in the initiation
and culmination of these responses that they are best
discussed separately.

AcrvRroru oF CD4* T LvutpHocYTES

The dffirentiation of naiue CD4' T lymphocytes into
effector cells of cell-mediated immunity (CMI) requires
antigen recognition and costimulation. The initiation of
cell-mediated immune responses requires that naive
CD4* T cells and the antigens they recognize must be
present in the same lymphoid tissue at the same time.
This is accomplished by recirculation of naive T cells,
which was described in Chapter 3, and by transport of
antigens to lymphoid organs, described in Chapter 6.
Naive T cells migrate from the blood into lymphoid
organs, from one lymphoid organ to another, and back

into the blood, until they encounter the antigen for

which they express specific receptors. Antigen is deliv-

ered to lymph nodes by lymphatic drainage, and to the

spleen by the blood. Dendritic cells play an important

role in taking up antigens at sites of infection, and

migrating through lymphatic vessels to draining lymph

nodes. During their migration to the lymph nodes, den-

dritic cells mature and become efficient antigen pre-

senting cells (APCs) (see Chapter 6, Fig. 6-5)'

mediated immune reactions are elicited by protein anti-
gens of extracellular microbes that are ingested by

dendritic cells, or by soluble protein antigens that are

administered with adjuvants, in the case of vaccinations,

and taken up by dendritic cells. These microbial or

soluble antigens are internalized into vesicles by the

dendritic cells and presented in association with class II

MHC molecules (see Chapter 6). Some chemicals intro-

duced through the skin also elicit T cell reactions, called
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contact sensitivity reactions. It is believed that contact-
sensitizing chemicals bind to and modify self proteins,
creating new antigenic determinants that are presented
to CD4* or CD8* T cells. In addition to presenting anti-
gens, dendritic cells respond to microbial structures by
expressing high levels of costimulators, such as 87- I and
B7-2 proteins, which provide second signals for T cell
activation (described below), and by secreting cytokines
such as interleukin-12 (lL-12), which stimulate differen-
tiation of the T cells. Costimulatory signals are generally
essential for the activation and differentiation of naive
CD4* T cells. In contrast, as we will discuss later, CD8. T
cells may be less dependent on these costimulators.

Clonal  Expansion of  CD4* T Cel ls

T cell proliferation in response to antigen recognition is
mediated primarily by an autocrine growth pathway, in
which the responding T cell secretes its or,rm growth-
promoting cytokines and also expresses cell surface
receptors for these cytokines. The principal autocrine
growth factor for most T cells is IL-2 (see Fig. l2-g,
Chapter l2). Both the production of IL-2 and the expres-
sion of high-affinity receptors for lL-2 require antigen
recognition by speciflc T cells as well as costimulation.
Therefore, the cells that recognize antigen produce IL-2
and also preferentially respond to it, ensuring that the
antigen-specific T cells are the ones that proliferate the
most. The result of the proliferation of naive T cells is
clonal expansion, which generates from a small pool of

antigen may increase to about I in 100 to 1000 cells. The
magnitude of clonal expansion is even greater for CDg*
T cells, as described below. These numbers rapidly
decline as the antigen is eliminated, and aftei the
immune response subsides, the surviving memory cells
specific for the antigen number on the order of I in l0a.

As the antigens are eliminated, many of the activated
T cells die by apoptosis, thereby providing a homeosta-
tic mechanism that returns the immune svstem to its
basal state of rest after the infection is ileared (see
Chapter 11). Some of the T cells that have proliferated
differentiate into effector cells, and other progeny of
the antigen-stimulated lymphocytes differentiate into
memory cells, which are long-lived and poised to
respond rapidly to antigen challenge.

Differentiation of CD4* T Cells

Effector cells of the CD4 lineage are characterized by
their ability to express surface molecules that activate
other cells (B lymphocytes, macrophages, and dendritic
cells), and to secrete cytokines that are involved in the
functions of these T cells. \Arhereas naive CD4* T cells
produce mostly IL-2 upon activation, effector CD4. T
cells are capable of producing a large number and
variety of cytokines that have diverse biological activi-

ties. The development of these cltokine-secreting effec-
tor T cells, and the roles of the cytokines in cell-medi-
ated immunity, are described in Chapter 13.

AcnvRrrolrr oF CD8+ T Gru-s
The activation of naiue CDt T cells also requires
antigen recognition and second signals, but the nature
of the second signals may be dffirent from those for
CD4* cells. To be stimulated to proliferate and differen-
tiate into effector CTLs, naive CD8* T cells must recog-
nize class I-associated peptide antigens and also
encounter costimulators on APCs or signals provided by
helper T cells.

Dendritic cells play an essential role in actiuating
naiue CD$' T celk. CDB* T cell responses are elicited by
microbial peptides that are present in the cytosol of
infected cells and are displayed by class I MHC mole-
cules. The microbes that produce cytosolic antigens are
typically viruses, which express proteins in the cyto-
plasm of infected cells. CD8* T cells may respond to
some phagocytosed bacteria and viruses if these
microbes or their protein antigens are transported out
of phagosomes into the cytosol. Examples of such
microbes include the bacterium Listeria monocytogenes.
Dendritic cells that express these cltosolic antigens are
able to activate naive CD8* T cells, much like the way
dendritic cells initiate CD4* T cell responses. However,
the induction of a CDB* T cell response poses a special
problem because the antigen these cells recognize may
be produced in a cell type, such as a tissue cell that is
infected by a virus or transformed, that is not a profes-
sional APC and is not capable of activating naive T cells.
In order to initiate the response of CDB* T cells, the
antigen has to access the class I MHC pathway of den-
dritic cells. Dendritic cells have a special ability to
capture and ingest virus-infected or tumor cells, and
present the viral or tumor antigens to naive CD8* T cells
(Fig. 9-3). In this pathway, the ingested antigens are
transported from vesicles to the cytosol, from where
peptides enter the class I pathway. As we discussed in
Chapter 6, most ingested proteins do not enter the
cytosolic-class I pathway of antigen presentation. This
permissiveness for protein trafflc from endosomal vesi-
cles to the cytosol is unique to dendritic cells. (At the
same time, the dendritic cells can present class II MHC-
associated peptides generated in the vesicles to CD4*
helper T cells.) This process is called cross-presentation,
or cross-priming, to indicate that one cell type (the den-
dritic cell) can present antigens from another cell (the
virus-infected or tumor cell) and prime, or activate, T
cells specific for these antigens.

The fuII actiuation of natue CDff T celk and their dif-
ferentiation into functional CTLs may require the par-
ticipation of CD4* helper cells.ln other words, helper T
cells can provide "second signals" for CD8* T cells. The
requirement for helper cells may vary according to the
type of antigen exposure. In the setting of a strong innate
immune response to a microbe, if professional ApCs are
directly infected by the microbe, or if cross-presentation
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Dendritic cell Phagocytosed
infected cellInfected cells

and viral
antigens picked
up by host APCs

FIGURE 9-3 Cross-presentaft ion of antigens to GD8* T cel ls, Cells infected with intracel lular microbes, such as viruses, are ingested by
dendrit ic cel ls, and the antigens of the infect ious microbes are processed and presented in associat ion with class I MHC molecules to CDB.
T cel ls Thus, dendrit ic cel ls are able to present endocytosed vesicular antigens by the class I pathway Note that the same cross-present-
ing APC may display class l l  MHC-associated antigens from the mlcrobe for recognit ion by CD4* helper T cel ls

of microbial antigens is efficient, CD4* T cell help may
not be required. CD4* helper T cells may be required for
CDB. T cell responses to latent viral infections, organ
transplants, and tumors, all of which tend to elicit weak
innate immune reactions. The varying importance of
CD4. T cells in the development of CTL responses is
illustrated by studies with CD4 knockout mice, which
lack helper T cells. In these mice some viral infections
fail to generate effective CTLs and are not eradicated,

CD8+ T cells
recognize antigen +

costimulators on
professionalAPCs =

CTL differentiation
without helper T cells

CD4+ helper T cells
produce cytokines

that stimulate
CTL differentiation

CD4+ helper T cells
enhance the ability
of APCs to stimulate
CTL differentiation

Virus-
specific
CD8+ T cell

while other viruses do stimulate effective CTL responses.
A lack of CD4t T cell helper function is the accepted
explanation for the defects in CTL generation seen in
individuals infected with human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV), which infects and eliminates only CD4'T
cells.

Helper T cells may promote CD8- T cell activation by
several mechanisms (Fig. 9-a). Helper T cells may
secrete cltokines that stimulate the differentiation of

" ' .&'e Tcel l
Cytokines

6

le of costimulat ion and helper T cel ls in the dif ferentiat ion of GD8* T lymphocytes' Differentiat ion of naive CD8. T

cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CiLs) requires antigen recognit ion (signal 1)and addit ional st imuli  such as costimulators or

eo oy professional ani igen-presenting cel ls (AP-Cs) (A) oi by cytokines produced by CD4* helper T cel ls (B). CD4. helper T

ivate APC5 and make them able to sl lmulate CTL development, for example, by st imulat ing expression of costimulators

or cytokines (C).
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Differentiated CTLs
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CDB* T cells. Antigen-stimulated helper T cells express
the trimeric tumor necrosis factor (TNF) family member
called CD40 ligand (CD40L), which binds to CD40 on
APCs and activates these APCs to make them more effi-
cient at stimulating the differentiation of CD8* T cells.
The effects of helper T cells appear to be mostly on the
differentiation of CD8* cells into fully functional
memory cells, and less on the initial clonal expansion
and early CTL development.

Clonal  Expansion of  CD8. T Cel ls

Before antigen exposure, the frequency of naive CD8. T
cells specific for any antigen is I in lOs to 106 lympho-
cytes. Following antigen exposure, the number of CD8*
T cells specific for that antigen may increase to as high
as I in l0 (Fig. 9-5).

Studies in mice have revealed an unexpectedly large
expansion of CDB* T cells during the acute phase of
infections with intracellular microbes. In one such
study, T cells specific for a dominant epitope of the
lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) were
identified by staining cell populations with a fluores-
cent tetramer of an appropriate MHC molecule
loaded with the viral peptide. It was estimated that
the frequency of LCMV-specific T cells in uninfected
mice is about I in 105 CDB* cells. Following infection
with the virus, at the peak of the immune response
there was a twofold to threefold increase in the total
number of CDB. T cells in the spleen, and as many as
one in five of these cells was specific for the viral
peptide. In other words, in this infection there was a
greater than 50,000-fold expansion of antigen-spe-
cific CDB* T cells, and, remarkablv this occurred
within I week after infection. Equal$ remarkable was
the finding that during this massive antigen-specific
clonal expansion, "bystander" T cells not specific for
the virus did not proliferate. The expansion of T cells
specific for Epstein-Barr virus and human immuno-
deficiency virus (HIV) in acutely infected humans is

7 1 4
Days post-infection

FIGURE 9-5 Clonal expansion o{ T cel ls. T cel ls expand in
response to infect ion, some of the progeny dif ferentiate into effec-
tor cel ls, the majori ty die, and memorv cel ls persist The kinetics
and numbers of cel ls are typical of the response of CD8- T cel ls in
the spleen of a mouse infected with a virus, such as lymphocytic
choriomengit is virus; other jntracel lular microbes el ici t  oual i tat ivelv
s imi la r  responses .

also on this order of magnitude. Although it has been
more difficult to quantitate the antigen-stimulated
expansion of CD4* cells, it appears to be much less
than the clonal expansion of CDB* cells. This may be
expected, because CDB* CTLs perform their effector
functions by directly attacking infected cells, whereas
a single CD4t helper cell may secrete cytokines that
activate many effector cells such as macrophages,
and therefore a greater number of CTLs may be
needed for protective immunity.

Several cytokines may function as growth factors to
drive the clonal expansion of CDB* T cells; these include
IL-12, IL-15, and IL-7 (see Chapter l2). A role for lL-2,
the first identified T cell growth factor, in CDB* T cell
clonal expansion is not at all clear.

Differentiation of CD8* T Gells into CTLs

Dffirentiation of CD& T cells into effector CTLs inuolues
acquisition of the machinery to perform target cell
killing. The most speciflc feature of CTL differentiation
is the development of membrane-bound cytoplasmic
granules that contain proteins, including perforin and
granzymes, whose function is to kill other cells
(described later). In addition, differentiated CTLs are
capable of secreting cytokines, mostly IFN-y, lympho-
toxin, and TNE which function to activate phagocytes
and induce inflammation. The molecular events in CTL
differentiation involve transcription of genes encoding
these effector molecules. TWo transcription factors that
are required for this program ofnew gene expression are
T-bet (which we will discuss in relationship to THI dif-
ferentiation in Chapter l3), and eomesodermin, which
is structurally related to T-bet.

The dffirentiation of naiue CDt T cells into func-
tional CTLs requires antigen recognition, cytokines,
notably IL-12, andthe participation of CD4+ helper celk
in some situations. Antigens initiate the response and
cytokines stimulate proliferation and differentiation
into CTLs. Helper T cells may be more important for the
generation of memory CDS* T cells than for a primary
CTL response, as mentioned before.

Role or GosrrmuuroRs tN T Crrr
AcnvRnoru

The proliferation and dffirentiation of naive T cells
require signak prouided by molecules on APCs, called
costimulators, in addition to antigen-induced signals
(Fig. 9-6). The second signal for T cell activation is called
costimulation because it functions together with antigen
to stimulate T cells. In the absence of costimulation, T
cells that encounter antigens either fail to respond and
die by apoptosis or enter a state of unresponsiveness
called anergy (see Chapter 11).

The best characterized costimulatory pathway in T
cell actiuation inuolues theT cell surface molecule CD2B,
which binds the costimulatory molecules B7-l (CDB|)
and B7-2 (CD86) expressed on actiuated APCs (Box 9-i).
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T cell response

FIGURE Functions of costimula-
tors in T cel l  act ivat ion, The resting
antigen-presenting cel l  (APC) ex-
oresses few or no costimulators and
f ai ls to act ivate naive T cel ls (A)
(Sometimes antigen recognit ion
without costimulat ion may make the T
cel ls anergic; this phenomenon wil l  be
d iscussed in  Chapter  11)  Mic robes
and cytokines produced during innate
immune responses activate the APCs
to express costimulators, such as 87
molecules (B) The APCs then become
capable of act ivat ing naive T cel ls
Activated APCs also produce cytokines
such as  lL -12 ,  wh ich  s t imu la te  the  d i f -
ferentiat ion of naive T cel ls into effec-
to r  ce l l s

APCs:
increased
expression of
costimulators,
secretion of
cytokines

CD28 delivers signals that enhance many T cell re-
sponses to antigen, including cell survival, production
of cytokines such as IL-2, and differentiation of naive T
cells into effector and memory cells. The structure of
CD28 was briefly described in Chapter 7. B7 -I andBT -2

are structurally similar integral membrane single-chain
glycoproteins, each with two extracellular immunoglob-
ulin (Ig)-like domains, although on the cell surface 87-1
exists as a dimer andBT -2 as a monomer. The 87 mole-
cules are expressed mainly on APCs, including dendritic
cells, macrophages, and B lymphocltes. They are absent
or expressed at low levels on resting APCs and are
induced by various stimuli (discussed later).

The essential role of the 87 costimulators in T cell
activation has been established by several types of
experiments.

In vitro, purified populations of CD4'T cells respond
to antigen by cytokine secretion and proliferation
when the antigen is presented by APCs that express
87 molecules but not when the antigen is presented
by APCs that lack 87 expression. An activating anti-
body that binds to CD28 can provide an artificial cos-
timulatory signal and induce T cell responses even if
the APCs lack 87 molecules.

If a pure population of CD4'T cells is cultured with
agents that cross-link the TCR, such as anti-CD3 anti-
bodies, the T cells produce very little cytokine and do
not proliferate. Again, if an additional costimulatory
signal is provided by antibodies that bind to CD2B,
the T cells are able to respond. The costimulatory
signal provided by anti-CD28 antibody in the absence
of the TCR signal does not by itself induce T cell
responses.

Knockout mice Iacking 87- 1 and 97 -2 are deficient in
T cell-dependent responses to immunization with
protein antigens.

The expression of costimulators is regulated and
ensures that T lymphocyte responses are initiated at
the correct time and place. The expression of 87 costim-
ulators is increased by microbial products that bind
Toll-like receptors, and by cytokines such as interferon
(IFN)-y produced during innate immune reactions to

microbes. The induction of costimulators by microbes
and by the cytokines of innate immunity promotes T cell
responses to microbial antigens (see Chapter 13). In

addition, activated T cells express CD40L on their
surface, which binds to CD40 expressed on APCs

and delivers signals that enhance the expression of 87

costimulators on the APCs. Of all potential APCs,
mature dendritic cells express the highest levels of
costimulators and, as a result, are the most potent

stimulators of naive T cells (which are completely
dependent on costimulation for activation). In Chapter
6, we mentioned the essential role of adjuvants in

inducing primary T cell responses to protein antigens
such as vaccines. Many adjuvants are products of
microbes, or mimic microbes, and one of their major
functions in T cell activation is to stimulate the expres-
sion of costimulators on APCs. The absence of costimu-
lators on unactivated, or "resting," APCs in normal
tissues contributes to the maintenance of tolerance to

self antigens. Because such tissue APCs are capable of
presenting self antigens to T cells, the lack of costimula-
tor expression ensures that potentially self-reactive T
cells are not activated and may be rendered anergic (see

Chapter l1).
Previously activated effector and memory T cells are

less dependent on costimulation by the B7:CD2B
pathway than are naive cells. This property of effector
and memory cells enables them to respond to antigens
presented by various APCs that may reside in nonlym-
phoid tissues and may express no or low levels of 87. For
instance, the differentiation of CDB* T cells into effector
CTLs requires costimulation, but effector CTLs can

T cell survival,
proliferation

and differentiation
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The best  def  ined cost imulators for  T lymphocytes are the
87 fami ly  of  molecules on APCs that  b ind to members of
the CD28 fami ly  of  receptors on T cel ls .  The f i rs t  prote ins
to be d iscovered in these fami l ies were CD28 and B7-1 .
The exis tence and funct ions oI  Bl -1 and CD28 were or ig-
inal ly  surmised f rom exper iments wi th monoclonal  ant i -
bodies speci f ic  for  these molecules The c loning of  the
genes encodrng B7-1 and CD28 opened the way for  a
var iety  of  exper iments in  mice that  have c lar i f ied the ro le
of  these molecules and led to the ident i f icat ion of  addi -
t ional  homologous prote ins involved in T cel l  cost imula-
t ion.  For  example,  res idual  cost imulatory act iv i ty  of  APCs
from B7-1 knockout  mice suggested the ex is tence of
addi t ional  cost imulatory molecules,  and homology-based
cloning st rategies led to the ident i f icat ion of  the B7-2 mol-
ecule B7-1 and B7-2 both b ind to CD28 and together
account for the majority of costimulatory activity provided
by APCs for  the act ivat ion of  naive T cel ls  This is  ev ident
f rom the phenotype of  Bl -1187-2 double knockout  mice,
which have profound def  ects in  adaptrve immune
responses to protern ant igens

Although costimulatory pathways were discovered as
mediators of  T cel l  act ivat ton,  i t  is  now c lear  that  homol-
ogous molecules are involved in inhib i t ing T cel l
responses The f i rs t  and best  def ined example of  an
inhib i tory receptor  on T cel ls  is  CTLA-4,  a member of  the
CD28 fami ly ,  which was d iscovered and character ized by
the use of  monoclonal  ant ibodies The name CTLA-4 is
based on the fact that this molecule was the fourth recep-
tor  ident i f ied in  a search for  molecules expressed in CTLs,
but its expression and f unction are not restricted to CTLs
CTLA-4 is  s t ructura l ly  homologous to CD28 and is  a
receptor for both B7-1 and B7-2 Unlike CD28, CTLA-4
serves as a negative regulator of T cell activation. CTLA-
4 knockout  mice show excessive T cel l  act ivat ion,  pro l i f -
erat ron,  and systemic auto immuni ty

Several  other  prote ins st ructura l ly  re lated to B7-1 and
87-2 or to CD28 and CTLA-4 have recently been identi-
f ied by homology-based c loning st rategies,  and thei r
funct ions are now being studied These prote ins can be
considered members of  the 87 and CD28 fami l ies,
respect ive ly  Two other  members of  the CD28 fami ly  are
cal led ICOS ( inducrble cost imulator)  and PD-1 (pro-
grammed death-1 ,  because th is  molecule was thought  to
regulate programmed death of  T cel ls)  The avai lable data
indicate that  CD28 is  important  for  act ivat ing naive T cel ls ,
and ICOS plays a greater role in effector responses, par-
t icu lar ly  lL-10 and lL-4 product ion CTLA-4 and PD-1 are
inhib i tory receptors How diverse s ignals f rom th is  recep-
tor  fami ly  are in tegrated dur ing immune responses is  a
major  quest ion in  the f iero

Members of  the B7 fami ly  inc lude Bl-1,  87-2,  ICOS-
l igand,  B7-H1 (PD-11),  B7-DC (PD-12),  B7-H3,  and Bt-H4
(see Figure)  Al l  these prote ins are t ransmembrane pro-
te ins consist ing of  two extracel lu lar  lg- l ike domains,
inc luding an N-terminal  V- l ike domain and a membrane
proximal  C- l ike domain B7-H3 may be expressed in a l ter-
nat ive forms,  wi th e i ther  one pai r  of  V and C domains I ike

the other  87 fami ly  members or  two tandem pairs  of  V
and C domains.  The main funct ion of  these molecules is
to b ind to CD28 fami ly  receptors on T cel ls ,  thereby st im-
ulat ing s ignal  t ransduct ion pathways in the T cel ls .  There
is  no compel l ing ev idence that  the cytoplasmic ta i ls  of  the
B7 fami ly  members t ransduce act ivat ing s ignals in  the
cells on which they are expressed. B7-1 and B7-2 are
main ly  expressed on APCs,  inc luding dendr i t ic  ce l ls ,
macrophages,  and B cel ls  Al though there is  some con-
stitutive expression on dendrit ic cells, expression of both
molecules is  s t rongly induced by var ious s ignals,  inc lud-
ing endotoxin,  in f lammatory cytok ines (e.g. ,  lL- '1  2,  IFN-y) ,
and CD40-CD40 l igand interact ions.  The temporal  pat-
terns of expression of B7-1 and B7-2 differ; B7-2 is
expressed constitutively at low levels and induced early
after activation of APCs, whereas B7-1 is not expressed
const i tu t ive ly  and is  induced hours or  days la ter  The other
members of  the 87 fami ly ,  ICOS l igand,  PD- l1 and PD-
L2,  are a lso expressed on APCs,  but  in  addi t ion,  there is
s igni f icant  expression on a var iety  of  non- immune cel ls ,
such as endothel ia l  ce l ls .  The nonlymphoid expression of
these molecules suggests they p lay a ro le in  regulat ing T
cel l  act ivat ion in  per ipheral  t issues and perhaps in the
maintenance of  se l f - to lerance.

The CD28 fami ly  of  receptors are a l l  expressed on T
cel ls ,  but  PD-1 is  a lso expressed on B cel ls  and myelo id
cel ls .  These receptors are t ransmembrane prote ins,  a l l  o f
which inc lude a s ingle lg  V- l ike domain and a cytoplasmic
tail with tyrosine residues. CD28, CfLA-4, and ICOS exist
as d isul f ide- l inked homodimers;  PD-1 is  expressed as a
monomer Both CD28 and CTLA-4 b ind both B7-1 and 87-
2,  wi th d i f ferent  af f in i t ies,  and share a sequence mot i f ,
MYPPPY in the V domain,  which is  essent ia l  for  87
binding ICOS has an FDPPPF mot i f  in  the corresponding
posi t ion,  which mediates b inding to ICOS-l igand but
not  to  B7-1 or  B7-2.  PD- l  has nei ther  mot i f  and b inds
to PD-L1 or PD-L2 but not to B7-1 , B7-2, or |COS-ligand
The cytoplasmic ta i ls  of  the CD28 fami ly  molecules
contain structural motifs that mediate interaction with
s ignal ing molecules,  a l though the s ignal  t ransduct ion
pathways that are engaged are incompetently under-
stood Tyrosine residues in the tails of CD28 become
phosphory lated on B7-1 or  B- l -2 b inding,  and they serve
as docking s i tes for  Pl -3 k inase and Grb-2 Pl -3 k inase
act ivat ion is  l inked to the act ivat ion of  the ser ine/
threonine k inase Akt .  P l -3 k inase can a lso be act ivated
by recruitment to the cytoplasmic tail of CTLA-4, and
perhaps of  ICOS as wel l  Consistent  wi th thei r  ro les in
negative regulation of cellular activation, both CTLA-4 and
PD-1 have var iat ions of  the lT lMs in thei r  cvtoplasmic ta i ls
(see Box 9-3) and recruit the tyrosine phosphatase SHP-
2 CD28 is constitutively expressed on CD4t and CD8* T
cel ls  ICOS is  expressed on CD4* and CD8* T cel ls  onlv
af ter  TCR binding to ant igen,  and i ts  induct ion is
enhanced by CD28 s ignals.

X-ray crystallographic analyses of 87-1 and B7-2 inter-
actions with CTLA-4 suggest that these molecules form
a repeat ing la t t ice st ructure in  the immunological

Continued on following page
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Expression D C s , , D C s , , D C s ,
macrophages,,macrophages,, macrophages,

Bcells I  Bcel ls t".J; i , .o,n",

, DCs, ' DCs,
lvmphoid and lvmphoid and
norilymphoid norilymphoid

cel ls cel ls

DCs,
macrophages,
B cells, other

cel ls

Name B7-1 B7-2
(cD80) (cD86)

rcos-L , PD-ll
(87.H1)

P D - 1 2 ] 8 7 - H 3 . 8 7 - H 4
(87-Dc) . i

^ ;

V :

N

I
N

Iv
N N N

Y\ /

I lTlM motif

I ITSM motif

ffi Tyr-X-X-Met

Name cD28 CTLA-4 |COS PD-1 ? ?

Expression T cells;
constitutive

T cel ls;
inducible

T cel ls;
inducible

T cel ls, B cel ls,
Myleoid cells;

inducible

Major
function

Cost imu la t ion ,  Negat ive
lf naive T cells; regulation
generation of of immune

regulatory responses;
T cells self-tolerance

Costimulation
of effector

T cel ls

Negative regulation
of T cells

synapse. B7-1 or B7-2 may dimerize in the APC mem-
brane,  and each monomer ic  subuni t  could b ind to one
chain of a different CTLA-4 dimer. Such an arrangement
could enhance the local concentration of the l igands and
receptors and presumably enhance s ignal ing.  l t  is  not
known i f  such an arrangement a lso appl ies to other
87 .CD28 f amily l igand-receptor i nteractions.

The funct ional  consequences of  s ignal ing by CD28
fami ly  members d i f fer  for  each molecule.  As d iscussed
in the text, CD28 is essential for init iating responses of

kill other cells that do not express costimulators (see
Chapter 13).

A major essential function of the B7:CD28 pathway
is in the generation of regulatory T celk. Regulatory
T cells are CD4*CD25* T cells that can suppress the
function of effector T cells (see Chapter 1l). A large
proportion of these cells develop in the thymus, and
are known as natural regulatory T cells. The develop-
ment of natural regulatory T cells requires both 87 and
CD28, as shown by the failure of these cells to emerge in
knockout mice lacking CD28 or 87 proteins. The mech-

CD4- T cells, whereas ICOS may be more important for
activation of effector T cells. CTLA-4 and PD-1 are
inhibitory receptors that may play different roles in ter-
minating immune responses lt has been proposed that
CTLA-4 inhibits acute responses in lymphoid organs, and
PD-1 inhibits chronically activated cells and responses In
peripheral, non-lymphoid tissues. The physiologic func-
tions of the other recentlv described 87 family members
are not vet defined.

anisms underlying this role of CD28 are not fully
defined.

The biochemical mechanism by which CD28:87
interactions promote T cell activation is incompletely
understood. CD28-mediated signals increase the pro-

duction of cytokines, especially the T cell autocrine
growth factor IL-2. This may occur by a combination of

enhanced transcription and stabilization of IL-2 mes-

senger RNA. In addition, CD28 signals promote the sur-
vival of T cells, in part by increasing expression of the
anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-x (see Chapter 11' Box l l-2).
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We will describe signaling responses to costimulators
later in the chapter, after we discuss the biochemistry of
T cell activation.

The CD28:87 pathway of costimulation is the
prototype of a much larger family of receptors and
ligands that function to stimulate and inhibitT cells (see
Box 9-1). A protein called ICOS (inducible costimulator)
is homologous to CD2B and is so named because it is
induced on T cells after activation. The ligand for ICOS
is homologous to 87- I andBT -2.ICOS appears to be par-
ticularly important for stimulating the production of
certain cytokines, notably IL- 10, and for the activation of
previously differentiated effector T cells. A protein called
CTI-A-4 (CDI52) is also homologous to CD28, binds to
B7-l and B7-2, and is expressed on activated T cells.
Unlike CD28, CT[A-4 functions to terminate T cell
responses and plays a role in self-tolerance (Chapter I l).
We will briefly discuss CTLA-4 and another inhibitory
receptor, PD-1, later in this chapter.

The interaction of CD40L on T celk with CD40 on
APCs enhances T cell actiuation. The likely mechanism
of this effect is that the engagement of CD40 on the ApCs
activates the APCs to make them more potent, perhaps
by enhancing their expression of 87 molecules and
secretion of cytokines such as IL-12 that promote T cell
differentiation. This phenomenon is sometimes called
"licensing," since activated T cells license additional
APCs to participate in an immune response (Fig. g-7).
Thus, the CD40 pathway indirectly amplifies T cell
responses and does not function as a costimulatory
pathway by itself.

Many new therapeutics are being developed based on
the understanding of costimulatory pathways. CTLA-
4lg, a fusion protein consisting of the extracellular
domain of CT[A-4 and the Fc portion of human IgG,
binds to 87- I and 87 -2 and blocks the B7:CD28 interac-
tion when administered to patients. It is an approved
therapy for rheumatoid arthritis, and clinical trials are
currently assessing its efficacy in the treatment of psori-
asis, Crohn's disease and transplant rejection. Inhibitors
of the CD40L:CD40 pathway are also being currently
assessed in clinical trials for use in transplant rejection
and in chronic inflammatory diseases of presumed
autoimmune origin. Antibodies that block the inhibitory
receptor CT[A-4 attenuate inhibitory signals and thus
enhance immune responses. These agents are in clinical
trials for the immunotherapy of tumors.

Many other T cell surface molecules, including
CD2 and integrins, have been shor,rm to deliver costim-
ulatory signals in vitro, but their physiologic role in
mice and humans is less clear. We have discussed the
functions of CD2 family proteins in Chapter 7, and of
integrins in Chapter 2.

Having described the main steps in the functional
responses of T cells, we can proceed to a consideration
of the biochemistry of T cell activation.

SrcruRl TnRrusoucnoN By rHE TCR Gonnpmx
T cell signaling pathways coordinately actiuate the
transcription of genes that are silent in naiue celk and

PAMP

87 CD28

Naive
T cell

FIGURE 9-7 Bole ol CD40 in T cell activation. Naive T eells are
activated by peptide-MHC complexes on antigen-presenting cel ls
(APCs) previously act ivated by the binding of pathogen-associated
molecular patterns (PAMP) to Tol l- l ike receptors (TLRs) Antigen
recognit ion by T cel ls in conjunction with CD28 activation induces
the expression of CD40 l igand (CD4OL) on activated T cel ls. CD40L
engages CD40 on the APC and may st imulate the expression of 87
molecules and the secretion of cytokines that act ivate T cel ls Thus,
CD40L on the T cel ls makes the APCs "better" APCs, and the 87
and CD40 pathways st imulate each other

TLR

lrLR rd**l
I  BzonAPC I
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whose products mediate the responses andfunctions of
actiuatedT celk. The recognition of antigen by the TCR
initiates a sequence of biochemical signals in T cells that
result in transcriptional activation of particular genes
and the entry of the cells into the cell cycle. The genes
that are expressed in T cells after antigen recognition
encode many of the proteins that mediate the biologic
responses ofthese cells (Fig. 9-8). The signaling cascades
triggered by the TCR have been defined largelyby in uitro
analyses of various T cell populations that can be acti-
vated by the engagement of their antigen receptors.
From such studies, several important general features of
T cell signal transduction are now well established.

@ Actiuation ofT cells inuolues the integration of signak
from multiple receptors. The TCR provides specificiry

T cells



FIGURE 9-8 Kinetics of gene
expression in antigen-st imulated T
lymphocytes. T lymohocytes acti-
vated by antigens and costimula-
tors express new genes The
approx imate  t 'me cou 'se  o f  the
expression or se,ected genes is
shown; the actual kinetics may
vary in dif ferent T cel l  populat ions
exposed to dit ferent st imuli

and costimulatory and cytokine receptors play key
rates in clonal expansion and differentiation.

8 The early biochemical response to antigen recogni-
tion conskts of clustering of coreceptors with the
antigen receptor, and tyrosine phosphorylntion of
immunoreceptor tyrosine-based. actiuation motif
(ITAM) tyrosine residues (Fig. 9-9). The TCR does
not have intrinsic enzymatic activity, but it is associ-
ated with the CD3 complex and ( proteins that
bind enzymes and contain ITAMs, as discussed below.
Phosphorylation of ITAM tyrosines initiates signal
transduction and the activation of doumstream tyro-
sine kinases, which in turn phosphorylate tyrosine
residues on other adapter proteins. The subsequent
events in signal transduction are generated by the
specific recruitment of key enzymes that each initiate
distinct downstream signaling pathways.

6 Signals ftom the antigen receptor coordinately
actiuate a number of important biochemical path-
ways, some of the major ones being the Ras-MAP
kinase pathway, the protein kinase C (PKC) pathway,
and the calcium-calcineurin pathway (see Fig. 9-9).
Activation of these enzyrnes occurs within minutes
after antigen recognition. The enz).rnes activated
by each of these pathways induce transcription
factors that stimulate the expression of various genes
in the T cells, a process that takes several hours.

In the following sections, we describe the major steps
in signaling by the TCR complex, starting with the earli-
est responses at the plasma membrane and culminating
in the transcriptional activation of many T cell-specific
genes.

Early Membrane Events: Activation of
Protein Tyrosine Kinases, Recruitment of
Adapter Proteins, and Formation of
the lmmunological  Synapse

Antigen recognition by the TCR induces the activation of
T cell signaling initially by the activation of Src family
kinases, and this is followed by the activation of down-
stream signaling pathways following the recruitment
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and phosphorylation of specific adapters' Eventually a
relatively stable interface is formed between the T cell

and the APC, and this interface is knoltm as the immuno-
Iogical synapse.

Activation of Tyrosine Kinases

The earliest biochemical euents within the T cell that

fottow clwtering of the TCR complex and coreceptor a're
the actiuation of protein tyrosine kinases associated
with the cytoplesmic domains of the clustered CD3 and

coreceptor proteins and phosphorylntion of tyrosines in

CD3 and (chains (Fig. 9-10). Protein tylosine kinases are

enzyrnes that catalyze the phosphorylation of ty'rosine
residues in various protein substrates (Box 9-2). In T

cells, several components of the TCR complex, as well

as dor.rmstream intermediates, are targets of protein

tyrosine kinases. The cltoplasmic portions of the CD3

chains and the ( chains contain a total often conserved

kinase that is associated with the cltoplasmic tails of

CD4 and CDB, is thus brought close to the ITAMs in

the CD3 and ( chains. The clustering of the TCR complex

and coreceptor leads to activation of Lck, by mecha-

nisms that are not clear. The active Lck then phosphory-

lates the tyrosines in the ITAMs of the CD3 and ( chains'
Thus, within seconds of TCR clustering, many of the

ty.rosine residues within the ITAMs of the CD3 and (

chains become phosphorylated. Another cytoplasmic
tyrosine kinase that is found in physical association with

the TCR complex is CD3-associated F1m, and it may play

a role similar to that of Lck. It is believed that Fyn may

be activated by a conformational alteration of TCR and

CD3 molecules following TCR binding to MHc-peptide

complexes. Mice lacking Lck show some defects in T cell

development, and double knockout mice lacking both

Lck and F1m show even more severe defects.
The tyrosine phosphorylated' ITAMs in the ( chain

become "docking sites" for the tyrosine kinase called
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Initiation of
TCR-mediated

signals

Distal signaling
enzymes

Transcription
factors

FIGURE g-9 Intracel lularsig^nal ing events during T cel l  act ivat ion. Brnding o.f the TCR and coreceprors to peptide-MHC complexes on
the-art igen-presenting cel l  (APC) init iates proximal signal ing events, which result in phosphorylat ion of the ( chain, binding and aci ivat ion of
ZAP-10, phosphorylat ion of adapter proteins, and activation of various cel lular enzymes These enzymes thln activate tr;nscript ion factors
that strmulate the expression of various genes involved ln T cel l  responses

ZAP-70 ((-associated protein of 70kD). ZAp-70 is a
member of a family of tyrosine kinases distinct from the
Src family. (Another member of this family is Svk, which
plays an important  ro le in  s ignal  t ransdui t ion" in B cel ls
and in some populations of T cells, such as yDT cells from
the intestine.) 7-\P-70 contains two conserved domains
called Src homology 2 (SH2) domains that can bind to
phosphotyrosines (see Box 9-2). Each ITAM has two
tyrosine residues, and both of these must become phos-
phorylated to form a docking site for one ZAp-70 mole-
cule. The bound ZAP-7O becomes a substrate for the
adjacent Lck, which phosphorylates specific tyrosine
residues of 7AP-70. As a result, ZAp-70 acquires its own
tyrosine kinase activity and is then able to phosphory-
late a number of other cltoplasmic signaling molecules.
A critical threshold of ZAp-70 activitv mav be needed
before downstream signaling events will proceed, and
this threshold is achieved by the recruitment of multiple
7AP-70 molecules to the phosphorylared ITAMs on the
( chains and on CD3 rails.

Another kinase pathway in T cells involves the activa-
tion of PI-3 (phosphatidylinositol-3) kinase, which phos-
phorylates a specific membrane-associated inositol lipid.
This enzyme is recruited to the TCR complex and
associated adapter proteins and generates phos-
phatidylinositol rrisphosphate (plpr) from membrane
phosphatidylinositol bisphosphate (plpr). plp. provides
a binding site on the inside of the plasma membrane for
signaling intermediates that contain pleckstrin homol-
ogy domains, including phospholipase Cy and kinases
such as Itk (and Btk in B cells). Another important plp3-
dependent kinase is PDKI, which is required for the acti-
vation of an important do\,lTrstream kinase calledRkt. Rkt
is a crucial regulator of cell survival. PI-3 kinase is most
efficiently activated dor,rmstream of the CD28 costimula-
tory recepto! as we will discuss later in this chapter.

The actiuity of kinases in T cell signaling pathways
may be regulated by protein tyrosine phosphatases.
These phosphatases can remove phosphates from
tyrosine residues of the kinases as well as from adapter
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Prote in-orote in in teract ions and the act iv i t ies of  ce l lu lar
enzymes are often regulated by phosphorylation of tyro-
s ine res idues Inducib le phosphory lat ion of  tyros ines is
much less common than phosphory lat ion of  ser ine or
threonine res idues and is  usual ly  reserved for  cr i t ica l
regulatory steps lt is not surprising, therefore, that the
kinases that catalyze tyrosine phosphorylation are essen-
t ia l  components of  many int racel lu lar  s ignal ing cascades
in lymphocytes and other cell types. These protein tyro-
s ine k inases (PTKs) mediate the t ransfer  of  the terminal
phosphate of ATP to the hydroxyl group of a tyrosine
residue in a substrate protein. A particular PTK will phos-
phorylate only a l imited set of substrates, and this speci-
f ic i ty  is  determined by the amino acid sequences f lanking
the tyrosine as well as by the tertiary structural charac-
teristics of the substrate protein

Some tyrosine kinases are intrinsic components of the
cytoplasmic tails of cell surface receptors, such as the
receptors for platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) and
epidermal growth factor (EGF). Examples of receptor tyro-
s ine k inases that  are involved in hematopoies is  inc lude c-
Kit, a receptor for stem cell factor, and the receptor for
monocyte colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF). Many PTKs
of importance ln the immune system, however, are cyto-
plasmic proteins that are noncovalently associated with
the cytoplasmic tails of cell surface receptors or with
adapter proteins. Sometimes this association is only tran-
siently induced in the early stages of signaling cascades.
Three families of cytoplasmic PTKs that are prominent in
B and T cel l  ant igen receptor  s lgnal ing,  as wel l  as Fc recep-
tor signaling, are the Src, SykZAP-70, and Tec families
(see Figure) .  The Janus k inases are another  group of  non-
receptor PTKs involved in many cytokine-induced signal-
ing cascades and are d iscussed in Chapter  12

Src fami ly  k inases are homologous to,  and named
after, the transforming gene of Rous sarcoma virus, the
f i rs t  animal  tumor v i rus ident i f ied Members of  th is  fami ly
inc lude Src,  Yes,  Fgr ,  Fyn,  Lck,  Lyn,  Hck,  and Blk Al l  Src
family members share tertiary structural characteristics
that  are d is t r ibuted among four  d is t inct  domains and are
crit ical for their function and regulation of enzymatic activ-
ity The amino-terminal end of most Src family kinases
contains a consensus site for addition of a myristic acid
group; this type of l ipid modification serves to anchor
cytoplasmic proteins to the inner side of the plasma
membrane Otherwise,  the amino- terminal  domains of
Src fami ly  PTKs are h ighly  var iable among di f ferent  fami ly
members,  and th is  region determines the abi l i ty  of  each
member to interact specifically with different proteins
For example,  the amino- terminal  region of  the Lck prote in
is the contact site for interaction with the cytoplasmic
tails of CD4 and CD8 The Src family PTKs have two inter
nal  domains cal led Src homology 2 (SHzl  and Src
homology 3 (SH3) domains, each of which has a dis-
tinct three-dimensional structure that permits specific
noncovalent interactions with other proteins SH2
domains are about  100 amino acids long and b ind to phos-
photyrosines on other proteins or on themselves Each
SH2 domain has a unique b inding speci i ic i ty ,  which is

Src family

_ s!,r4_v" * _st3
Syk family

PH TH PR SH3 SH2

SHl :Src homoloqy 1 domain

SH2: Src homology 2 domain

SH3: Src homology 3 domain

5H4: SiC homology 4 domain (lipid attachment motif)

U: Unique region

PH: Pleckstrin homology domain

TH: Tec homology domain

PR: Prol ine r ich reoion

Y: Requlatory tyrosine

T: Tail

determined by the three res idues that  fo l low the phos-
photyros ine on the target  prote in.  SH2 domains are a lso
found on many s ignal ing molecules outs ide the Src
fami ly  SH3 domains are approximately  60 amino acids
long and a lso mediate prote in-prote in b inding SH3
domains b ind to pro l ine res idues and may funct ion coop-
eratively with the SH2 domains of the same protein The
crlt ical role of SH3 domains in PTK function is i l lustrated
by mutations in the SH3 domain of Bruton's tyrosine
kinase; these mutations do not alter the protein's

stabil ity or kinase activity but result in defective B cell
receptor  s ignal ing and agammaglobul inemia.  The
carboxy-terminal SH1 domain in Src PTKs is the tyrosine
kinase enzymat ic  domain l t  conta ins b inding s i tes for  the
substrate and for the ATP phosphate donor and an
autophosphorylation site (a tyrosine residue) whose phos-

ohorvlation is needed for kinase activity. A tyrosine
residue at  the C-terminal  end of  the Src fami ly  k inase
serves as a regulatory switch for the PTK. When it is
phosphorylated, the PTK is inactive, and when the phos-
phate is removed by tyrosine phosphatases, the enzyme
activity is turned on. The PTKs that phosphorylate Src
family PTKs at this inhibitory site form yet another sub-
family of PTKs, the best described member being c-Src
k inase-1 (Csk-1)

The Syk/ZAP-7O family of PTKs includes only two iden-
tif ied members so far Syk is abundantly expressed in B
lymphocytes but is also found in lower amounts in other
hematopoiet ic  ce l ls ,  inc luding some T cel ls .  ZAP-70 is
expressed in only  T lymphocytes and natura l  k i l ler  ce l ls .
Syk and ZAP-70 play similar roles in BCR and TCR sig-
naling cascades, respectively. There are two SH2
domains in  the SvkZAP-70 PTKs,  but  no SH3 domain and

Continued on following Page
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no inhibitory tyrosine. Syk and ZAP-7\ are inactive unti l
they b ind,  through thei r  two SH2 domains,  to  pai red phos-
photyrosines withjn ITAMs of antigen-receptor complex
protelns (see text). Furthermore, activation of ZAp-7O
probably requires Src family PTK (e.g., Lck)-mediated
phosphory lat ion of  one or  more tyros ine res idues

The Tec PTKs are a third group of nonreceptor kinases
that are activated by antigen receptors in B and T cells as
wel l  as by many other  srgnals in  other  cel l  types.  This
fami ly  inc ludes Btk,  Tec,  l tk ,  DSrc29,  Erk,  and Rlk.  Btk is
expressed in a l l  hematopoiet ic  ce l ls ,  but  mutat ions of  the
Btk gene pr imar i ly  af fect  B cel l  development  in  humans,
causrng X- l inked agammaglobul inemia The major  Tec
krnases expressed by T cel ls  are l tk ,  Rlk,  and Tec.  Al l  the
Tec fami ly  members conta in a Tec homoloSy (TH) domain,
which inc ludes sequences unique to th is  fami ly  (Btk
homology domain)  and sequences homologous wi th
GTPase-act ivat ing prote in domains The TH domain medi-
ates in teract ions wi th other  s ignal ing molecules.  In  addi -
t ion,  Tec k inases share st ructura l  s imi lar i t ies wi th the Src
fami ly  k inases,  inc luding SH3 and SH2 domains that
mediate in teract ions wi th other  s ignal ing molecules and
a cata ly t ic  SH1 domain Unl ike the Src k inases,  the Tec
kinases do not  have N-terminal  myr is toy lat ion s i tes In
contrast, most Tec family kinases contain a pleckstrin
homology (PH) domain,  which promotes membrane local -
izat ion by b inding to PlP,  generated by p l -3 k inase The
Tec kinases also do not contain a C-terminal regulatory
tyrosine Activation of a Tec kinase requires membrane
local izat ion,  phosphory lat ion by a Src k inase,  and auto-
phosphory lat ion of  the SH3 domain The SH2 domains of
Btk and l tk  b ind the phosphory lated adapter  prote ins
BLNIVSLP-65 and SLP-76,  in  B and T cel ls ,  respect ive ly ,
shor t ly  af ter  ant igen recogni t ion Once bound to these
adapter  protetns,  Btk and l tk  can phosphory late and
act tvate phosphol ipase C

proteins. In the case of tyrosine phosphatases that
dephosphorylate tyrosine kinases, depending on which
tyrosine residue is involved the effect mav be to activate
or to inhibit the enz],rynatic function of the kinases. TWo

protein whose cytoplasmic tail contains tandem protein
tyrosine phosphatase domains. CD45 dephosphorylates
inhibitory tyrosine residues in Src familv kinases such
as Lck and may thus contribute to the generation of
potentially active Lck and Fyn, perhaps even before
antigen recognition occurs. CD45 has complex activat-
ing and inhibitory roles in lyrnphocytes, and how its
activity is regulated during T cell signaling is still nor
clearly understood.

Protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTPs) are enzymes
that remove phosphate moieties from tyrosine residues,
countering the actions of PTKs. PTPs may be membrane
receptors or cytoplasmic proteins One important recep-
tor PTP, which has a role in lymphocyte activation, is
CD45, a membrane-bound protein that removes autoin-
hibitory C-terminal phosphates from Src family rrnases,
such as Lck and Fyn,  and is  essent ia l  for  T and B cel l  act i -
vation. The phosphatase activity of CD45 appears to
require d imer izat ion for  act ivat ion,  and mutat ions that
prevent dimerization result in defective CD45 function
and uncontrolled activation of lymphocytes. Cytoplasmic
PTPs are loosely associated with receptors or are
recruited to tyrosine phosphorylated receptors through
SH2 domains These enzvmes include two PTPs com-
monly cal led SHP- '1 and SHP-2.  SHP-1 is  par t icu lar ly  abun-
dant  in  hematopoiet ic  ce l ls  SHP-1 is  a negat ive regulator
of lymphocytes and contributes to the inhibitory signals
mediated by inhibitory receptors of the immune system,
such as k i l ler  inh ib i tory receptors of  NK cel ls  (see Chapter
2) These inhibitory receptors bind SHP-1 through special
mot i fs  ca l led lT lMs by analogy to the ITAMs of  the TCR
and other activating receptors. The central role of SHP-1
in regulating lymphocyte function is i l lustrated bv the
"moth-eaten" mouse st ra in,  which carr ies a muralon In
the SHP-1 gene and is  character ized by auto immuni tv  and
defects in homeostasis. SHP-2 plays a posrtive role in sig-
naling by certain receptors, such as the EGF receptor, but
may also be involved in negative regulation in CTLA-4 sig-
na l rng .

Other phosphatases act on phosphorylated rnositol
l ip ids and inhib i t  ce l lu lar  responses;  an example is
SHIP-1,  an SH2 domain-conta in ing inosi to l  phosphatase
that is associated with an Fc receptor of B cells
and serves to terminate B cell responses (see Chapter
10 ,  F ig  10 -19 ) .

Formation of the lmmunological Synapse

When the TCR complex recognizes MHC-associated pep-
tides on an APC, seueral T cell surface proteins and
intracellular signaling molecules are rapidly mobitized
to the site of T cell-APC contact (Fig. 9-l l ). This region
of physical contact between the T cell and the ApC
forms a bull's-eye-like structure that is called an
immunological synapse, or a supramolecular activation
cluster (SMAC). The T cell molecules that are rapidly
mobilized to the center of the slmapse include the
TCR complex (the TCR, CD3, and ( chains), CD4 or
CD8 coreceptors, receptors for costimulators (such
as CD28), enz).rnes such as PKC-0, and adapter pro-
teins that associate with the cytoplasmic tails of
the transmembrane receptors. At this portion of the
slmapse, called the c-SMAC (for central supramol-
ecular activation cluster), the distance between the T
cell plasma membrane and that of the ApC is
about 15nm. Integrins remain at the periphery of
the slmapse, where they function to stabilize the binding
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FIGURE 9-1o Early tyrosine phosphorylation events in T cell acti
with coreceptors (CD4, in this case) CD4-associated Lck becomes a,
(A) ZAP-70 binds to the phosphotyrosines of the ( chains and is i ts
molecule binding to two phosphotyrosines of one ITAM in the ( chalr
bly of mult iple ZAP-70 molecules on each ( chain ) Active ZAP-70 thel
(B) The adapters become docking sites for cel lular enzymes such as
teins upstream of MAP kinases (C), and these enzymes activate various cel lular responses

of the T cell to the APC, forming the peripheral portion brane and are called lipid rafts or glycolipid-enriched

of the SMAC called the p-SMAC. In this part of the microdomains.
synapse the two membrines are about 4dnm apart. TCR and costimulatory receptor signaling is

trrtany signaling molecules found in synapses are local- initiated in these rafts and induces cytoskeletal
ized to iegioni of the plasma -"-btun" that have a rearrangements that allow rafts to coalesce and form

lipid cont6nt different irom the rest of the cell mem- the immunological synapse. Immunological synapses

TCR complex and
coreceptors are clustered

within membrane
lipid rafts by

antigen recognition
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FIGURE 9-1 1 The immunological synapse. A, This f igure shows two views of the immunological synapse in a T cel l-APC conjugate (shown
as a Nomarski image in panel C). Tal in, a protein that associates with the cytoplasmic tai l  of ihe LFA-l integrin was revealed by"an antioooy
labeled with a green f luorescent dye, and PKC-O, which associates with the TCR complex, was visual ized biy antibodies conjugated to a reo
fluorescent dye ln panels A and B, a two-dimensional optical section of the cel l  contaci si te along the x-yaxis is shown, reveali"ng the central
location of PKC-0, and the peripheral location of tal in, both in the T cel l .  In panels D-F, a three-Jimesional view of the entire rJgion of cerr-
cel l  contact along the x-z axis is provided. Note, again, the central location of PKC-o and the peripheral accumulation of tal in. (Re;r inted withpermission from Macmil lan Publishers Ltd. Monks, Cf l  BA Freiburg, H Kupfer N Sciaky, and A Kupfer. Three dimensjonal segregation of
supramolecular act ivat ion clusters in T cel ls. Nature, 395:82-86, cofyright iggg.t g, A schematic view of the synapse, showi"ng ial in andLFA-I in the p-SMAC (green) and PKC-0 and the TCR in the c-SMAC ired).
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may serve a number of functions during and after T cell
activation:

o Although TCR signal transduction is clearly initiated
before the formation of the synapse and is required
for synapse formation, the immunological synapse
itself may provide a unique interface for TCR trigger-
ing. T cell activation needs to overcome the problems
of a generally low affinity of TCRs for peptide-MHC
Iigands, and the presence of few MHC molecules dis-
playing any one peptide on an APC. The formation of
the slmapse overcomes these problems. The synapse
represents a site at which repeated engagement of
TCRs may be sustained by this small number of
peptide-MHC complexes on theAPC, thus facilitating
prolonged and effective T cell signaling.

@ The synapse mayensure the specific deliveryof secre-
tory granules and signals to appropriate APCs or
targets. Vectorial delivery of secretory granules con-
taining perforin and granzymes by CTLs to target cells
has been shor'rm to occur at the synapse. Similarly,
CD40L-CD40 interactions are facilitated by the accu-
mulation of these molecules on the T cell and APC
interfaces of the immunological synapse. Some
cytokines are also secreted in a directed manner into
the syraptic cleft.

@ The synapse may be an important site for the
turnover of signaling molecules, primarily by ubiqui-
tination and delivery to late endosomes and lyso-
somes. This degradation of signaling proteins may
contribute to the termination of T cell activation.

Recruitment and Activation of
Adapter Proteins

Actiuated ZAP-70 phosphoryIates seueral adapter pro-
teins that are able to bind signaling molecules (see Fig.
9-10). Adapter proteins serve to bring many signaling
molecules into specific cellular compartments and
thereby promote the activation of signal transduction
pathways. Adapter proteins contain structural motifs, or
domains, that bind other proteins. These domains
include motifs that bind SH2 and SH3 domains, and
phosphotyrosine-binding (PTB) domains, among others.
Both transmembrane and cytoplasmic adapter proteins
contribute to the rapid assembly of scaffolds of signaling
molecules after T cells recognize antigen on APCs. A key
early event in T cell activation is the ZAP-7O-mediated
tyrosine phosphorylation of the membrane-anchored
adapter protein l.AI (linker for the activation of T cells).
The phosphorylated tlrosines of IAI serve as docking
sites for SH2 domains of other adapter proteins and
enzymes involved in several signaling cascades. LAI also
contains proline-rich regions that bind SH3 domains of
other proteins. Phosphorylated LAI directly binds phos-
pholipase Cyl, a key enzl'rne in T cell activation (dis-

cussed later), and coordinates the recruitment of several
other adapter proteins, including SLP-76 (SH2-binding
Ieukoclte phosphoprotein of 76kD) and Grb-2, to the
cluster ofTCR andTCR-associated proteins often referred
to as the signalosome. Thus, LAT serves to bring avariety

of downstream components of TCR signaling pathways

close to their upstream activators. Because the function
of many of these adapters depends on their tyrosine
phosphorylation by activeT'AP-70, only antigen recogni-
tion (the physiologic stimulus forZAP-70 activation) trig-
gers the signal transduction pathways that lead to

functional T cell responses.

MAP Kinase Signal ing PathwaYs in
T Lymphocytes

The Ras pathway is actiuated, in T cells following TCR

ligation, leading to the actiuation of the extracellular
receptor-actiuated kinase (ERN, a prominent member

of the mitogen-actiuated protein (MAP) kinase family,
and. euentually to the actiuation of d'ownstream tren-

scription facfors. Ras is a member of a family of guanine

nucleotide-binding proteins (small G proteins) that are

involved in diverse activation responses in different cell

goes a conformational change and can then recruit or

ictivate various cellular enzymes. Activation of Ras by

GDP/GTP exchange is seen in response to the engage-
ment of many tJ,pes of receptors in many cell popula-

tions, including the TCR complex in T cells' Mutated Ras
proteins that are constitutively active (i.e., they assume

the GTP-bound conformation) are associated with neo-
plastic transformation of many cell types.

The mechanism of Ras activation in T cells involves

the adapter proteins tAI and Grb-2 (Fig. 9-12). \A/hen

tAT is phosphorylated by 7AP-7O at the site of TCR clus-

tering, it serves as the docking site for the SH2 domain

of Cib-2. Once attached to [,{I, Grb-2 recruits to the

membrane the Ras GTP/GDP exchange factor called Sos
(so named because it is the mammalian homologue of a

Drosophila protein called son of sevenless). Sos cat-

alyzes GTP for GDP exchange on Ras. This generates the

GTP-bound form of Ras (written as Ras'GTP), which

then activates one member of a family of enzymes called

MAP kinases. There are three main MAP kinases in T

cells, the prototype being the enzyme called ERK. ERK

activation results from Ras'GTP-induced sequential acti-

vation of two different kinases, each of which phospho-

rylates (and thus activates) the next enzyrne in the

cascade. The final enzyme prior to ERK is a dual speci-
ficity kinase that phosphorylates this MAP kinase on

closely spaced threonine and tyrosine residues' The acti-

vated ERK translocates to the nucleus and phosphory-

lates a protein called Elk, and phosphorylated Elk

stimulates transcription of Fos, a component of the acti-
vation protein-1 (AP-1) transcription factor'

In parallel with the activation of Ras through recruit-

ment of Grb-2 and Sos, the adapters phosphorylated

by TCR-associated kinases also recruit and activate a

GTP/GDP exchange protein called Vav that acts on

another small guanine nucleotide-binding protein

called Rac. The Rac.GTP that is generated initiates a par-
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Recruitment and activation
of adapter proteins

Ras GDP/GTP
exchange

allel enzyme cascade, resulting in the activation of a dis-
tinct MAP kinase called c-Jun N-terminal kinase (INtg.
INK is sometimes called stress-activated protein (SAp)
kinase because in many cells it is activated by various
forms of noxious stimuli such as ultraviolet light,
osmotic stress, or proinflammatory c1'tokines such as

Rac.GTP also induces cytoskeletal reorganization and
mayplay a role in the clustering of TCR complexes, core-
ceptors, and other signaling molecules into the synapse.
Thus, actiue G proteins induced by antigen recogniiion
stimulate at least three different MAp kinases, which in
turn actiuate transcription factors.

The activities of ERK and INK are eventually shut
off by the action of dual-specificity protein ryrosine/
threonine phosphatases. These phosphatases are
induced or activated by ERK and JNK themselves,
providing a negative feedback mechanism to terminate
T cell activation.

TCR signaling leads to the actiuation of the yl isoform
of the enzyme phospholipase C (pLCyl), and the prod-
ucts of PLCyl-mediated hydrolysis of membrane tipids

actiuate enzymes that induce specific transcription
factors inT cells (Fig. 9-13). PLCyI is a cytosolic enzyme
specific for inositol phospholipids that is recruited to
the plasma membrane by tyrosine phosphorylated t-AT
within minutes of ligand binding to the TCR. Here the
enzyme is phosphorylated by ZAP-70 and by other
kinases, such as the Tec family kinase called Itk (see Box
9-2). Phosphorylated PLCyI catalyzes the hydrolysis ofa
plasma membrane phospholipid called PIP2, generating
two breakdou"n products, inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate
(IPg) and diacylglycerol (DAG).IP, and DAG then activate
two distinct dor,rmstream signaling pathways in T cells.

IP, produces a rapid increase in cytosolic free calcium
within minutes afier T cell actiuation. Ip3 diffuses
through the cytosol to the endoplasmic reticulum,
where it binds to its receptor and stimulates release
of membrane-sequestered calcium stores. The released
calcium causes a rapid rise (during a fewminutes) in the
cltosolic free calcium ion concentration, from a resting
level of about 100nM to a peak of 600 to l000nM.
The depletion of ER calcium activates a "store-operated,,
plasma membrane ion channel called CRAC (Calcium
Release Activated Calcium) channel, which facilitates
the influx of extracellular calcium. (A key component
of the CRAC channel is a protein called Orai, which was
discovered as a gene that is defective in a rare human
immunodeficiency disease.) This CRAC channel-
mediated influx of extracellular calcium allows the T
cell to sustain an increase in cwosolic free calcium
for more than an hour. Cytosoiic free calcium acts

5.cr)

Synthesis and activation
of transcription factors

(e.9. ,  AP-1)

FfGURE 9-12 The Bas-MAP kinase pathway in T cel l  act ivat ion. ZAP-70 thar is act ivared by antigen recognit ion (see Fig 9-7) phos-
phorylates membrane-associated adapter proteins (such as LAT), which then bind another adapter, Grb-2, which provides a doiking si ie for
the GTP/GDP exchange factor Sos Sos converts Ras GDP to Ras GTP Bas GTP activates a cascade of enzymes, which culminat6s in the
activatlon of the MAP kinase ERK A paral lel Rac-dependent pathway generates another act ive MAp kinase, JNK (not shown)
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FIGURE 9-13 T cel l  signal ing downstream of PLGy'. The LAT adapter protein that is phosphorylated on T cel l  act ivat ion binds the cytoso-

l lc enzyme PLCyI ,  which- is ph6sphorylated by ZAP-70 and other kinases, such as l tk, and activated. Active PLCyI hydrolyzes membrane

a component of the CRAC channel Increased cytosol ic calcium and PKC then activate varlous transcript ion factors, leading to cel lular

responses

as a signaling molecule by binding to a ubiquitous
calcium-dependent regulatory protein called calmod-
ulin. Calcium-calmodulin complexes activate several
enzymes, including a protein serine/threonine phos-
phatase called calcineurin that is important for trans-
cription factor activation, as discussed later.

DAG, the second breakdor,rrn product of PIPr, acti-
vates the enzyme PKC, which has several isoforms and
also participates in the generation of active transcription
factors (see Fig. 9-13). DAG is hydrophobic, and it
remains in the membrane where it is formed. The com-
bination of elevated free cytosolic calcium and DAG acti-
vates certain isoforms of membrane-associated PKC by
inducing a conformational change that makes the cat-
alytic site of the kinase accessible to substrate. The PKC0
isoform localizes to the immunological synapse and is
involved in the activation and nuclear translocation of
the nuclear factor rB (NF-rcB) transcription factor, via a
trimeric protein complex made up of two proteins
(called MALTI and Bcl-10) that were identified in lym-
phoid tumors and a third (called CARMAI). This
complex has ubiquitin ligase activity and is required for
the activation of NF-rB following TCR ligation.

So far, we have described several signal transduction
pathways initiated by ligand binding to the TCR that
result in the activation of different types of en4,rynes:

small G protein-MAP kinase pathways leading to activa-
tion of kinases such as ERK and JNK, a PlCyl-calcium-
dependent pathway leading to activation of the
phosphatase calcineurin, and a PLCyI-DAG-dependent
pathway leading to activation of PKC (see Fig. 9-9). Each

of these pathways contributes to the expression of genes

encoding proteins needed for T cell clonal expansion,

differentiation, and effector functions. In the following

section, we describe the mechanisms by which these

different signaling pathways stimulate the transcription
of various genes in T cells.

Activation of Transcription Factors That

Regulate T Cell Gene ExPression

The transcriptional regulation of most cytokine genes

in T cells is controlled by the binding of transcription
factors to nucleotide sequences in the promoter and

enhancer regions of these genes. For instance, the IL-2

promoter, located 5' of the gene, contains a segment of
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e signal ing pathways converge in antigen-st imulated T cel ls to gener_
n this case, the lL-2 gene). The calcium-calmodulin pathwav activates
ts of AP-1 . Less is known about the l ink between TCR signals and
which in T cel ls are typical ly the p50 and p6b proteins, named for
cn, and the PKCo isoform is part icularly important in act ivatrng NF_rB
xpression Note also that the various signal ing pathways are shown'able overlap, and each pathway may play a role in the activation of

approximately 300 base pairs in which are located
binding sites for several different transcription factors.
All these sites must be occupied by transcription factors
for maximal transcription of the lL-2 gene. Different
transcription factors are activated bv different cvtoplas-
mic signai transduction pathways, and the r"qni."-".tt
for multiple transcription factors accounts for the need
to activate many signaling pathways following antigen
recognition. It is likely that the same principles are true
for many genes in T cells, including genes encoding
cytokine receptors and effector molecules, although dif-
ferent genes may be responsive to different combina-
tions of transcription factors.

Three transcription factors that are activated inT cells
by antigen recognition and appear to be critical for most

T cell responses are nuclear factor of activated T cells
(NFAI), AP-1, and NF-rB.

NFAT is a transcription factor required for the expres-
sion of IL-z, IL-4, TNE and other cltokine genes. There
are four different NFAIs, each encoded by separate genes;
NFAI1 and NFAI2 are the types found in T cells. NFAI is
present in an inactive, serine phosphorylated form in
the cytoplasm of resting T lymphocltes. It is activated
by the calcium-calmodulin-dependent phosphatase cal-
cineurin. Calcineurin dephosphorylates cytoplasmic
NFAT, thereby uncovering a nuclear localization signal
that permits NFAT to translocate into the nucleus. Once
in the nucleus, NFAI binds to the regulatory regions of
IL-z, IL-4, and other cltokine genes, usually in associa-
tion with other transcription factors, such as Ap-I.

Ca2* ions



The mechanism of activation of NFAI was discovered
indirectly by studies of the mechanism of action of the
immunosuppressive drugs cyclosporin A and FK-506
(see Chapter 16). These drugs, which are natural prod-
ucts of fungi, are the main therapeutic agents used
to prevent allograft rejection, and they function
largely by blocking T cell cytokine gene transcription.
Cyclosporin A binds to a cytosolic protein called
cyclophilin, and FK-506 binds to a structurally homolo-
gous protein called FK-506-binding protein (FKBP).
Cyclophilin and FKBP are also called immunophilins.
Cyclosporin A-cyclophilin complexes and FK-506-FKBP
complexes bind to and inhibit calcineurin, and thereby
block translocation of NFAI into the nucleus.

AP-l is a transcription factor found in many cell
types; it is specifically activated in T lymphocltes by
TCR-mediated signals. AP-l is actually the name for a
family of DNA-binding factors composed of dimers of
two proteins that bind to one another through a shared
structural motif called a leucine zippen The best char-
acterized AP-l factor is composed of the proteins Fos
and Jun. TCR-induced signals lead to the appearance of
active AP-l in the nucleus of T cells. Activation of AP-l
typically involves synthesis of the Fos protein and phos-
phorylation of preexisting Iun protein. Transcription and
slmthesis of Fos can be enhanced by the ERK pathway,
as described before, and also by PKC. INK phosphory-
lates c-Jun, and AP-l complexes containing the phos-
phorylated form of Jun have increased transcription
enhancing activity. AP-l appears to physically associate
with other transcription factors in the nucleus, includ-
ing NFAT, and works best in combination with NFAT.
Thus, AP-1 activation represents a convergence point of
several TCR-initiated signaling pathways.

NF-KB is a transcription factor that is activated in
response to TCR signals and is essential for cytokine syn-
thesis. NF-rB proteins are homodimers or heterodimers
of proteins that are homologous to the product of a cel-
lular proto-oncogene called c-rel and are important in
the transcription of many genes in diverse cell rypes,
particularly in cells of innate immunity (see Chapter 2).
In resting T cells, NF-rB is present in the cltoplasm in a
complex with other proteins called inhibitors of rB
(IrcBs), which block the entry of NF-rB into the nucleus.
TCR signals lead to serine phosphorylation of kB, and
then its ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation.
The enzymes responsible for phosphorylation of kB are
called kB kinases.

The links between different signaling proteins, acti-
vation of transcription factors, and functional responses
of T cells are often difficult to establish because there
are complex and incompletely understood interactions
between signaling pathways. Also, we have focused on
selected pathways to illustrate how antigen recognition
may lead to biochemical alterations, but it is clear that
many other signaling molecules are also involved in
antigen-induced lymphocyte activation.

Biochemistry of Costimulation

Costimulatory signak deliuered. by receptors, such as
CD28 cooperate with TCR signak to augment the acti-
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uation of transcriptionfactors. CD28 engagement leads
to the activation of a myriad of signaling pathways. The

cytoplasmic tail of CD28 includes a tyrosine-containing
motif that, following tyrosine phosphorylation, can

recruit the regulatory subunit of PI-3 kinase. It also

contains two proline-rich motifs, one of which can bind

the Tec kinase Itk (functionally similar to Btk in the B

lineage), and the other binds to the Src family kinase,

Lck. Mutation of the Lck binding motif abrogates the

ability of CD28 to induce lL-2 gene expression'
CD28 clustering induced by antibodies or by binding

to 87 costimulators can activate PI-3 kinase and facili-

tate the activation of the Ras/ERK MAP kinase pathway

as well as activation of the Akt kinase. PI-3 kinase, as dis-

cussed earlier, creates PIP3 moieties on the inner leaflet

of the plasma membrane that can contribute to the

recruitment and activation of the Itk tyrosine kinase, the
phospholipase PLCy, and another pleckstrin homology

domain containing kinase called PDKI. PDKI can phos-

phorylate and activate Akt. Akt in turn phosphorylates a

number of targets, inactivating pro-apoptotic proteins

and activating anti-apoptotic factors, thus contributing

to cell survival. CD2B also provides an independent
pathway for the activation of the Vav exchange factor

ind the subsequent activation of the Rac/JNK pathway.

In some cultured T cell lines, CD28 signals have been

shown to induce NF-rB binding to a site in the IL-2 gene

promoter, called the CD28 response element, that is not

ictivated by TCR-mediated signals. All these pathways

promote T cell survival, cltokine production, and prolif-

eration. CD28 may also block inhibitory signals in T cells
(discussed below).

T Crn SlcruRI- AnrruuRrloN: RoLEs oF
lNHrelroRv RrcrproRs AND UBloulrlN
Lrcnsrs

The functional responses of all cells are regulated by a

balance being stimulatory and inhibitory signals, and T

cells are no exception. Below we discuss the main fea-

tures of selected inhibitory receptors and ubiquitination
pathways in T cells.

Inhibitory receptors of the CD28 family

We have mentioned the protoqpical inhibitory receptor

of the CD28 family, CTU.-4 (also called CD152) previ-

ously, in the discussion of costimulation. The ability of

CTLA-4 to inhibit T cell responses was discovered by

studies looking at the effects of anti-CTLA-4 antibodies

on in vitro responses. Several tlpes of results have clearly

established the role of this receptor in controlling T cell

responses to self and foreign antigens.

.lr Mice in which the CTLA-4 gene is knocked out
develop severe systemic inflammatory reactions
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against multiple tissues with massive accumulation
of activated lyrnphocy-tes in lymphoid organs. This
result was the first to clearly show that Ctt-t-+ is
involved in the maintenance of  unresDonsiveness
( to lerance)  to sel f  ant igens (see Chapter  i l ) .

Antibodies that block CTLA-4 enhance T cell

Very little is known about the biochemical mecha-
nisms by which CT[A-4 inhibits T cell activation. The
majority of cell-associated CTl,{-4 is normally in
intracellular vesicles, and it is rapidlv recruited to the
immune synapse at the time of T'celiactivation. Here,
CTL\-4 may either competitively inhibit the ability of
CD28 to bind to 87 molecules, or CTIA-4 may recruit
a phosphatase (SHP-2) to the synapse and thus block
the normal phosphorylation of TCR-associated (
chains (Fig. 9-15). \.Vherher a T cell uses CD2B or
CTIA-4 to bind to 87 molecules on ApCs is a key
determinant of the outcome of antigen recognition,
but how this choice is made is not known. One nossi-
bility is that because CTIA-4 binds to B7-l and
B7-2 with -SO-fold higher affiniry than does CD2B,
APCs with low expression of 87 may preferentially
engage CT[A-4. Thus, normal resting ApCs, which
may be displaying self anrigens but express litrle 87,
engage CT[A-4 and induce tolerance in self-reactive
T cells. Infections up-regulate 87 expression, leading
to engagement of CD2B and T cell activation. It is also
known that naive T cells express CDZB, but CTI-{-4
expression requires T cell activation. Therefore, naive
T cells may use CD2B to initiate responses, but at later
times, more CT[A-4 may be expressed, and its
binding to 87 molecules may function to terminate
the responses.

The other inhibitory recepror of the CD2g family
that is of growing interest in T cells is pD-I. It is
induced on T cells, B cells, and monocltes upon acti-
vation of the cells. PD-l has two ligands pD-Ll and
PD-LZ, which are homologous to B7-1 and BZ-2, and
are induced on activated dendritic cells, monocltes,
and many other cell rypes. The importance of pD-l
has also been established by several types ofevidence.

Mice in which the PD-1 gene is knocked out develop
either autoimmune cardiomyopathy or a lupus-lik-e
s1'ndrome, depending on the mouse strain, establish-
ing the role of PD-1 in self-tolerance.

In one form of a chronic viral infection in mice, virus-

Activation Inhibit ion by CTLA-4:
signaling block

Mechanisms of action of the inhibitory receptor
may inhibit T cell responses by competit ively pre-
nding to B7 costimulators (A), or by generating
{e.9. by associated phosphatases) that attenuate

activation via the TCR and CD2B (B)

infection may also be because of pD-l-mediated inhi-
bition of T cell activation.

The cytoplasmic tail of PD-l contains inhibitory
tyrosine based motifs, including an ITIM (immunore-
ceptor tyrosine based inhibitory motif) and an ITSM
(immunoreceptor tyrosine based switch motif) that
may both contribute to the recruitment of tyrosine
phosphatases such as SHP-I and SHP-2 that can
attenuate T cell signaling.

U bi qu iti n -depen dent degradati o n of
signaling proteins

Ubiquitin moieties attached to proteins mark them
for degradation, but in some cases this modification
can also enhance signaling without targeting proteins
for degradation (Box 9-3). Ubiquitin E3 ligases are

Activation Inhibition by CTLA-4:
competition tor 87

TCR

[J cD28
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Approximately  10oh of  a l l  the prote ins in  a cel l  are
involved in the identif ication of other proteins, marking
proteins for poteolytic destruction. One of the major ways
of degrading cytosolic and nuclear proteins involves the
covalent attachment of ubiquitin residues to these pro-
te ins Al though ubiqui t inat ion of  prote ins is  f requent ly
linked to the degradation of these proteins in protea-
somes,  prote ins can be ubiqui t inated in  a number of
ways, each form of ubiquitination serving a very different
f  unct ion.

Ubiqui t inat ion was br ief ly  d iscussed in Chapter  6 in  the
context of Class I MHC based antigen processing and

E3 ubiquit in l igases attenuate T cel l  signal ing. The C terminus
of ubiquit in is act lvated by a ubiquit in-activating enzyme (E1)
which forms a thioester l inkage to ubiquit in in an ATP-depend-
ent manner The activating ubiquit in is transferred to a ubiquit in-
conjugating enzyme (E2), to which i t  is also attached by a
thioester l inkage The E2 is assisted by an E3 ubiquit in l igase in
identi fying specif ic target proteins (substrates). Ubiquit in is cova-
lentlv attached to a lysine residue on the substrate (sub)

presentat ion.  Ubiqui t in  is  a 76 amino acid prote in that  is
activated in an ATP dependent fashion by an E1 enzyme,
is then "carried" by an E2 enzyme and transferred to
lysine residues on specific substrates recognized by spe-
c i f ic  E3 ubiqui t in  l igases (see Figure)  E3 l igases are
enzymes that simultaneously recogntze an E2 enzyme
poised to conjugate ubiquitin and a specific protein sub-
strate that can then be ubiquitinated by the E2 now
brought in close proximity to its target In most cases a
poly-ubiqui t in  chain is  added,  but  for  some funct ions only
a single ubiquitin moiety need be attached to a proteln

targer.

PATHWAYS OF UBIOUITINATION. Although the pro-

cess of ubiquitination was discovered as a mechanism
for degrading cellular proteins, it is now clear that it
serves different functions. In fact, attachment of ubiqui-
tin moieties to different residues on an attached ubiqui-
t in  induces qui te d is t inct  funct ional  outcomes.

Proteasomal Degradation and K48 Polyubiquitina-
tion. After the C-terminus of a ubiquitin moiety is cova-
lently l inked to a lysine residue on a target proteln, the
C-terminal ends of subsequent ubiquitin moieties may be
covalently attached to Iysine residues on the preceding

ubiqui t in  in  order  to generate a poly-ubiqui t in  chain.  There
are two major types of poly-ubiquitin chains, which
mediate verv different cellular functions. In one type of
poly-ubiqui t inat ion,  the second and subsequent  ubiqui t ins
in the chain are each covalently l inked to lysine 48 (K48)

on the preceding ubiqui t in  in  the chain.  Once at  least  four
ubiquitrns, attached to one another via K48 ubiquitination,
are serially l inked to a protein, this marked protein may
be recognized by the 19S cap of the proteasome and ls
degraded in the proteasome. The substrate is cleaved
into peptides and the ubiquitin is recycled. A second type
of poly-ubiqit ination that has a distinct function is dis-
cussed below.

Cell Signaling and K63 Ubiquitination. A distinct
type of poly-ubiquitin chain is attached by certain E2
enzvmes and their partner E3 ligases. In this type of chain
the C-terminus of the second and subsequent ubiquitin
moieties are attached to preceding ubiquitins in the chain
v ia lys ine 63 (K63) of  ubiqui t in .  Such a ubiqui t in  chain
modifies the target protein and thus alters its abil ity to
associate with other proteins without marking the target
protein for destruction. The NEMO or lKKy subunit of the
kB kinase, for instance, must be poly-ubiquitinated in a
K63 manner in order for the kB kinase to be able to phos-
phorylate its target protein, kBa (inhibitor of NFrB)
Certain TRAF proteins, such as those downstream of Toll
Like Receptors, are ubiquitin E3 ligases that facil i tate K63
poly-ubiquitination of NEMO/KKy and thus facil i tate
NFKB activation. lt should be noted that while the IKB
kinase complex needs to have K63 ubiquitin chains
attached to NEMO in order for the complex to be active
and phosphorylate kBcr, in contrast, in order to permit

NFrB to enter the nucleus, kBcx itself must undergo
K48 poly-ubiquitination so that it may be degraded in the
oroteasome.
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Mono-ubiquitination for Endocytosis and Lysoso-
mal  Degradat ion.  Mono-ubiqui t inat ion of  in t racel lu lar
domains of receptors can contribute to endocytosis and
lysosomal  degradat ion.  An E3 l igase cal led Cbl-b (d is-
cussed in the text )  fac i l i ta tes the mono-ubiq i t inat ion of
ZAP70 and of  the cytosol ic  domains of  CD3 prote ins,  thus
target ing the act ivated TCR-CD3 complex and associated
ZAP-70 for lysosomal degradation

UBIOUITIN E3 LIGASES AND THE ATTENUATION OF
T CELL SIGNALING. E3 proteins are very important
components of  the cel lu lar  machinerv that  at tenuates T
cel l  s ignal ing Two important  types of  E3 l igases are found
in T cel ls  def ined by the presence of  e i ther  a RING f inger
or  of  a HECT domain RING f inger  conta in ing E3 l igases
such as Cbl-b,  c-Cbl ,  and GRAIL,  and HECT-fami ly  ubiqui -
t in  l igases,  such as l tch and Nedd4.  mav a l l  contr ibute to

enzymes that attach ubiquitin moieties to specific
target proteins. In T cells, several E3 ligases are believed
to mediate the targeted degradation of specific signal-
ing molecules, and these E3 proteins are therefore
important components of the cellular machinerv that

the at tenuat ion of  T cel l  s ignal ing.  In  addi t ion speci f ic  E3
l igases contr ibute to a number of  s ignal ing events dur ing
lymphocyte development, lymphocyte activation, and the
induction of tolerance

As discussed in the text Cbl-b and c-Cbl can contribute
to the monoubiqui t inat ion,  endocytos is ,  and lysosomal
degradation of the T cell receptor complex, and this may
be a major  mechanism for  the at tenuat ion of  TCR s ignal -
ing and the induct ion of  T cel l  anergy (see Chapter  11) .
The HECT fami ly  E3 l igases,  Nedd4 and l tch,  may ubiq-
u i t inate s ignal ing molecules downstream of  the TCR such
as activated PLC-y and PCK-0, and target these proteins
for  lysosomal  degradat ion as wel l .  These HECT fami ly
prote ins therefore col laborate wi th RING f inger  prote ins
such as Cbl-b and c-Cbl  to  degrade s ignal ing components
and maintarn the anergic  s tate

attenuates T cell signaling (Fig. 9-16). The prototype of
these ligases is Cbl-b, but several others are involved in
terminating T cell responses. Proteins are often marked
for ubiquitination and degradation by specific phos-
phorylation events. \A/hen the IAI and the SLP-76

Recruitment of Cbl-b
to activated ZAP-70

and CD3 chains

Monoubiquitination
ot ZAP-70 and TCR
complex by Cbl-b

FIGURE $-16 Role of the ubiq_ujtin l igase Cbl-b in terminating T cell responses. Cbt-b is recruited to the TCR complex, where it facit i-
tates the monoubiquitination of CD3, ZAP-70, and other proterns of the TCR-complex These proteins are targeted for proteolytic degrada-
tion in lysosomes and other organelles (not shown)

cbt-b

Degradation
of ubiquitinated
ZAP-70 and
TCR complex



adapters are tyrosine phosphorylated and recruited to
the T cell receptor signalosome, the Cbl-b E3 ligase may
be recruited to the complex as well. Recruitment of Cbl-
b leads to the monoubiquitination, endocytosis, and
lysosomal degradation of the T cell receptor complex,
and this may be a major mechanism for the attenuation
of TCR signaling. CD28 signals, through activation of
Vav and the Rac pathway, block the inhibitory activity of
Cbl-b and thus augment TCR signals. In knockout
mice lacking Cbl-b, the T cells respond to antigen
even without CD28-mediated costimulation and
produce abnormally high amounts of IL-2. These mice
develop autoimmunity as a result of hyperactivation of
their T cells.

SUMMARY

o T cell responses are initiated by signals that are
generated by the association of TCR complexes
with specific peptide-MHC protein complexes on
the surface of anAPC and through signals provided
by costimulators expressed on APCs.

o T cell responses to antigen and costimulators
include synthesis of cytokines and effector mole-
cules, cellular proliferation, differentiation into
effector and memory cells, and performance of
effector functions.

@ Naive T cells of the CD4* subset proliferate and
differentiate into effector cells that mediate
cell-mediated immune responses and can also
facilitate B cell activation in response to protein
antigens.

€ Naive T cells of the CD8* subset proliferate and dif-
ferentiate into effector cells that can kill infected
targets and these effectors are kno'vrm as cytotoxic
T lymphocytes (CTLs).

o The best defined costimulators for T cells are the
87 proteins, which are recognized by CD28 on T
cells. 87 molecules are expressed on professional
APCs, and their expression is enhanced by
microbes and by cytokines produced during
innate immune reactions to microbes. The
requirement for costimulation, especially for
activation of naive T cells, ensures that T cell
responses are induced in l1'rnphoid organs,
where professional APCs are concentrated,
and against microbes and microbial products,
which stimulate expression of costimulators on the
APCs.

@ Signaling molecules in T cell plasma mem-
branes accumulate in specialized membrane
microdomains knovrm as lipid rafts. T cell activa-
tion via the TCR-coreceptor complex and through
costimulatory receptors initially occurs in lipid
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rafts. During T cell activation, cytoskeletal reor-
ganization results in a polarized cell, and the rafts
coalesce to form tight interfaces with APCs. Each
of these junctions is knor,r,n as an immunological
slmapse. The synapses represent sites of ongoing
signals and provide interfaces that ensure the
specificity of T cell-APC communication.

I Ligation of TCRs by peptide-MHC complexes
triggers intracellular signaling pathways that
result in the production of transcription factors,
which activate a variety of genes in T cells. Intra-
cellular signaling may be divided into membrane
events, cytoplasmic signaling pathways, and
nuclear transcription of genes. Membrane events
include the recruitment and activation of Src
family protein tyrosine kinases closely associated
with theTCR, the phosphorylation of TCR complex
constituents (e.g., the ( chains), and the recruit-
ment of protein tyrosine kinases, especially ZAP-
70, and adapter proteins. Cltoplasmic signaling
pathways lead to the activation of effector
enzymes, such as the kinases ERK, JNK, and PKC,
and the phosphatase calcineurin. These enzymes
contribute to the activation of transcription factors

such as NFAI, AP-l, and NF-rB, which function to
enhance gene expression in antigen-stimulated T
cells.

@ Signaling in T cells may be attenuated by a number
of phosphatases, inhibitory receptors, and E3
ubiquitin ligases.
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GrrurRRT FTRTURTS OF HUMORAL
Iwuuunr Rrsporusrs
The earliest studies of adaptive immunity were devoted
to analyses of serum antibodies produced in response
to microbes, toxins, and model antigens' Much of our
current understanding of adaptive immune responses
and the cellular interactions that take place during such
responses has evolved from studies of antibody produc-

tion. The type and amount of antibodies produced vary
according to the type of antigen, involvement of T cells,
prior history of antigen exposure, and anatomic site.

# The process of actiuation of B celk and generation
of antibody-producing celk consists of sequential
phases (Fig. 10-l). As we discussed in Chapter 8,
mature antigen-responsive B lymphocltes develop
from bone marrow precursors before antigenic stim-
ulation and populate peripheral lymphoid tissues,
which are the sites of interaction with foreign anti-
gens. Humoral immune responses are initiated by the
recognition of antigens by B lymphocltes specific
for each antigen. Antigen binds to membrane
immunoglobulin M (IgM) and IgD antigen receptors
on naive B cells and activates these cells. B cell acti-
vation may occur in a T cell-dependent or T cell-

215
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B cell
prol if eration and differentiation

Plasma
cel l

High-affinity lg-
expressing B cell

FIGURE to-t Phases of the humoral immune response. The activation of B cel ls is ini t iated by specif ic recognit ion of antigens by the
surface lg receptors of the cel ls Antigen and other st imuli ,  including helper T cel ls, st imulate the prol i ferat ion and dif ferenti i t ion of the
specif ic B cel clone Progeny of the clone may produce lgM or other lg isotypes (e g , lgG), may undergo aff ini ty maturation, or may
persrsl as memorv celts

l gM
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independent manner, as discussed below Activation
can lead to proliferation, resulting in expansion of
the clone of antigen-speciflc cells, and differentia-
tion, resulting in the generation of plasma cells that
actively secrete antibodies and also of memory B
cells. Some activated B cells begin to produce anti-
bodies other than IgM and IgD; this process is called
hear,y chain isotype (class) switching. Activated B
cells that produce antibodies that bind to antigens
with much higher affinity are selected and preferen-
tially expanded; this process is called affinity matura-
tion. A single B cell may, within a week, give rise to
approximately 4000 antibody-secreting cells, which
produce greater than l0r2 antibody molecules per
day. This prodigious expansion is needed to keep
pace with rapidly dividing microbes.

O Antibody responses to protein antigens require CD4t
helper T lymphocytes that recognize the antigen and
play an essential role in actiuating B lymphocytes.
For this reason, proteins are classified as thymus-
dependent or T-dependent antigens. The term helper
T ly'rnphocyte arose from the realization that these
cells stimulate, or help, B lymphocytes to produce
antibodies.

o Antibody responses to multiualent antigens with
repeating determinants, such as polysaccharides and
lipids, do not require antigen-specific hetper T
lymphocytes. Therefore, polysaccharide and lipid
antigens are called thymus-independent or T-
independent (TI) antigens.

@ Actiuated B cells dffirentiate into antibody-secreting
plasma cells, some of which continue to produce anti-

bodies for long periods, and into long-lived memory
cells. Humoral immune responses are initiated in
peripheral lymphoid organs, such as the spleen for
blood-borne antigens, draining lymph nodes for anti-
gens entering through the skin and other epithelia,
and mucosal lymphoid tissues for some inhaled and
ingested antigens. Antibodies enter the circulation or
are transported into the lumens of mucosal organs
and mediate their protective effects wherever anti-
gens are present. Some plasma cells migrate from the
peripheral lymphoid organs to the bone marrow,
where theylive for manyyears and produce lowlevels
of antibodies that provide immediate protection
whenever a microbe recognized by those antibodies
infects the individual. Some progeny of activated B
cells may differentiate into memory cells, which
mount rapid responses to subsequent encounters
with the antigen.

@ Heauy chain isotype switching and affinity matura-
tion are typically seen in helper T cell-dependent
humoral immune responses to protein antigens. As
we shall discuss later, isotype switching is stimulated
byhelperT cell signals, including the membrane mol-
ecule CD40 ligand and cytokines, and affinity matu-
ration is also dependent on the activation of B cells by
T cells. Affinity maturation involves the generation of
somatic mutation at a high frequency in rearranged
IgV genes and the subsequent selection of B cells with
a high affinity for the original antigen. The nature of
the humoral immune response also varies at distinct
anatomic sites. For instance, mucosal lymphoid
tissues are uniquely adapted to produce high levels of



IgA in response to the same antigens that stimulate
other antibody isotypes in nonmucosal lymphoid
tissues.

Primary and secondary antibody responses to
protein antigens dffir qualitatiuely and quantita-
tiuely (Fig. l0-2). Primary responses result from the

Naive B cell

Long-lived
olasma cells
in bone marrow
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activation of previously unstimulated naive B cells,
whereas secondary responses are due to stimulation
of expanded clones of memory B cells. Therefore, the
secondary response develops more rapidly than does
the primary response, and larger amounts of anti-
bodies are produced in the secondary response (see
Fig. 10-2). Heavy chain isotype switching and affinity

Long-lived
plasma cells
in bone marrow

Memoiy
B cell

Memory
B cell

i i

Secondary
antibody response

Primary
antibody response

gG

Feature Primary response lSecondary response

Time lag after
immunization

Usual ly 5-10 days Usually 1-3 days

Peak response Smaller Larger

Antibody isotype Usual ly lgM > lgG Relative increase in lgG and,
under cefiain situations, in
lgA or lgE

Antibody affinity Lower average affinity,
more variable

Higher average affinity
(affinity maturation)

Induced by All  immunogens Only protein antigens

Required immunizationRelatively high doses of
antigens, optimally with
adjuvants (for protein antigens)

Low doses of antigens;
adjuvants may not
De necessary

FIGURE 1O-2 Primary and secondary humoral immune tesponses. In a prlmary immune response, naive B cel ls are st imulated by antigen,
become activared, and bif ferentiate into antibody-secreting cel ls that produce antibodies specif ic for the el ici t ing antigen. Some of the anti-

body-secreting plasma cel ls survive in the bone marrow and continue to produce antibodies for long periods. Long-l ived memory B cel ls are

also'generate- during the primary response, A secondary immune response is el icl ted when the same antigen st imulates these memory B

cells,- leading to morJ rapld prol i ferat ion and dif ferentiat ion and production of greater quanti t ies of speclf ic antibody than are Produce_d in the
primary res[onse. The principal characterist ics of primary and secondary antibody responses are summarized in the Table. These features
are typical of T cel l-dependent antibody responses to protein antigens
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maturation also increase with repeated exposures to
protein antigens.

@ Distinct subsets of B celk respond. preferentially to
dffirenttypes of antigens. Follicular B cells in periph-
eral lymphoid organs make antibody responses to
protein antigens, which require collaboration with
helper T cells. Marginal zone B cells in the spleen and
other lymphoid tissues recognize multivalent atigens,
such as blood-borne polysaccharides, and mount T
cell-independent antibody responses. B-l B cells also
primarily mediate T cell-independent responses, but
in mucosal tissues and the peritoneum.

In the following sections, we first describe how anti-
gens initiate the process of B cell activation. We then
discuss the role of helper T cells in B cell responses to
protein antigens and the mechanisms of isotype switch-
ing and affinity maturation. We will describe TI antibody
responses at the end of the chapter.

Arurrcrru RecocrurloN AND
Arurrcrru-INDUcED B Gnr AcnvRrroru
The actiuation of B lymphocytes requires antigen recog-
nition in lymphoid tissues. Naive B cells reside in and
circulate through the follicles of peripheral lymphoid
organs (the spleen, lymph nodes, and mucosal lynnphoid
tissues) in search of cognate antigen. B cells that enter
follicles are often called follicular B cells or recirculating
B cells. Entry into the follicles is guided by the
chemokine CXCLI3 secreted by follicular dendritic cells
(FDCs) and stromal cells in the follicle. CXCLf 3 binds to
the CXCR5 chemokine receptor on recirculating B cells,
and attracts these cells into the follicles. The same
chemokine-receptor pair is also important during
immune responses since it can attract activated T cells
to the follicle. Naive follicular B cells survive for limited
periods until they encounter antigen (see Chapter 3).
Follicular B cell survival may depend on signals derived
from the B cell receptor (BCR) as well as on inputs
received from a tumor necrosis factor (TNF) family
cytokine called BAFF (B cell activating factor of the TNF
family; also knornm as BLyS, for B lymphocyte stimula-
tor), which provides maturation and survival signals via
the BAFF receptor. BAFB and a related ligand, ApRIL, can
also activate two otherreceptors, TACI and BCMA, which
participate in later stages of B cell activation and differ-
entiation (and will be discussed later in this chapter).
These cytokines are produced mainly by myeloid cells in
the follicle and the bone marrow.

Antigens enter secondary l1'rnphoid organs through
the blood or lymph, often following capture by dendritic
cells (DCs), and bind to the antigen receptors on specific
B cells. DCs can internalize antigen for presentation to T
cells, but can also separately recycle antigen to the cell
surface in an intact form where it can be made available
to antigen-specific B cells. Soluble antigen may also
enter follicles and be recognized by B cells.

The actiuation of antigen-specific B lymphocytes
is initiated by the binding of entigen to membrane Ig

molecules, which, in conjunction with the associated Iga
and lgp chains, make up the antigen receptor complex
of mature B cells. The B lyrnphocyte antigen receptor
serves two key roles in B cell activation. First, antigen-
induced clustering of receptors delivers biochemical
signals to the B cells that initiate the process of activa-
tion. Second, the receptor binds antigen and internalizes
it into endosomal vesicles, and if the antigen is a protein,
it is processed into peptides that are presented on the B
cell surface for recognition by helper T cells. This
antigen-presenting function of B cells will be discussed
later.

Signal Transduction by the B Lymphocyte
Antigen Receptor Complex

The B cell antigen receptor deliuers activating signals
to a B cell when two or more receptor molecules are
brought together, or cross-linked., by multiualent anti-
gens. Membrane IgM and IgD, the antigen receptors of
naive B cells, have short cytoplasmic tails consisting of
only three amino acids (lysine, valine, and lysine). These
tails are too small to transduce signals generated by the
clustering of Ig. Ig-mediated signals are transduced by
two other molecules, called Igc and IgB, that are disul-
fide linked to one another and are expressed in B cells
noncovalently associated with membrane Ig (Fig. l0-3).
Iga and IgB are also required for the surface expression
of membrane Ig molecules and together with membrane

Plasma
membrane

Cytoplasm
lmmunoreceptor
tyrosine-based
activation motif (ITAM)

invariant lgo and lgB molecules, which contain ITAMs in their cyto-
plasmic tai ls that mediate signal ing functions Note the similari ty to
the TCR complex (see Chapter 7, Fig 7-2ir
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Ig form the B cell receptor (BCR) complex. Thus, Igcr and
IgB serve the same functions in B cells as the CD3 and (
proteins do in T lymphocytes (see Chapter 7). The cyto-
plasmic domains of Igc and IgB contain tyrosine motifs
(immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motifs, or
ITAMs) that are also found in CD3 and ( proteins and
are required for signal transduction. Igu and IgB are also
loosely associated with Src-family tyrosine kinases.

The early signaling events initiated by the BCR
complex are similar to the events described in TCR
complex signaling (see Chapter 9).

@ Antigen-mediated cross-linking of membrane Ig
induces phosphorylation of the tyrosines in the
ITAMs of lga and lgp. Cross-linking of membrane Ig
brings Src family kinases together and, by promoting
their physical interaction, activates these enz).rnes,
instigating them to then phosphorylate the tyrosine
residues on ITAMs. This phosphorylation of ITAM
tyrosine residues triggers all subsequent signaling
events (Fig. 10-a). Cross-linked Ig receptors enter

Cross-linking
of membrane
lg by antigen

specialized membrane domains, or lipid rafts, where
many adapter proteins and signaling molecules may
be concentrated, as in T cells. Igcl and IgB are loosely
connected to Src-family tyrosine kinases such as Lyn,
Fyn, or Blk, and these enzymes are also linked bylipid
anchors to the inside of the plasma membrane. The
phosphorylation of the tyrosine residues in the ITAMs
of Iga and IgB provides a docking site for the tandem
Src homology 2 (SHz) domains of the tyrosine kinase
Syk. Syk is the B cell equivalent of 7AP-70 in T lym-
phocltes. Syk is activated when it associates with
phosphorylated tyrosines of ITAMs and may itself be
phosphorylated on specific tyrosine residues by BCR-
associated Src-family kinases, leading to further
activation.

s Syk, and other tyrosine kinases, actiuate numerous
downstream signaling pathways that are regulated
by adapter proteins.In B cells, phosphorylation by
activated Syk of critical tyrosine residues on adapter
proteins such as SLP-65 (for SH2-binding leukoclte

Tyrosine
Activated Src
Family kinases
(e.9. Lyn, Fyn, Blk)

Diacylglycerol (DAG)

GTP/GDP exchange
on Ras, Rac

Active Ca2+-dependent enzymes

Transcription
factors

FIGURE 1O-4 Signal transduction by the BGR complex. Antigen-induced cross-l inking of membrane lg on B cel ls leads to clustering and

activation of Src{ainl ly tyrosine kinasei and tyrosine phosphorylat ion of the ITAMs in the cytoplasmic tai ls of the lgo and lgp molecules
This leads to docking of Syk and subsequent tyrosine phosphorylat ion events as depicted Several signal ing cascades fol low these events,
as shown, leading to the activation of several transcript ion factors These signal transduction pathways are similar to those described in
T cel ls (Chapter 9)
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phosphoprotein of 65kD, also called BLNK, for B cell
linker protein) facilitates the recruitment to these
adapter proteins of other SH2 domain and phospho-
tyrosine-binding (PTB) domain-containing enz).rnes.
These include guanine nucleotide exchange proteins
that can separately activate Ras and Rac, phospholi-
pase Cy and the Btk tyrosine kinase, among others.
Recruitment facilitates the activation of these down-
stream effectors, each generally contributing to the
activation of a distinct signaling pathway.

@ The Rqs-MAP kinase (mitogen-actiuated protein
kinase) pathway is actiuated in antigen-stimulated
B celk. The guanosine triphosphate/ guanosine
diphosphate (GTP/GDP) exchange factor Sos is
recruited to the SLP-65 complex, probably through
the binding of the Grb-2 adapter protein; the subse-
quent activation of Ras proceeds in the same manner
as in T cells, Ras being converted from an inactive
GDP bound form to an active GTP bound form (see
Chapter 9, Fig. 9-9). In a parallel fashion, the activa-
tion of the Rac small GTP proteins may contribute to
the activation of the JNK MAP kinase pathway.

e A specific phosphatidylinositol-specific phospholi-
pase C (PLC) is actiuated in response to BCR signal-
ing, and thk in turn facilitates the actiuation of
downstream signaling pathways. (In B cells, the
dominant isoform of PLC is the p isoform, whereas T
cells express the related yl isoform of the enzyme.)
PLCy2 becomes active when it binds to SLP-65 and is
phosphorylated by Syk and Btk. Acrive PLC breaks
dor.rn membrane phosphatidylinositol bisphosphate
(PIPr) to yield soluble inositol trisphosphate (Ip3) and
leaves diacylglycerol (DAG) in the plasma membrane.
IP, mobilizes calcium from intracellular stores,
leading to a rapid elevation of cytoplasmic calcium,
which may be augmented by an influx of calcium
from the extracellular milieu. In the presence of
calcium, DAG activates some isoforms of protein
kinase C (mainly PKC-P in B cells), which phosphory-
late doyrnstream proteins on serine/threonine
residues.

O PKC-| actiuation contributes in turn to the actiua-
tion of nuclear factor-rcB (NF-KB) in antigen-
stimulated B celk. PKC-B phosphorylates a protein
called CARMAI that contains an N-terminal caspase
recruitment domain (CARD) that mediates protein-
protein interactions. Phosphorylation of CARMA1
contributes to its recruitment to lipid rafts, the for-
mation of a complex between CARMAI, Bcll0, and
MALII (described in Chapter 9), and the resulting
activation of the kB kinase (IKK) complex. The IKK
complex is critical for NF-rcB activation by virtue of its
ability to phosphorylate kBcr, an inhibitor of NF-rB
(see Chapter 2) and target it for proteasomal degra-
dation. This releases NF-rB and allows it to enter the
nucleus.

@ These signaling cascades ultimately lead to the
actiuation of transcription factors that induce the
expression of genes whose products are required

for functional responses of B celk. Some of the tran-
scription factors that are knorryn to be activated by
antigen receptor-mediated signal transduction in B
cells are Fos (dorrynstream of Ras and ERK activation),
JunB (downstream of Rac and JNK activation), and
NF-rB (downstream of Btk, PLCyZ, and PKC-B activa-
tion). A variety of transcription factors, many not
mentioned here, are involved in stimulating prolifer-
ation and differentiation of B cells.

As in T cells, our knowledge of the antigen-induced
signaling pathways in B cells and their links with subse-
quent functional responses is incomplete. We have
described some of these pathways to illustrate the main
features, but others may play important roles in B cell
activation. The same signaling pathways are used by
membrane IgM and IgD on naive B cells and by IgG, IgA,
and IgE on B cells that have undergone isotype switch-
ing, because all these membrane isotypes associate with
Iga and IgB. Also, other surface molecules, including
receptors for complement proteins and Fc receptors,
augment or inhibit signals transduced by the antigen
receptors, as we will discuss shortly.

Role of the CR2ICD21 Complement
Receptor as a Coreceptor for B Cells

The actiuation of B celk is enhanced by signak that qre
prouided, by complement proteins and the CD21 core-
ceptor complex, which link innate immunity to the
ad,aptiue humoral immune response. The complement
system consists of a collection of plasma proteins that
are activated either by binding to antigen-complexed
antibody molecules (the classical pathway) or by
binding directly to some polysaccharides and microbial
surfaces in the absence of antibodies (the alternative
and lectin pathways) (see Chapter t4). Thus, polysac-
charides and other T cell-independent antigens of
microbes may activate the complement system directly,
during innate immune responses. Protein (and other)
antigens may be bound by preexisting antibodies or by
antibodies produced early in the response, and these
antigen-antibody complexes activate complement by
the classical pathway. Complement activation results in
the proteolytic cleavage of complement proteins. The
key component of the system is a protein called C3, and
its cleavage results in the production of a molecule
called C3b that binds covalently to the microbe or
antigen-antibody complex. C3b is further degraded into
a fragment called C3d, which remains bound to the
microbial surface. B lymphocytes express a receptor for
C3d that is called the type 2 complement receptor (CR2,
or CD21). The complex of C3d and antigen or C3d and
antigen-antibody complex binds to B cells, with the
membrane Ig recognizing antigen and CR2 recognizing
the bound C3d (Fig. 10-5). CRz is expressed on mature
B cells as a complexwith two other membrane proteins,
CDl9 and CDSI (also called TAPA-I). The CR2-CD19-
CD81 complex is often called the B cell coreceptor
complex because CR2 binds to antigens through
attached C3d at the same time that membrane Ig binds



FIGURE 1O-5 Bole of complement in B cel l
act ivat ion. B cel ls express a complex of the CR2
complement receptor, CD19, and CDB'1 Micro-
bial antigens that have bound the complement
fragment C3d can simultaneously engage both
the  CR2 molecu le  and the  membrane lg  on  the
surface of a B cel l  This leads to the init iat ion of
signal ing cascades from both the BCR complex
and the CR2 complex, because of which the
response to C3d-antigen complexes is greatly
enhanced compared with the response to
ant roen a lone

directly to the antigen. Binding of C3d to the B cell com-
plement receptor brings CD19 in proximity to BCR-
associated kinases, and the cytoplasmic tail of CD19
rapidly becomes tyrosine phosphorylated. Phosphoryla-
tion of the tail of CDlg results in the efficient recruit-
ment of Lyn, a Src family kinase, that can amplify BCR
signaling by greatly enhancing the phosphorylation of
ITAM tyrosines in Iga and IgB. Phosphorylated CD19
also activates other signaling pathways, notably one
dependent on the enzyme PI-3 kinase, which in turn
further augment the signaling pathways initiated by
antigen binding to membrane Ig. PI-3 kinase enhances
the activation of Btk and PLCP by facilitating their
recruitment to PIP3 on the inner leaflet of the plasma
membrane. The net result of coreceptor activation is that
the response of the antigen-stimulated B cell is greatly
enhanced.

The importance of the complement system in
humoral immune responses has been established by
several experiments.

If C3d is covalently attached to a protein antigen, the
modified antigen is about f000-fold more immuno-
genic than the native antigen.

Knockouts of the C3, CR2, or CD19 genes in mice
result in defects in antibody production.

'While C3d bound to antigen binds to CD21 and aug-
ments BCR signaling similar to the way that CD4 and
CD8 coreceptors enhance TCR signaling, C3d has some-
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B cell activation

times been regarded as a "second signal" for B cell acti-
vation because it ensures that B cell responses will most
likely occur when microbes and antigens that activate
complement are encountered. However, it is more useful
to consider CD2l as part of "signal one" since it con-
tributes mainly to antigen receptor signal strength.
"second signals" for B cell activation that reflect antigen-
receptor independent costimulation, induced directly or
indirectly by the presence of pathogens, are provided by
CD40 andToll-like receptors (TLRs), as will be discussed
below. The participation of complement in B cell activa-
tion provides an amplification mechanism for humoral
immune responses because antibodies are able to acti-
vate complement and thus contribute to more B cell
stimulation. As we will see later, the complement sys-
tem enhances antibody production not only by CR2-
mediated B cell activation but also by promoting the
display of antigens in germinal centers.

Functional Responses of B
Cel ls  to  Ant igen

The early cellular euents that are induced by antigen-
mediated cross-linking of the BCR complex initiate B
ceil proliferation and dffirentiation end prepare the
cells for subsequent interactions with helper T cells (Fi1.

l0-6) . Antigen recognition stimulates the entry of previ-
ously resting cells into the Gl stage of the cell cycle,
accompanied by increases in cell size, cytoplasmic RNA,
and biosynthetic organelles such as ribosomes. The sur-

Src family

(e.9.,  Lyn
Fyn, Blk)
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Antigen binding to
and cross-linking
of membrane lg

Activation of
B lymphocytes

Changes in
B cells phenotype,

function

.Increased survival

. Proliferation

Increased expression
ot 87-1187-2

Increased expression
of cytokine receptors
(e.9., lL-2, lL-4
receptors, BAFF-R)

Increased expression
of CCRT and
migration from
foll icle to T cell areas

FIGURE 10-6 Functional responses
induced by antigen-mediated cross-l inking
of the BCR complex. Antigen-mediated cross-
l inking of the B cel l  antigen receptor induces
several cel lular responses, including mitosis,
expression of new surface molecules, includ-
ing costimulators and cytokine receptors, and
altered migration of the cel ls as a result of the
a v n r a < e i n n  n {  C C R T

vival of the B cells is enhanced as a result of the induc-
tion of various anti-apoptotic genes. The activated B
cells also show low levels of proliferation and antibody
secretion. As we will discuss later, although proliferation
and Ig secretion can be induced in the absence ofT cell
help, they are enhanced by signals from helper T cells.
Activated B cells show increased expression of class II
major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules
and costimulators, first B7-2 (CD86) and later B7-l
(CDB0), because of which antigen-stimulated B cells are
more efficient activators of helper T llnnphocytes than
are naive B cells. The expression of receptors for several
T cell-derived cytokines is also increased, which enables
antigen-specific B lymphocytes to respond to T cell help.
At the same time, the B cells change their expression of
chemokine receptors, which enables them to migrate
toward and interact with helper T cells (discussed in
more detail below).

The importance of signaling by the BCR complex for
the subsequent responses of the cells may vary with the
nature of the antigen. Most TI antigens, such as poly-
saccharides and membrane-associated glycolipids or
proteins, display multiple identical epitopes in a poly-
valent array on each molecule or on a cell surface. There-
fore, such antigens effectively cross-link B cell antigen
receptors and initiate responses even though they are
not recognized by helper T lymphocytes. In contrast,
many naturally occurring globular protein antigens
possess only one copy of each epitope per molecule.
Therefore, such protein antigens cannot simultaneously
bind to and cross-link two Ig molecules, and their ability
to activate the BCR might be limited. However, some

protein antigens may be displayed as multivalent arrays
on cell surfaces, or if they are aggregated by antibody.
Irrespective of how strongly they trigger the BCR, protein
antigens are internalizedby the BCR and recruit T cell
help, and helper T cells and their products are potent
stimulators of B lymphocyte proliferation and differen-
tiation. Therefore, protein antigens may need to initiate
minimal signals by the BCR complex to induce humoral
immune responses. In such responses, a major function
of membrane Ig may be to bind and internalize the
antigen for subsequent presentation to helper T cells, as
discussed below.

HnprR T Grrr-DTPENDENT ANfleooy
Rrsporusrs ro PRorEtN ANflcENs

Antibody responses to protein antigens require recogni-
tion of the antigen by helper T cells and cooperation
between the antigen-specific B and. T lymphocytes. The
helper function of T lymphocytes was discovered by
experiments done in the late 1960s, even before the clas-
sification of lymphocytes into T and B cell subsets was
established. Subsequent studies established that most
helper T cells are CD4.CD8- and recognize peptide anti-
gens presented by class II MHC molecules.

If irradiated mice were given bone marrow cells
(which contain mature B lymphocl'tes but no mature
T cells) and immunized, specific antibody was not
produced, but the transfer of both B cells and thymo-
cytes (a source of mature T cells) resulted in antibody
production after immunization.



Purified B cells proliferate and differentiate in vitro in
response to protein antigens only if helper T lyrnpho-
cltes are also present.

Humans or knockout mice with reduced numbers of
CD4* T cells, or mice treated with a depleting anti-
CD4 antibody, show defective antibody responses to
protein antigens.

Helper T lymphocytes stimulate B cell clonal expan-
sion, isotype switching, affinity maturation, and. d.ffir-
entiation into memory B cells (see Fig. 10-1). Different
phases of T cell-dependent B cell activation occur in dif-
ferent anatomic regions within peripheral lymphoid
organs (Fig. 10-7). The early phase occurs at the border
of T cell-rich zones and primary follicles and results
in B cell proliferation, initial antibody secretion, and
some isotype (class) switching. The late phase of T
cell-dependent humoral immune responses takes place
in the specialized microenvironment of the germinal
centers within ll,rnphoid follicles and results in affinity
maturation, memory B cell generation, and much more
isotype switching. The molecular and anatomic details
of each of the early and late events in T cell-dependent
B cell responses are described next.

Sequence of Events in T Cell-Dependent
Antibody Responses

Protein antigens are recognized by specific B and T
lyrnphocytes in peripheral lyrnphoid organs, and the
activated cell populations come together in these

Activation and
migration of

TandB
lymphocytes
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organs to initiate humoral immune responses. The
interaction between helper T cells and B lymphocytes
is initiated by the recognition of protein antigens.
The sequence of events that lead to the interaction
of helper T cells with B cells, and the subsequent
events that drive further B cell differentiation, are listed
below:

1. Antigen is taken up by dendritic cells (DCs) and
presented to helper T cells.

2. Helper T cells are activated and induced to express
membrane proteins (CD40L) and cltokines.

3. Activated helper T cells are instructed to migrate
toward the follicle following a chemokine gradient.

4. B cells are activated by antigen that may be in
soluble form or displayed bY DCs.

5. B cells process and present antigen, alter their cell
surface chemokine receptor profile, and migrate
toward the T cell zone.

6. T and B cells interact at the T-B interface, and B
cells are activated by CD OL and cytokines.

7. Small extrafollicular B cell foci form in T cell zones'
and some isotype switching and Ig secretion
occur.

8. Activated B cells migrate back into the follicle.
Germinal centers form within the follicles and

B cell
differentiation:
lg secretion,

isotype switching

Germinal center reaction:
affinity maturation, long-

lived plasma cells, isotype
switching, memory B cells

FIGURE tO-7 Early and late events in humoral immune responses to T cel l-dependent protein antigens. lmmune responses are
init iated by the recognit ion of antigens by B cel ls and helper T cetls The activated lymphocytes migrate toward one another and interact,
result ing in B cel l  prol i ferat ion, dif ierentiat ion into antibody-secreting cel ls, and early isotype switching The late events occur in germinal

centers and include aff ini ty maturation of the response and addit ional isotype switching, and memory B cel l  generation
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are the sites of extensive isotlpe switching,
somatic mutation, the selection events that lead to
affinity maturation, and memory B cell generation.

9. Long-lived plasma cells are generated from cells
activated in the germinal center reaction, and
some of these terminally differentiated plasma
cells migrate to the bone marrow.

In the following sections we describe each of these
steps in some detail.

Helper  T Cel l  Act ivat ion

Euen after specific B andT cells respond to antigen, they
are relatiuely rare in lymphoid organs and need to be
brought into proximity to enhance the possibility that
antigen-specific B and T cells wiII physically interact
(Fig. l0-8). The frequency of naive B cells or T cells spe-
cific for a given epitope on an antigen is as low as I in
l0'to l0o. The cells that initially and most readily access
protein antigens are DCs. These cells present peptides
derived from protein antigens and displayed on class II
MHC molecules to naive CD4* T cells. The DCs are also
induced by TLR ligands to express B7-1 and B7-2, and
thus provide second signals for helper T cell activation.
T cells that have been activated by DCs are induced to
proliferate, express CD40L, and secrete cytokines. They
also alter their chemokine receptor profile, downregu-
lating the CCRT chemokine receptor, and increasing the
expression ofCXCRS, and as a result leave the T cell zone
and migrate toward the follicle. CXCLl3, the ligand for
CXCRS, is secreted by follicular dendritic cells and other
follicular stromal cells and it contributes to the migra-
tion of activated CD4* T cells toward the follicle.

Ant igen Presentat ion by B Cel ls  and
B Gel l  Migrat ion

B cells that encounter antigen are actiuated initinlly
through the BCR, internalize the antigen and present it
on class II MHC molecules, and alter their chemokine
receptor expression pattern so that they are d,rawn
toward the T cell zone in order to interact with actiuated
antigen-specific helperT cells.The BCR is a high-aff,nity
receptor that can efficiently internalize bound antigen
by receptor-mediated endocytosis and deliver it to the
endosomal compartment where proteins are processed
and peptides bind to class II MHC molecules (Fig. l0-9).
The rare antigen-specific B cells that recognize a B cell
determinant or epitope on the protein antigen (which
could be a specific shape on the protein or even an
attached small molecule) may receive some BCR signals
but will also specifically endocytose the antigen and
process and present it in an MHC class Il-dependent
manner to activated T helper cells.

Several "second signals" enable a B cell responding to
a protein antigen to discriminate between a potentially
innocuous and a dangerous antigen. First, T cell help will

be provided only by T cells that have responded to acti-
vated DCs expressing 87, which in turn is typically
induced by the engagement of TLRs by microbial prod-
ucts (see Chapter 2). Second, B cells also directly sense
the presence of pathogens by being triggered by ligands
for one or more TLRs such as TLR4, TLRS, or TLR9, all of
which are expressed by B cells. Antigen-activated B cells
down-regulate CXCRS, the chemokine receptor that
retains them in follicles, and are induced to express
CCR7. As a result, they are drawn toward the T-B inter-
face and the T cell zone. This, of course, is the mirror
image of the change in migration exhibited by activated
CD4. T cells.

In any humoral immune response, B cells speciflc for
the antigen that initiates the response are preferentially
activated, compared with cells that are not speciflc for
the antigen. There are several reasons for this. First, only
B cells expressing membrane Ig molecules that specifi-
cally bind the antigen receive the signals that initiate B
cell activation. Second, B cells are able to present the
antigen they recognize aI l}a- to 106-fold lower concen-
trations than antigens for which they do not express spe-
cific receptors (in which case the antigen is internalized
far less efficiently by fluid-phase pinocltosis), because
receptor mediated endocytosis via the BCR is extremely
efficient. Third, the B cells in T cell-B cell conjugates are
exposed to signals delivered by CDa0L and other T cell
surface molecules and to very high local concentrations
of T cell-derived cytokines, in part because of the for-
mation of immunological synapses between specific T
and B cells and the vectorial delivery of T cell cytokines
into the synaptic cleft. Therefore, antigen-specific B lym-
phocytes are the preferential recipients of T cell help and
are stimulated to proliferate and differentiate. The anti-
bodies that are subsequently secreted are often specific
for conformational determinants of the antigen because
membrane Ig on B cells is capable of binding conforma-
tional epitopes of native antigens. This feature of B cell
antigen recognition determines the fine specificity of the
antibody response and is independent of the fact that
helperT cells recognize onlylinear epitopes of processed
peptides. In fact, a single B lymphocyte specific for a
native epitope may bind and endocltose a protein and
present multiple different peptides complexed with
class II MHC molecules to different helper T cells, but
the resultant antibody response remains specific for the
native protein.

The Hapten-Carrier Effect

The principles outlined here for T-B cell collaboration
provide the basis for understanding a phenomenon that
is known as the hapten-carrier effect. Analysis of anti-
body responses to hapten-carrier conjugates was among
the earliest approaches that demonstrated how antigen
presentation by B lymphocytes contributes to the devel-
opment of humoral immune responses. Haptens, such
as dinitrophenol, are small chemicals that can be bound
by specific antibodies but are not immunogenic by
themselves. If, however, haptens are coupled to proteins,
which serve as carriers, the conjugates are able to induce
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FIGURE f Migration and interactions of B cel ls and helper T cel ls. A The init iat ion of humoral immune responses to protern antr-

gens in lymph nodei is shown schematical ly Antigen-activated helper T cel ls and B cel ls move toward one another and make contact adJa-

Ient to the edge of primary fol l ic les. In this location, the B cel l  presents antigen to the T cel l ,  and the B cel l  receives activating signals from

the T cel l .  B. An immunohistochemical analysis of antigen-dependent T cel l-B cel l  interactions in a lymph node is shown. In this experiment,

T cel ls expressing a TCR specif ic for the piotein antig-en ovalbumin and B cel ls specif ic for the protein hen egg lysozyme were adoptively

transferred into normal mice, and the mice were imm-unized with a conjugate of ovalbumin-hen egg lysozyme (The T cel ls and B cel ls were

obtained from TCR- and lg-transgenic mice, respectively. See Appendlx l l l  for a descript ion of antigen receptor transgenic mice )The loca-

t ions of the antigen-specl i ic T cel ls and B cel ls in draining lymph nodes were fol lowed after immunization with use of antibodies specif ic

for the cel l  pulat ions and two-color immunohistochemiitry. (Adapted with permission from Garside P, E lngul l i ,  RR Merica,JG Johnson,

RJ Noell ,  a M K Jenkins. Visual izat ion of specif ic B and T lymphocyte interactions in the lymph node Science 281 :96-99, 1 99S Copyright

1998, AAAS )
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The characteristics of humoral responses elucidated
for hapten-carrier conjugates apply to all protein anti-
gens in which one intrinsic determinant, usually a native
conformational determinant, is recognized by B cells
(and is, therefore, analogous to the hapten) and another
determinant, in the form of a class Il-associated linear
peptide, is recognized by helper T cells (and is analogous
to the carrier). The hapten-carrier effect is the basis for
the devleopment of conjugate vaccines, discussed later
in the chapter.

Helper T Cell-Dependent B Cell Activation

HelperT celk actiuated by antigen and 87 costimulation
express a surface moLecule called CD40ligand (CD40L)
that engages its receptori CD40, on the B celk that are
presenting antigen, and this interaction stimulates B
cell proliferation and both early dffirentiation and
germinal center formation (Fig. 10-11). CD40 is a
member of the TNF receptor family. CD40L (CDt54) is a
trimeric T cell membrane protein that is structurally
homologous to TNF and Fas ligand. CD40 is constitu-
tively expressed on B cells, and CD40L is expressed on
the surface of helper T cells after activation by antigen
and costimulators. \A/hen these activated helper T cells
bind to antigen-presenting B cells, CD40L interacts with
CD40 on the B cell surface. CD40L binding ro CD40
results in the conformational alteration of preformed
CD40 trimers, and this induces the association of
cltosolic proteins called TRAFs (TNF receptor-
associated factors) with the cytoplasmic domain of
CD40. The TMFs recruited to CD40 initiate enzyme cas-
cades that lead to the activation and nuclear transloca-

Linear peptide
"carrier epitope"

Carrier
protein Carrier TCR CD4OL

peptide

Hapten

Hapten:
specific

Antigen processing
and presentation

Class l l
MHC-peptide

J complex--

T cell recognition
of antigen

cell antigen presentation to activated helper T
igens bound to membrane lg are endocytosed
d peptrde tragments are presented in association

with class l l MHC molecu es. Activated helper T celis recognize
the MHc-pept ide complexes and then st imulate B cel l  responses.
Activated B cells also express costimulators (not shown) that
enhance helper  T cel l  resoonses

antibody responses against the haptens. There are
three important characteristics of antihapten antibody
responses to hapten-protein conjugates. First, such
responses require both hapten-specific B cells and
protein (carrier)-specific helper T cells. Second, to stim-
ulate a response, the hapten and carrier portions have to
be physically linked and cannot be administered sepa-
rately. Third, the interaction is class II MHC restricted
(i.e., the helper T cells cooperate only with B lympho-
c),tes that express class II MHC molecules recognized as
self by the T cells). All these features of antibody
responses to hapten-protein conjugates can be
explained by the antigen-presenting functions of B
Iymphocytes. Hapten-speciflc B cells bind the anti-

complex antigen. The hapten is responsible for efficient
carrier uptake, which explains why hapten and carrier
must be physically linked. The requirement for MHC-
associated antigen presentation for T cell activation
accounts for the MHC restriction of T cell-B cell
interactions.

B cell receotor I P.""..irs 
"fl l-ca"ier I

I internalized ll peptide binds I
lcarrier protein llto class ll MHC I

T-B collaboration and the hapten-carrier effect.
otein conjugated to a hapten is internal ized by a
cel l  that processes the antigen and presents the
"car r ie r  de terminant "  on  c lass  l l  MHC molecu les

to an activated helper T cel l ,  which then tr iggers the B cel l  via a
CD40L-CD40 interaction.

Activated
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FIGUBE t o-t t  Mechanisms ol helper T cel l-mediated B cel l  act ivat ion. Dendrit ic cel ls ini t ial ly display processed peptides derived f rom

endocytosed protein antigens and express the costimulators B7-1 and Bl-2. Helper T cel ls recognize the antigen ( in the form of peptide-

MHC complexes) and the costimulators and are st imulated to express CD40 l igand and to secrete cytokines. CD40 l igand on activated helper

T cel ls then binds to CD40 on B cel ls and init iates B cel l  prol i ferat ion and dif ferentiat ion. Cytokines bind to cytokine receptors on the B cel ls

and also st imulate B cel l  resoonses

tion of transcription factors, including NF-rB and AP-1.
Similar signaling pathways are activated by TNF recep-
tors (see Chapter 2). CD40-induced transcription factor
induction is crucial for subsequent germinal center for-
mation and also contributes to the expression of the
gene encoding activation-induced deaminase (AID), an
enzyme that is critical for somatic mutation and isotype
switching, as will be discussed below. T cell-mediated
DC and macrophage activation also involves the inter-
action of CD40L on T cells with CD40 on DCs and
macrophages (see Chapter l3). Thus, this pathway of
contact-mediated cellular responses is a general mech-
anism for the activation of target cells by helper T lym-
phocytes and is not unique to antibody production.

The importance of the CD40L-CD40 pathway is
demonstrated in CD40 or CD40L gene knockout mice.
The mice exhibit profound defects in antibody pro-
duction, isotype switching, affinity maturation, and
memory B cell generation in resporse to protein anti-
gens. Similar abnormalities are found in humans with
mutations in the CD40L gene, which results in a disease
called the X-linked hyper-IgM syndrome (see Chapter
20).

Interestingly, a DNA virus called the Epstein-Barr
virus (EBV) infects human B cells and induces their pro-
liferation. This may lead to immortalization of the cells
and the development of l1'rnphomas (see Chapter 17,
BoxIT-2). The cytoplasmic tail of a transforming protein
of EBV called LMPI (latent membrane protein l) associ-
ates with the same TRAF molecules as does the clto-
plasmic domain of CD40, and this apparently triggers B
cell proliferation. Thus, EBV LMP1 is functionally
homologous to a physiologic B cell signaling molecule,
and EBV has apparently co-opted a normal pathway of
B lymphocyte activation for its olr,rt purposes, which are
to promote survival and proliferation of cells that the
virus has infected.

Actiuated. helperT lymphocytes secrete cytokines that

act in concert with CD40L to stimulate B cell prolifera-

tion and production of antibodies of dffirent isotypes-
We have mentioned cytokines previously as important
secreted products ofT l1'rnphocytes and other cells of the

immune system, and they will be discussed in more

detail in Chapter 12. The roles of these proteins in

humoral immunity have been most clearly established
by showing that various aspects of antibody responses

can be inhibited by cytokine antagonists or are deflcient
in mice in which particular cytokine genes are knocked
out.

Cytokines serue two principal [unctions in antibody

respsnttt, they increase B cell proliferation and d,ffir-

eniiation (which were initinted' W CD40 signak), and

high concentrations of these secreted proteins. As a

reJult, antigen-specific B cells respond to cytokines
more than do bystander B cells that are not specific for

the initiating antigen but happen to be close to the

antigen-stimulated lymphocytes. Helper T cell-derived
cytokines, most notably interleukin-2 (IL-2), IL-4, and

IL-?L, can enhance B cell proliferation and differentia-

tion, as do the TNF family cytokines BAFF and APRIL' IL-

6, which is produced by macrophages, T cells, and many

other cell types, is a growth factor for already differenti-

ated, antibody-secreting B cells. The effects of specific

cytokines on isotype switching are described later.

The actiuation of B celk by T cells uia CD40L and'

cytokines contributes to the initial formation of extra-

folticular foci of actiuated B celk that may und'ergo

Activation of B cell
by cytokines and

CD40 ligation
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some degree of dffirentiation and isotype switching.
Each such focus may contain about I00 to 200 short-
Iived antibody secreting plasmablasts and plasma cells.
In the spleen, extrafollicular foci occur in the T cell-rich
periarteriolar lymphoid sheath (PALS), and these collec-
tions of cells are often called PALS foci. This generation
of PALS foci has been shown to be T cell dependent. The
small amount of low-affinity antibody generated in
these foci may contribute to the formation of immune
complexes (containing antigen, antibody, and comple-
ment) that are trapped by FDCs in follicles in secondary
lymphoid organs. It is believed thar this deposition of
immune complexes is a necessary prelude to the release
of chemokines from FDCs that draw in a few (often onlv
one or two) activated B cells from the extrafollicular
focus into the follicle, in order to initiate the germinal
center reaction.

The Germinal  Center  React ion

A number of euents that are characteristic of hetper T
cell-dependent antibody responses, including affinity
maturation, isotype switching, and the generation of
memory B cells, occur primarily in the germinal centers
of lymphoidfollicles. As we discussed earlier, the inirial
B cell response to protein antigens occurs at the bound-
aries between lymphoid follicles and T cell zones (see
Fig. 10-8). Within 4 to 7 days after antigen exposure,
some of the activated B cells migrate deep into the folli-
cle and begin to proliferate rapidly, forming the lightly
staining central region of the follicle, called the germinal
center (Fig. 10-i2). Within the germinal center is a "dark
zone" that contains rapidly proliferating B cells. The
doubling time of these proliferating germinal center B
cells, also called centroblasts, is estimated to be 6 to l2
hours, so that within 5 days, a single lymphocyte may
give rise to almost 5000 progeny. Each fully formed ger-
minal center contains cells derived from only one or a
few antigen-specific B cell clones. The progeny of the
proliferating B cells in the germinal center are smaller
cells, sometimes called centroc).tes, that undergo differ-
entiation and selection processes in the "light zone,,, as
described below.

The architecture of lymphoid follicles and the germi-
nal center reactions within follicles depend on the
presence of follicular dendritic cells (FDCs). FDCs are
found only in lymphoid follicles and express comple-
ment receptors (CRl, CR2, and CR3) and Fc receptors.
All of these molecules are involved in the selection of
germinal center B cells, as described below. FDCs do not
express class II MHC molecules. The origin of FDCs is
unclear. They are not derived from the bone marrow,
and they are clearly different from the class II MHC-
expressing DCs that capture antigens in tissues and
transport them to secondary lymphoid organs where
they present peptide antigens to T lymphocltes, and
may make antigen available to naive B cells as
well. The long cyoplasmic processes of FDCs form a
meshwork around which germinal centers are formed.
Proliferating B cells accumulate in the histologically
identifiable dark zone of the germinal center, which has

few FDCs. The small nondividing progeny of the B cells
migrate to the adjacent light zone, where they come into
close contact with the processes of the abundant FDCs,
and this is where subsequent selection events occur (see
Fig. 10-12). The rim of naive B cells in the follicle, sur-
rounding the germinal center, is called the mantle zone.

The formation of germinal centers depend,s on the
presence of helper T cells and the interactions between
CD40L and CD40 and is therefore obserued only in anti-
body responses to helper T cell-dependent protein anti-
gens. Germinal center formation is impaired in humans
and in mice with genetic defects in T cell development
or activation (see Chapter 20) or with mutations of either
CD40 or its ligand. This is partly because, as we dis-
cussed earlier, CD40:CD40L interactions are required
during the early events of helper T cell-dependent B cell
activation, and only activated B cells migrate from
extrafollicular foci back into follicles to form germinal
centers. In addition, germinal centers contain small
numbers of helper T cells, which express CD40L and
may stimulate the proliferation and selection of germi-
nal center B cells by CDaO engagement.

Heavy Chain lsotype (Class)  Swi tching

In response to CD40 engagement and cytokines, some of
the progeny of actiuated IgM- and lgD-expressing B celk
undergo the process of heavy chain isotype (class)
switching, Leading to the production of antibodies with
heavy chains of dffirent classes, such as y, q and e (Fig.
10-13). Isotype switching occurs in peripheral lyrnphoid
tissues, in B cells that are activated at the edges of the fol-
licles, and in germinal centers. The requirement for CD40
signaling to promote isotype switching in B cells is well
documented by analysis of mice and humans lacking
CD40 or its ligand. In all these cases, the antibody
response to protein antigens is dominated by IgM anti-
bodies, and there is limited switching to other isotypes.

Cytokines play essential roles in regulating switching
to particular healy chain isotypes. For instance, IL-4,
which is produced mainly by CD4. T cells, is the princi-
pal switch factor for IgE in all species examined, and the
production of lgG2ain mice is dependent on interferon-
y (IFN-y), which is secreted byT cells and bv natural killer
(NK) cells.

Addition of IL-4 or IFN-y induces specific isotype
switching in cultures of mature IgM- and IgD-
expressing B cells stimulated with antigens or poly-
clonal activators (Table 10-l).

IgE responses to antigen-specific or polyclonal stim-
ulation are inhibited by antibodies that neutralize
IL-4, and IgG2a responses are blocked by antibodies
that neutralize IFN-y.

Il-4-deficient mice created by gene knockout have
no serum IgE, and IFN-y knockout mice have greatly
reduced serum IgG2a.

Some individuals with a selective deficiency of
IgA production (as well as patients with Combined
Variable Immunodeficiency) inherit mutant versions
of the TACI gene (see Chapter 20). This gene encodes
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a protein of the TNF receptor family that is present on
B cells and is a receptor for the TNF family cytokines
BAFF and APRIL.

The major mechanism by which CD40 signals induce
isotype switching is the induction of the AID gene dor,rrn-
stream of CD40. AID, as we shall see, is an activation-

& LActivated
\ B cel l

induced deaminase that is crucial for both isotype
switching and somatic mutation. While CD40 is the
major signaling receptor that contributes to the induc-
tion of AID, cytokines induce transcription factors that
identify which Ig heary chain loci will be the target of
isotype switching mediated by AID in a given activated
B cell. Cy.tokines may initiate transcription and create

lgM lgG subclasses
( lgG1, lgc3) lgE lgA
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effector
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Complement
activation
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dependent
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FI.GURE 1o-13 lg heavy chain isotype switching. B cel ls act ivated by helper T cel l  signals (CD40L, cytokines) undergo switching
different lg isotypes, which mediate dist inct effectoi f  unctions Selected examples of switJhed isotypes in numans are snown

Addition of various cytokines.to_purified lgM+lgD+ mouse B cells cultured with the polyclonal
activator lipopolysaccharide (LPS) induces switching to different heavy chain isotypes (OotO).
The values of the isotypes shown are approximations and do not add up to 1 00% because not
all were measured. (Courtesy of Dr. Robert Coffman, Dynavax Technologies Corp., California)

Table 1G-l .  Heavy Chain lsotype Switching Induced by Cytokines

B cells cultured with lg isotype secreted (percent of
total lg produced)

Polyclonal Activator Cytokine lgM lgGl lgG2a lgE lgA
LPS None 85 2 <1 <1 <1

LPS tL-4 70 20 <1 5 <1
LPS IFN-1 80 2 1 0 < 1 < 1

LPS TGF-p + lL-5 75 2 <1 <1 1 5



single-stranded DNA segments in specific Ig loci that
can be targets of AlD-induced DNA deamination for
class switching (discussed below).

The capacity of B cells to produce different antibody
isotypes provides a remarkable plasticity in humoral
immune responses by generating antibodies that
perform distinct effector functions and are involved in
defense against different types of infectious agents (see

Fig. 10-13). Isotype switching in response to different
types of microbes is regulated by the types of helper T
cells that are activated by these microbes. For instance,
the major protective humoral immune response to bac-
teria with polysaccharide-rich capsules consists of IgM
antibodies, which bind to the bacteria, activate the com-
plement system, and induce phagocytosis of the
opsonized bacteria. Polysaccharide antigens, which do
not elicit T cell help, stimulate mainly IgM antibodies,
with little, if any, isotype switching to some IgG sub-
classes. The response to many viruses and bacteria con-
sists of production of IgG antibodies, which block entry
of the microbes into host cells and also promote phago-
cytosis by macrophages. Viruses and many bacteria
activate helper T cells of the T"l subset, which produce
the cytokine IFN-1, the main inducer of B cell switching
to opsonizing and complement-fixing IgG subclasses.
The immune response to many helminthic parasites
is mainly production of IgE, which participates in
eosinophil-mediated killing of the helminths (see

Chapter 15); IgE antibodies also mediate immediate
hypersensitivity (allergic) reactions (see Chapter 19).
Helminths activate the Ts2 subset of helper T cells, which
produces IL-4, the cytokine that induces switching to
IgE. (We will discuss the development and functions of
helper T cell subsets in more detail in Chapter 13.)
In addition, B cells in different anatomic sites switch to
different isotypes. Specifically, B cells in mucosal tissues
switch to IgA, which is the antibody class that is most effi-
ciently transported through epithelia into mucosal secre-
tions, where it defends against microbes that try to enter
through the epithelia. Switching to IgA is stimulated by
transforming growth factor-0 (TGF-0), which is produced
by many cell types in mucosal and other tissues. The TNF
family cytokine receptor TACI (which can be recognized
by both APRIL and BAFF) is also a critical player in IgA
class switching but may contribute mainly to AID induc-
tion for T cell-independent activation of IgA responses
(discussed later in this chapter). These examples of
isotype switching illustrate how helper T cells function as
controllers of immune responses-these T cells secrete
different cytokines in response to distinct microbes, and
the cytokines stimulate antibody responses that are best
at combating those microbes.

The principal molecular mechanism of isotype
switching is a process called switch recombination, in
which the rearranged VDI (variable-diversity-joining)
gene segment in a B cell recombines with a downstream
C region gene and the intervening DNA is deleted.
These DNA recombination events involve nucleotide
sequences called switch regions, which are located in the

J-C introns at the 5'ends of each Cs locus. Switch regions
are I to 10 kilobases long, contain numerous tandem
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repeats of GC-rich DNA sequences, and are found

,r[.tt"uttt of every heavy chain gene other than the 6

gene. Upstream of each switch region is a small exon

ialled ttie I exon (for initiator of transcription) preceded

switching in a major waY.
Germline transcription is accompanied by accessibil-

ity of a particular C gene to DNA breaks and repair' as

explained below. As a result, the rearranged VDJ exon
juit upstream of the p switch region in the B cell recom--bines-with 

the transcriptionally active dor'rmstream C

IgE or IgG2a, respectively, with the sameVDI exon as that

olthe oilgi.tal IgM produced by that B cell. Knockout of

the I exon or switch region for any heavy chain isotype

leads to an inability to switch to that isotype.
The key enzyme knor,rm to be required for isotype

switching and affinity maturation is activation-induced
deaminaie (AID). Humans with a deficiency of this

enzyrne develop a disease similar to the hlper-IgM syn-

drome caused by mutations in CD40L, and knockout

mice lacking this enzyme have profound defects in

isotype switching and affinity maturation. AID is a DNA

deaminase that deaminates cytosines in single-stranded

More importantly switch transcripts tend to form very

stable DNA-RNA hybrids involving the coding (top)

strand of DNA, thus freeing up the bottom or nontem-

plate strand, which forms an open single-stranded DNA

ioop called an R loop. The R loop is where a large number

of C residues in the switch DNA sequence are converted

to U residues by AID. An enzyme called uracil N-

glycosylase removes the U residues, leaving abasic sites.

the lpet endonuclease cleaves these abasic sites, gen-

erating a nick at each position. Nicks on both strands

conftiLute to double-strand breaks both at the Sp region

as well as at the dor,Vnstream switch locus that is

involved in a particular isotype switch event. The exis-

tence of double-strand breaks in two switch regions

results in the deletion of the intervening DNA and

joining together of the two broken switch junctions

using ihe hachinery involved in double-strand break

repair/nonhomologous end joining' This latter machin-
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FIGURE to-tc Molecular,mechanisms of heavy chain isotype switching, In the absence of helper T cel l  signals, B cel ls produce tgM
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Translation

_ery_is also used to repair double-strand breaks during
VDJ recombination.

Affinity Maturation: Somatic
Mutat ions in lg Genes and Select ion of
High-Affinity B Cells

Affinity maturation is the process that leads to increased
ffinitl of antibodies for a particular antigen as a T-
dependent humoral response progresses, and is the

result of somatic mutation of Ig genes followed by selec-
tiue suruiual of the B celk producing the antibodies with
thehighestaffinities (Figs.10-16 and t0-17). The process
of affinity maturation generates antibodies with increas-

No signals from
helper T cells

Signals from helper T cells
(CD40 ligand, cytokines)

Transcription;
RNA splicing
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FIGURE to-t5 Mechanism by which AID and germline tran-
scription collaborate to generate double-sttand breaks at switch
regions. Germline transcripts form DNA RNA hybrids in the switch
region freelng up the nontemplate strand as an R-loop of single-
stranded DNA This is a particularly good template for AlD, which
deaminates C residues to generate U residues rn single-stranded
DNA Uracil N-glycosylase (UNG) removes U residues to generate
abasic sites that can be sites of nick generation following the action
of the Ape I endonuclease Two nicks roughly opposite each other
contribute to a double-strand break The mechanism of generation
of the nick in the template strand is less well understood

the need for CD40 reflects the ability of this receptor to
induce AID in B cells when triggered.

In proliferating d,ark zone germinal center B cells, the
IgV genes undergo point nxutations at anextremelyhigh
rate.Thisrate is estimated to be I in 103V gene base pairs
per cell division, which is 103 to 104 times higher than the
spontaneous rate of mutation in other mammalian
genes. (For this reason, mutation in Ig V genes is also
called hypermutation.) The V genes of expressed healy
and light chains in each B cell contain a total of about
700 nucleotides; this implies that mutations will accu-
mulate in expressed V regions at an average rate of
almost one per cell division. Ig V gene mutations con-
tinue to occur in the progeny of individual B cells. As a
result, any B cell clone can accumulate more and more
mutations during its life in the germinal center. It is
estimated that as a result of somatic mutations, the
nucleotide sequences of IgG antibodies derived from
one clone of B cells can diverge as much as 5% from the

i
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original germline sequence. This usually translates to
up to 10 amino acid substitutions. The importance of
somatic hlpermutation in the process of affinity matu-
ration is well established.

Analysis of the Ig genes of B cell clones isolated at
different stages of antibody responses to proteins or
hapten-protein conjugates first showed the accumu-
lation of point mutations in the V regions of the anti-
bodies (Fig.10-16). Several features of these
mutations are noteworthy. First, the mutations are
clustered in the V regions, mostly in the antigen-
binding complementarity-determining regions.
Second, there are more mutations in IgG than in IgM
antibodies. Third, the presence of mutations corre-
lates with the increasing affinities of the antibodies
for the antigen that induced the response.

Mutations in Ig genes were also found in clones of
B cells isolated from germinal centers microdissected
from the spleens of mice that had been immunized
with an antigen. Analyses of these Ig genes showed
that the progeny of a single antigen-specific B cell
clone progressively accumulate mutations with time
after immunization.

The mechanisms underlying somatic mutation in Ig
genes are poorly understood. It is clear that the

rearranged Ig VDI DNA becomes highly susceptible to

mutation, suggesting enhanced susceptibility of this
region to DNA-binding factors that promote mutation.
It is not knoum whether germinal center T cells provide

specific contact-mediated signals or cltokines that stim-

ulate somatic hlpermutation in B cells. The enzl'rne AID,

discussed above, plays an essential role in affinity mat-

uration. It is a DNA deaminase that converts C residues
to U residues at hotspots for mutation. The Us may be
changed to Ts when DNA replication occurs, thus gen-

erating a common type of C -+ T mutation, or the U may

be excised by uracil N-glycosylase, and the abasic site

repaired by an error-prone repair process' thus generat-

ing all types of substitutions at each site of AlD-induced
c1'tidine deamination.

On the basis of the studies described, it is believed

that repeated stimulation by T cell-dependent protein

antigens leads to increasing numbers of mutations in

the ig genes of antigen-speciflc germinal center B cells.

Some of these mutations are likely to be useful because
they will generate high-afflnity antibodies. However,
many of the mutations may result in a decline or even in

a losi of antigen binding. Therefore, the next and crucial
step in the process of affinity maturation is the selection

of the useful, high-affinity B cells.
FDCs in the germinal centers display antigens, and

the B cetk that bind these antigens with high affinity are

selected to suruiue (see Fig. 10-l 7). The early response to

antigen results in the production of antibodies, some of
which form complexes with residual antigen and may

activate complement, FDCs express receptors for the Fc
portions of antibodies and for products of complement
ictivation, including C3b and C3d' These receptors bind

and display antigens that are complexed with antibod-
ies or complement products. Antigen may also be dis-

Ape I endonuclease
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ACTC#
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FIGURE 1o-16 Somat ic  muta t ions  in  lg  V  genes.  Hybr idomas were  produced f rom sp leen ce l l s  o f  m ice  immunized l  o r  14  days  prev i -
ously with a hapten, oxazolone, coupled to a protern, and from spleen cel ls obtaine after secondary and tert iary immunizations with the
same antigen Hybridomas produclng oxazolone-specif ic monoclonal antibodies were olated, and the nucleotide sequences of the V genes
encoding the lg heavy and l ight chains were determined Mutations in V genes increase with t ime after immunizai ion and with rep;ated
immunizations and are clustered rn the complementari ty-determining regions (CDRs) The location of CDR3 in the heavy chains is approxr-
mate The aff ini t ies of the antibodies produced also tend to increase wrth more mutations, as indicated by the lower dissociat ion constants(K.l) for hapten binding (Adapted from Berek C, and C Milstein Mutation dri f t  and repertoire shif t  in maiuration of the immune response
lmmuno ogical Reviews 96.23-41 , 1987, Blackwell  publ ishino )

played in free form in the germinal center. Meanwhile,
germinal center B cells that have undergone somatic

the germinal center may also play a role in the selection
of B cells. High-affinity B cells will be better able to bind
antigens and present peptides to T cells, and will thus be
the preferential recipients of T cell help. As more anti-
body is produced, more of the antigen is eliminated and
less is available in the germinal centers. Therefore, the B
cells that will be able to specifically bind this antigen and
to be rescued from death need to express antigen recep-
tors with higher and higher affinity for the antigen. As a
result, as the antibody response to an antigen pro-
gresses, the B cells that are selected in germinal centers
produce Ig of increasing affinity for the antigen. This
selection process results in affinity maturation of the
antibody response. Because somatic mutations also
generate many B cells that do not express high-affinity
receptors for antigen and cannot, therefore, be selected
to survive, the germinal centers are sites of tremendous
apoptosis.

Somatic mutation occurs in the basal dark zone of
germinal centers in centroblasts that contain nuclear
AID, and then mutated cells migrate from the basal dark
zone to the apical light zone, where they differentiate
into centrocltes, may be selected on FDCs, and may
undergo additional isotype switching. The cells then exit

the germinal center and either develop into memory B
cells or differentiate into high-affinity antibody-
secreting plasma cells outside the germinal centers.

B Cell Differentiation into
Antibody-Secreting Plasrna Cells

Some of the progeny of the B cells that haue proliferated
in response to antigen andT cell help dffirentiate into
antibody - secreting plasma cells.Antibody synthesis and
secretion in response to protein antigens, Iike B cell pro-
liferation, are stimulated by CD4O-mediated signals and
cytokines. Both stimuli activate transcription factors
that enhance the transcription of Ig genes and therefore
Ig synthesis. Cytokines may also affect RNA processing
to increase the amount of transcripts encoding the
secretory form of Ig. Multiple cltokines, including IL-2,
IL-4, and IL-6, have been shown to stimulate antibody
symthesis and secretion by activated B lyrnphocytes.

Within lymphoid organs, antibody-secreting plasma
cells are found mainly in extrafollicular sites, such as the
red pulp of the spleen and the medulla of the lymph
nodes. Plasma cells are morphologically distinct, termi-
nally differentiated B cells committed to abundant anti-
body production (see Chapter 3). They are generated
following the activation of B cells via the BCR, CD40,
TLRs, and other receptors including cytokine receptors.
Development of plasma cells depends on the induction
of a key transcription factor called BLIMP- I that orches-
trates the process of differentiation. There are two types
of plasma cells. Short-lived plasma cells are generated
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FIGURE 10-17 B cel l  selec-
t ion in germinal centers. Somatic
mutation of V region genes in ger-
minal center B cel ls generates
antibodies with dif ferent aff ini t ies
for antigen, Subsequently, binding
of the B cel ls to antigen displayed
on f  o l l i cu la r  dendr i t i c  ce l l s  i s
necessary to Tescue the B cel ls
from programmed cel l  death B
cel ls may also present antigen to
germinal center helper T cel ls,
which mav oromote B cel l  survival
(not shown) The B cel ls with the
highest aff ini ty for antrgen wil l
have a selective advantage for
survival as the amount of avarlable
antigen decreases during an
immune response Th is  leads
to an average increase in the
aff ini ty of antibodies for antigen
as the humoral immune resoonse
progresses

B cells with somatically
mutated lg V genes and

lgs with varying
affinities for antigen

B cells encounter
antigen on foll icular
dendritic cells and
present antigen to

helper T cells

during TI responses early during a T cell-dependent
response in B cell foci such as the PALS foci described
earlier. These cells are generally found in secondary lym-
phoid organs and in peripheral non-lymphoid tissues.
Following the germinal center reaction, plasma cells
acquire the ability to home to the bone marrow where
they are maintained via a receptor of the BAFF family
called BCMA, and these plasma cells are called long-
lived plasma cells. Typically 2 to 3 weeks after immu-
nization with a T cell-dependent antigen, the bone
marrow becomes a major site of antibody production.
Plasma cells in the bone marrow may continue to secrete
antibodies for months or even years after the antigen is

no longer present. These antibodies can provide imme-

diate protection if the antigen, such as a microbe, is

encountered later. It is estimated that almost half the

antibody in the blood of a healthy adult is produced by
long-lived plasma cells and is specific for antigens that
were encountered in the past. Secreted antibodies enter

the circulation and mucosal secretions, but antibody-

conxponents of the endoplasmic reticulum and secretory

t\._.
1"f

FDC

lnduction of
AID and

migration into
germinal center

B cell activation by
protein antigen

and helper T cells

Only B cells with a
high affinity for antigen
on foll icular dendrit ic
cells are selected to

survive; other B cells die
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pathway, and also inuolues a change in Ig heauy chain
gene eJcpression ftom the membrane to the secreted
form. Membrane and secreted Ig molecules differ in
their carboryl termini (see Chapter 4, Fig. 4-6). For
instance, in secreted IgM, the Cu4 domain is followed by
a tail piece containing polar amino acids. In membrane
p, on the other hand, Cu4 is followed by a short spacer,
26 hydrophobic transmembrane residues, and a cyto-
plasmic tail of three amino acids (lysine, valine, and
lysine). The transition from membrane to secreted Ig
reflects a change in the processing of the hear,y chain
messenger RNA (mRNA). The primary RNA transcript in
all IgM-producing B cells contains the rearranged \fDl
cassette, the four Cu exons coding for the constant (C)
region domains, and the two exons encoding the trans-
membrane and cyoplasmic domains. Alternative pro-
cessing of this transcript, which is regulated by RNA
cleavage and the choice of polyadenylation sites, deter-
mines whether the transmembrane and cytoplasmic
exons are included in the mature mRNA (Fig. 10-18). If
they are, the p chain produced contains the amino acids
that make up the transmembrane and cytoplasmic seg-
ments and is therefore anchored in the lipid bilayer of
the plasma membrane. Il on the other hand, the trans-
membrane segment is excluded from the trr chain, the
carboxyl terminus consists of about 20 amino acids con-
stituting the tail piece. Because this protein does not
have a stretch of hydrophobic amino acids or a positively
charged cltoplasmic tail, it cannot remain anchored in
the endoplasmic reticulum membrane, resides initially
in the luminal space of the secretory pathway, and is
secreted. Thus, each B cell can synthesize both mem-
brane and secreted Ig. As differentiation proceeds, more
and more of the Ig mRNA is of the form encoding
secreted Ig. The biochemical signals initiated by antigen

Primary :

binding to membrane Ig and by helper T cells that regu-
late this process of alternative RNA splicing are not
knou,n. All CH genes contain similar membrane exons,
and all healy chains can apparently be expressed in
membrane-bound and secreted forms. The secretory
form of the 6 heavy chain is rarely made, however, so
that IgD is usually present only as a membrane-bound
protein.

Generat ion of  Memory B Cel ls  and
Secondary Humoral  lmmune Responses

Some of the antigen-activated B cells emerging from
germinal centers acquire the ability to survive for
long periods, apparently without antigenic stimulation.
These are memory cells, capable of mounting rapid
responses to subsequent introduction of antigen. We do
not know exactly how some of the progeny of an antigen-
stimulated B cell clone differentiate into antibody-
secreting cells whereas others become functionally
quiescent, long-lived memory cells. Some memory B
cells may remain in the lymphoid organ whereas others
exit germinal centers and recirculate between the spleen
and lymph nodes. Memory cells typically bear high-
affinity (mutated) antigen receptors and Ig molecules of
switched isotypes more commonly than do naive B ly--
phocytes. The production of large quantities of isotype-
switched, high-affinity antibodies is greatly accelerated
after secondary exposure to antigens, and this can be
attributed to the activation of memory cells in germinal
centers and the rapid formation of immune complexes
that can be concentrated by FDCs.

Many of the features of secondary antibody responses
to protein antigens, and their differences from primary

VDJ TP TM_CY
RNA
transcript

Membrane p mRNATransmembrane

AAA

Cytoplasmic FIGURE 1O-t8 Production of
membrane and secreted u chains in
B lymphocytes. Alternative process-
ing of a primary RNA transcript
results in the formation of mRNA for
the membrane or secreted form of
the p heavy chain B cel l  di f ferentia-
t ion results in an increasing fract ion
of the p protein produced as the
secreted form TP, TM, and CY refer
to tai l  piece, transmembrane, and
cytoplasmic segments, respectively
Cpl ,  Cp2, Cr3, and Cu4 are f our exons
of the Cu gene

B cell
differentiation

Secreted lgM



responses (see Fig. 10-2), reflect the prior activation ofB
cells by CD4* helper T cells. Thus, heavy chain class
switching, which is typical of secondary responses, is
induced by helper T cells and their cltokines. Affinity
maturation, which increases with repeated antigenic
stimulation, is also secondary to helper T cell-induced B
cell activation and somatic mutation. These features are
usually seen in responses to protein antigens because
only protein antigens stimulate specific helper T cells.
High-affinity antibodies are required to neutralize the
infectivity of many microbes and the pathogenicity of
microbial toxins. Therefore, effective vaccines against
these microorganisms must induce affinity maturation
and memory B cell formation, and both these events will
occur only if the vaccines are able to activate helper T
cells. This concept has been applied to the design ofvac-
cines for some bacterial infections in which the target
antigen is a capsular polysaccharide, which is incapable
of stimulating T cells. In these cases, the polysaccharide
is covalently linked to a foreign protein to form the
equivalent of a hapten-carrier conjugate, which does
activate helper T cells. Such vaccines, which are called
conjugate vaccines, more readily induce high-affinity
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antibodies and memory than do polysacc;-;" ;.*--
cines without linked proteins.

ANneooY Resporusrs ro
T CrTI_IruDEPENDENT AruICrruS
Many nonprotein antigens, such as polysacchari'd'es and
ti1tids, stimulate antibody production in the absence of
helper T cells, and these antigens and' the responses they
elicit are termed thymus-ind'ependent or T-ind'epend-
ent.These antibody responses differ in several respects
from responses to T cell-dependent protein antigens
(Table l0-2). As we have discussed in the previous sec-
tions, antibody responses to protein antigens require the
participation of helper T cells, and helper T cells stimu-
late isotype switching, affinity maturation, and long-
Iived memory. In contrast, the antibodies that are
produced in the absence of T cell help are generally of
Iow affinity and consist mainly of IgM with limited
isotlpe switching to some IgG subtypes.

The most important TI antigens are polysaccharides,
membrane glycolipids, and nucleic acids, all of which
induce speciflc antibody production in T cell-deficient

Table 10-2. Propert ies of Thymus-Dependent and Thymus-lndependent Ant igens

Thymus-dependent antigen Thymus-independent antigen

Chemical
nature

Proteins Polymeric antigens,
especially polysaccharides;

also glycolipids, nucleic acids

Features of
anitbody
response

lsotype
switching . ""' *lfr

& & q$'trY
4tr 3B"#

rgM rgG ,Ei

Little or no: may be some lgG

Affinity
maturation

Yes No

Secondary
response
(memory
B cells)

Yes Only seen with
some antigens

(e.9., polysaccharides)
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animals. These antigens cannot be processed and pre-
sented in association with MHC molecules, and there-
fore they cannot be recognized by helper T cells. Most TI
antigens are polyvalent, being composed of multiple
identical antigenic epitopes. Such polyvalent antigens
may induce maximal cross-linking of the BCR complex
on specific B cells, leading to activation without a
requirement for cognate T cell help. In addition, many
polysaccharides activate the complement system by the
alternative pathway, generating C3d, which binds to the
antigen and augments B cell activation (see Fig. 10-5). B
cell responses to TI antigens also depend on additional
signals from BAFF family receptors that respond to
growth factors produced by DCs and macrophages, and
from TLRs.

Antibody responses to TI antigens occur at particular
anatomic sites in lymphoid tissues. TI responses may be
initiated in the spleen, bone marrow peritoneal cavity,
and mucosal sites. Macrophages located in the marginal
zones surrounding ll.rnphoid follicles in the spleen are
particularly efficient at trapping polysaccharides when
these antigens are injected intravenously. Margin alzone
B cells are a distinct subset of B cells that mainly respond
to polysaccharides and produce IgM following activa-
tion and differentiation into short-lived nlasma cells. TI
antigens may persist for prolonged peribds on the sur-
faces of marginal zone macrophages, where they are
recognized by specific B cells. Another lineage of B cells
that responds readily to TI antigens is the B-l B cell
lineage. Most B- I B cells are derived from fetal liver stem
cells and are exposed to antigen mainly in the peri-
toneum and in mucosal sites.

The practical significance of TI antigens is that many
bacterial cell wall polysaccharides belong to this cate-
gory, and humoral immunity is the major mechanism of
host defense against infections by such encapsulated
bacteria. For this reason, individuals with congenital or
acquired deficiencies of humoral immunity are espe-
cially susceptible to life-threatening infections with
encapsulated bacteria, such as Pneumococcus, Meningo-
coccus, and Haemophilus. ln addition, TI antigens con-
tribute to the generation of natural antibodies, which
are present in the circulation of normal individuals and
are apparently produced without overt exposure to
pathogens. Most natural antibodies are low-affinity anti-
carbohydrate antibodies, postulated to be produced by
B-l peritoneal B cells stimulated by bacteria that colo-
nize the gastrointestinal tract and by marginal zone B
cells in the spleen. Antibodies to the A and B glycolipid
blood group antigens are examples of these natural
antibodies.

Some T cell-independent nonprotein antigens do
induce Ig isotypes other than IgM. In humans, the dom-
inant antibody class induced by pneumococcal capsular
polysaccharide is IgG2. In mice engineered to lack CD40,
IgE and many IgG isotlpes are barely detectable in the
serum, but IgG3 (which resembles human IgG2) and IgA
levels in serum are only reduced to about half
their normal levels. In the absence of T cells, BAFF and
APRIL on cells of myeloid origin, such as DCs and
macrophages, can induce the- synthesis of AID in

antigen-activated B cells. This may be further facilitated
by the activation of TLRs on these B cells. In addition,
cytokines such as TGF-B that help mediate the IgA
switch are secreted by many nonlymphoid cells at
mucosal sites and may contribute to the generation of
IgA antibodies directed against non-protein antigens.

Despite their inability to specifically activate helper T
cells, many polysaccharide vaccines, such as the pneu-
mococcal vaccine, induce long-lived protective immu-
nity. Rapid and large secondary responses tlpical of
memory but without much isotype switching or affinity
maturation) do occur on secondary exposure to these
carbohydrate antigens. The phenomenon of IgM
memory has been clearly demonstrated in the mouse,
and in both mice and humans TI memory B cells can be
phenotypically defined by specific cell surface markers.
In humans these memory cells express high levels of
CD27 and IgM or IgD, whereas in mice peritoneal IgM
memory cells, also knornn as B-lb B cells, express high
levels of IgM and the Mac-1 integrin.

ANneooy FrroeRcr: Rrcuunonr
OF HUMORAL IMMUNE RESPONSES
BY FC RrCrptons

Secreted, antibodies inhibit continuing B cell actiuation
by forming antigen-antibody complexes that simulta-
neously bind to antigen receptors and Fcyreceptors on
antigen-specific B celk (Fig. 10-19). This is the explana-
tion for a phenomenon called antibodyfeedback, which
refers to the down-regulation of antibody production
by secreted IgG antibodies. IgG antibodies inhibit B cell
activation by forming complexes with the antigen, and
these complexes bind to a B cell receptor for the Fc por-
tions of the IgG, called the Fcl receptor II (Fc1RIIB, or
CD32). (The biology of Fc receptors is discussed in
Chapter 14.) The cytoplasmic domain of FcyRIIB con-
tains a six-amino acid (isoleucine-x-tyrosine-x-x-
leucine) motif shared by other receptors in the immune
system that mediate negative signals, including
inhibitory receptors on NK cells (see Chapter Z).By
analogy to ITAMs, this inhibitory motif is called the
immunoreceptor ty'rosine-based inhibition motif
(ITIM). \A/hen the Fcy receptor of B cells is engaged, the
ITIM of the receptor is phosphorylated on Wrosine
residues, and it forms a docking site for the inositol 5-
phosphatase SHIP (SH2 domain-containing inositol
phosphatase). The recruited SHIP hydrolyses a phos-
phate on the signaling lipid intermediate PIP.. By this
mechanism, engagement of FcrlRII terminates the B cell
response to antigen. The antigen-antibody complexes
simultaneously interact with the antigen receptor
(through the antigen) and the FcyRIIB (through the anti-
body), and this brings the inhibitory phosphatases close
to the antigen receptors whose signaling is blocked.

Fc receptor-mediated antibody feedback is a physio-
Iogic control mechanism in humoral immune responses
because it is triggered by secreted antibody and blocks
further antibody production. We have stated earlier in



Secreted antibody
forms complex

with antigen

Antigen-antibody
complex binds to

B cell lg and
Fc receptor

FtcuRE to-t9 Regulat ion of B
cell activation by lg Fc receptors.
Antigen-antibody complexes can
simultaneously bind to membrane
lg  ( th rough an t igen)  and the
FcyRllB receptor through the Fc
oort ion of the antibodv As a con-
sequence o f  th is  s imu l taneous l i -
gation of receptors, phosphatases
associated with the cvtoolasmic
ta i l  o f  the  FcyRl lB  inh ib i t  s igna l ing
bv the BCR comolex and block B
cell  act ivat ion,

Fc receptor-
associated

phosphatase removes
phosphates in B cell-

receptor complex

the chapter that antibodies can also amplify antibody
production by activating complement and generating
C3d. It is not clear under which circumstances secreted
antibodies provide complement-mediated amplifica-
tion or Fc receptor-mediated inhibition. A likely sce-
nario is that early in humoral immune responses, IgM
antibodies (which activate complement but do not bind
to the Fcy receptor) are involved in amplification,
whereas increasing production of IgG leads to feedback
inhibition.

The importance of Fc1RIIB mediated inhibition is
demonstrated by the uncontrolled antibody production
seen in mice in which the gene encoding this receptor
has been knocked out. A polymorphism in the FcyRIIB
gene has been linked to susceptibility to systemic lupus
erythematosus (SLE) in humans. Also, intraveous
immunoglobulin (IMG) is a treatment for various
inflammatory diseases that was devleoped empirically.
It is postulated now that at high concentrations, the
administered antibodies, which contain substantial
amounts of aggregated IgG, engage Fc1RIIB on B cells
sufficiently to deliver inhibitory signals.

B cells express another inhibitory receptor called
CD22. CD22 is an u2,6 sialic acid-binding lectin; its
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Block in B cell
receptor signaling

natural ligand is not knolrm, and we do not know how it
is engaged during physiologic B cell responses. However,
knockout mice lacking CD22 show greatly enhanced B
cell activation, as do mice in which CD22 has been
mutated so that it can no Ionger bind u2,6 sialic
acid-containing ligands. The cytoplasmic tail of this
molecule contains an ITIM, which, when phosphory-
lated, binds the SH2 domain of the SHP-1 ryrosine phos-
phatase. SHP-1 removes phosphates from the tyrosine
residues of the Igu and IgB ITAMs and thus abrogates
BCR signaling. A mouse strain called motheaten, which
develops severe autoimmunity with uncontrolled B cell
activation and autoantibody production, has a naturally
occurring mutation in SHP-1.

SUMMARY

& In humoral immune responses, B lymphocytes are
activated by antigen and secrete antibodies that
act to eliminate the antigen. Both protein and
nonprotein antigens can stimulate antibody
responses. B cell responses to protein antigens
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require the contribution of CD4. helper T cells
specific for the antigen.

e B cell activation is initiated by the clustering of
antigen receptors (membrane IgM and IgD on
naive B cells) by the binding of multivalent
antigen. Membrane Ig-associated signaling mole-
cules Igu and IgB transduce signals on antigen
binding to the Ig, and these signals lead to activa-
tion of transcription factors and expression of
vanous genes.

€ Helper T cell-dependent B cell responses to
protein antigens require initial activation of naive
T cells in the T cell zones and of B cells in lymphoid
follicles in ll.rnphoid organs. The activated lym-
phocltes migrate toward one another and interact
at the edges of follicles, where the B cells present
the antigen to helper T cells.

S Activated helper T cells express CD40L, which
engages CD40 on the B cells, and the T cells secrete
cytokines that bind to cytokine receptors on the
B cells. The combination of CD40 and cltokine
signals stimulates initial B cell proliferation and
differentiation and the formation of extrafollicular
foci of antibody-secreting cells.

€ Germinal centers are formed inside the follicles of
peripheral lyrnphoid organs when activated B cells
migrate into the follicles and proliferate. The late
events in T cell-dependent antibody responses,
including affinity maturation and generation of
memory B cells, as well as extensive isoty?e switch-
ing, take place within germinal centers.

€ Helper T cell-derived signals, including CD40L and
cytokines, induce isotype switching in B cells by a
process of switch recombination, leading to the
production of various Ig isotypes. Isotlpe switch-
ing requires the induction of AID, a cytidine
deaminase that converts cltosine to uracil in
single-stranded DNA, and different cytokines
allow AID to access distinct dor,rmstream hear,y
chain loci. Different isotypes mediate different
effector functions.

€ Affinity maturation leads to increased afflnity of
antibodies during the course of a T cell-dependent
humoral response. Affinity maturation is a result of
somatic hypermutation of Ig hear,y and light chain
genes followed by selective survival of the B cells
that produce the high-affinity antibodies and bind
to antigen displayed by FDCs in the germinal
centers.

€ Some of the progeny of germinal center B cells
differentiate into antibody-secreting plasma cells
that migrate to extrafollicular regions of secondary

lymphoid organs and to the bone marrow. Other
progeny become memory B cells that live for long
periods, recirculate between ly-ph nodes and
spleen, and respond rapidly to subsequent expo-
sures to antigen by differentiating into high-
affinity antibody secretors.

@ TI antigens are nonprotein antigens that induce
humoral immune responses without the involve-
ment of helperT cells. ManyTI antigens, including
polysaccharides, membrane glycolipids, and
nucleic acids, are polyvalent, can cross-link multi-
ple membrane Ig molecules on a B cell, and acti-
vate complement, thereby activating the B cells
without T cell help. TI antigens stimulate antibody
responses in which there is limited or no hear,y
chain class switching, aff,nity maturation, or
memory B cell generation because these features
are dependent on helperT cells, which are not acti-
vated by nonprotein antigens.

@ Antibody feedback is a mechanism by which
humoral immune responses are do'rrrn-regulated
when enough antibody has been produced and
soluble antibody-antigen complexes are present. B
cell membrane Ig and the receptor on B cells for
the Fc portions of IgG, called FcyRIIB, are clustered
together by antibody-antigen complexes. This acti-
vates an inhibitory signaling cascade through the
cytoplasmic tail of FcyRIIB that terminates the
activation of the B cell.
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Immunological tolerance is defined as unresponsive-
ness to an antigen that is induced by previous exposure
to that antigen. lVhen specific lymphocltes encounter
antigens, the lymphocltes may be activated, leading to
immune responses, or the cells may be inactivated or
eliminated, leading to tolerance. Different forms of the
same antigen may induce an immune response or toler-
ance. Antigens that induce tolerance are called tolero-
gens, or tolerogenic antigens, to distinguish them from
immunogens, which generate immunity. A single
antigen may be an immunogen or a tolerogen depend-
ing on how it is recognized by specific lymphocytes.
Tolerance to self antigens, also called self-tolerance,
is a fundamental property of the normal immune
system. In this chapter, we discuss immunological toler-
ance mainly in the context of self-tolerance and sum-
marize how self-tolerance may fail. We also mention the
relevance of this phenomenon to unresponsiveness to
foreign antigens. We conclude with a discussion of the

mechanisms by which normal immune'
terminated.

Immunological tolerance is
reasons:

Q Normal indiui.duals are tolerant of
antigens because the lYmPhocYtes

receptor genes from germline sequences are random
and are not influenced by what is foreign or self for

each individual. It is not surprising that during this
process of generating a diverse repertoire, some

developing T and B cells in every individual may
express receptors capable of recognizing normal mol-

ecules in that individual, i.e., self antigens- Therefore,

there is a risk for lymphocltes reacting against that
individual's cells and tissues, and causing damage.
The mechanisms of immunologic tolerance are

designed to prevent such reactions.

The importance of self-tolerance for the health of

individuals was appreciated from the early days of

corollary that lymphocltes speciflc for self antigens

are eliminated to prevent immune reactions against

one's own antigens. As we shall see later in this

chapter, self-tolerance is maintained by several dif-

ferent mechanisms that prevent the maturation and

activation of potentially harmful self-reactive lym-
phocyes. Failure of self-tolerance results in immune

r"actions against self (autologous) antigens. Such

reactions are called autoimmunity, and the diseases
they cause are called autoimmune diseases. The
pathogenesis and clinicopathologic features of

iutoimmune diseases will be discussed in Chapter 18.

of
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Proliferation and
differentiation

v
nal
reness)

6 Tolerance results from the recognition of antigens by
specific lymphocytes. The key advances that allowed
immunologists to study tolerance were the ability to
induce this phenomenon in animals by exposure to
defined antigens under various conditions, and later
to analyze the functions of the lymphocytes that
had encountered tolerogenic antigens. The earliest
studies of tolerance showed that it could be induced
by recognition of antigens during fetal or neonatal
life. These initial studies also demonstrated that the
phenomenon of tolerance exhibited one of the main
characteristics of lymphocytes, namely speciflcity for
antigens.

The results that definitively established tolerance as
an immunologically specific phenomenon that could
be induced experimentally came from studies of graft
rejection in inbred mice done by peter Medawar and
colleagues in the 1950s. An adult mouse of strain A
will reject a skin graft from an allogeneic mouse of
strain B that differs from strain A at the major histo-
compatibility complex (MHC). If the strain A mouse
is injected with blood cells of strain B during neona-
tal life (the blood cells serving as a source of strain B
antigens), the injected cells will not be rejected
(because the neonate is immunodeficient), and small
numbers will survive indefinitely in the recipient,
which now becomes a chimera. This strain A recipi-
ent will accept a graft from strain B even after it
becomes an adult. However, the strain A recipient will
reject skin grafts from all mouse strains whose MHC
is different from that ofstrain B. Thus, tolerance to the
graft is immunologically specific. Such experiments
led to the concept that exposure of developing lyrn-
phocytes to foreign antigens induces tolerance to

i n
ty
it ing)

FlGqL tes of lymphocytes after encounter with antigens. In a normal immune response, microbes st imulate the prol i ferat ion
and dif f  of antigen-specif ic lymphocytes. (Microbial antrgens are typical ly recognized by lymphocytes in the presence of costim-
ulators immune responses, which are not shown.) Sel i  antigens may induce-functional 'unresponsiveness or death of antrgen-
specif ic lymphocytes or a change in the specif ici ty of the receptors, making these cel ls incapable of responding to the antigen (self-tolerance).
Some antigens elrci t  no response ( ignorance), but the lymphocytes are able to respond to subsequent antigen chal lenge (not shown) This
i l lustrat ion depicts B lymphocytes; the same general principles apply to T Iymphocytes.

Defining the mechanisms of self-tolerance is the kev
to understanding the mechanisms of autoimmuniry

@ Foreign antigens may be administered in ways that
inhibit immune responses by inducing tolerance in
specific lymphocytes. Some microbes and tumors
may evade immune attack by inducing unrespon-
siveness in specific lymphocytes. Many of the mech-
anisms of tolerance to foreign antigens are similar to
those of self-tolerance in mature lymphocytes. Effec-
tive immunization methods are designed to enhance
the immunogenicity of antigens by administering
them in ways that promote lymphocyte activation
and prevent tolerance induction.

preventing immune reactions to the products of
newly expressed genes in gene therapy protocols and
preventing reactions to injected proteins in patients
with deficiencies of these proteins (e.g., hemophiliacs
treated with factor VIII).

Grruennr FrRruRrs AND MEcHANtsMS 0F
lruuuluoloc lcAr ToleRnrucr

There are several characteristics of self-tolerance in T
and B lyrnphocyte populations, and many of these are
also features oftolerance to foreign antigens.



these antigens. The persistence of allogeneic lyrn-
phoid cells in a host is called hematopoietic
microchimerism, and it is being studied as a possible
approach for preventing graft rejection in humans.
The mechanism of this form of tolerance remains
poorly defined.

Self-tol.erance m&y be induced in immature self-
rea.ctiue lymphocytes in generatiue lymphoid organs
(central tolerance), or in mature lymphocytes in
peripheral sites (peripheral tolerance) (Fig. ll-2).
Central tolerance ensures that the repertoire of
mature lymphocltes cannot recognize self anti-
gens that are present in the generative lym-
phoid organs (the thymus for T cells and the bone
marrow for B lymphocytes, also called "central"
ll,rnphoid organs). Such antigens include ubiquitous,
or widely disseminated, self antigens as well as
some peripheral tissue antigens that are expressed
in generative lymphoid organs, specifically the
thvmus. However, central tolerance cannot account

FTGURE 11-2 Central and periphetal toler-
ance to self  antigens. lmmature lymphocytes
specif ic for self  antigens may encounter these
antigens in the generative lymphoid organs and
are deleted, change their specif ici ty (B cel ls
only), or ( in the case of CD4. T cel ls) develop into
regulatory lymphocytes (central tolerance).
Some self-reactive lymphocytes may mature
and enter peripheral t issues and may be inacti-
vated or deleted by encounter with self  antigens
in these t issues, or are suppressed by the regu-
latory T cel ls (peripheral tolerance) (Note that T
cel ls recognize antigens presented by antigen-
presenting cel ls, which are not shown )
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for unresponsiveness to antigens that are expressed
only in peripheral tissues. Tolerance to such tissue-
specific self antigens is maintained by peripheral
mechanisms.

@ Central tol.erance occurs because during their matu-
ration in the generatiue lymphoi'd. organs, aII lym-
phocytes pass through a stage in which encounter
with antigen leads to cell death or the expression of
new antigen receptors or a change in functional
capabilities. The only antigens normally present in
the thymus and bone marrow are self antigens
because foreign antigens that enter from the external
environment are not transported to the th)rmus
but rather are captured and transported to peripheral
lymphoid organs, such as the lymph nodes, spleen,
and mucosal lymphoid tissues. Therefore, in the gen-
erative lymphoid organs, developing lymphocltes
normally encounter only self antigens at high con-
centrations. This interaction of immature lympho-
c)'tes with self antigens has several possible
outcomes-the cells may die by apoptosis (called
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clonal deletion, see Chapter 8); many immature B
cells do not die but change their receptors and stop
recognizing rhe self antigen (called receptor editing);
and some CD4. T cells differentiate into regulatoryT
cells, which migrate to the periphery and prevent
responses to the self antigens (see Fig. l l-2). Both
clonal deletion and receptor editing represent mech-
anisms of negative selection during lymphoclte
development.

maintaining unresponsiveness to self antigens that
are expressed in peripheral tissues and not in the gen-
erative lymphoid organs, and for tolerance to self
antigens that are expressed in adult life, after mature
lymphocytes have been generated. The mature lym-
phocyte repertoire contains cells capable ofrecogniz-
ing such self antigens, and the responses of the
mature lymphocytes to these antigens are tightly reg-
ulated to maintain self-tolerance.

O Some self antigens may be ignored by the immune
system, so that lymphocytes encounter the self
antigen but fail to respond in any detectable way and
remain viable andfunctionalThe importance of this
phenomenon of "ignorance" for the maintenance of
self-tolerance is not established, and we will not
discuss it further.

We do not know how many or which self antigens
rlduce central or peripheral tolerance (or are ignoied).
This is mainly because study of self-tolerance has been
difficult; lymphocytes specific for self antigens either are
not present in a normal individual or experimental
animal or are functionally silent. In either case, these
cells cannot be identified by examining their responses
to a self antigen. Experimental approaches, especially
the creation of transgenic knockout and knockin mice,
and the identification of genes that are mutated in some
autoimmune diseases, have provided valuable models
for analyzing self-tolerance, and many of our current
concepts are based on studies with such models (Box

when these lyrnphocytes encounter self antigens. In the
sections that follow, we will discuss central and periph-
eral tolerance first in T cells and then in B lympliocytes,

but many aspects of the processes are common to both
lineages.

T LvnapHocYTE TOIEBANcE

Tolerance in CD4* helper T lymphocytes is an effective
way of preventing immune responses to protein anti-
gens because helper T cells are necessary inducers of
both cell-mediated and humoral immune responses to
proteins. This realization has been the impetus for a
large amount of work on the mechanisms of tolerance in
CD4* T cells. Immunologists have also developed exper-
imental models for studying tolerance in CD4* T cells
that have proved to be quite informative. Also, many of
the therapeutic strategies that are being developed to
induce tolerance to transplants and autoantigens are
targeted to these T cells. Much less is known about tol-
erance in CD8' T cells.

Central Tolerance in T Gells

During their maturation in the thymus, many imma-
ture T cells that recognize antigens with high auidity are
deleted (Fig. I l-3). This process of deletion, or negative
selection, of T lymphocltes was described in Chapter g,
when the maturation of T cells in the thl.rnus was dis-
cussed. The two main factors that determine if a partic-
ular self antigen will induce negative selection of
self-reactive thymocytes are the concentration of that
antigen in the thymus and the affinity of the thymocyte
T cell receptors (TCRs) that recognize the antigen. Self
proteins are processed and presented in association
with MHC molecules on thymic antigen-presenting cells
(APCs). The self antigens that are present in the thymus
include many circulating and cell-associated proteins.
In addition, some proteins that were thought to be
restricted to peripheral tissues are also expressed in
thymic epithelial cells under the control of the autoim-
mune regulator (AIRE) gene (see later). TheAIRE protein
may function as a transcription factor to promote the
expression of selected tissue antigens in the thymus
and/or to stimulate production of proteins that are
involved in the presentation of these antigens. Among
the immature T cells that arise from precursors in the
thymus are some whose receptors speiifically recognize
self peptide-MHC complexes with high afflnity. If imma-
ture thymocytes with such high-affinity receptors
encounter self antigens in the th1'rnus, one result is
apoptotic death of the cells. Deletion may occur in
double-positive T cells in the thymic cortex or newly
generated single-positive cells in the medulla. The death
sensitivity of immature lyrnphocytes suggests that
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The experimental analysis of self-tolerance is confounded
by two important technical problems. First, it is not pos-
slble to identify self-reactive lymphocytes by functional
assays because these cel ls  are normal ly  deleted or  f  unc-
t ional ly  inact ive (anergic)  Second,  in  normal  animals or
humans,  i t  has been d i f f icu l t  or  impossib le to def ine the
sel f  ant igens that  actual ly  induce and mainta in to lerance
in T and B lymphocytes For  these reasons,  much of  our
ear ly  understanding of  to lerance was based on adminis-
ter ing to lerogenic forms of  fore ign ant igens to animals
and studying subsequent  immune responses to immuno-
genic forms of  the same ant igens.  Conclus ions about
self-tolerance were largely extrapolations from these
studies wi th fore ign ant igens Transgenic technology
has provided a valuable tool  for  s tudying sel f - to lerance
in mice.  Rearranged ant igen receptor  genes can be
expressed as t ransgenes in T or  B lymphocytes Because
these ant igen receptor  genes inhib i t  recombinat ion
at  other ,  endogenous,  ant igen receptor  gene loc i  ( the
phenomenon of  a l le l ic  exc lus ion) ,  a large f ract ion of
the T or  B lymphocytes in  these mice express the
introduced, transgene-encoded antigen receptor. There-
fore, lymphocytes with a known specificity may be
detected and followed ouantitativelv for the l ife of a
mouse The second appl icat ion of  t ransgenic technology
is to exoress known oroteins in different t issues These
transgene-encoded ant igens are present  throughout  the
development  of  the animal ,  and therefore they are ef fec-
t ive ly  sel f  ant igens for  the mouse Transgenic technology
is  of ten combined wi th spontaneous or  induced s ingle-
gene mutat ions or  delet ions (knockouts)  that  g ive r ise to
auto immuni ty .  Al though auto immuni ty  caused by abnor-
mal i t ies in  s ingle genes is  rare,  these models have been
very in format ive for  e luc idat ing the mechanisms of  se l f -
tolerance

Transgenic approaches may be used to study self-
to lerance In manv waVS

o  l +  i c  n n c c i h l a  i n  o v n r a c q  t r 2 n e n o n i n  a n f i n e n  r o n o n -. -  -xpress t ransgenrc anl tgL,
tors specific for self antigens that are targets of
auto lmmune diseases Examples inc lude mice
expressing a TCR speci f ic  for  a prote in in  pancreat ic
islet B cells (a target for autoreactive T cells in type
1 d iabetes) ,  a TCR speci f ic  for  myel in  basic  prote in
(which is a central nervous system autoantigen), and
lg speci f ic  for  se l f  DNA ( involved in the auto immune
disease lupus) .

. Both the antigen receptors of T or B lymphocytes
and the antigen that is recognized by these recep-
tors may be coexpressed. Two examples we
ment ion in  the text  are T cel ls  speci f ic  for  a v i ra l  g ly-
coprote in expressed in is le t  B cel ls  and B cel ls  spe-
c i f ic  for  HEL expressed in d i f ferent  t issues By
changing the promoters used to dr ive t ransgene
expression, it is possible to vary the site of expres-
s ion of  the ant igen.  The use of  inducib le promoters
allows investigators to turn the expression of the
ant igen on and of f  dur ing the l i fe  of  the mouse.  l t  is
a lso possib le to express the same ant igen in d i f fer-

ent forms (secreted, membrane bound, and cyto-
plasmic) and thus to analyze tolerance to different
tvpes of  se l f  ant igens

.  Genes encoding par t icu lar  immunoregulatory mole-
cules,  such as cost imulators and cytok ines,  may be
coexpressed wi th ant igens,  thus model ing the con-
sequences of  local  a l terat ions in  the t issues where
part icu lar  se l f  ant igens are present .  In  addi t ion,  by
breeding antigen receptor transgenics with appro-
priate knockout mice, investigators have generated
mice in which lymphocytes of known specificit ies
lack genes encoding lymphocyte regulatory mole-
cules, such as CTLA-4 and FasL The same types of
studies have been done in mice with mutated or
deleted AIRE and FOXP3 genes. All of these muta-
tions result in selective defects in lymphocyte selec-
tion or regulation (see text)

Exper imenta l  svstems using t ransgenic and knockout
mice have allowed investigators to analyze the types of
ant igens that  induce centra l  and per ipheral  to lerance in T
and B cells, the mechanisms of these pathways of toler-
ance, and the genetic control of self-tolerance Experi-
mental protocols have been developed to compare the
consequences of  se l f  ant igen recogni t ion by immature or
mature lymphocytes.  For  instance,  as descr lbed in the
text, by mating one mouse expresslng a transgenlc
ant igen receptor  wi th another  mouse expressing the
ant igen,  in  the of fspr ing the immature lymphocytes are
exposed to the ant igen throughout  development .  Al ter-
natively, mature lymphocytes expressing the antigen
receptor may be transferred into mice expressing the
ant igen as a sel f  prote in,  and the consequences of  th ls
encounter  maV be analvzed

Despite the value of transgenic technology, several
important caveats should be mentioned. Expression of a
s ingle ant igen receptor  markedly l imi ts  the normal  lym-
phocyte repertoire. Transgene-encoded protein antigens
may be expressed at higher concentrations than are
normal  se l f  prote ins.  Transgene-encoded immunoregula-
tory molecules may be expressed at high levels and con-
stitutively and constantly, which is rarely the case with
normal  immunoregulatory molecules Therefore,  many of
the normal controls on lymphocyte activatlon and regula-
t ion may be lost  in  t ransgenic mice.

Final ly ,  the type of  t ransgene may inf luence the resul t .
For  instance,  in  convent ional  immunoglobul in  ( lg)  t rans-
genic mice,  the rearranged lg genes are in tegrated ran-
domlv in  the genome. When B cel ls  in  these mice
encounter  a sel f  ant igen (a lso t ransgenical ly  expressed),
the in tegrated lg  l ight  chain is  not  deleted,  so i t  appears
that the specificity does not change However, when lg
"knock- in"  mice are made,  the rearranged lg gene ls  Inte-
grated in to i ts  own locus When immature B cel ls
encounter  thei r  cognate ant igen,  the in tegrated lg  l ight
chain is  deleted and a new l ight  chain is  expressed.  In
fact, "knock-in" mice have revealed that this process of
receptor  edi t ing,  and not  delet ion,  is  the major  mecha-
nism of  centra l  to lerance in B cel ls
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Thymus Periphery

FtcURE rr€ Central T
Recognit ion of self  antigens
ce l l s  in  the  thvmus mav lead
cells (negative selection, or
development of regulatory T
peripheral t issues

cel l  tolerance.
by immature T
to death of the

delet ion) or the
cel ls that enter

self-reactive T cells escape deletion and cause
autoimmunity.

In the non-obese diabetic (NOD) mouse strain, there
is autoimmune attack against multiple organs. These
mice appear to have a defect in negative selection (in
addition to many other defects in self-tolerance), but
the underlying mechanisms and the genetic basis of
this defect are not yet knor.tm.

Some self-reactiue CD4' T cells that see self antigens
in the thymus are not deleted but instead dffirenti.ate
into regulatory T cells (see Fig. 1l-3) that leave the
thymus and inhibit responses against self tissues in the
periphery (discussed later). Interestingly, deficiency of
theAIRE protein, which interferes with deletion of T cells
reactive with some antigens in the thymus, does not
appear to prevent the development of regulatory T cells
specific for the same self antigens. This observation sug-
gests that the requirements for T cell deletion and regu-
latory T cell development in the thymus are different,
but what determines the choice between cell death and
development of regulatory T cells is not knolrm.

Peripheral T Cell Tolerance

Peripheral tolerance is the mechankm by which mature
T celk that recognize self antigens in peripheral tksues
become incapable of subsequently responding to these
antigens. Peripheral tolerance mechanisms are respon-
sible for T cell tolerance to tissue-specific self antigens
that are not abundant in the thymus. The same mecha-
nisms may induce unresponsiveness to tolerogenic
forms of foreign antigens. Peripheral tolerance is due
to anergy, deletion, or suppression of T cells (see
Fig. 1l-2), and each of these mechanisms has been
defined in several experimental models. We do not
know if tolerance to different self antigens is main-
tained by one or another mechanism or if all these
mechanisms function cooperatively to prevent danger-
ous autoimmunity.

Negative
selection:
deletion

Development
of regulatory

T cells

lmmature
T cells specific
for self antigen

T cell

immature and mature T cells interpret antigen receptor
signals differently. However, we do not know what these
signaling differences might be or how they determine
the outcome of antigen recognition. This process affects
both class I and class II MHC-restricted T cells and is
therefore important for tolerance in both CD8* and CD4*
lymphocye populations. Negative selection of thymo-
cytes is responsible for the fact that the repertoire of
mature T cells that leave the thymus and populate
peripheral lymphoid tissues is unresponsive to the self
antigens that are present at high concentrations in the
thymus. The importance of negative selection in self-tol-
erance is illustrated by the autoimmune disorders that
develop when this process fails.

The best-defined example of autoimmunity resulting
from a defect in negative selection in the thymus is the
autoimmune polyendocrine slmdrome (ApS). This
group of diseases is caused by mutations in the fRE
gene, and is characterized by antibody- and lltnpho-
clte-mediated injury to multiple endocrine organs,
including the parathyroids, adrenals, and pancreatic
islets. A mouse model of APS has been developed by
knockout of the,41RE gene. These mice develop T cell
infiltrates in and autoantibodies against multiple
endocrine organs. In normal mice, protein antigens
thought to be restricted to these organs are expressed
in th).rynic epithelial cells, and immature T cells spe-
cific for these antigens are deleted in the thymus. In
the,A1RE-knockout mice, these antigens are not dis-
played in the th1.rnus, and T cells specific for the
antigens escape deletion, mature, and enter the
periphery where they attack the target tissues.

A strain of mice with a mutation in the TCR-
associated kinase, ZAP-70, develops arthritis and
other manifestations of autoimmunity. The reason
for this is that the mutation decreases TCR-induced
signaling in the thymus enough to interfere with
negative selection (but not with positive selection,
which requires weaker signals; see Chapter B). Thus,
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Anergy (Functional Unresponsiveness)
Induced by Recognition of Self Antigen

Exposure of CDt T celk to an antigen in the absence of
costimulation or innate immunity may make the celk
incapable of respond.ing to that antigen. We previously
introduced the concept that full activation of T cells
requires the recognition of antigen by the TCR (signal I)
and recognition of costimulators, mainly 87-l andBT-2,
by CD28 (signal 2) (see Chapter 9). Prolonged signal I
(i.e., antigen recognition) alone may lead to anergy. It is
likely that self antigens are displayed to specific T cells
in the absence of innate immunity and strong costimu-
lation. Antigen-induced anergy has been demonstrated
in a variety of experimental models.

r , The first experimental demonstration of T cell anergy
came from in vitro studies with cloned lines of mouse
CD4* T cells. If these cells are exposed to peptide-
MHC complexes presented on slmthetic lipid mem-
branes, on APCs that lack costimulators like 87
molecules, or on APCs that are treated with chemicals
that destroy costimulators, the T cells remain viable
but are incapable of responding to the antigen even if
it is subsequently presented by competent APCs. Sim-
ilarly, normal T cells exposed to anti-TCR antibodies
in the absence of APCs or costimulation become
refractory to subsequent activating stimuli. Anergy
can be prevented if activated APCs are added to the
cultures or if costimulatory receptors on the T cells,
such as CD28, are stimulated with antibodies. The
physiologic importance of this qrpe of T cell anergy is
uncertain because the phenomenon has mostly been
demonstrated in vitro.

. T cell anergy can be induced by administering foreign
antigens in ways that result in antigen recognition
without costimulation or inflammation. In one exper-
imental model, small numbers of T cells from trans-
genic mice expressing a TCR specific for a knornrn
antigen are transferred into normal mice, and the
recipients are exposed to the antigen in different
forms. If the antigen is administered subcutaneously
with adjuvants (the immunogenic form), antigen-
specific T cells proliferate in the draining lptph
nodes, differentiate into effector cells, and migrate
toward l1'rnphoid follicles, where T cell-B cell interac-
tions occur. In contrast, if a large dose of the antigen
is administered in aqueous form, without adjuvants
(the tolerogenic form), the antigen-specific T cells
remain viable but with a greatly reduced ability to
proliferate, differentiate, or migrate toward follicles
(Fig. 11-+). It is believed that in this model, the
aqueous antigen induces anergy in the antigen-spe-
cific T cells, resulting in an inability of these cells to
proliferate and differentiate in response to the
antigen. These experiments also illustrate an impor-
tant principle mentioned earlier in the chapter-that
the same antigen may be immunogenic or tolero-
genic, depending on how it is administered.

-: An antigen, such as a viral glycoprotein, may be
expressed in the tissues of a mouse as a transgene.

This may be done by expressing the antigen under the

control of the insulin promoter, in which case it is

produced mainly by pancreatic islet B cells. In effect,

this viral protein becomes a tissue-specific self

antigen for the mouse. If the antigen-expressing
transgenic mouse is bred with another mouse that

expresses the antigen-specific TCR as a transgene,
large numbers of the specific T cells encounter the

self antigen. These T cells may become anergic and

lose their ability to respond to the viral antigen (Fig'

11-5). Presumably, the transgene-encoded viral
protein is presented by the B cells or by APCs in the
pancreatic islets or draining lymph nodes that do not

express adequate levels of costimulators needed to
elicitT cell responses, and recognition ofthe antigen
leads to T cell anergy. In the same experimental
model, coexpression of the viral antigen and 87 cos-
timulators in islet cells results in the breakdovrrn of

anergy and immune responses against the islets. This
result illustrates how aberrant expression of costimu-
Iators may trigger autoimmune reactions, a concept
we will return to in ChaPter lB.

A protein antigen can also be expressed as a systemic,
cell-associated or secreted, self antigen in a trans-
genic mouse. If T cells speciflc for this protein

encounter the antigen, the T cells lose their ability to
respond to that antigen. In some of these models,
unresponsiveness requires continuous exposure to
the self antigen, and the cells recover if they no longer
see that antigen.

Anergy results from biochemical or genetic alter-
ations that reduce the ability of lymphocytes to respond

to self antigens (Fig. I l-6). The process of anergy is one
in which the responsiveness of self-reactive lympho-

c1'tes is "tuned" to prevent harmful self-reactivity.
Several biochemical alterations are believed to cooper-

ate to maintain this unresponsive state'

g Anergic cells show a block in TCR-induced signal
transduction. The mechanisms of this signaling block

are not fully known. In different experimental models,
it is attributable to decreased TCR expression
(perhaps because of increased degradation; see

below) and recruitment to the TCR complex of

inhibitory molecules such as ty'rosine phophatases.

activation.

One ubiquitin ligase that is important in T cells is
called Cbl-b. Mice in which Cbl-b is knocked out
show "spontaneous" T cell proliferation and manifes-
tations of autoimmunity, suggesting that this enzyme
is involved in maintaining T cell unresponsiveness to

self antigens.

@ \A/hen T cells recognize self antigens, they may engage
inhibitory receptors of the CD28 family, whose func-
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tion is to terminate T cell responses. Although many
such inhibitory receptors have been described, the
two whose physiologic role in self-tolerance is best
established are CTI-{-4 and pD-l (see Chapter g).
CTL{-4 competes with CD28 for 87 costimulators,
and thus excludes CD2B from the site of T cell recog-
nition (the "immune synapse"); in addition, CTIA-4
delivers inhibitory signals that negate the signals trig-
gered by the TCR.

The importance of CTI-{-4 in tolerance induction is
illustrated by the finding that knockout mice lacking
CTt {-4 develop uncontrolled lymphoclte activation
with massively enlarged lymph nodes and spleen and
fatal multiorgan ly'rnphocytic infiltrates suggestive of
systemic autoimmunity. In other words, eliminating
this one control mechanism results in a severe T cell-
mediated disease.

Blocking CTL{-4 with antibodies also enhances
autoimmune diseases in animal models, such as
encephalomyelitis induced by immunization with
myelin antigens and diabetes induced by injection of
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T cells reactive with antigens in the B cells of pancre-
atic islets.

In the antigen-induced model of anergy described
earlier (see Fig. 11-4), T cells lacking CT[-A-4 do not
become unresponsive after exposure to aqueous
protein antigen.

These findings indicate that in normal animals,
CTI-A-4 functions continuously to keep T cells in check.
We do not know the factors that determine why, under
some conditions, T cells use the activating receptor
CD2B to recognize 87 molecules and induce immune
responses and, at other times, recognize the same 87
molecules with the inhibitoryreceptor CTLA-4 to induce
tolerance. It is possible that APCs that express low levels
of 87 normally engage CTl"{-4 preferentially because
CTIA-4 binds to 87 molecules with higher affinity than
does CD28.

Another inhibitory recepror of the CD28 family is
PD-l (so called because it was originally thought to
be involved in programmed cell death, but now knor,tm
to not have a role in T cell deletion). pD-l recognizes

Antigen concentration (pM)
.  T cel ls from transgeni mice expressing an antigen receptor specif ic
and the recrpients are ft  untreated or are exposed to the oeotide in
of aqueous peptide without adjuvant) A. Lymph nodes of the recipi-

;pecif ic T cel ls. Untreated (naive) mice contain few of these T celrs. rn
the  number  o f  T  ce l l s ,  bu t  the  ce l l s  fa i l  to  en ter  the  B ce l l_ r ich  lym_

r  i s  g rea ter  expans ion  o f  T  ce l l s ,  and these ce l l s  do  en ter  the  fo l l i c les .

culture, and their prol i ferat ive responses aTe measured by the incorpc
T ce l l ) .  Na ive  T  ce l l s  respond to  an t igen,  ce l l s  f rom pr imed mice  shov
an nd ica ton  o f  anergy .  (From Kearney  ER,  KA pape,  Dy  Loh,  and Ml
eral tolerance induction tn vivo. lmmunity 1.321-33g,' l  994. Copyright

0
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Transgenic mouse
expressing the viral
qlvcoprotein in the
bdncieatic islet P cells

FIGURE 11-5 T cel l  to lerance
induced by a self antigen in a trans-
genic mouse model. Two sets oi trans-
genic mrce are created,  one that
expresses a TCR specific for a viral gly-
coprotein antigen and another that
a v n r o e e o a  i h o  a n l i n a n  i n  t h e  R  n a l l c  n f

pancreatic islets When these two mice
are interbred, in the F' offspring the T
cel ls encounter this islet self  antigen but
do not attack the antigen-express;ng
islet cel ls l f  the T cel ls are recovered
and cha l lenged w i th  the  v i ra l  an t igen,
the cel ls fai l  to respond, indicatlng that
the  ce l l s  became anerg ic  ln  v ivo  In
some s imi la r  exper iments ,  the  T  ce l l s  fa i l
to respond in vivo but remain function-
al ly responsive, indicating that they have
ignored the presence of the self  antigen
Although the T cel ls are shown recog-
n iz ing  the  an t igen d i rec t l y  on  is le t  B  ce l l s ,
rt  is possible that the antigen is recog-
n ized on  dendr i t i c  ce l l s  in  the  is le ts  o r  in
dra in ing  lymph nodes

Interbreeding of
transgenic mice

Virus-specific T cells
encounter viral antigen

on islet B cells or in
draining lymph nodes

Stimulation of
recovered vi rus-specif ic

T cells with viral
antigen ex vivo

F1 mous€ containing
virus-specific T cells
and viral antigen as
self antigen

Pancreatic islet
B cells expressing
MHC-associated
viral antigen

\Pancreatic islet

No T cell
response in vivo

Viral
antigen specific
T lymphocytes

T cells do not
respond to antigen
stimulation: anergy

responses (Chapter 6), whereas resting dendritic cells
may be tolerogenic. As we shall discuss in Chapter 18'

local infections and inflammation may activate resident
APCs, leading to increased expression of costimulators,
breakdown of tolerance, and autoimmune reactions
against the tissue antigens.

In one experimental model, a protein antigen is tar-
geted to resting dendritic cells by coupling the
antigen to a dendritic cell-specific antibody' The
antigen is captured and presented by resting den-
dritic cells, and T cells that recognize the antigen
become anergic. If, however, the dendritic cells are

activated (e.g., by engaging Toll-like receptors or by
ligating CD40), T cells that recognize the presented

antigen respond as they would in a normal immune
response to a microbe.

two ligands that are expressed on APCs and many other
cells, and this recognition leads to inactivation of the
T cells.

Mice in which PD-l is knocked out develop autoim-
mune diseases, including lupus-like kidney disease,
arthritis, and autoimmune cardiomyopathy in differ-
ent strains of mice.

Dendritic celk that are resident in lymphoid organs
and nonlymphoid tissues may present self antigens to T
Iymphocytes and. maintain tolerance. Tissue dendritic
cells are normally in a resting (immature) state and
express few or no costimulators. Such APCs may be
constantly presenting self antigens without activating
signals, andT cells that recognize these antigens become
anergic. Thus, dendritic cells that are activated by
microbes are the principal APCs for initiating T cell
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Antigen recognition

Activating
s ignals

T cell response

Effector
T cells

T cel l
proliferation and

differentiation FtcURE 1 t-6 Mechanisms of T
cel l  anergy. T cel l  responses are
induced when the cel ls recognrze
an antigen presented by a pro-
fessional antigen-presenting cel l
(APC) and activating receptors on
the T cel ls (such as CD28) recog-
nize costimulators on the APCs
(such as 87) l f  the T cel l  recog-
nizes a self  antigen without co-
st imulat ion, the T cel l  becomes
unresponsrve to the antigen
because o f  a  b lock  in  s igna l ing
from the TCR complex, or engage-
ment of inhibitory receptors (sucn
as CTLA-4) The signal ing block
may be the result of recruitment
of phosphatases to the TCR
complex, or the activation of ubiq-
uit in l igases that degrade signal ing
proteins Regardless of the mech-
an ism,  the  T  ce l l  remains  v iab le
but is unable to respond to the
self antigen

Unresponsive
(anergic)

T cell

the majority of regulatoryT cells. The importance of reg-
ulatory cells in maintaining self-tolerance is illustrated
by many observations in experimental animals and in
humans.

If CD4t T cells from a normal mouse are depleted
of CD25. cells and transferred into a lyrnphocyte-defi-
cient slmgeneic mouse, the recipient develops multi-
organ autoimmune disease involving the thyroid,
colon, stomach, and other organs. If CD4* CD25* T
cells from the normal mouse are transferred together
with the CD25- cells, the induction of the disease is
prevented. The interpretation of this experiment is
that in the normal mouse, there are T cells capable of
reacting to self antigens, and they are kept in check by
regulatory cells that have developed in response to
recognition of the same self antigens. \A/hen the
CD25 T cells are transferred into a recipient that has
no other lymphoc)'tes, they cannot be controlled, and
this leads to autoimmunity. Cotransfer of CD25* reg-
ulatory T cells prevents autoimmunity.

Mice with mutations in Ihe foxp3 gene, or mice in
which this gene is knocked out, develop a multisys-
tem autoimmune disease associated with an absence
of CD25* regulatory T cells. A rare autoimmune
disease in humans called IPEX (immune dysregula-

Naive
T cell

The characteristics of dendritic cells that make them
tolerogenic are not defined. There is great interest in
manipulating the properties of dendritic cells as a way
of enhancing or inhibiting immune responses for thera-
peutic purposes.

Suppression of Self-Reactive Lymphocytes
by Regulatory T Cells

Regulatory T lymphocytes &re a subset of CDtf T celk
whose function is to suppress immune responses and
maintain self-tolerance (Fig. 1l-7). The majority of
these CD4- regulatoryT lymphocltes express high levels
of the interleukin-Z (IL-2) receptor cx chain (CD25) but
not other markers of activation. Regulatory T cells are
generated mainly by self antigen recognition in the
thymus, but they also develop in peripheral lymphoid
organs. The generation and survival of regulatory T cells
are dependent on the cytokines TGF-B and IL-2, and co-
stimulation by the 87: CD28 pathway. Exactlywhat rhese
signals do in the development of regulatory T cells is
unclear. It is also not known what stimuli determine
if a T cell will become an effector or memory cell or a
regulatory cell. A transcription factor called Foxp3, a
member of the forkhead family of transcription
factors, is crit ical for the developm-ent and function of

Recognition of
foreign antigen with

costimulation

APC presenting

Signaling block

Engagement of
inhibitory receptors

(e.9. CTLA-4)
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Thymus Lymph node

' Recognition 
-

of self antigen
in peripheral

tissues
FfcURE 11-7 T cel l-mediated
suppression. Regulatory T cel ls
are generated by self  antigen
recognit ion in the thymus (some-
t imes ca l led  "na tura l "  regu la to ry
cel ls),  and (probably to a lesser
extent) by antigen recognit ion in
peripheral lymphoid organs (cal led
"adaptive" regulatory cel ls) The
development and survival of these
regulatory T cel ls require lL-2 and
the transcript ion factor FoxP3 In
peripheral t issues, regulatory T
cel ls suopress the activation and
effector functions of other, self-
reactive and potential ly pathogenic
lymphocytes

tion, polyendocrinopathy, enteropathy, X-linked
sy'ndrome) is also associated with deficiency of
regulatory T cells and is now known to be caused by
mutations in the FOXP3 gene.

, . Mice in which the gene for IL-2 or for the a or B chains
of the IL-2 receptor are knocked out develop autoim-
munity, manifested by inflammatory bowel disease,
autoimmune hemolltic anemia, and multiple
autoantibodies (including anti-erythroc)'te and anti-
DNA). These mice lack CD25* regulatory T cells, and
their disease can be corrected by injecting into the IL-
2R knockouts normal CD25*CD4* T l1'rnphocy'tes.

Regulatory T cells recognize self antigens, and are
generated by recognition of self antigens, but the range
of their receptor specificity and diversity in normal indi-
viduals is not defined. One mechanism by which these
cells control immune responses is by secreting immuno-
suppressive cytokines such as IL-10, which inhibits the
function of macrophages and dendritic cells. In many
experimental models, the function of regulatory T cells
also appears to depend on the cltokine transforming
growth factor-B (TGF-P), which inhibits the responses of
lymphocytes and macrophages. Therefore, T cells that
secrete these inhibitory cltokines may block the
activation and effector functions of other T cells. Other
mechanisms of inhibition have been suggested; some
experiments indicate that regulatory T cells work
by directly contacting APCs or responding T lympho-
c1tes, but how they suppress is unclear. Although
we have emphasized CD4* CD25* FoxP3-expressing

regulatory T cells, many other populations have been

described that are able to suppress immune responses'

but the significance of these populations is not as
well established. Attempts are being made to identiff

defects in the development or function of regulatory T

cells in autoimmune diseases, such as type I diabetes

and multiple sclerosis, in humans. It is also possible that

in such disorders, the pathogenic self-reactive lympho-

cltes are resistant to suppression by regulatory T cells.

There is enormous potential for generating regulatory
cells and using them to control abnormal immune

responses, and many attempts are ongoing to develop

such therapeutic strategies.

Deletion of T Cells by Apoptotic Cell Death

T tymphocytes that recognize self antigens without

infkmmation or that are repeatedly stimulated by

antigens die by epoptosis (Fig. 11-B). Cell death that

occurs as a consequence of antigen recognition has

been called activation-induced cell death. Apoptotic
death may be induced by two biochemical pathways
(Box 11-2) .

o T cetls that recognize self antigens without costimu-
lation or a.n accon'tpanyinginnate immune response
may actiuate & pro-a'poptotic protein called Bim,

resulting in apoptosis by the mitochond.rial pathway.
In normal lymphoclte responses' signals from the

TCR, costimulators, and growth factors stimulate the

expression of anti-apoptotic proteins of the Bcl-2

Effector
T cells

' Recognition'
of self antigen

lnhibit ion of
T cell activation

lnhibit ion of T cel l
effector functions
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family (Bcl-2, Bcl-x), and these proteins promote cell
survival and subsequent proliferation. Bim is a pro-
apoptotic member of the Bcl-2 family (see Box I l-2).
Bim may be activated by self antigen recognition in
the absence of costimulation and growth factors, and
it in turn activates effector proteins that trigger death
by the mitochondrial pathway. In the absence of
strong T cell activation, growth factors such as IL-2
are not produced, and the effects ofactivated Bim are
not counteracted by the anti-apoptotic members
of the family (such as Bcl-2 or Bcl-x). The Bim-
dependent mitochondrial pathway of apoptosis has
been implicated in many situations, not just the elim-
ination of self-reactive lymphocytes. Its role in self-
tolerance has been demonstrated experimentally.

If T cells specific for a protein are injected into mice
expressing this protein in islet B cells or in the circu-
lation, the T cells recognize the "self" antigen and die.
Bim-deficient T cells do not die under the same
conditions.

Q Repeated, stimulation of T celk results in the co-
expression of death receptors and their ligands, and
engagement of the death receptors triggers apoptotic
death. In CD4* T cells, the relevant death receptor is
called Fas (CD95) and its ligand is Fas ligand (FasL).
Fas is a member of the tumor necrosis factor (TIrtF)
receptor family, and FasL is homologous to the
cytokine TNF. \Mhen T cells are repeatedly activated,
FasL is expressed on the cell surface, and it binds to
surface Fas on the same or adjacent T cells. This acti-
vates a cascade of intracellular cysteine proteases,
called caspases, which ultimately cause the apoptotic

death of the cells. Much of the evidence for the role of
the Fas pathway in activation-induced cell death has
come from in vitro studies and experiments with
transgenic mice.

If CD4* T cells that have been recently activated in
vitro with antigen or polyclonal activators are restim-
ulated with the same activators, the T cells undergo
apoptosis. Fas- or Fasl-deficient T cells are resistant
to death under these conditions.

If mice expressing a transgenic TCR on most of their
T cells are injected with high doses of the antigen that
is recognized by that TCR, again the T cells are first
activated and then undergo apoptosis, and death is
dependent on the presence of Fas.

Mice with defects in the expression of Fas or
mutations in FasL, and children with Fas mutations,
develop autoimmune diseases with some similarity
to systemic lupus erythematosus (see Chapter l8).
The same pathway of apoptosis is involved in the
elimination of self-reactive B llmphocytes (discussed
later). It is not established if the autoimmune disease
associated with defects in the Fas pathway is due to
defective elimination of self-reactive helper T cells or B
cells or both.

Peripheral Tolerance in CD8* T Lymphoclttes

Most of our knowledge of peripheral T cell tolerance is
limited to CD4* T cells, and much less is known about
the mechanisms of tolerance in mature CDg* T cells. It

lmmune response:
expression of
anti-apoptotic

(survival) proteins

Self antigen
recognition:
induction of

pro-apoptotic
proteins (e.9. Bim)

Self antigen
recognition:

engagement of
death receptors

Exoression of
Fas and FasL

FIGURE 11-8 Self antigen-induced death ol peripheral T lymphocytes. In response to immunogenic antigens and growth factors, tym-pho_cytes express anti-apoptotic proteins that promoie their suivival anb al low immune responses to develop (top panel) Self antigens maykill T cells by inducing an excess of pro-apoptotic proteins (middte paneil, or by coexpression of Fas and FasL and' engageme nt of ias (lower
Danet)
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Aoootosis is a form of death in which a cell init iates
a suicrde program and characteristic morphologic
al terat ions are observed in dy ing and dead cel ls .
These changes inc lude chromat in condensat ion,  nucleo-
lar disruption, cytoplasmic contraction, and mem-
brane blebbing. This type of cell death is typically
accompanied by the c leavage of  DNA into a " ladder"  of
oligonucleosome length f ragments. Apoptotic cells
are systematically dismantled into "bite-size" packages,
called apoptotic bodies, that are recognized and disposed
of by tissue macrophages without the concomitant acti-
vation of the innate immune system. This form of death
is not associated with inflammation, and is also referred
to as "programmed cel l  death"  or  "physio logic  cel l
death "

Apoptosis may be init iated in a variety of circum-
stances,  inc luding,  but  not  l imi ted to,  the induct ion of

DNA damage by radiation or chemical toxins, the activa-
tion of a stress response, the withdrawal of growth

factors, and the triggering of specific signaling receptors.
This tvpe of cell death is of crit ical importance in the
development  of  every mul t ice l lu lar  organism'  In the
immune system, as wil l be discussed below, apoptosis is
an essential process during the development of lympho-
cytes, in the shaping of the immune repertoire, in the reg-
u lat ion of  immune responses,  and in the e l iminat ion of
infected cells

There are two maior pathways that lead to apoptosis,
both of which culminate in a common death program (see

Figure)  The "mi tochondr ia l "  or  " in t r ins ic"  pathway

involves the induction of specialized proteins that induce
mitochondrial leakiness, leading to the release of death-
inducing proteins that are normally sequestered within
mi tochondr ia.  In  the "death receptor"  or  "ext r ins ic"

Death receptor pathway Mitochondrial pathwaY

DNA damage,
TCR/BCR siqnalifCR/BCR signaling,
oxidants, Ceramide

Fas

channel

Caspase-8 Bid
I

I

I Apaf-1
. Caspase cascade
. Activation of executioner caspases
. Proteolytic cleavage of ICAD and
other substrates

. DNA fragmentation and other changes Caspase-9 ProcasPase-9

Continued on following page
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pathway, the triggering of cell surface receptors of the
TNF-receptor family results in activation of the common
death pathway

THE INDUCTION OF APOPTOSIS DEPENDS ON THE
ACTIVATION OF CASPASES, The induction of death is
generally l inked to the activation of a set of oroteolvtic
enzymes that  are cal led caspases (cyste ine proteases
that  c leave prote ins immediate ly  af ter  aspart ic  ac id
res idues)  The f i rs t  such enzyme to be ident i f ied was the
Caenorhabditrs elegans cell death protein, Ced-3. Cas-
pases ex is t  as la tent  pro-enzvmes that  are act ivated in  a
cascade- l ike fashion fo l lowing c leavage of  a pro-p iece
that  ends in  an asparty l  res idue Al l  caspases conta in a
OACRG mot i f  in  which the cyste ine res idue is  a par t  of
the act ive s i te  Signals f rom the mi tochondr ia l  pathway
and the death receptor  pathway act ivate " in i t ia tor"  cas-
pases,  which c leave and act ivate "execut ioner"  caspases
of  the common death pathway Execut ioner  caspases in
turn c leave speci f ic  substrates and thus contr ibute to the
dismant l rng and packaging of  the dy ing cel l  The caspase
that has been best characterized in the context of the
common death pathway is caspase_3

A number of substrates of caspase-3 have been iden-
t i f ied A par t icu lar ly  in terest ing substrate is  the caspase-
act ivated DNase (CAD) CAD is  a la tent  nuclease that  can
cleave chromosomal  DNA into nucleosome-s ized f rag-
ments but  is  held in  check by an inhib i tor  ca l led ICAD ( for
inhib i tor  of  CAD) The nuclease act iv i ty  of  CAD is  re leased
by caspase-3-mediated cleavage of two specific aspartyl
res idues in  ICAD Act ivated CAD is  responsib le in  par t
for the fragmentation of DNA that is characteristic of
aooptosts

THE MITOCHONDRIAL PATHWAY OF APOPTOSIS
AND PROTEINS OF THE Bct-2 FAMtLy. The major mech-
anism of  apoptosis  in  a l l  metazoan cel ls  involves the reg-
u lat ion of  mi tochondr ia l  in tegr i ty  by members of  the Bcl_2
faml ly  of  prote ins Bcl -2 was in i t ia l ly  ident i f ied dur ing the
molecular  character izat ion of  a chromosomal  t ransloca-
t ion in  fo l l icu lar  lymphoma that  br ings the lg  heavy chain
locus on chromosome 14 in apposi t ion wi th the Bcl -2
gene on chromosome 18.  Bcl -2 represents the ver tebrate
homologue of Ced-9, a C elegans gene that inhibits apop-
tosts In nematodes L ike Ced-9,  Bcl -2 is  an inhib i tor  of  the
mitochondr ia l  pathway of  apoptosis .

Bcl -2 fami ly  prote ins can be d iv ided into three groups.
Mul t idomain ant i -apoptot ic  prote ins such as Bcl -2 and
Bcl-X,  typ ical ly  conta in four  Bcl -2 homology (BH) domains
and res ide in  the outer  mi tochondr ia l  membrane where
they contr ibute to mi tochondr ia l  s tabi l i ty  Mul t idomain
pro-apoptotic proteins, such as Bax and Bak, resemble
Bcl-2 in  having mul t ip le domains,  but  these prote ins,
when act ivated,  can d isrupt  the in tegr i ty  of  the outer
mi tochondr ia l  membrane Single-domain BH3-only pro-
te ins,  which funct ion as sensors of  var ious st resses,  can
bind to a range of  pro-apoptot ic  prote ins such as Bak and
Bax and to anti-apoptotic proteins such as Bcl-2, and reg-
u late thei r  funct ions

A number of  d i f ferent  s t imul i  induce and act ivate
dist inct  BH3-only prote ins by t ranscrrpt ional  and post-

t ranscr ipt ional  means.  DNA damage contr ibutes to the
p53-mediated transcriptional induction of genes encoding
BH3-only prote ins cal led Puma and Noxa B cel l  receptor
and TCR s ignals in  developing B and T cel ls  acrrvare a
BH3-only prote in cal led Bim by several  mechanisms,
inc luding increased synthesis  and post t ranslat ional  mod-
i f icat ion by phosphory lat ion Depr iv ing T and B cel ls  of
necessary growth and survival factors also activates Bim.
Activation of caspase-8 by death receptors, as discussed
below, can induce the activation of a latent BH3-only
protein called Bid by proteolytic processing

Generation of the active forms of BH3-onlv oroteins
may set in train a series of events that leads to mito-
chondr ia l  leakiness,  resul t ing in  the re lease f rom th is
organel le  of  apoptosis- inducing prote ins that  inexorably
drive a cell down the common death pathway The BH3-
only prote ins contr ibute to the d isrupt ion of  mi tochon-
drial integrity in two major ways They may bind to the
pro-apoptotic Bak and Bax proteins in the cytoplasm,
cause them to change conformat ion,  o l igomer ize,  t ranslo-
cate to the outer  mi tochondr ia l  membrane,  and generate
an increase tn mi tochondr ia l  permeabi l i ty  They may a lso
bind to and inhib i t  ant i -apoptot ic  prote ins such as Bcl -2 or
Bcl -X1 in the mi tochondr ia l  outer  membrane,  prevent ing
the la t ter  f rom interact ing wi th and antagoniz ing Bak or
Bax

The loss of  mi tochondr ia l  membrane integr i ty  resul ts
in the re lease of  key mi tochondr ia l  inducers of  apoptosis ,
inc luding cytochrome c,  Smac/Diablo,  and Omi/HtrA2
(discussed below). Cvtochrome c released from mito-
chondria binds to a protein called apoptosis-activating
factor-1 (Apaf-1), which is the vertebrate homologue of
Ced-4, a key regulator of apoptosis in C. etegans. fhe
Apaf-l-cytochrome c complex, also known as the apop-
tosome, binds to and activates procaspase-9, a key ini-
t iator caspase in the mitochondrial pathway. Caspase-9 in
turn activates the common death oathwav.

Other released mitochondrial proteins contribute to
caspase activation in a less direct manner. Activated cas-
pases in  the cytosol  associate wi th and are held in  check
by a fami ly  of  inh ib i tors,  known as lAPs ( for  inh ib i tors of
apoptosis) Two mitochondrial proteins released during
apoptosis ,  Smac/Diablo and Omi/HtrA2,  b ind to and
antagonize the actrvity of the lAPs and thereby promote
caspase activity and the induction of apoptosjs. A number
of other mitochondrial proteins, not discussed here, may
also contribute to the apoptotic process without directlv
inf luencing caspase act ivat ion.

THE DEATH RECEPTOR PATHWAY OF APOPTOSIS.
Several trimeric cell surface receptors of the TNF recep-
tor  fami ly  can induce apoptosis  when they b ind to thei r
physiologic l igands These receptors are generically
referred to as death receptors. The prototypic death
receptor  is  Fas FasL induced in act ivated CD4" T cel ls
may interact  wi th Fas on the same or  neighbor ing
cells and contribute to the contraction of some helper T
cell responses and the maintenance of self-tolerance.
FasL on activated helper T cells also interacts with
Fas on B cel ls  to  mediate the e l iminat ion of  anerqic  sel f -
reactive B cells

Continued on following page
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The int racel lu lar  por t ion of  Fas conta ins a prote in-
prote in in teract ion domain known as a death domain.  A
death domain-conta in ing adapter  prote in cal led FADD
(Fas-associated death domain)  l inks Fas to another  in i t ia-
tor  caspase,  procaspase-8,  on the inner  face of  the
plasma membrane L igat ion of  Fas by FasL leads to the
act ivat ion of  caspase-8 and consequent ly  the induct ion of
aoootosis

Although death receptor pathways can induce apop-
tos is  wi thout  requi r ing mi tochondr ia l  changes,  death
receptor  s ignal ing is  ampl i f ied in  some cel l  types by a
posi t ive f  eedback mechanism involv ing mi tochondr ia
In these cel ls ,  caspase-8 c leaves and act ivates a pro-
apoptot ic  BH3-only prote in cal led Bid,  which contr ibutes
to the mi tochondr ia l  pathway v la Bak and Bax,  as d is-
cussed above.

THE ROLE OF APOPTOSIS IN THE IMMUNE SYSTEM.
Apoptot ic  death is  in i t ia ted at  many steps dur ing lym-
phoid development  and immune act ivat ion Both pro-
apoptot ic  and ant i -apoptot ic  mechanisms are cruc ia l
dur ing the development  and act ivat ion of  immune cel ls ,
and many of  the molecules that  regulate these processes
are exquis i te ly  regulated

Ear ly  in  T cel l  development ,  the lL-7 receptor  prov ides
surv iva l  s ignals by t ransient ly  increasing the levels of  Bcl -
2, Apoptosis is the fate of pro-B and pro-T cells that fail
to express functional antigen receptors, in part because
Bcl-2 levels drop just before these pre-B receptor and pre-
T receptor  checkpoints Delet ion of  immature lympho-
cytes by high-avidity self antigen recognition in both the
thymus and the bone marrow resul ts  at  least  in  par t  f  rom
the induct ion of  Bim, a pro-apoptot ic  BH3-only prote in
Posi t ive select ion by lower-av id i ty  se l f  ant igens in  the

thymus depends on TCR-induced surv iva l  s ignals,  and
lymphocytes that  fa i l  to  be posi t ive ly  selected are e l imi-
nated by apoptosis  The molecular  mechanisms that  con-
t r ibute to surv iva l  dur ing the posi t ive select ion of  T cel ls
are unclear ,  but  ant igen receptor  s ignal ing can act ivate
many pathways and molecules that  protect  ce l ls  f rom
apoptosis ,  inc luding nuclear  factor  rB,  which st imulates
expression of  several  ant i -apoptot ic  prote ins

Fol lowing immune act ivat ion,  the contract ion phase of
immune responses involves the apoptot ic  loss of  numer-
ous activated lymphocytes. Much of this loss is attributed
to decreased expression of  Bcl -2 and Bcl -x ,  and possib ly

activation of Bim, because of deprivation of growth

factor- induced surv iva l  s ignals.  l t  is  unclear  i f  Fas-
mediated activation-induced cell death contributes to the
contract ion of  immune responses The major i ty  of  act i -
vated B cel ls  in  germinal  centers are a lso e l iminated by
apoptosis ,  pr imar i ly  because these cel ls  fa i l  to  be posi -

t ive ly  selected by ant igen.
Cytotoxic CD8. T lymphocytes and natural kil ler cells

synthesize per for in  and granzymes,  molecules that  are
designed to assis t  in  the execut ion of  target  ce l ls  by apop-
tos is .  Granzyme B is  a ser ine protease that ,  l ike caspases,
c leaves prote ins af ter  asparty l  res idues,  and can d i rect ly
activate the caspase cascade

Final ly ,  surv iva l  s ignals contr ibute to the generat ion of
memorv lymphocytes,  the hal lmark of  which is  the pro-

longed surv iva l  of  prev iously  act ivated cel ls  wi thout  con-
t inu ing st imulat ion.  The induct ion of  ant i -apoptot ic  Bcl -2
fami lv  prote ins,  the lnduced degradat ion of  pro-apoptot ic
Bcl -2 fami lv  prote ins,  and the expression of  caspase
inhib i tors such as the IAP prote ins are some of  the mech-
anisms by which apoptosis  may be held at  bay in  cel ls
that  acquire a memory PhenotYPe,

is possible that if CDB* T cells recognize class I MHC-
associated peptides without costimulation, innate
immunity, or T cell help, the CD8* cells become anergic.
In this situation, the CD8*T cells would encounter signal
I (antigen) without second signals, and the mechanism
of anergy would be essentially the same as for helper T
lymphocytes. The role of CTIA-4 and other inhibitory
receptors in inducing anergy in CD8* T cells is not estab-
lished. CD25* regulatory T cells can directly inhibit the
activation of CD8* T cells. CD8* T cells that are exposed
to high concentrations of self antigens may also undergo
apoptotic cell death; this process may result from Bim
activation (as mentioned above) and does not appear to
involve the Fas death receptor.

Factors That Determine the Tolerogenicity of
Self Antigens

Studies with a variety of experimental models have
shown that many features of protein antigens determine

whether these antigens will induce T cell activation

or tolerance (Table 11-1). Self antigens have special

played to the immune system without inflammation or

innate immunity. Under these conditions, APCs express
few or no costimulators, and antigen recognition may

either elicit no response (ignorance) or induce anergy or

cell death. Because self antigens cannot be eliminated,
they are capable of chronically engaging the antigen

receptors of specific T lymphocytes, and chronic stimu-

Iation without activating signals may induce anergy or

activation-induced cell death, or promote the develop-

ment of regulatory T cells. These concepts are based

largely on experimental models in which antigens are

administered to mice or are expressed as transgenes in

mice. One of the continuing challenges in this field is to
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Table 11-1. Factors That Determine the lmmunogenici ty and Tolerogenici ty of Protein Ant igens

Factor I Factors that favor stimulation I Factors that
of immune responses I favor tolerance

Amount Optimal doses vary for
different antigens

High doses

Persistence Short l ived (eliminated by
immune response)

Prolonged

Portal of entry; location Subcutaneous, intradermal;
absence from generative organs

Intravenous, oral; presence
in generative organs

Presence of adjuvants Antigens with adjuvants:
stimulate heloer T cells

Antigens without adjuvants:
nonimmunogenic or tolerogenic

Properties of antigen-
presenting cells

High levels of costimulators Low levels of costimulators
and cytokines

define the mechanisms by which various normally
expressed self antigens induce tolerance, especially in
numans.

B LyuIpHocYTE TOLERANcE

Tolerance in B lymphocy'tes is necessaryfor maintaining
unresponsiveness to thymus-independent self antigens,
such as polysaccharides and lipids. B cell tolerance also
plays a role in preventing antibody responses to protein
antigens. Experimental studies have led to the concept
that during B cell maturation and activation, there aie
multiple mechanisms bywhich encounterwith self anti-
gens may abort these processes (Fig. l l-9).

Centra l  Tolerance in B Cel ls

Immature B lymphocytes that recognize self antigens in
the bone marrow with high affinity either change their
specificity or Are deleted. If immature B cells recognize
self antigens that are present at high concentration in
the bone marrow and especially if the antigen is dis-
played in multivalent form (e.g., on cell surfaces), the
B cells reactivate their MGI and MG2 genes and
express a new immunoglobulin (Ig) light chain, thus
acquiring a new specificity. This process is called recep-
tor editing (see Chapter B) and is an important mechi-
nism for eliminating self-reactivity from the mature B
cell repertoire. If editing fails to eliminate autoreactivitV,
the immature B cells may be deleted (i.e., they die by
apoptosis). Weaker recognition of self antigens may lead
to functional inactivation (anergy) rather than cell
death.

The mechanisms of self-tolerance in B ly,rnphocltes
have been examined mainly in experimental models
using transgenic mice. In one such model (Fig.
11-10), one set of mice is created in which an Ig recep-
tor specific for a model protein antigen, hen egg

Iysozyrne (HEL), is expressed as a transgene. Most of
the B cells in these transgenic mice are HEL specific
and can be stimulated to produce anti-HEL antibody.
The antigen HEL is expressed in another set of trans-
genic mice; because this protein is present through-
out development, in effect it is a self antigen (like the
viral protein expressed in pancreatic islets, referred to
earlier). The antigen can be expressed as a multiva-
lent membrane protein, in which case it is recognized
with high avidiry or as a secreted protein, in which
case it is present at lowvalency and is recognized with
low avidity. If the Ig transgenic mice and the HEL
transgenic mice are mated, in the F, offspring, imma-
ture B cells specific for HEL are exposed to HEL.
Immature B cells that encounter the multivalent form
of this self antigen are killed and do not attain matu-
rity. B cells that recognize the soluble antigen with
lower avidity do mature and exit the bone marrow
but they decrease their expression of antigen recep-
tors and are unable to respond to the self antigen. In
these Ig transgenics, it is difficult to assess recep-
tor editing because the transgenic Ig is randomly
integrated in the genome and is not eliminated.
However, if the transgenic Ig is "knocked-irf' to the
normal Ig locus, antigen recognition leads to dele-
tion of the Ig light chain and expression of a new
light chain. In fact, such knock-in mice have
revealed that receptor editing is the major mecha-
nism of tolerance in developing B cells.

In another transgenic system, if the genes encoding
an Ig specific for a class I MHC allele are introduced
into mice expressing that allele, B cells expressing the
transgenic Ig fail to mature and exit the marrow. Many
of the immature B cells die, but as many as 25%
undergo receptor editing and express a new Ig light
chain, and lose their reactivity with the MHC antigen.
The class I MHC molecule is an example of a mem-
brane-bound selfantigen that is displayed on cell sur-
faces in a multivalent form able to cross-link B cell Ig
molecules.



FIGURE 11-9 Gentral and peripheral tolerance in B cel ls. lmmature B cel ls that encounter self  antigens in the bone maTrow die by apop-
tosis or change the specif ici ty of iheir antigen receptors (receptor edit ing) B cel ls that encounter self  antigens in peripheral t issues become
anergic, are excluded from lymphoid fol l ic les, or die by apoptosis
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editing

Per ipheral  B Cel l  Tolerance

Mature B lymphocytes that recognize self antigens in
peripheral tissues in the absence of specific helper T celk
may be rendered. functionally unresponsiue or die by
apoptosk (see Fig. 11-9). The biochemical mechanisms
of B cell anergy are probably similar to the process of
"tuning" that we mentioned earlier in our discussion of
T cell anergy. Encounter with self antigens reduces B cell
survival and promotes death by the mitochondrial
pathway. B cells that encounter self antigens in the
periphery are less able to migrate into lgnphoid follicles
than are normal, naive B cells. A likely mechanism of fol-
licular exclusion is that chronic antigen recognition
leads to reduced expression of the chemokine receptor
(CXCRS) that normally brings naive B lymphocytes into
the follicles. Cells that are excluded from follicles do not
receive necessary survival signals and die. If anergic B
cells do encounter any antigen-specific helper T cells,
the B cells may be killed by FasL on the T cells engaging
Fas on the B cells. This mechanism of elimination of self-
reactive B ly'rnphocytes fails in mice and humans with
mutations in Fas or FasL, and such a failure may con-
tribute to autoantibody production.

Many of these mechanisms of peripheral B cell
tolerance have been analyzed in the HEL transgenic
system mentioned before. In such experimental
systems, HEl-specific B cells can be transferred into
mice expressing the soluble form of HEL in the
periphery in the absence of T cell help. The principal
fate of these self-recognizing B cells is functional
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anergy, resulting in an inability to respond to antigen.
The anergic B cells appear incapable of activating
receptor-associated tyrosine kinases or maintaining
sustained increases in intracellular calcium on expo-
sure to the antigen. The B cells also show increased
levels of the pro-apoptotic protein Bim and increased
dependence on survival factors such as BAFF (see

Chapter 10). As a result, the B cells that have encoun-
tered self antigen cannot compete effectively with
other l}'rnphocltes and die since they do not get ade-
quate survival signals.

Many other mechanisms of B cell tolerance have been
demonstrated in experimental models. The inhibitory
Fcy receptor, FcyRII, the phosphatase-associated ITIM-

containing protein CD22, and some tyrosine kinases
(e.g. Lyn) all play a role in B cell self-tolerance. This is

deduced from the observation that knockout of genes

encoding any of these proteins results in autoantibody
production. How these pathways are engaged by
encounter with self antigens is not knor,rm.

It is suspected that many diseases caused by auto-
antibodies are due to a failure of B cell tolerance, but
little is knovr,'n about which pathway of tolerance fails

or why in any of these disorders. Normal individuals do
not produce pathogenic, high-affinity autoantibodies
against self protein antigens, and this may be due to

deletion or tolerance of helper T lyrnphocytes even if
functional B cells are present. In these cases, defects in

the maintenance of T cell tolerance may result in

autoantibody Production.

Foll icle
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FIGURE 11-1O B cel l  tolerance in a transgenic mouse model. A
transgenrc mouse expressing an lg specif ic for the antigen HEL is
bred with another transgenic mouse that produces HEL as a self
antigen. In the "doub -transgenic" F, mouse, most B cel ls express
HEL-specif ic receptor that recognize the self  HEL. When immature
B cel ls recognize the antigen in the bone maTrow, the B cel ls may
change their receptors, be deleted by apoptosis, or leave the bone
marrow with greatly reduced levels of receptor expressron Receo-
tor edit ing is seen only i f  the lg transgene is expressed in the normal
lg  locus  in  the  genome

The mechanisms of tolerance in T and B lr,rmphocytes
are similar in many respects, but there are also impor-
tant differences (Table Il-2). Much has been learned
from the use of animal models, especially transgenic
mice. Application of this knowledge to understanding
the mechanisms of tolerance to different self antigens in
normal individuals, and to defining why tolerance fails,
giving rise to autoimmune diseases, is an area of active
investigation.

Tolrnnrucr lruoucro By FoREtcN
PRorrrru Aruncrrus

Foreign antigens may be administered in ways that
preferentially induce tol.erance rather than immune
responses. In general, protein antigens administered
subcutaneously or intradermally with adjuvants favor
immunity, whereas high doses of antigens administered
systemically without adjuvants tend to induce tolerance
(see Fig. l1-4). The likely reason for this is that adjuvants
stimulate innate immune responses and the expression
of costimulators on APCs, and in the absence of these
second signals, T cells that recognize the antigen may
become anergic or die. Tolerogenic antigens may also
activate regulatoryT cells, but the signals that lead to the
development of regulatoryT lymphocytes in response to
such antigens are not yet defined. Many other features
of antigens, and how they are administered, may influ-
ence the balance between immunity and tolerance (see
Table l l- l).

The oral administration of a protein antigen often
leads to suppression of systemic humoral and cell-
mediated immune responses to immunization with the
same antigen. This phenomenon is called oral tolerance.
It has been postulated that the physiologic importance of
oral tolerance may be as a mechanism for preventing
immune responses to food antigens and to bacteria that
normally reside as commensals in the intestinal lumen
and are needed for digestion and absorption. Different
doses of orally administered antigens may induce anergy
in antigen-specific T cells or may induce suppressor cells
that produce cytokines, such as TGF-P, that inhibit
immune responses. It is unclear why oral administration
of some antigens, such as soluble proteins in large doses,
induces systemic T cell tolerance, whereas oral immu-
nization with other antigens, such as attenuated polio
virus vaccines, induces protective T cell-dependent anti-
body responses and long-lived memory.

Horurosrnsts tN THE IMMUNT Svsrm:
TrnurruRroN oF NonuRl
luruurur Rrsporusrs
So far in this chapter, we have mainly discussed how
the immune system becomes unresponsive to self anti-
gens. Lymphocyte death and inactivation are also impor-
tant for maintaining a steady number of these cells
throughout the life of an individual, despite the constant

Transgenic mouse
expressing H EL-specif ic

lg on B cel ls
rransgenrc mouse
expressing HEL

Interbreeding of
transgenic mice

lmmature HEL-
specific B cells

encounter
membrane-
bound or

soluble HEL
in bone marrow

High-avidity
antigen recognition

F1 mouse containing
HEL-specific B cells

and HEL as
self antigen

!
I

sf

Low-avidity
anti

Reduced
antigen receptor

expression
and aner

HEL-specific immature
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Principal sites of
tolerance induction

Thymus (cortex); periphery Bone marrow; peripherY

Tolerance-sensitive
stage of maturation

CD4+CD8+ (double positive)
thymocyte

lmmature (lgM+lgD-) B lYmPhocYte

Stimuli for tolerance
induction

Central: high-avidity recognition of
antigen in thymus

Peripheral: antigen presentation by
APCs lacking costimulators;
repeated stimulation by self antigen

Central: recognition of multivalent
antigen in bone marrow

Peripheral: antigen recognition
without T cell help or second signals

Principal mechanisms
of tolerance

Central tolerance: deletion
(apoptosis); development of

1e-gylatov r cells
Peripheral tolerance: anergy,
apoptosis, suppression

Central tolerance: deletion
(apoptosis); receptor editing

Peripheral tolerance: block in signal
transduction (anergY); failure to
enter lymphoid follicles; apoptosis

Table 11-2. Self-Tolerance in T and B Lymphocytes

Feature T lymphocytes B lymphocytes

Abbreviations: APCs, antigen-presenting cells.

production of new lymphocytes in the generative lym-
phoid organs and the tremendous clonal expansion that
may occur during responses to potent immunogenic
antigens. The maintenance of constant numbers of cells
is called homeostasis. In the following section, we
discuss the known mechanisms that function to main-
tain homeostasis after lymphoclte activation.

Immune responses to foreign antigens are self-
limited and wane as the antigens are eliminated,
returning the immune system to its bosal resting state'
In previous chapters, we discussed the expansion of T
and B lymphocytes after stimulation with antigens and
other signals and the differentiation of these lympho-
cltes into effector and memory cells. Following elimina-
tion of the antigen, there is a phase of contraction, in
which most of the cells that have responded to the
antigen are lost. This contraction phase is largely
because of apoptotic death of previously activated
lymphocltes. Antigens, costimulators, and cytokines
(growth factors) produced during immune responses
prevent ll,rnphocytes from dying and allow clonal
expansion and differentiation of the lymphocytes into
effector cells. Survival stimuli for lymphocytes function
mainly by inducing the expression of anti-apoptotic
proteins, the most important of which are members of
the Bcl-2 family. The effector cells that develop during
adaptive immune responses function to eliminate
the antigen, as a result of which the innate immune
response also subsides. Therefore, the clones of lym-
phocltes that were activated by the antigen are deprived
of essential survival stimuli, and they die by apoptosis
(Fig. 1 l-1 1). Apoptosis is mainly the result of activation
of death sensors such as Bim and reduced levels of sur-
vival proteins such as Bcl-2 and Bcl-x (see Box 11-2).
Thus, homeostasis is restored after the antigen is elimi-

nated, and the only sign of the earlier immune response

is the persistence of long-lived but functionally quies-

cent memory lymPhocYtes'
In addition to this contraction of immune responses

because of cell death, antigens may trigger active regu-

Iatory mechanisms that also serve to terminate immune

resoonses. TWo of these mechanisms have been men-

tioned before as mechanisms of peripheral T cell toler-

ance. Activated T cells begin to express CTIA-4, which

interacts with 87 molecules and inhibits continued lym-

phocyte proliferation. CTI-\-4 appears after 3 or 4 days

of f cell activation, and this may herald the decline of

the T cell response. Thus, CTLA-4 may be a physiologic

terminator of T cell activation' Other inhibitory recep-

tors such as PD-1 may serve a similar function' Activated

T cells may also express death receptors such as Fas and

ligands for these receptors, and the interaction of these

molecules results in apoptosis (see Box 11-2). Because

coexpression of Fas and FasL and Fas-mediated apopto-

sis are induced by repeated antigen stimulation, they are

most likely to be triggered in situations of persistent

antigen exposure (e.g., with self antigens, or during

chronic infections). However, inhibitory receptors such

as CTIA-4 and death receptors appear to be more

important for tolerance to self antigens than for termi-

nating normal immune responses to foreign antigens,

such as microbial proteins. Similarly, we do not know

whether regulatory T cells play a role in limiting

responses to most immunogens.
The responses of B lymphocltes are also actively con-

trolled because IgG antibodies produced by the B cells

form complexes with the antigen, and the complexes

bind to Fcy receptors on the B cells and inhibit these

cells. This process of antibody feedback was described

in Chapter 10.
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Another mechanism for regulating adaptive immune
responses was proposed by Niels Jerne in the 1g70s as
the network hlpothesis. This idea is based on the fact
that ll.rnphocyte antigen receptors are extremely diverse
and that receptors of any one specificityhave amino acid
sequences different from the receptors ofall other speci-
ficities. These unique sequences form determin-ants,

system is at homeostasis. \Mhen a foreign antigen enters
the system, one or a few clones of lymphocytes respond,
their idiotypes are expanded, and anti-idiotype
responses are triggered that function to shut off the
antigen-specific (idiotype-expressing) ll.rnphocytes.
Although this concept remains an intriguing idea, it has
not been proved experimentally that idiotypic networks
are actually involved in regulating physiologic immune
responses.

SUMMARY

& Immunological tolerance is unresponsiveness to
an antigen induced by the exposure of specific
lymphocytes to that antigen. Tolerance to seif anti-
gens is a fundamental property of the normal
immune system, and the failure of self-tolerance
leads to autoimmune diseases. Antigens may be
administered in ways that induce tolerance rather

FIGURE 11-1 1 Mechanisms of the
decl ine of normal immune responses
(homeostasisl.  T lymphocytes prol i fer-
ate and dif ferentiate in response to
antigen As the antigen is el iminated,
many of the activated T cel ls die by
apoptosis At the end of the immune
response, memory cel ls are the only
surviving cel ls, Although many active
regulatory mechanisms have been
suggested as mechanisms for termina-
t ion of normal immune responses,
apoptosis is probably the principal
mechanism for the decl ine of both T
cel l  and B cel l  responses (only T cel ls
are snown)

Activated T cells
are deprived of
antigen and
other stimuli ,

Time after antigen exposure

Survivino
memory- |
cells I

than immuniry and this may be exploited for the
prevention and treatment of transplant rejection
and autoimmune and allergic diseases.

@ Central tolerance is induced in the generative lym-
phoid organs (thyrnus and bone marrow) when
immature l1'rnphocytes encounter self antigens
present in these organs. Peripheral tolerance
occurs when mature lymphocytes recognize self
antigens in peripheral tissues under particular
conditions.

€ In T lymphocytes, central tolerance (negative
selection) occurs when immature th'rmocwes with
high-affrnity receptors for self antigens rbcognize
these antigens in the thymus. Some immature
T cells that encounter self antigens in the
thymus die and others develop into CD4*CD25*
regulatory T lymphocytes, which function to
control responses to self antigens in peripheral
tissues.

@ Several mechanisms account for peripheral toler-
ance in mature T cells. In CD4* T cells, anergy is
induced by antigen recognition without adequate
costimulation or with engagement of inhibitory
receptors like CTI-{-4 and PD-1. RegulatoryT cells
inhibit immune responses in part by producing
immunosuppressive cytokines. T cells that
encounter self antigens without other stimuli or
that are repeatedly stimulated die by apoptosis.

€ In B lymphocytes, central tolerance is induced
when immature B cells recognize multivalent self
antigens in the bone marrow. The usual result is



apoptotic death of the B cells or the acquisition of
a new specificity, called receptor editing. Mature B
cells that recognize self antigens in the periphery
in the absence of T cell help may be rendered
anergic or are excluded from l1'rnphoid follicles,
cannot be activated by antigen, and ultimately die
by apoptosis.

o Immune responses to foreign antigens decline
with time after immunization. This is mainly
because of apoptotic death of activated lympho-
cytes that are deprived of survival stimuli as the
antigen is eliminated and innate immunitywanes.
Various active mechanisms of lymphocyte inhibi-
tion may also function to terminate immune
responses.
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Effector Mechanisms of
lmmune Responses

he physiologic function of all immune responses is to eliminate microbes and

other foreign antigens. The mechanisms by which specific lymphocytes recog-

nize and respond to foreign antigens (i.e., the recognition and activation

phases of adaptive immune responses) were discussed in Sections II and III.

Section IV is devoted to the effector mechanisms that are activated during

immune responses and to how these mechanisms function in host defense.

In Chapter 12 we describe cytokines, the soluble mediators of innate and

adaptive immunity and the mechanisms bywhich leukocltes communicate

with one another and with other cells.In Chapter 13 we describe the effector

cells of cell-mediated immunity, namely T lymphocl'tes and macrophages,

which function as defense mechanisms against intracellular microbes.

Chapter 14 is devoted to the effector mechanisms of antibody-mediated

humoral immunity, including the complement system, which are involved in

host defense against extracellular microbes.
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Summary,3OO

Cytokines are proteins secreted by the cells of innate and
adaptive immunity that mediate many of the functions
of these cells. Cltokines are produced in response to
microbes and other antigens, and different cytokine$
stimulate diverse responses of cells involved in immu-
nity and inflammation. In the activation phase of adap-
tive immune responses, cytokines stimulate the growth
and differentiation of lymphocltes, and in the effector
phases of innate and adaptive immunity, they activate
different effector cells to eliminate microbes and other
antigens. Cytokines also stimulate the development of
hematopoietic cells. In clinical medicine, cytokines are
important as therapeutic agents and as targets for spe-
cific antagonists in numerous immune and inflamma-
tory diseases.

The nomenclature of cytokines is often based on
their cellular sources. Cltokines that are produced
by mononuclear phagocytes were originally called
monokines, and those produced by lymphocytes were
called lymphokines. With the development of anticyto-
kine antibodies and molecular probes, it became clear
that the same protein may be synthesized by l1'rnpho-
cltes, monocltes, and a variety of tissue cells, including
endothelial cells and some epithelial cells. Therefore, the
generic term cytokines is the preferred name for this
class of mediators. Because many cltokines are made by
Ieukocl'tes (e.g., macrophages or T cells) and act on
other leukocytes, they are also called interleukins. This
term is imperfect because many cytokines that are syn-
thesized only by leukocl'tes and that act only on leuko-
cytes are not called interleukins, for historical reasons,
whereas many cltokines called interleukins are made by
or act on cells other than leukoq,tes. Nevertheless, the
term has been useful because as new cltokines are mol-
ecularly characterized, they are assigned an interleukin
(IL) number (e.g., IL-l, lL-2, and, so on) to maintain a
standard nomenclature. Cytokines are also increasingly
used in clinical situations and in animal studies to
stimulate or inhibit inflammation, immunity, and

hematopoiesis. In this setting, c1'tokines are often
referred to as biologic response modifiers. Throughout
this book, we use the term cytokine, which does not
imply restricted cellular sources or biologic activities. We
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have discussed many different cytokines in previous
chapters, which are important in innate immuniry and
in the development, activation, trafficking, and effector
functions of lymphocltes. In this chapter, we will pre-
sent a comprehensive overview of cytokine biology, in-
cluding the structure, production, and biologic actions
of cytokines. Before describing the individual molecules,
we begin with a summary of the general properties of
cytokines.

Gerurnnr PRoprRrrrs oF CyroKtNEs
Cytokines are polypeptides produced in response to
microbes and other antigens that mediate and regulate
immune and inflammetory reactions (Fig. l2_l).
Although cytokines are structurally diverse, they share
several properties.

o Cytokine secretion is a brief, self-limited euent.
Cyokines are not usually stored as preformed mole-
cules, and their synthesis is initiated by new gene
transcription as a result of cellular activation. Such
transcriptional activation is transient, and the mes-

Innate immunity

senger RNAs encoding most cytokines are unstable,
so cytokine synthesis is also transient. The produc-
tion of some cytokines may additionally be controlled
by RNA processing and by posttranslational mecha-
nisms, such as proteolytic release of an active product
from an inactive precursor. Proteolytic processing is
important, for example, in production of active tumor
necrosis factor (TNF), IL-1, and transforming growth
factor-B (TGF-B). Once slrrthesized, cltokines are
rapidly secreted, resulting in a burst of release when
needed.

The actions of cytokines are ofren pleiotropic and
redundant (Fig. L2-2). Pleiotropism refers to the
ability of one cltokine to act on different cell types.
This property allows a cyokine to mediate diverse
biologic effects, but it greatly limits the therapeutic
use of cytokines because administration of a cltokine
for a desired clinical effect may result in numerous
unwanted side effects. Redundancy refers to the
property of multiple cytokines having the same func-
tional effects. Because of this redundancy, antago-
nists against a single cytokine or mutation of one
cytokine gene may not have functional conse-
quences, as other cytokines may compensate.

Adaptive immunity
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FIGURE 12-1 Functions ol selected cytokines in host defense. In innate immunity, cytokines produced by macrophages and NK cerrs
medlate the early inf lammatory reactions to microbes and promote the el imination of microbes In adaptive immunity, cyiokines st imurare
prol i ferat ion and dif ferentiat ion of antigen-st imulated lymphocytes and activate special ized effector cel ls, such as maCrophages The prop-
ert ies of the cytokines shown in this f igure are discussed later in this chapter APC, antigen-presenting cel l
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l0 10 to 10-I2M. (For comparison, recall that anti-
bodies typically bind antigens with a IQ of I0-7 to
l0 t' M and that T cell antigen receptors bind MHC-
associated peptides with a IQ of 10-s to l0 7M.) There-
fore, only small quantities of a cltokine are needed to

occupy receptors and elicit biologic effects. Most cells

express low levels of cytokine receptors (on the order

of 100 to 1000 receptors per cell), but this is adequate
for inducing responses.

are the preferential responders to secreted cytokines.
This is one mechanism for maintaining the specificity
of immune responses, even though cytokines them-

selves are not antigen specific. Receptor expression is

also regulated by cytokines themselves, including the

same cytokine that binds to the receptor, permitting
positive amplification or negative feedback.

@ The cellular responses to most cytokines consist of

changes in gene expression in target cells, resulting in

the expression of new functions and sometimes in the

Proliferation

Increased expression
of class I MHC molecules

on many cell types

FIGURE t2-2 Propert ies of
cytokines. Selected examples are
shown to i l lustrate the fol lowing prop-
ert ies of cytokines: pleiotropism, one
cytokine having mult iple eff ects on
diverse cel l  types; redundancy, mult i-
ple cytoklnes having the same or over-
lapping actions; synergy, two or more
cytokines having greater than addit ive
effects; and antagonism, one cytokine
inh ib i t ing  the  ac t ion  o f  another

-:i:" t I FN-TI ::::,:::: Macrophage
activation

9 Cytokines ofren influence the synthesis and actions of
other cytokines.The ability of one cytokine to stimu-
late production of others leads to cascades in which
a second or third cytokine may mediate the biologic
effects of the first. TWo cytokines may antagonize
each other's action, produce additive effects, or, in
some cases, produce greater than anticipated, or syn-
ergistic, effects (see Fig. 12-2).

@ Cytokine actions may be local and systemic. Most
cytokines act close to where they are produced, either
on the same cell that secretes the cytokine (autocrine
action) or on a nearby cell (paracrine action). T cells
often secrete cltokines at the site of contact with
antigen-presenting cells (APCs), the so-called
immune synapse (see Chapter 9). This may be one
reason why cytokines often act on cells that are in
contact with the cytokine producers. \Mhen produced
in large amounts, cytokines may enter the circulation
and act at a distance from the site of production
(endocrine action). TNF is an example of a cltokine
that has important local and systemic effects.

@ Cytokines initiate their actions by bindingto specific
rnembrane receptors on terget celJs. Receptors for
cytokines often bind their ligands with high afflnities,
with dissociation constants (IQ values) in the range of
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proliferation of the target celk. Many of the changes
in gene expression induced by cytokines result in dif-
ferentiation of T and B lymphocltes and activation of
effector cells such as macrophages. For instance,
cy'tokines stimulate switching of antibody isotypes
in B cells, differentiation of helper T cells into Tnl
and T112 subsets, and activation of microbicidal
mechanisms in phagocltes. Exceptions to the rule
that cytokines work by changing gene expression
patterns are chemokines, which elicit rapid changes
in integrin affinity and cytoskeletal reorganization
that favor migration, and a cltokine called TNf;
which can induce apoptosis by activating cellular
enzymes, without new gene transcription or protein
synthesis.

@ Cellular responses to cytokines are tightly regulated,
and feedback inhibitory mechanisms exist to turn
down these responses. These mechanisms include
cytokine induction of genes encoding inhibitors of
the c1'tokine receptors or the dovrnstream signaling
pathways activated by the receptors. The inhibitori
include decoy cytokine receptors expressed on the
cell surface, molecules that block interactions of
signaling kinases, phosphatases that counteract the
effects of activating kinases, and molecules that block
productive interactions of cltokine-induced tran-
scription factors with DNA.

Funct ional  Gategor ies of  Cytok ines

For our discussion, we classifv cr,tokines into three main
functional categories based bn'their principal biologic
actions:

l, Mediators and regulators of innate immunity are
produced mainly by mononuclear phagocltes
in response to infectious agents (Table l2-1).
Pathogen-associated molecular patterns, such as
bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and viral
double-stranded RNA (dsRNA), bind to Toll-like
receptors (TLRs) on the cell surface or in endo-
somes of macrophages and stimulate the synthe-
sis and secretion of some of the important
cltokines of innate immunity (see Chapter 2).
The same cytokines may also be secreted by
macrophages that are activated by antigen-
stimulated T cells (i.e., as part of adaptive cell-
mediated immunity). Most members of this group
of c1'tokines act on endothelial cells and leukocytes
to stimulate the early inflammatory reactions to
microbes, and some function to control these
responses. Natural killer (NK) cells and NK-T cells
also produce cytokines during innate immune
reactions.

2. Mediators and regulators of adaptiue immunity
are produced mainly by T ll.rnphocytes in response
to speciflc recognition of foreign antigens (see
Table 12-l). Some T cell cytokines function pri-
marilyto regulate the growth and differentiation of
various lymphocyte populations and thus play
important roles in the activation phase of T
cell-dependent immune responses. Other T
cell-derived cytokines recruit, activate, and regu-
late specialized effector cells, such as mononu-
clear phagocytes, neutrophils, and eosinophils,
to eliminate antigens in the effector phase of
adaptive immune responses.

Table 12'1. Comparat ive Features of the Cytokines of Innate and Adapt ive lmmunity

Examples TNF,  tL -1 ,  tL -12 ,  tFN-y . tL-z, lL-4, lL-5, IFN-y -

Major cell source Macrophages, NK cells T lymphocytes

Principal physiologic
lunctrons

Mediators of inflammation
(localand systemic)

Regulation of lymphocyte growth and
differentiation; activation of effector cells
(macrophages, eosinophils, mast cells)

Stimuli LPS (endotoxin), bacterial peptidoglycans,
viral RNA, T cell-derived cytokines (lFN-y)

Protein antigens

Amounts produced May be high; detectable in serum Generally low; usually undetectable in serum

Local or systemic
effects

Both Usual ly localonly

Roles in disease Systemic diseases (e.9., septic shock) Local tissue injury (e.9., granulomatous
inflammation)

Inhibitors Corticosteroids Cyclosporine, FK-506
-lFN-y plays imporlant roles in innate and adaptive immunity.
Abbreviations: lFN, interferon, lL, interleukin; LpS, l ipopolysaccharide
NK, natural kil ler; TNF, tumor necrosis factor



3. Stimulators of hematopoiesis are produced by
bone marrow stromal cells, leukocytes, and other
cells, and stimulate the growth and differentiation
of immature leukocytes.

In general, the cytokines of innate and adaptive
immunity are produced by different cell populations and
act on different target cells (see Table l2-l). However,
these distinctions are not absolute because the same
cyokine may be produced during innate and adaptive
immune reactions, and different cytokines produced
during such reactions may have overlapping actions.

Cytokine Receptors and Signal ing

Before we describe the functions of individual cytokines,
it is useful to summarize the characteristics of cytokine
receptors and how they transduce signals as a conse-
quence of the binding of the c1'tokines. All cytokine
receptors consist of one or more transmembrane pro-
teins whose extracellular portions are responsible for
cytokine binding and whose cyoplasmic portions are
responsible for initiating intracellular signaling path-
ways. These signaling pathways are typically activated by
ligand-induced receptor clustering, bringing together
the cyoplasmic portions of two or more receptor mole-
cules in a process analogous to signaling by T and B cell
receptors for antigens (see Chapters 9 and 10).

There are several criteria by which c1'tokine receptors
are classified. The most widely used classification is
based on structural homologies of the extracellular
cltokine-binding domains and shared intracellular sig-
naling mechanisms. According to this classification,

chapter 12 
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cytokine receptors can be divided into several families
(Fig. l2-3 andTable I2-2).

8 Type I cytokine receptors, also called hemopoietin
receptors, contain one or more copies of a domain
with two conserved pairs of cysteine residues and a
membrane proximal sequence of tryptophan-serine-
X-trlptophan-serine (WSXWS), where X is any amino
acid. These receptors typically bind cytokines that
fold into four cx-helical strands, called type I cyto-
kines. The conserved features of the receptors form
structures that bind four cr-helical cytokines, but the
specificity for individual cltokines is determined by
amino acid residues that vary from one receptor to
another. These receptors consist of unique ligand-
binding chains and one or more signal-transducing
chains, which are often shared by receptors for dif-
ferent cytokines (Fig. 12-38). All the type I cytokine
receptors engage Iak-STAI signaling pathways, de-
scribed later in this chapter, that induce new gene

transcription.

8 Type II cytokine receptors are similar to type I recep-
tors by virtue of two extracellular domains with con-
served cysteines, but tlpe II receptors do not contain
the WSXWS motif. These receptors consist of one
ligand-binding polypeptide chain and one signal-
transducing chain. All the type II c1'tokine receptors
engage Iak-STAI signaling pathways.

& L-L family receptors share a conserved cltosolic
sequence, called the Toll-like/IL-1 receptor (TIR)

domain, and engage similar signal transduction path-
ways that induce new gene transcription.

Tabfe 12-2. Signal Transduct ion Mechanisms of Cytokine Receptors

Signaltransduction I Cytokinereceptors Signaling mechanism
pathway using this pathway

Abbreviations: GTP, guanosine triphosphate; IRAK, lL-1 receptor-associated kinase; Jak, Janus kinase;

M-CSF, monocyte colony-stimulating factor; STAT, signal transducer and activator of transcription;
TNF, tumor necrosis factor;TNF-Rl,  type ITNF receptor;TNF-Rl l ,  type I ITNF receptor;TlR, Tol l - lL-1 receptor;
TRAF. TNF receotor-associated factor

Jak-STAT pathway Type I and type ll cytokine recptors Jak-mediated phosphorylation and activation
of STAT transcription factors (See Box 12-2)

TNF receptor signaling
by TRAFs

TNF receptor family: TNR-Rll, CD40 Binding of TRAF family adapter proteins,
activation of transcription factors (see Box 12-1)

TNF receptor signaling
by death domains

TNF receptor family: TNF-Rl, Fas Binding of death domain family adapter
proteins, caspase activation (see Box 12-1)

TIR-domain/IRAK
pathway

lL-'1 and lL-18 receotors Binding of IRAK family kinases to TIR domains,
activation of transcription factors

Receptor-associated
kinases

TGF-p receptor, M-CSF receptor,
stem cell factor receptor

Intrinsic kinase activity in receptor, activation
of transcription factors

G protein signaling Chemokine receptors GTP exchange and dissociation of Gcr' GTP
from Gpy, Gcr' GTP activates various
cellular enzvmes
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@ ar,on,ne receptor famities

Type I cytokine
(hemopoiet in)

receptors

Conserved
cysteines

WSXWS

STAT
Receptors for:

rL-2, tL-3, tL-4, tL-5,
tL -6 ,  rL -7 ,  tL -9 ,  tL -11 ,
tL -12 ,  tL -13 ,  tL -15 ,
GM-CSF, G-CSF

Type ll cytokine
receptors

Receptors for:
IFN-o/8, IFN-y,

rFN-). ,  tL-10, tL-20,
tL-24, tL-26

Receptors for:
TNF-9, TNF-0, LT,

CD40. Fas.
OX4O, GITR

nerve growth factor

lL-1 receptor
family

Receptors for:
tL -1  ,  tL -18

Seven
transmembrane

G-protein-coupled
receptors

TNF receptor family

Subunit composition of cytokine
Common l chain family lL-6 receptor family

(common 9p130 subuni t )

such receptors involved in many types of cellular
responses. In the immune system, members of this
receptor class mediate rapid and transient responses
to chemokines and several different inflammatory
mediators.

Members of a family defined by extracellular domains
usually engage similar signal transduction pathways,
although there are exceptions. We describe the principal
features of the different signaling pathways that cytokine
receptors utilize when we consider the individual
cltokines.

With this introduction to the shared properties of
cltokines, we proceed to discussions of individual

receptors
GM-CSF receptor family

(common p chain)
p

lL-2 tL-15 tL-4
(also: lL-7, lL-9, lL-21)

tL-6 tL-11 tL-27
(also: LlF, CNTF)

FIGURE 12-3 Structure ol cytokine receptors. A Receptors for different cytokines are classified into families on the basis of conserved
extraceliular domain structures and signallng mechanisms. The cytokines or other l igands at bind to each receptor family are l isted below
the schematic drawings. WSXWS, tryptophan-serine-X-tryptophan-serine. B. Groups of cy kine receptors share identical or highly homolo-
gous subunit charns Selected examples of cytokine receptors in each group aTe shown

o TNF receptors are part of a large family of proteins
(some of which are not cytokine receptors) with
conserved trimeric, cysteine-rich extracellular
domains, and shared intracellular signaling mecha-
nisms that induce apoptosis and/or stimulate gene
expresslon.

Seuen-transmembrane a-helical receptors are also
called serpentine receptors, because their transmem-
brane domains appear to "snake" back and forth
through the membrane, and G protein-coupled
receptors, because their signaling pathways involve
guanosine triphosphate (GTP)-binding proteins (G
proteins). The mammalian genome encodes many

o

9p130 9p130 9p130

GM-CSF IL-5



cytokines. We conclude each section with an overview of
the roles of the cytokines in the relevant host response.

Cvrorrrurs THnr MrorRrr Rruo
Rrcumrr lruruRrr lmuururry
An important component of the early innate immune
response to viruses and bacteria is the secretion of
cytokines, which mediate many of the effector functions
of innate immunity (see Chapter 2). In this section, we
first describe the individual cltokines of innate immu-
nity (Table l2-3), and then we summarize how these
cltokines function in host defense and inflammation.
One cltokine, IFN-1, plays important roles in both
innate and adaptive immunity; it is discussed later in
this chapter.

Tumor Necrosis Factor

TNF rs the principal mediator of the acute inJlamma-
tory response to grem-negatiue bacteriaandother infec-
tious microbes and. is responsible for many of the
systemic complications of seuere infections. The name of
this cytokine derives from its original identification as a
serum factor that caused necrosis of tumors. TNF is also
called TNF-o to distinguish it from the closely related
TNF-8, also called l1'rnphotoxin (LT).

Production, Structure, and Receptors

The major cellular source of TNF is actiuated mononu-
clear phagocytes, althortgh antigen-stimulated T cells,
NK cells, and mast cells can also secrete this protein. The
most potent stimulus for eliciting TNF production by
macrophages is TLR engagement with LPS and other
microbial products, and large amounts of this cltokine
may be produced during infections by gram-negative
bacteria, which release LPS. IFN-"y, produced by T
cells and NK cells, augments TNF synthesis by LPS-
stimulated macrophages.

In mononuclear phagocytes, TNF is synthesized as a
nonglycosylated type II membrane protein with an
intracellular amino terminus and a large extracellular
carboxyl terminus. Membrane TNF is expressed as a
homotrimer and is able to bind to type II TNF receptor
(TNF-RII), described below. The membrane form of TNF
is cleaved by a membrane-associated metalloproteinase,
releasing a 17-kD polypeptide. Three of these polypep-
tide chains poll.rnerize to form the 5l-kD circulating
TNF protein. Secreted TNF assumes a triangular
pyramid shape, each side of the pyramid being formed
by one subunit (Fig. 12- ). The receptor-binding sites
are at the base of the pyramid, allowing simultaneous
binding of the cltokine to three receptor molecules.

There are two distinct TNF receptors of molecular
sizes 55kD (tlpe I TNF receptor [TNF-RI]) and 75kD
(TNF-RII). The affinities of TNF for its receptors are
unusually low for a cytokine, the IQ being only -l x
10 sM for binding to TNF-RI and approximately 5 x

FIGURE 12-4 Structure of the TNF receptor with bound [[. The
ribbon structure depicts a top view of a complex of three TNF recep-
tors (TNF-Rl) and one molecule of the bound cytokine, revealed by
x-ray crystal lography LT is a homotrimer in which the three subunits
are colored dark blue The LT homotrimer forms an inverted three-
sided pyramid with i ts base at the top and i ts apex at the bottom.
Three TNF-Rl molecules, colored magenta, cyan, and red, bind one
homotrimer of Ll with each receptor molecule interacting with two
different LT monomers in the homotrimer complex. Disulf ide bonds
in the receptor are colored yel low TNF is homologous to L-T and pre-
sumably binds to i ts receptors in the same way (From Banner DW,
A D'Arcy, W Jones, R Gentz, HJ Schoenfeld, C Broger, H Loetscher,
and W Lesslauer. Crystal structure of the soluble human 55kd TNF
receptor-human TNFbeta complex; implications for TNF receptor
activation Ce|| 73.431-445, 1993. Copyright 1993, with permission
from Elsevier Science )

l0 '0M for binding to TNF-RIL Both TNF receptors are
present on most cell types. The TNF receptors are
members of a large family of proteins, many of which
are involved in immune and inflammatory responses.
These receptors exist as trimers in the plasma mem-
brane, even before binding of TNF (Box 12-1). Cltokine
binding to some TNF receptor family members, such as
TNF-RL TNF-RII, and CD40 leads to the recruitment
of proteins, called TNF receptor-associated factors
(TRAFs), to the cltoplasmic domains of the receptors.
The TRAFs activate transcription factors, notably
nuclear factor rB (NF-rB) and activation protein-1 (AP-

1). Cltokine binding to other family members, such as
TNF-RI, leads to recruitment of an adapter protein that
activates caspases and triggers apoptosis. Thus, different
members of the TNF receptor family can induce gene

expression and cell death, and some can do both. TNF-
RI knockout mice show more impaired host defense
than do TNF-RII knockout mice, suggesting thatTNF-RI
is more important for the function of the cytokine.

Biologic Actions

The principalphysiologicfunction ofTNF is to stimulate
the recruitment of neutrophils and' monocytes to sites
of infection and to actiuate these celk to eradicate
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Table 12-3. Cytokines of Innate lmmunity

Cytokine Size (kD) Principal cell source Principal cellular targets
and biologic effects

Tumor necrosis
factor (TNF)

1 7  k D ; 5 1  k D
homotrimer

Macrophages, T cells Endothelial cells: activation (inflammation.
coagulation)

Neutroohils: activation
Hypothalamus: fever
Liver: synthesis of acute phase proteins
Muscle, fat: catabolism (cachexia)
Many cell types: apoptosis

Interleukin-1
( rL -1)

17 kD mature form;
33 kD precursors

Macrophages, endothelial
cells, some epithelial cells

Endothelial cells: activation (inflammation,
coagulation)

Hypothalamus: fever
Liver: synthesis of acute phase proteins

Chemokines
(see Table 12-4)

8 - 1 2  k D Macrophages, endothelial
cells, T cells, f ibroblasts,
olatelets

Leukocytes: chemotaxis, activation;
migration into tissues

Interleukin-12
(rL-12)

Heterodimer of 35 kD
+ 40 kD subunits

Macrophages,
dendritic cells

T cells: Tsl differentiation
NK cells and T cells: IFN-y synthesis,

increased cytotoxic activity

Type I lFNs
(lFN-cr, IFN-p)

IFN-cr :  15-21 kD
IFN-B:  20-25 kD

IFN-cr: macrophages
IFN-B: fibroblasts

All cells: antiviral state, increased class I
MHC exoression

NK cells: activation

Inter leukin-10
(rL-10)

Homodimer of
34-40 kD;
18 kD subunits

Macrophages, T cells
(mainly regulatory T cells)

Macrophages, dendritic cells: inhibition of
lL-12 production and expression of
costimulators and class ll MHC molecules

Interleukin-6
(rL-6)

19-26  kD Macrophages, endothelial
cells, T cells

Liver: synthesis of acute phase proteins
B cells: proliferation of

antibody-producing cells

lnterleukin-15
(rL-15)

13 kD Macrophages, others NK cells: proliferation
T cells: proliferation (memory CD8+ cells)

Interleukin-18
(rL-18)

1 7  k D Macrophages NK cells and T cells: IFN-y synthesis

Interleukin-23
(rL-23)

Heterodimer of unique
19 kD subunit  and
40 kD subunit  of  lL-12

Macrophages and
dendrit ic cells

T cells: maintenance of lL-17
producing T cells

Interleukin-27
(tL-27)

Heterodimer of 28 kD
and 13 kD subuni ts

Macrophages and
dendrit ic cells

T cells: inhibition of Ts1 cells;
role in Tsl differentiation?
NK cells: IFN-y synthesis

microbes (Fig. l2-5). TNF mediates these effects by
several actions on vascular endothelial cells and
leukocytes.

g TNF induces vascular endothelial cells to express
adhesion molecules that make the endothelial
surface adhesive for leukocytes, initially for neu-
trophils and subsequently for monocltes and
lymphocytes. The most important of these adhesion
molecules are selectins and ligands for leukocyte
integrins (see Chapter 2, Boxes 2-2 and 2-3).
The sequence of events in the recruitment of

leukocltes to sites of infection was described in
Chapter 2.

@ TNF stimulates endothelial cells and macrophages to
secrete chemokines (discussed later) that enhance
the affinity of leukocyte integrins for their ligands and
induce leukoclte chemotaxis and recruitment. TNF
also acts on mononuclear phagoq,tes to stimulate
secretion of IL-I, which functions much like TNF
itself (see later). This is an example of a cascade
of cytokines that have similar or complementary
biologic activities.
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The TNF fami ly  of  prote ins inc ludes secreted cytok ines
and membrane prote ins that  share sequence homologies
and fo ld in to homotr imer ic  t r iangular  pyramidal  com-
plexes,  which b ind to s t ructura l ly  s imi lar  ce l l  sur face
receptors.  Members of  th is  fami ly  inc lude TNF, LT (TNF-0) ,
CD40 l igand,  Fas l igand,  GITR l igand,  OX40 l igand,  RANK
l igand,  TNF-re lated apoptosis- inducing l igand (TRAIL) ,  and

several other proteins. The cell surface receptors for
the TNF fami lv  of  prote ins are type I  membrane prote ins
that  can a lso be grouped into a fami ly ,  ca l led the TNF-R
family, on the basis of sequence homology in their cys-
te ine-r ich extracel lu lar  l igand-binding domains.  Members
of  the TNF-R fami ly  inc lude TNF-Rl ,  TNF-Rl l ,  lymphotoxin-

B receptor (LT-BR), Fas, CD40, OX40, RANK, and

@^- Gene expression

I factors (AP-1, NF-rB) |

AP-1

Binding of
rdapter protein

(TRADD)

Gene
transcript ion:
production of
inflammatory

mediators,
survival proteins

['rg 
"f I)D and I

rtion of I
)ase-8 |

Active
aspase-8

;pase-8,
cursor form

\

Signal transduction by TNF receptors. TNF-Rl may st imulate gene expression (A) or induce apoptosis (B) These dist inct effects
are both init iated by t l"re binding of the adapter protein TRADD fol lowed by either TRAF and RlP, leading to new gene expression,
or binding of the adapter protein FADD, leading to apoptosis The cytoplasmic tai ls of other members of the TNF-R family may
directly bind FADD (e g, Fas), leading to apoptoi is, or direct ly bind TRAFs (e g, TNF-Rll  or CD40), leading to gene expression. The
genes induced by TNF-R family members encode mainly mediators of inf lammation and anti-apoptotic proteins

Continued on following page
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others The b inding of  TNF fami ly  members to thei r
respectrve receptors in i t ia tes a wide var iety  of  responses
Many of  these responses are pro inf  lammatory and
depend on act ivat ion of  the NF-KB and AP-1 t ranscr ipt ion
factors leading to new gene t ranscr ipt ion In conrrasr ,
some TNF-R fami ly  members (TNF-Rl  and Fas)  del iver
s ignals that  cause apoptot ic  ce l l  death The speci f  ic
responses to the cytok ines depend on the par t icu lar
receptor  and cel l  type Many of  the molecular  deta i ls  of
the s ignal ing pathways engaged by TNF-R fami ly  mole-
cules are now known Al though the members of  th is
receptor  fami ly  share st ructura l  features in  thei r  exrracet-
lu lar  i igand-binding regions,  they have widely d ivergent
cytoplasmic domain st ructures Nonetheless,  there are
shared features in  the s ignal ing pathways associated wi th
these receptors We discuss s ignal ing by the TNF-R
fami ly ,  wi th an emphasis on how a protypical  member of
the fami ly ,  TNF-Rl ,  can induce ant i -apoptot ic  and inf lam-
matory responses in some c i rcumstances or  apoptosrs in
others (see Figure)

As is  the case wi th many membrane receptors in  the
rmmune system, the cytoplasmic ta i ls  of  the TNF-R fami ly
members do not  conta in in t r ins ic  enzymat ic  act iv i t ies,  but
they do conta in s t ructura l  mot i fs  that  b ind to cytoplasmic
s ignal ing molecules and promote the assembly of  s ignal -
ing complexes One of  these st ructura l  mot i fs  is  ca l led
the death domain,  and i t  b inds,  by homotypic in terac-
t ions,  to  death domains in  a var iety  of  cytoplasmic s ig-
nal ing/adapter  molecules The cvtoplasmic ta i ls  of  both
TNF-Rl  and Fas conta in death domains,  and murarron or
delet ion of  th is  region prevents TNF-RI or  Fas motecutes
from del iver ing apoptosis- inducing s ignals However,
death domain in teract ions are a lso essent ia l  for  the ant i -
apoptotic, proinflammatory signaling pathways The cyto-
p lasmic s ignal ing molecules that  conta in death domains
and that  are involved in TNF-R s ignal ing inc lude TRADD
(TNF receptor-associated death domain) ,  FADD (Fas-
associated death domain) ,  and RIP ( receptor  in teract ing
protern)

The second type of motif that plays a key role in sig-
nal ing by several  TNF-R fami ly  members b inds to one of
a family of molecules called TNF receptor-associated
factors (TRAFs) TNF-Rl l ,  LT-pR, and CD40 at l  b ind TRAF
prote ins To date,  seven TRAFs have been ident i f ied,  and
they are cal led TRAF-I  to  TRAF-7 Al l  TRAFs share a C-
terminal  region of  homology cal led a TRAF domain,  which
mediates b inding to the cytoplasmic domains of  TNF-R
fami ly  members,  and TRAFs 2 to 6 have RING and z inc
f inger  mot i fs  that  are involved in s ignal ing

Mul t ip le d i f ferent  in teract ions of  death domain pro-
te ins and TRAFs are known to occur  in  the s ignal ing
pathways associated with the different TNF-R family
members.  ln  the case of  TNF-Rl ,  TNF may lead to e i ther
apoptosis  or  in f lammatory responses (see Figure) .  The
death domain prote in TRADD binds d i rect ly  to  the TNF-
Rl  death domain and acts as a p ivota l  adapter  molecule
leading to one of  two d i f ferent  s ignal ing cascades In one
of these pathways, the death domain protein FADD binds
to TRADD, and the aspartyl-directed cysteine protease
caspase-8 b inds to FADD Caspase-8 brnding in i t ia tes the
activation of a cascade of caspases that eventually
causes apoptosis  In response to Fas l igand b inding,  Fas
mediates apoptosis  by a s imi lar  pathway,  but  in  th is  case,
FADD binds d i rect ly  to  the cytoplasmic ta i l  o f  Fas (see
Chapter  11,  Box 11-2)  The a l ternat ive pro inf lammatory
and ant i -apoptot ic  pathway involves the b inding of  TRAF-
2 and RIP-1 to TRADD and resul ts  in  NF-KB- and AP-
1-dependent  gene t ranscr ipt ion Both TRAF-2 and RIP-1
are involved in the act ivat ion of  kB k inases,  which
mediate the in i t ia l  s teps in  NF-rB act ivat ion TRAF-2 a lso
act ivates the mi togen-act ivated prote in k inase (MAP
kinase)  cascade that  leads to JNK act ivat ion,  phosphory-
lat ion of  c-Jun,  and format ion of  the AP-1 t ranscr ipt ion
factor The combination of NF-rB and AP-1 activation
promotes the t ranscr ipt ion of  a var iety  of  genes involved
in in f lammat ion,  inc luding endothel ia l  adhesion mole-
cules,  cytokrnes,  and chemokines.  Fur thermore,  NF-rcB
also enhances expression of  a fami ly  of  ce l lu lar  inh ib i tors
of  apoptosis  (c lAPs),  which b lock the funct ion of  cas-
pases Therefore, when the proinflammatory pathway is
engaged,  there is  act ive inhib i t ion of  the apoptot ic
pathwav l t  is  s t i l l  unclear  what  determines whether  TNF
binding to TNF-Rl  wi l l  act ivate the in f lammatory or  apop-
tot ic  s ignal ing pathways

Other  members of  the TNF-R fami ly  use TRAF-
dependent  s ignal ing pathways that  lead to NF-rB and AP-'1 activation similar to the TNF-Rl pathwav, but in contrast
to TNF-Rl ,  these other  receptors d i rect ly  b ind TRAFs to
their cytoplasmic tails. TRAF-1 and TRAF-2 interact with
TNF-Rl l ,  TRAF-2 and TRAF-3 in teract  wi th CD4O, and
TRAF-4 interacts with LT-BR. CD40 delivers activating
signals to B cel ls  and macrophages through TRAF binding
(see Chapters 10 and 13)  Interest ingly ,  one of  the t rans-
forming gene products of  the Epste in-Barr  v i rus encodes
a sel f -aggregat ing TRAF domain-conta in ing prote in that
b inds TRAF molecules,  and therefore in fect ion by the
vi rus mimics TNF- or  CD4O-induced s iqnals

o TNF stimulates the microbicidal activities of neu-
trophils and macrophages.

The actions of TNF on endothelium and leukocytes
are critical for local inflammatorv responses to microbes.
If inadequate quantities of ttrip aie present (e.g., in
animals treated with neutralizing anti-TNF antibodies or

in TNF gene knockout mice), a consequence may be
failure to contain infections. TNF also contributes to local
inflammatory reactions that are injurious to the host
(e.9., in autoimmune diseases) (see Chapter lB). Neutral-
izing antibodies to TNF and soluble TNF receptors are in
clinical use to reduce inflammation in patients with
rheumatoid arthritis and inflammatory bowel disease.
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Septic shockLocal inf lammation

FIGURE tZ-S Biologic act ions
of TNF. At low concentrat ions, TNF
acts on leukocytes and endothe-
l ium to  induce acute  in f lammat ion
At moderate concentrat ions, TNF
mediates the systemic effects
o f  in f  lammat ion  in  par t  v ia  the
rnduction of lL-1 and lL-6 At high
concentrat ions, TNF causes the
pathologic abnormali t ies of septic
S N O C K

TNF also induces apoptosis of some cell types in vitro;
the physiologic role of this activity is not knor,m.

In seuere infections,TNF is produced in large anlnunts
and causes systemic clinical and pathologic abnormali-
ties. lf the stimulus for TNF production is sufficiently
strong, the quantity of the cytokine produced is so large
that it enters the blood stream and acts at distant sites as
an endocrine hormone (see Fig. f 2-5). The principal sys-
temic actions of TNF are the following:

o TNF acts on the hlpothalamus to induce fever and is
therefore called an endogenous (i.e., host-derived)
plrogen (to distinguish it from LPS, which functions
as an exogenous, microbe-derived, pyrogen). Fever
production in response to TNF (and IL-1) is mediated
by increased synthesis of prostaglandins by cytokine-
stimulated hlpothalamic cells. Prostaglandin syn-
thesis inhibitors, such as aspirin, reduce fever by
blocking this action of TNF and IL-1.

@ TNF acts on hepatocytes to increase slmthesis of
certain serum proteins, such as serum amyloid A
protein and fibrinogen. The increase in hepatoclte-
derived plasma proteins induced by TNF and by IL-l
and IL-6, two other cytokines of innate immuniry
constitutes the acute-phase response to inflamma-
tory stimuli (see Chapter 15, Box 15-1).

o Prolonged production of TNF causes wasting of
muscle and fat cells, called cachexia. This wasting

results from TNF-induced appetite suppression and
reduced synthesis of lipoprotein lipase, an enzyme
needed to release fatty acids from circulating Iipopro-
teins so that they can be used by the tissues.

o \A/hen large amounts of TNF are produced, with

serum concentrations reaching l0-7M or more,
myocardial contractility and vascular smooth muscle

tone are inhibited, resulting in a marked fall in blood
pressure, or shock.

o TNF causes intravascular thrombosis, mainly as a

result of loss of the normal anticoagulant properties

of the endothelium. TNF stimulates endothelial cell

expression oftissue factor, a potent activator ofcoag-
ulition, and inhibits expression of thrombomodulin,
an inhibitor of coagulation. The endothelial alter-
ations are exacerbated by activation of neutrophils,
leading to vascular plugging by these cells. The ability
of this cltokine to cause necrosis of tumors, which is

the basis of its name, is mainly a result of thrombosis
of tumor blood vessels.

e High circulating levels of TNF cause severe metabolic
disturbances, such as a fall in blood glucose concen-
trations to levels incompatible with life. This is due to

overuse of glucose by muscle and failure of the liver

to replace the glucose.

A complication of severe gram-negative bacterial

sepsis is a syndrome called septic shock (or endotoxin
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shock), which is characterizedby vascular collapse, dis-
seminated intravascular coagulation, and metabolic
disturbances. This syndrome is due to Lps-induced
production of TNF and other cy'tokines, including IL-12,
IFN-1, and IL-1. The concentration of serumTNF maybe
predictive of the outcome of severe gram-negative infec-
tions. This is one of the few examples of a disorder in
which measuring levels of a circulating cltokine is
informative. Septic shock can be reproduced in experi-
mental animals by administration of LpS or TNF (see
Chapter 15, Box 15-l). Antagonists ofTNF can prevent
mortality in the experimental models, but clinical trials
with anti-TNF antibodies or with soluble TNF receptors
have not shown benefit in patients with sepsis. The
cause of this therapeutic failure is not known, but it may
be because other cltokines elicit the same responses as
TNE an example of redundancy.

There are many cltokines and membrane proteins
belonging to the TNF-TNF receptor families, and they
serve important functions in innate and adaptive
immune responses. Two TNF family membrane proteins
expressed on activated T lyrnphocytes are CD40 ligand
and Fas ligand. CD40 ligand mediates activation of
macrophages and B cells (see Chapters l0 and l3), and
Fas ligand is involved in killing of some cell types (see
Chapter ll). BAFF and APRIL are TNF family members
that play critical roles in B cell survival and differentia-
tion (see Chapter 10). Glucocorticoid-induced TNF-
related (GITR) ligand and OX40 ligand are TNF family
molecules that may be involved in regulation of T cell
responses. Receptor activator of NF-rcB (RANK) is aTNF-
R family member that is expressed on osteoclasts and
some macrophages and dendritic cells. RANK is the
receptor for the cytokine RANK-ligand, which is made by
activated T cells. RANK-ligand activates osteoclasts and
thus plays an important role in bone resorption in manv
disease states, notably rheumatoid arthrit is.

In ter leukin-1

The principal function of IL-I, similar to that of TNF, is
as a mediator of the host inflammatory response to
infections and other stimuli. IL-l works together with
TNF in innate immunity and inflammation.

Production, Structure, and Receptors

The major cellular source of IL-l,like that ofTNF,k acti-
uated mononuclear phagocytes. IL-l production by
mononuclear phagocltes is induced by bacterial prod-
ucts such as LPS and by other c],tokines such as TNE
Unlike TNE IL-l is also produced by many cell tlpes
other than macrophages, such as neutrophils, epithelial
cells (e.g., keratinocytes), and endothelial cells.

There are two forms of IL-l, called IL-lcr and IL-IB,
that are less than 30% homologous to each other, but
they bind to the same cell surface receptors and have the
same biologic activities. Both IL-l pollpeptides are slm-
thesized as 33-kD precursors and are secreted as
l7-kD mature proteins. The active form of IL-IB is the
cleaved product, but IL-lcr is active either as the 33-kD
precursor or as the smaller cleaved product. IL-1B is pro-
teolytically cleaved by the cysteine protease caspase-l

(also called IL-lB-converting enzyme) to generate the
biologically active secreted protein. Caspase-l was the
first described mammalian member of the caspase
family, many other members of which are involved in
apoptotic death in a variety of cells (see Chapter l l, Box
1 l-2). Activation of caspase- I requires the assembly of a
complex of proteins termed the inflammasome. NALp
family proteins, which are cytoplasmic innate immune
sensors (see Chapter 2), are critical components of the
inflammasome. Gain-of-function mutations affecting
NALP proteins lead to uncontrolled IL-1 production and
"auto - infl ammatory syndromes".

IL-L mediates its biologic effects through & menl-
brane receptor called the type I IL-l receptor, which
engages signal transduction pathways that actiuate NF-
rB andAP-l transcriptionfactors. The type I IL-l recep-
tor is a member of a family of integral membrane
proteins that contain an extracellular ligand-binding Ig
domain and a TIR signaling domain in the cytoplasmic
region. The TIR domain was described in reference to
TLRs in Chapter 2. Another member of this family is the
IL-18 receptor (IL-18 is discussed later in this chapter).
The signaling events that occur when IL-l binds to the
type I IL- I receptor are similar to those associated with
TLRs. Upon IL-1 binding, the adapter protein MyDgg is
recruited to the TIR domain, followed by two protein
kinases, IL-1 receptor-associated kinase-4 (IRAK4) and
IRAK-I, and another adapter protein, TRAF-6. Dor,vn-
stream signaling involves several phosphorylation
events and formation of new complexes with other
kinases and adapter proteins, eventually leading to the
activation of NF-rB.

Biologic Actions

The biologic effects of IL-I are similar to those of TNF
and depend on the quantity of cytokine produced.

I \.A/hen secreted at low concentrations, IL-l functions
as a mediator of local inflammation. It acts on
endothelial cells to increase expression of surface
molecules that mediate leukoclte adhesion, such as
ligands for integrins.

@ \Mhen secreted in larger quantities, IL-l enters the
blood stream and exerts endocrine effects. Systemic
IL-1 induces fever, synthesis of acute-phase plasma
proteins by the liver, directly and indirectly through
stimulation of IL-6 production, and neutrophil and
platelet production by the bone marrow.

The similarities between IL-l actions and those of
TNF appear surprising at face value because the
cytokines and their receptors are structurally different.
The likely explanation for the similar biologic effects is
that receptors for both cytokines signal by homologous
proteins and activate the same transcription factors (see
Box I2-I). However, there are several differences
between IL-l and TNF. For instance, IL-l does not
induce the apoptotic death of cells, and even at high
systemic concentrations, by itself it does not cause the
pathophysiologic changes of septic shock.



Mononuclear phagocytes produce a natural anta-
gonist of IL-l that is structurally homologous to the
cltokine and binds to the same receptors but is biologi-
cally inactive, so that it functions as a competitive
inhibitor of IL-l. It is therefore called IL-l receptor
antagonist (IL-lra). IL-lra may be an endogenous regu-
Iator of IL- I action. IL- lra is used to treat systemic juve-
nile rheumatoid arthritis. Regulation of IL-1-mediated
inflammation may also occur by expression of the type
II receptor, which binds IL-I, but does not transduce
activating signal. The major function of this receptor
may be to act as a "decoy" that competitively inhibits
IL-1 binding to the tJ,?e I signaling receptor.

Chemokines

Chemokines are a large family of structurally homolo-
gous cytokines that stimulate leukocyte mouement and
regulate the migration of leukocytes from the blood to
tissues. The name chemokineis a contraction of "chemo-
tactic cytokine." Some chemokines may be produced
by various cells in response to inflammatory stimuli
and recruit leukocl'tes to sites of inflammation; other
chemokines are produced constitutively in various
tissues and recruit leukocltes (mainly lymphocltes) to
these tissues in the absence of inflammatiorr.

Structure, Production, and Receptors

There are about 50 human chemokines, all of which are
8- to 12-kD polypeptides that contain two internal disul-
fide loops. The chemokines are classified into four fam-
ilies on the basis of the number and location of
N-terminal cysteine residues. The two major families are
the CC chemokines, in which the cysteine residues are
adjacent, and the CXC family, in which these residues
are separated by one amino acid. These differences
correlate with organization of the subfamilies into sep-
arate gene clusters. A small number of chemokines have
a single cysteine (C family) or two cysteines separated by
three amino acids (CX3C). Chemokines were originally
named on the basis of howtheywere identified andwhat
responses they triggered. More recently, a standard
nomenclature is being used based in part on which
receptors the chemokines bind to (Table 12-4).

The chemokines of the CC and CXC subfamilies are
produced by leukocytes and by several types of tissue
cells, such as endothelial cells, epithelial cells, and
fibroblasts. In many of these cells, secretion of
chemokines is induced by microbes, via TLR signaling,
and by inflammatory cytokines, mainly TNF and IL-l.
Several CC chemokines are also produced by antigen-
stimulated T cells, providing a link between adaptive
immunity and recruitment of inflammatory leukocltes.
Chemokines that are produced constitutively (i.e.,
without any inflammatory stimulus) in lymphoid organs
are involved in the physiologic traffic of lyrnphocytes
through the organs. Chemokines bind to heparan sulfate
proteoglycans on endothelial cells and are displayed in
this way to circulating leukocl'tes that have bound to the
endothelial surfaces via selectin-dependent interactions
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(see Chapter 2). The endothelial display provides a high
local concentration of chemokines, which causes acti-
vation of leukocyte integrins, thereby strengthening
adhesion, and stimulation of leukocyte motility and
transmigration through the blood vessel wall.

The receptors for chemokines are G protein-coupled'
receptors with seuen-transnl.embrane a-helical
domains.lVhen occupied by ligand, these receptors act
as GTP exchange proteins, catalyzing the replacement of
bound guanosine diphosphate (GDP) by GTP The GTP-
associated form ofthese G proteins can activate a variety
of cellular enzyrnes that modulate cytoskeletal protein

configuration and integrin affinity. Chemokine recep-
tors may be rapidly dor,tm-regulated by exposure to the
chemokine, and this is a likely mechanism for terminat-
ing responses. At least 10 distinct receptors for CC
chemokines (called CCR1 through CCRI0) and six for
CXC chemokines (called CXCR1 through CXCR6) have
already been identified, and this list may be incomplete
(see Table 12-4). Chemokine receptors are expressed on
leukocl'tes, with the greatest number and diversity seen
on T cells. The receptors exhibit overlapping specificity
for chemokines within each family, and the pattern of
cellular expression of the receptors determines which
cell types respond to which chemokines. Certain
chemokine receptors, notably CCR5 and CXCR4, act as
coreceptors for the human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) (see Chapter 20). Some activated T lymphocytes
secrete chemokines that bind to CCR5 and block infec-
tion with HIV by competing with the virus.

Biologic Actions

Chemokines inuolved. in inflamma'tory rea'ctions are
produced by leukocytes in response to external stimuli,
and. chemokines that regulate celltraffic throughtissues
are prod.uced constitutiuely by uarious celk in these
tissues. Chemokines were discovered on the basis of
their activities as leukocyte chemoattractants, but we
now know that they serve many important functions in
the immune system and in other systems.

o Chemokines recruit the celk of host d.efense to sites of
infection. Leukocyte recruitment is regulated by
several sequential actions of chemokines on these
cells. Chemokines bound to heparan sulfate proteo-
glycans on endothelial cells act on leukocltes rolling
on the endothelium and increase the affinity of leuko-
cyte integrins for their ligands (see Chapter 2, Fig.
2-7). This step ofintegrin activation is critical for the
firm adherence of the leukocytes to the endothelium,
as a prelude to subsequent migration into extravas-
cular tissue. Recall that TNF and IL-l stimulate
expression of integrin ligands on endothelium, and
thus these two cytokines and chemokines act coop-
eratively in the process of leukocyte migration'
Chemokines induce movement of leukocytes and
their migration toward the chemical gradient of the
cytokine by stimulating alternating pollT nerization
and depoll,rnerization of actin filaments. Different
chemokines act on different cells and, in coordina-
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RANTES
MCP-3
MCP-2

Eotaxin
Unknown
MCP.4
HHC-1
MtP-16
HHC-4
TARC
DC-CK1
MrP-38/ELC

MIP-3cx
SLC

MDC
MPIF-1
Eotaxin-2
TECK

ccRl, ccR3. ccRs
ccRl,  ccR2, ccR3
ccR3, ccRs
ccRl
ccR3
ccR2
ccR2, ccR3
ccRl,  ccRs
ccR1, ccR3
CCR1,  CCR2
CCR4
2

ccRT

ccR6
ccRT

CCR4
ccRl
t/L/ l-tJ

CCR9
CCR3
ccR10
c c R 1 0

Monocyte recruitment and endothelial cell migration
Mixed leukocyte recruitment
Mixed leukocyte recruitment
T cell, dendritic cell, monocyte, and NK recruitment;
HIV coreceptor

Mixed leukocyte recruitment
Mixed leukocyte recruitment
Mixed leukocyte recruitment
.)

Eosinophil, basophil, and Ts2 recruitment
Mixed leukocyte recruitment
Mixed leukocyte recruitment

Mixed leukocyte recruitment

T cell and basophil recruitment
Lymphocyte and dendritic cell homing
T cell and dendritic cell migration into parafollicular
zones of lymph nodes
,)

T cell and dendritic cell migration into parafollicular
zones of lymph nodes
T cell and basophil recruitment
,)

Eosinophil, basophil, and Ts2 recruitment
Astrocyte migration
Eosinophil, basophil, and Ts2 recruitment
Dermal cell migration
Dermal cell mioration

Neutroohil recruitment
Neutroohil recruitment
Neutrophil recruitment
Platelet aggregation
Neutroohil recruitment
Neutroohil recruitment
Neutrophil recruitment
Neutroohil recruitment
Effector T cell recruitment
Effector T cell recruitment
Effector T cell recruitment
Mixed leukocyte recruitment; HIV coreceptor
B cell migration into follicles

rcxiR,CXCL2
CXCL3

GROp
GROy

CXCR2
CXCR2
CXCR3B
CXCR2
CXCR1,  CXCR2
CXCR2
CXCR1,  CXCR2
CXCR3
CXCR3, CXCR3B
CXCR3
CXCR4
CXCR5

CXCR6
1 ?
l t

__'1. i,
cxcL16 i  -  i

,  C chemokines

T cell and NK cell recruitment
XCLl i ?

Fractalkine

Original name Chemokine receptor

T cell, NK cell, and macrophage recruitment;
CTL and NK cell activation

The known chemokines and the receptors they bind to are l isted. Only selected major functions of the chemokines are included
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tion with the types of adhesion molecules expressed, a four-a-helical globular domain structure, which is

thuscontrolthenatureoftheinflammatoryinfiltrate. shared by several different cytokines of the type I or

For example, in the CC family, CCL2 (MCP-l) is hematopoietic cytokine family (see Fig. 12-3). The.p40
mainly involved in attracting monocytes in inflam- subunitlshomologoustotheextracellularportionofthe
matoi sites, while CCLf f (eotaxin) acts mainly on IL-6 receptor o chain. IL- 12 belongs to a family of-at least
eosinophils. In the CXC family, chemokines that five heteiodimeric cytokines whose subunits are homol-
containaglutamate-leucine-argininemotif (CXCL-l, ogous to either or both the IL-12 p35 and p40 chains.
CXCL-1, CXCt-g, and others) aie mainly involved in TWo members of this family, IL-23 and IL-27, playimpor-
neutrophil recruitment to inflammatory sites, while tant roles, along with lL-12, in protective and pathologic

those iacking this motif (CXCL-g, C;aCL-1g, and T cell-mediated immune responses (discussed later).
CXCL-II) act onTnl cells. Theprincipalsourcesof ll-l2areactiuatedd'endritic

@ chemokines regutate the traffic of tyr ;yJfJ#*tffi::x'iffi:::fi:
other Leukocytes through periphe, ronentind therefore the biologi-
tksues. Some of the most intriguing .rnate immune reactions to
discoveries about chemokines have b 

urrngrl
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peripheral lymphoid organs (see c 
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previously activated effector and mer
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chemokine receptors are expressed or 

lls or T cells also stimulates

@ Chemokines promote angiogenesis and wound The receptor for IL-12 (IL-12R) is a member of the

healing. These activities are aisociated mostly with type I cltokine receptor family (see Fig. 12-3). It is a het-

CXC family chemokines, and involve both proangio- eroai-et composed of pl and B2 subunits, both of

genic chemokines, expressed early after tissue injury, which are homologous to gp130, a subunit of the IL-6

ind anti-angiogenic ihemokines, expressed later in receptor. (gptAO or homologous proteins are also part of

the healing p.oiess. The angiogenic effects may be a the ieceptois for IL-11, IL-23 and lL-27, cytoktnes that

combination of chemokine-induced production of will be discussed later in this chapter.) lL-12 p40 binds

angiogenic factors in inflammatory ceils and fibrob- to the IL-12Rpl subunit, and IL-12 p35 binds toIL-12R82

lasis, ind direct effects of chemokines on vascular subunit. Both chains are required for high-affinity

cells, such as endothelial cells, which express the binding of the cytokine, and for signaling. The IL-12

CXCR2 receptor. receptor signals through a Jak-STAf pathway, in which

@ chemokines are ako involued in the t 
the receptor activates receptor-

diverse nontymphoid. organs.I(nocko 'i:?:yff1i'""li"t$#ll'#lX:
the CXCR4 receptor have fatal defects
ment of the heart and the cerebellum 

t signal transducers and activators

chemokines raise the possibility of mr 
's)' Many cytokines use Iak-STAT

undiscovered runctions in morphoger ;i,i*:A'*Affii"i,:jii;3i'fl|jT::
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IL-12 is a principal mediator of the early innate associates with the p2 subunit, and the major STAT

immune response to intracellulai microbis-""i {i-i protein involved, which is required for most.of tbe bio-

key ind,ucer of cell-med.iated, immunit i srAr4' Expression of the B2 chain

immuneresponsetothesemicrobes.IL-i is itself enhanced by cltokines'

identified as an activator of NK cell cltr rroduction is stimulated by IL-12)'

but its most important actions are to I of apositive ampliflcationloop in

production by T cells and NK cells, and
ferentiation of naive CD4* helper T cells to the IFN-y-
producing (Tul) subset. Biologic Actions

Structure, Production, and Receptors

IL-12 exists as a disulfide-linked heterodimer of 35-kD
(p35) and 40-kD (p40) subunits. The p35 subunit has

IL-12 is critical for initiating a sequence of responses
involving macrophages, NK cells, and T l1'rnphocytes
that results in the eradication of intracellular microbes
(Fig. 12-6).
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e IL-12 stimulates the production of IFN-y by NK
celk and T lymphocytes. Macrophages and dendritic
cells produce lL-12 in response to many mi-
crobes. Secreted IL-12 stimulates NK cells and T
cells to produce IFN-1, which then activates the
macrophages to kill the phagocyosed microbes.
Thus, innate immunity against many microbes is
mediated by cltokines acring in the following
sequence: microbes -+ macrophage and dendritic cell
response --> lL-I2 --> IFN-1 -+ macrophage activation
-+ killing of microbes. Large amounts of IL-12 are pro-
duced in severe gram-negative sepsis, resulting in the
production of IFN-y, which synergizes with bacterial
LPS to stimulate macrophage production of TNE the
principal mediator of septic shock. IL-12 antagonists
prevent lethality in some experimental models of
LPS-induced septic shock. We will return to IFN-y
when we discuss the cytokines of adaptive immunity.

& IL-12, together with IFN-y promotes the dffiren-
tiation of CD4* helper T lymphocytes into IFN-y-
producing Tol cells. The Tsl subset of helper T celis

CD4OL

Increased cytotoxic
activity

activates phagocltes in cell-mediated immunity. This
effect of IL-12 will be discussed more fully in Chapter
13 .

@ IL-12 enhances the cytotoxic functions of actiuated
NK celk and CD8* cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs).
This action of lL-I2 is also important in cell-mediated
immunity (see Chapter 13).

Studies with gene knockout mice and the phenotype
of rare patients with mutations in the IL-12 receptor
support the conclusion that IL-12 is important for IFN-
yproduction, Tsl cell differentiation, and host resistance
to intracellular microbes. For example, patients with
mutations in the IL-12 receptor Bl subunit have been
described and they are highly susceptible to infections
with intracellular bacteria, notably Sa lmonellaand atyp-
ical mycobacteria. However, the interpretation of miny
of these genetic defects is complicated by the fact thal
the mutated gene products are also involved in the func-
tion of IL-23, because IL-23 contains the same p40 chain
as IL-12 and the IL-23 receptor contains the IL-l2Rol

Dendrit ic
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FIGURE 12-6 Biologic act ions of lL-12. tL-1 2 is
produced by macrophages and dendrit ic cel ls that
respond to microbes or to T cel l  signals such as
CD40 l igand engaging CD40. lL-1 2 acts on T lym-
phocytes and NK cel ls to st i .nulate IFN-y oroduc-
t ion and cytotoxic act ivi ty, both of which'function
to eradicate intracel lular microbes
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Cytokine receptors of the type I and type l l receptor fam-
i l ies engage s ignal  t ransduct ion pathways that  involve
enzymes cal led Janus k inases and t ranscr ipt ion factors
cal led s ignal  t ransducers and act ivators of  t ranscr ipt ion
(STATs). Studies of these pathwavs have revealed direct
l inks between cytok ine b inding to receptors and t ran-
scr ipt ional  act ivat ion of  target  genes.

The discovery of the Jak-STAT pathways came from
biochemical  and genet ic  analyses of  IFN s ignal ing The
promoter  regions of  genes responsive to lFNs conta in
sequences that  b ind cel lu lar  prote ins that  are phosphory-
lated upon IFN t reatment  of  the cel ls  These prote ins
were shown to activate transcription of cytokine-
responsive genes, and they were therefore called STAT
prote ins Mutant  ce l l  l ines were generated that  were
unresoonsive to lFNs Some of  these mutant  ce l l  l ines
were found to lack particular STAT proteins, and intro-
duction of the STATs by gene transfection restored
cvtok ine responsiveness in  the cel ls .  This  establ ished the
essential roles of the STATs in responses to the cytokines
Other  mutant  ce l l  l ines were found to be def ic ient  in  one
or more re lated tyros ine k inases,  which were cal led
Janus k inases af ter  the two-headed Roman god because
of  the presence of  two k inase domains (only  one of  which
is  act ive)  Subsequent  s tudies,  inc luding analyses of
knockout  mice lack ing the var ious STATs and Jaks,  have
shown that Jak-STAT pathways are involved in responses
to many cytokines (see Table) There are four known
Janus k inases (Jak1-3 and TYK2) and seven STATs
(STAT1-4, 5a. 5b. and 6).

The sequence of events in the Jak-STAT signaling
pathways is  now wel l  def ined (see Figure) .  lnact ive Jak
enzymes are noncovalently attached to the cytoplasmic
domains of type I and type l l cytokine receptors When
two receptor  molecules are brought  together  by b indtng
of a cytokine molecule, the receptor-associated Jaks
become act ive through t ransphosphory lat ion,  and they
phosphorylate tyrosine residues in the cytoplasmic por-

tions of the clustered receptors. Some of these phos-
photyrosine moieties of the receptors are recognized by
Src homology 2 (Sl'2l) domains of monomeric cytosolic
STAT proteins, which become attached to the receptors
The STAT proteins are then phosphorylated by the
receptor-associated Jak k inases The SH2 domain of
one STAT protein is able to bind to the phosphotyrosine
residues of another STAT protein As a result, two STAT
proteins bind to each other and dissociate from the recep-
tor The STAT dimers migrate to the nucleus, where they
bind to DNA sequences in the promoter  regions of
cytokine-responsive genes and activate gene transcrip-
tion After each round, new STAT proteins can bind to the
cytokine receptor, become phosphorylated, dimerize, and
again migrate to the nucleus.

An int r igu ing quest ion is  how the speci f  ic i ty  of
responses to many different cytokines is achieved, given

the l imited numbers of Jaks and STATs used by the
various cytokine receptors The likely answer is that
unique amino acid sequences in the d i f ferent  cytok ine
receptors prov ide the scaf fo ld ing for  speci f ica l ly  b inding,
and thereby act ivat ing,  d i f ferent  combinat ions of  Jaks and

STATl IFN-c/B, IFN-y Defect in innate immunity; no reponse to lFNs

STAT2 IFN-o/p Defective immunity to viruses

STATS tL -6 ,  tL -10 Embryonic lethal

STAT4 lL-12 Defect in Ts1 development, IFN-T production

STAT5a Prolactin Lactation defect

STAT5b Growth hormone (GH) Dwarfism

STATSa and
STAT5b

lL-2, lL-7, 11-9 (also see
Prolactin and GH)

Lactation defect, dwarfism, and defective T cell
proliferation in response to lL-2

STAT6 tL-4 Defect in T;12 development, and production of
I L-4 - dependent lg isotypes

Jakl IFN-o/p, IFN-y, cytokines using
y" and 9p130 (e.9., lL-2, lL-4,
rL-6)

Perinatal lethal;  defective innate immunity'
possible deiect in neuronal viabi l i ty

Jal<2 Epo, lL-3, IFN-y Embryonic lethal, hematopoietic failure

Jak3 Cytokines using y" chain ( lL-7,
tL-2, tL-4)

Defect in T cell maturation

Tyk2 IFN-o/p, IFN-y, lL-10, others Defective lL-12 response of NK cells, defective
immunitv to viruses

JaUSTAT I Involved cytokine(s) | Phenotype of knockout mice

Abbreviations; lFN, interferon; lL, interleukin; Jak, Janus kinase; STAT, signal
transducer and activator of transcription.

Continued on following Page
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STATs The SH2 domains of different STAT proteins selec-
t ive ly  b ind to the phosphotyros ine res idues and f lanking
regions of  d i f ferent  cytok ine receptors.  This is  largely
responsible for the activation of particular STATs by
var ious cytok ine receptors and therefore for  the speci -
f ic i ty  of  cytok ine s ignal ing.  Several  type I  and type l l
cytokrne receptors are heterodimers of two different
polypept ide chains,  each of  which b inds a d i f ferent  Jak
Furthermore, two different STATs may heterodimerize
upon phosphory lat ion Therefore,  there is  a s igni f icant
amount  of  combinator ia l  d ivers i ty  in  the s ignal ing that  can
be generated f rom a l imi ted number of  Jak and STAT pro-
te ins In addi t ion,  cytok ines act ivate s ignal ing pathways
and transcription factors other than STATs For instance,
the lL-2 receptor  p chain act ivates Ras-dependent  MAp
kinase pathways that  may be involved in gene t ranscr ip-
t ion and growth st imulat ion.  Other  cytok ine receptors

Cytokine

Cytokine

c\\, Cytokine-mediated
receptor dimerization ;

Jak-mediated
phosphorylation

of receptor chains

receprors

Translocation of
STATs to nucleus

STAT-binding
sequences in promoter

Jak-mediated
phosphorylation and

dimerization of STATs

Recruitment
of STATs to

cytokine receptor

Inactive STAT

Cytokine signal ing by the Jak-STAT pa![w!y. Cytokine-induced clustering of receptors leads ro Jak-mediated phosphoryiat ion of the
receptor cnarns, attachment of inactive STATs, phosphorylat ion of the bound STATs (also by the Jaks), dimerization of STATs and miqra-
t ion  to  the  nuc leus ,  and s t imu la t ion  o f  qene t ranscr io t ion

may s imi lar ly  act ivate other  s ignal ing pathways in concert
with the Jak-STAT pathways to elicit biologic responses
to the cytokines

Several  mechanisms of  negat ive regulat ion of  Jak-
STAT pathways have been identif ied Proteins called sup-
pressors of cytokine signaling (SOCS) are a family of STAT
pathway inhib i tors.  Members of  th is  fami ly  are ident i f ied
by the presence of  an SH2 domain and a conserveo
40-amino acid C-terminal  region cal led a SOCS box.  Eight
d i f ferent  SOCS prote ins have been ident i f ied;  in  addi t ion,
other  SOCS box-conta in ing prote ins that  do not  have SH2
domains a lso ex is t  SOCS prote ins inhib i t  cvtok ine
act ions by b inding to phosphotyros ines in  the cytoplas-
mic regions of  cytok ine receptors,  or  by b inding to and
inhib i t ing the k inase act iv i ty  of  Jaks In addi t ion,  SOCS
prote ins fac i l i ta te E3 ubiqui t in  l igase target ing of  ra< pro-
te ins for  proteasomal  degradat ion SOCS genes are not

Continued on following page



expressed in resting cells, but are rapidly induced by
cytokines via Jak-STAT signaling pathways. In addition,
other  s tumul i  such as TLR l igands can induce SOCS
expression. In this way, SOCS serve as negative feed-
back regulators of the cytokine activation of cells. SOCS
gene knockout mice have provided information on the
physio logic  ro le of  th is  fami ly  of  inh ib i tors.  SOCS-1 knock-
out mice, for example, die at 3 weeks of age because of
excessive actions of IFN-"y, and the phenotype can be
corrected by crossing the mice with IFN-y knockout
mice.  Other  s tudies suggest  that  SOCS-2 inhib i ts  s ignal -
ing by the receptors for growth hormone and insulin-l ike

subunit. Furthermore, IFN-y synthesis is not completely
abrogated in IL-12-deficient mice, probably because of
the actions of other compensatory cltokines (notably
IL-18, described later). IL-12 knockout mice also have
defects in NK cell function.

IL-12 is an important link between innate and adap-
tive immunity, being produced during early innate
immune reactions against intracellular microbes and
promoting adaptive immune responses that protect the
host against these microbes. This illustrates a concept,
introduced in Chapter 1, that innate immune reactions
stimulate and direct subsequent adaptive immune
responses. IL-12 is in clinical trials to boost protective
cell-mediated immune responses in patients with
cancer.

Type I Interferons

Type I interferons (IFNs) are a large family of struc-
turally related cytokines that med.iate the early innate
immune response to uiral infections. The term interferon
derives from the ability of these cltokines to interfere
with viral infection. There are many type I IFNs, all of
which have considerable structural homology and are
encoded by genes in a single cluster on chromosome 9.
In humans, the type I IFNs include IFN-cr (which can be
further subdivided into 13 different subtypes), IFN-p,
IFN-e, IFN-r, and IFN-trl.

Structure, Production, and Receptors

Plasmacytoid dendritic cells and mononuclear phago-
cytes are the major sources of IFN-c. IFN-B is a single
protein produced by many cells, such as fibroblasts, and
it is sometimes called fibroblast IFN. The plasmacytoid
dendritic cell, which circulates in human blood and is
present in various tissues, is a particularly important
source of type I IFNs early in the innate response to most
viruses. The most potent stimuli for tlpe I IFN synthesis
are viral nucleic acids, which bind to various intracellu-
Iar receptors or sensors that are linked to signaling
pathway that activate the interferon regulatory factor
(IRF) family of transcription factors. TLR3, TLR7, and
TLR9, all in endosomal membranes, recognize dsRNA,

growth factor, whereas SOCS-3 regulates lL-6 signaling.
Other inhibitors of Jak-STAT signaling include tyrosine
phosphatases, such as SHP-1 and -2, which can dephos-
phorylate and therefore deactivate Jak molecules.
Another family of inhibitory proteins, called protein in-
hibitors of activated STAT (PIAS), were originally defined
as negatlve regulators of STATs. PIAS proteins bind phos-
phorylated STATs and prevent their interaction with DNA.
It is now known that PIAS proteins also interact with, and
block the function of, other transcription factors associ-
ated wi th cytok ine s lgnal ing,  inc luding lRFs,  NF-rB,  and
SMADS.

single-stranded RNA, and unmethylated CpG DNA,

respectively, leading to IRF activation and type I IFN

gene 
"tptetsion. 

The cytoplasmic sensors RIG-I and

l,lOA-S recognize viral RNA (see Chapter 2), and also

induce type I IFN expressionvia IRF activation. Antigen-

activated T cells stimulate mononuclear phagocytes,

through the CD40-CD40 ligand pathway, to slmthesize

tlpe I IFNs.
All the ti,?e I IFNs bind to the same cell surface recep-

tor and induce similar biologic responses. The type I IFN

receptor is a member of the type II cltokine receptor

family composed of a heterodimer of two structurally
related pollpeptides, IFNAR1 and IFNARZ, which are

associated with the Janus family $rosine kinases Tyk2

and Jakl, respectively. Upon type I IFN binding to the

receptor, these kinases become activated and lead to

STATI and STAI2 phosphorylation, heterodimer forma-

tion, and recruitment of IRFS (Fig' l2-7). The resulting

STAI- I /2 : IRFS complex translocates to the nucleus and

binds to nucleic acid sequences called IFN-stimulated
response elements (ISREs) that are present in many dif-

ferent genes, thereby inducing their transcription. In

addition to this "classical pathway" of type I IFN recep-

called IFN-y-activated sites (GAS), which are present in

some of the same genes containing ISREs, as well as in

different genes. Type I IFN regulation of gene transcrip-

tion is further regulated by several different coactivator
proteins, which form complexes with STAI dimers

bound to ISRE and GAS sequences. The type I IFN re-

ceptor also activates G protein-dependent mitogen-

aciivated protein (MAP) kinase pathways and

phosphatidylinositol-3 (PI-3) kinase pathways, both of

which are believed to contribute to the biologic

responses of cells to tYPe I IFNs.

Biologic Actions

The actions of type I IFNs protect against viral infections

and promote cell-mediated immunity against intracel-

lular microbes (see Fig.l2-7).
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Production of
Type I lFNs

Response to
Type I lFNs

,rzTVRe 
I IFN

Tvk2 f l ' - . lak l

IFN
receptor

ffp

Or \Q

Antiviral state

IFN-B) are produced by virus-
infected cel ls in response to intra-
ce l lu la r  TLR s igna l ing  and o ther
sensors of viral RNA Type I lFNs
bind to receptors on neighboring
uninfected cel ls, and activate Jak-
STAT signal ing pathways, which
induce expression of genes
whose products interfere wttn
viral repl icat ion Type I lFNs also
bind to receptors on infected
cel ls, and induce expression of
genes whose products enhance
the cel l 's susceptibi l i ty to CTL-
med ia ted  k i l l i ng

e Type I IFN inhibits uiral replication.IFN causes cells
to synthesize a number of enzymes that interfere with
transcription of viral RNA or DNA and viral reolica-
tion. These include dsRNA-activated serine/threo-
nine protein kinase (PKRI6), which blocks viral
transcriptional and translational events, and 2,,5,
oligoadenylate synthetase and RNase LlB, 19, which
promote viral RNA degradation. The antiviral action
of t)?e I IFN is primarily a paracrine action, in that a
virally infected cell secretes IFN to protect neighbor-
ing cells that are not yet infected. A cell that has
responded to IFN and is resistant to viral infection is
said to be in an "antiviral state." IFN secreted bV an

infected cell may also act in an autocrine fashion to
inhibit viral replication in that cell.

Type I IFN increases expression of class I MHC mole-
cules. Because CD8* CTLs recognize foreign antigens
bound to class I MHC molecules, type I IFN enhances
the recognition of class l-associated viral antigens
on infected cells and therefore the efficiency of
CTl-mediated killing of these cells. T1,pe I IFN also
increases the cltotoxic activity of NK cells.

\pe I IFN stimulates the development of Tsl cells in
humans. This effect is mainly due to the ability of type
I IFN to promote in T cells the expression of func-

s

@

Viral
nucle ic
acid

Infected cell

CTL k i l l ing of
infected cell

Exoression of
molecules that

enhance susceptibil i ty
to CTL-mediated

ki l l ing:  Class I  MHC



tional receptors for the major Tr1-inducing cytokine
tL-12.

o Type I IFNs promote sequestration of lymphocytes in
ly-ph nodes, thus enhancing ll.rnphocyte activation
by antigens concentrated in the nodes, especially in
viral infections (see Chapter 3).

@ T],pe I IFN inhibits the proliferation of many cell
types, including l1'rnphocytes, in vitro. This is likely
due to induction of the same enzyrnes that block viral
replication, but it may also involve other enzl'rnes
that alter the metabolism of amino acids such as tryp-
tophan.

Thus, the principal activities of type I IFN function in
concert to eradicate viral infections. Knockout mice
lacking the receptor for type I IFN are susceptible to viral
infections. IFN-a is in clinical use as an antiviral agent
in certain forms of viral hepatitis, and as a treatment for
some hematologic malignancies. IFN-p is used as a
therapy for multiple sclerosis, but the mechanism of its
beneficial effect in this disease is not known.

Inter leukin-1O

IL-10 is an inhibitor of actiuated macrophages and
d,end,ritic celk and, k thus inuolued in the control of
innate immune reactions and. cell-med.inted immunity.
So far, we have described cytokines that stimulate innate
immunity. IL-10, in contrast, is an inhibitor of host
immune responses, particularly responses involving
macrophages.

Production, Structure, and Receptors

IL-10 is a member of a family of noncovalently Iinked
dimeric cytokines, each chain of which contains a six-
helix bundle domain that intercalates with that of the
other chain. Other members of the family include IL-19,
lL-20, IL-22, IL-24, andll-26. The IL- 10 receptor belongs
to the type II cltokine receptor family and consists of
two chains, which associate with Iakl and Tyk2 Janus
familykinases. STAI3 is the major dovrrnstream signaling
molecule induced by IL-f 0. IL-10 is produced mainly by
activated macrophages and regulatoryT cells. Because it
is both produced by and inhibits macrophage functions,
it is an excellent example of a negative feedback regula-
tor. It is not clear whether different stimuli may act on
macrophages to induce the production of a regulatory
cytokine like IL-10 or effector cytokines like TNF and IL-
12, or whether the same stimuli elicit production of
all these cytokines but with different kinetics. IL-10 is
also produced by some nonlymphoid cell types (e.g.,

keratinocytes).

Biologic Actions

The biologic effects of IL-10 result from its ability to
inhibit many of the functions of activated macrophages.
As we have discussed previously, macrophages respond

to microbes by secreting cytokines and by expressing
costimulators that enhance T cell activation and cell-

mediated immunity. IL-10 acts on the activated

macrophages to terminate these responses and return

the system to its resting state as the microbial infection

is eradicated.

o L-10 inhibits the production of IL-12 by actiuated'
macrophages and dend'ritic celk. Because IL-12 is a

critical stimulus for IFN-y secretion and is an inducer

of innate and cell-mediated immune reactions

against intracellular microbes, IL-10 functions to

dor.trn-regulate all such reactions' In fact, IL-10 was

discovered as an inhibitor of IFN-1 production.

@ L-10 inhibits the expression of costimulators and'

class II MHC mol.ecules on macrophages and' d,en-

d,ritic celk. Because of these actions, IL-10 serves to

inhibit T cell activation and terminate cell-mediated
immune reactions.

Knockout mice lacking IL-10 develop inflammatory

bowel disease, probably as a result of uncontrolled acti-

vation of macrophages reacting to enteric microbes.

These mice also showexcessive inflammation and tissue

injury in response to chemical irritants.
The Epstein-Barr virus contains a gene homologous

to human IL-10, and viral IL-10 has the same activities

as the natural cytokine. This raises the intriguing possi-

bility that acquisition of the IL-10 gene during the evo-

lution of the virus has given the virus the ability to inhibit

host immunity and thus a survival advantage in the

infected host.

Other Gytokines of lnnate lmmunity

IL-6 is a cltokine that functions in both innate and

adaptive immunity. It is synthesized by mononuclear
phagocytes, vascular endothelial cells, fibroblasts, and

bther cells in response to microbes and to other

cytokines, notably IL-l and TNF' It is also made by some

attivated T cells. The functional form of IL-6 is a homo-

dimer, with each subunit forming a four-a-helical glo-

bular domain. The receptor for IL-6 consists of a

cytokine-binding protein and a signal-transducing
subunit, both of which belong to the type I cytokine

receptor family. The 130-kD signal-transducing subunit

is cailed gpl3O;which is also the signaling component of

other cytokine receptors, as discussed earlier (see Fig.

l2-3B). The major Il-6-induced signaling pathway

involves Iakl and STAI3 activation, and leads to tran-

scription of many different genes.
IL-O has several diverse actions. In innate immuniry,
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myeloma cells that grow autonomously secrete IL-6 as
an autocrine growth factor. Moreover, IL-6 can promote
the growth of monoclonal antibody-producing hybrido-
mas, which are derived from myelomas. There is also
emerging evidence that IL-6 promotes cell-mediated
immune reactions by stimulating production of some
proinflammatory cltokines (notably IL-17) and by
inhibiting the generation and actions of regulatory i
cells. RoshanKeab 021-669 50639

IL-15 is cytokine that serves important growth_
stimulating and survival functions for T cells and NK
cells. It is a member of the type I cltokine family and is
produced by mononuclear phagocytes and probably
many other cell types in response to viral infection, LpS,

the IL-2 receptor (discussed later in this chapter). The a
chain alone binds IL-15 with high affinity. IL-15
binding to its receptor activates Jak3-, STAT5-, and
Akt-dependent signaling pathways that promote cell
survival and lead to proliferative responses. The func-
tions of IL-15, which have been inferred from the phe_
not]?es of IL-15 and IL-lSRcr knockout mice, include
the survival of memory CDS* T cells, NK cells, and NK-T
cells. In addition, IL- 15 appears to be required for NK cell
differentiation and activation.

IL-18 is a c1'tokine structurally related to IL_l, but
unlike IL-1, its major biologic functions are enhancing
IFN-y production by T cells and promoting differentia_
tion of IFN-y-producing (THl) CD4. T cells. These effects
of IL-18 are synergistic with IL-i2. The major sources of
IL-lB are macrophages and dendritic cells, and produc_
tion is dependent on caspase-l, as is IL-l. Ttie IL-lg
receptor is in the IL-l/TLR family, and signals through a
TIR domain that recruits IRAK and TRAF proteins lsee
Chapter 2), leading to activation of NF-rB andAp- I tran-
scription factors.

IL-23 and lL-27 are members of a familv of cvtokines
structurally related to both IL-6 and IL-i2, and their
receptors are structurally related to the IL_6 and IL_12

23 receptor is expressed on T cells and NK cells, and con_
sists of a heterodimer of a unique IL-23R chain and the
IL-12RBl chain. Studies with knockout mice lacking the
p19 chain have revealed that IL-23 contributes to the
inflammatory pathology of autoimmune diseases,
including experimental allergic encephalomyelitis (a
model of multiple sclerosis, see Chapier lg). Further_
more, IL-23 appears to be important for resistance to
some bacteria, including the gram-negative organism
Kle-bsiella pneumoniae. One way in which IL-23 may
influence autoimmune and protective immune
responses is by promoting the differentiation or mainte_
nance of T cells that produce IL-IZ, apro-inflammatory
cytokine discussed later in this chapter.

lL-27 ts a heterodimer composed of an o-helical
subunit (lL-27 p28), bound to a subunit homologous to
the extracellular domain of the IL-6 receptor. IL-27 is
also produced by macrophages and dendritic cells in
response to pathogens, and binds to a high-affinity het-
erodimeric receptor, IL-27R, composed of the IL-6 gpl30
chain and a second homologous chain. lL-27R is most
highly expressed by resting NK and NK-T cells, effector
and memory T cells, and regulatory T cells. Studies with
IL-27 knockout mice indicate that the influence of lL-27
on immune responses is complex, and includes both
proinflammatory and regulatory functions. Like IL-12,
IL-27 promotes Tsl differentiation and IFN-y produc-
tion byT cells. However, Il-27R-deflcent mice develop a
lethal T cell-mediated inflammatory response to certain
infectious pathogens, consistent with a role for lL-27 in
controlling ongoing T cell responses.

Several cytokines have been identified by sequence
homologies that belong to a family of Il-l0-related
cytokines. These include IL-19, IL-20, 1L-22, IL-24, and
IL-26. All of these bind to type II cytokine receptors that
share various subunits. These cytokines appear to regu-
late inflammatory reactions in tissues, but their physio-
logic functions are not well understood.

Roles of Cytokines in Innate lmmunity
and Inf lammat ion

Now that we have discussed the individual cltokines of
innate immunity, it is useful to integrate this informa-
tion and consider how these cytokines contribute to
innate immune reactions against microbes. Different
cytokines play key roles in innate immunity to different
classes of microbes. In infections by pyogenic (pus-
forming) extracellular bacteria, macrophages respond to
bacterial endotoxins and perhaps to other bacterial
products by producing TNB IL-1, and chemokines (Fig.
12-B). TNF and IL-l act on vascular endothelium at the
site of the infection to induce the expression of adhesion
molecules that promote stable attachment of blood
neutrophils and monocytes to the endothelium at this
site. Chemokines produced by the macrophages and
by endothelial cells stimulate the extravasation of the
leukocytes to the infection, where the innate immune
reaction is mounted to eliminate the infectious
microbes.

IL-12 and IFNI are the most important cytokines in
innate responses to intracellular bacteria. Macrophages
and dendritic cells respond to manymicrobes, including
intracellular bacteria and LPS-producing bacteria, by
secreting IL-12, which induces the local production of
IFN-y from NK cells and T lymphocytes. IFN-y then
activates the macrophages to destroy phagocytosed
microbes. IL-12 also stimulates the subsequent adaptive
immune response and directs it toward T,rl cells, which
are the mediators of cellular immunity and the most
effective response for destroying intracellular bacteria.
These actions of IL-12 are complemented by IL-lg.
Cytokine-mediated leukocyte reciuitment and activa-
tion are responsible for the injury to normal tissues that
often accompanies innate immune reactions to infec-
tions. These macrophage-derived cytokines, especially



TNF and IL-l, are also responsible for the systemic
manifestations of infection.

In viral infections, type I IFNs are secreted by infected
cells, dendritic cells, and macrophages, and function to
inhibit viral replication and infection. IL-15 stimulates
the development and perhaps activation of NK cells, and
IL-12 enhances the cytotoxic activity of NK cells. NK
cell-mediated killing of virus-infected cells eliminates
the reservoir of infection.

The dominant cytokines produced in response to dif-
ferent microbes account for the nature of the innate
immune reactions to these microbes. For instance, the
early response to pyogenic bacteria consists mainly of
neutrophils, the response to intracellular bacteria is
dominated by activated macrophages, and the response
to viruses consists of NK cells in addition to other
inflammatory cells. There may be considerable overlap,
however, and these varied cellular reactions may be seen
to different degrees in many infections.

Gvrorrrues THnr MrorATE AND
Rrc uurr AoRpnvr lmruurutrv

Cytokines mediate the proliferation and dffirentiation
of lymphocytes afier antigen recognition in the actiua'
tion phase of adaptiue immune responses and mediate
the actiuation of specialized effictor cells in the effector
phase of adaptiue immunify. C],'tokine production is one
of the principal responses of T lymphocl'tes to antigen

Chapter 12 -- CYT0KINES 2Ag

recognition. In the following sections, we first describe

the major cltokines of adaptive immunity (Table 12-5)

and conclude by describing how cytokines contribute
to specialized effector cell responses against different
microbes.

ln ter leukin-2

IL-2 is a growth, suruiual, and dffirentiation factor for
T lymphocytes, and plays a maior role in regulation ofT

ceil responses through its actions on regulatory T celk.

Because of its ability to support proliferation of antigen-

stimulatedT cells, IL-2 was originally calledT cell growth

factor. It acts on the same cells that produce it or on adja-

cent cells (i.e., it functions as an autocrine or paracrine

growth and survival factor).

Production, Structure, and Receptors

IL-2 is produced mainly by CD4. T lymphocl'tes. Activa-

tion of T cells by antigens and costimulators stimulates

transcription of the It,-Z gene and synthesis and secre-

tion of the protein (see Chapter 9)- lL-2 production is

transient, with peak secretion occurring about 8 to 12

hours after activation. CD4* T cells secrete IL-2 into the

immunological synapse formed between the T cell and

APC (see Chapter 9).lL-z receptors on T cells also tend

to localize to the synapse, so that the cytokine and its

receptor reach sufficiently high local concentrations to

initiate cellular responses.

lnf lammation

FIGURE 12-8 Roles of cyto-
kines in innate immunity to
microbes. This f  igure i l lustrates
the role of cytokines in host
responses to bacteria that produce
LPS (endotoxin) LPS acts on
macrophages to induce the secre-
t ion of mult iple cytokines, includ-
lng  TNF,  lL -1  ,  and lL -1  2 ,  wh ich
can be measured in the serum of
individuals treated with LPS or
infected with LPS-producing bac-
te r ia  TNF and lL - ' l  s t imu la le  acu te
lnf lammation by their act ions on
endothe l ia l  ce l l s  and leukocy tes
lL-1 2 st lmulates the production of
IFN-y, which can also be measured
in the serum Note that chemo-
kines may be produced by many
ce l l  popu la t ions ;  on ly  endothe l ia l
cel ls are shown as the source
in this i l lustrat ion Antagonists
aga ins t  TNF,  lL -12 ,  and IFN-y
reduce the pathologic complica-
t ions of sepsis and decrease the
mortal i ty associated with septic
SNOCK

IL-A
Macrophages
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Tabfe 12-5. Cytokines of Adapt ive lmmunity

Cytokine Size (kD) Principal cell
source

Principal cellular targets
and biologic effects

Interleukin-2
(rL-2)

14-17 kD T cells T cells: proliferation, increased cytokine
synthesis; potentiates Fas-mediated
apoptosis; promotes regulatory T cell
development, survival

NK cells: proliferation, activation
B cells: proliferation, antibody synthesis (in vitro)

Interleukin-4
(rL-4)

1 8  k D CD4+ T cells (TH2),
mast cells

B cells: isotype switching to lgE
T cells: Ts2 differentiation, proliferation
Macrophages: inhibition of IFN-y-mediated

activation
Mast cells: proliferation (in vitro)

lnterleukin-5
(rL-5)

45-50 kD; homodimer
of 20 kD subunits

CD4+ T cells (Ts2) Eosinophils: activation, increased production
B cells: proliferation, lgA production (in vitro)

Interferon-y
(lFN-y)

50 kD (glycosylated);
homodimer of 21 to
24 kD subunits

T cel ls  (TH1,  CD8+
T cells), NK cells

Macrophages: activation (increased
microbicidal f unctions)

B cells: isotype switching to opsonizing and
complement-f ixing lgG subclasses

T cells: Tp1 differentiation
Various cells: increased expression of class I

and class ll MHC molecules, increased
antigen processing and presentation
to T cells

Transforming
growth factor-B
(rGF-p)

25 kD;
homodimer of
12.5 kD subunits

T cel ls,
macropnages,
other cell types

T cells: inhibit ion of proliferation and effector
functions

B cells: inhibit ion of proliferation; lgA production
Macrophages: inhibit ion of activation; stimulation

of angiogenic factors
Fibroblasts: increased collagen synthesis

Lymphotoxin
(LT)

21-24 kD; secreted
as homotrimer or
associated with LTB2
on the cell membrane

T cells Recruitment and activation of neutrophils
Lymphoid organogenesis

Inter leukin-13
( rL-13)

1 5  k D CD4+ T cells (Ts2),
NKT cells, mast cells

B cells: isotype switching to lgE
Epithelial cells: increased mucus production
Fibroblasts: increased collagen synthesis
Macrophages: increased collagen synthesis

Interleukin-17
(rL-17)

20-30 kD T cells Endothelial cells: increased chemokine
production

Macrophages: increased chemokine and
cytokine production

Epithelialcells: GM-CSF and G-CSF production

Abbreviations; lgA, immunoglobulin A; kD, kilodalton; GM-CSF, granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor;
G-CSF granulocyte colony stimulating factor; MHC, major histocompatibil i ty complex; NK, natural kil ler.

Secreted IL-2 is a 14- to l7-kD glycoprotein that folds
into a globular protein containing four cx-helices. It is the
prototFpe of the four-cr-helical cytokines that interact
with type I cytokine receptors (Fig. l2-9).

The expression of functional IL-2 receptors is induced
upon actiuation of naiue and effector T celk; regulatory
T c-e-lls, which may be in a constqnt state of actiuation by
self antigens, always express IL-2 receptors. The IL-2
receptor (IL-ZR) consists of three noncovalentlv associ-

ated proteins including IL-2Rcx (CD25), IL-2lt5RB, and
n. Of the three chains, only IL-2Ra is unique to the IL-
2R.IL-2 binds to the s chain alone with low affiniw, and
this does not lead to any detectable cltoplasmic signal-
ing or biologic response. IL-2l lsRP, which is also part of
the IL-15 receptor, contributes to IL-2 binding and
engages Iak3-STAI5-dependent signal transduction
pathways. The y chain is shared with receptors for IL-4,
IL-7, and IL-15, and is therefore called the common y
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FIGURE 12-9 Model for the binding of lL-2 to its receptor. This
ribbon diagram is modeled after the known x-ray crystal structure
of growth hormone with i ts receptor and the structural similari ty of
growth hormone and lL-2 lL-2 is colored red, and the o, p, and 1
chains of the receptor are colored yel low, green, and blue, respec-
t ively The four cr-hel ices of the lL-2 molecule are labeled A, B, C,
and D lL-2 interacts wlth al l  three chains of the heterotr imeric recep-
tor, and the B and y chains of the receptor interact with each other
(From Theze J, PM Alzari ,  and J Bertogl io Interleukin 2 and i ts
receptors: recent advances and new immunological f  unctions
lmmunology foday 17.481-486, 1996 Copyright 1996, with per-
mission from Elsevier Science,)

chain (T"). Even though % is not directly involved in
binding IL-2, its association with the receptor complex
is required for high-affinity IL-2 binding, and is also
required for engagement of MAP kinase and PI-3 kinase
signal transduction pathways. The IL-2RBn complexes
are expressed at low levels on resting T cells (and on NK
cells), and bind IL-2 with a IQ of approximately l0-eM
(Fig. 12-10). IL-2Rcr expression is newly induced, and IL-
2Rp expression is up-regulated upon activation of naive
CD4* and CDB'T cells and memory T cells. For this
reason, IL-2Ro was originally called Tac (for T activation)
antigen. Cells that express IL-2Rcr and form IL-2RaBn
complexes can bind IL-2 more tightly, with a IQ of
approximately l0-rrM, and growth stimulation of such
cells occurs at a similarly low IL-2 concentration. In vitro
studies indicate that IL-2, produced in response to
antigen stimulation, is required for induction of IL-2Ra
and IL-2RB, and therefore T cells that produce IL-2 or
cells nearby to the IL-2 producers are most likely to
respond to the cytokine. CD4* regulatory T cells, which
play an essential role in maintaining T cell tolerance to
self antigens (see Chapter 11), express IL-2Ra and IL-
2RB, even without overt activation by antigen or IL-2'
Chronic T cell stimulation leads to shedding of IL-2R4,
and an increased level of shed IL-2Rct in the serum is a
clinically used marker of strong antigenic stimulation
(e.g., acute rejection of a transplanted organ).

T cell activation by
antigen + costimulator

Secretion of lL-2

lL-2RBy. complex

Resting
(naive)
T cell Ko -1 x 10'e M

FIGURE 12-1o Regulat ion ol lL-2
receptor expression. Resting (naive) T
lymphocytes express the lL-2RBy
complex, which has a moderate aff in-
i ty for lL-2 Activation of the T cel ls by
antigen, costimulators, and lL-2 i tself
leads to expression of the lL-2Rcr
cha in  and h igh  leve ls  o f  the  h igh-
aff ini ty lL-2Rcrpy complex APC,
antigen-presenting cel l .

Expression of
lL-2Ra chain; formation

of high-affinity
lL-2Rcxpy complex

lL-2-induced T cell
proliferation

Ka -1 x 10-11
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Biologic Actions

IL-2 was originally described as a T cell growth factor,
based on in vitro studies, but more recent studies indi-
cate other roles may predominate in vivo (Fig. l2-11).

o IL-z k required for the surviual and perhaps func-
tion of regulatory T celk, which suppress immune
responses agairct self and other antigens (see
Chapter 1l). The constitutive expression of lL-2
receptors on regulatory T cells is consistent with their
requirement for lL-2 in order to survive.

Gene knockout mouse studies have provided evi-
dence that the primary nonredundant function of IL-
2 in vivo is the suppression of T responses. Mice
lacking lL-2,lL-2Ra (CD?S), or IL-2RB develop lym-
phadenopathy and T cell-mediated autoimmuniry
and these mice lack regulatory T cells. These findings
in mice indicate that other cytokines may share with
IL-2 the role of growth factor for antigen-stimulated
T cells, but the regulatory functions of lL-2 cannot be
replaced by other cytokines. It remains to be estab-
lished if IL-2 will prove to be as critical for mainte-
nance of regulatory T cells in humans.

@ I L- 2 stimulates the suruiual, proliferation, and dffir -
entiation of antigen-actiuated T cells. IL-2 also pro-
motes survival of cells by inducing the anti-apoptotic
protein BcI-2. lL-2 promotes cell cycle progression
through the sl,nthesis of cyclins and relieves a block
in cell cycle progression throughp2T degradation. In
addition, IL-2 increases production of other effector
cytokines, such as IFN-1and lL-4,by the T cells.

@ IL-2 promotes the proliferation and dffirentiation of
NK cells. It stimulates the growth of NK cells and
enhances their cytolytic function, producing so-
called lymphokine-activated killer cells. Because NK
cells, like resting T cells, express IL-zRpn Out not IL-
2Ro), they can be stimulated only by high levels of IL-
2. As mentioned earlier, in NK cells, the Bn complex

is associated with the o chain of the IL-15 receptor,
and IL-15 functions as a growth factor for these cells.

@ lL-2 acts on B cells both as a growth factor and as a
stimulus for antibody synthesis. This function has
mainly been demonstrated in vitro.

lnterleukin-4

IL-4 is the major stimulus for the production of IgE
antibod,ies and for the deuelopment of Ts2 celk from
naiue CD4t helper T celk. IL-4 is the signature cytokine
of the Tr2 subset and functions as both an inducer and
an effector cytokine of these cells.

Structure, Production, and Receptors

IL-4 is a member of the four-a-helical cytokine
family. The principal cellular sources of IL-4 are CD4t T
lymphoc)'tes of the Tr2 subset as well as activated mast
cells.

The IL-4 receptor of lyrnphoid cells consists of a
cytokine-binding a chain that is a member of the type I
cltokine receptor family, associated with the T.
chain shared by other cytokine receptors. This IL-4Rcxn
receptor signals by the Iak-STAI pathway (Jak3- or 4-
5TA16) and by a pathway that involves the insulin
response substrate (IRS) called IRS-2. IL-4 is the only
cytokine that activates the STAT6 protein, which induces
transcription of genes that account for many of the
actions of IL-4, such as Tr2 differentiation and B cell
switching to IgE.

Biologic Actions

The biologic actions of IL-4 include stimulation of
IgE and mast cell/eosinophil-mediated reactions (Fig.
r2-r2).
6 IL-4 is the principal cytokine that stimulates B cell Ig

heauy chain class switching to the IgE kotype. The

T cel l  c lonal
expansion,

differentiation
into effector and

memory cells

Interleukin-2
(rL-2)

Regulatory T cell
NK cel l

proliferation,
increased

cytotoxic activity

FIGURE 12-1 1 Biologic act ions of l [-2. tL-2 st im-
ulates the prol i ferat ion and dif ferentiat ion of T and
B lymphocytes and NK cel ls As discussed in the
text, lL-2 also f unctions to inhibit  immune responses
(e g , against self  antigens) by i ts effect on regula-
torv T cel ls

NK
cell



FIcURE 12-12 Biologic act ions of lL-
4. lL-4 st imulates B cel l  isotype swltching
to  some immunog lobu l in  c lasses ,  no tab ly
lgE, and dif ferentiat ion of naive T cel ls
to t l^e T"2 subset lL-4 also inhibits T. ' l

di f f  erentiat ion

lsotype switching to
lgE and lgGl (mouse),

lgG4 (human)

lnterleukin-4
(rL-4)

Differentiation
and expansion

of Tn2 cells
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lnhibit ion of
differentiation

of Tn1 cells

mechanisms of class switching were described in
Chapter 10. Knockout mice lacking IL-4 have less
than 10% of normal IgE levels. IgE antibodies play
a role in eosinophil-mediated defense against
helminthic or arthropod infections, this being the
major function of Ts2 cells in host defense. IgE is also
the principal mediator of immediate hlpersensitivity
(allergic) reactions, and production of IL-4 is impor-
tant for the development of allergies (see Chapter 19).
IL-4 also enhances switching to IgG4 (in humans, or
the homologous IgGl in mice) and inhibits switching
to the IgG2a and IgG3 isotypes in mice, both of which
are stimulated by IFN-1. This is one of several recip-
rocal antagonistic actions of IL-4 and IFN-y.

@ IL-4 stimulates the deuelopment of Ts2 cells from
naiue CD4* T cells and functions as An autocrine
growthfactorfor d.ffirentintedTs2 cells. Thus, IL-4 is
responsible for the induction and expansion of this
subset. Knockout mice lacking IL-4 or STAI6 show a
deficiency in the development and maintenance of
Ts2 cells, even after stimuli (such as helminthic infec-
tions) that are normally potent inducers of this
subset. This role of IL-4 is discussed in Chapter 13. IL-
4 also inhibits the devleopment of Tsl and Tn17 cells
(see Chapter 13).

e IL-4, together with IL- 13, contributes to an alternative
form of macrophage activation that is distinct from
the macrophage response to IFN-T. The effects of
IL-4 on macrophages include arginase induction
leading to collagen production, and increased
mannose receptor expression, which promotes the
phagocytosis of microbes.

ln ter leukin-5

IL-s is an actiuator of eosinophik and serues as the
link between T cell actiuation and eosinophilic
inflammation.

Structure, Production, and Receptors

IL-5 is a t],'lpe I cytokine family member composed of a
homodimer of a pollpeptide containing a four-o-helical

domain. It is produced by the Ts2 subset of CD4* T cells
and by activated mast cells. The IL-5 receptor is a

heterodimer composed of a unique a chain and a

common 0 chain (9"), which is also part of the IL-3 and
granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor
(GM-CSF) receptors. The IL-SRcr chain can bind IL-5

with low affiniry but does not signal. The B" chain does

not bind IL-5 by itself but is required for high affininty
binding by the cr chain, and for engaging signal trans-

duction pathways. The major Il-S-induced signaling
pathway involves Jak2 and STAT3'

Biologic Actions

The major actions of IL-S are to actiuate mature

eosinophils and. stimulate the growth and differentia-

tion of eosinophik. Activated eosinophils are able to kill

helminths. Eosinophils express Fc receptors specific for

IgG and IgA antibodies and are thereby able to bind to

microbes opsonized by IgG or IgA, such as helminths.

Knockout mice lacking IL-5 are defective in eosinophil
responses and are susceptible to some helminthic infec-

tions. IL-5 also stimulates the proliferation of B cells and

the production of IgA antibodies (see Chapter 10)'

ln ter leukin-13

IL-13 is structurally and functionally similar to IL-4, and
plays a key role in defense against helminths (see

Chapter 15) and in allergic diseases (see Chapter 19).

Structure, Production, and Receptors

IL-i3 is a member of the four-cr-helical cytokine family,

with limited sequence homology but significant struc-

tural similarity to IL-4. It is encoded by a gene in a region

of human chromosome 5 that includes several other

cytokine genes important to allergic disease, including

Ii-+, tt-s, and IL-9. IL-13 is produced mainly by CD4'

helper T cells of the TH2 subset, but other cell types,

inciuding CD8* T cells and NK-T cells, may produce

significant amounts of IL-13 during the early phases

of ailergic responses. Other cellular sources of IL-13
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include basophils and eosinophils. The functional IL-13
receptor is a heterodimer of the IL-4Rc chain and the IL-
l3Ral chain. This complex can bind both IL-4 and IL-13
with high affinity, and accounts for the fact that most of
the biologic effects of IL-13 are shared with IL-4. The IL-
4R/IL-l3Rcrl receptor is expressed on a wide variety of
cells, including B cells, mononuclear phagocytes, den-
dritic cells, eosinophils, basophils, fibroblasts, endothe-
lial cells, and bronchial epithelial cells. T cells do not
express the IL-13 receptor. IL-l3R signaling is similar to
IL-4R signaling, involving Iakl- and Tyk2-mediated
phosphorylation of 5TAT6, as well as IRS2. Because the
IL-13 receptor does not include the common y chain,
some of the downstream signaling events induced by IL-
4 binding to the IL-4 receptor are not induced by either
IL-4 or IL-13 bindingto the IL-13 receptor. A second high
affinity recepror for IL-13, called IL-l3Ra2, does nbt
appear to have any signaling functions, and may act as
a dominant negative inhibitor and/or decoy receptor
that blocks effects of IL-13 on certain cell types, inciud-
ing bronchial epithelial cells.

Biologic Actions

IL-13 works togerher with IL-4 in producing bio-
logic effects associated with allergic inflammation, dis-
cussed in detail in Chapter 19, and in defense against
parasites. The distinct distribution patterns of IL-4 and
IL-13 receptors, the differences in signaling by these
receptors, and differences in the induction and stability
of IL-4 and IL-13 probably all contribure ro the fact thai
IL-13 has biologic effects that are distinct from those of
lL-4.

Q IL-13 promotes fibrosis as part of the tissue repair
phase of chronic inflammatory stetes. The fibrogenic
function of IL-13, which is not shared by IL-4, iJ due
to stimulation of fibroblasts and macrophages to syn-
thesize collagen, in part by inducing expression of ihe
enzFne arginase-1, and stimulation of macrophages
to produce TGF-p, which itself promotes fibrosis. IL-
l3-induced fibrosis contributes significantly to the
pathology of chronic asthma, interstitial lung dis-
eases, and parasitic infections.

a IL- 13 stimulates mucus production by lung epithelial
cells. This property is also not shared by IL-4, and
also contributes to the pathogenesis of asthma. IL-
l3-mediated mucus secretion is due to effects of the
cytokine on proliferation, differentiation, and secre-
tory function of bronchial epithelial goblet cells.

8 IL-13 induces IgE class switching in B celk. This
is a property shared with IL-4. IL-13 knockout mice
have reduced IgE levels, even though they produce
tL-4.

e IL- 13 promotes inflammation by inducing expression
of endothelinl adhesion molecules (e.g.,VCAM- I ) and
chemokines, which medinte recruifinent of granulo-
cytes and monoqtes into tissues. The proinflamma-
tory effects of IL-13 maybe protective against parasite

infections, and harmful in the case of asthma and
other lung diseases.

lnterferonl

IFN-y is the principal macrophage-actiuating cytokine
and serues criticalfunctions in innate immunity andin
adaptiue cell-medinted immunity against intracellular
microbes. IFN-y is also called immune, or type II, IFN.
Although it has some antiviral activiry it is not a potent
antiviral cytokine, and it functions mainly as an activa-
tor of effector cells of the immune system.

Structure, Production, and Receptors

IFN-y is a homodimeric protein produced by NK cells,
CD4* THI cells, and CD8. T cells; it is the signature
cytokine of the Trl subset of helper T cells. NK cells
secrete IFN-y in response to activating ligands on the
surface ofinfected or stressed host cells (see Chapter 2)
or in response to IL- 12; in this setting, IFN-1 functions as
a mediator of innate immunity. In adaptive immunity, T
cells produce IFN-y in response to antigen recognition,
and production is enhanced by IL-12 and IL-18. As we
have mentioned previously and will discuss in more
detail in Chapter 13, the sequence of reactions involving
IL-12 and IFN-y is central to cell-mediated immunity
against intracellular microbes.

The receptor for IFN-1 is composed of two struc-
turally homologous polypeptides belonging to the
type II cytokine receptor family, called IFNyRI and
IFN1R2. IFN-y binds to and induces the hetrodimeriza-
tion of IFNIR1 and IFN1R2, which associate, respec-
tively, with the lakl and Jak2 kinases. Activation of
these enzl'rnes leads to STATI phosphorylation and
dimerization, binding of the STATI dimers to GAS
sequences in regulatory regions of various genes, and
transcription of these genes, as described for type I IFNs
earlier in this chapter. IFN-y-induced genes encode
many different molecules involved in enhancing
adaptive immune responses and in the effector function
of macrophages, described later. Different IFN-
y-responsive genes are activated by STAII alone or by
STATI acting with other transcription factors, including
IFN response factor-l (IRF-1) and class II transactivator,
which are themselves induced by STAII. STAI1 knock-
out mice are completely insensitive to the actions of
IFN-y.

Biologic Actions

The functions of IFN-y are important in cell-mediated
immunity against intracellular microbes (Fig. 12-13).

@ IFN-y activates macrophages to kiII phagocytosed
microbes. Together with CD40 ligand, IFN-1 is the
means by which Tnt helper T cells enhance
macrophage function (see Chapter l3), and IFN-y is
the only way in which NK cells activate macrophages
in innate immunity (see Chapter Z). IFN-y enhances
the microbicidal function of macrophages by stimu-
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Antigen-presenting

lncreased MHC
expression,

antigen
presentation

Development of
Tn1 effector cells

FtcURE 12-13 Biologic act ions of
IFN-1. IFN-y activates phagocytes and
APCs and induces B cel l  switching to
some immunoglobulin isotypes (which
often bind complement and Fc receptors
on phagocytes and are dist inct from
the isotypes induced by lL-4) The Ts1-
lnducing effect of IFN-y may be indirect,
mediated by increased lL-12 production
and receotor exoression

lsotype switching
to opsonizing and
complement-f ixing

antibodies

lating the synthesis of reactive oxygen intermediates
and nitric oxide. IFN-y mediates these effects mainly
by activating transcription of the genes that encode
the enzymes required for generating reactive oxygen
species and reactive nitrogen intermediates. These
enz)rynes are phagocyte oxidase and inducible nitric
oxide sgrthase, respectively. The reactive molecules
are produced within lysosomes, and they destroy
microbes that are contained within phagolysosomes.

@ IFN-y promotes the differentiation of naiue CD4' T
celk to the Tsl subset and inhibits the dffirentiation
of Ts2 cells. IFN-y stimulates production of a tran-
scription factor called T-bet that directly promotes
Trl differentiation (see Chapter 13). The THl-
inducing effect of IFN-1 is also partly mediated
indirectly by activating mononuclear phagocytes
to produce IL-12, which is a major Tsl-inducing
cytokine. In addition, in mice, IFN-1enhances expres-
sion of the signaling chain of the IL-12 receptor. IFN-

1 inhibition of T1Q differentiation may involve
T-bet-mediated suppression of GATA-3, a transcrip-
tion factor that is required for the commitment of
naive T cells to the TH2 lineage (see Chapter 13).

6 IFN-Tacts on B celk to promote switching to certain
IgG subclnsses, nota.bly lgcza in mice, and to inhibit
switching to lL-4-dependent kotypes, such as IgE and

IgGl in mice. Tlire IgG subclasses induced by IFN-y
bind to Fcy receptors on phagoc1tes and activate
complement, and both these mechanisms promote

the phagocltosis of opsonized microbes. Thus, IFN-y
induces antibody responses that also participate

in phagocyte-mediated elimination of microbes, in
concert with the direct macrophage-activating effects
of this cytokine.

e IFN-y stimulates expression of class I and' class II

MHC molecules and costimulntors on APCs. IFN-1
also stimulates the production of many proteins

involved in antigen processing, including the trans-
porter associated with antigen processing (TAP), the
LldP-z and LMP-7 components of the proteasome,

and HtA-DM. Thus, IFN-yenhances MHC-associated
antigen presentation and amplifies the recognition
phase of immune responses by increasing expression
of the ligands that T cells recognize (see Chapter 5,
Fig. 5-10). IFN-y is also an activator of vascular
endothelial cells, and it potentiates many of the
actions of TNF on endothelial cells, promoting T
lyrnphocyte adhesion and extravasation to sites of

infection.

The net effect of these activities of IFN-y is to
promote macrophage-rich inflammatory reactions
while inhibiting IgE-dependent eosinophil-rich reac-
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tions. Knockout mice lacking IFN-y or the IFN-1 recep-
tor are susceptible to infections with intracellular
microbes, such as mycobacteria, because of defective
macrophage activation.

Transforming Growth Factor-B

The principal action of TGF-| in the immune system is
to inhibit the proliferation and actiuation of lympho-
cytes and other leukocyfes. However, TGF-p can exert
either anti-inflammatory or proinflammatory effects
depending on the timing clf its appearance, the amount
produced, and systemic versus local expression. TGF-B
was discovered as a tumor product that promoted the
survival of cells in semisolid culture media. It is actually
a family of closely related molecules encoded by distinct
genes, commonly designated TGF-pi, TGF-p2, and TGF-
B3. Cells of the immune system synthesize mainly
TGF-Br.

Production, Structure, and Receptors

TGF-BI is a homodimeric protein that is synthesized and
secreted by antigen-stimulated T cells, LpS-activated
mononuclear phagocytes, and many other cell types.
Some regulatory T cells produce TGF-p, and the same
cells may also produce IL-10, which, l ike TGF-BI, has
immunosuppressive activit ies (see Chapter l l). TGF-Bl
is syrrthesized as an inactive precursor that is proteo-
lytically cleaved in the Golgi complex, and forms a
homodimer. This mature TGF-Bl homodimer is secreted

(ALKS) and TGF-BRII, which signal through a serine/
threonine kinase domain that phosphorylates transcrip-
tion factors called Smads. Upon TGF-Bf binding,
ALK5 phosphorylates Smad2 and Smad3, which in
complex with Smad4, translocate to the nucleus, bind
to promoters of target genes, and regulate their
transcription.

Biologic Actions

o TGF-P inhibits the prolifuration and effector func-
tions of T cells and the activation of macrophages.
TGF-P also acts on other cells, such as neutrophils
and endothelial cells, Iargely to counteract the
effects of pro-inflammatory cytokines. By these
actions, TGF-p functions to inhibit immune and
inflammatory responses. Mice in which the TGF-Bl
gene has been knocked out, or in which the TGF-B
receptor has been selectively blocked in T cells,
develop uncontrolled inflammatory lesions and
lymphoproliferation.

@ TGF-P regulates dffirentiation of functionally dis-
tinct subsets of T cells. Some studies in mice indicate

that differentiation or survival of regulatory T cells
depends in part on TGF-B. In addition, TGF-B pro-
duced by regulatory T cells, or perhaps dendritic cells,
can block development of Tgl and Ts2 subsets of
effector CD4* T cells. Furthermore, TGF-B in combi-
nation with cytokines elicited during innate immune
responses, such as IL-6, may promote the differenti-
ation of a proinflammatory subset of CD4* T cells that
secrete IL-17. Thus, TGF-B has complex effects on T
cell- mediated immune responses.

@ TGF-| stimulates production of Ig4 antibodies by
inducing B cells to switch to thk isotype. IgA is the
antibody isotype required for mucosal immunity (see
Chapter 14).

a TGF- p regulates tissue repair afier local immune and
inJlammatory reactions subside. This function is
mediated by specific actions of TGF-B on collagen
synthesis and matrix-modifuing enzyme production
by macrophages and fibroblasts, and by contributing
to angiogenesis.

Other Gytokines of Adaptive lmmunity

Lymphotoxin (LT) is a cytokine produced by T
lymphocytes and other cells. It is approximately 30%
homologous to macrophage-derived TNF and serves
many of the same functions. (For this reason, LI is also
called TNF-p.) fne secreted form of LI (sometimes
called LIo) is a homotrimer, similar to TNE and it binds
to TNF receptors. LI is also expressed as a membrane
protein in which one chain of the secreted form associ-
ates with two subunits of a structurally related mem-
brane protein called LIB. The LIp membrane form binds
to a different receptor also belonging to the TNF recep-
tor family.

LI activates endothelial cells and neutrophils and is
thus a mediator of the acute inflammatory response,
providing a link between T cell activation and inflam-
mation. These biologic effects of LI are the same as those
of TNE consistent with their binding to the same recep-
tors. However, because the quantity of LT synthesized
by antigen-stimulated T cells is much less than the
amounts of TNF made by LPS-stimulated mononuclear
phagocytes, LI is not readily detected in the circulation.
Therefore, LI is usually a locally acting c],tokine and not
a mediator of systemic injury.

Studies in transgenic and knockout mice have
shown that LI is required for the normal development
of lymphoid organs (see Chapter 3). Knockout mice
lacking membrane LTB or the receptor for tIB
show various defects in the formation of lymph nodes,
Peyer's patches, and splenic white pulp. In these
animals, the B cell areas in the lymphoid organs do not
develop normally, and no germinal centers are seen in
the spleen. LI may function in lymphoid organogenesis
by inducing the production of chemokines that promote
lymphocyte migration into particular areas of lymphoid
organs.

IL-17 includes a family of six structurally related
cytokines, some of which promote tissue damage in



hypersensitivity diseases and others are important for
defense against bacterial infections. The structures of
the IL- 17 cytokines and their receptors are not shared by
other cytokines discussed in this chapter, and the signal
transduction pathways the receptors engage remain
incompletely characterized. IL-l7A and E which are the
best characterized members of the family, are produced
by several cell types, including a subset of effector CD4*
T cells distinct from Tgl and Ts2 cells. The differentia-
tion and maintenance of this Il-l7-producing T cell
subset are dependent on TGF-B, lL-23, and cytokines
produced during innate immune reactions, such as
IL-6. IL-17A and F stimulate endothelial cells and
macrophages to produce IL-1, TNB and various
chemokines, which promote neutrophil recruitment. IL-
17 also induces cells to produce hematopoietic
cltokines, described later in this chapter, which stimu-
late neutrophil production by the bone marrow.
IL-17 produced by T cells is thought to be responsible
for the destructive inflammation characteristic of
several mouse models of autoimmune disease. A role
of IL-17 in human inflammatory bowel disease is also
suspected.

IL-21 is a tlpe I cytokine produced by activated
CD4* T cells that has a wide variety of effects on B and
T cells and NK cells. The IL-21 receptor is a type I
family receptor that includes the common y chain
subunit, and activates a signaling pathway involving
Iakl, Jak2, STATI, and STAT3. The effects of IL-21 are
often synergistic with or modulate the effects of other
cytokines, but do not appear to be essential for immune
responses. Some of the major effects of IL-21 include
stimulation of proliferation and augmentation of effec-
tor function of CDB* T cells; enhancement of class
switching and Ig production by B cells; and induction of
differentiation and enhancement of effector function of
NK cells.

Several other T cell-derived cytokines have been
described, but their physiologic functions are unclear.
IL-16 is a T cell-derived cytokine that acts as a specific
chemoattractant of eosinophils. However, it appears to
be derived from a fragment of an intracellular protein,
and it is not kno'urrn whether it is secreted under physio-
logic conditions. IL-25 is structurally homologous to IL-
17 but is secreted by Tg2 cells and stimulates the
production of other Tn2 cytokines, including IL-4, IL-5,
and IL-13. Migration inhibition factor (MIF) is a T
cell-derived substance that immobilizes mononuclear
phagocytes, an effect that might cause the cells to be
retained at sites of inflammation. This was the first
cytokine activity to be described, but it has proved diffi-
cult to purify and biochemically characterize a cltokine
with this function.

B cell activating factor belonging to the TNF family
(BAFF) and a proliferation-inducing ligand (APRIL) are
two closely related members of the TNF family of
cytokines, which have important effects on B cell sur-
vival, and therefore humoral immunity. BAFF is
expressed as both a membrane-bound and secreted
protein, while APRIL is mainly a secreted protein.
Various cell tlpes produce BAFE including neutrophils,
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monocytes, macrophages, dendritic cells, follicular den-
dritic cells and activated T cells. APRIL is produced
mainly by monocltes, macrophages, dendritic cells, and
activated T cells. BAFF and APRIL expression are upreg-
ulated byvarious proinflammatory cytokines. BAFF and
APRIL both bind to two TNF receptor family receptors,
transmembrane activator and CAML interactor (TACI),

and B cell maturation antigen (BCMA). BAFE but not
APRIL, also binds to another TNF receptor family
member called BAFF receptor (BAFF-R or BR3). These
receptors transduce signals leading to upregulation of
the anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-2 and the activation of
NF-rcB. Each of these receptors mediates distinct func-
tions during B cell development, activation, and differ-
entiation. BAFF-R is required for the survival of mature
follicular B cells and facilitates the differentiation of
marginal zone B cells. TACI is required for class switch-
ing particularly to IgA and IgG isotlpes, and mediates
the induction of AID when T-independent isotype
switching occurs in responses to certain polysaccharide
antigens. BCMA is required for the survival of long-lived
plasma cells in the bone marrow.

Apart from their roles in B cell survival, differentia-
tion, and activation, BAFF family cltokines and their
receptors are of relevance from the viewpoint of disease.
Some patients with selective IgA deficiency and with
CommonVariable Immunodeficiency have mutations in
TACI (see Chapter 20). Enhanced secretion of BAFF may
permit the survival of anergic B cells, and enhanced
BAFF levels are seen in patients with humoral autoim-
mune disorders such as systemic lupus erlthematosus'
TACI, BCMA, and BAFF-R are also expressed on certain
B lineage tumors, and may contribute to their malignant
growth characteristics.

Roles of T Gell Gytokines in Specialized
Adaptive lmmune ResPonses

The cytokines of adaptive immunity are critical for the
development of immune responses and for the activa-
tion of effector cells that serve to eliminate microbes and

other antigens. In Chapter 1, we mentioned a cardinal
feature of adaptive immunity, that responses are spe-
cialized to eliminate different types of microbes. Much
of this specialization is due to the actions of cytokines,
which may be produced by subpopulations of helper T

cells. Different types of microbes stimulate naive CD4*T
cells to differentiate into effector cells that produce dis-

tinct sets of cytokines and perform distinct functions.
The best deflned of these subsets are the Tsl and Tg2

cells, which have been mentioned previously. We
will describe the properties and functions of these
subsets in Chapter 13, when we discuss the effector
mechanisms of cell-mediated immunity. Many intracel-
lular microbes (bacteria and viruses) induce the devel-
opment of THI cells, which produce IFN-1' the cytokine
that activates phagocytes to destroy intracellular
microbes and stimulates the production of opsonizing
antibodies that promote more phagocytosis. Helminthic
parasites, in contrast, stimulate the development of Ts2
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cells, which produce IL-4 and IL-5. IL-4 enhances pro-
duction of helminth-specific IgE antibodies and IL-5
activates eosinophils, and both contribute to destruc-
tion of the parasites. In other chapters we refer to the
functions ofthese and other cltokines at different stages
of adaptive immune responses.

CYrorlrurs Tunr SrrnnuLATE
HrmRroporrsrs

C1'tokines are necessary for normal hematopoiesis in
the bone marrow and provide a means of fine-tuning
bone marrow function in response to the need for leuko-
cytes. Several of the cl.tokines generated during both
innate and adaptive immune responses stimulate the
growth and differentiation of bone marrow progenitor
cells. Thus, immune and inflammatory reactions, which
consume leukocytes, also elicit production of new
leukocy.tes.

Mature leukocytes arise from pluripotent stem cells
by commitment to a particular lineage (differentiation)
and progressive expansion of the progeny (Fig. 12-14).
The differentiation and expansion of bone marrow pro-
genitor cells are stimulated by c1'tokines, which are
called colony-stimulating factors (CSFs) because they
are often assayed by their ability to stimulate the forma-
tion of cell colonies in bone marrow cultures. Under the
influence of different CSFs, these colonies acquire char-
acteristics of specific cell lineages (e.g., granulocytes,
mononuclear phagocltes, or lymphoq,tes). The names
assigned to CSFs reflect the types of colonies that arise
in these assays. In this section, we focus on cltokines
that are important for the development of lymphocltes
(Table 12-6).

Stem Cel l  Factor  (c-Ki t  L igand)

Pluripotent stem cells express a tyrosine kinase mem-
brane receptor that is the protein product of the cellular
proto-oncogene c-kit. The cytokine that interacts with

Self-renewing
stem cell

Stem cell factor

Pluripotent
stem cell

Erythropoietin

Erythropoietin

Platelets Basophils
FIGURE tZ-r+ Roles of cytokines in hematopoiesis. Different
b lood cel ls  CFU, colonyJorming unr t

B lymphocytes

/ \
{ +  4 l
\B ... s a/
\r-,/

Basophi l  CF

IL-3,  GM-CSF, IL-1,  IL-6

IL-3,  GM-CSF,
G-CSF

IL-3,  GM-CSF,
M-CSF
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Table 12-6. Hematopoiet ic Cytokines

Cytokine Size (kD) Principal
cellular sources

Principal
cellular targets

Principal cell
populations induced

Stem cellfactor
(c-Kit ligand)

24KD Bone marrow
stromal cells

Pluripotent stem
cel ls

Al l

lnterleukin-7
(rL-7)

25 kD Fibroblasts,
bone marrow
stromal cells

lmmature lymphoid
progenitors

B and T lymphocytes

Interleukin-3
(rL-3)

20-26 kD T cel ls lmmature
progenitors

Atl

Granulocyte-
monocyte CSF
(GM-CSF)

18-22kD T cel ls ,
macrophages,
endothelial cells,
f ibroblasts

lmmature and
committed progenitors,
mature macrophages

G ranulocytes and monocytes,
macrophage activity

Monocyte CSF
(M-CSF)

Dimer of
70-90 kD;
40-kD subunits

Macrophages,
endothel ia l  ce l ls ,
oone marrow
cells, f ibroblasts

Committed progenitorsMonocytes

Granulocyte CSF
(G-CSF)

1 9  k D Macrophages,
fibroblasts,
endothelial cells

Committed progenitorsGranulocytes

Abbreviations; CSF, colony-stimulating factor; kD, kilodalton.

this receptor is called c-Kit ligand, or stem cell factor,
because it acts on immature stem cells. Therefore, c-Kit
is also called the stem cell factor receptor. Stem cell
factor is slmthesized by stromal cells of the bone marrow
as a transmembrane protein or a secreted protein, both
produced from the same gene by alternative splicing of
the RNA. It is believed that stem cell factor is needed to
make bone marrow stem cells responsive to other CSFs
but it does not cause colony formation by itself. It may
also play a role in sustaining the viability and prolifera-
tive capacity of immature T cells in the thymus and of
mast cells in mucosal tissues. The soluble form of stem
cell factor is absent in a mutant mouse strain called steel.
The steel mouse has defects in mast cell production but
not in most other lineages, suggesting that the mem-
brane form of the factor is more important than the
soluble form for stimulating stem cells to mature into
various hematopoietic lineages. Elimination of both
forms of stem cell factor by gene knockout is lethal.

ln ter leukin-7

IL-7 is a tlpe I family four-a-helical cytokine secreted by
stromal cells in many tissues that stimulates survival and
expansion of immature precursors committed to the B
and T lymphocyte lineages (see Chapter 7). The IL-7
receptor consists of a unique ll-7-binding cr chain asso-
ciated with the n chain described earlier in this chapter
as part of the receptors for IL-z,1L-4, and IL-15. Knock-
out mice lacking lL-7 or the IL-7 receptor cr chain or
its associated Iak3 kinase are lymphopenic, with a

decreased number of T and B cells. Knockout mice
lacking n, and humans with % mutations, show defects
in lymphocl'te maturation; the human disease is called
X-linked severe combined immunodeficienry (see

Chapter 20). IL-7 is also essential for the survival of
mature, naive T cells and memory cells, especially CD4-
memory cells, both of which express high Ievels of the
IL-7 receptor.

ln ter leukin-3

IL-3, also known as multilineage colony-stimulating
factor (multi-CsF), is a product of CD4* T cells that acts
on immature marrow progenitors and promotes the
expansion of cells that differentiate into all knor",n
mature hematopoietic cell types. IL-3 is a member of the
four-s-helical family of cytokines. In humans, the IL-3
receptor consists of a cytokine-binding component that
is a member of the type I cytokine receptor family and a
signal-transducing subunit that is shared with IL-5 and
GM-CSF receptors. In the mouse, the signal-transducing
subunit of the IL-3 receptor is unique. Signal transduc-
tion in both species involves a Iak-STAT pathway. Most
functional analyses of IL-3 have been performed in
mice. In addition to its effect on multiple cell lineages,
IL-3 promotes the growth and development of mast
cells from bone marrow-derived progenitors, an action
enhanced by IL-4. However, knockout of the IL-3 recep-
tor in mice does not cause noticeable impairment of
hematopoiesis. Human IL-3 has been identifled by the
cDNA cloning of a molecule homologous to mouse
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IL-3, but it has been difficult to establish a role for this
cytokine in hematopoiesis in humans. In fact, many
actions attributed to mouse IL-3 appear to be performed
by human GM-CSE

Other Hematopoiet ic  Cytok ines

GM-CSE macrophage colony-stimulating factor
(M-CSF), and granulocyte colony-stimulating factor
(G-CSF) are cytokines made by activated T cells,
macrophages, endothelial cells, and bone marrow
stromal cells that act on bone marrow progenitors to
increase production of various leukocl'tes. GM-CSF
promotes the maturation of bone marrow cells into
dendritic cells and monoc),tes. G-CSF is generated at
sites of infection and acts as an endocrine hormone to
mobilize neutrophils from the marrow to replace those
consumed in inflammatory reactions. Recombinant
GM-CSF and G-CSF are used to stimulate bone marrow
recovery after cancer chemotherapy and bone marrow
transplantation. These are some of the most successful
clinical applications of cy'tokines.

Erythropoietin (Epo) is a member of the type I
cytokine family of proteins, produced mainly in the
kidney in response to low oxygen tension. Its major bio-
logic effect is to promote production of red blood cells
from already committed erythroid progenitor cells. Epo
binds to a type I cytokine receptor, which signals
through Jak2-STAI5, and PI-3-kinase-Akr pathways. The
Epo receptor is widely expressed in many tissues, and in
addition to its role in red blood cell production, Epo is
involved in physiologic angiogenic responses in the
developing embryo, in the uterus, and in would healing.
Epo also appears to contribute to pathologic angiogen-
esis in the retina and in tumors. Recombinant human
Epo is commonly used for the treatment of anemia in
chronic renal failure.

IL-9 is a cytokine that supports the growth of some T
cell lines and of bone marrow-derived mast cell pro-
genitors. IL-9 uses the n chain signaling subunit and a
Iak-STAT pathway. Its physiologic role is unknovrryr.

IL-II is produced by bone marrow stromal cells. It
uses the same gpl30 signaling subunit used by IL-6
and signals by u IaI-STAI pathway. It stimulates
megakaryocltopoiesis and is in clinical use to treat
patients with platelet deficiencies resulting from cancer
chemotherapy.

SUMMARY

o Cytokines are a family of proteins that mediate
many of the responses of innate and adaptive
immunity. The same cytokines may be produced
by many cell types, and individual cytokines often
act on diverse cell types. Cytokines are slmthesized
in response to inflammatory or antigenic stimuli
and usually act locally, in an autocrine or a
paracrine fashion, by binding to high-affinity
receptors on target cells. Certain cytokines may be

produced in sufficient quantity to circulate and
exert endocrine actions. For many cell types,
cytokines serve as growth factors.

@ Cytokines mediate their actions by binding with
high affinity to receptors, which belong to a limited
number of structural families. Most of the recep-
tors contain two or more subunits, and some sub-
units are shared between different receptors.
Cytokine receptors engage several specialized sig-
naling pathways, including Iak-STltI pathways
(type I and type II receptors), TIR/IRAK pathways
(IL-l family receptors), and TRAF pathways (TNF
family receptors).

@ The cytokines that mediate innate immunity are
produced mainly by activated macrophages and
include the following: TNF and IL-1 are mediators
of acute inflammatory reactions to microbes;
chemokines recruit leukocytes to sites of inflam-
mation; IL-12 and IL-18 stimulate production
of the macrophage-activating cltokine IFN-y type
I IFNs are antiviral cltokines; IL-10 is an inhibitor
of macrophages and dendritic cells; IL-23 and
IL-27 regtiate T cell-dependent inflammatory
responses. These cytokines function in innate
immune responses to different classes of
microbes, and some (IL-I2, IL-18, IL-23,IL-27)
modify adaptive immune responses that follow the
innate immune response.

o The cytokines that mediate and regulate adaptive
immune responses are produced mainly by
antigen-stimulated T l1'rnphocytes, and they
include the following:IL-2 is a T cell growth factor
and an essential regulator ofT cell responses; IL-4
stimulates IgE production and the development of
Tr2 cells from naive helper T cells; IL-5 activates
eosinophils; IL-13 promotes IgE production,
mucus secretion, and tissue fibrosis in the setting
of allergic disease and parasite infections; IFN-y is
an activator of macrophages and contributes to
differentiation of lFN-pproducing helper T cells;
and TGF-B inhibits the proliferation of T lympho-
cytes and the activation ofleukocytes.

@ The CSFs consist of cytokines produced by bone
marrow stromal cells, T lymphocytes, and other
cells that stimulate the groMh of bone marrow
progenitors, thereby providing a source of addi-
tional inflammatory leukocytes. Several of these
(e.g., stem cell factor and IL-7) playimportant roles
in lyrnphopoiesis.

@ Cytokines serve many functions that are critical
to host defense against pathogens and provide
links between innate and adaptive immunity.
Cytokines contribute to the specialization of
immune responses by activating different types of



effector cells. Cltokines also regulate the mag-
nitude and nature of immune responses by
influencing the growth and differentiation of
lymphocytes. Finally, cytokines provide important
amplification mechanisms that enable small
numbers of lymphocytes specific for any one
antigen to activate a variety of effector mecha-
nisms to eliminate the antigen.

@ Excessive production or actions of cytokines can
lead to pathologic consequences. The administra-
tion of cytokines or their inhibitors is a potential
approach for modi$ring biologic responses associ-
ated with immune and inflammatorv diseases.
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Cell-mediated immunity (CMI) is the effector function
of T lymphocytes, and it serves as the defense mecha-
nism against microbes that survive and replicate within
phagocltes and nonphagocltic cells. Historically,
immunologists have divided adaptive immunity into
humoral immunity, which can be adoptively transferred
from an immunized donor to a naive host by antibodies
in the absence of cells, and CMI, which can be adop-
tively transferred only by viable T lymphocytes. The
effector phase of humoral immunity is triggered by the
recognition of antigen by secreted antibodies; therefore,
humoral immunity neutralizes and eliminates extracel-
lular microbes and toxins that are accessible to antibod-
ies, but it is not effective against microbes inside
infected cells. In contrast, in CMI, the effector phase is
initiated by the recognition of antigens by T cells. T lym-
phocltes recognize protein antigens of intracellular
microbes that are displayed on the surfaces of infected
cells as peptides bound to self major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) molecules. Defects in CMI result in

increased susceptibility to infection
intracellular bacteria. T cell-mediated
important in allograft rejection (see
tumor immunity (see Chapter l7), and
(see Chapter 18). In this chapter, we disc
ties of effector T cells and the effector
cel l -mediated immune reacl ions.  Ant i

d

to T lymphocytes and the process of T ce
described in Chapters 6, 7, and 9.

Typrs OF CELI-MEDIATED
lnnuurur RrRcnorus
Different types of microbes elicit distinct protective T
cell responses.

a The adaptiue immune response to microbes residr,ng
within the phagosomes of phagocytes k med'iated by
effictor CD4* T lymphocytes, calledTol celk,that rec'
ognize mirobial antigens and actiuate the phago-
cytes to destroy the ingested microbes {Fig. 13-fA).
Phagocytes are the major cells of host defense early
after infection, i.e. during innate immune responses
(see Chapter 2). The function of phagocytes is to
ingest and kill microbes. Many microbes have devel-
oped mechanisms that enable them to survive and
even replicate within phagocltes, so innate immunity
is unable to eradicate infections by such microbes. In
these situations, CMI functions to enhance the
microbicidal actions of phagocytes and thus to elim-
inate the microbes. In CMI against phagocltosed
microbes, the specificity of the response is due to T
cells, but the actual effector function, that is, killing of
microbes, is mediated by phagocl'tes. This coopera-
tion of T lymphocytes and phagocytes illustrates an
important link between adaptive and innate immu-
nity: by means of cltokine secretion, T cells stimulate
the function and focus the activity of nonspecific
effector cells of innate immunity (phagocltes),

thereby converting these cells into agents of adaptive
immunity.

are
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Cytokine secretion

Macrophage
activation +

ki l l ing of
ingested
microbes

mmation

The fundamental concept that T cells are responsible
for specific recognition of microbes but that phago-
c1'tes actually destroy the microbes in many cell-
mediated immune responses was established with the
original description of CMI to the intracellular bac-
terium Listeria monocytogenes. In the 1950s, George
Mackaness showed that mice infected with a low dose
of Listeriawere protected from challenge with higher,
lethal doses. Protection could be transferred to naive
animals with lymphocytes (later shovrm to be T lgn-
phocytes) from the infected mice, but not with serum.
In vitro, the bacteria were killed not by T cells from
immune animals but by activated macrophages,
emphasizing the central role of macrophages in the
execution of effector function (Fig. l3-2).

The adaptiue immune response to microbes that
infect and replicate in the cytoplnsm of uarious cell
types, including nonphagocytic celk, k mediated by
CDff cytotoxit T lymphocytes (CTLs), which kill
infected celk and eliminate the reseruoirs of infection
(Fig. l3-lB). CTLs are the principal defense mecha-
nism against microbes that infect various cell types
and replicate intracellularly. Ifthe infected cells lack
the capacity to kill microbes, the infection can be
eradicated only by destroying these cells. CTL-
mediated killing is also a mechanism for eliminating
microbes that are taken up by phagocytes but escape
from phagosomes into the cytosol, where they are
not susceptible to the microbicidal activities of
phagocltes.

T cell-dependent macrophage activation and inflam-
mation may damage normal tissues. This reaction is
called delayed-type hlryersensitivity (DTH), the term
hypersensitiuityreferringto tissue injury caused by an
immune response. DTH is a frequent accompani-
ment of protective CMI against microbes and the

cD8+
T cells
(CTLs)

FIGURE 13-l Types of T cell-mediated
immune reactions, A. CD4* Tp1 cel ls and
CDB* T cel ls recognize class l l  MHC-
associated or class I MHC-associated
peptide antigens of phagocytosed
microbes, respectively, and produce
cytokines that activate the phagocytes to
ki l l  the microbes and st imulate inf lamma-
tion. B CDB* CTLs recognize class I MHC-
associated peptide antigens of microbes
residing in the cytoplasm of infected cel ls
and ki l l  the cel ls

cause of much of the pathology associated with
certain types of infection (see Chapter 15). DTH is
also the mechanism of tissue damage in several
autoimmune diseases (see Chapter 18).

@ The ad.aptiue irnmune response to helminthic
parasites is mediated b! Tr2 cells, which stimulate
the production of immunoglobulin E (IgE) anti-
bodies and activate eosinophils and mast cells to
destroy the helminths. Tg2-mediated immune
reactions are characterized by eosinophil-rich
inflammation.

O The innate immune system also has a cellular arm,
mediated by natural killer (NK) cells, which protect
against viruses and other intracellular microbes. NK
cells kill infected cells early in the infection (see
Chapter 2).

Cell-mediated immune responses consist of the
development of effector T cells from naive cells in
peripheral lymphoid organs, migration of these effector
T cells and other leukocytes to sites of infection, and
either cytokine-mediated activation of leukocytes to
destroy microbes or direct killing of infected cells (Fig.
13-3). The development of the effector T cells of CMI
involves the sequence of antigen recognition, clonal
expansion, and differentiation that is characteristic of
all adaptive immune responses; these processes were
described in Chapter 9. In the following sections, we
describe the properties and functions of effector T cells.

Errrcron CD4+ T Crrrs
One of the most exciting discoveries in immunologywas
the identification of subsets of CD4* T cells that differ in

Hw
@



T lymphocytes adoptively
transfer specific immunity

Serum fails to
transfer specific immunity

f, lmmune T cells
Resting macrophages

-l- Activated macrophages
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FfcURE tg-z Cell-mediated immunity to l. monocrtogenes.
lmmunity to L monocytogenes is measured by inhibit ion of bacte-
rral growth in the spleens of animals inoculated with a known dose
of viable bacteria. Such immunity can be transferred to normal mice
by T lymphocytes (A) but not by serum (B) from syngeneic mice pre-
viously immunized with ki l led or low doses of L monocytogenes
In an in vitro assay of cel l-mediated immunity, the bacteria are actu-
al ly ki l led by activated macrophages and not by T cel ls (C)

the cytokines they produce and in their effector func-
tions. These subsets are described below

Tnl and T"2 Subsets of GD4* T Gells

CD4* T cells may differentiate into subsets of effector
cells that produce distinct sets of cytokines and there-
fore perform distinct effector functions (Fig. 13-a). One

j
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of the best examples of specialization of adaptive immu-
nity is the ability of CD4t T lymphocltes to activate
diverse effector mechanisms in response to different
types of microbes. The basis of this specialization is the
heterogeneity of CD4* T cells, illustrated by the existence
of subsets that differ in how they are induced, what
cytokines they produce, and what effector mechanisms
they activate. We have referred to these subpopulations
in previous chapters and describe them in more detail
below.

Properties of THl and Tt? Subsets

The best defined. subsets of effector T cells of the CDt
helper lineage are Tsl and. Tp2 celk; interferon-y (IFN-y)

is the signature cytokine of Tsl celk, and IL-4 ond IL-S
are the defining cytokines of 7112 celh (see Fig. I3-a).
Populations of helper T cells that could be distinguished
on the basis of their secreted cytokines were discovered
in the 1980s by studying large panels of cloned cell lines
derived from antigen-stimulated mouse CD4* T cells. It
is now clear that individual T cells may express various
mixtures of cytokines, and there may be many sub-
populations with heterogeneous patterns of cytokine
production, especially in humans. However, chronic
immune reactions are often dominated by Tsl or Ts2
populations. The relative proportions of these subsets
induced during an immune response are major deter-
minants of the protective functions and pathologic con-
sequences of the response.

Tfl and Ts2 populations are distinguished most
clearly by the cytokines they produce (see Fig' 13-4)' The
cytokines produced by these T cell subsets not only
determine their effector functions but also participate in
the development and expansion of the respective
subsets. For instance, IFN-y secreted by Tgl cells pro-
motes furtherT,,l differentiation and inhibits the prolif-

eration of Ts2 cells. Conversely, IL-4 produced by Ts2
cells promotes Tg2 differentiation, and IL-10, also pro-

duced byTn2 cells (as well as by other cells), inhibits the
development of Tsl cells. Thus, each subset amplifies
itself and cross-regulates the reciprocal subset. For this
reason, once an immune response develops along one
pathway, it becomes increasingly polarized in that direc-
tion, and the most extreme polarization is seen in
chronic infections or in chronic exposure to environ-
mental antigens, when the immune stimulation is per-

sistent. Tgl and TH2 T cells can also be distinguished by
differential expression of adhesion molecules and recep-
tors for chemokines and other cytokines, as discussed
below (see Fig. 13-4).

Development of Tsl and TtP Subsets

Tsl and Tn2 subsets develop from the same precursors'
which are naive CD4* T lymphocytes, and the pattern of
differentiation is determined by stimuli present early

during immune responses. The most important differ-
entiation-inducing stimuli are cytokines, with IFN-Iand
IL-12 being the major inducers of Tgl cells and IL-4 of
TH2 cells (Fig. 13-5).
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iD4+
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2g , cD8+' T cel l
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Migration of effector
T cells and other
leukocytes to site

of antigen

Effector functions
of T cells

I
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l r la
CD4+ effector iilj;1" cD8+
I cers I lr' T cells (CTLs)

Differentiated
effector T cells
enter circulation

Effector T cells
encounter
antigens in

peripheral t issues
with
r microbes

Activation of
effector T cells

Macrophage activation =
ki l l ing of phagocytosed

microbes
FIGURE 13-3 The induction and effector phases of cel l-mediated immunity. Induction of response: CD4. T cel ls and CD8. T cel ls rec-
ognize peptides that are derived from protein antigens and presented by professional antigen-presenting cel ls in peripheral lymphoid organs
The T lymphocytes are st imulated to prol i ferate and dif ferentiate, and effector cel ls enter the circulat ion Migration of effector T cel ls and
other leukocytes to the site of antigen: Effector T cel ls and other leukocytes migrate through blood vessels in-peripheral t issues by binding
to endothel ial cel ls that have been activated by cytokines produced in response to infect ion in these t issues Effector functions of T 

"e,,s:Effector T cel ls recognize the antigen in the t issues and respond by secreting cytokines that act ivate phagocytes to eradicate the infect ion
CTLs also migrate to t issues and ki l l  infected cel ls.

CTL ki l l ing of
target cell

Antigen recognition
in lymphoid organs
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lL-4,  lL-s,  lL-13
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FIGURE 13-4 Properties of Tsl and Tr{2 subsets of CD4. helper T
cells. Naive CD4* T cells may differentiate into distinct subsets,
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cytokines The table l ists the major dif ferences between these two
subsets

TsI dffirentiation occurs in response to microbes
that infect or actiuate macrophages and those that acti-
uate NK cells. The differentiation of antigen-activated
CD4* T cells to Ts1 effectors is stimulated by many intra-
cellular bacteria, such as Listeria and mycobacteria, and
by some parasites, such as Leishmania, all of which
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infect macrophages. It is also stimulated by viruses and
by protein antigens administered with strong adjuvants.
A common feature of all these infections and immu-
nization conditions is that they elicit innate immune
reactions that are associated with the production of
certain cytokines, including IL-12, IL-18, and type I
interferons. Some microbes engage Toll-like receptors
on macrophages and dendritic cells and directly activate
these cells to secrete these cltokines (Fig. 13-6). Other
microbes may trigger secretion of these indirectly, for
instance, by stimulating NK cells to produce IFN-y,
which in turn acts on macrophages to induce IL-12
secretion. IFN-y produced by the NK cells, as well as by
the responding T cells themselves and perhaps also by
some macrophages and dendritic cells, is itself a strong
Tsl-inducing cltokine. T cells may further enhance
macrophage cytokine production, by virtue of CD40
Iigand (CD40L) on the T cells engaging CD40 on APCs
and stimulating cytokine gene transcription. IL-12 is a
major cl.tokine responsible for differentiation of Tnl
cells and induction of CMI. Knockout mice lacking IL-12
are extremely susceptible to infections with intracellular
microbes. IL-18 slrrergizes with IL-12, and type I inter-
ferons may be as important for Tsl differentiation in
resDonse to viral infections in humans.

ihe molecular basis of Tsl dffirentiation inuolues
the interplay of signak from the T cell recepton the
cytokines IFN-yand IL-12, and the transcription factors
T-bet, STATI, and, STAT4 (see Fig. 13-5). The transcrip-
tion factor T-bet, a member of the T-box family of tran-
scrintion factors, is considered to be the master
tegrluto. of Tgl differentiation. T-bet expression is
induced in naive CD4. T cells when they recognize
antigen and are exposed to IFN-T. IFN-1 activates the
transcription factor STAII, which in turn stimulates
expression of T-bet. T-bet then promotes IFN-1 produc-
tion through a combination of direct transcriptional
activation of the IFN-y gene and by inducing chromatin
remodeling of the IFN-y locus. The abil ity of IFN-1to
stimulate T-bet expression and the ability of T-bet to
enhance IFN-y transcription sets up a positive amplifi-
cation loop which drives differentiation of T cells toward
the Tsl phenotype. IL-12 contributes to Trl lineage
commitment by binding to receptors on antigen-stimu-
lated CD4* T cells and activating the transcription
factor STAI4, which further enhances IFN-y produc-
tion (see Fig. 13-5). Mice deficient in IL-L?, IL-12
receptors, or STAT4 cannot mount effective Trl
responses to infections, and humans with genetic defi-
ciencies in the IL-12R signaling pathway have impaired
responses to infections with several kinds of intracellu-
lar bacteria.

Ts2 dffirentiation occurs in response to helminths
and allergens, and inuolues the interplay of signak ftom
the T cell recepton the cytokine IL-4, and' the transcrip-
tion factors GATA-3 and STAT6 (see Fig. 13-5).
Helminths and allergens cause chronic T cell stimula-
tion, often without strong innate immune responses that
are required for THl differentiation. Thus, Ts2 cells may
develop in response to microbes and antigens that cause
persistent or repeated T cell stimulation with little

Activation
of naive

CD4* T cell

Clonal
expansion and
differentiation

Dendritic cell

Costimulato'r
(e.9.,  B7)

Naive
cD4+
T cel l
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T cell
activation

Early T cell
differentiation

Amplif icatior

Ts1 and T62
subsets

FIGIJRE 13-s Development of T61 and T62 subsets. Cytokines produced in the innate immune response ro mrcrobes or ealy
i n a d a p t i v e i m m u n e r e s p o n s e s i n f l u e n c e t h e d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n o f  n a i v e C D 4 * T c e l l s i n t o T H l o r T r 2 c e l l s  I L - l 2 , m a d e b y a c t i v a t e d m a c r o p h a g e s
and dendrit ic el ls, induces Ts1 cel l  development through a STAT4-dependent pathway. lL-4, which may be produced mainly by T cel ls them-
selves, favor induction of Tp2 cel ls through a STAT6-dependent pathway. The transcript ion factor T-bet, produced in response to IFN-1, is
essential for Ts1 responses, and GATA-3 is cr i t ical for Tr2 dif ferentiat ion. Other cytokines that may inf luence helper T cel l  di f ferentiat ion are
not shown

inflammation or macrophage activation. The differenti-
ation of antigen-stimulated T cells to the Ts2 subset is
dependent on IL-4, which functions by activating the
transcription factor STAI6 (see Fig. 13-6), and 5TA16,
together with TCR signals, induces expression of GATA-
3. GATA-3 is a transcription factor that acts as a master
regulator of Tg2 differentiation, enhancing expression of
the Ts2 cytokine genes IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13, which are
located in the same genetic locus. GATA-3 works by
directly interacting with the promoters of these genes,
and also by causing chromatin remodeling, which opens
up the locus for accessibility to other transcription
factors. This is similar to the way T-bet influences IFN-7
expression. GATA-3 functions to stably commit differen-
tiating cells toward the Ts2 phenotype, enhancing its
own expression via a positive feedback loop. Further-

From other O
cellular sources
(e.9. mast cells)

more, GAIA-3 blocks Trl differentiation by inhibiting
expression of the signaling chain of the IL-12 receptor.
Knockout mice lacking IL-4, 3TA16, or GATA-3 are pro-
foundly deflcient in T;,2 responses. The obligatory role of
IL-4 inTn2 differentiation raises an interesting question:
Because differentiated Tr2 cells are the major source of
IL-4 during immune responses to protein antigens,
where does the IL-4 come from before Tr2 cells develop?
A likely explanation is that antigen-stimulated CD4* T
cells secrete small amounts of IL-4 from their initial acti-
vation. If the antigen is persistent and present at high
concentrations, the local concentration of IL-4 gradually
increases. If the antigen also does not trigger inflamma-
tion with attendant IL-12 production, the result is
increasing differentiation of T cells to the Tg2 subset.
In some situations, IL-4 produced by mast cells and,
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F|GURE 13-6 Role of lL-12 and
IFN-1 in Trl ditferentiation and
cell-mediated immunity. Antigen-
presenting cel ls secrete lL-12 in response
to mrcrobial products such as l ipopolysac-
charide (LPS), IFN-1 produced by NK cel ls
and T cel ls, and CD40 engagement by
T cel l  CD40L lL-12 st imulates the dif fer-
entiat ion of CD4- helper T cel ls to T-1
effectors, which produce IFN-1. lFNl
then activates macrophages to ki l l  phago-
cytosed microbes (and to secrete more
tL-12J

cD4+
T cel l

CD4OL
cD40

Antigen-presenting
cell (dendritic cell or
maciophage)with
ingested microbes
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Microbe

possibly, other cell populations may contribute to TH2
development.

Stimuli other than cytokines may also influence
the pattern of helper T cell differentiation. In general,
high doses of antigen without adjuvants favor T"2 dif-
ferentiation. Some studies indicate that different
subsets of dendritic cells exist, which selectively
promote either Trl or Ts2 differentiation. In addition,
the genetic makeup of the host is an important deter-
minant of the pattern of T cell differentiation. Inbred
mice of some strains develop Ts2 responses to the same

TLR

Effector T cell
(differentiated

of
les

+ ki l l ing
of microbes

microbes that stimulate Tsl differentiation in most
other strains. Mice that develop Ts2-dominant
responses are susceptible to infections by intracellular
microbes (see Chapter 15).

Tn1-Mediated lmmune Responses

The principal function of Tsl cells is in phagocyte'
medinted. defense against infections, especially with
intracellular microbes (Fig. 13-7). As we shall discuss in

FIGURE 13-7 Eflector functions
of Txl cel ls. CD4* T cel ls that dif-
ferentiate into Ts1 cel ls secrete IFN-
y, lymphotoxin (LT) and TNF, and
lL-2 IFN-y acts on macrophages to
increase phagocytosis and ki l l ing of
microbes in phagolysosomes and
on B lymphocytes to st imulate pro-
duction of ISG antibodies that
opsonize microbes for phagocyto-
sis LT and TNF activate neutrophi ls
and st imulate inf lammation. lL-2 is
the autocrine growth factor made
by this subset of T cel ls (not
shown) APC, antigen-presenting
cetl

n
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more detail later, IFN-y produced by Tsi cells stimulates
the microbicidal activities of phagocytes, thereby pro-
moting the intracellular destruction of phagocytosed
microbes. IFN-y also stimulates the production of
opsonizing and complement-fixing IgG antibodies,
which promote the phagocltosis of microbes. Many
organ-specific autoimmune diseases (see Chapter 18)
and inflammatory reactions such as granulomas are due
to excessive activation ofTsl cells.

To trigger the effector phase of CMI, effector T cells
have to come into contact with phagoc).tes or infected
cells that are presenting the antigens that initiated the
response. To locate microbes at any site, effector T cells
that clonally expanded and differentiated in ll.rnphoid
organs, such as lymph nodes, and entered the circula-
tion have to leave the vasculature and enter the site of
infection.

Migration of THI and Other Leukocytes to
Sites of Antigen

TsI effector celk express adhesion molecules and
chemokine receptors that promote their migration to
and retention in sites of infection (Fig. 13-8). The
directed migration of effector T lymphocltes to sites of
infection is initially dependent on the innate immune
response to microbes (see Chapter 2). This innate
response results in an inflammatory reaction character-
ized by secretion of cyokines, such as tumor necrosis
factor (TNp) and IL-1, by macrophages. These cltokines
induce expression of endothelial selectins and integrin
ligands, which bind to homing receptors on effector T
cells. In addition, macrophages, NK cells, and endothe-
lial cells elaborate chemokines, such as CXCL9, 10, and
I l, and CCL2, 4, and 5, which bind to chemokine recep-
tors on effector T cells. During differentiation from naive
precursors, Tgl cells, but not Ts2 cells, gain the capacity
to produce functional ligands that bind E- and p-
selectin. This aspect of Tsl differentiation involves T-
bet-dependent expression of glycosyltransferases that
are required for synthesis of the carbohydrate moieties
to whicfr the selectins bind. Furihermore, the
chemokine receptors CXCR3 and CCR5, which bind to
chemokines elaborated in tissues during innate immune
responses, are expressed by TnI cells but not Ts2 cells.
The selective expression of selectin ligands and certain
chemokine receptors on Tr,1 cells ensures their efficient
migration into inflammatory sites. The steps in leuko-
cyte adhesion to endothelial cells and transmigration
into tissues were discussed in detail in Chapter 2. After
TsL cells enter the site of infection and are activated by
antigen, they produce more c1'tokines and chemokines
and stimulate much greater leukocyte migration. This
later, enhanced inflammation is sometimes called
immune inflammation to indicate the role of T lympho-
cltes (immune cells) in the process.

The migration of effector T cells from the circulation
to peripheral sites of infection is largely independent of
antigen, but cells that recognize antigen in extravascular
tissues are preferentially retained there (see Fig. f3-B).
T cell migration through blood and lymphatic vessels

T cel ls, but not naive cel ls, migrate through endothel ium that is act i-
vated by cytokines (e g, TNF) produced at a site of infect ion In
extravascular t issue, the T cel ls that specif ical ly recognize antigen
are activated and retained, whereas T cel ls that do not encounter
the antigen for which they are specif ic return to the circulatron,
largely through lymphatic vessels (not shown)
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is controlled mainly by adhesion molecules and
chemokines, which will engage Trl cells of any antigen
specificity. Therefore, this process of migration results in
the recruitment of circulating effector T cells to inflam-
matory sites, regardless of antigen speciflcig, ensuring
that the maximum possible number of previously acti-
vated T cells have the opportunity to locate infectious
microbes and eradicate the infection. Some memory T
cells also migrate to peripheral tissues. Once in the
tissues, the T cells encounter microbial antigens pre-
sented by macrophages and other APCs. T cells that
specifically recognize antigens receive signals through
their antigen receptors that increase the afflnity of inte-
grins for their ligands. TWo of these integrins, VLA-4 and
VLA-S, bind to fibronectin in extracellular matrices, and
a third adhesion molecule, CD44, which is also ex-
pressed at high levels on effector and memory T cells,
binds to hyaluronate. As a result, antigen-specific effec-
tor and memory T cells that encounter the antigen are
preferentially retained at the extravascular site where the
antigen is present. T cells not specific for the antigen
may return through lymphatic vessels to the circulation.
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T Cell-Mediated Activation of Macrophages
and Other Leukocytes

Tsl cells actiuate macrophages to eliminate phagocy-
tosedmicrobes. Monocltes are recruited from blood into
tissues and are exposed to signals fromTsl effector cells
responding to antigen in the tissues. This interaction
results in conversion of the monocytes to activated
macrophages that are able to kill microbes. Activation
consists of increased expression ofvarious proteins that
endow activated macrophages with the capacity to
perform specialized functions, such as microbial killing.
In the following sections, we describe the T cell signals
that activate macrophages in cell-mediated immune
reactions and the effector functions of these
macrophages.

CD4* THI celk actiuate macrophages by contact-
mediated signak d,eliuered by CD 0 L- CD40 interactions
and by the cytokine tFN-y(Fig. 13-9). (Recall that helper
T cells stimulate B lymphoclte proliferation and
differentiation also by CD40-mediated signals and
cytokines; see Chapter 10.) \Mhen effector Tsl cells are

3 1 1

Production of reactive oxygen
species, nitric oxide, increased
lysosomal enzymes

Killing of microbes in phagolysosomes (effector
function of macrophages)

Secretion of cytokines
(TNF, lL-1,  lL-12)

TNF, lL-1 : leukocyte recruitment (inflammation)

lL-12: TH1 differentiation, IFN-1 production

Increased expression of 87
costimulators. M HC molecules

Increased T cell activation (amplif ication)

FIGURE 13-9 Activation and functions of macrophages in cel l-mediated immunity. In cel l-mediated immunity, macrophages are acti-
vated by CD40L-CD40 interactions and by IFN-yand perform several functions that ki l l  microbes, st imulate inf lammation, and enhance the
antigen-presenting capacity of the cel ls, Macrophages are also activated during lnnate immune reactions and perform the same functions
(see Chapter 2)

Role in cell-mediated immunity
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stimulated by antigen, the cells secrete cytokines,
notably IFN-y, and they express CD40L. IFN-1 is the
major macrophage-activating cytokine. It activates
some macrophage responses by itself and functions
together with TlR-ligands, such as bacterial lipopolysac-
charide, or CD40 signals to elicit other responses.
Knockout mice lacking IFN-y or the IFN-1 receptor are
extremely susceptible to infection by intracellular
microbes. CD40L engages CD40 on macrophages that
are presenting antigen to the T cells and activates an
intracellular signal transduction pathway that is similar
to the pathway activated by TNF receptors (see Chapter
12, Box l2-1). The importance of CD40 in macrophage
activation is demonstrated by the immunologic defects
in humans with inherited mutations in CD40L (X-linked
hyper-IgM slmdrome) and mice in which the gene for
CD40 or CD40L is knocked out (see Chapter 20). All
these disorders are characterized by severe deficiencies
in CMI to intracellular microbes, and children with the
X-linked hyper-IgM syndrome often succumb to infec-
tion by the intracellular pathogen Pneumocystis jiroueci.
As expected, these patients and knockout mice also have
defects in helper T cell-dependent antibody production.
The requirement for CD40L-CD40 interactions for
macrophage activation ensures that macrophages that
are presenting antigens to the T cells (i.e., the
macrophages that are harboring intracellular microbes)
are also the macrophages that are most efficiently acti-
vated by the T cells.

In response to CD40 signals and IFN-y, production of
several proteins in macrophages is increased. CD40 lig-
ation activates the transcription factors nuclear factor
rB (NF-rB) and activation protein-l (AP-l), and IFN-y
activates the transcription factors STAIT and interferon
response factor-l (IRF-I). As a result of these signals,
activated macrophages produce increased amounts
of the proteins that are responsible for the effector
functions of these cells in CMI (see Fig. l3-9). The ef-
fector functions of activated macrophages include the
following.

@ Actiuated macrophages kill phagocytosed microbes,
mainly by producing microbicidal reactiue orygen
species, nitric oxide, and lysosomal enzymes. The
microbicidal mechanisms of macrophages were
described in Chapter 2. To reiterate the key points,
macrophage activation leads to increased synthesis of
reactive oxygen species and nitric oxide, as well as
lysosomal enzymes, all of which are potent micro-
bicidal agents that are produced within the lyso-
somes of macrophages and kill ingested microbes
after phagosomes fuse with lysosomes. These toxic
substances may also be released into adjacent tissues,
where they kill extracellular microbes and may cause
damage to normal tissues.

o Actiuated macrophages stimulate acute inflam-
mation through the secretion of cytokines, mainly
TNE IL-L, and chemokines, and short-Iiued lipid
mediators such &s platelet-actiuating factor,
prostaglandins, and, leukotrienes. The collective
action of these macrophage-derived cytokines and

Iipid mediators is to produce a local inflammation
that is rich in neutrophils, and to recruit more mono-
cytes, which become macrophages and phagocltose
and destroy infectious organisms.

@ Actiuated macrophages remoue dead tksues and
facilitate repair afier the infection is controlled. Acti-
vated macrophages induce the formation of repair
tissue by secreting growth factors that stimulate
f,broblast proliferation (platelet-derived growth
factor), collagen synthesis (transforming growth
factor-B [TGF-P]), and new blood vessel formation or
angiogenesis (fibroblast growth factor). Thus, the
activated macrophage acts as an endogenous
surgeon to cauterize the wound and resolve the
inflammatory reaction.

Even though macrophages can respond directly to
microbes in innate immune reactions, the ability of
macrophages to kill ingested microorganisms is greatly
enhanced by T cells. This is why CMI is able to eradi-
cate microbes that have evolved to survive within
macrophages in the absence of adaptive immunity.
In addition to these effector functions, activated
macrophages become more efficient APCs because of
increased levels of molecules involved in antigen pro-
cessing (such as components of the proteasome and
cathepsins), increased surface expression of class II
MHC molecules and costimulators, and production of
cytokines (such as IL-12) that stimulate T lymphocyte
proliferation and differentiation. These macrophage
responses function to enhance T cell activation, thus
serving as amplification mechanisms for CML

Some tissue injury may normally accompany Tsl
cell-mediated immune reactions to microbes because
the microbicidal products released by activated
macrophages and neutrophils are capable of injuring
normal tissue and do not discriminate between
microbes and host tissue. However, this tissue injury is
usually limited in extent and duration, and it resolves as
the infection is cleared. In some cases, however, Tnl
responses cause significant tissue injury as discussed
below.

Delayed Type Hypersensitivity Beactions

Tksue injury and inflammation caused by Tsl cells and
actiuated macrophages are the hallmarlcs of DTH reac-
tions, DTH reactions may occur as collateral damage
during a protective Tsl response to a microbe, or DTH
may be entirely pathologic, as in the setting of certain
autoimmune diseases. Many of the disorders caused
by abnormal immune responses are called immune-
mediated inflammatory diseases (see Chapter 18). The
sequence of leukocyte migration and subsequent
macrophage activation in DTH has been studied in
experimental animals and in people, and this has added
to our understanding ofTsl responses.

, In the classical animal model of DTH, a guinea pig is
first immunized by the administration of a protein
antigen in adjuvant; this step is called the sensitiza-
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24-48 hours

Area of induration
and erythema

DTH reaction

FIGURE 13-1O Delayed-type hypersensitivity reaction. Infection
or immunization (vaccination) sensitlzes an indrvtdual, and subse-
quent challenge with an antigen from the infectious agent elicits a
DTH reaction. The reaction is manifested by induration with redness
and swell ing at the site of the challenge, which is undetectable at
-4 hours and peaks at -48 hours (Courtesy of Dr J Faix, Depart-
ment of Pathology, Stanford University School of Medicine, Palo
Alto, California )

tion phase. About 2 weeks later, the animal is chal-
lenged subcutaneouslywith the same antigen and the
subsequent reaction is analyzed;this step is called the
elicitation phase.

l-: Humans may be sensitized for DTH reactions
by microbial infection, by contact sensitization with

chemicals and environmental antigens, or by intra-

dermal or subcutaneous injection of protein

antigens (Fig. 13-10). Subsequent exposure to the

same antigen (also called challenge) elicits the reac-

tion. For example, purified protein derivative (PPD),

a protein antigen of Mycobacterium tuberculosis,

elicits a DTH reaction, called the tuberculin reaction,

when it is injected into individuals who have been

exposed to M. tuberculosis-

The characteristic response of DTH evolves during

24 to 48 hours. About 4 hours after the injection of

of fibrin and, to a lesser extent, the accumulation of T

cells and monocltes within the extravascular tissue

space around the injection site cause the tissue to swell

and beco-e firm (indurated). Induration, a diagnostic

feature of DTH, is detectable by about 18 hours after the

infection. In clinical practice, loss of DTH responses to

universally encountered antigens (e.g., Candida anti-

gens) is an indication of deficient T cell function' a con-

dition known as anergy. (This general loss of immune

responsiveness is different from lymphocyte anergy' a

mechanism for maintaining tolerance to specific anti-

gens, discussed in ChaPter I l.)
Chronic DTH reactions can d'euelnp if aTsl response

replacement with connective tissue (fibrosis), and fibro-

sis is a hallmark of chronic DTH reactions. In chronic

DTH reactions, activated macrophages also undergo

such as M. tuberculo'sis and some fungi, and represents

a form of chronic DTH. Granulomatous inflammation is

frequently associated with tissue fibrosis' Although

fibrosis is normally a "healing reaction' to injury it can

also interfere with normal tissue function. In fact, much

lnfection

\

Sensitization:
primary

infection or
immunization

Elicitation:
challenge with

antigen

-2 weeks

intradermal
injection
of microbial
antigen
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Perivascular
cell infiltrates

Vesselwith activated
endothelial cells

FIGURE,13-11 Morphology of a DTH reaction. Histopathologic examination of the reaction in skin i l lustrated in Figure '13-10 
showsperivascular mononuclear cel l  inf i l t rates in the dermis (A) At higIer magnif icat ion, the inf i l t rate is seen to consist of act ivated lymphocytesand macrophages surroundtng small  blood vessels in which the endothJl ial cel ls are also activated (B) (Courtesy ot Dr J Faix, Departmentof Pathology, Stanford University Schoor of Medicine, palo Alto, cal i fornia )

of the respiratory difficulty associated with tuberculosis
or chronic fungal infection of the lung is caused by
replacement of normal lung with fibrotiCtissue and noi
directly attributable to the microbes.

Ts2-Mediated lmmune Responses

The principal effector function of Ts2 cells is to promote
IgE- and eosinophillmast cell-mediated immurue reAc-
ty9ns, which are protectiue against helminthic infections
(Fig. 13-13). Helminths are too large to be phagocytosed
and may be more resistant to the microbiaidal aciivities
of macrophages than are most bacteria and viruses.
As discussed earlier, Tn2 cells secrete IL-4 and
IL-13, which stimulate the production of helminth-

express functional Fce receptors, and may be activated
by the IgE-coated helminths, resulting in degranulation.
The granule contents of mast cells include vasoactive
amines, cytokines such as TNB and lipid mediators, all
of which induce local inflammation that also functions
to destroy the parasites.

macrophage activation," to distinguish it from the activa_
tion induced by IFN-1, which results in potent microbici-

dal functions and has been called "classical macrophage
activation." Classically and alternatively activated
macrophages are also called Ml and M2 macrophages,
respectively. Macrophages that are activated by the TrZ
cltokines contribute to granuloma formation and tissue
remodeling in the setting of chronic parasitic infections
or allergic disease, respectively. Cytokines produced
by 7"2 cells are also involved in blocking entry and
promoting expulsion of microbes in mucosal tissues.
IL-13 stimulates mucus production, and IL-4 maystimu-
Iate peristaisis in the gastrointestinal system. Thus,
T"2 cells play an important role in "barrier immu-

macrophages, mult inucleated giant cel ls, and lymphocyres. In some
granulomas, there may be a central area of necrosis. lmmunohisto_
chemical studies would identi fy the lymphocytes as T cel ls, This
type of inf lammation is a chronic DTH reaction against persistent
microbial and other antigens. (Courtesy of Dr. Henry Sanchez,
Department of Pathology, University of Cali fornia at San Francisco
Schoo l  o f  Med ic ine . )



nity" (host defense at the barriers with the external
environment).

The selective homing of Tt12 cells to certain inflam-
matory sites is dependent on particular chemokines. Ts2
cell express chemokine receptors (i.e., CCR3, CCR4, and
CCRS) that bind to chemokines (i.e., CCLll, CCL24,
CCL26, CCL7, CCLI3,CCLL7, andCCL22) that are highly
expressed at sites of helminth infection or allergic reac-
tions; particularly in mucosal tissues.

Tn2-mediated immune responses are the underly-
ing cause of allergic reactions (see Chapter l9), and
may interfere with protective Tgl-mediated immune
responses to intracellular infections (see Chapter l5).

The Txl7 Subset of GD4. T Cells

The third, and most recently identified, subset of differ-
entiated effector CD4' T cells are called TglT cells,
because the signature cytokine they secrete is IL-17.
These cells also secrete IL-22 and other cytokines but do
not produce either IFN-y or IL-4. In fact, their differen-
tiation from naive CD4* T cells is inhibited by the pres-
ence of either IFN-1 or IL-4, indicating that T" l7 cells are
a unique subset distinct from Tgl and Tn2 cells. The
principal role of Ts17 cells appears to be protection
against extracellular bacterial and fungal infections,
largely through recruitment of neutrophils and other
leukocytes. Studies in mice and humans suggest that
Ts l7 cells may be important mediators of tissue damage
in immune-mediated inflammatory diseases.

Ts17 cells differentiate from naive CD4* T cells by
stimulation with antigen in the presence of the c],tokine
TGF-B together with IL-6, IL-1, or other pro-inflamma-

FIGURE 13-13 Effector functions
of T"2 cells. CD4* T cells that dif-
fo rcn t ia t t r  in tn  f  )  ee l l s  sccre te  lL -4

and lL-5 lL-4 acts on B cel ls to st im-
ulate production of antibodies that
b ind  to  mast  ce l l s ,  such as  lgE lL -4
is also an autocrine growth and dif-
ferentiat ion cytokine for T;2 cel ls
lL-5 activates eosinophils, a res-
oonse that is important for defense
against helminthic infect ions Cyto-
k ines  f  rom Tu2 ce l l s  a lso  inh ib i t
macrophage activation and T-1 -medi-
ated reactions APC, antigen-pre-
senting cel l

Production of
neutralizing

lgG antibodies
(human: lgG4;
mouse: lgGl)
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tory cytokines. The source of TGF-p in Ts17 differentia-
tion is unknor,rm. It is postulated that IL-6 and other
inflammatory cytokines may be produced early at sites
of tissue damage, and these may promote the subse-
quent TslT response. The transcription factors RORTT
and STAI3 are involved in this differentiation pathway.
The cltokine lL-23, which is closely related to the
Tsl-inducing cytokine IL-12, promotes the survival
and maintenance of differentiated TH17 cells. Interest-
ingly, TGF-B alone stimulates the development of regu-
latory T cells (see Chapter 11); thus, this cytokine can
promote either pro-inflammatory (TH17) responses or
anti-inflammatory (regulatory T cell) responses,
depending on which other cytokines are present in the
environment.

ErrrcroR CD8* T Gru-s: Cvroroxlc T
LvnttpHocvrrs

CDT' CTLs are effectorT celk that eliminate intracellu-
Lar microbes mainly by killing infected celk.The devel-
opment of a CD8* CTL response to infection proceed.s
t6rough similar steps as those described for CD4* T cell
responses, including primary antigen-dependent stimu-
lati,on of naive CD8* T cells in lymph nodes, clonal
expansion, differentiation, and migration of differenti-
atad CTLs into tissues. These events were described in
Chapter 9. Below we discuss the stimulation of differen-
tiated CTLs and performance of effector functions at
sites of infection.

Tn2 cells

Mast cell
degranulation

Eosinophil

Alternative
macrophage

activation
(wound repair,
t issue fibrosis,
suppression
inf lammation
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GTl-Mediated Cytotoxiciry

Cell killing W CTLS k antigen specific and contact
dependent. CTLs kill targets that express the same
class l-associated antigen that triggered the prolifera-
tion and differentiation of naive CD8* T cells from
which they are derived, and do not kill adjacent unin-
fected cells that do not express this antigen. In fact,
even the CTLs themselves are not injured during the
killing of antigen-expressing targets. This specificity of
CTL effector function ensures that normal cells are not
killed by CTLs reacting against infected cells. The killing
is highly specific because the site of contact of the CTL
and the antigen-expressing target cell forms an
"immunological s1,napse" (see Chapter g), and the mol-
ecules that actually perform the killing are secreted into
the slmapse.

The process of CTl-mediated killing of targets con-
sists of antigen recognition, activation of the CTLs, deliv-
ery of the "lethal hit" that kills the target cells,
and release of the CTLs (Fig. 13-14). Each of these
steps is controlled by specific proteins and molecular
interactions.

Recognition of Antigen and Activation of CTLs

The CTL binds and reacts to the target cell by using its
antigen receptor, coreceptor (CD8), and adhesion mole-
cules, such as the leukocyte function-associated
antigen-l (LFA-1) integrin. To be efficiently recognized
byCTLs, target cells must express class I MHC molecules
complexed to a peptide (the complex serving as the
ligand for the T cell receptor and the CD8 coreceptor)
and intercellular adhesion molecule-l (ICAM-l, the
principal ligand for LFA-l).

Conjugates of CTLs attached to target cells can be
visualized by microscopy, and conjugate formation is
the prelude to target cell lysis (Fig. 13-15,1.

CTl-target cell contact results in the rapid formation
of an immunological synapse, in which adhesion
molecules, the TCR, and signaling molecules are reor-
ganized in the CTL membrane and juxtaposed to
ligands on the target cell membrane (see Fig. 13-15).

Antibodies that block any of these interactions inhibit
CTl-mediated lysis in uitro, thus indicating that all
these interactions function cooperatively in the
process of CTL recognition of targets.

In the CTl-target cell conjugate, the antigen recep-
tors of the CTL recognize MHC-associated peptides on
the target cell. This recognition induces clustering of T
cell plasma membrane proteins, including the TCR,
CD8, and LFA-I , and the clustering of the ligands for
these molecules in the target cell membrane, including
peptide/MHC and ICAM-1. An immunological slmapse
forms between the two cells, and biochemical signals are
generated that activate the CTL. The biochemical signals
are similar to the signals involved in the activation of
helper T cells (see Chapter 9). Cytokines and other

Antigen
recognition

and coniugate
formation

CTL
activation

Granule
exocytosis

Detachment
Of CTL

Target cell
death

FIGUBE 13-14 Steps in GTL-mediated lysis ottarget cel ls. A CTL
recognizes the antigen-expressing target cel l  and is act ivated Acti-
vation results in the release of granule contents from the CTL, which
delivers a lethal hit  to the target The CTL may detach and ki l l
another target cel l  whi le the f irst target goes on to die, Note that
formation of conjugates between a CTL and i ts target and activation
of the CTL also require interactions between accessory molecules
(LFA-1 , CDB) on the CTL and their specif ic l igands on the target cel l ;
these are not shown

signals provided by dendritic cells, which are required
for the differentiation of naive CD8*T cells into CTLs, are
not necessary for triggering the effector function of CTLs
(i.e., target cell killing). Therefore, once CD8* T cells spe-
cific for an antigen have differentiated into fully func-
tional CTLs, they can kill any nucleated cell that displays
that antigen.

In addition to the T cell receptor, CD8* CTLs express
receptors that are also expressed by NK cells, which con-
tribute to both regulation and activation of CTL. Some
of these receptors belong to the killer immunoglobulin
receptor (KIR) family, discussed in Chapter 2, and, rec-
ognize class I MHC molecules on target cells, but are not
specific for a particular peptide-MHC complex. These
KIRs transduce inhibitory signals, which may serve to
prevent CTLs from killing normal cells and protect CTLs
from activation-induced cell death (see Chapter ll). In
addition, CTLs express the NKG2D receptor, described
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lmmune synapse between CTLs and a target cel l .  A. Electron micrograph of three CTLs from a cloned cel l  l ine specif ic

C m o l e c u l b l L n - n Z b i n d i n g t o a n H L A - A 2 - e - x p r e s s i n g t a r g e t c e l l  ( T C )  w i t h i n l  m i n u t e a f t e r t h e C T L s a n d t a r g e t s a r e m r x e d .
TL on the upper left ,  the gianules have been redist i ibuted toward the target cel l .  (Courtesy of Dr. P Peters, Netherlands

Cancer lnst i tute, Amsterdam ) B Electron micrograph of the point oi membrane contact between a CfL @ft) and target cel l  (nghfl  rwo

with permission from Elsevler).  C. Confocal f luorescence micrograph of an tmmune synapse between a CfL ( left) and target cel l  (r ight)

stained with antibodies against cathepsins in a secretory granuli  (biue), LFA-1 (green), and the cytoskeletal protein talrn (red) The image

demonstrates the central location of the secretory grunrle and the peripheral location of the adhesion molecule LFA-1 and associated

cytoskeletal protein tal in. (Reprlnted from Stinchcomde JC and GM Grif f i ths The role of the secretory immunological synapse in ki l l ing by

C D B - C T L  S e m i n a r s i n l m m u n o l o g y 1 5 3 0 1 - 3 0 5 , @ 2 0 0 3 E l s e v i e r S c i e n c e L t d , w r t h p e r m i s s i o n f r o m E l s e v i e r )

cussed earlier, an immunological synapse rapidly forms

bet'ween the CTL and target cell. This synapse is charac-

terized by a ring of tight apposition betvveen the CTL and

tion such that the microtubule organizing center of the

CTL moves to the area of the cltoplasm near the contact

with the target cell. The c1'toplasmic granules of the CTL

are transported along microtubules and become con-

centrated in the region of the synapse, and the granule

membrane fuses with the plasma membrane at the

secretory domain. Membrane fusion results in exoclto-

sis of the CTtls granule contents into the confined space

in Chapter 2, which recognizes class I MHC-like mole-
cules MICA, MICB, and ULBP expressed on infected or
neoplastic cells. NKG2D may serve to deliver signals,
which act together with TCR recognition of antigen, to
enhance killing activity.

Killing of Target Cells by CTLs

Within afew minutes of a CTlis antigen receptor recog-
nizing its peptide-MHC antigen on a target cell, the
target cell undergoes changes that induce it to die by
apoptosis. Target cell death occurs during the next 2 to
6 hours and proceeds even ifthe CTL detaches. Thus, the
CTL is said to deliver a lethal hit to the target that results
in the death of the target. The principal mechanism of
CTl-mediated target cell killing is the delivery of cyo-
toxic proteins stored within cltoplasmic granules (also

called secretory lysosomes) to the target cell, thereby
triggering apoptosis of the target cell (Fig. l3-16). As dis-
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within the synaptic ring, between the plasma mem-
branes of the CTL and target cell.

The granuLes of CTLs (and NK celk) contain seueral
molecules that contribute to target cell apoptosis.
These include granzymes A, B, and C, which are serine
proteases that cleave proteins after aspartate residues;
perforin, a membrane-perturbing molecule homolo-
gous to the C9 complement protein; and a sulfated
proteoglycan, serglycin, which serves to assemble a
complex containing granzymes and perforin. Both
perforin and granzl'rnes are required for efficient CTL
killing of target cells, and it is known that perforin,s
main function is to facilitate delivery of the granzymes
into the cltosol of the target cell. How this is accom-
plished is still not well understood. perforin may poly-
merize and form aqueous pores in the target cell
membrane through which granzyrnes enter, but there is
no proof this is critical for CTL-mediated cell killing.
According to another current model, complexes of
granzyme B, perforin, and serglycin are discharged from
the CTL onto the target cell and are internalized into
endosomes by receptor-mediated endocltosis. perforin
may act on the endosomal membrane to facilitate the
release of the granzymes into the target cell cytoplasm.
Once in the cltoplasm, the granzyrnes cleave various
substrates and initiate apoptotic death of the cell. Some
granzyme-initiated apoptotic pathways involve cas-

pases (see Chapter I l, Box t t-2) . For example, granzyrne
B activates caspase-3 as well as the Bcl-2 family member,
Bid, which triggers the mitochondrial pathway of apop-
tosis (see Chapter I 1, Box ll-2) . Granzymes A and C also
appear to induce apoptosis in a caspase-independent
manner.

CTLs use another mechanism of killing that is medi-
ated by interactions of membrane molecules on the
CTLs and target cells. On activation, CTLs express a
membrane protein, called Fas ligand (FasL), that binds
to the death receptor Fas, which is expressed on many
cell types. This interaction also results in activation of
caspases and apoptosis oftargets (Chapter 11, Box ll-2).
Studies with knockout mice lacking perforin, granzyme
B, or FasL indicate that granule proteins are the princi-
pal mediators of killing by CD8. CTLs. Some CD4* T cells
are also capable of killing target cells (which, of course,
must express class II MHC-associated peptides to be rec-
ognized by the CD4t cells). CD4. T cells are deficient in
perforin and granzl'rnes, and FasL may be more impor-
tant for their killing activity.

In infections by intracellular microbes, the killing
activity of CTLs is important for eradicating the reser-
voir of infection. In addition, the caspases that are
activated in target cells by granzymes and FasL cleave
many substrates and activate enzymes that degrade
DNA, but they do not distinguish between host and

Granule
exocytosis +

entry of
granzymes +
activation of
CaSpaSeS =+
apoptosis of

target cell

CTL

Granzymes
Perforin

Serglycine

Apoptosis
of target cell

Granzymes/perforin
complexes endocytosed by
target cell and granzymes

enter cytoplasm via perforin-
dependent mechanisms

+ activation of
apoptotic pathways

FasL-Fas-
mediated
target cell
apoptosis

FasL on CTL interacts
with Fas on target cell

Apoptosis
of target cell

FIGURE 13-t6 Mechanisms of GTl-media-ted lysis of target cel ls. CTLs ki l l  target cel ls by two main mechanisms A complexes ot per-forin and granzymes are released from the CTL by granule exocytosis and enteitarget cel is The granzymes are del ivered into the cyto-plasm of the ta-rget cel ls by a perforin-dependent mechanism, and they induce .poptol is B FasL is"expressed on activated CTLs, LngagesFas on the surface of target cel ls, and induces apoptosis



microbial proteins. Therefore, by activating nucleases in
target cells, CTLs can initiate the destruction of micro-
bial DNA as well as the target cell genome, thereby elim-
inating potentially infectious DNA. Another protein
found in human CTL (and NK cell) granules, called gran-
ulysin, can alter the permeability of target cell and
microbial membranes.

After delivering the lethal hit, the CTL is released
from its target cell, a process that may be facilitated
by decreases in the affinity of accessory molecules for
their ligands. This release usually occurs even before
the target cell goes on to die. CTLs themselves are not
injured during target cell killing, probably because the
directed granule exocytosis process during CTL-
mediated killing preferentially delivers granule contents
into the target cell and away from the CTL. In addition,
CTL granules contain a proteolytic enzl'rne called
cathepsin B, which is delivered to the CTL surface
upon granule exocytosis, where it degrades errant per-
forin molecules that come into the vicinity of the CTL
membrane.

MruonY T Cru-s
T cell-medinted immune responses to an antigen
wually result in the generation of memory T cells spe-
cifi.c for that antigen, which may persist for yea.rs, euen
a lifetime. These memory T cells are responsible for
more rapid and amplifled responses when the same
antigen in encountered again. Memory T cells are het-
erogeneous and may be derived from CD4* or CDB* T
cells at various stages of differentiation from naive pre-
cursors. For example, some CD4* memoryT cells maybe
derived from precursors before commitment to the Tnl
orT112 phenotype, and when activated by re-exposure to
antigen, they have the potential for further differentia-
tion into one or other subset. Other memoryT cells may
be derived from fully differentiated Tsl or Ts2 precur-
sors and retain their respective cytokine profiles upon
reactivation. Memory CD8* T cells may also exist that
maintain some of the phenotypic characteristics of dif-
ferentiated CTL effectors.

Both CD4* and CD8* memory T cells can be further
subdivided into two general subsets, based on their
homing properties and effector functions. Central
memoryT cells express CCRT and L-selectin, and home
to lymph nodes. They have limited capacity to perform
effector functions when they encounter antigen, but
they undergo brisk proliferative responses and generate
many effector cells upon antigen challenge. Effector
memoryT cells, on the other hand, do not express CCRT
or L-selectin, and home to peripheral tissues, especially
mucosa. Upon antigenic stimulation, effector memoryT
cells produce effector cytokines such as IFN-1, but they
do not proliferate much. This effector subset, therefore,
is poised for a rapid initial response to a repeat exposure
to a microbe, but complete eradication of the infection
may depend on the large numbers of effectors generated
from the central memory T cells.
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The maintenance of memory T celk is dependent on
cytokines that are constitutiuely present in tksues, and'
that support low-leuel proliferative actiuity. One such
cytokine is IL-7, which is required for survival and main-
tenance of both CD4* and CD8* memory T cells from
antigen-activated cells. Predictably, memory T cells
express high levels of the IL-7 receptor. (Recall from

Chapter 3 that IL-7 is also important in the maintenance
of naive T cells.) Maintenance of CD8* memory T cells
may also require IL-15. In response to IL-7 and/or IL-15,
memory T cells undergo low-level proliferation, which
maintains populations of memoryT cells over long time
periods. This homeostatic proliferation of memory

T cells does not require peptide antigen or MHC
molecules.

SUMMARY

e CMI is the adaptive immune response
against intracellular microbes. It is mediated by T
Iymphocytes and can be transferred from immu-
nized to naive individuals by T cells and not by
antibodies.

6 Both CD4* and CDB*T cells contribute to CMI, but
each subset has unique effector functions for the
eradication of infections.

o Cell-mediated immune reactions consist of several
steps: naive T cell recognition of peptide-MHC

antigens in peripheral lymphoid organs' clonal
expansion of the T cells and their differentiation
into effector cells, migration of the effector T cells
to the site of infection or antigen challenge, and
elimination of the microbe or antigen.

o CD4* helper T lymphocytes may differentiate into
specialized effector Tnl cells that secrete IFN-y'
which favors phagocyte-mediated immunity' or
into T,r2 cells that secrete IL-4 and IL-5, which
favor IgE- and eosinophil/mast cell-mediated
immune reactions. The differentiation of naive
CD4* T cells into Tnl and Ts2 populations is con-
trolled by cytokines produced by APCs and by the
T cells themselves, and is governed by transcrip-
tions factors, including T-bet for Tsl differentia-
tion, and GATA-3 for Tn2 differentiation.

e CD4* THI cells recognize antigens of microbes that
have been ingested by phagocytes and activate the
phagocytes to kill the microbes. The activation of
macrophages by Tsl cells is mediated by IFN-y and
CD40L-CD40 interactions. Activated macrophages
kill phagocytosed microbes, stimulate inflamma-

tion, and repair damaged tissues. If the infection is
not fully resolved, activated macrophages cause
tissue injury and flbrosis.
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C CD4* T,,2 cells recognize antigens produced by
some extracellular microbes, including helminths,
as well as certain environmental antigens associ-
ated with allergies. IL-4, secreted by activated Ts2
cells, promotes B cell isotype switching and pro-
duction of IgE, which may coat helminths and
mediate mast cell deregulation and inflammation.
IL-5 secreted by activated Tn2 cells directly acti-
vates eosinophils to release granule contents that
damage the integument of helminths, but may also
damage host tissues.

o CD4* TslT cells comprise another subset of spe-
cialized effector T cells, which are characterizedby
secretion of IL-17, and which promote neutrophil-
rich inflammatory responses. TnlT cells may be
important in meditating tissue damage in autoim-
mune diseases, and in protection against some
microbial infections. Differentiation of TrlT cells
from naive precursors is stimulated by a combina-
tion of the cytokines TGF-p and IL-6.

o CD8* CTLs kill cells that express peptides derived
from cytosolic antigens (e.g., viral antigens) that
are presented in association with class I MHC
molecules. CTL-mediated killing is mediated
mainly by granule exocytosis, which releases
granzyrnes and perforin. perforin facilitates

O Memory T cell are generated during CMI
responses, and are maintained for years afterward
by the action of clrokines such as IL-7 and IL-15.
Central memory T cells home to lyrnphoid tissues,
and respond to antigen re-exposure by prolifera-
tion and generation of effector cells. Effector
memory T cells home to mucosal sites, and
respond to antigen by secreting cytokines.
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Humoral immunity is mediated by secreted antibodies,
and its physiologic function is defense against extracel-
lular microbes and microbial toxins. This type of immu-
nity contrasts with cell-mediated immunity, the other
effector arm of the adaptive immune system, which is
mediated by T lymphocyes and functions to eradicate
microbes that infect and live within host cells (see
Chapter l3). Humoral immunity against microbial

when they are released from infected cells. Defects in
antibody production result in increased susceptibility to
infection with many microbes, including bacteria, fungi,
and viruses. The most effective vaccines induce protec-

tion primarily by stimulating the production of antibod-
ies. Apart from their crucial protective roles, in allergic
individuals and in certain autoimmune diseases some
specific antibodies can be harmful and mediate tissue
inlury. In this chapter, we discuss the effector mecha-
nisms that are used by antibodies to eliminate antigens.
The structure of antibodies is described in Chapter 4 and
the process of antibody production in Chapter 10.

OvrRvIrW OF HUMONAT IMMUNITY

The main function of antibodies is the neutralization
and elimination of infectious microbes and microbinl
toxins (Fig. 1a-1). As we shall see later, antibody-
mediated elimination of antigens involves a number of
effector mechanisms and requires the participation
of various cellular and humoral components of the
immune system, including phagocltes and complement
oroteins. Before these individual effector mechanisms
are described, we will summarize the ways in which
antibodies mediate protective immunity.

8 Antibodies are produced by B lymphocytes and
plasma celk in the lymphoid organs and bone
tnarrow, but antibodies perform their effector func-
tions at sites dLstant ftom their production. Antlbod-
ies produced in the lymph nodes, spleen, and bone
marrow may enter the blood and then circulate to any
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site where antigen is located. Antibodies produced in
mucosa-associated lymphoid tissues are transported
across epithelial barriers into the lumens of mucosal
organs; in the intestine and the airways, for instance,
antibodies on the luminal surface of the epithelium
inhibit the entry of ingested and inhaled microbes.
Antibodies are also actively transported across the
placenta into the circulation of the developing fetus.
In cell-mediated immuniry activated T lymphocytes
are able to migrate to peripheral sites of infection and
inflammation, but they are not transported into
mucosal secretions or across the placenta.

The antibodies that mediate protectiue immunity
may be deriued from short-liued or long-liued
antibody-producing plasma cells following the
actiuation of naiue or menxory B cells (see Chapter
10, Fig. 10-2). The first exposure to an antigen, either
by infection or by vaccination, leads to the activation
of naive B lyrnphocltes and their differentiation
into antibody-producing cells and memory cells. Sub-
sequent exposure to the same antigens leads to the
activation of memory B cells and a larger and more
rapid antibody response. Plasma cells derived early in
an immune response or from marginal zone or B-l B
cells tend to be short lived. In contrast, germinal
center-derived class-switched antibody-secreting
plasma cells migrate to the bone marrow and persist

t
4'

Neutralization
of microbes
and toxins

Opsonization and
phagocytosis
of microbes

Lysis of microbes

Phagocytosis of
microbes opsonized

with complement
fragments (e.9., C3b)

Inf lammation

FIGURE 14-t Eflector functions
of antibodies. Antibodies against
microbes (and their toxins, not
shown here) neutral ize these
agents, opsonize them for phagocy-
tosis, sensit ize them for antibody-
dependent cel lular cytotoxicity, and
activate the complement system
These various effector functions
may be mediated by dif ferent anti-
body isotypes

o

at this site, where they continue to produce antibod-
ies for years after the antigen is eliminated. Most of
the immunoglobulin G (IgG) found in the serum of
normal individuals is derived from these long-lived
antibody-producing plasma cells, which were
induced by the exposure of naive and memory B cells
to various antigens throughout the life of the individ-
ual. If an immune individual is exposed to a previ-
ously encountered microbe, the level of circulating
antibody produced by persisting antibody-secreting
plasma cells provides immediate protection against
the infection. At the same time, activation of memory
B cells generates a larger burst of antibody that pro-
vides a second and more effective wave of protection.

o Many of the effectorfuncti.ons of antibodies are medi-
ated by the heavy chain constant regions of Ig mole-
cules, and dffirent Ig heauy chain isotypes serue
distinct effictor functions (Table 14-1). For instance,
some IgG subclasses bind to phagoclte Fc receptors
and promote the phagocltosis of antibody-coated
particles, IgM and some subclasses of IgG activate the
complement system, and IgE binds to the Fc recep-
tors of mast cells and triggers their activation. Each of
these effector mechanisms will be discussed later in
this chapter. The humoral immune system is special-
ized in such a way that different microbes or antigen
exposures stimulate B cell switching to the Ig isotypes



Table 1' t -1.  Funct ions of Ant ibody lsotypes

Antibody I lsotype-specific
lsotope I effector functions

lgG Opsonization of antigens for phagocytosis
by macrophages and neutrophils

Activation of the classical pathway
of comolement

Antibody-dependent cell-mediated
cytotoxicity mediated by natural killer cells

Neonatal immunity: transfer of maternal
antibody across the placenta and gut

Feedback inhibition of B cell activation

lgM Activation of the classical pathway of
complement

Antigen receptor of naive
B lymphocytes.

lgA Mucosal immunity: secretion of lgA into
the lumens of the gastrointestinal and
respiratory tracts

Activation of complement by the lectin
pathway or by the alternative pathway

lgE Mast cell degranulation (immediate
hypersensitivity reactions)

l gD Antigen receptor of naive B lymphocytes.

-These functions are mediated bv membrane-bound and
not secreted antibodies.

that are best for combating these microbes. The
major stimuli for isotype switching during the process
of B cell activation are helper T cell-derived cytokines
together with CD40 ligand expressed by activated
helper T cells (see Chapter 10). Different types of
microbes stimulate the differentiation of helper T
cells into effector populations, such as Tsl and TgZ
subsets, that produce distinct sets of cltokines and
therefore induce switching of B cells to different
healy chain isotypes. For instance, viruses and many
bacteria stimulate Tgl responses and the production
of Tsl-dependent IgG isotlpes that bind to phago-
cytes and natural killer (NIQ cells and activate com-
plement. Phagocytes, NK cells, and complement are
effective at eliminating many viruses and bacteria.
In contrast, helminthic parasites stimulate Tg2
responses and the production ofTs2-dependent IgE
antibody, which binds to and activates mast cells and
basophils. Cltokines released by these cells activate
eosinophils. Eosinophils are especially potent in
destroying helminths. Neutralization is the only func-
tion of antibodies that is mediated entirely by binding
of antigen and does not require participation of the Ig
constant regions.
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o Although many effector functions of antibod'ies are
mediated, by the Ig heauy chain constant regions, all
these functions are triggered by the bind.ing of anti-
gens to the uarinble regions. The binding of antibod-
ies to a multivalent antigen, such as a polysaccharide
or a reiterated epitope on a microbial surface, brings
the Fc regions of antibodies close together, and it is

this clustering of antibody molecules that leads to

complement activation and allows the antibodies to
activate Fc receptors on phagocltes. The requirement
for antigen binding ensures that antibodies activate
various effector mechanisms only when they are
needed, that is, when the antibodies encounter and
specifically bind antigens, not when the antibodies
are circulating in an antigen-free form.

With this introduction to humoral immunity, we
proceed to a discussion of the various functions of

antibodies in host defense.

NTUNNUZATION OF MICROBES AND
MtcnoatRL Toxltus

Antibod.ies against microbes and microbial toxins block
the binding of these microbes and toxins to cellulnr
receptors (Fig.I4-2).In this way, antibodies inhibit, or
"neutralize," the infectivity of microbes as well as the
potential injurious effects of infection. Many microbes
enter host cells by the binding of particular surface mol-
ecules to membrane proteins or lipids on the surface of

host cells. For example, influenza viruses use their enve-
lope hemagglutinin to infect respiratory epithelial cells,

and gram-negative bacteria use pili to attach to and
infect a variety of host cells. Antibodies that bind to these
microbial structures interfere with the ability of the
microbes to interact with cellular receptors, and may
thus prevent infection by means of steric hindrance. In

some cases, very few antibody molecules may bind to a

microbe and induce conformational changes in surface

molecules that prevent the microbe from interacting
with cellular receptors; such interactions are examples
of the allosteric effects of antibodies. Many microbial
toxins mediate their pathologic effects also by binding to

specific cellular receptors. For instance, tetanus toxin

binds to receptors in the motor end plate of neuromus-
cular junctions and inhibits neuromuscular transmis-

sion, which leads to paralysis, and diphtheria toxin binds

to cellular receptors and enters various cells, where it

inhibits protein synthesis. Anti-toxin antibodies steri-
cally hinder the interactions of toxins with host cells and

thus prevent the toxins from causing tissue injury and
disease.

Antibody-mediated neutralization of microbes and

toxins requires only the antigen-binding regions of the

antibodies. Therefore, such neutralization may be medi-

ated by antibodies of any isotype in the circulation and

in mucosal secretions and can experimentally also be

mediated by Fab or F(ab), fragments of specific anti-

bodies. Most neutralizing antibodies in the blood are of

the IgG isotype; in mucosal organs, they are largely of the

IgA iiotype. The most effective neutralizing antibodies
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FIGURE t4-2 Neutral izat ion of
microbes and toxins by antibodies.
A Ant ibod ies  prevent  the  b ind ing  o f
mic robes  to  ce l l s  and thus  b lock  the
abrl i ty of the microbes to infect
hos t  ce l l s  B  Ant ibod ies  inh ib i t
the spread of microbes from an
infected ce I to an adjacent unin-
fected cel l  C Antibodies block the
b ind ing  o f  tox ins  to  ce l l s  and thus
inhibit  the pathologic effects of the
toxrns

are those wirh high affinities for their antigens. High-
affinity antibodies are produced by the process of affin-
ity maturation (see Chapter l0). Many prophylactic
vaccines work by stimulating the production of high-
affinity neutralizing antibodies (Table l4-2). A mecha-
nism that microbes have developed to evade host
immunity is to mutate the genes enioding surface anti-
gens that are the targets of neutralizing antibodies (see
Chapter  l5) .

ANneo oy- M rolRrrn 0psorurznlorv
AND PHAGOCYTOSIS

Antibodies of the IgG isotype coat (opsonize) microbes
and promote their phagocytosis by binding to Fc recep-
tors on phagocytes. Mononuclear phagocy'tes and neu-
trophils ingest microbes as a prelude to intracellular
killing and degradation. These phagocytes express a
variety of surface receptors that directly bind microbes
and ingest them, even without antibodies, providing one

mechanism of innate immunity (see Chapter 2). The effi-
ciency of this process is markedly enhanced if the
phagocyte can bind the particle with high affinity (Fig.
l4-3). Mononuclear phagocltes and neutrophils express
receptors for the Fc portions of IgG antibodies that
specifically bind antibody-coated (opsonized) particles.
Microbes may also be opsonized by a product of com-
plement activation called C3b and are phagocltosed by
binding to a leukocyte receptor for C3b (described later
in this chapter). The process of coating particles in order
to promote phagocltosis is called opsonization, and
substances that perform this function, including anti-
bodies and complement proteins, are called specific
opsonlns.

Phagocyte Fc Receptors

Leukocyte Fc receptors promote the phagocytosis of
opsonized particles and deliuer signals that stimulate
the microbicidal actiuities of the leukocytes. Fc recep-
tors for different Ig heary chain isotypes are expressed
on many leukocl.te populations and serve diverse func-

r : j .  l
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Table 14-2. Vaccine-lnduced Humoral lmmunity

lnfectious
disease

Vaccine Mechanism of
protective immunitY

Polio Oral attenuated
pol io  v i rus

Neutralization of virus bv
mucosal lgA antibody

Tetanus, diphtheriaToxoids Neutralization of toxin bY
systemic lgG antibodY

Hepatitis, A or B Recombinant viral
envelope proteins

Neutralization of virus bY
systemic lgG antibodY

Pneumococcal
pneumonia,
Haemophilus

Conjugate vaccines
composed of bacterial
capsular polysaccaride
and orotein

Opsonization and phagocYtosis
mediated by lgM and lgG
antibodies, directly or
secondary to complement
activation

Selected examples of vaccines that work by stimulating protective humoral immunity are l isted.

tions in immunity (Box 14-1). Of these Fc receptors,
the ones that are most important for phagocltosis of
opsonized particles are receptors for the heavy chains of
IgG antibodies, called Fcy receptors. There are three
types of Fc1 receptors, which have different affinities for
the heary chains of different IgG subclasses and are
expressed on different cell tlpes. The major high-
affinity phagoclte Fcy receptor is called FcyRI (CD64). It
binds human IgGl and IgG3 strongly, with a IQ of 10 B to
l0-sM. (In mice, the high-affinity FcyRI receptor prefer-
entially binds murine lgG2a and IgG2b antibodies.)
FcyRI is composed of an Fc region-binding a chain
expressed in association with a disulflde-linked homo-
dimer of a signaling protein called the FcR y chain, which
is homologous to the signal-transducing ( chain of the T
cell receptor (TCR) complex.

Phagocytosis of IgG-coated particles is mediated by
binding of the Fc portions of opsonizing antibodies to
Fcy receptors on phagocytes. Therefore, the IgG sub-
types that bind best to these receptors (IgGl and IgG3)
are the most efficient opsonins for promoting phagocy-
tosis. Antibody molecules attached to repeated determi-

Opsonization
of microbe

by lgG

nants on the surface of a microbe, or to a pollvalent

macromolecular antigen, form multivalent arrays and
are bound by phagocyte Fc receptors with much higher
avidity than are free circulating antibodies. For this
reason, FcyRI binds antibodies attached to antigens
better than it binds free antibodies. In addition, trigger-
ing of Fc receptors requires that receptors be clustered
in the plane of the membrane, and clustering and con-
sequent receptor activation can be mediated only by
antigen-bound IgGs that make up a multivalent ligand
for Fc receptors. Binding of Fc receptors on phagocltes

to multivalent antibody-coated particles leads to the

activation of phagocltes, engulfment of the particles,

and their internalization in vesicles known as phago-

somes. These vesicles fuse with lysosomes, and the
phagocytosed particles are destroyed in phagolyso-

somes (see Chapter 2, Fig. 2-4).
Binding of opsonized particles to phagocyte Fc recep-

tors, particularly FcyRI, activates phagocytes by virtue of

signals transduced by the FcR y chain' The FcR y chain,
like the TCR ( chain, contains immunoreceptor tyrosine-
based activation motifs (ITAMs) in its cytoplasmic

Phagocytosis
of microbe

-J'4*."1t'

Binding of
opsonized microbes

to phagocyte
Fc receptors (FcyRl)

FcyRl
Phagocyte

FIGURE t4-3 Antibody-mediated opsonization and phagocytosis of microbes. Antibodies of certain lgG subclasses bind to microbes and
arc rhen rceonnized hv Fc receptors bn phagocytes Signi ls irom the Fc receptors promote the phagocytosis of the opsonized microbes

and activate the phagocytes to destroy these microbes
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Leukocytes express cell surface receptors that specifi-
cally bind the Fc portions of various lg isotypes and sub-
types The Fc receptors on neutrophils and macrophages
mediate the phagocytosis of opsonized particles and the
activation of leukocytes to destroy phagocytosed parti-
cles Fc receptors on NK cells are involved in activatron
of these cells to kil l  antibody-coated target cells Fc recep-
tors on B cells negatively regulate antibody responses.
Two nonleukocyte Fc receptors are expressed on epithe-
l ia l  ce l ls  and mediate t ransepi thel ia l  t ransoort  of  ant ibod-
ies Here we discuss the specif ic Fc receptors of
leukocytes that mediate functional responses, namely,
Fcf  l ,  Fc lRl l ,  FcTR l l l ,  FceRl ,  FceRtt ,  and FcaR (see Tabte)

Each of the leukocyte FcRs contains one Fc-binding
polypept ide chain,  ca l led the a chain,  which is  a member
of the lg superfamily Differences in specificit ies or affini-
t ies of each FcR for the various lgG isotypes are based
on d i f ferences in  the st ructure of  these s chains In a l l
the FcRs except  FcyRl l ,  the a chain is  associated wi th
one or  more addi t ional  polypept ide chains involved in
s ignal  t ransduct ion,  ca l led B and y chains (see Figure) .
Signal ing f  unct ions of  FcyRl l  are mediated by the
cvtoplasmic ta i l  o f  the q '  chain

There are three distinct types of Fcy receptors, which
have different affinit ies for heaw chains of different
lgG subclasses. The major phagocyte Fcy receptor, FcyRl
(CD64), is expressed on macrophages and neutrophils
and is  a h igh-af f in i ty  receptor  for  lgGl  and lgG3 ( in
humans) The large extracel lu lar  amino- terminal  region of
the receptor polypeptide folds into three tandem lg-l ike
domains. The Fc-binding o chain of FcyRl is associated

wi th a d isu l f lde- l inked homodimer of  a s ignal ing prote in
cal led the FcR y chain This y  chain is  a lso found in the
signal ing complexes associated wi th FcyRl l l ,  Fcq,R,  and
FceRl .  The Tchain has only a shor t  ext racel lu lar  amino ter-
minus but  a large cytoplasmic carboxyl  terminus,  wi th
st ructura l  homology to the (  chain of  the TCR complex
Like the TCR (  chain,  the FcR y chain conta ins an
immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif (ITAM)
that couples receptor clustering to activation of protein
tyrosine kinases Transcription of the FcyRl gene is stim-
ulated by the macrophage-activating cytokine IFN-y, and
for this reason activated macrophages express higher
levels of the receptor than do resting monocytes.

Both humans and mice express two different classes
of low-affinity receptors for lgG, called FclRll (CD32) and
FcyRl l l  (CD16) FcyRl l  is  expressed on phagocytes and
other  cel l  types and b inds human lgG subtypes ( lgG1
and lgG3) wi th suf f ic ient ly  low af f in i ty  (K6 10-6M) that
monomer ic  lgG molecules are unable to occupy th is
receptor at physiologic antibody concentrations There-
fore,  FcyRl l  b inds lgG main ly  when the ant ibody is  in
immune complexes or  on opsonized microbes or  ce l ls ,
which d isplay arrays of  Fc regions In humans,  there are
three different isoforms of Fcfi l l  (called A, B, and C) that
arise from alternative RNA splicing. These isoforms have
simi lar  in t racel lu lar  domains and l igand speci f ic i t ies but
d i f fer  in  cytoplasmic ta i l  s t ructure,  ce l l  d is t r ibut ion,  and
funct ions.  FcyRl lA is  expressed by neutrophi ls  and
mononuclear phagocytes and probably participates in the
phagocytosis of opsonized particles FcyRllA is also
expressed by certain vascular endothelia and other cell

FcR Affinity for
immunoglobulin

Cell
Distribution

Function

FcTfll
(cD64)

High (K6 - 10-e M); binds
lgGl and lgG3, can bind
monomeric lgG

Macrophages,
neutrophi ls;
also eosinophils

Phagocytosis;
activation
ot phagocytes

FcyRllA
(cD32)

Low (K6 > 10-7 M) Macrophages,
neutrophi ls;
eosinophils, platelets

Phagocytosis;
cell activation
(inefficient)

FcTRllB
(cD32)

Low (K6 > 10-7 M) B lymphocytes,
dendrit ic cel ls,
macropnages

Feedback inhibit ion
of B cells,
macropnages,
dendrit ic cel ls

FcyRlllA
(cD16)

Low (K6 > 10-6 M) NK cel ls Antibody-dependent
cell-mediated
cytotoxicity

FcyRlllB
(cD16)

Low (K6 > 10-6 M);
GPI-l inked protein

Neutrophi ls,
other cel ls

Phagocytosis
(inefficient)

FceRl High  (K6>  10 -10  M) ;
binds monomeric lgE

Mast cel ls, basophils,
eosinoohils

Cell activation
(degranulation)

FceRll
(cD23)

Low (K6 > 10-7 M) B lymphocytes,
eosinophils,
Langerhans cel ls

Unknown

FcaR
(cD8e)

Low (K6 > 10-6 M) Neutrophils,
eosinophils,
monocytes

Cell activation?

Abbreviations: NK, natural killer; GPl, glycosphosphatidylinositol

Continued on following page



FcyRllB FcyRll l-A FcyRll l-B FcuR FceRl

c[
(cD64)

cD32

Subunit composit ion of Fc receptors. Schematic models of the dif ferent human Fc receptors i l lustrate the Fc-binding ct chains and
the  s igna l ing  subun i ts

types in which its function is unknown; it may play a role
in the b inding of  molecules other  than lg,  such as l ipo-
prote ins.  The cytoplasmic ta i ls  of  FcyRl lA and FcyRl lC
conta in ITAMs and,  on c luster ing by lgGl-  or  lgG3-coated
part ic les or  ce l ls ,  can del iver  an act ivat ion s ignal  to  phago-
cytes.  FcyRl lB is  expressed on a l l  immune cel ls ,  but  is
the only Fc receptor on B cells The intracellular carboxy-
terminal  region of  th is  isoform conta ins an immunore-
ceptor tvrosine-based inhibit ion motif (lTlM) that can
del iver  inh ib i tory s ignals,  counteract ing the posi t ive
s ignals del ivered to B cel ls  by the ant igen- induced cross-
l ink ing of  membrane lg Thus,  FcyRl lB c luster ing,  induced
by occupancy wi th polyvalent  lgGl  or  lgG3,  may shut  of f
B cel lact ivat ion (see Chapter  10,  F ig.  10-19) .

The extracel lu lar  l igand-binding por t ion of  FcyRl l l
(CD16) is  s imi lar  to  FcyRl l  in  s t ructure and af f in i ty  and
specificity for lgG. Two separate genes code for this mol-
ecule in  humans.  The FcyRl l lA isoform, the product  of  the
A gene, is a transmembrane protein expressed mainly on
NK cel ls .  FcyRl l lA associates wi th homodimers of  the FcR
y chain,  homodimers of  the TCR (  chain,  or  heterodimers
composed of  the FcR y chain and the (  chain.  This asso-
ciation is necessary for cell surface expression and,
through the ITAMs in these s ignal ing chains,  can del iver
int racel lu lar  act ivat ing s ignals.  Receptor  c luster ing
induced by occupancy wi th lgGl  or  l9G3 bound to a
target cell surface activates NK cells to kil l  the targets,
thereby mediat ing ADCC. The FcyRl l lB isoform, a product
of the B gene, is a GPI-l inked protein expressed on
neutrophils; it does not mediate phagocytosis or trigger
neutroohil activation.
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FceRl is an lgE receptor expressed mainly on mast
cel ls  and basophi ls  (see Chapter  19)  The af f in i ty  of  th is
receptor for lgE is extremely high (Ko 10-10M), and there-
fore it readily binds monomeric lgE molecules even at
the low normal plasma concentrations of this antibody
isotype. The lgE-binding cr chain is associated with a B
chain and an FcR y chain homodimer.  The p chain spans
the o lasma membrane four  t imes;  both i ts  amino termi-
nus and carboxyl terminus are intracellular, and its
carboxy-terminal tail region contains an ITAM. Antigen-
mediated cross-linking of lgE that is prebound to FceRl
results in activation and degranulation of the mast
cells or basophils, leading to immediate hypersensitivity
reactions (Chapter 19) FceRl is also expressed on
eosinophi ls ,  and on ant igen-present ing cel ls  such as
monocytes,  Langerhans cel ls ,  and t issue dendr i t ic  ce l ls .
The function of FceRl on these antigen-presenting cells is
not Known

Human FceRl l  (CD23) is  a C-type lect in  that  b inds lgE
with low affinitv. lt exists in two forms: CD23a is con-
stitutivelv expressed on B cells, and CD23b is induced
bv lL-4 on T cells, Langerhans cells, monocytes,
macrophages, and eosinophils. Both forms mediate
endocytosis of lgE-coated particles The physiologic func-
tion of this receptor is not known.

FcaR (CD89) is an lgA receptor expressed on neu-
t rophi ls ,  monocytes,  and eosinophi ls .  l ts  l igand-binding c
chain is  associated wi th an FcR t  homodimer.

As noted before, on binding of lg molecules, most
of the FcRs serve to activate the cells on which they
are expressed. Activation requires cross-linking of the

Continued on following page
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FcRs by several  l inked lg molecules (e g. ,  on lg-coated
microbes or  in  immune complexes)  Cross- l ink ing of  the
l igand-binding a chains of  an FcR resul ts  in  s ignal  t rans-
ductron events that  are s imi lar  to  those that  occur
af ter  ant igen-receptor  cross- l ink ing in  lymphocytes (see
Chapter  9)  These inc lude Src k inase-mediated tyros ine
phosphory lat ion of  the ITAMs in the s ignal ing chains of
the FcRs;  SH2 domain-mediated recru i tment  of  Syk
fami ly  k inases to the ITAMs; act ivat ion of  phosphat idy l -
inosi to l -3 (Pl -3)  k inase;  recrur tment  of  adapter  molecules,
inc luding SLP-76 and BLNK; and recru i tment  of  enzymes
such as phosphol ipase Cy and Tec fami ly  k inases.  These
events lead to generat ion of  inosi to l  t r isphosphate and
diacylg lycero l  and susta ined calc ium mobi l izat ion
Responses to these mediators in  leukocytes inc lude t ran-
scr ipt ion of  genes encoding cytok ines,  in f  lammatory
mediators,  and microbicrdal  enzymes,  and mobi l izat ion of
the cytoskeleton,  leading to phagocytos is ,  granule exo-
cytos is ,  and cel l  migrat ion

lmmune complex-mediated cross- l ink ing of  the
inhib i tory Fcf  l lB on B cel ls  leads to tyros ine phosphory-
lat ion of  the l l lM in the cvtoplasmic ta i l ,  recru i tment  and
act ivat ion of  the SHIP inosi to l  phosphatase,  and subse-
quent  inh ib i t ion of  B cel l  receptor-mediated,  ITAM-
dependent  act ivat ion pathways.  FcyRl lB may a lso
generate lT lM- independent  pro-apoptot ic  s ignals,  which
may be one mechanism of  mainta in ing per ipheral  B cel l
to lerance In addi t ion,  FcyRl lB is  expressed on dendr i t ic
cel ls ,  neutrophi ls ,  macrophages,  and mast  cel ls  and may
play a ro le in  regulat ing the responses of  these cel ls  gen-
erated by activating FcRs

The physiologic roles of FcRs have been addressed by
generat ing knockout  mice that  fa i l  to  express these mol-
ecules.  Knockout  of  the FcR ycharn in  mtce resul ts  in  loss
of  expression of  FcyRl ,  FcyRl l ,  and FceRl .  These animals
are impaired in  thei r  abi l i ty  to  c lear  opsonized microbes
and to mount  in f  lammatorV react ions to immune
comprexes

portion and is required for signal transduction and
surface expression of the complete Fc receptor. Cluster-
ing of FcyRI by aggregated antigen-bound IgG results in
the activation of Src-family kinases that phosphorylate
ITAM tyrosine residues on the cytoplasmic tail of the FcR
y chain, thus contriburing to the iecruitment and acti-
vation ofthe Syk tyrosine kinase, and subsequently ofa
number of downstream signaling pathways. The process
of phagocyte activation is very similar in a mechanistic
sense to the activation of the B cell receptor and TCR as
discussed in Chapters 9 and 10. The induction of signal
transduction by FcyRI in phagocl.tes triggers production
of various microbicidal molecules. One consequence
of phagocye activation is production of the enzyme
phagocy'te oxidase, which catalyzes the intracellular
generation of reactive oxygen intermediates that are
cltotodc for phagocl,tosed microbes. In addition, leuko-
c)'tes that are activated by their Fc receptors secrete
hydrolyic enzymes and reactive oxygen intermediates
into the external milieu that are capable of killing extra-
cellular microbes too large to be phagocltosed. The
same toxic products nray damage tissues; this mecha-
nism of antibody-mediated tissue injury is important in
hypersensitivity diseases (Chapter l8). Knockout mice
lacking the ligand-binding chain of FcyRI, or the signal-
transducing FcR y chain, are defective in antibody-
mediated defense against microbes and do not develop
sonre forms of IgG antibody-mediated tissue injury, thus
denronstrating the essential role ofFc receptors in these
processes.

Expression of FcyRI on macrophages is stimulated by
the macrophage-activating cytokine interferon-y (IFN-
y). The antibody isotypes that bind best to Fcy receptors
(such as IgG2a in mice) are also produced as a result of
IFN-1-mediated isotlpe switching of B cells. In addition,

IFN-y directly stimulates the microbicidal activities of
phagocytes (see Chapter 13). Thus, IFN-y is an excellent
example of a cyokine that has multiple actions that
function synergistically in one mechanism of host
defense, namely, elimination of microbes byphagocytes.

The Fc"yRIlB Receptor

The FcyRIIB receptor is an inhibitory Fc receptor that
was described earlier in the context of inhibitory signal-
ing in B cells (Chapter 10). This receptor is expressed on
many other immune cells including phagocytes and
dendritic cells and has an ITIM motif in its cytoplasmic
tail. In phagocltes, engagement of FcyRIIB may attenu-
ate signaling from other activating receptors including
FcyRI. One somewhat empirical, but often useful, treat-
ment for many autoimmune diseases has been the intra-
venous administration of pooled human IgG (IVIG).
IVIG induces the expression of FcyRIIB on phagocytes
through a poorly understood mechanism and may also
engage FcIRIIB to deliver inhibitory signals to phago-
cy.tes, thus dampening inflammation. An alternative
mechanism by which IMG may ameliorate disease will
be discussed later in the chapter in the context of the
role of FcRn, the neonatal Fc receptor, in regulating the
half-life of antibodies.

Antibody-Dependent
Cel l-Mediated Cytotoxicity

NK celk and other leukocytes bind to antibody-coated
cells by Fc receptors and destroy these cells. This process
is called antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity
(ADCC) (Fig. la-a). It was first described as a function of



FIcURE 14-4 Antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity.
Antibodies of certain lgG subclasses bind to cel ls (e g , infected
cel ls), and the Fc regions of the bound antibodies are recognized by
an Fc^y receptor on NK cel ls The NK cel ls are activated and ki l l  the
antibody-coated cel ls Presumably, NK cel ls can lyse even class I
MHC-expressing targets when these target cel ls are opsonized
because the Fc receptor-mediated st imulat ion may overcome the
inhibitory actions of class I MHC-recognizing NK cel l  inhibitory recep-
tors (see Chapter 12)

NK cells, which use their Fc receptor, FcyRIII, to bind to

antibody-coated cells. FcyRIII/CD16 is a low-affinity

receptor that binds clustered IgG molecules displayed

on cell surfaces but does not bind circulating

monomeric IgG. Therefore, ADCC occurs only when the
target cell is coated with antibody molecules, and free
IgG in plasma neither activates NK cells nor competes
effectively with cell-bound IgG for binding to FcYRIII.
Engagement of Fc1RIII by antibody-coated target cells
activates the NK cells to slmthesize and secrete cltokines
such as IFN-yas well as to discharge the contents of their
granules, which mediate the killing functions of this cell
tlpe (see Chapter 2). ADCC can be readily demonstrated
in vitro, but its role in host defense against microbes is
not defl nitively established.

Antihody Mediated Clearance of Helminths

Antibodies, mast cells, and. eosinophils work together to
med.iate the expulsion and killing of some helminthic
parasites. Helminths (worms) are too large to be
engulfed by phagocytes, and their integuments are rela-
tively resistant to the microbicidal products of neu-
trophils and macrophages. They can, however, be killed
by a toxic cationic protein, knor,vn as the major basic
protein, present in the granules of eosinophils. IgG
and IgA antibodies that coat helminths can bind to Fc
receptors on eosinophils and cause the degranulation
of these cells, releasing the basic protein and other
eosinophil granule contents that kill the parasites. In
addition, IgE antibodies that recognize antigens on the
surface of the helminths may initiate local mast cell
degranulation via the high affinity IgE receptor (see Box
14-l and Chapter 19). Mast cell mediators may con-
tribute to bronchoconstriction, and increased local
motility contributing to the expulsion of worms from
sites such as the airways and the lumen of the gastroin-
testinal tract. Chemokines and cytokines released by
activated mast cells may attract eosinophils and cause
their degranulation as well. Eosinophils may also bind,
via Fce receptors, to IgE attached to parasites. However,
the Fce receptor of human eosinophils appears to lack
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the p chain, which is required for signaling. Therefore,
IgE can bind to eosinophils but cannot activate these
cells.

THr CoUIpLEMENT SYsrrru

The complement system is one of the major effector

mechanisms of humoral immunity and is also an impor-

tant effector mechanism of innate immunity. We briefly

discussed the role of complement in innate immunity in

Chapter 2.Here we describe the activation and regula-

tion of complement in more detail.
The name of the complement system is derived from

capacity was not due to decay of antibody activity'

because antibodies are relatively heat stable, and even

heated serum was capable of agglutinating the bacteria.

Bordet concluded that the serum must contain another

heat-labile component that assists, or complements, the

lytic function of antibodies, and this component was

later given the name comPlement.
Tie complement system consists of serum and' cell

surface proteins that interact with one another and'

wiih other molecules of the immune system in a highly

regulated m&nner to generate products that function to

eliminate microbes. Complement proteins are plasma

proteins that are normally inactive; they are activated

only under particular conditions to generate products

thai mediate various effector functions of complement.

Several features of complement activation are essential

for its normal function.

process of sequential zymogen activation, a defining

iharacteristic of a proteolytic enzyme cascade, is also

characteristic of the coagulation and kinin systems.
Proteolytic cascades allow tremendous amplification
because each enzyme molecule activated at one step

can generate multiple activated enzFne molecules

at the next steP.

o The products of complement actiuation become coua-

l.ently attached to microbial cell surfaces or to anti-

bodies bound. to microbes ond to other antigens. In

the fluid phase, complement proteins are inactive or

only transiently active (for seconds), and they become

stably activated after they are attached to microbes or

to antibodies. Many of the biologically active cleavage

products of complement proteins also bind covalently
io microbes, antibodies, and tissues inwhich the com-
plement is activated. This characteristic ensures that

tfre fuU activation and therefore the biologic functions
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of the complement system are limited to microbial cell
surfaces or to sites of antibodies bound to antigens
and do not occur in the blood.

@ Complement actiuation is inhibited by regulatory
proteins that are present on normal host celk and
absent from microbes. The regulatory proteins are an
adaptation of normal cells that minimize comole-
ment-mediated damage to host cells. Microbes lack
these regulatory proteins, which allows complement
activation to occur on microbial surfaces.

Pathways of Complement Activation

There are three major pathways of complement actiua-
tion: the classical pathway, which is actiuatedby certain
isotypes of antibodies bound to antigens; the alternatiue
pathway, which is actiuated on microbial cell surfaces
in-th9 absence of antibod.y; and the lectin pathway,
which is actiuated by a plasma lectin that binds io
mannose residues on microbes (Fig. la-5). The names
classical and alternatiue arose because the classical
pathway was discovered and characterized first, but the
alternative pathway is phylogenerically older. Although
the pathways of complement activation differ in how
they are initiated, all of them result in the generation of
enzyme complexes that are able to cleave the most
abundant complement protein, C3. The alternative and
lectin pathways are effector mechanisms of innate

cell surfaces or to antibody bound to antigen (see Fig.
l4-5). Complement activation depends on the genera-
tion of two proteolytic complexes, the C3 convertase
that cleaves C3 into two proteolytic fragments called C3a
and C3b, and the C5 convertase that cleaves C5 into Csa
and C5b. By convention, the proteolytic products of each
complement protein are identified by lowercase letter
suffixes, a referring to the smaller product and b to the
larger one.

C3b becomes covalently attached to the microbial cell
surface or to the antibody molecules at the site of com-
plement activation. All the biologic functions of com-
qlement are dependent on the proteolytic cleavage of
C3. For example, complement activation promotes
phagocytosis because leukocytes and certain fixed
macrophage populations express receptors for C3b.
Peptides produced by proteolysis of C3 (and other
complement proteins) stimulate inflammation. The C5
convertase assembles after the prior generation of C3b,
and this latter convertase contributes both to inflam-
mation (by the generation of the C5a fragment) and to
the formation of pores in the membranes of microbial
targets. The pathways of complement activation differ in
how C3b is produced, but follow a common sequence of
reactions after the cleavage ofC5.

With this background, we proceed to more detailed
descriptions of the alternative, classical, and lectin
pathways.

The Alternative Pathway

The alternatiue pathway of complement actiuation
results in the proteolysis of C3 and the stable attqchment
of its breakdown product C3b to microbinl surfaces,
without a role for antibody (Fig. 1a-6 and Table t4-3).
The C3 protein contains a reactive thioester bond that
is buried in a relatively large domain known as the
thioester domain. \A/hen C3 is cleaved, the C3b protein
undergoes a major conformational change and the
thioester domain flips out exposing the previously
hidden reactive thioester bond. Normally, C3 in plasma
is being continuously cleaved at a low rate to generate
C3b in a process that is called C3 tickover. A small
amount of the C3b may become covalently attached
to the surfaces of cells, including microbes, via the
thioester bond that reacts with the amino or hydroxyl
groups of cell surface proteins or polysaccharides to
form amide or ester bonds (Fig. 1a-7). If these bonds are
not formed, the C3b remains in the fluid phase, and
the exposed and reactive thioester bond is quickly
hydrolyzed, rendering the protein inactive. As a result,
further complement activation cannot proceed.

\A/hen C3b undergoes its very dramatic post cleavage
conformational change causing the extrusion of the
thioester domain (this domain undergoes a massive
shift of about 85 Ao), a binding site for a plasma protein
called factor B is also exposed on the C3b protein that is
now covalently tethered to the surface of a microbial or
host cell. Bound factor B is in turn cleaved by a plasma
serine protease called factor D, releasing a small frag-
ment called Ba and generating a larger fragment called
Bb that remains attached to C3b. The C3bBb complex is
the alternative pathway C3 convertase, and it functions
to cleave more C3 molecules, thus setting up an ampli-
fication sequence. Even when C3b is generated by the
classical pathway, it can form a complex with Bb, and
this complex is able to cleave more C3. Thus, the alter-
native pathway C3 convertase functions to ampliff
complement activation when it is initiated by the alter-
native, classical, or lectin pathways. \A4ren C3 is broken
dornm and C3b remains attached to cells, C3a is released,
and it has several biologic activities that are discussed
later in this chapter.

Stable alternatiue pathway actiuation occurs on
microbial cell surfaces and not on manlmalian celk. If
the C3bBb complex is formed on mammalian cells, it is
rapidly degraded and the reaction is terminated bv the
action of several regulatory proteins present o.r iher"
cells (discussed later in this chapter). Lack of the
regulatory proteins on microbial cells allows binding
and activation of the alternative pathway C3 con-
vertase. In addition, another protein of the alternative
pathway, called properdin, can bind to and stabilize
the C3bBb complex, and the attachment of properdin
is favored on microbial as opposed to noimal host



Alternative Pathway Classical Pathway Lectin Pathway
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Formation of
C3 convertase

Cleavage of C3

cells. Properdin is the only known positive regulator of
complement.

Some of the C3b molecules generated by the alterna-
tive pathway C3 convertase bind to the convertase itself.
This results in the formation of a complex containing
one Bb moiety and two molecules of C3b, which func-
tions as the alternative pathway C5 convertase that will
cleave C5 and initiate the late steps of complement
activation.
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mplement act ivation by the alternative and classical pathways. The alternative pathway is act ivated

srrfaces, such as microbial cel l  wal ls, the classical pathway is ini t iated by C1 binding to antigen-

thway is act ivated by bindlng of a plasma lect in to microbes. The C3b that is generated by the_actron

icrobial cel l  surface or the aitrbody and becomes a component of the enzyme that cleaves C5 (C5

s of complement act ivat ion. The late steps of al l  three pathways are the same (not shown here), and

comolement act ivated bv al l  three pathways serves the same functions
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binds Factor B

Cleavage of Factor B
Factor D; stabilization

by properdin

Surface of
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Stabil ized by
properdin

Cleavage of additional
C3 molecules bv
cell-associated
C3 convertase

C3b covalently binds to
cell surface, binds to

C3bBb to form
C5 convertase
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convenase

undergoes slow spontaneous hydrolysis of i ts
internal thioester bond, which leads to the for-
mation of a f luid-phase C3 convertase (not
shown) and the generation of C3b l f  the C3b is
deposited on the surfaces of microbes, i t  binds
factor B and forms the alternative pathway C3
convertase This convertase cleaves C3 to
produce more C3b, which binds to the microbial
surface and part icipates in the formation of a Cb
convertase The C5 convertase cleaves Cb to
generate C5b, the init iat ing event in the late
steps of complement act ivat ion

Table 14-3. Proteins of the Alternat ive pathway of Complement

Protein Structure Serum
concentration
(pg/mL)

Function

C3 185-kD (a-subunit ,
11O-kD; p-subunit ,
75-kD)

1 000-1 200 C3b binds to the surface of the
microbe, where it functions as
an opsonin and as a component
of C3 and C5 convertases

C3a stimulates inflammation
(anaphylatoxin)

Factor B 93-kD monomer 200 Bb is a serine protease and the
active enzyme of the C3 and
C5 convertases

Factor D 25-kD monomer 1-2 Plasma serine protease, cleaves
factor B when it is bound to C3b

ProperdinComposed of up to
four 56-kD subunits

25 Stabilizes C3 convertases
(C3bBb) on microbial surfaces
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Intact C3
(inaccessible

thioester group)

Cleavage of
C3 cr chain

by C3 convertase

Accessible
thioester group

in C3b

o-H

.",i,1""" +

Attachment to microbe,
cell surface protein,
or polysaccharide

FIGURE 14-7 Internal thioester
bonds of C3 molecules. A
schemat ic  v iew o f  the  in te rna l
th ioes ter  g roups  in  C3 and the i r  ro le
tn  fo rmrng cova len t  bonds  w i th
other molecules is shown Prote-
olyt ic cleavage of the cr chain oJ C3
converts rt  into a metastable form in
wh ich  the  in te rna l  th ioes ter  bonds
are  e \posed and sJScept ,b le  to
nuc 'eoPh i l , c  a t tac t  bY oxYgen (as
shown) or nitrogen atoms The
result is the formation of covalent
bonds with proteins or carbohy-
drates on the ce I surfaces C4 rs
structural ly homologous to C3 and
has an  ident ica l  th ioes ter  g roup

In  f lu id  phase,
C3b is inactivated

by hydrolysis

Govalent attachment of C3b
to protein or polysaccharide

by thioester l inkage

c3b

Cel l -
associated
c3b

lnactive
c3b

subunits; Clq binds to the antibody, and Clr and Cls are
proteases. The C1q subunit is made up of an umbrella-
like radial array of six chains, each of which has a glob-
ular head connected by a collagen-like arm to a central
stalk (Fig. l4-9). This hexamer performs the recognition
function of the molecule and binds specifically to the Fc
regions of p and some y heavy chains. Each Ig Fc region
has a single Clq-binding site, and each Clq molecule
must bind to at least two Ig hear,y chains to be activated.
This requirement explains why antibodies bound to
antigens, and not free circulating antibodies, can initiate
classical pathway activation (Fig. la-10). Because each
IgG molecule has only one Fc region, multiple IgG mol-
ecules must be brought close together before Clq can
bind, and multiple IgG antibodies are brought together
only when they bind to a multivalent antigen. Even
though free (circulating) IgM is pentameric, it does not
bind Clq, because the Fc regions of free IgM are in a
planar configuration that is inaccessible to Clq. Binding
of the IgM to an antigen induces a conformational
change into a "staple" form that exposes the Clq binding
sites in the Fc regions and allows Clq to bind. Because
of its pentameric structure, a single molecule of IgM can
bind two Clq molecules, and this is one reason that IgM
is a more efficient complement-binding (also called
complement-fixing) antibody than IgG is.

Clr and C1s are serine proteases that form a tetramer

containing two molecules of each protein' Binding of

tvvo or more of the globular heads of Clq to the Fc

regions of IgG or IgM leads to enzymatic activation of the

associated C1r, which cleaves and activates C1s (see Fig.

14-B). Activated Cls cleaves the next protein in the

cascade, C4, to generate C4b. (The smaller C4a fragment

is released and has biologic activities that are described

later.) C4 is homologous to C3, and C4b contains an

internal thioester bond, similar to that in C3b, that forms

covalent amide or ester linkages with the antigen-

antibody complex or with the adjacent surface of a cell

to which the antibody is bound. This attachment of C4b

ensures that classical pathway activation proceeds on a

cell surface or immune complex. The next complement
protein, C2, then complexes with the cell surface-bound
C4b and is cleaved by a nearby Cls molecule to gener-

ate a soluble C2a fragment of unknown importance and

a larger C2b fragment that remains physically associated

with'C4b on the cell surface. (Note that in older texts, the

smaller fragment is called C2b and the larger one is

called CZa for historical reasons') The resulting Cab2b

complex is the classical pathway C3 convertase; it has

the ability to bind to and proteolytically cleave C3.

Binding of this enzyme complex to C3 is mediated by the

C4b component, and proteolysis is catalyzed by the C2b
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Binding of
antibodies

to multivalent
antigen; binding of
C1 to antibodies

t ^ 1

complex

Cel l
surface

FIGURE 14-9 Structure of Cl. C1q consists of six identical sub-
units arranged to form a central core and sym etrically projecting
radia l  arms.  The g lobular  heads at  the end of  e h arm, designated
H, are the contact  regions for  immunoglobulrn C1r and C1s form a
tetramer composed of two C1r and two C1s molecules The ends
of  C1r and C'1s conta in the cata ly t ic  domains of  these prote ins One

component. Cleavage of C3 results in the removal of the
small C3a fragment, and C3b can form covalent bonds
with cell surfaces or with the antibody where comple-
ment activation was initiated. Once C3b is deposited, it
can bind factor B and generate more C3 convertase by
the alternative pathway, as discussed before. The net
effect of the multiple enzl'rnatic steps and amplification
is that a single molecule of C3 convertase can lead to the
deposition of hundreds or thousands of molecules of
C3b on the cell surface where complement is activated.
The key early steps of the alternative and classical path-
ways are analogous: C3 in the alternative pathway is
homologous to C4 in the classical pathway, and factor B
is homologous to C2.

Some of the C3b molecules generated by the classical
pathway C3 convertase bind to the convertase (as in the
alternative pathway) and form aC4b2b3b complex. This
complex functions as the classical pathway C5 conver-
tase; it cleaves C5 and initiates the late steps of comple-
ment activation.

An unusual antibody-independent variant form of
the classical pathway has been described in the context
of pneumococcal infections. Splenic marginal zone
macrophages express a cell surface C-type lectin called
SIGN-Rf that can recognize the pneumococcal polysac-
charide and that can also bind Clq. Multivalent binding
of whole bacteria or the polysaccharide to SIGN-Rl acti-
vates the classical pathway and permits the eventual
coating, in a C4-dependent manner, of the pneumococ-
cal polysaccharide with C3b. This is an example of a cell

Binding of C4 to
lg-associated Clq

Cleavage oI C4
by C1r2S2 €nzlrh€,

covalent attachment
of C4b to antigenic

surface and
to antibodies

Cleavage of C3 by
C3 convefiase

Binding of C3b
to antigenic

surface and to
C4b2b complex

C3
convenase

U J

convertase

..l"47

c5
convertase

Cleavage of C5;
initiation of

late steps of
complement

activation

surfaces where the antibody was deposited The Cb convertase
cleaves C5 to begin the late steps of complement act ivat ion

c1q

lgG



Protein Structure Serum
concentration
(pg/mL)

Function

surface lectin that mediates activation of the classical
pathway but in an antibody-independent manner.

The Lectin Pathway

The lectin pathway of complement activation is trig-
gered in the absence of antibody by the binding of
microbial polysaccharides to circulating lectins, such as
plasma mannose (or mannan)-binding lectin (MBL), or
to l[-acety'glucosamine recognizing lectins known as
ficolins. These soluble lectins are members of the col-
lectin family and structurally resemble Clq (see Chapter
2). MBL binds to mannose residues on polysaccharides,
and also binds to MBl-associated serine proteases
(MASPs) such as MASP-1, MASP-Z, and MASP-3. Higher-
order oligomers of MBL typically associate with MASP-2
and MASP-3. These two proteases form a tetrameric
complex similar to the one formed by Clr and Cls, and
MASP-Z cleaves C4 and C2. Subsequent events in this
pathway are identical to those that occur in the classical
pathway.

Late Steps of Complement Activation

C5 conuertases generated by the alternatiue, classical, or
lectin pathway initiate actiuation of the late compo-

Table 14-4. Proteins of the Classical  Pathway of Complement
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nents of the complement systenx, which culminates in

formation of the cytocid,al membrane attack complex
(MAC) (Table 14-5 and Fig. 14-1f). C5 convertases
cleave C5 into a small C5a fragment that is released and

a two-chain C5b fragment that remains bound to the

complement proteins deposited on the cell surface. C5a

has potent biologic effects on several cells that are dis-
cussed later in this chapter. The remaining components
of the complement cascade, C6, C7, C8, and C9, are

structurally related proteins without enzymatic activity.
C5b transiently maintains a conformation capable of

binding the next proteins in the cascade, C6 and C7. The

C7 component of the resulting CSb,6,7 complex is

hydrophobic, and it inserts into the lipid bilayer of cell
membranes, where it becomes a high-affinity receptor
for the C8 molecule. The C8 protein is a trimer com-
oosed of three distinct chains, one of which binds to the

C5b,6,7 complex and forms a covalent heterodimer with

a second chain; the third chain inserts into the lipid

bilayer of the membrane. This stably inserted C5b,6,7,8
complex (C5b-8) has a limited ability to lyse cells. The
formation of a fully active MAC is accomplished by the

binding of C9, the final component of the complement

cascades, to the CSb-B complex. C9 is a serum protein

that polymerizes at the site of the bound C5b-8 to form
pores in plasma membranes. These pores are about

c1
(Cl qrzsz)

750-kD Initiates the classical pathway

c1q 460-kD; hexamer
of three oairs
of chains (22,
23,24-kD\

75-1 50 Binds to the Fc porlion of
antibody that has bound antigen,
to apoptotic cells, and to cationic
surfaces

C1r 85-kD dimer 50 Serine protease, cleaves C1s to
make it an active protease

C1s 85-kD dimer 50 Serine protease, cleaves C4
and C2

C4 210-kD, tr imer
ot 97-,75-, and
33-kD chains

300-600 C4b covalently binds to the
surface of a microbe or cell, where
antibody is bound and comPlement
is activated

C4b binds C2 for cleavage bY Cl s

C4a stimulates inflammation
(anaphylatoxin)

C2 102-kD monomer20 C2b is a serine Protease and
functions as the active enzYme of
C3 and C5 conveftases to cleave
C3 and C5

C3 See Table 14-3
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A)

FIGURE 14- binding to the Fc port ions of lgM and lgG. C1
must  b ind  to  more  Fc  por t ions  to  in i t ia te  the  comptemenl
cascade.  The ions  o f  so  ub le  pentamer ic  lqM are  no t  acces-
s rb le  Lo  C 1  iAr  lgV o .nds  to  sur tace-bound in t ioens  i1  r rnder -
soes a shape hange thar p",-r r t-Cl-oir;Ui l  " . ; i ; .u; ; ; l
So lub  e  lgG m ecu les  w i l l  aJso  no t  ac t i va te  C1 because each lgG
has on ly  one F  reg ion  (C) ,  bu t  a f te r  b ind ing  to  ce l l  sur face  an t igens ,
ad lacent  gG F por t ions  can b ind  and ac t iva te  C1 (D) .

l00Ain diameter, and theyform channels that allowfree
movement of water and ions (Fig. Ia-I2). The entry of
water results in osmotic swelling and rupture of the cells
on whose surface the MAC is deposited. The pores
formed by polymerized Cg are similar to the membrane
pores formed by perforin, the cytol],tic granule protein
found in cytotoxic T lymphocltes (CTLs) and NK cells
(see Chapter l3), and C9 is structurally homologous to
perforin.

Receptors for Complement Proteins

Many of thebiologic actiuities of the complement system
are mediated by the binding of complement fragments
to membrane receptors expressed on uarious cell types.
The best characterized ofthese receptors are specific for
fragments of C3 and are described here (Table t4-6).
Other receptors include those for C3a, C4a, and C5a,
which stimulate inflammation, and some that regulate
complement activation.

The type 1 complement receptor (CRL, or CDSS) func-
tions mainly to promote phagocytosis of CSb- and
C4b-coated particles and clearance of immune
complexes from the circuLation. CRI is a high-affinity
receptor for C3b and C4b. It is expressed mainly on
blood cells, including er1'throcytes, neutrophils, mono-
c].tes, eosinophils, and T and B lymphocytes; it is also
found on follicular dendritic cells in the follicles of
peripheral lymphoid organs. Phagoc).tes use this recep-
tor to bind and internalize particles opsonized with C3b
or C4b. The binding of C3b- or C4b-coated particles to
CRI also transduces signals that activate the microbici-
dal mechanisms of the phagocytes, especially when the
Fcy receptor is simultaneously engaged by antibody-
coated particles. CRI on erlthrocl'tes binds circulating
immune complexes with attached C3b and C4b and
transports the complexes to the liver and spleen. Here,
the immune complexes are removed from the erythro-

Soluble lgM (planar form)

Itlo

Yes

No

Yes

a a
C R  i  l v u

/

CO and C7 bind sequential ly, and the Csb,6,7 complex becomes direct ly inserted into the l ipid bi layer of the plasma membrane, fol lowed
by stable insert ion of B Up to l5 C9 molecules may then polymerize around the compiex to form the MAC, which creates pores in the
membrane and induc cel l  lysis. CSa released on proteolysis of C5 st imulates inf lammation

,1 i.
I

Lr';

t ' ][- l
\

f6 | -  - ' l : ' . , , . -!"r Antigen-bound rg[,t Gi"pL i-rl

Tissue
antrgen

:c"-  Soluble lgG (
not adjacent)

Fc portions
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Table 14-5. Proteins of the Late Steps of Complement Act ivat ion

Protein Structure Serum
concentration
(pg/mL)

Function

c5 190-kD dimer of  115-
and 75- kD chains

80 C5b initiates assemblY
of the membrane
attack complex

C5a stimulates inflammation
(anaphylatoxin)

c6 11O-kD monomer 45 component of the MAc: binds to
CSb and accepts C7

C7 100-kD monomer 90 Comoonent of the MAC: binds to
C5b,6 and insefts into l iPid
membranes

c8 155-kD trimer of
64-,64-,22-kD
chains

60 Component of the MAC: binds to
C5b,6,7 and initiates the binding
and polymerization of Cg

c9 79-kD monomer 60 Component of the MAC: binds to
Csb,6,7,8 and polymerizes to
form membrane pores

FIGURE 14-12 Structure of the
MAC in cel l  membranes. A Com-
plement lesions in erythrocyte
membranes are shown in this elec-
tron micrograph The lesions consist
of holes approximately 1 00 A in
diarneter that are formed by poly-C9
tubular complexes B For compari-
son, membrane lesions induced on
a target cel l  by a cloned CTL l ine are
shown in this electron micrograph
The lesions appear morphological ly
similar to complement-mediated
leslons, except for a larger internal
d iameter  (160A)  CTL-  and NK
ce l l - induced membrane les ions  are
formed bv tubular comolexes of a
polymerized protein (perforin),
which is homologous to C9 (see
Chapter 13) C A model of the
subunit arrangement of the MAC is
shown The transmembrane region
cons is ts  o I  12  to  15  C9 molecu les
arranged as a tubule, in addit ion to
s ing  e  molecu les  o f  C6,  C7,  and C8
cr and ychains The C5bcr, CSbB, and
CBB chalns form an appendage that
projects above the transmembrane
pore (From Podack ER Molecular
mechanisms of cytolysis by comple-
ment and cytolyt ic lymphocytes
Journa l  o f  Ce l lu la r  B iochemis t ry
30:133-170,  19BO Copyr igh t  1986
Wiley-Liss Reprinted by permission
of Wiley-Liss, Inc , a subsidiary of
John Wi lev  &  Sons,  Inc  )

B
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Table 1't-6. Receptors for Fragments of C3

Receptor Structure Ligands Cell distribution Function

Type 1
complement
receptor
(cR1, CD35)

160-250 kD;
mult iple
CCPRs

c 3 b > c 4 b > i c 3 b Mononuclear
phagocytes, neutrophils,
B and T cel ls,
erythrocytes, eosinophils,
FDCs

Phagocytosis

Clearance of immune
comprexes

Promotes dissociation
of C3 conveftases
by acting as cofactor
for cleavage of C3b,C4b

Type 2
complement
receptor
(cR2, CD21)

145-kD;
multiple
CCPRs

C3d, C3dg > iC3b B lymphocytes, FDCs,
nasopharyngeal
epithelium

Coreceptor for B cell
activation
Trapping of antigens
in germinal centers

Receptor for EBV
Type 3
complement
receptor
(CR3, Mac-1,
cD11 b /  CD18)

Integrin,  with
165-kD cx chain
and 95-kD B2 chain

iO3b.  ICAM-1:  a lso
binds microbes

Mononuclear phagocytes,
neutrophi ls,  NK cel ls

Phagocytosis

Leukocyte adhesion
to endothelium
(via ICAM-1)

Type 4
complement
receptor
(CR4, p150/95,
CD11c/CD18)

Integrin, with
150-kD a chain
and 95-kD 82 chain

ic3b Mononuclear phagocytes,
neutrophils, NK cells

Phagocytosis,
cel ladhesion?

Abbreviations; CCPR, complement control protein repeat; FDC, follicular dendritic cell;
ICAM-1 , intercellular adhesion molecule-1 .

cyte surface by phagocl,tes, and the erythrocltes con-
tinue to circulate. CRI is also a regulator of complement
activation (see next section).

The type 2 complement receptor (CR2, or CD2l) func-
tions to stimulate humoral immune responses by
enhancing B cell actiuation by antigen and by promot-
ing the trapping of antigen-antibody complexes in
germinal centers. CR2 is present on B lymphocytes,
follicular dendritic cells, and some epithelial cells. It
specifically binds the cleavage products of C3b, called
C3d, C3dg, and iC3b (i referring to inactive), which are
generated by factor l-mediated proteolysis (discussed
later). On B cells, CR2 is expressed as part of a trimolec-
ular complex that includes two other noncovalently
attached proteins called CDlg and target of antiprolifer-
ative antibody-l (TAPA-l, or CDBI). This complex
delivers signals to B cells that enhance the responses of
B cells to antigen (see Chapter 10, Fig. l0-5). On follicu-
lar dendritic cells, CR2 serves to trap iC3b- and C3dg-
coated antigen-antibody complexes in germinal centers.
The functions of complement in B cell activation are
described later.

In humans, CR2 is the cell surface receptor for
Epstein-Barr virus, a herpesvirus that causes infectious
mononucleosis and is also linked to several human
malignant tumors (see Chapter 17, Box l7-2). Epstein-
Barr virus infects B cells and can remain latent for life.

The type 3 compl.ement receptor, ako called Mac-I
(CRs, CDIlbCDl9), is an integrin that functions as a
receptor for the iC3b fragment generated by proteolysk
of CSb. Mac-1 is expressed on neutrophils, mononuclear
phagocytes, mast cells, and NK cells. It is a member of
the integrin family of cell surface receptors (see Chapter
2,Box 2-3) and consists of an s chain (CDllb) nonco-
valently linked to a B chain (CD18) that is identical to the
B chains of two closely related integrin molecules, leuko-
cyte function-associated antigen-1 (LFA-1) and p150,95.
Mac-1 on neutrophils and monocytes promotes phago-
cytosis of microbes opsonized with iC3b. In addition,
Mac-1 may directly recognize bacteria for phagocltosis
by binding to some unknorun microbial molecules
(see Chapter 2). It also binds to intercellular adhesion
molecule-1 (ICAM-1) on endothelial cells and promotes
stable attachment of the leukocltes to endothelium,
even without complement activation. This binding leads
to the recruitment of leukocytes to sites of infection and
tissue injury.

The type 4 complement receptor (CR4, p150,95,
CD1lcCD18) is another integrin with a different s chain
(CDllc) and the same p chain as Mac-l. It also binds
iC3b, and the function of this receptor is probably
similar to that of Mac-l. CDllc is also abundantly
expressed on dendritic cells and is used as a marker for
this cell type.



The complement receptor of the immunoglobulin
family (CRIg) is expressed on the surface of macro-
phages in the liver known as Kupffer cells. CRIg is an
integral membrane protein with an extracellular region
made up of Ig domains. It binds the complement frag-
ments C3b and iC3b, and is a mal'or receptor for the
clearance of opsonized bacteria and other blood-borne
pathogens.

SIGN-RI, discussed earlier, is a cell surface C-type
lectin on marginal zone macrophages that recognizes
pneumococcal polysaccharides and can also bind Clq,
thus mediating the efficient activation of the classical
complement pathway in an antibody-independent
manner. It contributes in a major way to the opsoniza-
t ion and c learance of  pneumococci .

Regulation of Complement Aetivation

Actiuation of the complement cascade and the stability
of actiue complement proteins are tightly regulated to
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preuent complement actiuation on nor*)';-:r;
and tolimitthe d.uration of compLementactiuation euen

on microbial cells and antigen-antibody complexes.
Regulation of complement is mediated by several circu-
Iating and cell membrane proteins (Table 14-7). Many of

these proteins, as well as several proteins of the classical
and alternative pathways, belong to a family called reg-
ulators of complement activity (RCA) and are encoded
by homologous genes that are located adjacent to one
another in the genome.

Complement activation needs to be regulated for two

reasons. First, low-level complement activation goes

on spontaneously, and if such activation is allowed to
proceed, the result can be damage to normal cells and
tissues. Second, even when complement is activated
where needed, such as on microbial cells or antigen-
antibody complexes, it needs to be controlled because
degradation products of complement proteins can
diffuse to adjacent cells and injure them. Different reg-
ulatory mechanisms inhibit the formation of C3 conver-
tases in the early steps of complement activation, break

Table 14-7. Regulators of Complement Act ivat ion

Receptor Structure Distribution lnteracts
with

Function

C1 inhibitor
(c1 rNH)

1 04-kD Plasma protein;
conc. 200 pg/mL

C 1 r ,  C 1 s Serine protease inhibitor;
b i nds  to  C1 r  and  C1s
and dissociates them
from C1o

Factor I 88-kD dimer
of 50- and 38-
kD subunits

Plasma protein;
conc. 35 pg/ml

c4b, c3b Serine protease; cleaves
C3b and C4b by using
factor H, MCP, C4BP
or CR1 as cofactors

Factor H 150-kD;
mult iple
CCPRS

Plasma protein;
conc. 480 pg/mL

c3b Binds C3b and
disolaces Bb
Cofactor for factor l-
mediated cleavage of
c3b

C4-binding
protein
(c4BP)

570 kD;
multiple
CCPRs

Plasma protein;
conc. 300 pg/ml

c4b Binds C4b and
displaces C2

Cofactor for factor l-
mediated cleavage of
c4b

Membrane
cofactor
for protein
(MCP CD46)

45-70 kD;
four CCPRs

Leukocvtes.
epi thel ia lce l ls
endothelial cells

c3b,c4b Cofactor for factor l-
mediated cleavage of
C3b and C4b

Decay-
accelerating
factor (DAF)

70 kD; GPI
linked, four
CCPRS

Blood cells,
endothelial cells,
epi thel ialcel ls

c4b2b,
c3bBb

Displaces C2b from C4b
and Bb from C3b
(dissociation of C3
convefiases)

CD59 ' 1 8  k D ; G P l
linked

Blood cells,
endothelial cells,
epi thel ia lce l ls

C7, C8 Blocks C9 binding and
prevents formation of
the MAC

Abbreviations; CCPR, complement control protein repeat; conc., concentration;
GPl, glycophosphatidylinositol; MAC, membrane attack complex.
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C1q binds to antigen-
complexed antibodies,
resulting in activation

of C1r2s2

c1r2s2 c1 INH

FIGURE t+- t3 Regulat ion of  Cl  act iv i ty  by Cl  lNH. C1 tNH dis-
p laces C1rrs2 f  rom C1q and terminates c lass ical  pathway aclvauon

down and inactivate C3
formation of the MAC
ment pathway.

and C5 convertases, and inhibit
in the late steps of the comple-

The proteolytic actiuity of Clr and CIs is inhibited by
a plasma protein called Ct inhibitor (Ct INH). Ct INH
is a serine protease inhibitor (serpin) that mimics the
normal substrates of Clr and CIs. If Ciq binds to an
antibody and begins the process of complement activa-
tion, C1 INH becomes a target of the enzymatic activity
of the bound Clrr-Clsr. Cl INH is cleaved by and
becomes covalently attached to these complement pro-
teins, and as a result, the Clrr-C1s2 tetramer dissociates
from Clq, thus stopping activation by the classical
pathway (Fig. 1 -i3). In this way, Cl INH prevents the
accumulation of enzymatically active Clr2-Cls, in the
plasma and limits the time for which active CLrr-Cls2 is
available to activate subsequent steps in the com-
plement cascade. An autosomal-dominant inherited
disease called hereditary angioneurotic edema is due to
a deficiency of Cl INH. Clinical manifestations of the
disease include intermittent acute accumulation of
edema fluid in the skin and mucosa, which causes
abdominal pain, vomiting, diarrhea, and potentially life-
threatening airway obstruction. In these patients, the
plasma levels of C1 INH protein are sufficiently reduced
(<20% Io 30% of normal) thar activarion of Cl by
immune complexes is not properly controlled and
increased breakdown of C4 and C2 occurs. The media-
tors of edema formation in patients with hereditary
angioneurotic edema include a proteolytic fragment of
C2, called C2 kinin, and bradykinin. Cl INH is an
inhibitor of other plasma serine proteases besides Cl,
including kallikrein and coagulation factor XII, and both
activated kallikrein and factorXII can promote increased
format ion of  bradykin in.

Assembly of the components of C3 and CS conuertases
is inhibited by the binding of regulatory proteins to C3b
andC4b depositedoncellsurfaces (Fig. t4-14). IfC3b is
deposited on the surfaces of normal mammalian cells, it
may be bound by several membrane proteins, including
membrane cofactor protein (MCB or CD46), tlpe I
complement receptor (CRl), decay-accelerating factor

(DAF), and a plasma protein called factor H. C4b
deposited on cell surfaces is similarly bound by DAf;
CRl, and another plasma protein called C4-binding
protein (C4BP). By binding to C3b or C4b, these proteins
competitively inhibit the binding of other components
of the C3 convertase, such as Bb of the alternative
pathway and C2b of the classical pathway, thus blocking
further progression of the complement cascade. (Factor
H inhibits binding of only Bb to C3b and is thus a regu-
lator of the alternative but not the classical pathway.)
MCB CRl, and DAF are produced by mammalian cells
but not by microbes. Therefore, these regulators of com-
plement selectively inhibit complement activation on
host cells and allow complement activation to proceed
on microbes. In addition, cell surfaces rich in sialic acid
favor binding of the regulatory protein factor H over the
alternative pathway protein factor B. Mammalian cells
express higher levels of sialic acid than microbes do,
which is another reason that complement activation is
prevented on normal host cells and permitted on
microbes.

DAF is a glycophosphatidylinositol-linked membrane
protein expressed on endothelial cells and erlthrocltes.
Deficiency of an enzyme required to form such protein-
lipid linkages results in failure to express many
glycophosphatidylinositol-linked membrane proteins,
including DAF and CD59 (see following), and causes a
disease called parorysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria.
This disease is characterized by recurrent bouts of
intravascular hemolysis, at least partly attributable to

C1 INH
prevents Clrzsz
from becoming

proteolytical ly active

Formation of C4b2b
complex (classical pathway

C3 convertase)

DAF/
cR1

DAF, MCP,
and CR1 displace

C2b from C4b

DAF and
CR1 displace
Bb from C3b

c2b

Formation of C3bBb
complex (alternative pathway

C3 convertase)

DAF/
CR1

FIGURE 14-14 Inhibit ion of the formation of G3 convertases.
Severa l  membrane pro te ins  p resent  on  nor  a l  ce l l s  d isp lace  e i ther
C2a from the classical pathway C3 conver se (A) or Bb from the
aiternative pathway C3 convertase (B) and stop complement
act|vat|on
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MCP (and CR1) act as cofactors for
Factor l-mediated proteolytic cleavage

of C3b, producing iC3b
FTGURE 14-15 Factor l-medi-
ated cleavage of C3b. In the pres-
ence of cel l  membrane-bound
cofac tors  (MCP or  CR1) ,  p lasma
factor I  proteolyt ical ly cleaves C3b
attached to cel l  surfaces, leaving
an inactive form of C3b ( ic3b)
Factor H and C4-binding protein
can also serve as cofacrors for
f actor l-mediated cleavage of
C3h Tho q^mc nrn.pss is
involved in the oroteolvsis of C4

,/@

Chapter

Covalent
attachment of C3b

(or Cab) to cells

MCP/
cR1

unregulated complement activation on the surface of
erlthrocltes. Recurrent intravascular hemolysis in turn
leads to chronic hemolytic anemia and venous throm-
bosis. An unusual feature of this disease is that the muta-
tion in the defective gene is not inherited, but represents
an acquired mutation in hematopoietic stem cells.

Cell-associnted C3b k proteolytically degraded by a
plasma serine protease called. factor I, which is actiue
only in the presence of regulatory proteins (Fig. 1a-15).
MCB factor H, C4BB and CRI all serve as cofactors for
factor I-mediated cleavage of C3b (and C4b) . Thus, these
regulatory host cell proteins promote proteolyic degra-
dation of complement proteins; as discussed before, the
same regulatory proteins cause dissociation of C3b (and
C4b)-containing complexes. Factor I-mediated cleavage
of C3b generates fragments called iC3b, C3d, and C3dg,
which do not participate in complement activation but
are recognized by receptors on phagocltes and B
Iymphocytes.

Formation of the MAC is inhibited by a membrane
protein called CD59. CD59 is a glycophosphatidylinosi-
tol-linked protein expressed on many cell qpes. It works
by incorporating itself into assembling MACs after the
membrane insertion of C5b-8, thereby inhibiting the
subsequent addition of C9 molecules (FiB. l4-16). CD59
is present on normal host cells, where it limits MAC for-
mation, but it is not present on microbes. Formation of
the MAC is also inhibited by plasma proteins such as S
protein, which functions by binding to soluble C5b,6,7
complexes and thereby preventing their insertion into
cell membranes near the site where the complement
cascade was initiated. Growing MACs can insert into any
neighboring cell membrane besides the membrane on
which theywere generated. Inhibitors of the MAC in the
plasma and in host cell membranes ensure that lysis of
innocent bystander cells does not occur near the site of
complement activation.

Much of the analysis of the function of complement
regulatory proteins has relied on in uitro experiments,
and most of these experiments have focused on assays
that measure MAC-mediated cell lysis as an end point.
On the basis of these studies, a hierarchy of importance
for inhibiting complement activation is believed to be
CD59 > DAF > MCB and this hierarchy may reflect the
relative abundance of these proteins on cell surfaces.

The function of regulatory proteins may be ouer-
whelmed by excessiue activation of complement path-

ways. We have emphasized the importance of these

regulatory proteins in preventing complement activa-

tion on normal cells. However, complement-mediated
phagocyosis and damage to normal cells are important
pathogenetic mechanisms in many immunologic dis-
eases (see Chapter 18). In these diseases, large amounts
of antibodies may be deposited on host cells, generating

enough active complement proteins that the regulatory
molecules are overwhelmed and unable to control
complement activation.

Funct ions of  ComPlement

products of complement activation facilitate the activa-

tion of B lymphocltes and the production of anti-

bodies. Phagocytosis, inflammation, and stimulation of

humoral immunity are all mediated by the binding
of proteolytic fragments of complement proteins to
'uarious cell surface receptors, whereas cell lysis is medi-
ated by the MAC. In the following section, we describe
each of these functions of the complement system and

their role in host defense.

Opsonization and PhagocYtosis

Microbes onwhich complement is actiuatedby the alter-
natiue or classical pathway become coated with C3b,

iC3b, or C4b and are phagocytosed' by the binding of

these proteinsto specifr'c receptors on macrophages and
neutrophils (Fig. I4-l7A). As discussed previously,

activation of complement leads to the generation of C3b
and iC3b covalently bound to cell surfaces. Both C3b
and iC3b act as opsonins by virtue of the fact that

they specifically bind to receptors on neutrophils and

macrophages. C3b and C4b (the latter generated by the
classical pathway only) bind to CRl, and iC3b binds to

CR3 (Mac-l) and CR4. By itself, CRl is inefficient at

,cc3

Proteolysis
of c3b**+>
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Activation of
late components
of complements

CD59 inhibits
poly-C9
assembly

S protein inhibits
membrane
insefiion of

c5b-c7

iC3b-dependent phagocytosis of microorganisms is a
major defense mechanism against infections in innate
and adaptive immunity. One example of the importance
of complement is host defense against bacteria with
polysaccharide-rich capsules, such as pneumococci and
meningococci, which is mediated entirely by humoral
immunity. IgM antibodies against capsular polysaccha-
rides bind to the bacteria, activate the classical pathway
of complement, and cause phagocy'tic clearance of the

pneumococcal and meningococcal septicemia. C3-
deficient humans and mice are extremelv susceptible
to lethal bacterial infections.

Sti m u I atio n of I nfl a m m atory Responses

The proteolytic complement fragments CSa, C4a, and
CSa induce acute inflammation by actiuatingmast cells

protein

is formed on cel l  surfaces as an
end result of complement act iva-
t ion The membrane p.otein
CD59 and S proteln in the plasma
inhibit  formation of the MAC

and neutrophik (Fig.I4-t7B).All three peptides bind to
mast cells and induce degranulation, with the release of
vasoactive mediators such as histamine. These peptides
are also called anaphylatoxins because the mast cell
reactions they trigger are characteristic of anaphylaxis
(see Chapter l9). In neutrophils, C5a stimulates motility,
firm adhesion to endothelial cells, and, at high doses,
stimulation of the respiratory burst and production of
reactive oxygen intermediates. In addition, C5a may act
directly on vascular endothelial cells and induce
increased vascular permeability and the expression of p-
selectin, which promotes neutrophil binding. This com-
bination of C5a actions on mast cells, neutrophils, and
endothelial cells contributes to inflammation at sites of
complement activation. C5a is the most potent media-
tor of mast cell degranulation, C3a is about 20-fold less
potent, and C4a is about 2500-fold less. The proinflam-
matory effects of CSa, C4a, and C3a are mediated by
binding of the peptides to speciflc receptors on various
cell t1pes. The C5a receptor is the most thoroughly
characterized. It is a member of the seven q,-helical
transmembrane G-protein coupled receptor family.
The C5a receptor is expressed on many cell typea,
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op"on,ration and phagocytosis

Binding of C3b (or C4b)
to microbe (opsonization)

Stimulation of inflammatory reactions

Phagocytosis
of microbe

Destruction
of microbes

by leukocytes

Binding of C3b to microbe,
release of C3a; proteolysis

of C5, releasing C5a

Recruitment and
activation of

leukocytes by CSa, C3a

FtcuRE 14-17 Functions of
complement. The major functions
of the complement svstem in host
defense are shown Cell-bound C3b
is an opsonin that promotes phago-
cytosis of coated cel ls (A); the pro-
teolvt ic products C5a, C3a, and
(to a lesser extent) C4a st imulate
leukocyte recruitment and inf lam-
mation (B); and the MAC lyses cel ls
(c)

Complement-mediated cytolysis

Binding of C3b to microbe,
activation of late components

of comolement

Formation of
the membrane attack

complex (MAC)

including neutrophils, eosinophils, basophils, mono-
cltes, macrophages, mast cells, endothelial cells,
smooth muscle cells, epithelial cells, and astrocytes. The
C3a receptor is also a member of the G protein-coupled
receptor family.

Co m pl em e nt- M edi ated Cyto lysi s

Complement-mediated lysis of foreign organisms is
mediated by the MAC (Fig. l4-l7c). Most pathogens
have evolved thick cell walls or capsules that impede
access of the MAC to their cell membranes. Complement
mediated lysis appears to be critical for defense
against only a few pathogens that are unable to resist
MAC insertion. Thus, genetic defects in MAC compo-
nents result in increased susceptibility only to infections
by bacteria of the genus Neisseria, all of which have very
thin cell walls.

Other Functions of the Complement System

By binding to antigen-antibody complexes, complement
proteirus promote the solubilization of these complexes
and. their clearance by phagocytes. Small numbers of
immune complexes are frequently formed in the circu-

lation when an individual mounts a vigorous antibody

response to a circulating antigen. If the immune com-
pleies accumulate in the blood, they may be deposited

in vessel walls and lead to inflammatory reactions that

of the immune complexes. In addition, as discussed
before, immune complexes with attached C3b are

bound to CRI on erythrocytes, and the complexes are

cleared by phagocytes in the liver.
The C3d protein generated ftom C3 binds to CR2 on

results in the covalent attachment of C3b and its cleav-

age product C3d to the antigen. B ll. nphocyes can bind

the antigen through their Ig receptors and simultane-

ously bind the attached C3d through CR2, the corecep-
tor for the B cell antigen receptor' thus enhancing
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The complement  system may be involved in human
disease in two general  ways.  F i rs t ,  def ic iencies in  any of
the prote in components may lead to abnormal  pat terns
of  complement  act ivat ion The absence of  a component
of  the c lass ical  or  a l ternat ive pathway or  absence of  the
late steps may resul t  in  def ic ient  complement  act ivat ion
l f  regulatory components are absent ,  too much comple-
ment  act tvat ion may occur  at  the wrong t ime or  wrong
si te,  leading to excess in f lammat ion and cel l  lys is ,  and
may a lso cause a def ic iency in  p lasma complement  pro-
terns because of  excessive consumpt ion Second,  an
intact ,  normal ly  funct ioning complement  system may oe
act ivated in  response to abnormal  s t imul i  such as per-
s is tent  microbes,  ant ibodies against  se l f  ant igens,  or
immune complexes deposi ted in  t issues In these infec-
t rous and autotmmune diseases,  the in f lammatory and
lyt ic  ef fects of  complement  may s igni f icant ly  contr ibute
to the pathologic  changes of  the d isease

COMPLEMENT DEFICIENC|ES. Inher i ted and sponta-
neous def ic iencies in  many of  the complement  prote ins
have been descr ibed in humans

Genetic deficiencies in classical pathway compo-
nents,  inc luding C1q,  C1r,  C4,  C2,  and C3,  have oeen
descr ibed;  C2 def ic iency is  the most  commonly ident i f ied
human complement  def ic iency A d isease that  resemotes
the auto immune disease systemic lupus ervthematosus
develops in  more than 50% of  pat ients wi th C2 and C4
def ic iencies The reason for  th is  associat ion is  unknown,
but  defects in  complement  act ivat ion may lead to far lure
to c lear  c i rcu lat ing immune complexes l f  normarry gen-
erated tmmune complexes are not  c leared f rom the c i r -
cu lat ion,  they may be deposi ted in  b lood vessel  wal ls  and
tissues, where they activate leukocytes by Fc recep-
tor-dependent  pathways and produce local  in f lammatron
Complement  may p lay an important  ro le in  the c learance
of  f ragmented DNA conta in ing apoptot ic  bodies These
apoptot ic  bodies are now considered to be key immuno-
gens in lupus In addi t ion,  complement  prote ins regurare
ant igen-mediated s ignals received by B cel ls ;  in  thei r
absence,  se l f  ant igens may not  induce B cel l  to lerance,
and auto immuni ty  resul ts  Somewhat  surpr is ingly ,  C2 and
C4 def ic iencies are not  usual ly  associated wi th increased
suscept ib i l i ty  to  in fect ions,  which suggests that  the a l ter
natrve pathway and Fc receptor-mediated effector mech-
anrsms are adequate for  host  defense against  most
microbes Def ic iency of  C3 is  associated wi th f requent
ser ious pyogenic bacter ia l  in fect ions that  may be fata l ,
i l lust rat ing the centra l  ro le of  C3 and i ts  importance in
opsonizat ion,  enhanced phagocytos is ,  and destruct ion of
these organisms

Deficiencies in components of the alternative
pathway,  inc luding properdin and factor  D,  resurr  rn
Increased suscept ib i l i ty  to  in fect ion wi th pyogenrc bacte-
r ia  C3 def ic iency is  ment ioned above.

Mutation of the gene encoding the mannose-
binding lect in  (MBL) contr ibutes to immunodef ic iencv in
some pat ients;  th is  is  d iscussed in Chapter  20

Deficiencies in the terminal complement compo-
nents,  inc luding C5,  C6,  C7,  C8,  and C9,  have arso Deen
descr ibed Interest ingly ,  the only consistent  c l in ica l
problem in these pat ients is  a propensi ty  for  d issemi-
nated infections by lVeisseria bacteria, including rVeisse-
ria meningitidis and Neisseria gonorrhoeae, indicating
that  complement-mediated bacter ia l  lys is  is  par t icu lar ly
important  for  defense against  these organisms

Deficiencies in complement regulatory proteins
are associated wi th abnormal  complement  act ivat ion and
a var iety  of  re lated c l in ica l  abnormal i t ies.  Def ic iencies in
C1 inhib i tor  and decay-accelerat ing factor  are ment ioned
in the text. In patients with factor I deficiency, plasma C3
is depleted as a resul t  o f  the unregulated format ion of
f lu id-phase C3 convertase (by the normal  " t ickover"
mechanism).  The c l in ica l  consequence is  increased infec-
tions with pyogenic bacteria. Factor H deficiency is rare
and is characterized by excess alternative pathwaV
actrvat ion,  consumpt ion of  C3,  and g lomerulonephr i t is
caused by inadequate c learance of  immune complexes
and renal  deposi t ion of  complement  by-products Speci f ic
allelic variants of factor H are strongly associated
with age-related macular degeneration The effects
of a lack of factor I or factor H are similar to the effects
of  an autoant ibody cal led C3 nephr i t ic  factor  (C3NeF),
which is specific for alternative pathway C3 convertase
(C3bBb).  C3NeF stabi l izes C3bBb and protects the
complex from factor H-mediated dissociation, which
resul ts  in  unregulated consumpt ion of  C3.  Pat ients wi th
th is  ant ibody of ten have g lomerulonephr i t is ,  possib ly
caused by inadequate c lear ing of  c i rcu lat ing immune
complexes

Deficiencies in complement receptors include the
absence of  CR3 and CR4, both resul t ing f rom rare muta-
t ions in  the B chain (CD18) gene common to the
CD11CD18  fam i l y  o f  i n teg r i n  mo lecu les  The  congen i t a l
d isease caused by th is  gene defect  is  ca l led leukocvte
adhesion def ic iency (see Chapter  20) .  This  d isorder  is
characterized by recurrent pyogenic infections and is
caused by inadequate adherence of  neutrophi ls  to
endothel ium at  t issue s i tes of  in fect ion and perhaps by
impaired iC3b-dependent phagocytosis of bacterra.

PATHOLOGIC EFFECTS OF A NORMAL COMPLE-
MENT SYSTEM. Even when it is properly regulated and
appropriately activated, the complement svstem can
cause s igni f icant  t issue damage.  Some of  the pathologic
effects associated with bacterial infections may oe oue
to complement-mediated acute inflammatory responses
to in fect ious organisms In some s i tuat ions,  complement
activation is associated with intravascular thrombosis and
can lead to ischemic in jury to t issues.  For  instance,
ant iendothel ia l  ant ibodies against  vascular ized organ
transplants and the immune complexes produced in
auto immune diseases may b ind to vascular  endothel ium
and act ivate complement ,  thereby leading to rnf lamma-
tion and generation of the IVIAC with damage to the
endothel ia l  sur face,  which favors coagulat ion There is



also ev idence that  some of  the la te complement  prote ins
may act ivate prothrombinases in  the c i rcu lat ion that  in i t i -
ate thrombosis independent of MAC-mediated damage
to endothel ium

It has long been believed that the clearest example of
complement-mediated pathology is  immune complex
disease.  Systemic vascul i t is  and immune complex
glomerulonephr i t is  resul t  f rom the deposi t ion of  ant igen-
ant ibody complexes in  the wal ls  of  vessels and k idney
glomerul i  (see Chapter  18)  Complement  act ivated by the

antigen-induced signaling in B cells (see Chapter 10, Fig.
10-5). Opsonized antigens are also bound by follicular
dendritic cells in the germinal centers of lymphoid
organs. Follicular dendritic cells display antigens to B
cells in the germinal centers, and this process is impor-
tant for the selection of high-affinity B cells (see Chapter
10, Fig. 10-12). The importance of complement in
humoral immune responses is illustrated by the severe
impairment in antibodyproduction and germinal center
formation seen in knockout mice lacking C3 or C4 or the
CR2 protein.

Although our discussion has emphasized the physio-
logic functions of complement as an effector mecha-
nism of host defense, the complement system is also
involved in several pathologic conditions (Box 14-2).
Some autoimmune diseases are associated with the pro-
duction of autoantibodies specific for self proteins
expressed on cell surfaces (see Chapter 18). Binding of
these antibodies results in complement-dependent lysis
and phagocytosis of the cells. In other diseases, immune
complexes deposit in tissues and induce inflammation
by complement-mediated recruitment and activation of
leukocytes. Genetic deficiencies of complement pro-
teins and regulatory proteins are the causes of various
human diseases.

The similarities in the roles of complement and Fc
receptors in phagocl,tosis and inflammation raise the
question of which is the more important effector mech-
anism of humoral immunity. Surprisingly, knockout
mice lacking C3 or C4 show virtually no defects in IgG
antibody-mediated phagocytosis of opsonized erythro-
cltes or in immune complex-mediated vasculitis. Both
these reactions are abolished in knockout mice lacking
the high-affinity Fcy receptor. These results suggest that
in IgG antibody-mediated phagocytosis and inflamma-
tion, Fc receptor-dependent reactions may be more
important than complement-mediated reactions.
\Mhether this phenomenon is true in humans remains to
be established. Also, IgM antibody-mediated protective
immunity and pathologic reactions are dependent only
on the complement system because IgM is an efflcient
activator of complement but does not bind to leukoclte
Fc receptors.
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immunoglobul in  in  these deposi ted immune complexes
init iates the acute inflammatory responses that destroy
the vessel  wal ls  or  g lomerul i  and lead to thrombosis,
ischemic damage to tissues, and scarring However, as
ment ioned in the text ,  s tudies wi th knockout  mice lack ing
the complement proteins C3 or C4 or lacking Fcy recep-
tors suggest that Fc receptor-mediated leukocyte activa-
t ion may cause inf lammat ion and t issue in jury as a resul t
of  lgG deposi t ion even in the absence of  complement
actrvat|on.

Evasion of Complement by Microbes

Pathogens have evolved diverse mechanisms for evading
the complement system. Some microbes express thick
cell walls that prevent the binding of complement pro-
teins, such as the MAC. Gram-positive bacteria and
some fungi are examples of microbes that use this
relatively non-specific evasion strategy. A few of the
more specific mechanisms employed by a small subset
of pathogens will be considered here. These evasion
mechanisms may be divided into three Sroups.

@ Microbes can euade the compl.ement system by
recruiting host compl.ement regulatory proteins.
Many pathogens express sialic acids which can
inhibit the alternative pathway of complement by
recruiting factor H, which displaces C3b from Bb'
Some pathogens, like schistosomes, Neisseria gonor-
rheae, and certain Hemophilus species, scavenge
sialic acids from the host and enzymatically transfer
the sugar to their cell surfaces. Others, including
Escherichia coli Kl and some meningococci, have
evolved special bioslnthetic routes for sialic acid
generation. Some microbes synthesize proteins that
can recruit the regulatory protein factor H to the cell
surface. Gp41 on HIV can bind to factor H, and this
property of the virus is believed to contribute to virion
protection. Many other pathogens have evolved pro-

teins that facilitate the recruitment of factor H to their
cell walls. These include bacteria such as Streptococ-
ccus pyogenes, Borrelia burgdorferi (the causative
agent of Ly.rne disease), Neisseria gonorrhea, Neisseria
meningitides, the fungal pathogen Candida albicans,
and nematodes such as Echinococcus granulosus.
Other microbes, such as HIV incorporate multiple
host regulatory proteins into their envelopes. For
instance, HIV incorporates the GPl-anchored com-
plement regulatory proteins DAF and CD59 when it
buds from an infected cell.

@ A number of pathogens prod.uce specific proteins that
mimic human complenxent regulatory proteins.
Escherichia coll makes a C1q binding protein (ClqBP)

that inhibits the formation of a complexbetween Clq
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and Clr and Cls. Staphylococcus aureus makes a
protein called SCIN (Staphylococcal complement
inhibitor) that binds to and stably inhibits both the
classical and alternative pathway C3 convertases and
thus inhibits all three complement pathways. Glyco-
protein C- I of the Herpes simplex viruses destabilizes
the alternative pathway convertase by preventing its
C3b component from binding to properdin. GPl60,
a membrane protein on Trypanosoma cruzi, the
causative agent ofChagas'disease, binds to C3b and
prevents the formation of the C3 convertase, and also
accelerates its decay. VCP-1 (vaccinia virus comple-
ment inhibitory protein-l), a protein made by the
vaccinia virus, structurally resembles human C4bp,
but can bind to both C+b and C3b and accelerate the
decay ofboth C3 and C5 convertases.

a Complement-mediated inflammation can also be
inhibited by microbial gene products. Staphylococcal
aureus slmthesizes a protein called CHIPS (Chemo-
kine Inhibitory Protein of Staphylococci), which is an
antagonist of the C5a anaphylatoxin.

These examples illustrate how microbes have
acquired the ability to evade the complement system,
presumably contributing to their pathogenicity.

FurucrIorus OF ANTIBODIES AT
SprcrRl AruRroulc Slrrs

So far, we have described the effector functions of anti-
bodies that are systemic and do not show any particular
features related to location. Antibodies seive special
defense functions as a result of active transport into two
anatomic compartments, the lumens of mucosal organs
and the developing fetus. In these sites, the principal
mechanism of protective immunity against microbes is
antibody-mediated neutralization because lyrnphocytes
and other effector cells do not pass through mucosal
epithelia or the placenta.

Mucosal  lmmuni ty

IgA is the major class of antibody that is produced, in
the mucosal immune system. The gastrointestinal and
respiratory tracts are two of the most common portals
of entry of microbes. Defense against microbes that
enter by these routes is provided by antibody, Iargely IgA,
that is produced in mucosal lymphoid tissues and
secreted through the mucosal epithelium into the
Iumens of the organs. In mucosal secretions, IgA binds
to microbes and toxins present in the lumen and neu-
tralizes them by blocking their entry into the host (see
Fig. 14-2). Secretory immunity is the mechanism of pro-
tective immunity induced by oral vaccines such as the
polio vaccine.

The mucosal immune system is a collection of lym-
phoc)'tes and other cell types, often organized into dis-
crete anatomic structures with definable lymphoid
follicles that are located underneath the epithelia of the
gastrointestinal and respiratory tracts (see Chapter 3).
IgA is produced in larger amounts than any other anti-
body isotlpe, mainly because of the size of the mucosal

immune system. It is estimated that a normal 70-kg
adult secretes about 2g of IgA per day, which accounts
for 60To to 70Vo of the total output of antibodies. Because
IgA synthesis occurs mainly in mucosal lymphoid tissue
and transport into the mucosal lumen is efficient, this
isotype constitutes less than one quarter of the antibody
in plasma and is a minor component of systemic
humoral immunity compared with IgG and IgM. Anti-
body responses to antigens encountered by ingestion or
inhalation are typically dominated by IgA. In antigen-
stimulated B cells, switching to the IgA isotype is stimu-
lated by transforming growth factor-B (which may be
produced by T cells as well as by nonlymphoid stromal
cells) and cltokines of the TNF family, including BAFF
(see Chapter l0). The reason why larger amounts of IgA
are produced in the mucosal immune system than in
other tissues is that isotlpe switching to IgA occurs most
efficiently in mucosal lymphoid tissue, particularly in
Peyer's patches and mesenteric lymph nodes, and class-
switched IgA plasmablasts have a special propensity to
home to the lamina propria of the intestine and to other
mucosal sites.

Secreted IgA is transported through epithelial celk
into the intestinal lumen by an lgA-specific Fc receptor
called. the poly-Ig receptor. IgA is produced by plasma
cells in the lamina propria and secreted in the form of a
dimer that is held together by the coordinately produced
J chain. (In contrast, serum IgA is usually a monomer
lacking the J chain.) From the lamina propria, the IgA
must be transported across the epithelium into the
lumen, by a process kno'nrm as transcltosis, and this
function is mediated by the poly-Ig receptor. This recep-
tor is slmthesized by mucosal epithelial cells and
expressed on their basal and lateral surfaces. It is an
integral membrane glycoprotein with five extracellular
domains homologous to Ig domains and is thus a
member of the Ig superfamily. The secreted, dimeric IgA
containing the J chain binds to the poly-Ig receptor on
mucosal epithelial cells (Fig. 14-f8). This complex is
endocytosed into the epithelial cell and actively trans-
ported in vesicles to the luminal surface. Here the poly-
Ig receptor is proteolytically cleaved, its transmembrane
and ci,toplasmic domains are left attached to the epithe-
lial cell, and the extracellular domain of the receptor,
which carries the IgA molecule, is released into the intes-
tinal lumen. The soluble IgA-associated component of
the receptor is called the secretory component. The
poly-Ig receptor is also responsible for the secretion of
IgA into bile, milk, sputum, saliva, and sweat. Although
its ability to transport IgA has been studied most exten-
sively, the receptor is capable of transporting IgM into
intestinal secretions as well. (Note that secreted IgM is
also a polymer associated with the J chain.) This is whv
this receptor is called the poly-Ig receptor.

Neonata l  lmmuni ty

Neonatal mammals ere protected ftom infection by
maternally produced antibodies transported across the
placenta into the fetal circulation and by antibodies in
ingested milk transported across the gut epithelium of
newborns by a specialized process known as transcyto-
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sis. Neonates lack the ability to mount effective immune
responses against microbes, and for several months after
birth, their major defense against infection is passive
immunity provided by maternal antibodies. Maternal
IgG is transported across the placenta, and maternal IgA
and IgG in breast milk are ingested by the nursing infant.
Ingested IgA and IgG can neutralize pathogenic organ-
isms that attempt to colonize the infant's gut, and
ingested IgG antibodies are also transported across the
gut epithelium into the circulation of the newborn.
Thus, a newborn contains essentially the same IgG
antibodies as the mother.

Transport of maternal IgG across the placenta and
across the neonatal intestinal epithelium is mediated by
an IgG-speciflc Fc receptor called the neonatal Fc recep-
tor (FcRn). The FcRn is unique among Fc receptors
in that it resembles a class I major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) molecule containing a transmembrane
heary chain that is noncovalently associated with Br-
microglobulin. However, the interaction of IgG with
FcRn does not involve the portion of the molecule anal-
ogous to the peptide-binding cleft used by class I MHC
molecules to display peptides for T cell recognition.

Adults also express the FcRn in the endothelium and
in many epithelial tissues. In the post-neonatal period,
this receptor functions to protect plasma IgG antibodies
from catabolism. It binds circulating IgG, promotes
endocltosis of the IgG complexes with the receptor in a
form that protects the internalized antibody from intra-
cellular degradation, and recycles the bound antibody to
the cell surface before releasing it back into the circula-
tion. This process of repeated sequestering and release
of IgG contributes to its enhanced half-life. Knockout
mice lacking B,-microglobulin have 10-fold lower levels
of serum IgG than normal mice do because of increased
catabolism of antibodies resulting from the failure to
express this protective B,-microglobulin-associated Fc
receptor. The contribution of the Fc portion of IgG to
enhancing the half-life of antibodies has been utilized to
generate therapeutically useful fusion proteins that
include the Fc portion of human IgG, and consequently
survive for extended periods of time in the circulation.
One such example of a long-lived fusion protein is a

chimeric protein that contains the extracellular domains
of the TNF receptor fused to the Fc portion of human
IgG. This protein competitively inhibits TNF-TNFR
interactions and is used to treat patients with rheuma-
toid arthritis and Crohn disease.

The FcRn contributes to the long half-life of all IgG
molecules including pathogenic autoantibodies' \Alhile

the efficacy of IMG in autoimmune diseases may
depend on inhibitory signals derived from FcyRIIB (see

above), large amounts of infused exogenous IgG anti-
bodies might compete with endogenous and pathogenic
IgG autoantibodies for recognition by the FcRn and thus
attenuate the half-lives of disease-associated antibodies'

SUMMARY

s Humoral immunity is mediated by antibodies and
is the effector arm of the adaptive immune sys-
tem responsible for defense against extracellular
microbes and microbial toxins. The antibodies that
provide protection against infection may be pro-

duced by long-lived antibody-secreting cells gen-

erated by the first exposure to microbial antigen or
by reactivation of memory B cells by the antigen.

@ The effector functions of antibodies include neu-
tralization of antigens, Fc receptor-dependent
phagocltosis of opsonized particles, and activa-
tion of the complement system.

ffi Antibodies block, or neutralize, the infectivity of
microbes by binding to the microbes and sterically
hindering interactions of the microbes with cellu-
lar receptors. Antibodies similarly block the patho-

logic actions of toxins by preventing binding of the
toxins to host cells.

e Antibody-coated (opsonized) particles are phago-

cytosed by binding of the Fc portions of the anti-
bodies to phagocyte Fc receptors. There are several

Mucosal epithelial cellLamina propria
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types of Fc receptors specific for different sub-
classes ofIgG and for IgA and IgE antibodies, and
different Fc receptors bind the antibodies
with varying affinities. Attachment of antigen-
complexed Ig to phagoclte Fc receptors also
delivers signals that stimulate the microbicidal
activities of phagocltes.

6 The complement system consists of serum and
membrane proteins that interact in a highly regu-
lated manner to produce biologically active
protein products. The three major pathways of
complement activation are the alternative path-
way, which is activated on microbial surfaces in the
absence of antibody, the classical pathway, which
is activated by antigen-antibody complexes, and
the lectin pathway, initiated by collectins binding
to antigens. These pathways generate enz).rnes
that cleave the C3 protein, and cleaved products of
C3 become covalently attached to microbial sur-
faces or antibodies, so subsequent steps of com-
plement activation are limited to these sites. All
pathways converge on a common pathway that
involves the formation of a membrane pore fol-
lowing the proteol)'ric cleavage of C5.

6 Complement activation is regulated by various
plasma and cell membrane proteins that inhibit
different steps in the cascades.

6 The biologic functions of the complement system
include opsonization of organisms and immune
complexes by proteolytic fragments of C3, followed
bybinding to phagocyte receptors for complement
fragments and phagocytic clearance, activation of
inflammatory cells by proteolytic fragments of
complement proteins called anaphylatoxins (C3a,
C4a, C5a), cytolysis mediated by MAC formation
on cell surfaces, solubilization and clearance of
immune complexes, and enhancement of humoral
lmmune responses.

€ Defense against microbes and toxins in the lumens
of mucosal organs is provided by IgA antibody

that is produced in mucosal lymphoid tissue and
actively transported through epithelial cells into
the lumen.

6 Protective immunity in neonates is a form of
passive immunity provided by maternal antibod-
ies transported across the placenta or ingested and
transported across gut epithelium by a specialized
neonatal Fc receptor.
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lmmunity in Defense
and Disease

n this final section of the book, we apply our knowledge of the basic mechanisms

of innate and adaptive immunity to understanding immunological defenses

against microbes and tumors, reactions against transplants, and diseases

caused by abnormal immune responses. Chapter 15 is an overview of the

mechanisms of innate and adaptive immunity against different types of

microbes, and the interplay between microbes and the immune system.

Chapter 16 is devoted to the immunology of tissue transplantation, a prom-

ising therapy for a variety of diseases whose success is limited in large part

by the immunologic rejection response. Chapter 17 describes immune

responses to tumors and immunological approaches for cancer therapy.

Chapter lB deals with the mechanisms of diseases caused by aberrant

immune responses, so-called hlpersensitivity diseases, and emphasizes the

pathogenesis of autoimmune disorders. In Chapter 19 we describe immedi-

ate hlpersensitivity and allergy, the most common group of diseases caused

by immune responses.In Chapter 20 we discuss the cellular and molecular

bases of congenital and acquired immunodeficiencies, including the

acquired immunodefi ciency syndrome.
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In the preceding chapters, we have described the com-
ponents of the immune system and the generation and
functions of immune responses. In this chapter' we inte-

tures of immunity to different types of pathogenic

microorganisms and how microbes try to resist the
mechanisms of host defense.

The development of an infectious disease in an indi-
vidual involves complex interactions between the
microbe and the host. The key events during infection
include entry of the microbe, invasion and colonization
of host tissues, evasion of host immunity, and tissue
injury or functional impairment. Microbes produce

disease by killing host cells or by liberating toxins, even
without extensive colonization of host tissues, and in

some infections the host response is the culprit, being
the main cause of tissue damage and disease' Many fea-

tures of microorganisms determine their virulence, and
many diverse mechanisms contribute to the pathogen-

esis of infectious diseases. The topic of microbial patho-

genesis is beyond the scope of this book and will not be

discussed in detail. Rather, our discussion focuses on
host immune responses to pathogenic microorganisms.
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GrrurnRl FrRrunrs oF IMMUNE
Rrsporusrs ro MtcRoBEs
Although antimicrobial host defense reactions are
numerous and varied, there are several important
general features of immunity to microbes.

@ Defense against microbes is mediated W the effector
mechanisms of innate and adaptiue immunity. The
innate immune system provides early defense, and
the adaptive immune system provides a more sus-
tained and stronger response. Many pathogenic
microbes have evolved to resist innate defense mech-
anisms, and protection against such microbes is crit-
ically dependent on adaptive immune responses.
Adaptive immune responses are generally more
potent than innate immunity for several reasons,
including expansion of the pool of antigen-specific
lymphocy.tes and specialization (see below). Adaptive
immune responses to microbes induce effector cells
that eliminate the microbes and memory cells that
protect the individual from subsequent infections.

@ The immune system responds in distinct and special-
ized ways to dffirent types of microbes to most
effectiuely combat these infectious agents. Because
microbes differ greatly in patterns of host invasion
and colonization, their elimination requires diverse
effector systems. The specialization of adaptive
immunity allows the host to respond optimally to
each type of microbe.

Q The suruiual and pathogenicity of microbes in a host
are critically influenced by the ability of the microbes
to euade or resist the effector mechanisms of immu-
nity. lnfectious microbes and their hosts are engaged
in a constant struggle for survival, and the balance

between host immune responses and microbial
strategies for resisting immunity often determines the
outcome of infections. As we shall see later in this
chapter, microorganisms have developed a variety of
mechanisms for surviving in the face of powerful
immunologic defenses.

@ In many infections, tissue injury and disease may be
caused by the host response to the microbe and its
prod,ucts rather than by the microbe dfsefi Immunity,
like many other defense mechanisms, is necessary for
host survival but also has the potential for causing
injury to the host.

This chapter considers five categories of pathogenic
microorganisms that illustrate the main features of
immunity to microbes: extracellular bacteria, intracellu-
lar bacteria, fungi, viruses, and protozoan and multicel-
lular parasites (Table 15-1). Our discussion of the
immune responses to these microbes illustrates the
diversity of antimicrobial immunity and the physiologic
significance of the effector functions of lymphocytes
discussed in earlier chapters.

Iluvturury r0 ExrRAcEtturAR BRcrrntR
Extracellular bacteria are capable of replicating outside
host cells, for example, in the circulation, in connective
tissues, and in tissue spaces such as the lumens of
the airways and gastrointestinal tract. Many different
species of extracellular bacteria are pathogenic, and
disease is caused by two principal mechanisms. First,
these bacteria induce inflammation, which results in
tissue destruction at the site of infection. This is how
pyogenic (pus-forming) cocci cause a large number of
suppurative infections in humans. Second, manv of

Table 15-1. Examples of Pathogenic Microbes

Extracel I ular bacteria
Staphylococcus
aureus

Streptococcus
pyogenes (group A)

Sfrepfococcus
pyogenes ,
(pneumococcus)

Skin and soft tissue
infections, lung abscess;
systemic: toxic shock
syndrome, food poisoning

Skin infections; acute inflammation induced bv
toxins; cell death caused by pore-forming toxiirs
Systemic: enterotoxin ("superantigen")-induced
cytokine production by T cells causing skin
necrosis, shock. diarrhea

Pharyngitis

|j,li,,lill""'"'s: 
impetiso, ervsipelas;

Systemic: scarlet fever

Pneumonia, meningit is Acute inflammation induced bv cell wall
constituents; pneumolysin is sjmilar to
streptolysin O

Escherichia coli Urinary tract infections, gastroenteritis,
seotic shock

Toxins act on intestinal epithelium and cause
increased chloride and water secretion;
endotoxin (LPS) stimulates cvtokine secretion
by macrophages
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Table 15-1. Cont inued

Microbe Examples of human diseases I Mechanis@

I ntracellular bacteria

Mycobacteria

monocytogenes

Legionella
pneumophila

Fungi

Viruses

Diarrhea (cholera)

Tetanus

Meningit is

Diphther ia

Tuberculosis, leprosy

Listeriosis

Legionnaires' disease

Candid ias is

Aspergillosis

Histoplasmosis

Pol iomyel i t is

Inf luenza pneumonia

Rabies enceohalit is

Various herpes infections (skin,
systemic)

Viral hepatit is

Infectious mononucleosis; B cell
proliferation, lymphomas

Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome
(AIDS)

Cholera toxin ADP ribosylates G protein subunit,
which leads to increased cyclic AMP in intestinal
epithelial cells and results in chloride secretion
and water loss

I Tetanus toxin binds to the motor end-plate at
neuromuscular junctions and causes irreversible
muscle contraction

Acute inflammation and systemic disease
caused by potent endotoxin

Diphtheria toxin ADP ribosylates elongationl  u r P r  r t r  r v i l q

I factor-2 and inhibits protein synthesis

Macrophage activation resulting in
granulomatous inflammation and tissue
destruction

i Lung infection caused by granulomatous
inflammation

Inhibits host cell protein synthesis (tropism for
motor neurons in the anterior horn of the spinal
cord)

Inhibits host cell protein synthesis (tropism for

9!Li1!-""{gni[glial cells) _-_
Inhibits host cell protein synthesis (tropism for

1 peripheral nerves)

Acute infection: cell lysis (tropism {or B
lymphocytes)
Latent infection: stimulates B cell proliferation

Multiple: kil l ing of CD4+ T cells, functional - -
impairment ofimmune cells (see Chapter 20)

*-... **-.-":

iAbbreviations; ADP, adenosine diphosphate; AMP, adenosine monophosphate; CTL, cytotoxic T lymphocyte; i
LPS, l ipopolvsaccaride. :

,.,_,..,'._' .,.'-..*"1"-.*.--. -----,.'-.r

Examples of pathogenic microbes of dif ferent classes are l isted, with brief summaries oi known or postulated mechanisms oi t issue

injury and disease Examples of parasites are in Table 15-4- 
t't''is table was compiled with ihe assistance of Dr Arlene Sharpe, Department of Pathology, Harvard Medical School and Brigham

and Women's Hospital. Boston. Massachusetts

Listeriolysin damages cell membranes

Cytotoxin lyses cells and causes lung injury and
inflammation

-.-,.,.-,--.4-
l

I Invasion and thrombosis of blood vessels causing
I ischemic necrosis and cell injury
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these bacteria produce toxins, which have diverse
pathologic effects. Such toxins may be endotoxins,
which are components of bacterial cell walls, or
exotoxins, which are activelv secreted bv the bacteria.
The endotoxin of gram-negative bacteria, also called
lipopolysaccharide (LPS), has been mentioned in earlier
chapters as a potent activator of macrophages. Many
exotoxins are cytotoxic, and they kill cells by various bio-
chemical mechanisms. Other 

'exotoxins 
interfere with

normal cellular functions without killing cells, and yet
other exotoxins stimulate the production of cytokines
that cause disease.

Innate lmmunity to Extracellular Bacteria

The principal mechanisms of innate immunity to extra-
cellular bacteria are complement actiuation, phagocy-
tosis, and the inflammatory response. Gram-positive
bacteria contain a peptidoglycan in their cell walls that
activates the alternative pathway of complement by
promoting formation of the alternative pathway C3
convertase (see Chapter I4). LpS in the cell walls of
gram-negative bacteria also activates the alternative
complement pathway in the absence of antibody. Bac-
teria that express mannose on their surface may bind
mannose-binding lectin, thereby leading to comple-
ment activation by the lectin pathway. One result of
complement activation is opsonization and enhanced
phagocytosis of the bacteria. In addition, the membrane
attack complex lyses bacteria, especially Neisseria
species, and complement by-products stimulate inflam-
matory responses by recruiting and activating leuko-
cltes. Phagocltes use various surface receptors,
including mannose receptors and scavenger receptors,
to recognize extracellular bacteria, and use Fc receptors
and complement receptors to recognize appropriately
opsonized bacteria. Toll-like receptors (TLRs) of phago-
cytes participate in the activation of the phagocytes as a
result of encounter with microbes. These various recep-
tors promote the phagocytosis of the microbes and stim-
ulate the microbicidal activities of the phagocytes (see
Chapter 2). In addition, activated phagocytes secrete
cytokines, which induce leukocWe infiltration into sites
of infection (inflammation). Injury to normal tissue is a
pathologic side effect of inflammation. Cr,tokines also
induce the systemic manifestations of infeition, includ-
ing fever and the slmthesis of acute-phase proteins.

Adaptive lmmunity to Extracellular Bacteria

Humoral immunity is the principal protectiue immune
response ag&inst extracellular bacteria, and it Iunctions
to block infection, eliminate the microbes, and neutral-
ize their toxins (Fig. l5-l). Antibody responses against
extracellular bacteria are directed against cell wall anti-
gens and secreted and cell-associated toxins, which may
be polysaccharides or proteins. The polysaccharides are
prototypic thyrnus-independent antigens, and a major
function of humoral immunity is defense against poly-
saccharide-rich encapsulated bacteria. The effector
mechanisms used by antibodies to combat these infec-
tions include neutralization, opsonization and phagocy-
tosis, and activation of complement by the classical

pathway (see Chapter 14). Neutralization is mediated by
high-affinity immunoglobulin G (IgG) and IgA isotypes,
opsonization by some subclasses of IgG, and comple-
ment activation by IgM and subclasses of IgG. The
protein antigens of extracellular bacteria also activate
CD4* helper T cells, which produce cytokines that stim-
ulate antibody production, induce local inflammation,
and enhance the phagocltic and microbicidal activities
of macrophages and neutrophils (see Fig. 15-1). Inter-
feron-y (IFN-y) is the T cell cytokine responsible for
macrophage activation, and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)
and lymphotoxin trigger inflammation. Recent work,
done mainly in mice, has shornm that IL-17 produced by
"THl7" cells is responsible for neutrophil-rich inflam-
mation and defense against some bacterial infections.

Injurious Effects of lmmune Responses

The principal injurious consequences ofhost responses
to extracellular bacteria are inflammation and septic
shock. The same reactions of neutrophils and
macrophages that function to eradicate the infection
also cause tissue damage by local production of reactive
oxygen species and lysosomal enzymes. These inflam-
matory reactions are usually self-limited and controlled.
Septic shock is a severe pathologic consequence of
disseminated infection by gram-negative and some
gram-positive bacteria. It is a slrrdrome characterized
by circulatory collapse and disseminated intravascular
coagulation (Box 15-l). The early phase of septic shock
is caused by cytokines produced by macrophages that
are activated by microbial components, particularly LpS.
TNF is the principal cytokine mediator of septic shock,
but IFN-y and interleukin-l2 (lL-12) may also con-
tribute. In fact, serum levels of TNF are predictive of the
outcome of severe gram-negative bacterial infections.
This early burst of deadly amounts of cytokines is
sometimes called a "cyokine storm." There is some
evidence that the progression of septic shock is associ-
ated with defective immune responses, perhaps
related to depletion of T cells, resulting in unchecked
microbial spread. Certain bacterial toxins stimulate all
the T cells in an individual that express a particular
family of Vp T cell receptor genes. Such toxins are called
superantigens (Box 15-2). Their importance lies in their
ability to activate manyT cells, with the subsequent pro-
duction of large amounts of cytokines that also cause
septic shock.

A late complication of the humoral immune response
to bacterial infection may be the generation of disease-
producing antibodies. The best deflned examples are
two rare sequelae of streptococcal infections of the
throat or skin that are manifested weeks or even months
after the infections are controlled. Rheumatic fever is a
sequel to pharyngeal infection with some serologic types
of B-hemolytic streptococci. Infection leads to the pro-
duction of antibodies against a bacterial cell wall protein
(M protein). Some of these antibodies cross-react with
myocardial sarcolemmal proteins and myosin and are
deposited in the heart and subsequently cause inflam-
mation (carditis). Poststreptococcal glomerulonephritis
is a sequel to infection of the skin or throat with other
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Neutralization

Opsonization and
Fc receptor-

mediated
phagocytosis

Phagocytosis
of C3b-coated

bacteria

lnf lammation

Bacterial lysis

Presentation of
protein antigens

Inflammation

FIGURE 15-1 Adaptive immune responses to extracel lular microbes. Adaptive immune Tesponses to extracel lular microbes, such as bac-
teria, and their toxins consist of antibody production and the activatron of CD4. helper T cel ls Antibodies neutral ize and el iminate microbes
and toxins by several mechanisms Helper T cel ls produce cytokines that st imulate B cel l  responses, macrophage activation, and inf lam-
mation APC, antigen-presenting cel l

serotypes of B-hemolytic streptococci. Antibodies pro-
duced against these bacteria form complexes with
bacterial antigen, which may be deposited in kidney
glomeruli and cause nephritis.

lmmune Evasion by Extracel lu lar  Bacter ia

The virulence of extracellular bacteria has been linked to
a number of mechanisms that resist innate immunity
(Table l5-2), including antiphagocltic mechanisms and
inhibition of complement or inactivation of comple-
ment products. Bacteria with polysaccharide-rich cap-
sules resist phagocytosis and are therefore much more
virulent than homologous strains lacking a capsule. The
capsules of many gram-positive and gram-negative bac-
teria contain sialic acid residues that inhibit comple-
ment activation by the alternative pathway.

The major mechanism used by bacteria to evade
humoral immunity is genetic variation of surface anti-
gens. Some surface antigens of bacteria such as gono-
cocci and Escherichia coli are contained in their pili,
which are the structures responsible for bacterial adhe-
sion to host cells. The major antigen of the pili is a

Macrophage
activation

Phagocytosis and
bacterial kil l ing

protein called pilin. The pilin genes of gonococci
undergo extensive gene conversion, because of which
the progeny of one organism can produce up to 106 anti-
genically distinct pilin molecules. This ability to alter
antigens helps the bacteria evade attack by pilin-specific
antibodies, although its principal significance for the
bacteria may be to select for pili that are more adherent
to host cells so that the bacteria are more virulent. In
other bacteria, such as Haemophilus influenzae,
changes in the production of glycosidases lead to chem-
ical alterations in surface LPS and other polysaccha-
rides, which enable the bacteria to evade humoral
immune responses against these antigens.

IuuuruIrY TO INTRACELLULAR BNCTTRIR

A characteristic of facultative intracellular bacteria is
their ability to survive and even replicate within phago-
cy'tes. Because these microbes are able to find a niche
where they are inaccessible to circulating antibodies,
their elimination requires the mechanisms of cell-
mediated immunity (Fig. 15-2). As we shall discuss later
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Bacter ia l  LPS (or  endotoxin)  is  a product  of  gram-negat ive
bacter ia,  and a potent  s t imulator  of  innate immune
responses LPS is  present  in  the outer  ce l l  wal ls  of  gram-
negat ive bacter ia and conta ins both l ip id components and
polysacchar ide moiet ies The polysacchar ide groups can
be hrghly var iable and are the major  ant igens of  gram-
negat ive bacter ia recognized by the adapt ive immune
system The liprd moiety, by contrast, is highly conserved
and is  an example of  a molecular  pat tern recognized by
the innate immune system

LPS is a potent activator of macrophages LPS binds to
a p lasma LPS-binding prote in (LBP) and the complex then
binds to CD14 on macrophages and dendr i t ic  ce l ls  The
LPS moiety is  then recognized by TLR4 (see Chapter  2)
Macrophages,  which synthesize and express CD14,  can
respond to minute quant i t ies of  LPS, as l i t t le  as 10 pg/mL,
and cel ls  that  lack CD'1 4 are general ly  unresponsive to
LPS The genes that  are induced by LPS encode
cytok ines,  cost imulators,  and enzymes of  the respi ratory
burst  The funct ions of  these proterns in  innate immuni ty
are descr ibed in Chapter  2

The systemic changes observed in pat ients who have
disseminated bacter ia l  in fect ions,  somet imes cal led the
systemic in f lammatory response syndrome (SIRS),  are
react ions to cytok ines whose product ion is  s t imulated by
LPS In mildly affected patients, the response consists of
neutrophi l ia ,  fever ,  and a r ise in  acute-phase reactants in
the p lasma Neutrophi l ia  is  a response of  the bone
marrow to c i rcu lat ing cytok ines,  especia l ly  G-CSF, resul t -
ing in  increased product ion and re lease of  neutrophi ls  to
replace those consumed dur ing in f lammat ion An e le-
vated c i rcu lat ing neutrophi l  count ,  especia l ly  one accom-
panied by the presence of  immature neutrophi ls
premature ly  re leased f rom the bone marrow, is  a c l in ica l
s ign of  in fect ion Fever is  produced in response to sub-
stances cal led pyrogens that  act  to  e levate prostaglandin
synthesis  in  the vascular  and per ivascular  ce l ls  of  the
hypothalamus.  Bacter ia l  products such as LPS (cal led
exogenous pyrogens)  s t imulate leukocytes to re lease
cytok ines such as lL-1 and TNF (cal led endogenous pyro-
gens)  that  increase the enzyme cal led cyc looxygenase
that  converts  arachidonic ac id in to prostaglandins Nons-
tero idal  ant i - in f lammatory drugs,  inc luding aspi r in ,  reduce
fever  by rnhib i t ing cyc looxygenase-2 and thus b lock ing
prostaglandin synthesis  An e levated body temperature
has been shown to help amphib ians ward of f  microbia l
in fect ions,  and i t  is  assumed that  fever  does the same
for  mammals,  a l though the mechanism is  unknown
Acute-phase reactants are plasma proteins, mostly syn-
thesized in the l iver ,  whose p lasma concentrat ions
increase as par t  of  the response to LPS Three of  the best
known examples of  these prote ins are c-react ive prote in,

(CRP) f ibr inogen,  and serum amylo id A prote in Synthe-
sis of these molecules by hepatocytes is up-regulated by
cytok ines,  especia l ly  lL-6 ( for  CRP and f ibr inogen) and
lL-1 or  TNF ( for  serum amylo id A prote in)  The r ise in  f ib-
r inogen causes erythrocytes to form stacks ( rouleaux)
that  sediment  more rapid ly  at  uni t  grav i ty  than do indi -
v idual  erythrocytes This is  the basis  for  measur ing ery-
throcyte sedimentat ion rate as a s imple test  for  the
systemic in f lammatory response due to any number of
s t imu l i ,  i nc lud ing  LPS.

When a severe bacter ia l  in fect ion leads to the pres-
ence of  organisms and LPS in the b lood,  a condi t ion
cal led sepsis,  c i rcu lat ing cytok ine levels increase and the
form of  the host  response changes High levels of
cytok ines produced in response to LPS can resul t  in  d is-
seminated in t ravascular  coagulat ion (DlC),  caused by
increased expression of  pro-coagulant  prote ins (e.9.
t issue factor)  and reduced ant i -coagulant  act iv i ty  on TNF-
act ivated endothel ia l  ce l ls  Mul t ip le organs show inf lam-
mat ion and int ravascular  thrombosis,  which can produce
organ fa i lure l issue in jury in  response to LPS can a lso
result from the activation of neutrophils before they exit
the vasculature,  thus causing damage to endothel ia l  ce l ls
and reduced b lood f low The lungs and l iver  are par t icu-
lar ly  suscept ib le to in jury by neutrophi ls  Lung damage in
the SIRS is  commonly cal led the adul t  respi ratory d is t ress
syndrome (ARDS) and resul ts  when neutrophi l -mediated
endothel ia l  in jury a l lows f lu id to escape f rom the b lood
into the a i rspace L iver  in jury and impaired l iver  funct ion
resul t  in  a fa i lure to mainta in normal  b lood g lucose levels
due to a lack of  g luconeogenesis f rom stored g lycogen.
The k idney and the bowel  are a lso in jured,  largely as a
resul t  o f  reduced per fus ion Overproduct ion of  n i t r ic
oxide by cytokine-activated cardiac myocytes and vascu-
lar  smooth muscle cel ls  leads to hear t  fa i lure and loss of
perfusion pressure, respectively, resulting in hemody-
namic shock.  The c l in ica l  t r iad of  DlC,  hypoglycemia,  and
cardiovascular  fa i lure is  descr ibed as sept ic  shock.  This
condi t ion is  of ten fata l

TNF produced by LPS-activated macrophages is a
major  mediator  of  LPS- induced in jury This is  known
because many of the effects of LPS can be mimicked by
TNF, and in mice,  ant i -TNF ant ibodies or  so luble TNF
receptors can attenuate or completely block responses to
LPS. lL-12 and IFN-yalso contr ibute to LPS-|nduced in jury
because lL-12 st imulates IFN-y product ion by NK cel ls
and T cel ls ,  and IFN-1 increases TNF secret ion by LPS-
activated macrophages and synergizes with TNF in
ef fects on endothel ium. Cl in ica l  t r ia ls  of  TNF and lL- '1
antagonists  in  sept ic  shock have not  been successfu l ,
perhaps because several  cytok ines may contr ibute to th is
d isorder
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Some microbia l  tox ins are cal led superant igens because
they st imulate large numbers of  T cel ls  (more than con-
vent ional  ant igens) ,  but  not  a l l  T cel ls  (which d is t inguishes
them from polyclonal activators) Staphylococcal entero-
toxins are exotoxins produced by the gram-positive
bacterium Staphvlococcus aureus and consist of f ive
serological ly  d is t inct  groups of  prote ins:  SEA, SEB, SEC,
SED, and SEE These tox ins are the most  common cause
of  food poisoning in  humans,  A re lated tox in,  TSST,
causes a d isease cal led tox ic  shock syndrome (TSS),
which has been associated wi th tampon use and surg ical
wounds Pyrogenic exotoxins of streptococci and exo-
tox ins produced by mycoplasmas may be st ructura l ly  and
funct ional ly  re lated to these enterotox ins

Thc  nn ten r . v  n f  q r rne ran t i oens  as  T  ce l l  ac t i va to r s  iS

related to the way these molecules interact with APCs
and wi th T cel ls  lmportant ly ,  most  superant igens work
by br inging T cel ls  and APCs into d i rect  contact ,  by s imul-
taneously b inding to both MHC molecules and T cel l
receptors (TCRs)

r  Enterotox ins b ind to the Vp region of  TCRs,  and each
toxin st imulates T cel ls  that  express ant igen recep-
tors whose Vp regions are encoded by a s ingle Vp
gene or  gene fami ly  In other  words,  the speci f ic i ty
of  T cel ls  for  d i f ferent  enterotox ins is  encoded in the
Vs region and is  not  re lated to other  components of
the TCR, such as the V",  J ,  or  D segments,  because
enterotox ins b ind d i rect ly  to  the B chains of  TCR
molecules c lose to but  outs ide the ant igen-binding
(complementar i ty-determin ing)  regions Di f ferent
enterotox ins st imulate T cel ls  expressing Vs genes
f  rom di f ferent  fami l ies (see Table) ,  The speci f ic i ty  of
enterotox ins for  Vp regions expla ins why they st im-
ulate many but  not  a l l  T cel ls

o Enterotox ins b ind to c lass l l  MHC molecules on
APCs at  a s i te  d is t lnct  f rom the pept ide-b inding
cleft Enterotoxins do not need to undergo intracel-
lu lar  processing,  as do convent ional  prote in ant i -
gens,  to  b ind to these MHC molecules The same

Enterotoxin lMice lHumans

SEB V p 7 ,  B  1 - 8  3 , 1 7 Y p3,12,14,15,17 ,20

SEC 2 Vp8.2,10 V 912,13,14,15,17 ,20

SEE V p 1 1 , 1 5 , 1 7 V 9 5 . 1 , 6 . 1 - 6 . 3 , 8 , 1 8

TSST-1 Vp1 5,1 6 Vn2

enterotox in b inds to c lass l l  molecules of  d i f ferent
a l le les,  ind icat ing that  the polymorphism of  the
MHC does not  in f luence the b inding of  these tox ins
Each staphylococcal enterotoxin molecule pos-
sesses two b inding s i tes for  c lass l l  MHC mole-
cules This character is t ic  a l lows each enterotox in
molecule to cross- l ink MHC molecules on APCs,
and the enterotox in-MHC molecule d imer may
cross-link two antigen receptors on each T cell and
thus in i t ia te T cel l  resPonses

Staphvlococcal enterotoxins are among the most
potent  natura l ly  occurr ing T cel l  mi togens known They
are capable of stimulating the proliferation of naive T lym-
ohocvtes at  concentrat ions of  10 eM or  less.  As many as
one in f ive T cel ls  in  mouse lymphoid t issue or  human
per ipheral  b lood may respond to a par t icu lar  enterotox in.
The high frequency of staphylococcal enterotoxln-
responding T cel ls ,  par t icu lar ly  CD4* cel ls ,  has several
funct ional  impl icat ions Acute ly ,  exposure to h igh con-
centrations of enterotoxin leads to systemic reactions
such as fever ,  d isseminated in t ravascular  coagulat ion,
and card iovascular  shock These abnormal i t ies are prob-
ably mediated by cytokines, such as TNF, produced
directly by the T cells or by macrophages that are acti-
vated by the T cel ls .  These react ions resemble systemic
react ions to endotoxin (LPS),  as in  sept ic  shock,  which
are a lso mediated by cytok ines (see Box 15-1 )  Pro longed
adminis t rat ion of  enterotox ins to mlce resul ts  in  wast ing,
thymic at rophy,  and profound immunodef ic iency,  a lso
probably secondary to chronic h igh levels of  TNF.

Staohvlococcal  enterotox ins are usefu l  tools  for  ana-
lyzing T lymphocyte maturation, activation, and tolerance
Adminis t rat ion of  SEB to neonata l  mice leads to
int rathymic delet ion of  a l l  immature T cel ls  that  express
the Vp3 and Vp8 TCR genes.  This delet ion mimics sel f
ant igen- induced negat ive select ion of  se l f - react ive T cel ls
dur ing thymic maturat ion.  Superant igens a lso induce
apoptot ic  death of  mature CD4* and CD8* T cel ls .  This
tvpe of cell death is postulated to be a model of deletion
of  mature T cel ls  that  are exposed to sel f  ant igens.

Vi ra l  gene products may a lso funct ion as superant i -
gens In cer ta in inbred st ra ins of  mice,  d i f ferent  mouse
mammary tumor v i rus genes have become incorporated
into the genome Vira l  ant igens produced by the cel ls  of
one strain are capable of activating T lymphocytes from
other  s t ra ins that  express par t icu lar  Vp seQments in  thei r
antigen receptors The result is a form of "mixed lym-
ohocvte react ion"  that  is  not  caused by MHC dispar i ty
This was d iscovered long before v i ra l  superant igens were
ident i f ied,  and the in terst ra in react ions were at t r ibuted to
minor  lymphocyte-st imulat ing (Mls)  loc i  We now know
that  Mls " loc i "  are actual ly  d i f ferent  ret rov i ra l  superant i -
gen genes that  are stably  Incorporated in to the genome
and inher i ted in  d i f ferent  inbred st ra ins.
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Tab le  15-2 .  Mechan isms o f  lmmune Evas ion
by Bacter ia

Mechanism of lExamples
immune evasion

in this section, the pathologic consequences of infection
by many intracellular bacteria are due to the host
response to these microbes.

Innate lmmr.lnity to Intracellular Bacteria

The innate immune response to intracellular bacteria is
mainly med,iated lry of phagocytes and natural killer
(NK) celk. Phagocytes, initially neutrophils and later
macrophages, ingest and attempt to destroy these
microbes, but pathogenic intracellular bacteria are
resistant to degradation within phagocl,tes. Intracellular
bacteria activate NK cells by inducing expression of NK
cell-activating ligands on infected cells or by stimulating
dendritic cell and macrophage production of IL-12, a
powerful NK cell-activating cltokine. The NK cells
produce IFN-y, which in turn activates macrophages
and promotes killing of the phagocytosed bacteria.
Thus, NK cells provide an early defense against
these microbes, before the development of adaptive
immunity. In fact, mice with severe combined immuno-
deficiency, which lack T and B cells, are able to
transiently control infection with the intracellular bac-
terium Listeria monocytogenes by NK cell-derived IFN-y
production. However, innate immunity usually fails to
eradicate these infections, and eradication requires
adaptive cell-mediated immunity.

Adaptive lmmunity to Intracellular Bacteria

The major protectiue immune response against intra-
cellular bacteriq is T cell-mediated immunity. lndivid-
uals with deficient cell-mediated immunity, such as
patients with acquired immunodeficiency syndrome
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FIGURE 15-2 Innate and adaptive immunityto intracel lular bacteria. The innate immune response to intracel lular bacteria consists of
phagocytes and NK cel ls, interactions among which are mediated by cytokines ( lL-l  2 and IFN-y). The typical adaptive immune response to
these microbes is cel l-mediated immunity, in which T cel s act ivate phagocytes to el iminate the'microbes. Innate immunity may control bac-
terial growth, but el imination of the bacteria requires adaptive immunity. These principles are based largely on analysis of Listeria monocy-
togenes infect ion in mice; the numbers of viable bacteria shown on the y-axis are relat ive values of bicterial colonies that can be grown
from the ttssues of infected mice (From Unanue ER Studies in l isteriosis show the strong symbiosis between the innate cel lular slstem
and the T-cel l  response lmmunological Reviews 1SB. 11-25, lggl I
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(AIDS), are extremely susceptible to infections with
intracellular bacteria (and viruses). Cell-mediated
immunity was first identifled by George Mackaness
in the 1950s as protection against the intracellular
bacterium L. monocytogenes. This form of immunity
could be adoptively transferred to naive animals with
lymphoid cells but not with serum from infected or
immunized animals (see Chapter 13, Fig. l3-2).

As we discussed in Chapter 13, cell-mediated immu-
nity consists of two types of reactions: macrophage acti-
vation by the T cell-derived signals CD40 ligand and
IFN-1, which results in killing of phagocytosed microbes,
and lysis of infected cells by cytotoxic T lymphocltes
(CTLs). Both CD4* T cells and CD8* T cells respond to
protein antigens of phagocytosed microbes, which are
displayed as peptides associated with class II and class I
major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules,
respectively. CD4. T cells differentiate into Tsl effectors
under the influence of IL-12, which is produced by
macrophages and dendritic cells. The T cells express
CD40 ligand and secrete IFN-1, and these two stimuli
activate macrophages to produce several microbicidal
substances, including reactive oxygen species, nitric
oxide, and lysosomal enzyrnes. IFN-1also stimulates the
production of antibody isotypes (e.g., IgG2a in mice)
that activate complement and opsonize bacteria for
phagocytosis, thus aiding the effector functions of
macrophages.

0 2 0 4 0 6 0
Time (days) postinfection

FIGURE 15-3 Role ol ll-l2 and IFN-1 in defense against an intra-
cel lular bacterial infect ion. In this experiment, wi ld-type (normal
control) mice and knockout mice lacking the p40 subunit of lL-12 or
IFN-ywere infected with the intracel lular bacterium M tuberculosis
by aerosol Lungs were examined at dif ferent t imes after infectton
for the number of bacteria capable of forming colonies in culture
Normal mice control bacterial growth, mice lacking lL-1 2 have a
reduced abi l i ty to control the infect ion (and die by day 60), and IFN-
y knockout mice are incapable of l imit ing bacterial growth (and die
bv day 30 to 35) Asterisks indicate the t ime of death. (Data cour-
tesy of Dr Andrea Cooper, Department of Microbiology, Colorado
State Universitv, Fort Coll ins )
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The importance of lL-I2 and IFN-y in immunity to
intracellular bacteria has been demonstrated in
several experimental models. For instance, knockout
mice lacking either of these cytokines are extremely
susceptible to infection with intracellular bacteria
such as Mycobacterium tuberculosls and l. monocyto-
genes (Fig. I5-3).

Phagocytosed bacteria stimulate CD8* T cell
responses if bacterial antigens are transported from
phagosomes into the cytosol or if the bacteria escape
from phagosomes and enter the cytoplasm of infected
cells. In the cytoplasm, the microbes are no longer sus-
ceptible to the microbicidal mechanisms of phagocytes,
and the infection is eradicated by the killing of infected
cells by CTLs. Thus, the effectors of cell-mediated immu-
nity, namely, CD4*T cells that activate macrophages and
CD8t CTLs, function cooperatively in defense against
intracellular bacteria (Fig. 15-4).

iJ The role of different T cell populations in defense
against intracellular bacteria has been anallzed by
adoptively transferring T cells from I. mono-
cytogenes-infected mice to normal mice and chal-

Kill ing of
bacteria in

phagolysosome

Gooperation ol GD4* and GDF T cells in defense
l lulal microbes. Intracel lular bacteria such as L.

are phagocytosed by macrophages and may
survive in phagosomes and escape into the cytoplasm CD4* T cel ls
respond to class l l  MHC-associated peptide antigens derived from
the intravesicular bacteria. These T cel ls produce IFN-y, which
activates macrophages to destroy the microbes in phagosomes
CDB* T cel ls respond to class l-associated peptides derived from
cytosol ic antigens and ki l l  the infected cel ls.
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lenging the recipients with the bacteria. By depleting
particular cell types, it is possible to determine which
effector population is responsible for protection.
Such experiments have shor.rm that both CD4* T cells
and CDB* T cells function cooperatively to eliminate
infection by wild-type L. monocytogenes. The CD4*
cells produce large amounts of IFN-1, which acti-
vates macrophages to kill phagocl.tosed microbes.
However, L. monocytogerzes produces a protein called
listeriolysin that allows bacteria to escape from the
phagolysosomes of macrophages into the cy'toplasm.
In their cy'toplasmic haven, the bacteria are protected
from the microbicidal mechanisms of macrophages,
such as reactive oxygen species, which are produced
mainly within phagolysosomes. CDB* T cells are then
activated and function by killing any macrophages
that may be harboring bacteria in their cltoplasm. A
mutant of L. monocytogenes that lacks listeriolysin
remains confined to phagolysosomes. Such mutant
bacteria can be completely eradicated by CD4. T
cell-derived IFN-y production and macrophage
activation.

The macrophage actiuation that occurs in response to
intracellular microbes is also capable of causing tissue
injury. This injury may be the resulr of delayed-type
hypersensitivity (DTH) reactions to microbial protein
antigens (see Chapter 13). Because intracellular bacteria
have evolved to resist killing within phagocltes, they
often persist for long periods and cause chronic anti-
genic stimulation and T cell and macrophage activation,
which may result in the formation of granulomas sur-
rounding the microbes (see Chapter 13, Fig. l3-12). The
histologic hallmark of infection with some intracellular
bacteria is granulomatous inflammation. This type of
inflammatory reaction may serve to localize and prevent

spread of the microbes, but it is also associated with
severe functional impairment caused by tissue necrosis
and fibrosis. The concept that protective immunity and
pathologic hlpersensitivity may coexist because they are
manifestations of the same q,?e of adaptive immune
response is clearly exemplified in mycobacterial infec-
tions (Box l5-3).

Dffirences among indiuiduals in the patterns of
T cell responses to intracellular microbes are impor-
tant determinq.nts of disease progression ond clinical
outcome (Fig. 15-5). An example of this relationship
between the type of T cell response and disease
outcome is leprosy, which is caused by Mycobacterium
leprae. There are two polar forms of leprosy, the lepro-
matous and tuberculoid forms, although many patients
fall into less clear intermediate groups. In lepromatous
leprosy, patients have high specific antibody titers but
weak cell-mediated responses to M. leprae antigens.
Mycobacteria proliferate within macrophages and are
detectable in large numbers. The bacterial growth and
persistent, but inadequate, macrophage activation
result in destructive lesions in the skin and underlying
tissue. In contrast, patients with tuberculoid leprosy
have strong cell-mediated immunity but low antibody
levels. This pattern of immunity is reflected in granulo-
mas that form around nerves and produce peripheral
sensory nerve defects and secondary traumatic skin
lesions but less tissue destruction and a paucity of bac-
teria in the lesions. One possible reason for the differ-
ences in these two forms of disease caused by the same
organism may be that there are different patterns of T
cell differentiation and cytokine production in individu-
als. Some studies indicate that patients with the tuber-
culoid form of the disease produce IFN-1 and lL-2 in
lesions (indicative of Tpl cell activation), whereas
patients with lepromatous leprosy produce less IFN-y
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Mycobacteria are slow-growing, aerobic, facultative intra-
cel lu lar  baci l l i  whose cel l  wal ls  conta in h igh concentra-
t ions of  l ip ids These l ip ids are responsib le for  the
acid-res is tant  s ta in ing of  the bacter ia wi th the red dye
carbol  f  uchsin,  because of  which these organisms
are a lso cal led ac id- fast  baci l l i  Two common human
pathogens in this class of bacteria are Mvcobacterium
tuberculosis and Mycobacterium Ieprae; in addition,
atypical mycobacteria such as Mycobacterium avium-
intracellulare cause oooortunistic infections in immuno-
def ic ient  hosts (e9. ,  AIDS pat ients) .  Mycobacter ium
bovis in fects cat t le  and mav infect  humans.  and baci l lus
Calmet te-Gu6r in (BCG) is  an at tenuated,  nonvi ru lent
st ra in of  M bovrs that  is  used as a vaccine aqainst
tuberculos is .

Tuberculos is  is  an example of  an in fect ion wi th an
int racel lu lar  bacter lum in which protect ive immuni ty  and
pathologic  hypersensi t iv i ty  coexist ,  and the lesrons are
caused mainly by the host response M. tuberculosis
does not produce any known exotoxin or endotoxin
Infect ion usual ly  occurs by the respi ratory route and is
t ransmit ted f rom person to person l t  is  est imated that
a lmost  2 b i l l ion peoole wor ldwide are in fected wt lh M
tuberculosis. In a primary infection, bacil l i  multiply slowly
in the lungs and cause only mi ld in f lammat ion The infec-
t ron is  conta ined by a lveolar  macrophages (and probably
dendr i t ic  ce l ls)  More than 90% of  in fected pat ients
remain asymptomat ic ,  but  bacter ia surv ive in  lungs,
main ly  in  macrophages.  By 6 to 8 weeks af ter  in fect ion,
the macrophages have t raveled to the dra in ing lymph
nodes,  and CD4* T cel ls  are act ivated;  CD8* T cel ls  may
also be act ivated la ter  These T cel ls  produce IFN-y,  which
act ivates macrophages and enhances thei r  abi l i ty  to  k i l l
phagocytosed baci l l i .  TNF produced by T cel ls  and
macrophages a lso p lays a ro le in  local  in f lammat ion and
macrophage act ivat ion,  and TNF receptor  knockout  mice
are h ighly  suscept ib le to mycobacter ia l  in fect ions The
T cell reaction is adequate to control bacterial spread
However, M. tuberculosis is capable of surviving
wi th in macrophages because components of  i ts  ce l l
wal l  inh ib i t  the f  us ion of  phagocyt ic  vacuoles wi th
lysosomes

Cont inuing T cel l  act ivat ion leads to the format ion of
granulomas,  which at tempt to wal l  o f f  the bacter ia,  and
are of ten associated wi th centra l  necrosis ,  ca l led caseous
necrosis ,  that  is  caused by macrophage products such as
lysosomal  enzymes and react ive oxygen species.  Granu-
lomatous in f lammat ion is  a form of  DTH react ion to the
baci l l i  l t  is  postu lated that  necrosis  serves to e l iminate
infected macrophages and provides an anoxic envi ron-
ment  in  which the baci l l i  cannot  d iv ide.  Thus,  even the
t issue in jury may serve a protect ive funct ion,  Caseat ing
granulomas and the f ibros is  (scarr ing)  that  accompanies

granulomatous in f lammat ion are the pr inc ipal  causes of
t issue in jury and c l in ica l  d isease in tuberculos is  Previ -
ously infected persons show cutaneous DTH reactions to
sk in chal lenge wi th a bacter ia l  ant igen preparat ion (pur i -
f ied prote in der ivat ive,  or  PPD),  Baci l l i  may surv ive for
many years and are conta ined wi thout  any pathologic
consequences,  but  may be react ivated at  any t ime,  espe-
c ia l ly  i f  the immune response becomes unable to contro l
the in fect ion Al though the prevalence of  tuberculos is  has
been great ly  reduced wi th the use of  ant ib iot ics,  the
inc idence of  the d isease has recent ly  been increasing.
This is  main ly  because of  the emergence of  ant ib iot ic-
res is tant  s t ra ins and the increased inc idence of
immunodef ic iency caused by HIV infect ion and immuno-
suppressive therapies In immunodef ic ient  ind iv iduals,
les ions may resul t  f  rom cont inued,  and inadequate,
macrophage activation and are typically not associated
wi th wel l {ormed granulomas.  The ef f icacy of  BCG as a
prophylact ic  vaccine remains controvers ia l  In  rare cases,
M tuberculosis may cause lesions in extrapulmonary
s i tes In chronic tuberculos is ,  susta ined product ion of
TNF leads to cachexia

Different inbred strains of mice vary in their suscepti-
bil i ty to infection with M tuberculosis (and with other
intracellular microbes, such as the protozoan L ma1ol.
Susceptibil i ty or resistance to M. tuberculosls has been
mapped to a gene or ig inal ly  ca l led bcA or  /sh that  has
been ident i f ied as a polymorphic NRAMPI (NRAMB
natura l  res is tance-associated macrophage prote in)  gene
NRAMPl is  expressed on phagolysosomal  membranes in
macrophages and is  involved in d iva lent  cat ion t ransport
lt is hvpothesized that NRAMPl contributes to microbial
k i l l ing by deplet ing the phagosome of  d iva lent  cat ions,
and a l le l ic  var iants of  NRAMPl are defect ive in  th is  func-
t ion Studies in  humans a lso suggest  that  some var tants
oI NRAMP! are associated with increased susceptibil i tv
to mycobacterial infection

M tuberculosisalso stimulates unusual populations of
T cel ls ,  inc luding y6 cel ls  and NK-T cel ls  The y6 T cel ls
may be reacting to mycobacterial antigens that are
homologous to heat shock proteins NK-T cells respond
to bacter ia l  l ip id ant igens d isplayed by the CD1 c lass I
MHC-l ike molecule.  l t  is  postu lated that  the response of
unconvent ional  T cel ls  is  a pr imi t ive defense mechanism
against mycobacteria and other microbes. However, the
ef fector  funct ions of  these cel ls  and thei r  ro les in  pro-
tect ive immuni ty  against  mycobacter ia are not  c lear ly
establ ished

M. leprae is the cause of leprosy. The nature of the T
cell response and specifically the types of cytokines pro-
duced by activated T cells are important determinants of
the lesions and clinical course of M leprae infection (see
text)
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and perhaps more IL-4 and IL-10 (Wpical of TH2 cells).
In lepromatous leprosy, both the deficiency of IFN-y and
the macrophage-suppressive effects of IL-10 and possi-
bly IL-  may result in weak cell-mediated immunity and
failure to control bacterial spread. The role of T,,1- and
Ts2-derived c1'tokines in determining the outcome of
infection has been most clearly demonstrated in infec-
tion by the protozoan parasite Leishmania major in
different strains of inbred mice (discussed later in
this chapter).

lmmune Evasion by Int racel lu lar  Bacter ia

Different intracellular bacteria have developed various
strategies to resist elimination by phagocltes (see Table
15-2). These include inhibiting phagolysosome fusion or
escaping into the c1'tosol, thus hiding from the microbi-
cidal mechanisms of lysosomes, and directly scavenging
or inactivating microbicidal substances such as reactive
oxygen species. The outcome of infection by these
organisms often depends on whether the T cell-stimu-
lated antimicrobial mechanisms of macrophages or
microbial resistance to killing gains the upper hand.
Resistance to phagocyte-mediated elimination is also
the reason that such bacteria tend to cause chronic
infections that may last for years, often recur after appar-
ent cure, and are difficult to eradicate.

lvrlrulrrry ro FUNGI

Fungal infections, aiso called mycoses, are important
causes of morbidity and mortality in humans. Some
fungal infections are endemic, and these infections are
usually caused by fungi that are present in the environ-
ment and whose spores are inhaled by humans. Other
fungal infections are said to be opportunistic because
the causative agents cause mild or no disease in healthy
individuals but may infect and cause severe disease in
immunodeficient persons. Compromised immunity is
the most important predisposing factor for clinically
significant fungal infections. Neutrophil deficiency
as a result of bone marrow suppression or damage is
frequently associated with such infections. A recent
increase has been noted in opportunistic fungal infec-
tions secondary to an increase in immunodeficiencies
caused mainly byAIDS and by therapy for disseminated
cancer and transplant rejection, which inhibits bone
marrow function and suppresses immune responses. A
dreaded opportunistic fungal infection associated with
AIDS is Pneumocystis jiroueci pneumonia, but many
others contribute to the morbidity and mortality caused
by immune deficiencies.

Different fungi infect humans and may live in extra-
cellular tissues and within phagocytes. Therefore, the
immune responses to these microbes are often combi-
nations of the responses to extracellular and intracel-
lular bacteria. However, much less is known about
antifungal immunity than about immunity against bac-
teria and viruses. This lack of knowledge is partly due to
the paucity of animal models for mycoses and partly

due to the fact that these infections typically occur in
individuals who are incapable of mounting effective
lmmune responses.

Innate and Adapt ive lmmuni ty  to Fungi

The principal mediators of innate immunity against
fungi are neutrophils and macrophages. Patients with
neutropenia are extremely susceptible to opportunistic
fungal infections. Neutrophils presumably liberate fun-
gicidal substances, such as reactive oxygen intermedi-
ates and lysosomal enzyrnes, and phagocytose fungi for
intracellular killing. Virulent strains of Cryptococcus
neoformans inhibit the production of cytokines such as
TNF and lL-12 by macrophages and stimulate produc-
tion of IL-10, thus inhibiting macrophage activation.

Cell-mediated immunity is the major mechanism of
adaptive immunity against fungal infections. Histo-
plasma capsulatum, a facultative intracellular parasite
that lives in macrophages, is eliminated by the same cel-
lular mechanisms that are effective against intracellular
bacteria. CD4* and CD8* T cells cooperate to eliminate
the yeast forms of C. neoformans, which tend to colonize
the lungs and brain in immunodeficient hosts. Candida
infections often start at mucosal surfaces, and cell-
mediated immunity is believed to prevent spread of the
fungi into tissues. In many of these situations, Trl
responses are protective and Ts2 responses are detri-
mental to the host. Not surprisingly, granulomatous
inflammation is an important cause of host tissue injury
in some intracellular fungal infections, such as histo-
plasmosis. Fungi often elicit specific antibody responses
that are of protective value. Antibody-dependent cellu-
lar cytotoxicity, mediated via Fc receptors, plays a role in
clearing some fungi, such as C. neoformans.

IrvrrvrulrtrY To VrRusES

Viruses are obligatory intracellular microorganisms that
replicate within cells, using components of the nucleic
acid and protein synthetic machinery of the host.
Viruses typically infect a wide variety of cell populations
by using normal cell surface molecules as receptors to
enter the cells. After entering cells, viruses can cause
tissue injury and disease by any of several mechanisms.
Viral replication interferes with normal cellular protein
synthesis and function and leads to injury and ulti-
mately death of the infected cell. This result is one type
of cytopathic effect of viruses, and the infection is said
to be "lytic" because the infected cell is lysed. Viruses
may also cause latent infections, during which viral DNA
persists in host cells and produces proteins that may or
may not alter cellular functions. Latency is often a state
of balance between persistent infection and an immune
response that can control the infection but not eradicate
it. Predictably, some of these latent infections become
widespread and even lltic if the immune response is
compromised. Innate and adaptive immune responses
to viruses are aimed at blocking infection and eliminat-
ing infected cells (Fig. 15-6).
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Innate lmmuni ty  to Vi ruses

The principal mechanisms of innate immunity against
uiruses a.re inhibition of infectionby type I IFNs and NK
cell-mediated killing of infected cells.Infection by many
viruses is associated with production of tlpe I IFN by
infected cells, especially dendritic cells of the plasmacy-
toid type (see Box 6-1, Chapter 6). Several biochemical
pathways trigger IFN production (see Chapters 2 and
12). These include recognition of viral RNA and DNA by
endosomal Toll-like receptors (TLRs), and activation of
cytoplasmic kinases by viral RNA. Ci,toplasmic sensors
of viruses provide TlR-independent pathways of IFN
production. These sensors include RNA helicases, such
as RIG-I (retinoid-inducible gene-I) and MDA-S, that
recognize RNAs produced in virus-infected cells. The
TLR- and cytoplasmic sensor-initiated pathways con-
verge on the activation of protein kinases, which in turn
activate transcription factors that stimulate IFN gene
transcription. Type I IFNs function to inhibit viral repli-
cation in both infected and uninfected cells by inducing
an "antiviral state" (see Chapter 12). One of the key mol-
ecules induced by IFNs is PKR, a protein kinase that
must bind dsRNA in order to be activated, and is there-
fore functional only in virus-infected cells. Active PKR
shuts off protein slmthesis, causing infected cells to die.
NK cells kill cells infected with a variety of viruses and
are an important mechanism of immunity against
viruses early in the course of infection, before adaptive
immune responses have developed. NK cells also recog-
nize infected cells in which the virus has shut off class I
MHC expression (discussed later) because the absence
of class I releases NK cells from a normal state of inhibi-
tion (see Chapter 2, Fig.2-10).

Adaptive lmmunity to Viruses

Adaptiue immunity against uiral infections is mediated
by antibod.ies, which block uirus binding and entry into
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host celk, and by CTLs, which eliminate the infection by
killing infected. celk (see Fig. 15-6). Antibodies are pro-
duced and are effective against viruses only during the
extracellular stage of the lives of these microbes. Viruses
may be extracellular early in the course of infection,
before they enter host cells, or when they are released
from infected cells by virus budding or if the cells are
killed. Antiviral antibodies function mainly as neutraliz-
ing antibodies to prevent virus attachment and entry
into host cells. These neutralizing antibodies bind to
viral envelope or capsid antigens. Secreted antibodies of
the IgA isotype are important for neutralizing viruses
that enter through the respiratory and intestinal
mucosa. Oral immunization against poliomyelitis
works by inducing mucosal immunity. In addition to
neutralization, antibodies may opsonize viral particles
and promote their clearance by phagocytes. Comple-
ment activation may also participate in antibody-
mediated viral immuniry mainly by promoting phago-
cytosis and possibly by direct lysis of viruses with lipid
envelopes.

The importance of humoral immuniry in defense
against viral infections is supported by the observation
that resistance to a particular virus, induced by either
infection or vaccination, is often specific for the sero-
logic (antibody-defined) type of the virus. An example is
influenza virus, in which exposure to one serologic type
does not confer resistance to other serotypes ofthe virus.
Neutralizing antibodies block viral infection of cells and
spread of viruses from cell to cell, but once the viruses
enter cells and begin to replicate intracellularly, they are
inaccessible to antibodies. Therefore, humoral immu-
nity induced by previous infection or vaccination is able
to protect individuals from viral infection but cannot by
itself eradicate established infection.

Elimination of uiruses that reside within cells is
mediated by CTLs, which kill the infected cells. As we
have mentioned in previous chapters, the principal
physiologic function of CTLs is surveillance against viral

NK Infecte
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infection. Most virus-specific CTLs are CD8- T cells that
recognize cytosolic, usually endogenously synthesized,
viral antigens in association with class I MHC molecules
on any nucleated cell. If the infected cell is a tissue cell
and not a professional antigen-presenting cell (APC), the
infected cell may be phagocltosed by a professional
APC, such as a dendritic cell, which processes the viral
antigens and presents them to naive CDB* T cells. This
process of  cross-presentat ion,  or  cross-pr iming,  was
described in Chapter 9 (see Fig. 9-3). Full differentiation
of CD8* CTLs requires innate immunity or cytokines
produced by CD4* helper cells or costimulators
expressed on infected cells (Chapter 9). Cltopathic
viruses, especially RNA viruses, tend to stimulate strong
innate immune responses and are able to induce CTLs
without T cell help, whereas noncytopathic latent infec-
tions, often by DNA viruses, usually elicit CTL responses
only in the presence of CD4* helper T cells. As discussed
in Chapters 9 and 13, CDB* T cells undergo massive pro-
liferation during viral infection, and most of the prolif-
erating cells are specific for a few viral peptides. Some of
the activated T cells differentiate into effector CTLs,
which can kill any infected nucleated cell. The antiviral
effects of CTLs are mainly due to killing of infected cells,
but other mechanisms include activation of nucleases
within infected cells that degrade viral genomes, and
secretion of cltokines such as IFN-y, which has some
antiviral activity.

The importance of CTLs in defense against viral infec-
tion is demonstrated by the increased susceptibility to
such infections seen in patients and animals that are
deficient in T lymphoc).tes, and by the experimental
observation that mice can be protected against some
virus infections by adoptive transfer of virus-specific,
class I-restricted CTLs. Furthermore, manv viruses are
able to alter their surface antigens, such as envelope gly-
coproteins, and thus escape attack by antibodies.
However, infected cells produce viral proteins that are
often invariant, so that CTL-mediated defense remains
effective against such viruses.

In some uiral infections, especially with nonq/to-
pathic uiruses, tissue injury may be caused by CTLs. An
experimental model of a disease in which the pathology
is due to the host immune response is lymphocytic
choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) infection in mice, which
induces inflammation of the spinal cord meninges.
LCMV infects meningeal cells, but it is noncytopathic
and does not injure the infected cells directly. The virus
stimulates the development of virus-specific CTLs
that kill infected meningeal cells during a physiologic
attempt to eradicate the infection. Therefore, T cell-
deficient mice infected with LCMV become chronic car-
riers of the virus, but pathologic lesions do not develop,
whereas in normal mice, meningitis develops. This
observation appears to contradict the usual situation, in
which immunodeficient individuals are more suscepti-
ble to infectious diseases than normal individuals are.
Hepatitis B virus infection in humans shows some sim-
ilarities to murine LCMV in that immunodeficient
persons who become infected do not develop the
disease but become carriers who can transmit the infec-

tion to otherwise healthy persons. The livers of patients
with acute and chronic active hepatitis contain large
numbers of CDB* T cells, and hepatitis virus-specific,
class I MHC-restricted CTLs can be isolated from liver
biopsy specimens and propagated in vitro.

Immune responses to viral infections may be
involved in producing disease in other ways. A conse-
quence of persistent infection with some viruses, such
as hepatitis B, is the formation of circulating immune
complexes composed of viral antigens and specific anti-
bodies (see Chapter 18). These complexes are deposited
in blood vessels and lead to systemic vasculitis. Some
viral proteins contain amino acid sequences that are also
present in some self antigens. It has been postulated that
because of this "molecular mimicry," antiviral immunity
can lead to immune responses against self antigens.

lmmune Evasion by Vi ruses

Viruses have evolved numerous mechanisms for
evading host immunity (Table 15-3).

a Viruses can alter their antigens and are thus no
Ionger tergets of immune responses. The antigens
affected are most commonly surface glycoproteins
that are recognized by antibodies, but T cell epitopes
may also undergo variation. The principal mecha-
nisms of antigenic variation are point mutations and

Tab le  15 -3 .  Mechan i sms  o f  lmmune  Evas ion
by Viruses

Mechanism of immune lExamples
evasron

Antigenic variation In f luenza,
rh inovi rus,  HIV

Inhibition of antigen processing
Blockade of TAP transporterHerpes simplex

CytomegalovirusRemoval of class I
molecules from the ER

Production of cytokine
receptor homologs

Vaccinia,
poxvrruses
( lL-1,  IFN-y)

Cytomegalovirus
(chemokine)

Production of
immunosuppressive cytokine

Epstein-Barr virus
( rL -10)

Infection of
immunocompetent cells

HIV

Abbreviations: ER, endoplasmic reticulum; HlV,
human immunodeficiency virus; TAP, transporter
associated with antigen processing.

Representative examples of different mechanisms used :
by viruses to resist host immunity are l isted.
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reassortment of RNA genomes (in RNA viruses).
Because of antigenic variation, a virus may become
resistant to immunity generated in the population by
previous infections. The influenza pandemics that
occurred in 1918, 1957, and 1968 were due to differ-
ent strains of the virus, and subtler variants arise
more frequently. There are so many serotypes of
rhinovirus that specific immunization against the
common cold may not be a feasible preventive strat-
egy. Human immunodeficiency virus I (HIV-l), the
virus that causes AIDS, is also capable of tremendous
antigenic variation (see Chapter 20). In these situa-
tions, prophylactic vaccination may have to be
directed against invariant viral proteins.

Some uiruses inhibit class I MHC-associated presen-
tation of cytosolic protein antigens. Several mecha-
nisms that inhibit antigen presentation have been
described with different viruses (Box i5-4). Inhibition
of antigen processing and presentation blocks the
assembly and expression of stable class I MHC mole-
cules and the display of viral peptides. As a result,
cells infected by such viruses cannot be recognized or
killed by CD8* CTLs. NK cells may have evolved as an
adaptation to this viral evasion strategy because NK
cells are activated by infected cells, especially in the
absence of class I MHC molecules.

Some uiruses produce molecules that inhibit the
immune response. Poxviruses encode molecules that
are secreted by infected cells and bind to several
cytokines, including IFN-y, TNfl IL-l, IL-18, and
chemokines. The secreted cytokine-binding proteins
may function as competitive antagonists of the
cytokines. Some cytomegaloviruses produce a mole-
cule that is homologous to class I MHC proteins and
may compete for binding and presentation of peptide
antigens. Epstein-Barr virus produces a protein that
is homologous to the cltokine IL-10, which inhibits
activation of macrophages and dendritic cells and
may thus suppress cell-mediated immunity. These
examples probably represent a small fraction of
immunosuppressive viral molecules. Identifi cation of
these molecules raises the intriguing possibility that
viruses have acquired genes encoding endogenous
inhibitors of immune responses during their passage
through human hosts and have thus evolved to infect
and colonize humans.

Some chronic uiral infections are associated with

failure of CTL responses, which allows viral persist-
ence. Studies of a chronic infection with lymphocl'tic
choriomeningitis in mice have sholtm that this tlpe
of immune deficit may result from activation of
inhibitoryT cell pathways, such as the PD-1 pathway,
which normally functions to maintain T cell tolerance
to self antigens (see Chapter l1). Reduced T cell
responses resulting from HIV infection may also be
partly because of PD-l-mediated T cell unrespon-
siveness. Thus, viruses may have learned to exploit
normal mechanisms of immune regulation and to
activate these pathways in T cells.

Chaoter  l5  -  IMMUNITY T0 MICR0BES

o Viruses may infect and either kill or inactiuate
immunocompetent cells. The obvious example is HIV
which survives by infecting and eliminating CD4. T
cells, the key inducers of immune responses to
protein antigens.

lmnauurv ro PARASITES

In infectious disease terminology, parasitic infection
refers to infection with animal parasites such as proto-
zoa, helminths, and ectoparasites (e.9., ticks and mites).
Such parasites currently account for greater morbidity
and mortality than any other class of infectious organ-
isms, particularly in developing countries. It is estimated
that about 30% of the world's population suffers from
parasitic infestations. Malaria alone affects more than
100 million people worldwide and is responsible for
about I million deaths annually. The magnitude of this
public health problem is the principal reason for the
great interest in immunity to parasites and for the devel-
opment of immunoparasitology as a distinct branch of
immunology.

Most parasites go through complex life cycles, part of
which occurs in humans (or other vertebrates) and part
of which occurs in intermediate hosts, such as flies,
ticks, and snails. Humans are usually infected by bites
from infected intermediate hosts or by sharing a partic-
ular habitat with an intermediate host. For instance,
malaria and trlpanosomiasis are transmitted by insect
bites, and schistosomiasis is transmitted by exposure to
water in which infected snails reside. Most parasitic
infections are chronic because of weak innate immunity
and the ability of parasites to evade or resist elimination
by adaptive immune responses. Furthermore, many
antiparasite antibiotics are not effective at killing the
organisms. Individuals living in endemic areas require
repeated chemotherapy because of continued exposure,
and such treatment is often not possible because of
expense and logistic problems. Therefore, the develop-
ment of prophylactic vaccines for parasites has long
been considered an important goal for developing
countries.

Innate lmmunity to Parasites

Although different protozoan and helminthic parasites
have been shornm to activate different mechanisms of
innate immunity, these organisms are often able to
survive and replicate in their hosts because they are well
adapted to resisting host defenses. The principal innate
immune response to protozoa is phagocltosis, but many
of these parasites are resistant to phagocytic killing and
may even replicate within macrophages. Some protozoa
may express surface molecules that are recognized by
TLRs and activate phagocytes. Phagocltes also attack
helminthic parasites and secrete microbicidal sub-
stances to kill organisms that are too large to be phago-
c1.tosed. Many helminths have thick teguments that
make them resistant to the cytocidal mechanisms of
neutrophils and macrophages. Some helminths may

o
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As viruses have co-evolved with their hosts, they have
developed many st rategies to evade immune responses
Several  v i ra l  genes have been ident i f ied that  encode pro-
te ins that  modulate host  immune responses.  Some of
these v i ra l  prote ins inhib i t  the presentat ion of  v i ra l  ant i -
gens to T cel ls  CD8* c lass I  MHC-restr ic ted CTLs are the
major  mechanisms of  defense against  v i ra l  in fect ions of
cel ls  l f  a  v i rus could inhib i t  the c lass l - rest r ic ted ant igen
presentatron pathway,  that  v i rus would become inv is ib le
to CTLs and would be able to repl icate in  in fected cel ls .
In  Chapter  6,  we descr ibed the steps in  the processing
of  cytosol ic  ant igens and the presentat ion of  ant igenic
pept ides bound to c lass I  molecules (see Fig 6-1 3) ,  Each
of  these steps may be targeted for  inh ib i t ion by a v i ra l
product  Some examples are shown in the f igure below
and l is ted here:

.  The t ranscr ipt ion of  c lass I  MHC genes is  inh ib i ted
by the E1A prote in of  pathogenic s t ra ins of
adenovi rus

.  Herpes s implex v i ruses 1 and 2 produce a prote in,
cal led ICP-47,  that  b inds to the pept ide-b inding s i te
of  the TAP t ransporter  and prevents the t ransporter
f rom captur ing cytosol ic  pept ides and t ransport ing
them into the endoplasmic ret rculum for  b inding to
c lass I  molecules

.  The adenovi rus E3 19-kD prote in b inds to and
reta ins c lass I  molecules in  the endoplasmic ret icu-
lum, prevent ing these molecules f rom exi t ing wi th
t h a i r  n o n i i r l o  n a r n nL r  r E r  I  P s l , /  L t u Y  u d  I  g u .

o The human cytomegalov i rus (CMV) U53 prote in
sequesters c lass I  molecules in  the endoplasmic
retrculum, and mur ine CMV gp40 (40-kD glycopro-
te in)  reta ins c lass I  molecules in  the c is-Golq i
compartment

.  Human CMV produces two prote ins,  US2 and US1 1,
which b ind to c lass I  molecules in  the endoplasmic
ret icu lum and act ive ly  catry ,  ot  "d is locate,"  these
molecules in to the cytosol ,  where they cannot  be
loaded wi th ant igenic pept ides and are degraded in
the proteasome.

. Kaposi sarcoma herpes virus (KSHV) K3 and K5 pro-
te ins induce rapid in ternal izat ion of  c lass I  MHC mol-
ecules f rom the cel l  sur face

.  Two prote ins of  HIV Vpu and Nef ,  a lso inhib i t  c lass
I  expression in  in fected cel ls ;  Nef  appears to do th is
by forc ing in ternal izat ion of  c lass I  molecules f rom
the sur face of  in fected cel ls ,  and Vpu destabi l izes
newly synthesized c lass I  molecules

The consequence of  b lock ing c lass l -pept ide associa-
t ion in  a l l  these cases is  that  in fected cel ls  show reduced
expression of  s table c lass I  molecules on the sur face
and do not  d isp lay v i ra l  pept ides for  T cel l  recogni t ion
However, it is diffrcult to prove that the vtral genes
encoding prote ins that  inh ib i t  ant igen presentat ion are
actual ly  v i ru lerce genes,  requi red for  the in fect iv i ty  or
pathogenic i ty  of  the v i ruses

An excel lent  example of  the constant  s t ruggle
between microbes and thei r  hosts is  the adaptat ion of
the mammal ian immune system to recognize c lass l -
def ic ient  ce l ls  Thus,  v i ruses t ry  to evade recogni t ion
by CTLs by inhib i t ing c lass I  MHC expression,  but  NK
cel ls  have evolved to respond speci f ica l ly  to  the absence
o f  c l ass  IMHC on  v i rus - i n fec ted  ce l l s  ( see  Chap te r
2)  Not  surpr is ingly ,  there is  emerging ev idence that
some v i ruses may produce prote ins that  act  as l igands
for  NK cel l  inh ib i tory receptors and thus inhib i t  NK cel l
acilvalron

Inhibit ion of
proteasomal activity:

EBV, human CMV

Block in MHC synthesis
and/or ER retention:

adenovirus, human CMV

uytosottc proteasome
protein

Class I MHC pathway

Block in
TAP transport:

HSV

Removal of
class I from ER:

CMV

Interference with CTL recognition
by "decoy" viral class l-like

molecules: murine CMV

The pathway of class I MHC-associated antrgen presentation is shown, with examples of viruses that block dif ferent steps in this
pathway CMV cytomegalovirus; EBV, Epstein-Barr virus; ER, endoplasmic ret iculum; HSV, herpes simplex virus; TAP, transporter asso-
ciated with antigen processing



also activate the alternative pathway of complement,
although as we shall discuss later, parasites recovered
from infected hosts appear to have developed resistance
to complement-mediated lysis.

Adapt ive lmmuni ty  to Parasi tes

Different protozoa and helminths vary greatly in their
structural and biochemical properties, life cycles, and
pathogenic mechanisms. It is therefore not surprising
that different parasites elicit distinct adaptive immune
responses (Table 15-4). Some pathogenic protozoa have
evolved to survive within host cells, so protective immu-
nity against these organisms is mediated by mecha-
nisms similar to those that eliminate intracellular
bacteria and viruses. In contrast, metazoa such as
helminths survive in extracellular tissues, and their
elimination is often dependent on special types of anti-
body responses.

The principal defense mechanism against protozoa
that suruiue within macrophages is cell-mediated
immunity, particularly macrophage actiuation by Tfl
cell-deriued cytokines. Infection of mice with Leishma-
nia major, a protozoan that survives within the endo-
somes of macrophages, is the best documented example
of how dominance of Tsl or Ts2 responses determines
disease resistance or susceptibil i ty (see Fig. l5-5). Resis-
tance to the infection is associated with activation of
Leishmania-specific THl CD4* T cells, which produce
IFN-y and thereby activate macrophages to destroy
intracellular parasites. Conversely, activation of Ts2 cells
by the protozoa results in increased parasite survival and
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exacerbation of lesions because of the macrophage-
suppressive actions of Ts2 cltokines, notably IL-4.

Most inbred strains of mice are resistant to infection
with I. major,bul" inbred BALB/c mice are highly sus-
ceptible and die if they are infected with large
numbers of parasites. After infection, the resistant
strains produce large amounts of IFN-1in response to
leishmanial antigens, whereas the strains that are
susceptible to fatal leishmaniasis produce more
IL-4 in response to the parasite. IFN-1 activates
macrophages and enhances intracellular killing of
Leishmania, and high levels of IL-4 inhibit the activa-
tion of macrophages by IFN-y. Treatment of resistant
mice with anti-IFN-y antibody makes them suscepti-
ble, and conversely, treatment of susceptible mice
with anti-Il-4 antibody induces resistance. The same
results are seen in knockout mice lacking IFN-y or IL-
4. Treatment of susceptible mice with IL-12 at the
time of infection also induces resistance to the infec-
tion. IL-12 enhances the production of IFN-1 and the
development of Trrl cells. This result is the basis for
the suggested use of IL-12 as a vaccine adjuvant, not
only for leishmaniasis but also for other infections
that are combated by cell-mediated immunity.

Multiple genes appear to control the balance of pro-
tective and harmful immune responses to intracellular
parasites in inbred mice and presumably in humans as
well. Attempts to identify these genes are ongoing in
many laboratories.

Protozoa that replicate inside various host cells and
lyse these cells stimulate specific antibody and CTL

Table 15-4. lmmune Responses to Disease-Causing Parasi tes

Parasite Diseases Principal mechanisms
of protective immunity

Protozoa
Plasmodium soecies Malaria Antibodies and CD8+ CTLs

Leishmania donaUAni Leishmaniasis
(mucocutaneous,
disseminated)

CD4+ Tu1 cells activate
macrophages to kill
phagocytosed parasites

Trypanosoma brucei Af rican trypanosomiasisAntibodies

Entamoeba
histolytica

Amebiasis Antibodies, phagocytosis

Metazoa
Schistosomiasis ADCC mediated by

eosinophils, macrophages

Filariasis Cell-mediated immunity;
role of antibodies?

'i 
Abbrev iationsr ADCC, antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity;l n u v t 9 v t a a t v t  r o .  n u v v .  c

iCfls, cytotoxic T lymplCTLs, cytotoxic T lymphocytes.

Selected examples of parasites and immune responses to them are l isted.
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responses, similar to cytopathic viruses. An example of
such an organism is the malaria parasite. It was thought
for manyyears that antibodies were the major protective
mechanism against malaria, and early attempts at vac-
cinating against this infection focused on generating
antibodies. It is now apparent that the CTL response is
an important defense against the spread of this intracel-
lular protozoan (Box l5-5).

Defense against many helminthic infections is medi-
ated by the actiuation of TpZ cells, which results in pro-
duction of IgE antibodies and actiuation of eosinophils.
IgE antibodies that bind to the surface of the helminths
may activate mast cells, and IgG and IgA antibodies
bring eosinophils to the helminths and activate the
eosinophils to release granule contents. The combined
actions of mast cells and eosinophils lead to expulsion
and destruction of the parasites (see Chapter 14). Pro-
duction of specific IgE antibody and eosinophilia are fre-
quently observed in infections by helminths. These
responses are attributed to the propensity of helminths
to stimulate differentiation of naive CD4* helper T cells
to the T,r2 subset of effector cells, which secrete IL-4
and IL-5. IL-4 stimulates the production of IgE, and
IL-5 stimulates the development and activation of
eosinophils. Eosinophils may be more effective at killing
helminths than other leukocl.tes are because the major
basic protein of eosinophil granules may be more
toxic for helminths than the proteolytic enzymes
and reactive oxygen intermediates produced by neu-
trophils and macrophages. The expulsion of some in-
testinal nematodes mav be due to Il-4-deoendent
mechanisms such as in i reased per is ta ls is  thai  do not
require IgE.

Adaptive immune responses to parasites can also
contribute to tissue injury. Some parasites and their
products induce granulomatous responses with con-
comitant fibrosis. Schistosoma mansoni eggs deposited
in the liver stimulate CD4. T cells, which in turn activate
macrophages and induce DTH reactions. DTH reactions
result in the formation of granulomas around the eggs;
an unusual feature of these granulomas, especially in
mice, is the association with Tu2 responses. (Recall that
granulomas are generally induced by Tsl responses
against persistent antigens; see Chapter 13.) Such Tr2-
induced granulomas may result from the process of
"alternative" macrophage activation induced by IL-4
and IL-13 (see Chapter 13). The granulomas serve to
contain the schistosome eggs, but severe fibrosis associ-
ated with this chronic cell-mediated immune response
leads to disruption of venous blood flow in the liver,
portal hypertension, and cirrhosis. In lymphatic filaria-
sis, lodging of the parasites in lymphatic vessels leads to
chronic cell-mediated immune reactions and ultimately
to fibrosis. Fibrosis results in lymphatic obstruction and
severe lymphedema. Chronic and persistent parasitic
infestations are often associated with the formation of
complexes of parasite antigens and specific antibodies.
The complexes can be deposited in blood vessels and
kidney glomeruli and produce vasculitis and nephritis,
respectively (see Chapter 20). Immune complex disease
is a complication of schistosomiasis and malaria.

lmmune Evasion by Parasi tes

Parasites euade protectiue immunity by reducing their
immunogenicity and W inhibiting host immune
responses, Different parasites have developed remark-
ably effective ways of resisting immunity (Table 15-5).

@ Parasites change their surface antigens during their
life cycle in vertebrate hosts. TWo forms of antigenic
variation are well defined. The first is a stage-specific
change in antigen expression, such that the mature
tissue stages of parasites produce different antigens
than the infective stages do. For example, the infec-
tive sporozoite stage of malaria parasites is antigeni-
cally distinct from the merozoites that reside in the
host and are responsible for chronic infection. By the
time the immune system has responded to infection
by sporozoites, the parasite has differentiated,
expresses new antigens, and is no longer a target for
immune elimination. The second and more remark-
able example of antigenic variation in parasites is the
continuous variation of major surface antigens seen
in African trlpanosomes such as Trypanosoma brucei
and Tryp ano s o ma rh o de s i en s e. Continuous antigenic
variation in trypanosomes is probably due to pro-
grammed variation in expression of the genes encod-
ing the major surface antigen. Infected individuals
showwaves of blood parasitemia, and eachwave con-
sists of parasites expressing a surface antigen that is
different from the previous wave (Fig. 15-7). Thus, by
the time the host produces antibodies against the
parasite, an antigenically different organism has
grown out. More than a hundred such waves of para-
sitemia can occur in an infection. One consequence
of antigenic variation in parasites is that it is difficult
to effectively vaccinate individuals against these
infections.

@ Parasites become resistant to immune effector mech-
anisms during their residence in vertebrate hosts.
Perhaps the best examples are schistosome larvae,
which travel to the lungs of infected animals and

Tab le  15-5 .  Mechan isms o f  lmmune Evas ion
by Parasi tes

Mechanism of immune lExamples
evasron

Antigenic variation Trypanosomes,
Plasmodium

Acquired resistance to
complement, CTLs

Schistosomes

Inhibit ion of host immune
responses

Filaria (secondary to
lymphatic obstruction),
trypanosomes

Antigen shedding Entamoeba

Abbreviation; CTL, cytotoxic T lymphocyte.
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Malaria is a disease caused by a protozoan parasite /P/as-
modium) that  in fects more than 100 mi l l ion people and
causes 1 to 2 mi l l ion deaths annual ly  In fect ion is  in i t ia ted
when sporozoi tes are inoculated in to the b lood st ream by
the bite of an infected mosquito (Anopheles) The sporo-
zoi tes rapid ly  d isappear f rom the b lood and invade the
parenchymal  cel ls  of  the l iver  In  the hepatocytes,  sporo-
zoi tes develop in to merozoi tes by a mul t ip le- f  iss ion
process termed schrzogony. One to 2 weeks after infec-
t ion,  the in fected hepatocytes burst  and re lease thou-
sands of  merozoi tes,  thereby in i t ia t ing the erythrocyt ic
stage of the l ife cycle The merozoites invade red blood
cel ls  by a process that  involves mul t ip le l igand-receptor
interactions, such as binding of the P/asmodium falci-
parum prolein EBA-175 to glycophorin A on erythrocytes
Merozoi tes develop sequent ia l ly  in to r ing forms,  t ropho-
zoi tes,  and schizonts,  each of  which expresses both
shared and unique ant igens.  The erythrocyt ic  cyc le con-
t inues when schizont- in fected red b lood cel ls  burst  and
release merozoites that invade other ervthrocvtes Sexual
stage gametocytes develop in  some cel ls  and are taken
up by mosqui toes dur ing a b lood meal ,  a f ter  which they
fer t i l ize and develop in to oocysts lmmature sporozoi tes
develop in  the mosqui toes wi th in 2 weeks and t ravel
to the sal ivary g lands,  where they mature and become
infective

The c l in ica l  features of  malar ia caused by the four
species of Plasmodtum that infect humans include fever
spikes,  anemia,  and splenomegaly Many pathologic  man-
i festat ions of  malar ia may be due to the act ivat ion of  T
cel ls  and macrophages and product ion of  TNF. The devel -
opment  of  cerebral  malar ia in  a mur ine model  is  pre-
vented by depletion of CD4* T lymphocytes or by injection
of  neutra l iz ing ant i -TNF ant ibody

The immune response to malar ia is  complex and stage
speci f ic ;  that  is ,  immunizat ion wi th ant igens der ived f rom
sporozortes, merozoites, or gametocytes protects only
against  the par t icu lar  s tage.  On the basis  of  th is  obser-
vat ion,  i t  is  postu lated that  a vaccine consist ing of  com-
bined immunogenic epi topes f rom each of  these stages
should st imulate more ef fect ive immuni ty  than a vaccine
that  incorporates ant igens f rom only one stage The best
character ized malar ia vaccines are d i rected against  sporo-
zoites. Because of the stage-specific nature of sporozoite
ant igens,  such vaccines must  prov ide ster i l iz ing immuni ty
to be effective Protective immunitv mav be induced in
humans by in ject ion of  radiat ion- inact ivated sporozoi tes
This type of protection is partly mediated by antibodies
that  inh ib i t  sporozoi te invasion of  l iver  ce l ls  in  v l t ro.  Such
ant ibodies recognize the c i rcumsporozoi te (CS) prote in,
which mediates the b inding of  parasi tes to l iver  ce l ls  The
CS prote in conta ins a centra l  region of  about  40 tandem
repeats of  the sequence Asn-Ala-Asn-Pro (NANP),  which
makes up the immunodominant  B cel l  ep i tope of  the
prote in Antr - (NANP)n ant ibodies neutra l ize sporozoi te
infect iv i ty ,  but  such ant ibodies provide only par t ia l  pro-
tect ion against  in fect ion.  The ant ibody response to CS

prote in is  dependent  on helper  T cel ls .  Most  CS-speci f ic
hc lne r  T  ce l l s  r c r : oon i zp  en i t nncq  n r  r t q i dc  t he  NANP|  , v ' v v ,  I  v v v v ,  , , L v

region,  and some of  these T cel l  ep i topes correspond to
the most  var iable res idues of  the CS prote in,  which sug-
gests that  var iat ion of  the ant igens of  the sur face coat
may have ar isen in response to select ive pressures
imposed by speci f ic  T cel l  responses

CD8* T cel ls  p lay an important  ro le in  immuni ty  to the
hepat ic  s tages of  in fect ion l f  sporozoi te- immunized mice
are depleted of  CD8* T cel ls  by in ject ion of  ant i -CD8 ant i -
bodies,  they are unable to res is t  a chal lenge infect ion.
Thc nrotc. t ive ef fects nf  CDR* T r :e l ls  marr  hc mediated, , , v  v , v L v v L , v v

by direct kil l ing of sporozoite-infected hepatocytes or indi-
rectly by the secretion of IFN-y and activation of hepato-
cytes to produce n i t r ic  ox ide and other  agents that  k i l l
parasi tes lL-12 induces res is tance to sporozoi te chal -
lenge in rodents and nonhuman pr imates,  presumably
by st imulat ing IFN-y product ion.  Conversely,  res is tance
oI Plasmodium berghei sporozoite-immunized mice to a
chal lenge infect ion is  abrogated by t reatment  wi th ant i -
IFN-y ant ibodies

The sexual  b lood stage of  malar ia is  an important
target  for  vaccine development ,  The major  goal  of  th is
form of  immunizat ion is  to  generate ant ibodies that  k i l l
infected erythrocytes or block merozoite invasion of new
red cel ls  Al though infected indiv iduals mount  s t rong
immune responses against  b lood stage ant igens dur ing
natura l  malar ia in fect ions,  most  of  these responses do
not appear to affect parasite survival or to result in the
select ion of  new ant igenic var iants Nevertheless,  some
merozoite proteins may be good vaccine candidates Of
par t icu lar  in terest  is  the major  merozoi te sur face ant igen
MSP-1,  which conta ins a h ighly  conserved carboxy-
terminal  region lmmunizat ion wi th recombinant  DNA-
derived carboxy-terminal peptides has been shown to
confer  s igni f icant  protect ion against  malar ia in  rodents
and has shown promis ing resul ts  in  pr imate t r ia ls  wi th
human malar ia parasi te s t ra ins The res is tance induced by
MSP-1 vaccination appears to involve antibody-depend-
ent  mechanrsms

Transmiss ion-b lock ing vaccines are being developed
to act on stages of the parasite l ife cycle that are found
in mosqui toes Such vaccines provide no protect ion for
an immunized indiv idual  but  act  to  reduce the number of
parasi tes avai lable for  development  in  the mosqui to
vector  One such vaccine is  an ant igen,  Pfs25,  that  is
located on the sur face of  zygotes and ookinetes and is
involved in parasi te invasion of  mosqui to gut  epi thel ium
In indiv iduals immunized against  th is  parasi te ant igen,  the
ant ibodies that  develop are ingested by the mosqui to
dur ing a b lood meal  and b lock the abi l i ty  of  the parasi te
to in fect  and mature in  the mosqui to These parasi te
stages are found only in  the mosqui to vector  and are not
exposed to host  immune responses Therefore,  the
ant igens expressed in the mosqui to do not  undergo the
hlgh rates of  var iat ion that  are typ ical  of  immunodominant
parasi te ant igens in  the ver tebrate host

This box was writ ten with the assistance of Drs Alan Sher and Louis Mil ler, Natlonal Inst l tutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland
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during this migration develop a tegument that is
resistant to damage by complement and by CTLs. The
biochemical basis of this change is not known.

o Protozoan parasites may conceal themselves from the
immune system either byliving inside host cells or by
developing cysts that are resistant to immune effec-
tors. Some helminthic parasites reside in intestinal
lumens and are sheltered from cell-mediated
immune effector mechanisms. Parasites may also
shed their antigenic coats, either spontaneously or
after binding specific antibodies. Shedding of anti-
gens renders the parasites resistant to subsequent
antibody-mediated attack.

o Parasites inhibit host immune responses by multiple
mechanisms. T cell anergy to parasite antigens has
been observed in severe schistosomiasis involving the
liver and spleen and in filarial infections. The mech-
anisms of immunologic unresponsiveness in these
infections are not well understood. In lymphatic
filariasis, infection of l}'rnph nodes with subsequent
architectural disruption may contribute to deficient
immunity. Some parasites, such as Leishmania,
stimulate the development of CD25* regulatory T
cells, which suppress the immune response enough
to allow persistence of the parasites. More nonspe-
cific and generalized immunosuppression is
observed in malaria and African trypanosomiasis.
This immune deficiency has been attributed to the
production of immunosuppressive cytokines by acti-
vated macrophages and T cells and defects in T cell
activation.

The worldwide implications of parasitic infestations
for health and economic development are well appreci-
ated. Attempts to develop effective vaccines against
these infections have been actively pursued for many
years. Although the progress has been slower than one
would have hoped, elucidation of the fundamental
mechanisms of immune responses to and immune
evasion by parasites holds promise for the future.

FIGURE 15-7 Antigenic variat ion in try-
panosomes. In a mouse infected experimental ly with
a single clone of T. rhodesiense, the blood parasite
counts show cycl ic waves Each wave is due to a
new antigenic variant of the parasite ( labeled variants
A, B, and C) that expresses a new variable surface
glycoprotein (VSG, the immunodominant antigen of
the parasite), and each decl ine is a result of a spe-
cif ic antibody response to that variant (Courtesy
of Dr John Mansfield, Universitv of Wisconsin,
Madison )

SrnRrrurs FoB Vnccrur Drvruopnarur
The birth of immunology as a science dates from Edward
Jenner's successful vaccination against smallpox in 1796.
The importance of prophylactic immunization against
infectious diseases is best illustrated by the fact that
worldwide programs of vaccination have led to the
complete or nearly complete eradication of many of
these diseases in developed countries (see Chapter l,
Table 1-1).

The success of actiue immunization in eradicating
infectious dkease is d,ependent on numerous factors:

O Vaccines are effective if the infectious agent does not
establish latency, if it does not undergo much or any
antigenic variation, and if it does not interfere with
the host immune response. It is difficult to effectively
vaccinate against microbes such as HI\{ which estab-
lishes latent infection, is highly variable, and disables
key components of the immune system.

O Vaccines are most effective against infections that are
limited to human hosts, and do not have animal
reservoirs.

Vaccines induce protection against infections by
stimulating the development of antibodies, long-lived
effector cells, and memory cells. Most vaccines in
routine use today work by inducing humoral immunity,
and attempts to stimulate cell-mediated immune
responses by vaccination are ongoing.

In the following section, we summarize the
approaches to vaccination that have been tried (Table
15-6) and their major value and limitations.

Attenuated and Inactivated Bacterial
and Viral Vaccines

Vaccines composed of intact nonpathogenic microbes
are made by treating the microbe in such a way that it
can no longer cause disease (i.e., its virulence is attenu-



Table 15-6. Vaccine Approaches

Type of vaccine I Examples

Live attenuated or
killed bacteria

BCG, cholera

Live attenuated viruses Polio, rabies

Subunit (antigen)
vacctnes

Tetanus toxoid, diphtheria
toxoid

Conjugate vaccines H aemophi lus influenzae,
oneumococcus

Synthetic vaccines Hepatitis (recombinant
proteins)

Viralvectors Clinical tr ia ls of HIV
antigens in canarypox
vector

DNA vaccines Clinical trials ongoing for
several infections

Abbreviations; BCG, bacillus Calmette-Gu6rin,
HlV, human immunodeficiency virus.

ated) or by killing the microbe while retaining its
immunogenicity. The great advantage of attenuated
microbial vaccines is that they elicit all the innate and
adaptive immune responses (both humoral and cell-
mediated) that the pathogenic microbe would, and they
are therefore the ideal way of inducing protective immu-
nity. Live, attenuated bacteria were first shown by Louis
Pasteur to confer specific immunity. The attenuated or
killed bacterial vaccines in use today generally induce
Iimited protection and are effective for only short
periods. Live, attenuated viral vaccines are usually more
effective; polio, measles, and yellow fever are three good
examples. The most frequently used approach for pro-
ducing such attenuated viruses is repeated passage in
cell culture. More recently, temperature-sensitive and
deletion mutants have been generated with the same
goal in mind. Viral vaccines often induce long-lasting
specific immunity, so immunization of children is
sufficient for lifelong protection. Some attenuated viral
vaccines (e.9., polio) may cause disease in immune-
compromised hosts, and for this reason inactivated
poliovirus vaccines are now more commonly used.

Purif ied Antigen {Subunit} ccines

Subunit vaccines are composed of antigens purified
from microbes or inactivated toxins and are usually
administered with an adjuvant. One effective use of
purified antigens as vaccines is for the prevention of dis-
eases caused by bacterial toxins. Toxins can be rendered
harmless without loss of immunogenicity, and such
"toxoids" induce strong antibody responses. Diphtheria
and tetanus are two infections whose life-threatening
consequences have been largely controlled because of
immunization of children with toxoid preparations.
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Vaccines composed of bacterial polysaccharide antigens
are used against Pneumococcus and H. influenzae.
Because polysaccharides are T-independent antigens,
they tend to elicit low-affinity antibody responses, and
may be poorly immunogenic in infants (who do not
mount strong T cell-independent antibody responses).
High-affinity antibody responses may be generated
against polysaccharide antigens even in infants by cou-
pling the polysaccharides to proteins to form conjugate
vaccines. Such vaccines work like hapten-carrier conju-
gates and are an excellent practical application of
the principle of T-B cell cooperation (see Chapter l0).
The currently used H. influezae, pneumococcal, and
meningococcal vaccines are conjugate vaccines. Puri-
fied protein vaccines stimulate helper T cells and anti-
body responses, but they do not generate potent CTLs.
The reason for poor CTL development is that exogenous
proteins (and peptides) are inefficient at entering the
class I MHC pathwayof antigenpresentation and cannot
readily displace peptides from surface class I molecules.
As a result, protein vaccines are not recognized effi-
ciently by class I-restricted CD8* T cells.

Synthetic Antigen Vaccines

A goal of vaccine research has been to identify the most
immunogenic microbial antigens or epitopes, to syn-
thesize these in the laboratory, and to use the synthetic
antigens as vaccines. It is possible to deduce the protein
sequences of microbial antigens from nucleotide
sequence data and to prepare large quantities of pro-
teins by recombinant DNA technology.Vaccines made of
recombinant DNA-derived antigens are now in use for
hepatitis virus, herpes simplex virus, and foot-and-
mouth disease virus (a major pathogen for livestock),
and are being tested for human papilloma virus and
rotavirus.

Live Viral ctors

Another approach for vaccine development is to intro-
duce genes encoding microbial antigens into a noncyto-
pathic virus and to infect individuals with this virus.
Thus, the virus serves as a source of the antigen in an
inoculated individual. The great advantage of viral
vectors is that they, like other live viruses, induce the full
complement of immune responses, including strong
CTL responses. This technique has been used most com-
monly with vaccinia virus vectors. Inoculation of such
recombinant viruses into many species of animals
induces both humoral and cell-mediated immunity
against the antigen produced by the foreign gene (and,

of course, against vaccinia virus antigens as well). A
potential problem with viral vectors is that the viruses
may infect various host cells, and even though they are
not pathogenic, they may produce antigens that stimu-
Iate CTL responses that kill the infected host cells. These
and other safety concerns have limited widespread use
ofviral vectors for vaccine deliverY.
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DNA Vaccines

An interesting method of vaccination was developed on
the basis of an unexpected observation. Inoculation
of a plasmid containing complementary DNA (cDNA)
encoding a protein antigen leads to strong and long-
Iived humoral and cell-mediated immune responses to
the antigen. It is likely that APCs, such as dendritic cells,
are transfected by the plasmid and the cDNA is tran-
scribed and translated into immunogenic protein that
elicits specific responses. The unique feature of DNA
vaccines is that they provide the only approach, other
than live viruses, for eliciting strong CTL responses
because the DNA-encoded proteins are synthesized. in
the cltosol of transfected cells. Furthermore, bacterial
plasmids are rich in unmethylated CpG nucleotides and
are recognized by a TLR (TLR9) on macrophages and
other cells, thereby eliciting an innate immune response
that enhances adaptive immunity (see Chapter 2).
Therefore, plasmid DNA vaccines are effective even
when they are administered without adjuvants. The ease
of manipulating cDNAs to express many diverse anti-
gens, the ability to store DNA without refrigeration for
use in the fleld, and the ability to co-express other pro-
teins that may enhance immune responses (such as
cl.tokines and costimulators) make this technique
promising. However, DNA vaccines have not been as
effective as hoped in clinical trials, and the factors that
determine the efficacy of these vaccines, especially in
humans, are still not fullv defined.

Adjuvants and lmmunomodulators

The initiation of T cell-dependent immune responses
against protein antigens requires that the antigens be
administered with adjuvants. Most adjuvants elicit
innate immune responses, with increased expression of
costimulators and production of cytokines such as IL-12
that stimulate T cell growth and differentiation. Heat-
killed bacteria are powerful adjuvants that are com-
monly used in experimental animals. However, the
severe local inflammation that such adjuvants trigger
precludes their use in humans. Much effort is currently
being devoted to development of safe and effective
adjuvants for use in humans. Several are in clinical prac-
tice, including aluminum hydroxide gel (which appears
to promote B cell responses) and lipid formulations that
are ingested by phagocytes. An alternative to adjuvants
is to administer natural substances that stimulate T cell
responses together with antigens. For instance, lL-12
incorporated in vaccines promotes strong cell-mediated
immunity and is being tested in early clinical trials. As
mentioned, plasmid DNA has intrinsic adjuvant-like
activities, and it is possible to incorporate costimulators
(e.g., 87 molecules) or cltokines into plasmid DNA
vaccines.

Passive lmmunizat ion

Protective immunity can also be conferred by passive
immunization, for instance, by transfer of specific anti-

bodies. In the clinical situation, passive immunization is
most commonly used for rapid treatment of potentially
fatal diseases caused by toxins, such as tetanus, and for
protection from rabies and hepatitis. Antibodies against
snake venom can be lifesaving treatments of poisonous
snakebites. Passive immunity is short-lived because the
host does not respond to the immunization and protec-
tion lasts only as long as the injected antibody persists.
Moreover, passive immunization does not induce
memory, so an immunized individual is not protected
against subsequent exposure to the toxin or microbe.

SUMMARY

@ The interaction of the immune system with infec-
tious organisms is a dlmamic interplay of host
mechanisms aimed at eliminating infections and
microbial strategies designed to permit survival in
the face of powerful defense mechanisms. Differ-
ent types of infectious agents stimulate distinct
types of immune responses and have evolved
unique mechanisms for evading immunity. In
some infections, the immune response is the cause
of tissue injury and disease.

@ Innate immunity against extracellular bacteria is
mediated by phagocytes and the complement
system (the alternative and lectin pathways).

@ The principal adaptive immune response against
extracellular bacteria consists of specific antibod-
ies that opsonize the bacteria for phagocltosis and
activate the complement system. Toxins produced
by such bacteria are also neutralized by specific
antibodies. Some bacterial toxins are powerful
inducers of cytokine production, and cytokines
account for much of the systemic disease associ-
ated with severe, disseminated infections with
these microbes.

I Innate immunity against intracellular bacteria is
mediated mainly by macrophages. However, intra-
cellular bacteria are capable of surviving and repli-
cating within host cells, including phagocytes,
because they have developed mechanisms for
resisting degradation within phagocytes.

A Adaptive immunity against intracellular bacteria is
principally cell mediated and consists of activation
of macrophages by CD4*T cells (as in DTH) aswell
as killing of infected cells by CD8* CTLs. The char-
acteristic pathologic response to infection byintra-
cellular bacteria is granulomatous inflammation.

@ Protective responses to fungi consist of innate
immuniry mediated by neutrophils and macro-
phages, and adaptive cell-mediated and humoral
immunity. Fungi are usually readily eliminated



by phagocytes and a competent immune system,
because of which disseminated fungal infections
are seen mostly in immunodeficient persons.

6 Innate immunity against viruses is mediated by
type I IFNs and NK cells. Neutralizing antibodies
protect against virus entry into cells early in the
course of infection and later if the viruses are
released from killed infected cells. The major
defense mechanism against established infection
is CTl-mediated killing of infected cells. CTLs may
contribute to tissue injury even when the infec-
tious virus is not harmful by itself. Viruses evade
immune responses by antigenic variation, inhibi-
tion of antigen presentation, and production of
immunosuppressive molecules.

o Parasites such as protozoa and helminths give rise
to chronic and persistent infections because
innate immunity against them is weak and para-
sites have evolved multiple mechanisms for
evading and resisting specific immunity. The struc-
tural and antigenic diversity of pathogenic para-
sites is reflected in the heterogeneity of the
adaptive immune responses that they elicit. Proto-
zoa that live within host cells are destroyed by
cell-mediated immunity, whereas helminths are
eliminated by IgE antibody and eosinophil-
mediated killing as well as by other leukocytes.
Parasites evade the immune system by varying
their antigens during residence in vertebrate hosts,
by acquiring resistance to immune effector mech-
anisms, and by masking and shedding their
surface antigens.
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Transplantation is the process oftaking cells, tissues, or
organs, called a graft, from one individual and placing
them into a (usuall9 different individual. The individual
who provides the graft is called the donor, and the indi-
vidual who receives the graft is called either the recipi-
ent or the host. If the graft is placed into its normal

cells or plasrna from one individual to anctfigr; In'clfud.'
cal practice, transplantation is used to overeorne a func-
tional or anatomic deficit in the recipient.Thie approach
to treatment of human diseases has increased steadily
during the past 40 years, and transplantation ofkidneys,
hearts, lungs, livers, pancreata, and bone marrow is
widely used today. More than 30,000 kidney' 5964, lungr
liver, and pancreas transplantations are currently per-
formed in the United States each year. In addition, trans-
plantation of many other organs or cells is now being
attempted.

A maj or factor limiting the success of transplantation
is the immune response of the recipient to the donor
tissue. This problem was first appreciated when
attempts to replace damaged skin on burn patients with
skin from unrelated donors proved to be uniformly
unsuccessful. During a matter of I to 2 weeks, the trans-
planted skin would undergo necrosis and fall off' The
failure of the grafts led Peter Medawar and many other
investigators to study skin transplantation in animal
models. These experiments established that the failure
of skin grafting was caused by an inflammatory reaction
called rejection. Several lines of experimental evidence
indicated that rejection is caused by an adaptive
immune response (Fig. 16-l).

A skin graft transplanted between genetically unre-
lated individuals, for example, from a strain A mouse
to a strain B mouse, is rejected by a naive recipient in
7 to 10 days. This process is called first-set rejection
and is due to a primary immune response to the graft.
A subsequent skin graft transplanted from the same
donor to the original recipient is rejected more
rapidly, in only 2 or 3 days. This accelerated response,
called second-set rejection, is due to a secondary
immune response. Thus, grafts that are genetically
disparate from the recipients induce immunologic
memory, one of the cardinal features of adaptive
lmmune resDonses.

the procedure is called heterotopic man$pJantatio
Transfusion refers to the transfer of cirCrrlatirrg blat
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Recipient (Strain B injected with
lymphocytes from strain A animal
that has rejected a strain B graft)

Graft rejection
3 Yes

Second-set rejection Second-set rejection

Graft rejection
Dav 10

First-set reiection

FIGURE 16-1 First 'and second-set al lograft reiect ion. Results of the experiments shown indicate that graft reject ion displays the fea-
tures of adaptive lmmune responses, namely, memory and mediat ion by lymphocytes An inbred strain B mouse wil l  relect a graft from an
inbred strain A mouse with f irst-set kinetics ( left  panel) An inbred strain B mouse sensit ized by a previous graft from an inbred strain A
mouse will reject a second graft from an inbred strain A mouse with second-set kinetics (middte panel), demonstrating memory An inbred
strain B mouse injected with lymphocytes from another strain B mouse that has rejected a graft from a strain A mouse wil l  reject a graft
from a strain A mouse with second-set kinetics (r ight panel),  demonstrat ing the role of lymphocytes in mediat ing reject ion and memory An
inbred strain B mouse sensit ized by a previous graft from a strain A mouse wil l  reject a graft from a third unrelated strain with f irst-set kinet-
ics, thus demonstrat ing another feature of adaptive immunity, specifrci ty (not shown) Syngeneic grafts are never rejected (not shown)

to a naive strain B recipient by li..rnphocytes taken
from a strain B animal previously exposed to a graft
from strain A mice. This experiment demonstrated
that second-set rejection is mediated by sensitized
ly.rnphocytes and provided the definitive evidence
that rejection is the result of an adaptive immune
response.

Transplant immunologists have developed a special
vocabulary to describe the kinds of cells and tissues
encountered in the transplant setting. A graft trans-
planted from one individual to the same individual is
called an autologous graft (shortened to autograft). A

Donor

Recipient (Strain B sensitized
by previous graft from strain

A donor)

Second-set rejection ensues if the first and second
skin grafts are derived from the same donor or from
genetically identical donors, for example, strain A
mice. However, if the second graft is derived from an
individual unrelated to the donor of the flrst graft, for
example, strain C, no second-set rejection occurs; the
new graft elicits only a first-set rejection. Thus, the
phenomenon of second-set rejection shows speci-
ficiry another cardinal feature of adaptive immune
responses.

The ability to mount second-set rejection against a
graft from strain A mice can be adoptively transferred

Donor

Skin

m
Hw



graft transplanted between two genetically identical or
slmgeneic individuals is called a syngeneic graft. A graft
transplanted between two genetically different individ-
uals of the same species is called an allogeneic graft (or
allograft). A graft transplanted between individuals
of different species is called a xenogeneic graft (or
xenograft). The molecules that are recognized as foreign
on allografts are called alloantigens, and those on
xenografts are called xenoantigens. The lymphocltes
and antibodies that react with alloantigens or xenoanti-
gens are described as being alloreactive or xenoreactive,
respectively.

The immunology of transplantation is important for
tvvo reasons. First, the immunologic rejection response
is still one of the major barriers to transplantation today.
Second, although an encounter with alloantigens is
unlikely in the normal life of an organism, the immune
response to allogeneic molecules is strong and has
therefore been a useful model for studying the mecha-
nisms of lymphoclte activation. Most of this chapter
focuses on allogeneic transplantation because it is far
more commonly practiced and better understood than
xenogeneic transplantation, which is discussed briefly at
the end of the chapter. We consider both the basic
immunology and some aspects of the clinical practice of

Fully al logeneic
graft is

Donor (Strain A) Donor (Strain B) Donor (Strain B)

w
Recipient
(Strain A,
MHCA)

Graft from F1 hybrid
is rejected by inbred

parental strain

FIGURE 16-2 The genetics of graft reject ion. In the i l lustrat ion, the two dif ferent mouse colors represent inbred strains with dif ferent
MHC haplotypes. Inherited MHC al leles from both parents are codominantly expressed in the skin of an A x B offspring, and therefore these
mice are represented by both colors. Syngeneic grafts are not rejected (A). Al lografts are always rejected (B). Grafts from a parent of an
A x B mating wil l  not be rejected by the offspring (C), but grafts from the offspring wil l  be rejected by either parent (D) These phenomena

are due to the fact that MHC gene products are-responsible for graft relect ion; grafts are rejected only i f  they express an MHC type (rep-

resented by a color) that is not expressed by the recipient mouse

No

Graft from inbred
parental strain is not
reiected by F1 hybrid

;
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transplantation. We conclude the chapter with a discus-
sion of bone marrow transplantation, which raises
special issues not usually encountered with solid organ
transplants.

luuurur Rrsporusrs ro AtLocRAFrs

Alloantigens elicit both cell-mediated and humoral
immune responses. In this section of the chapter, we
discuss the molecular and cellular mechanisms of
allorecognition, with an emphasis on the nature of graft
antigens that stimulate allogeneic responses and the
features of the responding ll,rnphocytes.

Recognition of Alloantigens

Recognition of transplnnted, cells as self or foreign is
determined by polymorphic genes that are inherited

from both parents and are expressed codominantly. This
conclusion is based on the results of experimental trans-
plantation between inbred strains of mice. The basic
rules of transplantation immunology are derived from
such animal experiments (Fig. 16-2).

Donor (St ra inAxB)

Recipient
(Strain A,
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Cells or organs transplantgd between individuals of
the same inbred strain of a species are never rejected.

Cells or organs transplanted between individuals of
different inbred strains of a species are almost always
rejected.

The offspring of a mating between two different
inbred strains will typically not reject grafts from
either parent. In other words, an (A x B)F, animal will
not reject grafts from an A or B strain animal. (This
rule is violated by bone marrow transplantation,
which we will discuss later in the chapter.)

A graft derived from the offspring of a mating
between two different inbred strains will almost
always be rejected by either parent. In other words, a
graft from an (A x B)F, animal will be rejected by
either an A or a B strain animal.

Such experimental results suggested that polymor-
phic, codominantly expressed molecules in the grafts
were responsible for eliciting rejection. Polymorphism
refers to the fact that these graft antigens differed among
individuals of a species or between different inbred
strains of animals, for example, between strain A and
strain B mice. Codominant expression means that an
(A x B)F, animal expresses both A strain and B strain
alleles. (A x B)Fr animals see both A and B tissues as seli
and A or B animals see (A x B)F, tissues as partly foreign.
This is why an (A x B)F, animal does not reject either A
or B strain grafts and why both A and B strain recipients
reject an (A x B)F1 graft.

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules
are responsible for almost all strong (rapid) rejection
reactions. George Snell and colleagues used congenic
strains of inbred mice to identify the MHC complex as
the locus of polymorphic genes that encode the molec-
ular targets ofallograft rejection (see Chapter 5, Fig. 5-2).

Presentation of
processed peptide

of allogeneic
MHC molecule bound
to self MHC molecule

Because MHC molecules, the targets of allograft rejec-
tion, are widely expressed, many different kinds of
tissues evoke responses from alloreactive T cells. As
discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, MHC molecules play a
critical role in normal immune responses to foreign anti-
gens, namely, the presentation of peptides derived from
protein antigens in a form that can be recognized by T
cells. The role of MHC molecules as alloantigens is inci-
dental, as discussed later.

Allogeneic MHC molecules are presented for recogni-
tion by the T cells of a graft recipient in two fundamen-
tally different ways (Fig. 16-3). The first way, called direct
presentation, involves recognition of an intact MHC
molecule displayed by donor antigen-presenting cells
(APCs) in the graft and is a consequence of the similar-
ity in structure of an intact foreign (allogeneic) MHC
molecule and self MHC molecules. Therefore, direct
presentation is unique to foreign MHC molecules. The
second way, called indirect presentation, involves pro-
cessing of donor MHC molecules by recipient APCs and
presentation of peptides derived from the allogeneic
MHC molecules in associationwith self MHC molecules.
In this case, the foreign MHC molecule is handled as
though it were any foreign protein antigen, and the
mechanisms of indirect antigen presentation are the
same as the mechanisms of presentation of a microbial
protein antigen. Alloantigens other than MHC mole-
cules in a graft can also be presented to host T cells by
the indirect pathway. We discuss the molecular basis of
direct and indirect presentation separately.

Direct Recognition of Alloantigens

Direct recognition of foreign MHC molecules is a cross-
reaction of a normal T cell receptor (TCR), which was
selected to recognize a self MHC molecule plus foreign

@ oir""t alloantigen recognition

Allogeneic
antigen-
presenting
cell in graft

Indirect alloantigen recognition

Alloreactive
T cell

cell recognizes
unprocessed

allogeneic
MHC molecule
on APC

Alloreactive

FIGURE 16-3 Directand indirect
al loantigen recognit ion. A Direct
al loantigen recognit ion occurs when
T cel ls bind direct ly to an intact
a l logene ic  MHC molecu le  on  a
graft (donor) antigen-presenting cel l
(APC) B. Indirect al loantigen recog-
nit ion occurs when al logeneic MHC
molecules from graft cel ls are taken
up and processed by recipient
APCs, and peptide fragments of
the  a l logene ic  MHC molecures  con-
taining polymorphic amino acid
residues are bound and presented
by recipient (self) MHC molecules

Peptide derived
from allogeneic
MHC molecule

T cell



peptid.e, with an allogenefu MHC molecule plus peptide.
On face value, it seems puzzlingthat T cells that are nor-
mally selected to be self MHC restricted are capable of
recognizing foreign MHC molecules. The explanation for
this apparent paradox is related to the fact that the reper-
toire of TCR specificities is already biased to recognize
any MHC molecule, even before selection. In other
words, the TCR genes have evolved to encode a protein
structure that has intrinsic affinity for MHC molecules.
DuringT cell development in the thymus, positive selec-
tion results in survival of T cells with weak self-MHC
reactivity, but does not eliminate T cells with strong reac-
tivity to allogenic MHC molecules. Negative selection
in the thymus efficiently eliminates T cells with high
affinity for self MHC, but again does not necessarily
eliminate T cells that bind strongly to allogeneic MHC
molecules, unless they also happen to bind strongly to
self MHC. The result is a mature repertoire that has an
intrinsic affinity for self MHC molecules, which includes
many T cells that bind allogeneic MHC molecules with
high affinity. Many of these mature T cells will strongly
bind both self MHC-foreign peptide complexes and
allogeneic MHC molecules. By chance, some may be
useless T cells that bind allogenic MHC molecules but
do not bind strongly to self-MHC-foreign peptide
complexes.

An allogeneic MHC molecule with a bound. peptide
can mimic the determinant formed by a self MHC mol-
ecule plus a particular foreign pepti.de (Fig. 16-4) . MHC
molecules that are expressed on cell surfaces normally
contain bound peptides. The peptides bound to allo-
geneic MHC molecules may play several roles in the
recognition of these molecules. Peptides may simply be
required for stable cell surface expression of the allo-
geneic MHC molecules. However, some alloreactive T
cell clones have been shown to recognize allogeneic
MHC molecules with some, but not other, bound
peptides. This observation suggests that the peptide
contributes to the determinant recognized by the allore-
active T cell, exactly like the role of peptides in the
normal recognition of antigen by self MHC-restricted T
cells. Many of the peptides associated with allogeneic
MHC molecules that are involved in direct presentation
are derived from proteins that are identical in the donor
and recipient. In other words, they are self peptides. The
mechanisms of tolerance induction, described in
Chapter 11, work only to eliminate or to inactivate T cells
that respond to complexes of self peptides plus self MHC
molecules. Therefore, T cells specific for self peptide plus

FIGURE 16-4 Molecular basis of direct recognit ion ol al lo-
geneic MHG molecules. Direct recognit ion of al logeneic MHC mol-
ecules may be thought of as a cross-reaction in which a T cel l
specif ic for a self  MHC molecule-foreign peptide complex (A) also
recognizes an al logeneic MHC molecule (8, C) Nonpolymorphic
donor peptides, labeled "self  peptide, " may not contr ibute to
al lorecognit ion (B), or they may (C)

@ trtormal

Self MHC molecule presents foreign peptide
to T cell selected to recognize self

MHC weakly, but may recognize self
M HC-foreign peptide complexes well

@nltorecognition

Self
peptide

The self MHC-restricted T cell recognizes
the allogeneic MHC molecule whose

structure resembles a self MHC-foreign
peptide comPlex

@lltorecognition

Self
peptide

The self MHC-restricted T cell recognizes a
structure for ed by both the allogeneic
MHC molec e and the bound Peptide
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allogeneic MHC are not removed from the repertoire
and are available to respond to allografts.

As many as 2Vo of an indiuid.ual's T celk are capable
of directly recognizing and responding to a singLe
foreign MHC molecule, and this highfrequency ofT cells
reactiue with allogeneic MHC molecules is one reason
that allografts elicit strong immune responses in uiuo.
The fact that each allogeneic MHC molecule is directly
recognized by so many different TCRs, each selected for
different foreign peptides, may be due to several factors.

€ The highly polymorphic nature of the MHC implies
that an allogeneic MHC molecule will differ from self
MHC molecules at multiple amino acid residues.
Because many of the polymorphic residues are con-
centrated in the regions that bind to the TCR, each
different residue may contribute to a distinct deter-
minant recognized by a different clone of self
MHC-restricted T cells. Thus, each allogeneic MHC
molecule can be recognized by multiple T cell clones.
In this case, the cross-reactive T cell allorecognition is
entirely attributable to differences in amino acid
sequences between self MHC and allogeneic
MHC molecules, and bound peptide serves only to
ensure stable expression of the allogeneic MHC
molecule.

@ Many different peptides may combine with one allo-
geneic MHC gene product to produce determinants
that are recognized by different cross-reactive T cells.
The surface of each allogeneic cell has 105 or more
copies of each allogeneic MHC molecule, and each
MHC molecule can form a complex with a different
peptide. Thus, any cell in an allograft may express
many distinct peptide-MHC complexes composed of
different peptides bound to one or a few alleles of the
foreign MHC molecules. Because only a few hundred
peptide-MHC complexes are needed to activate a
particular T cell clone, many different clones may be
activated by the same allogeneic cell.

o All of the MHC molecules on an allogeneic ApC are
foreign to a recipient and can therefore be recognized
by T cells. In contrast, on self APCs, most of the self
MHC molecules are displaying self peptides, and any
foreign peptide probably occupies l% or less of the
total MHC molecules expressed. As a result, the
density of allogeneic determinants on allogeneic
APCs is much higher than the density of foreign
peptide-self MHC complexes on selfAPCs. The abun-
dance of recognizable allogeneic MHC molecules
may allow activation of T cells with low affinities for
the determinant, thereby increasing the numbers of T
cells that can respond.

@ Many of the alloreactive T cells that respond to the
first exposure to an allogeneic MHC molecule are
memory T cells that were generated during previous
exposure to other foreign (e.9., microbial) antigens.
Thus, in contrast to the initial naive T cell response to
microbial antigens, the initial response to alloanti-
gens is mediated in part by already expanded clones
of memory T cells.

Because of the high frequency of alloreactive T cells,
primary responses to alloantigens are the only primary
responses that can readily be detected in uitro.

lndirect Presentation of Alloantigens

Allogeneic MHC molecules may be processed and, pre-
sented by recipient APCs that enter grafrs, and the
processed, MHC molecules are recognized. by T celk like
conuentional foreign protein antigens (see Fig. 16-3).
Because allogeneic MHC molecules differ structurally
from those of the host, they can be processed and pre-
sented in the same way that any foreign protein antigen
is, generating foreign peptides associated with self MHC
molecules on the surface of host APCs. Indirect presen-
tation may result in allorecognition by CD4* T cells
because alloantigen is acquired by host APCs primarily
through the endosomal vesicular pathway (i.e., as a con-
sequence ofphagocltosis) and is therefore presented by
class II MHC molecules. Some antigens of phagocytosed
graft cells appear to enter the class I MHC pathway of
antigen presentation and are indirectly recognized by
CD8. T cells. This phenomenon is an example of cross-
presentation or cross-priming (see Chapter 9, Fig. 9-3),
in which professional APCs, usually dendritic cells,
present antigens of another cell, from the graft, to acti-
vate, or "prime," CD8. T lymphocytes. Because MHC
molecules are the most polymorphic proteins in the
genome, each allogeneic MHC molecule may give rise to
multiple foreign peptides, each recognizedby different
T cells.

One of the first indications that T cell responses to
allogeneic MHC molecules can occur by indirect
presentation was the demonstration of cross-priming
of alloreactive CDB+ cytotoxic T lymphocltes (CTLs)
by selfAPCs that had been exposed to allogeneic cells.

Evidence that indirect presentation of allogeneic
MHC molecules occurs in graft rejection was
obtained from studies with knockout mice lacking
class II MHC expression. For example, skin grafts
from donor mice lacking class II MHC are able to
induce recipient CD4* (i.e., class Il-restricted) T cell
responses to the donor alloantigens, including pep-
tides derived from donor class I MHC molecules. This
result implies that the donor class I MHC molecules
are processed and presented by class II molecules on
the recipient's APCs and stimulate the recipient's
helper T cells.

More recently, evidence has been obtained from
human transplant recipients that indirect antigen
presentation may contribute to late rejection of allo-
grafts. For example, CD4* T cells from heart and liver
allograft recipients can be activated in uitro by pep-
tides derived from donor MHC and presented by host
APCs.

There may be polyrnorphic antigens other than MHC
molecules that differ between the donor and the recipi-
ent. These antigens induce weak or slower (more
gradual) rejection reactions than do MHC molecules



and are called minor histocompatibility antigens. Most
minor histocompatibility antigens are proteins that are
processed and presented to host T cells in association
with self MHC molecules on host APCs (i.e., by the indi-
rect pathway).

Activation of Alloreactive Lymphocytes

The actiuation of alloreactiue T cells in uiuo requires
presentation of alloantigens by donor-d.eriued APCs in
the grafr (direct presentation of alloantigens) or by host
APCs that pick up and present grafr alloantigens (indi-
rect presentation). Most organs contain resident APCs
such as dendritic cells. Transplantation of these organs
into an allogeneic recipient provides APCs that express
donor MHC molecules as well as costimulators. Pre-
sumably, these donor APCs migrate to regional lymph
nodes and are recognized by the recipient's T cells that
circulate through the peripheral lymphoid organs (the
direct pathway). Dendritic cells from the recipient may
also migrate into the graft, or graft alloantigens may
traffic into lymph nodes, where they are captured and
presented by recipient APCs (the indirect pathway).
Alloreactive T cells in the recipient may be activated by
both pathways, and these T cells migrate into the grafts
and cause graft rejection. Alloreactive CD4* helper T cells
differentiate into cytokine-producing effector cells that
damage grafts by reactions that resemble delayed-type
hlpersensitivity (DTH). Alloreactive CD8* T cells acti-
vated by the direct pathway differentiate into CTLs that
kill nucleated cells in the graft, which express the allo-
geneic class I MHC molecules. The CD8* CTLs that
are generated by the indirect pathway are self MHC
restricted, and they cannot directly kill the foreign cells
in the graft. Therefore, when alloreactive T cells are stim-
ulated by the indirect pathway, the principal mechanism
of rejection is probably DTH mediated by CD4* effector
T cells that infiltrate the graft and recognize donor
alloantigens being displayed by host APCs that have also
entered the graft. The relative importance of the direct
and indirect pathways in graft rejection is still unclear. It
has been suggested that CD8* CTLs induced by direct
recognition of alloantigens are most important for acute
rejection of allografts, whereas CD4* effector T cells
stimulated by the indirect pathway play a greater role in
chronic rejection.

The importance of MHC molecules in the rejection of
tissue allografts has been established by studies with
inbred animals showing that rapid rejection usually
requires class I or class II MHC differences between the
graft donor and the recipient. In clinical transplantation,
minimizing MHC differences between the donor and the
recipient improves graft survival, as we shall discuss later.

The response of alloreactive T cells to foreign MHC
molecules has also been analyzed in an in uitro reaction
called the mixed lymphocyte reaction (MLR). The MLR
is a model of direct T cell recognition of allogeneic MHC
molecules and is used as a predictive test of T cell-medi-
ated graft rejection. Studies of the MLR were among the
first to establish the role of class I and class II MHC mol-
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ecules in activating distinct populations of T cells (CD8.

and CD4*, respectively).

The MLR is induced by culturing mononuclear leuko-
c1'tes (which include T cells, B cells, natural killer [NK]
cells, mononuclear phagocytes, and dendritic cells)
from one individual with mononuclear leukocytes

derived from another individual. Clinically, these cells
are typically isolated from peripheral blood; in mouse
or rat experiments, mononuclear leukocytes are
usually purified from the spleen or lymph nodes. If

the two indMduals have differences in the alleles of

the MHC genes, a large proportion of the mononu-

clear cells will proliferate during a period of 4 to 7

days. This proliferative response is called the allo-
geneic MLR (Fig. 16-5). In this experiment, the cells
from each donor react and proliferate against the
other, thus resulting in a two-way MLR. To simplify
the analysis, one of the two leukoclte populations can
be rendered incapable of proliferation before culture,
either by 1-irradiation or by treatment with the anti-
mitotic drug mitomycin C' In this one-way MLR'
the treated cells serve exclusively as stimulators, and
the untreated cells, still capable of proliferation, serve
as the responders.

Among the T cells that have responded in an MLR,
any one cell is specific for only one allogeneic MHC
molecule, and the entire population of activated T

lyrnphocltes contains cells that recognize all the
MHC differences between stimulators and respon-
ders. CD8* CTLs are generated only if the class I MHC

alleles of the stimulators and responders are different.
Similarly, CD4* effector T cells are generated only if

the class II molecules are different.

Stimulator cells lacking MHC molecules cannot acti-
vate responder cells in an MLR. Transfection of MHC
genes into the stimulators makes these cells capable
of inducing an MLR.

CDB* CTLs generated in an MLR will kill cells from

other donors only if these cells share some class I

alleles with the original stimulators. Similarly, CD4t T

cells generated in an MLR recognize APCs from other

donors only if these APCs share class II alleles with the

stimulators. Such experiments demonstrate that

alloreactive T cells are specific for allogeneic MHC

molecules, and activation of alloreactive T cells in the
MLR occurs mainly by the direct pathway.

In addition to recognition of alloantigen, costimula-
tion of T cells by 87 molecules on APCs is important for

activating alloreactive T cells.

Rejection of allografts, and stimulation of alloreactive
T cells in an MLR, can be inhibited by agents that bind
to and block 87 molecules. Most studies indicate that
87 antagonists are more effective at blocking acute
rejection of allografts and activation of alloreactive T

cells by the direct pathway. In contrast, chronic rejec-

tion and activation of alloreactive T cells by the indi-
rect pathway are often insensitive to such agents, for

unknor.tryt reasons.
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F The mixed lym-
p n (MLR). In a one-
way prrmary MLR, st imulator
cel ls (from donor y) act ivate and
cause the expansion of two types
of responder T cel ls (from donor
X) CD4. T cel ls from donor X
react to donor Y class l l  mole-
cules, and CDB* T lymphocytes
from donor X react to donor Y
c lass  I  MHC molecu les  The CD4.
T cel ls dif ferentiate into cytokine-
secreting helper T cel ls, and the
CDB* T cel ls dif ferentiate into
CTLs APC, antigen-presenting
ce l l

Many of the issues that arise in discussions of allore-
activity and graft rejection are also relevant to maternal-
fetal interactions. The fetus expresses paternal MHC
molecules and is therefore semiallogeneic to the mother.
Nevertheless, the fetus is not rejected by the maternal
immune system. Many possible mechanisms have been
proposed to account for this lack of rejection, and it is
not yet clear which of these mechanisms is the most sig-
nificant (Box 16-l).

Errrcton MrcnnusMs oF
AtrocnRrr Rr.lrcnon
Thus far, we have described the molecular basis of
alloantigen recognition and the cells involved in the
recognition of and responses to allografts. We now turn
to a consideration of the effector mechanisms used
by the immune system to reject allografts. In different
experimental models in animals and in clinical trans-
plantation, alloreactive CD4* or CDB* T cells or alloanti-

AJlografts survive for longer periods when they are
transplanted into knockout mice lacking 87-1 (CDg0)
and B7-2 (CDB6) compared with transplants into
normal recipients. Both acute rejection and graft vas-
culopathy are reduced in this model.

In contrast to T cell alloreactivitv, much less is knor,rm
about the mechanisms that lead io the production of
alloantibodies against foreign MHC mblecules. The
helper T cell-dependent production of antibodies

cells and B cells process and present the allogeneic MHC
protein to host T cells, and helper T cells "indirectly',
recognize foreign MHC molecules presented by host
APCs. This sequence of events is, of course, the same as
in any B cell response to foreign protein antigens (see
Chapter 10).

Donor Y

Si

Donor X CD4+
T lymphocyte
(Responder cell)
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class I MHC+
target cell Donor Y

class l l  MHC+
stimulator cell
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and functional

differentiation of
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The mammal ian fetus,  except  in  instances in  which the
mother  and father  are syngeneic,  wi l l  express paternal ly
inher i ted ant igens that  are a l logeneic to the mother
ln essence,  the fetus is  a natura l ly  occurr ing a l lograf t .
Nevertheless, fetuses are not normally rejected by the
mother .  l t  is  c lear  that  the mother  is  exposed to feta l  ant i -
gens dur ing pregnancy s ince maternal  ant ibodies against
paternal  MHC molecules are easi ly  detectable Protect ion
of  the fetus f rom the maternal  immune system probably
involves several  mechanisms inc luding specia l  molecular
and barr ier  features of  the p lacenta and local  immuno-
suooressron

Several experimental observations indicate that the
anatomic location of the fetus is a crit ical factor in the
absence of  re ject ion For  example,  pregnant  animals are
able to recognize and reject allografts syngeneic to the
fetus placed at extrauterine sites without compromising
fetal survival Wholly allogeneic fetal blastocysts that lack
maternal  genes can successfu l ly  develop in  a pregnant  or
pseudopregnant  mother  Thus,  nei ther  speci f ic  maternal
nor paternal genes are necessary Jor survival of the fetus
Hyper immunizat ion of  the mother  wi th cel ls  bear ing
paternal  ant igens does not  compromise p lacenta l  and
fetal growth.

The failure to reject the fetus has focused attention on
the region of physical contact between the mother and
fetus The fetal t issues of the placenta that most inti-
mately contact the mother are composed of either vas-
cular  t rophoblast ,  which is  exposed to maternal  b lood for
purposes of  mediat ing nutr ient  exchange,  or  implantat ion
site trophoblast, which diffusely infi l trates the uterine
l in ing (decidua)  for  purposes of  anchor ing the p lacenta to
the mother.

One s imole exolanat ion for  fe ta l  surv iva l  is  that  t ro-
phoblast  ce l ls  fa i l  to  express paternal  MHC molecules So
{ar, class l l molecules have not been detected on tro-
phoblast  In  mice,  ce l ls  of  implantat ion t rophoblast ,  but
not of vascular trophoblast, do express paternal class I
MHC molecules.  In  humans,  the s i tuat ion may be more
complex in  that  t rophoblast  ce l ls  express only a nonpoly-
morphic c lass lB molecule cal led HLA-G. This molecule
may be involved in protecting trophoblast cells from
maternal NK cell-mediated lvsis A specialized subset of
NK cel ls  ca l led uter ine NK cel ls  are the major  type of  lym-
phocyte present at implantation sites, and IFN-y produc-
t ion by these cel ls  is  essent ia l  for  decidual  development
The wav uter ine NK cel ls  are st imulated and thei r  ro le in
maternal responses to fetal alloantigens are not known.
Even if trophoblast cells do express classical MHC mole-

cules,  they may lack cost imulator  molecules and fa i l  to
act  as APCs.

A second explanation for lack of rejection is that the
uterine decidua may be an immunologically privileged
site. These anatomic sites are tissues where immune
responses general ly  fa i l  to  occur  and inc lude bra in,  eye,
and testis Several factors may contribute to immune priv-
i lege.  For  example,  the bra in vasculature l imi ts  lympho-
cyte access to the bra in t issue,  and the anter ior  chamber
of  the eye may conta in h igh concentrat ions of  immuno-
suppressive cytokines such as TGF-B In support of the
idea that  the decidua is  an immune-pr iv i leged s i te  is  the
observat ion that  mouse decidua is  h ighly  suscept ib le to
infection bv Listeria monocYtogenes and cannot support
a DTH response.  The basis  of  immunologic pr iv i lege is
c lear lv  not  a s imple anatomic barr ier  because maternal
blood is in extensive contact with trophoblast' Rather, the
barr ier  is  l ike ly  to be created by funct ional  inh ib i t ion.  Cul-
tured decidual  ce l ls  d i rect ly  inh ib i t  macrophage and T cel l
f unctions, perhaps by producing inhibitory cytokines,
such as TGF-8.  Some of  these inhib i tory decidual  ce l ls
mav be resident regulatory T cells, although the evidence
for  th is  proposal  is  l imi ted.  Some exper iments have led
to the suggestion that Ts2 cytokines are produced at the
maternal-fetal interface and are responsible for local sup-
pression of Ts1 responses to fetal antigens However,
th is  idea is  not  supported by the data that  lL-4 and lL-10
knockout mice have normal pregnancies There is also
evidence that the fetus contains abundant regulatory T
cel ls ,  but  thei r  s igni f icance is  unclear .

There is evidence that immune responses to the fetus
may be regulated by local concentrations of tryptophan
and i ts  metabol i tes in  the decidua.  The enzyme
indolamine 2,3-dioxygenase (l DO) catabolizes tryptophan,
and the IDO-inhib i t ing drug 1-methyl - t ryptophan induces
abortions in mice in a T cell-dependent manner' These
observations led to the hypothesis that T cell responses
to the fetus are normally blocked because decidual tryp-
tophan levels are kept low or the levels of toxic metabo-
l i tes are h igh

Trophoblast and decidua may also be relatively resist-
ant to complement-mediated damage because they
express high levels of a C3 and C4 inhibitor called Crry'
Crry-deficient embryos die before birth and show evi-
dence of complement activation on trophoblast cells
Thus,  th is  inh ib i tor  may b lock maternal  a l loant ibody-
mediated damage through the classical pathway of
complement  act ivat ion.

bodies are capable of mediating allograft rejection.
These different immune effectors cause graft rejection
by different mechanisms.

For historical reasons, graft rejection is classified on
the basis of histopathologic features or the time course
of rejection after transplantation rather than on the
basis of immune effector mechanisms. Based on the
experience of renal transplantation, the histopathologic

patterns are called hlryeracute, acute, and chronic
(Fig. 16-6).

Hyperacute Reiection

Hyperacute rejection is characterized by thrombotic

occlusion of the grafr uasculature that begins within
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FIGURE 16-6 Histopathology of dif ferentforms of graft reiect ion. A. Hyperacute reject ion of a kidney al lograft with endothel ial damage,
platelet and thrombin thrombi, and early neutrophi l  inf i l t rat ion in a glomerulus. B. Acute relect ion of a kidney with inf lammatorv cel ls in the
connective t issue around the tubules and between epithel ial cel ls of the tubules C Acute reject ion of a kidney al lograft with destructive
inf lammatory reactron destroying the endothel ial layer of an artery. D. Chronic reject ion in a kidney al lograft with graf iarteriosclerosis. The
vascular lumen is replaced by an accumulation of smooth muscle cel ls and connective t issue in the veisel int ima. (Courtesv of Dr. Helmut
Rennke, Department of Pathology, Brigham and Women's Hospital and Harvard Medical School, Boston )

minutes to hours afier host blood uessek are &nasto-
mosed to grafr uessek and is mediated by preexisting
antibodies in the host circulation that bind to donor
endothelial antigens (Fig. 16-7). Binding of antibody ro
endothelium activates complement, and antibody and
complement induce a number of changes in the graft
endothelium that promote intravascular thrombosis.
Complement activation leads to endothelial cell injury
and exposure of subendothelial basement membrane
proteins that activate platelets. The endothelial cells are
stimulated to secrete high molecular weight forms of
von Willebrand factor that mediate platelet adhesion
and aggregation. Both endothelial cells and platelets

I'ndergo membrane vesiculation, leading to shedding of
lipid particles that promote coagulation. Endothelial
cells lose the cell surface heparan sulfate proteoglycans
that normally interact with antithrombin III to inhibit
coagulation. These processes contribute to thrombosis
and vascular occlusion (see Fig. 16-6A), and the grafted
organ suffers irreversible ischemic damage.

In the early days of transplantation, hlperacute
rejection was often mediated by preexisting IgM allo-
antibodies, which are present at high titer before
transplantation. Such "natural antibodies" are believed
to arise in response to carbohydrate antigens expressed
by bacteria that normally colonize the intestine. The
best knor,tm examples of such alloantibodies are those
directed against the ABO blood group antigens
expressed on red blood cells (Box 16-2). ABO antigens
are also expressed on vascular endothelial cells. Today,
hyperacute rejection by anti-ABO antibodies is
extremely rare because all donor and recipient pairs are
selected so that they have the same ABO type. However,
as we shall discuss later in this chapter, hyperacute rejec-
tion caused by natural antibodies is the major barrier to
renotransplantation and limits the use of animal organs
for human transplantation.

Currently, hlperacute rejection of allografts, when it
occurs, is usually mediated by IgG antibodies directed

against protein alloantigens, such as foreign MHC
molecules, or against less well defined alloantigens
expressed on vascular endothelial cells. Such antibodies
generally arise as a result of previous exposure to
alloantigens through blood transfusion, previous trans-
plantation, or multiple pregnancies. If the titer of these
alloreactive antibodies is loW hyperacute rejection may
develop slowly, over several days. In this case, it is some-
times referred to as accelerated allograft rejection
because the onset is still earlier than that typical for
acute rejection. As we will discuss later in this chapter,
patients in need of allografts are routinely screened
before grafting for the presence of antibodies that bind
to cells of a potential organ donor to avoid hyperacute
rejection.

Acute Rejection

Acute rejection is a process of uascular and parenchy-
mal injury mediated by T celk and antibodies that
usually begins after the first week of transplantation.
Effector T cells and antibodies that mediate acute rejec-
tion develop over a few days or weeks in response
to the graft, accounting for the time of onset of acute
rejection.

T lymphocytes play a central role in acute rejection by
responding to alloantigens, including MHC molecules,
present on vascular endothelial and parenchymal cells
(see Fig. 16-78). The activated T cells cause direct killing
of graft cells or produce cytokines that recruit and acti-
vate inflammatory cells, which injure the graft. In vas-
cularized grafts such as kidney grafts, endothelial cells
are the earliest targets of acute rejection. Microvascular
endothelialitis is a frequent early finding in acute rejec-
tion episodes. Endothelialitis or intimal arteritis in
medium sized arteries also occurs at an early stage of
acute rejection and is indicative of severe rejection,
which, if left untreated, will likely result in acute graft
failure.
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The f i rs t  a l loant igen system to be def ined in mammals
was a fami ly  of  red b lood cel l  sur face ant igens cal led
ABO, which are the targets of  b lood t ransfus ion react ions
(see text )  The ant igens in  th is  system are cel l  sur face
glycosphlngolrprds Al l  normal  ind iv iduals synthesize a
common core g lycan,  ca l led the O ant igen,  that  is
at tached to a sphingol ip id Most  ind iv iduals possess a
fucosyl t ransferase that  adds a fucose moiety to a non-
termrnal  sugar resrdue of  the O ant igen,  and the fucosy-
lated g lycan is  ca l led the H ant igen A s ingle gene on chro-
mosome 9 encodes a g lycosyl t ransferase enzyme, which
fur ther  modi f ies the H ant igen There are three a l le l ic  var i -
ants of  th is  gene The O al le le gene product  is  devoid of
enzymat ic  act iv i ty  The A a l le le-encoded enzyme t rans-
fers a terminal  tV-acety lgalactosamine moiety,  and the B
al le le gene product  t ransfers a terminal  galactose moiety
lndiv iduals who are homozygous for  the O al le le cannot
at tach terminal  sugars to the H ant igen and express only
the H ant igen In contrast ,  ind iv iduals who possess an
A allele (AA homozygotes, AO heterozygotes, or AB
heterozygotes)  form the A ant igen by adding terminal
lV-acety lgalactosamine to some of  thei r  H ant igens
Simi lar ly ,  ind iv iduals who express a B a l le le (BB homozy-
gotes, BO heterozygotes, or AB heterozygotes) form the
B ant igen by adding terminal  galactose to some of
thei r  H ant igens AB heterozygotes form both A and B
ant igens f rom some of  thei r  H ant igens The terminology
has been s impl i f ied so that  OO indiv iduals are said to
be b lood type O; AA and AO indiv iduals are b lood tvpe A;
BB and BO indiv iduals are b lood tvpe B;  and AB indiv id-
uals are b lood type AB Mutat ions in  the gene encoding
the fucosyl t ransferase that  produces the H ant igen are

Both CD4'T cells and CD8* T cells may contribute to
acute rejection. Several lines of evidence suggest that
recognition and killing of graft cells by alloreactive CD8*
CTLs is an important mechanism of acute rejection.

The cellular infiltrates present in grafts undergoing
acute cellular rejection (Fig. 16-68) are markedly
enriched for CDB* CTLs specific for graft alloantigens.

The presence of CTLs in renal graft biopsy specimens,
as indicated by sensitive reverse-transcriptase poly-
merase chain reaction assays for RNAs encoding
CTl-specific genes (e.g., perforin and granzyme B),
is a specific and sensitive indicator of clinical acute
re jection.

Alloreactive CDB* CTLs can be used to adootivelv
transf'er acute cellular graft rejection.

The destruction of allogeneic cells in a graft is highly
specific, a hallmark of CTL killing. The best evidence
for this specificity has come from mouse skin graft
experiments using chimeric grafts that contain two
distinct cell populations, one syngeneic to the host
and one allogeneic to the host. \Aihen these skin grafts
are transplanted, the allogeneic cells are killed
without injury to the "bystander" syngeneic cells.

rare;  people who are homozygous for  such a mutat ion
canno t  n rod rne  H  A  o r  R  an t i nens  Theqe  i nd i v i dUa l s

make ant ibodies against  H,  A,  and B ant igens and cannot
receive type O, A, B, or AB blood

The same glycosphingol ip id that  carr ies the ABO
determinants can be modi f ied by other  g lycosyl t rans-
ferases to generate minor  b lood group ant igens that  may
el ic i t  mi lder  t ransfus ion react ions than the ABO ant igens
For example,  addi t ion of  fucose moiet ies at  other  non-
terminal positions can be catalyzed by different fucosyl-
t ransferases and resul ts  in  epi topes of  the Lewis ant i -
gen system Lewis ant igens have recent ly  received
much at tent ion f  rom immunologists  because these
carbohydrate groups serve as l igands for  E-select in  and
P-select in .

The Rhesus (Rh) ant igens,  named af ter  the monkey
species in  which they were or ig inal ly  ident i f ied,  is  another
c l in ica l ly  important  group of  b lood group ant igens.  Rh
ant igens are nonglycosylated,  hydrophobic cel l  sur face
prote ins found in the red b lood cel l  membranes and are
structura l ly  re lated to other  red cel l  membrane g lycopro-
te ins wi th t ransporter  f  unct ions Rh prote ins are encoded
by two t ight ly  l inked and h ighly  homologous genes,  but
only one of  them, cal led RhD, is  commonly considered in
c l in ica l  b lood typ ing This is  because up to 15% of  the
populat ion have a delet ion or  other  a l terat ions of  the
RhD al le le These people,  ca l led Rh negat ive,  are not
to lerant  to  the RhD ant igen and wi l l  make ant ibodies to
the ant igen i f  they are exposed to Rh-posi t ive b lood cel ls
The major  c l in ica l  s igni f icance of  ant i -Rh ant ibodies is
re lated to problems wi th pregnancy,  as d iscussed in the
TCXl

CD4* T cells may be important in mediating
acute graft rejection by secreting cytokines and inducing
DTH-like reactions in grafts, and some evidence indi-
cates that CD4* T cells are sufficient to mediate acute
rejection.

Acute rejection of allografts does occur in knockout
mice lacking CDB* T cells or perforin, suggesting that
other effector mechanisms also contribute.

Adoptive transfer of alloreactive CD4* T cells into a
mouse can cause rejection of an allograft.

Antibodies can also mediate acute rejection if a graft
recipient mounts a humoral immune response to vessel
wall antigens and the antibodies that are produced bind
to the vessel wall and activate complement. The histo-
Iogic pattern of this form of acute rejection is one of
transmural necrosis of graft vessel walls with acute
inflammation (see Fig. 16-6C), which is different from
the thrombotic occlusion without vessel wall necrosis
seen in hyperacute rejection. Immunohistochemical
identification of the C4d complement fragment in
capillaries of renal allografts is used clinically as an
indicator of activation of the classical complement
pathway and humoral rejection.



Graf t  Vasculopathy and
Chronic Reject ion

Vascularized grafrs that suruiue for more than 6 months
slowly deuelop arterial occlusion as a result of the pro-
liferation of intimal smooth muscle cells, and euentually
fail due to ischemic damage. The arterial changes are
called graft vasculopathy or accelerated graft arte-
riosclerosis (see Fig. 16-6D). Graft vasculopathy is fre-
quently seen in failed cardiac and renal allografts and
can develop in any vascularized organ transplant within
6 months to a year after transplantation. The pathogen-
esis of the lesions likely involves a combination of
processes, including a response of the vessel to injury
caused by perioperative ischemia and acute rejection
episodes, in combination with a chronic DTH-like reac-
tion of host lymphocytes to donor alloantigens in the
graft vessel. The smooth muscle cell accumulation in the
graft arterial intima appears to be stimulated by growth
factors and chemokines secreted by endothelial cells,
smooth muscle cells, and macrophages in response to
interferon-y (IFN-f) and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)
produced by alloreactive T cells (see Fig. l6-7C).

Knockout mice lacking different components of the
adaptive immune system have been used as graft
recipients and show varying resistance to graft arte-
riosclerosis. For instance, accelerated graft arte-
riosclerosis does not develop in IFN-y-deflcient
recipients, consistent with the hypothesis that DTH is
involved in lesion formation. Other studies with
knockout mice indicate that CD4* T cells and B l)..rn-
phocltes are more important for the development of
graft arteriosclerosis than are CDB* T cells.

As the arterial lesions of graft arteriosclerosis
progress, blood flow to the graft parenchyma is compro-
mised, and the parenchyma is slowly replaced by non-
functioning fibrous tissue. In addition, fibrosis in older
grafts may also reflect the final outcome of parenchymal
injury caused by episodes of acute rejection. Several
growth factors and cytokines have been implicated in
graft fibrosis, including fibroblast growth factor, trans-
forming growth factor-B (TGF-B), and interleukin-13 (IL-
l3). Often, the process of graft fibrosis is called chronic
rejection. As therapy for controlling acute rejection has
improved, graft vasculopathy and chronic rejection have
emerged as the major cause of allograft loss.

Chronic rejection of different transplanted organs is
associated with distinct pathologic changes. Lung trans-
plants undergoing chronic rejection show thickened
small airways (bronchiolitis obliterans), and liver trans-
plants show fibrotic and nonfunctional bile ducts (the
vanishing bile duct syndrome).

PnrvrrunoN AND TnrRrmerur or
Alr-ocRnrr Rrrrcnonr

If the recipient of an allograft has a fully functional
immune system, transplantation almost invariably
results in some form of rejection. The strategies used in
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clinical practice and in experimental models to avoid or
delay rejection are general immunosuppression and
minimizing the strength of the specific allogeneic reac-
tion. An important goal in transplantation is to induce
donor-specific tolerance, which would allow grafts to
survive without nonspecific immunosuppression.

lmmunosuppression to Prevent or to
Treat Allograft Rejection

Immunosuppression is the major approach for the
prevention and management of transplant rejection.
Several methods of immunosuppression are commonly
used (Table 16-l).

Immunosuppressiue drugs that inhibit or kill T
lymphocytes are the principal treqtment regimen for
grafr rejection. The most important immunosuppres-
sive agents in current clinical use are the calcineurin
inhibitors, including cyclosporine and FK-506
(tacrolimus). The major action of these drugs is to inhibit
T cell transcription of certain genes, most notably those
encoding cytokines such as IL-2. Cyclosporine is a cyclic
peptide made by a species of fungus, which binds with
high affinity to a ubiquitous cellular protein called
cyclophilin. As discussed in Chapter 9, the complex of

Tab le  16-1 .  Methods  o f  lmmunosuppress ion
i n  C l i n i c a l  U s e

Drug I Mechanism of action

Cyclosporine
and FK-506

Block T cell cytokine production
by inhibiting activation of the
NFAT transcription factor

Azathioprine Blocks proliferation of
lymphocyte precursors

Mycophenolate
mofetil

Blocks lymphocyte proliferation
by inhibiting guanine nucleotide
synthesis in lymphocytes

Rapamycin Blocks lymphocyte proliferation
by inhibi t ing lL-2 signal ing

CorticosteroidsReduce inflammation by inhibit ing
macrophage cytokine secretion

Anti-CD3
monoclonal
antibody

Depletes T cells by binding to CD3
and promoting phagocytosis or
complement-mediated lysis
(used to treat acute rejection)

Anti-lL-2
receptor (CD25)
antibody

Inhibits T cell proliferation by
blocking lL-2 binding and depletes
activated T cells that express CD25

CTLA-4-lg Inhibits T cell activation by blocking
87 costimulator binding to
T cell CD28; in clinical trials

Anti-CD40
ligand

Inhibits macrophage and
endothelial activation by blocking
T cell CD40 ligand binding to
CD40; in clinical trials
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cyclosporine and cyclophilin binds to and inhibits the
enzl,rnatic activity of the calcium/calmodulin-activated
protein phosphatase calcineurin. Because calcineurin
is required to activate the transcription factor NFAT
(nuclear factor of activated T cells), cyclosporine blocks
NFAT activation and the transcription of IL-2 and other
cltokine genes. The net result is that cyclosporine blocks
the IL-2-dependent growth and differentiation ofT cells.
FK-506 is a macrolide lactone made by a bacterium that
functions like cyclosporine. FK-506 and its binding
protein (called FKBP) share with the cyclosporine-
cyclophilin complex the ability to bind calcineurin and
inhibit its activity.

The introduction of cyclosporine into clinical prac-
tice ushered in the modern era of transplantation.
Before the use of cyclosporine, the majority of trans-
planted hearts and livers were rejected. Now the major-
ity of these allografts survive for more than 5 years
(Fig. 16-8). Nevertheless, cyclosporine is not a panacea
for transplantation. Drug levels needed for optimal
immunosuppression cause kidney damage, and some
rejection episodes are refractory to cyclosporine treat-
ment. FK-506 has been used most frequently in liver
transplant recipients and in cases of kidney allograft
rejection that are not adequately controlled by
cyclosporine.

Another class of immunosuppressive agents that are
used frequently to control allograft rejection are the
inhibitors of the cellular enzyme called mammalian
target of rapamycin (mTOR). The first drug discovered in
this class is rapamycin, whose principal effect is to
inhibit T cell proliferation. Like FK-506, rapamycin also

Year of transplant
FIGURE 1F8 Inf luence of cyclosporine on graft survival.  Five-
year survival rates for patients receiving cardiac al lografts increased
signif icantly beginning when cyclosporine was introduced in 1983.
(Data from Transplant Patient DataSource, United Network for
Organ Sharing, Richmond, Va Retneved February '1 6, 2000, from
http:ll2jl 239 150 l3ltpdl )

binds to FKBB but the rapamycin-FKBP complex does
not inhibit calcineurin. Instead, this complex binds to
mTOR, which is a serine/threonine protein kinase
required for translation of proteins that promote cell
proliferation. Interaction of the rapamycin-FKBP
complex with mTOR inhibits the function of mTOR
and thus blocks cellular proliferation. Combinations
of cyclosporine (which blocks IL-2 syrthesis) and
rapamycin (which blocks Il-2-driven proliferation) are
potent inhibitors of T cell responses. In addition to
rapamycin, other mTOR inhibitors have been developed
for immunosuppression of allograft recipients and for
cancer therapy.

Metobolic toxins that kill proliferatingT cells are ako
used to treat grafi rejection. These agents inhibit the
maturation of lymphocytes from immature precursors
and also kill proliferating mature T cells that have been
stimulated by alloantigens. The first such drug to be
developed for the prevention and treatment of rejection
was azathioprine. This drug is still used, but it is toxic
to precursors of leukocytes in the bone marrow and
enterocytes in the gut. The newest and most widely
used drug in this class is mycophenolate mofetil
(MMF). MMF is metabolized to mycophenolic acid,
which blocks a ll.rnphoclte-specific isoform of inosine
monophosphate dehydroxygenase, an enzyme required
for de novo slmthesis of guanine nucleotides. Because
MMF selectively inhibits the l1'rnphocyte-specific
isoform of this enzyme, it has relatively few toxic effects
on other cells. MMF is now routinely used, often in com-
bination with cyclosporine, to prevent acute allograft
rejection.

Antibodies that react with T cell surface structures
and deplete or inhibit T celk are used to treet acute
rejection episodes. The most widely used antibody is a
mouse monoclonal antibody called OKT3 that is specific
for human CD3. It may seem surprising that one would
use a potential polyclonal activator such as anti-CD3
antibody to reduce T cell reactivity. In vivo, however,
OKT3 either acts as a lytic antibody by activating the
complement system to eliminate T cells or opsonizes T
cells for phagocl,tosis. T cells that escape elimination
probably do so by endocltosing ("modulating") CD3 off
their surface, but such cells may be rendered nonfunc-
tional. Another antibody now in clinical use is specific
for CD25, the cr-subunit of the IL-2 receptor. This
reagent, which is administered at the time of transplan-
tation, may prevent T cell activation by blocking IL-2
binding to activated T cells, and it may deplete CD25-
expressing activated T cells by mechanisms similar to
those described for OKT3. The major limitation on the
use of mouse monoclonal antibodies is that humans
given these agents produce anti-mouse immunoglobu-
Iin (Ig) antibodies that eliminate the injected mouse Ig.
For this reason, human-mouse chimeric ("humanized")
antibodies to CD3 and CD25 that may be less immuno-
genic have been developed.

Drugs that block T cell costimulatory pathways are
now used to preuent acute allngrafr rejection. The
rationale for the use of these types of drugs is to prevent
the delivery of second signals required for activation of
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T cells (see Chapter 9). A soluble form of CTIA-4 fused
to an IgG Fc domain (called CTiA-4-Ig) prevents 87 mol-
ecules on APCs from interacting with T cell CD28, and is
approved for use in allograft recipients.

Clinical studies have shonryr that CTt"{-4-Ig can be as
effective as cyclosporine in preventing acute rejec-
tion. Studies with experimental animals show that
graft rejection is reduced or delayed by CTI"{-4-Ig,
and as well as by an antibody that binds to T cell CD40
ligand and prevents its interactions with CD40 on
APCs (see Chapters 7 and 9). In some experimental
protocols, simultaneous blockade of both 87 and
CD40 appears to be more effective than either alone
in promoting graft survival. Antibody to CD40 ligand
also delays the rejection ofkidney and pancreatic islet
allografts in primates. It is likely that these treatments
inhibit the activation of alloreactive T cells and do not
induce long-lived tolerance in these cells.

Acute antibody-mediated rejection can be treated
with drugs that inhibit antibody production. Several
new immunosuppressive agents, including rapamycin
and brequinar, inhibit antibody synthesis and are there-
fore potentially useful in preventing acute vascular
rejection.

Anti-inflammq.tory a.gents are also routinely used

for the preuention and treatment of graft rejection.
The most potent anti-inflammatory agents available
are corticosteroids. The proposed mechanism of action
of these natural hormones and their synthetic analogues
is to block the synthesis and secretion of cytokines,
including TNF and IL-1, and other inflammatory medi-
ators by macrophages. Lack of TNF and IL-l synthesis
reduces graft endothelial cell activation and recruitment
of leukocltes (see Chapters 2 and 13). Corticosteroids
may also block the generation of prostaglandins, reac-
tive oxygen species, and nitric oxide. Very high doses of
corticosteroids may inhibit T cell secretion of cytokines
or even kill T cells, but it is unlikely that the levels of
corticosteroids achieved in vivo act in this way. Newer
anti-inflammatory agents are in clinical trials, including
soluble cytokine receptors, anti-cltokine antibodies,
and antibodies that block leukocyte-endothelial adhe-
sion (e.g., anti-intercellular adhesion molecule-1 [anti-
rcAM-11).

A new therapeutic agent, called FTY720, works by
binding to and blocking sphingosine l-phosphate
receptors on lymphocytes. This phospholipid is involved
in the egress of Iymphocytes from lymphoid organs (see
Chapter 3), and blocking its action leads to the seques-
tration of lymphocytes in lymph nodes. This inhibits
immune responses to transplants. This drug is now in
clinical trials for preventing graft rejection and treating
some autoimmune diseases.

Current immunosuppressiue protocok hque d,ra-
matically improued graft suruiuaL Before the use of
cyclosporine, the 1-year survival rate ofunrelated cadav-
eric kidney grafts was between 50% and 60%, with a
90% rate for grafts from living related donors (which are
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better matched with the recipients). Since cyclosporine
and MMF have been introduced, the survival rate of
unrelated cadaveric kidney grafts has approached about
90Vo at I year. The use of rapamycin promises to improve
early survival of grafts even more. Heart transplantation,
for which human leukocyte antigen (HI"{) matching
(discussed later) is not practical, has significantly
improved with the use of cyclosporine and now has a
similar 90% l-year survival rate. Experience with other
organs is more limited, but survival rates for liver
and lung transplants have also benefited from modern
immunosuppressive therapy.

Acute rejection, when it occurs, is managedbyrapidly
intensirying immunosuppressive therapy. In modern
transplantation, chronic rejection has become a more
common cause of allograft failure, especially in cardiac
transplantation. Chronic rejection is more insidious
than acute rejection, and it is much less reversible by
immunosuppression.

Sustained immunosuppression required' for pro-
longed grafr suruiual leads to increased' susceptibility to
uiral infections and uirus-associnted tumors. The major
thrust of transplant-related immunosuppression is to
reduce the generation and function of helper T cells and
CTLs, which mediate acute cellular rejection. It is there-
fore not surprising that defense against viruses, the
physiologic function of CTLs, is also undermined in
immunosuppressed transplant recipients. Reactivation
of latent cytomegalovirus, a herpesvirus, is particul-
arly common in immunosuppressed patients. For this
reason, transplant recipients are now given prophylactic
antiviral therapy for cytomegalovirus infections. TWo
malignant tumors commonly seen in allograft patients
are B cell lymphomas and squamous cell carcinoma
of the skin. The B cell lymphomas are thought to be
sequelae of unchecked infection by Epstein-Barr virus,
another herpesvirus (see Chapter 17, Box I7-2). The
squamous cell carcinomas of the skin are associated
with human papillomavirus.

Methods to Reduce the lmmunogenicaty
of Allografts

In human transplnntation, the maior strategy to reduce
grafr immunogenicity has been to minimize alloanti-
genic dffirences between the donor and recipient - To
avoid hyper-acute rejection, the ABO blood group anti-
gens of the graft donor are selected to be identical to
those of the recipient. Patients in need of allografts are
also tested for the presence of preformed antibodies
against donor cells. This type of testing is called cross-
matching. It is done by mixing recipient serum
with leukocytes from potential donors and adding
complement to promote classical pathway-mediated
Iysis of donor cells. If preformed antibodies, usually
against donor MHC molecules, are present in the recip-
ient's serum, the donor cells are lysed (called a positive

crossmatch), and such lysis indicates that the donor is
not suitable for that recipient. For kidney transplanta-
tion from living related donors, attempts are made to
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minimize both class I and class II MHC allelic differ-
ences between the donor and recipient. All potential
kidney donors and recipients are "tissue typed" to
determine the identity of the HIA molecules that are
expressed (Box l6-3).

In kidney transplantation, the larger the number of
MHC alleles that are matched between the donor and
recipient, the better the grafr suruiual, especially in the
first year after transplantation (Fig. 16-9) . MHC match-
ing had a more profound influence on graft survival

Several  c l in ica l  laboratory tests are rout inely  per formed to
reduce the r isk for  immunologic re ject ion in  t ransplanta-
t ion These inc lude ABO blood typ ing;  the determinat ion
of  HLA al le les expressed on donor and rec ip ient  ce l ls ,
ca l led t issue typ ing;  the detect ion of  preformed ant ibod-
ies in  the rec ip ient  that  recognize HLA and other  ant igens
representat ive of  the donor populat ion;  and the detect ion
of  preformed ant ibodies in  the rec ip ient  that  b ind to ant i -
gens of  an ident i f ied donor 's  leukocytes,  ca l led cross-
matching Not  a l l  o f  these tests are done in a l l  tvpes of
t ra nspla ntat ton

ABO BLOOD TYPING. This test  is  uni formly used in at l
transplantation because no type of graft wil l survive if
there are ABO incompat ib i l i t ies between the oonor and
recip ient .  Natura l  lgM ant ibodies speci f ic  for  a l logeneic
ABO blood group ant igens (see Box 16-2)  wi l l  cause
hyperacute re lect ion Blood typ ing is  per formed by mix ing
a pat ient 's  red b lood cel ls  wi th s tandardized sera con-
ta in ing ant i -A or  ant i -B ant ibodies.  l f  the pat ient  expresses
ei ther  b lood group ant igen,  the serum speci f ic  for  that
ant igen wi l l  agglut inate the red cel ls

TISSUE TYPING: HLA MATCH|NG. For l iving retated
kidney t ransplantat ion,  at tempts are made to reduce the
number of  d i f ferences in  HLA al le les expressed on donor
and rec ip ient  ce l ls ,  which wi l l  have a modest  ef fect  in
reducing the chance of  re ject ion In bone marrow t rans-
p lantat ion,  HLA matching is  essent ia l  to  reduce the r jsk
for  GVHD Rout ine HLA typing focuses only on HLA-A,
HLA-B,  and HLA-DR because these are the only loc i  that
appear to predict  the l ike l ihood of  re ject ion or  GVHD Unt i l
recently, most HLA haplotype determinations were per-
formed by sero logic  test ing This procedure re l ies on
standardized col lect ions of  sera f rom mul t ip le donors pre-
v iously  sensi t ized to d i f ferent  HLA molecules by preg-
nancy or  t ransfus ions Each of  these sera is  mixed wi th
a person's  lymphocytes in  separate wel ls  of  a t issue
cul ture p late A source of  complement  is  added to the
wel ls ,  as is  a f luorescent  dye that  wi l l  enter  only  dead
cel ls  Af ter  an incubat ion t ime,  the wel ls  are examined
under a f luorescence microscope for  the presence of
dead cel ls  B lymphocytes are used as target  ce l ls
because they normal ly  express both c lass I  and c lass l l
MHC molecules On the basis  of  which ant isera cause
lys is ,  the HLA haplotype of  the indiv idual  can be deter-
mined Since the typ ing sera may not  be absolute ly  spe-
c i f ic  for  a s ingle a l le l ic  product ,  sero logic  typ ing cannot
a lways resolve exact ly  which a l le les are present

The polymerase chain react ion (PCR) has recent ly
been used for  more deta i led typ ing of  the N/HC, replac-
ing sero logic  methods.  MHC genes can be ampl i f ied by

PCR methods wi th use of  pr imers that  b ind to conserved
sequences wi th in the 5 '  and 3 '  ends of  exons encoding
the polymorphic regions of  c lass I  and c lass l l  MHC mol-
ecules.  The ampl i f ied segment  of  DNA can then readi ly
be sequenced Thus,  the actual  nucleot ide sequence,  and
therefore the predicted amino acid sequence,  can be
direct ly  determined for  the a l le les of  any cel l ,  prov id ing
precise molecular  t issue typ ing Based on these DNA
sequencing ef for ts ,  the nomenclature of  HLA al le les has
changed to ref lect  the ident i f icat ion of  many a l le les not
d is t inguished by previous sero logic  methods Each a l le le
def ined by sequence has at  least  a four-d ig i t  number,  but
some al le les requi re 6 or  8 d ig i ts  for  prec ise def in i t ion.
The f i rs t  two d ig i ts  usual ly  correspond to the sero logical ly
def ined a l lo type.  The th i rd and four th d ig i ts  ind icate the
subtypes.  Al le les wi th d i f ferences in  the f i rs t  four  d ig i ts
encode prote ins wi th d i f ferent  amino acids For  example,
HLA-DR81"1301  i s  a  sequence -de f i ned  a l l e l e  t ha t  i s  one
of  many a l le les prev iously  cal led HLA-DRB1 based on
serologic  techniques

SCREENING FOR THE PRESENCE OF PREFORMED
ANTIBODIES. Pat ients wai t ing for  organ t ransplants are
screened for the presence of preformed antibodies reac-
t ive wi th a l logeneic HLA molecules These ant ibodies,
which may be produced as a resul t  o f  prev ious pregnan-
c ies,  t ransfus ions,  or  t ransplantat ion,  can ident i fy  r isk for
hyperacute or  acute vascular  re ject ion.  Smal l  amounts of
the pat ient 's  serum are mixed,  in  separate wel ls ,  wi th
cel ls  f rom a panel  of  40 to 60 d i f ferent  donors represen-
tat ive of  the organ donor populat ion.  Binding of  the
pat ient 's  ant ibodies to cel ls  of  each donor of  the panel  is
determined by complement-mediated lys is ,  as descr ibed
before, or by flow cytometry with use of f luorescent-
labeled secondary ant ibodies to human lgG The resul ts
are repor ted as percent  react ive ant ibody (PRA),  which is
the percentage of  the donor cel l  pool  wi th which the
pat ient 's  serum reacts.  The PRA is  determined on mut l -
p le occasions whi le  a pat ient  wai ts  for  an organ a l lograf t
This is  because the PRA can vary,  s ince each panel  is
chosen at  random, and the pat ient 's  serum ant ibody t i ters
may change over  t ime

CROSSMATCHING. lf a potential donor is identif ied, the
crossmatching test  wi l l  determine whether  the pat ient
has ant ibodies that  react  speci f ica l ly  wi th the donor cerrs.
The test  is  per formed in a way s imi lar  to  the ant ibody
screening assays,  but  in  th is  case,  the rec ip ient 's  serum
is tested for reactivity against only the particular donor's
cells (typically lymphocytes) Cytotoxic and flow cyto-
metric assays can be used.
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Number of mismatched HLA alleles
FIGURE t6-9 lnfluence of MHC matching on graft survival.
Matching of MHC al leles between the donor and recipient signif i-
cantly improves renal al lograft survival The data shown are for l iv ing
donor grafts HLA matching has even more of an impact on survival
of renal al lografts from cadaver donors, and some MHC al leles are
more important than others in determining outcome (Data from
Organ Procurement and Transplantat ion Network/Scienti f ic Registry
annual report,  2003 )

before modern immunosuppressive drugs were rou-
tinely used. Clinical experience has shornm that of all the
class I and class II loci, matching only HLA-A, HIA-B,
and HI"\-DR is important for predicting outcome. (Hl,A-
C is not as polymorphic as HI,A-A or H[-{-8, and HI-A.-
DR and HI"C.-DQ are in strong linkage disequilibrium,
so matching at the DR locus often also matches at the
DQ locus. DP tlping is not in common use, and its
importance is unknorm.) Because two codominantly
expressed alleles are inherited for each of these MHC
genes, it is possible to have zero to six MHC antigen mis-
matches between the donor and recipient. Zero-antigen
mismatches predict the best survival of living related
donor grafts, and one-antigen-matched grafts do
slightly worse. The survival of grafts with two to six MHC
mismatches all are significantlyworse than zero- or one-
antigen mismatches. MHC matching has an even greater
impact on nonliving (unrelated) donor renal allografts.

HtA matching in renal transplantation is possible
because donor kidneys can be stored in organ banks
before transplantation until a well-matched recipient
can be identified, and because patients needing a kidney
allograft can be maintained on dialysis until a well-
matched organ is available. In the case of heart and liver
transplantation, organ preservation is more difficult,
and potential recipients are often in critical condition.
For these reasons, HIA tlping is not considered in
pairing of potential donors and recipients, and the
choice of donor and recipient is based only on ABO
blood group matching and anatomic compatibility.

Methods to Induce Donor-Specific
Tolerance

Allografr rejection may be prevented by making the host
tolerant to the alloantigens of the graft. Tolerance in this
setting means that the host does not injure the graft
despite the absence or withdrawal of immunosuppres-
sive and anti-inflammatory agents. It is presumed that
tolerance to an allograft will involve the same mecha-
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nisms that are involved in tolerance to self antigens
(see Chapter 11), namely peripheral anergy, deletion,
or active suppression of alloreactive T cells. Tolerance
is desirable in transplantation because it is allo-
antigen specific and will therefore avoid the major
problem associated with nonspeciflc immunosuppres-
sion, namely, increased susceptibility to infection and to
virus-induced tumors. In addition, achieving graft toler-
ance may reduce chronic rejection, which has to date
been unaffected by the commonly used immunosup-
pressive agents that prevent and reverse acute rejection
episodes.

Several experimental approaches and clinical obser-
vations have suggested that it should be possible to
achieve tolerance to allografts.

In experiments with skin grafts in mice, Medawar and
colleagues showed that if neonatal mice of one strain
(the recipient) are given spleen cells of another strain
(the donor), the recipients will subsequently accept
grafts from the donor. Such tolerance is alloantigen
specific because the recipients will reject grafts from
mouse strains that express MHC alleles that differ
from the donor's (see Chapter 11, Fig. 11-2).

Renal transplant patients who have received blood
transfusions containing allogeneic leukocl'tes have a
lower incidence of acute rejection episodes than do
those who have not been transfused. The postulated
explanation for this effect is that the introduction of
allogeneic leukocl'tes by transfusion produces toler-
ance to alloantigens. Indeed, pretreatment of poten-
tial recipients with blood transfusions is now used as
prophylactic therapy to reduce rejection.

Animals given bone marrow transplants who subse-
quently contain both donor and recipient cells in the
circulation (called mixed chimerism) are tolerant to
organ allografts derived from the same donor as the
bone marrow graft. Human allogeneic bone marrow
transplantation to establish mixed chimerism has
been tried in a small number of patients before solid
organ transplantation, but this approach may be
Iimited by the problem of graft-versus-host disease
(GVHD), which is discussed later in this chapter. More
benign methods to establish mixed chimerism in
humans are under investigation.

Strategies are also being developed for inducing reg-
ulatory T ll.rnphocytes specific for graft alloantigens.
Although the best approaches for inducing tolerance
need to be established in clinical trials, it is hoped that
tolerance induction will become a standard part of
transplantation therapy in the near future.

XrruOCrrurIC TRANSPTANTATION

The use of solid organ transplantation as a clinical
therapy is greatly limited by the lack of availability of
donor organs. For this reason, the possibility of trans-
plantation of organs from other mammals, such as pigs,
into human recipients has kindled great interest.

2 3 4 5 6
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A major immunologic barrier to xenogeneic trans-
plantation k the presence of natural antibodies that
cause hyperacute rejection. More than 95% of primates
have natural IgM antibodies that are reactive with the
carbohydrate determinants expressed by the cells of
members of species that are evolutionarily distant, such
as the pig. The vast majority of human anti-pig natural
antibodies are directed at one particular carbohydrate
determinant formed by the action of a pig cr-galactosyl-
transferase enz).rne. This enzyme places an a-linked
galactose moiety on the same substrate that in human
and other primate cells is fucosylated to form the blood
group H antigen (see Box 16-2). Species combinations
that give rise to natural antibodies against each other are
said to be discordant. Natural antibodies are rarely
produced against carbohydrate determinants of closely
related, concordant species, such as humans and chim-
panzees. Thus, chimpanzees or other higher primates
technically can and have been used as organ donors for
humans. However, ethical and logistic concerns have
limited such procedures. For reasons of anatomic com-
patibility, pigs are the preferred xenogeneic species for
organ donation to humans.

Natural antibodies against xenografts induce hyper-
acute rejection by the same mechanisms as those
seen in hyperacute allograft rejection. These mecha-
nisms include the generation of endothelial cell proco-
agulants and platelet-aggregating substances, coupled
with the loss of endothelial anticoagulant mechanisms.
However, the consequences of activating human
complement on pig cells are typically more severe
than the consequences of activation of complement
by natural antibodies on human allogeneic cells, possi-
bly because some of the complement regulatory pro-
teins made bypig cells, such as decay accelerating factor,
are not able to interact with human complement pro-
teins and thus cannot limit the extent of complement-
induced injury (see Chapter 14). A strategy under
exploration for reducing hyperacute rejection in xeno-
transplantation is to breed transgenic pigs expressing
human proteins that inhibit complement activation or
fail to express enzyrnes that synthesize pig antigens.
Such pigs could, for example, overexpress human H
group fucosyltransferase and overexpress human com-
plement regulatory proteins such as decay accelerating
factor.

Even when hyperacute rejection is prevented,
xenografts are often damaged by a form of acute
vascular rejection that occurs within 2 to 3 days of trans-
plantation. This form of rejection has been called
delayed xenograft rejection, accelerated acute rejection,
or acute vascular rejection and is characterized by
intravascular thrombosis and fibrinoid necrosis of vessel
walls. The mechanisms of delayed xenograft rejection
are incompletely understood, but it is likely to be caused
by natural antibodies to various endothelial antigens
and byT cell activation and cytokine-mediated endothe-
lial damage.

Xenografis cqn ako be rejected by T cell-mediated
immune responses to xenoantigens. The mechanisms of
cell-mediated rejection of xenografts are believed to be

similar to those that we have described for allograft
rejection, and T cell responses to xenoantigens can be as
strong as or even stronger than responses to alloanti-
gens. Human T cell recognition of pig MHC molecules
may involve both direct and indirect pathways. Fur-
thermore, several intercellular molecular interactions
required for T cell responses, such as CD4lclass II MHC,
CD8/class I MHC, CDzlLFA-3, CD28l87, CD40L/CD40,
and VIA-4 /vascular cell adhesion molecule- I (VCAM - I ),
are functional even when one member of these pairs is
from a pig and the other from a human.

Cell-mediated responses to xenografts may be too
strong to be adequately controlled by the immuno-
suppressive protocols used for allograft rejection, and
research is therefore focused on inducing specific toler-
ance to xenografts. The methods of tolerance induction
that are being considered include those we have dis-
cussed for allografts, such as mixed hematopoietic
chimerism, costimulation blockade, and administration
of peptides from xenogeneic MHC molecules to induce
specific tolerance.

Blooo TRnrusrusrorrr
Blood transfusion is a form of transplantation in which
whole blood or blood cells from one or more individu-
als are transferred intravenously into the circulation of a
host. Blood transfusions are performed to replace blood
lost by hemorrhage or to correct defects caused by inad-
equate production of blood cells, which may occur in a
variety of diseases. The major barrier to successful blood
transfusions is the immune response to cell surface mol-
ecules that differ between individuals. The most impor-
tant alloantigen system in blood transfusion is the ABO
system (see Box 16-2). ABO antigens are expressed on all
cells, including red blood cells. Individuals lacking a par-
ticular blood group antigen may produce natural IgM
antibodies against that antigen, probably as a result of
responses to cross-reactive antigens expressed on bac-
teria that colonize the gut. If such individuals are given
blood cells expressing the missing antigen, the preexist-
ing antibodies bind to the transfused cells, activate com-
plement, and lyse the transfused cells. Lysis of the
foreign red blood cells results in transfusion reactions,
which can be life threatening. Transfusion across anABO
barrier may trigger an immediate hemolytic reaction,
resulting in both intravascular lysis of red blood cells,
probably mediated by the complement system, and
extensive phagocytosis of antibody- and complement-
coated erythrocytes by macrophages of the liver and
spleen. Hemoglobin is liberated from the lysed red cells
in quantities that may be toxic for kidney cells, produc-
ing acute renal tubular cell necrosis and kidney failure.
High fevers, shock, and disseminated intravascular
coagulation may also develop, suggestive of massive
cytokine release (e.g., of TNF or IL-1; see Chapter 15, Box
15-l). The disseminated intravascular coagulation con-
sumes clotting factors faster than they can be synthe-
sized, and the patient may paradoxically die of bleeding



in the presence of widespread clotting. More delayed
hemolytic reactions may result from incompatibilities of
minor blood group antigens. These result in progressive
loss of the transfused red cells, leading to anemia, and
jaundice, a consequence of overloading the liver with
hemo globin-derived pigments.

The choice of blood donors for a particular recipient
is based on our understanding of blood group antigens.
Virtually all individuals express the H antigen, and there-
fore they are tolerant to this antigen and do not produce
anti-H antibodies. Individuals who express A or B anti-
gens are tolerant to these molecules and do not produce
anti-A or anti-B antibodies, respectively. However, OO
and AO individuals (see Box 16-2) produce anti-B IgM
antibodies, and OO and BO individuals produce anti-A
IgM antibodies. If a patient receives a transfusion of red
blood cells from a donor who expresses the antigen not
expressed on self red blood cells, a transfusion reaction
may result (described above). It follows that AB individ-
uals can tolerate transfusions from all potential donors
and are therefore called universal recipients; similarly,
OO individuals can tolerate transfusions only from OO
donors but can provide blood to all recipients and are
therefore called universal donors. In general, differences
in minor blood groups lead to red cell lysis only after
repeated transfusions trigger a secondary antibody
response.

ABO antigens are expressed on many other cell tJ,pes
in addition to blood cells, including endothelial cells. For
this reason, ABO typing is critical to avoid hlperacute
rejection ofsolid organ allografts, as discussed earlier in
the chapter.

The Rhesus (Rh) antigen is another important red
blood cell antigen that may be responsible for transfu-
sion reactions (see Box 16-2). Although there are no
natural antibodies to Rh antigens, individuals who do
not express the RhD antigen (approximately 15% of
the population) can be sensitized to this antigen and
produce anti-Rh antibodies if they receive blood trans-
fusions from an RhD-expressing donor. Transfusion
reactions can arise after a second transfusion of Rh-
positive blood. In addition, Rh-negative mothers carry-
ing an Rh-positive fetus can be sensitized by fetal red
blood cells that enter the maternal circulation, usually
during childbirth. Subsequent pregnancies in which the
fetus is Rh positive are at risk because the maternal anti-
Rh antibodies can cross the placenta and mediate the
destruction of the fetal red blood cells. This causes
erythroblastosis fetalis (hemolytic disease of the
newborn) and can be lethal for the fetus. This disease
can be prevented by administration of anti-RhD (RhD-
immune) antibodies to the mother within 72 hours of
birth of the first Rh-positive baby. The treatment pre-
vents the baby's Rh-positive red blood cells that entered
the mother's circulation from inducing the production of
anti-Rh antibodies in the mother. The exact mechanisms
of action of the antibodies are not clear, but may include
phagocytic clearance or complement-mediated lysis of
the baby's red cells, or Fc receptor-dependent feedback
inhibition of the mother's RhD-specific B cells (see
Chapter 10).
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Bonr Mnnnow TRRtusptRNTATtoN
Bone marrow transplantation is the transplantation of
pluripotent hematopoietic stem cells, most commonly
in an inoculum of bone marrow cells collected by aspi-
ration. Hematopoietic stem cells can also be purifled
from the blood of donors. after treatment with colony-
stimulating factors, which mobilize stem cells from the
bone marrow. After transplantation, stem cells repopu-
late the recipient's bone marrow and differentiate into all
the hematopoietic lineages. We consider bone marrow
transplantation separately in this chapter because
several unique features of this t!?e of grafting are not
encountered with solid organ transplantation.

Bone marrow transplantation may be used clinically
to remedy acquired defects in the hematopoietic system
or in the immune system because blood cells and lym-
phocytes develop from a common stem cell. It has also
been proposed as a means of correcting inherited
deficiencies or abnormalities of enzymes or other
proteins (e.g., abnormal hemoglobin) by providing a
self-renewing source of normal stem cells. Some stem
cells in the bone marrow may also have the potential
to differentiate into various nonhematopoietic tissue
cell qpes, which is an area of active investigation for the
possible treatment of diseases of many organ systems. In
addition, allogeneic bone marrow transplantation may
be used as part of the treatment of bone marrow malig-
nant disease (i.e., leukemias) and disseminated solid
tumors. In this case, the chemotherapeutic agents
needed to destroy cancer cells also destroy normal
marrow elements, and bone marrow transplantation is
used to "rescue" the patient from the side effects of
chemotherapy. In addition, in some forms of leukemia,
the grafted cells can be effective in destroying
residual leukemia cells by a process analogous to the
graft-versus-host responses discussed later. For other
malignant tumors, when the marrow is not involved by
tumor or when it can be purged of tumor cells, the
patient's own bone marrow may be harvested and rein-
fused after chemotherapy. This procedure, called autol-
ogous bone marrow transplantation, does not elicit the
immune responses associated with allogeneic bone
marrow transplantation and will not be discussed
further.

Before bone marrow is transplanted, recipients must
often be "prepared" with radiation and chemotherapyto
deplete their orm marrow cells and vacate these sites
to allow the transplanted stem cells to "home" to the
marrow and establish themselves in the appropriate
environment. Allogeneic stem cells are readily rejected
by even a minimally immunocompetent host, and there-
fore the donor and recipient must be carefully matched
at all polymorphic MHC loci. In addition, it is often nec-
essary to greatly suppress the recipient's immune system
to permit successful bone marrow transplantation.
Such suppression is accomplished by radiation and
chemotherapy. The mechanisms of rejection of bone
marrow cells are not completely knor,rrn, but in addition
to adaptive immune mechanisms, hematopoietic stem
cells may also be rejected by NK cells. The role of NK cells
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in bone marrow rejection has been studied in experi-
mental animals.

Irradiated F, hybrid mice reject bone marrow
donated by either inbred parent. This phenomenon,
called hybrid resistance, is in distinction to the clas-
sical laws of solid tissue transplantation (see Fig.
16-2). Hybrid resistance is seen in T cell-deficient
mice, and depletion of recipient NK cells with
anti-NK cell antibodies prevents the rejection of
parental bone marrow. Hybrid resistance is probably
due to host NK cells reacting against bone marrow
precursors that lack class I MHC molecules expressed
by the host.

Even after successful engraftment, two additional
problems are frequently associated with bone marrow
transplantation, namely, G\|FID and immunodeficiency.

Graft-Versus-Host Disease

GVHD is caused by the reaction of grafied mature T cells
in the marrow inoculum with alloantigens of the host.
It occurs when the host is immunocompromised and
therefore unable to reject the allogeneic cells in the graft.
In most cases, the reaction is directed against minor
histocompatibility antigens of the host because bone
marrow transplantation is not performed when the
donor and recipient have differences in MHC molecules.
G\TID may also develop when solid organs that contain
significant numbers of T cells are transplanted, such as
the small bowel, lung, or liver.

GVHD is the principal limitation to the success of
bone marrow transplantation. As in solid organ trans-
plantation, G\TID may be classified on rhe basis of his-
tologic patterns into acute and chronic forms.

Acute GVHD is characterizedby epithelial cell death
in the skin, Iiver (mainlythe biliaryepithelium), and gas-
trointestinal tract (Fig. l6-I0). It is manifested clinically

FIGURE 16-1O Histopathology of acute GVHD in the skin. A
sparse lymphocytic inf i l t rate can be seen at the dermal-epidermal
lunction, and damage to the epithel ial layer is indicated bV spaces at
the dermal-eprdermal junction (vacuolization), cel ls with abnormal
keratin staining (dyskeratosis), apoptotic keratinocytes, and disorgan-
ization of maturatron of keratinocytes from the basal layer to the
surface (Counesy of Dr Scott Grantor, Department of Pathology,
Brigham and Women's Hospital and Harvard Medical School, Boston )

by rash, jaundice, diarrhea, and gastrointestinal hemor-
rhage. \Mhen the epithelial cell death is extensive, the
skin or lining of the gut may slough off. In this circum-
stance, acute G\aHD may be fatal.

Chronic GVIID is characterized by fibrosis and
atrophy of one or more of the same organs, without evi-
dence of acute cell death. Chronic GVHD may also
involve the lungs and produce obliteration of small
airways. lVhen it is severe, chronic GVHD leads to com-
plete dysfunction of the affected organ.

In animal models, acute GVHD is initiated by mature
T cells present in the bone marrow inoculum, and elim-
ination of mature donor T cells from the graft can
prevent the development of GVHD. Efforts to eliminate
T cells from the marrow inoculum have reduced the in-
cidence of GVHD but also reduce the efficiency of
engraftment, probably because mature T cells produce
colony-stimulating factors that aid in stem cell repopu-
lation. A current approach is to combine removal of
T cells with supplemental granulocyte-macrophage
colony-stimulating factor treatment to promote engraft-
ment. Elimination of T cells from the donor marrow
also decreases the graft-versus-leukemia effect that is
often critical in treating leukemias by bone marrow
transplantation.

Although GVHD is initiated by grafted T cells recog-
nizing host alloantigens, the effector cells that cause
epithelial cell injury are less well defined. On histologic
examination, NK cells are often attached to the dying
epithelial cells, suggesting that NK cells are important
effector cells of acute GVHD. CD8* CTLs and cytokines
also appear to be involved in tissue injury in acute
GVFID.

The relationship of chronic GVHD to acute GVHD is
not known and raises issues similar to those of relating
chronic allograft rejection to acute allograft rejection.
For example, chronic GVHD may represent the fibrosis
of wound healing secondary to loss of epithelial cells.
However, chronic GVHD can arise without evidence of
prior acute GVHD. An alternative explanation is that
chronic GVHD represents a response to ischemia caused
by vascular injury.

Both acute and chronic GVHD are commonly treated
with intense immunosuppression. It is not clear that
either condition responds very well. A possible explana-
tion for this therapeutic failure is that conventional
immunosuppression is targeted against T lyrnphocytes,
especially CTLs, but is less effective in controlling NK
cell-mediated responses. Agents that suppress cytokine
production, such as the drug thalidomide, or that
antagonize cytokine action have been used for treating
GVHD in clinical trials. Much effort has focused on pre-
vention of GWID, and HIA typing is important in this
regard. Cyclosporine and the metabolic toxin methotrex-
ate are also used for prophylaxis against GVHD.

lmmunodeficiency after Bone
Marrow Transplantation

Bone marrow transplantation is often accompanied by
clinical immunodeficiency. Several factors may con-
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tribute to defective immune responses in recipients.
Bone marrow transplant recipients may be unable to
regenerate a complete new lymphocyte repertoire. Radi-
ation and chemotherapy used to prepare recipients
for transplantation are likely to deplete the patient's
memory cells and long-lived plasma cells, and it can take
a long time to regenerate these populations.

The consequence of immunodeficiency is that bone
marrow transplant recipients are susceptible to viral
infections, especially cltomegalovirus infection, and to
many bacterial infections. They are also susceptible to
Epstein-Barr virus-provoked B cell lymphomas. The
immunodeficiencies of bone marrow transplant recipi-
ents can be more severe than those of conventionally
immunosuppressed patients. Therefore, bone marrow
transplant recipients commonly receive prophylactic
antibiotics and anticytomegalovirus therapy and are
often actively immunized against capsular bicteria such
as Pneumococcus prior to transplantation.

SUMMARY

@ Transplantation of tissues from one individual to a
genetically nonidentical recipient leads to a spe-
cific immune response called rejection that can
destroy the graft. The major molecular targets in
transplant rejection are allogeneic class I and class
II MHC molecules.

@ Many different, normally present T cell clones spe-
cific for different foreign peptides plus self MHC
molecules may cross-react with an individual allo-
geneic MHC molecule. This high frequency of
T cells capable of directly recognizing allogeneic
MHC molecules explains why the response to
alloantigens is much stronger than the response to
conventional foreign antigens.

6 Allogeneic MHC molecules may be presented on
donor APCs to recipient T cells (the direct
pathway), or the alloantigens may be picked up by
host APCs that enter the graft or reside in draining
lymphoid organs and be processed and presented
to T cells as peptides associated with self MHC
molecules (the indirect pathway).

I Graft rejection is mediated by T cells, including
CTLs that kill graft cells and helper T cells that
cause DTH reactions, and by antibodies.

g Several effector mechanisms cause rejection of
solid organ grafts, and each mechanism may lead
to a histologically characteristic reaction. Preexist-
ing antibodies cause hyperacute rejection charac-
terized by thrombosis of graft vessels. Alloreactive
T cells and antibodies produced in response to
the graft cause blood vessel wall damage and
parenchymal cell death, called acute rejection.

Chronic rejection is characterizedby fibrosis and
vascular abnormalities (accelerated arteriosclero-
sis), which may represent a chronic DTH reaction
in the walls of arteries.

Rejection may be prevented or treated by
immunosuppression of the host and by minimiz-
ing the immunogenicity of the graft (by limiting
MHC allelic differences). Most immunosuppres-
sion is directed at T cell responses and entails the
use of cytotoxic drugs, specific immunosup-
pressive agents, or anti-T cell antibodies. The
most widely used immunosuppressive agent is
cyclosporine, which blocks T cell cytokine slmthe-
sis. Immunosuppression is often combined with
anti-inflammatory drugs such as corticosteroids
that inhibit cytokine synthesis by macrophages.

Patients receiving solid organ transplants may
become immunodeficient because of their therapy
and are susceptible to viral infections and virus-
related malignant tumors.

Xenogeneic transplantation of solid organs is
limited by the presence of natural antibodies to
carbohydrate antigens on the cells of discordant
species that cause hlperacute rejection, antibody-
mediated acute vascular rejection, and a strong T
cell-mediated immune response to xenogeneic
MHC molecules.

Bone marrow transplants are susceptible to rejec-
tion, and recipients require intense preparatory
immunosuppression. In addition, T l1'rnphocltes
in the bone marrow graft may respond to alloanti-
gens of the host and cause GVHD. Acute GVHD is
characterized by epithelial cell death in the skin,
intestinal tract, and liver; it may be fatal. Chronic
GVHD is characterizedby fibrosis and atrophy of
one or more of these same target organs as well as
the lungs and may also be fatal. Bone marrow
transplant recipients also often develop severe
immunodeficiency, rendering them susceptible to
infections.
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Cancer is a major health problem worldwide and one of
the most important causes of morbidity and mortality in
children and adults. Cancers arise from the uncontrolled
proliferation and spread of clones of transformed cells.
The growth of malignant tumors is determined in large
part by the proliferative capacity of the tumor cells and
by the ability of these cells to invade host tissues and
metastasize to distant sites. The possibility that cancers
can be eradicated by specific immune responses has
been the impetus for a large body of work in the field of

lance has been demonstrated by the increased incidence
of some types of tumors in immunocompromised ex-
perinrcntal animals and humans. Although the overall
importance of immune surveil lance has been contro-

tumor immunologY. The concePt
lance, which was proposed bY Mac
1950s, states that a physiologic funct
system is to recognize and destroy c
cells before they grow into tumors
after thev are formed. The existence

u".iiul, it is now clear that the immune system does react
against many tumors, and exploiting theffe reaetiffls to
specifically destroy tumors remains an impofia4t goal of
tumor immunologists. In addition, one of the factors in
the growth of malignant tumors is the ability of these
cancers to evade or overcome the mechanisms of host
defense. In this chapter, we describe the types of anti-
gens that are expressed by malignant tumors, how the
immune system recognizes and responds to these anti-
gens, and the application of immunologic approaches to
the treatment of cancer.

GrrurRRl FeRrunrs 0F TUMoR lunnururv

Several characteristics of tumor antigens and immune
responses to tumors are fundamental to understanding
tumor immunity and developing strategies for cancer
immunotherapy.

@ Tumors express antigens that are recognized as

foreign by the immune system of the tumor-bearing
host. Clinical observations and animal experiments
have established that although tumor cells are
derived from host cells, the tumors elicit immune
responses.

Histopathologic studies show that many tumors
are surrounded by mononuclear cell infiltrates com-
posed of T lymphocytes, natural killer (NK) cells'
and macrophages, and activated l1'rnphocltes and
macrophages are present in lyrnph nodes draining
the sites of tumor growth. The presence of lympho-
c1'tic infiltrates in some types of melanoma and breast

cancer is predictive of a better prognosis.
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The first experimental demonstration that tumors
can induce protective immune responses came from
studies of transplanted tumors performed in the
1950s (Fig. l7-l). A sarcoma may be induced in an
inbred mouse by painting its skin with the chemical
carcinogen methylcholanthrene (MCA). If the MCA-
induced tumor is excised and transplanted into other
syngeneic mice, the tumor grows. In contrast, if the
tumor is transplanted back into the original host, the
mouse rejects the tumor. The same mouse that had
become immune to its tumor is incapable of rejecting
MCA-induced tumors produced in other mice. Fur-
thermore, T cells from the tumor-bearing animal can
transfer protective immunity to the tumor to another
tumor-free animal. Thus, immune responses to
tumors exhibit the defining characteristics of adap-
tive immunity, namely, specificity and memory, and
are mediated by lymphocltes.

The immunogenicity of tumors implies that tumor
cells express antigens that are recognized as foreign
by the adaptive immune system. As predicted from
the transplantation experiments, defense against
tumors is mediated mainly by T lymphocyes.

@ Immune responses ftequently fail to preuent the
growth of tumors. There may be several reasons that
anti-tumor immunity is unable to eradicate trans-
formed cells. First, tumor cells are derived from host
cells and therefore resemble normal cells in many
respects. In other words, most tumors express only a
few antigens that may be recognized as nonself, and
as a result, most tumors tend to be weaklv immuno-
genic. Tumors that elicit strong immune responses
include those induced by oncogenic viruses, in which
the viral proteins are foreign antigens, and tumors
induced in animals by potent carcinogens, which
often cause mutations in normal cellular genes. Many
spontaneous tumors induce weak or even unde-
tectable immunity, and studies of such tumors led
to considerable skepticism about the concept of
immune surveillance. In fact, the importance of
immune surveillance and tumor immunity is likely
to vary with the type of tumor. Second, the rapid
growth and spread of tumors may overwhelm the
capacity of the immune system to eradicate tumor
cells, and control of a tumor requires that all the
malignant cells be eliminated. Third, many tumors
have specialized mechanisms for evading host

lsolate CD8+ T cells

,,.;,tl'
tlij"

cel ls

Transplant tumor
into original

tumor-bearinq mouse

No tumor growth

Transplant tumor cells
into svnqeneic mouse

Tumor

FIGURE 17-1 Experimental demonstrat ion of tumor immunity. Mice that have been surgical ly cured of a chemical carcinogen (MCA)-
induced tumor reject subsequent transplants of the same tumor, whereas the transplanted turnor grows in normal syngeneic-mice The
tumor ls also relected in normal mice that are g ven adoptive transfer of T lymphocytes from the original tumor-bearing animal

Adoptively transfer
T cells into recioient
of tumor transplant



immune responses. We will return to these mecha-
nisms later in the chapter.

@ The immune system can be actiuated by external
stimuli to effectiuely kill tumor celk and eradicate
tumors. As we shall see at the end of the chapter, this
realization has spurred new directions in tumor
immunotherapy in which augmentation of the host
anti-tumor response is the goal of treatment.

TuuoR Auncrrus
A variety of tumor antigens that may be recognized by T
and B lyrnphocytes have been identified in human and
animal cancers. In the experimental situation, as in
MCA-induced mouse sarcomas, it is often possible to
demonstrate that these antigens elicit adaptive immune
responses and are the targets of such responses. Tirmor
antigens have also been identified in humans, but the
methods used in this case are generally not suitable for
proving that these antigens can elicit protective immu-
nity to tumors. Nevertheless, it is important to identify
tumor antigens in humans because they may be used as
components of tumor vaccines, and antibodies and
effector T cells generated against these antigens may be
used for immunotherapy.

The earliest classification of tumor antigens was
based on their patterns of expression. Antigens that are
expressed on tumor cells but not on normal cells are
called tumor-specific antigens; some of these antigens
are unique to individual tumors, whereas others are
shared among tumors of the same type. Tumor antigens
that are also expressed on normal cells are called tumor-
associated antigens; in most cases, these antigens are
normal cellular constituents whose expression is aber-
rant or dysregulated in tumors. The modern classifica-
tion of tumor antigens relies on the molecular structure
and source of the antigens, which is how we will discuss
tumor antigens.

The existence of tumor antigens was first established
by transplantation experiments in animals, as described
earlier. The initial attempts to purify and characterize
these antigens were based on producing monoclonal
antibodies specific for tumor cells and defining the anti-
gens that these antibodies recognized. The antibodies
were made by immunizing mice with tumors from other
species, and most of the anti-tumor antibodies recog-
nized antigens that are shared by different tumors
arising from the same tlpes of cells and that are also
found on some normal cells and benign tumor cells. A
more recently developed approach for identification
of tumor antigens specifically recognized by antibodies
in the serum of cancer patients is called serologic
analysis of recombinant complementary DNA expres-
sion (SEREX). In this method, expression libraries
of complementary DNA (cDNA) derived from a
patient's tumor RNA are screened using the cancer
patient's serum immunoglobulins. In this way, gene
sequences are obtained, and predicted protein products
are identified.
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Anti-tumor antibodies do not recognize the major
histocompatibility complex (MHC)-associated peptides
that are the antigens seen byT cells. Tumor antigens that
are recognized byT cells are likely to be the major induc-
ers of tumor immunity and the most promising candi-
dates for tumor vaccines. An important breakthrough in
tumor immunology was the development of techniques
for identifying antigens that are recognized by tumor-
specific T lymphocltes (Box 17-l). Much of our knowl-
edge of these antigens is limited to antigens recognized
by CD8* cltotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs), and only
recently have attempts been made to identiff antigens
that are recognized by CD4* helper cells. Tumor antigens
that are recognized by CD8- T cells are peptides derived
from proteins processed in the cytosol and displayed on
the tumor cell surface bound to class I MHC molecules
(see Chapter 5). In the following section, we describe the
main classes of tumor antigens (Fig. l7-2 and Table
17-l) and use selected examples of human and animal
tumors to illustrate the importance of these antigens in
tumor immunity and their potential as therapeutic
targets.

Products of Mutated Genes

Some tumor antigens are produced by oncogenic
muta.nts of normal cellular genes. Many tumors express
genes whose products are required for malignant
transformation or for maintenance of the malignant
phenotype. Often, these genes are produced by point
mutations, deletions, chromosomal translocations, or
viral gene insertions affecting cellular proto-oncogenes
or tumor suppressor genes. The products of these
altered proto-oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes
are synthesizedinthe cltoplasm of the tumor cells, and
like any cltosolic protein, they may enter the class I
antigen-processing pathway. In addition, these proteins
may enter the class II antigen-processing pathway in
antigen-presenting cells (APCs) that have phagocltosed
dead tumor cells. Because these altered genes are not
present in normal cells, peptides derived from them do
not induce self-tolerance and may stimulate T cell
responses in the host. Some patients with cancer have
circulating CD4* and CD8*T cells that can respond to the
products of mutated oncogenes such as Ras and Bcr-Abl
proteins and mutated tumor supressor genes such as
p53. Furthermore, in animals, immunization with
mutated Ras or p53 proteins induces CTLs and rejection
responses against tumors expressing these mutants.
However, these proteins do not appear to be major
targets of tumor-specific CTLs in most patients with a
variety of tumors.

Tumor antigens may be prod'uced by rand'omly
mutated genes whose products are not related to the
transformed, phenotype. Tumor antigens that were
defined by the transplantation of carcinogen-induced
tumors in animals, called tumor-specific transplanta-
tion antigens (TSTAs), are mutants of various host cellu-
lar proteins. Studies with chemically induced rodent
sarcomas, such as those illustrated in Figure 17-I, estab-
lished that different rodent tumors, all induced by the
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Tumor ant igens recognized by T cel ls  have been ident i -
f ied by two main approaches:  t ransplantat ion of  tumors
in rodents and the ident i f icat ion of  pept ides recognized
by tumor-speci f ic  CTLs or  ident i f icat ion of  the ocncq
encoding these pept ides

TUMOR TRANSPLANTATION. Studies of transplanted
tumors in  rodents were the f i rs t  exner iments to indicate

the ex is tence of  tumor ant igens recognized by T cel ls
In i t ia l  s tudies of  th is  type used chemical ly  induced rodent
sarcomas (see Fig 17-1 and the text ) ,  and they demon-
strated the existence of tumor-specific transplantation
ant igens (TSTAs) that  e l ic i ted h ighly  speci f ic  immune
responses Another, more recent approach to character-
ize ant igens that  s t imulate tumor re ject ion by CTLs re l ies
on the ln  y i t ro mutagenesis of  an establ ished tumor igenic
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Cloned CTL l ines specif ic for human tumols are used to identi fy specif ic tumor antigens. A CD8. T cel ls isolated f rom blood, lvmph
nodes, or turnors of patients with melanoma are propagated in culture by st imulat ing them with melanoma cel l  I ines derived from
the pa t ren t ' s  tumor  S ing le  T  ce i l s  f rom these cu l tu res  are  expanded in to  c lona l  CTL l ines  B DNA f rom melanoma gene l ib ra r ies  i s
transfected into class I MHC-expressing target cel ls Genes that sensrt ize the target cel ls for lysis by the melanoma-specif ic CTL
clones are analyzed to identi fy the melanoma protein antigens recognized by the patient 's CTLs

Continued on following page



mouse cel l  l ine and iso lat ion of  nontumor igenic var iants
that  are re jected on t ransplantat ion in to syngeneic mice
In th is  system, the tumor igenrc cel l  l ine does not  express
TSTAs and therefore grows unchecked when it is injected
into a host  animal ,  but  the mutagenized cel l  l ine does
express mutant protein antigens that induce its rejection.
The role of CTLs in the rejection process in this model
has been established by adoptive transfer experiments
and by the propagation of CTL clones that recognize the
tumor,  as d iscussed below. The actual  genes encoding
the rejection antigens in a few of these tumor variants
have been cloned, by methods described below.

GENERATION OF TUMOR-SPECIFIC GTL CLONES. The
establ ishment  of  c loned CTL l ines that  recognize tumor
antigens has been a key advance in the identif ication of
tumor ant igens because such c lones provide sensi t ive
probes for  ident i fy ing tumor ant igens that  are l ike ly  to be
important targets of host anti-tumor immune responses
This approach is  par t icu lar ly  va luable for  human tumors,
whose immunogenic i ty  cannot  easi ly  be studied by t rans-
p lantat ion in  animals Many c loned CTL l ines speci f ic  for
human tumors,  par t icu lar ly  melanomas,  have been gen-
erated f rom the T cel ls  of  pat ients Melanomas,  which are
mal ignant  tumors of  melanocytes,  are of ten readi ly  acces-
s ib le,  surg ical ly  resectable tumors that  may be grown in
t issue cul ture CTLs speci f ic  for  these tumors may be
propagated and subsequent ly  c loned by cul tur ing T cel ls
f rom a melanoma pat ient  wi th cel ls  der ived f rom the
oat ient 's  melanoma. The T cel ls  can be iso lated f rom
per ipheral  b lood,  lymph nodes dra in ing the tumor,  or  ce l ls
that have actually infi l trated the tumor in vivo. Because
the T cel ls  and the tumor are f rom the same indiv idual ,
the MHC restr ic t ion of  the T cel ls  matches the MHC
alleles expressed bV the tumor In these cocultures, CTLs
that  recognize pept ide ant igens d isplayed by the tumor
cel ls  are st imulated to grow, and s ingle-cel l  c lones are
propagated in lL-2 by l imi t ing d i lu t ion techniques (see
Figure) .

IDENTIFICATION OF TUMOR ANTIGENS RECOG.
NIZED BY T CELLS. ldentif ication of the peptide antigens
that induce CTL responses in patients with tumors and
ident i f icat ion of  the genes encoding the prote ins f rom
which the pept ides are der ived have re l ied on c loned

same carcinogen, expressed different transplantation
antigens. For example, an MCA-induced sarcoma will
induce protective immunity against itself but not against
another MCA-induced sarcoma, even if both tumors are
derived from the same normal cell type and in the same
mouse. We now know that the tumor antigens identified
by such experiments are peptides derived from mutated
self proteins and presented in the form of peptide-class
I MHC complexes capable of stimulating CTLs. These
antigens are extremely diverse because the carcinogens
that induce the tumors may randomly mutagenize vir-
tually any host gene, and the class I MHC antigen-
presenting pathway can display peptides from any
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tumor-specific CTL lines These tumor antigens have
been identif ied by two methods First, a direct biochem-
ical  approach is  used in which pept ides bound to tumor
cel l  c lass I  MHC molecules are e luted by ac id t reatment
and f ractionated by reverse-phase high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) The fractions are tested
for their abil ity to sensitize MHC-matched nontumor
target cells for lysis by a tumor-specific CTL clone This
strategy relies on having a target cell that expresses the
class I  MHC molecules for  which the CTL c lone is  spe-
cif ic but does not normally express the tumor antigen,
and on the abi l i ty  to  load these cel l  sur face MHC mole-
cules wi th the exogenous HPLC-pur i f ied pept ides.
Peptide fractions that do sensitize the target cells are
then analyzed by mass spectroscopy to determine their
amino acid sequences.  Once the pept ide sequence is
known, it may be possible to compare it with databases
of protein sequences to see whether it matches with any
previously characterized protein and to determine
whether any point mutations are present in the normal
sequences.

The second method of  ident i fy ing tumor ant igens is
molecular  c loning of  the genes encoding these ant igens
(see Figure) .  This  method re l ies on prepar ing a cDNA
l ibrary f rom a tumor cel l  l ine that  conta ins genes encod-
ing a l l  the tumor proterns.  The l ibrary is  prepared in molec-
ular constructs that wil l allow constitutive expression of
the genes when they are in t roduced into cel l  l ines.  Pools
of DNA from such a l ibrary are transfected into a cell l ine
expressing a c lass I  MHC al le le a lso expressed by the
tumor, and the transfected cells are tested for sensitivity
to lys is  by an ant i - tumor CTL c lone.  The DNA pools that
sensi t ize the target  ce l l  l ine conta in the gene that
encodes the prote in ant igen recognized by the CTL c lone.
Mul t ip le rounds of  t ransfect ions us ing smal ler  and smal ler
subfractions of the DNA pool can lead to isolation of the
single re levant  gene The sequence of  the gene can then
be determined,  and compar isons can be made wi th
known genes Synthetic peptides corresponding to dif-
ferent regions of the encoded protein can be tested for
thei r  abi l i ty  to  sensi t ize target  ce l ls  in  much the same way
as in the pept ide e lut ion approach Both the b iochemical
and genetic approaches have been used successfully to
ident i fy  human melanoma ant igens that  s t imulate CTL
resoonses in the pat ients wi th melanoma.

mutated cltosolic protein in each tumor. Mutated cellu-
lar proteins are found more frequently in chemical car-
cinogen- or radiation-induced animal tumors than in
spontaneous human cancers, probably because chemi-
cal carcinogens and radiation mutagenize many cellular
genes. Nevertheless, TSTAs of experimental animal
tumors are relevant to the study of human cancers in two
ways. First, the flnding of TSTAs was the first result to
prove that adaptive immune responses may be able to
control tumors. Second, the general principle that
mutated host proteins can function as tumor antigens,
which also came from studies of animalTSTAs, has been
demonstrated in human cancers as well.
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Normal host
cell displaying
multiple MHC-

associated
self antigens response

Examples

Various mutant proteins in
carcinogen or radiation
induced animal tumors;
various mutated proteins
in melanomas

Oncogene products: mutated
Ras, BcrlAbl fusion proteins
Tumor suppressor gene
products:
mutated p53 protein

Overexpressed: tyrosinase,
9p100, MART in melanomas.
Aberrantly expressed:
Cancer/testis antigens
(MAGE, BAGE)

Human papilloma virus
E6, E7 proteins in cervical
carcinoma; EBNA proteins
in EBV-induced lymphomas

Tumor cells
expressing

different
types of

tumor antigens

Mutated self
protein

Product of
oncogene or
mutated tumor
suppressor
gene

Virus
antigen-
specific
CD8+ CTL

FIGURE t Z-Z Types of tumor antigens recognized by T cells. Tumor antigens that are recognized by tumor-specif ic CDB. T cells may be
mutated forms of normal self proteins, products of oncogenes, overexpressed or aberrantly expressed self proteins, or products of onco-
genrc vrruses

Overexpressed
or aberrantly
expressed
self protein

Abnormal ly  Expressed Cel lu lar  Prote ins

Tumor antigens may be normal cellular proteins that
are abnormally expressed in tumor cells and elicit
immune responses. Many such antigens have been iden-
tified in human tumors, such as melanomas, by the
molecular cloning of antigens that are recognized by T
cells from tumor-bearing patients (see Box 17-1). One
of the surprises that emerged from these studies was
that some tumor antigens are normal proteins that are
produced at low levels in normal cells and overexpressed
in tumor cells (see Table 17-1). One such antigen
is tyrosinase, an enzyme involved in melanin biosynthe-
sis that is expressed only in normal melanocytes
and melanomas. Both class I MHC-restricted CD8. CTL
clones and class II MHC-restricted CD4* T cell clones
from melanoma patients recognize peptides derived
from tyrosinase. On face value, it is surprising that these
patients are able to respond to a normal self antigen. The
Iikely explanation is that tyrosinase is normally pro-
duced in such small amounts and in so few cells that it
is not recognized by the immune system and fails to
induce tolerance. The finding of tyrosinase-specific T

cD8+
CTL

cell responses in patients raises the possibility that
tyrosinase vaccines may stimulate such responses to
melanomas; clinical trials with these vaccines are
ongoing.

Cancerltestk antigens are proteins expressed in
gametes and trophoblasts, and.in many types of c&ncers,
but not in normal somatic tissues. The first cancer/testis
antigens were identified by cloning genes from human
melanomas that encoded cellular protein antigens rec-
ognized by melanoma-specific CTL clones derived from
the melanoma-bearing patients. These were called
MAGE proteins, and theywere subsequentlyfound to be
expressed in other tumors in addition to melanomas,
including carcinomas of the bladder, breast, skin, lung,
and prostate, and some sarcomas, as well as in normal
testes. Subsequent to identification of the MAGE genes,
several other unrelated gene families have been identi-
fied that encode melanoma antigens recognized by CTL
clones derived from melanoma patients. Like the MAGE
proteins, these other melanoma antigens are silent in
most normal tissues, except the testes or trophoblasts
in the placenta, but they are expressed in a variety of
malignant tumors. There are now over 44 different
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Table 17-1. Tumor Ant igens

Type of antigen I Examples of human tumor antigens

Products of oncogenes,
tumor suppressor genes

Oncogenes: Ras mutations (-10% of human carcinomas), p210 product of Bcr/Abl
rearrangements (CML), overexpressed Her-2lneu (breast and other carcinomas)

Tumor supressor genes: mutated p53 (present in -50% of human tumors)

Mutants of cellular
genes not involved in
tumorigenesis

p91A mutation in mutagenized murine mastocytoma; various mutated proteins in
melanomas recognized by CTLs

Products of genes
that are silent in
most normaltissues

Cancer/testis antigens expressed in melanomas and many carcinomas;
normally expressed mainly in the testis and placenta

Products of
overexpressed genes

Tyrosinase, 9p100, MART in melanomas (normally expressed in melanocytes)

P.roducts of oncogenic
VITUSES

Papillomavirus E6 and E7 proteins (cervical carcinomas)

EBNA-1 protein of EBV (EBV-associated lymphomas, nasopharyngeal carcinoma)

SV40 T antigen (SV40-induced rodent tumors)

Oncofetal antigens Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) on many tumors, also expressed in liver and
other tissues during inflammation

Alpha-fetoprotein (AFP)

Glycolipids and
glycoproteins

GMz, GDz on melanomas

Differentiation antigens
normally present in
tissue of origin

Prostate-specif ic antigen

Markers of lymphocytes: CD10, CD20, lg idiotypes on B cells

Abbreviations; CM L, chron ic
nuclear antigen; EBV,

Jenous leukemia; CTL, cytotoxic T lymphocyte; EBNA, Epstein-Barr
virus; lg, immunoglobulin; MART, melanoma antigen recognized by T cells.

cancer/testis antigen families identified. About half are
encoded by genes on the X-chromosome, while the rest
are encoded by genes distributed throughout the
genome. Although some cancer/testis antigens have
been shown to regulate transcription or translation of
other genes, the functions of most cancer/testis antigens
are unknown. In general, they are not required for the
malignant phenotype of the cells, and their sequences
are identical to the corresponding genes in normal cells;
that is, they are not mutated. Several X-linked cancer/
testis antigens are currently being used in tumor vaccine
trials.

Antigens of Oncogenic Viruses

The products of oncogenic uiruses function as tumor
antigens and elicit specific T cell responses that may
serue to eradicate the tumors. DNA viruses are impli-
cated in the development of a variety of tumors in
humans and experimental animals. Examples in
humans include the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), which is
associated with B cell lymphomas and nasopharyngeal
carcinoma (Box l7-2), and human papillomavirus

(HPV), which is associated with cervical carcinoma.
Papovaviruses, including polyomavirus and simian virus
40 (SV40), and adenoviruses induce malignant tumors in
neonatal or immunodeficient adult rodents. In most
of these DNA virus-induced tumors, virus-encoded
protein antigens are found in the nucleus, c),toplasm, or
plasma membrane of the tumor cells. These endoge-
nously synthesized proteins can be processed, and com-
plexes of processed viral peptides with class I MHC
molecules may be expressed on the tumor cell surface.
Because the viral peptides are foreign antigens, DNA
virus-induced tumors are among the most immuno-
genic tumors knoltm.

The ability of adaptive immunity to prevent the
growth of DNA virus-induced tumors has been estab-
Iished by many observations.

EBV-associated l1'rnphomas and HPV-associated
skin and cervical cancers arise more frequently in
immunosuppressed individuals, such as allograft
recipients receiving immunosuppressive therapy and
patients with acquired immunodeficiency s1'ndrome
(AIDS), than in normal individuals.
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EBV is  a double-st randed DNA v i rus of  the herpesvi rus
fami ly  The v i rus is  t ransmit ted by sal iva,  in fects nasopha-
ryngeal  epi thel ia l  ce l ls  and B lymphocytes,  and is  ubiqui -
tous in  human oopulat ions wor ldwide l t  in fects human B
cel ls  by b inding speci f ica l ly  to  complement  receptor  type
2 lCR2, or CD2'1 ), followed bv receptor-mediateo enoo-
cytosis and fusion of the viral envelope with the endoso-
mal  membrane Two tvoes of  ce l lu lar  in fect ions can
occur In a ly t ic  in fect ion,  v i ra l  DNA, RNA, and prote in are
synthesized,  fo l lowed by assembly of  v i ra l  par t ic les and
lysis of the infected cell. Alternatively, a latent nonlytic
in fect ion can occur  in  which the v i ra l  DNA is  mainta ined
as an episome in in fected cel ls  Var ious v i ra l ly  encoded
ant igens are detectable in  in fected cel ls .  At  least  s ix
Epste in-Barr  nuclear  ant igens (EBNAs) are expressed
early in lytic infections and may also be expressed by
some latently infected cells Two other proteins, called
latent  membrane prote ins (LMPs),  are expressed on the
surface of latently infected cells Viral antigens are typi-
cally expressed in infected naive and recently activated B
cel ls  but  not  in  memory B cel ls .  Other  v i ra l  s t ructura l
prote in ant igens,  inc luding v i ra l  capsid ant igens (VCAs),
are expressed wi th in in fected cel ls  and on re leased v i ra l
par t ic les dur ing ly t ic  in fect ions.

EBV has profound effects on B lymphocyte growth
in v i t ro The v i rus is  a T cel l - independent  polyc lonal
act ivator  of  B cel l  pro l i ferat ion EBV immorta l izes human
B cel ls  so that  they pro l i ferate in  cul ture indef in i te ly
The resul t ing long- term B lymphoblasto id cel l  l ines are
latent ly  in fected wi th the v i rus,  express EBNAs and
LMPs, and have a mal ignant  phenotype as demonstrated
bv t ransplantat ion in to immunodef  ic ient  mice Five
EBNAs and LMP-1 have been shown to be crit ical for
transforming B lymphocytes into immortal cells The cyto-
p lasmic ta i l  o f  LMP-1 b inds the physio logic  s ignal ing mol-
ecules cal led TRAFs,  which normal ly  t ransduce s ignals
resul t ing f rom engagement of  TNF receptors and the
important  B cel l  act ivat ion molecule CD40 (see Chapter
12, Box 12-1], By this mechanism, EBV appears to
have co-opted a normal B cell activation pathway to
promote proliferation of the cells that the virus infects and
l ives in .

The spectrum of  c l in ica l  sequelae to EBV infect ion is
wide Most  people are in fected dur ing chi ldhood;  they do
not  exper ience any symptoms,  and v i ra l  repl icat ion is
apparent ly  contro l led by humoral  and T cel l -mediated
immune responses.  In  prev iously  uninfected young
adul ts ,  in fect ious mononucleosis  typ ical ly  develops af ter
EBV infect ion.  This d isease is  character ized bv sore
throat, fever, and generalized lymphadenopathy. Large
morphological ly  atypical  lymphocytes are abundant  in  the
peripheral blood of patients with infectious mononucleo-
s is  Most  of  these cel ls  are CTLs:  in  fact .  in  acute in fec-
t ions,  up lo  10% of  a l l  the CD8* T cel ls  in  the b lood may
be EBV speci f ic ,  and smal l  numbers of  these CTLs may
pers is t  for  l i fe .  Previously  in fected,  heal thy indiv iduals
harbor  the v i rus for  the rest  of  thei r  l ives in  la tent ly
infected B cel ls  and of ten in  nasopharyngeal  epi thel ium.

An estimated one of every mill ion B cells in a previously
infected individual is latently infected lmportantly, EBV
infection is one of the etiologic factors for the develop-
ment  of  cer ta in mal ignant  tumors,  inc luding nasopharyn-
geal  carc inoma in Chinese populat ions,  Burk i t t 's
lymphoma in equator ia l  Afr ica,  and B cel l  lymphomas in
rmmunosuppressed patrents.

The evidence is  compel l ing that  T cel l -mediated
immuni ty  is  requi red for  contro l  o f  EBV infect ions and,  in
par t icu lar ,  for  k i l l ing of  EBV- infected B cel ls .  F i rs t ,  ind iv id-
uals wi th def ic iencies in  T cel l -mediated immuni ty  are
suscept ib le to uncontro l led,  widely d isseminated,  and
lethal  acute EBV infect ions.  Second,  EBV- infected B cel ls
isolated from patients with infectious mononucleosis can
be propagated in vitro indefinitely, but only if the patient's
T cells are removed or inactivated by drugs such as
cyclosporine In fact, immortalization of normal peripheral
blood B cells by in vitro infection with EBV is successful
only if the donor's T cells are removed or inactivated.
Thi rd,  CTLs speci f ic  for  EBV-encoded ant igens,  inc luding
EBNAs and LMP, are present  in  pat ients suf fer ing f rom
acute infectious mononucleosis and recovered oatients.
Cloned CTL lines have been established in vitro that
specifically lyse EBV-infected B cells, and these CTLs
most often recognize peptide fragments of EBNA or LMP
prote ins in  associat ion wi th c lass I  MHC molecules.  EBV-
speci f ic  T cel ls  are requi red in  v ivo to l imi t  the number of
in fected B cel ls ,  but  la tent ly  in fected B cel ls  can be found
in up to 90% of people worldwide. A loss of normal T
cell-mediated immunity allows these infected B cells to
progress toward malignant transformation Infusion of
EBV-specific CTLs restores the normal balance and pro-
vides protection against the growth of malignant B cell
tumors.

The epidemiology and molecular  genet ics of  Burk i t t 's
lymphoma and other EBV-associated lymphomas have
been the subject of intense investigation, and they offer
fasc inat ing ins ight  in to var ious aspects of  v i ra l  onco-
genesis and tumor immuni ty .  Burk i t t 's  lymphoma is  a
his to logic  type of  mal ignant  B cel l  tumor composed of
monotonous smal l  mal ignant  B cel ls .  The Afr ican form
of  the d isease is  endemic in  regions where both EBV
and malar ia in fect ion are common. In these regions,  the
tumor occurs f requent ly  in  young chi ldren,  of ten begin-
n ing in  the jaw.  Vi r tual ly  100% of  pat ients wi th Afr ican
Burkitt 's lymphoma have evidence of previous EBV infec-
t ion,  and thei r  tumors usual ly  carry the EBV genome and
express EBV-encoded ant igens.  Malar ia l  in fect ions in  th is
populat ion are known to cause T cel l  immunodef ic ien-
c ies,  and th is  associat ion may be the l ink between EBV
infect ion and the development  of  lymphoma. Sporadic
Burkitt 's lymphoma occurs less frequently in other parts
of  the wor ld,  and a l though these B cel l  tumors are h is to-
logical ly  s imi lar  to  the endemic form, only  about  20%
carry the EBV genome. Both endemic and sporadic
Burkitt 's lymphoma cells have reciprocal chromosomal
t ranslocat ions involv ing lg  gene loc i  and the cel lu lar  MYC
qene on chromosome 8.

Continued on following page



B cel l  lymphomas occur  at  a h igh f requency in  T
cel l - immunodef ic ient  ind iv iduals,  inc luding indiv iduals
wi th congeni ta l  immunodef ic iencies,  pat ients wi th AIDS,
and k idney or  hear t  a l lograf t  rec ip ients receiv ing immuno-
suppressive drugs Only some of these tumors can be
called Burkitt 's lymphomas on the basis of histology
Regardless of  thei r  h is to logic  appearance,  many of  these
tumors are latently infected with EBV like Burkitt 's lym-
phoma. A smal ler  subset  a lso conta ins MYC transloca-
t ions to lg  loc i .

These observations can be synthesized into a hypo-
thesis about the pathogenesis of EBV-associated B cell
tumors.  Afr ican chi ldren wi th malar ia,  a l lograf t  rec ip ients,
congeni ta l ly  immunodef ic ient  ch i ldren,  and AIDS pat ients
al l  have abnormal i t ies in  T cel l  funct ion.  Because of  a def i -
ciency of EBV-specific T cells, EBV-induced polyclonal
proliferation of B cells is uncontrolled This exuberant pro-
liferation of B cells increases the chances of errors made
dur ing DNA repl icat ion,  inc luding t ranslocat ions of  onco-
genes.  The lg loc i  are accessib le s i tes for  t ranslocat ions

Adenovirus infection induces tumors much more fre-
quently in neonatal or T cell-deficient mice than in
normal adult mice.

Tumor transplantation experiments of the kind
illustrated in Figure 17-1 have shornm that animals
may be specifically immunized against DNA
virus-induced tumors and will reject transplants of
these tumors. Unlike MCA-induced tumor antigens,
which are the products of randomly mutated cellular
genes, virus-encoded tumor antigens are not unique
for each tumor but are shared by all tumors induced
by the same type of virus.

Immunization of experimental animals with SV40
virus and adenovirus produces protective immunity
against the development of tumors induced by each
virus, and immunity is mediated by class I MHC-
restricted CTLs specific for the antigens of that virus.

Immunization of women with human papillomavirus
(HPV) coat proteins prevents the development of pre-
cancerous lesions in the uterine cervix.

Thus, a competent immune system may play a role in
surveillance against virus-induced tumors because of its
ability to recognize and kill virus-infected cells. In fact,
the concept of immune surveillance against tumors is
better established for DNA virus-induced tumors than
for any other type of tumor.

RNA tumor viruses (retroviruses) are important
causes of tumors in animals. Retroviral oncogene prod-
ucts theoretically have the same potential antigenic
properties as mutated cellular oncogenes, and humoral
and cell-mediated immune responses to retroviral gene
products on tumor cells can be observed experimentally.
The only well-defined human retrovirus that is known
to cause tumors is human T cell lymphotropic virus

I (HTLV-l), the etiologic agent for adult T cell
leukemia/lymphoma (ATL), a malignant tumor of CD4*
T cells. Although immune responses speciflc for HTLV-
l-encoded antigens have been demonstrated in indi-
viduals infected with the virus, it is not clear whether
they play any role in protective immunity against the
development of tumors. Furthermore, patients withATL
are often profoundly immunosuppressed, probably
because the virus infects CD4* T cells and induces func-
tional abnormalities in these cells.

Oncofetal Antigens

Oncofetal antigens are proteins that are expressed, at
high leuels in cancer celk and in normal deueloping

fetal but not adult tksues.It is believed that the genes
encoding these proteins are silenced during develop-
ment and are derepressed with malignant transforma-
tion. Oncofetal antigens are identified with antibodies
raised in other species, and their main importance is
that they provide markers that aid in tumor diagnosis. As
techniques for detecting these antigens have improved,
it has become clear that their expression in adults is not
Iimited to tumors. The proteins are increased in tissues
and in the circulation in various inflammatory condi-
tions and are found in small quantities even in normal
tissues. There is no evidence that oncofetal antigens are
important inducers or targets of anti-tumor immunity.
The two most thoroughly characteized oncofetal anti-
gens are carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) and cr-
fetoprotein (AFP).

CEA (CD66) is a highly glycosylated integral mem-
brane protein that is a member of the immunoglobulin
(lg) superfamily. It is an intercellular adhesion molecule
that functions to promote the binding of tumor cells to
one another. High CEA expression is normally restricted
to cells in the gut, pancreas, and liver during the first two
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compared with other loci in B cells. Translocation of the
MYC gene to the lg locus leads to transcriptional dereg-
ulation and abnormal expression of MYC, and this alter-
ation appears to be causally related to malignant
transformation and outgrowth of a neoplastic clone of
cells. Many EBV-positive tumors in immunosuppressed
patients do not have MYC translocations, and the pro-
teins encoded by the integrated EBV genome may be suf-
ficient to cause lymphomas. This proposed scheme
predicts that early in their course, EBV-associated B
cell tumors may be polyclonal because they arise from
a polyc lonal ly  s t imulated populat ion of  normal  B cel ls .
Later, one or a few clones may obtain selective growth
advantages, perhaps because of deregulation of MYC or
other  cel lu lar  or  v i ra l  genes.  As a resul t ,  the polyc lonal
proliferation evolves into a monoclonal or oligoclonal
tumor. In fact, such has been shown to be the case by
Southern b lot  analys is  of  lg  gene rearrangements in  some
EBV-positive B cell tumors from immunosuppressed
oat ients.
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trimesters of gestation, and low expression is seen in
normal adult colonic mucosa and the lactating breast.
CEA expression is increased in many carcinomas of the
colon, pancreas, stomach, and breast, and serum levels
are increased in these patients. The level of serum CEA
is used to monitor the persistence or recurrence of
the tumors after treatment. The usefulness of CEA as a
diagnostic marker for cancer is limited by the fact
that serum CEA can also be elevated in the setting of
non-neoplastic diseases, such as chronic inflammatory
conditions of the bowel or liver.

AFP is a circulating glycoprotein normally slmthe-
sized and secreted in fetal life bv the volk sac and
liver. Fetal serum concentrations ian be as high as 2
to 3mg/ml, but in adult life, the protein is replaced
by albumin, and only low levels are present in serum.
Serum levels of AFP can be significantly elevated in
patients with hepatocellular carcinoma, germ cell
tumors, and, occasionally, gastric and pancreatic
cancers. An elevated serum AFP level is a useful indica-
tor of advanced liver or germ cell tumors or of recurrence
of these tumors after treatment. Furthermore, the detec-
tion of AFP in tissue sections by immunohistochemical
techniques can help in the pathologic identification of
tumor cells. The diagnostic value of AFP as a tumor
marker is limited by the fact that elevated serum levels
are also found in non-neoplastic diseases, such as cir-
rhosis of the liver.

Al tered Glycol ip id and
Glycoprote in Ant igens

Most human and experimental tumors express higher
than normal leuek or abnormalforms of surface glyco-
proteins and glycolipi.ds, which may be diagnostic
markers and targets for therapy. These altered mole-
cules include gangliosides, blood group antigens, and
mucins. Some aspects of the malignant phenotype of
tumors, including tissue invasion and metastatic behav-
ior, may reflect altered cell surface properties that result
from abnormal glycolipid and glycoprotein slnthesis.
Many antibodies have been raised in animals that rec-
ognize the carbohydrate groups or peptide cores ofthese
molecules. Although most of the epitopes recognized by
these antibodies are not specifically expressed on
tumors, they are present at higher levels on cancer cells
than on normal cells. This class of tumor-associated
antigen is a target for cancer therapy with specific
antibodies.

Among the glycolipids expressed at high levels in
melanomas are the gangliosides GM2, GD2, and GD3.
Clinical trials of anti-GM2 and anti-GD, antibodies and
immunization with vaccines containing GM, are under
way in patients with melanoma. Mucins are high molec-
ular weight glycoproteins containing numerous O-
linked carbohydrate side chains on a core pollpeptide.
Tumors often have dysregulated expression of the
enz)rynes that synthesize these carbohydrate side chains,
which leads to the appearance of tumor-specific epi-
topes on the carbohydrate side chains or on the abnor-
mally exposed pollpeptide core. Several mucins have

been the focus of diagnostic and therapeutic studies,
including CA-125 and CA-19-9, expressed on ovarian
carcinomas, and MUC-1, expressed on breast carcino-
mas. Unlike many mucins, MUC-1 is an integral mem-
brane protein that is normally expressed only on the
apical surface of breast ductal epithelium, a site that is
relatively sequestered from the immune system. In
ductal carcinomas of the breast, however, the molecule
is expressed in an unpolarized fashion and contains
new tumor-specific carbohydrate and peptide epitopes
detectable by mouse monoclonal antibodies. The
peptide epitopes induce both antibody and T cell
responses in cancer patients and are therefore being
considered as candidates for tumor vaccines.

Tissue-Specific Differentiataon Antigens

Tumors express molecules that are normally present on
the cells of origin. These antigens are called differentia-
tion antigens because they are speciflc for particular lin-
eages or differentiation stages of various cell rypes. Their
importance is as potential targets for immunotherapy
and for identifying the tissue of origin of tumors. For
example, several melanoma antigens that are targets of
CTLs in patients are melanocyte differentiation anti-
gens, such as tyrosinase, mentioned earlier. Lymphomas
may be diagnosed as B cell-derived tumors by the detec-
tion of surface markers characteristic of this lineage,
such as CDl0 (previously called common acute lym-
phoblastic leukemia antigen, or CALLA) and CD20.
Antibodies against these molecules are also used for
tumor immunotherapy. The idiotypic determinants of
the surface Ig of a clonal B cell population are markers
for that B cell clone because all other B cells express dif-
ferent idiotypes. Therefore, the Ig idiotype is a highly
specific tumor antigen for B cell l1'rnphomas and
leukemias. These differentiation antigens are normal self
molecules, and therefore they do not usually induce
strong immune responses in tumor-bearing hosts.

lurururue Rrsporusrs ro TUMoRS
The effector mechanisms of both innate and adaptive
immunity have been shor,rm to kill tumor cells in vitro.
The challenge for tumor immunologists is to determine
which of these mechanisms may contribute to protec-
tive immune responses against tumors in vivo, and to
enhance these effector mechanisms in ways that are
tumor specific. In this section, we review the evidence
for tumor killing by various immune effector mecha-
nisms and discuss which are the most likely to be rele-
vant to human tumors.

Innate lmmune Responses to Tumors

Much of the early research on functions of effector cells
of the innate immune system, including NK cells and
macrophages, focused on the ability of these cells to kill
cultured tumor cells.



NK Cells

NK celk kill many types of tumor cells, especially celts
that haue reduced class I MHC expression but do acpress
Iigands for NK cell actiuating receptors.In vitro, NK cells
can kill virally infected cells and certain tumor cell lines,
especially hematopoietic tumors. NK cells also respond
to the absence of class I MHC molecules because the
recognition of class I MHC molecules delivers inhibitory
signals to NK cells (see Chapter 2,Fig.2-10). As we shall
see later, some tumors lose expression of class I MHC
molecules, perhaps as a result of selection against class
I MHC-expressing cells by CTLs. This loss of class I MHC
molecules makes the tumors particularly good targets
for NK cells. Some tumors also express MICA, MICB, and
ULB, which are ligands for the NKG2D activating recep-
tor on NK cells. In addition, NK cells can be targeted to
IgG antibody-coated cells by Fc receptors (FcyRIII or
CDl6). The tumoricidal capacity of NK cells is increased
by cltokines, including interferons and interleukins
(IL-2 and IL-12), and the anti-tumor effecrs of these
cytokines are partly attributable to stimulation of NK cell
activity. Il-2-activated NK cells, called lymphokine-
activated killer (LAK) cells, are derived by culturing
peripheral blood cells or tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes
(TILs) from tumor patients with high doses of IL-2. The
use of t-{K cells in adoptive immunotherapy for tumors
is discussed later.

The role of NK cells in tumor immunity in vivo is
unclear. It has been suggested that T cell-deficient mice
do not have a high incidence of spontaneous tumors
because they have normal numbers of NK cells that
serve an immune surveillance function. A few patients
have been described with deficiencies of NK cells and an
increased incidence of EBV-associated lymphomas.

Macrophages

The role of macrophages in anti-tumor immunity is
largely inferred from the demonstration that, in vitro,
activated macrophages can kill many tumor cells
more efficiently than they can kill normal cells. How
macrophages are activated by tumors is not knornrn.
Possible mechanisms include direct recognition of
some surface antigens of tumor cells and activation
of macrophages by interferon-y (IFN-y) produced by
tumor-specific T cells. Macrophages can kill tumor cells
by several mechanisms, probably the same as the mech-
anisms of macrophage killing of infectious organisms.
These mechanisms include the release of lysosomal
enzymes, reactive oxygen species, and nitric oxide. Acti-
vated macrophages also produce the cytokine tumor
necrosis factor (TNF), which was first characterized, as
its name implies, as an agent that can kill tumors mainly
by inducing thrombosis in tumor blood vessels.

Adaptive lmmune Responses to Tumors

Both T cell-mediated and humoral immune responses
occur spontaneously to tumors, and some evidence sug-
gests that the T cell responses play a protective role. Par-
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ticular efforts are now being made to enhance these T
cell responses in immunotherapeutic protocols.

T Lymphocytes

The principal mechanism of tumor immunity is killing
of tumor cells by CD& CTLs. The ability of CTLs to
provide effective anti-tumor immunity in vivo is most
clearly seen in animal experiments using carcinogen-
induced and DNA virus-induced tumors. As discussed
previously, CTLs mayperform a surveillance function by
recognizing and killing potentially malignant cells that
express peptides derived from mutant cellular proteins
or oncogenic viral proteins and presented in association
with class I MHC molecules. The role of immune sur-
veillance in preventing common, non-virally induced
tumors remains controversial because the frequency of
such tumors in T cell-deficient animals or people is not
clearly greater than the frequency in immunocompet-
ent individuals. However, tumor-specific CTLs can be
isolated from animals and humans with established
tumors, such as melanomas. Furthermore, mononu-
clear cells derived from the inflammatory infiltrate in
human solid tumors, called TILs, also include CTLs with
the capacity to kill the tumor from which they were
derived.

CD$! T cell responses specific for tumor antigens may
require cross-presentation of the tumor antigens by pro-

fessional APCs, such as dendritic celJs. Most tumor cells
are not derived from APCs and therefore do not express
the costimulators needed to initiate T cell responses or
the class II MHC molecules needed to stimulate helper
T cells that promote the differentiation of CDB* T cells.
A likely possibility is that tumor cells or their antigens
are ingested by host APCs, particularly dendritic cells;
the tumor antigens are then processed inside the APCs,
and peptides derived from these antigens are displayed
bound to class I MHC molecules for recognition by CD8*
T cells. TheAPCs express costimulators that mayprovide
the signals needed for differentiation of CDS* T cells into
anti-tumor CTLs, and the APCs express class II MHC
molecules that may present internalized tumor antigens
and activate CD4'helper T cells as well (Fig. 17-3). This
process of cross-presentation, or cross-priming, has
been described in earlier chapters (see Chapter 9, Fig.
9-3). Once effector CTLs are generated, they are able to
recognize and kill the tumor cells without a requirement
for costimulation. A practical application of the concept
of cross-priming is to grow dendritic cells from a patient
with cancel incubate the APCs with the cells or antigens
from that patient's tumor, and use these antigen-pulsed
APCs as vaccines to stimulate anti-tumor T cell
responses.

The importance of CD4* helper T cells in tumor
immunity is less clear. CD4* cells may play a role in anti-
tumor immune responses by providing cytokines for
effective CTL development (see Chapter 13). In addition,
helper T cells specific for tumor antigens may secrete
c)'tokines, such as TNF and IFN-y, that can increase
tumor cell class I MHC expression and sensitivity to lysis
by CTLs. IFN-T may also activate macrophages to kill
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FIGURE 17-3 Induction of T cel l  responses to tumors. CDB. T cel l  responses to tumors may be induced by cross-priming (cross-
presentation), in which the tumor cel ls or tumor antigens are taken up, processed, and presented to T cel ls by professional antigen-pre-
senting cel ls (APCs) In some cases, B7 costimulators erpressed by the APCs provide the second signals for dif ferentlat ion of CD8*T cel ls
The APCs may also st imulate CD4* helper T cel ls, which provide the second signals for CTL development Differentiated CTLs ki l l  tumor
cel ls without a requirement for costimulat ion or T cel l  heip (The roles of cross-presentation and CD4* helper T cel ls in CTL responses are
d iscussed in  Chapter  9 )

tumor cells. The importance of IFN-yin tumor immunity
is demonstrated by the finding of increased incidence of
tumors in knockout mice lacking this cytokine, the IFN-
y receptor, or components of the IFN-y receptor signal-
ing cascade.

Antibodies

Tumor-bearing hosts may produce antibodies against
various tumor antigens. For example, patients with EBV-
associated lymphomas have serum antibodies against
EBV-encoded antigens expressed on the surface of the
lymphoma cells. Antibodies may kill tumor cells by
activating complement or by antibody-dependent cell-
mediated cytotoxiciry in which Fc receptor-bearing
macrophages or NK cells mediate the killing. However,
the ability of antibodies to eliminate tumor cells has been
demonstrated largely in vitro, and there is little evidence
for effective humoral immunity against tumors.

Antibodies specific for oncogenic viruses, such as
HPV can prevent infection by these viruses and thereby
prevent virally induced tumors.

EvRsrolrt  oF IMMUNE RESpoNSES
BY TUMORS

Many malignant tumors possess mechanisms that
enable them to evade or resist host immune responses
(Fig. 17-4). A major focus of tumor immunology is to
understand the ways in which tumor cells evade
immune destruction, with the hope that interventions
can be designed to increase the immunogenicity of
tumors and the responses of the host. The process of
evasion may involve many different mechanisms. Exper-
imental evidence in mouse models indicates that
immune responses to tumor cells impart selective pres-
sures that result in the survival and outgrowth of variant
tumor cells with reduced immunogenicity, a process
that has been called "tumor editing."
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tumor antigens and are activated Tumor cel ls may evade immune
responses by losing expression of antigens or MHC molecules or
by producing immunosuppressive cytokines



lVhen tumors are induced by carcinogen-treatment
in either immunodeficient or immunocompetent
mice, and the tumors are then transplanted into new
immunocompetent mice, the tumors that were
derived from the immunodeficient mice are more fre-
quently rejected by the recipient animal's immune
system than are the tumors derived from the
immunocompetent mice. This result indicates that
tumors developing in the setting of a normal immune
system become less immunogenic over time.

Tumor editing is thought to underlie the emer-
gence of tumors that "escape" immunosurveillance.
Tirmor editing and escape may be a result of several
mechanisms.

@ Tfumor antigens may induce specific immunological
tolerance. Tolerance may occur because tumor anti-
gens are self antigens encountered by the developing
immune system or because the tumor cells present
their antigens in a tolerogenic form to mature lym-
phocytes. Several experimental studies have shown
that tolerance to tumor antigens promotes the out-
growth of tumors expressing these antigens.

' , Neonatal mice may acquire the mouse mammary
tumor virus from their mothers during nursing. The
mice become tolerant to the virus and carry it for life.
\Mhen these mice become adults, mammary cancers
induced by the virus often develop, and the tumors
do not elicit immune responses. However, the tumors
are potentially immunogenic because they are
rejected when they are transplanted into s1'ngeneic,
virus-free (uninfected) adult mice.

Transgenic mice expressing the SV40 T antigen
throughout their lives develop tumors when they are
infected with the SV40 virus, and the high incidence
of these tumors correlates with tolerance to the SV40
T antigen. In contrast, other SV40 T antigen trans-
genic mice in which expression of the transgene is
delayed until later in life are not tolerant to the T
antigen and have a low incidence of tumors.

In some experimental models, tumor cells trans-
planted into adult mice induce anergy in T cells spe-
cific for antigens expressed in these tumors.
Immunity against the tumors may be stimulated by
blocking CT[-A,-4, the inhibitory T cell receptor for 87
molecules. This result suggests that the tumor anti-
gens may be presented to host T cells by APCs that
induce T cell tolerance, in part as a result of 87 : CTt A-
4 interactions (see Chapter 11).

Regulatory T cells m&y suppress T cell responses to
tumors. Evidence from mouse model systems and
cancer patients indicates that the numbers of regula-
tory T cells are increased in tumor-bearing individu-
als, and these cells can be found in the cellular
infiltrates in certain tumors. Depletion of regulatory
T cells in tumor-bearing mice enhances antitumor
immunity and reduces tumor growth.

Tumors lose expression of antigens that elicit
immune responses. Such "antigen loss variants" are
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common in rapidly growing tumors and can readily
be induced in tumor cell lines by culture with tumor-
specific antibodies or CTLs. Given the high mitotic
rate of tumor cells and their genetic instabiliry muta-
tions or deletions in genes encoding tumor antigens
are common. If these antigens are not required for
growth of the tumors or maintenance of the trans-
formed phenotype, the antigen-negative tumor cells
have a growth advantage in the host. Analysis of
tumors that are serially transplanted from one animal
to another has sholrm that the loss of antigens
recognized by tumor-specific CTLs correlates with
increased growth and metastatic potential. Apart
from tumor-speciflc antigens, class I MHC expression
may be dor,rm-regulated on tumor cells so that they
cannot be recognized by CTLs. Various tumors
show decreased synthesis of class I MHC molecules,
pr-microglobulin, or components of the antigen-
processing machinery including the transporter
associated with antigen processing and some sub-
units of the proteasome. These mechanisms are pre-
sumably adaptations of the tumors that arise in
response to the selection pressures of host immunity,
and they may allow tumor cells to evade T cell-
mediated immune responses. However, when the
Ievel of MHC expression on a broad range of experi-
mental or human tumor cells is compared with the in
vivo growth of these cells, there is no clear correlation.

Tumors may fail to induce CTLs because most turnor
celk do not express costimulators or class II MHC
molecules. Costimulators are required for initiating T
cell responses, and class II molecules are needed for
the activation of helper T cells, which are required, in
some circumstances, for the differentiation of CTLs.
Therefore, the induction of tumor-specific T cell
responses often requires cross-priming by dendritic
cells, which express costimulators and class II mole-
cules. If such APCs do not adequately take up and
present tumor antigens and activate helper T cells,
CTLs specific for the tumor cells may not develop.
Tumor cells transfected with genes encoding the
costimulators 87-1 (CD80) andBT-2 (CD86) are able
to elicit strong cell-mediated immune responses. Pre-
dictably, CTLs induced by B7-transfected tumors are
effective against the parent (B7-negative) tumor as
well because the effector phase of CTl-mediated
killing does not require costimulation (see Fig. 17-3).
As we shall see later, these experimental results
are being extended to the clinical situation as
immunotherapy for tumors.

The products of tumor celk may suppress anti-tumor
immune responses. An example of an immuno-
suppressive tumor product is transforming growth
factor-p, which is secreted in large quantities by many
tumors and inhibits the proliferation and effector
functions of lymphocytes and macrophages (see
Chapter 12). Some tumors express Fas ligand (FasL),
which recognizes the death receptor Fas on leuko-
cytes that attempt to attack the tumor; engagement
of Fas by FasL may result in apoptotic death of the
leukocytes. The importance of this mechanism of

o
o

o
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tumor escape is not established because FasL has
been detected on only a few spontaneous tumors,
and when it is expressed in tumors by gene transfec-
tion, it is not always protective.

@ The cell surface antigens of tumors may be hidden
from the immune system by glycocallx molecules,
such as sialic acid-containing mucopolysaccharides.
This process is called antigen masking and may be a
consequence of the fact that tumor cells often express
more of these glycocallx molecules than normal cells
do.

InamuruorHERApy FoR TUMoRS

The potential for treating cancer patients by immuno-
logic approaches has held great promise for oncologists
and immunologists for many years. The main reason for
interest in an immunologic approach is that current
therapies for cancer rely on drugs that kill dividing cells
or block cell division, and these treatments have severe
effects on normal proliferating cells. As a result, the
treatment of cancers causes significant morbidity and
mortality. Immune responses to tumors may be specific
for tumor antigens and will not injure most normal cells.
Therefore, immunotherapy has the potential of being

the most tumor-specific treatment that can be devised.
Advances in our understanding of the immune system
and in defining antigens on tumor cells have encouraged
many new strategies. Immunotherapy for tumors aims
to augment the weak host immune response to the
tumors (active immunity) or to administer tumor-
specific antibodies or T cells, a form of passive immu-
nity. In this section, we describe some of the modes of
tumor immunotherapy that have been tried in the past
or are currently being investigated.

Stimulation of Active Host lmmune
Responses to Tumors

The earliest attempts to boost anti-tumor immunity
relied on nonspecific immune stimulation. More
recently, vaccines composed of killed tumor cells or
tumor antigens have been administered to patients, and
strategies for enhancing immune responses against the
tumor are being developed.

Vaccination with Tumor Cells and
Tumor Antigens

Immunization of tumor-bearing indiuiduals with killed
tumor cells or tumor antigens may result in enhanced
immune responses against the tumor (Table l7-2 and

Table 17-2. Tumor Vaccines

Type of vaccine Vaccine preparation Animal models Cl in ical t r ia ls

Abb revi ations; APC, antigen-presenting cell.

Killed tumor
vaccine

Kil led tumor cel ls +
adjuvants

Melanoma, colon cancer,
others
s"rcohi

Melanoma, colon cancer

Tumor cell lysates +
adjuvants

Melanoma

Purified tumor
antigens

Melanoma antigens Melanoma Melanoma
trrtetanoma, renai iancer,
sarcoma

Heat shock proteins Various

Professional APC-
based vaccines

Dendritic cells pulsed with
tumor antigens

Dendritic cells transfected
with genes encoding
tumor antigens

Melanoma, B cell
lymphoma, sarcoma

Melanoma, colon cancer

Melanoma, non-Hodgkin's
lymphoma, prostate cancer,
others
Various carcinomas

Cytokine- and
costimulator-
enhanced vaccines

Tumor cells transfected
with cytokine or 87 genes

APCs transfected with
cytokine genes and pulsed
with tumor antigens

Renal cancer, sarcoma,
B cell leukemia,
rung cancer

Melanoma, sarcoma, others

Melanoma, renal cancer,
others

DNA vaccines lmmunization with plasmids
encoding tumor antigens

Melanoma Melanoma

Viralvectors Adenovirus, vaccinia virus
encoding tumor antigen +
cvtokines

Melanoma, sarcoma Melanoma
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Vaccinate with
tumor-antigen

pulsed
dendritic cell

?e

cD8+
T cel l

Activation of
tumor-specific

T cells
Dendritic cells
pulsed with
tumor antigens

Plasmid expressing
cDNA encoding
tumor antioen

^VrrI Vaccinate
with DNA or

FIGURE 17-5 Tumor vaccines.
The tvoes of tumor vaccines that
have shown eff icacy in anrmal
models are i l lustrated Many vac-
cine approaches are undergoing
cl inical test ing

Fig. l7-5). The identification of peptides recognized by
tumor-specific CTLs and the cloning of genes that
encode tumor-specific antigens recognized by CTLs
have provided many candidates for tumor vaccines. One
of the earliest vaccine approaches, immunization with
purified tumor antigens plus adjuvants, is still being
tried. More recently, attempts to immunize patients with
cancer have been made with dendritic cells purified
from the patients and either incubated with tumor anti-
gens or transfected with genes encoding these antigens
and by injection of plasmids containing cDNAs encod-
ing tumor antigens (DNA vaccines). The cell-based and
DNA vaccines may be the best ways to induce CTL
responses because the encoded antigens are sgrthesized
in the cltoplasm and enter the class I MHC pathway
of antigen presentation. For antigens that are unique
to individual tumors, such as antigens produced by
random point mutations in cellular genes, these vacci-
nation methods are impractical because they would
require identification of the antigens from every tumor.
On the other hand, tumor antigens shared by many
tumors, such as the MAGE, tyrosinase, and gp100 anti-
gens on melanomas and mutated Ras and p53 proteins
in various tumors, are potentially useful immunogens
for all patients with certain types of cancer. In fact, clin-
ical trials of such cancer vaccines are under way for a
variety of tumors. A limitation of treating established
tumors with vaccines is that these vaccines need to be
therapeutic and not simply preventive, and it is often dif-
flcult to induce a strong enough immune response that
will eradicate all the cells of growing tumors.

Activation of
tumor-specific

T cells

The development of virally induced tumors can be
blocked by preventive vaccination with viral antigens or
attenuated live viruses. This approach is successful in
reducing the incidence of feline leukemia virus-induced
hematologic malignant tumors in cats and in prevent-
ing the herpesvirus-induced lymphoma called Marek's
disease in chickens. In humans, the ongoingvaccination
program against hepatitis B virus may reduce the
incidence of hepatocellular carcinoma, a liver cancer
associated with hepatitis B virus infection. As men-
tioned earlier, newly developed HPV vaccines promise
to reduce the incidence of HPV-induced tumors, includ-
ing uterine cervical carcinoma.

Augmentation of Host ImmunitY to
Tumors with Costimulators and Cytokines

Cell-mediated immunity to tumors may be enhanced'
by expressing costimulators and. cytokines in tumor
celk and by treating tumor-bearing ind'iui.duals with
cytokines that stimulate the proliferation and, d.ffiren-
tiation of T lymphocytes and NK celk. As discussed
earlier in this chapter, tumor cells may induce weak
immune responses because they lack costimulators and
usually do not express class II MHC molecules, so they
do not activate helper T cells. TWo potential approaches
for boosting host responses to tumors are to artificially
provide costimulation for tumor-specific T cells and to
provide cytokines that can enhance the activation of
tumor-speciflc T cells, particularly COB- CTLs (Fig.
17-6). Many cytokines also have the potential to induce
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Vaccinate with
tumor cell
expressing

costimulators
or lL-2

3-

transfected with
gene for lymphocyte

3?il2,,",o'(e.s., 87)

87 cDg+
T cell

B7-expressing tumor
cell stimulates

tumor-specific T cell

I L-2 enhances proliferation
and differentiation of
tumor-specific T cells Activation of

tumor-specific
T cells

'9.-8--.v

tfz

cD8+
T cell

Activation of
tumor-specific

T cells
RE 1 7-6 Enhancement of tumor cell immunogenicity by transfection of costimulator and cytokine genes. Tumor cells that do not
ately st imulate T cel ls on transplantat ion into an animal wi l l  not be rejected and wil l  therefore grow into tumors Vaccination with tumor

cel ls transfected with genes encoding costimulators or lL-2 (A) can lead to enhanced activation of i  cel ls, and tumors transfected with GM-
CSF {B) act ivate professional APCs, notably dendrit ic cel ls These transfected tumor cel l  vaccines st imulate tumor-specif ic T cel ls, leading
to T cel l-mediated reject ion of the tumor (even untransfected tumor cel ls)

GM-CSF oromotes
recruitment and
maturation of
dendritic cells

nonspecific inflammatory responses, which by them-
selves may have anti-tumor activity.

The efficacy of enhancing T cell costimulation for
anti-tumor immunotherapy has been demonstrated
by animal experiments in which tumor cells were
transfected with genes that encode 87 costimulatory
molecules and used to vaccinate animals. These
B7-expressing tumor cells induce protective immunity
against unmodified tumor cells injected at a distant site.
The successes with experimental tumor models have led
to therapeutic trials in which a sample of a patient's
tumor is propagated in vitro, transfected with co-
stimulator genes, irradiated, and reintroduced into the
patient. Such approaches may succeed even if the
immunogenic antigens expressed on tumors are not
knor,r,n.

It is possible to use cltokines to enhance adaptive and
innate immune responses against tumors. Tumor cells
may be transfected with cytokine genes to localize the
cltokine effects to where they are needed (Table 17-3).
For instance, when rodent tumors transfected with
lL-z, lL-4, IFN-1, or granulocyte-macrophage colony-
stimulating factor (GM-CSF) genes are injected into
animals, the tumors are rejected or begin to grow and
then regress. In some cases, intense inflammatory infil-
trates accumulate around the cytokine-secreting

Dendritic cell
ingests, processes,
and presents tumor
antigens to tumor-

specific T cells

tumors, and the nature of the infiltrate varies with the
cytokine. Different cytokines may stimulate anti-tumor
immunity by different mechanisms (see Fig. 17-6).
Importantly, in several of these studies, the injection
of cytokine-secreting tumors induced specific, T
cell-mediated immunity to subsequent challenges by
unmodified tumor cells. Thus, the local production of
cytokines may augment T cell responses to tumor anti-
gens, and cytokine-expressing tumors may act as effec-
tive tumor vaccines. Several clinical trials with cytokine
gene-transfected tumors are under way in patients with
advanced cancer.

Cltokines may also be administered systemically for
the treatment of various human tumors (Table l7-4).
The largest clinical experience is with IL-2 administered
in high doses alone or in combination with adoptive cel-
lular immunotherapy (discussed later). IL-2 presumably
works by stimulating the proliferation and anti-tumor
activity of NK cells and CTLs. The limitation of this
treatment is that it can be highly toxic and induces fever,
pulmonary edema, and vascular shock. These side
effects occur because IL-2 stimulates the production of
other cytokines by T cells, such as TNF and IFN-y, and
these cytokines act on vascular endothelium and other
cell types. IL-2 has been effective in inducing measura-
ble tumor regression responses in about 10% of patients
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Table 17-3. lmmunotherapy with Cytokine Gene-Transfected Tumor Cells

Cytokine Tumor reiection
in animals

Inflammatory
infiltrate

lmmunity against
parentaltumor
(animal models)

Cl in ical t r ia ls

lnterleukin-2Yes; mediated by
T cells

Lymphocytes,
neutroohils

ln some cases of renal
cancer, melanoma

Renal cancer,
melanoma

Interleukin-4Yes Eosinophils,
macrophages

No long-lasting immunitY
in human trials

Melanoma,
renal cancer

Interferon-yVariable Macrophages,
other cells

Sometimes

TNF Variable Neutrophils and
lymphocytes

No

GM-CSF Yes Macrophages,
other cells

Yes (long-lived T cell
immunity)

Renal cancer

lnterleukin-3Sometimes Macrophages,
other cells

Sometimes

Abbreviations: GM-CSF, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor; TNF, tumor necrosis factor'

with advanced melanoma and renal cell carcinoma and
is currently an approved therapy for these cancers. IFN-
o may be effective against tumors because it increases
the c],totoxic activity of NK cells and increases class I
MHC expression on various cell tlpes (see Chapter 12).
Clinical trials of this cytokine indicate that it can induce
the regression of renal carcinomas, melanomas, Kaposi's
sarcoma, various lymphomas, and hairy cell leukemia
(a B cell lineage tumor). IFN-cx is currently used in
combination with chemotherapy for the treatment of
melanoma. Other cltokines, such as TNF and IFN-1, are
effective anti-tumor agents in animal models, but their
use in patients is limited by serious toxic side effects. The
potential of IL-12 to enhance anti-tumor T cell- and
NK cell-mediated immune responses has aroused
great interest, and early trials in patients with advanced

cancer are now under way. Hematopoietic growth

factors, including GM-CSE G-CSE and IL-11, are used in

cancer treatment protocols to shorten periods of neu-
tropenia and thrombocytopenia after chemotherapy or

autologous bone marrow transplantation'

Blocking Inhibitory Pathways to Promote
Tumor lmmunity

Another immunotherapy strategy is based on the idea
that T cells exploit various normal pathways of immune

regulation or tolerance to evade the host immune
response. One series of studies in mice and humans has

targeted the inhibitory receptor for 87, called CTLA-4'
which functions normally to shut off responses (see

Chapter 1 1). If tumor-bearing mice are vaccinated with

Table 17-4. Systemic Cytokine Therapy for Tumors

Cytokine Tumor reiection
in animals

Clinicaltrials Toxicity

Abbreviations: GM-CSF, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor;
TNF, tumor necrosis factor.

Interleukin-2Yes Melanoma, renal cancer,
colon cancer; limited
success (<1 5o/o response
rate)

Vascular leak,
shock, pulmonary
edema

lnterferon-ocNo Approved for melanoma Fever, fatigue

TNF Only with local
administration

Sarcoma, melanoma
(isolated limb perf usion)

Septic shock
syndrome

lnterleukin-12Variable Toxicity trials (phase l) in
melanoma, others

Abnormal liver
function

GM-CSF No In routine use to promote
bone marrow recovery

Bone pain
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the tumor and also treated with an antibody that blocks
CTIA-4, the mice develop strong anti-tumor T cell
responses and destroy the tumor. The potential of such
approaches for tumor immunotherapy in humans is
being evaluated. In clinical trials, a common complica-
tion of this treatment has been the development of
autoimmune reactions. This is predictable in light of the
knourr role of CTLA-4 in maintaining self-tolerance. The
depletion of regulatory T cells may also enhance anti-
tumor immunity, and this approach is being tested in
animal models.

Nonspecific Stimulation of
the lmmune System

Immune responses to tumors may be stimulated by the
Iocal adminktration of inJlammatory substances or by
systemic treatment with agents that lunction as poly-
clonal activators of lymphocyfes. Nonspecific immune
stimulation of patients with tumors by iniection of
inflammatory substances such as bacii lus Calmette-
Gu6rin (BCG) at the sites of tumor growth has been tried
for many years. The BCG mycobacteria activate
macrophages and thereby promote macrophage-
mediated killing of the tumor cells. In addition, the
bacteria function as adjuvants and may stimulate T cell
responses to tumor antigens. Another approach for
immune stimulation is to administer low doses of acti-
vating anti-CD3 antibodies. In animal studies of trans-
plantable tumors, this treatment results in polyclonal
activation of T cells and, concomitantly, prevention of
tumor growth. Early clinical trials with specific anti-
bodies directed at tumor antigens and CD3 are on-
going. Cytokine therapies, discussed before, represent
another method of enhancing immune responses in a
nonspecific manner.

Passive lmmunotherapy for Tumors with
T Cells and Antibodies

Passive immunotherapy involves the transfer of immune
effectors, including tumor-speciflc T cells and antibod-
ies, into patients. Passive immunization against tumors
is rapid but does not lead to long-lived immunity.
Several approaches to passive immunotherapy are being
tried, with variable success.

Adoptive Cellular Therapy

Adoptiue cellular immunotherapy is the transfer of cul-
tured immune cells that haue anti-tumor reactiuity into
a tumor-bearing host. The cells to be transferred are
expanded from the lgnphocytes of patients with the
tumor. One protocol for adoptive cellular immunother-
apy is to generate tAK cells by removing peripheral
blood leukoc)'tes from patients with the tumo! Cultur-
ing the cells in high concentrations of lL-2, and inject-
ing the t"{K cells back into the patients (Fig. l7-7). As
discussed previously, IAK cells are derived mainly from
NK cells. Adoptive therapywith autologous LAK cells, in
conjunction with in vivo administration of IL-2 or

Tumor-bearing
patient

lsolate lymphocytes
from blood or
tumor infiltrate

Expand
lymphocytes
by culture
in lL-2

Transfer
lymphocytes
into patient, with or
without systemic lL-2

FIGURE 17-7 Adoptive cel lular therapy. In a commonly used
approach for adoptive cel lular therapy, lymphocytes isolated from
the blood or tumor inf i l t rate of a patient are expanded bv culture in
lL-2 and are infused back into the patient. This treatment, often com-
bined with systemic lL-2 administrat ion, leads to tumor reqression
in some patients

chemotherapeutic drugs, has yielded impressive results
in mice, with regression of solid tumors. Human IAK cell
therapy trials have thus far been largely restricted to
advanced cases of metastatic tumors, and the efficacy of
this approach appears to vary from patient to patient.
A variation of this approach is to isolate TILs from
the inflammatory infiltrate present in and around solid
tumors, obtained from surgical resection specimens,
and to expand the TILs by culture inlL-2. The rationale
for this approach is thatTILs maybe enriched for tumor-
specific CTLs and for activated NK cells. Human trials
with TIL therapy are ongoing.

G raft-v ers u s- Le u ke m i a Effect

In leukemia patients, administration of alloreactiue T
cells together with hematopoietic stem cell transplants



can contribute to eradication of the tumor. This graft-
versus-leukemia effect is directed at the allogeneic
MHC molecules present on the recipient's hematopoi-
etic cells, including the leukemia cells. The challenge in
using this treatment to improve clinical outcome is
to minimize the dangerous graft-versus-host disease
that may be mediated by the same donor T cells (see
Chapter 16).

Therapy with Anti-tumor Antibodies

Tumor-specific monoclonal antibodies may be usefulfor
specific immunotherapy for tumors. The potential of
using antibodies as "magic bullets" has been alluring to
investigators for many years and is still an active area of
research. Currently there are over 100 different mono-
clonal antibodies being considered, either in experi-
mental animal studies or in human trials, as therapeutic
agents for cancer, and a few have been approved for clin-
ical use (Table 17-5). Anti-tumor antibodies may eradi-
cate tumors by the same effector mechanisms that are
used to eliminate microbes, including opsonization and
phagocltosis and activation of the complement system
(see Chapter 14). In addition, some antibodies may
directly activate intrinsic apoptosis pathways in tumor
cells; this is the proposed mechanism for the use of anti-
CD30 to treat lymphomas, currently in clinical trials. A
monoclonal antibody specific for the oncogene product
Her-2lNeu, which is expressed at high levels in some
tumors, is effective in patients with breast cancer and
is approved for clinical use. In addition to eliciting
immune effector mechanisms, the anti-Her-2/Neu anti-
body interferes with growth-signaling functions of the
Her-2lNeu molecule.

Because the anti-tumor antibodies used in the early
human trials were mouse monoclonal antibodies, an
immune response frequently occurred against the
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mouse Ig, resulting in anti-mouse Ig antiboar", ;;;*""

caused increased clearance of the anti-tumor antibodies
or blocked binding of the therapeutic agent to its target.
This problem has been diminished by use of "human-
ized" antibodies consisting of the variable regions of
a mouse monoclonal antibody specific for the tumor
antigen combined with human Fc portions. One of the
most difficult problems with the use of anti-tumor anti-
bodies is the outgrowth of antigen loss variants of the
tumor cells that no longer express the antigens that the
antibodies recognize. One way to avoid this problem

may be to use cocktails of antibodies specific for differ-

ent antigens expressed on the same tumor.
Many variations on anti-tumor antibodies have been

tried in attempts to improve their effectiveness. Tumor-
specific antibodies may be coupled to toxic molecules,
radioisotopes, and anti-tumor drugs to promote the
delivery of these cytotoxic agents specifically to the
tumor. Toxins such as ricin and diphtheria toxin are
potent inhibitors of protein synthesis and can be effec-

tive at extremely low doses if they are carried to tumors
attached to anti-tumor antibodies; such conjugates are
called immunotoxins. This approach requires covalent
coupling of the toxin (lacking its cell-binding compo-
nent) to an anti-tumor antibody molecule without loss

of toxicity or antibody specificity. The systemically
injected immunotoxin is endocytosed by tumor cells,
and the toxin part is delivered to its intracellular site of
action. Several practical difficulties must be overcome
for this technique to be successful. The specificity of the

antibody must be such that it does not bind to non-
tumor cells. A sufficient amount of antibody must reach

the appropriate tumor target before it is cleared from the
blood by Fc receptor-bearing phagocltic cells. The
toxins, drugs, or radioisotopes attached to the antibody
may have systemic effects as a result of circulation

through normal tissues. For example, hepatotoxicity and

Table 17-5. Ant i- tumor Monoclonal Ant ibodies Approved for Cl inical  Use

Specificity of I Form of lClinicaltrials
antibody lantibody used

Her-2lNeu Humanized mouse
monoclonal

Breast cancer (approved
for clinical use)

cD20
(B cell marker)

Humanized mouse
monoclonal

B cell lymphoma

cD10 Humanized mouse
monoclonal,
immunotoxin

B cell lymphoma; in routine
use to purge bone marrow of
residual tumor cells

CEA Humanized mouse
monoclonal

Gastrointestinal cancers,
lung cancer

cA-125 Mouse monoclonalOvarian cancer

GD3
ganglioside

Humanized mouse
monoclonal

Melanoma

Abbreviation: CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen.
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vascular leak syndromes are common problems with
immunotoxin therapy. Administration of immunotoxins
may result in antibody responses against the toxins and
the injected antibodies. Because of these practical diff,-
culties, clinical trials of immunotoxins have had variable
and modest success.

Anti-idiotypic antibodies have been used to treat B
cell lyrnphomas that express surface Ig with particular
idiotlpes. The idiotype is a highly specific tumor antigen
because it is expressed only on the neoplastic clone of B
cells, and it was once hoped that anti-idiotJ,?ic antibod-
ies would be effective therapeutic reagents with absolute
tumor specificity. (Anti-idiotypic antibodies are raised
by immunizing rabbits with a patient's B cell tumor and
depleting the serum of reactivity against all other human
immunoglobulins.) The approach has not proved gener-
ally successful, largely because of the selective out-
growth of tumor cells with altered idiotypes that do not
bind the anti-idiotypic antibody. In part, this result may
reflect the high rate of somatic mutation in Ig genes and
the fact that the surface Ig is dispensable for tumor
growth.

Tumor growth is usually dependent on growth
factors, which are potential targets for therapy. Antibod-
ies that block the epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR) are approved for the treatment of colorectal
tumors. Tumors depend on the formation of new blood
vessels that supply the tumor with oxygen and nutrients.
This process, called tumor angiogenesis, is dependent
on other specialized growth factors, including vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Various inhibitors of
these angiogenic factors can block tumor growth. Anti-
VEGF antibodies are now approved for clinical use, in
combination with chemotherapeutic agents, to treat
metastatic tumors.

Anti-tumor antibodies are also used to remove cancer

cells. The bone marrow cells removed from the natient
are treated with antibodies or immunotoxins spe;ific for
tumor antigens to kill any tumor cells. The treated
marrow having been purged of tumor cells, is trans-
planted back into the patient to reconstitute the
hematopoietic system destroyed by irradiation and
chemotherapy.

THr Rorr 0F THE llrllurur Svsrrm tru
PnouonruG TUMOR GRowrH
In addition to protection against cancer, the immune
system may contribute to the development of some
tumors. In fact, chronic inflammation has long been rec-
ognized as a risk factor for development of tumors in
many different tissues. Some cancers associated with
infections are considered to be an indirect result of the
carcinogenic effects of the chronic inflammatory states

that are induced by the infectious organisms. These
include gastric cancer in the setting of chronic Heli-
cobacter pylori infection and hepatocellular carcinomas
associated with chronic hepatitis B and C virus infec-
tions. Although the mechanisms by which chronic
inflammation can promote tumor development are not
well understood, there are several possibilities, SUp-
ported by data in rodent models. Cells of the innate
immune system are considered the most direct tumor-
promoting culprits among immune cells. Chronic acti-
vation of innate immune cells, notably macrophages, is
characterized by angiogenesis and tissue remodeling,
both of which favor tumor formation. Innate immune
cells can also contribute to malignant transformation of
cells by generating free radicals that cause DNA damage
and lead to mutations in tumor suppressor genes and
oncogenes. Some data suggest that cells of the innate
immune system, including mast cells, neutrophils, and
macrophages, secrete soluble factors that promote cell-
cycle progression and survival of tumor cells. The adap-
tive immune system can promote chronic activation of
innate immune cells in several ways, including T cell
mediated activation of macrophages in the setting of
persistent intracellular microbial infections. Thus, the
adaptive immune system may indirectly enhance the
tumor-promoting activities of the innate immune
system. The tumor-promoting effects of the immune
system are paradoxical, and a topic of active investiga-
tion at present. These effects of chronic inflammation
are theoretically also excellent targets for pharmacologic
intervention, because there are a large variety of effec-
tive anti-inflammatory drugs already available. The
challenge for oncologists is to achieve a beneficial
balance in which protective anti-tumor adaptive
immune responses are not compromised, while poten-
tially dangerous chronic inflammatory conditions are
controlled.

SUMMARY
g Tumors express antigens that are recognized by

the immune system, but most tumors are weakly
immunogenic, and immune responses often fail to
prevent the growth of tumors. The immune system
can be stimulated to effectively kill tumors.

6 Tumor antigens recognized by CTLs are the princi-
pal inducers of and targets for antitumor immu-
nity. These antigens include mutants of oncogenes
and other cellular proteins, normal proteins whose
expression is dysregulated or increased in tumors,
and products of oncogenic yiruses.

o Antibodies specific for tumor cells recognize anti-
gens that are used for diagnosis and are potential
targets for antibody therapy. These antigens
include oncofetal antigens, which are expressed
normally during fetal life and whose expression is
dysregulated in some tumors; altered surface gly-



coproteins and glycolipids; and molecules that are
normally expressed on the cells from which the
tumors arise and are thus differentiation antigens
for particular cell types.

6 Immune responses that are capable of killing
tumor cells consist of CTLs, NK cells, and activated
macrophages. The role of these immune effector
mechanisms in protecting individuals from
tumors is not well defined.

Q Tumors evade immune responses by several mech-
anisms, including dor.trn-regulating the expression
of MHC molecules, selecting cells that do not
express tumor antigens, producing immunosup-
pressive substances, and inducing tolerance to
tumor antigens.

o Immunotherapy for tumors is designed to
augment active immune responses against these
tumors or to administer tumor-specific immune
effectors to patients. Immune responses may be
actively enhanced by vaccination with tumor cells
or antigens, administration of tumors modified to
express high levels of costimulators or cytokines
that stimulate T cell proliferation and differentia-
tion, and systemic administration of cytokines.
Anti-tumor immunity may also be enhanced by
blocking inhibitory pathways of immunoregula-
tion. Approaches for passive immunotherapy
include the administration of anti-tumor anti-
bodies, antibodies conjugated with toxic drugs
(immunotoxins), and tumor-reactive T cells and
NK cells isolated from patients and expanded by
culture with growth factors.
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Adaptive immunity serves the important function of
host defense against microbial infections, but immune
responses are also capable of causing tissue injury and
disease. Disorders caused by immune responses are
called hypersensitivity diseases. This term arose from
the clinical definition of immunity as "sensitivity," which
is based on the observation that an individual who has

been exposed to an antigen exhibits a detectable leac.
tion, or is "sensitive," to subsequent encoultfgrs with
that antigen. Normally, the immune response eradicates
infecting organisms without serious tnjury to host
tissues. However, sometimes these responseF are inade-
quately controlled or inappropriately targeted to host
tissues, and in these situations, the normally beneficial
response is the cause of disease.

In this chapter, we describe the pathogenesis of dif-
ferent tlpes of hlpersensitivity diseases, with an empha-
sis on the effector mechanisms that cause tissue injury
and on the mechanisms of autoimmunity. Throughout
the chapter, we use examples of clinical and experimen-
tal diseases to illustrate important principles. We con-
clude with a brief consideration of the treatment of
immunologic d iseases.

CnusTs AND TYPES OF
HvprnsrrusfftvtrY Dlsrnsrs

Immune responses may be pathologic because of sev-
eral different abnormalities.

8 Autoimmunity. Fallure of the normal mechanisms of
self-tolerance (see Chapter ll) results in reactions
against one's own cells and tissues that are called
auto immunity. The diseases caused by autoimmunity
are referred to as autoimmune diseases. We will return
to the mechanisms of autoimmunitY later in this
chapter.

@ Reactions against microbes. Immune responses
against microbial antigens may cause disease if the
reactions are excessive or the microbes are unusually
persistent. If antibodies are produced against such

419
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antigens, the antibodies may bind to the microbial
antigens to produce immune complexes, which
deposit in tissues and trigger inflammation. T cell
responses against persistent microbes may give rise
to severe inflammation, sometimes with the forma-
tion of granulomas; this is the cause of tissue injury
in tuberculosis and other infections. Rarely, antibod-
ies or T cells reactive with a microbe may cross-react
with a host tissue. Sometimes the disease-causing
immune response may be entirely normal, but in the
process of eradicating the infection host tissues are
injured. ln uiral hepatitis, the virus that infects liver
cells is not cytopathic, but it is recognized as foreign
by the immune system. Cytotoxic T lymphocytes
(CTLs) try to eliminate infected cells, and this normal
immune response damages liver cells. This tlpe of
normal reaction is not considered hlpersensitivity.

@ Reactions against enuironmental antigens. Most
healthy individuals do not react against common,
generally harmless, environmental substances, but
almost 20To of the population is "abnormally respon-
sive" to these substances. Reactions against these
environmental substances may be caused by imme-
diate or delayed-type hypersensitivity (DTH) reac-
tions (see below).

In all these conditions, the mechanisms of tissue
injury are the same as those that normally function to
eliminate infectious pathogens, namely, antibodies,
T lymphocytes, and various other effector cells. The
problem in hlpersensitivity diseases is that the response
is triggered and maintained inappropriately. Because
the stimuli for these abnormal immune responses are
difficult or impossible to eliminate (e.g., self antigens

and persistent microbes), and the immune system has
many built-in positive feedback loops (amplification
mechanisms), once a pathologic immune response
starts it is difficult to control or terminate it. Therefore,
these hypersensitivity diseases tend to be chronic, often
debilitating, and therapeutic challenges. Since inflam-
mation, typically chronic inflammation, is a major com-
ponent of the pathology of these disorders, they are
sometimes grouped under the rubric immune-mediated
inflammatory diseases.

Hypersensitiuity diseases are commonly classified
accordingto the type of immune response andthe effec-
tor mechanism responsible for cell and tissue injury
(Table 18-l). Immediate hypersensitivity caused by
immunoglobulin E (IgE) antibodies and mast cells,
which is also called type I hypersensitivity, is the most
prevalent type of hypersensitivity disease and will be
described separately in Chapter 19. Antibodies other
than IgE can cause tissue injury by activating the com-
plement system, recruiting inflammatory cells, and by
interferingwith normal cellular functions. Some of these
antibodies are specific for antigens of particular cells or
the extracellular matrix and are found either attached to
these cells or tissues or as unbound antibodies in the cir-
culation; the diseases induced by such antibodies are
called type II hypersensitivity disorders. Other antibod-
ies may form immune complexes in the circulation, and
the complexes are subsequently deposited in tissues,
particularly in blood vessels, and cause injury. Immune
complex diseases are also called type III hypersensitiv-
ity. Finally, tissue injury may be due to T ll,rnphocytes
that activate the effector mechanisms of DTH or directly
kill target cells; such conditions are called type tVhyper-
sensitivity disorders. We now rcalize that many hlper-

Tab le  18-1 .  C lass i f i ca t ion  o f  lmmuno log ica l  D iseases

Type of
hypersensitivity

Pathologic immune
mechanisms

Mechanisms of tissue
injury and disease

lmmediate

T|33';"n''t'u'tu'
lgE antibody Mast cells and their mediators

(vasoactive amines, l ipid
mediators, cytokines)

Antibody mediated:
Type ll

lgM, lgG antibodies
against cell surface or
extracellular matrix
antigens

Opsonization and
phagocytosis of cells

Complement- and Fc receptor-
mediated recruitment and
activation of leukocytes
(neutrophils, macrophages)

Abnormalities in cellular functions,
e.9., hormone receptor signaling

lmmune complex
mediated: Type ll l

lmmune complexes of
circulating antigens and
lgM or lgG antibodies

Complement- and Fc receptor-
mediated recruitment and
activation of leukocytes

T cell mediated:
Type lV

1 .CD4+ T cells (delayed-
type hypersensitivity)

CD8+ CTLs ff cell-
mediated cytolysis)

2.

1. Macrophage activation,
cytokine-mediated inf lammation

2. Direct target cell kill ing, cytokine-
mediated inflammation
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sensitivity diseases are THI mediated, in which the T cells
either directly cause inflammation or stimulate the pro-
duction of antibodies that damage tissues and induce
inflammation. Other T cell populations that promote
inflammation are the IL-17-producing "Ts17" cells. In
contrast, immediate hlpersensitivity (allergic) diseases
are the protoq,?es of Ts2-mediated diseases, in which
the T cells stimulate the production of IgE antibodies
(see Chapter 19).

In our discussion, we use descriptions that identify
the pathogenic mechanisms rather than the less inform-
ative numerical designations. This classification is useful
because distinct rypes of pathologic immune responses
show different patterns of tissue injury and may vary
in their tissue specificity. As a result, they produce dis-
orders with distinct clinical and pathologic features.
However, immunologic diseases in the clinical situation
are often complex and due to combinations of humoral
and cell-mediated immune responses and multiple
effector mechanisms. This complexity is not surprising
given that a single antigen may normally stimulate both
humoral and cell-mediated immune resDonses.

Mechanism of
deposition

lnjury caused by antitissue antibody

DrsrRsrs Gnusro BY ANTIBoDIES
Antibody-mediated diseases are produced either by
antibodies that bind, to antigens in particular cells or
extracellular tissues or by antigen-antibody complexes
that form in the circulntion and are deposited in uessel
walk (FiE. 18-l). To prove that a particular disease is

caused by antibodies, one would need to demonstrate
that the lesions can be induced in a normal animal by
the adoptive transfer of immunoglobulin purified from

the blood or affected tissues of individuals with the
disease. An experiment of nature is occasionally seen in
children of mothers suffering from antibody-mediated
diseases. These infants may be born with transient man-
ifestations of such diseases because of transplacental
passage of antibodies. However, in clinical situations,
the diagnosis of diseases caused by antibodies or
immune complexes is usually based on the demonstra-
tion of antibodies or immune complexes in the circula-
tion or deposited in tissues, as well as clinicopathologic
similarities with experimental diseases that are proved

to be antibody mediated by adoptive transfer.

Effector mechanisms
of tissue injury

Antibody
deposition

extracellular matrix

Comolement- and
Fc receotor-

mediated recruitment
and activation of
inflammatorv cells

: . , T .  . : -  : _ - : . 1 >

:::,--7
reactive oxygen
specres

lmmune complex-mediated tissue injury

Complement- and
Fc receptor-

mediated recruitment
and activation of
inflammatorv cells

mm.::=.Jm:::rft,-

Blood
VCSSEI

Neutrophi l  granule
enzymes, reactive
oxygen specles

rmmune complexes

FIGuRE 18-1 Types of antibody-mediated diseases, Antibodies may bind specif ical ly to t issue antigens (A), or they may be deposited as

immune complexe-s that are formed ln the circulat ion (B) In both cases, the deposited antibodies induce inf lammation, leading to t issue

tn  tu rv
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Diseases Caused by Antibodies Against
Fixed Cell and fissue Antigens

Antibodies against cellular or matrix antigens cause dis-
eases that specifically affect the cells or tissues where
these antigens are present, and these diseases are
often not systemic. In most cases, such antibodies are
autoantibodies, but they may occasionally be produced
against a foreign antigen that is immunologically cross-
reactive with a component of self tissues. Antibodies
against tissue antigens cause disease by three main
mechanisms (Fig. l8-2). First, antibodies may directly
opsonize cells, or they may activate the complement
system, resulting in the production of complement pro-
teins that opsonize cells. These cells are phagocltosed
and destroyed by phagoc),tes that express receptors for
the Fc portions of antibodies and receptors for comple-
ment proteins. This is the principal mechanism of cell

destruction in autoimmune hemolytic anemia and
autoimmune thrombocltopenic purpura. The same
mechanism is responsible for hemolysis in transfusion
reactions. Second, antibodies deposited in tissues
recruit neutrophils and macrophages, which bind to the
antibodies or attached complement proteins by Fc and
complement receptors. These leukocytes are activated
and their products induce acute inflammation and
tissue injury. This is the mechanism of injury in
antibody-mediated glomerulonephritis and many other
diseases. Third, antibodies that bind to normal cellular
receptors or other proteins may interfere with the func-
tions of these receptors or proteins and cause disease
without inflammation or tissue damage. Antibody-
mediated functional abnormalities are the cause of
Graves' disease (hyperthpoidism) and myasthenia
gravis. Examples of hypersensitivity diseases in humans
that are caused by autoantibodies against self antigens

Phagocytosis

@ Op"oniration and phagocytosis

Phagocyte

Fc receptor

@
Complement- and Fc receptor-mediated inflammation

Inf lammation and
tissue injury

; :
* i L

,/
Thyroid hormones

Abnormal physiologic responses without cell/tissue injury FIGURE 1&2 Eflector mechanisms
of antibody-mediated disease. A Anti-
bodies opsonize cel ls and may activate
complement, generating complement
products that also opsonize cel ls,
leading to phagocytosis of the cel ls
through phagocyte Fc receptors or c3
receptors B Antibodies recruit  leuko-
cytes by binding to Fc receptors or by
actrvatrng complement and thereby
releasing by-products that are chemo-
tactic for leukocytes C Antibodies spe-
cif  ic f  or cel l  surface receptors f  or
hormones or neurotransmitters may
stimulate the activi ty of the receptors
even in the absence of the hormone //eft
panel) or may inhibit  binding of the neu-
rotransmitter to its receptor (right panel)
TSH, thyroid-st imulat ing hormone

Antibody to
ACh receptor:

ACh
receptor

Antibody stimulates
receptor without ligand

Antibody inhibits bind g
of ligand to recepto

Ops6nized

Nerve ending
Acetylcholine
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Table 18-2. Examples of Diseases Caused by Cell- or Tissue-Specific Antibodies

Disease Target antigen Mechanisms of
disease

Glinicopathologic
manifestations

Autoimmune
hemolytic anemia

Erythrocyte membrane
proteins (Rh blood group
antigens, I antigen)

Opsonization and
phagocytosis
of erythrocytes

Hemolysis, anemia

Autoimmune
thrombocytopenic
purpura

Platelet membrane
proteins
(gpllb:ll la integrin)

Oosonization and
phagocytosis
of olatelets

Bleeding

Pemphigus
vulgaris

Proteins in intercellular
junctions of epidermal cells
(epidermal cadherin)

Antibody-mediated
activation of proteases,
disruotion of
intercellular adhesions

Skin vesicles (bullae)

Vasculitis caused
by ANCA

Neutrophil granule proteins,
presumably released f rom
activated neutrophils

Neutrophil degranulation
and inflammation

Vasculitis

Goodpasture's
syndrome

Noncollagenous protein in
basement membranes of
kidney glomeruli and lung
alveoli

Complement- and
Fc receptor-
mediated inflammation

Nephri t is,  lung
hemorrhage

Acute rheumatic
fever

Streotococcal cell wall
antigen; antibody cross-
reacts with myocardial
antigen

Inflammation,
macropnage
activation

Myocarditis, arthritis

Myasthenia gravis Acetylcholine receptor Antibodv inhibits
acetylcl ' iol ine binding,
down-modulates recePtors

Muscle weakness,
paralysis

Graves'disease
(hyperthyroidism)

TSH receptor Antibody-mediated
stimulation
of TSH receptors

Hyperthyroidism

Insulin-resistant
diabetes

Insulin receptor Antibody inhibits
b inding of  insul in

Hyperglycemia,
ketoacidosis

Pernicious anemia Intrinsic factor of gastric
oarietal cells

Neutralization of intrinsic
factor, decreased
absorption of vitamin 812

Abnormal erythropoiesis,
anemta

Abbreviations: ANCA, antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies; TSH, thyroid-stimulating hormone.

are listed in Table 18-2. Tissue deposits of antibodies
may be detected by morphologic examination in some
of these diseases, and the deposition of antibody is often
associated with local complement activation, inflamma-
tion, and tissue injury @ig. 1B-3).

lmrnune Gomplex-fiflediated Diseases

Immune complexes that cause disease may be com-
posed of antibodies bound to either self antigens or
foreign antigens. The pathologic features of diseases
caused by immune complexes reflect the site of immune
complex deposition and are not determined by the
cellular source of the antigen. Therefore, immune
complex-mediated diseases tend to be systemic, with
little or no specificity for a particular tissue or organ.

The occurrence of diseases caused by immune
complexes was suspected as early as 1911 by an astute
physician named Clemens von Pirquet. At that time,

diphtheria infections were being treated with

serum from horses immunized with the diphtheria
toxin, which is an example of passive immunization
against the toxin by the transfer of serum containing
antitoxin antibodies. von Pirquet noted that joint

inflammation (arthritis), rash, and fever developed in
patients injected with the antitoxin-containing horse
ierum. Two clinical features of this reaction suggested
that it was not due to the infection or a toxic component
of the serum itself. First, these sgnptoms appeared even

after the injection of horse serum not containing the
antitoxin, so the lesions could not be attributed to the
anti-diphtheria antibody. Second, the symptoms ap-
peared at least a week after the first injection of horse

ierum and more rapidly with each repeated injection.

von Pirquet concluded that this disease was due to a host

response to some component of the serum. He sug-
gested that the host made antibodies to horse serum
proteins, these antibodies formed complexes with the
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lmmune complex
mediated

glomerulonephrit is

Light microscopy

lmmunofluorescence

Electron microscopy

onephrit is. A Glomerulonephrit is rnduced by an antibody against the
mtcrograph shows glomerular inf lammation and severe damage, and

;  the  basement  membrane.  B .  G lomeru lonephr i t i s  induced by  the  dep-
ophr l i c  in f lammat ion ,  and the  immunof luorescence and e lec t ron  mic ro_
r  a long the  basement  membrane.  ( lmmunof luorescence mic rographs
tf Cali fornia San Francisco, and the electron micrograph is courtesy of
; Hospital,  Boston.)

injected proteins, and the disease was due to the anti-
bodies or immune complexes. We now know that his
conclusions were entirely accurate. He called this
disease serum disease; it is now more commonly known
as serum sickness and is the prototype for systemic
immune complex-mediated disorders.

Much of our current knowledge of immune complex
diseases is based on analyses of experimental models
of serum sickness. Immunization of an animal such

as a rabbit with a large dose of a foreign protein
antigen leads to the formation of antibodies against
the antigen (Fig. 1B-a). These antibodies complex
with circulating antigen and initially lead to
enhanced phagocl'tosis and clearance of the antigen
by macrophages in the liver and spleen. As more and
more antigen-antibody complexes are formed, some
of them are deposited in vascular beds. In these
tissues, the antibodies in the complexes may activate
complement, with a concomitant fall in serum com-



Antigen

into a rabbit leads to the production of specific antibody and the for-
mation of immune complexes These complexes are deposited in
multiple tissues, activate complement (leading to a fall in serum
complement levels), and cause lnflammatory lesions, which resolve
as the complexes and the remaining antigen are removed (Adapted
from Cochrane CG lmmune complex-mediated tissue injury /n
Cohen S, PA Ward, and RT McCluskey [eds] Mechanisms of
lmmunopathology Werbel & Peck, New York, 1979, pp 29-48
Copyright 1979, Wiley-Liss, Inc )

plement levels. Complement activation leads to
recruitment and activation of inflammatory cells,
predominantly neutrophils, at the sites of immune
complex deposition, and the neutrophils cause tissue
injury. Neutrophils also bind to the immune com-
plexes by their Fcy receptors. Because the complexes
are deposited mainly in small arteries, renal
glomeruli, and the synovia of joints, the clinical and
pathologic manifestations are vasculitis, nephritis,
and arthritis. The clinical slmptoms are usually
short lived, and the lesions heal unless the antigen
is injected again. This type of disease is an example
of acute serum sickness. A more indolent and
prolonged disease, called chronic serum sickness, is
produced by multiple injections of antigen, which
Iead to the formation of smaller complexes that are
deposited most often in the kidneys, arteries, and
lungs.

r A localized form of experimental immune
complex-mediated vasculitis is called the Arthus
reaction. It is induced by injecting an antigen subcu-
taneously into a previously immunized animal or an
animal that has been given intravenous antibody
specific for the antigen. Circulating antibodies rapidly
bind to the injected antigen and form immune com-
plexes that are deposited in the walls of small arteries
at the injection site. This deposition gives rise to a
local cutaneous vasculitis with tissue necrosis.
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Antigen-antibody complexes are produced during
normal immune responses, but they cause disease
only when they are produced in excessive amounts,
are not efficiently cleared, and become deposited in
tissues. The amount of immune complex deposition in
tissues is determined by the nature of the complexes
and the characteristics of the blood vessels. Small com-
plexes are often not phagocytosed and tend to be
deposited in vessels more than large complexes, which
are usually cleared by phagocltes. Complexes containing
cationic antigens bind avidly to negatively charged
components of the basement membranes of blood
vessels and kidney glomeruli. Such complexes typically
produce severe and long-lasting tissue injury. Capillaries
in the renal glomeruli and synovia are vessels in
which plasma is ultrafiltered (to form urine and syn-
ovial fluid, respectivelg by passing through the capillary
wall at high hydrostatic pressure, and these locations
are among the most common sites of immune complex
deposition. Immune complexes may also bind to Fc
receptors of mast cells and leukocWes and activate these
cells to secrete cytokines and vasoactive mediators.
These mediators may enhance immune complex depo-
sition by increasing vascular permeability and blood
flow.

The deposition of immune complexes in vessel walls
leads to complement- and Fc receptor-mediated
inflammation and injury to the vessels and adjacent
tissues. Deposits of antibody and complement may be
detected in the vessels, and if the antigen is knor,tm, it
is possible to identiff antigen molecules in the deposits
as well (see Fig. 18-3). Many systemic immunologic
diseases in humans are caused by the deposition of
immune complexes in blood vessels (Table 18-3). A pro-
totype of such diseases is systemic lupus erythematosus
(SLE), an autoimmune disease in which numerous
autoantibodies are produced. Its clinical manifestations
include glomerulonephritis and arthritis, which are
attributed to the deposition of immune complexes com-
posed of self DNA or nucleoprotein antigens and specific
antibodies (Box l8-1).

DIsrRsrS CNUSTO BY T LYMPHOCYTES

T lymphocytes injure tissues either by triggering DTH
reactions or by directly killing target cells (Fig. 1B-5).
DTH reactions are elicited by CD4* T cells of the THI
subset and CD8* cells, both of which secrete cltokines
that activate macrophages (interferon-y [IFN-y]) and
induce inflammation (such as tumor necrosis factor

ITNFI). The inflammatory reaction associated with
T cell-mediated diseases is typically chronic inflam-
mation. Because inflammation plays a central role
in many T cell-mediated diseases, these are often
referred to as "immune-mediated inflammatory
diseases." In some T cell-mediated disorders, CD8*
cltotoxic T lymphocltes (CTLs) kill target cells
bearing class I major histocompatibility complex
(MHC)-associated antigens. The T cells that cause tissue
injury may be autoreactive, or they may be specific for

201 81 61 4

antibody
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Table 18-3. Examples of Human lmmune Complex-Mediated Diseases

Disease lAntigen involved lClinicopathologic
manifestations

Systemic lupus
erythematosus

DNA, nucleoproteins,
others

Nephrit is, afthrit is,
vasculit is

Polyarteritis nodosaHepatitis B virus
surface antigen

Vasculitis

Poststreptococcal
glomerulonephrit is

Streotococcal cell wal I
antigen(s); may be
"planted" in glomerular
basement membrane

Nephritis

Serum sickness Various proteins Afthritis, vasculitis,
neohritis

foreign protein antigens that are present in or bound to
cells or tissues. T lymphocye-mediated tissue injury
may also accompany strong protective immune
responses against persistent microbes, especially intra-
cellular microbes that resist eradication by phagocytes
and antibodies.

A role for T cells in causing a particular immunologic
disease is suspected largely based on the demonstration
of T cells in lesions and the isolation of T cells specific
for self or microbial antigens from the tissues
or blood of patients. Animal models have also been
very useful for elucidating the pathogenesis of these
disorders.

Diseases Caused hy Delayed-Type
Hypersensitivity

In DTH reactions, tissue injury results from the products
of activated macrophages, such as lysosomal enz],rynes,
reactive oxygen intermediates, nitric oxide, and pro-
inflammatory cytokines (see Chapter l3). Vascular
endothelial cells in the lesions may express enhanced
levels of cy'tokine-regulated surface proteins such as
adhesion molecules and class II MHC molecules.
Chronic DTH reactions often produce fibrosis as a result
of the secretion of cytokines and growth factors by the
macrophages.

@ o"t"y"o-type hypersensitivity

APC or
tissue
antigen

lnf lammation Tissue injury

Cel l  k i l l ing and
tissue injury

FIGURE t8-5 Mechanisms of
T cel l-mediated diseases. A ln
delayed-type hypersensit ivi ty
reactions, CD4t T cel ls (and
sometimes CD8* cel ls) respond
to t issue antigens by secreting
cytokines that st imulate inf lam-
mation and activate phagocytes,
leading to t issue injury APC,
antigen-presenting cel l  B ln
some diseases, CDB* CTLs
directly ki l l  t issue cel ls

cD8+
CTLs

MMM
ffi3 @60

Normal tissue

cD8+
T cel l

T cel l-mediated cytolysis
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CLINICAL FEATURES. SLE is  a chronic,  remi t t ing and
relapsing,  mul t isystem auto immune disease that  af fects
predominant ly  women, wi th an inc idence of  1 in  700
among women between the ages of  20 and 60 years
(about  1 in  250 among black women) and a female- to-
male rat io  of  10: '1  .  The or inc ioal  c l in ica l  mani fesra lons
are rashes,  ar thr i t is ,  and g lomerulonephr i t is ,  but  hemo-
ly t ic  anemia,  thrombocytopenia,  and CNS involvement
are a lso common Many d i f ferent  autoant ibodies are
found in pat ients wrth SLE. The most  f requent  are ant i -
nuclear ,  par t icu lar ly  ant i -DNA, ant ibodies;  others inc lude
ant ibodies against  r ibonucleoprote ins,  h is tones,  and
nucleolar  ant igens lmmune complexes formed f rom
these autoant ibodies and thei r  speci f  ic  ant igens are
responsib le for  g lomerulonephr i t is ,  ar thr i t is ,  and vascul i -
t is  involv ing smal l  ar ter ies throughout  the body
Hemolyt ic  anemia and thrombocytopenia are due to
autoantibodies against erythrocytes and platelets, respec-
t ive ly  The pr inc ipal  d iagnost ic  test  for  the d isease is  the
presence of  ant inuclear  ant ibodies;  ant ibodies against
double-st randed nat ive DNA are speci f ic  for  SLE

PATHOGENESIS.  The pathogenic ant ibodies in  the
disease are h igh-af f in i ty ,  helper  T cel l -dependent  ant i -
bodies speci f ic  for  nuclear  components.  l t  is  not  known
whether  the pr imary pathogenic defect  is  fa i lure of  centra l
or  per ipheral  to lerance in B lymphocytes,  in  helper  T cel ls ,
or  in  both.  l t  is  thought  that  the ant igens that  e l ic i t  auto-
ant ibody product lon are re leased f rom apoptot ic  ce l ls ,
which is  one reason that  exposure to u l t rav io let  l ight
(which promotes apoptosis)  exacerbates d isease A
current  model  for  the pathogenesis of  the d isease is  that
apoptot ic  ce l ls  are not  c leared ef f ic ient ly ,  resul t ing in  per-
s is tence of  nuclear  ant igens Together  wi th fa i lure of  se l f -
to lerance,  th is  resul ts  in  the product ion of  ant ibodies
against  nuclear  prote ins and the format ion of  immune
comnlexes Genet ic  factors a lso contr ibute to the
disease The re lat ive r isk for  ind iv iduals wi th HLA-DR2 or
HLA-DR3 is  2 to 3,  and i f  both haplotypes are present ,
the re lat ive r isk is  about  5 Def ic iencies of  c lass ical
pathway complement  prote ins,  especia l ly  C|q,  C2,  or  C4,
are seen in about '1  0% of  pat ients wi th SLE. The com-
plement  def ic iencies may resul t  in  defect ive c learance of
immune complexes and apoptot ic  ce l ls .  Studies wi th
mice a lso suggest  a ro le of  complement  prote ins in  d is-
p lay ing sel f  ant igens and mainta in ing B cel l  to lerance.
Interest ingly ,  the per ipheral  b lood lymphocytes of
pat ients show evidence of  excessive product ion and
response to type I  lFNs What  th is  cytok ine has to do
wi th the development  of  the d isease remains unknown
Becent  s tudies suggest  that  engagement of  Tol l - l ike
recepters by RNA and DNA may p lay a ro le in  act ivat ing
B cel ls  to  produce ant ibodies against  these nucle ic  ac ids
and nucleoprote ins A dupl icat ion in  TLRT may be a sus-
cept ib i l i ty  gene for  lupus in  the BXSB mouse st ra in,
descr ibed below

ANIMAL MODELS. Several  inbred mouse st ra ins in
which lupus- l ike auto immune diseases spontaneously
develop have provided valuable exper imenta l  systems for
analyz ing the pathogenesis of  th is  d isorder  The f i rs t  to

be descr ibed and the ones most  l ike SLE are the NZB
stra in and (NZB x NZW)FI  Kidney les ions and hemolyt ic
anemia develop in  female mice,  and ant i -DNA autoant i -
bodies are produced spontaneously.  The B cel ls  of  (NZB
x NZW)Fr mice are hyperresponsive to fore ign ant igens
as wel l  as to polyc lonal  act ivators and cytok ines,  and
autoant ibody product ion is  dependent  on pathogenic
helper  T cel ls  react ive wi th nucleosomal  pept ides.  The
act ivat ion of  B cel ls  may a lso involve engagement of
Toll-l ike receptors (TLR-9) by nuclear DNA, perhaps
complexed with antibody Extensive breeding studies
have shown that  MHC genes f rom the NZW parent
and non-MHC genes inher i ted f rom both parenta l  s t ra ins
contr ibute to development  of  the d isease.  At tempts
are being made to def  ine the suscept ib i l i ty  genes
in these mice.

Mice wi th mutat ions in  e i ther  the Fas or  Fas l igand
genes develop an auto immune disease wi th some
resemblance to SLE. The lpr and gld genes are mutant
a l le les of  the Fas and Fas l igand genes,  respect ive ly ,  and
the mouse st ra ins that  are homozygous for  these mutant
a l le les have great ly  reduced expression of  Fas or  non-
functional Fas l igand Both /pr and gld mrce produce
mul t ip le autoant ibodies,  especia l ly  ant i -DNA ant ibodies,
and develop immune complex nephr i t is .  Severe lymph-
adenopathy a lso develops in  these inbred st ra ins because
of  the accumulat ion of  an unusual  populat ion of  func-
t ional ly  iner t  CD3*CD4-CD8- T cel ls  Because of  the
defect  in  Fas or  Fas l igand in these mice,  anergic  B cel ls
cannot  be e l iminated by Fas-mediated k i l l ing,  and sel f -
react ive helper  T cel ls  may surv ive for  abnormal ly  long
times, as well The disease oI lpr and gld mice is also
inf luenced by background genes in that  i t  is  more severe
in an inbred st ra in cal led MRL than in any other .  A phe-
notypical ly  s imi lar  human disease cal led the auto immune
lymphoproliferative syndrome is caused by mutations in
the gene encoding Fas that  abol ish the abi l i ty  of  th is
death receptor  to del iver  apoptot ic  s ignals.  No evidence
for  Fas or  Fas l igand abnormal i t ies has been demon-
strated in  typ ical  SLE.

A th i rd inbred st ra in in  which a lupus- l ike d isease
develops is  a recombinant  s t ra in cal led BXSB; d isease
suscept ib i l i ty  in  th is  s t ra in is  l inked to the Y chromosome,
and only males are af fected.  These mice produce ant j -
ant ibodies against  nuclear  ant igens,  and severe nephr i t is
and vascul i t is  develop

Another  mutant  mouse st ra in,  ca l led the v iable moth-
eaten mouse (because of  sk in les ions) ,  a lso produces
high levels of  autoant ibodies.  The moth-eaten mouse
carr ies a mutat ion of  the tyros ine phosphatase SHP-1 ,
which associates with several receptors that serve
negat ive regulatory funct ions in  cel ls  of  the immune
system The s ignal  t ransduct ion abnormal i t ies caused by
the phosphatase mutat ion and the mechanism of  auto-
ant ibody product ion in  moth-eaten mice are not  wel l
def ined.  Knockout  of  the inhib i tory Fc receptor ,  FcyRl lb,
a lso causes a lupus- l ike d isease in mice.

Transgenic mouse models of  lupus have been created
in which an ant ibody against  se l f  DNA is  expressed in B
cel ls  as a t ransgene These models are usefu l  for  s tudy-
inq the control of self-reactive B cells
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Many organ-specific autoimmune diseases are
caused by DTH reactions induced by autoreactive T cells
(Table l8-4). In type I diabetes mellitus (TtD) (Box
lB-2), infiltrates of lymphocltes and macrophages are
found around the islets of Langerhans in the pancreas,
with destruction of insulin-producing B cells in the islets
and a resultant deficiencv in insulin oroduction. In
animal models of TlD, the disease can be transferred to
young, prediseased animals by injecting T cells from
older diseased animals. Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an
autoimmune disease of the central nervous system
(CNS) in which CD4. T cells of the Tnl and/or TslT
subset react against self myelin antigens (Box 1B-3). The
DTH reaction results in the activation of macrophages
around nerves in the brain and spinal cord, destruction
of the myelin, abnormalities in nerve conduction, and
neurologic deficits. An animal model of MS is experi-
mental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE), induced
by immunization with protein antigens of CNS myelin in
adjuvant. Such immunization leads to an autoimmune
T cell response against myelin. EAE can be transferred to
naive animals with myelin antigen-specific CD4* T cells,
and the disease can be prevented bytreating immunized
animals with antibodies speciflc for class II MHC or for
CD4 molecules, indicating that CD4* class II MHC-
restricted T cells play an obligatory role in this disorder.
Rheumatoid arthritis (Box 18-4) is a systemic disease
affecting the small joints and many other tissues. A role
for T cell-mediated inflammation is suspected in this
disease because of its similarity to animal models in

which arthritis is known to be caused by T cells specific
for joint collagen. Antibodies may also contribute to
joint inflammation in this disease. Antagonists against
the inflammatory cytokine TNF have a beneficial effect
in rheumatoid arthritis.

Cell-mediated immune responses to microbes and
other foreign antigens may also lead to tissue injury at
the sites of infection or antigen exposure. Intracellular
bacteria such as Mycobacterium tuberculosls induce
strong T cell and macrophage responses that result in
granulomatous inflammation and fibrosis; the inflam-
mation and fibrosis may cause extensive tissue destruc-
tion and functional impairment, in this case in the lungs.
Tuberculosis is a good example of an infectious disease
in which tissue injury is mainly due to the host immune
response (see Chapter 15). A variety of skin diseases that
result from topical exposure to chemicals and environ-
mental antigens, called contact sensitivity, are due to
DTH reactions, presumably against neoantigens formed
by the binding of the chemicals to self proteins.

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) consists of a
group of disorders, including Crohn disease and ulcera-
tive colitis, in which an immunologic etiology has been
suspected for many years. Crohn disease is an inflam-
matory disease caused by T cells that presumably react
against intestinal microbes as well as self antigens.
About 25To of patients with this disease have mutations
in NOD2, an intracellular sensor of microbial products
(see Chapter 2). The pathogenetic link between NOD2
mutations and the disease is still not understood. Recent

Tab le  18-4 .  Examples  o f  T  Ce l l -Med ia ted  lmmuno log ica l  D iseases

Disease Specificity of
pathogenic T cells

Human disease Animal models

Type | (insulin-
dependent)
diabetes mellitus

lslet cell antigens
( insul in ,  g lutamic ac id
decarboxylase, others)

Yes; specificity of
T cells not established

NOD mouse. BB rat.
transgenic mouse
models

Rheumatoid
afthritis

Unknown antigen in
joint synovium

Yes; specificity of T cells
and role of antibody
not established

Collagen-induced
arthrit is, others

Multiple sclerosis,
experimental
autoimmune
encephalomyelitis

Myelin basic protein,
proteolipid protein

Yes; T cells recognize
myelin antigens

EAE induced by
immunization with CNS
myel in ant igens;TCR
transgenic models

Inflammatory
bowel disease
(Crohn's,
ulcerative colitis)

Unknown Yes Colitis induced by
depletion of regulatory
T cells, knockout of lL-10

Peripheral neuritisP2 protein of peripheral
nerve myelrn

Guillain-Barre svndromeInduced by immunization
with peripheral nerve
myelin antigens

Autoimmune
myocarditis

Myocardial proteins Yes (post-viral
myocarditis); specificity
of T cells not established

Induced by immunization
with myosin or infection
by Coxsackie virus

Abbreviations: CNS, central nervous system; NOD nonobese diabetic; TCR, T cell receptor
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T1 D,  prev iously  cal led insul in-dependent  d iabetes mel l i -
tus ( IDDM),  is  a mul t isystem metabol ic  d isease resul t ing
from imoaired insul in  oroduct ion.  The d isease is  charac-
ter ized by hyperglycemia and ketoacidosis  Chronic com-
pl icat ions of  T1 D inc lude progressive atheroscleros is  of
ar ter ies,  which can lead to ischemic necrosis  of  l imos ano
internal  organs,  and microvascular  obstruct ion causing
damage to the ret ina,  renal  g lomerul i ,  and per ipheral
nerves The re lat ionship of  abnormal  g lucose metabol ism
and vascular lesions is not known Type 1 diabetes affects
aboul 0.2o/o of the U S population, with a peak age at
onset  of  '1  i  to  12 years,  and the inc idence is  increasing
These pat ients have a def ic iency of  insul in  resul t ing f rom
destruct ion of  the insul in-producing p cel ls  of  the is lets  of
Langerhans in the pancreas,  and cont inuous hormone
replacement  therapy is  needed.

Several mechanisms may contribute to P cell destruc-
t ion,  inc luding DTH react ions mediated by CD4. Tp1 cel ls
react ive wi th is le t  ant igens ( inc luding insul in) ,  CTL-
mediated lysis of islet cells, local production of cytokines
(TNF and lL-1)  that  damage is let  ce l ls ,  and autoant ibod-
ies against  is le t  ce l ls  In  the rare cases in  which the pan-
creat ic  les ions have been examined at  the ear lv  act ive
staoes of  the d isease the is lets  show cel lu lar  necrosis
and lymphocyt ic  in f i l t ra t ion This les ion is  ca l led insul i t is
The inf i l t ra tes consist  of  both CD4* and CD8. T cel ls  Sur-
v iv ing is let  ce l ls  of ten express c lass l l  MHC molecules,
probably an effect of local production of IFN-y by the T
cel ls  Autoant ibodies against  is le t  ce l ls  and insul in  are
also detected in  the b lood of  these pat ients These ant i -
bodies may par t ic ipate in  causing the d isease or  may be
a resul t  o f  T cel l -mediated in jury and re lease of  normal ly
sequestered ant igens ln  suscept ib le chi ldren who have
not developed diabetes (such as relatives of patients), the
presence of  ant ibodies against  is le t  ce l ls  is  predict ive of
the development  of  T '1 D.  This suggests that  the ant i - is le t
cel l  ant ibodies contr ibute to in lury to the is lets .

Mul t ip le genes are involved in T1 D.  A great  deal  of
attention has been devoted to the role of HLA genes.
Ninetv oercent to 95% of whites with T1 D have HLA-
DR3, or DR4, or both, in contrast to about 40o/o oI normal
subjects, and 40o/o to 50% of patients are DR3/DR4 het-
erozygotes, in contrast to 5% of normal subjects. Inter-
est ingly ,  suscept ib i l i ty  to  T1 D is  actual ly  associated wi th
al le les of  D02 and D08 that  are of ten in  l inkage d isequi-
l ibr ium wi th DR3 and DR4. Sequencing of  DO molecules
associated with diabetes has led to the hvoothesis that
development of T1 D is influenced by the structure of the
DO pept ide-b inding c lef t ,  wi th one par t icu lar  res idue
(res idue 57)  p lay ing a s igni f icant  ro le.  Despi te the h igh re l -
at ive r isk for  T1 D in indiv iduals wi th par t icu lar  c lass l l
a l le les,  most  persons who inher i t  these a l le les do not
develop the d isease.

Non-HLA genes a lso contr ibute to the d isease The
f i rs t  of  these to be ident i f ied is  insul in ,  wi th tandem
repeats in the promoter region being associated with
disease suscept ib i l i tv  The mechanism of  th is  associat ion
ls unknown; it may be related to the level of expression
of  insul in  in  the thymus,  which determines whether  or
not  insul in-speci f ic  T cel ls  wi l l  be deleted (negat ive ly
selected)  dur ing maturat ion.  Several  polymorphisms have

been ident i f ied in  the NOD mouse model ,  inc luding one
bel ieved to be in  the lL-2 gene The funct ional  conse-
quences of  th is  polymorphism are not  known. Some
studies have suggested that  v i ra l  in fect ions (e 9. ,  wi th
coxsackievirus 84) may precede the onset of T1 D,
perhaps by in i t ia t ing cel l  in jury,  inducing in f lammat ion and
the expression of  cost imulators,  and t r igger ing an auto im-
mune response.  However,  epidemiologic  data suggest
that repeated infections protect against T1 D, and this is
s imi lar  to  the NOD model  In  fact ,  i t  has been postu lated
that one reason for the increased incidence of T1 D in
developed countries is the control of infectious diseases.

ANIMAL MODELS OF SPONTANEOUS T1D. The NOD
mouse strain develops a spontaneous T cell-mediated
insul i t is ,  which is  fo l lowed by over t  drabetes.  Disease can
be transferred to young NOD mice with T cells from older,
af fected animals.  As ment ioned ear l ier ,  the l inkage of  th is
d isease wi th the MHC is  remarkably s imi lar  to  the HLA
l inkage of  T1 D in humans.  ln  NOD mice,  d isease is
induced by d iabetogenic T cel ls  that  may recognize
var ious is let  ant igens,  inc luding insul in  and an is let  ce l l
enzyme cal led g lutamic ac id decarboxylase.  lnduct ion of
T cel l  to lerance to these ant igens retards the onset  of  d ia-
betes in  NOD mice The under ly ing abnormal i t ies in  NOD
mice that  lead to auto immuni ty  inc lude defect ive nega-
tive selection of self-reactive T cells in the thymus and
reduced numbers of  regulatory T cel ls  in  per ipheral
t issues.  Another  animal  model  of  the d isease is  the BB
rat ,  in  which insul i t is  and d iabetes are associated wi th
lymphopenia

TRANSGENTC MOUSE MODELS OF T1D' Several dif-
ferent transgenic models have been created by express-
ing t ransgenes in pancreat ic  is le t  B cel ls  by in t roducing
these genes into mice under the contro l  o f  insul in  pro-
moters Al logeneic c lass I  and c lass l l  MHC molecules
can be expressed in islet cells to test the hypothesis that
th is  wi l l  create an endogenous "a l lograf t "  that  should be
at tacked by the immune system. Insul i t is  does not
develop in  these mice because T cel ls  speci f  ic  for  the a l lo-
geneic MHC molecules become to lerant ,  in  par t  because
the insul in  promoter  is  leaky and the a l loant igens are
expressed in the thymus.  Expression of  the cost imulator
B7-1 in  is le t  ce l ls  increases suscept ib i l i ty  to  insul i t is  (see

text)  ln  some models,  i f  both a l logeneic MHC molecules
and lL-2 are expressed in is le ts ,  insul i t is  does develop,
probably because local lL-2 production breaks T cell
anergy and in i t ia tes an a l logeneic react ion against  the
islets Other model protein antigens have also been
expressed in is le t  B cel ls ,  and the react ion of  T cel ls  to
these ant igens has been studied as a model  for  T1 D.

A different transgenic model involves expressing in T
cells a T cell receptor (TCR) specific for an islet B cell
ant igen As these mice age,  they develop insul i t is  and d ia-
betes A variation of this approach is to express a model
prote in ant igen in the is lets  and int roduce into these
ant igen-expressing mice T cel ls  f rom TCR t ransgenic
mice expressing receptors specific for that antigen
These models are valuable for  s tudying T cel l  to lerance
and responses to t issue ant igens.
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MS is  the most  common neurologic  d isease of  young
adul ts .  On pathologic  examinat ion,  there is  in f lammat ion
in the CNS whi te mat ter  wi th secondary demyel inat ion.
The d isease is  character ized c l in ica l ly  by weakness,  para l -
ys is ,  and ocular  symptoms wi th exacerbat ions and remis-
s ions;  CNS imaging suggests that  in  pat ients wi th act ive
disease,  there is  f requent  new les ion format ion.  The
disease is  modeled by EAE in mice,  rats ,  guinea p igs,  and
nonhuman pr imates,  and th is  is  one of  the best  charac-
terized experimental models of an organ-specific autorm-
mune disease mediated main ly  by T lymphocytes.  EAE is
induced by immuniz ing animals wi th ant igens normal ly
present  in  CNS myel in ,  such as myel in  basic  prote in
(MBP),  proteol ip id prote in (PLP),  and myel in  o l igodendro-
cyte g lycoprote in (MOG),  wi th an adjuvant  conta in ing
heat-k i l led mycobacter ium, which is  necessary for  e l ic i t -
ing a strong T cell response About 1 to 2 weeks after
immunizat ion,  animals develop an encephalomyel i t is ,
characterized by perivascular infi l trates composed of lym-
phocytes and rlacrophages in the CNS white matter, fol-
lowed by dernyelination The severity of the lesions
depends on the animal  species,  ant igen,  and adjuvant
The neurologic  les ions can be mi ld and sel f - l imi ted or
chronic and re lapsing.

In mice,  EAE is  caused by act ivated,  CD4* T cel ls  spe-
c i f ic  for  MBP, PLP, or  MOG. This has been establ ished by
many l ines of  exper imenta l  ev idence.  Mice immunized
wi th MBP or  PLP conta in CD4. T cel ls  that  secrete lL-2
and IFN-y and proliferate in response to that antigen ln
vitro fhe disease can be transferred to naive animals by
CD4. T cel ls  f rom MBP- or  PLP- immunized syngeneic
animals or  wi th MBP- or  PlP-speci f ic  c loned CD4* T cel l
l ines Al though i t  has been accepted for  many years that
the pathogenic T cel ls  are Ts1 cel ls ,  recent  s tudies have
indicated that  lL-17-producing Ts '1 7 cel ls  a lso contr ibute
to the devleopment  of  EAE in mice.  In  humans,  T cel ls
specific for myelin proteins can be isolated from the
per ipheral  b lood of  normal  subjects as wel l  as f rom
patients with MS; however, as predicted by the EAE
model ,  the myel in-react ive T cel ls  der ived f rom pat ients
with MS are rn an activated state compared with those
from normal subjects, which appear to be naive.

Disease-causing T cel ls  in  EAE express h igh levels of
the B, integrin very late antigen-4 (VLA-4) The infi ltration
of  T cel ls  in to the CNS is  thought  to depend on the
binding of  VLA-4 to i ts  l igand,  vascular  ce l l  adhesion
molecule-1 (VCAM-1 ) ,  on microvascular  endothel ium.
Studies in EAE have demonstrated that monoclonar anrr-
bodies blocking the VLA-4-VCAM interaction block the
onset  of  EAE Simi lar ly ,  b lock ing VLA-4 can s igni f icant ly
prevent  the onset  of  new les ions in  MS pat ients
However, in rare patients, blocking T cell traffic into the
brain has a l lowed secondary v i ra l  in fect ions to occur  In
the CNS, wi th ser ious consequences

The sequence of events in the development of EAE,
and by analogy MS, is  thought  to be the fo l lowing.  Poten-
tially autoreactive T cells specific for myelin proteins are
present  in  the crrculat ion of  normal  ind iv iduals.  lmmu-
nizat ion wi th a myel in  ant igen together  wi th an adjuvant
leads to T cell activation against epitopes of autologous
mvel in  prote ins.  Act ivated T cel ls  t raf f ic  in to the CNS
more readi ly  than do naive cel ls .  ln  the CNS, the act ivated
T cel ls  encounter  myel in  prote ins and re lease cytok ines
that recruit and activate macrophages and other T cells,
leading to myelin destruction The disease is propagated
by the process known as epitope spreading. Within
weeks after the onset of EAE, there is t issue breardown
with release of new protein epitopes; local antigen-
present ing cel ls  in  the CNS i tse l f  express h igh levels of
c lass l l  MHC and cost imulatory molecules.  Thus,  the
immunological ly  act ivated bra in t issue induces the act i -
vation of autoreactive T cells recognizing many myelin
prote ins other  than the ant igen that  t r iggered the d isease.
The c l in ica l  re levance of  the phenomenon is  that  by the
t ime pat ients present  to the c l in ic ,  there is  unl ike ly  to be
a s ingle ant igen dr iv ing the d isease.

EAE has been used to analyze the fine specificity of
myel in-react ive encephal i togenic T cel ls  and to help
def ine immunodominant  regions of  myel in  prote ins that
may be re levant  to MS in humans.  Mutat ional  analys is  of
var ious MBP and PLP pept ides has shown that  some
amino acid res idues are cr i t ica l  for  b inding to MHC mol-
ecules and others for  recogni t ion by T cel ls .  A l tered
peptide l igands may be produced by introducing
conservative substitutions in the TCR contact residues of
MBP or  PLP Adminis t rat ion of  such mutant  pept ides
blocks the induct ion of  EAE. l t  is  thought  that  the a l tered
pept ide l igands induce anergy in  T cel ls  speci f ic  for  nat ive
MBP or  PLP or  s t imulate the development  of  ant i - in f lam-
matory Ts2 cel ls  speci f ic  for  these myel in  ant igens.  This
approach has recently been tried in patients with MS
TCR contact  res idues ident i f ied in  an immunodominant
MBP peptide were modified to produce an APL, and the
APL was injected into patients At high antlgen doses, a
subset of patients experienced a flare-up of the disease
associated with very high frequencies of MBP-reactive T
cells that were cross-reactive with the native self antigen.
These unfortunate results provide strong evidence that
flare-ups of MS are related to T cell responses to myelin
proterns.

Both EAE and MS have strong genetic components
and occur  only  in  genet ica l ly  suscept ib le hosts.  ldent ica l
twins have a 25o/o to 407o concordance rate for develop-
ment of MS, whereas nonidentical twins have d 1o/o con-
cordance rate In both mice and humans,  cer ta in MHC
haplotypes have been l inked to the d isease.
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Rheumatoid ar thr i t is  is  an in f lammatory d isease involv ing
smal l  jo ints  of  the extremit ies,  par t icu lar ly  of  the f ingers,
as wel l  as larger  jo ints  inc luding shoulders,  e lbows,
knees,  and ankles,  Rheumatoid ar thr i t is  is  character ized
by in f lammat ion of  the synovium associated wi th destruc-
t ion of  the jo int  car t i lage and bone,  wi th a morphologic
pic ture suggest ive of  a local  immune response Both cel l -
mediated and humoral  immune responses may con-
tribute to development of synovitis CD4* T cells,
activated B lymphocytes, plasma cells, and macrophages,
as wel l  as other  in f lammatory cel ls ,  are found in the
inf lamed synovium, and in severe cases,  wel l - formed
lymphoid fo l l ic les wi th germinal  centers may be present
Numerous cytok ines,  inc luding lL-1 ,  lL-8,  TNF, and IFN-y,
have been detected in  the synovia l  ( jo int )  f lu id.  Cytok ines,
especially TNF, are believed to activate resident synovial
ce l ls  to  produce proteolyt ic  enzymes,  such as col lage-
nase,  that  mediate destruct ion of  the car t i lage,  l igaments,
and tendons of  the jo ints .  Many of  the cytok ines thought
to p lay a ro le in  in i t ia t ing jo int  destruct ion are probably
produced as a resul t  o f  local  T cel l  and macrophage act i -
vation. Antagonists against TNF have proved to be of
benef i t  in  pat ients,  and soluble TNF receptor  as wel l  as
anti-TNF antibody are now approved for treatment of the
disease The bone destruct ion in  rheumatoid ar thr i t is  is
due to increased osteoclast activity in the joints, and this
may be re lated to the product ion of  the TNF fami ly
cytokine RANK (receptor activator of nuclear factor rB)
l igand by act ivated T cel ls  RANK l igand b inds to RANK,
a member of  the TNF receptor  fami ly  that  is  expressed
on osteoclast  precursors,  and induces thei r  d i f ferent ia t ion
and act ivat ion.  The speci f ic i ty  of  the T cel ls  that  may be
involved in the pathogenesis of  ar thr i t is  and the nature of
the in i t ia t ing ant igen are not  known. Signi f icant  numbers
of T cells expressing the T6 antigen receptor have also
been detected in the svnovial f luid of some oatients with
rheumatoid arthrit is. However, the pathogenic role of
th is  subset  of  T cel ls ,  l ike thei r  physio logic  funct ion,  is
ooscure.

Svstemic comol icat ions of  rheumatoid ar thr i t is  inc lude
vascul i t is ,  presumably caused by immune complexes,
and lung in jury.  The nature of  the ant igen or  the ant ibod-

studies suggest that a mutation in the gene encoding the
IL-23 receptor is strongly associated with IBD. IL-23 is
the cytokine that enhances Ts17 responses, and TglT
cells maybe involved in the inflammatorylesions of IBD.
It is not knor.tm if the IL-23R mutation influences this
reaction. Several mouse models of IBD suggest that defi-
ciency of regulatory T cells may be involved in the exces-
sive reactions to enteric bacteria.

Although T cell-induced chronic inflammation is
believed to be the common pathogenetic basis for all
these diseases, recent therapeutic trials suggest that
there may be subtle differences in the pathogenesis of
these diseases. For instance, TNF antagonists are bene-
ficial in patients with rheumatoid arthritis and Crohn's
disease but not multiple sclerosis. Also, as mentioned

ies in these comolexes is not known Patients with the
adul t  form of  rheumatoid ar thr i t is  f requent ly  have c i rcu-
lat ing ant ibodies,  which may be lgM or  lgG, react ive wi th
the Fc (and rarely Fab) portions of their own lgG mole-
cules.  These autoant ibodies are cal led rheumatoid
factors,  and thei r  presence is  used as a d iagnost ic  test
for rheumatoid arthrit is Rheumatoid factors may partici-
pate in  the format ion of  in jur ious immune complexes,  but
thei r  pathogenic ro le is  not  establ ished Al though act i -
vated B cells and plasma cells are often present in the
synovia of affected joints, the specificit ies of the anti-
bodies produced by these cel ls  or  thei r  ro les in  causing
jo int  les ions are not  known. Suscept ib i l i ty  to  rheumatoid
arthrit is is l inked to the HLA-DR4 haplotype and less so
to DR1 and DRW1D, In a l l  these a l le les,  the amino acid
sequences f rom posi t ions 65 to 75 of  the B chain are
near ly  ident ica l .  These res idues are located in  or  c lose to
the pept ide-b inding c lef ts  of  the HLA molecules,  sug-
gest ing that  they in f luence ant igen presentat ion or  T cel l
recognr l lon.

There are several experimental models of arthrit is.
MRL/ lpr  mice develop spontaneous ar thr i t is  and have
high serum levels of  rheumatoid factors.  The immune
mechanisms of  jo int  d isease in MRL/ lpr  mice are not
known T cel l -mediated ar thr i t is  can be lnduced in sus-
cept ib le s t ra ins of  mice and rats by immunizat ion wi th
type l l  co l lagen ( the type found in car t i lage) ,  and the
disease can be adopt ive ly  t ransferred to unimmunized
animals wi th col lagen-speci f ic  T cel ls .  However,  in  the
human disease,  there is  no convinc ing ev idence for  co l -
lagen-specific autoimmunity An antibody-mediated arthri-
t is  that  mimics some aspects of  rheumatoid ar thr i t is  is
seen in a TCR t ransgenic s t ra in of  mice cal led KiB x N.  In
th is  model ,  autoant ibodies that  recognize the ubiqui tous
cytoplasmic enzyme glucose-6-phosphate isomerase
mediate in f lammat ion speci f ica l ly  on ar t icu lar  sur faces.
Exper imenta l  ar thr i t is  can a lso be produced by immu-
nizat ion wi th var ious bacter ia l  ant igens,  inc luding myco-
bacterial and streptococcal cell wall proteins. However,
such d iseases bear l i t t le  resemblance to human rheuma-
to id ar thr i t is .

earlier in the chapter, T cells may play an indirect role in
antibody-mediated diseases by activating self-reactive B
lymphocytes. RoshanKetab O2L-66950639

Diseases Caused hy Cytotoxic
T Lymphocytes

CTL responses to uiral infection can leq'd to tissue iniury
by killing infected. cells, euen if the uirus itself has no
cytopathic effects. The principal physiologic function of
CTLs is to eliminate intracellular microbes, primarily
viruses, by killing infected cells. Some viruses directly
injure infected cells and are said to be cytopathic,
whereas others are not. Because CTLs cannot distin-
guish a priori between c)'topathic and noncytopathic
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viruses, they kill virally infected cells regardless of
whether the infection itself is harmful to the host.
Examples of viral infections in which the lesions are due
to the host CTL response and not the virus itself include
llmphocytic choriomeningitis in mice and certain forms
of viral hepatitis in humans (see Chapter 15).

Few examples of autoimmune diseases mediated
only by CTLs have been documented. Myocarditis with
infiltration of the heart by CD8. T cells develops in mice,
and sometimes in humans, infected with coxsackievirus
B. The infected animals contain virus-speciflc, class I
MHC-restricted CTLs as well as CTLs that kill uninfected
myocardial cells. It is postulated that the heart lesions
are initiated by the virus infection and virus-specific
CTLs, and myocardial injury leads to the exposure or
alteration of self antigens and the subsequent develop-
ment of autoreactive CTLs. CTLs may also contribute to
tissue injury in disorders that are caused primarily by
CD4. T cells, such as type I diabetes.

PRIHocrruEsts oF Aurorrumurury
The possibility that an individual's immune system may
react against autologous antigens and cause tissue
injury was appreciated by immunologists from the time
that the specificity of the immune system for foreign
antigens was recognized. In the early 1900s, Paul Ehrlich
coined the rather melodramatic phrase "horror autotox-
icus" for harmful ("toxic") immune reactions against
self. \A/hen Macfarlane Burnet proposed the clonal selec-
tion hypothesis about 50 years later, he added the corol-
lary that clones of autoreactive lymphocytes were
deleted during development to prevent autoimmune
reactions. We now know that the key events in the devel-
opment of autoimmunity are the recognition of self anti-
gens by autoreactive lymphocltes, the activation of
these cells to proliferate and differentiate into effector
cells, and the tissue injury caused by the effector cells
and their products. How self-tolerance fails and self-
reactive lymphocytes are activated are the fundamental
issues in autoimmunity and likely to be the basis for
understanding the pathogenesis of these diseases.

Autoimmunity is an important cause of disease in
humans and is estimated to affect 2% to 5To of the U.S.
population. The term autoimmunl4r is often erro-
neously used for any disease in which immune reactions
accompany tissue injury, even though it may be difflcult
or impossible to establish a role for immune responses
to self antigens in causing these disorders. Our under-
standing of autoimmunity has improved greatly during
the past two decades, mainly because of the develop-
ment of a variety of animal models of these diseases
and the identification of genes that may predispose
to autoimmunity. Nevertheless, the etiology of most
human autoimmune diseases remains obscure, and
understanding these disorders is a major challenge in
immunology.

Several important general concepts have emerged
from analyses of autoimmunity.

@ Autoimmunity resultsfrom afailure or breakdown of
the mechanisms normally responsible for maintain-
ing self-tolerance in B cells,T celk, or both. The poten-
tial for autoimmunity exists in all individuals because
during their development, lymphocytes may express
receptors specific for self antigens, and many self
antigens are readily accessible to the immune system.
As discussed in Chapter 11, tolerance to self antigens
is normally maintained by selection processes that
prevent the maturation of some self antigen-specific
lyrnphocltes and by mechanisms that inactivate or
delete self-reactive lymphocytes that do mature. Loss
of self-tolerance may result from abnormal selection
or regulation of self-reactive llrnphocytes and by
abnormalities in the way that self antigens are pre-
sented to the immune system.

Much recent attention has focused on the role of T
cells in autoimmunity, for two main reasons. First,
helper T cells are the key regulators of all immune
responses to proteins. Second, several autoimmune
diseases are genetically linked to the MHC (the HIA
complex in humans), and the function of MHC mol-
ecules is to present peptide antigens to T cells. There-
fore, it is believed that failure of T cell tolerance is an
important mechanism of autoimmune diseases.
Failure of self-tolerance in T lymphocytes may result
in autoimmune diseases in which the lesions are
caused by cell-mediated immune reactions. Helper T
cell abnormalities may also lead to autoantibody pro-
duction because helper T cells are necessary for the
production of high-affinity antibodies against protein
antigens.

@ The majorfactors that contribute to the deuelopment
of autoimmunity are genetic susceptibility and enui-
ronmental triggers, such as infections. Susceptibility
genes and infections both contribute to the break-
dor,r,rr of self-tolerance, and infections in tissues
promote the influx of autoreactive lymphocytes and
activation of these cells, resulting in tissue injury (Fig.
18-6). Infections and tissue injury may also alter the
way in which self antigens are displayed to the
immune system, leading to failure of self-tolerance.
The roles of these factors in the development of
autoimmunity are discussed later.

@ Autoimmune diseases may be either systemic or
organ specific. For instance, the formation of circu-
Iating immune complexes composed of self antigens
and specific antibodies typically produces systemic
diseases, such as SLE. In contrast, autoantibody or T
cell responses against self antigens with restricted
tissue distribution lead to organ-specific diseases,
such as myasthenia gravis, TlD, and MS.

@ Various effictor mechanisms are responsible for
tissue injury in dffirent autoimmune diseases.These
mechanisms include immune complexes, circulating
autoantibodies, and autoreactive T lymphocltes and
are discussed earlier in the chapter.

o Autoimmune reactions initiated against one self
antigen that injure tissues may result in the release
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and alterations of other tissue antigens, activation of
Iymphocltes specific for these other antigens, and
exacerbation of the disease. This phenomenon is
called epitope spreading, and it may explain why
once an autoimmune disease has developed, it tends
to be chronic and often progressive.

In the following section, we describe the general prin-
ciples of the pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases, with
an emphasis on susceptibility genes, infections, and
other factors that contribute to the develooment of
autoimmunity.

Genet ic  Suscept ib i l i ty  to  Auto immuni ty

From the earliest studies of autoimmune diseases in
patients and experimental animals, it has been appreci-
ated that these diseases have a strong genetic com-
ponent. For instance, TID (see Box 18-2) shows a
concordance of 35To to 50% in monozygotic twins and
5To to 6To in dizygotic twins. Much more has been
learned about the genes involved in autoimmune dis-
eases by linkage analyses in families, breeding studies in
animal models, and genome scanning methods exploit-
ing the large amount of information that has been devel-
oped about human and mouse genome sequences.

Most autoimmune diseases are polygenic, and
affected indiuiduals inherit multiple genetic polymor-

Tissue injury:
autoimmune disease

FIGURE 18-6 Postulated mechanisms of autoimmunity. In this proposed model of an organ-specif ic T cel l-mediated autoimmune disease,
various genetlc loci may confer susceptibi l i ty to autoimmunity, in part by rnf luencing the maintenance of self-tolerance Environmental tr ig-
gers, such as infect ions and other inf lammatory st imuli ,  promote the rnf lux of lymphocytes into t issues and the activation of self-reactive
T ce l l s ,  resu l t inq  in  t i ssue in iu rv

Genetic susceptibility
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lnfection. inflammation

phisms that contribute to diseqse susceptibility, Some
of these polymorphisms are associated with several
autoimmune diseases, suggesting that the causative
genes influence general mechanisms of immune regula-
tion and self-tolerance. Other loci are associated with
particular diseases, suggesting that they affect end-
organ damage (Fig. f 8-7). It is believed that the products
of many of these polymorphic genes influence the devel-
opment of self-tolerance, and affected individuals
eipress products of the genes that are defective in the
maintenance of tolerance. However, most of the suscep-
tibility loci identified to date span large chromosomal
segments that have been shornrn to be disease associated
by family and linkage studies. These loci may contain
tens or hundreds of genes, and the actual disease-
associated genes or their causal associations with the
disease are often not knovr'n. Furthermore, the mecha-
nistic links between suspected genes and failure of self-
tolerance are not defined. An illustrative example is TlD
(see Box l8-2). In both the human disease and the
mouse model, the nonobese diabetic (NOD) strain,
more than 20 susceptibility loci have been identified;
several of these are also susceptibility loci for other
autoimmune diseases. The first disease-associated gene
to be identified in TlD, and the only one that is common
to both humans and mice, is a class II MHC gene, con-
sistent with the fact that the disease is caused by class
Il-restricted CD4' T l).rynphocytes.
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FIGURE 18-7 Susceptibi l i ty loci for autoimmune diseases. The chromosomal loci associated with some autoimmune diseases are shown.
The location of candidate genes of immunologic interest are indicated as ovals on the left  of the chromosomes These ovals are color coded
to indicate the diseases to whrch the genes are l inked. SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; AITD, autoimmune thyroid disease; RA, rheuma-
toid arthri t is; T1 D, type 1 diabetes (Modif ied from Yamada R and K Ymamoto. Recent f indings on genes associated with inf lammatory dis-
eases Mutation Research 573:136-1 51, Copyright 2005 with permission from Elsevier)

Among the genes that are associated with autoim-
rnunity, the strongest associntions ere with MHC genes,
especially class II MHC genes. HIA tlping of large groups
of patients with various autoimmune diseases has
shown that some HtA alleles occur at higher frequency
in these patients than in the general population. From
such studies, one can calculate the relative risk for devel-
opment of a disease in individuals who inherit various
HLA alleles (Table I8-5). The strongest such association
is between ankylosing spondylitis, an inflammatory pre-
sumably autoimmune, disease of vertebral joints, and
the class I HLA allele B27. Individuals who areHLA-P.27
positive have a 90- to 100-fold greater chance for devel-
oping ankylosing spondylitis than do individuals lacking
B27. Neither the mechanism of this disease nor the basis
of its association with HIA-P.?7 is known. The associa-
tion of class II HLA-DR and HIA-DQ alleles with autoim-
mune diseases has received great attention, mainly
because class II MHC molecules are involved in the
selection and activation of CD4* T cells, and CD4* T cells
regulate both humoral and cell-mediated immune
responses to protein antigens.

Several features of the association of HIA alleles with
autoimmune diseases are noteworthy. First, an HIA-
disease association maybe identified by serologic ryping
of one HLA locus, but the actual association may be with
other alleles that are linked to the typed allele and inher-
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ited together. For instance, individuals with a particular
HI"{-DR allele (hypothetically, DRI) may show a higher
probability of inheriting a particular HIA-DQ allele
(hlpothetically DQ2) than the probability of inheriting
these alleles separately and randomly (i.e., at equilib-
rium) in the population. Such inheritance is an example
of linkage disequilibrium. A disease may be found to be
DRI associated by HLA tFping, but the causal associa-
tion may actually be with the co-inherited DQ2. This
realization has emphasized the concept of "extended
HLA haplotypes," which refers to sets of linked genes,
both classical HIA and adjacent non-HlA genes, that
tend to be inherited together as a single unit. Second, in
many autoimmune diseases, the disease-associated
HLA molecules differ from H[,A molecules that are not
disease associated in their peptide-binding clefts. This
flnding is not surprising because polymorphic residues
of MHC molecules are located within and adjacent to the
clefts, and the structure of the clefts is the key determi-
nant of both functions of MHC molecules, namely,
antigen presentation and recognition by T cells (see
Chapters 5 and 6). These results support the general
concept that MHC molecules influence the devel-
opment of autoimmunity by controlling T cell selec-
tion and activation. Third, disease-associated HI"C,
sequences are found in healthy individuals. In fact, if all
individuals bearing a particular disease-associated HLA

PDCDl
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allele are monitored prospectively, most will never
acquire the disease. Therefore, expression ofa particular
HLA gene is not by itself the cause of any autoimmune
disease, but it may be one of several factors that con-
tribute to autoimmunity.

The mechanisms underlying the association of par-
ticular HLA alleles with various autoimmune diseases
are still not clear. The disease-associated MHC molecule
may present a particular self peptide and activate
pathogenic T cells, or it may influence negative selection
of developing T cells.

Studies with knockout mice and patients haue iden-
tified seueral non-MHC genes that influence the main-
tenance of tolerance to self antigens. Many of these
genes were mentioned in Chapter 11, when we dis-
cussed the molecular pathways of self-tolerance. The
known mutations that predispose to autoimmunity have
provided valuable information about the importance of
various mechanisms of self-tolerance (Table 18-6).

Knockout of the gene encoding CT[-A-4, the
inhibitory T cell receptor for 87 molecules, results in
fatal autoimmunity with T cell infiltrates and tissue
destruction involving the heart, pancreas, and other
organs. Blocking CTt-{-4 with specific antibodies
also greatly exacerbates the severity of autoimmune
tissue injury in mouse models of encephalomyelitis
and diabetes. Because CTt"{-4 may function normally
to induce and maintain T cell anergy to self antigens,
eliminating this function leads to autoimmunity. A
poly.rnorphism of CTLA4 has been sholtn to be asso-
ciated with autoimmune thy'roid disease and TlD.
This polymorphism affects production of a splice
variant of the protein that is believed to inhibit T cell
activation.

Table 18-5. Examples of HLA-L|nked
lmmuno log ica l  D iseases

Disease IHLA allele lRelative risk*

Rheumatoid afthritisDR4 4

Insulin-dependent
diabetes mellitus

DR3
DR4
DR3/DR4
heterozygote

5
5-6
25

Multiple sclerosis DR2 4

Systemic lupus
erythematosus

DR2iDR3

Pemphigus
vulgaris

DR4 1 4

Ankylosing
spondylit is

827 90-1 00

.Relat ive r isk is defined as the probabil i ty of development
of a disease in individuals with a oart icular HLA al lele versus
individuals lacking that HLA al lele The numbers given are
approximations.

Mutations in the autoimmune regulator (NRE) gene
in humans and mice result in the autoimmune poly-
endocrine slmdrome (APS), characterized by destruc-
tion of several endocrine organs. NRE is required for
expression or presentation of tissue-specific proteins
in thymic epithelial cells, and hence for deletion (neg-
ative selection) ofT cells that recognize these selfpro-
teins (see Chapter I l).

Mutations in the gene encoding the transcription
factor FoxP3 cause deficiencies of regulatory T cells
and systemic autoimmunity. The human disease
associated with these mutations is called IPEX
(immune dysregulation, polyendocrinopathy,
enteropathy, X-linked), and the mouse strain that
develops systemic autoimmunity because of muta-
tions in FoxP3 is called the scurfr mouse. FoxP3 is
required for the development of regulatory T cells.

:' Mice lacking interleukin-2 (IL-2) or the cx or B chain
of the IL-2 receptor develop splenomegaly, lymph-
adenopathy, autoimmune hemolytic anemia, anti-
DNA autoantibodies, and IBD. These mice are
deficient in CD4*CD25* regulatoryT cells, which need
IL-2 for their survival and function.

r Genetic deficiencies of several complement proteins,
including CIq,C2, and C4 (see Chapter 14,Boxl4-2),
are associated with lupus-like autoimmune diseases.
The postulated mechanism of this association is that
complement activation promotes the clearance of
circulating immune complexes and apoptotic cell
bodies, and in the absence of complement proteins,
these complexes accumulate in the blood and are
deposited in tissues and the antigens of dead cells
persist.

, As mentioned above, mutations in the intracellular
microbial sensor NOD2 are associated with Crohn's
disease, and mice in which the NOD2 gene is knocked
out develop IBD. It is not clear if these mutations
reduce host defense against microbes and allow
infections to become chronic and elicit inflammatory
reactions, or if the mutations lead to excessive host
reactions to intestinal microbes.

, Several autoimmune diseases (RA, TlD, autoimmune
thyroid disease) are associated with particular vari-
ants of the protein tynosine phosphatase PTPN22,
especially in white populations. Because RA is the
most prevalent autoimmune disease, PTPN22 is
the most common autoimmunity-associated gene.
One explanation for this association is that the
disease-associated variants have reduced function,
and decreased phosphatase activity allows uncon-
trolled lyrnphocyte stimulation by self antigens.
However, some of the variants are thought to be gain
of function, and could promote autoimmunity by
altering selection of self-reactive lyrnphocytes during
maturation.

, Mice carrying homozygous mutations of the fas or fas
ligand gene provided the first clear evidence that
failure of apoptotic cell death results in autoimmu-
nity (see Box lB-1). These mice die by the age of 6
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Table 18-6. Examples of Gene Mutat ions that Result  in Autoimmunity

Gene Phenotype of mutant
or knockout mouse

Mechanism of
failure of tolerance

Human disease?

AIRE Destruction of endocrine
organs by antibodies,
lymphocytes

Failure of central tolerance Autoimmune
polyendocrine
syndrome (APS)

c4 SLE Defective clearance of
immune complexes;
failure of B cell tolerance?

SLE

CTLA-4 Lymphoproliferation;
T cell infiftrates in multiple
organs, especially heart;
lethal by 3-4 weeks

Failure of anergy in
CD4+ T cells

CTLA-4 polymorphisms
associated with several
autoimmune diseases

Fas/FasLAnti-DNA and other
autoantibodies; immune
complex nephritis;
arthritis; lymphoprolif eration

Defective deletion of anergic
self-reactive B cells; reduced
deletion of mature CD4+
T cel ls

Autoimmune
lymphoproliferative
syndrome (ALPS)

FoxP3 Multi-organ lymphocytic
infiltrates, wasting

Def iciency of regulatory
T cells

IPEX

tL-2;
lL-2Ro/p

Inflammatory bowel
disease; anti-erythrocyte
and anti-DNA autoantibodies

Defective development,
survival or function of
regulatory T cells

None known

SHP-1 Multiole autoantibodies Failure of negative regulation
of B cells

None known

PTPN22 lncreased lymphocyte
proliferation, antibody
production

Reduced inhibit ion by
tyrosine phosphatase?

PTPN22 polymorphisms
are associated with several
autoimmune diseases

Abbreviationsr AIRE, autoimmune regulator gene; lL-2, interleukin-2; IPEX, immune dysregulation,
polyendocrinopathy, enteropathy, X-linked syndrome; SHP-1, SH2-containing phosphatase-1.

months of a systemic autoimmune disease with mul-
tiple autoantibodies and nephritis. The lpr/lpr (for
"lymphoproliferation") mouse strain produces low
levels ofFas protein, and the gld/gld (for "generalized
Iymphoproliferative disease") strain produces Fas
Iigand with a point mutation that interferes with its
signaling function. A principal cause of autoimmu-
nity is believed to be accumulation of autoreactive B
cells, because these B cells are normally eliminated by
Fas-dependent death resulting from interactions with
T cells, and this pathway of B cell deletion is defective
in lpr and gld mice. In addition, defects in Fas or Fas
ligand may result in an inability to delete mature
CD4t T cells by activation-induced cell death. Chil-
dren with a phenotypically similar disease have been
identified and shornrn to carry mutations in the gene
encoding Fas or in genes encoding proteins in the
Fas-mediated death pathway that result in a failure of
activation-induced cell death. These diseases are the
only ones knor,r,'n in which genetic abnormalities in
one apoptosis-inducing ligand-receptor pair lead to
phenotypically complex autoimmune diseases.

Role of  In fect ions in  Auto immuni ty

Viral and bacterial infections may contribute to the
deuelopment and exacerbation of autoimmunity. ln
patients, the onset of autoimmune diseases is often

associated with or preceded by infections, and in several
animal models, autoimmune tissue injury is reduced
when the animals are free of infections. (One notable
and unexplained exception is the NOD mouse, in which
infections tend to ameliorate insulitis and diabetes.) In
most of these cases, the infectious microorganism is not
present in lesions and is not even detectable in the indi-
vidual when autoimmunity develops. Therefore, the
lesions of autoimmunity are not due to the infectious
agent itself but result from host immune responses that
may be triggered or dysregulated by the microbe.

Infections may promote the development of auto-
immunity by two principal mechanisms (Fig. 18-8).

@ Infections of particular tissues may induce local
innate immune responses that recruit leukocytes into
the tissues and result in the activation of tissue APCs.
These APCs express costimulators and secrete T
cell-activating cytokines, resulting in the breakdor.vn
of T cell tolerance. Thus, the infection results in the
activation of T cells that are not specific for the infec-
tious pathogen; this type of response is called
bystander activation. The importance of aberrant
expression of costimulators has been demonstrated
by several types of experiments.

Experimental T cell-mediated autoimmune diseases,
such as encephalomyelitis (see Box lB-3) and thy-
roiditis, develop only if the self antigens (myelin pro-
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FtcuRE 18-g Role ol infect ions
in the development of autoimmunity.
A Normally, encounteT of a mature
self-reactive T cel l  with a self  antigen
oresented bv a costimulator-deficient
resting t issue antigen-presenting cel l
(APC) results in peripheral tolerance by
anergy (Other possible mechanisms
of self-tolerance are not shown )
B Microbes may activate the APCs
to express costrmulators, and when
these APCs present self  antigens, the
self-reactive T cel ls are activated rather
than rendered tolerant C Some micro-
bial antigens may cross-react with self
antigens (molecular mimicry). There-
fore, immune responses init iated by
the microbes may activate T cel ls spe-
cif ic for self  antigens
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teins and th1'roglobulin, respectively) are adminis-
tered with strong adjuvants. Such adjuvants may
function like infectious agents to activate tissue den-
dritic cells and macrophages, leading to the expres-
sion of the costimulators 87-1 and B7-2, the
breakdornm of T cell anergy, and the development of
effector T cells reactive with the self antigen.

More formal demonstration of autoimmune tissue
injury resulting from the abnormal expression of co-
stimulators and breakdor,rm of T cell anergy has come
from transgenic mouse models of type I diabetes (see
Box l8-2). Various genes can be expressed selectively
in pancreatic islet B cells as transgenes under the
control of insulin promoters. If a foreign antigen such
as a viral protein is expressed as a transgene in islet B
cells, this antigen effectively becomes "self" and does
not elicit an autoimmune reaction (see Chapter 11,
Fig. 11-5). However, coexpression of the viral antigen
and 87-1 breaks peripheral tolerance in viral
antigen-specific T cells, triggers a response to the
antigen in the islets, and results in insulitis and dia-
betes. In this model, transgene-encoded expression
of the costimulator is equivalent to converting resting
tissue APCs to activated APCs, much like what
happens in infections.

@ Infectious microbes may contain antigens that cross-
react with self antigens, so immune responses to the
microbes may result in reactions against self antigens.
This phenomenon is called molecular mimicry
because the antigens of the microbe cross-react with,
or mimic, self antigens.

Self

antigen
that recognizes
microbial peptide

tissue

Autoimmunity

r ir One example of an immunologic cross-reaction
between microbial and self antigens is rheumatic
fever, which develops after streptococcal infections
and is caused by antistreptococcal antibodies that
cross-react with myocardial proteins. These antibod-
ies are deposited in the heart and cause myocarditis.
Molecular sequencing has revealed numerous short
stretches of homologies between myocardial proteins
and streptococcal protein.

o Microbes may engage Toll-like receptors ITLRs)
on dendritic cells, Ieading to the production of lym-
phocyte-activating cytokines, or on autoreactive B
cells, leading to autoantibody production. A role of
TLR signaling in autoimmunity has been demon-
strated in mouse models of SLE, but its significance in
human autoimmune diseases is unclear.

The significance of limited homologies between
microbial and self antigens remains to be established,
and it has been difficult to prove that a microbial protein
can actually cause a disease that resembles a sponta-
neous autoimmune disease. On the basis of transgenic
mouse models, it has been suggested that molecular
mimicry is involved in triggering autoimmunity when
the frequency of autoreactive lymphocytes is low; in this
situation, the microbial mimic of the self antigen serves
to expand the number of self-reactive lymphocytes
above some pathogenic threshold. lVhen the frequency
of self-reactive lymphocytes is high, the role of microbes
may be to induce tissue inflammation, to recruit self-
reactive lymphocltes into the tissue, and to provide
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second signals for the activation of these bystander
ll.rnphocltes.

Some infections may protect against the deuelopment
of autoimmunity. Epidemiologic studies suggest that
reducing infections increases the incidence of TID and
MS, and experimental studies show that the disease of
NOD mice (the mouse model of tvne I diabetes) is
greatly retarded if the mice are infecied. It seems para-
doxical that infections can be triggers of autoimmunity
and also inhibit autoimmune diseases. How thev mav
reduce the incidence of autoimmune diseaies ii
unkno'ntm.

Other Factors in Autoimmunity

The development of autoimmunity is related to several
factors in addition to susceptibility genes and infections.

Anatomic alterations in tksues, caused by inflamma-
tion (possibly secondary to infections), ischemic injury,
or tr&uma, may lead to the exposure of self antigens that
are normally concealedfrom the immune system. Such
sequestered antigens may not have induced self-
tolerance. Therefore, if previously hidden self antigens
are released, they can interact with immunocompetent
lymphocytes and induce specific immune responses.
Examples of anatomically sequestered antigens include
intraocular proteins and sperm. Posttraumatic uveitis
and orchitis are thought to be due to autoimmune
responses to self antigens that are released from their
normal locations by trauma.

Hormonal influences play a role in some autoim-
mune diseases. Many autoimmune diseases have a
higher incidence in females than in males. For instance,
SLE affects women about 10 times more frequently than
men. The SLE-like disease of (NZB x NZW)F, mice
develops only in females and is retarded by androgen
treatment. \Mhether this predominance results from the
influence of sex hormones or other gender-related
factors is not knor,rm.

Autoimmune diseases are among the most challeng-
ing scientific and clinical problems in immunology.
The current knowledge of pathogenetic mechanisms
remains incomplete, so theories and hypotheses
continue to outnumber facts. The application of
new technical advances and the rapidly improving
understanding of self-tolerance will, it is hoped, lead to
clearer and more definitive answers to the enigmas of
autoimmunity.

THrnRprunc AppRoAcHES FoR
Iwtwtutrto toc Ic DISEASES

Strategies for treatment of immune-mediated diseases
are similar to the approaches used to prevent graft rejec-
tion, another form of injurious immune response (see
Chapter l6). The mainstay of therapy for hlpersensitiv-
ity diseases is anti-inflammatory drugs, particularly cor-
ticosteroids. Such drugs are targeted at reducing tissue
injury, speciflcally, the effector phases of the pathologic
immune responses. Biologic agents that inhibit immune

responses and inflammation have become important
treatment options for many immune-mediated inflam-
matory diseases. Many of these newer therapies are
based on our improving understanding of immune
response, and are remarkable examples of rational drug
design. A soluble form of theTNF receptor and anti-TNF
antibodies that bind to and neutralize TNF are of great
benefit in many patients with rheumatoid arthritis and
Crohn's disease. Antagonists of other proinflammatory
cltokines, such as IL-1, and agents that block leukocyte
emigration into tissues, such as antibodies against inte-
grins, are also being tested for their anti-inflammatory
effects. Agents that block 87 costimulators are approved
for treatment of rheumatoid arthritis and psoriasis.
These antagonists are now in clinical trials for SLE, pso-
riasis, and other diseases. Depletion of B cells with anti-
CD20 antibody is being tested in rheumatoid arthritis
and other diseases. In severe cases, immunosuppressive
drugs such as cyclosporine are used to blockT cell acti-
vation, or anti-proliferative drugs such as methotrexate
are used to reduce the generation and expansion of
lymphocytes. Plasmapheresis has been used during
exacerbations of antibody-mediated diseases to reduce
circulating levels of antibodies or immune complexes.
Large doses ofintravenous IgG have beneficial effects in
some hypersensitivity diseases. It is not clear how this
agent suppresses immune inflammation; one possibility
is that the IgG binds to inhibitory Fc receptors on B lym-
phocytes and shuts off antibody production, similar to
the phenomenon of antibody feedback (see Chapter 10,
Fig. 10-19). There are ongoing attempts at more specific
treatment, such as inducing tolerance in disease-pro-
ducing lymphocyte clones, or inducing regulatoryT cells
specific for self antigens.

SUMMARY

Q Disorders caused by abnormal immune responses
are called hypersensitivity diseases. Pathologic
immune responses may be autoimmune
responses directed against selfantigens or uncon-
trolled and excessive responses to foreign antigens.

@ Hypersensitivity diseases may result from antibod-
ies that bind to cells or tissues, circulating immune
complexes that are deposited in tissues, or T lym-
phocltes reactive with antigens in tissues.

I The effector mechanisms of antibody-mediated
tissue injury are complement activation and Fc
receptor-mediated inflammation. Some antibod-
ies cause disease by interfering with normal cel-
lular functions without producing tissue injury.
The effector mechanisms of T cell-mediated
tissue injury are DTH reactions and cell lysis by
CTLs.

o Autoimmunity results from a failure of self-
tolerance. Autoimmune reactions may be triggered



by environmental stimuli, such as infections, in
genetically susceptible individuals.

O Most autoimmune diseases are polygenic, and
numerous susceptibility genes contribute to
disease development. The greatest contribution is
from MHC genes; other genes are believed to
influence the selection of self-reactive lympho-
cltes and the development of self-tolerance.

6 Infections may predispose to autoimmunity by
several mechanisms, including enhanced expres-
sion of costimulators in tissues and cross-reactions
between microbial antigens and self antigens.

o The current treatment of autoimmune diseases is
targeted at reducing immune activation and the
injurious consequences of the autoimmune reac-
tion. A future goal of therapy is to inhibit the
responses of lymphocytes specific for self antigens
and to induce tolerance in these cells.
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A variety of human diseases are caused by immune
responses to environmental antigens that lead to CD4*
T,,2 differentiation and production of immunoglobulin
E (IgE) antibodies that are specific for the antigens and
bind to Fc receptors on mast cells and basophils. !\rhen
these cell-associated IgE antibodies are cross-linked
by antigen, the cells are activated to rapidly release a
variety of mediators. These mediators collectively cause
increased vascular permeability, vasodilation, and
bronchial and visceral smooth muscle contraction. This
reaction is called immediate hlpersensitivity because it
begins rapidly, within minutes of antigen challenge
(immediate), and has major pathologic consequences
(hypersensitivity). In clinical medicine, these reactions
are commonly called allergy or atopy' and the associated
diseases are called allergic or immediate hypersensitiv-
ity diseases. These diseases also have a major inflam-
matory component, which is triggered by cytokines
produced by CD4. Ts2 cells and mast cells, as well as by
lipid mediators secreted by mast cells. Although atopy
originally meant "unusual," we now realize that allergy
is the most common disorder of immunity and affects
20% of all individuals in the United States. This chapter
focuses on immune reactions mediated byTn2 cells and
IgE and mast cells. We begin by summarizing some
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important general features of immediate hypersensitiv-
ity and proceed to describe the production of IgE, the
structure and functions of IgE-specific Fc receptors, and
the cellular mediators of immediate hypersensitivity,
including mast cells, basophils, and eosinophils. We
then describe selected clinical slmdromes associated
with immediate hypersensitivity and the principles of
therapy for these diseases. We conclude with a discus-
sion of the physiologic role of IgE-mediated immune
reactions in host defense.

GrrurnRl FrRrunrs oF IMMEDIATE
Hyprnsrrustnvtry RrRcnorus

All immediate hypersensitivity reactions share common
features, although they differ greatly in the types of anti-
gens that elicit these reactions and their clinical and
pathologic man ifestations.

@ The hallmarks of allergic dkeases are the actiuation
of To2 celk and the production of IgE antibod.y.
\dhereas healthy individuals either do not respond or
have harmless T cell and antibody responses to
common environmental antigens, atopic individuals
develop strong Tg2 responses and produce IgE upon
exposure to these potentially allergenic substances.

o The typical sequence of euents in immediate hyper-
sensitiuity consists of exposure to an antigen, actiua-
tion of Tr2 celk and B cells specific for the antigen,
prod,uction of IgE antibody, binding of the antibody
to Fc receptors of mast celk, and triggering of the
mast celk by re-exposure to the antigen, resulting in
the release of medintors ftom the mast celk and the
subsequent pathologic reaction (Fig. l9-l). Binding
of IgE to mast cells is also called sensitization because
IgE-coated mast cells are ready to be activated on
antigen encounter (i.e., they are sensitive to the
antigen). We describe each of these steps in the fol-
lowing sections.

O There is a strong genetic predisposition for the deuel-
opment of immediate hypersensitiuity. Many suscep-
tibility genes are associated with atopy. These genes
are thought to influence different steps in the devel-
opment and reactions of immediate hlpersensitivity.
We will discuss some of the major knor,rm susceptibil-
ity genes and their likely roles later in the chapter.

@ The antigens that elicit immediate hypersensitiuity,
ako called allergens, are usually common enuiron-
mental proteins and chemicals. Many structurally
distinct antigens can be allergenic. It is still not estab-
lished if allergens share particular chemical features
that are the basis for stimulation of Tg2 responses in
genetically susceptible individuals.

@ The cytokines produced by Tp2 cells are responsibl.e
for many of the features of immediate hypersensitiu-
ify. Thus, immediate hlryersensitivity is the prototypic
Ttt2-mediated disorder, in contrast to delayed-type
hlpersensitivity, which is the classical Tsl-mediated
immune reaction.

First exposure
to allergen

Activation of
Tn2 cells and
stimulation of

lgE class
switching
in B cells

Production
of lgE

Binding of lgE
to FceRl on
mast cells

Repeated
exposure

to allergen

Activation of
mast cellr
release

of mediators

Vasoactive amines,
lipid mediators

EI
4

$b
v

lmmediate
hypersensitivity

reaction (minutes
after repeat
exposure

to allergen)

introduction of an allergen, which stimulates Tn2 reactions and lgE
production lgE sensitizes mast cells by binding to FceRl, and sub-
sequent exposure to the allergen activates the mast cells to secrete
the mediators that are responsible for the pathologic reactions of
immediate hypersensitivity

@ The clinical and pathologic manifestations of imme-
diate hypersensitiuity consist of the uascular and
smooth muscle reaction that deuelops rapidly afrer
repeat exposure to the allergen (the immediate reac-
tion) and a delayed late-phase reaction consisting
mainly of inflammation. These reactions may be

Ts2 cell

Late phase
reaction (2-4
hours after

repeat exposure
to allergen)



triggered by lgE-mediated mast cell activation, but
different mediators are responsible for different
components of the immediate and late-phase reac-
tions. Since mast cells are present in all connective
tissues and under all epithelia, these are the most
common sites of immediate hlpersensitivity reac-
tions. Some immediate hlpersensitivity reactions
may be triggered by nonimmunologic stimuli, such as
exercise and exposure to cold. Such stimuli presum-
ably induce mast cell degranulation and the release of
mediators without antigen exposure or IgE produc-
tion. Such reactions are said to be nonatopic.

@ Immediate hypersensitiuity reactions &re manifested.
in dffirent ways, including skin and mucosal aller-
gtes, food allergies, asthma, and systemic anaphy-
laxis, ln the most extreme systemic form, called
anaphylaxis, mast cell-derived mediators can restrict
airways to the point of asphlxiation and produce car-
diovascular collapse leading to death. (The term ana-
phylaxis was coined to indicate that antibodies,
especially IgE antibodies, could confer the opposite of
protection [prophylaxis] on an unfortunate individ-
ual.) We will return to the pathogenesis of these reac-
tions later in the chapter.

With this introduction, we proceed to a description of
the steps in the development and reactions of immedi-
ate hlpersensitivity.

PRooucnoN oF lcE

IgE antibody k responsible for sensitizing mast cells and
prouides recognition of antigen for immediate hyper-
sensitiuity reactions. IgE is the antibody isotype that
contains the e heary chain (see Chapter 4), and of all the
Ig isotypes, IgE is the most efficient at binding to Fc
receptors on mast cells and activating these cells. We will
describe the experimental evidence demonstrating the
essential role of IgE in immediate hypersensitivity later
in the chapter.

Atopic indiuiduals produce high lnuek of IgE in
response to enuironmental allergens, whereas normal
indivi.d.uals generally synthesize other Ig isotypes, such
as IgM and IgG, and only small amounts of IgE. Regula-
tion of IgE synthesis depends on the propensiry of an
individual to mount a Ts2 response to allergens because
Ts2 cell-derived cytokines stimulate heavy chain isotype
switching to the IgE class in B cells. This propensity
toward Ts2 responses against particular antigens may be
influenced by a variety of factors, including inherited
genes, the nature of the antigens, and the history of
antigen exposure.

The Nature of Allergens

Antigens that elicit immedinte hypersensitiuity reac-
tions (allergens) are proteins or chemicak bound to pro-
teins to which the atopic indiuidual k chronically
exposed.. Typical allergens include proteins in pollen,
house dust mites, animal dander, foods, and chemicals
like the antibiotic penicillin. It is not knor,rryr why some
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antigens induce strong Ts2 responses and allergic reac-
tions whereas others do not. TWo important characteris-
tics of allergens are that individuals are exposed to them
repeatedly and, unlike microbes, they do not stimulate
the innate immune responses that would promote
macrophage activation and secretion of the Tsl-
inducing cytokines interleukin-lz (IL-12) and IL-18.
Chronic or repeated T cell activation in the absence of
innate immunity may drive CD4* T cells toward the Ts2
pathway, as the T cells themselves make IL-4, the major
Ts2-inducing cytokine (see Chapter 13).

The property of being allergenic may also reside in
the chemical nature of the antigen itself. Although no
structural characteristics of proteins can definitively
predict whether they will be allergenic, some features are
typical of many common allergens. These features
include low molecular weight, glycosylation, and high
solubility in body fluids. Anaphylactic responses to
foods typically involve highly glycosylated small pro-
teins. These structural features probably protect the
antigens from denaturation and degradation in the gas-

trointestinal tract and allow them to be absorbed intact.
Curiously, many allergens, such as the cysteine protease

of the house dust mite Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus
and phospholipase & in bee venom, are enzymes, but
the importance of the enzymatic activity in triSgering
immediate hypersensitivity reactions is not knor,rm.

Because immediate hypersensitivity reactions are
dependent on T cells, T cell-independent antigens such
as polysaccharides cannot elicit such reactions unless
they become attached to proteins. Some drugs such as
penicillin often do elicit strong IgE responses. These
drugs react chemically with amino acid residues in self
proteins to form hapten-carrier conjugates, which stim-
ulate Ts2 responses and IgE production.

The natural history of antigen exposure is an impor-
tant determinant of the amount of specific IgE antibodies
produced. Repeated exposure to a particular antigen is
necessary for development of an allergic reaction to that
antigen because switching to the IgE isotype and sensiti-
zation of mast cells with IgE must happen before a hyper-
sensitivity reaction to an antigen can occur. IndMduals
with allergic rhinitis or asthma often benefit from a geo-
graphic change of residence with a change in indigenous
plant pollens, although environmental antigens in the
new residence may trigger an eventual return of the
symptoms. The most dramatic examples of the impor-
tance of repeated exposure to antigen in allergic disease
are seen in cases of bee stings. The proteins in the insect
venoms are not usually of concern on the first encounter
because an atopic individual has no preexisting specific
IgE antibodies. Howeve! an IgE response may occur after
a single encounter with antigen, and a second sting by an
insect of the same species may induce fatal anaphylaxis!

Activation of TH2 Gells

IgE synthesk k dependent on the activatinn of CD4'
helper T cells of the Tu2 subset and. their secretion of IL-
4 and IL-13.lt is likely that dendritic cells in epithelia
through which allergens enter capture the antigens,
transport them to draining ly-ph nodes, process them,
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and present peptides to naive T cells. The T cells then dif-
ferentiate into the Tn2 subset of effector cells. Differenti-
ated Tg2 cells promote switching to IgE mainly through
the secretion of IL-4 and IL-13. Ts2 cells are involved in
other components of the immediate hypersensitivity
reaction in addition to promoting switching to IgE. IL-5
secreted byT;,2 cells activates eosinophils, a cell type that
is abundant in many immediate hypersensitivity reac-
tions. IL-13 stimulates epithelial cells (e.g., in the
airways) to secrete increased amounts of mucus, and
excessive mucus production is also a common feature of
these reactions. Consistent with a central role of Ts2 cells
in immediate hlpersensitiviry atopic individuals contain
larger numbers of allergen-specific IL-4-secreting T cells
in their circulation than do non-atopic persons. In atopic
patients, the allergen-specific T cells also produce more
IL-4 per cell than in normal individuals.

The role of Tn2 cells in allergic reactions is demon-
strated by experiments in which mice are made to
inhale a model protein antigen, such as chicken egg
albumin, and are injected with T cells specific for the
antigen. The adoptive transfer of Ts2 cells induces
airway hlperresponsiveness, resembling asthma. In
the same model, blocking Tn2 responses reduces the
severity of the allergic reaction.

Knockout mice lacking the Ts1 transcription factor
T-bet (see Chapter 13) show defective Tnl responses
and a compensatory increase in Ts2 responses. Such
mice develop spontaneous airway allergic reactions.

In addition to stimulating IgE production, Ts2 cells
contribute to the inflammation of the late-phase reaction.
Accumulations of T"2 cells are found at sites of immedi-
ate hypersensitivity reactions in the skin and bronchial
mucosa. These T cells are recruited to sites of immediate
hlpersensitivity, mainly in response to chemokines. Ts2
cells express the chemokine receptors CCR4 and CCR3,
and the chemokines that bind to these receptors are pro-
duced by many cell types at sites of immediate hypersen-
sitivity reactions, including epithelial cells.

Act ivat ion of  B Cel ls  and
Switching to lgE

B cells specific for allergens are activated byTs2 cells, as
in other T cell-dependent B cell responses (see Chapter
10). Under the influence of CD40 ligand and clrokines,
mainly IL-4, produced by the TsZ cells, the B cells
undergo heavy chain isotype switching and produce IgE.
IgE circulates as a bivalent antibody and is normally
present in plasma at a concentration of less than
I pg/ml-. In pathologic conditions such as helminthic
infections and severe atopy, this level can rise to more
than 1000pg/ml. Allergen-specific IgE produced by B
cells enters the circulation and binds to Fc receptors on
tissue mast cells, so that these cells are sensitized and
poised to react to a subsequent encounter with the aller-
gen. Circulating basophils are also capable of binding
IgE. We will first describe the Fc receptors used by these
cell types to bind IgE and then the properties and reac-
tions of the cells.

Brnorrrrc oF lcE ro MAST Gnr-s
AND BASOPHITS

Mast cells and basophils express a high-affinity Fc
receptor specific for e heauy chains, called FceRI that
binds IgE,IgE, like all other antibody molecules, is made
exclusively by B cells, yet IgE functions as an antigen
receptor on the surface of the cells of immediate hlper-
sensitivity. This function is accomplished by IgE binding
to FceRI on these cells. The affinity of FceRI for IgE is very
high (dissociation constant U l of about I x 10-'0M);
this binding is much stronger than that of any other
Fc receptor for its ligand (see Chapter 14, Box l4-l).
Therefore, the normal serum concentration of IgE,
although low in comparison to other Ig isotypes (less
than 5 x 10 10M), is sufficiently high to allow occupancy
of FceRI receptors. Tissue mast cells in all individuals are
normally coated with IgE, which is bound to the FceRI.
In atopic individuals, enough of this bound IgE is spe-
ciflc for one or a few antigens that exposure to that
antigen or antigens is able to cross-link the Fc receptors
and activate the cells (discussed later). In addition to
mast cells and basophils, FceRI, usually lacking the p
chain, has been detected on eosinophils, epidermal
Langerhans cells, some dermal macrophages, and acti-
vated monocytes; its function on these cells is not
known.

Each FceRI molecule is composed of one a chain that
mediates ligand binding and a p chain and two ychains
that are responsible for signaling (Fig. 19-2). The
amino-terminal extracellular portion of the cr chain
includes two Ig-like domains that form the binding site
for IgE. The B chain of FceRI contains a single
immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif
(ITAM) in the cytoplasmic carboxyl terminus. The two
identical y chain polypeptides are linked by a disulfide
bond and are homologous to the ( chain of the T cell
antigen receptor complex (see Chapter 6). The cytoplas-
mic portion of each y chain contains one ITAM. The y
chain of FceRI serves as the signaling subunit for FcyRI,
Fc1RIIIA, and FccrR and is called the FcR y chain (see
Chapter 14, Box 14-l). Tyrosine phosphorylation of the
ITAMs of the B and ychains initiates the signals from the
receptor that are required for mast cell activation. We
will return to the nature of these signals when we discuss
mast cells later in the chapter.

The importance of FceRI in lgE-mediated immediate
hypersensitivity reactions has been demonstrated in
FceRI q chain knockout mice. \iVhen these mice are
given intravenous injections of IgE specific for a
known antigen followed by that antigen, anaphylaxis
does not develop, whereas it does in wild-type mice
treated in the same way.

FceRI expression on the surface of mast cells and
basophils is up-regulated by IgE, thereby providing a
mechanism for the amplification of IgE-mediated reac-
tions. The relationship between the levels of IgE and
FceRI expression is supported by several observations.



FIGURE 19-2 Polypeptide chain structure of the high-affinity lgE
Fc receptor (FceRl). lgE binds to the lg-l ike domains of the cr chain
The B chain and the "ycharns mediate signal transduction. The boxes
in the cytoplasmic region of the p and y chains are lTAMs, similar
to those found in the T cell receptor complex (see Fig 6-5) A model
structure of FceRl is shown in Chaoter 14. Box 14-1

A positive correlation between FceRI expression on
human blood basophils and circulating IgE levels has
been observed.

Treatment of mast cells in vitro with IgE induces
increased expression of FceRI.

Mast cells from knockout mice lacking IgE have very
Iow levels of FceRI.
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Another IgE receptor called FceRI;;;T**
CD23, is a protein related to C-type mammalian lectins,
whose affinity for IgE is much lower than that of FceRI.
The biologic roles of FceRII are not knor,rrn.

Rou or Mnsr CELLS, BRSopHtts,
AND EOSINOPHITS IN IMMEDIATE
HYprRsrrusrnvtrY

Mast cells, basophik, and eosinophik are the effictor
cells of immediate hypersensitiuity reactions and
allergic disease. Although each of these cell types has
unique characteristics, all three contain cytoplasmic
granules whose contents are the major mediators of
allergic reactions, and all three cell types produce lipid
mediators and cytokines that induce inflammation.
Tg2 cells also function as effector cells of immediate
hlpersensitivity; their role has been discussed earlier.
In this section of the chapter, we discuss the properties
and functions of mast cells, basophils, and eosinophils
(Table 19-1). Because mast cells are the major cell type
responsible for immediate hlpersensitivity reactions in
tissues, much of our subsequent discussion focuses on
mast cells.

Properties of Mast Cells and Basophils

All mast cells are derived from progenitors in the bone
marrow. Normallv mature mast cells are not found in

Bound

Major site of maturation Connective tissue Bone marrow Bone marrow

Major cells in circulation No Yes (0.5% of blood
leukocytes)

Yes (-2o/" of blood
leukocytes)

Mature cells recruited into
tissues from circulation

No Yes Yes

Mature cells residing in
connective tissue

Yes No Yes

Proliferative ability of
mature cells

Yes No No

Life span Weeks to months Days Days to weeks

Major development factor
(cytokine)

Stem cellfactor, lL-3 tL-3 tL-5

Expression of FceRl High levels High levels Low levels (function unclear)

Major granule contents Histamine, heparin andi
or chondroitin sulfate,
proleases

Histamine, chondroitin
sulfate, protease

Major basic protein,
eosinophil cationic protein,
peroxidases, hydrolases,
lysophospholipase

Tab le  19-1 .  Proper t ies  o f  Mast  Ce l ls ,  Basoph i ls ,  and Eos inoph i ls

Characteristic Mast cells Basophils Eosinophils

Abbreviations; FceRl, Fce receptor type l; lL-3, interleukin-3.
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lgE-coated resting
mast cell

FceRl

the circulation. Progenitors migrate to the peripheral
tissues as immature cells and undergo differentiation ln
sifiz. Mature mast cells are found throughout the body,
predominantly near blood vessels and nerves and
beneath epithelia. They are also present in lymphoid
organs. Human mast cells vary in shape and have round
nuclei, and the cytoplasm contains membrane-bound
granules and lipid bodies (Fig. 19-3). The granules
contain acidic proteoglycans that bind basic dyes.

There are two major subsets of mast celk that dffir
in their anatomic locqtions, granule contents, and actiu-
ities (Table l9-2). In rodents, one subset of mast cells is
found in the mucosa of the gastrointestinal tract. These
mucosal mast cells have abundant chondroitin sulfate
and little histamine in their granules. The development

of mucosal mast cells in vivo depends on the cytokine
IL-3 produced by T cells. Mast cells may be cultured
from rodent bone marrow in the presence of IL-3, and
such cultured mast cells resemble mucosal mast cells
on the basis of the high granule content of chon-
droitin sulfate and low histamine concentration. The
human counterpart of mucosal mast cells is most
often identified by the presence of trlptase and the
absence of other neutral proteases in the granules. In
humans, the mucosal type of mast cells predominate in
intestinal mucosa and alveolar spaces in the lung, and
their presence is also T cell dependent. A second subset
of mast cells, also first identified in rodents, is found in
the lung and in the serosa of body cavities, and these
cells are called connective tissue mast cells. Their maior

Antigen-activated
mast cell

I H 
"t" T["/r p' dl lcyb-kh] esl

I meotalors I
i l  i lvv

ot*5\-

Inf lammation:
late phase

reaction

FIGURE 19-3 Mast cel l  act ivat ion. Antigen
binding to lgE cross-l inks FceRl molecules on mast
cel ls, which induces the release of mediators that
cause the hypersensit ivi ty reaction (A, B) Other
s t imu l i ,  inc lud ing  the  complement  f  ragment  C5a,  can
also activate mast cel ls A l ight photomicrograph of
a rest ing mast cel l  with abundant purple-staining
cytoplasmic granules is shown in C These granules
are also seen in the electron micrograph of a rest ing
mast cel l  shown in E In contrast, the depleted
granules of an activated mast cel l  are shown in the
l ight photomicrograph (D) and electron micrograph
(F) (Courtesy of Dr Daniel Friend, Department of
Patho logy ,  Br igham and Women 's  Hosp i ta l  and
Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts )

Vascular/
smooth
muscle

response:
immediate

reaction
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Table 19-2. Mast Cel l  Subsets

Mucosal mast cells

T cell dependence
for development of
phenotype in tissues

Major neutral protease:
tryptase

Low levels of
histamine; high levels
of chondroitin
sulfate

Granule contents Major neutral
proteases: tryptase,
chymase,
carboxypeptidase,
cathepsin G

granule proteoglycan is heparin, and they also produce
large quantities of histamine. Unlike mucosal mast
cells, connective tissue mast cells show little T cell
dependence. In humans, the corresponding subset is
identified by the presence of several neutral proteases
in the granules, including trlptase, ch1'rnase, cathepsin
G-like protease, and carboxypeptidase. Human connec-
tive tissue mast cells are found in the skin and intestinal
submucosa.

Although we do not know if these mast cell subsets
serve distinct functions, their locations, granule con-
tents, and relative T cell dependence suggest that each
subset may be important in a different set of disease
processes. It is likely that mucosal mast cells are involved
in T cell- and IgE-dependent immediate hypersensitiv-
ity diseases involving the airways, such as bronchial
asthma, and other mucosal tissues. Conversely, connec-
tive tissue mast cells mediate immediate hlpersensitiv-
ity reactions in the skin. The phenotype of a mast cell is
not fixed and may vary in response to cltokines and
growth factors. For example, bone marrow-derived
mucosal mast cells can be changed to a connective
tissue mast cell phenotype by coculture with fibroblasts
or incubation with c-Kit ligand (stem cell factor) (see
Chapter 12). Repopulation experiments in mast
cell-deficient mice further suggest that the mucosal and
connective tissue phenotlpes are not distinct lineages
and that bidirectional changes occur in different
microenvironments.

Basophils are blood granulocyteswith structural and

functional sintilarities to mast celk Like other granulo-
cytes, basophils are derived from bone marrow progen-
itors (a lineage different from that of mast cells), mature
in the bone marrow and circulate in the blood (Fig.

19-4). Basophils constitute less than 1% of blood leuko-
cytes. Although they are normally not present in tissues,
basophils may be recruited to some inflammatory sites.
Basophils contain granules that bind basic dyes, and
they are capable of synthesizing many of the same medi-
ators as mast cells (see Table 19-3). Like mast cells,
basophils express FceRI, bind IgE, and can be triggered
by antigen binding to the IgE. Therefore, basophils that
are recruited into tissue sites where antigen is present

may contribute to immediate hlpersensitivity reactions'

Activation of Mast Gells

Mast celk are actiuated by cross-linking of FceRI mole-
cul.es, which occurs by binding of multivalent antigens
to the IgE molecules that are attached to the Fc receptors
(see Fig. 19-3). In an individual allergic to a particular
antigen, a large proportion of the IgE bound to mast cells
is specific for that antigen. Exposure to the antigen will
cross-link sufficient IgE molecules to trigger mast cell
activation. In contrast, in nonatopic individuals, the
mast cell-associated IgE is specific for many different
antigens, all of which may have induced low levels of IgE
production. Therefore, no single antigen will cross-link

FIGURE r Morphology of basophils and
eosinophils. Photomicrographs of a Wright-
Giemsa-stained peripheral blood basophil  (A) and
eosinophil  (B) are presented Note the characteris-
t ic red staining of the cytoplasmic granules in the
eoslnophil  and blue-staining cytoplasmic granules
of the basophil  (Courtesv of Dr Jonathan Hecht,
Department of Pathology, Brigham and Women's
Hospital,  Boston, Massachusetts )
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enough of the IgE molecules to cause mast cell activa-
tion. Experimentally, antigen binding can be mimicked
by polywalent anti-IgE or by anti-FceRl antibodies. In
fact, anti-IgE antibodies can cross-link IgE molecules
regardless of antigen specificity and lead to comparable
triggering of mast cells from both atopic and nonatopic
individuals.

Actiuation of mast celk results in three types of bio-
logic response: secretion of the preformed contents of
their granules by a regulated process of exocytosis, syn-
thesis and secretion of lipid mediators, and synthesis and
secretion of cytokines. These responses result from the

cross-linking of FceRI, which initiates a signaling cascade
in mast cells involving protein tyrosine kinases (Fig.
19-5). The signaling cascade is similar to the proximal
signaling events initiated by antigen binding to lympho-
cltes (see Chapters 9 and l0). The Lyn tyrosine kinase is
constitutively associated with the cytoplasmic tail of the
FceRI B chain. On cross-linking of FceRI molecules by
antigen, L1n tyrosine kinase phosphorylates the ITAMs in
the cytoplasmic domains of FceRI B and ychains. The Syk
ty'rosine kinase is then recruited to the ITAMs of the y
chain, becomes activated, and phosphorylates and acti-
vates other proteins in the signaling cascade, including

FceRl

Arachidonic acid Ras/MAP kinases

DAG

PLCy

SNARE comolex
formation,

membrane fusion

Mast cell
plasma
memorane

Mast cell

r l
l i  r i

Fcpt Frc4l

Cytokine RNA

O Ccytot<ines

''i i'
A  ^ ( )TNF-  (  ) - Histamine I

plasma
memorane

PGDz LTC4--> LTDa..) LTEa

Lipid mediators Granule contents
FIGURE 19-s Biochemical events of mast cel l  act ivat ion. Cross-l inking of bound lgE by antigen is thought to activate protein tyrosine

;s such as myosin l ight chain protein and thereby leads to the degra_
dation and release of preformed mediators Calcium and MAP krnases combine to actrvate the enzyme cytosol ic phospholipase Az (cpLAz),
which init iates the synthesis of l ipid medrators

Cytokine gene
expressron

Myosin l ight chain
phosphorylation,

granule movemenl



several adapter molecules and enzlmes that participate
in the formation of multicomponent signaling com-
plexes, as described in T cells. Linker for activation ofT
cells (t"{I) is one of the essential adapter proteins
involved in mast cell activation, and one of the enz)rynes
recruited to tAI is the l isoform of a phosphatidylinosi-
tol-speciflc phospholipase C (PLCT). Once bound to lAI,
PLCy is phosphorylated and then catalyzes phos-
phatidylinositol bisphosphate breakdovrrn to yield inosi-
tol triphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG) (see
Chapter 9). IP. causes elevation of cltoplasmic calcium
Ievels and DAG activates protein kinase C (PKC). Another
adapter protein essential for mast cell degranulation is
Grb-2-associated binder-like protein 2 (Gab2). Phospho-

rylation of Gab2 by the tyrosine kinase Fyrr leads to
binding and activation of phosphoinositide 3 (PI-3)
kinase, which also leads to activation of PKC. Phospho-

rylation of the myosin light chains by activated protein
kinase C leads to disassembly of the actin-myosin com-
plexes beneath the plasma membrane, thereby allowing
granules to come in contact with the plasma membrane.

Fusion of the mast cell granule membrane with the
plasma membrane is mediated by members of the
SNARE protein family, which are involved in many other
membrane fusion events. Different SNARE proteins
present on the granule and plasma membranes interact
to form a multimeric complex that catalyzes fusion. The
formation of SNARE complexes is regulated by several
accessory molecules, including Rab3 guanosine triphos-
phatases, and Rab-associated kinases and phosphatases.
In resting mast cells, these regulatory molecules inhibit
mast cell granule membrane fusion with the plasma
membrane. Upon FceRI cross-linking, the resulting
increased cytoplasmic calcium concentrations and the
activation of PKC block the regulatory functions of the
accessory molecules. In addition, calcium-sensor pro-
teins, called s)'naptotagmins, respond to the elevated
calcium concentrations by promoting SNARE complex
formation and membrane fusion.

Synthesis of lipid mediators is controlled by activa-
tion of the cytosolic enzyme phospholipase A" (PtA')
(see Fig. f 9-5). This enzyrne is activated by two signals:
elevated cytoplasmic calcium and phosphorylation cat-
alyzed by a mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase
such as extracellular receptor-activated kinase (ERK).
ERK is activated as a consequence of a kinase cascade
initiated through the receptor ITAMs, probably using the
same intermediates as in T cells (see Chapter 9). Once
activated, PlAr hydrolyzes membrane phospholipids to
release substrates that are converted by enzl'rne cas-
cades into the ultimate mediators. The major substrate
is arachidonic acid, which is converted by cyclooxyge-
nase or lipoxygenase into different mediators (discussed
later).

C1'tokine production by activated mast cells is a con-
sequence of newly induced c),tokine gene transcription.
The biochemical events that regulate cltokine gene
transcription in mast cells appear to be similar to the
events that occur in T cells. Recruitment and activation
of various adapter molecules and kinases in response to
FceRI cross-linking lead to nuclear translocation of
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nuclear factor of activated T cells (NFAI) and nuclear
factor rB (NF-rB), as well as activation of activation
protein-l (AP-l) by protein kinases such as c-Iun N-
terminal kinase. These transcription factors stimulate
transcription of several c1'tokines (IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-13,
and tumor necrosis factor [TNF], among others) but, in
contrast to T cells, not IL-2.

Mast cell activation through the FceRI pathway is reg-
ulated byvarious inhibitory receptors, which contain an
immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibition motif (ITIM)

within their cytoplasmic tails (see Chapter 2, Box24).
One such inhibitory receptor is FcyRIIb, which coaggre-
gates with FceRI during mast cell activation, and the
ITIM is phosphorylated by Lyn. This leads to recruitment
of the phosphatase called SH2 domain-containing inos-
itol S-phosphatase (SHIP) and inhibition of FceRI sig-
naling. Experiments in mice indicate that FcyRIIb can
regulate mast cell degranulation in vivo. Several other
inhibitory receptors are also expressed on mast cells, but
their relative importance in vivo is not yet knor,rrn.

Mast cells can be directly activated by a variety of bio-
Iogic substances independent of allergen-mediated
cross-linking of FceRI, including polybasic compounds,
peptides, chemokines, and complement-derived ana-
phylatoxins. These additional modes of mast cell activa-
tion may be important in non-immune-mediated
immediate hypersensitivity reactions, or they may
amplify lgE-mediated reactions. Certain types of mast
cells or basophils may respond to mononuclear phago-
clte-derived chemokines, such as macrophage inflam-
matory protein-lcr (MIP-lcx), produced as part of innate
immunity, and to T cell-derived chemokines, produced
as part of adaptive cell-mediated immunity. The com-
plement-derived anaphylatoxins, especially C5a, bind to
specific receptors on mast cells and stimulate degranu-
lation. These chemokines and complement fragments
are likely to be produced at sites of inflammation' There-
fore, mast cell activation and release of mediators may
amplify even IgE-independent reactions. Polybasic com-
pounds, such as compound 48140 andmastoparan, are
used as pharmacologic triggers for mast cells. These
agents contain a cationic region adjacent to a hydropho-
bic moiety, and they work by activating G proteins.

Many neuropeptides, including substance B somato-
statin, and vasoactive intestinal peptide, induce mast
cell histamine release and may mediate neuroendo-
crine-linked mast cell activation. The nervous system
is knor,rrn to modulate immediate hypersensitivity reac-
tions, and neuropeptides may be involved in this effect.
The flare produced at the edge of the wheal in elicited
immediate hlpersensitivity reactions is in part mediated
by the nervous system, as shor.tm by the observation that
it is markedly diminished in skin sites lacking innerva-
tion. Cold temperatures and intense exercise may also
trigger mast cell degranulation, but the mechanisms
involved are not knovvn.

Mast cells also express activating Fc receptors for IgG

heavy chains, and these cells can be activated by cross-
linking bound IgG. This IgG-mediated reaction is the
likely explanation for the finding that € chain knockout
mice remain susceptible to antigen-induced mast cell-
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mediated anaphylaxis. However, IgE is by far the
major antibody isotype involved in most immediate
hypersensitivity reactions.

Mast cell activation is not an all-or-nothing phenom-
enon, and different types or levels of stimuli may
elicit partial responses, with production of some me-
diators but not others. Such variations in activation
and mediator release may account for variable clinical
presentations.

Mediators Derived from Mast Cells

The effector functions of mast celk are mediated by
soluble molecuLes released ftom the cells on actiuation
(Fig. 19-6 and Table Ig-3). These mediators may be
divided into preformed mediators, which include bio-
genic amines and granule macromolecules, and newly
slmthesized mediators, which include lipid-derived
mediators and cltokines.

Biogenic Amines

Many of the biologic effects of mast cell actiuation
are mediated by biogenic amines that are stored in
and released from cytoplasmic granules. Biogenic
amines, sometimes called vasoactive amines, are low
molecular weight compounds that contain an amine
group. In human mast cells, the major mediator of
this class is histamine, but in some rodents, serotonin
may be of equal or greater import. Histamine acts
by binding to target cell receptors, and different cell
types express distinct classes of histamine receptors
(e.9., Hr, Hr, H.) that can be distinguished by their
sensitivity to pharmacologic inhibitors. The actions
of histamine are short lived because histamine is
rapidly removed from the extracellular milieu by
amine-specific transport systems. On binding to cellular
receptors, histamine initiates intracellular events, such
as phosphatidylinositol breakdovrm to IP, and DAG,

Mast cells and basophils
Stored preformed in
cytoplasmic granules

Histamine

Enzymes: neutral proteases
(tryptase and/or chymase),
acid hydrolases, cathepsin G,
carboxypeptidase

Increases vascular permeability; stimulates
smooth muscle cell contraction

Degrade microbial structures;
tissue damageiremodeling

Major l ipid mediators
produced on activation

Prostaglandin D2

Leukotrienes Ca, Da, Ea

Platelet-activatin g f actor

Vasodilation, bronchoconstriction,
neutrophil ctremotaxis

Prolonged bronchoconstriction, mucus
g99f91lo! | il9l9gs99 ygscytar peryeg{tjlv
Chemotaxis and activation of leukocvtes,
bronchoconstriction, increased vascular
permeability

Cytokines produced on
activation

tL-3 Mast cell proliferation
TNF, MIP-1o Inflammation/late phase reaction
tL-4, tL-13 I g-E e tg9-q"-tj gl: _l! 99-s- 9 e 9 Etl 9l

Eosinophil production and activationtL-5

Eosinophils
Stored performed in
cytoplasmic granules

Major basic protein,
e9!1!9P,!! cetl 9I9_PI9!9i!
Eosinophil peroxidase,
lysosomal hydrolases,
lysophospholipase

Major l ipid mediators
produced on activation

Leukotrienes Ca, Da, Ea Prolonged bronchoconstriction ; mucus
secretion, increased vascular permeability

Cytokines produced on
activation

IL-3, IL-s, GM.CSF Eosinophil production and activation
IL-8,  IL-10,  RANTES,
MIP-1cr, eotaxin

Chemotaxis of leukocytes

Tab le  19-3 .  Med ia to rs  Produced by  Mast  Ce l ls ,  Basoph i ls ,  and Eos inoph i ls

Celltype Mediator category Mediator Function/pathologic effects

Abbreviations; GM-CSF, granuloc_yte-monocyte colony-stimulating factor; lL-3, interleukin-3, Mlp-1o, monocyte
inflammatory protein-1cr; RANTES, regulated by activation, normalT cellexpressed and secreted;TNF, tum6r
necrosis factor.
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mast cell
(or basophil)

Biogenic amines
(e.9. ,  h istamines)

Lipid mediators
(e.9., PAF, PGDz, LTC+)

Vascular leak

r

Broncho-
constriction

Intestinal
hypermotility

Inf lammation

Kill ing of
parasites and

host cells

response to intradermal allergen or anti-IgE antibody.
Histamine also causes constriction of intestinal and
bronchial smooth muscle. Thus, histamine may
contribute to the increased peristalsis and bron-
chospasm associated with ingested and inhaled aller-
gens, respectively. However, in some allergic disorders,
and especially in asthma, antihistamines are not effec-
tive at blocking the reaction. Moreover, bronchocon-
striction in asthma is more prolonged than are the
effects of histamine, suggesting that other mast
cell-derived mediators are important in some forms of
immediate hypersensitivitY.

Cytokines
(e.9. ,  TNF)

Lipid mediators
(e.9., PAF, PGD2, LTC+)

Enzymes
(e.9., tryptase)

-**.F
Cationic granule proteins
(e.9., major basic protein,

eosinophil cationic protein)

ogic effects of mediators of immediate hypersensit ivi ty. Mast cel ls and basophil  mediators include biogenrc amines
pieformed in granules as well  as cytokinea and l lpid mediators, which are largely newly synthesized on cel l  act ivat ion.
and l ipid mediators induce vascular leakage, bronchoconstr ict ion, and intestinal hypermoti l i ty, al l  components of the

immediate response. Cytokines and l ipid medlators contr ibute to inf lammation, which is part of the late-phase reaction, Enzymes probably

contr ibute to t issue damage Activated eosinophils release preformed cationic proteins as well  as enzymes that are toxic to parasites and
host cel ls Some eosinophil  granule enzymes probably contr ibute to t issue damage in chronic al lergic diseases

and these products cause different changes in different
cell types. Binding of histamine to endothelium
causes cell contraction, leading to increased interen-
dothelial spaces, increased vascular permeability,
and leakage of plasma into the tissues. Histamine
also stimulates endothelial cells to synthesize vascular
smooth muscle cell relaxants, such as prostacyclin
(PGIJ and nitric oxide, which cause vasodilation. These
actions of histamine produce the wheal and flare
response of immediate hlpersensitivity (described
later). Hr histamine receptor antagonists (commonly
called antihistamines) can inhibit the wheal and flare
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Granule Enzymes and Proteoglycans

Neutral serine proteases, including tryptqse and,
chymase, are the most abundant protein constituents of
mast cell secretory granules and contribute to tissue
damage in immediate hypersensitiuity reactions.
Trlptase is present in all human mast cells and is not
known to be present in any other cell type. Conse-
quently, the presence of tryptase in human biologic
fluids is interpreted as a marker of mast cell activation.
Chymase is found in some human mast cells, and its
presence or absence is one criterion for characterizing
human mast cell subsets, as discussed earlier. The func-
tions of these enzymes in vivo are not known; however,
several activities demonstrated in vitro suggest impor-
tant biologic effects. For example, tr)?tase cleaves
fibrinogen and activates collagenase, thereby caus-
ing tissue damage, whereas chymase can convert
angiotensin I to angiotensin II, degrade epidermal base-
ment membrane, and stimulate mucus secretion. Other
enzymes found within mast cell granules include car-
boxypeptidase A and cathepsin G. Basophil granules
also contain several enzymes, some of which are the
same as those in mast cell granules, such as neutral pro-
teases, and others are found in eosinophil granules, such
as major basic protein and lysophospholipase.

Proteoglycans, including heparin and chondroitin
sulfate, are also major constituents of both mast cell and
basophil granules. These molecules are composed of a
polypeptide core and multiple unbranched glycos-
aminoglycan side chains that impart a strong net
negative charge to the molecules. Within the granules,
proteoglycans serve as storage matrices for positively
charged biogenic amines, proteases, and other media-
tors and prevent their accessibility to the rest of the cell.
The mediators are released from the proteoglycans at
different rates after granule exocl'tosis, biogenic amines
dissociating much more rapidly than tryptase or
chymase. In this way, the proteoglycans may control the
kinetics of immediate hypersensitivity reactions.

Lipid Mediators

Mast cell actiuation results in the rapid de novo synthe-
sis and release of lipid-deriued mediators that haue a
uariety of efficts on blood uessels, bronchial smooth
muscle, and leukocyfes. The most important of these
mediators are metabolites of arachidonic acid generated
by the actions of cyclooxygenase and lipoxygenase.

The major arachidonic acid-derived mediator pro-
duced by the cyclooxygenase pathway in mast cells is
prostaglandin Dz (PGDz). Released PGD2 binds to recep-
tors on smooth muscle cells and acts as a vasodilator and
a bronchoconstrictor. PGD, also promotes neutrophil
chemotaxis and accumulation at inflammatory sites.
PGD, synthesis can be prevented by inhibitors of
cyclooxygenase, such as aspirin and other nonsteroidal
anti-inflammatory agents. These drugs may paradoxi-
cally exacerbate asthmatic bronchoconstriction,
because they shunt arachidonic acid toward production
of leukotrienes, discussed next.

The major arachidonic acid-derived mediators
produced by the lipoxygenase pathway are the
leukotrienes, especially LIC. and its degradation prod-
ucts LID. and LIE'. LIC, is made by mucosal mast cells
and basophils, but not by connective tissue mast cells.
Mast cell-derived leukotrienes bind to specific receptors
on smooth muscle cells, different from the receptors for
PGDr, and cause prolonged bronchoconstriction. \l/hen
injected into the skin, these leukotrienes produce a char-
acteristic long-lived wheal and flare reaction. Collec-
tively, LTC4, LTD4, and LIE, constitute what was once
called slow-reacting substance of anaphylaxis (SRS-A)
and are thought to be major mediators of asthmatic
bronchoconstriction. Pharmacologic inhibitors of 5-
lipoxygenase also block anaphylactic reactions in exper-
imental systems.

A third type of lipid mediator produced by mast cells
is called platelet-activating factor (PAF) for its original
bioassay as an inducer of rabbit platelet aggregation. In
mast cells and basophils, PAF is symthesized by acylation
of lysoglyceryl ether phosphorylcholine, a derivative of
PlAr-mediated hydrolysis of membrane phospholipids.
PAF has direct bronchoconstricting actions. It also
causes retraction of endothelial cells and can relax vas-
cular smooth muscle. However, PAF is hydrophobic and
is rapidly destroyed by a plasma enzyme called PAF
hydrolase, which limits its biologic actions. Pharmaco-
logic inhibitors of PAF receptors ameliorate some
aspects of immediate hlpersensitivity in the rabbit lung.
Recent genetic evidence has pointed to PAF as a media-
tor of asthma. Asthma develops in early childhood in
individuals with a genetic deficiency of PAF hydrolase.
PAF may also be important in late-phase reactions, in
which it can activate inflammatory leukocytes. In this
situation, the major source of PAF may be basophils or
vascular endothelial cells (stimulated by histamine or
leukotrienes) rather than mast cells.

Cytokines

Mast cells (and basophik) produce many dffirent
cytokines that contribute to allergic inflammation (the
Iate-phase reaction). These cytokines include TNB IL-1,
IL-4, lL-s, IL-6, IL-13, MIP-1u, MIP-18, and various
colony-stimulating factors such as IL-3 and granulocyte-
monoclte colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF). As men-
tioned before, mast cell activation induces transcription
and synthesis of these cyokines, but preformed TNF
may also be stored in granules and rapidly released
on FceRI cross-linking. Ts2 cells that are recruited into
the sites of allergic reactions also produce some of
these cytokines. The cytokines that are released on IgE-
mediated mast cell or basophil activation or on T'2 cell
activation are mainly responsible for the late-phase
reaction. TNF activates endothelial expression of adhe-
sion molecules and, together with chemokines,
accounts for neutrophil and monoc],te infiltrates (see
Chapter 2). In addition to allergic inflammation, mast
cell cytokines also apparently contribute to the innate
immune responses to infections. For example, as we will
discuss later, mouse models indicate that mast cells are



required for effective defense against some bacterial
infections, and this effector function is mediated largely
by TNE

Propert ies of  Eosinophi ls

Eosinophils are bone marrow-deriued granulocytes that
qre abundant in the inflammatory infiltrates of late-
phase reactions and contribute to many of the patho-
logic processes in allergic diseases. Eosinophils develop
in the bone marrow and after maturation they circulate
in the blood. GM-CSE IL-3, and IL-5 promote eosinophil
maturation from myeloid precursors. Eosinophils are
normally present in peripheral tissues, especially in
mucosal linings of the respiratory, gastrointestinal, and
genitourinary tracts, and their numbers can increase by
recruitment in the setting of inflammation. The granules
of eosinophils contain basic proteins that bind acidic
dyes such as eosin (see Fig. l9-5).

Cytokines produced W TrZ cells promote the actiua-
tion of eosinophils and their recruitment to late-phase
reaction inflammatory sites.IL-5 is a potent eosinophil-
activating cytokine. It enhances the ability of eosinophils
to release granule contents. IL-5 also increases matura-
tion of eosinophils from bone marrow precursors, and in
the absence of this cytokine (e.9., in IL-5 knockout mice),
there is a deficiency of eosinophil numbers and func-
tions. Eosinophils are recruited into late-phase reaction
sites as well as sites of helminthic infection, and their
recruitment is mediated by a combination of adhesion
molecule interactions and chemokines. Eosinophils
bind to endothelial cells expressing E-selectin and the
ligand for theVtA-4 integrin. IL-4 produced byTs2 cells
may enhance expression of adhesion molecules for
eosinophils. Eosinophil recruitment and infiltration into
tissues also depend on the chemokine eotaxin (CCLIl),
which is produced by epithelial cells at sites of allergic
reactions and binds to the chemokine receptor CCR3
expressed constitutively by eosinophils. In addition, the
complement product CSa and the lipid mediators PAF
and LTBr, which are produced by mast cells, also func-
tion as chemoattractants for eosinophils.

Eosinophils release granule proteins that are toxic to
parasitic organisms and. may injure normal tissue.
Little is knor,r,n about the mechanisms involved in
eosinophil degranulation and mediator production.
Although eosinophils express Fc receptors for IgG, IgA,
and IgE, they do not appear to be as sensitive to activa-
tion by antigen-mediated cross-linking of these recep-
tors as are mast cells and basophils. The granule
contents of eosinophils include lysosomal hydrolases
found in other granulocytes as well as eosinophil-
specific proteins that are particularly toxic to helminthic
organisms, including major basic protein and
eosinophil cationic protein. These two cationic pollpep-
tides have no knor,rm enz].rynatic activities, but they are
toxic to helminths, bacteria, and normal tissue. In addi-
tion, eosinophilic granules contain eosinophil peroxi-
dase, which is distinct from the myeloperoxidase found
in neutrophils and catalyzes the production of
hlpochlorous or hlpobromous acid. These products are
also toxic to helminths, protozoa, and host cells.
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Activated eosinophils, like mast cells and basophils,
produce and release lipid mediators, including PAf;
prostaglandins, and leukotrienes (LIC+ and its deriva-
tives LTD, and LIE.). The importance of eosinophil-
derived lipid mediators in immediate hlpersensitivity is
not completely knor,r'n, but it is likely that they con-
tribute to the pathologic processes of allergic diseases.
Eosinophils also produce a variety of cytokines that may
promote inflammatory responses, but the biologic sig-
nificance of eosinophil cltokine production is not
knor,rryt.

RrnCrIOruS OF IMMEDIATE
HvprRsrrusmvlrY

The IgE- and mast cell-mediated reactions of immedi-
ate hypersensitivity consist of the immediate reaction, in
which vascular and smooth muscle responses to medi-
ators are dominant, and the late-phase reaction, char-
acterized by leukocyte recruitment and inflammation
(Fig. 19-7).

The lmmediate Reaction

The early uascular changes that occur during immedi-
ate hypersensitiuity reactions are d.emonstrated by the
wheal andflare reaction to the intradermal iniection of
an allergen (Fig. I 9-B). \.Alhen an individual who has pre-
viously encountered an allergen and produced IgE anti-
body is challenged by intradermal injection of the same
antigen, the injection site becomes red from locally
dilated blood vessels engorged with red blood cells. The
site then rapidly swells as a result of leakage of plasma
from the venules. This soft swelling is called a wheal and
can involve an area of skin as large as several centime-
ters in diameter. Subsequently, blood vessels at the
margins of the wheal dilate and become engorged with
red blood cells and produce a characteristic red rim
called a flare. The full wheal and flare reaction can
appear within 5 to 10 minutes after administration of
antigen and usually subsides in less than an hour. By
electron microscopy, the venules in the area of the wheal
show slight separation of the endothelial cells, which
accounts for the escape of macromolecules and fluid,
but not cells, from the vascular lumen.

The whealandflare reaction is d'ependent on IgE and
mast celk. Histologic examination shows that mast cells
in the area of the wheal and flare have released pre-
formed mediators; that is, their c1'toplasmic granules
have been discharged. A causal association of IgE and
mast cells with immediate hlpersensitivity was deduced
from three kinds of experiments.

: ; Immediate hlryersensitivity reactions against an aller-
gen can be elicited in unresponsive individuals if the
local skin site is first injected with IgE from an aller-
gic individual. Thus, IgE is responsible for specific
recognition of antigen and can be used to adoptively
transfer immediate hypersensitivity. Such adoptive
transfer experiments were first performed with serum
from immunized individuals, and the serum factor
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responsible for the reaction was originally called
reagin. For this reason, IgE molecules are still some-
times called reaginic antibodies. The antigen-initi-
ated skin reaction that follows adoptive transfer of IgE
is called passive cutaneous anaphylaxis.

Immediate hypersensitivity reactions can be mim-
icked by injecting anti-IgE antibody instead of
antigen. Anti-IgE antibodies act as an analogue of
antigen and directly activate mast cells that have
bound IgE on their surface. This use of anti-lgE to
activate mast cells is similar to the use of anti-IgM
antibodies as analogues of antigen to activate B cells
(see Appendix III), except that in the case of mast
cells, secreted IgE, made by B cells, is bound to high-
afflnity Fc receptors on the cell surface rather than
being synthesized as membrane IgE. Anti-IgE anti-
bodies activate mast cells even in normal (nonatopic)
individuals because, as mentioned earlier, mast cells
are normally coated with IgE that can be cross-linked
by the anti-lgE. In contrast, an antigen will activate
mast cells only in individuals who are allergic to that
antigen because only these individuals will produce
enough specific IgE to be cross-linked by the antigen.

Immediate hlpersensitivity reactions can be mim-
icked by the injection of other agents that directly
activate mast cells, such as the complement frag-
ments C5a, C4a, and C3a, called anaphylatoxins, or by
local trauma, which also causes degranulation of
mast cells. Conversely, these reactions can be inhib-
ited by agents that prevent mast cell activation.

The wheal and flare reaction results from sensitiza-
tion of dermal mast cells by IgE bound to FceRI, cross-
linking of the IgE by the antigen, and activation of mast
cells with release of mediators, notably histamine. Hist-
amine binds to histamine receptors on venular endothe-
lial cells; the endothelial cells synthesize and release
PGIr, nitric oxide, and PAF; and these mediators cause
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vasodilation and vascular leak, as described earlier in the
chapter. Skin mast cells appear to produce only small
amounts of long-acting mediators such as leukotrienes,
and the wheal and flare response typically subsides after
about 15 to 20 minutes. Allergists often test patients for
allergies to different antigens by examining the ability of
these antigens applied in skin patches to elicit wheal and
flare reactions.

The l-ate-Phase Reaction

The immediate wheal ond flare reaction is followed 2 to
4 hours later by a late-phase reaction consisting of the
accumulation of inflammatory leukocytes, including
neutrophils, eosinophils, basophik, and To2 cells (see
Fig. I9-7). The inflammation is maximal by about 24
hours and then gradually subsides. The capacity to
mount a late-phase reaction can be adoptively trans-
ferred with IgE, and the reaction can be mimicked by
anti-IgE antibodies or mast cell-activating agents, like
the immediate wheal and flare reaction. Mast cells
produce cytokines, including TNE that can up-regulate
endothelial expression of leukocyte adhesion molecules,
such as E-selectin and intercellular adhesion molecule-
I (ICAM-l), and chemokines that recruit blood leuko-
cltes. Thus, mast cell activation promotes the
recruitment of leukocytes into tissues. The types of
leukocytes that are tlpical of late-phase reactions are
eosinophils and Ts2 cells; in addition, neutrophils are
often present in these reactions. Eosinophils and Tn2
cells express receptors for many of the same
chemokines, such as eotaxin, and this is why both cell
types are recruited to sites of production of these
chemokines. The late-phase reaction differs from
delayed-type hlpersensitivity reactions, in which
macrophages and Tnl cells are dominant.

The late-phase reaction may occur without a
detectable preceding immediate hypersensitiuity reac-

0  1  4  I  1 2  1 6  2 0
Hours after allergen exposure c==@'

FIGURE 19-7 The immediate and late-phase reactions. A Kinetics: The immediate vascular and smooth muscle reaction to al lergen devel-
ops within minutes after chal lenge (al lergen exposure in a previously sensit ized indlvidual),  and the late-phase reaction deve ops 2 ro 24
hours later B, C Morphology: The immediate reaction (B) is characterized by vasodilat ion, congestion, and edema, and the late-phase reac-
t ion  (C)  l s  charac ter ized  by  an  n f lammatory  in f i l t ra te  r i ch  in  eos inoph i ls ,  neut roph i l s ,  and T  ce l l s  (Cour tesy  o f  Dr  Dan ie l  F r iend,  Depar tment
of Pathology, Brigham and Women's Hospital,  Boston, Massachusetts )
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FIGURE 19-8 The wheal and f lare reaction in the skin. A In
response to antigen-st imulated release of mast cel l  mediators, local
blood vessels f irst di late and then become leakV to f luid and macro-
molecules, which produces redness and local swell ing (a wheal)
Subsequent di lat ion of vessels on the edge of the swell ing produces
the appearance of a red r im (the f lare) B Photograph of a typical
wheal and f lare reaction in the skin in response to inject ion of an
al lergen (Courtesy of Dr James D Faix, Department of Pathology,
Stanford University School of Medicine, Palo Alto, Cali fornia )

tion. Bronchial asthma is a disease in which there may

be repeated bouts of inflammation with accumulations
of eosinophils and TnZ cells without the vascular
changes that are characteristic of the immediate
response. In such disorders, there may be little mast cell

activation, and the cytokines that sustain the late-phase
reaction may be produced mainly by T cells.

Gerumc SuscrpiletlfiY To
I rvr u rotRrr HYptRsrusffilvlrY

The propensity to prod.uce IgE is influencedby the inher-
itance of seueral genes. Abnormally high levels of IgE
slmthesis and associated atopy often run in families.
Family studies have shown clear autosomal transmis-
sion of atopy, although the full inheritance pattern is
multigenic. Within the same family, the target organ of
atopic disease is variable. Thus, hay fever, asthma, and
eczema can be present to various degrees in different
members of the same kindred. All these individuals'
however, will show higher than average plasma IgE
levels.

Genome-wide linkage analyses for atopy/asthma sus-
ceptibility loci have identified several chromosomal
regions of importance in allergic disease (Table 19-4)'
Each of these loci may contain several genes of potential
importance to disease. Some of the genes in these loci
may regulate Tg2 responses and IgE production. Other
genes may have tissue-specific influences, such as
airway remodeling in the asthmatic lung. One of these
susceptibility loci for atopy is on chromosome 5q, near
the site of the gene cluster encoding the cytokines IL-3,
IL-4, IL-5, IL-9, and IL-13 and the IL-4 receptor. This
region is of great interest because of the connection
between several of the genes located here and the mech-
anisms of IgE regulation and mast cell and eosinophil
growth and differentiation. Furthermore, the homolo-
gous chromosomal region in mice has been linked to a
propensity for CD4* T cells in some inbred strains of
mice to differentiate into Tg2 cells in response to model
protein antigens. Among the genes in this cluster, poly-

morphisms in the IL-13 gene appear to have the

strongest associations with asthma. The tendency to
produce IgE antibodies against some but not all anti-
gens, such as ragweed pollen, may be linked to particu-

lar class II major histocompatibility complex (MHC)

alleles. This linkage may be an example of an "immune

response gene" (1r gene) effect in which atopic individ-
uals inherit class II MHC alleles that can bind and
display dominant epitopes of certain allergens (see

Chapter 4). Several other chromosomal regions have

been shorrrm to be associated with high serum IgE levels,
atopy, and asthma. In addition to these linkage studies,
individual asthma-associated genes have been identi-
fied by positional cloning. These include ADAM33,
DPP|I, and PHFll (see Table 19-4). Although there are
highly signiflcant associations of polymorphisms of
these genes with asthma, the way in which the prod-

ucts of the genes contribute to disease are not yet

understood.
Some genes whose products regulate the innate

immune response to infections have been associated
with allergy and asthma. These include CD14' a compo-
nent of the lipopolysaccharide receptor, and Tim-1, a
protein thought to influence helperT cell differentiation.

Wheal
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Table 19-4. Examples of Chromosomal Locat ions and Genes Associated with Atopy and Asthma

Chromosomal I Candidate genes
location

Putative role of gene products
in disease

5q Cytokine gene
cluster ( lL-4, lL-5,
rL -13) ,  CD14,  B2-
adrenergic receptor

lL-4 and lL-13 promote lgE swi tch ing,  lL-5
promotes eosinophil growth and activation;
CD14 is a component of the LPS receptor
which, via interaction with TLR4, may
influence the balance between Tpl vs. T62
responses to antigens; B2-adrenergic
receptor regulates bronchial smooth
muscle contraction

6p Class l l  MHC Some alleles may regulate T cell
responses to allergens

11q FceRl B chain Mediates mast cell activation

12q Stem cellfactor,
intederon-1, STAT6

Stem cell factor regulates mast cell growth
and differentiation; interferon-T opposes
actions of lL-4; STATO mediates lL-4
signal transduction

16 lL-4 receptor cr chain Subunit of both lL-4 and lL-13 receotors

2op ADAM33 Metallooroteinase involved in
ainruay remodeling

2q DPPlO Peptidase that may regulate chemokine and
cytokine activity

13q PHFl1 Transcriptional regulator involved in B cell
clonal expansion and lg expression

Abbreviations: FceRl, Fce receptor type l; lL-4, interleukin-4.

Strong innate responses to infections generally favor
development of Ts1 responses, and inhibit T12
responses (see Chapter l3). Therefore, polymorphisms
or mutations in genes that result in diminished innate
responses to common infectious organisms may
increase the risk for development of atopy.

Au-rRclc Dtsrnsrs tN HUMANS:
PnrHocrruESIs AND THrnRpy

Mast cell degranulation is q central component of all
allergic diseases, and the clinical and pathologic mani-
festations of the diseases depend on the tksues in which
the mast cell mediators haue effects as well as the
chronicity of the resulting inflammatory process. Atopic
individuals may have one or more manifestations of
atopic disease. The most common forms of atopic
disease are allergic rhinitis (hay fever), bronchial
asthma, atopic dermatitis (eczema), and food allergies.
The clinical and pathologic features of allergic reactions
vary with the anatomic site of the reaction, for several
reasons. The point of contact with the allergen deter-
mines the organs or tissues that are involved. For
example, inhaled antigens cause rhinitis or asthma,
ingested antigens often cause vomiting and diarrhea,
and injected antigens cause systemic effects on the cir-

culation. The concentrations of mast cells in various
target organs influence the severity of responses. Mast
cells are particularly abundant in the skin and the
mucosa of the respiratory and gastrointestinal tracts,
and these tissues frequently suffer the most injury in
immediate hlpersensitivity reactions. The local mast cell
phenotype may influence the characteristics of the
immediate hlpersensitivity reaction. For example, con-
nective tissue mast cells with abundant histamine are
responsible for wheal and flare reactions in the skin. In
the following section, we discuss the major features of
allergic diseases manifested in different tissues.

Systemic Anaphylaxis

Anaphylaxis is a systemic immediate hypersensitiuity
reaction characterized by edema in many tissues and a
fall in blood pressure, secondary to uasodilatioz. These
effects usually result from the systemic presence of
antigen introduced by injection, an insect sting, or
absorption across an epithelial surface such as the skin
or gut mucosa. The allergen activates mast cells in many
tissues, resulting in the release of mediators that gain
access to vascular beds throughout the body. The
decrease in vascular tone and leakage of plasma caused
by the released mediators can lead to a fall in blood pres-
sure or shock, called anaphylactic shock, which is often



fatal. The cardiovascular effects are accompanied by
constriction of the upper and lower airways, Iaryngeal
edema, hypermotility of the gut, outpouring of mucus in
the gut and respiratory tract, and urticarial lesions
(hives) in the skin. It is not knolr.'n which mast cell medi-
ators are the most important in anaphylactic shock. The
mainstay of treatment is systemic epinephrine, which
can be lifesaving by reversing the bronchoconstrictive
and vasodilatory effects of the various mast cell media-
tors. Epinephrine also improves cardiac output, further
aiding survival from threatened circulatory collapse.
Antihistamines may also be beneficial in anaphylaxis,
suggesting a role for histamine in this reaction. In some
animal models, PAF receptor antagonists offer partial
protection.

Bronchia l  Asthma

Asthma is an inJlammatory disease caused by repeated
immediote hypersensitiuity and late-phase reactions
in the lung leading to the clinicopathologic triad of
intermittent and reuersible airway obstruction,
chronic bronchial inflammation with eosinophik,
and bronchial smooth muscle cell hypertrophy and
hyperreactiuity to bronchoconstrictors (Fig. 19-9).
Patients suffer paroxysms of bronchial constriction and
increased production of thick mucus, which leads to
bronchial obstruction and exacerbates respiratory diffi-
culties. Asthma frequently coexists with bronchitis or
emphysema, and the combination of diseases can cause
severe damage to lung tissue. Affected individuals may
suffer considerable morbidity, and asthma can be fatal.
Asthma affects about 10 million people in the United
States, and the frequency of this disease has increased
significantly in recent years. The prevalence rate is
similar to that in other industrialized countries, but it
may be lower in less developed areas of the world. One
possible explanation for the increased prevalence of
asthma and other atopic diseases in industrialized coun-

Excessive
mucus secretion

Submucosal inf lammatory
infiltrate with lymphocytes
and eosinophils

Thickened basement
membrane

Smooth muscle cell
hypedrophy

FIGURE 19-9 Histopathologic features ol bronchial asthma, Aropic bronchial asthma results from repeated immediate hypersensit ivi ty
reactions in the lungs with chronic late-phase reactions A cross-section of a normal bronchus ls shown ln A; a bronchus from a patient with
asthma is shown in B The diseased bronchus has excessive mucus production, many submucosal inf lammatory cel ls ( including eosinophils),
and smooth muscle hypertrophy, (Courtesy of Dr James D Faix, Department of Pathology, Stanford University School of Medicine, Palo
Alto, Cali fornia )
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tries is that the fiequency of irrf"Aion, i.t tt'"r" ;;:*
is generally lower. As we discussed earlier, the innate
immune responses associated with most infections
promote Tg1 responses and suppress Trr2 responses
required for development of atopy. A variety of epidemi-
ologic data are consistent with the idea that reducing
infections leads to increased prevalence of allergic
disease. This idea has been given the catchy name the
hygiene hypothesis.

About 70% of cases of asthma are due to IgE-
mediated immediate hlpersensitivity. In the remain-
ing 30% of patients, asthma may not be associated
with atopy and may be triggered by nonimmune stimuli
such as drugs, cold, and exercise. Even among nonatopic
asthmatics, the pathophysiologic process of airway con-
striction is similar, which suggests that alternative
mechanisms of mast cell degranulation (e.g., by locally
produced neurotransmitters) may underlie the disease.

The pathophysiologic sequence in atopic asthma is
probably initiated by mast cell activation in response to
allergen binding to IgE as well as by T"2 cells reacting to
allergens (Fig. 19-10). The cltokines produced by the
mast cells and T cells lead to the recruitment of
eosinophils, basophils, and more Ts2 cells. The chronic
inflammation in this disease may continue without
mast cell activation. Smooth muscle cell hlpertrophy
and hyperreactivity are thought to result from leukoclte-
derived mediators and cytokines. Mast cells, basophils,
and eosinophils all produce mediators that constrict
airway smooth muscle. The most important of the
bronchoconstricting mediators are LTC., its breakdorryn
products LID, and LIE', and PAE In clinical experi-
ments, antagonists of LICa synthesis or leukotriene
receptor antagonists prevent allergen-induced airway
constriction. Increased mucus secretion results from
the action of cltokines, mainly IL-13, on bronchial
epithelial cells.

Current therapy for asthma has two major targets:
prevention and reversal of inflammation and relaxation
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of airway smooth muscle. In recent years, the balance of
therapy has shifted toward anti-inflimmatory agents as
the primary mode of treatment. Several classes of drugs
are in current use to treat asthma. Corticosteroids block
the production of inflammatory cytokines. Sodium cro-
molgr appears to antagonize IgE-induced release of
mediators. Both agents can be used prophylactically as
inhalants. Corticosteroids may also be given systemi-
cally, especially once an attack is under way, to reduce
inflammation. Leukotriene inhibitors block the binding
of bronchoconstricting leukotrienes to airway smooth
muscle cells. Humanized monoclonal anti-lgE antibody
is a recently approved therapy that effectively reduces
serum IgE levels in patients. Because histamine has little
role in airway constriction, antihistamines (Hr receptor
antagonists) are not useful in the treatment of asthma.
Indeed, because many antihistamines are also anti-
cholinergics, these drugs may worsen airway obstruc-
tion by causing thickening of mucus secretions.

Bronchial smooth muscle cell relaxation has princi-
pally been achieved by elevating intracellular cyclic
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) levels in smooth
muscle cells, which inhibits contraction. The major
drugs used are activators of adenylate cyclase, such as
epinephrine and related B2-adrenergic agents. Theo-
phylline is a commonly used anti-asthma drug, which
inhibits phosphodiesterase enzymes that degrade cAMP

However, theophylline may also have anti-inflammatory
effects unrelated to its effects on smooth muscle cell
relaxation, which contribute to its effectiveness.

lmmediate Hypersensitivity Reactions
in the Upper Respiratory Tract,
Gastrointestanal Tract, and Skin

Allergic rhinitis, also called hay fever, is perhaps the
most common allergic disease and is a consequence of
immediate hypersensitivity reactions to common aller-
gens such as plant pollen or house dust mites localized
to the upper respiratory tract by inhalation. The patho-
Iogic and clinical manifestations include mucosal
edema, leukocyte infiltration with abundant eosi-
nophils, mucus secretion, coughing, sneezing, and diffi-
culty breathing. Allergic conjunctivitis with itchy eyes is
commonly associated with the rhinitis. Focal protru-
sions of the nasal mucosa, called nasal pollps, filled with
edema fluid and eosinophils may develop in patients
who suffer frequent repetitive bouts of allergic rhinitis.
Antihistamines are the most common drugs used to
treat allergic rhinitis.

Food allergies are immediate hypersensitivity reac-
tions to ingested foods that lead to the release of medi-
ators from intestinal mucosal and submucosal mast
cells. Clinical manifestations include enhanced peristal-

Antigen-activated
mast cell or basophil

FIGURE t9-ro Mediators and
treatment of asthma, Mast
cel l-derived leukotr ienes and PAF
are thought to be the major medi-
ators of acute bronchoconstr ict ion
Therapy is targeted both at reduc-
ing mast cel l  act ivat ion with
inhibitors such as cromolyn and at
countering mediator act ions on
bronchial smooth muscle by bron-
chodilators such as epinephrine
and theophyl l ine These drugs also
inhibit  mast cel l  act ivat ion lvlast
cel l-derived cytokines are thought
to be the major mediators of sus-
tained airway inf lammation, which
is an example of a late-phase reac-
t ion, and cort icosteroid theraov is
used to inhibit  cytokine synthesis
Cytokines are also produced by Tp2
cells (not shown)

l-Bbj--.'i."-;1
ITNF, lL-4,  l l -s,  I
I other cytokines I



sis, increased fluid secretion from intestinal lining cells,
and associated vomiting and diarrhea. Urticaria is often
associated with allergic reactions to food, and systemic
anaphylaxis may occasionally ensue. Allergic reactions
to many different tlpes of food have been described, but
some of the most common are peanuts and shellfish.
Individuals may be so sensitive to these allergens that
severe systemic reactions can occur in response to
minute contaminants of the allergen introduced acci-
dentally during food preparation.

Allergic reactions in the skin are manifested as
urticaria and eczema. Urticaria, which is essentially an
acute wheal and flare reaction induced by mast cell
mediators, occurs in response to direct contact with the
allergen or after an allergen enters the circulation
through the intestinal tract or by injection. Because the
reaction that ensues is mediated largely by histamine,
antihistamines (H1 receptor antagonists) can block this
response almost completely. The urticaria may persist
for several hours, probably because antigen persists in
the plasma. Chronic eczema is a common skin disorder
that may be caused by a late-phase reaction to an aller-
gen in the skin. In the cutaneous late-phase reaction,
TNE IL-4, and other cltokines, probably derived from
Ts2 cells and mast cells, act on the venular endothelial
cells to promote inflammation. As may be expected for
a cltokine-mediated response, the late-phase inflam-
matory reaction is not inhibited by antihistamines. It can
be blocked by treatment with corticosteroids, which
inhibit cytokine synthesis.

lmmunotherapy for Allergic Diseases

In addition to therapy aimed at the consequences of
immediate hlpersensitivity, clinical immunologists
often try to limit the onset of allergic reactions by treat-
ments aimed at reducing the quantity of IgE present in
the individual. Several empirical protocols have been
developed to diminish specific IgE synthesis. In one
approach, called desensitization, small quantities of
antigen are repeatedly administered subcutaneously. As
a result of this treatment, specific IgE levels decrease and
IgG titers often rise, perhaps further inhibiting IgE pro-
duction by neutralizing the antigen and by antibody
feedback (see Chapter 10). It is also possible that desen-
sitization may work by inducing specific T cell tolerance
or by changing the predominant phenotype of antigen-
specific T cells fromTs2 to Tsl; however, there is no clear
evidence to support any of these hypotheses. The bene-
ficial effects of desensitization may occur in a matter of
hours, much earlier than changes in IgE levels. Although
the precise mechanism is unknor,rm, this approach has
been successful in preventing acute anaphylactic
responses to protein antigens (e.g., insect venom) or
vital drugs (e.g., penicillin). It is more variable in its
effectiveness for chronic atopic conditions such as hay
fever and asthma.

Other approaches being used to reduce IgE levels
include systemic administration of humanized mono-
clonal anti-IgE antibodies mentioned earlier.
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THr PnorrcruE Rolrs 0F lcE- AND MAsr
Cru-MroIATED lrunaurur Rrncrlons

Although most of our understanding of mast cell- and
basophil-mediated responses comes from analysis of
hypersensitivity diseases, it is logical to assume that
these responses have evolved because they provide pro-
tective functions. In fact, some evidence shows that IgE-
and mast cell-mediated responses are important for
defense against certain types ofinfection.

A major protectiue function of lgE'initi"ated immune
reactions is the eradication of parasites. Eosinophil-
mediated killing of helminths is an effective defense
against these organisms. The activities of IL-4, IL-5, and
IL-13 in IgE production and eosinophil activation con-
tribute to a coordinated defense against helminths. It
has also been speculated that lgE-dependent mast cell
activation in the gastrointestinal tract promotes the
expulsion of parasites by increasing peristalsis and by an
outpouring of mucus. Studies in mice have highlighted
the beneficial roles of IgE and mast cells.

rr r Mice treated with anti-Il-4 antibody and IL-4 knock-
out mice do not make IgE and appear to be more sus-
ceptible than normal animals to some helminthic
infections. IL-S knockout mice, which are unable to
activate eosinophils, also show increased susceptibil-
ity to some helminths.

r r Genetically mast cell-deficient mice show increased
susceptibility to infection by tick laryae, and immu-
nity can be provided to these mice by adoptive trans-
fer of specific IgE and mast cells (but not by either
component alone). The larvae are eradicated by the
late-phase reaction.

Mast celk play an important protective role as part

of the innate immune response to bacterial infections.
Studies in mice have indicated that mast cells can be
activated by IgE-independent mechanisms in the course
of an acute bacterial infection and that the mediators
they release are critical for clearing the infection.

1.1 Mast cell-deficient mice are less capable of clearing,
and are more likely to die of, acute bacterial infection
of the peritoneum than are normal mice. The protec-
tive role of mast cells in this setting is mediated by
TNF and depends on TNF-stimulated influx of neu-
trophils to the peritoneum, specifically, the late-
phase reaction. The mechanisms by which mast cells
are activated during innate immune responses to
bacterial infection are not known but may involve
complement activation by the alternative pathway'
Ieading to the release of C5a, which directly triggers
mast cell degranulation. It is also possible that the
classical pathway of complement could be activated
by natural antibodies that are produced by B-1 B cells
and that recognize common microbial pathogens.

Mast cell-derived proteases have been shor,rm to destroy
some snake and insect venoms in mice. This is an
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unusual form of "innate immunity" against a potentially
lethal encounter with non-microbial organisms.

SUMMARY

I Immediate hypersensitivity is an immune reaction
that is triggered by antigen binding to IgE preat-
tached to mast cells and that leads to inflamma-
tory mediator release.

e The steps in the development of immediate hlper-
sensitivity are exposure to an antigen (allergen)
that stimulates Ts2 responses and IgE production,
binding of the IgE to Fce receptors on mast cells,
cross-linking of the IgE and the Fce receptors by
the allergen, activation of mast cells, and release of
mediators.

e Individuals susceptible ro immediate hlper-
sensitivity reactions are called atopic and
often have more IgE in the blood and more
IgE-specific Fc receptors per mast cell than do
nonatopic individuals. IgE synthesis is induced by
exposure to antigen andTs2 cytokines, particularly
IL-4.

o Mast cells are derived from the bone marrow and
mature in the tissues. They express high-affinity
receptors for IgE (FceRI) and contain cytoplasmic
granules in which are stored various inflammatory
mediators. Subsets of mast cells, including
mucosal and connective tissue mast cells, mav
produce different mediators. Basophils are a typ;
of circulating granulocyte that expresses high-
affinity Fce receptors and contains granules with
contents similar to mast cells.

o Eosinophils are a special class of granulocyte; they
are recruited into inflammatory reactions by
chemokines and IL-4 and are activated by IL-5.
Eosinophils are effector cells that are involved in
killing parasites. In allergic reactions, eosinophils
contribute to tissue injury.

e On binding of antigen to IgE on the surface of mast
cells or basophils, the high-affinity Fcr receptors
become cross-linked and activate intracellular
second messengers that lead to granule release
and new synthesis of mediators. Activated mast
cells and basophils produce three important
classes of mediators: biogenic amines, such as his-
tamine; lipid mediators, such as prostaglandins,
leukotrienes, and PAF; and cytokines, such as TNB
IL-4, IL-13, and IL-5.

0 Biogenic amines and lipid mediators cause the
rapid vascular and smooth muscle reactions of
immediate hypersensitivity, such as vascular

leakage, vasodilation, and bronchoconstriction.
Cytokines mediate the late-phase reaction.

O Various organs show distinct forms of immediate
hlpersensitivity involving different mediators and
target cell rypes. Any allergen may lead to a sys-
temic reaction called anaphylactic shock. Asthma
is a manifestation of immediate hypersensitivity
and late-phase reactions in the lung. Allergic rhini-
tis (hay fever) is the most common allergic disease
of the upper respiratory tract. Food allergens can
cause diarrhea and vomiting. In the skin, immedi-
ate hypersensitivity is manifested as wheal and
flare and late-phase reactions and may lead to
chronic eczema.

o Drug therapy is aimed at inhibiting mast cell medi-
ator production and at blocking or counteracting
the effects of released mediators on target organs.
The goal of immunotherapy is to prevent or to
reduce Ts2 cell responses to specific allergens and
the production of IgE.

o Immediate hypersensitivity reactions provide pro-
tection against helminthic infections by promoting
IgE- and eosinophil-mediatedADCC and gut peri-
stalsis. Furthermore, mast cells may play an impor-
tant role in innate immune responses to bacterial
infections.
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in one or more components of the irftfnufle system
can lead to serious and often fatal disorders, whlch are
collectively called immunodeficiency diseases. These
diseases are broadly classified into twn groupsr The
congenital or primary immunodeficiencles are genetic
defects that result in an increased susceptibili{y to infec-
tion that is frequently manifested early in infancy and
childhood but is sometimes clinically detected later in
life. It is estimated that in the United State$, approxi-
mately 1 in 500 individuals is born with a defectin some
component of the immune system, although only a
small proportion are affected severely enough for devel-
opment of life-threatening complications. Acquired or
secondary immunodeficiencies develop as a conse-
quence of malnutrition, disseminated cancer, treatment
with immunosuppressive drugs, or infection of cells of
the immune system, most notably with the human
immunodeficiency virus (HlV), the etiologic agent of
acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). This
chapter describes the major types of congenital and
acquired immunodeficiencies, with an emphasis on
their pathogenesis and the components of the immune
system that are involved in each.

GerurRnl FrRrunrs or
IwrvruruoorHctENcY DtsrRsrs

Before beginning our discussion of individual diseases,
it is important to summarize some general features of
immunodeficiencies.

@ The principal consequence of immunodeficiency is
an increased susceptibility to infection. The nature of
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Table 20-1. Features of lmmunodefic iencies Affect ing T or B Lymphocytes

Feature B cell deficiency T cell deficiency

Abbreviations: DTH, delayed-type hypersensitivity.

the infection in a particular patient depends largely
on the component of the immune system that is
defective (Table 20-l). Deficient humoral immunity
usually results in increased susceptibility to infec-
tion by pyogenic bacteria, whereas defects in cell-
mediated immunity lead to infection by viruses and
other intracellular microbes. Combined deficiencies
in both humoral and cell-mediated immunity make
patients susceptible to infection by all classes of
microorganisms.

@ Patients with immunodeficiencies are ako suscepti-
ble to certain types of cancer. Many of these cancers
appear to be caused by oncogenic viruses, such as the
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV). An increased incidence of
cancer is most often seen in T cell immunodeficien-
cies because, as discussed in Chapter 17, T cells play
an important role in surveillance against oncogenic
viruses and the tumors they cause.

@ Immunodeficiency may result from defects in lym-
phocyte maturation or actiuation or from defects in
the effector mechanisms of innate and adaptiue
immunity. Immunodefi ciency diseases are clinically
and pathologically heterogeneous, in part because
different diseases involve different components of the
rmmune system.

O Paradoxically, certain immunodeficiencies are associ-
ated with an increased incidence of autoimmunity.
The mechanism underlying this association is
not known; it may reflect a deficiency of regulatory
T lymphocyes that normally serve to maintain
self-tolerance.

In this chapter, we first describe congenital immuno-
deficiencies, including defects in the humoral and cell-
mediated arms of the adaptive immune system and
defects in components of the innate immune system.We
conclude with a discussion of acquired immunodefi-
ciencies, with an emphasis on AIDS.

CorucrrurrRr (Pnlunny) IMMUN0DEFtctENctES

The first inherited immunodeficiency to be described, in
1952, was a disease called X-linked agammaglobuline-
mia that affects boys and is now knornrn to be caused by
a defect in B lymphocyte development (see below). Since
then, a large number of other congenital immunodefi-
ciencies have been described, and the genetic bases of
many of these disorders are now knor,tm. This under-
standing has led to an increased hope for gene replace-
ment as therapy for these diseases.

In dffirent immunodeficiencies, the primary abnor-
mality may be in components of the innate immune
system, at dffirent stages of lymphocyte maturation, or
in the responses of mature lymphocytes to antigenic
stimulation Inherited abnormalities affecting innate
immunity generally affect the complement pathway or
phagocytes. Abnormalities in lymphocyte development
may be caused by mutations in genes encoding a variety
of molecules, including enzymes and transcription
factors. These inherited defects, and the corresponding
targeted disruptions in mice, have been useful in eluci-
dating the mechanisms of lymphocyte development (see
Chapter 8). Abnormalities in B ll.rnphoclte development
and function result in deficient antibody production and
increased susceptibility to infection by extracellular
microbes, particularly encapsulated bacteria. B cell
immunodeficiencies are diagnosed by reduced levels
of serum immunoglobulin (Ig), defective antibody
responses to vaccination, and, in some cases, reduced
numbers of B cells in the circulation or lymphoid tissues
or absent plasma cells in tissues (see Table 20-l). Abnor-
malities in T lymphocyte maturation and function lead
to deficient cell-mediated immunity and an increased
incidence of infection with intracellular microbes. Defi-
ciencies of helper T cells may also result in reduced anti-
bodyproduction. PrimaryT cell immunodeficiencies are
diagnosed by reduced numbers of peripheral blood T

Diagnosis
Serum lg levels Reduced Normal or reduced

DTH reactions to
common antigens

Normal Reduced

Morphology of
lymphoid tissues

Absent or reduced follicles
and germinal centers
(B cell zones)

Usually normalfollicles, may be
reduced parafollicular cortical
regions (T cell zones)

Susceptibility to
infection

Pyogenic bacteria (otitis, pneumonia,
meningitis, osteomyelitis), enteric
bacteria and viruses, some parasites

Many viruses, atypical
mvcobacteria and other
infracellular bacteria, fungi



cells, low proliferative responses of blood lymphocytes
to polyclonal T cell activators such as phytohemagglu-
tinin, and deficient cutaneous delayed-type hypersensi-
tivity (DTH) reactions to ubiquitous microbial antigens,
such as Candida antigens. In the following sections,
we describe immunodeficiencies caused by inherited
mutations in genes encoding components of the innate
immune system, or of genes required for lymphocyte
development and activation. We conclude with a brief
discussion oftherapeutic strategies for these diseases.

Defects in  Innate lmmuni ty

Innate immunity constitutes the first line of defense
against infectious organisms. TWo important mediators
of innate immunity are phagocytes and complement,
both of which also participate in the effector phases
of adaptive immunity. Therefore, congenital disorders
of phagocytes and the complement system result in
recurrent infections. Complement deficiencies were
described in Chapter 14 (see Box l4-2). They typically
present with recurrent bacterial infections, particularly
by Neisseriae species, and often also contribute to sus-
ceptibility to autoimmune disorders, particularly sys-
temic lupus erl.thematosus. Deficiencies have been
described in the classical and alternative complement
pathways, as well as in the lectin pathway. Mannose-
binding lectin (MBL) is absent in a high frequency of
individuals (up to 5% in some studies), and while some
MBl-deficient patients present with recurrent infec-
tions, mosl are asvmptomatic.

Chapter  20  -  C0NGENITAL AND ACOUIRED IMMUN0DEFICIENCIES

In this section of the chapter, we discuss some exam-
ples of congenital phagocyte disorders (Table 20-2).

Defective Microbicidal Activities of
Phagocytes: Chronic Granulomatous Disease

Chronic granulomatous disease (CGD) is a rare disease,
estimated to affect about I in I million individuals in the
United States. About two thirds of cases show an X-
linked recessive pattern of inheritance, and the remain-
der are autosomal recessive. CGD is caused by
mutations in components of the phagoclte oxidase
(phox) enzyme complex. The most common X-linked
form of the disease is caused by a mutation in the gene
encoding the 91-kD o subunit of cltochrome bsse, ?rr
integral membrane protein also knornrn as phox-91. This
mutation results in defective production of superoxide
anion, a reactive oxygen species that constitutes a major
microbicidal mechanism of phagocltes (see Chapter 2).
Mutations in other components of the phox complex
contribute to autosomal-recessive variants of CGD.
Defective production of reactive oxygen species results
in a failure to kill phagocltosed microbes. The disease is
characterized by recurrent infections with catalase-
producing intracellular bacterial and fungi, usually from
early childhood. (Many of the organisms that are partic-
ularly troublesome in CGD patients produce catalase,
which destroy the microbicidal hydrogen peroxide that
may be produced by the microbes themselves or by
host cells.) Because the infections are not controlled
by phagocytes, they stimulate chronic cell-mediated
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Table 2O-2. Congenital  Disorders of Innate lmmunity

Disease Functional deficiencies Mechanism of defect

Chronic
granulomatous
disease

Defective production of reactive oxygen species
by phagocytes; recurrent intracellular bacterial and
fungal infections

Mutation in genes of phagocyte
oxidase complex; phox-91
(cytochrome b5564 subunit)
is mutated in X-linked form

Leukocyte
adhesion
deficiency type 1

Defective leukocyte adhesion and migration linked to
decreased or absent expression of B2 integrins;
recurrent bacterial and funoal infections

Mutations in gene encoding the
p chain (CD18) of B2 integrins

Leukocyte
adhesion
deficiency type 2

Defective leukocyte adhesion and migration linked to
decreased or absent expression of leukocyte ligands
for endothelial E- and P-selectins causing failure of
leukocyte migration into tissues; recurrent bacterial
and fungal infections

Mutations in gene encoding a
GDPJucose transpofter
required for the synthesis of the
sialyl Lewisx component of
E- and P-selectin ligands

Ch6diak-Higashi
syndrome

Defective vesicle fusion and lysosomal function in
neutrophils, macrophages, dendritic cells, natural
killer cells, cytotoxic T cells, and many other cell types;
recurrent infections by pyogenic bacteria

Mutation in LYST leading
to defect in secretory granule
exocytosis and lysosomal
function

Toll-like receptor
signaling defects

Recurrent infections because of defects in TLR and
CD40 signaling

Mutations in NEMO, kBs,, and
IRAK4 comoromise NF-rB
activation downstream of
Toll-like receptors

Abbreviations; lRAK4, lL-1 receptor associated kinase 4; LYST, lysosomal trafficking regulator protein;
NEMO, NF-rB essential modulator.
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immune responses resulting in T cell-mediated
macrophage activation and the formation of granulo-
mas composed of activated macrophages. Presumably,
these activated macrophages try to limit or eliminate
the microbes despite defective production of reactive
oxygen species. This histologic appearance is the basis
for the name of the disorder. The disease is often fatal,
even with aggressive antibiotic therapy.

The cytokine interferon-T (IFN-y) enhances transcrip-
tion of the phox-91 gene and also stimulates other com-
ponents of the phagoclte oxidase enzyme complex.
Therefore, IFN-y stimulates the production of superox-
ide by normal neutrophils, as well as CGD neutrophils,
especially in cases in which the phox-91 gene is intact
but its transcription is reduced. Once neutrophil super-
oxide production is restored to about l}Vo of normal
Ievels, resistance to infection is greatly improved. IFN-y
therapy is now commonly used for the treatment of
X-linked CGD.

Leukocyte Adhesion Deficiencies

Leukocyte adhesion deficiency type I (l-A,D-l) is a rare
autosomal-recessive disorder characterized by recurrent
bacterial and fungal infections and impaired wound
healing. In these patients, most adhesion-dependent
functions of leukocytes are abnormal. These functions
include adherence to endothelium, neutrophil aggrega-
tion and chemotaxis, phagocytosis, and cytotoxicity
mediated by neutrophils, natural killer (NK) cells, and T
lymphocyes. The molecular basis of the defect is absent
or deficient expression of the B, integrins (heterodimers
of CDIS and the CDll family of glycoproteins) due to
various mutations in the CDIS gene. The B, integrins
include leukoclte function-associated antigen- I (LFA- 1
or  CDl laCDlS),  Mac- l  (CDl lbcDf8) ,  and p150,95
(CDf lcCDlS). These proteins participate in the adhe-
sion of leukocytes to other cells, notably endothelial
cells, and the binding of T lymphocltes to APCs (see
Chapter 2,Box2-3).

LAD-? is another rare disorder that is clinically similar
to tAD-l but is not due to integrin defects. In contrast,
IAD-2 results from an absence of sialyl Lewis X, the
tetrasaccharide carbohydrate ligand on neutrophils that
is required for binding to E-selectin and P-selectin on
cytokine-activated endothelium (see Chapter 2, Box
2-2). This defect is caused by a mutation in a fucose
transporter gene. The failure to transport fucose into
the Golgi complex results in failure to slmthesize sialyl
Lewis X. The result is defective binding of neutrophils
to endothelium and defective recruitment of the leuko-
cltes to sites of infection.

Defects in NK Cells and Other Leukocytes:
The Ch6diak-Higashi Syndrome

The Chddiak-Higashi syndrome is a rare autosomal-
recessive disorder characterized by recurrent infections
by pyogenic bacteria, partial oculocutaneous albinism,
and infiltration of various organs by non-neoplastic l]..rn-

phocytes. The neutrophils, monocytes, and lymphocytes
of these patients contain giant lysosomes. This dis-
ease is caused by mutations in the gene encoding the
lysosomal-trafficking regulator protein LYST, resulting in
defective phagosome-lysosome fusion in neutrophils
and macrophages (causing reduced resistance to infec-
tion), defective melanosome formation in melanocytes
(causing albinism), and lysosomal abnormalities in cells
of the nervous system (causing nerve defects) and
platelets (leading to bleeding disorders). The giant lyso-
somes found in neutrophils form during the maturation
of these cells from myeloid precursors. Some of these
neutrophil precursors die prematurely, resulting in mod-
erate leukopenia. Surviving neutrophils may contain
reduced levels of the lysosomal enzymes that normally
function in microbial killing. These cells are also defec-
tive in chemotaxis and phagocltosis, further contri-
buting to their deficient microbicidal activity. NK cell
function in these patients is impaired, probably because
of an abnormality in the cytoplasmic granules that store
proteins mediating cltotoxicity. The defect in cytotoxic
T lyrnphocyte (CTL) function seen in some patients is
relatively mild, but other patients have a more pro-
nounced CTL defect. A mutant mouse strain called the
beige mouse is an animal model for the Ch6diak-Higashi
syndrome. This strain is characterized by deficient NK
cell function and giant lysosomes in leukocytes. The
beige mutation has been mapped to the mouse IYSI
locus.

Other mutations that affect both CTL and NK cell
function will be considered below when we discuss
defects in T lymphocyte activation and function. A
mutation in CD16/FcyRIII, the Fc receptor on NK cells
that is required for antibody-dependent cellular cyto-
toxicity (see Chapter 14), has been described in a subject
with recurrent viral infections.

lnherited Defects in Toll-like Receptor
Pathways and Nuclear Factor rB Signaling

A naturally occurring mutation in Toll-like receptor 4
(TLR4) has been described in lps mice. In humans, more
global inherited defects in TLR signaling have been
described. Some immune deficiencies are caused by
defects in signaling pathways downstream of TLRs.
Mutations in the inhibitor of rB kinase ^J (IKI(1), also
knovm as nuclear factor rB essential modulator
(NEMO), a component of the kB kinase complex, con-
tribute to the X-linked recessive condition known as
anhidro tic ecto der mal dysplasia with immuno defi ciency
(EDA-ID).IKKy/NEMO is required for NF-rB activarion,
and point mutations that partially impair NEMO func-
tion contribute to a disorder in which differentiation of
ectoderm-derived structures is abnormal and immune
function is impaired in a number of ways. Responses to
TLR signals as well as CD40 signals are compromised.
These patients suffer from infections with encapsulated
pyogenic bacteria, as well as with intracellular bacterial
pathogens including mycobacteria, viruses, and fungi



such as Pneumocystis jiroueci (previously known as
Pneumocystis cariniD. An autosomal-recessive form of
EDA-ID has been described in which a hypermorphic
point mutation in kBo prevents the phosphorylation,
ubiquitinlation, and degradation of kBo, thus leading to
impaired NF-rB activation.

Another immunodeficiency state in which recurrent
bacterial infections are observed is linked to mutations
in the IRAK-4 gene. Interleukin-1 receptor-associated
kinase 4 (IRAK-4) is a critical kinase dor.trnstream of TLRs
and the interleukin-l (IL-l) receptor (see Chapter 2).
Defective TLR and IL-l receptor signaling presumably
contributes to the relatively mild immunodeflciencv in
these patients.

Severe Gombined lmmunodeficiencies

In this section, we focus on congenital immunodefi-
ciencies in humans that are known to result from
impaired progression at various checkpoints during T
lymphoclte development with or without defects in B
cell maturation (Fig. 20-1). Disorders that affect both
humoral and cell-mediated immunity are called severe
combined immunodeficiencies (SCIDs) (Table 20-3).
These diseases are characterized by deficiencies ofboth
B and T cells, or onlyT cells; in the latter cases, the defect
in humoral immunity is due to the absence of T cell
help. Children with SCID usually have infections during
the first year of life and succumb to these infections
unless they are treated. The process of T (and B) lym-
phocyte maturation from hematopoietic stem cells
to functionally competent mature lyrnphocytes
involves proliferation of early lymphoclte progenitors,
rearrangement of the locus encoding one chain of the
antigen receptor followed by selection of cells that have
made in-frame productive rearrangements at a pre-
antigen receptor checkpoint, expression ofboth chains
of the antigen receptor, and selection of cells with useful
speciflcities (see Chapter B). Defects in many of these
steps have been described in different forms of SCID.

Immunodeficiencies Linked to Defective
Cytokine Receptor Signaling: X-Linked
SCID Caused by Mutations in the Cytokine
Receptor Common y Chain

Approximately 50% of SCID cases are X-linked and due
to mutations in the gene encoding the common T (yc)
chain shared by the receptors for the interleukins IL-2,
lL-4,1L-7,IL-9, and IL-15 (see Chapter 12). These muta-
tions are recessive, so heterozygous females are usually
phenotlpically normal carriers, whereas males who
inherit the abnormal X chromosome manifest the
disease. Because developing cells in females randomly
inactivate one of the two X chromosomes, the normal
allele encoding a functional y6 protein will not be
expressed in half the l1'rnphocyte precursors in a female
carrier. These cells will fail to mature, and consequently,
all the mature llrnphocytes in a female carrier will have
inactivated the same X chromosome (carrying the
mutant allele). In contrast, half of all nonlyrnphoid cells

Pro-T
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Pre-TCR pre-BCR
cnecKPolnl checkpoint

MZB B-18
FIGUFE 2O-1 lmmunodeficiency caused by delects in B and T
cel l  maturation. Primary immunodeficiencies caused by genetic
defects in lymphocyte maturation are shown These defects ( in
i tal ics) may affect T cel l  maturation alone, B cel l  maturation alone,
or both The survival of al l  lymphocyte progenitor populat ions
requires the purine salvage pathway enzymes, ADA, and PNP lL-7R
signaling (y6, lL-7Rcr,,  and JAK3) is required for human pro-T cel l  gen-
eration The V(D)J recombination machinery (RAG-1 , RAG-2, and
ARTEIVIS) is required for generating pre-B and pre-T cel ls, as is sig-
nal ing through the pre-TCR (CD45, CD3) specif ical ly for pre-T cel ls
and the pre-BCR (lgp chain, 1.5, lgo, and BLNK) for pre-B cel ls. DP,
double-posit ive; FoB, fol l icular B cel ls; HSC, hematopoiet ic stem
ce l l ;  MZB,  marg ina l  zone B ce l l s .

will have inactivated one X chromosome, and half the

other. A comparison of X chromosome inactivation in

lyrnphoid cells versus nonlyrnphoid cells may be used to
identify carriers of the mutant allele. The nonrandom
use of X chromosomes in mature lymphocytes is also
characteristic of female carriers of other X-linked muta-
tions of genes that affect lyrnphocyte development, as
discussed later.

X-linked SCID is characterized by impaired matura-
tion of T cells and NK cells and greatly reduced numbers
of mature T cells and NK cells, but the number of B cells
is usually normal or increased. The humoral immuno-
deficiency in this disease is due to a lack of T cell help

Cycling pre-T
ts
H

W

DP T cells

T cells T cells

RAG|, RAG2
ARTEMIS

BTK, ?u5, lga
lqt chain, BLNK
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Table 20-3. Severe Combined lmmunodefic iencies

Disease Fu nctional def iciencies Mechanism of defect

A. Defects in cytokine signaling
X-linked SCID Marked decrease in T cells; normal or

increased B cells; reduced serum lg
Cytokine receptor common y chain mutations;
defective T cell develooment in the absence
of lL-7 derived sionals

Autosomal
recessive forms

Marked decrease in T cells; normal or
increased B cells; reduced serum lg

Mutations in l l-2Rcr chain. lL-7Ro chain.
JAK3

B. Defects in nucleotide salvage pathways
ADA deficiency Progressive decrease in T, B, and NK cells;

reduced serum lg
ADA deficiency leading to accumulation of
toxic metabolites in lymphocytes

Progressive decrease in T, B, and NK cells;
reduced serum lg

PNP deficiency leading to accumulation of
toxic metabolites in lymphocytes

C. Defects in V(D)J recombination
RAG1 or RAG2
deficiency*

ARTEMIS defects*

Decreased T and B cells; reduced serum lg;
absence or deficiency of T and B cells

Cleavage defect during V(D)J recombination;
mutations in RAG1 or RAG2

Decreased T and B cells; reduced serum lg;
absence or deficiency of T and B cells

Failure to resolve hairpins during V(D)J
recombination; mutations in ARTEMIS

D. Defective thymus development
Defective pre-TCR
checkpoint

Decreased T cells; normal or reduced B cells;
reduced serum lg

Mutations in CD45, CD36, CD3e, Orail
(CRAC channel component)

DiGeorge
syndrome

Decreased T cells; normal B cells; normal or
reduced serum lg

22q1 1 deletion; T box-1 (TBX1)
transcription factor mutations

E. Other defects

Heticular
dysgenesis

Decreased T, B, and myeloid cells Mutation not identified

Abbreviations; ADA, adenosine deaminase; CRAC, calcium release activated channel;
PNP, purine nucleoside phosphorylase.

.Hypomorphic mutations in RAG genes and in ARTEMIS can contribute to Omenn syndrome. l

for antibody production. This disease is a result of the
inability of the lymphopoietic cltokine IL-7, whose
receptor uses the y6 chain for signaling, to stimulate the
growth of immature thymocytes. In addition, the recep-
tor for IL-15, which is a potent stimulus for the prolifer-
ation of NK cells, also uses the y6 signaling chain, and the
failure of IL-15 function accounts for the deficiencv of
NK cells.

Autosomal-Recessive Mutations in
Cytokine Signaling that Lead to Impaired
T Cell Development

Some patients with a disease identical to X-linked SCID
show an autosomal-recessive inheritance. These pa-
tients have mutations in the IL-7 receptor cx chain or the
JAK3 kinase, which associates with the y6 chain and is
required for signaling by this protein (see Chapter 12,

Box l2-2). Knockout mice lacking the y6 chain, IL-7, the
cytokine-binding cr chain of the IL-7 receptor, or JAK3
develop a disease similar to human X-linked SCID,
although B cell maturation is decreased more in mutant
mice than in human SCID patients.

Severe Combined lmmunodeficiency Linked
to Defects in Purine Salvage Pathways

About 507o of patients with SCID show an autosomal-
recessive pattern of inheritance, and many of these cases
are due to deficiency of an enzyrne called adenosine
deaminase (ADA). ADA functions in the salvage pathway
of purine synthesis and catalyzes the irreversible deam-
ination of adenosine and 2'-deoxyadenosine to inosine
and 2'-deoxyinosine, respectively. Deficiency of the
enzyme leads to the accumulation of deoxyadenosine
and its precursors S-adenosylhomocysteine and de-



oxyadenosine triphosphate (dAIP). These by-products
have many toxic effects, including inhibition of DNA
synthesis. Although ADA is present in most cells,
developing lymphocltes are less efficient than most
other cell ty?es at degrading dAIP into 2'-deoxyadeno-
sine, and therefore lymphocyte maturation is particu-
larly sensitive to ADA deficiency. ADA deficiency leads to
reduced numbers of B and T cells; lynphocyte cell
numbers are usually normal at birth but fall off precipi-
tously during the flrst year of life. A few patients may
have a nearly normal number of T cells, but these cells
do not proliferate in response to antigenic stimulation.
A rarer autosomal-recessive form of SCID is due to the
deficiency of another enzyrne, called purine nucleoside
phosphorylase (PNP), that is also involved in purine
catabolism. PNP catalyzes the conversion of inosine to
hypoxanthine and guanosine to guanine, and deficiency
of PNP leads to the accumulation of deoryguanosine
and deoxyguanosine triphosphate, with toxitlffects on
immature lymphocltes, mainly T cells.

Severe Combined Immunodeficiency Linked
to Defects in V(D)J Becombination

Mutations in the RAGI or MG2 genes [whose protein
products mediate the cleavage step duringV(D)J recom-
binationl or the ARTEMIS gene, which encodes an
endonuclease that resolves coding-end hairpins during
V(D)J recombination, account for a large number of the
autosomal-recessive forms of SCID. The normal func-
tions of these genes are discussed in Chapter 8. In chil-
dren with these mutations, B and T lgnphocytes are
absent and immunity is severely compromised. Hypo-
morphic mutations in the RAG genes, in ARTEMIS, and
in IL-7Rcr can contribute to a disorder characterized by
restricted generation of T and B cells, immunodeficiency
and immune dysregulation. This disorder is knor.tm as
Omenn's syndrome. It is possible that this immune
dyscrasia, in which immunodeficiency coexists with
exaggerated immune activation and autoimmunity, may
reflect the relative absence of regulatoryT cells.

An instructive experimental model is the SCID
mouse, in which B and T cells are absent because of an
early block in maturation from bone marrow precursors.
The defect in SCID mice is a mutation in the catalytic
subunit of a DNA-dependent protein kinase, which is
required for double-stranded break repair during V(D)J
recombination (see Chapter B). This defect results in the
failure of B and T cell development.

Defective Pre-TCR Checkpoint Signaling

Although most autosomal-recessive forms of SCID are
linked to mutations in,4DA, RAGI, RAG2, andARTEMIS,
rare forms of this slndrome have been linked to muta-
tions in the genes encoding CD45 and the CD3 6 or e
chains. Another rare form of SCID is caused by mutation
in a gene encoding Orail, a component of CRAC chan-
nels (see Chapter 9). Activation of antigen receptors as
well as pre-antigen receptors leads to the activation of
the y isoform of phospholipase C (PLCy) and the inositol
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triphosphate (IPJ-dependent release of calcium ions
from the endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria
(see Chapter 9). The released calcium is replenished by
store-operated CRAC channels that facilitate an influx
of extracellular calcium, and this process is crucial for
lymphocyte activation, and it is defective in cells with
mutant Orail.

Defective Thymic Development:
DiGeorge's Syndrome

This selective T cell deficiency is due to a congenital mal-
formation that results in defective development of the
thymus and the parathyroid glands as well as other
structures that develop from the third and fourth pha-
ryngeal pouches during fetal life. The congenital defect
is manifested by hypoplasia or agenesis of the thymus
leading to deficient T cell maturation, absent parathy-
roid glands causing abnormal calcium homeostasis and
muscle twitching (tetany), abnormal development of the
great vessels, and facial deformities. Different patients
may show varying degrees of these abnormalities. The
disease is caused by a deletion in chromosome 22q11.2.
Mutations in a gene encoding a transcription factor
called T box-l (TBXI), which lies within the deleted
region, also result in a similar defect in thymic develop-
ment. It is likely that the immunodeficiency associated
with DiGeorge's syndrome can be explained, at least in
part, by the deletion of the TBXL gene. In this slmdrome,
peripheral blood T lyrnphocytes are absent or greatly
reduced in number, and the cells do not respond to poly-
clonal T cell activators or in mixed leukocyte reactions.
Antibody levels are usually normal but may be reduced
in severely affected patients. As in other severe T cell
deficiencies, patients are susceptible to mycobacterial,
viral, and fungal infections.

The immunodeficiency associated with DiGeorge's
syndrome can be corrected by fetal thymic transplanta-
tion or by bone marrow transplantation. Such treatment
is usually not necessary, however, because T cell func-
tion tends to improve with age and is often normal by 5
years. Improvement with age probably occurs because
of the presence of some thymic tissue or because some
as yet undefined extrathymic sites assume the function
of T cell maturation. It is also possible that as these
patients grow older, thymus tissue develops at ectopic
sites (i.e., other than the normal location).

An animal model of T cell immunodeficiency result-
ing from abnormal development of the thgnus is the
nude (athymic) mouse. These mice have an inherited
defect of certain types of epithelial cells in the skin,
leading to hairlessness, and in the lining of the third and
fourth phanTngeal pouches, causing thymic hypoplasia.
The disorder is due to a mutation in the FoxNl gene
encoding a Forkhead family transcription factor that
is required for the normal development of certain
ectoderm-derived cell types. Affected mice have rudi-
mentary thymuses in which T cell maturation cannot
occur normally. As a result, few or no mature T cells
are present in peripheral lymphoid tissues, and cell-
mediated immune reactions cannot occur.
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Reticular Dysgenesis and SCID

A particularly severe form of SCID is seen in a disease
called reticular dysgenesis. This disorder is character-
ized by the absence of T and B lymphocytes and most
myeloid cells, including granulocytes, and is presumably
due to a defect in the hematopoietic stem cell. This
disease is rare, and neither its molecular basis nor its
mode of inheritance is known.

Antibody Deficiencies: Defects in
B Cel l  Development  and Act ivat ion

\Mhile defects in T cell development or in both T and B
cell development contribute to the SCID phenotype,
more circumscribed defects in B cell development
or function result in disorders in which the primary
abnormality is in antibody synthesis (Table 20-4 and

Fig. 20-2). However, in one subset of hyper-IgM syn-
dromes discussed below, antibody deficiencies are also
accompanied by defects in macrophage and antigen-
presenting cell (APC) activation, which in turn result in
attenuated cell- mediated immunitv.

An X-linked Pre-B Cell Receptor Signaling
Defect: X-Linked Agammaglohulinemia

X-linked agammaglobulinemia, also called Bruton's
agammaglobulinemia, is characterized by the absence
of gamma globulin in the blood, as the name implies. It
is one of the most common congenital immunodefi-
ciencies and the prototlpe of a failure of B cell matura-
tion. The defect in X-linked agammaglobulinemia is a
failure of B cells to mature beyond the pre-B cell stage in
the bone marrow (see Fig. 20-1). This failure is caused by

Table 20-4. Ant ibody Def ic iencies

Disease Functional deficiencies Mechanism of defect

A. Agammaglobulinemias
X-linked Decrease in all serum lg isotypes; reduced B cell numbers Pre-B receptor checkpoint

defect; Btk mutation

Autosomal
recessive forms

Decrease in all serum lg isotypes; reduced B cell numbers Pre-B receptor checkpoint
defect; mutations in lgM heavy
chain (p), surrogate light chains
(1,5), lga, BLNK

B. Hypogammaglobulinemias/isotypedefects
Decreased lgA; may be associated with increased
susceptibility to bacterial infections and protozoa
such as Giardia lamblia

Mutations in TACI in some
patients

Selective lgG2
deficiency

Increased susceptibility to bacterial infections Small subset have deletion in
lgH y2 locus

Common Variable
lmmunodeficiencv
(cvrD)

Hypogammaglobulinemia; normal or decreased
B cel l  numbers

Mutations in ICOS and TACI in
some oatients

ICF syndrome Hypogammaglobulinemia, occasional mild T cell defects Mutations in DNMT3B

C. Hyper-lgM syndromes
Defects in T helper cell-mediated B cell, macrophage and
dendritic cell activation, defects in somatic mutation,
class switching, and germinal center formation; defective
cell-mediated immunitv

Mutation in CD40L

Autosomal
recessive with cell-
mediated immune
defects

Defects in T helper cell-mediated B cell, macrophage and
dendrit ic cell activation; defects in somatic mutation,
class switching, and germinal center formation; defective
cell-mediated immunity

Mutations in CD40, NEMO

Autosomal i..tl,t,:::l '
recessivewith l..,:r;,:
antibody defect onlV

Defects in somatic mutation and isotype switching Mutat ions in AlD, UNG

fppryvlatlons: AlD, Activation-induc_ed cytidine deaminase; DNMT3B, DNA methyl transferase 3B;
ICOS, inducible costimulator; NEMO, NFrB essential modulator; TACI, transmembrane activator ano
calcium modulator and cyclophilin ligand interactor; UNG, uracil N-glycosylase.
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FIGURE 20-2 lmmunodeficiency caused by defects in B and T cel l  act ivat ion. Primary immunodeficiencies may be caused by genetic
defects in molecules required for T or B lymphocyte antigen receptor signal ing, for helper T cel l-mediated activation of B cel ls and antigen
presenting cel ls (APCs), or for the activation of cytotoxic T lymphocytes and NK cel ls Common variable immunodeficiency (CVID) has a
number of causes, including mutations in ICOS (inducible costimulator) and TACI (transmembrane activator and calcium modulator and
cyclophi l in l igand interactor). TACI mutations are also a frequent cause of select ive lgA deficiency Patients with hyper-lgM syndrome who
harbor mutations in the CD40 signal ing pathway (CD4O l igand ICD4OL], CD40, or NEMO) have defects in both T helper cel l-mediated B cel l
act ivat ion and the activation of APCs and cel l-mediated immunity. The most frequently mutated gene causing the hyper-lgM syndrome is
the CD40L gene, which is X-l inked Mutations in the enzymes AID and in UNG cause hyper-lgM syndromes that only affect B cel ls lvluta-
t ions in a signal ing molecule (SAP), in perforin, and in genes encoding proteins involved in granule exocytosis, such as Rab27A, and the
Rab2lA binding protein MUNC13-4, are al l  causes of hemophagocytic lymphohist iocytosis (HLH)

Defects in TCR
plex signaling

Activated
T cells

Naive
T cell

rcos (cvrD)

mutations or deletions in the gene encoding an enzyme
called Bruton tyrosine kinase (Btk). Btk is involved in
transducing signals from the pre-B cell receptor (pre-
BCR) that are required for the suryival and differentia-
tion of pre-B cells (see Chapter 8). In female carriers of
this disease, only B cells that have inactivated the X chro-
mosome carrying the mutant allele mature. Unlike the
case with X-linked SCID, described earlier, this nonran-
dom X chromosome inactivation is not seen in T cells.
Patients with X-linked agammaglobulinemia usually
have low or undetectable serum Ig, reduced or absent B
cells in peripheral blood and lymphoid tissues, no ger-
minal centers in lgnph nodes, and no plasma cells in
tissues. The maturation, numbers, and functions of T
cells are generally normal. Some studies have revealed
reduced numbers of activated T cells in patients, which
may be a consequence of reduced antigen presentation
caused by the lack of B cells. Autoimmune disorders
develop in almost 20% of patients, for unknor,rm reasons.
The infectious complications of X-linked agammaglob-
ulinemia are greatly reduced by periodic (e.g., weekly or
monthlp injections of pooled gamma globulin prepara-
tions. Such preparations contain preformed antibodies
against common pathogens and provide effective pas-
sive immunity.

Autosomal-Recessive Pre-B Cell Receptor
Checkpoint Defects

Autosomal-recessive forms of agammaglobulinemia
have been described, most of which can be linked to
defects in pre-BCR signaling. Mutant Senes that
have been identified in this context include the p (IgM
heavy chain) gene, the /.5 surrogate light chain gene, the
Iga gene, which encodes a signaling component of the
pre-BCR and BCR, and the BIIy'K gene, which encodes
an important adapter dolrmstream of the pre-BCR and
BCR.

Knockout mice lacking Btk, as well as naturally Btk-
mutant Xld mice, show a less severe defect in B cell mat-
uration than humans do because a Btk-like tylosine
kinase called Tec is active in mouse pre-B cells that lack
Btk. The main abnormalities in Xid mice are defective
antibody responses to some polysaccharide antigens
and a deficiency in mature follicular and B-l B cells.

Selective Immunoglobulin
lsotype Deficiencies

Many immunodeficiencies that selectively involve one
or a few Ig isotypes have been described. The most

Helper
T-cell

SAP (XLP
Perforin (HLH

RAB27A (HLH
UNC13-4 (HLHCD40 ligand, CD40,

NEMO mutations
(hyper-lgM syndrome)

B cell

cD8+
T cell
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common is selective IgA deficiency, which affects about
I in 700 caucasian individuals and is thus the most
common primary immunodeficiency knor,r,n. IgA defi-
ciency usually occurs sporadically, but many familial
cases with either autosomal-dominant or recessive pat-
terns of inheritance are also known. The clinical features
are variable. Many patients are entirely normal; others
have occasional respiratoryinfections and diarrhea; and
rarely, patients have severe, recurrent infections leading
to permanent intestinal and airway damage, with asso-
ciated autoimmune disorders. IgA deficiency is charac-
terized by low serum IgA, usually less than 50pg/ml
(normal, 2 to 4mglmL), with normal or elevated levels
of IgM and IgG. The defect in these patients is a block in
the differentiation of B cells to IgA antibody-secreting
plasma cells. The a heavy chain genes and the expres-
sion of membrane-associated IgA are normal. No gross
abnormalities in the numbers, phenotypes, or func-
tional responses of T cells have been noted in these
patients. In a small proportion of patients with selective
IgA deficiency, mutations have been described in TACI
(transmembrane activator and calcium modulator and
cyclophilin ligand interactor), one of the three types of
receptors for the cytokines BAFF (B cell activating factor)
and APRIL (a proliferation-inducing ligand). MCI muta-
tions are also an important cause of common variable
immunodeficiency (CVID), discussed below IgA defi-
ciency may represent a forme fruste of CYID.

Selective IgG subclass deficiencies have been
described in which total serum IgG levels are normal but
concentrations of one or more subclasses are below
normal. Deficiencyof IgG3 is the most common subclass
deficiency in adults, and IgG2 deficiency associated with
IgA deficiency is the most common in children. Some
individuals with these deficiencies have recurrent bac-
terial infections, but many do not have any clinical prob-
lems. Selective IgG subclass deficiencies are usually due
to abnormal B cell differentiation and rarely to homozy-
gous deletions of various constant region (Cr) genes.

Defects in B Cell Differentiation:
Com mon Va ri able I m m u n odeficiency

Common variable immunodeflciency is a group of het-
erogeneous disorders defined by reduced levels ofserum
Ig, impaired antibody responses to infection or vaccines,
and increased incidence of infections. The diagnosis is
usually one of exclusion when other primary immuno-
deficiency diseases are ruled out. The presentation and
pathogenesis are, as the name implies, highly variable.
Although Ig deficiency and associated pyogenic infec-
tions are major components of these disorders, autoim-
mune diseases, including pernicious anemia, hemolytic
anemia, and rheumatoid arthritis, may be just as signif-
icant. A high incidence of malignant tumors is also asso-
ciated with common variable immunodeficiency. These
disorders may be diagnosed early in childhood or late in
life. Both sporadic and familial cases occur, the latter
with both autosomal-dominant and -recessive inheri-
tance patterns. Mature B lymphocl'tes are present in
these patients, but plasma cells are absent in lymphoid

tissues, which suggests a block in B cell differentiation
to antibody-producing cells. The defective antibody pro-
duction has been attributed to multiple abnormalities,
including intrinsic B cell defects, deficient T cell help,
and excessive "suppressor cell" activity. A small propor-
tion of patients with CMD have a shared deletion in the
/COS (inducible T cell costimulator) gene. A more
common cause of this syndrome is the existence of
mutations in TACI, described above in the context of
selective IgA defi ciency.

Hypogammaglobulinemia is also a feature of a dis-
tinct syndrome of immunodeficiency, centromeric insta-
bility, and facial anomalies (ICF) linked to mutations in
the Dl/A methyltransferase 38 gene, which is a major
participant in the de novo methylation of DNA. How
DNA hypomethylation contributes to immunodefi-
ciency is not understood.

Defects in T Cell-Dependent B Cell
Activation: Hyper-lgM Syndromes

The X-linked hyper-IgM syndrome is a rare disorder
associated with defective switching of B cells to the IgG
and IgA isotypes; these antibodies are therefore reduced,
and a compensatory increase in IgM in the blood occurs.
The defect is caused by mutations in the gene encoding
the T cell effector molecule CD40 ligand. The mutant
forms of CD40 ligand produced in these patients do not
bind to or transduce signals through CD40 and therefore
do not stimulate B cells to undergo heavy chain isotype
switching, which requires T cell help (see Chapter 10).
Patients suffer from infections similar to those seen in
other hypogammaglobulinemias. Patients with X-linked
hyper-IgM s1'ndrome also show defects in cell-mediated
immunity (see Chapter 13), with a striking susceptibility
to infection by the intracellular fungal microbe Pneu-
mocystis j iroueci. This defective cell-mediated immunity
occurs because CD40 ligand is also involved in T
cell-dependent activation of macrophages and den-
dritic cells (see Chapter 13). Knockout mice lacking
CD40 or CD40ligand have a phenotype similar to that of
the human disease.

Rare cases of hyper-IgM symdrome show an
autosomal-recessive inheritance pattern. In these
patients, the genetic defects may be in CD40 or in the
enzyme activation-induced deaminase (AID) that is
involved in heaqr chain isotype switching and somatic
mutation (see Chapter 10). One form of the hlper-IgM
syndrome is caused by autosomal-recessive mutations
in uracil N glycosylase (UNG; see Chapter 10), an enzyme
that removes U residues from Ig genes during class
switching and somatic mutation. An inherited disorder,
EDA-ID, in which hypomorphic NEMO mutations con-
tribute to a hlper-IgM state as well as defects in ecto-
dermal structures, is described above in the section on
TLR signaling defects.

Defects in T Lymphocyte Activation
and Funct ion

Congenital abnormalities in the activation of T lympho-
cltes are being increasingly recognized as our under-
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Table 20-5. Defects in T Cell Activation

Disease Functional deficiencies Mechanism of defect

A. Defects in MHC expression
Defective MHC class l l expression and deficiency
in CD4+ T cells; defective cell-mediated immunity,
and T-deoendent humoral immune responses

Defects in transcription factors regulating
MHC class ll gene expression, including
CllTA, RFXANK, RFXS, and RFXAP

MHC class I
deficiency

Decreased MHC class I levels; reduced
CD8+ T cells

Mutations in TAPl ,TAP2,
and tapasin

B. Defective T cell signaling
Defects in cell-mediated immunity and
T-dependent humoral immunity

Mutations in CD3 genes, CD45

Defective T cell activation, leukocyte mobility TCR dependent actin-cytoskeletal
rearrangements are defective because
of mutations in WASP

C. Familial hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytoses
rX-tinrcd.t... Uncontrolled EBV induced B cell proliferation,

uncontrolled macrophage and CTL activation,
defective NK cell and CTL function

Mutations in SAP

Uncontrolled macrophage and CTL activation,
defective NK cell and CTL function

Mutations in perforin

Uncontrolled macrophage and CTL activation,
defective NK cell and CTL function

Defective cytotoxic granule exocytosis;
mutations in RAB27A, MUNCl3-4 (and in
LYST in Ch6diak-Higashi syndrome
- see Table 20-2)

Abbreviations; LYST, lysosomaltrafficking regulator protein; SAP, SLAM-associated protein; .
TAP, transporter associated with antigen proCessing; WASP, Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein.

standing of the molecular basis of lymphocyte activation
improves (Table 20-5). Included in this broad category
are some disorders of CTL and NK cell granule compo-
sition or exocytosis.

Defective Class Il MHC Expression.'
The Bare Lymphocyte Syndrome

Class II major histocompatibility complex (MHC) defi-
ciency, also called bare lymphocyte syndrome, is a rare
heterogeneous group of autosomal-recessive diseases in
which patients express little or no HIA-DB HLA-DQ, or
HtA-DR on B lymphocytes, macrophages, and dendritic
cells and fail to express class II MHC molecules in
response to IFN-y. They express normal or only slightly
reduced levels of class I MHC molecules and Br-
microglobulin. Most cases of the bare lymphoclte syn-
drome are due to mutations in genes encoding proteins
that regulate class II MHC transcription. For example,
mutations in the constitutively expressed transcription
factor RFX5 or the IFN-y-inducible transcriptional acti-
vator CIITA lead to reduced class II MHC expression and
a failure of APCs to activate CD4. T lymphocltes. Failure
of antigen presentation may result in defective positive
selection of T cells in the thymus with a reduction in the
number of mature CD4'T cells or defective activation of

cells in the periphery. Affected individuals are deficient
in DTH responses and in antibody responses to T
cell-dependent protein antigens. The disease appears
within the first year of life and is usually fatal unless it is
treated by bone marrow transplantation.

Defective Class I MHC ExPression

Autosomal-recessive class I MHC deficiencies have also
been described and are characterized by decreased CD8*
T cell numbers and function. In some cases, the failure
to express class I MHC molecules is due to mutations
in the gene encoding the TAP-I or TAP-2 subunit of the
TAP (transporter associated with antigen processing)
complex, which normally transports peptides from the
cystol into the endoplasmic reticulum, where they are
required for class I MHC assembly (see Chapter 6). These
TAP-deficient patients express few cell surface class I
MHC molecules, a phenotype similar to TAP gefie
knockout mice. Such patients suffer mainly from respi-
ratory tract bacterial infections and not viral infections,
which is surprising considering that a principal function
of CD8. T cells is defense against viruses. A similar defi-
ciency of class I MHC expression has been observed in
patients with mutations in the gene encoding the
tapasin protein (see Chapter 6).
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Defects in TCR Signal Transduction

Many examples of rare immunodeficiency diseases
caused by defects in the expression of molecules
required for T cell activation and function have been
identified. Modern biochemical and molecular analyses
of affected individuals have revealed mutations in the
genes encoding various T cell proteins. Examples
include impaired TCR complex expression or function
caused by mutations in the CD3 e or T genes, defective
TCR-mediated signaling caused by mutations in the
ZAP-70 gene, reduced synthesis ofcytokines such as IL-
2 and IFN-1 (in some cases caused by defects in tran-
scription factors), and lack of expression of IL-2
receptors. These defects are often found in only a few
isolated cases or in a few families, and the clinical fea-
tures and severityvarywidely. Patients with these abnor-
malities may have deficiencies predominantly in T
cell function or have mixed T cell and B cell immun-
odeficiencies despite normal or even elevated numbers
of blood lymphocytes. Some of these defects are associ-
ated with abnormal ratios of CD4* and CDB* T cell
subsets, which may reflect impaired development of one
subset in the thymus or impaired expansion of one
subset in the peripheral immune system. For example,
patients with ZAP-70 deficiency have reduced CDS* T
cells but not CD4- T cells; the reason for the selective loss
is not clear.

Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrom e

Variable degrees of T and B cell immunodeficiency occur
in certain congenital diseases with a wide spectrum of
abnormalities involving multiple organ systems. One
such disorder is Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome, an X-linked
disease characterized by eczema, thrombocltopenia
(reduced blood platelets), and susceptibility to bacterial
infection. Some of the abnormalities in this disorder can
be traced to defective T cell activation, though intrinsic
loss of B cell function also contributes to the pathogen-
esis. In the initial stages of the disease, Iymphocyte
numbers are normal, and the principal defect is an
inability to produce antibodies in response to T
cell-independent polysaccharide antigens, because of
which these patients are especially susceptible to infec-
tions with encapsulated pyogenic bacteria. The lympho-
cytes (and platelets) are smaller than normal. With
increasing age, the patients show reduced numbers of
lymphocytes and more severe immunodeficiency. The
defective gene responsible for Wiskott-Aldrich syn-
drome encodes a cltoplasmic protein called WASp
(Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein), expressed exclu-
sively in bone marrow-derived cells, which interacts
with several proteins, including adapter molecules
do'vrmstream of the antigen receptor, such as Grb-2 (see
Chapter 9), the Arp2l3 complex involved in actin poly-
merization, and small G proteins of the Rho family that
regulate actin cltoskeletal rearrangement. Defective
activation and synapse formation in lymphocytes, and
defective mobility of all leukoc)'tes, may account for the
immunodeficiency observed in this syndrome.

The X-linked Lymphoproliferative Syndrome

X-linked lymphoproliferative disease is a disorder
characterized by an inability to eliminate Epstein-Barr
virus (EBV), eventually leading to fulminant infectious
mononucleosis and the development of B cell tumors
and associated hlpogammaglobulinemia. In about 80%
of cases, the disease is due to mutations in the gene
encoding an adapter molecule called SAP (SLAM-asso-
ciated protein) that binds to a family of cell surface mol-
ecules involved in the activation of NK cells and T and B
lymphocltes, including the prototypic signaling l1.rn-
phoclte activation molecule (SL{M). SAP links the
membrane-associated proteins SIAM and 2B4 (see
Chapter 8) to the Src-family kinase FynT. Defects in SAP
contribute to attenuated NK and T cell activation and
result in increased susceptibility to viral infections. In
about 20Vo of cases, the genetic defect resides not in SAP
but in the gene encoding XIAP (X-linked inhibitor of
apoptosis). The resulting enhanced apoptosis of T cells
and NK-T cells leads to a marked depletion of these cell
types in the patients. This immunodeficiency is most
commonly manifested by severe EBV infections, which
probably arise opportunistically because of the ubiqui-
tous nature of EBV

Defective CTL and NK Cell Activation:
the Familial Hemophagocytic
Ly m p h o h i sti ocytosis Sy n dro m es

The hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (HLH) sln-
dromes are a group of life-threatening immunodefi-
ciency disorders characterized by uncontrolled CTL and
macrophage activation in which NK cell and CTL
granule secretion is defective. A late but striking feature
of these disorders is the ingestion of red blood cells by
activated macrophages (hemophagocytosis). Mutations
in the perforin gene, as well as mutations in genes
encoding the cellular machinery involved in granule
exocltosis, can contribute to the phenotypes observed
in this slmdrome. Specifically, mutations in MB27A, a
small guanosine triphosphatase involved in vesicular
fusion, and in MUNCL3-4, which encodes an adapter
that participates in granule exocytosis, compromise the
fusion of lytic granules with the plasma membrane and
thus contribute to various subtypes of HLH. Similarly,
mutations in the gene for one component of the AP-3
cltosolic adapter protein complex can also disrupt intra-
cellular transport and contribute to a form of HLH. It is
believed that T cells and macrophages respond strongly
to microbes to compensate for the CTL and
NK cell defects, and these responses are manifested
by hemophagocytosis and lymphadenopathy in the
context of immunodefi ciencv.

Multisystem Disorders with
lmmunodeficiency: Ataxia Telangiectasia

Immunodeficiency is often one of a constellation of
symptoms in a number of inherited disorders. Examples
of such syndromes discussed above include Ch6diak-



Higashi syndrome, Wiskott-Aldrich sy,ndrome, and
DiGeorge's syndrome. Ataxia telangiectasia is an auto-
somal-recessive disorder characterized by abnormal gait
(ataxia), vascular malformations (telangiectases), neuro-
logic deficits, increased incidence of tumors, and
immunodeflciency. The immunologic defects are of vari-
able severity and may affect both B and T cells. The most
common humoral immune defects are IgA and IgG2
deficiency. The T cell defects, which are usually less
pronounced, are associated with thymic hypoplasia.
Patients experience upper and lower respiratory tract
bacterial infections, multiple autoimmune phenomena,
and increasingly frequent cancers with advancing age.
The gene responsible for this disorder is located on chro-
mosome l1 and encodes a protein called AIM (ataxia
telangiectasia mutated) that is related structurally to
phosphatidylinositol-3 (PI-3) kinase, but is a protein
kinase. The ATM protein can activate cell cycle check-
points and apoptosis in response to double-stranded
DNA breaks and has also been shown to contribute to
the stability of DNA double-strand break complexes
during V(D)J recombination. Because of these abnor-
malities in DNA repair, the generation of antigen recep-
tors may also be abnormal.

Therapeutic Approaches for Congenital
lmmunodef ic iencies

The current treatment of immunodeflciencies has two
aims: to minimize and control infections and to replace
the defective or absent components of the immune
system by adoptive transfer or transplantation. Passive
immunization with pooled gamma globulin is enor-
mously valuable for agammaglobulinemic patients
and has been lifesaving for many boys with X-linked
agammaglobulinemia. Bone marrow transplantation is
currently the treatment of choice for many immunode-
ficiency diseases and has been successful in the treat-
ment of SCID with ADA deficiency, Wiskott-Aldrich
syndrome, bare lymphocyte syndrome, and lAD. It is
most successful with careful T cell depletion from
the marrow and HLA matching to prevent graft-versus-
host disease (see Chapter 16). Enzyme replacement
therapy for ADA and PNP deficiencies has been
attempted, with red blood cell transfusions used as a
source of the enzymes. This approach has produced
temporary clinical improvement in several patients with
autosomal SCID. Injection of bovine ADA conjugated to
polyethylene glycol to prolong its serum half-life has
proved successful in some cases, but the benefits are
usually short lived.

In theory, the therapy of choice for congenital disor-
ders of lymphocytes is to replace the defective gene in
self-renewing stem cells. Gene replacement remains a
distant goal for most human immunodeficiencies at
present, despite considerable effort. The main obstacles
to this tlpe of gene therapy are difficulties in purifying
self-renewing stem cells, which are the ideal target for
introduction of the replacement gene, and the lack of
a method for introducing genes into cells to achieve
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stable, long-lived, and high-level expression. A smail
number of patients with X-linked SCID have been suc-
cessfully treated by transplantation of autologous bone
marrow cells engineered to express a normal 15 chain
gene. However, a few treated patients have developed
Ieukemia, apparently because the introduced y6 gene
inserted adiacent to an oncogene and activated this
gene. As a result, the future of gene therapy for this
disease is uncertain. For unknown reasons, gene therapy
has not been as successful in treating patients with auto-
somal SCID caused byADA mutations.

AcourRro (SrcoruonnY)
IwrwruruonrFtctENctEs
Deflciencies of the immune system often develop
because of abnormalities that are not genetic but
acquired during life (Table 20-6). The most prominent
of these abnormalities is HIV infection, and this is
described in the next section. Acquired immunodefi-
ciency diseases are caused by two main types of patho-
genic mechanisms. First, immunosuppression may
occur as a biologic complication of another disease
process. Second, so-called iatrogenic immunodeflcien-
cies may develop as complications of therapy for other
diseases.

Diseases in which immunod.eficiency is a common
complicating element include malnutrition, neoplasms,
and infections. Protein-calorie malnutrition is extremely
common in developing countries and is associated with
impaired cellular and humoral immunity to microor-
ganisms. Much of the morbidityand mortalitythat afflict

Table 20-6. Acquired lmmunodefic iencies

Cause lMechanism

Human
immunodeficiency
virus infection

Depletion of CD4+
helper T cells

Protein-calorie
malnutrition

Metabolic
derangements inhibit
lymphocyte maturation
and function

lrradiation and
chemotherapy
treatments
for cancer

Decreased bone
marrow lymphocyte
precursors

Cancer metastases
and leukemia involving
bone marrow

Reduced site of
leukocyte development

lmmunosuppression
for transplants,
autoimmune diseases

Reduced lymphocyte
activation

Removal of spleen Decreased
phagocytosis of
microbes
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malnourished people is due to infections. The basis for
the immunodeficiency is not well defined, but it is rea-
sonable to assume that the global metabolic distur-
bances in these individuals, caused by deficient intake
of protein, fat, vitamins, and minerals, will adversely
affect maturation and function of the cells of the
lmmune system.

Patients with advanced widespread cancer are often
susceptible to infection because of impaired cell-
mediated and humoral immune responses to a variety of
organisms. Bone marrow tumors, including cancers
metastatic to marrow and leukemias that arise in the
marrow may interfere with the growth and development
of norma-l ll,rnphocytes and other leukocytes. In addi-
tion, tumors may produce substances that interfere with
lymphocyte development or function. An example of
malignancy- associated immunodefi ciency is the impair-
ment in T cell function commonly observed in patients
with a type of lymphoma called Hodgkin's disease. This
defect was first characterized as an inability to mount a
DTH reaction on intradermal injection of various
common antigens to which the patients were previously
exposed, such as Candida or tetanus toxoid. Other in
uitro measures of T cell function, such as proliferative
responses to polyclonal activators, are also impaired in
patients with Hodgkin's disease. Such a generalized defi-
ciency in DTH responses is called anergy. The cause of
these T cell abnormalities is unknown.

Various types of infections lead to immunosuppres-
sion. Viruses other than HIV are kno'*m to impair
immune responses; examples include the measles virus
and human T cell lymphotropic virus I (HTLV-l). Both
viruses can infect l1'rnphocltes, which may be a basis for
their immunosuppressive effects. Like HIV HTLV-I is
a retrovirus with tropism for CD4* T cells; however,
instead of killing helper T cells, it transforms them and
produces an aggressive T cell malignancy called adult T
cell leukemia/lymphoma (ATL). Patients with ATL typi-
cally have severe immunosuppression with multiple
opportunistic infections. Chronic infections with
Mycobacterium tuberculosis and various fungi fre-
quently result in anergy to many antigens. Chronic par-
asitic infections may also lead to immunosuppression.
For example, African children with chronic malarial
infections have depressed T cell function, which may be
important in the pathogenesis of EBV-associated malig-
nant tumors (see Chapter 17,Boxl7-2).

Iatrogenic immunosuppression is most ofien due to
drug therapies that either kill or functionally inactiuate
lymphocytes. Some drugs are given intentionally to
immunosuppress patients, either for the treatment of
inflammatory diseases or to prevent rejection of tissue
allografts. The most commonly used anti-inflammatory
and immunosuppressive drugs are corticosteroids and
cyclosporine, respectively. Various chemotherapeutic
drugs are administered to patients with cancer, and
these drugs are usually cytotoxic to both mature and
developing lymphocytes as well as to granulocyte
and monoclte precursors. Thus, cancer chemotherapy
is almost always accompanied by a period of immuno-
suppression and risk for infection. Iatrogenic immuno-

suppression and tumors involving the bone marrow are
the most common causes of immunodeficiency in
developed countries.

One other form of acquired immunosuppression
results from the absence of a spleen caused by surgical
removal of the organ after trauma and as treatment of
certain hematologic diseases or by infarction in sickle
cell disease. Patients without spleens are more suscepti-
ble to infection by some organisms, particularly encap-
sulated bacteria such as Streptococcus pneumoniae. This
enhanced susceptibility is partly due to defective phago-
cytic clearance of opsonized blood-borne microbes, an
important physiologic function of the spleen, and partly
because of defective antibody responses resulting from
the absence of marginal zone B cells.

Hunanru InttrvruruoorFrcrENcy Vtnus AND THE
AcourRro I urvruruoorFrcrENcy SyrrroRomr

AIDS is the disease caused by infection with HIV and is
characlerized by profound immunosuppression with
associated opportunistic infections and malignant
tumors, wasting, and central nervous system (CNS)
degeneration. HIV infects a variety of cells of the
immune system, including CD4* helper T cells,
macrophages, and dendritic cells. HIV evolved as a
human pathogen very recently relative to most other
knor,rm human pathogens, and the HIV epidemic was
first identified only in the 1980s. However, the degree of
morbidity and mortality caused by HIV and the global
impact of HIV infection on health care resources and
economics are already enormous and continue to grow.
HIVhas infected 50 to 60 million people and has caused
the death of over 22 million adults and children. More
than 42 million people are living with HIV infection and
AIDS, of which approximatelyT0To are inAfrica and20Vo
in Asia, and almost 3 million die of the disease every
year. It is estimated that there are approximately 14,000
new infections every day, and by the year 2010, 50 to 75
million infected people will be added to the already stag-
gering pool of cases worldwide. The disease is especially
devastating because about half of the approximately 5
million new cases every year occur in young adults
(15-24 years old). As a result, AIDS has left approxi-
mately 14 million orphans, and this number may climb
to 25 million by 2010. Currently, there is no effective
vaccine or cure for AIDS, although new anti-retroviral
therapies have been developed. In this section of the
chapter, we describe the molecular and biologic proper-
ties of Hry the pathogenesis of HlV-induced immuno-
deficiency, and the clinical and epidemiologic features
of HIV-related diseases.

Molecular and Biologic Features of HIV

HIV is a member of the lentivirus family of animal retro-
viruses. Lentiviruses, including visna virus of sheep and
the bovine, feline, and simian immunodeficiencyviruses
(SIVs), are capable of long-term latent infection of cells
and short-term cytopathic effects, and they all produce



slowly progressive, fatal diseases that include wasting
slmdromes and CNS degeneration. TWo closely related
types of HI! designated HIV-I and HIV-2, have been
identified. HIV-I is by far the most common cause of
AIDS, but H|y'-2, which differs in genomic structure and
antigenicity, causes a similar clinical slmdrome.

HIV Structure and Genes

An infectious HIV particle consists of two identical
strands of RNA packaged within a core of viral proteins
and surrounded by a phospholipid bilayer envelope
derived from the host cell membrane but including
virallyencoded membrane proteins (Fig. 20-3). The RNA
genome of HIV is approximately 9.2 kb long and has the
basic arrangement of nucleic acid sequences character-
istic of all known retroviruses (Fig. 20-4). Long terminal
repeats (LIRs) at each end of the genome regulate viral
gene expression, viral integration into the host genome,
and viral replication. The gag sequences encode core
structural proteins. The ezzu sequences encode the enve-
lope glycoproteins gpl20 and gp41, which are required
for infection of cells. Tl:'e pol sequences encode reverse
transcriptase, integrase, and viral protease enzymes
required for viral replication. In addition to these typical
retrovirus genes, HIV- I also includes six other regulatory
genes, namely, the tat, reu, uif, nef, upr and upu genes,
whose products regulate viral reproduction in various
ways. The functions of these genes are summarized in
Figure 20-4.
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Viral Life Cycle

HIV infection of cells begins when the envelope glyco-
protein (Env) of a viral particle binds to both CD4 and a
coreceptor that is a member of the chemokine receptor
family (Fig. 20-5). The viral particles that initiate infec-
tion are usually in the blood, semen, or other body fluids
of one individual and are introduced into another indi-
vidual by sexual contact, needle stick, or transplacental
passage. Env is a complex composed of a transmem-
brane gp41 subunit and an external, noncovalently asso-
ciated gpl20 subunit. These subunits are produced by
proteolytic cleavage of a gp160 precursor. The Env
complex is expressed as a trimeric structure of three
gpl2}lgp4l pairs. This complex mediates a multistep
process of fusion of the virion envelope with the mem-
brane of the target cell (Fig. 20-6). The first step of this
process is the binding of gp120 subunits to CD4 mole-
cules, which induces a conformational change that
promotes secondary gp120 binding to a chemokine
coreceptor. Coreceptor binding induces a conforma-
tional change in gp41 that exposes a hydrophobic region,
called the fusion peptide, that inserts into the cell mem-
brane and enables the viral membrane to fuse with the
target cell membrane. After the virus completes its life
cycle in the infected cell (described later), free viral par-
ticles are released from one infected cell and bind to an
uninfected cell, thus propagating the infection. In addi-
tion, gpl20 and gp41, which are expressed on the plasma
membrane of infected cells before virus is released, can
mediate cell-cell fusion with an uninfected cell that

Lipid bilayer

p17
matrix

RNA

T lymphocyte

gp1 20

Reverse
transcriptase

Protease
Integrase

p24 capsid

FIGURE 2O-3 Structure of HIV-I.  An HIV-1 vir ion
is shown next to a T cel l  surface HIV-1 consists of
two identical strands of RNA (the viral genome)
and associated enzymes, including reverse tran-
scriptase, integrase, and protease, packaged in a
cone-shaped core composed of p24 capsid protein
wi th  a  sur round ing  p17 pro te in  mat r ix ,  a l l  sur -
rounded by  a  phospho l ip id  membrane enve lope
derived from the host cel l  Viral ly encoded mem-
brane proteins (9p41 and 9p120) are bound to
the envelope CD4 and chemokine receptors on
the host cel l  surface function as HIV-1 receptors
(@ 2000 Terese Winslow )

suface
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I Transcription of viral genome; integration of viral DNA into host cell genome;
binding site for host transcription factors

! Nucleocapsid core and matrix proteins

I Reverse transcriptase, protease, integrase, and ribonuclease

anv Yiral coat proteins (9p120 and gp41)

# Overcomes inhibitory effect of host cellenzyme (APOBEC3G),
promotes viral replication

vpr Increases viral replication; promotes HIV infection of macrophages

! Required for elongation of viraltranscripts

traty Promotes nuclear export of incompletely spliced viral RNAs

I Down-regulates host cell CD4 expression; enhances release of virus from cells

I Down-regulates host cell CD4 and class I MHC expression; enhances release of
infectious virus

fQbrgvlatigns; LTR, long terminal repeat; pol, polymerase; env, envelope; vif, viral
infectivity factor; vpr, viral protein R; tat, transcriptional activator; rev, regulator of viral
gene expression; vpu, viral protein u; nef, negative effector

FIGURE 2O-4 HIV-I genome. The genes along the l inear genome are indicated as dif ferently colored blocks Some genes use some of
the same sequences as other genes, as shown by overlapping blocks, but are read dif ferently by host cel l  RNA polymerase Similarly shaded
blocks separated by l ines indicate genes whose coding sequences are separated in the genome and require RNA spl icing to produce func-
t ional mRNA (Adapted from Greene W AIDS and the immune system Copyright 1993 by Scienti f ic American, Inc Al l  r ights reserveo l

expresses CD4 and coreceptors, and HIV genomes can
then be passed between the fused cells directly.

The identification of CD4 and chemokine receptors
as HIV receptors came from several different experi-
mental approaches and clinical observations.

CD4 was first suspected as a viral receptor because of
the selective destruction of CD4* T cells in HIV-
infected individuals and the subsequent demonstra-
tion that HIV infects only CD4* cells in vitro.
Receptor- binding studies using purifi ed recombinant
molecules have established that gp120 specifically
binds to CD4, and mutational and x-ray crystallo-
graphic studies have identified the regions of both
molecules that interact physically.

The requirement for a coreceptor in addition to CD4
in HIV infection was first suspected because expres-
sion of recombinant human CD4 in many nonhuman
cell lines did not render the cells susceptible to HIV
infection but subsequent fusion with human cells
did. The formal demonstration that a chemokine
receptor can act as a cofactor for HIV entry into a cell
was accomplished by screening human complemen-
tary DNA (cDNA) libraries for the ability to make a
human CD4-expressing mouse cell line infectable by
a T cell line-tropic HIV strain. A cDNA isolated by this
strategy encoded the CXCR4 chemokine receptor,
which binds the chemokines SDF-ls and SDF-1p.

,lr Concurrent with these studies, investigators discov-
ered that soluble factors released by CDB* T cells
could suppress HIV infection of macrophages by
some isolates of HIV These factors were identified as
the chemokines MNTES (regulated by activation,
normal T cell expressed and secreted), MIP-1c
(macrophage inflammatory protein- lcr), and MIP- 1B,
all of which bind to the CCR5 receptor and competi-
tively inhibit virus binding. (The modern nomencla-
ture of these chemokines is in Chapter 12.)

The most important chemokine receptors that act
as coreceptors for HIV are CXCR4 and CCRS. More
than seven different chemokine receptors have been
shor,vn to serve as coreceptors for HIV entry into cells,
and several other proteins belonging to the seven-
membrane-spanning G protein-coupled receptor
family, such as the leukotriene 84 receptor, can also
mediate HIV infection of cells. Different isolates of HIV
have distinct tropisms for different cell populations that
are related to the specificity of gp120 variants for differ-
ent chemokine receptors. All HIV strains can infect and
replicate in freshly isolated human CD4* T cells that are
activated in vitro. In contrast, some strains will infect
primary cultures of human macrophages but not con-
tinuous T cell lines (macrophage-tropic, or M-tropic,
virus), whereas other strains will infect T cell lines but
not macrophages (T-tropic virus). Some virus strains
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FIGURE 2O*5 HIV l i fe cycle. The sequential steps in the l i fe cycle of HIV are shown, irom init ial  infect ion of a host cel l  to viral repl icat ion
and release of a new vir ion For the sake of clari ty, the production and release of only one new vir lon are shown An infected cel l  actual ly
produces many vir ions, each capable of lnfect ing cel ls, thereby ampli fying the infect ious cycle

Nucleus

also infect both T cell lines and macrophages (dual-
tropic virus). Macrophage-tropic virus isolates express a
gpl20 that binds to CCRs, which is expressed on
macrophages (and some memory T cells), whereas T
cell-tropic viruses bind to CXCR4, which is expressed on
T cell lines. HIV variants are described as X4 for CXCR4
binding, R5 for CCRS binding, or R5X4 for the ability
to bind to both chemokine receptors. In many HIV-
infected individuals, there is a change from the produc-
tion of virus that uses CCR5 and is predominantly
macrophage tropic early in the disease to virus that
binds to CXCR4 and is T cell line tropic late in the
disease. The T-tropic strains tend to be more virulent,
presumably because they infect and deplete T cells more
than do M-tropic strains. The importance of CCR5 in
HIV infection in vivo is supported by the finding that
individuals who do not express this receptor because of
genetic mutations are resistant to HIV infection.

Once an HIV uirion enters a cell, the enzJlmes within
the nucleoprotein complex become actiue and begin the
uiral reproductiue cycle (see Fig. 20-5). The nucleopro-
tein core of the virus becomes disrupted, the RNA
genome of HIV is transcribed into a double-stranded
DNA form by viral reverse transcriptase, and the viral
DNA enters the nucleus. The viral integrase also enters
the nucleus and catalyzes the integration of viral DNA
into the host cell genome. The integrated HIV DNA is
called the provirus. The provirus may remain transcrip-
tionally inactive for months or years, with little or no
production of new viral proteins or virions, and in this
way HIV infection of an individual cell can be latent.

Transcription of the genes of the integrated DNA
prouirus is regulated. by the LTR upstream of the uiral
structural genes, and cytokines or other physiologic
stimuli to T cells and macrophages enhance uiral gene
transcription. The LIRs contain polyadenylation signal

gp1 20/9p41'| cell surface;
budding of

mature vir ion
Cytokine activation
of cell; transcription

of HIV genome;
transport of spliced

and unspliced RNAs
to cytoplasm

Integration of
provirus into
cell genome

/\r
HIV DNA A 4l ;l ^dprovlrus HIV RNA F.5=.
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FIGURE 20-6 Mechanism of HIV entry into a cel l .  In the model depicted, sequential conformational changes in gp120 and gp41 are
induced by binding to CD4 These changes promote binding of the virus to the coreceptor (a chemokine receptor) and fusion of the HIV-1
and host cel l  membranes The fusion peptide of act ivated gp41 contains hydrophobic amino acid residues that mediate insert ion into the
hos t  ce l l  p lasma membrane

sequences, the TATA box promoter sequence, and
binding sites for two host cell transcription factors, NF-
rB and SP I . Initiation of HIV gene transcription in T cells
is linked to activation of the T cells by antigen or
cytokines. For example, polyclonal activators of T cells,
such as ph1'tohemagglutinin, and cytokines such as IL-
2, tumor necrosis factor (TNF), and lymphotoxin stimu-
late HIV gene expression in infected T cells, and IL-l,
IL-3, IL-6, TNII lymphotoxin, IFN-y, and granuloclte-
macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) stimu-
late HIV gene expression and viral replication in infected
monocytes and macrophages. TCR and cltokine stimu-
lation of HIV gene transcription probably involves the
activation of NF-rB and its binding to sequences in the
LTR. This phenomenon is significant to the pathogene-
sis of AIDS because the normal response of a latently
infected T cell to a microbe may be the way in which
latency is ended and virus production begins. The mul-
tiple infections that AIDS patients acquire thus stimulate
HIV production and infection of additional cells.

The Tat protein is required for HIV gene expression
and acts by enhancing the production of complete viral
messenger RNA (mRNA) transcripts. Even in the pres-
ence of optimal signals to initiate transcription, few if
any HIV mRNA molecules are actually synthesized
because transcription of HIV genes by mammalian RNA
polymerase is inefficient and the polymerase complex
usually stops before the mRNA is completed. Tat protein
binds to the nascent mRNA and increases the "proces-
sivity" of RNA polymerase by several hundred-fold,
which allows transcription to be completed to produce
a functional viral nRNA.

Fusion of viral and
cell membranes

Synthesk of mature, infectious uiral particles begins
ajter full-Iength viral RNA transcripts are produced, and
the uiral genes are expressed as proteins. The mRNAs
encoding the various HIV proteins are derived from
a single full-genome-length transcript by differential
splicing events. HIV gene expression may be divided into
an early stage, during which regulatory genes are
expressed, and a late stage, during which structural
genes are expressed and full-length viral genomes are
packaged. The ReV Tat, and Nefproteins are early gene
products encoded by fully spliced mRNAs that are
exported from the nucleus and translated into proteins
in the cytoplasm soon after infection ofa cell. Late genes
include enu, gag, and pol, which encode the structural
components of the virus and are translated from singly
spliced or unspliced RNA. The Rev protein initiates the
switch from early to late gene expression by promoting
the export of these incompletely spliced late gene RNAs
out ofthe nucleus. T}:'e pol gene product is a precursor
protein that is sequentially cleaved to form reverse
transcriptase, protease, ribonuclease, and integrase
enzymes. As mentioned before, reverse transcriptase
and integrase proteins are required for producing a DNA
copy of the viral RNA genome and integrating it as a
provirus into the host genome. The gag gene encodes a
55-kD protein that is proteol)'rically cleaved into p24,
pl7, and pl5 polypeptides by the action of the viral pro-
tease encoded by the pol gene. These polypeptides are
the core proteins that are required for assembly of infec-
tious viral particles. The primary product of tlire enu gene
is a 160-kD glycoprotein (gpl60) that is cleaved by cel-
lular proteases within the endoplasmic reticulum into



the gp120 and gp4l proteins required for HIV binding to
cells, as discussed earlier. Current antiviral drug therapy
for HIV disease includes inhibitors of the enzymes
reverse transcriptase, protease, and integrase.

After transcription of various viral genes, viral pro-
teins are synthesized in the cytoplasm. Assembly of
infectious viral particles then begins by packaging full-
length RNA transcripts of the proviral genome within a
nucleoprotein complex that includes the gag core pro-
teins and the pol-encoded enzymes required for the next
cycle of integration. This nucleoprotein complex is then
enclosed within a membrane envelooe and released
from the cell by a process of budding ?rom the plasma
membrane. The rate of virus production can reach suf-
ficiently high levels to cause cell death, as discussed
later.

Naiue T cells are resistant to HIV infection because
these celk contain an actiue form of an enzyme that
introduces mutations in the HIV genonle. This enzyme
has been given the rather cumbersome name
APOBEC3G (apolipoprotein B mRNA-editing enzyme
catalytic polypeptide-like editing complex 3). It is a
member of a family of cytidine deaminases that inhibit
retroviral replication. APOBEC3G introduces cl.tosine
to uracil mutations in the viral DNA that is produced
by reverse transcription, and these mutations inhibit
further DNA replication by mechanisms that are not
fully defined. Activation of T cells converts cellular
APOBEC3G into an inactive, high molecular mass
complex. HIV has evolved to counteract this cellular
defense mechanism-the viral protein Vif binds to
APOBEC3G and promotes its degradation by cellular
proteases.

Pathogenesis of HIV Infection and AIDS

HIV disease begins with acute infection, which is only
partly controlled by the adaptiue immune response, and
aduances to chronic progressiue infection ofperipheral
lymphoid, tissues (Fig. 20-7). Virus typically enters
through mucosal epithelia. The subsequent events in the
infection can be divided into several phases.

Acute (early) infection is characterizedby infection of
memory CD4* T cells (which ercpress CCRS) in mucosal
lymphoid tissues, ond death of many infected cells.
Because the mucosal tissues are the largest reservoir of
T cells in the body, and the major site of residence of
memory T cells, this local loss is reflected in consider-
able depletion of lymphocltes. In fact, within 2 weeks of
infection, the majority of CD4* T cells may be destroyed.

Studies of simian immunodeficiency virus infection
in macaques have shor.rm that within 4 days of infec-

FIGURE 2O-7 Proglession of HIV infection. The progression of
HIV infection correlates with spread of the virus from the init ial  si te
of rnfection to lymphoid t issues throughout the body The immune
response of the host temporari ly controls acute infect ion but does
not prevent the establ ishment of chronic infect ion of cel ls in lym-
phold t issues Cytokine st imull  induced by other microbes serve to
enhance HIV production and progression to AIDS
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tion, about 60% of mucosal memory CD4* T cells are
infected, and B0% of these cells die in the first week.

The transition from the acute phase to a chronic
phase of infection is characterized by dksemination of
the uirus, uiremin, and the deuelopment of host immune
responses. Dendritic cells in epithelia at sites of virus
entry capture the virus and then migrate into the lymph
nodes. Dendritic cells express a protein with a mannose-
binding lectin domain that may be particularly impor-
tant in binding the HIV envelope and transporting the
virus. Once in lymphoid tissues, dendritic cells may pass
HIV on to CD4* T cells through direct cell-cell contact.
Within days after the first exposure to HIV viral replica-
tion can be detected in the ll.rnph nodes. This replica-
tion leads to viremia, during which large numbers of HIV
particles are present in the patient's blood, accompanied
by an acute HIV slmdrome that includes a variety of non-
specific signs and slrnptoms typical of many viral dis-
eases (described below). The viremia allows the virus to
disseminate throughout the body and to infect helper
T cells, macrophages, and dendritic cells in peripheral
lymphoid tissues. As the HIV infection spreads, the
adaptive immune system mounts both humoral and
cell-mediated immune responses directed at viral anti-
gens, which we will describe later. These immune
responses partially control the infection and viral pro-
duction, and such control is reflected by a drop in
viremia to low but detectable levels by approximately l2
weeks after the primary exposure.

In the next, chronic phase of the disease,Iymph nodes
and the spleen are sites of continuous HIV replication
and cell destruction (see Fig. 20-7). During this period
of the disease, the immune system remains competent
at handling most infections with opportunistic

microbes, and few or no clinical manifestations of the
HIV infection are present. Therefore, this phase of HIV
disease is called the clinical latency period. Although the
majority of peripheral blood T cells do not harbor the
virus, destruction of CD4* T cells within lymphoid
tissues steadily progresses during the latent period, and
the number of circulating blood CD4t T cells steadily
declines (Fig. 20-8). More than 90% of the body's approx-
imately 1012 T cells are normally found in peripheral and
mucosal lymphoid tissues, and it is estimated that HIV
destroys up to I to 2 x 10e CD4t T cells every day. Early
in the course of the disease, the body may continue to
make new CD4* T cells, and therefore CD4* T cells can
be replaced almost as quickly as they are destroyed. At
this stage, up to 10% of CD4t T cells in llrrnphoid organs
may be infected, but the number of circulating CD4* T
cells that are infected at any one time may be less than
0.17o of the total CD4. T cells in an individual. Even-
tually, during a period of years, the continuous cycle
of virus infection, T cell death, and new infection leads
to a steady decline in the number of CD4* T cells in the
ll.rnphoid tissues and the circulation.

Mechanisms of Immunodeficiency
Caused by HIV

HIV infection ultimately results in impaired function of
both the adaptive and innate immune systems. The
most prominent defects are in cell-mediated immunity,
and they can be attributed to several mechanismi,
including direct cytopathic effects of the virus and indi-
rect effects.

An important cause of the loss of CD4'T cells in HIV-
infected people is the direct cytopathir effect of infection
of these celk by HIV Death of CD4* T cells is associated
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with production of virus in infected cells and is a major
cause of the decline in the numbers of these cells, espe-
cially in the early (acute) phase of the infection. Several
direct toxic effects of HIV on infected CD4* cells have
been described:

@ The process of virus production, with expression of
gp41 in the plasma membrane and budding of viral
particles, may lead to increased plasma membrane
permeability and the influx of lethal amounts of
calcium, which induces apoptosis, or osmotic lysis of
the cell caused by the inflrx of water.

@ Viral production can interfere with cellular protein
synthesis and thereby lead to cell death.

@ The plasma membranes of HlV-infected T cells fuse
with uninfected CD4* T cells by virtue of 9p120-CD4
interactions, and multinucleated giant cells or syncy-
tia are formed. The process of HlV-induced syncytia
formation can be lethal to HlV-infected T cells as well
as to uninfected CD4* T cells that fuse to the infected
cells. However, this phenomenon has largely been
observed in vitro, and slncytia are rarely seen in the
tissues of patients with AIDS.

Mechanisms in addition to direct lysk of infected
CD4t T cells by uirus haue been proposed for the
depletion and loss of function of these cells in HIV-
infected indiuiduals. One mechanism that has been
suggested is related to chronic activation of uninfected
cells by the infections that are common in patients
infected with HIV and also by cytokines produced
in response to these infections. Chronic activation of
the T cells may predispose the cells to apoptosis; the
molecular pathway involved in this type of apoptosis is
not yet defined (see Chapter 11, Box 11-2). Apoptotic
death of activated lymphocytes may account for the
observation that the loss of T cells greatly exceeds the
numbers of HlV-infected cells. HlV-specific CTLs are
present in many patients with AIDS, and these cells can
kill infected CD4* T cells. In addition, antibodies against
HIV envelope proteins may bind to HlV-infected CD4. T
cells and target the cells for antibody-dependent cell-
mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC). Binding of gp120 to
newly synthesized intracellular CD4 may interfere with
normal protein processing in the endoplasmic reticu-
lum and block cell surface expression of CD4, making
the cells incapable of responding to antigenic stimula-
tion. Other proposed mechanisms include defective
maturation of CD4* T cells in the thymus. The relative
importance of these indirect mechanisms in CD4* T cell
depletion in HlV-infected patients is uncertain and
controversial.

Functional defects in the immune system of HIV-
infected ind,iuiduals exacerbate the immune deficiency
caused by d,epletion of CD4' T cells. These functional
defects include a decrease in T cell responses to antigens
and weak humoral immune responses even though total
serum Ig levels may be elevated. The defects may be a
result of the direct effects of HIV infection on CD4* T
cells, including the effects of soluble gp120 released
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from infected cells binding to uninfected cells. For
example, CD4 that has bound gp120 may not be avail-
able to interact with class II MHC molecules on APCs,
and thus T cell responses to antigens would be inhibited.
Alternatively, gpl20 binding to CD4 may deliver signals
that down-regulate helper T cell function. HlV-infected
T cells are unable to form tight synapses with APCs, and
this may also interfere with T cell activation. Some
studies have demonstrated that the proportion of IL-2-
and IFN-1-secreting (THl) T cells decreases in HIV-
infected patients and the proportion of IL-4- and IL- l0-
secreting (Tr2-like) T cells increases. This altered
balance of Tsl and Ts2 responses may partially explain
the susceptibility of HlV-infected individuals to infec-
tion by intracellular microbes because IFN-1 activates
and Tg2 cltokines may inhibit macrophage-mediated
killing of such microbes. Patients with HlVinfection may
have increased numbers of CD4* CD25* regulatory
T cells, but it is not yet clear if this is a consistent
finding or if these cells actually contribute to defective
immunity.

The Tat protein may play some role in the pathogen-
esis of immunodeficiency caused by HIV Within T cells,
Tat can interact with a variety of regulatory proteins,
such as the p300 coactivator of transcription, and these
interactions can interfere with normal T cell functions
such as cltokine synthesis. Remarkably, Tat not only
enters the nucleus of infected T cells but can also escape
across the plasma membrane and enter neighboring
cells, thus interfering with activation of uninfected T
cells in a paracrine fashion.

Macrophages, d.endritic cells, and follicular dendritic
cells ako play important roles in HIV infection and the
p r o gres s io n of immuno deficiency.

@ Macrophages express much lower levels of CD4 than
helper T lyrnphocytes do, but they do express CCR5
coreceptors and are susceptible to HIV infection.
However, macrophages are relatively resistant to the
cytopathic effects of HIV Macrophages may also be
infected by agpI20lgp4l-independent route, such as
phagocytosis of other infected cells or Fc recep-
tor-mediated endocytosis of antibody-coated HIV
virions. Because macrophages can be infected but
are not generally killed by the virus, they may be-
come a reservoir for the virus. In fact, the quantity
of macrophage-associated HIV exceeds T cell-
associated virus in most tissues from patients with
AIDS, including the brain and lung. HlV-infected
macrophages may be impaired in antigen presenta-
tion functions and cytokine secretion.

o Dendritic cells can also be infected by HIV Like
macrophages, dendritic cells are not directly injured
by HIV infection. Howeve! these cells form intimate
contact with naive T cells during the course of antigen
presentation. It is proposed that dendritic cells infect
naive T cells during these encounters and may thus
be an important pathway for T cell injury.

g Follicular dendritic cells (FDCs) in the germinal
centers of lymph nodes and the spleen trap large
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amounts of HIV on their surfaces, in part by Fc recep-
tor-mediated binding of antibody-coated virus.
Although FDCs are not efficiently infected, they
contribute to the pathogenesis of HlV-associated
immunodeficiency in at least two ways. First, the FDC
surface is a reservoir for HIV that can infect
macrophages and CD4* T cells in the lymph nodes.
Second, the normal functions of FDCs in immune
responses are impaired, and they may eventually be
destroyed by the virus. Although the mechanisms of
HlV-induced death of FDCs are not understood, the
net result of loss of the FDC network in the lymph
nodes and spleen is a profound dissolution of the
architecture of the peripheral lymphoid system.

HIV Beservoirs and Viral Turnover

The uirus detected in patients'blood is produced mostly
by short-liued infected CD4* T cells and in smaller
amounts by other infected celk. Three phases of decay
of plasma viremia have been observed in patients
treated with anti-retroviral drugs, or predicted by math-
ematical modeling, and these decay curves have been
used to surmise the distribution of HIV in different cel-
lular reservoirs. Over 90% of plasma virus is believed to
be produced by short-lived cells (half-lives of -l day),
which are most likely activated CD4* T cells that are
major reservoirs and sources of the virus in infected
patients. About 5To of plasma virus is produced by
macrophages, which have a slower turnover (half-life of
about 2 weeks). It is hypothesized that a small fraction
of the virus, perhaps as little as l%, is present in latently
infected memory T cells. Because of the long life span of
memory cells, it could take decades for this reservoir of
virus to be eliminated even if all new rounds of infection
were blocked.

Clinical Features of HIV Disease

A vast amount of information has accumulated about
the epidemiology and clinical course of HIV infection. As
anti-retroviral drug therapy is improving, many of the
clinical manifestations are changing. In the following
section we describe the "classical" features of HIV infec-
tion, and refer to the changing pictures when relevant.

Transmission of HIV and Epidemiology of AIDS

HIV is transmitted from one individual to another bV
three major routes:

O Sexual contact is the most frequent mode of trans-
mission, either between heterosexual couples (the
most frequent mode of transmission in Africa and
Asia) or between homosexual male partners. In sub-
Saharan Africa, where the infection rate is the highest
in the world (estimated to be about 10,000 new cases
every day), more than half the infected individuals are
women.

o Mother-to-child transmission of HIV accounts for the
majority of pediatric cases of AIDS. This tlpe of trans-

mission occurs most frequently in utero or during
childbirth, although transmission through breast
milk is also possible.

@ Inoculation of a recipient with infected blood or
blood products is also a frequent mode of HIV trans-
mission. Needles shared by intravenous drug abusers
account for most cases of this form of transmission.
With the advent of routine laboratory screening,
transfusion of blood or blood products in a clinical
setting accounts for a small portion of HIV infections.

Major groups at risk for the development of AIDS in
the United States include homosexual or bisexual males,
intravenous drug abusers, heterosexual partners of
members of other risk groups, and babies born of
infected mothers. Health care workers have a small
increased risk for infection.

Clinical Course of HIV lnfection

The course of HIV disease can be followed by measuring
the amount of virus in the patient's plasma and by the
blood CD4* T cell count (see Fig. 20-B).

The acute phase of the illness, also called the acute
HIV slmdrome, is the period of viremia characterized by
nonspecific symptoms of infection. It develops in 50%

Table2O-7. Cl inical  Features of HIV Infect ion

Phase of disease I Clinicalfeature

Acute HIV diseaseFever, headaches. sore throat
with pharyngitis, generalized
lymphadenopathy, rashes

Clinical latency
period

Declining blood CD4+ T cell
amounl

AIDS Opportunistic infections:

Protozoa (Toxoplasma
Cryptosporidium)
Bacteria ( Mycobacte ru im avi u m,
Nocardia, Salmonella)
Fungi (Candida, Cryptococcus
neoformans, Coccidioides
immitis, Histoplasma
capsu latu m, P ne u mocystis)
Viruses (cytomegalovirus,
he rpes si m plex, varicel la-zoste r)

Tumors:
Lymphomas (including EBV-
associated B cell lymphomas)
Kaoosi's sarcoma
Cervical carcinoma

Encephalopathy
Wasting syndrome

Abbreviations; AIDS, aquired immune deficiencv
syndrome; EBV, Epstein-Barr virus.



to 70To of infected adults typically 3 to 6 weeks after
infection. There is a spike of plasma virus and a
modest reduction in CD4* T cell counts, but the number
of blood CD4* T cells often returns to normal. In many
patients, however, the infection is occult and there are
no symptoms.

The chronic phase of clinical latency may last for
many years. During this time, the virus is contained
within lymphoid tissues, and the loss of CD4. T cells is
corrected by replenishment from progenitors. Patients
are aslrnptomatic or suffer from minor infections.
Within 2 to 6 months after infection, the concentration
of plasma virus stabilizes at a particular set-point, which
differs among patients. The level of the viral set-point
and the number of blood CD4* T cells are clinically
useful predictors of the progression of disease. As the
disease progresses, patients become susceptible to other
infections, and immune responses to these infections
may stimulate HIV production and accelerate the
destruction of lymphoid tissues. As discussed earlier,
HIV gene transcription can be enhanced by stimuli that
activate T cells, such as antigens and a variety of
cltokines. Cytokines, such as TNB that are produced by
the innate immune system in response to microbial
infections are particularly effective in boosting HIV pro-
duction. Thus, as the immune system attempts to erad-
icate other microbes, it brings about its or.tm destruction
by HIV

HIV disease progresses to the final and almost invari-
ably lethal phase, called AIDS, when the blood CD4* T
cell count drops below 200 cellsimm3. HIV viremia
may climb dramatically as viral replication in other
reser-voirs accelerates unchecked. Patients with AIDS
suffer from combinations of opportunistic infections,
neoplasms, cachexia (HIV wasting syndrome), kidney
failure (HIV nephropathy), and CNS degeneration (AIDS
encephalopathy) (see Table 20-7). Because CD4* helper
T cells are essential for both cell-mediated and humoral
immune responses to various microbes, the loss of these
lymphocltes is the main reason that patients with AIDS
become susceptible to many different types of infec-
tions. Furthermore, many of the tumors that arise in
patients with AIDS have a viral etiology, and their preva-
lence in the setting of AIDS reflects an inability of the
HlV-infected patient to mount an effective immune
response against oncogenic viruses. Most of the oppor-
tunistic infections and neoplasms associated with HIV
infection occur after the blood CD4t T cell count drops
below 200 cells/mm3. Cachexia is often seen in patients
with chronic inflammatory diseases and may result from
effects of inflammatory cytokines (such as TNF) on
appetite and metabolism. The CNS disease inAIDS may
be due to neuronal damage by the virus or by shed viral
proteins such as gp120 and Tat as well as to the effects
of cltokines elaborated by infected microglial cells.
Many of these devastating consequences of HIV infec-
tion, including opportunistic infections and tumors,
have been significantly reduced by highly active anti-
retroviral therapy.

Although this summary of the clinical course is true
for the most severe cases, the rate of progression of the
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disease is highly variable, and r"-" t".;;;;;tr-
term nonprogressors. The immunologic correlates of
variable progression remain unknown. Also, recent anti-
retroviral therapy has changed the course, and greatly
reduced the incidence, of severe opportunistic infec-
tions (such as Pneumocysfzs) and tumors (such as
Kaposi's sarcoma).

lmmune Responses to HIV

HlV-specific humoral and cell-med.iated immune
responses d,euelnp follnwing infection but generally
prouide limited. protection. The early response to HIV
infection is, in fact, similar in manyways to the immune
response to other viruses and serves effectively to clear
most of the virus present in the blood and in circulating
T cells. Nonetheless, it is clear that these immune
responses fail to eradicate all virus, and the infection
eventually overwhelms the immune system in most
individuals. Despite the poor effectiveness of immune
responses to the virus, it is important to characterize
them for three reasons. First, the immune responses
may be detrimental to the host, for example, by stimu-
lating the uptake of opsonized virus into uninfected cells
by Fc receptor-mediated endocytosis or by eradication
of CD4* T cells expressing viral antigens by CD8* CTLs.
Second, antibodies against HIV are diagnostic markers
of HIV infection that are widely used for screening pur-
poses. Third, the design of effective vaccines for immu-
nization against HIV requires knowledge of the types of
immune responses that are most likely to be protective
(the "correlates of protection').

Many innate immune responses against HIV have
been described. These include anti-microbial peptides
(defensins), NK cells, dendritic cells (particularly plas-
macytoid dendritic cells producing type I IFNs), and the
complement system. The role of these responses in com-
bating the infection are not established.

The initial adaptiue immune response to HIV infec-
tion is characterized. by expansion of CD&* T celk spe-
cific for HIV peptid.es. As many as l0% or more of
circulating CD8. T cells may be specific for HIV during
the early stages of infection. These CTLs control infec-
tion in the acute phase (see Fig. 20-8), but ultimately
prove ineffective because of the emergence of viral
escape mutants (variants with mutated antigens).
Although CD4* T cells also respond to the virus, the
importance of this response is unclear.

Antibod.y responses to a uariety of HIV antigens are
detectable within 6 to 9 weeks afier infection. The most
immunogenic HIV molecules that elicit antibody
responses appear to be the envelope glycoproteins, and
high titers of anti-gpl20 and anti-gp4l antibodies are
present in most HlV-infected individuals. Other anti-
HIV antibodies found frequently in patients' sera
include antibodies to p24, reverse transcriptas e, and gag
and pol products (see Fig. 20-8). The effect ofthese anti-
bodies on the clinical course of HIV infection is uncer-
tain. The early antibodies are not neutralizing, and are
generally poor inhibitors of viral infectivity or cytopathic
effects. Neutralizing antibodies against gp120 develop 2
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to 3 months after primary infection, but even these anti-
bodies cannot cope with a virus that is able to rapidly
change the most immunodominant epitopes of its enve-
lope glycoproteins.

Mechanisms of lmmune Evasion by HIV

The failure of cell-mediated and humoral immune
responses to eradicate HIV infection is probably due to
several factors. Importantly, because of the depletion
and functional inhibition of the CD4* T cells, the
immune responses may be too compromised to elimi-
nate the virus. In addition, several features of HIV may
help the virus to evade host immunity.

@ HIV hos an extremely high mutation rate because of
error-prone reuerse transcription, and in thk way it
may euade detection by antibodies or T cells gener-
ated in response to uiral proteins. It has been esti-
mated that in an infected person, every possible point
mutation in the viral genome occurs every day. A
region of the gp120 molecule, called the V3 loop, is
one of the most antigenically variable components
of the virus; it varies in HIV isolates taken from the
same individual at different times. Furthermore, the
regions of the V3 loop that are critical for viral entry
and therefore are less frequently mutated are not
readily exposed to the humoral immune system. It is
possible that the host immune response may work as
a selective pressure that promotes survival of the
most genetically variable viruses.

@ HlV-infected cells may euade CTLs through down-
regulation of class I MHC molecule expression. The
HIV Nef protein inhibits expression of class I MHC
molecules, mainly by promoting internalization of
these molecules.

@ HIV infection may inhibit cell-mediated immunity.
We have mentioned previously that in infected indi-
viduals, Ts2 cells specific for HIV and other microbes
may expand relative to THI cells. Because TH2
cytokines inhibit cell-mediated immunity, the net
result of this imbalance is a form of dysregulation
(called immune deviation) that increases host sus-
ceptibility to infection by intracellular microbes,
including HIV itself. Along the same vein, increased
numbers of regulatory T cells may inhibit host
defenses.

Treatment and Prevention of AIDS and
Vaccine Development

Active research efforts have been aimed at developing
reagents that interfere with the viral life cycle. Treatment
of HIV infection and AIDS now includes the administra-
tion of three classes of antiviral drugs, used in combina-
tion, that target viral molecules for which no human
homologues exist. The first type of drug to be widely
used consists of nucleoside analogues that inhibit
reverse-transcriptase activity. These drugs include
deoxythl'rnidine nucleoside analogues such as 3'-

azido - 3' - deoxythymidine (AZT ), deoxycltidine nucleo -

side analogues, and deoxyadenosine analogues. \dhen
these drugs are used alone, they are often effective in sig-
niflcantly reducing plasma HIV RNA levels for several
months to years. They usually do not halt progression of
HlV-induced disease, largely because of the evolution of
virus with mutated forms of reverse transcriptase that
are resistant to the drugs. More recently, viral protease
inhibitors have been developed that block the process-
ing of precursor proteins into mature viral capsid and
core proteins. \A/hen these protease inhibitors are used
alone, mutant viruses resistant to their effects rapidly
emerge. However, protease inhibitors are now being
used in combination with two different reverse-
transcriptase inhibitors. This new triple-drug therapy,
commonly referred to as FIAAR'T (highly active anti-
retroviral therapy), has proved to be remarkably effective
in reducing plasma viral RNA to undetectable levels in
most treated patients for up to 3 years. An integrase
inhibitor is also now used as part of anti-viral therapy.
Although anti-retroviral therapy has reduced viral titers
to below detection for up to 10 years in some patients, it
is unlikely that such treatment can eliminate the virus
from all reservoirs (especially long-lived infected cells),
and resistance to the drugs may ultimately develop.
Other formidable problems associated with these new
drug therapies, which will impair their effective use in
many parts of the world, include high expense, compli-
cated administration schedules, and serious side effects.

The individual infections experienced by patients
with AIDS are treated with the appropriate prophylaxis,
antibiotics, and support measures. More aggressive
antibiotic therapy is often required than for similar
infections in less compromised hosts.

Efforts at preventing HIV infection are extremely
important and potentially effective in controlling the
HIV epidemic. In the United States, the routine screen-
ing of blood products for evidence of donor HIV infec-
tion has already reduced the risk of this mode of
transmission to negligible levels. Various public health
measures to increase condom use and to reduce the use
of contaminated needles by intravenous drug users are
now widespread. Perhaps the most effective efforts at
prevention are campaigns to increase public awareness
of HIV

The deuelopment of an effectiue uaccine against HIV
is a priority for biomed.ical research institutions world-
wi.d,e.The task has been complicated by the ability of the
virus to mutate and vary many of its immunogenic anti-
gens. It is likely that an effective vaccine will have to
stimulate both humoral and cell-mediated responses
to viral antigens that are critical for the viral life cycle. To
achieve this goal, several approaches are being tried for
HIV vaccine development. Much of the preliminary
work has involved SIV infection of macaques, and effec-
tive vaccines against SIV have already been developed.
This success is encouraging because SIV is molecularly
closely related to HIV and causes a disease similar to
AIDS in macaques. Various live virus vaccines have been
tested in the hope that they will induce strong CTL
responses. Such vaccines include nonvirulent recombi-



nant hybrid viruses composed of part SIV and part HIV
sequences or viruses that have been attenuated by dele-
tions in one or more parts of the viral genome, such as
the nef gene. One concern with live virus vaccines is their
potential to cause disease if they are not completely
attenuated and possibly after recombination in vivo
with wild-type HIV to produce a pathogenic variant.
Another approach that avoids this safety concern but
retains efficacy in inducing CTl-mediated immunity is
the use of live recombinant non-HIV viral vectors carry-
ing HIV genes. Preliminary trials in human volunteers
have already shor,rm that canarypox vaccines expressing
several HIV-1 genes can induce strong CTL responses to
the HIV antigens. Many DNA vaccines have also been
studied; these vaccines are composed of combinations
of structural and regulatory genes of SIV or HIV pack-
aged in mammalian DNA expression vectors. Combina-
tions of vaccines, such as initial immunization with a
DNA vaccine followed by boosting with a canarypox
vector expressing HIV genes, have yielded some of the
most promising results to date. Recombinant protein or
peptide subunit vaccines that elicit antibodies are of
limited value by themselves because the antibodies
often do not neutralize clinical isolates of HIV It is pos-
sible that such vaccines may be useful given with live
virus vaccines.

SUMMARY

@ Immunodeficiency diseases are caused by congen-
ital or acquired defects in lymphocltes, phago-
c1tes, and other mediators of adaptive and innate
immunity. These diseases are associated with an
increased susceptibility to infection, the nature
and severity of which depend largely on which
component of the immune system is abnormal
and the extent of the abnormality.

@ Disorders of innate immunity include defects in
microbial killing by phagocytes (e.9., CGD or
Ch6diak-Higashi syndrome), in leukocyte migra-
tion and adhesion (e.9., LAD), and in TLR signal-
ing. Complement deficiencies were described in
Chapter 14.

@ Severe combined immunodeficiencies include
defects in lymphocyte development that affect
both T and B cells, and are caused by defective
cltokine signaling, abnormal purine metabolism,
defectiveV(D)I recombination, and mutations that
affect T cell maturation.

@ Antibody immunodeficiencies include diseases
caused by defective B cell maturation or activation,
and defects in T cell-B cell collaboration (X-linked
hlper-IgM s1'ndrome).

@ T cell immunodeficiencies include diseases in
which the expression of MHC molecules is defec-
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tive, T cell signaling disorders, and rare diseases
involving CTL and NK cell functions.

Treatment of congenital immunodeficiencies
involves transfusions of antibodies, bone marrow
or stem cell transplantation, or enzyrne replace-
ment. Gene therapy may offer improved treat-
ments in the future.

Acquired immunodeficiencies are caused by in-
fections, malnutrition, disseminated cancel and
immunosuppressive therapy for transplant rejec-
tion or autoimmune diseases.

AIDS is a severe immunodeficiency caused by
infection with HIV This RNA virus infects CD4* T
lymphocytes, macrophages, and dendritic cells,
and causes massive dysfunction of the immune
system. Most of the immunodeficiency in AIDS
can be ascribed to the depletion of CD4* T cells.

@ HIV enters cells by binding to both the CD4 mole-
cule and a coreceptor of the chemokine receptor
family. Once inside the cell, the viral genome is
reverse-transcribed into DNA and incorporated
into the cellular genome. Viral gene transcription
and viral reproduction are stimulated by signals
that normally activate the host cell. Production of
virus is accompanied by cell death.

@ The acute phase of infection is characterized by
death of memory CD4* T cells in mucosal tissues
and dissemination of the virus to lymph nodes. In
the subsequent latent phase, there is low level virus
replication in ll.rnphoid tissues and slow progres-
sive loss of T cells. Persistent activation of T cells
promotes their death, leading to rapid loss and
immune deficiency in the chronic phase of the
infection.

@ CD4* T cell depletion in HlV-infected individuals
is due to direct cytopathic effects of the virus, toxic
effects of viral products such as shed gp120, and
indirect effects such as activation-induced cell
death or CTL killing of infected CD4' cells.

@ Several reservoirs of HIV exist in infected individ-
uals, including short-lived activated CD4* T cells,
longer-lived macrophages, and very long lived,
latently infected memory T cells.

o HlV-induced depletion of CD4* T cells results in
increased susceptibility to infection by a number
of opportunistic microorganisms. In addition,
HlV-infected patients have an increased incidence
of tumors, particularly Kaposi's sarcoma and EBV-
associated B cell lymphomas, and encephalopathy
frequently develops, the mechanism of which is
not fully understood.
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g HIV has a high mutation rate, which allows the
virus to evade host immune responses and
become resistant to drug therapies. Genetic vari-
ability also poses a problem for the design of an
effective vaccine against HM HIV infection can be
treated by a combination of inhibitors of viral
enzyrnes.
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opT cell receptor (sFTCR). The most common form of
TCR, expressed on both CD4* and CD8*T cells. The cB
TCR recognizes peptide antigen bound to an MHC
molecule. Both cr and B chains contain highlyvariable
(V) regions that together form the antigen-binding
site as well as constant (C) regions. TCR V and C
regions are structurally homologous to the V and C
regions of Ig molecules.

ABO blood group antigens. Glycosphingolipid antigens
present on many cell types, including red blood cells.
These antigens differ between different individuals,
depending on inherited alleles encoding the enzymes
required for synthesis of the antigens. The ABO anti-
gens act as alloantigens responsible for blood transfu-
sion reactions and hlperacute rejection of allografts.

Accessory molecule. A llrnphocyte cell surface mole-
cule distinct from the antigen receptor complex that
mediates adhesive or signaling functions important
for activation or migration of the lymphocyte.

Acquired immunodeficiency. A deficiency in the
immune system that is acquired after birth, usually
because of infection (e.g., AIDS), and that is not
related to a genetic defect.

Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). A
disease caused by human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) infection that is characterized by depletion
of CD4* T cells leading to a profound defect in cell-
mediated immunity. Clinically, AIDS includes oppor-
tunistic infections, malignant tumors, wasting, and
encephalopathy.

Activation protein-l (AP-l). A family of DNA-binding
transcription factors composed of dimers of two
proteins that bind to one another through a shared
structural motif called a leucine zipper. The best-
characterized AP- I factor is composed of the proteins
Fos and Iun. AP-l is involved in transcriptional regu-
lation of many different genes important in the
immune system, such as cltokine genes.

Active immunity. The form of adaptive immunity that is
induced by exposure to a foreign antigen and activa-
tion of lyrnphocytes and in which the immunized
individual plays an active role in responding to the
antigen. This type contrasts with passive immunity, in
which an individual receives antibodies or lympho-
cytes from another individual who was previously
actively immunized.

Acute-phase reactants. Proteins, mostly synthesized
in the liver, whose plasma concentrations increase
shortly after infection as part of the systemic
inflammatory response slmdrome. Examples include
C-reactive protein, fibrinogen, and serum amyloid
A protein. Hepatic synthesis of these molecules
is up-regulated by inflammatory cytokines, espe-
cially IL-6 and TNF. The acute-phase reactants play
various roles in the innate immune response to
microbes.

Acute-phase response. The increase in plasma concen-
trations of several proteins, called acute-phase reac-
tants, that occurs as part of the early innate immune
response to infections.

Acute rejection. A form of graft rejection involving vas-
cular and parenchymal injury mediated by T cells,
macrophages, and antibodies that usually begins after
the flrst week of transplantation. Differentiation of
effector T cells and production of antibodies that
mediate acute rejection occur in response to the graft,
thus the delay in onset.

Adapter protein. Proteins involved in intracellular
signal transduction pathways by serving as bridge
molecules or scaffolds for the recruitment of other sig-
naling molecules. During lymphocyte antigen recep-
tor or cytokine receptor signaling, adapter molecules
may be phosphorylated on tyrosine residues to enable
them to bind other proteins containing Src homology
2 (SH2) domains. Adapter molecules involved in T cell
activation include I"{I, SLP-76, and Grb-2.

Adaptive immunity. The form of immunity that is medi-
ated by lymphocytes and stimulated by exposure to
infectious agents. In contrast to innate immunity,
adaptive immunity is characterized by exquisite speci-
ficity for distinct macromolecules and memory, which
is the ability to respond more vigorously to repeated
exposure to the same microbe. Adaptive immunity is
also called specific immunity.

Addressin. Molecules expressed on endothelial cells in
different anatomic sites that bind to counterreceptors
on lymphocytes called homing receptors and that
direct organ-specific lymphocyte homing. Mucosal
addressin cell adhesion molecule-l (MadCAM-1) is an
example of an addressin expressed in Peyer's patches
in the intestinal wall that binds to the integrin aaBr on
gut-homing T cells.
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Adhesion molecule. A cell surface molecule whose
function is to promote adhesive interactions with
other cells or the extracellular matrix. Leukocytes
express various tlpes of adhesion molecules, such as
selectins, integrins, and members of the Ig superfam-
ily, and these molecules play crucial roles in cell
migration and cellular activation in innate and adap-
tive immune responses.

Adjuvant. A substance, distinct from antigen, that
enhances T cell activation by promoting the accumu-
lation and activation of antigen presenting cells
(APCs) at a site of antigen exposure. Adjuvants
enhance APC expression of T cell-activating costimu-
lators and c1'tokines and may also prolong the expres-
sion of peptide-MHC complexes on the surface of
APCs.

Adoptive transfer. The process of transferring lympho-
cytes from one, usually immunized, individual into
another individual. Adoptive transfer is used in
research to define the role of a particular cell popu-
lation (e.g., CD4. T cells) in an immune response.
Clinically, adoptive transfer of tumor-reactive T
lymphoq,'tes is used in experimental cancer therapy.

Affinity. The strength of the binding between a single
binding site of a molecule (e.g., an antibody) and a
ligand (e.g., an antigen). The affinity of a molecule X
for a ligand Y is represented by the dissociation con-
stant (IQ), which is the concentration of Y that is
required to occupy the combining sites of half the X
molecules present in a solution. A smaller IQ indicates
a stronger or higher-affinity interaction, and a lower
concentration of ligand is needed to occupy the sites.

Affinitymaturation. The process that leads to increased
affinity of antibodies for a particular protein antigen
as a humoral response progresses. Affinity maturation
takes place in germinal centers of ll.rnphoid tissues,
and is the result of somatic mutation of Ig genes, fol-
lowed by selective survival of the B cells producing the
highest affinity antibodies.

Allele. One of different forms of a gene present at a par-
ticular chromosomal locus. An individual who is het-
erozygous at a locus has two different alleles, each on
a different member of a pair of chromosomes, one
inherited from the mothei and one from the father. lf
a particular gene in a population has many different
alleles, the gene or locus is said to be polymorphic.
The MHC locus is extremely polymorphic.

Allelic exclusion. The exclusive expression of only one
of two inherited alleles encoding Ig heavy and light
chains and TCR B chains. Allelic exclusion occurs
when the protein product of one productively recom-
bined antigen receptor locus on one chromosome
blocks rearrangement of the corresponding locus on
the other chromosome. This property ensures that all
the antigen receptors expressed by one clone of lym-
phocltes will have the identical antigen specificities.
Because the TCR cx chain locus does not show allelic
exclusion, some T cells do express two different Wpes
ofTCR.

Allergen. An antigen that elicits an immediate hlper-
sensitivity (allergic) reaction. Allergens are proteins or

chemicals bound to proteins that induce IgE antibody
responses in atopic individuals.

Allergy. A form of atopy or immediate hypersensitivity
disease, often referring to the tlpe of antigen that
elicits the disease, such as food ailergy, bee sting
allergy, and penicillin allergy. All these conditions
are related to antigen-induced mast cell or basophil
activation.

Alloantibody. An antibody specific for an alloantigen
(i.e., an antigen present in some individuals of a
species but not in others).

Alloantigen. A cell or tissue antigen that is present in
some members of a species and not in others and that
is recognized as foreign on an allograft. Alloantigens
are usually products of polymorphic genes.

Alloantiserum. The alloantibody-containing serum of
an individual who has previously been exposed to one
or more alloantigens.

Allogeneic graft. An organ or tissue graft from a donor
who is of the same species but genetically nonidenti-
cal to the recipient (also called an allograft).

Alloreactive. Reactive to alloantigens; describes T cells
or antibodies from one individual that will recognize
antigens on cells or tissues of another genetically non-
identical individual.

Allotype. The property of a group of antibody molecules
defined by their sharing a particular antigenic deter-
minant found on the antibodies of some individuals
but not others. Such determinants are called allo-
topes. Antibodies that share a particular allotope
belong to the same allotype. Allotype is also often used
synonyrnously with allotope.

Altered peptide ligands (APLs). Peptides with altered
TCR contact residues that elicit responses different
from the responses to native peptide ligands. Altered
peptide ligands may be important in the regulation of
T cell activation in physiologic, pathologic, or thera-
peutic situations.

Alternative pathway of complement activation. An
antibody-independent pathway of activation of the
complement system that occurs when the C3b protein
binds to microbial cell surfaces. The alternative
pathwayis a component of the innate immune system
and mediates inflammatory responses to infection as
well as direct lysis of microbes.

Anaphylactic shock. Cardiovascular collapse occurring
in the setting of a systemic immediate hlpersensitiv-
ity reaction.

Anaphylatoxins. The C5a, C4a, and C3a complement
fragments that are generated during complement
activation. The anaphylatoxins bind specific cell
surface receptors and promote acute inflammation by
stimulating neutrophil chemotaxis and activating
mast cells. At high concentrations, anaphylatoxins
activate enough mast cells to mimic anaphylaxis.

Anaphylaxis. An extreme systemic form of immediate
hlpersensitivity in which mast cell or basophil medi-
ators cause bronchial constriction, massive tissue
edema, and cardiovascular collapse.

Anchor residues. The amino acid residues of a peptide
whose side chains fit into pockets in the peptide-



binding cleft of an MHC molecule. The side chains
bind to complementary amino acids in the MHC mol-
ecule and therefore serve to anchor the peptide in the
cleft of the MHC molecule.

Anergy. A state of unresponsiveness to antigenic stimu-
lation. Clinically, anergy describes the lack of T
cell-dependent cutaneous delayed-type hypersensi-
tivity reactions to common antigens. Lymphoclte
anergy (also called clonal anergy) is the failure of
clones of T or B cells to react to antigen and may be
a mechanism of maintaining immunologic tolerance
to self.

Angiogenesis. New blood vessel formation regulated by
a variety of protein factors elaborated by cells of the
innate and adaptive immune systems and often
accompanying chronic infl ammation.

Antagonist peptide. Variant peptide ligands of a TCR in
which one or two TCR contact residues have been
changed and in which negative signals are delivered
to speciflc T cells that inhibit responses to native
peptides.

Antibody. A tlpe of glycoprotein molecule, also called
immunoglobulin (Ig), produced by B lymphocytes
that binds antigens, often with a high degree of
speciflcity and affinity. The basic structural unit of
an antibody is composed of two identical healy
chains and two identical light chains. N-terminal
variable regions of the heavy and light chains form
the antigen-binding sites, whereas the C-terminal
constant regions of the heavy chains functionally
interact with other molecules in the immune system.
Every individual has millions of different antibodies,
each with a unique antigen-binding site. Secreted
antibodies perform various effector functions, includ-
ing neutralizing antigens, activating complement,
and promoting leukocyte-dependent destruction of
microbes.

Antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity
(ADCC). A process by which NK cells are targeted to
IgG-coated cells, resulting in lysis of the antibody-
coated cells. A specific receptor for the constant region
of IgG, called FcyRIII (CD16), is expressed on the NK
cell membrane and mediates binding to the IgG.

Antibody feedback. The down-regulation of antibody
production by secreted IgG antibodies that occurs
when antigen-antibody complexes simultaneously
engage B cell membrane Ig and Fcyreceptors (FcyRII).
Under these conditions, the cytoplasmic tails of the
Fc1 receptors transduce inhibitory signals inside the
B cell.

Antibody repertoire. The collection of different anti-
body specificities expressed in an individual.

Antibody-secreting cell. A B lymphocyte that has
undergone differentiation and produces the secretory
form of Ig. Antibody-secreting cells are produced in
response to antigen and reside in the spleen and
Iymph nodes as well as in the bone marrow.

Antigen. A molecule that binds to an antibody or a TCR.
Antigens that bind to antibodies include all classes of
molecules. TCRs bind only peptide fragments of pro-
teins complexed with MHC molecules; both the

peptide ligand and the native protein from which it is
derived are called T cell antigens.

Antigen presentation. The display of peptides bound by
MHC molecules on the surface of anAPC that permits
specific recognition by TCRs and activation of T cells.

Antigen-presenting cell (APC). A cell that displays
peptide fragments of protein antigens, in association
with MHC molecules, on its surface and activates
antigen-speciflc T cells. In addition to displaying
peptide-MHC complexes, APCs must also express
costimulatory molecules to activate T lymphocytes
optimally.

Antigen processing. The intracellular conversion of
protein antigens derived from the extracellular space
or the cytosol into peptides and loading of these
peptides onto MHC molecules for display to T
Iymphocytes.

Antiserum. Serum from an individual previously
immunized against an antigen that contains antibody
specific for that antigen.

Apoptosis. A process of cell death characterized by DNA
cleavage, nuclear condensation and fragmentation,
and plasma membrane blebbing that leads to phago-
cytosis of the cell without inducing an inflammatory
response. This type of cell death is important in lym-
phocyte development, regulation of lymphocyte
responses to foreign antigens, and maintenance of tol-
erance to self antigens.

Arthus reaction. A localized form of experimental
immune complex-mediated vasculitis induced by
injection of an antigen subcutaneously into a previ-
ously immunized animal or into an animal that has
been given intravenous antibody specific for the
antigen. Circulating antibodies bind to the injected
antigen and form immune complexes that are
deposited in the walls of small arteries at the injection
site and give rise to a local cutaneous vasculitis with
necrosls.

Atopy. The propensity of an individual to produce IgE
antibodies in response to various environmental anti-
gens and to develop strong immediate hypersensitiv-
ity (allergic) responses. People who have allergies to
environmental antigens, such as pollen or house dust,
are said to be atopic.

Autoantibody. An antibody produced in an individual
that is specific for a self antigen. Autoantibodies can
cause damage to cells and tissues and are produced in
excess in systemic autoimmune diseases, such as sys-
temic lupus erythematosus.

Autocrine factor. A molecule that acts on the same cell
that produces the factor. For example, IL-2 is an
autocrine T cell growth factor that stimulates mitotic
activity of the T cell that produces it.

Autoimmune disease. A disease caused by a breakdown
of self-tolerance such that the adaptive immune
system responds to self antigens and mediates cell
and tissue damage. Autoimmune diseases can be
organ specific (e.B.,thyroiditis or diabetes) or systemic
(e.g., systemic lupus erythematosus).

Autoimmune regulator (AIRE). A gene or its encoded
protein, which functions to stimulate expression of
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peripheral tissue protein antigens in thymic epithelial
cells. Mutations in the,41/?Egene in humans and mice
lead to tissue specific autoimmune disease, consistent
with a role for AIRE in central T cell tolerance.

Autoimmunity. The state of adaptive immune system
responsiveness to self antigens that occurs when
mechanisms of self-tolerance fail.

Autologous graft. A tissue or organ graft in which the
donor and recipient are the same individual. Autolo-
gous bone marrow and skin grafts are commonly per-
formed in clinical medicine.

Avidity. The overall strength of interaction between two
molecules, such as an antibody and antigen. Avidity
depends on both the affinity and the valency of inter-
actions. Therefore, the avidity of a pentameric IgM
antibody, with l0 antigen-binding sites, for a multiva-
lent antigen may be much greater than the avidity of
a dimeric IgG molecule for the same antigen. Avidity
can be used to describe the strength of cell-cell inter-
actions, which are mediated by many binding interac-
tions between cell surface molecules.

B-f B llnnphocytes. A subset of B lymphocytes, which
develop earlier during ontogeny than do conventional
B cells, and express a limited repertoire of V genes
with little junctional diversity, and secrete IgM anti-
bodies that bind T-independent antigens. Many B-l
cells express the CD5 (Ly-1) molecule.

B cell tyrosine kinase (Btk). A tyrosine kinase of the Src
family that plays an essential role in B cell maturation.
Mutations in the gene encoding Btk cause X-linked
agammaglobulinemia, a disease characterized by
failure of B cells to mature beyond the pre-B cell stage.

B lymphocyte. The only cell type capable of producing
antibody molecules and therefore the central cellular
component of humoral immune responses. B lym-
phocytes, or B cells, develop in the bone marrow, and
mature B cells are found mainly in l1'rnphoid follicles
in secondary lymphoid tissues, in bone marrow, and
in low numbers in the circulation.

BCR (B cell receptor) complex. A multiprotein complex
expressed on the surface of B l}'rnphocytes that recog-
nizes antigen and transduces activating signals into
the cell. The BCR includes membrane Ig, which is
responsible for binding antigen, and Igo and IgB pro-
teins, which initiate signaling events.

Bare lymphocyte syndrome. An immunodeficiency
disease characterized by a lack of class II MHC mole-
cule expression that leads to defects in antigen pres-
entation and cell-mediated immunity. The disease is
caused by mutations in genes encoding factors that
regulate class II MHC gene transcription.

Basophil. A Vpe of bone marrow-derived, circulating
granulocye with structural and functional similarities
to mast cells that has granules containing many of the
same inflammatory mediators as mast cells and
expresses a high-affinity Fc receptor for IgE. Basophils
that are recruited into tissue sites where antigen is
present may contribute to immediate hlpersensitivity
reactions.

p2-Microglobulin. The light chain of a class I MHC mol-
ecule. Br-Microglobulin is an extracellular protein

encoded by a nonpolyrnorphic gene outside the MHC,
is structurally homologous to an Ig domain, and is
invariant among all class I molecules.

Biogenic amines. Low molecular weight, nonlipid
compounds, such as histamine, that share the
structural feature of an amine group, are stored in
and released from the cltoplasmic granules of mast
cells, and mediate many of the biologic effects of
immediate hypersensitivity (allergic) reactions.
(Biogenic amines are sometimes called vasoactive
amines.)

Biologic response modifiers. Molecules, such as
cytokines, used clinically as modulators of inflamma-
tion, immunity, and hematopoiesis.

Bone marrow. The central cavity of bone that is the site
of generation of all circulating blood cells in adults,
including immature lymphocytes, and the site of B cell
maturation.

Bone marrow transplantation. The transplantation of
bone marrow, including stem cells that give rise to all
mature blood cells and lymphoc)'tes; it is performed
clinically to treat hematopoietic or lynnphopoietic dis-
orders and malignant diseases and is also used in
various immunologic experiments in animals.

Bronchial asthma. An inflammatory disease usually
caused by repeated immediate hypersensitivity reac-
tions in the lung that leads to intermittent and
reversible airway obstruction, chronic bronchial
inflammation with eosinophils, and bronchial smooth
muscle cell hlpertrophy and hyperreactivity.

Burkitt's lymphoma. A malignant B cell tumor that is
deflned by histologic features but almost always
carries a reciprocal chromosomal translocation
involving Ig gene loci and the cellular myc gene on
chromosome B. Many cases of Burkitt's lymphoma are
associated with Epstein- Barr virus infection.

C (constant region) gene segments. The DNA
sequences in the Ig and TCR gene loci that encode the
nonvariable portions of Ig heavy and light chains and
TCR a, B, y, and 6 chains.

C1. A serum complement system protein composed of
several polypeptide chains that initiates the classical
pathway of complement activation by attaching to the
Fc portions of IgG or IgM antibody that has bound
antigen.

Cl inhibitor (Cf INH). A plasma protein inhibitor of the
classical pathway of complement activation. CI INH
is a serine protease inhibitor (serpin) that mimics the
normal substrates of the Clr and Cls components of
C1. A genetic deficiency in Cl INH causes the disease
hereditary angioneurotic edema.

C3. The central and most abundant complement
system protein; it is involved in both the classical and
alternative pathway cascades. C3 is proteolytically
cleaved during complement activation to generate a
C3b fragment, which covalently attaches to cell or
microbial surfaces, and a C3a fragment, which has
various proinfl ammatory activities.

C3 convertase. A multiprotein enzyme complex gen-
erated by the early steps of either the classical or
alternative pathway of complement activation. C3



convertase cleaves C3, which gives rise to two prote-
olytic products called C3a and C3b.

C5 convertase. A multiprotein enzyme complex gener-
ated by C3b binding to C3 convertase. C5 convertase
cleaves C5 and initiates the late steps of complement
activation leading to formation of the membrane
attack complex and lysis of cells.

Calcineurin. A cytoplasmic serineithreonine phos-
phatase that dephosphorylates and thereby activates
the transcription factor NFAT. Calcineurin is activated
by calcium signals generated through TCR signaling in
response to antigen recognition, and the immuno-
suppressive drugs cyclosporine and FK-506 work by
blocking calcineurin activity.

Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA, CD66). A highly gly-
cosylated membrane protein; increased expression of
CEA in many carcinomas of the colon, pancreas,
stomach, and breast results in a rise in serum levels.
The level of serum CEA is used to monitor the persist-
ence or recurrence of metastatic carcinoma after
treatment. Because CEA expression is normally high
in many tissues during fetal life but is suppressed in
adults except in tumor cells, it is called an oncofetal
tumor antigen.

Caspases. Intracellular proteases with cysteines in their
active sites that cleave substrates at the C-terminal
sides of aspartic acid residues and are components of
enz],'rnatic cascades that cause apoptotic death of
cells. Lymphoclte caspases may be activated by two
pathways; one is associated with mitochondrial per-
meability changes in growth factor-deprived cells,
and the other is associated with signals from death
receptors in the plasma membrane.

Cathelicidins. Pollpeptides produced by neutrophils
and various barrier epithelia that serve various func-
tions in innate immunity including direct toxicity to
microorganisms, activation of leukocytes, and neu-
tralization of lipopolysaccharide.

Cathepsins. Thiol and aspartyl proteases with broad
substrate specificities. The most abundant proteases
of endosomes in APCs, cathepsins play an important
role in generating peptide fragments from exogenous
protein antigens that bind to class II MHC molecules.

CD molecules. Cell surface molecules expressed
on various cell types in the immune system that
are designated by the "cluster of differentiation"
or CD number. See Appendix II for a list of CD
molecules.

Cell-mediated immunity (Cnng. The form of adaptive
immunity that is mediated by T lymphoc)'tes
and serves as the defense mechanism against
microbes that survive within phagocytes or infect
nonphagocytic cells. CMI responses include CD4. T
cell-mediated activation of macrophages that have
phagocltosed microbes and CDB* CTL killing of
infected cells.

Central tolerance. A form of self-tolerance induced in
generative (central) ly'rnphoid organs as a conse-
quence of immature self-reactive lyrnphocltes recog-
nizing self antigens and subsequently leading to their
death or inactivation. Central tolerance prevents the

emergence of lymphocytes with high-affinity recep-
tors for the ubiquitous self antigens that are likely to
be present in the bone marrow or thyrnus.

Chddiak-Higashi syndrome. A rare autosomal-
recessive immunodeficiency disease caused by a
defect in the cytoplasmic granules of various cell types
that affects the lysosomes of neutrophils and
macrophages as well as the granules of CTLs and NK
cells. Patients show reduced resistance to infection
with pyogenic bacteria.

Chemokine receptors. Cell surface receptors for
chemokines that transduce signals stimulating the
migration of leukocltes. These receptors are members
of the seven-transmembrane cr-helical, G protein-

linked family of receptors.
Chemokines. A large family of structurally homologous,

low molecular weight cytokines that stimulate leuko-
cyte movement and regulate the migration of leuko-
cytes from the blood to tissues.

Chemotaxis. Movement of a cell directed by a chemical
concentration gradient. The movement of lympho-
cltes, polymorphonuclear leukocytes, monocytes,
and other leukocltes into various tissues is often
directed by gradients of low molecular weight
cytokines called chemokines.

Chromosomal translocation. A chromosomal abnor-
mality in which a segment of one chromosome is
transferred to another. Many malignant diseases of
llrnphocltes are associated with chromosomal
translocations involving an Ig or TCR locus and a chro-
mosomal segment containing a cellular oncogene.

Chronic granulomatous disease. A rare inherited
immunodeficiency disease caused by a defect in the
gene encoding a component ofthe phagocyte oxidase
enzyme that is needed for microbial killing by poly-

morphonuclear leukocytes and macrophages. The
disease is characterized by recurrent intracellular bac-
terial and fungal infections, often accompanied by
chronic cell-mediated immune responses and the for-
mation of granulomas.

Chronic rejection. A form of allograft rejection charac-
terized by fibrosis with loss of normal organ structures
occurring during a prolonged period. In many cases,
the major pathologic event in chronic rejection is graft

arterial occlusion, which is caused by proliferation

of intimal smooth muscle cells and is called graft

arteriosclerosis.
c-Kit ligand (stem cell factor). A protein required for

hematopoiesis, early steps in T cell development in

the thyrnus, and mast cell development. c-Kit ligand
is produced in membrane-bound and soluble forms

by stromal cells in the bone marrow and thlmus and
binds to the c-Kit tytosine kinase membrane receptor
on pluripotent stem cells.

Class I major histocompatibility complex (MHC) mole-
cule. One of two forms of poll'rnorphic, hetero-
dimeric membrane proteins that bind and display
peptide fragments of protein antigens on the surface
of APCs for recognition byT lyrnphocytes' Class I MHC
molecules usually display peptides derived from the
cytoplasm of the cell.
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Class Il-associated invariant chain peptide (CLIP). A
peptide remnant of the invariant chain that sits in the
class II MHC peptide-binding cleft and is removed by
action of the HIA-DM molecule before the cleft
becomes accessible to peptides produced from extra-
cellular protein antigens.

Class II major histocompatibility complex (MHC) mol-
ecule. One of two major classes of polymorphic, het-
erodimeric membrane proteins that bind and display
peptide fragments of protein antigens on the surface
of APCs for recognition by T lymphocytes. Class II
MHC molecules usually display peptides derived from
extracellular proteins that are internalized into phago-
cltic or endocytic vesicles.

Class II vesicle (CIry). A membrane-bound organelle
identified in murine B cells that is important in
the class II MHC pathway of antigen presentation.
The CIIV is similar to the MHC class II compart-
ment (MIIC) identified in other cells and contains
all the components required for the formation of
complexes of peptide antigens and class II MHC
molecules, including the enzymes that degrade
protein antigens, class II molecules, invariant chain,
and HIA-DM.

Classical pathway of complement activation. The
pathway of activation of the complement system that
is initiated by binding of antigen-antibody complexes
to the Cl molecule and induces a proteolytic cascade
involving multiple other complement proteins. The
classical pathway is an effector arm of the humoral
immune system that generates inflammatory media-
tors, opsonins for phagocl.tosis of antigens, and lytic
complexes that destroy cells.

Clonal anergy. A state ofantigen unresponsiveness ofa
clone of T lymphocltes experimentally induced by
recognition of antigen in the absence of additional
signals (costimulatory signals) required for functional
activation. Clonal anergy is considered a model for
one mechanism of tolerance to self antigens and may
be applicable to B lyrnphocytes as well.

Clonal deletion. A mechanism of lymphocyte tolerance
in which an immature T cell in the thvmus or an
immature B cell in the bone marrow undergoes apop-
totic death as a consequence of recognizing an abun-
dant antigen in the generative organ.

Clonal expansion. The increase in number of lympho-
cytes specific for an antigen that results from antigen
stimulation and proliferation of naive T cells. Clonal
expansion occurs in l1'rnphoid tissues and is required
to generate enough antigen-specific effector lym-
phocytes from rare naive precursors to eradicate
infections.

Clonal ignorance. A form of ll.rnphocyte unresponsive-
ness in which self antigens are ignored by the immune
system even though lymphocytes specific for those
antigens remain viable and functional.

Clonal selection hlpothesis. A fundamental tenet of the
immune system (no longer a hypothesis) stating that
every individual possesses numerous clonally derived
lymphocytes, each clone having arisen from a single
precursor and being capable of recognizing and

responding to a distinct antigenic determinant. \dhen
an antigen enters, it selects a speciflc preexisting clone
and activates it.

c-myc, A cellular proto-oncogene that encodes a
nuclear factor involved in cell cycle regulation.
Translocations of the c-myc gene into Ig gene loci are
associated with B cell malignant neoplasms.

Collectins. A family of proteins, including mannose-
binding lectin, that are characterized by a collagen-
like domain and a lectin (i.e., carbohydrate-binding)
domain. Collectins play a role in the innate immune
system by acting as microbial pattern recognition
receptors, and they may activate the complement
system by binding to Clq.

Colony-stimulating factors (CSFs). Cltokines that
promote the expansion and differentiation of bone
marrow progenitor cells. CSFs are essential for the
maturation of red blood cells, granulocytes, mono-
cltes, and lymphocltes. Examples of CSFs are
granulocyte-monocyte colony-stimulating factor
(GM-CSF), c-Kit l igand, IL-3, and IL-7.

Combinatorial diversity. Combinatorial diversity de-
scribes the many different combinations of variable,
diversiry and joining segments that are possible
as a result of somatic recombination of DNA in the
Ig and TCR loci during B cell or T cell development.
Combinatorial diversity is one mechanism for the
generation of large numbers of different antigen
receptor genes from a limited number of DNA gene
segments.

Complement. A system of serum and cell surface pro-
teins that interact with one another and with other
molecules of the immune system to generate impor-
tant effectors of innate and adaptive immune
responses. The classical and alternative pathways of
the complement system are activated by antigen-
antibody complexes or microbial surfaces, respec-
tively, and consist of a cascade of proteolytic enzymes
that generate inflammatory mediators and opsonins.
Both pathways lead to the formation of a common
terminal cell lytic complex that is inserted in cell
membranes.

Complement receptor type I (CRf). A high-affinity
receptor for the C3b and C4b fragments of comple-
ment. Phagocltes use CRI to mediate internalization
of C3b- or C4b-coated particles. CRI on erlthrocltes
serves in the clearance of immune complexes from the
circulation. CRI is also a regulator of complement
activation.

Complement receptor type 2 (CRz). A receptor
expressed on B cells and follicular dendritic cells that
binds proteolytic fragments of the C3 complement
protein, including C3d, C3dg, and iC3b. CR2 functions
to stimulate humoral immune responses by enhanc-
ing B cell activation by antigen and by promoting
the trapping of antigen-antibody complexes in germi-
nal centers. CR2 is also the receptor for Epstein-
Barr virus.

Complementarity-determining region (CDR). Short
segments of Ig and TCR proteins that contain most of
the sequence differences among different antibodies



or TCRs and that make contact with antigen. Three
CDRs are present in the variable domain of each
antigen receptor polypeptide chain and six CDRs in
an intact Ig or TCR molecule. These hypervariable
segments assume loop structures that together
form a surface that is complementary to the three-
dimensional structure of the bound antigen.

Congenic mouse strains. Inbred mouse strains that are
identical to one another at every genetic locus except
the one for which they are selected to differ; such
strains are created by repetitive back-crossbreeding
and selection for a particular trait. Congenic strains
that differ from one another only at a particular MHC
allele have been useful in defining the function of
MHC molecules.

Constant (C) region. The portion of Ig or TCR pollpep-
tide chains that does not vary in sequence among dif-
ferent clones and is not involved in antigen binding.

Contact sensitivity. The propensity for a T cell-medi-
ated, delayed-t1pe hlpersensitivity reaction to
develop in the skin on contact with a particular chem-
ical agent. Chemicals that elicit contact hypersensitiv-
ity bind to and modify self proteins or molecules on
the surfaces of APCs, which are then recognized by
CD4* or CDB* T cells.

Coreceptor. A lymphocyte surface receptor that binds
to an antigen complex at the same time that mem-
brane Ig or TCR binds the antigen and delivers signals
required for optimal lymphocyte activation. CD4
and CDB are T cell coreceptors that bind nonpoly-
morphic parts of an MHC molecule concurrently with
the TCR binding to polymorphic residues and the
bound peptide. CR2 is a coreceptor on B cells that
binds to complement-opsonized antigens at the same
time that membrane Ig binds another part of the
antigen.

Costimulator. A molecule on the surface of or secreted
by an APC that provides a stimulus (or second signal)
required for the activation of naive T cells, in addition
to antigen. The best defined costimulators are the 87
molecules on professional APCs that bind to the CD2B
molecule on T cells.

CpG nucleotides. Unmethylated cytidine-guanine
sequences found in microbial DNA that stimulate
innate immune responses. CpG nucleotides are rec-
ognized by TLR-9, have adjuvant properties in the
mammalian immune system, and may be important
to the efficacy of DNA vaccines.

C-reactive protein (CRP). A member of the pentraxin
family of plasma proteins involved in innate immune
responses to bacterial infections. CRP is an acute-
phase reactant, and it binds to the capsule of pneu-
mococcal bacteria. CRP also binds to Clq and may
thereby activate complement or act as an opsonin by
interacting with phagocyte Clq receptors.

Crossmatching. A screening test performed to mini-
mize the chance of graft rejection in which a patient
in need ofan allograft is tested for the presence ofpre-
formed antibodies against donor cell surface antigens
(usually MHC antigens). The test involves mixing the
recipient serum with leukocltes from potential

donors, adding complement, and observing whether
cell lysis occurs.

Cross-priming. A mechanism by which a professional
APC activates (or primes) a naive CD8* CTL specific for
the antigens of a third cell (e.g., a virus-infected or
tumor cell). Cross-priming occurs, for example, when
an infected (often apoptotic) cell is ingested by a
professional APC and the microbial antigens are
processed and presented in association with class I
MHC molecules, just like any other phagocytosed

antigen. The professional APC also provides costimu-
lation for the T cells. Also called cross-presentation.

Cutaneous immune system. The components of the
innate and adaptive immune system found in the skin
that function together in a specialized way to detect
and respond to environmental antigens. Components
of the cutaneous immune system include ker-

atinocytes, Langerhans cells, intraepithelial lympho-
c1tes, and dermal lymPhocYtes.

Cyclosporine. An immunosuppressive drug used to
prevent allograft rejection that functions by blocking
T cell cytokine gene transcription. Cyclosporine (also

called cyclosporin A) binds to a cytosolic protein

called cyclophilin, and cyclosporine-cyclophilin com-
plexes bind to and inhibit calcineurin, thereby inhibit-
ing activation and nuclear translocation of the

transcription factor NFAL
Cytokines. Proteins produced by many different cell

types that mediate inflammatory and immune reac-
tions. Cytokines are principal mediators of communi-
cation between cells of the immune system.

Cytopathic effect of viruses. Harmful effects of viruses

on host cells that are caused by any of a variety of bio-
chemical or molecular mechanisms and are inde-
pendent of the host immune response to the virus.
Some viruses have little cytopathic effect but still
cause disease because the immune system recognizes

recognize microbial peptides displayed by class I

MHC molecules. CTL killing of infected cells involves

the release of cltoplasmic granules whose contents
include membrane pore-forming proteins and

enzymes that initiate apoptosis of the infected cell.
Defensins. Cysteine-rich peptides present in the skin

and in neutrophil granules that act as broad-spectrum
antibiotics to kill a wide variety of bacteria and fungi.
The synthesis of defensins is increased in response to
inflammatory cltokines such as IL-1 and TNF.

Delayed-type hypersensitivity (DTH). An immune
reaction in which T cell-dependent macrophage acti-
vation and inflammation cause tissue injury' A DTH
reaction to the subcutaneous injection of antigen is

often used as an assay for cell-mediated immunity
(e.g., the purified protein derivative skin test for

immunity to Mycobacterium tuberculosis). DTH is a
frequent accompaniment of protective cell-mediated
immunity against microbes.
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Delayed xenograft rejection. A frequent form of rejec-
tion of xenografts that occurs within 2 to 3 days of
transplantation and is characterized bv intravascular
thrombosis and fibrinoid necrosis oi vessel walls.
Delayed xenograft rejection is likely to be caused by
antibody- and cytokine-mediated endothelial activa-
tion and damage.

Dendritic cells. Bone marrow-derived immune acces-
sory cells found in epithelial and lymphoid tissues
that are morphologically characterized by thin
membranous projections. Dendritic cells function as
APCs for naive T lymphocytes and are important for
initiation of adaptive immune responses to protein
antigen.

Desensitization. A method of treating immediate
hypersensitivity d/sease (allergies) that involves
repetitive administration of low doses of an antigen to
which individuals are allergic. This process often
prevents severe allergic reactions on subsequent
environmental exposure to the antigen, but the mech-
anisms are not well understood.

Determinant. The specific portion of a macromolecular
antigen to which an antibody binds. In the case of a
protein antigen recognized by a T cell, the determi-
nant is the peptide portion that binds to an MHC mol-
ecule for recognition by the TCR. Synonymous with
epitope.

Determinant selection model. A model to explain
MHC-linked immune responses that was proposed
before the demonstration of peptide-MHC molecule
binding. The model states that the products of
MHC genes in each individual select which determi-
nants of protein antigens will be immunogenic in that
individual.

Diacylglycerol (DAG). A membrane-bound signaling
molecule generated by phospholipase C (plCyl)-
mediated hydrolysis of the plasma membrane phos-
pholipid phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (plpz)
during antigen activation of lymphocytes. The main
function of DAG is to activate an enz\Tne called
protein kinase C that participates in the generation of
active transcription factors.

DiGeorge's syndrome. A selective T cell deficiency
caused by a congenital malformation that results in
defective development of the thymus, parathyroid
glands, and other structures that arise from the third
and fourth pharyngeal pouches.

Direct antigen presentation (or direct allorecognition).
Presentation of cell surface allogeneic MHC molecules
by graft cells to a graft recipient's T cells that leads to
T cell activation, with no requirement for processing.
Direct recognition of foreign MHC molecules is a
cross-reaction in which a normal TCR that recognizes
a self MHC molecule plus foreign peptide cross-reacts
with an allogeneic MHC molecule plus peptide. Direct
presentation is partly responsible for strong T cell
responses to allografts.

Diversity. The existence of a large number of lympho-
cytes with different antigenic specificities in any indi-
vidual (i.e., the lymphocl'te repertoire is large and
diverse). Diversity is a fundamental property of the

adaptive immune system and is the result of variabil-
ity in the structures of the antigen-binding sites of
lymphocyte receptors for antigens (antibodies and
TCRs).

Diversity (D) segments. Short coding sequences
between the variable (V) and constant (C) gene seg-
ments in the Ig heavy chain and TCR B and yloci that
together with J segments are somatically recombined
with V segments during lymphoclte development.
The resulting recombined VDI DNA codes for the
carboxy-terminal ends of the antigen receptor V
regions, including the third hypervariable (CDR)
regions. Random use of D segments contributes to the
diversity of the antigen receptor repertoire.

DNA vaccine. A vaccine composed of a bacterial
plasmid containing a complementary DNA encoding
a protein antigen. DNA vaccines presumably work
because professional APCs are transfected in uiuo by
the plasmid and express immunogenic peptides that
elicit specific responses. Furthermore, the plasmid
DNA contains CpG nucleotides that act as potent
adjuvants. DNA vaccines may elicit strong CTL
responses.

Double-negative thymocyte. A subset of developing T
cells (thymocltes) in the thymus that express neither
CD4 nor CD8. Most double-negative thymocytes are
at an early developmental stage and do not express
antigen receptors. They will later express both CD4
and CD8 during the intermediate double-positive
stage before further maturation to single-positive T
cells expressing only CD4 or CD8.

Double-positive thymocyte. A subset of developing T
cells (thymocltes) in the thymus at an intermediate
developmental stage that express both CD4 and CD8.
Double-positive th)rmocytes also express TCRs and
are subject to selection processes, the survivors of
which mature to single-positive T cells expressing only
CD4 or CD8.

Ectoparasites. Parasites that live on the surface of an
animal, such as ticks and mites. Both the innate and
adaptive immune systems may play a role in protec-
tion against ectoparasites, often by destroying the
larval stages of these organisms.

Effector cells. The cells that perform effector functions
during an immune response, such as secreting
cytokines (e.g., helper T cells), killing microbes (e.g.,
macrophages), killing microbe-infected host cells
(e.g., CTLs), or secreting antibodies (e.g., differenti-
ated B cells).

Effector phase. The phase of an immune response, after
the recognition and activation phases, in which a
foreign antigen is actually destroyed or inactivated.
For example, in a humoral immune response, the
effector phase may be characterized by antibody-
dependent complement activation and phagocytosis
of antibody- and complement-opsonized bacteria.

Endosome. An intracellular membrane-bound vesicle
into which extracellular proteins are internalized
during antigen processing. Endosomes have an acidic
pH and contain proteolytic enzyrnes that degrade pro-
teins into peptides that bind to class II MHC mole-
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cules. A subset of class II MHC-rich endosomes, called
MIIC, play a special role in antigen processing and
presentation by the class II pathway.

Endotoxin. A component of the cell wall of gram-
negative bacteria, also called lipopolysaccharide
(LPS), that is released from dying bacteria and stimu-
lates many innate immune responses, including the
secretion of cytokines, induction of microbicidal
activities of macrophages, and expression of leukocyte
adhesion molecules on endothelium. Endotoxin con-
tains both lipid components and carbohydrate (poly-
saccharide) moieties.

Enhancer. A regulatory nucleotide sequence in a gene
that is located either upstream or downstream of the
promoter, binds transcription factors, and increases
the activity of the promoter. In cells of the immune
system, enhancers are responsible for integrating cell
surface signals that lead to induced transcription of
genes encoding many of the effector proteins of an
immune response, such as cJ,tokines.

Envelope glycoprotein (Env). A membrane glycopro-
tein encoded by a retrovirus that is expressed on the
plasma membrane of infected cells and on the host
cell-derived membrane coat of viral particles. Env
proteins are often required forviral infectivity. The Env
proteins of HIV include gp4l and gpl20, which bind
to CD4 and chemokine receptors, respectively, on
human T cells and mediate fusion of the viral and T
cell membranes.

Enz5rme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). A
method of quantifying an antigen immobilized
on a solid surface by use of a specific antibody with
a covalently coupled enzFne. The amount of anti-
body that binds the antigen is proportional to the
amount of antigen present and is determined by spec-
trophotometrically measuring the conversion of a
clear substrate to a colored product by the coupled
enzyme.

Eosinophil. A bone marrow-derived granulocyte that is
abundant in the inflammatory infiltrates of immedi-
ate hypersensitivity late-phase reactions and that con-
tributes to many of the pathologic processes in allergic
diseases. Eosinophils are important in defense against
extracellular parasites, including helminths.

Epitope. The specific portion of a macromolecular
antigen to which an antibody binds. In the case of a
protein antigen recognized by a T cell, an epitope
is the peptide portion that binds to an MHC mole-
cule for recognition by the TCR. Slrronymous with
determinant.

Epstein-Barr virus (EBV). A double-stranded DNA virus
of the herpesvirus family that is the etiologic agent of
infectious mononucleosis and is associated with some
B cell malignant tumors and nasopharyngeal carci-
noma. EBV infects B lymphocytes and some epithelial
cells by specifically binding to CR2 (CD21).

Experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis.An
animal model of autoimmune demyelinating disease
of the central nervous system (e.g., multiple sclerosis)
that is induced in rodents by immunization with com-
ponents of the myelin sheath (e.g., myelin basic

protein) of nerves, mixed with an adjuvant. The
disease is mediated in large part by cltokine-secreting
CD4* T cells specific for the myelin sheath proteins.

Extravasation. Escape of the fluid and cellular compo-
nents of blood from a blood vessel into tissues.

Fab (fragment, antigen-binding). A proteolytic frag-
ment of an IgG antibody molecule that includes one
complete light chain paired with one heary chain frag-
ment containing the variable domain and only the
first constant domain. Fab fragment retains the ability
to monovalently bind an antigen but cannot interact
with IgG Fc receptors on cells or with complement.
Therefore, Fab preparations are used in research and
therapeutic applications when antigen binding is
desired without activation of effector functions. (The

Fab' fragment retains the hinge region of the heavy
chain.)

F(ab')z fragment. A proteolltic fragment of an IgG mol-
ecule that includes two complete light chains but only
the variable domain, first constant domain, and hinge
region of the two heavy chains. F(ab')z fragments
retain the entire bivalent antigen-binding region of an
intact IgG molecule but cannot bind complement or
IgG Fc receptors. They are used in research and ther-
apeutic applications when antigen binding is desired
without antibody effector functions.

Fas (CD95). A member of the TNF receptor family that
is expressed on the surface of T cells and many other
cell types and initiates a signaling cascade leading to
apoptotic death of the cell. The death pathway is ini-
tiated when Fas binds to Fas ligand expressed on acti-
vated T cells. Fas-mediated killing of T cells, called
activation-induced cell death, is important for the
maintenance of self-tolerance. Mutations in the Fas
gene cause systemic autoimmune disease.

Fas ligand (CDgsligand). Amembrane protein that is a
member of the TNF family of proteins expressed on
activated T cells. Fas ligand binds to Fas, thereby stim-
ulating a signaling pathway leading to apoptotic cell
death of the Fas-expressing cell. Mutations in the Fas
ligand gene cause systemic autoimmune disease in
mice.

Fc (fragment, crystalline). A proteolytic fragment of
IgG that contains only the disulfide-linked carboxy-
terminal regions of the two heavy chains. Fc is also
used to describe the corresponding region ofan intact
Ig molecule that mediates effector functions by
binding to cell surface receptors or the Clq comple-
ment protein. (Fc fragments are so named because
they tend to crystallize out of solution.)

Fc receptor. A cell surface receptor specific for the
carboxy-terminal constant region of an Ig molecule.
Fc receptors are typically multichain protein com-
plexes that include signaling components and Ig-
binding components. Several types of Fc receptors
exist, including those speciflc for different IgG iso-
types, IgE, and IgA. Fc receptors mediate many of the
cell-dependent effector functions of antibodies,
including phagocytosis of antibody-bound antigens,
antigen-induced activation of mast cells, and target-
ing and activation of NK cells.
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FceRI. A high-affinity receptor for the carboxy-terminal
constant region of IgE molecules that is expressed on
mast cells and basophils. FceRI molecules on mast
cells are usually occupied by IgE, and antigen-induced
cross-linking of these IgE-FceRI complexes activates
the mast cell and initiates immediate hypersensitivity
reactions.

Fcyreceptor (F"ynl. A specific cell surface receptor for
the carboxy-terminal constant region of IgG mole-
cules. There are several different types of Fc1 recep-
tors, including a high-affinity FcyRI that mediates
phagocytosis by macrophages and neutrophils, a low-
affinity Fc1RIIB that transduces inhibitory signals in B
cells, and a low-affinity FcyRIII.A that mediates target-
ing and activation of NK cells.

First-set rejection. Allograft rejection in an individual
who has not previously received a graft or otherwise
been exposed to tissue alloantigens from the same
donor. First-set rejection usually takes about 7 to
10 days.

FK-506. An immunosuppressive drug used to prevent
allograft rejection that functions by blocking T cell
cytokine gene transcription, similar to cyclosporine.
FK-506 binds to a cytosolic protein called FK-
506-binding protein, and the resulting complex
binds to calcineurin, thereby inhibiting activation
and nuclear translocation of the transcription factor
NFAT.

Flow cytometry. A method of analysis of the phenotype
of cell populations requiring a specialized instrument
(flow cltometer) that can detect fluorescence on indi-
vidual cells in a suspension and thereby determine the
number of cells expressing the molecule to which a
fluorescent probe binds. Suspensions ofcells are incu-
bated with fluorescently labeled antibodies or other
probes, and the amount of probe bound by each cell
in the population is measured by passing the cells one
at a time through a fluorimeter with a laser-generated
incident beam.

Fluorescence-activated cell sorter (FACS). An adapta-
tion of the flow cltometer that is used for the purifi-
cation of cells from a mixed population according to
which and howmuch fluorescent probe the cells bind.
Cells are first stained with fluorescently labeled probe,
such as an antibody specific for a surface antigen of a
cell population. The cells are then passed one at a time
through a fluorimeter with a laser-generated incident
beam and are differentially deflected by electromag-
netic fields whose strength and direction are varied
according to the measured intensity of the fluores-
cence signal.

Follicle. See Lymphoid follicle.
Follicular dendritic cells. Cells found in lymphoid folli-

cles that express complement receptors, Fc receptors,
and CD40 ligand and have long cytoplasmic processes
that form a meshwork integral to the architecture of
a lymphoid follicle. Follicular dendritic cells display
antigens on their surface for B cell recognition and are
involved in the activation and selection of B cells
expressing high-affinity membrane Ig during the
process of affinity maturation.

N-Formylmethionine. An amino acid that initiates all
bacterial proteins and no mammalian proteins
(except those synthesized within mitochondria) and
serves as a signal to the innate immune system of
infection. Specific receptors for l/-formylmethionine-
containing peptides are expressed on neutrophils and
mediate activation of the neutrophils.

FoxP3. A forkhead family transcription factor expressed
by, and required for the development of, CD4* regula-
tory T cells. Mutations in FoxP3 in mice and humans
result in an absence of CD25. regulatory T cells and
multisystem autoimmune disease.

yD T cell receptor (76 TCR). A form of TCR that is distinct
from the more common aB TCR and is expressed on a
subset of T cells found mostly in epithelial barrier
tissues. Although structurally similar to the cB TCR,
the forms of antigen recognized by y6 TCRs are poorly
understood; they do not recognize peptide complexes
bound to polyrnorphic MHC molecules.

G protein-coupled receptor family. A diverse family of
receptors for hormones, lipid inflammatory media-
tors, and chemokines that use associated trimeric G
proteins for intracellular signaling.

G proteins. Proteins that bind guanyl nucleotides and
act as exchange molecules by catalyzing the replace-
ment of bound guanosine diphosphate (GDP) by
guanosine triphosphate (GTP). G proteins with bound
GTP can activate a variety of cellular enzyrnes in dif-
ferent signaling cascades. Trimeric GTP-binding pro-
teins are associated with the cytoplasmic portions of
many cell surface receptors, such as chemokine recep-
tors. Other small soluble G proteins, such as Ras and
Rac, are recruited into signaling pathways by adapter
proteins.

GATA3. A transcription factor that promotes the differ-
entiation of Tg2 cells from naive T cells.

Generative lymphoid organ. An organ in which lym-
phocytes develop from immature precursors. The
bone marrow and thl.rnus are the major generative
lymphoid organs in which B cells and T cells develop,
respectively.

Germinal center. A lightly staining region within a lym-
phoid follicle in spleen, lymph node, or mucosal lym-
phoid tissue that forms during T cell-dependent
humoral immune responses and is the site of B cell
affinity maturation.

Germline organization. The inherited arrangement of
variable, diversity, joining, and constant region gene
segments of the antigen receptor loci in nonlymphoid
cells or in immature ll.rnphocytes. In developing B or
T lymphocytes, the germline organization is modified
by somatic recombination to form functional Ig or
TCR genes.

Glomerulonephritis. Inflammation of the renal glo-
meruli, often initiated by immunopathologic mecha-
nisms such as deposition of circulating antigen-
antibody complexes in the glomerular basement
membrane or binding of antibodies to antigens
expressed in the glomerulus. The antibodies can acti-
vate complement and phagocytes, and the resulting
inflammatory response can lead to renal failure.



Graft. A tissue or organ that is removed from one site
and placed in another site, usually in a different
individual.

Graft arteriosclerosis. Occlusion of graft arteries caused
by proliferation of intimal smooth muscle cells. This
process is evident within 6 months to a year after
transplantation and is responsible for chronic rejec-
tion of vascularized organ grafts. The mechanism is
likely to be a result of a chronic immune response to
vessel wall alloantigens. Graft arteriosclerosis is also
called accelerated arteriosclerosis.

Graftrejection. Aspecific immune response to an organ
or tissue graft that leads to inflammation, damage,
and possibly graft failure.

Graft-versus-host disease. A disease occurring in bone
marrow transplant recipients that is caused by the
reaction of mature T cells in the marrow graft with
alloantigens on host cells. The disease most often
affects the skin, Iiver, and intestines.

Granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF). A
cytokine made by activated T cells, macrophages, and
endothelial cells at sites of infection that acts on bone
marrow to increase the production of and mobilize
neutrophils to replace those consumed in inflamma-
tory reactions.

Granulocyte-monocyte colony-stimulating factor (GM-
CSF). A cltokine made by activated T cells,
macrophages, endothelial cells, and stromal fibrob-
Iasts that acts on bone marrow to increase the pro-
duction of neutrophils and monocytes. GM-CSF is
also a macrophage-activating factor and promotes
the differentiation of Langerhans cells into mature
dendritic cells.

Granuloma. A nodule of inflammatory tissue com-
posed of clusters of activated macrophages and T lym-
phocytes, often with associated necrosis and fibrosis.
Granulomatous inflammation is a form of chronic
delayed-type hlryersensitivity, often in response to
persistent microbes, such as Mycobacterium tubercu-
/osis and some fungi, or in response to particulate
antigens that are not readily phagocytosed.

Granzyme. A serine protease enzyme found in the gran-
ules of CTLs and NK cells that is released by exoclto-
sis, enters target cells, and proteolytically cleaves and
activates caspases, which in turn cleave several sub-
strates and induce target cell apoptosis.

H-2 molecule. An MHC molecule in the mouse. The
mouse MHC was originally called the H-2 locus.

Haplotype. The set of MHC alleles inherited from one
parent and therefore on one chromosome.

Hapten. A small chemical that can bind to an antibody
but must be attached to a macromolecule (carrier) to
stimulate an adaptive immune response specific for
that chemical. For example, immunization with dini-
trophenol (DNP) alone will not stimulate an anti-DNP
antibody response, but immunization with a protein
with covalently bonded DNP hapten will.

Heavy chain class (isotype) switching. The process by
which a B lymphocyte changes the class, or isotype, of
the antibodies that it produces, from IgM to IgG, IgE,
or IgA, without changing the antigen specificity of the

antibody. Heavy chain class switching is regulated by
helper T cell cytokines and CD40 ligand and involves
recombination of B cell VDI segments with down-
stream healy chain gene segments.

Helminth. A parasitic worm. Helminthic infections
often elicit Ts2-regulated immune responses charac-
terized by eosinophil-rich inflammatory infiltrates
and IgE production.

Helper T cells. The functional subset of T lymphocytes
whose main effector functions are to activate
macrophages in cell-mediated immune responses
and to promote B cell antibody production in humoral
immune responses. These effector functions are
mediated by secreted cytokines and by T cell CD40
ligand binding to macrophage or B cell CD40. Most
helper T cells express the CD4 molecule.

Hematopoiesis. The development of mature blood
cells, including erythrocytes, leukocytes, and platelets,
from pluripotent stem cells in the bone marrow and
fetal liver. Hematopoiesis is regulated by several dif-
ferent cytokine growth factors produced by bone
marrow stromal cells, T cells, and other cell types.

Hematopoietic stem cell. An undifferentiated bone
marrow cell that divides continuously and gives rise to
additional stem cells and cells of multiple different lin-
eages. A hematopoietic stem cell in the bone marrow
will give rise to cells of the lymphoid, myeloid, and
erythrocytic lineage.

High endothelial venules (HEVs). Specialized venules
that are the sites of lymphoclte extravasation from the
blood into the stroma of a peripheral lymph node or
mucosal lymphoid tissue. HEVs are lined by plump
endothelial cells that protrude into the vessel lumen
and express unique adhesion molecules involved in
binding naive T cells.

Highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART). Combi-
nation chemotherapy for HIV infection consisting of
reverse transcriptase inhibitors and a viral protease
inhibitor. FIAART can reduce plasma virus titers to
below detectable levels for more than I year and slow
the progression of HIV disease.

Hinge region. A region of Ig heaqr chains between the
flrst two constant domains that can assume multiple
conformations, thereby imparting flexibility in the ori-
entation of the two antigen-binding sites. Because of
the hinge region, an antibody molecule can simulta-
neously bind two epitopes that are anywhere within a
range of distances from one another.

Histamine. A biogenic amine stored in the granules of
mast cells that is one of the important mediators of
immediate hlpersensitivity. Histamine binds to spe-
cific receptors in various tissues and causes increased
vascular permeability and contraction of bronchial
and intestinal smooth muscle.

HLA. See Human leukocyte antigens.
HIA,-DM. A peptide exchange molecule that plays a

critical role in the class II MHC pathway of antigen
presentation. HI"q.-DM is found in the specialized
MIIC endosomal compartment and facilitates re-
moval of the invariant chain-derived CLIP peptide and
the binding of other peptides to class II MHC mole-
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cules. HI-A-DM is encoded by a gene in the MHC and
is structurally similar to class II MHC molecules, but
it is not polymorphic.

Homeostasis. In the adaptive immune system, the
maintenance of a constant number and diverse reper-
toire of lymphocytes, despite the emergence of new
lymphocytes and tremendous expansion of individual
clones that may occur during responses to immu-
nogenic antigens. Homeostasis is achieved by
several regulated pathways of ll.rnphoclte death and
inactivation.

Homing receptor. Adhesion molecules expressed on
the surface of lymphocltes that are responsible for the
different pathways of lymphocye recirculation and
tissue homing. Homing receptors bind to ligands
(addressins) expressed on endothelial cells in particu-
lar vascular beds.

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). The etiologic
agent of AIDS. HIV is a retrovirus that infects a variety
of cell types, including CD4-expressing helper T cells,
macrophages, and dendritic cells, and causes chronic
progressive destruction of the immune system.

Human leukocyte antigens (HLAs). MHC molecules
expressed on the surface of human cells. Human MHC
molecules were first identified as alloantigens on the
surface of white blood cells (leukocytes) that bound
serum antibodies from individuals previously exposed
to other individuals' cells (e.g., mothers or transfusion
recipients).

Humanized antibody. A monoclonal antibody encoded
by a recombinant hybrid gene and composed of the
antigen-binding sites from a murine monoclonal
antibody and the constant region of a human anti-
body. Humanized antibodies are less likely than
mouse monoclonal antibodies to induce an anti-
antibody response in humans; they are used clinically
in the treatment of tumors and transplant rejection.

Humoral immunity. The type of adaptive immune
response mediated by antibodies produced by B lyrn-
phocytes. Humoral immunity is the principal defense
mechanism against extracellular microbes and their
toxins.

Hybridoma. A cell line derived by cell fusion, or somatic
cell hybridization, between a normal lymphocye and
an immortalized lymphocyte tumor line. B cell
hybridomas created by fusion of normal B cells of
defined antigen specificity with a myeloma cell line
are used to produce monoclonal antibodies. T cell
hybridomas created by fusion of a normal T cell of
defined specificity with a T cell tumor line are com-
monly used in research.

Hlperacute rejection. A form of allograft or xenograft
rejection that begins within minutes to hours after
transplantation and that is characterized by throm-
botic occlusion of the graft vessels. Hyperacute rejec-
tion is mediated by preexisting antibodies in the host
circulation that bind to donor endothelial antigens,
such as blood group antigens or MHC molecules, and
activate the complement system.

Hlpersensitivity diseases. Disorders caused by im-
mune responses. Hypersensitivity diseases include

autoimmune diseases, in which immune responses
are directed against self antigens, and diseases that
result from uncontrolled or excessive responses
against foreign antigens, such as microbes and aller-
gens. The tissue damage that occurs in hlpersensitiv-
ity diseases is due to the same effector mechanisms
used by the immune system to protect against
microbes.

Hypervariable loop (hlpervariable region). Short seg-
ments of about 10 amino acid residues within the vari-
able regions of antibody or TCR proteins that form
loop structures that contact antigen. Three hlpervari-
able loops, also called CDRs, are present in each anti-
body heary chain and light chain and in each TCR
chain. Most of the variability between different anti-
bodies or TCRs is located within these loops.

Idiotype. The property of a group of antibodies or TCRs
defined by their sharing a particular idiotope; that is,
antibodies that share a particular idiotope belong to
the same idiotype. Idiotypeis also used to describe the
collection of idiotopes expressed by an Ig molecule,
and it is often used synonymously with idiotope.

Idiotypic network. A network of complementary inter-
actions involving idiotypes and anti-idiotypic anti-
bodies (or T cells) that, according to the network
hypothesis, reach a steady state at which the immune
system is at homeostasis. Theoretically, when one or
a few clones of lymphocytes respond to a foreign
antigen, their idiotypes are expanded and anti-
idiotype responses are triggered that function to shut
off the antigen-specific response.

Iga and lgp. Proteins that are required for surface
expression and signaling functions of membrane Ig on
B cells. Iga and IgB pairs are disulfide linked to one
another, noncovalently associated with the cytoplas-
mic tail of membrane Ig, and form the BCR complex.
The cytoplasmic domains of Igcr and IgB contain
ITAMs that are involved in early signaling events
during antigen-induced B cell activation.

IL-l receptor antagonist (IL-lra). A natural inhibitor of
IL-l produced by mononuclear phagocytes that is
structurally homologous to IL- I and binds to the same
receptors but is biologically inactive. Attempts to use
IL-l inhibitors to reduce inflammation in diseases
such as rheumatoid arthritis are ongoing.

Immature B lymphocyte. A membrane IgM+, IgD- B
cell, recently derived from marrow precursors, that
does not proliferate or differentiate in response to
antigens but rather may undergo apoptotic death or
become functionally unresponsive. This property is
important for the negative selection of B cells that are
speciflc for self antigens present in the bone marrow

Immediate hlpersensitivity. The tlpe of immune reac-
tion responsible for allergic diseases and dependent
on IgE plus antigen-mediated stimulation of tissue
mast cells and basophils. The mast cells and basophils
release mediators that cause increased vascular per-
meability, vasodilation, bronchial and visceral smooth
muscle contraction, and local inflammation.

lmmune complex. A multimolecular complex of anti-
body molecules with bound antigen. Because each
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antibody molecule has a minimum of two antigen-
binding sites and many antigens are mutivalent,
immune complexes can vary greatly in size. Immune
complexes activate effector mechanisms of humoral
immunity, such as the classical complement pathway
and Fc receptor-mediated phagocyte activation.
Deposition of circulating immune complexes in blood
vessel walls or renal glomeruli can lead to inflamma-
tion and disease.

Immune complex disease. An inflammatory disease
caused by the deposition of antigen-antibody com-
plexes in blood vessel walls resulting in local comple-
ment activation and phagocyte recruitment. Immune
complexes may form because of overproduction of
antibodies to microbial antigens or as a result of
autoantibody production in the setting of an autoim-
mune disease such as systemic lupus erythematosus.
Immune complex deposition in the specialized capil-
lary basement membranes of renal glomeruli can
cause glomerulonephritis and impair renal function.
Systemic deposition of immune complexes in arterial
walls can cause thrombosis and ischemic damage to
various organs.

Immune deviation. The conversion of a T cell response
associated with one set of cytokines, such as Tnl
cytokines that stimulate cell-mediated immunity, to a
response associated with other cytokines, such as Ts2
cytokines that stimulate the production of selected
antibody isotypes.

Immune inflammation. Inflammation that is a result of
an adaptive immune response to antigen. The cellular
infiltrate at the inflammatory site may include cells of
the innate immune system such as neutrophils and
macrophages, which are recruited as a result of the
actions of T cell cltokines.

Immune response. A collective and coordinated
response to the introduction of foreign substances in
an individual mediated by the cells and molecules of
the immune system.

Immune response (Ir) genes. Originally defined as
genes in inbred strains of rodents that were inherited
in a dominant mendelian manner and that controlled
the ability of the animals to make antibodies against
simple synthetic polypeptides. We now know that Ir
genes are polymorphic MHC genes that encode
peptide-binding molecules required for the activation
of T ll.rnphocytes and are therefore also required for
helperT cell-dependent B cell (antibody) responses to
protein antigens.

Immune surveillance. The concept that a physiologic
function of the immune system is to recognize and
destroy clones of transformed cells before they grow
into tumors and to kill tumors after they are formed.
The term immune surueillance is sometimes used in a
general sense to describe the function of T lympho-
cytes to detect and destroy any cell, not necessarily a
tumor cell, that is expressing foreign (e.g., microbial)
antigens.

Immune system. The molecules, cells, tissues, and
organs that collectively function to provide immunity,
or protection, against foreign organisms.

Immunity. Protection against disease, usually infec-
tious disease, mediated by a collection of molecules,
cells, and tissues collectively called the immune
system. In a broader sense, immunity refers to the
ability to respond to foreign substances, including
microbes or molecules.

Immunoblot. An analytical technique in which anti-
bodies are used to detect the presence of an antigen
bound to (i.e., blotted on) a solid matrix such as filter
paper (also knovrm as aWestern blot).

Immunodominant epitope. A linear amino acid
sequence of a multideterminant protein antigen for
which most of the responding T cells in any individual
are specific. Immunodominant epitopes correspond
to the peptides proteolytically generated within APCs
that bind most avidly to MHC molecules and are most
likely to stimulate T cells.

Immunofluorescence. A technique in which a molecule
is detected by use of an antibody labeled with a fluo-
rescent probe. For example, in immunofluorescence
microscopy, cells that express a particular surface
antigen can be stained with a fluorescein-conjugated
antibody specific for the antigen and then visualized
with a fluorescent microscope.

Immunogen. An antigen that induces an immune
response. Not all antigens are immunogens. For
example, small molecularweight compounds may not
stimulate an immune response unless they are linked
to macromolecules.

Immunoglobulin (Ig). Synonymous with antibody (see
Antibody).

Immunoglobulin domain. A three-dimensional globu-
lar structural motif found in many proteins in the
immune system, including Igs, TCRs, and MHC mole-
cules. Ig domains are about 110 amino acid residues
in length, include an internal disulfide bond, and
contain two layers of B-pleated sheets, each layer
composed of three to five strands of antiparallel
polypeptide chain. Ig domains are classified as V-like
or C-like on the basis of closest homology to either the
IgV or C domains.

Immunoglobulin heavy chain. One of two types of
polypeptide chains in an antibody molecule. The
basic structural unit of an antibody includes two iden-
tical, disulfide-linked heavy chains and two identical
light chains. Each heavy chain is composed of a vari-
able (V) Ig domain and three or four constant (C) Ig
domains. The different antibody isotypes, including
IgM, IgD, IgG, IgA, and IgE, are distinguished by struc-
tural differences in their heavy chain constant regions.
The heavy chain constant regions also mediate effec-
tor functions, such as complement activation or
engagement of phagocltes.

Immunoglobulin light chain. One of two types of
polypeptide chains in an antibody molecule. The
basic structural unit of an antibody includes two iden-
tical light chains, each disulfide linked to one of two
identical heavy chains. Each light chain is composed
of one variable (V) Ig domain and one constant (C) Ig
domain. There are two light chain isotypes, called r
and 1", both functionally identical. About 60Vo of
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human antibodies have r light chains and 4OTo have l,
light chains.

Immunoglobulin superfamily. A large family of pro-
teins that contain a globular structural motif called an
Ig domain, or Ig fold, originally described in antibod-
ies. Many proteins of importance in the immune
system, including antibodies, TCRs, MHC molecules,
CD4, and CDB, are members of this superfamily.

Immunohistochemistry. A technique to detect the
presence of an antigen in histologic tissue sections by
use of an enz)ryne-coupled antibody that is specific for
the antigen. The enzyme converts a colorless substrate
to a colored insoluble substance that precipitates at
the site where the antibody and thus the antigen are
localized. The position of the colored precipitate, and
therefore the antigen, in the tissue section is observed
by conventional light microscopy. Immunohisto-
chemistry is a routine technique in diagnostic pathol-
ogy and various fields of research.

Immunological tolerance. See Tolerance.
Immunologically privileged site. A site in the body that

is inaccessible to or constitutively suppresses immune
responses. The anterior chamber of the eye, the testes,
and the brain are examples of immunologically privi-
leged sites.

Immunoperoxidase technique. A common immuno-
histochemical technique in which a horseradish
peroxidase-coupled antibody is used to identifu the
presence of an antigen in a tissue section. The perox-
idase enzyme converts a colorless substrate to an
insoluble brorrrm product that is observable by light
mlcroscopy.

Immunoprecipitation. A technique for the isolation of
a molecule from a solution by binding it to an anti-
body and then rendering the antigen-antibody
complex insoluble, either by precipitation with a
second anti-antibody or by coupling the first antibody
to an insoluble particle or bead.

Immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif
flTAM). A conserved motif composed of two copies of
the sequence tyrosine-X-X-leucine (where X is an
unspecified amino acid) found in the cytoplasmic tails
of various membrane proteins in the immune system
that are involved in signal transduction. ITAMs are
present in the ( and CD3 proteins of the TCR complex,
in Igu and IgB proteins in the BCR complex, and
in several Ig Fc receptors. \dhen these receptors
bind their ligands, the tyrosine residues of the
ITAMs become phosphorylated and form docking
sites for other molecules involved in propagating cell-
activating signal transduction pathways.

Immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibition motif
(ITIM). A six-amino acid (isoleucine-X-tyrosine-X-X-
leucine) motif found in the cltoplasmic tails of various
inhibitory receptors in the immune system, including
FcyRIIB on B cells and killer cell lg-like receptors (KIR)
on NK cells. \Mhen these receptors bind their ligands,
the ITIMs become phosphorylated on their tyrosine
residue and form a docking site for protein tyrosine
phosphatases, which in turn function to inhibit other
signal transduction pathways.

Immunosuppression. Inhibition of one or more com-
ponents of the adaptive or innate immune system as
a result of an underlying disease or intentionally
induced by drugs for the purpose of preventing
or treating graft rejection or autoimmune disease.
A commonly used immunosuppressive drug is
cyclosporine, which blocks T cell cltokine production.

Immunotherapy. The treatment of a disease with ther-
apeutic agents that promote or inhibit immune
responses. Cancer immunotherapy, for example,
involves promoting active immune responses to
tumor antigens or administering anti-tumor antibod-
ies or T cells to establish passive immunity.

Immunotoxins. Reagents that may be used in the treat-
ment of cancer and consist of covalent conjugates of
a potent cellular toxin, such as ricin or diphtheria
toxin, with antibodies specific for antigens expressed
on the surface of tumor cells. It is hoped that such
reagents can specifically target and kill tumor cells
without damaging normal cells, but safe and effective
immunotoxins have yet to be developed.

Inbred mouse strain. A strain of mice created by repe-
titive mating of siblings that is characterized by
homozygosity at every genetic locus. Every mouse of
an inbred strain is genetically identical (syngeneic) to
every other mouse of the same strain.

Indirect antigen presentation (or indirect allorecogni-
tion). In transplantation immunology, a pathway of
presentation of donor (allogeneic) MHC molecules by
recipient APCs that involves the same mechanisms
used to present microbial proteins. The allogeneic
MHC proteins are processed by recipient professional
APCs, and peptides derived from the allogeneic MHC
molecules are presented, in association with recipient
(self) MHC molecules, to host T cells. In contrast
to indirect antigen presentation, direct antigen pre-
sentation involves recipient T cell recognition of
unprocessed allogeneic MHC molecules on the
surface of graft cells.

Inflammation. A complex reaction of vascularized
tissue to infection, toxin exposure, or cell injury which
involves extravascular accumulation of plasma pro-
teins and leukocytes. Acute inflammation is a
common result of innate immune responses, and local
adaptive immune responses can also promote inflam-
mation. Although inflammation serves a protective
function in controlling infections and promoting
tissue repair, it can also cause tissue damage and
disease.

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). A group of disor-
ders, including ulcerative colitis and Crohn's disease,
characterized by chronic inflammation in the gas-
trointestinal tract. The etiology of IBD is not knor,rm,
but some evidence indicates that immune mecha-
nisms may be involved. IBD develops in gene knock-
out mice lacking IL-2,lL-I}, or the TCR cx chain.

Innate immunity. Protection against infection that
relies on mechanisms that exist before infection, are
capable of a rapid response to microbes, and react in
essentially the same way to repeated infections. The
innate immune system includes epithelial barriers,



phagocytic cells (neutrophils, macrophages), NK cells,
the complement system, and cytokines, largely made
by mononuclear phagocytes, that regulate and coor-
dinate many of the activities of the cells of innate
immunity.

Inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate (IP3). A cytoplasmic signal-
ing molecule generated by phospholipase C (PLCyl)-
mediated hydrolysis of the plasma membrane
phospholipid PIP, during antigen activation of lym-
phocytes. The main function of IP3 is to stimulate
the release of intracellular stores of calcium from
membrane-bound compartments such as the endo-
plasmic reticulum.

Insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus. A disease charac-
terized by a lack of insulin that leads to various meta-
bolic and vascular abnormalities. The insulin
deficiency results from autoimmune destruction of
the insulin-producing B cells of the islets of Langer-
hans in the pancreas, usually during childhood. CD4.
and CD8t T cells, antibodies, and cltokines have been
implicated in the islet cell damage. Also called tlpe I
diabetes mellitus.

Integrins. Heterodimeric cell surface proteins whose
major functions are to mediate the adhesion of leuko-
cytes to other leukocytes, endothelial cells, and extra-
cellular matrix proteins. Integrins are important for T
cell interactions with APCs and for migration of leuko-
cltes from blood into tissues. The ligand-binding
affinity of the integrins can be regulated by various
stimuli, and the cytoplasmic domains of integrins
bind to the cytoskeleton. There are two main subfam-
ilies of integrins; the members of each family express
a conserved B chain (Fr, or CD29, and B2, or CDIB)
associated with different cr chains. VIA-4 (verv late
activation protein-4) is a B1 integrin expressed on T
cells, and LFA-f (leukoclte function-associated
antigen-l) is a B2 integrin expressed on T cells and
phagocytes.

Interferon-y GFN-!. A cytokine produced byT lympho-
cytes and NK cells whose principal function is to acti-
vate macrophages in both innate immune responses
and adaptive cell-mediated immune responses. (IFN-
y is also called immune or tlpe II interferon.)

Interleukin (IL). Another name for a cltokine origi-
nally used to describe a cytokine made by leuko-
cltes that acts on leukocltes. The term is now
generally used with a numerical suffix to designate a
structurally defined cytokine regardless ofits source or
target.

Interleukin-l ([-1). A cytokine produced mainly by
activated mononuclear phagocltes whose principal
function is to mediate host inflammatory responses in
innate immunity. The two forms of IL-l (a and F) bind
to the same receptors and have identical biologic
effects, including induction of endothelial cell adhe-
sion molecules, stimulation of chemokine production
by endothelial cells and macrophages, stimulation of
the synthesis of acute-phase reactants by the liver, and
fever.

Interleukin-z (lL-z). A cytokine produced by antigen-
activated T cells that acts in an autocrine manner to

stimulate T cell proliferation and also potentiates the
apoptotic cell death of antigen-activated T cells. Thus,
IL-2 is required for both the induction and self-
regulation of T cell-mediated immune responses.
IL-2 also stimulates the proliferation and effector
functions of NK cells and B cells.

Interleukin-3 (IL-3). A cytokine produced by CD4- T
cells that promotes the expansion of immature
marrow progenitors of all knourn mature blood cell
types. IL-3 is also knor,rrn as multilineage colony-
stimulating factor.

Interleukin- 4 (lL-4). A cytokine produced mainly by the
Tg2 subset of CD4* helper T cells whose functions
include induction of differentiation of Ts2 cells from
naive CD4* precursors, stimulation of IgE production
by B cells, and suppression of IFN-y-dependent
macrophage functions.

Interleukin-s (IL-s). A cltokine produced by CD4'Ts2
cells and activated mast cells that stimulates the
growth and differentiation of eosinophils and acti-
vates mature eosinophils.

Interleukin-G (IL-6). A cytokine produced by many cell
types, including activated mononuclear phagocytes,
endothelial cells, and fibroblasts, that functions in
both innate and adaptive immunity. IL-6 stimulates
the synthesis of acute-phase proteins by hepatocltes
as well as the growth of antibody-producing B
lymphocltes.

Interleukin-7 (IL-7). A cytokine secreted by bone
marrow stromal cells that stimulates survival and
expansion of immature, but lineage-committed, pre-
cursors of B and T lymphocltes.

Interleukin-f0 ([-10). A cytokine produced by acti-
vated macrophages and some helper T cells whose
major function is to inhibit activated macrophages
and therefore to maintain homeostatic control of
innate and cell-mediated immune reactions.

Interleukin-I2 (IL-f2). A cltokine produced by
mononuclear phagocytes and dendritic cells that
serves as a mediator of the innate immune response
to intracellular microbes and is a key inducer of cell-
mediated immune responses to these microbes. IL-12
activates NK cells, promotes IFN-y production by NK
cells and T cells, enhances the cltolytic activity of
NK cells and CTLs, and promotes the development of
Tsl cells.

Interleukin-15 ([-15). A cltokine produced by
mononuclear phagocytes and other cells in response
to viral infections whose principal function is to stim-
ulate the proliferation of NK cells. It is structurally
similar to lL-z.

Interleukin-17 (lL-17). A family of structurally related
pro-inflammatory cytokines, some of which cause
tissue damage in autoimmune disease, and others
which protect against bacterial infections. lL-I7-
producing CD4* effector T cells are a distinct lineage
from Tsl or Tn2 cells, called Ts17.

Interleukin-18 (IL-f8). A cytokine produced by
macrophages in response to LPS and other microbial
products that functions together with IL-12 as an
inducer of cell-mediated immunity. IL-18 synergizes
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with IL-12 in stimulating the production of IFN-y by
NK cells and T cells. IL-18 is structurally homologous
to but functionally different from IL-1.

Intracellular bacterium. A bacterium that survives or
replicates within cells, usually in endosomes. The
principal defense against intracellular bacteria, such
as Mycobacterium tuberculosis, is cell-mediated
immunity.

Intraepidermal lymphocytes. T lymphocytes found
within the epidermal layer of the skin. In the mouse,
most of the intraepidermal T cells express the y6 form
of TCR (see Intraepithelial T lymphocytes).

Intraepithelial T lymphocytes. T lymphocytes present
in the epidermis of the skin and in mucosal epithelia
that typically express a limited diversity of antigen
receptors. Some of these lymphocltes may recognize
microbial products, such as glycolipids, associated
with nonpolymorphic class I MHC-like molecules.
Intraepithelial T lymphocytes may be considered
effector cells of innate immunity and function in host
defense by secreting cl.tokines and activating phago-
cltes and by killing infected cells.

Invariant chain (I,). A nonpolymorphic protein that
binds to newly syethesized class II MHC molecules in
the endoplasmic reticulum. The invariant chain pre-
vents loading of the class II MHC peptide-binding
cleft with peptides present in the endoplasmic reticu-
Ium, and such peptides are left to associate with class
I molecules. The invariant chain also promotes folding
and assembly of class II molecules and directs newly
formed class II molecules to the specialized endoso-
mal MIIC compartment, where peptide loading takes
place.

Isotype. One of five types of antibodies, determined by
which of five different forms of hea'"y chain are
present. Antibody isotypes include IgM, IgD, IgG, IgA,
and IgE, and each isotype performs a different set of
effector functions. Additional structural variations
characterize distinct subtypes of IgG and IgA.

J chain. A small polypeptide that is disulfide bonded to
the tail pieces of multimeric IgM and IgA antibodies.

IAK/STAI signaling pathway. A signaling pathway initi-
ated by cytokine binding to type I and type II cltokine
receptors. This pathway sequentially involves activa-
tion of receptor-associated Janus kinase (IAK) tyrosine
kinases, JAK-mediated ty'rosine phosphorylation of
the cytoplasmic tails of cytokine receptors, docking of
signal transducers and activators of transcription
(STAIs) to the phosphorylated receptor chains, IAK-
mediated tyrosine phosphorylation of the associated
STATs, dimerization and nuclear translocation of the
STAIS, and STAI binding to regulatory regions of
target genes causing transcriptional activation of
those genes.

Ianus kinases (JAK kinases). A family of tyrosine
kinases that associate with the cltoplasmic tails of
several different cltokine receptors, including the
receptors for lL-2, IL-4, IFN-X IL-12, and others. In
response to cytokine binding and receptor dimeriza-
tion, IAKs phosphorylate the cytokine receptors to
permit the binding of STAIs, and then the fAKs phos-

phorylate and thereby activate the STAIs. Different IAK
kinases associate with different cltokine receptors.

foining (f) segments. Short coding sequences, between
the variable (V) and constant (C) gene segments in all
the Ig and TCR loci, that together with D segments are
somatically recombined withV segments during lym-
phocyte development. The resulting recombined VDJ
DNA codes for the carboxy-terminal ends of the
antigen receptor V regions, including the third hlper-
variable (CDR) regions. Random use of different J seg-
ments contributes to the diversity of the antigen
receptor repertoire.

Iunctional diversity. The diversity in antibody and TCR
repertoires that is attributed to the random addition
or removal of nucleotide sequences at junctions
betweenV D, and I gene segments.

Kaposi's sarcoma. A malignant tumor of vascular cells
that frequently arises in patients with AIDS. Kaposi's
sarcoma is associated with infection by the Kaposi's
sarcoma-associated herpesvirus (human herpesvirus
8 ) .

Killer lg-like receptors (KIRs). Ig superfamily receptors
expressed by NK cells that recognize different alleles
of HLA-A, HIA-B, and HLA-C molecules. Some KIRs
have signaling components with ITIMs in their cyto-
plasmic tails, and these deliver inhibitory signals to
inactivate the NK cells. Some members of the KIR
familyhave short cytoplasmic tails without ITIMs, but
associate with other ITAM-containing polypeptides
and function as activating receptors.

Knockout mouse. A mouse with a targeted disruption
of one or more genes that is created by homologous
recombination techniques. Knockout mice lacking
functional genes encoding cltokines, cell surface
receptors, signaling molecules, and transcription
factors have provided extensive information about the
roles of these molecules in the immune system.

Langerhans cells. Immature dendritic cells found as a
continuous meshwork in the epidermal layer of the
skin whose major function is to trap and transport
protein antigens to draining lymph nodes. During
their migration to the lymph nodes, Langerhans cells
mature into ll.rnph node dendritic cells, which can
efficiently present antigen to naive T cells.

Large granular lymphocyte. Another name for an NK
cell based on the morphologic appearance of this cell
type in the blood.

Late-phase reaction. A component of the immediate
hlpersensitivity reaction that ensues 2 to 4 hours after
mast cell and basophil degranulation and that is char-
acterized by an inflammatory infiltrate of eosinophils,
basophils, neutrophils, and lymphocytes. Repeated
bouts of this late-phase inflammatory reaction can
cause tissue damage.

Lck. An Src family nonreceptor tyrosine kinase that
noncovalently associates with the cltoplasmic tails of
CD4 and CD8 molecules in T cells and is involved in
the early signaling events of antigen-induced T cell
activation. Lck mediates Wrosine phosphorylation of
the cytoplasmic tails of CD3 and ( proteins of the TCR
complex.



Lectin pathway of complement activation. A pathway
of complement activation triggered, in the absence of
antibody, by the binding of microbial polysaccharides
to circulating lectins such as MBL. MBL is structurally
similar to Clq and activates the Clr-Cls enzyme
complex (like Clq) or activates another serine
esterase, called mannose-binding protein-associated
serine esterase. The remaining steps of the lectin
pathway, beginning with cleavage of C4, are the same
as the classical pathway.

Leishmanin An obligate intracellular protozoan para-
site that infects macrophages and can cause a chronic
inflammatory disease involving many tissues. Leish-
mania infection in mice has served as a model system
for study of the effector functions of several cltokines
and the helper T cell subsets that produce them. Tgl
responses to Leishmania major and associated IFN-y
production control infection, whereas Ts2 responses
with IL-4 production lead to disseminated lethal
disease.

Lethal hit. A term used to describe the events that result
in irreversible damage to a target cell when a CTL
binds to it. The lethal hit includes CTL granule exo-
cytosis, perforin poll'rnerization in the target cell
membrane, and entry of calcium ions and apoptosis-
inducing enzyrnes (granzymes) into the target cell
cyoplasm.

Leukemia. A malignant disease of bone marrow pre-
cursors of blood cells in which large numbers of
Ieukemic cells usually occupy the bone marrow and
often circulate in the blood stream. Lymphocytic
leukemias are derived from B or T cell precursors,
myelogenous leukemias are derived from granulocyte
or monoclte precursors, and erythroid leukemias are
derived from red blood cell precursors.

Leukocyte adhesion deficiency (I-AD). One of a rare
group of immunodeflciency diseases with infectious
complications that is caused by defective expression
of the leukocyte adhesion molecules required for
tissue recruitment of phagocl'tes and lymphocytes.
I"q.D-l is due to mutations in the gene encoding the
CD18 protein, which is part of p, integrins. LAD-2 is
caused by mutations in a gene that encodes a fucose
transporter involved in the synthesis of leukocyte
ligands for endothelial selectins.

Leukotrienes. A class of arachidonic acid-derived lipid
inflammatory mediators produced by the lipoxyge-
nase pathway in many cell types. Mast cells make
abundant leukotriene C4 (LIC4) and its degradation
products LID' and LIE^, which bind to specific recep-
tors on smooth muscle cells and cause prolonged
bronchoconstriction. Leukotrienes contribute to the
pathologic processes of bronchial asthma. Collec-
tively, LICa, LID+, and LIE4 constitute what was once
called slow-reacting substance of anaphylaxis.

Lipopolysaccharide. SFronl,rnous with endotoxin.
Live viral vaccine. A vaccine composed of a live but

nonpathogenic (attenuated) form of a virus. Attenu-
ated viruses carry mutations that interfere with the
viral life cycle or pathogenesis. Because live virus vac-
cines actually infect the recipient cells, they can effec-
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tively stimulate immune responses, such as the CTL
response, that are optimal for protecting against wild-
type viral infection. A commonly used live virus
vaccine is the Sabin poliovirus vaccine, and there is
much interest in development of an attenuated live
virus vaccine to protect against HIV infection.

LMP-2 and LMP-7. Two catalytic subunits of the pro-
teasome, the organelle that degrades cltosolic pro-
teins into peptides in the class I MHC pathway of
antigen presentation. LMP-2 and LMP-7 are encoded
by genes in the MHC, are up-regulated by IFN-y, and
are particularly important for generating class I MHC-
binding peptides.

Lymph node. Small nodular, encapsulated aggregates
of lymphoclte-rich tissue situated along lymphatic
channels throughout the body where adaptive
immune responses to lymph-borne antigens are
initiated.

Lymphatic system. A system of vessels throughout the
body that collects tissue fluid called lymph, originally
derived from the blood, and returns it, through the
thoracic duct, to the circulation. Lymph nodes are
interspersed along these vessels and trap and retain
antigens present in the lymPh.

Lymphocyte homing. The directed migration of
subsets of circulating lymphocytes into particular
tissue sites. Lymphocyte homing is regulated by the
selective expression of adhesion molecules, called
homing receptors, on the lymphocytes and the tissue-
specific expression of endothelial ligands for these
homing receptors, called addressins, in different vas-
cular beds. For example, some T lymphocltes prefer-
entially home to intestinal lymphoid tissue (e.g.,

Peyer's patches), and this directed migration is regu-
lated by binding of the VLA-4 integrin on the T cells to
the MadCAM addressin on Peyer's patch endothelium.

Lymphocyte maturation. The process by which
pluripotent bone marrow precursor cells develop into
mature, antigen receptor-expressing naive B orT lyrn-
phocltes that populate peripheral lymphoid tissues.
This process takes place in the specialized environ-
ments of the bone marrow (for B cells) and the thymus
(for T cells).

Lymphocyte migration. The movement of l1'rnphocltes
from the blood stream into peripheral tissues.

Lymphocyte recirculation. The continuous movement
of lymphocytes through the blood stream and lym-
phatics, between the lymph nodes or spleen, and, if
activated, to peripheral inflammatory sites.

Lymphocyte repertoire. The complete collection of
antigen receptors and therefore antigen specifici-
ties expressed by the B and T lymphocltes of an
individual.

Lymphoid follicle. A B cell-rich region of a lymph node
or the spleen that is the site of antigen-induced B cell
proliferation and differentiation. In T cell-dependent
B cell responses to protein antigens, a germinal center
forms within the follicles.

Lymphokine. An old name for a cytokine (soluble

protein mediator of immune responses) produced by
l1'rnphocytes.
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Lymphokine-activated killer (LAK) cells. NK cells with
enhanced cytolytic activity for tumor cells as a result
of exposure to high doses of IL-2. LAK cells generated
in uitro have been adoptively transferred back into
patients with cancer to treat their tumors.

Lymphoma. A malignant tumor of B or T lyrnphocltes
usually arising in and spreading between lyrnphoid
tissues but that may spread to other tissues. Lym-
phomas often express phenotypic characteristics of
the normal lymphocytes from which they were
derived.

Lymphotoxin (LT, TNF-p). A cytokine produced by T
cells that is homologous to and binds to the same
receptors as TNE Like TNB LI has proinflammatory
effects, including endothelial and neutrophil activa-
tion. LI is also critical for the normal development of
lymphoid organs.

Lysosome. A membrane-bound, acidic organelle abun-
dant in phagocltic cells that contains proteolytic
enzyrnes that degrade proteins derived both from the
extracellular environment and from within the cell.
Lysosomes are involved in the class II MHC pathway
of antigen processing.

M cells. Specialized epithelial cells overlying Peyer's
patches in the gut that play a role in delivering anti-
gens to Peyer's patches.

Macrophage. A tissue-based phagocytic cell derived
from blood monocytes that plays important roles in
innate and adaptive immune responses. Macrophages
are activated by microbial products such as endotoxin
and by T cell cytokines such as IFN-1. Activated
macrophages phagocytose and kill microorganisms,
secrete proinflammatory cytokines, and present anti-
gens to helper T cells. Macrophages may assume
different morphologic forms in different tissues,
including the microglia of the central nervous system,
Kupffer cells in the liver, alveolar macrophages in the
lung, and osteoclasts in bone.

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC). A large
genetic locus (on human chromosome 6 and mouse
chromosome 17) that includes the highly poll'rnor-
phic genes encoding the peptide-binding molecules
recognized by T lgnphocytes. The MHC locus also
includes genes encoding cytokines, molecules
involved in antigen processing, and complement
proteins.

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecule. A
heterodimeric membrane protein encoded in the
MHC locus that serves as a peptide display molecule
for recognition byT lymphocytes. TWo structurally dis-
tinct types of MHC molecules exist. Class I MHC mol-
ecules are present on most nucleated cells, bind
peptides derived from cytosolic proteins, and are rec-
ognized by CD8. T cells. Class II MHC molecules are
restricted largely to professional APCs, bind peptides
derived from endocytosed proteins, and are recog-
nized by CD4. T cells.

Mannose receptor. A carbohydrate-binding receptor
(lectin) expressed by macrophages that binds man-
nose and fucose residues on microbial cell walls and
mediates phagocltosis of the organisms.

Mannose-binding lectin (MBL). A plasma protein that
binds to mannose residues on bacterial cell walls and
acts as an opsonin by promoting phagocltosis of the
bacterium by macrophages. Macrophages express a
surface receptor for Clq that can also bind MBL and
mediate uptake of the opsonized organisms.

Marginal zone. A peripheral region of splenic lymphoid
follicles containing macrophages that are particularly
efficient at trapping polysaccharide antigens. Such
antigens may persist for prolonged periods on the sur-
faces of marginal zone macrophages, where they are
recognized by specific B cells, or they may be trans-
ported into follicles.

Marginal zone B lymphocytes. A subset of B lyrnpho-
c1tes, found exclusively in the marginal zone of the
spleen, which respond rapidly to blood borne micro-
bial antigens by producing IgM antibodies with
limited diversity.

Mast cell. The major effector cell of immediate hyper-
sensitivity (allergic) reactions. Mast cells are derived
from the marrow reside in most tissues adjacent to
blood vessels, express a high-afflnity Fc receptor for
IgE, and contain numerous mediator-filled granules.
Antigen-induced cross-linking of IgE bound to the
mast cell Fc receptors causes release of their granule
contents as well as new synthesis and secretion of
other mediators, leading to an immediate hypersensi-
tivity reaction.

Mature B cell. IgM- and IgD-expressing, functionally
competent naive B cells that represent the final stage
of B cell maturation in the bone marrow and that pop-
ulate peripheral lymphoid organs.

Membrane attack complex (MAC). A lytic complex of
the terminal components of the complement cascade,
including multiple copies of C9, that forms in the
membranes of target cells. The MAC causes lethal
ionic and osmotic changes in cells.

Memory. The property of the adaptive immune system
to respond more rapidly, with greater magnitude, and
more effectively to a repeated exposure to an antigen,
compared with the response to the first exposure.

Memorylymphocytes. B orT lymphocytes that mediate
rapid and enhanced (i.e., memory or recall) responses
to second and subsequent exposures to antigens.
Memory B and T cells are produced by antigen stimu-
lation of naive lymphocltes and survive in a function-
ally quiescent state for many years after the antigen is
eliminated.

MHC class II (MIIC) compartment. A subset of endo-
somes (membrane-bound vesicles involved in cell
trafficking pathways) found in macrophages and
human B cells that are important in the class II MHC
pathway of antigen presentation. The MIIC contains
all the components required for formation of
peptide-class II MHC molecule complexes, including
the enzymes that degrade protein antigens, class II
molecules, invariant chain, and HIA-DM.

MHC restriction. The characteristic of T lyrnphocytes
that they recognize a foreign peptide antigen only
when it is bound to a particular allelic form of an MHC
molecule.



MHC-tetramer. A reagent used to identify and enumer-
ate T cells that specifically recognize a particular
MHC-peptide complex. The reagent consists of
four recombinant, biotinylated MHC molecules
(usually class I) bound to a fluorochrome-labeled
avidin molecule and loaded with a peptide. T cells that
bind the MHC-tetramer can be detected by flow
cltometry.

Mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase cascade. A
signal transduction cascade initiated by the active
form of the Ras protein and involving the sequential
activation of three serine/threonine kinases, the last
one being MAP kinase. MAP kinase in turn phospho-

rylates and activates other enzymes or transcription
factors. The MAP kinase pathway is one of several
signal pathways activated by antigen binding to the
TCR.

Mixed leukocyte reaction (MLR). lyn in uitro reaction of
alloreactive T cells from one individual against MHC
antigens on blood cells from another individual. The
MLR involves proliferation of and cytokine secretion
by both CD4* and CD8* T cells and is used as a screen-
ing test to assess the compatibility of a potential graft
recipient with a potential donor.

Molecular mimicry. A postulated mechanism of
autoimmunity triggered by infection with a microbe
containing antigens that cross-react with self anti-
gens. Immune responses to the microbe result in reac-
tions against self tissues.

Monoclonal antibody. An antibody that is specific for
one antigen and is produced by a B cell hybridoma
(a cell line derived by the fusion of a single normal B
cell and an immortal B cell tumor line). Monoclonal
antibodies are widely used in research and clinical
diagnosis and therapy.

Monocyte. A tlpe of bone marrow-derived circu-
lating blood cell that is the precursor of tissue
macrophages. Monocytes are actively recruited into
inflammatory sites, where they differentiate into
macrophages.

Monocyte colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF). A
cytokine made by activated T cells, macrophages,
endothelial cells, and stromal fibroblasts that stimu-
lates the production of monocltes from bone marrow
precursor cells.

Monokine. An old name for a cltokine produced by
mononuclear phagocltes.

Mononuclear phagocytes. Cells with a common bone
marrow lineage whose primary function is phagocy-
tosis. These cells function as accessory cells in the
recognition and activation phases of adaptive
immune responses and as effector cells in innate and
adaptive immunity. Mononuclear phagoc)'tes circu-
late in the blood in an incompletely differentiated
form called monocytes, and once they settle in tissues,
they mature into macrophages.

Mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue. Lymphocytes and
accessory cells within the mucosa of the gastrointesti-
nal and respiratory tracts that are sites of adaptive
immune responses to environmental antigens.
Mucosa-associated lymphoid tissues include intra-

epithelial lymphocytes, mainly T cells, and organized
collections of lymphocytes, often rich in B cells, below
mucosal epithelia, such as Peyer's patches in the gut
or pha4mgeal tonsils.

Mucosal immune system. A part of the immune system
that responds to and protects against microbes that
enter the body through mucosal surfaces, such as the
gastrointestinal and respiratory tracts. The mucosal
immune system is composed of mucosa-associated
l1'rnphoid tissues, which are collections of lympho-
cytes and accessory cells in the epithelia and lamina
propria of mucosal surfaces.

Multiple myeloma. A malignant tumor of antibody-
producing B cells that often secretes Igs or parts oflg
molecules. The monoclonal antibodies produced by
multiple myelomas were critical for early biochemical
analyses of antibody structure.

Mycobacterium. A genus of aerobic bacteria, many
species of which can survive within phagocytes and
cause disease. The principal host defense against
mycobacteria such as Mycobacterium tuberculosls is
cell-mediated immunity.

N nucleotides. The name given to nucleotides ran-
domly added to the junctions between! D, and I gene
segments in Ig or TCR genes during lymphocyte devel-
opment. The addition of up to 20 of these nucleotides,
which is mediated by the enzyme terminal deoxyri-
bonucleotidyl transferase, contributes to the diversity
of the antibody and TCR repertoires.

Naive lymphocyte. A mature B or T lyrnphocyte that has
not previously encountered antigen, nor is it the
progeny of an antigen-stimulated mature lymphocyte.
\Mhen naive lymphocytes are stimulated by antigen,
they differentiate into effector lymphocytes, such as
antibody-secreting B cells or helper T cells and CTLs.
Naive lymphoc)'tes have surface markers and recircu-
lation patterns that are distinct from those of previ-
ously activated lymphocytes. ("Naive" also refers to an
unimmunized individual.)

Natural antibodies. IgM antibodies, largely produced
by B-1 cells, specific for bacteria that are common in
the environment and gastrointestinal tract. Normal
individuals contain natural antibodies without any
evidence of infection, and these antibodies serve as a
preformed defense mechanism against microbes that
succeed in penetrating epithelial barriers. Some of
these antibodies cross-react with ABO blood group
antigens and are responsible for transfusion reactions.

Natural killer (NIO cells. A subset of bone
marrow-derived lymphocl'tes, distinct from B or T
cells, that function in innate immune responses to kill
microbe-infected cells by direct lltic mechanisms and
by secreting IFN-Y. NK cells do not express clonally
distributed antigen receptors like Ig receptors or TCRs,
and their activation is regulated by a combination of
cell surface stimulatory and inhibitory receptors, the
latter recognizing self MHC molecules.

Natural killer T cells (NKT cells). A numerically small
subset of lymphocytes that express surface molecules
characteristic of both NK cells and T cells. They
express crB T cell antigen receptors with very little
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diversity, and perform various effector functions
typical of helper T cells. NKT cells are considered as
part of both adaptive and innate immune systems.
Some NKT cells recognize lipid antigens presented by
CDI molecules.

Negative selection. The process by which developing
lymphocytes that express self-reactive antigen re-
ceptors are eliminated, thereby contributing to the
maintenance of self-tolerance. Negative selection
of developing T lymphocl.tes (thymocytes) is best
understood and involves high-avidity binding of a
thymocyte to self MHC molecules with bound pep-
tides on thyrnic APCs Ieading to apoptotic death of the
thymoclte.

Neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn). An IgG-specific Fc recep-
tor that mediates the transport of maternal IgG across
the placenta and the neonatal intestinal epithelium.
FcRn resembles a class I MHC molecule. An adult form
of this receptor functions to protect plasma IgG anti-
bodies from catabolism.

Neonatal immunity. Passive humoral immunity to
infections in mammals in the first months of life,
before full development of the immune system.
Neonatal immunity is mediated by maternally pro-
duced antibodies transported across the placenta
into the fetal circulation before birth or derived
from ingested milk and transported across the gut
epithelium.

Neutrophil (also polymorphonuclear leukocyte, PMN).
A phagocl'tic cell characterized by a segmented
lobular nucleus and cytoplasmic granules filled with
degradative enzymes. PMNs are the most abundant
type of circulating white blood cells and are the major
cell type mediating acute inflammatory responses to
bacterial infections.

Nitric oxide. A biologic effector molecule with a broad
range of activities that in macrophages functions as a
potent microbicidal agent to kill ingested organisms.

Nitric oxide synthase. A member of a family of enzl'rnes
that synthesize the vasoactive and microbicidal com-
pound nitric oxide from l-arginine. Macrophages
express an inducible form of this enzyme on activa-
tion by various microbial or cytokine stimuli.

Nuclear factor KB (NF-KB). A family of transcription
factors composed of homodimers or heterodimers of
proteins homologous to the c-Rel protein. NF-rB pro-
teins are important in the transcription of many genes
in both innate and adaptive immune responses.

Nuclear factor of activated T cells (NFAT). A transcrip-
tion factor required for the expression of lL-Z, lL-4,
TNE and other cytokine genes. The four different
NFATs are each encoded by separate genes; NFAIp and
NFATc are found in T cells. Cytoplasmic NFAI is acti-
vated by calcium/ calmodulin- dependent, calcineurin-
mediated dephosphorylation that permits NFAT to
translocate into the nucleus and bind to consensus
binding sequences in the regulatory regions of IL-2, IL-
4, and other cytokine genes, usually in association with
other transcription factors such as AP-1.

Nude mouse. A strain of mice that lacks development of
the thymus, and therefore T lyrnphocytes, as well as

hair follicles. Nude mice have been used experimen-
tally to define the role of T lymphocytes in immunity
and disease.

Oncofetal antigen. Proteins that are expressed at high
levels on some t)?es of cancer cells and in normal
developing (fetal) but not adult tissues. Antibodies
specific for these proteins are often used in
histopathologic identiflcation of tumors or to monitor
the progression of tumor growth in patients. CEA
(CD66) and o-fetoprotein are two oncofetal antigens
commonly expressed by certain carcinomas.

Opsonin. A macromolecule that becomes attached to
the surface of a microbe and can be recognized by
surface receptors of neutrophils and macrophages
and that increases the efficiency ofphagocytosis ofthe
microbe. Opsonins include IgG antibodies, which are
recognized by the Fcy receptor on phagocltes, and
fragments of complement proteins, which are recog-
nized by CRI (CD35) and by the leukocyte integrin
Mac-1.

Opsonization. The process of attaching opsonins, such
as IgG or complement fragments, to microbial sur-
faces to target the microbes for phagocytosis.

Oral tolerance. The suppression of systemic humoral
and cell-mediated immune responses to an antigen
after the oral administration of that antigen as a result
of anergy of antigen-specific T cells or the production
of immunosuppressive cytokines such as transform-
ing growth factor-B. Oral tolerance is a possible mech-
anism for preventing immune responses to food
antigens and to bacteria that normally reside as com-
mensals in the intestinal lumen.

P nucleotides. Short inverted repeat nucleotide se-
quences in the VDJ junctions of rearranged Ig and
TCR genes that are generated by RAG-I- and RAG-2-
mediated asymmetric cleavage of hairpin DNA inter-
mediates during somatic recombination events. P
nucleotides contribute to the junctional diversity of
antigen receptors.

Paracrine factor. A molecule that acts on cells in prox-
imity to the cell that produces the factor. Most
cytokines act in a paracrine fashion.

Partial agonist. A variant peptide ligand of a TCR that
induces only a subset of the functional responses
by the T cell or responses entirely different from
responses to the unaltered (native) peptide. For
instance, a partial agonist may stimulate production
of only some of the many cytokines that are induced
by the native peptide or quantitatively smaller
responses. Partial agonist peptides are usually slm-
thetic peptides in which one or two TCR contact
residues have been changed; they are also called
APLs.

Passive immunity. The form of immunity to an antigen
that is established in one individual by transfer of anti-
bodies or lymphocltes from another individual who is
immune to that antigen. The recipient of such a trans-
fer can become immune to the antigen without ever
having been exposed to or having responded to the
antigen. An example of passive immunity is the trans-
fer of human sera containing antibodies specific for
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certain microbial toxins or snake venom to a previ-
ously unimmunized individual.

Pathogenicity. The ability of a microorganism to cause
disease. Multiple mechanisms may contribute to
pathogenicity, including production of toxins, stimu-
lation of host inflammatory responses, and perturba-
tion of host cell metabolism.

Pattern recognition receptors. Receptors of the innate
immune system that recognize frequently encoun-
tered structures called molecular patterns produced
by microorganisms and that facilitate innate immune
responses against the microorganisms. Examples of
pattern recognition receptors include CD14 receptors
on macrophages, which bind bacterial endotoxin
leading to macrophage activation, and the mannose
receptor on phagocltes, which binds microbial glyco-
proteins or glycolipids.

Pentraxins. A family of plasma proteins that contain
five identical globular subunits; includes the acute-
phase reactant C-reactive protein.

Peptide-binding cleft. The portion of an MHC molecule
that binds peptides for display to T cells. The cleft is
composed of paired cr-helices resting on a floor made
up of an eight-stranded B-pleated sheet. The poly-
morphic residues, which are the amino acids that vary
among different MHC alleles, are located in and
around this cleft.

Perforin. A protein that is homologous to the Cg com-
plement protein and is present as a monomer in the
granules of CTLs and NK cells. \,Vhen perforin is
released from the granules of activated CTLs or NK
cells, it forms a complex with granzymes and proteo-
glycans that binds to the target cell plasma membrane
and promotes entry of the granzymes into the target
cell. This channel can cause osmotic lysis of the target
cell and serve as a channel for the influx of enzyrnes
derived from the CTL granules.

Periarteriolar lymphoid sheath (PALS). A cuff of ll.rn-
phocytes surrounding small arterioles in the spleen,
adjacent to lymphoid follicles. A PALS contains mainly
T lymphocytes, about two thirds of which are CD4*
and one third CD8.. In humoral immune responses to
protein antigens, B lymphocltes are activated at the
interface between the PALS and follicles and then
migrate into the follicles to form germinal centers.

Peripheral lymphoid organs and tissues. Organized
collections of lyrnphocytes and accessory cells,
including the spleen, ly-ph nodes, and mucosa-
associated lymphoid tissues, in which adaptive
immune responses are initiated.

Peripheral tolerance. Physiologic unresponsiveness to
self antigens that are present in peripheral tissues and
not usually in the generative lymphoid organs. Periph-
eral tolerance is induced by the recognition of anti-
gens without adequate levels of the costimulators
required for lymphoclte activation or by persistent
and repeated stimulation by these self antigens.

Peyer's patches. Organized lymphoid tissue in the
lamina propria of the small intestine in which
immune responses to ingested antigens may be initi-
ated. Peyer's patches are composed mostly of B cells,

with smaller numbers of T cells and accessory cells, all
arranged in follicles similar to those found in lymph
nodes, often with germinal centers.

Phagocytosis. The process by which certain cells of the
innate immune system, including macrophages and
neutrophils, engulf large particles (>0.5pm in diame-
ter) such as intact microbes. The cell surrounds the
particle with extensions of its plasma membrane by an
energy- and cytoskeleton-dependent process; this
process results in the formation of an intracellular
vesicle called a phagosome, which contains the
ingested particle.

Phagosome. A membrane-bound intracellular vesicle
that contains microbes or particulate material from
the extracellular environment. Phagosomes are
formed duringthe process of phagocytosis, and fusion
with other vesicular structures such as lysosomes
leads to enzymatic degradation of the ingested
material.

Phosphatase (protein phosphatase). An enzyrne that
removes phosphate groups from the side chains of
certain amino acid residues of proteins. Protein phos-
phatases in lymphocytes, such as CD45 or calcineurin,
regulate the activity of various signal transduction
molecules and transcription factors. Some protein
phosphatases may be specific for phosphotyrosine
residues and others for phosphoserine and phospho-
threonine residues.

Phospholipase C1 (PLCy). An enzyme that catalyzes
hydrolysis of the plasma membrane phospholipid
PIP, to generate two signaling molecules, IPg and DAG.
PLCI becomes activated in lymphocytes by antigen
binding to the antigen receptor.

Phytohemagglutinin (P[IA). A carbohydrate-binding
protein, or lectin, produced by plants that cross-links
human T cell surface molecules, including the T cell
receptol thereby inducing polyclonal activation
and agglutination of T cells. PFIA is frequently
used in experimental immunology to studyT cell acti-
vation. In clinical medicine, PHA is used to assess
whether a patient's T cells are functional or to induce
T cell mitosis for the purpose of generating karyotypic
data.

Plasma cell. A terminally differentiated antibody-
secreting B lymphocyte with a characteristic histo-
logic appearance, including an oval shape, eccentric
nucleus, and perinuclear halo.

Platelet-activating factor (PAF). A lipid mediator
derived from membrane phospholipids in several cell
types, including mast cells and endothelial cells. PAF
can cause bronchoconstriction and vascular dilata-
tion and leak and may be an important mediator in
asthma.

Polyclonal activators. Agents that are capable of acti-
vating many clones of ll,rnphocytes, regardless of their
antigen specificities. Examples of polyclonal activa-
tors include anti-IgM antibodies for B cells and anti-
CD3 antibodies, bacterial superantigens, and PHA for
T cells.

Poly-Ig receptor. An Fc receptor expressed by mucosal
epithelial cells that mediates the transport of IgA and
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IgM through the epithelial cells into the intestinal
lumen.

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR). A rapid method of
copying and amplifying specific DNA sequences up to
about I kb in length that is widely used as a prepara-
tive and analytical technique in all branches of molec-
ular biology. The method relies on the use of short
oligonucleotide primers complementary to the
sequences at the ends of the DNA to be amplified and
involves repetitive cycles of melting, annealing, and
synthesis of DNA.

Polymorphism. The existence of two or more alterna-
tive forms, or variants, of a gene that are present at
stable frequencies in a population. Each common
variant of a polymorphic gene is called an allele, and
one individual may carry two different alleles of a
gene, each inherited from a different parent. The MHC
genes are the most polymorphic genes in the mam-
malian genome.

Polyvalency. The presence of multiple identical copies
of an epitope on a single antigen molecule, cell
surface, or particle. Polyvalent antigens, such as bac-
terial capsular polysaccharides, are often capable of
activating B lymphocytes independent of helper T
cells.

Positive selection. The process by which developing T
cells in the thymus (thymocytes) whose TCRs bind to
self MHC molecules are rescued from programmed
cell death, whereas thymocytes whose receptors do
not recognize self MHC molecules die by default. Pos-
itive selection ensures that mature T cells are self MHC
restricted and that CD8* T cells are specific for com-
plexes of peptides with class I MHC molecules and
CD4. T cells for complexes of peptides with class II
MHC molecules.

Pre-B cell. A developing B cell present only in
hematopoietic tissues that is at a maturational stage
characterized by expression of cltoplasmic Ig p heavy
chains and surrogate light chains but not Ig light
chains. Pre-B cell receptors composed of p chains and
surrogate light chains deliver signals that stimulate
further maturation of the pre-B cell into an immature
B cell.

Pre-B cell receptor. A receptor expressed on maturing B
lymphocytes at the pre-B cell stage that is composed
of an Ig p heavy chain and an invariant surrogate light
chain. The surrogate light chain is composed of two
proteins, including the 1"5 protein, which is homolo-
gous to the l" light chain C domain, and the V pre-B
protein, which is homologous to aV domain. The pre-
B cell receptor associates with the Igo and IgB signal
transduction proteins to form the pre-B cell receptor
complex. Pre-B cell receptors are required for stimu-
lating the proliferation and continued maturation of
the developing B cell. It is not known whether the pre-
B cell receptor binds a specific ligand.

Pre-cytolytic T lymphocyte (pre-CTL). A mature, naive
CD8* T lymphocyte that cannot perform effector func-
tions but, on activation by antigen and costimulators,
will differentiate into a CTL capable of lysing target
cells and secreting cytokines.

Pre-T cell. A developing T lymphocyte in the thymus at
a maturational stage characterized by expression of
the TCR B chain, but not the s chain or CD4 or CD8.
In pre-T cells, the TCR B chain is found on the cell
surface as part ofthe pre-T cell receptor.

Pre-T cell receptor. A receptor expressed on the surface
of pre-T cells that is composed of the TCR p chain and
an invariant pre-Tcr protein. This receptor associates
with CD3 and ( molecules to form the pre-T cell recep-
tor complex. The function of this complex is similar to
that of the pre-B cell receptor in B cell development,
namely, the delivery of signals that stimulate further
proliferation, antigen receptor gene rearrangements,
and other maturational events. It is not knor'rm
whether the pre-T cell receptor binds a specific ligand.

Pre-Tc. An invariant transmembrane protein with a
single extracellular lg-like domain that associates
with TCR p chain in pre-T cells to form the pre-T cell
receptor.

Primary immune response. An adaptive immune
response that occurs after the first exposure ofan indi-
vidual to a foreign antigen. Primary responses are
characterized by relatively slow kinetics and small
magnitude compared with the responses after a
second or subsequent exposure.

Primary immunodeficiency. A genetic defect in which
an inherited deficiency in some aspect of the innate or
adaptive immune system leads to an increased sus-
ceptibility to infections. Primary immunodeficiency is
frequently manifested early in infancy and childhood
but is sometimes clinically detected later in life.

Pro-B cell. A developing B cell in the bone marrow that
is the earliest cell committed to the B lymphocyte
lineage. Pro-B cells do not produce Ig, but they can
be distinguished from other immature cells by the
expression of B lineage-restricted surface molecules
such as CDl9 and CDfO.

Professional antigen-presenting cells (professional
APCs). APCs for naive helper T lymphocytes, used to
refer to dendritic cells, mononuclear phagocltes, and
B lymphocytes, all of which are capable of expressing
class II MHC molecules and costimulators. The most
important professional APCs for initiating primary T
cell responses are dendritic cells.

Programmed cell death. A pathway of cell death by
apoptosis that occurs in lymphocltes deprived of nec-
essary survival stimuli, such as growth factors or co-
stimulators. Programmed cell death, also called death
by neglect or passive cell death, is characterized by the
release of mitochondrial cytochrome c into the cyto-
plasm, activation of caspase-9, and initiation of the
apoptotic pathway.

Promoter. A DNA sequence immediately 5'to the tran-
scription start site of a gene where the proteins
that initiate transcription bind. The term promoter
is often used to mean the entire 5' regulatory region
of a gene, including enhancers, which are addi-
tional sequences that bind transcription factors and
interact with the basal transcription complex to
increase the rate of transcriptional initiation. Other
enhancers may be located at a significant distance



from the promoter, either 5' of the gene, in introns, or
3' of the gene.

Prostaglandins. A class of lipid inflammatorymediators
derived from arachidonic acid in many cell types
through the cyclooxygenase pathway. Activated mast
cells make prostaglandin D, (PGD2), which binds to
receptors on smooth muscle cells and acts as a
vasodilator and a bronchoconstrictor. PGD2 also pro-
motes neutrophil chemotaxis and accumulation at
inflammatory sites.

Pro-T cell. A developing T cell in the thymic cortex that
is a recent arrival from the bone marrow and does not
express TCRs, CD3, ( chains, or CD4 or CD8 mole-
cules. Pro-T cells are also called double-negative
thymocltes.

Protease. An enzyme that cleaves peptide bonds and
thereby breaks proteins do',nm into peptides. Different
kinds of proteases have different specificities for
bonds between particular amino acid residues. Pro-
teases inside phagocytes are important for killing
ingested microbes during innate immune responses,
and proteases released from phagocytes at inflamma-
tory sites can cause tissue damage. Proteases in APCs
are critical for generating peptide fragments of protein
antigens that bind to MHC molecules during T
cell-mediated immune responses.

Proteasome. A large multiprotein enzyme complexwith
a broad range of proteolytic activity that is found in
the cytoplasm of most cells and generates from
cltosolic proteins the peptides that bind to class I
MHC molecules. Proteins are targeted for proteaso-
mal degradation by covalent linkage of ubiquitin
molecules.

Protein kinase C (PKC). Any of several isoforms of an
enzyme that mediates the phosphorylation of serine
and threonine residues in many different protein sub-
strates and thereby serves to propagate various signal
transduction pathways leading to transcription factor
activation. In T and B lymphocltes, PKC is activated
by DAG, which is generated in response to antigen
receptor ligation.

Protein Wrosine kinases (PTKs). Enz),rynes that mediate
the phosphorylation of tyrosine residues in proteins
and thereby promote phosphotyrosine-dependent
protein-protein interactions. PTKs are involved in
numerous signal transduction pathways in cells of the
immune system.

Protozoa. Single-celled eukaryotic organisms, many of
which are human parasites and cause diseases. Exam-
ples of pathogenic protozoa include Entamoeba
histolytica, which causes amebic dysentery; Plasmod-
ium, which causes malaria; and Leishmania, which
causes leishmaniasis. Protozoa stimulate both innate
and adaptive immune responses. It has proved diffi-
cult to develop effective vaccines against many of
these organisms.

Provirus. A DNA copy of the genome of a retrovirus that
is integrated into the host cell genome and from which
viral genes are transcribed and the viral genome is
reproduced. HIV proviruses can remain inactive for
long periods and thereby represent a latent form of

HIV infection that is not accessible to immune
defense.

Purified antigen (subunit) vaccine. A vaccine com-
posed of purified antigens or subunits of microbes.
Examples of this type of vaccine include diphtheria
and tetanus toxoids, pneumococcus and Haemo-
philus influenzae polysaccharide vaccines, and puri-
fied polypeptide vaccines against hepatitis B and
influenza virus. Purified antigen vaccines may stimu-
late antibody and helper T cell responses, but they do
not generate CTL responses.

Pyogenic bacteria. Bacteria, such as the gram-positive
staphylococci and streptococci, that induce inflam-
matory responses rich in polyrnorphonuclear leuko-
c1'tes (giving rise to pus). Antibody responses to these
bacteria greatly enhance the efficacy of innate
immune effector mechanisms to clear infections.

Rac. A small guanine nucleotide-binding protein that is
activated by the GDP-GTP exchange factorVav during
the early events of T cell activation. GTP'Rac triggers a
three-step protein kinase cascade that culminates in
activation ofthe stress-activated protein (sAP) kinase,
c-Jun N-terminal kinase (INK), and p38 kinase, which
are similar to the MAP kinases.

Radioimmunoassay. A highly sensitive and specific
immunologic method of quanti$ring the concentra-
tion of an antigen in a solution that relies on a radio-
actively labeled antibody specific for the antigen.
Usually, two antibodies specific for the antigen are
used. The first antibody is unlabeled but attached to a
solid support, where it binds and immobilizes the
antigen whose concentration is being determined.
The amount of the second, Iabeled antibody that
binds to the immobilized antigen, as determined by
radioactive decay detectors, is proportional to the
concentration of antigen in the test solution.

Ras. A member of a family of 21-kD guanine nucleotide-
binding proteins with intrinsic GTPase activity that
are involved in many different signal transduction
pathways in diverse cell types. Mutated ras genes are
associated with neoplastic transformation. In T cell
activation, Ras is recruited to the plasma membrane
by tyrosine-phosphorylated adapter proteins, where it
is activated by GDP-GTP exchange factors. GTP'Ras
then initiates the MAP kinase cascade, which leads to
expression of the ps gene and assembly of the AP-l
transcription factor.

Reactive oxygen intermediates (ROIs). Highly reactive
metabolites of oxygen, including superoxide anion,
hydroxyl radical, and hydrogen peroxide, that are pro-
duced by activated phagocytes. ROIs are used by the
phagocytes to form oxyhalides that damage ingested
bacteria. ROIs may also be released from cells and
promote inflammatory responses or cause tissue
damage.

Reagin. IgE antibody that mediates an immediate
hlpersensitivity reaction.

Receptor editing. A process by which some immature B
cells that recognize self antigens in the bone marrow
maybe induced to change their Ig specificities. Recep-
tor editing involves reactivation of the RAG genes,
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additional light chain VJ recombinations, and new Ig
light chain production, which allows the cell to
express a different Ig receptor that is not self-reactive.

Recombination-activating gene I and 2 (RAGI and
RAG2). The genes encoding RAG-I and RAG-2 pro-
teins, which are the lymphocyte-specific components
ofV(D)J recombinase and are expressed in developing
B and T cells. RAG proteins bind to recombination
recognition sequences and are critical for DNA recom-
bination events that form functional Ig and TCR
genes. Therefore, RAG proteins are required for
expression of antigen receptors and for the matura-
tion of B and T lymphocytes.

Recombination signal sequences. Specific DNA
sequences found adjacent to the V D, and I segments
in the antigen receptor loci and recognized by the
RAG-l/MG-2 component of V(D)J recombinase. The
recognition sequences consist of a highly conserved
stretch of 7 nucleotides, called the heptamel located
adjacent to the! D, or J coding sequence, followed by
a spacer ofexactly 12 or23 nonconserved nucleotides
and a highly conserved stretch ofg nucleotides, called
the nonamer.

Red pulp. An anatomic and functional compartment of
the spleen composed of vascular sinusoids, scattered
among which are large numbers of erythrocytes,
macrophages, dendritic cells, sparse lymphocytes,
and plasma cells. Red pulp macrophages clear the
blood of microbes, other foreign particles, and
damaged red blood cells.

RegulatoryT cells. A population of T cells that regulates
the activation of other T cells and is necessary to
maintain peripheral tolerance to self antigens. Most
regulatory T cells are CD4* and many constitutively
express CD25, the a chain of the IL-2 receptor, and the
transcription factor FoxP3.

Respiratory burst. The process by which reactive
oxygen intermediates such as superoxide anion,
hydroxyl radical, and hydrogen peroxide are produced
in macrophages and poll.rnorphonuclear leukocytes.
The respiratory burst is mediated by the enzyme
phagocl,'te oxidase and is usually triggered by inflam-
matory mediators, such as LIB4, PAE and TNf; or by
bacterial products, such as ly'-formylmethionyl
peptides.

Reverse transcriptase. An enzyme encoded by retro-
viruses, such as Hry that synthesizes a DNA copy of
the viral genome from the RNA genomic template.
Purified reverse transcriptase is used widely in molec-
ular biology research for purposes of cloning comple-
mentary DNAs encoding a gene of interest from
messenger RNA. Reverse transcriptase inhibitors are
used as drugs to treat HIV- I infection.

Reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-
PCR). An adaptation of the polgnerase chain reac-
tion (PCR) used to amplify a complementary DNA
(cDNA) of a gene of interest. In this method, RNA is
isolated from a cell expressing the gene, and cDNAs
are synthesized by use of the reverse-transcriptase
enzyme. The cDNA of interest is then amplified by
conventional PCR techniques with gene-specific
primers.

Rh blood group antigens. A complex system of protein
alloantigens expressed on red blood cell membranes
that are the cause of transfusion reactions and
hemolytic disease of the newborn. The most clinically
important Rh antigen is designated D.

Rheumatoid arthritis. An autoimmune disease charac-
terized primarily by inflammatory damage to joints
and sometimes inflammation of blood vessels, lungs,
and other tissues. CD4* T cells, activated B lympho-
cytes, and plasma cells are found in the inflamed joint
lining (synovium), and numerous proinflammatory
cytokines, including IL-1 and TNB are present in the
synovial (joint) fluid.

RNase protection assay. A sensitive method of detecting
and quantifying messenger RNA (mRNA) copies of
particular genes based on hybridization of the nRNA
to radiolabeled RNA probes and digestion of unhy-
bridized RNA with the enz).ryne RNase. The double-
stranded RNA duplexes created during the
hybridization reaction resist degradation by RNase
and are of a particular size determined by the length
of the probe. They can be separated by gel elec-
trophoresis and are detected and quantitated by
radioautography.

Scavenger receptors. A family of cell surface receptors
expressed on macrophages, originally defined as
receptors that mediate endoc],tosis of oxidized or
acetylated low-density lipoprotein particles but that
also bind and mediate the phagocltosis of a variety of
microbes.

SCID mouse. A mouse strain in which B and T cells are
absent because of an early block in maturation from
bone marrow precursors. SCID mice carry a mutation
in a component of the enzl'rne DNA-dependent
protein kinase, which is required for double-stranded
DNA break repair. Deficiency of this enzyme results
in abnormal joining of Ig and TCR gene segments
during recombination and therefore failure to express
antigen receptors.

Secondary immune response. An adaptive immune
response that occurs on second exposure to an
antigen. A secondary response is characterized by
more rapid kinetics and greater magnitude relative to
the primary immune response, which occurs on first
exposure.

Second-set rejection. Allograft rejection in an individ-
ual who has previously been sensitized to the donor's
tissue alloantigens by having received another graft or
transfusion from that donor. In contrast to first-set
rejection, which occurs in an individual who has not
previously been sensitized to the donor alloantigens,
second-set rejection is rapid and occurs in 2 to 3 days
as a result of immunologic memory.

Secretory component. The proteolytically cleaved
portion of the extracellular domain of the poly-Ig
receptor that remains bound to an IgA molecule in
mucosal secretions.

Selectin. Any one of three separate but closely related
carbohydrate-binding proteins that mediate adhesion
ofleukocytes to endothelial cells. Each ofthe selectin
molecules is a single-chain transmembrane glycopro-
tein with a similar modular structure, including an



extracellular calcium-dependent lectin domain. The
selectins include L-selectin (CD62L), expressed on
leukocytes; P-selectin (CD62P), expressed on platelets
and activated endothelium; and E-selectin (CD62E),
expressed on activated endothelium.

Selective immunoglobulin deficiency. Immunodefi-
ciencies characterized by a lack of only one or a few Ig
classes or subclasses. Selective IgA deficiency is the
most common selective Ig deficiency, followed by
IgG3 and IgG2 deficiencies. Patients with these disor-
ders may be at increased risk for bacterial infections,
but many are normal.

Self MHC restriction. The limitation (or restriction) of
antigens that can be recognized by an individual's
T cells to complexes of peptides bound to major
histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules that
were present in the thymus during T cell maturation
(i.e., self MHC molecules). The T cell repertoire is self
MHC restricted as a result of the process of positive
selection.

Self-tolerance.Unresponsiveness of the adaptive
immune system to self antigens, largely as a result of
inactivation or death of self-reactive lymphocytes
induced by exposure to those self antigens. Self-
tolerance is a cardinal feature of the normal immune
system, and failure of self-tolerance leads to autoim-
mune diseases.

Septic shock. An often lethal complication of severe
gram-negative bacterial infection with spread to the
blood stream (sepsis) that is characterized byvascular
collapse, disseminated intravascular coagulation, and
metabolic disturbances. This syndrome is due to the
effects of bacterial LPS and cytokines, including TNB
IL-12, and IL-1. Septic shock is also called endotoxin
shock.

Seroconversion. The production of detectable anti-
bodies in the serum specific for a microorganism
during the course of an infection or in response to
immunization.

Serology. The study of blood (serum) antibodies and
their reactions with antigens. The term serology is
often used to refer to the diagnosis of infectious dis-
eases by detection of microbe-specific antibodies in
the serum.

Serotype. An antigenically distinct subset of a species of
an infectious organism that is distinguished from
other subsets by serologic (i.e., serum antibody) tests.
Humoral immune responses to one serotype of
microbes (e.g., influenza virus) may not be protective
against another serotype.

Serum. The cell-free fluid that remains when blood or
plasma forms a clot. Blood antibodies are found in the
serum fraction.

Serum amyloid A (SAA). An acute-phase protein whose
serum concentration rises significantly in the setting
of infection and inflammation, mainly because of
IL-l- and TNF-induced synthesis by the liver. SAA
activates leukoclte chemotaxis, phagocytosis, and
adhesion to endothelial cells.

Serum sickness. A disease caused by the injection of
Iarge doses of a protein antigen into the blood and
characterized by the deposition of antigen-antibody
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(immune) complexes in blood vessel walls, especially
in the kidneys and joints. Immune complex deposi-
tion leads to complement fixation and leukocyte
recruitment and subsequently to glomerulonephritis
and arthritis. Serum sickness was originally described
as a disorder that occurred in patients receiving injec-
tions of serum containing antitoxin antibodies to
prevent diphtheria.

Severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID). Immuno-
deficiency diseases in which both B and T ll,rnpho-
cltes do not develop or do not function properly, and
therefore both humoral and cell-mediated immunity
are impaired. Children with SCID usually have infec-
tions during the first year of life and succumb to these
infections unless the immunodeficiency is treated.
SCID has several different genetic causes.

Shwartzman reaction. An experimental model of the
pathologic effects of bacterial LPS and TNF in which
two intravenous injections of LPS are administered to
a rabbit 24 hours apart. After the second injection, the
rabbit suffers disseminated intravascular coagulation
and neutrophil and platelet plugging of small blood
vessels.

Signal transducer and activator oftranscription (STAT).

A member of a family of proteins that function as
signaling molecules and transcription factors in
response to binding of cytokines to type I and type II
cytokine receptors. STATs are present as inactive
monomers in the cytoplasm of cells and are recruited
to the cltoplasmic tails of cross-linked cytokine recep-
tors, where they are tyrosine phosphorylated by IAKs.
The phosphorylated STAI proteins dimerize and
move to the nucleus, where they bind to speciflc
sequences in the promoter regions of various genes
and stimulate their transcription. Different STAIs are
activated by different cytokines.

Simian immunodeficiency virus. A lentivirus closely
related to HIV-1 that causes disease similar to AIDS in
monkeys.

Single-positive thymocyte. A maturing T cell precursor
in the thymus that expresses CD4 or CD8 molecules
but not both. Single-positive thymocytes are found
mainly in the medulla and have matured from the
double-positive stage, during which th],rynocytes
express both CD4 and CD8 molecules.

Smallpox. A disease caused by variola virus. Smallpox
was the first infectious disease shornrn to be preven-
table by vaccination and the first disease to be
completely eradicated by a worldwide vaccination
program.

Somatic hSpermutation. High-frequency point muta-
tions in Ig healy and light chains that occur in germi-
nal center B cells. Mutations that result in increased
affinity of antibodies for antigen impart a selective
survival advantage to the B cells producing those anti-
bodies and lead to affinity maturation of a humoral
lmmune response.

Somatic recombination. The process of DNA recombi-
nation by which the functional genes encoding the
variable regions of antigen receptors are formed
during lymphoclte development. A relatively limited
set of inherited, or germline, DNA sequences that are
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initially separated from one another are brought
together by enzl'rnatic deletion of intervening
sequences and religation. This process occurs only in
developing B or T lymphocytes. This process is some-
times referred to as somatic rearrangement.

Southern blot. A technique used to determine the
organization of genomic DNA around a particular
gene. The DNA is cut into fragments by restriction
endonucleases, different-sized fragments are elec-
trophoretically separated in a gel, and the DNA is then
immobilized (blotted) onto a sheet of nitrocellulose
or nylon. The position and therefore the size of a
particular DNA fragment can then be detected by use
of a radioactively labeled DNA probe with a homolo-
gous sequence. (See Appendix III for a detailed
description.)

Specificity. A cardinal feature of the adaptive immune
system, namely, that immune responses are directed
toward and able to distinguish between distinct anti-
gens or small parts of macromolecular antigens. This
fine specificity is attributed to lymphocy'te antigen
receptors that may bind to one molecule but not to
another with only minor structural differences from
the first.

Spleen. A secondary lymphoid organ in the left upper
quadrant of the abdomen. The spleen is the major site
of adaptive immune responses to blood-borne anti-
gens. The red pulp of the spleen is composed of blood-
filled vascular sinusoids lined by active phagocytes
that ingest opsonized antigens and damaged red
blood cells. The white pulp of the spleen contains lym-
phocytes and l1'rnphoid follicles where B cells are
activated.

Src homology 2 (SH2) domain. A three-dimensional
domain structure of about 100 amino acid residues
present in many signaling proteins that permits spe-
cific noncovalent interactions with other proteins bv
binding to phosphoryrosines. Each SH2 domain has i
unique binding specificity that is determined by the
amino acid residues adjacent to the phosphotyrosine
on the target protein. Several proteins involved in
early signaling events in T and B lymphocytes interact
with one another through SH2 domains.

Src homology 3 (SH3) domain. A three-dimensional
domain structure of about 60 amino acid residues
present in many signaling proteins that mediates
protein-protein binding. SH3 domains bind to proline
residues and function cooperatively with the SH2
domains of the same protein. For instance, Sos, the
guanine nucleotide exchange factor for Ras, contains
both SH2 and SH3 domains, and both are involved in
Sos binding to the adapter protein Grb-2.

Stem cell. An undifferentiated cell that divides continu-
ously and gives rise to additional stem cells and to
cells of multiple different lineages. For example, all
blood cells arise from a common hematopoietic stem
cell.

Superantigens. Proteins that bind to and activate all the
T cells in an individual that express a particular set or
family ofVg TCR genes. Superantigens are presented to
T cells by binding to nonpolymorphic regions of class

II MHC molecules on APCs, and they interact with
conserved regions of TCRVp domains. Several staphy-
Iococcal enterotoxins are superantigens. Their impor-
tance lies in their ability to activate many T cells,
which results in large amounts of cytokine production
and a clinical slmdrome that is similar to septic shock.

Suppressor T cell. T cells that block the activation and
function of other effector T lymphocytes. Suppressor
function may be attributed to a still poorly defined po-
pulation of T cells currently called regulatoryT cells.

Surrogate light chain. A complex of two nonvariable
proteins that associate with Ig p hear,y chains in pre-
B cells to form the pre-B cell receptor. The two surro-
gate light chain proteins include V pre-B protein,
which is homologous to a light chain V domain, and
1,5, which is covalently attached to the p heavy chain
by a disulfide bond

Switch recombination. The molecular mechanism
underlying Ig isotype switching in which a rearranged
VDf gene segment in an antibody-producing B cell
recombines with a dovrmstream C gene and the inter-
vening C gene is deleted. DNA recombination events
in switch recombination are triggered by CD40 and
cytokines and involve nucleotide sequences called
switch regions located in the introns at the 5'end of
each Cs locus.

Syngeneic. Genetically identical. All animals of an
inbred strain and monozygotic twins are syngeneic.

Syngeneic graft. A graft from a donor who is genetically
identical to the recipient. Syngeneic grafts are not
rejected.

Synthetic vaccine. Vaccines composed of recombinant
DNA-derived antigens. Synthetic vaccines for hepati-
tis B virus and herpes simplex virus are now in use.

Systemic inflammatory response slmdrome (SIRS).
The systemic changes observed in patients who have
disseminated bacterial infections. In its mild form,
SIRS consists of neutrophilia, fever, and a rise in acute-
phase reactants in the plasma. These changes are
stimulated by bacterial products such as LPS and are
mediated by cltokines of the innate immune system.
In severe cases, SIRS may include disseminated
intravascular coagulation, adult respiratory distress
slmdrome, and septic shock.

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). A chronic sys-
temic autoimmune disease that affects predominantly
women and is characterized by rashes, arthritis,
glomerulonephritis, hemolytic anemia, thrombocy-
topenia, and central nervous system involvement.
Many different autoantibodies are found in patients
with SLE, particularly anti-DNA antibodies. Many of
the manifestations of SLE are due to the formation of
immune complexes composed of autoantibodies and
their specific antigens, with deposition of these com-
plexes in small blood vessels in various tissues. The
underlying mechanism for the breakdor.rm of self-
tolerance in SLE is not understood.

T-bet. A T-box family transcription factor that promotes
the differentiation of Tsl cells from naive T cells.

T cell receptor (TCR). The clonally distributed anrigen
receptor on CD4* and CDB* T lymphocytes that recog-



nizes complexes of foreign peptides bound to self
MHC molecules on the surface of APCs. The most
common form of TCR is composed of a heterodimer
of two disulfide-linked transmembrane polypeptide
chains, designated cr and B, each containing one N-
terminal Ig-like variable (V) domain, one lg-like con-
stant (C) domain, a hydrophobic transmembrane
region, and a short cytoplasmic region. (Another less
common type of TCR, composed of y and 6 chains, is
found on a small subset of T cells and recognizes dif-
ferent forms of antigen.)

T cell receptor complex. A multiprotein plasma mem-
brane complex on T lymphocl'tes that is composed of
the highly variable, antigen-binding TCR heterodimer
and the invariant signaling proteins CD3 6, e, and y
and the ( chain.

T lymphocyte. The cell type that mediates cell-
mediated immune responses in the adaptive immune
system. T lymphocytes mature in the thymus, circu-
late in the blood, populate secondary lymphoid
tissues, and are recruited to peripheral sites ofantigen
exposure. They express antigen receptors (TCRs) that
recognize peptide fragments of foreign proteins
bound to self MHC molecules. Functional subsets of T
lymphoc)'tes include CD4* helper T cells and CD8*
CTLs.

T-dependent antigen. An antigen that requires both B
cells and helper T cells to stimulate an antibody
response. T-dependent antigens are protein antigens
that contain some epitopes recognized by T cells
and other epitopes recognized by B cells. Helper
T cells produce cytokines and cell surface mol-
ecules that stimulate B cell growth and differentiation
into antibody-secreting cells. Humoral immune
responses to T-dependent antigens are characterized
by isotype switching, affinity maturation, and
memory.

Tsl cells. A functional subset of CD4* helper T cells that
secrete a particular set of cltokines, including IFN-1,
and whose principal function is to stimulate
phagoclte-mediated defense against infections, espe-
cially with intracellular microbes.

TsZ cells. A functional subset of CD4' helper T cells that
secrete a particular set of cytokines, including IL-4 and
IL-S, and whose principal functions are to stimulate
IgE and eosinophil/mast cell-mediated immune reac-
tions and to dor.nm-regulate Tsl responses.

Ts 17 cells. A functional subset of CD4' helper T cells that
secrete a particular set of inflammatory cytokines,
including IL-17, which are protective against certain
bacterial infections and also mediate pathogenic
responses in autoimmune diseases.

Thymic epithelial cells. Epithelial cells abundant in the
cortical and medullary stroma of the thymus that play
a critical role in T cell development. Thymic epithelial
cells secrete factors, such as IL-7, that are required for
the early stages of T cell development. In the process
of positive selection, maturing T cells must recognize
self peptides bound to MHC molecules on the surface
of thymic epithelial cells to be rescued from pro-
grammed cell death.
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Thymocyte. A precursor of a mature T lymphocyte

present in the thymus.
Thymus. A bilobed organ situated in the anterior medi-

astinum that is the site of maturation of T lympho-
cltes from bone marrow-derived precursors. Thymic
tissue is divided into an outer cortex and an
inner medulla and contains stromal thymic epithelial
cells, macrophages, dendritic cells, and numerous
T cell precursors (thymocytes) at various stages of
maturation.

T-independent antigen. Nonprotein antigens, such as
polysaccharides and lipids, that can stimulate anti-
body responses without a requirement for antigen-
specific helper T lymphocytes. T-independent
antigens usually contain multiple identical epitopes
that can cross-link membrane Ig on B cells and
thereby activate the cells. Humoral immune responses
to T-independent antigens show relatively little heavy
chain isotype switching or affinity maturation, tvvo
processes that require signals from helper T cells.

Tissue typing. The determination of the particular
MHC alleles expressed by an individual for the
purpose of matching allograft donors and recipients'
Tissue tlping, also called HLA typing, is usually done
by testing whether sera knovrm to be reactive with
certain MHC gene products mediate complement-
dependent lysis of an individual's llmphocytes. PCR
techniques are now also used to determine whether
an individual carries a particular MHC allele.

TNF receptor-associated factors (TRAFs). A family of
adapter molecules that interact with the cytoplasmic
domains of various receptors in the TNF receptor
family, including TNF-RII, lymphotoxin (LI)-B recep-
tor, and CD40. Each ofthese receptors contains a cyto-
plasmic motif that binds different TMFs, which in
turn engage other signaling molecules leading to acti-
vation of the transcription factors AP-l and NF-rB.
A transforming gene product of Epstein-Barr virus
encodes a protein with a domain that binds TMFs,
and therefore infection by the virus mimics TNF- or
CD40-induced signals.

Tolerance. Unresponsiveness of the adaptive immune
system to antigens, as a result ofinactivation or death
of antigen-specific lgnphocytes, induced by exposure
to the antigens. Tolerance to self antigens is a normal
feature of the adaptive immune system, but tolerance
to foreign antigens may be induced under certain
conditions of antigen exposure.

Tolerogen. An antigen that induces immunologic toler-
ance, in contrast to an immunogen, which induces
an immune response. Many antigens can be either
tolerogens or immunogens, depending on how they
are administered. Tolerogenic forms of antigens
include large doses of the proteins administered
without adjuvants, APLs, and orally administered
antigens.

Toll-like receptors. Cell surface molecules on phago-

cytes and other cell types that are involved in recogni-
tion of microbial structures, such as endotoxin, and
the generation of signals that lead to the activation of
innate immune responses. Toll-like receptors share
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structural homology and signal transduction path-
ways with the type I IL-l receptor.

Toxic shock slmdrome. An acute illness characterized
by shock, skin exfoliation, conjunctivitis, and diarrhea
that is associated with tampon use and caused by a
Staphylococcus aureus superantigen.

Transforming growth factor-p (TGF-p). A cytokine pro-
duced by activated T cells, mononuclear phagocytes,
and other cells whose principal actions are to inhibit
the proliferation and differentiation of T cells, to
inhibit the activation of macrophages, and to coun-
teract the effects of proinflammatory cytokines.

Transfusion. Transplantation of circulating blood cells,
platelets, or plasma from one individual to another.
Transfusions are performed to treat blood loss from
hemorrhage or to treat a deficiency in one or more
blood cell types resulting from inadequate production
or excess destruction.

Transfusion reactions. An immunologic reaction
against transfused blood products, usually mediated
by preformed antibodies in the recipient that bind to
donor blood cell antigens, such as ABO blood group
antigens or histocompatibility antigens. Transfusion
reactions can lead to intravascular lysis of red blood
cells and, in severe cases, kidney damage, fever, shock,
and disseminated intravascular coagulation.

Transgenic mouse. A mouse that expresses an exoge-
nous gene that has been introduced into the genome
by injection of a specific DNA sequence into the
pronuclei of fertilized mouse eggs. Transgenes insert
randomly at chromosomal break points and are sub-
sequently inherited as simple mendelian traits. By the
design of transgenes with tissue-specific regulatory
sequences, mice can be produced that express a par-
ticular gene only in certain tissues. Transgenic mice
are used extensively in immunology research to study
the functions of various cytokines, cell surface mole-
cules, and intracellular signaiing molecules.

Transplantation. The process of transferring cells,
tissues, or organs (i.e., grafts) from one individual to
another or from one site to another in the same indi-
vidual. Transplantation is used to treat a variety ofdis-
eases in which there is a functional disorder of a tissue
or organ. The major barrier to successful transplanta-
tion between individuals is immunologic reaction
(rejection) to the transplanted graft.

Transporter associated with antigen processing (TAp).
An adenosine triphosphate (ATP)-dependent peptide
transporter that mediates the active transport of pep-
tides from the cytosol to the site of assembly of class I
MHC molecules inside the endoplasmic reticulum.
TAP is a heterodimeric molecule composed of TAP-l
andTAP-2 polypeptides, both encoded by genes in the
MHC. Because peptides are required for stable assem-
bly of class I MHC molecules, TAP-deficient animals
express few cell surface class I MHC molecules, which
results in diminished development and activation of
CD8* T cells.

Tumor immunity. Protection against the development
of tumors by the immune system. Although immune
responses to naturally occurring tumors can fre-

quently be demonstrated, true immunity may occur
only in the case of a subset of these tumors that
express immunogenic antigens (e.g., tumors that are
caused by oncogenic viruses and therefore express
viral antigens). Research efforts are under way to
enhance weak immune responses to other tumors by
a variety of approaches.

Tirmor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs). Lymphocltes
isolated from the inflammatory infiltrates present in
and around surgical resection samples of solid tumors
that are enriched with tumor-specific CTLs and NK
cells. In an experimental mode of cancer treatment,
TILs are grown in uitro in the presence of high doses
of IL-2 and are then adoptively transferred back into
patients with the tumor.

Tumor necrosis factor (TNF). A cytokine produced
mainly by activated mononuclear phagocytes that
functions to stimulate the recruitment of neutrophils
and monocltes to sites of infection and to activate
these cells to eradicate microbes. TNF stimulates vas-
cular endothelial cells to express new adhesion mole-
cules, induces macrophages and endothelial cells to
secrete chemokines, and promotes apoptosis of target
cells. In severe infections, TNF is produced in large
amounts and has systemic effects, including induc-
tion of fever, synthesis of acute-phase proteins by the
liver, and cachexia. The production of large amounts
of TNF can cause intravascular thrombosis and shock.
(TNF-p, or lymphotoxin, is a closely related cltokine
with biologic effects identical to those of TNF-cr but is
produced by T cells.)

Tumor necrosis factor (TNF) receptors. Cell surface
receptors for TNF-c and TNF-B (LI), present on most
cell types. There are two distinct TNF receptors, TNF-
RI and TNF-RII, but most biologic effects of TNF are
mediated by TNF-RI. TNF receptors are members of a
family of homologous receptors with cysteine-rich
extracellular motifs that include Fas and CD40.

Tumor-specific antigen. An antigen whose expression
is restricted to a particular tumor and is not expressed
by normal cells. Tumor-specific antigens may serve as
target antigens for antitumor immune responses.

Tumor-specific transplantation antigen (TSTA). An
antigen expressed on experimental animal tumor cells
that can be detected by induction of immunologic
rejection of tumor transplants. TSTAs were originally
defined on chemically induced rodent sarcomas and
shown to stimulate CTl-mediated rejection of trans-
planted tumors.

TWo-signal hlryothesis. A now proven hlpothesis that
states that the activation of lymphocytes requires two
distinct signals, the first being antigen and the second
either microbial products or components of innate
immune responses to microbes. The requirement for
antigen (so-called signal 1) ensures that the ensuing
immune response is specific. The requirement for
additional stimuli triggered by microbes or innate
immune reactions (signal 2) ensures that immune
responses are induced when they are needed, that is,
against microbes and other noxious substances and
not against harmless substances, including self anti-



gens. Signal 2 is referred to as costimulation and is
often mediated by membrane molecules on profes-
sional APCs, such as 87 proteins.

Type I cytokine receptors. A family of cytokine recep-
tors, also called hemopoietin receptors, that contain
conserved structural motifs in their extracellular
domains and bind cytokines that fold into four cr-
helical strands, including growth hormone, IL-z,1L-3,
IL-4,  IL .5,  IL-6,1L-7, IL-g,  IL-11,  IL-13,  IL- I5,  GM-CSE
and G-CSE Some of these receptors consist of a
ligand-binding chain and one or more signal-
transducing chains, and all of these chains have the
same structural motifs. Type I cltokine receptors are
dimerized on binding their cytokine ligands, and they
signal through IAK/STAI pathways.

Type I interferons (IFN-o,IFN-p). A family of cytokines,
including several structurally related IFN-cr proteins
and a single IFN-B protein, all of which have potent
antiviral actions. The major source of IFN-u is
mononuclear phagocltes; IFN-0 is produced by many
cells, including fibroblasts. Both IFN-cx and IFN-B bind
to the same cell surface receptor and induce similar
biologic responses. \pe I IFNs inhibit viral replica-
tion, increase the lytic potential of NK cells, increase
expression of class I MHC molecules on virus-infected
cells, and stimulate the development of THI cells,
especially in humans.

Ubiquitination. Covalent linkage of several copies of a
small pollpeptide called ubiquitin to a protein. Ubi-
quitination serves to target the protein for proteolltic
degradation by proteasomes, a critical step in the
class I MHC pathway of antigen processing and
presentation.

Urticaria. Localized transient swelling and redness of
the skin caused by leakage of fluid and plasma pro-
teins from small vessels into the dermis during an
immediate hypersensitivity reaction.

V gene segments. A DNA sequence that encodes the
variable domain of an Ig heavy chain or light chain or
a TCR a, F, T, or 6 chain. Each antigen receptor locus
contains many different V gene segments, any one of
which may recombine with downstream D or I seg-
ments during lymphoclte maturation to form func-
tional antigen receptor genes.

V(D)J recombinase. A collection of enzymes that
together mediate the somatic recombination events
that form functional antigen receptor genes in devel-
oping B and T lymphocytes. Some of the enz),rnes,
such as RAG-1 and MG-2, are found only in develop-
ing lymphocytes, and others are ubiquitous DNA
repair enzymes.

Vaccine. A preparation of microbial antigen, often com-
bined with adjuvants, that is administered to individ-
uals to induce protective immunity against microbial
infections. The antigen may be in the form of live but
avirulent microorganisms, killed microorganisms,
purified macromolecular components of a microor-
ganism, or a plasmid that contains a complementary
DNA encoding a microbial antigen.

Variable region. The extracellular, N-terminal region
of an Ig heavy or light chain or a TCR cr, p, y, or 6
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chain that contains variable amino acid sequences
that differ between every clone of lymphocytes
and that are responsible for the specificity for
antigen. The antigen-binding variable sequences
are localized to extended loop structures or hlper-
variable segments.

Virus. A primitive obligate intracellular parasitic organ-
ism or infectious particle that consists of a simple
nucleic acid genome packaged in a protein capsid,
sometimes surrounded by a membrane envelope.
Many pathogenic animal viruses cause a wide range
of diseases. Humoral immune responses to viruses
can be effective in blocking infection of cells, and NK
cells and CTLs are necessary to kill cells already
infected.

Western blot. An immunologic technique to determine
the presence of a protein in a biologic sample. The
method involves separation of proteins in the sample
by electrophoresis, transfer of the protein array from
the electrophoresis gel to a support membrane by
capillary action (blotting), and finally detection of the
protein by binding of an enzgnatically or radioac-
tively labeled antibody specific for that protein.

Wheal and flare reaction. Local swelling and redness in
the skin at a site of an immediate hlpersensitivity
reaction. The wheal reflects increased vascular per-

meability and the flare results from increased local
blood flow both changes resulting from mediators
such as histamine released from activated dermal
mast cells.

White pulp. The part of the spleen that is composed
predominantly of lyrnphocltes, arranged in periarte-

riolar lymphoid sheaths, and follicles and other leuko-
cytes. The remainder of the spleen contains sinusoids
lined with phagocytic cells and filled with blood,
called the red pulp.

Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome. An X-linked disease char-
acterized by eczema, thrombocltopenia (reduced

blood platelets), and immunodeficiency manifested
as susceptibility to bacterial infections. The defective
gene encodes a cltosolic protein involved in signaling
cascades and regulation of the actin cytoskeleton.

Xenoantigen. An antigen on a graft from another
species.

Xenogeneic graft (xenograft). An organ or tissue graft

derived from a species different from the recipient.
Transplantation of xenogeneic grafts (e.g., from a pig)

to humans is not yet practical because of special prob-

lems related to immunologic rejection.
Xenoreactive. Describing a T cell or antibody that rec-

ognizes and responds to an antigen on a graft from
another species (a xenoantigen). The T cell may rec-
ognize an intact xenogeneic MHC molecule or a
peptide derived from a xenogeneic protein bound to
a self MHC molecule.

X-linked agammaglobulinemia. An immunodeflciency
disease, also called Bruton's agammaglobulinemia,
characterized by a block in early B cell maturation and
absence of serum Ig. Patients suffer from pyogenic
bacterial infections. The disease is caused by muta-
tions or deletions in the gene encoding Btk, an



enzyme involved in signal transduction in developing
B cells.

X-linked hyper-IgM syndrome. A rare immunodefi-
ciency disease caused by mutations in the CD40
ligand gene and characterized by failure of B cell heavy
chain isotype switching and cell-mediated immunity.
Patients suffer from both pyogenic bacterial and pro-
tozoal infections.

( Chain. A transmembrane protein expressed in T cells
as part of the TCR complex that contains ITAMs in its

cytoplasmic tail and binds the ZAP-70 protein tyrosine
kinase during T cell activation.

Zeta-associated protein of 70kD QIO-70). An Src
family cytoplasmic protein tyrosine kinase that is crit-
ical for early signaling steps in antigen-induced T cell
activation. ZAP-70 binds to phosphorylated tyrosines
in the cytoplasmic tails of the ( chain of the TCR
complex and in turn phosphorylates adapter proteins
that recruit other components of the signaling
cascade. RoshanKetab O2L-6695O639
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The table below includes selected CD molecules that are
referred to in the text. We have not included cl.tokine
receptors and Toll-like receptors, many of which have
been assigned CD numbers, because we refer to these
molecules by the more descriptive names throughout

the book. Many other molecules that have CD number
designations are not described in the text, and therefore
they are not included in this selected list. A complete and
up-to-date listing of CD molecules may be found on the
WVWV at http : / /www.hlda8.org.

CD
designation

Common
synonyms

Molecular structure,
family

Main cellular
expression

Known or
proposed functions

CDla ' T6 49 kD; class I MHC
family; p2 microglobulin-
associated

Thymocytes, dendritic
cel ls ( including
Langerhans cells)

Presentation of nonpeptide
(l ipid and glycol ipid)
antioens to some T cells

cDlb T6 45 kD: class I MHC
family; p2 microglobulin-
associated

Same as CDla Same as CDla

CDlc T6 43 kD; class I MHC
family; p2 microglobulin-
associated

Thymocytes, dendritic
cel ls ( including
Langerhans cells),
some B cells

Same as CDla

cDld 49 kD; class I MHC
family; p2 microglobulin
associated

Same as CDla

CDle 28 kD; class I MHC
family; p2 microglobulin-
associated

Dendrit ic cel ls Same as CDla

cD2 T11; LFA-2;
sheep red blood
cell receptor

50 kD; lg superfamily;
CD2|CD48|CD58 family

T cel ls, NK cel ls Adhesion molecule
(binds CD58);T cel l
activation; CTL- and NK
cell-mediated lysis

CD3y T3; Leu-4 25-28 kD; associated
with CD36 and CD3e in
TCR complex; lg
supedamily; ITAM in
cytoplasmic tail

T cel ls Cell surface expression of
and signal transduction by
the T cell antigen receptor

cD36 T3; Leu-4 20 kD; associated with
CD36 and CD3e in
TCR complex; lg
superfamily; ITAM in
cytoplasmic tail (Chapter 6)

T cells Cell surface expression ot
and signal transduction bY
the T cell antigen receptor

The complete listing of CD molecules, called Human Cell Differentiation Markers (HCDM), formerly called Human Leukocyte Dif-

ferentiation Antigeris, is compiled by the Collaborative Research on Cellular Markers workshop. The HCDM website, http://
www.hlda8.org/, includes links io various gene and protein databases, which contain information about each molecule'
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CD
designation

Common
synonyms

Molecular structure,
family

Main cel lular
expression

Known or
proposed functions

CD3e T3; Leu-4 20 kD; associated with
CD36 and CD3e in TCR
complex; lg superfamily;
ITAM in cytoplasmic tail

T cel ls Cell surface expression of
and signal transduction by the
T cell antigen receptor

cD4 T4;Leu-3; L3T4 55 kD; lg superfamily Class ll MHC-restricted
T cells, monocytes and
macropnages

Signaling and adhesion
coreceotor in class ll
MHC-restricted antigen-
induced T cell activation
(binds to class l l  MHC
molecules); receptor for HIV

cD5 T1 ; Ly-1 67 kD; scavenger
receptor family

T cells. B cell subset Signal ing molecule;
binds CD72

CDBa T8; Leu2; Lyt2 34 kD; expressed as
homodimer or heterodimer
with CD8 B

Class I MHC-restricted
T cel ls

Signal ing and adhesion
coreceptor in class I MHC-
restricted antigen-induced T cell
activation (binds to class I MHC
molecules); thymocyte
develooment

cDsp T8; Leu2; Lyt2 34 kD; expressed as
heterodimer with CD8 cr;
lg supedamily

Same as CDSo Same as CDScr

cD10 Common acute
lymphoblastic
leukemia antigen
(CALLA); neutral
endopeptidase.
metalloendopeptidase;
enkephalinase

100 kD; type l l  membrane
protein

lmmature and some mature
B cel ls; lymphoid progenitors,
granulocytes

Metallooroteinase: B cell
develooment

C D 1 1 a LFA-1 cr chain; cr1
integrin subunit

180 kD; noncovalently
l inked to CD18 to form
LFA-1 integrin

Leukocytes Cell :cel l  adhesion; binds to
lcAM-1 (CD54), |CAM-2
(CD102), and ICAM-S (CD50)

cD11b Mac-1 ;  Mo1;  CR3
(iC3b receptor);
oM integrin chain

165 kD; noncovalently
l inked to CDlB to lorm
Mac-1 integrin

Granulocytes, monocytes/
macrophages, dendrit ic
cel ls, NK cel ls

Phagocytosis of iC3b-coated
part icles; neutrophi l  and
monocvte adhesion to
endoth-el ium (binds CD54)
and extracellular matrix oroteins

CD11c p150,95; CR4 o
chain; ox integrin
cnarn

145 kD: noncovalentlv
linked to CD18 to forrir
p150,95 integrin

Monocytes/macrophages,
granulocytes, NK cells

Similar functions to CD11b;
major CD1 1 CD1 8 integrin
on macropnages

cD14 Mo2; LPS receptor 53 kD; GPI-l inked Monocytes, macrophages,
granulocytes

Binds comolex of LPS and
LPS-binding protein; required for
LPS-induced macrophage
activation

CD16a Fq'RlllA 50-70 kD; transmembrane
protein; lg superlamily

NK cells, macrophages Binds Fc region of lgG;
phagocytosis and antibody-
dependent cellular cytotoxicity

cD16b Fc1R l l lB 50-70 kD; GPI l inked;
lg superfamily

Neutrophils Binds Fc region of lgG; synergy
with FcyRll  in immune complex-
mediated neutroohil activation

cD18 B chain of LFA-1
family; B2 integrin
subunit

95 kD; noncovalently
l inked to  CD11a,  CD11b,
or CD11c to form B2
inteorins

Leukocytes S e e  C D 1 1 a .  C D 1 1 b .  C D 1 1 c

cD19 B4 95 kD; lg superfamily Most B cel ls B cell activation; forms a
coreceptor complex with CD21
and CDBl which del ivers sionals
that synergize with signals fiom
B cell antigen receptor complex

cD20 B 1 35*37 kD; tetraspan
(TM45F)tamily

Most or al l  B cel ls ? Role in B cell activation or
regulat ion; calcium ion channel

cD21 !!z; 
cso receotor;145 kD; regulators of

complement activation
Mature B cel ls, fol l icular
dendrit ic cel ls

Receptor for comolement
Jragment C3d; forms a
coreceptor complex with CD19
and CD81 which del ivers
activating signals in B cel ls;
Epstein-Barr virus receptor
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CD
designation

Common
synonyms

Molecular structure,
family

Main cel lular
expression

Known or
proposed functions

cD22 BL-CAM; LybS 130-140 kD; lg supedamily;
sialadhesin family; lTlM in
cytoplasmic tail

B cel ls Regulation of B cell activation;
adhesion molecule

cD23 FceRllb; low-affinity
lgE receptor

45 kD; c-type lectin Activated B cells, monocyles,
macropnages

cD25 lL-2 receptor s chain;
TAC; p55

55 kD; regulators of
complement activation
family; noncovalently
associates with lL-2RB
(CD122) and lL-2Ry
(CD132) chains to form
high-afiinity lL-2 receptor

Act ivatedTandBcel ls ;
regulatory T cells;
activated macrophages

Binds lL-2; subunit of lL-2R

cD28 rp44 Homodimer ot 44kD
chains; lg superfamily

T cel ls (most CD4, some
CDB cel ls)

T cell receotor for costimulator
molecules CD80 (87-1) and
cD86 (87-2)

cD29 p chain of VLA
antigens; p1 integrin
subunit; platelet
GPl la

130 kD; noncovalently
linked with CD49a-d chains
to form VLA (pl ) integrins

T cells, B cells, monocytes,
granulocytes

cD30 Ki-1 120 kD; TNF-R family Ac t iva tedTandBce l ls ;
NK cel ls, monocytes,
Reed-Sternberg cells in
Hodqkin's disease

Role in activation-induced cell
death of CD8+ T cells; binds to
CD153 (CD30L) on neutrophi ls,
activated T cells, and
macropnages

cDsl PECAM-1; platelet
GPl la

130-140 kD; lg superfamily Platelets; monocytes,
granulocytes, B cells,
endothelial cells

Adhesion molecule involved in
the leukocyte transmigration
through endolhelium

cD32 FcyRllA; FcyRllB;
FcyRllC

40 kD; lg superfamily; lTlM
in cytoplasmic tai l ;  A, B,
and C lorms products of
different but homologous
genes

Macrophages, granulocytes
a i;ti{ eoii#p"nits, plaieteti

Fc receptor for aggregated lgc;
binds C-reactive protein; role in
phagocytosis, ADCC; acts as
inhibitorv receptor that terminates
activatioh signals initiated by the
B cell antigen receptor

cD34 gp1 05-1 20 '105-120 kD; sialomucin Precursors of hematopoietic
cel ls, endothel ial cel ls in high
endothel ial venules

Cell-cell adhesion; binds
CD62L (L-selectin)

cD35 CR1: C3b receotor 190-285 kD (four products
of polymorphic al leles);
regulators of complement
activation family

Binds C3b and C4b; promotes
phagocytosis of C3b- or
C4b-coated particles and
immune complexes; regulates
complement activation

cD36 Platelet GPll lb; GPIV 85-90 kD Platelets, monocytes, and
macrophages, microvascular
endothelial cells

Scavenger receptor for oxidized
low-density lipoprotein; platelet
adhesion; phagocytosis of
apoptotic cells

cD40 Homodimer ot 44-48 kD
chains: TNF-R familv

B cel ls, macrophages,
dendrit ic cel ls, endothel ial
cel ls

Binds CD154 (CD40 l igand); role
in T cel l-deoendent B cel l ,
activation, and macroPhage,
dendrit ic cel l ,  and endothel ial
cell activation

cD43 Sialophorin;
leukosial in

95-135 kD; sialomucin Leukocytes (excepl
circulating B cells)

Adhesive and anti-adhesive
functions

CD44 Pgp-1 ;  Hermes 80 to >100 kD, highly
glycosylated; cartilage
l ink protein family

Leukocytes, erythrocytes Binds hvaluronan; involved in
leukocvie adhesion to endothelial
cells and extracellular matrix;
leukocyte aggregation

cD45 Leukocvte common
antigen'(LCA);
f2O0: B22O

Multiole isoforms.
180-220 kD (see CD45R);
protein tyrosine phosphatase
receptor family; f ibronectin
type l l l fami ly

Hematopoietic cells Tyrosine phosphatase which
plays critical role in regulating
T and B cell antigen
receptor-mediated signaling

CD45R Forms of CD45 with
restricted cellular
expressron

CD4SRO: 180 kD
CD45RA: 220 kD
CD45RB:  190,205,
and 22O kD isoforms

CD45RO: memory T cel ls,
subset of B cel ls,
monocytes, macroPhages

CD45RA: naive T cel ls,
B cells, monocytes

CD4SRB: B cel ls, subset of
T cel ls

See CD45
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CD
designation

Common
synonyms

Molecular structure,
family

Main cellular
expression

Known or
proposed functions

cD46 Membrane cojactor
protein (MCP)

52-58 kD; regulators of
complement activation family

Leukocytes, epithelial cells,
fibroblasts

Regulation of complement
activation

CD49a cr1 integrin subunit 210 kD: noncovalentlv
linked to CD29 to forrir
VLA-1 (81 integrin)

Activated T cells, monocvtes Leukocyte adhesion to
extracellular matrix;
binds col lagens, laminin

cD49b cr,2 integrin subunit;
platelet GPla

165 kD; noncovalently
linked to CD29 to form
VLA-2 (p1 integrin)

Platelets. activated T cells.
monocytes, some B cells

Leukocvte adhesion to
extraceilular matrix; binds
col lagen, laminin

CD49c d3 integrin subunit Dimer of 130 and 25 kD
chains; noncovalently
linked to CD29 to form
VLA-3 (81 integrin)

T cel ls, some B cel ls,
monocyres

Leukocyte adhesion to
extracellular matrix; binds
f ibronectin, col lagens, laminin

cD49d oa integrin subunil 150 kD; noncovalently
linked to CD29 to form
VLA-4 (oapl) integrin

T cells, monocytes, B cells,
NK cel ls, eosinophils,
dendritic cells, thymocytes

Leukocyte adhesion to
endothelium and extracellular
matrix; binds to VCAM-1 and
MAdCAM-1 ; binds fibronectin
and collagens

CD49e 0s integrin subunil Heterodimer of 135 and
25 kD chains; noncovalently
linked to CD29 to form
VLA-S (81 integrin)

T cel ls; few B cel ls and
monocytes, thymocytes

Adhesion to extracellular matrix;
binds f ibronectin

cD49f u6 integrin subunit Heterodimer of 125 and
25 kD chains; noncovalently
linked to CD29 to form
VLA-6 (81 integrin)

Platelets, megakaryocytes,
activated T cells, monocytes

Adhesion to extracellular matrix;
binds fibronectin

cD54 lcAM-1 75-114 kD; lg superfamily Endothel ial cel ls, T cel ls,
B cells, monocytes,
endothel ial cel ls
(cytokine inducible)

Cell-cel l  adhesion: l ioand for
CD11aCD18 (LFA-1 iand
CD11 bCDl 8 (Mac-1 );  receptor
for rhinovirus

cD55 Decav-acceleratinq
factoi (DAF)

55-70 kD: GPI linked:
regulators of complement
activation tamily

Broad Regulation of complement
activation: binds C3b. C4b

cD58 Leukocyte function-
associaled antiqen-3
(LFA-3)

55-70 kD; GPI l inked or
integral membrane protein;
CD21CD481CD58 familv

Broad Leukocyte adhesion; binds CD2

cD59 Membrane inhibitor
of reactive lysis
(MrRL)

18-20 kD; GPI l inked; Ly-6
superfamily

Broad Binds C9; inhibits formation of
complement membrane attack
comolex

CD62E E-selectin; ELAM-1 115 kD; selectin family Endothel ial cel ls Leukocyte-endothelial adhesion

CD62L L-selectin; LAM-1 ;
MEL-14

74-95 kD; selectin family B cells, T cells, monocytes,
granulocytes, some NK cells

Leukocyte-endothelial adhesion;
homing of naive T cells to
peripheral lymph nodes

CD62P P-selectin; gmp140;
PADGEM

140 kD; selectin familv Platelets, endothel ial cel ls
(present in granules,
translocated to cell surface
upon activation)

Leukocyte adhesion to
endothel ium, platelets;
b inds  CD162 (PSGL-1)

cD64 Fcyfll 72 kD; lg superfamily;
noncovalently associated
with the common FcR v
chain

Monocytes, macrophages,
activated neutroohils

High-afiinity Fcry receptor; role in
phagocytosis, ADCC,
macrophage activation

CD66e Carcinoembryonic
antigen (CEA)

180-220 kD; lg superfamily;
carcinoembryonic antioen
(CEA) family

Colonic and other epithel ial
cel ls

? Adhesion; cl inical marker of
carcinoma burden

cD74 Class l l  MHC
invariant (y) chain; li

33, 35, and 41 kD isoforms B cells, monocytes,
macrophage, other class ll
MHC-expressing cells

Binds to and directs intracellular
sorting of newly synthesized
class l l  MHC molecules

CD79a l go ,  MB1 32, 45 kD: forms dimer with
CD79B; lg superfamily;
ITAM in cytoplasmic tail

Mature B cel ls Required for cell surface
expression of and signal
transduction bv the B cel l
antigen recept-or complex

cD79b lsp, 829 37-39 kD; forms dimer with
CD790; lg superfamily;
ITAM in cytoplasmic tail

Mature B cells Required for cell surface
expression ol and signal
transduction by the B cell
antigen receptor complex
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CD
designation

Gommon
synonyms

Molecular structure,
family

Main cellular
expression

Known or
proposed functions

cD80 87-1 ;  BB1 60 kD; lg superfamily Dendritic cells, activated
B cells and macrophages

Costimulator for T lymphocyte
activation; ligand for CD28 and
cD152 (CTLA-4)

cD81 Target for
antiproliferative
antigen-1 (TAPA-1)

26 kD; tetraspan (TM4SF) T cel ls, B cel ls, NK cel ls,
dendritic cells, thymocytes,
endothel ium

B cell activation; forms a
coreceptor complex with
CD19 and CD21 which del ivers
signals that synergize with
signals from B cel l  antigen
receptor complex

cD86 87-2 80 kD; lg superfamily B cells, monocytes, dendritic
cells; some T cells

Costimulator for T lymphocYte
activation; ligand for CD28 and
cD152 (CTLA-4)

cD88 C5a receptor 43 kD; G protein--coupled,
7-membrane-spanning
receptor family

Granulocytes, monocytes,
dendrit ic cel ls, mast cel ls

Receptor for C5a complement
fragment; role in complement-
induced inflammation

cD89 Fco receptor (FccrR) 55-75 kD; lg superfamily;
noncovalently associated
with the common FcR
y chain

Granulocytes, monocytes,
macrophages, T cell subset,
B cell subset

Binds lgA; mediates
lgA-dependent cellular
cytotoxicity

cD90 Thy-1 25-35 kD; GPI l inked; lg
superfamily

Thvmocvtes, periPheral
T iel ls (mice); CD34*
hematopoietic progenitor
cel ls, neurons

Marker for T cel ls; ? role in
T cell activation

cD94 Kp43; KIR 43 kD; C-type lectin; on
NK cells, covalently
assembles with other
C-type lectin molecules
(NKG2)

NK cells; subset of CD8+
T cel ls

CD94/NKG2 complex functions
as an NK cell inhibitory receptor;
binds HLA-E class I
MHC molecules

cD95 Fas antigen, APO-1 Homotrimer of 45 kD
chains; TNF receptor family

Mult iple cel l  types

cD102 tcAM-2 55-65 kD; lg superfamily Endothelial cells,
lymphocytes, monocytes,
platelets

Ligand for CD11aCD18 (LFA-1);
cell-cell adhesion

cD103 HML-1 ; cr6 integrin
subunit

Dimer of 150 and 25 kD
subunits; noncovalently
linked to B7 integrin subunit
to form ctgpT integrin

Intraepithelial lymphocytes,
other cell types

Role in T cel l  homing to and
retention in mucosa;
binds E-cadherin

cD106 Vascular cell
adhesion molecule-1
(VCAM-1) ;
tNoAM-110

100-110 kD; lg superfamilyEndothelial cells,
macrophages, follicular
dendritic cells, marrow
stromal cells

Adhesion; receptor for
CD49dCD29 (VLA-4) integrin;
role in lymphocyte trafficking,
activati6n: role in hematoPoiesis

cD1s0 Signaling lymphocyte
activation molecule
(SLAM); lPo-3

75-95 kD; lg supedamily Thvmocvtes, activated
lymphocytes, dendrit ic cel ls,
endothel ial cel ls

Reoulation of B cell-T cell
intdractions and prolif erative
signals in B lymphocytes; binds
itself as a self ligand

cD152 Cytotoxic
T lymphocyte-
associated protein-4
(cTLA-4)

33, 50 kD; lg superfamily Activated T lymphocytes Inhibitory signal ing in T cel ls;
b inds  CD80 (87-1)and CD86
(B7-2) on antigen-presenting
cel ls

cD153 CD30ligand (CD30L) 40 kD; TNF family Activated T cells, resting
B cells, granulocytes,
macrophages, thymocytes

Role in act ivat ion-induced cel l
death of CD8+ T cel ls; binds
to CD30

cD154 CD40 ligand
(CDaoL);TNF-
related activation
protein (TRAP); gp39

Homotrimer ol 32-39 kD
chains; TNF receptor family

Activated CD4* T cells Activates B cells, macroPhages,
and endothel ial cel ls; l igand
for CD40

cD158 Killer lg receptor
(KrR)

50, 58 kD; lg superfamily;
ki l ler lg- l ike receptor (KlR)
familv: ITIMS in
cytoflasmic tail

NK cel ls, T cel l  subsets lnhibit ion or act ivat ion of NK cel ls
uoon interaction with
the appropriate class I HLA
molecules

CD159a NKG2A 43 kD; C-type lectin; forms
heterodimer with CD94

NK cells, T cell subsets lnhibition or activation of NK cells
uoon interaction with
the appropriate class I HLA
molecules
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CD
designation

Common
synonyms

Molecular structure,
family

Main cellular
expression

Known or
proposed functions

CD159c NKG2C 40 kD; C{ype lectin; forms
heterodimer with CD94

NK cel ls Activation of NK cells uoon
interaction with the
appropriate class I HLA
molecules

cD162 PSGL-1 Homodimer of 120 kD
chains; sialomucin

T cel ls, monocytes,
granulocytes, some B cel ls

Ligand for selectins (CD62P.
CD62L): adhesion of
leukocytes to endothelium

cD247 Zeta chain: TCR ( 17 kD; ITAMs in
cytoplasmic tail

T cel ls, NK cel ls Signal ing chain of TCR and
NK cell-activating receptors

cD273 B7-DC,PD-L2 25 kD; lg superfamily;
87 costimulator familv

Dendrit ic cel ls, monocytes,
macropnages

Binds PD-1; inhibit ion of T cel l
activation

cD274 B7-H1,  PD-L1 33 kD; lg superfamily;
87 costimulator family

Leukocytes Binds PD-1; inhibit ion of T cel l
activation

cD275 B7-H2, ICOS l iqand.
87-BP1

60 kD; lg superlamily;
B7 costimulator familv

B cel ls, dendrit ic cel ls,
monocytes

Binds ICOS (CD278); T cel l
costimulation

CD276 87.H3 40-45 kD: lg superfamily;
B7 costimulator familv

Dendritic cells, monocytes,
activated T cells

T cell costimulation

cD278 ICOS,  A IL IM 55-60 kD: lq suoerfamilv:
CD28 costir iulaior familv

Activated T cells Binds ICOS-L (CD275); T cel l
costimulation

cD279 PD1,  SLEB2 55 kD; lg superfamily;
CD28 costimulator familv

Activated T cells, activated
B cel ls

Binds B7-H1 (CD27\ and
87-DC rcD279: requlation of
T cell aitivation 

'

cD280 ENDO180, UPARAP 180 kD; C-type lect in Macrophages, chondrocytes,
f ibroblasts, endothel ial cel ls

Mannose receptor; endocytic
pattern recognition of innate
immunity receptor

cD314 NKG2D. KLR 42 kD; C-type lectin NK cells, activated CD8+
T cel ls. NK1 .1 T cel ls.
some myeloid cells

Binds MHC class I,  MICA, MICB,
Rael and ULBP4; NK cel l  ano
CTL activation

'The lowercase letters affixed to some CD numbers refer to complex CD molecules that are encoded by multiple qenes or that belonq ro
lal1ti9s gf s.trqcturally related proteins. For instance, cD1a, cD1b, cD1c, and coio are iiructuiirVrerdt"o oii oiit'nbij"inid df;'-""p2 mrcrogtobuttn-associated nonpolymorphic protein.

' Abbreviations.ADCC_, antibody-depejde-nt cell-mediated cytotoxicity; Gp, glycoprotein; ICAM, intercellular adhesion molecule;
lgl jnn:ryq1.",.9u-lin;,1L, interleu.kqr; ITAM, immunoreceptoityrosinei6aseb?'ctiy'ation niorit; iiiM, immunoreiepior tyrosinL-oaseo
i[b]1'9.1 ll9titi IP:Iil,99alton; LFA, lvmohocvte function-associated antigen: LPS,.lipopolysaccharide; MHC, riralorhistocompaiiOititycomplex; NK, natural killer: GPl, glycbphosphatidylinositol; VCAM, vascrilar cetl idfiesion'molecule; VLA, very ldte antigen. i
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Many laboratory techniques that are routine in research
and clinical settings are based on the use of antibodies.
In addition, many of the techniques of modern molecu-
Iar biology have provided invaluable information about
the immune system. We have mentioned these tech-
niques often throughout the book. In this appendix, we

describe the principles underlying some of the most

commonly used laboratory methods in immunology. In

addition, we summarize how B and T lymphocyte
responses are studied using laboratory techniques.
Deiails of how to carry out various assays may be found

in laboratory manuals.

LRSoRRTONY METHODS USING ANTIEOOITS

The exquisite specificity of antibodies for particular anti-
gens makes antibodies valuable reagents for detecting,
purifying, and quantitating antigens' Because antibod-

ies can be produced against virtually any t)?e of macro-

molecule and small chemical, antibody-based
techniques may be used to study virtually any ty?e of

molecule in solution or in cells. The method for produc-

ing monoclonal antibodies (see Chapter 4, Box 4-1) has

greatly increased our ability to generate antibodies of

itmost any desired specificity. Historically, many of the

uses of antibody depended on the ability of antibody

and specific antigen to form large immune complexes,
eithei in solution or in gels, that could be detected by

various optical methods. These methods were of great

importance in early studies but have now been replaced

almost entirely by simpler methods based on immobi-

lized antibodies or antigens.

0uantitation of Antigen
by lmmunoassay$

Immunologic methods of quantifying antigen concen-

tration provide exquisite sensitivity and specificity and

have become standard techniques for both research and

clinical applications. All modern immunochemical
methods of quantitation are based on having a pure

antigen or antibody whose quantity can be measured by

an indicator molecule. \Mhen the indicator molecule is

labeled with a radioisotope, as first introduced by

Rosalyn Yalow and colleagues, it may be quantified by

instruments that detect radioactive decay events; the

assay is called a radioimmunoassay (RIA). \Mhen the
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measure amount of second
antibody bound

Determine amount of bound
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assay. A f ixed amount of one immobil ized
antibody is used to capture an antigen The
binding of a second, labeled antlbody that
recognizes a nonoverlapping determinant
on  the  an t igen w i l i  inc rease as  the  concen-
t ra t ion  o f  an t igen inc reases  and thus  a l low
quant i f i ca t ion  o f  the  an t igen

indicator molecule is covalently coupled to an enzyme,
it may be quantified by determining with a spectropho-
tometer the rate at which the enzyme converts a clear
substrate to a colored product; the assay is called an
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Several
variations of RIA and ELISA exist, but the most com-
monly used version is the sandwich assay (Fig. A-1). The
sandwich assay uses two different antibodies reactive
with different epitopes on the antigen whose concentra-
tion needs to be determined. A flred quantity of one
antibody is attached to a series of replicate solid sup-
ports, such as plastic microtiter wells. Test solutions con-
taining antigen at an unknown concentration or a series
of standard solutions with known concentrations of
antigen are added to the wells and allowed to bind.
Unbound antigen is removed by washing, and the
second antibody, which is enzyme linked or radio-
labeled, is allowed to bind. The antigen serves as a
bridge, so the more antigen in the test or standard solu-

tions, the more enzyme-linked or radiolabeled second
antibody will bind. The results from the standard solu-
tions are used to construct a binding curve for second
antibody as a function of antigen concentration, from
which the quantities of antigen in the test solutions may
be inferred. \44ren this test is performed with two mon-
oclonal antibodies, it is essential that these antibodies
see nonoverlapping determinants on the antigen; other-
wise, the second antibody cannot bind.

In an important clinical variant of immunobinding
assays, samples from patients may be tested for the pres-
ence of antibodies that are specific for a microbial
antigen (e.g., antibodies reactive with proteins from
human immunodeficiency virus [HIV] or hepatitis B
virus) as indicators of infection. In this case, a saturating
quantity of antigen is added to replicate wells contain-
ing plate-bound antibody, or the antigen is attached
directly to the plate, and serial dilutions of the patient,s
serum are then allowed to bind. The amount of the

Concentration of antioen -+



patient's antibody bound to the immobilized antigen is
determined by use of an enzyme-linked or radiolabeled
second antihuman immunoglobulin (Ig) antibody.

Pur i f icat ion and ldent i f icat ion
of Proteins

Antibodies can be used to purify proteins from solutions
and to identify and characterize proteins. TWo com-
monly used methods to puriry proteins are immunopre-
cipitation and affinity chromatography. Western blotting

Aooend ix  l l l  -  LAB0RATORY TECHNI0UES C0MM0NLY USED lN IMMUN0L0GY

is a widely used technique to determine the presence

and size of a protein in a biologic sample.

I m m u noprecipitati on and
Affi nity Chromatography

Immunoprecipitation is a technique in which an anti-
body specific for one protein antigen in a mixture of pro-

teins is used to isolate the specific antigen from the
mixture (Fig. A-2A). In most modern procedures, the
antibody is attached to a solid-phase particle (e.9., an
agarose bead) either by direct chemical coupling or indi-
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rectly. Indirect coupling may be achieved by means of an
attached anti-antibody, such as rabbit antimouse Ig
antibody, or by means of some other protein with spe-
cific affinity for the Fc portion of Ig molecules, such as
protein A or protein G from bacteria. After the antibody-
coated beads are incubated with the solution of antigen,
unbound molecules are separated from the bead-anti-
body-antigen complex by washing. Specific antigen is
then released (eluted) from the antibody by changing
the pH or by other solvent conditions that reduce the
affinity of binding. The purified antigen can then be ana-
lyzed by conventional chemical techniques. Alterna-
tively, a small amount of radiolabeled protein can be
purified and the characteristics of the macromolecule
inferred from the behavior of the radioactive label in
analytical separation techniques, such as sodium
dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(SDS-PAGE) or isoelectric focusing.

Affinity chromatography, Iike immunoprecipitation,
uses antibodies attached to an insoluble support to
remove and thereby purifu antigens from a solution (Fig.
A-2B). Antibodies specific for the desired antigen are
attached to a solid support, such as agarose beads
packed into a column, either by direct coupling or indi-
rectly, as described for immunoprecipitation. A complex
mixture of antigens is passed through the beads to allow
the antigen that is recognized by the antibody to bind.
Unbound molecules are washed away, and the bound
antigen is eluted by changing the pH or by exposure to
a chemical that breaks the antigen-antibody bonds. The
same method may be used to purify antibodies from
culture supernatants or natural fluids, such as serum, by
first attaching the antigen to beads and passing the
supernatants or serum through.

Western Blotting

Western blotting (Fig. A-3) is used to determine the rel-
ative quantity and the molecular weight of a protein
within a mixture of proteins or other molecules. The
mixture is first subjected to analytical separation, typi-
cally by SDS-PAGE, so that the final positions of differ-
ent proteins in the gel are a function of their molecular
size. The array of separated proteins is then transferred
from the separating polyacrylamide gel to a support
membrane by capillary action (blotring) or by elec-
trophoresis such that the membrane acquires a replica
of the array of separated macromolecules present in the
gel. SDS is displaced from the protein during the trans-
fer process, and native antigenic determinants are often
regained as the protein refolds. The position of the
protein antigen on the membrane can then be detected
by binding of labeled antibody specific for that protein,
thus providing information about antigen size and
quantity. If radiolabeled antibody probes are used, the
proteins on the blot are visualized by autoradiographic
exposure of film. More recently, antibodv probes are
labeled with enzymes that generate chemituminescent
signals and leave images on photographic film. The sen-
sitivity and specificity of this technique can be increased
by starting with immunoprecipitated proteins instead of

crude protein mixtures. This sequential technique is
especially useful for detecting protein-protein interac-
tions. For example, the physical association of two dif-
ferent proteins in the membrane of a ll.rnphoc),.te can
be established by immunoprecipitating a membrane
extract by use of an antibody specific for one of the pro-
teins and probing aWestern blot of the immunoprecip-
itate by use of a labeled antibody specific for the second
protein that may have been co-immunoprecipitated
along with the first protein. A variation of the Western
blot technique is routinely used to detect the presence
of anti-HIV antibodies in patients' sera. In this case, a
defined mixture of HIV proteins is separated by SDS-
PAGE and blotted onto a membrane, and the membrane
is incubated with dilutions of the test serum. The blot is
then probed with a second labeled antihuman Ig to
detect the presence of HIV-specific antibodies that were
in the serum and bound to the HIV proteins.

The technique of transferring proteins from a gel to a
membrane is called Western blotting as a biochemist's
joke. Southern is the last name of the scientist who first
blotted DNA from a separating gel to a membrane, a
technique since called Southern blotting. By analogy,
Northern blotting was applied to the technique of trans-
ferring RNA from a gel to a membrane, andWestern blot-
ting was applied to protein transfer.

Label ing and Detect ion of  Ant igens in
Gel ls  and Tissues

Antibodies specific for antigens expressed on or in par-
ticular cell rypes are commonly used to identifu these
cells in tissues or cell suspensions and to separate these
cells from mixed populations. In these methods, the
antibody can be radiolabeled, enzyme linked, o! most
commonly, fluorescently labeled, and a detection
system is used that can identify the bound antibody.
Antibodies attached to magnetic beads can be used to
physically isolate cells expressing specific antigens.

FIow Cytometry and Fluorescence-Activated
Cell Sorting

The tissue lineage, maturation stage, or activation status
of a cell can often be determined by analyzing the cell
surface or intracellular expression of different mole-
cules. This technique is commonly done by staining the
cellwith fluorescentlylabeled probes that are speciflc for
those molecules and measuring the quantity of fluores-
cence emitted by the cell (Fig. A-4). The flow cytometer
is a specialized instrument that can detect fluorescence
on individual cells in a suspension and thereby deter-
mine the number of cells expressing the molecule to
which a fluorescent probe binds. Suspensions of cells are
incubated with fluorescently labeled probes, and the
amount of probe bound by each cell in the population is
measured by passing the cells one at a time through a
fluorimeter with a laser-generated incident beam. The
relative amounts of a particular molecule on different
cell populations can be compared by staining each pop-
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ulation with the same probe and determining the
amount of fluorescence emitted. In preparation for flow
cytometric analysis, cell suspensions are stained with
the fluorescent probes of choice. Most often, these
probes are fluorochrome-labeled antibodies specific for
a cell surface molecule. Alternatively, cytoplasmic mole-
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iodide. Apoptotic cells can be identified using fluores-
cent probes, such as AnnexinV that bind to abnormally
exposed phospholipids on the surface of the dying cells.
Modern flow c1'tometers can routinely detect three or
more different-colored fluorescent signals, each
attached to a different antibody or other probe. This
technique permits simultaneous analysis of the expres-
sion of many different combinations of molecules by a
cell. In addition to detecting fluorescent signals, flow
cytometers also measure the forward and side light-
scattering properties of cells, which reflect cell size
and internal complexity, respectively. This information
is often used to distinguish different cell types. For
example, compared with lyrnphocytes, neutrophils
cause greater side scatter because of their cltoplasmic
granules, and monocytes cause greater forward scatter
because of their size.

Purif ication of Cells

A fluorescent-activated cell sorter (FACS) is an adapta-
tion of the flow cyotmeter that allows one to separate cell
populations according to which and how much fluores-
cent probe they bind. This technique is accomplished by
differentially deflecting the cells with electromagnetic
fields whose strength and direction are varied according
to the measured intensity of the fluorescent signal (Fig.
A-4). The cells may be labeled with fluorescently tagged
antibodies exvivo, or, in the case of experimental animal
studies, labeling may be accomplished in vivo by expres-
sion of transgenes that encode fluorescent proteins,
such as green fluorescent protein (GFP). (Transgenic
technology is described later in this appendix.)

Another commonly used technique to purify cells
with a particular phenoqpe relies on antibodies that are
attached to magnetic beads. These "immunomagnetic
reagents" will bind to certain cells, depending on the
specificity of the antibody used, and the bound cells can
then be pulled out of suspension using a strong magnet.

lmmunofluorescence and
Immunohistochemistry

Antibodies can be used to identifr the anatomic distri-
bution of an antigen within a tissue or within compart-
ments of a cell. To do so, the tissue or cell is incubated
with an antibody that is labeled with a fluorochrome
or enzyme, and the position of the label, determined
with a suitable microscope, is used to infer the position
of the antigen. In the earliest version of this method,
called immunofluorescence, the antibody was labeled
with a fluorescent dye and allowed to bind to a mono-
layer of cells or to a frozen section of a tissue. The stained
cells or tissues were examined with a fluorescence
microscope to locate the antibody. Although sensitive,
the fluorescence microscope is not an ideal tool for iden-
tifying the detailed structures of the cell or tissue
because of a low signal-to-noise ratio. This problem
has been overcome by new technologies including
confocal microscopy, which uses optical sectioning
technology to filter out unfocused fluorescent light,

and two-photon microscopy, which prevents out-
of-focus light from forming. Alternatively, antibodies
may be coupled to enzymes that convert colorless sub-
strates to colored insoluble substances that precipitate
at the position of the enzyme. A conventional light
microscope may then be used to localize the antibody in
a stained cell or tissue. The most common variant of this
method uses the enzyme horseradish peroxidase, and
the method is commonly referred to as the immunoper-
oxidase technique. Another commonly used enzyme is
alkaline phosphatase. Different antibodies coupled to
different enzymes may be used in conjunction to

a technique called immunoelectron microscopy.
Different-sized gold particles have been used for simul-
taneous localization of different antigens at the ultra-
structural level.

In all immunomicroscopic methods, signals may be
enhanced by use of sandwich techniques' For example,
instead of attaching horseradish peroxidase to a specific
mouse antibody directed against the antigen of interest,
it can be attached to a second anti-antibody (e.g., rabbit
antimouse Ig antibody) that is used to bind to the first,
unlabeled antibody. \{hen the label is attached directly
to the specific, primary antibody, the method is referred
to as direct; when the label is attached to a secondary or
even tertiary antibody, the method is indirect. In some
cases, molecules other than antibody can be used in
indirect methods. For example, staphylococcal protein
A, which binds to IgG, or avidin, which binds to primary
antibodies labeled with biotin, can be coupled to fluo-
rochromes or enzymes.

Measurement of Antigen-AntibodY
lnteractions

In many situations, it is important to know the affinity of
an antibody for an antigen. For example, the usefulness
of a monoclonal antibody as an experimental or thera-

cellulose and immersed in a solution containing the
antigen. (Semipermeable in this context means that
small molecules, such as antigen, can pass freely
through the membrane pores but that macromolecules,
such as antibody, cannot.) If no antibody is present
within the membrane-bound compartment, the antigen
in the bathing solution enters until the concentration of
antigen within the membrane-bound compartment
becomes exactly the same as that outside. Another way
to view the system is that at dynamic equilibrium'
antigen enters and leaves the membrane-bound com-
partment at exactly the same rate. However, when anti-
body is present inside the membrane, the net amount of
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Antigen alone Antigen + antibody
Analysis of antigen-antibody binding by equil ib-

n the presence of antibody (B), the amount of antlgen
lysis membrane is increased compared with the

absence of antibody (A) As described in the text, this difference,
caused by ant ibody b indrng of  ant igen,  can be used to measure the
affinity of the antibody for the antigen This experimenr can be per-
formed only when the ant igen is  a smal l  molecule (e.g. ,  a  naprenl
capable of  f  reely  crossing the d ia lys is  membrane.

antigen inside the membrane at equilibrium increases
by the quantity that is bound to anribody. This phenom-
enon occurs because only unbound antigen can diffuse
across the membrane, and at equilibrium, it is the
unbound concentration of antigen that must be identi-
cal inside and outside the membrane. The extent of the
increase in antigen inside the membrane depends on
the antigen concentration, on the antibody concentra-
tion, and on the dissociation constant (I(J of the binding
interaction. By measuring the antigen and antibody con-
centrations, by spectroscopy or by other means, K6 can
be calculated.

_ An alternative way to determine K4 is by measuring
the rates of antigen-antibody complex formation and
dissociation. These rates depend, in part, on the con-
centrations of antibody and antigen and on the affinity
of the interaction. All parameters except the concentra-
tions can be summarized as rate constants, and both the
on-rate constant (KJ and the off-rate constant (K"x)
can be calculated experimentally by determining the
concentrations and the actual rates ofassociation or dis-
sociation, respectively. The ratio of K"6/Ie" allows one to
cancel out all the parameters not related to affinity and
is exactly equal to the dissociation constant IG. Thus,
one can measure IQ at equilibrium by equilibrium dial-
ysis or calculate IQ from rate constants measured under
nonequilibrium conditions.

TRRruscTruIc MIcE AND TARGETED
Gerur Kruocxours

TWo important methods for studying the functional
effects of specific gene products in vivo are the creation
of transgenic mice that overexpress a particular gene in
a defined tissue and the creation of gene knockout mice,
in which a targeted disruption is used to ablate the func-

tion of a particular gene. Both techniques have been
widely used to analyze many biologic phenomena,
including the maturation, activation, and tolerance of
lymphoc).tes.

To create transgenic mice, foreign DNA sequences,
called transgenes, are introduced into the pronuclei of
fertilized mouse eggs, and the eggs are implanted into
the oviducts of pseudopregnant females. Usually, if a few
hundred copies of a gene are injected into pronuclei,
abouL 25To of the mice that are born are transgenic. One
to 50 copies of the transgene insert in tandem into a
random site of breakage in a chromosome and are sub-
sequently inherited as a simple mendelian trait. Because
integration usually occurs before DNA replication, most
(about 75To) of the transgenic pups carry the transgene
in all their cells, including germ cells. In most cases, inte-
gration of the foreign DNA does not disrupt endogenous
gene function. Also, each founder mouse carrying the
transgene is a heterozygote, from which homozygous
lines can be bred.

The great value of transgenic technology is that it can
be used to express genes in particular tissues by attach-
ing coding sequences of the gene to regulatory
sequences that normally drive the expression of genes
selectively in that tissue. For instance, lymphoid pro-
moters and enhancers can be used to overexpress genes,
such as rearranged antigen receptor genes, in lympho-
c1tes, and the insulin promoter can be used to express
genes in the B cells of pancreatic islets. Examples of the
utility of these methods for studying the immune system
are mentioned in many chapters of this book. Trans-
genes can also be expressed under the control of pro-
moter elements that respond to drugs or hormones,
such as tetracycline or estrogens. In these cases, tran-
scription of the transgene can be controlled at will by
administration of the inducing agent.

A powerful method for developing animal models of
single-gene disorders, and the most definitive way of
establishing the obligatory function of a gene in vivo, is
the creation of knockout mice by targeted mutation or
disruption of the gene. This technique relies on the phe-
nomenon of homologous recombination. If an exoge-
nous gene is inserted into a cell, for instance, by
electroporation, it can integrate randomly into the cell's
genome. However, if the gene contains sequences that
are homologous to an endogenous gene, it will prefer-
entially recombine with and replace endogenous
sequences. To select for cells that have undergone
homologous recombination, a drug-based selection
strategy is used. The fragment of homologous DNA to be
inserted into a cell is placed in a vector tlpically con-
taining a neomycin resistance gene and a viral thymi-
dine kinase (tk) gene (Fig. A-6A). This targeting vector is
constructed in such a way that the neomycin resistance
gene is always inserted into the chromosomal DNA, but
the fk gene is lost whenever homologous recombination
(as opposed to random insertion) occurs. The vector
is introduced into cells, and the cells are grown in
neomycin and ganciclovir, a drug that is metabolized by
thymidine kinase to generate a lethal product. Cells in
which the gene is integrated randomly will be resistant

Dialysis
membrane

Antigen
molecules

Free
antibody

Antibody
with
bound
antigen
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to neomycin but will be killed by ganciclovir, whereas
cells in which homologous recombination has occurred
will be resistant to both drugs because the rk gene will
not be incorporated. This positive-negative selection
ensures that the inserted gene in surviving cells has
undergone homologous recombination with endoge-
nous sequences. The presence of the inserted DNA in the
middle of an endogenous gene usually disrupts the
coding sequences and ablates expression or function of
that gene. In addition, targeting vectors can be designed
such that homologous recombination will lead to the
deletion of one or more exons of the endogenous gene.

To generate a mouse carrying a targeted gene disrup-
tion or mutation, a targeting vector is used to first
disrupt the gene in a murine embryonic stem (ES) cell
line. ES cells are pluripotent cells derived from mouse
embryos that can be propagated and induced to differ-
entiate in culture or that can be incorporated into a
mouse blastocyst, which maybe implanted in a pseudo-
pregnant mother and carried to term. Importantly, the
progeny of the ES cells develop normally into mature
tissues that will express the exogenous genes that have
been transfected into the ES cells. Thus, the targeting
vector designed to disrupt a particular gene is inserted
into ES cells, and colonies in which homologous recom-
bination has occurred (on one chromosome) ate
selected with drugs, as described before (Fig. A-68). The
presence of the desired recombination is verified by
analysis of DNA with techniques such as Southern blot
hybridization or PCR. The selected ES cells are injected
into blastocysts, which are implanted into pseudopreg-
nant females. Mice that develop will be chimeric for a

heterozygous disruption or mutation, that is, some of

the tissues witl be derived from the ES cells and others

from the remainder of the normal blastocyst. The germ

cells are also usually chimeric, but because these cells

are haploid, only some will contain the chromosome

copy with the disrupted (mutated) gene. If chimeric

mice are mated with normal (wild-type) animals and

either sperm or eggs containing the chromosome with

the mutation fuse with the wild-type partner, all cells in

the offspring derived from such a zygote will be het-

erozygous for the mutation (so-called germline trans-

mission). Such heterozygous mice can be mated to yield

animals that will be homozygous for the mutation with

a frequency that is predictable by simple mendelian seg-

regation. Such knockout mice are deflcient in expression

site in the genome rather than in a random site as in con-

ventional transgenic mice. This strategy is used when it

is desirable to have the expression ofthe transgene reg-

recombination.
Although the conventional gene-targeting strategy has

proved to be of great usefulness in immunology

iesearch, the approach has some potentially significant
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FIGSRE A-6 Generation of gene knockout. A The disruption of gene X in an embryonic stem (ES) cel l  is accomplished by hom-ologous

recombination A populat ion oiES cel ls is transfected with'a targeti ;g vector that contains sequences homologous to two exons of gene X

flanking a neomycin resistance (neo) gene The neo gene replaCes or disrupts one of the exons of gene X on homologous recombination
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drawbacks. First, the mutation of one gene during devel-
opment may be compensated for by altered expression
of other gene products, and therefore the function of the
targeted gene may be obscured. Second, in a conven-
tional gene knockout mouse, the importance of a gene
in only one tissue or at only one time during develop-
ment cannot be easily assessed. Third, a functional
selection marker gene, such as the neomycin resistance
gene, is permanently introduced into the animal
genome, and this alteration may have unpredictable
results on the phenotype of the animal. An important
refinement of gene knockout technology that can over-
come many of these drawbacks takes advantage of the
bacteriophage-derived Cre I loxP recombination system.
The Cre enz).rne is a DNA recombinase that recognizes

ES cells
with no gene
insertion

ES cells with
random gene
inseftion

ES cells with
targeted gene
inseftion
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FIGURE A- Cont'd B The ES cel ls that were
transfected by the targeting vector are selected by
neomycrn and ganciclovir so that only those cel ls with
targeted insertron (homologous recombination)
survive. These cel ls are then injected into a blastocvst,
which is then implanted into the uterus of a pseudo-
pregnant mouse. A chimeric mouse wil l  develop in
which some of the t issues are derived f rom the ES cel l
carrying the targeted mutation in gene X These
chimeric mice are identi f ied by a mixed-color coat,
including the color of the mouse strain from which the
ES cel ls were derived and the color of the mouse strairr
from which the blastocyst was derived l f  the mutation
is present in germ cel ls, i t  can be propagated by further
breed inq .

a 34-bp sequence motif called loxp and the enz\nne
mediates the deletion of gene segments flanked by'two
/oxPsites in the same orientation. To generate mice with
loxP-tagged genes, targeting vectors are constructed
with one IoxP site flanking the neomycin resistance gene
at one end and a second loxP site flanking the sequences
homologous to the target at the other end. These vectors
are transfected into ES cells, and mice carrying the loxp-
flanked but still functional target gene are generated as
described for conventional knockout mice. A second
strain of mice carrying a cre transgene is then bred with
the strain carrying ttre loxP-flanked target gene. In the
offspring, expression of Cre recombinase will mediate
deletion of the target gene. Both the normal gene
sequences and the neomycin resistance gene will be



deleted. Importantly, expression of the cre gene, and
therefore deletion ofthe targeted gene, can be restricted
to certain tissues or specified times by the use of cre
transgene constructs with different promoters. For
example, selective deletion of a gene only in helper T
cells can be accomplished by using a cre transgenic
mouse in which cre is driven by a CD4 promoter. Alter-
natively, a steroid-inducible promoter can be used so
that Cre expression and subsequent gene deletion occur
only after mice are given a dose of dexamethasone.
Many other variations on this technology have been
devised to create conditional mutants. CrelloxP tech-
nology can also be used to create knock-in mice. In this
case, loxPsites are placed in the targetingvectorto flank
the neomycin resistance gene and the homologous
sequences, but they do not flank the replacement
(knock-in) gene sequences. Therefore, after cre-
mediated deletion, the exogenous gene remains in the
genome at the targeted site.

Mrrnoos FoR SruDyrNG T Lyrvrpnocvrr
Rrsporusrs

Our current knowledge of the cellular events in T cell
activation is based on a variety of experimental tech-
niques in which different populations of T cells are acti-
vated by defined stimuli and functional responses are
measured. In vitro experiments have provided a great
deal of information on the changes that occur in a T cell
when it is stimulated by antigen. More recently, several
techniques have been developed to study T cell prolifer-
ation, cltokine expression, and anatomic redistribution
in response to antigen activation in vivo. The new exper-
imental approaches have been particularly useful for the
study of naive T cell activation and the localization of
antigen-specific memory T cells after an immune
response has waned.

Polyclonal Activation of T Cells

Polyclonal actiuators of T cells bind to many or all TCR
complexes regardless of specificity and activate the T
cells in ways similar to peptide-MHc complexes on
APCs. Polyclonal activators are mostly used in vitro to
activate T cells isolated from human blood or the lym-
phoid tissues of experimental animals. Polyclonal acti-
vators can also be used to activate T cells with unknourn
antigen specificities, and they can evoke a detectable
response from mixed populations of naive T cells, even
though the frequency of cells specific for any one
antigen would be too low to elicit a detectable response.
The pollnneric plant proteins called lectins, such as con-
canavalin-A (Con-A) and phytohemagglutinin (PHA),
are one commonly used group of polyclonal T cell acti-
vator. Lectins bind specifically to certain sugar residues
on T cell surface glycoproteins, including the TCR and
CD3 proteins, and thereby stimulate the T cells. Anti-
bodies specific for invariant framework epitopes on TCR
or CD3 proteins also function as polyclonal activators of
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T cells. Often, these antibodies need to be immobilized
on solid surfaces or beads or cross-linked with second-

polyclonal stimulus, bind to and activate all T cells that
express particular types ofTCR p chain (see Chapter 15,
gox tS-Z). T cells of any antigen speciflcity can also be

stimulated with pharmacologic reagents, such as the

combination of the phorbol ester PMA and the calcium
ionophore ionomycin, that mimic signals generated by

the TCR complex.

Antigen-lnduced Activation of Polyclonal T

Cell Populations

Polyclonal populations of normal T cells that are

enriched for T cells specific for a particular antigen can

be derived from the blood and peripheral lymphoid
organs of indMduals after immunization with the

antigen. The immunization serves to expand the

number of antigen-specific T cells, which can then be

restimulated in vitro by adding antigen and MHC-

matched APCs to the T cells. This approach can be used

to study antigen-induced activation of a mixed popula-

tion of previously activated ("primed") T cells expressing
many different TCRs, but the method does not permit

analysis of responses of naive T cells.

Antigen-lnduced Activation of T Cell
Populat ions wi th a Single Ant igen
Specificity

Monoclonal populations of T cells, which express iden-

tical TCRs, have been useful for functional, biochemical,
and molecular analyses. The limitation of these mono-

clonal populations is that they are maintained as long-

term tissue culture lines and therefore may have
phenot)?ically diverged from normal T cells in vivo. One

type of monoclonal T cell population that is frequently

used in experimental immunologyis an antigen-specific
T cell clone. Such clones are derived by isolating T cells

from immunized individuals, as described for polyclonal

T cells, followed by repetitive in vitro stimulation with

the immunizing antigen plus MHC-matched APCs and

cloning of single antigen-responsive cells in semisolid

media or in liquid media by limiting dilution. Antigen-

specific responses can easily be measured in these pop-

ulations because all the cells in a cloned cell line have

the same receptors and have been selected for growth in

response to a knornm antigen-MHC complex. Both

helper and CTL clones have been established from mice

and humans. Other monoclonal T cell populations used

in the study of T cell activation include antigen-specific
T cell hybridomas, which are produced like B cell

hybridomas (see Box 3-1, Chapter 3), and tumor lines

dirived from T cells have been established in vitro after

removal of malignant T cells from animals or humans
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with T cell leukemias or lymphomas. Although some
tumor-derived lines express functional TCR complexes,
their antigen specificities are not known, and the cells
are usually stimulated with polyclonal activators for
experimental purposes. The Iurkat line, derived from a
human T cell leukemia cell, is an example of a tumor
Iine that is widely used as a model to study T cell signal
transduction.

TCR transgenic mice are a source of homogeneous,
phenotypically normal T cells with identical antigen
specificities that are widely used for in vitro and in vivo
experimental analyses. If the rearranged cr and B chain
genes of a single TCR of knorryn specificity are expressed
as a transgene in mice, a majority of the mature T cells
in the mice will express that TCR. If the TCR transgene is
crossed onto a RAG-1- or MG-2-deficient background,
no endogenous TCR gene expression occurs and 100%
of the T cells will express only the transgenic TCR. TCR
transgenic T cells can be activated in vitro or in vivo with
a single peptide antigen, and they can be identified by
antibodies specific for the transgenic TCR. One of the
unique advantages of TCR transgenic mice is that they
permit the isolation of sufficient numbers of naive T cells
of defined specificity to allow one to study functional
responses to the first exposure to antigen. This advan-
tage has allowed investigators to study the in vitro con-
ditions under which antigen activation of naive T cells
leads to differentiation into functional subsets such as
Tsl and Tg2 cells (see Chapter l2). Naive T cells from
TCR transgenic mice can also be injected into normal
syngeneic recipient mice, where they home to lymphoid
tissues. The recipient mouse is then exposed to the
antigen for which the transgenic TCR is specific. By use
of antibodies that label the TCR transgenic T cells, it is
possible to follow their expansion and differentiation in
uiuo and to isolate them for analyzing recall (secondary)
responses to antigen ex vivo.

Methods to Enumerate and Study
Funct ional  Responses of  T Cel ls

Proliferation essays for T lyrnphocytes, Iike that of other
cells, are conducted in uitro by determining the amount
of 3H-labeled thymidine incorporated into the replicat-
ing DNA of cultured cells. Th]..rnidine incorporation pro-
vides a quantitative measure of the rate of DNA
syrrthesis, which is usually directly proportional to the
rate of cell division. Cellular proliferation in vivo can be
measured by injecting the thymidine analogue bromod-
eoxyrrridine (BrdU) into animals and staining cells with
anti-BrdU antibody to identify and enumerate nuclei
that have incorporated BrdU into their DNA during DNA
replication.

Fluorescent dyes can be used to study proliferation of

of this tlpe is S,6-carboxyfluorescein diacetate succin-
imidyl ester (CFSE), which can be detected in cells by
standard flow cytometric techniques. Every time a T cell
divides, its dye content is halved, and therefore it is pos-
sible to determine whether the adoptively transferred T
cells present in ll.rnphoid tissues of the recipient mouse
have divided in vivo and to estimate the number of dou-
blings each T cell has gone through.

Peptide-MHC tetramers are used to enumerate T cells
with a single antigen specificity isolated from blood or
lymphoid tissues of experimental animals or humans.
These tetramers contain four of the peptide-MHC com-
plexes that the T cell would normally recognize on the
surface of APCs. The tetramer is made by producing a
class I MHC molecule to which is attached a small mol-
ecule called biotin by use of recombinant DNA technol-
ogy. Biotin binds with high affinity to a protein called
avidin, and each avidin molecule binds four biotin mol-
ecules. Thus, avidin forms a substrate for assembling
four biotin-conjugated MHC proteins. The MHC mole-
cules can be loaded with a peptide of interest and thus
stabilized, and the avidin molecule is labeled with a flu-
orochrome, such as FITC. This tetramer binds to T cells
speciflc for the peptide-MHC complex with high enough
avidity to label the T cells even in suspension. This
method is the only feasible approach for identifuing
antigen-specific T cells in humans. For instance, it is
possible to identify and enumerate circulating HLA-
A2-restricted T cells specific for an HIV peptide by stain-
ing blood cells with a tetramer of H[A-A2 molecules
Ioaded with the peptide. The same technique is being
used to enumerate and isolate T cells specific for self
antigens in normal individuals and in patients with
autoimmune diseases. Peptide-MHC tetramers that
bind to a particular transgenic TCR can also be used to
quantiff the transgenic T cells in different tissues after
adoptive transfer and antigen stimulation. The tech-
nique is nowwidely used with class I MHC molecules; in
class I molecules, only one polypeptide is polymorphic,
and stable molecules can be produced in vitro. This is
more difficult for class II molecules, because both chains
are polymorphic and required for proper assembly, but
class Il-peptide tetramers are also being produced.

Cytokine secretion assays can be used to quantify
cltokine-secreting effector T cells within lymphoid
tissues. The most commonly used methods are cyto-
plasmic staining of cy'tokines and single-cell enzyrne-
linked immunosorbent assays (ELISPOT). In these tlpes
of studies, antigen-induced activation and differentia-
tion of T cells take place in vivo, and then T cells are iso-
lated and tested for cytokine expression in vitro.
Cytoplasmic staining of cltokines requires permeabiliz-
ing the cells so that fluorochrome-labeled antibodies
specific for a particular cytokine can gain entry into the
cell, and the stained cells are analyzed by flow c)'tome-
try. Cytokine expression by T cells ipecifit for a particu-
lar antigen can be determined by additionally staining T
cells with peptide-MHC tetramers or, in the case of TCR-
transgenic T cells, antibodies specific for the transgenic
TCR. By use of a combination of CFSE and anticytokine
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antibodies, it is possible to examine the relationship
between cell division and cltokine expression. In the
ELISPOT assay, T cells freshly isolated from blood or
lymphoid tissues are cultured in plastic wells coated
with antibody specific for a particular cytokine. As
cytokines are secreted from individual T cells, they bind
to the antibodies in discrete spots corresponding to the
location of individual T cells. The spots are visualized by
adding secondary enzyme-linked anti-immunoglobu-
lin, as in a standard ELISA (see Appendix III), and the
number of spots is counted to determine the number of
cytokine-secreting T cells.

MrrHoos FoR SruDyrNc B LvtrrtpHocvrr
Rrporusrs

Activation of Polyclonal B Gell Populations

It is technically difficult to study the effects of antigens
on normal B cells because, as the clonal selection
hypothesis predicted, very few lymphocytes in an indi-
vidual are specific for any one antigen. An approach to
circumventing this problem is to use anti-Ig antibodies
as analogues of antigens, with the assumption that anti-
Igwill bind to constant (C) regions of membrane Ig mol-
ecules on all B cells and will have the same biologic
effects as an antigen that binds to the hypervariable
regions of membrane Ig molecules on only the antigen-
specific B cells. To the extent that precise comparisons
are feasible, this assumption appears generally correct,
indicating that anti-Ig antibody is a valid model for anti-
gens. Thus, anti-Ig antibody is frequently used as a poly-
clonal activator of B lymphocltes, similar to the use of
anti- CD3 antibodies as polyclonal activators of T lym-
phocltes discussed earlier.

Antigen-lnduced Activation of B Gell
Populations with a Single Antigen-
Specificity

To examine the effects of antigen binding to B cells,
investigators have attempted to isolate antigen-specific
B cells from complex populations of normal lympho-
cltes or to produce cloned B cell lines with deflned anti-
genic specificities. These efforts have met with little
success. However, transgenic mice have been developed
in which virtually all B cells express a transgenic Ig of
knor.vn specificity, so that most of the B cells in these
mice respond to the same antigen. A somewhat more
sophisticated approach has been to generate antigen
receptor knockin mice, in which rearranged Ig H and L
chain genes have been homologously recombined into
their endogenous loci. Such knockin animals have
proved particularly useful in the examination of recep-
tor editing.

Assays to Measure B Cell Proliferation and

Antibody Production

Much of our knowledge of B cell activation is based on

in vitro experiments, in which different stimuli are used

to activate B cells and their proliferation and differenti-

ation can be measured accurately. The same assays may

be done with B cells recovered from mice exposed to dif-

ferent antigens or with homogeneous B cells expressing
transgene-encoded antigen receptors.

B cell proliferation is measured using 3H-labeled

thymidine incorporation in vitro and BrdU labeling in

vivo, a described for T cell proliferation, above.
Antibody production is measured in two different

ways: with assays for cumulative Ig secretion, which

measure the amount of Ig that accumulates in the super-

natant of cultured lymphocytes or in the serum of an

immunized individuat andwith single-cell assays, which

determine the number of cells in an immune population

that secrete Ig of a particular specificity or isotype. The

most accurate, quantitative, and widely used techniques
for measuring the total amount of Ig in a culture super-

natant or serum sample is ELISA. By use of antigens
bound to solid supports, it is possible to use ELISA to
quantify the amount of antibody in a sample specific for

a particular antigen. In addition, the availability of anti-

Ig antibodies that detect Igs of different heavy or light

c-hain classes allows measurement of the quantities of

bound to cells, and this is reflected in the degree of cell

antibodies that have been secreted and are bound to the

immune response.
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inactivated, 33b, 338, 341
in phagocytosis, 341-342
receptor for, 336-338, 33Bt

C3bBb complex, 330
C3 convertase, 330, 492-493

alternative pathway, 330, 331, 33fl 332f
classical pathway, 333, 334, 334f
inhibition of, 340-341, 340f

c3d, 338
in B cell activation, 220-221,221f,

343-344
C3 deficiency, 344b
C3dg, 338
C3 nephritic factor (C3NeF), 344b
C3 tickover, 330
c4, 335t

in autoimmunity, 435, 436t
in classical pathway, 333, 334f

C4a
in classical pathway, 333, 334f
in inflammation, 342

c4b
in classical pathway, 333, 334f
in phagocytosis, 341
receptor for, 336-338, 338t

C4b2b complex, in classical pathway, 333
C4-binding protein (C4BP), 339t, 340
C4 deficiency, 344b
c5, 4s, 43i 330

in late steps of complement activation'
335. 336f. 337t

CSa (Continued)
in inflammation, 342
in late steps of complement activation,

335, 336f
C5a receptor, 342-343
c5b, 43, 43f, 330

in late steps of complement activation,
335, 336f

C5b,6,7 complex, 335
C5 convertase, 330, 493

alternative pathway, 33f, 33ff, 332f
classical pathway, 334, 334f
inhibition ol 340-341
in late steps of complement activation,

335, 336f
c6, 43, 335, 3361 337t
c7 , 4s, 335,3361 337t
cB, 43, 335, 336f, 337t
c9, 43, 335-336, 336f, 337t
c"4,-19-9, 406
cA-r25, 406, 4l5t
Cachexia

in AIDS, 485
tumor necrosis factor and,277

CAD (caspase-activated DNase), 256b
Calcineurin, 207, 493
Calcineurin inhibitors, 387-388, 3B7t
Calcium-calcineurin pathway, in T cell

activation, 199, 2001 208-209, 209f
Calcium release activated calcium (CRAC)

channels, 206,469
CAll,A (common acute ll.rnphoblastic

leukemia antigen), 406
Calnexin,89, 126, 131
Calreticulin, 131
Cancer. SeeTumor(s).

immunodeficienry and, 464, 475t, 476
Cancer/testis antigens, 402403
Can d i.d.a alb ic an s, 353t
Candida infections, 362
5,6-Carboxyfluorescein diacetate

succinimidyl ester (CFSE), 536
Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA),

405-406, 415t, 493
CARD (caspase activation and

recruitment domain) -containing
proteifis,26,220

cARMAl,207,220
Carrier protein, 90
Caspase(s)

in apoptosis, 256b
in cell-mediated cy'totoxicity, 318-319
defined, 493

Caspase-1, 278
Caspase-activated DNase (CAD), 256b
Caspase activation and recruitment

domain (CARD) -containing proteins,
26,220

Cathelicidins, 28, 28f, 493
Cathepsin(s)

in antigen processing, 125
defined, 493

Cathepsin G, in phagolysosomes, 36
cbl-b

in T cell signal attenuation,212-213,
2r2 f

in T cell tolerance, 249
ccl l l ,  453
cclrg, 60, 61, 66-68, 69
ccl2r, 60, 6I, 66-68, 69
ccR, 279, 2B0t
CCR4, 69
CCRS, in HIV infection, 478, 479,48Of
ccR7, 60, 61, 62, 68, 69, 121
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CCRg, 69
ccRl0, 69
CD (cluster of differentiation), 50, 5lb
CD molecules, I1, 493, 519-524
CDl

lipid antigen presentation by, t16,
134-135

and NK-T cell T cell receptors,
t44-145

cD2, t47-t49
CD3, I38f
cD4, l38f

binding sites on MHC molecules for,
r02

functions of, 145-146
in HIV infection, 477-478, 479f,480f,

483
in MHC-restricted T cell activation,

145-146, 146f
as phenotypic marker, 50
in signal transduction, 146
specificity of, 146
structure of, 145, 146f
on thymoc).tes, 180, 1BOf

CD4-
activation of, 190, 191-192
in al lograft reject ion, 386
antigen presentation to, 97, 145f
antigen recognition by, 115-116

a l lo - ,380,  381,382f
in B cell activation, 216
in CDB- activation, 192-194, l93f
in cell-mediated immunity, l5
clonal expansion of, 192
in diabetes mellitus, 429b
differentiation of, Ig2
effector,55,304-315
in HIV infection, 478, 481-483, 48ll

482f,484485,486
in  humora l  immuni ry ,  l6
ln lmmune response

to extracellular bacteria, 354, 355f
to fungi, 362
to intracellular bacteria, 3s9-360,

359f
in lynph nodes, 60
in multiple sclerosis, 428,430b
in rheumatoid arthritis, 43lb
TH], 305

activation of macrophages by,
3 l l - 3 1 2 , 3 1 r f

in delayed-type hypersensitivity
reactions, 312-314, 3l31 3f 4f

development ol 305-307, 308f
effector functions ol 309-314, 309f
in HIV infection, 483
immune responses mediated by, 303,

304f, 309-314, 309f
in immune response to parasites,

.1b /

interferon-1 and, 295
migration to sites of antigen by,

3 10-3 1 1, 3 lOf
propert ies of, 305, 307f
toll-like receprors and, 4445

TH2, 305
development of, 305, 307-309, 30Bf
effector functions of, 314-315, 315f
in HIV infection, 483
homing of, 315
in immediate hypersensitivity, 442,

442f,443-444
immune responses mediated by, 304,

3r4-31s ,315f

CD4.,TH2 (Continued)
in immune response to parasites, 368
interferon-y and, 295
interleukin-4 and, 293
properties of, 305, 307f

T H 1 7 , 3 1 5 ,  5 1 5
tolerance rn,246-254
in tumor immunity, 4O7, 40Bf

cD5, 175
CDB, 138f

binding sites on MHC molecules for,
t02

functions ol 145-146
in MHC-restricted T cell activation,

145-146, t46f
as phenotlpic marker, 50
in signal transduction, 146
speciflcity of, 146
structure ol 145, l46f
on thlrnocy.tes, IB0, l80f

CD8-
activation of, 190, 192-194, 193f, 194f,

316-317, 3r7f
in allograft rejection, 386
antigen presentation to, 97, 122, 1451
antigen recognition by, 115-f 16, 316

allo-, 380, 38I, 3B2f
in cell-mediated immunity, l5-16, 304,

304f
clonal expansion ol 194, 194f
cross-presentation of antigen Io, I92,

193f
cltotoxicity mediated by, 3t6-319,

3 l6 f
in diabetes mellitus, 429b
differentiation of, 1931 194
effector, 55, 315-319
in HIV infection, 478,485
ln lmmune response

to fungi, 362
to intracellular bacteria, 359-360,

359f
to malaria, 369b
to viruses, 364

killing of targer cells by, 317-3l9.3l8f
in lymph nodes, 60
tolerance in,254-257
in tumor immunity, 407, 4OBf

CD8 coreceptor, 316
cDl0 ,  406
cDl lb, 338, 3381
C D 1 1 c , 3 3 8 , 3 3 B t
CDI4

in immediate hypersensitivity, 455
lipopolysaccharide and, 24

cDr6, 39b, 4r, 326b, 327b
cDlB, 33b, 338, 33Br
CDI9 ,  338

in B cell activation, 220-22I,221f
cD20, 406
cD2l, 338, 338t

in B cell activation, 220-221,221f
cD22,238
cD23,326b,327b, 445
cD25, s5

in T cell tolerance, 252-253
cD28, r47

in costimulation, 146-147, 147 f , 209
inhibitory receptors of, 747 , 209-21O,

2t0f
in T cell activation, 194-198, l96b-I97b

cD29, 33b
CD3l, in leukocl'te recruitment, 35
cD32,238,326b-327b

cD34, 57, 66
cD35, 336-338, 338t
cD36, 26
CD4O

in B cell activation, 226-227,227f
in isotype switching, 228,230-23I
mutations in,471f, 472
in T cell activation, 195, 198, 198f, 312

CD40 ligand (CD40L), r48,278
in B cell activation, 22U228,227f
mutations in,47|f,472
in T cell activation, 195, 198, 198f, 312

cD44, t4B
in memoryT cell migration, 311

CD45
on memory cells, 55-56
inT cell activation, 202,202b

cD46, 339r, 340
CD4B, 147
CD49a-l 33b
cD54, 33b
CD'B, 147
cD59, 339r, 340, 341, 342f
CD62E, in leukocyte recruitment, 31, 32b
CD62L, in leukocyte recruitment, 31, 32b
CD62B in leukocyte recruitment, 31, 32b
cD64, 326b
cD66, 405-406, 493
CD6B, 26
CDBO, 147, 194-198, l96b-197b

in tumor immunity, 409
CDBl, 338

in B cell activation, 220-221,221f
CDBs, 39b
cDB6, 147, 194-198, 196b-r97b

in tumor immunity, 409
cD89,326b,327b
cD94, 39b
CD94/NKG2,4I
CD95. See Fas.
CD95 ligand. See Fas ligand (FasL).
C D I I I - c , 3 3 b
cD152, r47, 198

in T cell signal attenuation, 209-210,
2LOf

cD154, l4B
in B cell activation, 226-228,227f

cDNA (complementary DNA)
and monoclonal antibodies, 79b
in subtractive hybridization, l39b

C domains, 83b
CDRs. See Complementarity-determining

region(s) (CDRs).
CEA (carcinoembryonic antigen),

405-406, 415t, 493
Cell(s), purification ol 530
Cell death, programmed (physiologic),

510. See also Apoptosis.
Cell-mediated c)'totoxici$ antibody-

dependent, 328-329, 329f , 4gl
in HIV infection, 483

Cell-mediated immunity (CMI)
defined, 493
effector mechanisms of, 303-320
to fungi, 362
to HII 486
induction and effector phases ol 304,

306f
to intracellular bacteria, 359
overview of, 7 , I, Bl l4l 15-16
to parasites, 367
types of, 303-304, 304f-306f

Cell surface proteins, on lymphocyes, 50,
51b, 54t



Cellular immunity. See Cell-mediated
immunity (CMI).

Cellular inhibitors of apoptosis (cIAPs),
276b

Cellular proteins, abnormally expressed,
as tumor antigens, 402403

Cellular theory, of immuniry 9
Central arteries, of spleen, 6l
Central tolerance, lB4-185, 245-246, 245f

in B lymphocytes, 258, 259f,260f
defined, 493
in T lynphocltes, 246-248, 24Bf

CFSE (5,6-carboxlfluorescein diacetate
succinimidyl ester), 536

CGD (chronic granulomatous disease), 37,
465-466, 4651, 493

Chaperones, 89, 126, 1261 131
Ch6diak-Higashi sy'ndrome, 465t, 466, 493
Chemokine(s), 27 41, 279-281

biologic actions of , 27O, 279-281
c ,279,280t
cc,279,280t
cxc.279.280t
defined, 493
in leukocyte recruitment, 31-35
in l1'mPh nodes, 60
and l1'rnphocyte recirculation, 65
oroduction of. 279
receptors for, 279, 28Ot, 493

in HIV infection, 478
structure of, 279
in T cell homing, 68
in Tsl migration, 310
tumor necrosis factor and,274
types of, 279,280t

Chemokine inhibitory protein of
staphylococci (CHIPS), 346

Chemotaxis,493
Chemotherapy, immunodeficiency due to,

475t ,476
Chimeric mice, 533, 534f
Chondroitin sulfate, 452
Chromosomal translocations

deflned, 493
in lyrnphocy'te tumors, 165, 166b-f 67b

Chronic granulomatous disease (CGD),
37 , 465-466,465t, 493

Chronic myelogenous leukemia,
chromosomal translocations in, 166b,
167b

Chronic rejection, 3841 3851 387, 493
Chymase,452
clAPs (cellular inhibitors of apoptosis),

276b
CIITA (class II transcription activator), 110
CIIV (class II vesicle), 126,494
Circumsporozoite (CS) protein, 369b
c-Jun N-terminal kinase (lNK), 206
c-Kit ligand, 298-299,298f, 2991, 493
cLA-1, 69
Classical pathway, of complement

activation, 331-335, 33fl 3341 336f
defined, 494
overview oi 42, a3f, 330
oroteins of, 335t

Class II-associated invariant chain
peptide (CLIP), 126-128, 127f,494

Class II transcription activator (CIITA),
1 1 0

Class II vesicle (CIIV), 126, 494
Cleavage, in V(D)l recombination, 164,

l64f
Clonal anergy, 494
Clonal deletion,157, 184,246, 494

Clonal expansion
of CD4. T cells, 192
of CD8. T cells, 194, 194f
defined, 494
overviewof, 10-ll, 101, 14f, 15

Clonal ignorance, 494
Clonal selection hypothesis, L4, 15f, 494
Clo s tr idi um tetani, 353t
cLP 155, r5sl 169
Cluster of differentiation (CD). See CD

(cluster of differentiation).
CMI. See Cell-mediated immunity (CMI).
CMV (cltomegalovirus), 365, 366b

in transplant patients, 389, 395
C-IUNC,494

in Burkitt's lymphoma, l66b
Coagulation, disseminated intravascular,

356b
due to transfusion reaction, 392-393

Coding end processing, in V(D)l
recombination, 164, l64f

Codominant expression, 378
of MHC genes, 101

Colitis, ulcerative, 428-431, 42Bt
Collectins

defined, 494
in innate immune system, 2lt, 44

Colony-stimulating factor(s) (CSFs), 57,
298,494

multilineage, 299-300, 299t
Combinatorial diversity, 167, 494
Common acute lymphoblastic leukemia

antigen (CALI-A.), 406
Common l chain defects, 467
Common variable immunodefi ciencY

(CVID), 470t, 471f, 472
Complement activation

central event in, 330
features of, 329-330
late steps of,335-336, 3361 337f,337t
pathways of, 42-43, 43f, 330-336,

33 l f
alternative, 330-331, 33lf-333f

defined, 490
overview ol 330-331, 331f-3331

332t, 490
proteins of, 3321

classical, 331-335, 33lf, 334f, 336f
defined, 494
overview of, 42, 43f, 330
proteins of, 3351

lectin, 43, 43l 330, 33If, 335, 505
regulation of, 339-341, 3391, 340f-342f
in serum sickness, 424-425,425f

Complementarity-determining region(s)
(CDRs), 85, 851 139, 140,4s4-495

Complementarity-determining region I
(cDRl ) ,85 ,  Bs i  r4 r

Complementarity-determining region 2
(cDR2), 85, B5f, l4l

Complementarity-determining region 3
(cDR3), 85, 85f, r39, 141

iunctional diversity at, 169
and ( proteins, 142-144,142f, l43f

Complementary DNA (cDNA)
and monoclonal antibodies, 79b
in subtractive hybridization, l39b

Complement binding site, BOf
Complement defi ciencies, 344b-345b,

465
in systemic lupus er5,'thematosus,

427b
Complement proteins, receptors for,

336-339, 33Br

Complement receptor(s), deficiencies in,
344b-345b

Complement receptor of the
immunoglobulin family (CRIg),
339

Complement receptor type I (CRl),
336-338, 338t, 340, 494

Complement receptor tlpe 2 (CR2), 338,
338t, 494

in B cel l  act ivat ion, 220-221,221t
Complement receptor type 3 (CR3), 338,

33Bt
Complement receptor type 4 (CR4), 338,

3381
Complement regulatory proteins,

339-34 1, 339t, 340f-3 42f
deficiencies in, 344b
mimics of, 345-346

Complement system, 329-346
in allograft rejection, 384
in B cell activation, 220-221,221f
cy'tolysis mediated by, 343
defined, 494
in disease, 344b-345b
evasion by microbes ol 345-346
Fc region and, 94
functions of, 341-345, 343f
in immune response

to extracellular bacteria, 354, 355f
innate. 42-43,43f

early, 13
in inflammatory responses, 342-343
in opsonization and PhagocYtosis,

34r-342
pathologic effects of normal, 345b

Concanavalin-A (Con-A), 535
Confocal microscopy, 530
Conformational determinants, 90-91,

91 f
Congenic strains, 98, 100b, 495
Congenital immunodefi ciency(ies),

464-475
due to antibody deficiencies, 464,

470472, 470t, 471f
due to defects in innate immunity, 464,

465467,465t
due to defects in T lymPhocl'te

activation and function, 464465,
464t. 47 Lf, 47247 4, 473t

defined, +63
multisystem disorders with, 47 447 5
severe combined, 467 -47 0, 467 f , 468t
therapeutic approaches to, 475

Conjugate vaccines, 237, 371
Conjunctivitis, allergic, 458
Constant (C) regions

ofantibody, BI, 8ll 85-88, B6f, 87t, BBb,
89f

defined, 492,495
of Ig and TCR genes, 159, 159f, f60,

l6 l f
ofT cell receptor, 139-140, 140f

Contact sensitiviry 193, 428, 495
Contraction, of immune responses, l0f,

l0t,  11, r4l 261
Coreceptors

defined, 495
in HIV infection, 478
in T cells, 145-146, f45f, f46f

Corticosteroids
for asthma, 458
for hypersensitivity diseases, 438
for immunosuppression, 387t, 389

Corynebacterium diphtheriae, 353t
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Costimulator(s)
in antigen presentation, lI6
in autoimmunity, 436-437, 437f
defined, 495
on dendritic cells, 56
inducible, 747, 196b, 197b, l98

mutations in,47Lf,472
in T cell activation, l93l I94-198, f95f,

l96b-197b, 198f,209
in T cell surveillance, 132
in tumor immunity, 407, 408f, 409,

4tr-4t2,412f
Costimulatory receptors, on T cells, 145,

t45f, r46-t48,147f
CpG sequences, 20, 24b, 25, 372, 495
CR. See Complement receptor (CR).
CRAC (calcium release activated calcium)

channels, 206, 469
C-reactive protein (CRP)

as acute-phase reactant, 356b
defined, 495
in innate immune system, 43

C regions. See Constant (C) regions.
Cre I IoxP recombination system, 52,

534-535
CRIg (complement receptor of the

immunoglobulin family), 339
Crohn's disease, 428431, 428t, 435
Cross-matching, 389-391, 390b, 39ll

495
Cross-presentation, 122, 192, 193f, 364,

495
in T cell response to tumors, 402, 40Bf

Cross-priming, 122, 192, 193f, 364, 495
in T cell response to tumors, 407 , 40Bf

Cross-reaction, 93
CRP See C-reactive prorein (CRp).
Crypticidins, 2B
Cryptococcus neoformans, 362
CSF(s) (colony-stimulating factors), 57,

298,494
multilineage, 299-300, 2991

c-SMAC,202
CS (circumsporozoite) protein, 369b
CTl"\-4. See Cltotoxic T

lymphocyte-associated antigen 4
(cTr-A-4).

CTLs. See Cytoroxic T lymphocyte(s)
(CTLs).

C-tlpe lectins, in innate immune system,
2 t t , 2 6 , 3 2 b

Cutaneous immune system, 62-63, 63f,
495

CMD (common variable
immunodeficiency), 470t, 47 If, 422

cxclr3, 61, 69, 70
in B cell activation, 218

CXCR,279, 2BOt
CXCR4, 69

in HIV infection, 478, 479,48Of
CXCRs, 60, 6I, 69

in B cell activation, 2lB
CXCRl3, 60
Cyclooxygenase, 356b
Cyclophilin, 209
Cyclosporine, 387-388, 387t, 3BBf, 389,

495
Cytochrome c, in apoptosis, 256b
Cytokine(s), 267-301

of adaptive immuniry 270t,289-298,
290t

APRIL as, 297
BAFF as, 297
interferon-^y as , 290t, 294-296, 295f

C)'tokine(s), of adaptive immunity
(Continued)
interleukin-z as, 289-292, 290t, 291f,

292f
interleukin-4 as, 290t, 292-293, 293f
interleukin-s as, 290t, 293
interleukin-13 as, 2901, 293-294
interleukin-16 as, 297
interleukin-I7 as, 290t, 296-297
interleukin-21 as, 297
interleukin-25 as, 297
l1'mphotoxin as, 290t, 296
migration inhibition factor as, 297
transforming growth factor-p as, 2901,

296
antagonism ol 269f
in antibody responses, 227 -228, 227 f
autocrine actions of, 269
cellular responses to, 270

regulation of,269-270
and class I MHC expression, 1091 110
defined, 267,268,495
functional categories of, 27 0-27 l, 27 0t
functions of selected, 268f
general properties of , 268-27 3, 26Bf ,

269f
hematopoietic, 298-300, 298f , zggt

erlthropoietin as, 300
granulocy{e CSF as, 299t, 300
granulocy'te-monocy'te CSF as, 2991,

300
interleukin-3 as, 299-300, 299t
interleukin-7 as, 299, 299t
interleukin-g as, 300
interleukin-l l  as,300
monoclte CSF as, 299t, 300
overuew oL 5 /-58. z /
stem cell factor (c-Kit ligand) as,

298-299,298f.299t
in immediate hypersensitivity, 442, 449,

450t,451f, 452-453
in inflammation, 2BB-289, 289f
of innate immunity, 27 0t, 27 3-289, 27 4t,

289f
chemokines as, 27 0, 27 4t, 27 9-281,

2801
early, 13
to extracellular bacteria, 354. 356b
functions of selected, 26Bf
interleukin- 1 as, 27 4t. 27 8-279
interleukin-6 as, 27 4t, 287 -ZBB
interleukin- t0 as, 27 4t. 287
interleukin- 12 as, 27 4t, 281-285, 2B2f
interleukin- 15 as, 27 4t. 288
interleukin- lB as, 27 4L 288
interleukin-23 as, 27 4t. 2BB
interleukin-27 as, 27 4t, 2BB
to intracellular bacteria, 360-362, 360f
and Jak-STAI signal transduction

pathway, 27 l, 27 lt, 283b-285b
overview of,44,270
tumor necrosis factor as,273-278.

273f, 27 4t, 275b-276b, 277f
tlpe I interferons (interferon-o and

interferon-B) as, 27 41, 285-287,
286f

and integrins, 35
in isotlpe switching, 227, 228-230, 230t
and naive lymphocytes, 55
and natural killer cells, 41-42
paracrine actions of, 269
pleotropism of , 268, 269f
redundancy of, 268, 269f
in rheumatoid arthritis, 43lb

C)'tokine(s) (Continued)
slrrergy of,269,269f
synthesis of, 268
in tumor immunotherapy, 411-413,

4t2f,4t3t
ff ieI,27l

Cytokine receptors
classifi cation of , 27 1-27 2, 27 2f
general properties of , 269-27 O, 27 l-27 3
regulation of expression of, 269
signal transduction mechanisms of,

27 I -273,27 t t
structure of , 27 l-27 2. 272f
type 1,271,272f, 517
t]/peII,271,272f

Cytokine receptor signaling, defects in,
467-468,46Bt

Cytokine secretion, 268
assays of, 536-537

Cltokine storm, 354
Cytolysis, complement-mediated, 343,

343f
Cytolytic T lymphoc).tes. See Cytotoxic T

lymphocyte(st (CTLs).
Cltomegalovirus (CMV), 365, 366b

in transplant patients, 389, 395
Cytopathic viruses, immune response to,

364,495
Cltosolic antigens

presentation of, I32, l33f
processing of, 123, 123f, 124t, 725f,

129-13r ,  129f ,  l3 l f
proteolytic degradation of, 129-130,

t29f
sources ol 129
transport to endoplasmic reticulum of,

r29 f ,130-13r ,  t3 l f
C)-totoxic T lymphocl'te(s) (CTLs). See also

CDB* T cells.
activation of, 316-317, 3l7f

defective, 474
in allograft rejection, 386
antigen markers of, 5lb
antigen presentation to, 97
antigen recognition by, 316
in cell-mediated immunity, 15-16, 304,

304f
cl,totoxicity mediated by, 3 I 6-3 19,

3 l6 f
defined, 495
diseases caused by, 426t,43t-432
ln lmmune response

adaptive, 13
to viruses, 363-364, 365, 366b

killing of target cells by, 317-319,
3 l8 f

MHC restr ict ion ol l l4-I15, 1t5f
pre-, 510
tissue injury due to, 364
in tumor immunity, 407,408f

cytotoxic T lymphoclte-associated
antigen 4 lCTl-\-4), 747

in autoimmunity, 435, 4361
in contraction of immune response, 261
in T cell activation, f96b-l97b, l9B
in T cell signal attenuation, 209-210,

2t0f
in T cell tolerance, 250
in tumor immunotherapy, 413-414

Cltotoxic T lymphocy'te-associated
antigen 4 immunoglobulin (CTI,A-
4Ig), 387t, 3Bg

Cytotoxic T lymphocye (CTL) clones,
tumor-specific, 400b, 401b
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DAF (decay-accelerating factor), 3391,

340-341
DAG (diacylglycerol)

defined, 496
inT cell activation, 206,2O7

DAP10, 4lb
DAP12, 4rb
Dausset, Iean, 100
DCs. See Dendritic cells (DCs).
Death domains, 257b

TNF receptor signaling by, 27 lt, 27 6b
Death receptor pathway, of apoptosis,

254,255b-257b
Decay-accelerating factor (DAF), 3391,

340-341
Dectin l ,  26
Defensins, 28, 2Bf, 495
Delayed-type hlpersensitivity (DTH)

diseases, 426-431, 428r, 429b-431b
Delayed-\pe hypersensitivity (DTH)

reactions, 3 12-3 14, 3 l3f
defined, 304, 495
morphology of, 314f
in schistosomiasis, 368
in tuberculosis, 361b

Delayed xenograft rejection, 392, 496
Deletion, 162, l63f

in T cell tolerance, 246, 248f, 253-254,
254f

Dendritic cells (DCs)
in adaptive immune system, 12, 14
in antigen capture, 120-12I, l2lf
antigen presentation by, 56, ll7 -122,

n7 l  l l8 t ,  r rg f ,  12 l f
in B cell activation, 218
defined, 496
epithelial, llgb, 120-121, l2lf
follicular, 56,60, 498

in affinity maturation, 233-234
in B cell activation, 2IB,22B
in HIV infection, 483-484

in HIV infection, 4BIl 482, 483-484
in innate immune system, 30
interstitial/dermal, I l9b
Langerhans cell type, 117-120, 119b,

t2tf
lyrnph and, 59
lymphoid, 1l9b
maturation of, 1l9b-120b, f20,

L2 l
morphology of, l17, l l8f
myeloid, 117, 1lgb
plasmacytoid, 30, I19b
subsets ol 117, l19b-120b
in T cell activation, 19I-192,

l93f
inT cell tolerance, 25I-252

Dendritic cell vaccines, 410t, 4Il
Desensitization, 458, 496
Determinant(s), 9, 496

antigenic, 90-9I, 9tf
immunodominant, 133-134, 134f

Determinant selection model, 496
Diabetes mellitus

insulin- resistanl, 423t
type I (insulin-dependent), 428, 428t,

429b, 433, 4351, 437, 503
Diacylglycerol (DAG)

defined, 496
inT cell activation, 206,207

DIC (disseminated intravascular
coagulation), 356b

due to transfusion reaction, 392-393

Differentiation, 14f
of CD4* T cells, 192
of CDB. T cells, I94

Differentiation antigens, tissue-specifi c,
406

DiGeorge's syndrome, 58, 176,4681, 469,
496

Diohtheria toxin, in tumor
immunotherapy, 415

Diphtheria toxoid, 371
Diphtheria vaccine, 325t
Direct allorecognition, 378-380, 378t,

379f,496
Direct presentation, of alloantigens,

378-380, 378f, 3791 496
Disseminated intravascular coagulation

(Drc) ,3s6b
due to transfusion reaction, 392-393

Dissociation constant (Iq), 532
Diversity

antibody, 93
combinatorial, 167
defined, 496
of immune response, 10, l0t, ll
iunctional, 167-169, 1681 504

Diversity (D) segments, of Ig and TCR
genes, 159, I59f, 160, 1611 496

DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-
PIQ, 165

DNA double-strand break repair (DSBR),
164, l64f

DNA double-strand break repair (DSBR)
enz]'rnes, 161, 165

DNA vaccines, 372, 4lOI,4l l, 496
for HIV 487

DNA viruses
immune response to, 364
and malignancy, 403-405

DO, l2B
Doherty, Peter, l14
Donor, 375
Donor-recipient compatibility, 389-39 l,

390b, 39lf
Donor-specific tolerance, 391
Double-negative thymoc),te, 177, IBOf ,

496
Double-positive thymoc)'te, I 761

178-180. lB0f, 181,496
D P P I 0, in immediate hlpersensitiviry

4561
DSBR (DNA double-strand break repair),

164, l64f
DSBR (DNA double-strand break repair)

enz].rnes, l6l, 165
D (diversity) segments, of Ig and TCR

genes, 159, 159f, 160, 161f,496
DTH. See Delayed-type hypersensitivity

(DTH)
Dyskeratosis, in graft-uersus-host disease,

394f

E
EAE (experimental autoimmune

encephalomyelitis), 428, 430b, 497
Early innate immune resPonse, 13
EzA transcription factor, 169, 170f
EBF transcription factor, 169, 170f
EBNAs (Eps6in-Barr nuclear antigens),

404b
EBV See Epstein-Barr virus (EBV).
Ectoparasites, 496
Eczema, 455, 459
EDA-ID (anhidrotic ectodermal dysplasia

with immunodefi ciencY), 466467

Edema, hereditary angioneurotic, 340
Effector B cells, 54t
Effector CD4* cells, 55, 304-315
Effector CD8* cells, 55, 315-319
Effector cells, l2-13, 15, 55, 496
Effector functions, l2f

of antibodies, 86, 87t, 9,1-95
of B lyrnphocytes, 54t
of T lymphocYes, 54t

Effector lymphocytes, 47-48, 55, 55f
Effector memory cells, 56, 319
Effector phase, 496
Effector T cells, 481 53f

activation of, 190, l90f
antigen presentation to, 122
characteristics of, 54t
migration ol 671 68-69,310-311, 3l0f

EGFR (epidermal growth factor receptor),
antibodies that block 416

Ehrlich, Paul, B, 9, 432
El-A.M-f (endothelial leukocyte adhesion

molecule-l) ,32b
Elastase, in phagolysosomes, 36
Electrophoresis, B0
Elicitation phase, 313, 3l3f
E3 ligases, in T cell siSnal attenuation,

2ro-213,2rlb-2r2b
ELISA (enzvme-linked immunosorbent

assay), 497, 526, 526f,537
ELISPOT (enz1'rne-linked immunosorbent

spot),536-537
E]k, 205
Encephalomyelitis, exPerimental

autoimmune, 428, 43Ob, 497
Encephalopathy, AIDS, aB5
Endocytosed antigens

presentation ol 132, l33f
processing of, 123-129, 123f, 124r,

r25f-r28f
Endogenous p1'rogens, 356b
Endoplasmic reticulum (ER), transport of

peptides from cytosol to, l3G-131,
13 l f

Endosomal pathway, 123-129, 123f, I24t,
t25f-l29f

Endosomal vesicles
antigen processing in, 124-125, 126f,

t27f
antigen uptake into, 123-124
class II MHC-rich, 126, I2Bf

Endosomes, 124,49H97
biosynthesis and transport of class II

MHC moleculesrc, 125-126, 127f,
r28f

Endothelial cells, in allograft rejection,
384

Endothelialitis, in allograft rejection, 384
Endothelial leukocyte adhesion molecule-

I Gl-AM-r),32b
Endotoxin(s), 354,497

physiologic and pathologic responses
ro, 356b

Endotoxin shock
defined, 513
due to humoral immune resPonse, 354,

356b
tumor necrosis factor in,277-278' 2771

Enhancer, 497
En tamoeb a histo lytic a, 367 t
Enterotoxins, 357b
Envelope glycoprotein (Env), 477 , 497
enu gene, of HIV a78f, 480, 485
Environmental antigens, reactions

against, 420
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Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA), 497 , s26, s26f, 537

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent spot
(ELISPOT), s36_537

Eosinophil(s)
in cell-mediated immunity, 15, 323
defined, 497
in immediate hypersensitivity

mediators derived from, 450t, 453
morphology of,447f
properties ol 4451, 453

in immune response to parasites, 368
interleukin-5 and, 293
number of, 49t

Eosinophil cationic protein, 453
Eotaxin, 453
Epidermal growth faoor receptor (EGFR),

antibodies that block, 416
Epinephrine, for anaphylaxis, 457
Epithelial barriers, in innate immune

system, 27-29,2Bf
Epithel ioid cel ls, 29, 313
Epitope(s), 9, 90-9I, 91f,497

immunodominant, 133-134, 134f, 501
Epitope spreading, 430b, 433
Epo (erythropoietin), 300
Epstein-Barr nuclear antigens (EBNAs),

404b
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), 3531, 497

antibodies to, 408
clinical sequelae of, 404b
CR2 and, 338
immunodeficiency and, 404b-405b
and interleukin -I0, 287, 365
and lymphoma, 227
and malignancy, 403, 404b-405b
pathogenesis ol 404b
in transplant patients, 389, 395
in X-linked lymphoproliferative

syndrome, 474
Equilibrium dialysis, 530-532, 532f
ER (endoplasmic reticulum), transpoft of

peptides from cy.tosol to, 130-131,
1 3  1 f

ERK (extracellular receptor-activated
kinase), 205,449

Erythroblastosis fetalis, 393
Erl,thropoietin (Epo), 3OO
Escherichia coli,352t
E-selectin, in leukoclte recruitment, 31,

32b
Exogenous pyrogens, 356b
Exotoxins, 354
Experimental autoimmune

encephalomyelitis (EAE), 428, 430b,
497

Extracellular receptor-activated kinase
(ERK), 205, 449

Extravasation, 497

E

Fab fragment, 84, B4f, 861 323,497
F(ab), fragmenl, 323, 497
Fab region, BOf
FACS (fluorescence-activated cell sorter),

4 9 8 , 5 3 0 , 5 3 1 f
Factor B, 330,332r
Facror D, 330, 3321 3321

deficiency in, 344b
Factor H, 3391, 340

deficiency in, 344b
recruitment by pathogens of, 345

Factor I ,  339t, 341, 34lf
deficiency in, 344b

Familial hemophagocytic
lyrnphohistiocfoses, 47 3t, 47 4

Fas, 497
in apoptosis, 254, 256b-257b
in autoimmunity, 435-436, 436t

Fas-associated death domain (FADD),
257b,276b

Fas ligand (FasL), 148, 278,497
in apoptosis, 254,256b
in autoimmunity, 435-436, 436t
in cell-mediated cytotoxicity, 318
in tumor immuniry 409-410

Fca receptor (FcsR), 326b, 327b
Fce receptor I (FceRI), 326b, 327b, 498

in immediate hypersensitivity, 444-445,
445f,448,456t

Fce receptor II (FceRII), 326b,327b
Fc fragment, 84, 84f, 497
Fcy receptor(s) (FcyR), 325-328,

326b-327b,498
Fc^y receptor I (FcyRI), 36, 325-328, 325f,

326b
Fc1 receptor II (FcyRII), 326b-327b
Fcy receptor IIA (FcyRIIA), 326b-327b
Fcy receptor IIB (FcyRIIB), 326b, 327b,

328,328b
in antibody feedback, 238-239, 239f
in immediate hypersensitivity, 449

Fcy receptor III (Fc1RIII), 326b,327b, 445
Fc^y receptor IIIA (FcTRIIIA), 41,326b,

327b
Fcy receptor IIIB (Fc1IRIIIB), 326b,327b
Fc receptor(s) (FcRs), 36, 80f,94,497

in complement activation, 323
neonatal, 347
phagoclte (leukoclte), 324-328,

326b-328b
regulation of humoral immune

responses by, 238-239, 239f
Fc regions, 36, B0l 94
FDCs. See Follicular dendritic cells

(FDCsl
Fetus, immune responses to, 382, 383b
fever

in systemic inflammatory response
syndrome, 356b

tumor necrosis factor and,27Z
Fibrinogen, as acute-phase reactant, 356b
Fibroblastic reticular cell(s) (FRCs), 59, 60f
Fibroblastic reticular cell (FRC) conduits,

59, 60f
Fibrosis

in delayed-type hlpersensitivity
reaction,3l3

interleukin-13 in,294
Ficolins, 335

in innate immune system, 2lt, 44
Filaria, 367t, 370
Filariasis, lymphatic, 370
First-set rejection, 37 5, 37 6f, 498
FITC, 536
FK-506, 387, 387t, 388, 498
FK-506-binding protein (FKBP), 209, 3BB
Flow cytometry, 498, 528-530, 53lf
Fluorescence-activated cell sorter (FACS),

4 9 8 , 5 3 0 , 5 3 l f
Fluorescent dyes, to studyT cell

proliferation, 536
Follicular B cells, 154, 155f, 174,1Z4f,2lB
Follicular dendritic cells (FDCs), 56, 60,

498
in affinity maturation, 233-234
in B cell activation. 218.228
in HIV infection, 483-484

Follicular lymphoma, chromosomal
translocations in, 166b, l67b

Food allergies, 443, 458-459
Foreign protein antigens, tolerance

induced by, 250f, 260
l/-Formylmethionine, 20, 26, 498
Fos, 205

in B cell activation, 220
FOXA/I gene,469
FoxP3, 498

in autoimmunity, 435, 4361
FOW3 gene,252-253
FPR, 26
FPRLI, 26
FRC(s) (fibroblastic reticular cells), 59, 60f
FRC (fibroblastic reticular cell) conduits.

59, 60f
FTY720, 68, 389
Fucosyltransferase, 386
Fungi, immunity to, 353t, 362
Fyn, in T cell activation, 199

G
Gab2 (Grb-2-associated binder-like

protein 2), 449
gaggene, ofHIV 47Bl 480,481,485
Gametocyes,369b
yDT cell(s), 49, 50t, 63

development of, 185
origin of, I54, l55f
in tuberculosis, 361b

y6 T cell receptor, 28, t44,4gB
generarion of diversity in, l6Bt

y chain defects, 467
Gamma globulins, B0
Gangliosides, in melanoma, 406
GAS (IFN-y-activated sites), 285
Gastrointestinal system, lymphoid tissue

in, 122
GATA-3, 169, l70i 498

in Tn2 differentiation, 307, 308, 30Bf
gC (glycoprotein C-1), 346
G-CSF (granuloclte colony-stimulating

factor), 299t, 300, 499
GD, ganglioside, 406
GD. ganglioside, 406, 4151
Gene conversion, 108
Generative lgnphoid organ, 4Bf, 52f, 56,

498
Gene replacement,4TS
Gene targeting, 532-535, 533f-534f
Gene therapy, 475
Genetically controlled immune

responsiveness, 134
Genetic polymorphism, 98
Genetic susceptibility

to autoimmune diseases, 432, 433436,
433f, 434f,4351, 436r

to immediate hypersensitivity, 442,
455-456, 4561

Germinal center(s)
B cell selection in, 232-234, 234f, 23Sf
defined, 498
oflymph node, 59-60, 60f

Germinal center reaction, 228, 229f
Germline organization

defined, 498
of Ig and TCR genes, t58l 159-160,

159f, l6l f
Germline transmission, 533
GITR (glucocorticoid-induced TNF-

related) ligand,278
gld mouse strain, 427b
Globulins, B0



Glomeruloneohritis
antibody-med iated' 422, 424f
defined, 498
poststreptococcal, 354-355, 426t

Glucocorticoid- induced TNF-related
(GITR) ligand,278

GIyCAM-1,66
Glycocalyx molecules, in tumor

immuniry 410
Glycolipid antigens, altered, 406
Glycolipid-enriched microdomains, 203
Glycoprotein antigens, altered, 406
Glycopro te in  C- I  {gC) ,  346
GM, ganglioside, 406
GM-CSF (granulocy'te-macrophage

colony-stimulating factor), 2991, 300
in tumor immunotherapy, 412, 4l2f ,

4 l3 t
GM-CSF (granulocy'te-macrophage

colony-stimulating factor) receptor
family,272f

Goodpasture's syndrome, 4231, 424f
gp4l, in HlV, 477, 477f, 479f, 480f, 481
gpl20, in HIV, 477 , 477f , 479f ,480f, 481
GP160, 346
G protein(s), 26, 498
G protein-coupled receptors, 272, 272f ,

498
G protein signaling, by cy.tokines, 271t
Graft(s)

allogeneic (allo-)
defined,377,490
methods to induce donor-specific

tolerance or suppression of, 391
methods to reduce immunogenicity

of, 389-391, 390b, 39lf
autologous (auto-), 376, 492
defined, 375, 499
skin, 375
syngeneic, 377 , 377f
xenogeneic (xeno-), 377

Graft arteriosclerosis, 499
accelerated. 384f. 387

Graft flbrosis, 387
Graft immunogenicity, methods to

reduce, 389-391, 390b, 39lf
Graft reiection, 98, 991 100b,499

accelerated, 384, 392
activation of alloreactive T cells in, 380,

38l-382, 3B2f
acute, 384-386, 384f, 385f, 489
chronic, 384f, 385f, 387, 493
effector mechanisms of, 382-387, 384f,

385f
experimental evidence ol 375-376,

376f
first-set. 375. 376f
genetics of , 37 7 -37 8, 37 7 f
hyperacute, 383-384, 3B4l 3B5l 500
prevention and treatment ol 387-391,

3871, 3BBf, 390b, 39lf
immunosuppression in, 387-389,

387t, 3BBf
methods to induce donor-specific

tolerance or suppression in,
391

methods to reduce allograft
immunogenicity in, 389-39 1,
390b, 39lf

second-set, 376, 376f
Graft vasculopathy, 387
Graft- uersas-host disease (G\rHD), 394,

3941 499
Graft-uerszs-leukemia effect, 4I4-415

Granule enzymes, in immediate
hypersensitivity, 451f , a52

Granule fusion defects, 473t
Granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-

csF), 299t, 300, 499
Granulocyte-macrophage colony-

stimulating factor (GM-CSF), 2991,
300

in tumor immunotherapy, 412, 4l2f ,
4 l3 r

Granulocyte-macrophage colony-
stimulating factor (GM-CSF) receptor
family,272f

Granuloma(s)
defined, 499
in delayed-type hlpersensitivity,

3 r3-314,3 l4 f
in response to intracellular bacteria,

360
in schistosomiasis, 368
in tuberculosis, 361b

Granulomatous disease, chronic, 37,
465-466, 465t, 493

Granulomatous inflammation
in delayed-type hypersensitiviry

313-314,314f
in fungal infections, 362
in response to intracellular bacteria,

360
in tuberculosis, 36lb

Granulysin, 319
Granzymes, 42, 257b, 318, 318f, 499
Graves' disease, 422, 423I
Grb-2.205,206f
Grb-2-associated binder-like protein 2

(Gab2),449
Croup A streptococci,  3521
Guanosine triphosphate (GTP)-binding

(G) protein(s). See G Protein(s).
Gut-associated lgnphoid tissue, naive T

cell migration into, 68
Gut-homing T cells, 69
GVHD (graft-uersus-host disease), 394,

394f, 499

H
FIAART (highly active anti-retroviral

therapy), 486, 499
Haemophilus influenzae v accine, 325t,

a a l

Hairpin opening, inV(D)J recombination,
164, l64f

HAMA (human anti-mouse antibody)
response, 88b

H antigen, 386b, 393
Haplotype, 499
Hapten(s), 90, 114, 224,499
Hapten-carrier effect, 224-226, 226f
Hassall's corouscles, 5B
FIAT medium, and hybridomas, 77b
Hay fever, 458
HCDM (Human Cell Differentiation

Markers), 519-524
Heaqr chain(s), antibody, BOf, Bl-83, 811

B4f, 50r
isotypes of, 85-86, 87t
recombination and expression of, 172f
synthesis of, 88-89
and tissue distribution of antibody, 95

Heary chain isotlpe (class) switching,
228-232,230f

CD40 in, 228,230-23r
c1'tokines in, 227, 228-230, 230t
defined. 16.499

INDEX

Heavy chain isotlpe (class) switching
(Continued)

during humoral immune responses,
94f, 95, 216-217 , 2l7f

in immediate hypersensitivity, 444
interferon-y in, 295
interleukin-4 in, 292-293
interleukin-13 in, 294
molecular mechanisms of , 231-232,

232f
HEL (hen egg lysozyme), 133, 134

tolerance to,258,260f
Helminths, 365-370

adaptive immunity to, 367-368, 367t,
369b

Tn2 in, 304, 307-309, 314-315, 3l5f
antibody mediated clearance of, 329
defined, +99
IgE-mediated immune reaction to, 459
immune evasion by, 368-370, 3681, 370f
innate immunity to, 365-367

Helper T lymphocltes, Bl 11, l2f, 49, 501.
See also CD4. T cells; Tsl cells; TH2
cells.

in antibody responses, 222-237
activation and migration toward

follicle in, 224,225f
affinity maturation in, 232-234, 234f ,

235f
antigen presentation in, 224, 226f
B cell migration toward T cell zone in,

224
CD40 ligand in, 226-228, 227f
differentiation into plasma cells in,

234-236,236f
generation of memory B cells and

secondary humoral immune
responses in,236-237

germinal center reaction in,228,
229f

hapten-carrier effect in, 224-226,
226f

heavy chain isotlpe (class) switching
in, 228-232, 230f , 230t, 232f ,
233f

overview of , 223-224, 223f
properties of,237r

antigen markers of, 5lb
antigen presentation to, 97
in autoimmunity, 432
in B cell activation, 216
in CD8. activation, 192-f94, l93f
defined, 499

Hematopoiesis, 57 -58, 57 f , 499
Hematopoietic cltokines, 298-300, 2981

299t
erythropoietin as, 300
granuloqte CSF as, 299t, 300
granulocyte-monoclte CSF as, 299t,

300
interleukin-3 as, 299-300, 299t
interleukin-7 as, 299, 2991
interleukin-9 as, 300
interleukin-11 as,300
monoclte CSF as, 2991, 300
overview of, 57-58,271
stem cell factor (c-Kit ligand) as,

298-299.298f.299t
Hematopoietic microchimerism, 245
Hematopoietic stem cell(s) (HSCs), 57,

154, 155f,499
Hematopoietic stem cell (HSC)

transplantation, 393-395, 394f
HemocJ,tes, 30

549
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Hemoglobinuria, parorysmal nocturnal,
340-341

Hemolytic anemia, autoimmune, 422,
423t

Hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis
(HLH) ,  471f ,  473r ,474

Hemopoietin receptors, 27 l, 272f
Hen egg lysozyme (HEL), f33, f34

tolerance to, 258, 260f
Heparin, 452
Hepatitis, vtal,42O
Hepatitis A vaccine, 325t
Hepatitis B vaccine, 325t,411
Hepatitis B virus,353t, 364
Hepatocytes, tumor necrosis factor and,

277
Heptamer, 161-f62, l63f
Hereditary angioneurotic edema, 340
Herpes simplex viruses, 353t, 366b
Heterophilic interactions, in Ig

superfamily, S3b
Heterotopic transplantation, 375
HG PR (hypoxanthi ne-guan ine

phosphoribosyltransferase), and
hybridomas, TTb

H, histamine receptor antagonists, 451
High endothelial venules (HEVs), 59, 60,

601 6st 66, 661 499
Highly active anti-retroviral therapy

([IAAR'I), 486, 499
Hinge region, of antibody molecules, 86,

861 91, 499
Histamine

defined, 499
in immediate hypersensitivity, 451452

Histocompatibiliry-2 (H-2) locus, 98
Histocompatibility genes, 98
Hktoplasma capsulatum, 353t, 362
HM See Human immunodeficiency virus

(HTV).
HLA (human leukocyte antigen), 99f, f00,

101, 500
HT^A.-4, 107
HI-A,-B, 107
H[-A,-C, 107
HLA-D, IOI
HLA.-DM, 107,499-500

class Il-associated invariant chain
peptide and, 126-128, I27 f

HI-A.-DMA, TO7
Hl-d-DMB, 107
HI-A.-DO, 128
HrA-DQ, t0r
Htn-DR, l0l
HI-A-E, 4I
HLA-G, 108,383b
HIA genes

in autoimmuniry 434-435, 434f,435t
in diabetes mellitus, 429b
in rheumatoid arthritis, 43lb

HI-A,-H, 108
HLA haplotypes, extended, 434
HLA matching, 390-391, 390b, 39rf
HLH (hemophagocytic

lymphohistiocytosis), 471f, 473t,
474

H-2 (histocompatibiliry-2) locus, 98
H-2M, class ll-associated invariant chain

peptide and, 126-128, t27f
H-2 molecule, 499
Hodgkin's disease, 476
Homeostasis, fot, ff, l4l 500

in immune system, 260-262,262f
Homeostatic proliferation, 54

Homing,64,505
of B lymphocytes, 69-70
of T lymphocytes, 65-68

Homing receptors, 65, 500
Homologous recombination, 532-533,

5331 s34f
Homophilic interactions, in Ig

superfamily, 83b
HPV (human papillomavirus)

antibodies to, 408
and malignancy, 403, 405
vaccine for,4ll

HSC(s) (hematopoietic stem cells), 57,
154, r55f, 499

HSC (hematopoietic stem cell)
transplantation, 393-395, 394f

HTLV-I (human T cell lymphotropic virus
r), 405

immunodeficiency due to, 476
Human anti-mouse antibody GIAMA)

response, 88b
Human Cell Differentiation Markers

(HCDM),519-524
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV),

353t,47H87,500
acute phase of, 481482, 484485, 4B4t
chronic phase of, 482,484t,485
clinical features of , 484485, 4B4t
clinical latency period of, 481f, 482,

482f,485
dual-tropic,479
epidemiology of , 476, 484
immune evasion by, 365, 366b
immune responses to, 481f, 482f,

485-486
life cycle of, 477481, 479f, 4BOf
macrophage (M-)tropic, 478, 479
molecular and biologic features of,

47H8t,477f480f
pathogenesis oi 481-484, 49lf, 482f
progression of, 481482, 481f, 4B2f
provirus of, 479
R5X4 variant ol 479
reservoirs and turnover of, 484
structure and genes of, 477, 477f, 478f
T cell-tropic, 478,479
transmission of, 484
treatment and prevention of, 486-487
Western blot technique for,52B
X4 variant of, 479

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)
nephropathy,4B5

Human immunodeflciency virus (HIV)
wasting syndrome, 485

Humanized antibodies, 79b, 8Bb, 415, 500
Human leukocyte antigen. See HLA

(human leukocyte antigen).
Human papillomavirus (HPV)

antibodies to, 408
and malignancy, 403, 405
vaccine for, 411

Human T cell lymphotropic virus I
(HTLV-r),405

immunodeficienry due to, 476
Humoral immune responses

changes in antibody structure during,
94f

to extracellular bacteria, 354, 355f
general features of, 215-218,216f, 2t7f
primary 217-218,2l7f
regulation by Fc receptors of, 238-239,

239f
secondary 217 -218, 217 f , 23G237
T cell-depend ent, 222-237

Humoral immune responses (Continued)
affinity maturation in, 232-234, 234f ,

235f
antigen presentation in, 224, 226f
B cell migration toward T cell zone in,

224
CD40 ligand in, 226-228, 227 f
differentiation into plasma cells in,

234-236,236f
generation of memory B cells and

secondary humoral immune
responses in,236-237

germinal center reaction in,228,
229f

hapten-carrier effect in, 224-226,
226f

heary chain isotype (class) switching
in, 228-232, 230f , 230t, 232f ,
233f

helper T cell activation and migration
toward follicle in, 224, 225f

overview of , 223-224. 223f
properties of,237t

T cell-indepen denI, 237 -239, 237 t,
239f

to viruses, 363
Humoral immunity, 6-7, 8, 8l l4l 16

defined, 500
effector mechanisms ol 321-348
historical background of, 8-9
overview of , 32I-323, 322f , 323t
vaccine-induced, 325t

Hybridization, subtractive, 139b
Hybridomas, 77 , 77V79b,234i 500
Hygiene hypothesis, of asthma, 457
Hyperacute rejection, 383-384, 3B4i 385f,

500
Hyper-IgM sy'ndrome, X-linked, 3 12,

5 1 8
Hyper-IgM syndromes, 47Ot, 47 lf, 472
Hypermutation, somatic, 232-234, 234f ,

235f, 513
Hypersensitivity

antibody-mediated (type Il), 420, 420t,
42t423

effector mechanisms of, 422, 422f
examples of, 422423, 423t
pathologic features of , 423, 424f
t1lpes ol 421,42If

delayed-type, 3 r2-3 14, 3 l3f
defined, 304. 495
diseases caused by, 42543I,426f,

428t,429b43rb
morphology of, 3l4f
in schistosomiasis, 368
in tuberculosis, 36lb

immediate (type I) (See Immediate
hypersensitivity)

immune complex-mediated (type III),
420, 420t, 421f, 423425

Arthus reaction due to, 425
polyarteritis nodosa due to, 426t
poststreptococcal glomerulonephritis

due to, 426t
serum sickness due to, 424425,425f,

426t
systemic lupus erythematosus due to,

42tf, 425, 426t, 427b
T cell-mediated (type fD, 420421,

420t,425432
due to cytotoxic T l}'rnphocytes,426f,

431432
delayed-type, 425431, 426f , 428t,

429b-43Ib
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Hlpersensitivity diseases, 4 I 9-439
antibody-mediated, 420, 420t,

42r-423
effector mechanisms of , 422, 422f
examples of , 422-423, 423t
pathologic features of , 423, 424f
types of, 421,421f

autoimmune, 432-438, 433f, 434f, 4351,
436t,437f

causes and types of, 419421,420t
classifi cation of , 420-421, 420t
defined, 419, 500
delayed-type, 425-431, 426f , 428t,

429b-43rb
due to immediate hypersensitivity, 420,

4201,441-461.
immune complex-medi arcd, 420, 420t,

42 t f
Ar thus  reac t ion  as ,425
polyarteritis nodosa as, 426t
poststreptococcal glomerulonephritis

as,426t
serum sickness as, 424-425, 425f, 426t
systemic lupus erythematosus as,

42rf, 425. 426t. 427b
T cell-mediate d,, 420-421, 420t,

425-432
due to cJ,totoxic T lyrnphocytes,426f,

43t-432
delayed-type, 425-431, 426f , 428t,

429b-43rb
therapeutic approaches for, 438

Hyperthyroidism, 422, 423t
Hypervariable segments, 84-85, 851 139,

500
Hypogammaglobulinemias, 4701
Hypoxanthine-guanine

phosphoribosyltransferase (HGPR),
and hybridomas, 77b

I
Ia (I region-associated) molecules, l00b
IAPs (inhibitors of apoptosis), 256b
IBD (inflammatory bowel disease),

428-43t, 428t,435,502
iC3b (inactivated C3b) fragment, 33b
IC,q,D (inhibitor of caspase-activated

DNasel. 256b
ICAM- I (intracellular adhesion molecule-

1 ) , 3 3 b , 3 5
ICAM-2 (intracellular adhesion molecule-

2). 33b
ICAM-3 (intracellular adhesion molecule-

3). 33b
ICF syndrome, 4701, 472
ICOS (inducible costimulator), 147, 196b,

197b, 198
mutations |n,471f,472

IDDM (insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus), 428, 428t, 429b, 433, 4351,
s03

Idiotooes, 88b
Idiotype(s), BBb, 262, 500
Idiotype network, 500
I exon, 231
IFNs. See Interferon(s) (IFNs).
Ig(s). See Immunoglobulin(s) (Igs).
Ig-like transcript(s) (ILTs), 39b
Ig-like transcript-2 (ILI-2), 39b
Ir (invariant chain), 125-128, 127f, 504
IrB(s), 24
IrB kinase (IKK-, 24, 220
IKKY (inhibitor of rB kinase 1), 466
IL(s). See Interleukin(s) (ILs).

Immature B lymphocyte, l7lf, 173,174f,
500

Immediate hypersensitivity, 420, 420t,
44t-461

basoohils in
binding ofIgE to, 444-445,445f
mediators derived from, 450t, 45If,

452-453
morphology of ,447f
properties of, 445t, 447

B cells in, 444
biogenic amines in, 451452, 45lf
clinical and pathologic manifestations

of,442-443
cytokines in,442,449, 4501, 451f,

452-453
deflned. 441. 500
diseases caused by, 45U459

allergic rhinitis as, 443, 458
bronchial asthma as, 443, 455, 456t,

457-458. 457f. 458f
eczema as, 455, 459
food allergies as, 458-459
immunotherapy for, 459
systemic anaphylaxis as, 456-457
urticaria as, 459

eosinophils in
mediators derived from, 450t, 453
morphology of,447f
properties of , 445t, 453

general features of , 442-443, 442f
genetic susceptibility to, 442, 455-456,

456t
granule enzymes in, 45lf , 452
IgE in

binding to mast cells and basophils
of. 442. 444-445, 445f

oroduction of , 442, 442f , 443-444
protective roles ol 459

Iipid mediators in, 449, 450t, 451f,452,
453

mast cells in
activation of, 442, 442f , 446f , 447 450,

448f
binding of IgE to, 442, 442f, 444-445,

445f
mediators derived from, 450-453,

4501,45 l f
properties of , 445-447, 445t
protective roles of, 459-460
subsets of, 446-447, 447t

protective roles of, 459-460
proteoglycans in, 452
reactions of, 453-455

immediate, 442f, 453-454, 454f, 455f
late-phase, 442f , 454-455, 454f

Tg2 cells in, 442,442f, 443-444
Immediate reaction, of immediate

hlpersensitiviry 442f, 453-454, 454f '
455f

Immortalized cell lines, 77b-79b
Immune complex(es), 92, 931 500-50f

solubilization of, 343
due to viruses, 364

Immune complex-mediated disease,
345b. 420, 420r, 423-425, 50r

Arthus reaction as, 425
glomerulonephritis as, 424f

poststreptococ cal, 426t
polyarteritis nodosa as, 4261
serum sickness as, 424-425,425f, 426I
systemic lupus erythematosus as, 42li

425,426t,427b
Immune deviation, 486, 501

Immune evasion,352
by bacteria

extracellular, 355, 35Bt
intracellular, 358t, 362

by parasites, 368-370, 368t, 370f
by tumors, 408-410, 408f
by viruses, 364-365, 3641, 366b

Hry 486
Immune inflammation, 310, 501
Immune-mediated infl ammatory

diseases, 312, 420-421, 420t, 425432,
426f

Immune recognition, 20-26
pattern recognition molecules in,

2l-22.2lt
pattern recognition receptors in, 20,

zlt,22-26
cellular locations of , 22, 22f
toll-like, 22-26, 23b-24b, 25f

specifi city and,, 2O-22, 2Or, zIt
Immune repertoire, 153
Immune response(s)

adaptive
cardinal features oi 9-11, l0l IOt
to HIV infection, 485
overview of, 4Bf
phases of, f3-16, f4f, l5f
itimulation by innate immunitY of,

19, 44-45,45f
to tumors, 407 -4O8, 40Bf
types oi 6-9, Bi 9f

cell-mediated (See Cell-mediated
immunity (CMI))

contraction of, 10i l0t,  l l ,26I
defined, 3, 501
diseases cause by, 419-439

antibody-mediated, 420, 420t,
421-423, 42If, 422f, 423t, 424f

autoimmune, 432-438, 433f, 434f,
435t,436r,437f

causes and types of, 419421,420t
due to delayed-type hlpersensitiviry

42643 l. 428t. 429b-431b
due to immediate hypersensitivity,

420,420t,441461
immune complex-mediated, 420,

420t, 42lf , 423-425, 425f , 426t,
427b

T cell-mediated,, 420-421, 4201, 422f.
425432, 428t, 429b-43rb

therapeutic approaches for, 438
diversity ol 10, 10t
to HIV infection, 48li 482f,485-4BG
humoral (See Humoral immune

response(s))
innate (See Innate immune response(s))
to microbes, overview of, 13-16, I4l

l s f
primary 10, l0l  510
secondary f0, 101 512
us. self-toleran ce, 244f
specificity of, 9-10, 101 10t, rl
termination of normal, 260-262, 262f
to tumors, 406-408

adaptive, 407-408, 408f
evasion of, 408-410, 408f
innare, 406-407
stimulation of, 410-414, 410t, 4l If,

412f,4r3t
Immune response (Ir) genes, 99-f 00, 134'

4 5 5 , 5 0 1
Immune responsiveness, genetically

controlled, 134
Immune surveillance, 397, 407, 501
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Immune system
adaptive (See Adaptive immune

system)
cell-mediated (cellular) (See Cell-

mediated immune system)
cutaneous, 62-63, 63f, 495
defined, 3, 50I
evolution of, 6b-7b
homeostasis in, 26O-262, 262f
innate (See Innate immune system)
mucosal, 63-64, 641 346,347f,507

Immunity
active, 7, 9f, 489
adaptive (specific, acquired) (See

Adaptive immunity)
cell-mediated (cellular) (See Cell-

mediated immune system)
cellular theory of, 9
defined, 3, 501
humoral (See Humoral immunity)
innate (natural, native) (See Innate

lmmune system)
neonatal, 508

antibodies in,346-347
passive, 7-8, 9f, 508-509
speciflc, 6

Immunization, passive, 8,372, 475
Immunoassays, quantification of antigen

by, 525-527,526f
Immunobinding assays, 526-527
Immunoblot, 501
Immunodefi ciency(ies), 463-488

acquired (secondary), 47 5-476, 4Z5r
AIDS as (See Acquired

immunodefi ciency syndrome
(AIDS))

defined, 463, 489
anhidrotic ectodermal dysplasia with,

466-467
and autoimmunity, 464
after bone marrow transplantation,

394-395
and cancer, 464
common variable, 4701, 471f, 472
congenital (primary), 464-47 S, St}

due to antibody deficiencies, 464,
470-472, 470t, 47lf

due to defects in innate immunity,
464, 465-467, 465r

due to defects in T lymphoclte
activation and function, 464-465,
464r, 47 tf , 47 2_47 4, 473t

defined, 463
multisystem disorders with,

474-475
severe combined, 467-470, 467f, 468t,

5 t 3
therapeutic approaches to, 475

and Epstein-Barr virus, 404b-405b
general features of , 454t, 463-454
and infection, 463-464
multisystem disorders with, 47 4-47 s
severe combin ed, 467 -47 0, 467 f , 468t,

513
Immunodominant epitopes, 133-134,

l34i sol
Immunoelectron microscopy, 530
Immunofluorescence, 501, 530
Immunogens, 90, 501
Immunoglobulin(s) (Igs), 80, 501

during B cell maturation, 89, 90f
effector functions of, 86, B7t, 94-95
properties ol l4lt
synthesis, assembly, and expression of,

BB-89, 90f

Immunoglobulin c, (Igcr), 89, 219, 500
Immunoglobulin A (IgA)

effector functions of, 3231
in humoral immunity, 16
maternal, 347
in mucosal immune system, 346,347f
production of, 77
secreted, 346,347f
structure oi 85-86, B7t, BB

Immunoglobulin A (IgA) deficiency,
selective, 47 0t, 47 lf. 47 2

Immunoglobulin F 0g0), 89, 219, 500
Immunoglobulin D (lgD)

coexpression ofIgM and, 174, l74f
effector functions ol 323t
membrane, 215, 218. 21Bf
structure ol 86, 87t, BB

Immunoglobulin (Ig) deflciency, selective,
470t ,47 t f .  472.5 t3

Immunoglobulin (Ig) domains, 81-84, B1l
83b, 501

Immunoglobulin E (IgE)
in cell-mediated immuniry 15
effector functions of, 94, 322, 323t
in immediate hypersensitivity

binding to mast cells and basophils
of, 442, 444-445, 445f

production of, 442, 442f, 443444
protective roles of, 459

in immune response to parasites, 368
structure of, 871. BB
Ts2 cells and, 314

Immunoglobulin (Ig) fold, 83b
Immunoglobulin G (IgG)

in antibody feedback, 238
effector functions of, 94, 322, 323t
in humoral immunitv, l6
intravenous, for hypersensitivity

diseases, 438
maternal, 347
selective subclass deficiencies ol

470t
structure ol B0l 83, B4l 85-86, 87t

Immunoglobulin (lg) genes
expression of, 170, 171f, l72t
generation of diversity in, I67-169,

l6Bf, l68t
germline organization ol 1581 159-160,

l59f
somatic mutations in, 232-234, 234f,

235f
transcriptional regulation oi 165,

l65f
V(D)I recombination of, I58, 160-165,

r62f-165f
Immunoglobulin (Ig) homology units, B3b
Immunoglobulin M (IgM)

coexpression ofIgD and, 174, 174f
effector functions of , 322, 323t
in  humora l  immuni ty ,  l6
membrane, 215, 2lB, U,9f, 236, 236f
secreted, 236,236f
structure of, BOf, 87-88. B7t

Immunoglobulin M (IgM) memory 238
Immunoglobulin (Ig) proteins, domains

of, l59f
Immunoglobulin (Ig) secretion,

cumulative, 537
Immunoglobulin (Ig) superfamily, 81,

82b-83b, 160.502
Immunohistochemistry, 502, 530
Immunologically privileged site, 502

uterine decidua as, 383b
Immunological memory 10, l0f, 10t, 11,

14f, 16, s06

Immunological synapse, 142, 202-205, 204f
between cytotoxic T l1'rnphocytes and

target cell, 316, 3t7f
Immunologic diseases, 419-439

antibody-mediated, 420, 420t, 421-423
effector mechanisms of,422, 422f
examples of , 422-423, 423t
pathologic features of, 423, 424f
tl,pes ol 421,4211

autoimmune, 432-438, 433f, 434f, 435t,
436t,437f

causes and types of, 479-421,42Ot
classiflcation of, 420-421, 420t
due to immediate hypersensitivity, 420,

420t,44t-461
immune complex-mediated, 42O, 420t,

423-425
Arthus reaction as, 425
glomerulonephritis as, 424f

poststreptococ cal, 426I
polyarteritis nodosa as, 4261
serum sickness as, 424-425, 425f, 426t
systemic lupus erythematosus as,

421f ,  425.426t .427b
T cell-mediated, 420-42I, 420t, 425-432

due to cltotoxic T lFnphocytes,426f,
431-432

delayed-type, 425-431, 426f , 428t,
429b-43lb

therapeutic approaches for, 438
Immunologic tolerance, 243-263

allograft, 391
antigen recognition and, 244-245
in autoimmunity, 432, 433f , 437 f
B lymphocl.te, 258-260, 259f, 260f,

26lt
central

in B lymphocytes,258, 259f,260f
defined, 493
in T l1'rnPhocY't es, 246-248, 248f

defined,243,5l5
donor-specific, 391
general features and mechanisms of,

244-246,245f
and homeosta sis, 260-262, 262f
induced by foreign protein antigens,

250f,260
oral, 260, 508
peripheral, 245, 245f, 246, 509

in B lymphocytes, 259-260, 259f
in T lymphocyt es, 248-2SB

regulatoryT cells in, 252-253,253f
therapeutic uses of, 244
T lymphocyte, 246-258, 261,t

anergy induced by recognition of self
antigen in, 249-252, 250f-252f

apoptotic cell death in, 253-254, 254f ,
255b-257b

cDB-,254-257
central, 246-248, 248f
factors that determine, 257-258.

258t
peripheral, 248-258
suppression of self-reactive

lyrnphocytes by regulatory T cells
in,252-253.253f

transgenic and knockout mouse models
of,246.247b

to tumor antigens, 409
Immunology

defined, 3
historical background of, 3-4

Immunomagnetic reagents, 530
Immunomodulators, in vaccines, 37 2
Immunoperoxidase technique, 502, 530
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Immunoprecipitation, 502, 527 -528, 527 f
Immunoreceptor tyrosine-based

activation motifs (ITAMs)
and activating receptors, 40b
in B cell receptor complex, 2l9f,2I9
defined, 502
in immediate hypersensitivity, 444,

445f,448
in phagocytosis, 325-328
in T cell receptor complex, 143, 199

Immunoreceptor tyrosine-based
inhibition motifs (ITIMs), 39b, 40b,
238.449.502

Immunoreceptor tyrosine-based switch
motif (ITSM), 148

Immunosuppression
for allograft rejection, 387-389, 3871,

3BBf
defined, 502
for graft- uersus-host disease, 394
immunodeficiency due to, 475t, 476

Immunotherapy
for allergic diseases, 458
defined, 502
for tumors, 410-416

cytokines in, 411-413, 412f,4l3t
passive, 414-416, 41 4f , 4I5t

Immunotoxin, 415-416, 502
Inactivated C3b (iC3b) fragment, 33b
Inbred mouse strain, 502
Indirect allorecognition, 3781 380-381,

502
Indirect presentation, of alloantigens,

378f ,380-381,502
Inducible costimulator (ICOS), f47, 196b,

197b, l9B
mutations in,471f,472

Inducible nitric oxide slrrthase (iNOS), in
phagocytosis, 35f, 37 , 295

Inducible oromoters. 247b
Infection(s). See also Microbes.

and autoimmunily, 432, 4331 436-438,
437f

chemokines rn,279-281
immunodeficiency and, 463-464
immunodeficiency due to, 476
opportunistic, in AIDS, 484I, 485
tumor necrosis factor in, 277

Infectious mononucleosis, 404b
Inflammation, l3

in antibody-mediated disease, 422, 422f
chemokines in,279-2Bl
complement in, 342-343, 343f
cyokines in, 2BB-289, 289f
d.efrned,27,5O2
in delayed-type hypersensitivity, 425
granulomatous

in delayed-qpe hlpersensitivity,
313-314,  314f

in fungal infections, 362
in response to intracellular bacteria,

360
in tuberculosis, 36lb

due to humoral immune response, 354
in immediate hypersensitivity, 454-455
immune.3 I0 ,  501
interleukin-13 in, 294
leukocyte accumulation in, 35
lymphotoxin in, 296
macrophages in, 312
migration of effector T lymphocytes to

site of, 68-69
and T cell traffic, 65-66
and tumor development, 416
tumor necrosis factor rn,276,277f

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD),
428-431, 428r,435,502

Infl ammatory diseases, immune-
mediated, 312, 420-421, 4201,
425-432,426f

Influenza virus, 353t, 363
Inhibitor of caspase-activated DNase

(rcAD), 256b
Inhibitor of rB kinase y (IKKI, 466
Inhibitors of apoptosis (IAPs), 256b
Inhibitory receptors, in T cells, 147
Injured cells, innate immune recognition

of,22
iNK-T (invariant NK-T) cells, 144
Innate immune response(s), l9-46

to bacteria
extracellula! 354
intracellular, 358, 35Bf

early, 13
to fungi, 362
to parasites, 365-367
to tumors, 406-407
to viruses,363, 363f

Hry 485
Innate immune system

collectins in,2lt, 44
complement system in, 42-43,43f
component(s) oI, 27-44, 27t
cytokine(s) of, 270t, 273-289, 274t, zggf

chemokines as, 27 4r, 27 9-281, 2B0r
early, 13
functions of selected, 268f
interleukin- I as, 27 4r, 27 B-27 I
interleukin-6 as, 27 4t, 287 -288
interleukin-10 as, 27 4r, 287
interleukin- 12 as, 27 4t, 281-285, 2B2f
interleukin- 15 as, 27 4t, 288
interleukin- I B as, 27 4t, 288
interleukin-23 as, 27 4I, 288
interleukin-27 as, 27 4r, 288
and Jak-STAI signal transduction

pathway, 27 1, 27 lt, 293b-285b
overview of, 44,270
tumor necrosis factor as,273-278,

273f, 27 4r, 275b-276b, 277f
type I interferons (interferon-o and

interferon - B) as, 27 4t, 285-287,
286f

defects in, 464, 465-467,465I
defined, 502-503
dendritic cells in, 30
effector cells of, 27-42,27r
effector proteins of, 42-44, 43f
epithelial barriers in, 27 -29, 28f
evolution of, 6b-7b, l9
flcolins in,2lt,44
functions of, 19
immune recognition in, 20-26
infl ammatory responses in, 29-42
killing of phagocyosed microbes in,

35f, 36-37
leukocytes in, recruitment to infection

site of, 30-35, 31f, 32b-34b
macrophages in, effector functions of,

37-38, 37f
natural killer cells in, 38-42, 3Bf,

39b-41b,42t
neutrophils in,29,29f
overview ol 4, 5f, 5t
pattern recognition molecules of,

2r-22,42-44,43f
pattern recognition receptors in, 20,

21t,22-26
cellular locations of , 22, 22f
toll-like, 22-26, 23b-24b, 25f

Innate immune system (Continued)
pentraxins in,2l, 4344
phagocytes in,29-42

mononuclear, 29-30, 29f, 30f
phagocytosis of microbes in, 35-36, 35f
specificity ot, 20-22, 20t, zlt
in st imulat jon of adaptive immune

responses, 19, 4445, 45f
iNOS (inducible nitric oxide synthase), in

phagocytosis, 35f, 37 , 295
Inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate (IPJ, 206, 503
"Inside-out signaling," 33b
Insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus

0DDM), 428, 428t, 429b, 433, 435t,
503

Insulin-resistant diabetes, 4231
Insulitis, 429b
Integrin(s)

activation ol 33b
classification of, 33b, 34b
defined, 503
in leukocyte recruitment, 3l-35,

33b-34b
signaling by, 33b-34b
structure of,33b, l38f

Interferon(s) (IFNs)
in early innate immune resPonse, 13
tlJT,e I, 274t, 285-287 , 2B6f , 517

in immune response to viruses, 363,
363f

tlpe II (immune), 294
Interferon-cr (IFN-oc), 27 4t, 285-287, 517

biologic actions of, 285-287, 2BGf
in innate immunity, 289
natural killer cells and, 4l
oroduction of, 285
ieceptors for, 285
structure of, 285
in tumor immunotheraPY, 413, 4l3t

Interferon-p 0FN-B), 274r, 285-287 , 517
biologic actions of, 285-287, 2B6f
in innate immunity, 289
natural killer cells and, 41
oroduction of, 285
recentors for, 285
struiture ol 285

Interferon-y 0FN-T), 250t, 294-296
in antigen presentation, 130
biologic actions of , 285t, 294-296
in cell-mediated immunity, l5
for chronic granulomatous disease, 466
and class I MHC expression, 109, l09f
defined, 503
and FcyRl, 328
in immediate hlpersensitivity, 456t
ln lmmune response

to extracellular bacteria, 354' 355f
to intracel lular bacteria, 359, 359f
to parasites, 367, 369b

in innate immunity, 2BB
interleukin- 12 and, 282
in isotype switching, 228, 230t, 231
in lipopolysaccharide-induced injury

356b
in macrophage activation, 3lfl 312
natural killer cells and,41,42
production ol 294, 305
receDtors for,294
struiture of, 294
in Tsl differentiation, 307, 308f, 309f
in tumor immuniry 407,408f
in tumor immunotheraPY, 4L3,413t

Interferon-y (IFN-T)-activated sites (GAS),
285

Interferon regulatory factor (IRF), 285
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Interferon regulatory factor-l (lRF-I), in
macrophage activation, 312

Interferon regulatory factor-3 (IRF-3), 24
Interferon regulatory factor-7 (IRF -7), 24
Interferon-stimulated response elements

(lSREs), 285
Interleukin(s) (lls), 267, 503
Interleukin- I (IL- 1), 27 41, 27 8-229, 503

biologic actions of , 278-279
forms ol 278
in innate immunity, 288
in leukocyte recruitment, 31, 35
and pentraxin synthesis, 43
production of, 278
structure of, 278
in THI migration, 310
tumor necrosis factor and,274

Interleukin-1 receptor antagonist (IL-lra),
279,500

Interleukin-t (IL-1) receptor-associated
kinase (IRAK), 24, 211t, 278

Interleukin-l (lL-I) receptor-associated
kinase-4 (IRAK4), 2iB. 467

Interleukin-1 (lL-1) receptor family, 27 l,
272f ,278

Interleukin-2 (IL-2), 289-292, 290t, 503
in autoimmunity, 435, 4361
biologic actions of, 292, 292f
in cell-mediated immunity, I5
production of, 289
receptor for, 290-29 7, 29 tf
structure of,290,291f
in T cell activation, 192
in T cell tolerance, 252-253
in tumor immuniry 407, 4I2-4I3, 412f,

413t,414.4t4f
Interleukin-2 receptor o/F (IL-2Rcr/B), in

autoimmunity, 435, 436t
Interleukin-3 (lL-3), 299-300, 2991, 503

in tumor immunotherapy, 4131
Interleukin-4 (lL-4), 2901, 292-293, 503

biologic actions of , 292-293, 293f
in immediate hypersensitivity, 444, 456t
rn lmmune response to parasites, 367
in isotype switching, 228, 230r., 231
production of,292,305
receptor for,292
structure of, 292
in Tn2 differentiation, 307-309, 30Bf
in tumor immunotherapy, 412, 4l3t

Interleukin-S (lL-5), 2901, 293, 305, 503
in immediate hlpersensitiviry 444, 453,

4561
in isotl,pe switching, 2301

Interleukin-G (lL-6), 274t, 287-288, 503
and pentraxin synthesis, 43

Interleukin-6 (IL-6) receptor family, 27 2f
Interleukin-7 (IL-7), 299, 2991, 503

in lymphocyte development, 155
and memory cel ls, 55, 319
and naive lymphocytes, 55

Interleukin-9 (IL-g), 300
Interleukin- I 0 (IL-10) , 27 4t, 287 , 503
Interleukin-l  I  ( IL-I 1), 300
Interleukin- 12 (IL-12), 2Z 4t, 28l-285, 503

biologic actions of , 281-285, 2B2f
ln lmmune response

to intracellular bacteria, 359. 359f
to parasites, 367, 369b

in innate immunity, 2BB
interleukin- 10 and, 287
in lipopolysaccharide-induced injury

J 5 b D

and natural killer cells, 41-42

Interleukin- 12 (IL-12) (Continued)
production of, 281
structure of, 2BI
in Tnl differentiation, 307, 3081 309f
in tumor immunity, 4O7, 413I

Interleukin-12 receptor 0L-f 2R), 28l
Interleukin-13 (IL-f 3), 290t, 293-294

in immediate hlpersensitivity, 444, 455,
4561

Interleukin-15 (IL-Il), 27 4t, 2BB, 503
and memory T cells, 319
and natural killer cells, 41-42

Interleukin- 16 (IL-16), 297
Interleukin- 17 (lL-17), 290t, 296-297 , 503

in immune response to extracellular
bacteria, 354

Interleukin- I 8 (IL-IB), 27 4t, 2BB, 503-504
in Tr11 differentiation, 307

Interleukin-19 (IL-19), 288
Interleukin-20 (lL-20), 288
Interleukin-2 I ( lL-21), 297
Interleukin-23 (IL-23), 27 4t, 288

in inflammatory bowel disease, 431
Interleukin-24 (IL-24), 288
Interf eukin-25 (lL-25), 297
Interleukin-26 (lL-26), 2BB
Interleukin-27 (IL-27), 27 4t, 2BB
Intestines, mucosal immune system in,

63, 64f
Intimal arteritis, in allograft rejection, 384
Intracellular adhesion molecule-l (ICAM-

1), 33b, s5
Intracellular adhesion molecule-2 (ICAM-

2) .  33b
Intracellular adhesion molecule-3 (ICAM-

3), 33b
Intraepidermal lymphocytes, 62-63, 63i

504
Intraepithelial lymphocytes, 144, 504
Intravenous IgG, for hypersensitivity

diseases, 438
Invariant chain (IJ, 125-128, 127f, 504
Invariant NK-T (iNK-T) cells, 144
Inversion,162. l63f
Invertebrates, immune system ol 6b
IP, (inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate), 206, 503
IPEX, 252-253, 435, 436t
lpr mouse strain, 427b, 436
IRAK (IL-1 receptor-associated kinase),

2 4 , 2 7 t t , 2 7 8
IRAK4 (IL-1 receptor-associated kinase-

4), 278, 467
I region-associated (Ia) molecules, l00b
I region promoter, 231
IRE See Interferon regulatory factor (IRF).
IRF-3, 26
IRF-7, 26
Ir (immune response) genes, 99-100, 134,

455, 501
Isotype(s), 70, 504

hea'"y chain, 85-86, 87t
light chain, 86-87

Isotlpe defecrs, 47 0t, 4z t-47 2
Isotype-specifi c effector functions,

322-323,323t
Isotype switching. See Heaqr chain

isotlpe (class) switching.
ISREs (interferon- stimulated response

elements), 285
ITAMs. See Immunoreceptor tyrosine-

based activation motifs (ITAMs).
ITIMs (immunoreceptor tyrosine-based

inhibition motifs), 39b, 40b, 238,449,
502

Itk,202b,206
ITSM (immunoreceptor tyrosine-based

switch motif), l4B

J
Iak-STAI signal transduction pathway,

cy'tokine signaling by, 27 l, 27 lt, 2BI,
283b-285b

Janus kinases (Jaks), 281, 283b-285b
Jenner, Edward, 4, 370
Jerne, Niels, 14,262
JNK (c-Iun N-terminal kinase), 206
Ioining (I) chain,88, 50+
Ioining (I) segments, 504

of Ig and TCR genes, 159, 1591 f60,
16 l f

IunB, in B cell activation, 220
Junctional diversity, 167-169, l68i 504

K
K4B pollubiquitination, 2 I lb
K63 ubiquitination, 21 1b
Kaposi sarcoma herpes virus (KSHV),

immune evasion by, 366b
Kaposi's sarcoma, 504
K / B x N m i c e , 4 3 l b
IQ (dissociation constant), 532
Keratinocytes, 62, 63f
Killed bacterial vaccines, 371
Killed tumor vaccines, 410-411, 4l0t
Killer immunoglobulin receptor (KIR)

family, 39b, 41, 316, 504
Kitasato, Shibasaburo, B
Knock-in mouse models, 246, 247b, 533,

537
Knockout mouse models, 246, 247b, 504,

532-535, 533f-534f
K"o (off-rate constant), 532
Krihler, Georges, 77, 77b
Ko" (on-rate constant), 532
KSHV (Kaposi sarcoma herpes virus),

immune evasion by, 366b
Ku70, 165
Ku80, 165
Kupffer cells, 29

Laboratory technique(s), 525-537
for labeling and detection of antigens in

cells and tissues, 528-530,
53 1f

for measurement of antigen-antibody
interactions, 530-532, 532f

for purification and identification of
proteins, 527-528, 527f, 52gf

for purification of cells, 530
for quantification of antigen by

immunoassays, 525-527, 526f
for studying B lymphocyte responses,

537
for studying T llmphocy'te responses,

535-537
using antibodies, 525-532
using transgenic mice and targeted

gene knockouts, 532-535, 5331
534f

l.AD. See Leukocyte adhesion deficiency
(LAD).

l-A.K (ll.rnphokine-activated killer) cells,
506

in tumor immunity, 4O7, 414, 4l4f
Landsteiner, Karl, 8, 9, 93
Langerhans cells, 62, 631 117-120, 119b,

121f,504



Large granular lgnphocyes. See Natural
killer (NK) cells.

LAI (linker for activation of T cells), 205,
206f,449

Latent membrane protein(s) (LMPs), 404b
Latent membrane protein I (LMPI),227
Latent membrane protein 2 (LMP-2), f30,

505
Latent membrane protein 7 (LMP-7), 130,

505
Late-phase reaction, of immediate

hypersensitivity, 442f , 454-455, 454f ,
504

LBP (LPS-binding protein), 356b
Lck, in T cell activation, 199, 203f, 504
LCMV (lymphocytic choriomeningitis

v i rus) ,  194,364,365
Lectin(s)

mannose-bindrng, 43, 44, 335, 506
mutation of gene encoding, 344b

as polyclonal activators, 535
Lectin pathway, of complement

activation, 43, 43f, 330, 33li 335,
505

Legio ne lla p ne umo p h ila, 353t
Le is hmania do nou anL 367 t
Leishmania major 36Of , 362, 367
Leishmania spp,505

immune evasion by, 370
Lentiviruses, 476-477
Lepromatous Ieprosy, 360-362
Leprosy, 360-362, 360f
Lethal hit, 505
Leukemia

acute llrnphoblastic, 166b, l67b
acute myelogenous, 167b
acute myeloid, 167b
acute pre-T cell, 167b
adultT cel l ,  405,476
chromosomal translocations in,

166b-167b
chronic myelogenous, 166b, l67b
deflned, 505

Leukocyte(s)
Fc receptors on, 326b-328b
number ol 49t
polymorphonuclear (See Neutrophil(s))
recruitment ol 30-35, 3ff, 32b-34b
rol l ing of, 31, 3lf
transmigration through endothelium

oi 35
Leukocye adhesion deflciency, type I

(r-A,D- l), 33b, 4651, 466
Leukocyte adhesion deficiency (l,AD),

505
Leukoc]'te adhesion deficiency type 2

(t-{D-2), 46st, 466
Leukocyte Fc receptors, 324-328,

326b-328b
Leukoc).te fu nction-associated antigen- I

GFA-r),33b, 316
Leukocy'te function-associated antigen-3

(LFA-3), r47
Leukocyte lg-like receptors (LIR), 39b, 41
Leukotriene(s) , 452, 504

in asthma, 457
Leukotriene inhibitors, for asthma, 458
Lewis antigens, 386
"Licensing," 198, lg8f
Light chain(s), antibody, B0f, Bl-83, Bll

B4l 501-502
isotlpes of, 86-87
recombination and expression of, l72f
surrogate, 170, 514

Light chain isotype exclusion, 173
Linear determinants, 90, 9lf
Linker for activation ofT cells (l.{I)' 205'

206f,445
Lipid antigens, presentation by CDI

molecules ol 116, 134-135
Lipid mediators, in immediate

hypersensitivity, 449, 450t, 45lf, 452,
453

Lipid rafts, 203, 219, 220
Lipopolysaccharide (LPS), 354, 497,

505
physiologic and pathologic responses

to, 356b
and toll-like receprcr 4,24

Lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-binding protein
(LBP), 356b

LIR (leukocl.te Ig-like receptors), 4l
Liste r ia mo no cyto gen e s, 353t

cell-mediated immunity to, 304, 3051
359-360

Listeriolysin, 129
Live viral vectors, in vaccines, 371, 505
LL-37,28
LMP(s). See Latent membrane protein(s)

(LMPs).
Long terminal repeat (LfR), of HIV

479-480
lox? 534-535
LPS. See Lipopolysaccharide (LPS).
Lps mice, 466
L-selectin

in leukocy'te recruitment, 31,32b
in T cell homing, 68

L-selectin ligand, on endothelial cells, 66,
66f

LL See Lymphotoxin (Uf ).
LIR (long terminal repeat), of HIV

479480
L y - 1 , 1 7 5
Lyrnph, 58, 59

soluble antigens in, 121-722
Lymphatic filariasis, 370
Lymphatic system

anatomy and functions of, 58-61,
59f-6lf

defined, 505
Lymphatic vessels, 58, 59f
L1'rnph nodes

anatomy and functions ol 58-61,
59f-61f

B cell migration into, 69-70
defined, 505
naive T cell migration into, 66-68

Lymphoblast, 55f
Lymphocyte(s), 6, 11

acuvanon or, 52, 5Jr
two-signal hypothesis for, 44-45,

45f
in adaptive immune system, 49-56
antigen recognition by, 14-15, f4f, Isf
apoptosis in, 255b-257b
B (See B lyrnphoc].te(s))
bare, 110, 473, 473t, 492
classes ol 11, l2f
effector, 47-48,48f,53f, 54t, 55, 55f
after encounter with antigens, 244f
by history of antigen exposure, 52-56,

531 s4t, 5sf
homing of, 64, 69-70, 505
intraepidermal,, 62-63, 631 504
intraepithelial, 144, 504
large, 55f

granular (See Natural killer (NK) cells)

L1'rnphocl'te (s) (Co ntinued)
memory 47-48,4Bf,53l 54t, 55-56,

506
morphology of, 55f
in mucosal immune system, 63, 64f
naive, 14-15, l4f, 47 , 48f,52-55, 531

54r,507
number of, 49t
recirculation of, 64-68, 65f-671 505
resting, 52
small, 52, 55f
subsets of, 49-50, 50t, 5lb

generation ol 15a, l54l 157-158,
t57f

surface proteins on, 50, 51b
T (SeeT lymphocyte(s))
tumor-infi ltrating, 407

Lymphocyte development, 5L-52, 52f ,
154-l5B

antigen receptor gene rearrangement
and expression in, 154, 154f,
155

checkooints in, 156, 156f
commitment to B and T lineages in,

154-155, 154f, l55f
deflned, 153, 505
general features ol 154-158, l54f
generation of lymphocye subsets in,

r54, I54f, 157-158, l57f
selection processes that shape B and T

llnnphocyte repertoires in, 154,
154f, 155-157, 1561 157f

transcriptional regulation ol 169,
170f

Lymphoqte markers, 50, sfb
Lymphocyte maturation. See Lymphoclte

development.
Lymphocyte migration

B cell, toward T cell zone, 224
deflned, 505
T cell

effector, 67f, 68-69, 310-311, 3IOf
helper,224,225f
memory  69 ,3 l l
naive, 66, 67f

into gut-associated lYmPhoid
tissue, 68

to sites of antigen, 310-311, 310f
to sites of inflammation, 68-69

Lymphocyte recirculation, 64-68, 65f-671
505

L1'rnphocl'te repertoire, 10, 505
selection processes that shape, 154,

l54l 155-157, r56f, 157f
Lymphocy'te tumors, chromosomal

translocations in, 165, l66b-167b
L1'rnphocl'tic choriomeningitis virus

(LCMV), 194, 364, 365
Lymphohistiocytosis, hemophagocltic,

47 \ f ,473t ,474
Llrynphoid follicles, 505- 

primary and secondary 59, 60f
Lymphoid organs, 13

peripheral (secondary), 47, 48f, 52f,
56-57, 509

primary (generative), 48f, 521 56, 498
Lymphoid tissue

anatomy and functions ol 56-64
in gastrointestinal and respiratory

systems, 122
Lvmphokine(s), 267, 505
f-ymptrokine-activated killer (LAK) cells,

s06
in tumor immuniry 407, 4I4, 414f
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Lymphoma
B cell

diffuse large, chromosomal
translocations in, 166b, l67b

Epstein-Barr virus and, 405b
in transplant patients,389, 395

Burkitt's
chromosomal translocations in,

l66b
defined, 492
Epstein-Barr virus and, 404b

chromosomal translocations in,
l66b-167b

defined, 506
follicular, chromosomal translocations

in, 166b, 167b
mantle cell, chromosomal

translocations in, l66b
T cel l ,  166b

adult,  405, 476
tissue-specifi c differentiation antigens

in, 406
Lymphoproliferative s)ndrome, X-linked,

473r ,474
Ll.rnphotoxin (I:t), 223, 2901, 296, 506

and cytokine production, 60
in immune response to extracellular

bacteria, 354
overexpression of, 6I

Lysosomal vesicles, anrigen processing in,
r24-r25, t26f,727f

Lysosomes
azurophilic granules as, 29
defined, 506
interferon-y and, 295
phagosomes and,, 124

LYST, 466

M
MAC. See Membrane attack complex

(MAC).
M a c - 1 , 3 3 8 , 3 3 8 t
Mackaness, George, 9, 304, 359
Macrophage(s)

activation of, 37-38, 37f
alternative,3l4
classical, 314
interferon-T in, 294-295
T cel l-mediated, 3I l-312, 3tf f ,  314

alveolar, 29
antigen presentation by, 56, 117, lf7f,

7t8t,722
defined, 506
effector functions ol 37-38, 37f
Fc receptors on, 326b
in HIV infection, 483
ln lmmune response

early innate, l3
to fungi, 362
to intracellular bacteria, 358, 35Bl

360
in innate immune system, 29-30,29f,

30f
killing of phagocy'tosed microbes by,

351 36-37
maturation of, 30f
morphology of, 29, 30f
phagocl.tosis by, 35-36, 35f
recruitment of, 30-35, 31f
in tumor immuniry 407
types of, 29-30

Macrophage infl ammatory protein- I cx
(MIP-1o),449

in HIV infection, 478

Macrophage infl ammatory protein- I B
(MIP-lp), in HIV infection, 478

MadCAM-I .66 .68
MAGE proteins, 402
Major basic protein, 329, 453
Major histocompatibility complex (MHC),

97-1 10, 506
discovery of, 9B-101
genomic organization of, 107-109, 108f
human, 99f, 100-101
mouse, 98-100, 99i 100b, 108

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC)-
associated antigen presentation,
physiologic significance of, 132-134,
r32f-r34f

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC)
class II compartment (MIIC), 126,
128f, 506

Major histocompatibiliry complex (MHC)
genes, 98-100

in autoimmunity, 434-435, 434f , 435t
class I,  l0l ,  108f
class I-like, 108f
class II ,  l0l ,  lOBf
class II I ,  108, 1OBf
properties of, 101

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC)
haplotype, I01

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC)
matching, 390-391, 390b, 39lf

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC)
molecules

in allograft rejection, 37 8-382, 37 Bf ,
379f

binding ofpeptides to, 104-107, 1051
107f

class L 97. 493
antigen processing for presentation

by, 723, 723f, 124t, 125f, 129-131,
129f ,131f ,  l32 f

deficiency of, 366b, 473,473t
expression of, 109

defective, 473,473t
and natural killer cells, 38, 39b, 4f
polymorphic residues of, 103, t03f
propert ies ol 102-104, 1021, l03f
structure of, 102-104, 1021, 103f

class IB, 108
class II ,  97,494

antigen processing for presentation
by, 123-729, r23f , 124t,
r25f-t28f

biosynthesis and transport to
endosomes of , 125-126, 127 f ,
l28f

expression ol 109, l09f
defective, 473.473t

with invariant chains, 126-128, t27 f
polymorphic residues of, f 03, 103f
properties of, 102t, 104, l04f
structure ol 102t, 104, 104f

defined, 506
expression ol 109-110, l09f

defects in, 473.473t
interferon-y in, 295

polynnorphic residues of, f03, 103f
structure oi 102-104, 102t, 103f, 104f
and T cell antigen recognition, 1I4-I15,

t  l5 f
Major histocompatibility complex (MHC)

restriction, 100, 506
self,  114-115, l l5f,  513

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC)-
tetramer, 507

Mal,24
Malaria, 365, 368, 369b,370,476
Malaria vaccine, 369b
Malnutrition, protein-calorie, 47 5-47 6,

475t
MALTI,2O7
Mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR),

388
Mannose-binding lectin (MBL), 43, 44,

335, 506
mutation of gene encoding, 344b

Mannose-binding lectin (MBL)-
associated serine proteases (MASPs),
.1.1f,

Mannose receptor, 26, 506
Mantle cell lymphoma, chromosomal

translocations in, l66b
MAP (mitogen-activated protein) kinase

pathways, 507
in B cell activation, 220
inT cell activation, 199, 2001 205-206,

206f
Marek's disease, 4ll
Marginal sinus, of spleen, 61, 62f
Marginal zone, of spleen, 61, 62f, 506
Marginal zone B cells, 61, 174,174f, 175,

238, 506
MASPs ( MBL-associated serine

proteases), 335
Mast cell(s)

connective tiss]ue, 446-447 447 t
defined, 506
in immediate hypersensitivity

activation of, 442, 442f, 446f, 447-450,
448f

binding of lgE to, 442,442t.444-445.
445f

mediators derived from, 450-453,
450t, 45lf

properties of, 445447, 445t
protective roles of, 459-460
subsets of, 446-447, 447t

intraepithelial, 29
mucosal, 446,447,447t

Mast cell degranulation, in allergic
diseases, 456

Mature B cell, l7lf, 174, I75,506
MBL (mannose-binding lectin), 43, 44,

335, 506
mutation of gene encoding, 344b

MBP (myelin basic protein), 430b
MCA (methylcholanthrene) -induced

sarcoma, 398, 398f, 401
McDevitt, Hugh, 99
M (membranous) cells, 63, 64f, 506
MCP (membrane cofactor protein), 339t,

340
M-CSF (monocyte colony-stimulating

factor), 299t, 300, 507
MD2, lipopolysaccharide and., 24
Measles virus, immunodeficiencv due to,

476
Medawar, PereL 244.37s
Melanoma

CTL clones for, 400b, 401b,402
gangliosides in, 406
tissue-specifi c differentiation antigens

in, 406
Melanoma differentiation-associated gene

5 (MDAs) ,26 ,363
Membrane attack complex (MAC)

defined, 506
formation of, 335, 336f

inhibit ion of .  341. 342f



Membrane attack complex (MAC)
(Continued)

function of, 343
pathologic effects of, 345b
structure ol 336, 337f

Membrane cofactor protein (MCP), 3391,
340

Membranous (M) cells, 63, 64f, 506
Memory, immunological, 10, 101 101, f l,

l4l  16, 506
Memory B cells, 10, 541, 55

generation of,236-237
Memory cells, 10, 16, 55*56

central, 56, 69, 319
differentiation into, 216, 2l6f
effector, 56, 69, 319

Memory lyrnphocltes, 47-48, 4Bi 531 54t,
55-56, 506

MemoryT cells, 10, 54t, 55-56, 319
central,319
derivation of, 319
effector, 319
migration ol 69, 311

Meningococcal vaccines, 371
Meningococci, 3531
Merozoites, 369b
Merozoite surface protein I (MSP-f), 369b
Metazoa, 367t
Metchnikofi Elie, 9
Methylcholanthrene (MCA) -induced

sarcoma, 398, 3981 401
MHC. See Major histocompatibility

complex (MHC).
Microbes, 351-373, 352t-353t

bacteria as
extracellular, 352-355

adaptive immunity to, 354, 355f
examples of, 352t-353t
immune evasion by, 355, 35Bt
injurious effects of immune

responses to, 354-355, 356b,
357b

innate immunity to, 354
intracellular, 355-362, 35Bf-360f,

36rb
adaptive immunity to, 358-362,

358f
examples ol 353t
immune evasion by, 358t, 362
innate immunity to, 358, 35Bf

complement evasion by, 345-346
elimination of extracellular, l6
fungi as, 353t,362
lmmune response to

general features of, 352
overviewof, l3-I6, 14f, 15f

neutralization by antibodies ol
323-324, 324f, 3251

parasites as, 365-370
adaptive immunity to, 367-368, 3671,

369b
immune evasion by, 368-370, 368t,

370f
innate immunity to, 365-367

phagocytosis ol 35-36, 35f
reactions against, 419-420
vaccines for, 37 0-37 2, 37 lI
viruses as, 362-365

adaptive immunity to, 363-364,
363f

examples of, 353t
immune evasion by, 364-365, 364t,

366b
innate immunity to, 363, 363f

Microbial toxins, neutralization by
antibodies of , 323-324, 324f , 325t

Microglial cells, 29
Migration inhibition factor (MIF), 297
MIIC (MHC class II compartment), 126,

1281 506
Milstein, Cesar, 77, 77b
Minor histocompatibility antigens, 3Bl
Minor lymphocy'te-stimulating (Mls) loci,

357b
MIP-ls (macrophage inflammatory

protein- lcr), 449
in HIV infection, 478

MIP-1p (macrophage inflammatory
protein-lp), in HIV infection, 478

Mitochondrial pathway, of apoptosis,
255b,256b

Mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase
pathways, 507

in B cell activation, 220
inT cell activation, f99,2001 205-206,

206f
Mixed leukocyte reaction (MLR), 101, 507
Mixed l1'rnphoclte reaction (MLR)' 380,

381, 3B2f
Mls (minor lymphocyte-stimulating) loci,

357b
MMF (mycophenolate mofetil), 387t, 3BB,

389
MOG (myelin oligodendrocyte

glycoprotein), 430b
Molecular mimicry, in autoimmunity, 437,

437f,507
Monoclonal antibody(ies), 77, 77b-79b,

507
anti-CD3, 387t, 388
tumor-specific, 4 l5-4 16, 415f

Monoclonal T cell populations, antigen-
induced activation of, 535-536

Monocy'te(s)
antigen presentation by, 56
defined, 507
in innate immune system, 29
morphology ol 29, 30f
number of, 49t
recruitment of. 30-35. 3lf

Monoclte colony-stimulating factor (M-
csF), 299t, 300, 507

Monokines. 267. 507
Mononuclear phagocl'tes

antigen presentation by, 56
defined, 507
in innate immune system, 29-30,29f,

30f
Mononucleosis, infectious, 404b
Mono-ubiquitination, 2 12b
Monovalency, 92f
Motheaten mouse strain, 239,427b
Mouse mammary tumor virus, 409
M protein, 354
MRL/pr mice, 43lb
MS (multiple sclerosis), 428, 428t, 430b,

435t
MSP-l (merozoite surface protein l), 369b
mTOR (mammalian target of rapamycin),

388
MUC-r ,406
Mucins, in cancer, 406
Mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue, 507
Mucosal immune system, 63-64, 64f, 346,

347f,507
Mucus production, interleukin-13 in, 294
Multilineage colony-stimulating factor,

299-300, 2991

Multinucleated giant cells, in HIV
infection, 482

Multiple myeloma
defined, 507
monoclonal antibodies in, 77, 77b-79b

Multiple sclerosis (MS), 428, 428r,430b,
435t

Multivalency, 90
MUNCL3-4.474
Mutated genes products, as tumor

antigens, 399-401
Myasthenia gr avis, 422, 423t
Mycobacteria, 353t, 361b
Mycobacterium, 507
Myc ob acter i um au ium - intrace IIuIare,

36rb
Mycob acter iu m b ou is, 36lb
Mycobacterium leprae, 36O-362, 360f,

36 lb
Mycobacterium tuberculosis, 361b, 428,

476
Mycophenolate mofetil (MMF), 387t, 388,

389
Mycoses, immunity to, 3531, 362
MYC translocation, and Epstein-Barr

virus, 405b
MyDBB,24,27B
Myelin basic protein (MBP), 430b
Myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein

(MOG),430b
Myeloma, multiple

defined, 507
monoclonal antibodies in, 77,

77b-79b
Myocarditis, autoimmune, 428t, 432

N
NACHT-LRRs, 26
Naive lymphocytes, 14-15, l4f, 47 , 4Bf,

52-55, 531 54t,507
NALPs,26
Nasopharyngeal carcinoma, Epstein-Barr

virus and, 404b
Native immunity. See Innate immunity.
Natural antibodies, 175

defined.175.5O7
in innate immunity, 28-29
T1 antigens and, 238
in transplantation, 384, 392

Natural cytotoxicity receptors, 39b
Natural immunity. See Innate immunity.
Natural killer (NK) cells, ll, 12f, 49, 50t

activating receptors ol 3B-4f, 38f,
39b-41b

in cell-mediated c]'totoxiciry 42
antibody-dependent, 328-329

c)'tokines and',4142
defect(s) in, 466
defective activation oi 474
defined, 38, 507
effector functions of , 42, 42f
Fc receptors on, 326b
in immune response

early innate, 13
to intracellular bacteria, 358, 358f
to viruses,363, 363f

inhibitory receptors ol 381 39b, 40b, 4r
in innate immune system, 3842,38f,

39b41b,42f
interleukin-2 and,292
recognition of infected and stressed

cells by, 3B-42, 39b-41b
in tumor immunity, 407
uterine, 383b
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Natural killer T cells (NK-T) cells, 49, 50t
antigen receptors of, 144-745
deflned, 507-508
development of, 185
invariant, 144
lipid antigen recognition by, f16,

134-135
in tuberculosis, 36lb

Natural resistance-associated
macrophage protein I (NRAMPI),
36rb

Negative selection
in central tolerance, 246, 248, 24Bf
defined, 508
in lymphocyte maturation, 157, l57f
in maturation of MHC-restricted aB T

ce l l s ,  lB0- l8 l ,1B1f
in selection of mature B cell repertoire,

175
ofthymocytes, 184-l85

Neisseria gono rrhoeae, and complement
deficiency, 344b

Neisseria meningitidis, 353t
and complement deficiency, 344b

NEMO (nuclear factor rcB essential
modulator), 466

NEMO (nuclear factor rB essential
modulator) mutations, 47Lf, 472

Neoantigenic determinants, 91, 9lf
Neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn), 347, 508
Neonatal immuniry 508

antibodies in,346-347
Nephropathy, HIV 485
Network hypothesis, 262
Neuritis, peripheral, 428t
Neutralizing antibodies, 323-324, 324f,

325t
Neutrophil(s)

defined, 508
Fc receptors on, 326b
ln lmmune response

to fungi, 362
to intracelluiar bacteria, 358, 358f

in innate immune system, 29
killing of phagocltosed microbes by,

35f, 36-37
morphology of,29,29f
number of, 49t
phagocy.tosis by, 35-36, 35f
production of, 29
recruitment of, 30-35, 3lf

Neutrophilia, in systemic inflammatory
response syndrome, 356b

NFn-L See Nuclear factor of activated T
cells (NFAT).

NF-rB. See Nuclear factor rB (NF-rB).
l/-formyl Met-Leu-Phe receptors, in

innate immune system, 2lt, 26
NHE (nonhomologous end joining), 155
Nitric oxide (NO)

defined, 508
in phagoc).tosis, 37

Nitric oxide synthase (NOS), 507
inducible, 35f,37,295

Nitro gen intermediates, in phagocytosis,
J /

NK cells. See Natural killer (NK) cells.
NKG2A,39b
NKG2D, 38-41, 4rb, 316-317
NKp30, 39b
NKpaa,39b
NKp46, 39b
NK-T cells. See Natural killer T cells

(NK-T) cells.

N nucleotides, 168, f68f, 170,507
NO (nitric oxide)

deflned, 508
in phagocytosis, 37

NOD2,42B,  435
Nod-like receptors (NLRs), in innate

immune system, 21t, 26
Nonamer, 162, l63f
Nonhomologous end joining (NHE), f 55
Nonhomologous recombination, 533f
Nonobese diabetic (NOD) mouse model,

429b,433,436
Nonpoll'rnorphic genes, 98
Nonreactivity, to self, lOt, ll
Nonresponder strains, 100
Northern blotting, 528
NOS (nitric oxide synthase), 507

inducible, 35f, 37 , 295
Notch proteins, 169, l70f
NRAMP I (natural resistance- associated

macrophage protein 1), 36Ib
N region(s), 139
N region diversification, 168-169, 16Bt
Nuclear factor rB (NF-rB)

in B cell activation, 220
defined, 508
in immediate hl,?ersensi t ivi ry, 449
in macrophage activation, 312
inT cell activation, 208f,209
and toll-like receptor, 24, 26

Nuclear factor rB essential modulator
(NEMO),466

Nuclear factor rB essential modulator
(NEMO) mutations, 471f, 472

Nuclear factor rB (NF-rB) signaling,
inherited defects in, 466-467

Nuclear factor of activated T cells (NFAT)
cyclosporine and, 388
defined, 508
in immediate hypersensitivity, 449
inT cell activation, 208-209,208f

Nucleated cells, antigen presentation by,
122

Nude mouse, 469, 508
NZB mouse strain,427b

o
O antigen, 3B6b
Off-rate constant (K"rt, 532
oKT3, 388
Omenn's syndrome,469
Omi/HtrM,256b
Oncofetal antigens, 405-406, 508
Oncogenes, 398
Oncogenic viruses, antigens of, 403-405,

404b-405b
One gene-one polypeptide hypothesis,

158
On-rate constant (K""),  532
Opportunistic infections, in AIDS, 484t,

485
Opsonins

defined, 508
in phagocl.tosis, 36, 42

Opsonization, 9, 508
antibody-mediated, 36, 324, 325f
in antibody-mediated disease, 422, 422f
complement in, 341, 343f

Orai, 206
Orail mutation, 469
Oral antigens, immune responses to,

63-64
Oral tolerance, 260, 508
Orthotopic transplantation, 375

Osteoclasts, 30
Overexpression, in transgenic mice, 532
OX40 ligand, 278

P
pI50,95, 338, 33Bt
PAF (platelet-activating factor), 452, 509
PAL(s) (periarteriolar lymphoid sheaths),

6 r ,62 f ,228,509
PAL (periarteriolar llnnphoid sheath) foci,

228
PAMPs (pathogen-associated molecular

patterns), 20, zIt, 25f, 28
Paneth cells, 28
Papovaviruses, and malignancy, 403
Paracortex, oflymph node, 59, 60f
Paracrine factors

cytokines as, 269
defined, 508

Parafollicular cortex, of lymph node, 59,
60f

Parasites, 365-370
adaptive immunity to, 367-368, 367t,

369b
immune evasion by, 368-370, 368t, 370f
innate immunity to, 365-367

Paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria,
340-34r

Partial agonist, 508
Passive immunity, 7-8, 91 508-509
Passive immunization, B, 372, 475
Passive immunotherapy, for tumors,

414-416, 4I4f,4t5t
Pasteur, Louis, 371
Pathogen-associated molecular patterns

(PAMPs), 20, 21t, 25f, 28
Pathogenicity, 509
Pattern recognition molec;.lJes, 2l-22,

2 t t
cell-associated , 2l-26. 2It
soluble (circulating), 2lI, 22, 42-44

Pattern recognition receptors, 20, zlt,
22-26,509

cellular locations of . 22. 22f
encoding in germline DNA of, 22
in phagocytosis, 36
toll-like, 22-26, 23b-24b, 25f

Pax-S, 170f
PCR (polymerase chain reaction), 510
PD-1. See Programmed death-l  (PD-1).
PDKI ,200
Pemphigus r,rrlgaris, 423t, 435t
Penicillin alleryy,444
Pentraxins

defined, 509
in innate immune system, 21,43-44

Peptide-binding clefts, f06, I07l 509
Peptide-MHC complex, 104-107, 105f,

r07f
binding of T cell receptor to, 140-142,

t41 f
class I,  131
class II, 128-129
T cell recognition of, 97, 9Bf

Peptide-MHC interactions, 104-I07, 1051
107f

Peptide-MHC tetramers, 536
Percent reactive antibody (PRA), 390b
Perforin, 42, 257b, 3f8, 3IBl 509
Perforin deficiencies, 4731
Periarteriolar lymphoid sheath(s) (PALs),

61 ,62 f ,228,509
Periarteriolar lymphoid sheath (PAL) foci,

228



Peripheral lymphoid organs, 47, 48f,52f,
56-57, 509

Peripheral neuritis, 4281
Peripheral node addressin (PNAd), 66
Peripheral tolerance, 245, 245f , 246, 509

in B l1'rnPhocY'tes, 259-260, 259f
in T lyrnphocyt es, 2 48-258

Pernicious anemia, 423t
Perox]'nitrite radicals, in phagocytosis, 37
Peyer's patches, 63,641 122,509
Pfs25, 369b
PGD, (prostaglandin Dr), 452
PHA (phytohemagglutinin), 509535
Phage display, 79b
Phagoclte(s)

defective microbicidal activities of,
465-466

disorders of, 465-467, 465t
rn Immune resDonse

adaptive, 13,303-304
to extracellular bacteria, 354
to intracellular bacteria, 358, 358f

in innate immune system, 29-42
mononuclear, 29-30, 291 30f

mononuclear
antigen presentation by, 56
defined, 507
in innate immune system, 29-30,29f,

30f
Phagocyte Fc receptors, 324-328,

326b-328b
Phagocyte oxidase (phox), 36-37, 328

in chronic granulomatous disease, 455,
465

Phagocyte oxidase 91 (phox-9l), 465
Phagocytosed microbes, killing of, 35f,

36-37
Phagocytosis, 7, 8f

antibody-mediated, 324-329, 325f ,
326b-328b,329f

in antibody-mediated disease, 422, 422f
complement in, 3 4l-342, 343f
defined, 509
in immune response to parasites, 365
of microbes, 35-36, 35f

Phagolysosomes, 35f, 36
Phagosomes, 35f, 36, f24, 509
Pharlngeal tonsils, 122
PH (pleckstrin homology) domain, 202b
PHFl I, in immediate hlpersensitivity,

456t
Philadelphia chromosome, l67b
Phosphatase, 509
Phosphatidylinositol-3 (PI-3) kinase, 200
Phosphatidylinositol triphosphate (PIP3),

200
Phospholipase C (PLC), in B cell

activation, 220
Phospholipase Cy (PLCy), 449, 509
Phospholipase Cyl (PLCyr), 206, 207f
phox (phagocyte oxidase), 36-37 , 328

in chronic granulomatous disease, 455,
465

phox-91 (phagocl'te oxidase 91), 465
Physiologic cell death, 5lO. See also

Apoptosis.
Phy'tohemagglutinin (PHA), 509, 535
PI-3 (phosphatidylinositol-3) kinase, 200
PIP3 (phosphatidylinositol triphosphate),

200
PKC (protein kinase C), 511
PKC-B, in B cell activation, 220
PKC (protein kinase C) pathway, in T cell

activation, 199, 2001 208-209, 209f

PKC-g,204f,207
PKR, in immune response to viruses, 363
Plasma cells

in bone marrow 58
defined, 509
differentiation into, 2 16, 234-236, 236f
in humoral immunity, 16
long-lived, 235,322
morphology ol 55, 55f
short-lived. 234-235. 322

Plasmacytoid dendritic cells, 30
Plasmapheresis, for hlpersensitMty

diseases, 438
PIas mo dium b er ghe i, 369b
PLas mo dium falc i p ar u m, 369b
Plasmodium spp, 367t, 368, 369b
Platelet(s), in allograft rejection, 384
Platelet-activating factor (PAF), 452, 509
PLC (phospholipase C), in B cell

activation, 220
PLC^y (phospholipase C!, 449, 509
PLCyI (phospholipase CTI), 206, 207f
Pleckstrin homology (PH) domain, 202b
PLP (proteolipid protein), 430b
Pluripotent stem cells, 154, l55f
PMNs (poly'rnorphonuclear leukocltes).

See Neutrophils.
PNAd (peripheral node addressin), 66
Pneumococcal pneumonia vaccine, 325t,

371
Pneumococci, 352t
Pneumocystis j iroueci pneumonia, 362,

472
PNP (purine nucleoside phosphorylase)

deflciency, 468t, 469
P nucleotides, 139, 168, 1681 508
pol gene, of HIV a78f, 480, 48I, 485
Polio vaccine, 3251
Polio virus, 3531
Polyarteritis nodosa, 426t
Polyclonal activation

of B cells, 537
ofT cells, 535

Polyclonal activators, 357b, 509, 535
Polyclonal B cell populations, antigen-

induced activation of, 537
Polyclonal T cell populations, antigen-

induced activation of, 535
Poly-Ig recepto r, 346, 347f, 509-510
Pollmerase chain reaction (PCR), 5f0
Polgnorphic genes, 98

Hl-A., t0l
Poly'rnorphic residues, of MHC molecules,

1 0 3 . 1 0 3 f . 1 0 8
Polymorphism,3TB, 510
Polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMNs).

See Neutrophils.
Polysaccharide vaccines, 238
Polyrrbiquitination, 2 I lb
Polyvalency,90, 91-92, 92f, 510
Polyvalent antigens, 238
Porter, Rodney, 83
Positive-negative selection, 533
Positive selection

defined, 156,510
lack of. 180. lBlf
in l1'rnphocyte development, 156-157,

157f
in maturation of MHC-restricted o0 T

ce l l s .180.  lB l f
peptides in, lB3-184, l83f
of thymocytes, lBl-184, lBzf

Poststreptococcal glomerulonephritis,
354-355,426t
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Poxviruses, 365
PPD (purified protein derivative), 361b
PRA (percent reactive antibody), 390b
Pre-B cel l(s), 89,90f, 170, r7rf,  r74f, 510
Pre-B cell receptor, 156, 1561 170-173,

173f, 510
Pre-B cell receptor checkpoint defects,

471
Pre-c1'tol1.tic T lymphocyte (pre-CTL),

510
Pre-To ' ,177,510
Pre-T cell(s), 176f, 177, 510
Pre-T cell leukemia, acute, chromosomal

translocations in, l67b
Pre-T cell receptor, 137-138, 156, f56l

173f. t77-178.5t0
Pre-TCR checkpoint signaling, defective,

468t, 469
Primary immune response, f 0, f 0l 510
Primary immunodeficiency(ies). See

Congenita-l immunodefi ciency(ies).
Primary lymphoid follicles, 59, 60f
Pro-B cel l ,  169, fTf i  174f,510
Programmed cell death, 5I0. See also

Apoptosis.
Programmed death-1 (PD-1), 196b, 197b,

2L0
in contraction of immune response,

261
in T cell inhibition, 147
in T cell tolerance, 250-251

Proliferation assays, for T llmphocl'tes,
536-537

Promoter, 510-511
Properdin, 330-33 l, 3321

deficiency in, 344b
Prostaglandin(s), 51 I
Prostaglandin D2 (PGD), 452
Pro-T cells, 776f, 177, 5ll
Protease(s)

in antigen processing, 124,125
deflned,511

Protease inhibitors, for HIV infection,
486

Proteasome, 129-130, I29f, 5f l
Protective immunity, antibody-mediated,

32t-329,322f
Protein(s), purification and identification

of, 527-528, 527f., 529f
Protein antigens

antibody responses to, 222-237
affinity maturation in, 232-234, 234f ,

235f
antigen presentation in, 224, 226f
B cell migration toward T cell zone in,

224
CD40 ligand in, 226-228, 227 f
differentiation into plasma cells in,

234-236,236f
generation of memory B cells and

secondary humoral immune
responses in,236-237

germinal center reaction in,228,
229f

hapten-carrier effect in, 224-226,
226f

heary chain isotype (class) switching
in, 228-232, 230f , 230t, 232f ,
233f

helper T cell activation and migration
toward follicle in, 224, 225f

overview of , 223-224, 223f
properties of,237t

immunogenicity ol 133-134, l34f
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Protein-calorie malnutrition, 475-476,
4751

Protein kinase C (PKC), 511
Protein kinase C (PKC) pathway, in T cell

activation, 199, 200f, 208-209, 209f
Protein phosphatase, 509
Protein tyrosine kinases (PTKs)

activation of, 199-202, 20lb-2o2b, 203f
de f ined,5 l I

Protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTPs),
202b

Proteoglycans, in immediate
hypersensitivity, 452

Proteolipid protein (PLP), 430b
Proto-oncogenes, 1 66b

as tumor antigens, 398
Protozoa, 365-370

adaptive immunity to, 367-368, 3671,
369b

def ,ned,5 l l
immune evasion by, 368-370, 368t, 370f
innate immunity to, 365-367

Provirus, of HIV 479, 5ll
P-selectin, in leukocyte recruitment, 31,

32b
P-selectin glycoprotein l igand-l (PSGL-I),

32b
Pseudogenes, l0S
p-SMAC, 20s
PTKs (protein ty'rosine kinases)

activation of, 199-202, 20lb-202b, 2O3f
def ined,5 l l

PTP(s) (protein tyrosine phosphatases),
202b

PTPN22, in autoimmuniry, 435, 436t
PTX3, in innate immune system, 43-44
Purification

of cells, 530
of proteins, 527-528, 527f, 52gf

Purifled antigen vaccines, 371, 511
Purified protein derivative (PPD), 361b
Purified protein vaccines, 371
Purified tumor antigens, 410t, 4l I
Purine nucleoside phosphorylase (PNP)

deficiency, 468t, 469
Purine salvage pathways, defects in,

468-469, 46Bt
Purpura, autoimmune thrombocl.topenic,

422,423r
Pyogenic bacreria, 352, 51.
Pyrogens, 356b

R
Rab3, 449
RA827A,474
Rabies virus, 353t
Rac, 205, 511
Radiation therapy, immunodeficiency due

ro,475t
Radioimmunoassay (RIA), 5ll, 525-526,

526f
RAG. See Recombination-activating gene

(RAG).
RANK (receptor activator of NF-KB), 278,

43 lb
RANK (receptor activator of NF-rB)

ligand, 278
RANTES, in HIV infection, 478
Rapamycin, 387t, 3BB, 389
R a s , 5 1 1
Ras-MAP kinase pathways

in B cell activation, 220
in T cell activation, 199, 200f, 205-206,

206f

Reactive orygen intermediates (ROIs),
295, 5l I

complement and,,342
Reactive oxygen species (ROS)

in chronic granulomatous disease, 465,
465t

fungicidal,362
in macrophage activation, 3f lf,312,

361b
in phagocytosis, 36-37, 295, 328

Reag in ,454,5 l l
Reaginic antibodies, 454
Receptor activator of NF-rB (RANIC, 278,

43 lb
Receptor activator of NF-rB (RANK)

ligand'27B
Receptor-associated kinases, in cytokine

signaling, 271t
Receptor editing

in B cel ls, 173,175,258
def ined,5 l l -512
in immunologic tolerance, 246
in negative selection, 157

Recipient, 375
Recirculating B cells, 174, 218
Recombination

homologous, 532-533, 533f, 534f
nonhomologous, 533f
somatic, 5f3-514
v(D)J, r58, 160-r6s, 162f-1651 r77-r80,

179f
defects in, 468t, 469

Recombination activating gene t (RAGI),
deficiency of, 468t, 469

Recombination-activating gene I (RAGI),
164-165, I75,512

Recombination activating gene 2 (RAG2),
deficiency oi 468t, 469

Recombination-activating gene 2 (RAG2),
164-165,175.5r2

Recombination activating gene (RAG)
proteins, expression of, 169-170, lTll
r76f,177

Recombination signal sequences (RSSs),
161-162.  163f .512

Red pulp, 62,62f,5I2
RegulatoryT cells, 11, 121 49, 50t

defined, 512
development of , 245f, 246, 248, 24Bf
generation of, 197
interleukin-2 and., 292
natural, l97
suppression of self- reactive

lymphocytes by, 252-253, 253f
in tumor immunity, 409

Rejection, allograft
accelerated, 384
activation of alloreactive T cells in, 380,

381-382, 382f
acute, 384-386, 3B4l 3851 489
chronic, 3841 3851 387, 493
effector mechanisms of, 382-387, 3B l

3B5f
experimental evidence of, 37 5-37 6, 37 6f
first-set. 375. 376f
genetics of , 37 7 -37 B, 377 f
hyperacure, 383-384, 3B4l 385f, 500
prevention and treatment of, 387-391,

387t ,388f ,  390b.39 l f
immunosuppression in, 387-389,

387t, 388f
methods to induce donor-soecific

lolerance or suppression in,
391

Rejection, allograft, prevention and
treatment of (Continued)
methods to reduce allograft

immunogenicity in, 389-39 l,
390b, 39tf

second-set, 376, 376f
Renal transplantation

graft rejection in, 384f
HLA matching in, 390-391
induction of donor-specifi c tolerance

in, 391
Repair tissue, macrophages and, 312
Respiratory burst

defined, 512
in phagocltosis, 36

Respiratory distress syndrome, adult, 356b
Respiratory system, lgnphoid tissue in, 122
Resoonder strains. 100
Resiing lymphocytes, 52
Reticular dysgenesis, 468t, 47 0
Retinoic acid-inducible gene-I (RIG-I), 26

in immune response to viruses, 363
Retroviruses, 405
Reverse transcriptase, 477, 480, 485,512
Reverse transcriptase inhibitors, 486, 5I2
Reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain

reaction (RT-PCR), 5f2
Rev protein, in HIV gene expression, 480
RF-3, 24
Rh (rhesus) antigens, 386b, 393, 512
RhD-immune antibodies, 393
Rheumatic fever. 354. 437

acute, 4231
Rheumatoid arthritis, 428, 428t, 431b,

435r,5t2
Rheumatoid factors. BBb. 43Ib
Rhinitis, allergic, 443, 458
RIA (radioimmunoassay), 5ll, 525-526,

526f
Ricin, in tumor immunotherapy, 415
RIG-I (retinoic acid-inducible gene-I), 26

in immune response to viruses, 363
RNA helicases, in immune response to

viruses, 363
RNase protection assay, 512
RNA tumor viruses, 405
RNA viruses, immune response to, 364
ROIs (reactive oxygen intermediates), 295,

5 l l
complement and,342

ROS. SeeReactive oxygen species (ROS).
RSSs (recombination signal sequences),

161-162. l63f. sl2
RT-PCR (reverse-transcriptase polymerase

chain reaction), 512

S
SIPI ,  68
SAA (serum amyloid A) protein

as acute-phase reactant, 356b
defined, 513

Sandwich assay, 526, 526f
SAP (SIAM-associated protein),

mutations in.471f.474
SAP (serum amyloid P), in innate immune

system, 43
SAP (stress-activated protein) kinase, 206
Sarcoma

Kaposi's, 504
MCA-induced, 398, 398f, 401

Sca-1 (stem cell antigen-1), 57
Scavenger receptors

defined, 512
in innate immune system, 2lt, 26



Schistosoma mansoni, 367 t
Schistosoma spp, 3671
Schistosomes, immune evasion by,

368-370
Schistosomiasis, 365, 368
SCID mouse, 469.512
SCIDs. See Severe combined

immunodefi ciency(ies) (SCIDs).
SCIN (staphylococcal complement

inhibitor), 345-346
SDS-PAGE (sodium dodecyl

sulfate-polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis), 528, 529f

Secondary immune responses, ).0, 512
Secondary lymphoid follicles, 59, 60f
Second-set rejection, 376, 376f, 5152
Secretory component, 346, 512
Selectin(s)

defined, 512-513
in leukocyte recruitment, 31, 3ll 32b

Selectin-selectin ligand interactions, 31
Selective IgA deficiency, 47Ot, 47If, 472
Selective IgG subclass deficiencies, 470t
Selective immunoglobulin defi ciency,

470t ,  47 t f ,472,513
Self, nonreactivity to, l0t, I t
Self antigens

anergy induced by recognition of,
249-252,250f-252f

in autoimmunity, 432
in B cell tolerance, 259
in T cell tolerance, 245, 246, 257-258,

25BI
Self MHC restr ict ion, I l4-115, 1f5f, 5f3
Self-peptide-MHC complexes, 128-129
Self recognil ion, in innate immune

system, 21
Self-tolerance, ll

in autoimmunity, 432, 433f , 437 f
B lyrnphocyte, 258-260, 259f , 260f , 26It
central, lB4-185, 245-246, 245f

in B lgnphocytes, 258, 259f, 260f
defined, 493
in T lymphocytes, 246-248, 248f

defined, 243,5I3
general features and mechanisms of,

244-246,245f
importance of, 243-244, 244f
normal immune response us.,244f
peripheral, 245, 245f, 246, 509

in B lyrnphocytes, 259-260, 259f
in T lymphocytes, 248-258

regulatory T cells in, 252-253, 253f
T lymphocyte, 246-258, 26lI

anergy induced by recognition of self
antigen in, 249-252, 250f-252f

apoptotic cell death in, 253-254, 254f ,
255b-257b

cDB.,254-257
central, 246-248, 248f
factors that determine, 257 -258, 258t
periphera-I, 248-258
suppression of self-reactive

lgnphocytes by regulatory T cells
in,252-253,253f

to tumor antigens, 409
Sensit izat ion, 9, 312-313, 3l3f
Sepsis, 356b
Seotic shock

denneo, 5rJ
due to humoral immune response, 354,

356b
tumor necrosis factor in, 277-278, 277f,

354

Serglycin, 3lB, 3l8f
Seroconversion, 513
Serology, 76, 513
Serotype, 513
Serum, 76, 513
Serum amyloid A (SAA) protein

as acute-phase reactant, 356b
defined, 513

Serum amyloid P (SAP), in innate
immune system, 43

Serum sickness, 424-425, 425f , 426t,
5 1 3

Seven transmembrane cr-helical
receptors, 272, 272f

Severe combined immunodeficiency(ies)
(SCIDs), 467-470, 467f, 468t, 5r3

due to defective pre-TCR checkpoint
signaling, 468t, 469

due to defective thymus development,
468t, 469

due to defects in cytokine receptor
signaling, 467-468, 468t

due to defects in purine salvage
pathways, 468-469, 46Bt

due to defects inV(D)l recombination,
468r, 469

reticular dysgenesis and, 468t, 470
X-l inked, 155,467-468

SHI (Src homology l) domains, 202b
SH2 domain-containing inositol

phosphatase (SHIP), 202, 202b, 238,
449

SH2 (Src homology 2) domains, 20o,zoIb,
202b,514

SH3 (Src homology 3) domains, 201b,
202b,5r4

Shizonts, 369b
Shock

anaphylactic, 456-457, 49O
septic (endotoxin)

defined, 513
due to humoral immune response,

354, 3536b
tumor necrosis factor in,277-278,

277f,354
sHP-r, 39b, 202,202b

in autoimmunity, 436t
sHP-2, 39b, 202,202b
Shwartzman reaction, 513
Sialic acids, in evasion of complement,

345
Sialomucins, 66
Sialyl Lewis X, 466
Signaling lyrnphocyte activation molecule

(stAM), r4B,474
Signal transducers and activators of

transcription. See STAI(s) (signal
transducers and activators of
transcription).

sIGN-Rr, 333, 339, 342
Simian immunodefi ciency virus (SIV),

4BU4B7,5t3
Single-positive thymocyte, 176f, 180, f80f,

513
SIRS (systemic infl ammatory response

syndrome), 356b, 514
Skin grafting, 375-376, 391
Skin-homing T cells, 69
SLAM (signaling lymphocye activation

molecule), I4B,474
SLAM-associated protein (SAP),

mutations in. 4711.474
SLE. See Systemic lupus er)'thematosus

(sLE).

Slow-reacting substance of anaphylaxis
(SRS-A), 452

SMAC (supramolecular activation
cluster), 142, 202-205, 204f

Smac/Diablo, 256b
Smads, 296
Smallpox, 3-4, 513
Smallpox vaccination, 4, 370
SNARE proteins, 449
Snell, George, 98, 378
SOCS (suppressors of cytokine signaling),

284b-285b
Sodium cromol]'n, for asthma, 458
Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide

gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), 528,
529f

Soluble antigens, l2L-122
Somatic h)?ermutation, 232-234, 234f ,

235f, s13
Somatic mutations, 93, 232
Somatic recombination, 513-514
Sos, 205, 206f,220
Southern blot, 514, 528
SIP (sphingosine l-phosphate), 68
SP-A (surfactant protein-A), 44
SP-D (surfactant protein-D), 44
Specialization, l0t, ll
Speciflc granules, in neutrophils, 29
Specific immunity. See Adaptive

immunity.
Specificity

of antibodies, 93
defined, 514
in immune recognition, 20-22,20t,

2 l r
of immune response, 9-10, fOl 10t, 11
and immunologic tolerance, 244-245

Sphingosine l-phosphate (SlP), 68
Spleen

anatomy and functions of,6l-62,62f
in antigen captrre,122
B cell migration to, 69
defined, 514
naive T cell migration into, 68

Splenectomy, immunodeficiency due to,
475t ,476

Splenic artery, 61,62
Spondylitis, ankylosing, 434, 435t
Soorozoites, 369b
S protein, 341,342f
Squamous cell carcinoma, in transplant

patients, 389
SRB1, 26
Src family, 20lb
Src homology I (SHI) domains,2O2b
Src homology 2 (SH2) domains, 200,201b,

202b,5L4
Src homology 3 (SH3) domains, 201b,

202b,5r4
SRS-A (slow-reacting substance of

anaphylaxis), 452
Staphylococcal complement inhibitor

(scIN), 345-346
Staphylococcal enterotoxins, 357b
Staphylococcus aureus, 352t
STAI(s) (signal transducers and activators

of transcription), 281, 283b-285b,
5 I3

sTATl, 307, 308f
in macrophage activation, 312

sTAr4, 307, 30Bf
STAT6

in immediate hypersensitivity, 456t
in Ts2 differentiation, 307, 308, 308f
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Stem cel l(s), 57, 514
pluripotent (hematopoietic), 154, l55l

499
Stem cell antigen-1 (Sca-l), 57
Stem cell factor, 298-299 ,298f,299t

in immediate hlpersensitivity, 456t
Stem cell transplantation, 393-395, 394f
Streptococcus pyogenes, 3521
Stress-activated protein (SAP) kinase, 206
Stressed cells, innate immune recognition

of,22
Strominger, Jack, 102
Subcapsular sinus, oflymph node, 59, 60f
Subtractive hybridization, l39b
Subun i t  vacc ines ,  371,  5 l  I
Superantigens, 354, 357b, 514, 535
Superoxide, in phagocyosis, 36
Suppressors of cytokine signaling (SOCS),

284b-285b
Suppressor T cell, 514
Supramolecular activation cluster

(SMAC), r42, 202-205, 204f
Surface proteins, on lymphocytes, 50, 5lb,

54r
Surfactant protein-A (SP-A), 44
Surfactant protein-D (SP-D), 44
Surrogate light chains, 170,514
Susceptibi l i ty loci,  for auloimmune

diseases, 433-436, 4341 435t, 436t
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